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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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VOL. LXI.

BOWDOIN NINE
LOSES OPENER
TO HARVARD

The annual sub-Freshman week
will be held on Friday and Saturday, April 24 and 25, it was announced this week.
There have
been no absolutely definite plans
made as yet for the entertainment of the prospective freshmen.
There is, however, to be a baseball frame with Maine on April 24.
There is also a possibility that
there will be a schoolboy track
meet on April 25. This, however,
has not been definitely planned.
end

Souther Unsettled Giving
Nine Free Tickets Early
in

Game

McKOWN HOMERS

R

!

White Batsmen Show Great Promise;
by Playing Errorless Ball and Yieldin* but Four Strikeouts to Red
MacHaie.
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MUSTARD

HOUSE POSTPONED
„
D
«OOmS
to be Rented
,

ever to Faculty

HOWMembers

in Fall

An early inning spell of wildness on
the part of George Souther combined
with effective hurling by "RedT MacHale, Crimson ace, gave Harvard an
eight to one victory over a veteran
Bowdoin nine making its season's debut at Cambridge last Saturday.
Souther doing his first bit of strenuous
pitching of the year including practise sessions could not seem to gain
control of the ball and had to be replaced by Ben Shute in the inning
Crimson counters had
five
after
trickled across the plate. Shute during his five sessions in the box, performed very creditably and aided by
errorless ball on the part of his teammates held the Harvard nine to three

j

The Mustard House on Maine

1

street,

the property of the college, will not
be remodelled as was planned at the
time of purchase, according to John C.
Thalheimer, bursar.
Rooms in the
house are to be rented, however, with
the preference given to members of
the faculty.
Mr. Thalheimer states
that these rooms will probably be
available in the fall.
The purchase of the home of the
late Mrs. Fannie L. Mustard was announced September ,25, 1930.* The
house, located at the corner of Maine
and Page streets, has been used for
the last thirty years as a rooming
place for students and professors. At
commencement time it was the meeting place of the governing board, who
assemble under the name of "The
Mustard Club".
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At chapel Sunday afternoon, April subject
of a forceful and inspiring ad12, President Sills spoke, using as his
dress by Dean Nixon, as guest speaker
text a parable from the tenth chapter
at the evening service of the local
of the Gospel according to St John.
Methodist Episcopal Church last SunHe based his talk on the verse. "I am day in
which he stressed the impor-,
come that they might have life and
that they might have it more abun- tance of the element of worship and

He opened by

stating that at Easter
placed on life, on the
triumph of life over death.
are reminded that life is the law of the universe and that it is life that we seek.
What is your interpretation of life?
Is it a constant round of pleasures?
That is the goal of many, carpe diem,
a round of carnal pleasures; eat, drink
and be merry for tomorrow you die.
They say that we hear of religion no
longer. An individual can lead a good
life without the help of religion. Each
has a right to do as he pleases. In

the emphasis
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child.

brought
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life
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they had

WHITE HAS FIGHTING
CHANCE TO COP STATE
TRACK MEET -MAGEE

itself

and

ball, baseball,

'

>

R.

ON MAINE IMPRINTS

I

POLAR BEARS TO FACE MATHER TALKS ON
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
BATES BALL TOSSERS

PHILLIPS H. LORD

Phillips H. Lord, Bowdoin '25, presented "Seth Parker's Family" in the
City Hall in Portland last Monday evening, before an unusually large audience. The program was presented under the auspices of the Church Federation of Portland. Mr. Lord is better
known as "Seth Parker" or "Uncle
Abe", both of which characters are
well known by all radio fans in this
country, if not in the world. Mr. Lord's
wife takes the part of "Lizzie", the
wife of Seth Parker.
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Nine Enters Second

program was,
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Although losing to Harvard by the
rather one-sided score of eight to one
last

Saturday at Cambridge, Coach
of confidence
the holiday encounter

Ben Houser's nine

is full

regard to
with Bates next Monday. The White
ball tossers displayed plenty of spirit
in

The second speaker at the Institute,
Wednesday evening, was Professor
Kirtley F. Mather, chairman of the
department of geology and geography
at Harvard. He presented a geologic*! survey of world history, taking as
his subject "Sons of the Earth".
"To understand himself", said Professor Mather, "is man's most pressing
need.
Such understanding can come
only through the synthesis of all
available knowledge gained by observation, introspection, and retrospection, and the point of view of the
geologist is, to say the least, an excellent point from which to start the
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in their curtain-raiser in
spite of only a few days' practice in synthetic survey.
"Knowledge of the
the open. Carl Parmenter in his de-

and finesse

wo

j

j

past, coupled
with understanding of the present,
provides the only key which man has
ever found to be trustworthy in his
attempt to unlock the future. It is
not an exaggeration to say that the
only real hope for his continued success or future prosperity as an inhabitant of this planet depends upon his
ability to discover accurately the facte
of earth history.
"The geologist knows that primitive types of animals ind plants lived
upon the earth before more complex
and highly organized creatures had
Brown, Means, and Dowling ready to developed because their remains are
assume the mound, no definite choice found exclusively in rocks which on
account of their physical relationships
An associate-editorship also was having been made as yet.
(Continued on page 2)
created and is to be .filled by Philip
The White is fortunate this year
C. Ahern '32. The duties of this posi- in having two capable backstops in A vvAiT>Tr> r»»«n%.m ZZ .
tion will consist chiefly of those of an Dwyer and Lewia
The latter may
advisory nature, supplemented by an see some service Monday although
active share in the writing of edito- Dwyer is sure to start. With the exrials. Likewise two sport editors were perience garnered last week the Polar
elected, Robert L. M. Ahern '33, and Bears should step into high gear for
President Sills recently announced
Edward B. McMenamin '33, to whom their drive to the State title Monday. another gift from Frederick W. Packthe management of the sport page
As yet the Bobcats have not ard, amounting to $10,000. which
will
shall be assigned in the future. It is emerged from the cage as Garcelon be
available for improvements on
expected that these men shall be eligi- Field has not been sufficiently dry for rickardField this
spring^nTsummer
ble for the associate editorship next practice
The game^will be the first The remainder of this money ii
is to be
year.
of the year for Bates. Bowdoin's devoted to the maintenance of
a
With ^exceptions, the stof^has

George T. Sewall Leads Recently
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Favorite tO XHJin

first. "Seth Parker at Home,
but at second base gave promise of
Jonesport, Maine": the second. "Phil- fitting very well in the position left
lips H. Lord, in Person".
vacant by the graduation of Tommie
Chalmers. Bowdoin's only real weakThe Boston University literary ness cropped up in the pitching depublication has been forced to disconpartment and even this was in no way
BeaThe
funds.
tinue due to lack of
discouraging to Coach Houser since
con has appeared steadily for fiftySouther essayed to face the Crimfive years.
son sluggers with practically no previous hurling this year while Shute
who replaced him performed very
creditably, allowing three runs in five
innings. For the Garnet game "Smiling Ben" will have Souther, Shute,
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(Continued on pace 4)
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AWARDED

— HARLOW SHAPLEY

WEBB NOYES ^1
AUTHOR OF BOOK
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PRIZE

COSMIC PANORAMA

(Continued on paaa 4)
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hockey, swimming, ten-

and golf schedules which will be
found elsewhere in the Orient. The

>

GOLF TEAM PREPS
FOR BUSY SEASON
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are not concerned with the work
of the college as an institution of
learning.
By opening the lectures in
her institutes to all who care to come
and by accounts of the proceedings in
the public press, to which we are
deeply indebted, we feel that we may
be able to convince our friends that
first, last, and all the time the college
strives to advance the intellectual and
spiritual life of the community which

"In the second place we wish to
emphasize this year the properly high
place which the natural sciences hold
in any scheme of liberal education.
I presume it is no exaggeration to
say that a man, totally unfamiliar
with the processes of science, under
awarded letters and numerals to mem- a skilled teacher and well-trained inbers of the sport teams during the vestigator surely advances the freepast Winter, as well as adopting foot- dom of the human spirit."

1

*£

!

better word, is very simple.
In the
first place the public too often takes
lively interest only in those activities
of the college, athletic or social,
which, all very well in their place,

i

—

i

President

^

Christ

Fifteen men reported last week for freely, generously, and magnanimousvarsity tennis and it is expected that ly for others.
It is teeming with
be given a workout about knowledge, but rather spiritual knowl"? e y
the muid,c oi thls w k
ir
A practice
edge than material knowledee. Comschedule has been arranged and each radeship, unionship, and fellowship
man will be. given an opportunity to with Christ gives life, and gives it
(Continued on Patft. 4)
show his form. The courts which have abundantly.
been in too poor a condition for
practice thus far are
being reconditioned
and
within
few
a
days it is expected that they will
be ready for use. The following men
reported for the varsity team: Captain Abbott, Perkins, Short, Sprague,
Spring Matches Start May 4 With
Ineligibility
of
Gatchell, Dana, Gould, A. S. Davis, Kellett,
Play-Off at Amherst College
Barrett, Marsh, E. Smith, H. Lord,
Baker, Copeland and R. Perry. ManFoster
Haskell Is
Despite disheartening losses occaager A. P. Lunt has arranged an exSevere
cellent schedule. The feature of this sioned by eligibility rules, the Bowdoin
will be the annual Spring trip which golf team swings into action this
last from May 4 to May 9. On week. The call for recruits issued by
"Certainly the loss of two stellar
dash men, Foster and Gatchell. and May 2 a meet will be held with Bates Captain Gordon Knight found six men
Bill Haskell, shot putter, is a drastic at Brunswick. On May 25 the Maine ready to report for practice at the
Brunswick Golf Club.
blow to Bowdoin's chances for State State meet will be held here.
Polar Bear stick swingers include
Championship," stated Coach John J.
Manager Lunt has also arranged
Magee to an Orient representative, two meets with Hebron for the Fresh- James Esson. John Rosenfeld, Corne"But I still think Bowdoin can win, man team. There is a possibility that lius Doherty. Fred Bachelder. Harris
and the team will go into the meet there will also be a meet with Exe- Plaisted, Don Stockman and Gordon
They meet their
with the intention of winning.'
ter to be held at Exeter. S. W. Gould Knight (captain).
"Johnson is back for the sprints, '32 is coaching the Freshman team. first opposition on the greens when
while Doc Brown is showing marked A. S. Davis '33 and H. P. Foster '33 thev journey to Amherst May 4th.
of a five-day
duel
opening
the
This
is
improvement with the hammer. As are the assistant managers of tennis
trip, compassing matches with Trinity,
for the Penn Relays: if Foster and this year.
Gatchell were eligible I think we would
The schedule for the Spring trip is at Hartford: Wesleyan, at Middletown: Worcester Tech. at Worcester;
have won in our class as we did last as follows
year.
As it is now our chances are
and Tufts, at Medford.
May 5 Amherst
Barring inclement weather the eolfnot as good as they might be, but I
May
Trinity
feel Bowdoin will have a fighting
ers will begin practice this week. They
May 7 Wesleyan
hope to overcome the loss of Mulhn
chance in the medley relay."
May 8 Worcester Tech
The Polar Bear cinder chief plans to
and De Mever by development of talMay
Tufts
use Thistlewaite, Johnson. Briggs and
ent now available.
Usher for this event, which is run in
two 220 legs, a 440 and an 880. In addition to his quartet of relaymen.
Coach Magee will take two hurdlers.
McLaughlin and Stanwood, to the Philadelphia track carnival, as well as his
star hammer thrower. Galbraith. and
The National Student Federation of
Olson for javelin and discus.
America is now offering a prize of one
Taking over its duties with this isHard Work Produced Balanced
hundred dollars for the best poster by sue, a new editorial staff, elected prior
a college student on the theme "There to the Easter vacation, is now in
Team
Three vears of unremitting labor on Shall Be No More War". The posters charge of the Bowdoin Orient, with
the part of both the coach and his ma y ta . in, water-color, crayon, char George T. Sewall '32 as editor-in-chief
squad brought the White tracksters to coal or ink, and will be judged by a and G. Russell Booth '33 and H. Allan
Perry '33 as managing editors. Creaa hitrh level of perfection. Coach Ma- jury of well known artists.
These posters, if approved by or- tion of the positions of an associate
gee had his men up to a high balance
through a long period of work and ganizations working for disarmament, editor and two sports editors are re
planning: and the college entertained will be circulated throughout the suits of a plan by which the board has
high hopes of returning to its former country. Judgment on them will be on been reorganized with the intention
of bringing about more efficient opersuperior position in Maine track. As the basis of idea and composition.
ation.
the Bowdoin coach said "The old spirIn addition to the editor-in-chief
The combined Musical and Glee
it of track was coming back."
"However." he continued briskly, Clubs trip, which was to be held in and managing editors, six sub editors
"this loss to the team, and this sad Portland tomorrow, was postponed be- were chosen from the ranks of the
blow to our hopes, may become an add- cause of the illness of Professor Wass. competing freshman reporters. Those
ed incentive and inspiration to Bow- The concert was to have been held in selected were Nicholas Bashkiroff,
doin men, to lift them up and raise Frye Hall in Portland. It is not James E. Bassett, James C. Freeman,
them to even greater heights. We may thought that the trip will be held at John Morris, Carl G. Olson, and John
i
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own imme-

which spends

the

spoke as follows:

"The purpose of the college in conducting this series of lectures and conferences in some of the natural
sciences, termed institute for lack of a

•

FIFTEEN REPORT
FOR TENNIS TEAM

which

session of the Institute of

Dr. Shapley, Director of the Harvard College Observatory and first
speaker at the. Institute, took as his
subject "The Cosmic Panorama". He
began his survey by making clear to
the audience the place of the earth
New Volume is Bibliography of Books and its inhabitants in the universal
scheme.
Bearing Names of Maine Printers
From this as a starting
point, Dr. Shapley discussed the solar
Previous to Statehood
A
system and then the solar neighborOf
hood in which exist mysterious stars
A book of interest to those connect- of unbelievably high density and with
Boston about fifteen years ago and ed with Maine and its history, "A numerous sub-dwarfs known to us only
lived for a time with some undergrad- Bibliography of Maine Imprints to because of their nearness to the sun.
uate. He would stay at his fraternity 1820", has been recently compiled by Next, the naked eye stars, some of
house, visit his professors, and attend R. Webb Noyes, M.S., of the class of them many hundreds of light years
The author is at present head distant from us, were considered.
his classes. He was making a hobby 1921.
It
<# helping deserving boys through col-i.of the documents section of the Uni- was shown how a study of the milky
lege and thus by diverting himself versity of Michigan library
way was based on a study of certain
Mr. Noyes wrote the book with the faint variable stars. Through
from money-making was enriching
these
aim of listing all books bearing a the nucleus of the galactic system has
and freshening his life.
In 1914 a friend of Jhe Dean's was Maine imprint before the period of ibeen discover ed, and Dr. Shapley pre* P
It contains about 967 en-] dicted
ill with
a very serious nervous dis- statehood
that
a fcw d
d
ease. At that time he read a book by tries, or 767 titles not including news-, knowled?e of the struc t ure
f the
Richard C. Cabot called "What Men paper entries, and shows the locations jwhole milky way win
discovered
Live Bv" which classified the main of copies of such volumes in New Eng- In the last of his talk the lecturer
in
forand
California,
New
York,
land,
fields in a man's life under work. plav.
described the mapping by investigalove and worship. The spiritual value eign countries.
tors of the whole super system of
This volume is of particular value to globular clusters surrounding the
of the last of these is particularly imantiquities, for it flattened
portant.
Happiness, progress, and anyone interested
galactic system and their diswell-being are dependent upon a man's has been printed in an old style hand- covery in these great clusters of sespiritual life more than upon all the press by the author, and in its old- crets facilitating the measurement of
discoveries of science important as fashioned board bindings, is represen- enormous distances as well as certain
they are. Only through an adherence tative of all eighteenth and nineteenth intimations on the properties of stellar
evolution.
to spiritual values can a millennium century imprints,
ever hope to be reached. We must follow the teaching of Christ: "Seek ye
first the kingdom of God and these
things shall be given unto you."

;
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first

introducing

Wells, coach at Fairhaven
High school for the past few years,
will come to Bowdoin next year as
assistant coach under head coach
Charlie Bowser in baseball, football,
and hockey, according to an announcement made last Saturday. Mr. Wells
was appointed at the Spring meeting
of the Athletic Council, and the selection was made from a long list of
available men.
The new assistant is a graduate of
Springfield College and has had considerable experience in the three
sports in which he will assist Bowser.
He has enjoyed great success at Fairhaven High school; his last year's
grid team losing only one game, and
that to Boston College High school,
one of the stronger teams in Massachusetts.
At the meeting the Council also

typical case
is that of a certain "successful" business man who retired at forty-five with
a large fortune to chase happiness
around the world. He could not find
happiness, not because he had any
physical handicap or because he had
suffered any bereavement, but because he had no interests, no love of
persons, places and scenes, no spiritual
or intellectual interests, no love of
games or hobbies.
Different Diversion
alt entirely different type waa a
middle aged man who used to visit

i

abundant

lAJALIl

Council Meeting

time and no money, when he has
money but no time, and finally when
he has time and money but no. interinclinations.

The

Natural Sciences at Bowdoin College
opened Tuesday evening, April 7. In

* /lij

Linn

A

and

p(\

Sills

to
predominate so as to drive out all other interests and inclinations.
well
generalization, probably from
Plato, states that the life of almost
every successful man can be divided
into three parts: when the man has

!
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Letters and Numerals Are
Awarded at Athletic

hook,

his

.

NAMED

nnwnm * arm

the

— work,

Work Alone Must Not Dominate
Work alone must not be allowed

!

if

.

life of every man is work. Many men
enjoy doing a type of work that to the
casual observer would seem very dull
or difficult. An old scrubwoman in
Brunswick was once observed to sigh
and groan on the half hours when college classes were changing. On being
asked the reason for her sadness she
replied that she was sorry for the poor
boys at college who would have to go
to another class.
The fact that her
type -of work was usually regarded as
the more unpleasant and difficult had
not impressed her.

current magazines we read articles
the same theme.
In modern
novels the hero is often one who follows his own desires; and although the
author tries to enlist our sympathy
for the "noble independence" of the
hero, more often he seems to us to be

they have been happier

in

»,

,

Lf^N.~WELLS

his personal experiences while serving
on the college administration.
The first outstanding element in the

with

used their wealth for their
diate pleasures?

life

___._. mMTr w w ^

"What Men Live By". The Dean drew
many illustrations for his talk from

|

"

Attraction

Hall Crowded Each Evening With Students and
Townspeople— 5th Biennial Institute

ROUND TABLE CONFERENCES AT UNION

— as explained

play, love and worship
by Richard C, Cabot

is

an overgrown and much spoiled

among

spiritual
understanding
four cardinal forces of

dantly".

i

in

As Major
Mem

Sway

"Some Men and a Book" was the

-

Spring Trip Plays Important Part
Exceptionally Busy Season

Sciences Holds

BOOK" ATM.E. CHURCH

Self-Sacrifice

1

Institute of Natural

MEN AND A

Speaker Emphasizes Values Talk Animated by Personal
Experiences While Servin Comradeship with

FACULTY RECEIVES
BONUS FROM GIFT
OF CYRUS CURTIS

walked. Ticknor again found one to
his taste and blasted the horsehide
through the pitcher's box and into the
outfield for a single which scored MacHale and sent McCafferty, who was
subbing for McGrath on the paths, to
third. A long fly which Wood wafted
toTenter '"field"' brought" McCafferty
across the plate for Harvard's final
run of the afternoon.

NIXON SPEAKS

Otf "SOME

CHAPEL ADDRESS

Much of the prevalent interest and
discussion of sex is pot disinterested
desire for knowledge at all, but a domMays, Harvard lead-off man. Follow-,
inant
desire to get more animal pleasing 'this he issued a free ticket to Mcure out of life, actually or vicariously.
Grath and bounced the pellet off "Ben"
Sex is a fundamental principle but not
Ticknor's broad expanse of back to
the only principle. Individual pleasure
fill the
bases. The first run was
as an aim in itself has a disastrous efforced in when Wood was walked.
fect not only on the individual's life
DesRoches flied out and Lupien
but on the life of those with whom he
dropped a weak one in front of the
comes in contact Lack of consideraplate which Dwyer nabbed in time to
tion is a vice of our time. Perhaps it
tag him out. Passes to Kiernan and
Batchelder forced in two more tal- Income from Fifty Thousand Dollars is a result of speed. Perhaps it is a
part of youth. But it makes a man
lies before MacHale fanned to bring
Made Available by Action of the
hard and cruel; it contracts, not exthe inning to a close.
pands life. Some contend that people
Executive Committee
In the first of the second Rose got
with a deep, sincere conviction are
as far as third after lining out a twonarrow-minded. Phillips Brooks has
bagger to right but he died there when
April ninth every professor at Bow
conIn the doin College was mailed a bonus. asserted to the contrary. A person
his teammates went hitless.
tolerant of
Crimson's half of the same stanza, These were grants added to the salary vinced of his own truth is
"Ben" Ticknor found one of Souther's scale from a fund given last July by others. Lack of consideration may be
offerings just> to his liking and gave it Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Philadelphia, a at the root of most racial, religious,
a ride out past Rose and Ricker for member of the Board of Trustees. The and national prejudice.
Christ's abundant life is the direct
a home run. Later in the third inning, sum was fifty thousand dollars, the
Coach Houser yanked Souther after income of which is to be used each antithesis of this. It is based not on
the latter had issued three base on year for additions to the faculty sal- self-expression but on serf-saeriflee. It
is
a lasting basis of happiness. It
in
a
balls and hit one man, to force
aries.
Inasmuch as the governing
run. Shute, who followed him kept boards will not adopt a final schedule sounds old-fashioned, but all that is
the game well in hand until the sev- until their meeting in June, the in- old is not bad. Think over the friends
enth.
At this point in the struggle, come for the current year has been or parents who are making sacrifices
Barry Wood led off with a clean bin made available through action of the to put you through college. Would
they have been happier if they had
gle.
He was sacrificed around to executive committee.
used their means to enjoy themselves
third from which he soon scored on
and left the vounger ones to take care
"Bob" Kieman's hit to left. Again in
of themselves ? Or think of the genthe eighth the Crimson nine raised
erous souls who have used their
ructions. MacHale singled to left.
wealth to build up this college. Would
Shute fanned Mays but McGrath
The first inning found Souther being nicked for a triple by "Eddie"

DEM

PRESIDENT CONDEMNS
SELF-CENTERED LIVES

NO.

15, 1931.

b«foT«,

operative relationship with the rest of
the
will
the board.
collecting a victory
j

its

kwl T^^JL^SSJ^J^^^*^
He

hands

full

j

i

ton

Del.

is

board of trustees.

a

member

of the
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

Established

technical, these fears

seem to have been dispelled. In fact it is
just possible that this lecture series may have accomplished more
than former ones in that it perhaps has drawn attention to a
branch of knowledge too little heeded by the average undergrad-

1871

Editor-in-Chief

George T. Sewall

If this is the case, if

any fresh interest has been brought to
the general field of natural science, quite aside from what those
already working in the field got out of it, then it would seem that
the Institute has well served its purpose.
uate.
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We

Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Associate Editor

.CAhern ^2
Managing Editors

Philip

G. Russell Booth

are

Institute of Natural

'33

Sports Editors

Robert

L.

M.

Ahem

McMenamin

'33

John Morris
Carl G. Olson

'34
'34

John M. Sinclair

'34

Edward

'33

B.

Sciences HoldsSway

Sab-Editors

Nicholas Bashkiroff *34
James E. Bassett '34

James

C.

Freeman ^4

As Major Attraction

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
(Continued from Pas* l)

Business Manager
Artine Artinian 'SI
Assistant Managers

are known to be older than those in
which the so-called higher forms of
Gilbert L. Barstow *82 life are known to be recorded.
Fish First Vertebrates
Published every Wednesday during the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College.
All contribution* and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
"The oldest known animals possess'«ht preceding the data of publication. The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial ing a 'back-bone' were fishes. From
column the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding vuWrip- them arose the first air-breathing verSubscriptions should be' addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co.
tebrates of the salamander type. The
tions. S3. 60 per year (Including Alumnus) in advance.
newly developed lungs were a modifi-

Dominic N. Antonucci

which smaller animals swim through
the water or larger animals produce
currents of water in and out of their
bodies; muscles, the principal organs
of movement; and, finally, electric organs, found in a few fishes, enabling
them to deliver an electric shock that
will stun animals.
These seven organs are not all possessed by any one
animal.
Animal Coloration
The chromatophores, or color organs are particularly interesting in
shrimps, fishes, frogs, toads, and lizards.
In fishes these enable them to
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;

Entered as second class matter at the poatofflec at Brunswick. Maine.

cation of the old swimming bladder and
did* not structurally replace the gills.
In consequence of its relation to the
blood stream the head region received
blood that was only partially purified.
Without adequate nourishment, brains
had no opportunity for real improvement.
The development of intelligence had to wait until this handicap
had been overcome by the development of the four-chambered heart
which characterizes the mammals.
"With the close of the Mesozoic
Era, the reptilian rulers were blotted
existence.
Promptly
the
out of
placental offspring of the recently dis-
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intelligent anthropoid, more manlike in his habits than any existing
ape. Almost certainly the upright at-

an

titude

among

it

background

position.

Yet

this is

what

has always happened in past years. This new office, however, does
that eventuality and places an experienced person in a
position to work with the editor-in-chief in the determination of
in
advancing staff efficiency and the better publication
policy and

away with

that should follow.

To this end also the sports editorships were set up, to relieve
the managing editors of the whole burden of getting out the paper
and to make for* greater news-gathering ability and more accuracy.
Formerly one managing editor each week worked practically alone
in getting the paper to press, from the distribution of assignments
to the correction of stories and making of headlines. Little wonder
he sometimes made errors ! He even handled the type at the printshop. This year the managing editors have had more assistance
than ever before from the sophomores on the board. Under the
new scheme, while the managing editor will still be the one responsible for getting the sheet out, he will have his task lightened by
the assistance of one sports editor besides the work of the sub-

the

habit

of

from

branch tp branch
the trees, suspended by the

I

I
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School of Applied Science in Cleve-

Though the board has changed somewhat, both in personnel land, automatically carried out this
and in structure, the Orient remains as always. We shall improve intricate analysis and gave the simple
tones which go to make up the most
it where we can. As to matters of policy and program we shall say complex sounds.
He explained the
little here, except that by and large we shall keep more or less con- application of sound analysis and synthesis to the scientific
study of
that
situations
The
Orient.
tinuity with the last volume of the
phonetics and the teaching of vocal
arise in a college community such as ours must by their very na- music and elocution.
On
the
lecture
platform
were many
ture be dealt with on their merits as they arise. In line with the instruments of interest
which Profespolicy of former Orient boards we shall always be glad to publish sor Miller used in illustrating his
points.
There
were
models
of sound
or
not,
signed communications, whether we agree with them
waves, tuning forks, and resonators.
whether they are adverse to us, or favorable And to those who The musical instruments of which he
find themselves at odds with us on our handling of any subject, we analysed the sounds included the violin, trumpet, and victrola. Professor
suggest this means of recourse if they feel a rebuttal necessary.
Miller was assisted in his demonstraThe

Institute

Tomorrow evening brings the concluding
tute of Natural Sciences.
it

On

the whole, as

PARKER TALKS
ON
SYSTEM

there were at least seven classes of

to

Campus

The Food and Service are Excellent

RECENT STUDENT
RIOTING AROUSES
PRESS COMMENTS
With unemployment and the ecodepression as a world-wide
source of revolution and instability,
the reports of the part taken by students in various countries in stimulating and leading the spirit of unrest
by rioting and protest have received
wide discussion in the college presb.
Within the last few days, Egyptian
students set fire to one of the Cairo
school buildings and later a large
number of student strikers attacked
those who refused to join them, with
the result that several were injured
when the police joined the fray. The
cause of the trouble seems to be agitation against the existing government, the new Constitution and electoral laws.
Student rioting in Spain has continued for some time. Law students
in Barcelona showed an anti-monarchistic spirit and those in Seville combined rebellion against the government with discontent against the university administration.

Gowns against Towns. Sedate Harhas representatives who have
known the inside of a jail due to
"boyish pranks". With a few exceptions, such as the New York students
who were jailed last winter because of
too active sympathy with the garment
workers' strike, most of the student
riots in this country have been caused
by mass meetings smacking strongly
of football, tradition or "good spirits".
An editorial in the Pennsylvanian
does not advocate mob action as a
principle, but points out the desirability of rioting over political, religious, social and economic issues
rather than puerile rebellions against
vard

nomic

j

j
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the local police. The last European
riots at least indicate an awareness
of existing problems not found to any
great extent among young American
students.
Another opinion expressed
in this week's college press on rioting
in the American universities is that
such purposeless destruction is stupid
and ought to be discouraged much

more emphatically than has been done
heretofore.

Professor Frost of Dartmouth recently put on the blackboard for his
final examination in a poetry course,
"Do the thing that you think will
third example is found in South please me most".
Some students
America where Peruvian Students wrofe original poems, others critical
overthrew Leguia and the Argentin- essays; some praised the professor
ians aided in the displacement of who disliked so to give examinations;
Irigoyen.
but one, taking the rfrofessor at his
In contrast to this, there is the re- word, got up and left the room.
cent riot at Princeton resulting in destruction of private property, rocking
The
Fascist
government
has
of interstate buses and the suspension founded a school of journalism in
of 42 men. Along the same lines is Rome the first of its kind to be
the traditional Yale freshman riot, the established in Italy.
j

i
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STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD

philos-

able achievement."
Fechner, Helmholtz and Wundt all
contributed to the rise of experimental psychology, as alienated from pure
social science. The latter, according
to the speaker, is usually called the
father of scientific psychology. Application of these three men's methods
soon led to rapid growth of the sub-

It

looms up large

ject.

Rise of Animal Psychology
"Animal psychology," Prof. Boring
went on, "under Darwin's influence,
began in England. However, it was in
America at the beginning of the pres-

ent

century

that

experimental

its

methods were developed, and America

DR.

j

Handy

ophy and physiology about seventy
years ago. Thitherto mind had been
thought of as impalpable and evanescent,
and the establishment of
elaborate precise quantitative methods for measuring seemed a remark-

has since led in this field. The differentiation between psychology and
physiology is disappearing, for workers in each invade the other's fields
more and more. The chief distinction
tions by Miss Dorothy Robbins of the
is historical and arbitrary.
New England Conservatory of Music. nowadays
"With the mental tests the psychology of individual differences has delecture in the Instiveloped in America. With the study
of abnormal psychology, the psycholwith past Institutes
ogy of personality has developed in
which

NtiRVOUS
has been a noteworthy event, and a project for
the College is to" be commended. The lectures have covered a reThe speaker Friday evening, April
markably diversified field, yet in the majority of cases they have 10, at the Institute was Professor
offered something better than a mere encyclopaedic survey. Such George H. Parker, director of the
Zoological Laboratory at Harvard. He
a program as this one is exceedingly difficult to carry out, because discussed "Animal Coloration
and its
the topics handled must be of rather general interest, presented in Bearing on the Question of the Nervous System."
a way intelligible to those untrained in the particular field, and! "The nervous system and its
apyet offer something new to those already familiar with the subject pended parts", said Dr. Parker, "consist of three sets of organs: sense
in point. We appreciate this difficulty and feel that it has been
organs, such as the eye and ear; adovercome rather well. At the outset it was feared in some quar- juster organs, like the brain and spinters that the Institute would prove less popular this year than for- al cord; and effectors, organs by which
animals respond to their environmerly because of the essential limitations of the field- But when ment"
Dr. Parker went on to say that
the first audiences discovered that the presentation was not too
held here,

— PROFESSOR BORING

"There seems to be no escape from
"Psychology, the youngest of the
the conclusion that the future history sciences,
is only just cominjr to be reof man will likewise be under the
srarded as a natural, rather than a sosway of environmental factors. Abil- cial, science," declared
Professor Edity to respond to these factors is win G.
Borinsr, director of the Harvard
largely a matter of inheritance, and
Psychological
in his lecman is in a peculiarly fortunate posi- ture before theLaboratory,
Institute of Natural
tion there.
In his ancestral lineage Sciences. In
his discussion, "The Rise
there was no creature which, when of Scientific
Psychology", the speaker
tried in the balance, was found want
strove to make clear the exact position
ing."
of the science in the world today, by a
delineation of its history, and a description of some of the psychological
tests recently conducted.
Said Prof. Boring;, linking psychology to physiology: "Psychology has a
great deal to sav of certain aspects of
Professor Dayton C. Miller was the the mind as they are related to the
third lecturer at the Institute. Al- physiology of the nervous system, but
though presenting the whole field of very much less that is positive of such
physics, he confined himself to the topics as personality, motivation, and
science of musical sounds and by the social conduct of people.
"Any science grows up naturally as
means of many striking demonstrations brought home to his audience the the result of internal forces within itfundamental principles of this branch self, and is not very greatly affected
by the external demands (so insistent
of physics.
He explained the general nature of in the case of psychology) that it gives
sound waves, showing clearly the the answer to this or that practical
physical distinction between noise problem. In psychology this developand tone and the essential factors de- ment has been sure and gradual. The
termining pitch loudness and tone science has grown like an animal, with
quality. After he had established the every stage following naturally upon
fact that all musical tones are pro- the preceding stage."
duced by periodic vibrations and that
Defending Psychology
all varieties of tone quality are due
Controversies in psychology are peto particular combinations of a larger
culiar, in that they must be considered
or smaller degree, he presented the
from a different angle than those
facts to the eye by a series of ingenevolving from other natural sciences.
ious experiments. The phonodeik for
Prof.
Boring continued: "A psycholthe development of which Professor
ogist defending a pet theory ought to
Miller is largely responsible, was used
know enough about the prejudicial efin these demonstrations.
The move- fect of emotion to realize how
great
ments of the diaphragm of this inare the chances of his being wrong.
strument are magnified forty thousHowever, he does not. Fortunately
and times and produce on the screen a
... a prejudice turns out also to be a
curve ten feet wide and forty feet
drive for further research.
long. In this way, vibrations coming
"Scientific psychology may be said
from both string and wind instruments
to have separated itself from

editors. In this Way we hope to edit material more carefully and
otherwise improve the quality of the paper's contents, besides in- were shown.
The sounds from a
coloratura soprano appeared as living
creasing the actual amount of news.
,
curves as the artist ran through some
In the past one of the greatest weaknesses has been the drop- scales
and sang a sketch from a song.
ping of trained men nearly as soon as they "learned the ropes*'.
Analysis of Sounds
there must
Professor Miller discussed FourThe new system does not do away with this entirely
but it lessens the evils of the ier's theorem as affording a matheof necessity be some elimination
matical means of analysing sound
old system by retaining as many of these men as possible and pro- curves. He then showed how the harmonic analyser, made at the Case
viding for the greater coordination thus required.

—

RISE OF PSYCHOLOGY

SOUND SUBJECT OF
PHYSICS LECTURE

of training on the paper and an active inter-

to be relegated to a

from

arms.

Up until the present year the editor-in-chief has been rather
detached from the rest of the board, in itself a bad feature. The
last editor kept a closer contact than his predecessors had done,
and the present plan is to make the editor's post more and more
an integral part of the board, aside from the mere writing of ediTo aid in making this possible the position of associate
torials.
editor was created, to be filled by the managing editor who was not
elected to the top position. It seemed a foolish thing to allow a
est in

resulted

swinging

together.

ma i with three years

the direct influence of nerves.
In
frogs and toads the color changes aiv
less obvious and are controlled by internal secretions.
Shrimps, that reproduce in great detail the color of
their
surroundings,
control
their

chromatophores by internal secretions,
although in these animals, as in all
others, the eye is essential to their
color responses.
"The oft-quoted declaration that the
brain secretes thought as the liver
"We find that by the middle of the secretes bile, though not to be taken
Cenzoic Era, which followed the literally, may have more truth in it
Mesozoic, there came into existence than has been suspected."

was a looseness to the construction that hampered efficiency and
made it practically impossible to run the paper in a businesslike
manner. During the past two or three years, however, there has
been a constant effort to overcome this structural defect and to
make the staff more of a unit, with the chief end the publication of
a paper more satisfactory from every angle. The present reorganization is the direct result of this effort, and we feel it is a long step
forward, though more or less of an experimental move. The chief
idea has been to remove deadwood from the board and to consolidate the remainder into an active group that can and will work

Try and Beat The College Spa!

change color and to adapt themselves
to the background.
They are, under

Reorganization
With this issue of the Orient a new board comes into office,
built up of men who have served for varying periods on the publication. It will be noticed that there has been a certain amount of
reorganization, of the form at least, of the staff, and elsewhere in
this issue is a news story on that. However, perhaps a word of
covered Mongolian mammals, among
explanation here is not amiss and will be of interest to some.
whom were the first of the order to
The primary purpose of the changes is to bring about a greater which man belongs, took possession of
degree of coordination within the board* itself. Formerly there the vacant spheres of activity.

more or less

F.

urticating organs, such as
seen in the nettling organs of
jelly fish, and which are serviceable
to these animals in killing their prey
and protecting themselves; glands active in the production of internal and
external secretions; luminous organs
for the production of light; chromatophores, organs of color change; cilia,
or minute protoplasmic lashes, by
effectors:

H. Allan Perry
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France and America. However . . .
the successful experimentation and
the quantification of these problems
still lies mostly in the future.
"Scientific psychology is becoming
more and more distinguished from its
progenitor, philosophy. It increases
in experimentation, thus getting nearer and nearer the study of physiology."
Concluded Prof. Boring: "We are
learning a great deal, slowly but surely, about the mental functions of the
brain and the nervous system. The issue between introspectionism and behaviorism is already dying out, and a
general psychology, baaed upon both
human and animal experimentation, is
taking its place".

irv*
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in their lives
THE

telephone has a big place in the daily lives of
most people today, but its place will be even bigger tomorrow.

importance has been fostered by the work of
all phases of the telephone business and no
little part has been taken by those engaged in selling.
They have helped to effect an increase of more than
three and a half million Bell telephones in the last
five years. In the same period they have been instrumental in making the public realize more completely
the telephone's usefulness. Result: an increase from
49,000,000 calls per day to 65,000,000.
Men with a leaning toward sales promotion will
always play an important part in Bell System growth.
Its

men

in

BELL SYSTEM

®

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
LIBRARY NOTES

"These articles," continued Dr.
Herty, "when put together in book
form . . stirred not only capitalists,
but inventors to the fundamental imWith the
portance of this subject.
ground now so thoroughly prepared,
industrial research became so permanent a factor in our economic life that
when the present industrial depression
came ... * it was more extensively developed."
Concluded the lecturer, stressing the
need for trained men: "Such develop-
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an autobiography which is stranger than fiction. It is the life story of
the famous European doctor and is
is

crammed with adventure

trained in the graduate depart-

has been placed on a
higher ranking in the esteem of our
people. No one factor can claim the
credit for such a development, but
surely chemistry can claim a wholescientific

man

some share."
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"Out of the travail of a nation at
war there came to America the blessing of industrial research," began Doctor Charles H. Herty, former president of the American Chemical Society, in his speech to the Institute of
Science Monday evening. Dr. Herty
was lecturing on "The Service of
Chemistry in the Promotion of Industrial Research in America."
The speaker pointed out the great
war-time problems that faced this
country: economic and military. "Gas
warfare," he said, "loomed largely as
the determinative factor of that great
struggle, and we were totally unprepared.

Our scientific

efforts

up to that

time had been confined to the paths of
peace."
Scientific leaders,

embracing a na-

!

!

i

ference.
" 'Everybody

wants everything' on
the frontier as well as in Portland.
Maine," laughed the lecturer. Employing lantern slides and huge maps to
illustrate his talk. Dr. Bowman showed
some of the extraordinary reasons why
men are building communities on the
world's frontiers, and how widely these
communities are distributed.
Pioneering in America still' exists,
according to the lecturer; in proof Dr.
Bowman made reference to the
settling of the "Jordan Country", a
region in Montana, which was studied

tion-wide scope were enrolled for the
iaiiniiMiiinmiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiamiiiiiiiiiai emergency, and at the American University Experiment Station, near the
Capital, strict preparations were made
to combat poison gas. "The grave im- in some detail last summer.
portance of this work, and the secrecy
Present an Age of Discovery
A questionnaire recently distributed surrounding its details caught the im- "The world is as new as its newest
to students in an ethics class at Thiel agination of our people."
idea," said the speaker, showing how
college contained this problem: "Supmen have interested themselves with
Alarming Dye Shortage
pose you were crossing the desert
the last of the pioneering lands. He
"The publication of the German Am- demonstrated
when it was found that due to lack
how geography is conof water only three could be allowed bassador's cable to his government cerned with the play between a world
to live. What three would you save ? that by withdrawing shipments of of material things, and a world of
Included in the group were two dyes to the United States four million ideas in men's minds as to how to use
guides, a wife, a husband, their son, workers would be thrown out of em- the earth.
two scientists and one who was your ployment, startled the nation." Dr.
Continued the speaker: "We are livfriend." The returns were as follows: Herty continued by detailing the pub- ing in a greater aee of discovery than
The friend would have been saved lic's reaction to this indication of "eco- that in which was first traced the
first, for 36 members of the class voted nomic slavery"; confidence in Ameri- American
and African coasts. This is
that he should be the last to die; 23 can chemists was absolutely lacking, a world of property, laws, customs, atwould have the son live; 7 in the class for the mass of people still clung to titudes, forests, plains, and mountains:
would 'save themselves first and none the "myth of the German super-chem- but it is also a world of ideas, many
ist".
would allow the wife to live.
of them not yet realized, and some of
"Research
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Transcript of Record Necessary in
All Cases

Oh,

-

All shined up.

Catherine the Great is the only
outsider and she unquestionably has
much in common with these other
strangely interesting ladies revealed
in this volume of one of the most
famous biographers.
"The Education of a Princess," by
The Grand Duchess Marie of Russia:
this story begins with the life of the
mediaeval pomp of an imperial court
and from there sweeps on to the chaos
of war and revolution. Then is told
the life of a woman after the revolution who up to this time is carefully
guarded. There is a very human appeal in this dramatic autobiography
of one of the last Romanovs.
"Arundel", by Kenneth Roberts is a
Edwin G. Conklin, Ph.D.
fine historical novel of Revolutionary
days and of Arnold's great march
against Quebec.
Booth Tarkington
calls "Arundel" "a book that would be
liked by anybody who liked 'Lorna
Doone', 'The Three Musketeers', 'The
Exploration of the little known cor- White Company', or 'A gentleman of
Whoever reads the great
ners of the globe still lures bold men France.'
episode
and climax of this story, the
of the pioneer stock, just as it did several generations ago. Thus did Doctor American march on Quebec, will not
Isaiah Bowman, director of the Amer- only better know the history of our
ican Geographical Society, maintain in country but must also feel that he
his lecture last night, "The Invitation took part in that homeric struggle
of the Earth", in the series of Natural through the wilderness himself."
A square rigger made contempoScience Institute discussions.
"The pioneering spirit of our fore- rary with today is the subject of A. J.
fathers is by no means dead," declared Villiers "By way of Cape Horn." Villiers
is the author of "Falmouth for
the speaker, "but the type of pioneer
has changed with the years. Men are Orders" and has been before the mast
now much more conscious of the many several times. Two young Australthing-s thev have left behind them in ians, one of them A. J. Villiers and
the older communities from which they the other his friend who is killed in
have come, as contrasted to the little passage, wishing to make moving picthey left behind in the classic days of tures of these rapidly disappearing
sail ships, take berths in the Grace
pioneering."
Harwar.The story is one of continuous
Thousands of Modern Pioneers
Dr. Bowman related tales of the
hundreds of thousands of settlers now
streaming across frontier lines and advancing on the edge of the plowed land
on five continents. "In consequence of
this relinquishment," he continued,
"they demand that the government
shall make up a large part of the dif-

DR.
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MILLIE
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Oh

Mademoiselle de Lespinasse, Madame
Guyon, George Sand, and Sarah

Freeland Harlow
Beta House

Wednesday

inclusive in its struc-

"The Daughters of Eve", by GamBradford, author of "The Quick
and the Dead", has recently been acquired. All but one of the daughters
of Eve into whose souls Mr. Bradford
probes lived their lives in France
Ninon Lenelos, Madame de Maintenon,

.

.
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equally suitable subject for his studies in Byron.
Maurois handles the
character of the handsome and dissipated poet who dazzled his generation with wit and penetration, and he
does this with the insight and sympathy which make him distinguished
among biographers. This book is
longer than his previous biographies

universities; compensation for such has increased, and the

ments of our

I you've
you
Bob at dawn
. . .

a whale has never seen

...

the recent additions to the
reading room is "The Story of San
Michele" by Axel Munthe. This book

amusing,
tragic, peaceful, and hair-raising.
Andre Maurois, the .author of
for
demand
heavy
have
made
a
ments
"Ariel"
and "Disraeli" finds an

you

if
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solved the problems,"
them not yet realizable."
said the lecturer, "and there quickly
As Dr. Bowman concluded, he emsprang into existence a dye industry
which utilized our hitherto largely phasized the fact that "the science of
wasted raw material, and soon gave an settlement" is being built today
geographiover-abundance of products of every throueh an application of
cal ideas and techniques to undevelrange of color, shade and fastness."
These conditions are of
Telling of the gradual rise of such oped land.
particular
interest in view of the fact
experimental work in public opinion.
Dr. Herty declared:
the word that much occupied land has been

•I ii si

interest with

many

sodes and

similar to Richard H.
the Mast".

The Chancellor of Syracuse University in his welcoming address to
freshmen predicted that within four
years the three "R's" would-be reA story to be read by those busi- placed by the three "S's" studies,
ness-minded young men who believe sports, and social life in the college.
cylinders,
steel,
in the romance of
blast furnaces, wheels, cogs, and at
"On the whole the evidence is very
last locomotives is "Steaming Up!" striking that there is a direct relamarks in college
by Samuel M. Vaudain. S. M. V., as tion between high
afterward in the Bell
the author chooses to call himself, and salaries
having been "in" locomotives ever System," according to Walter S. GifDana's

is

scintillating epi-

"Two Years Before

—

age of four ford, president.
in a caboose through the Allegheny
Departmental and bureau records of
mountains, has written a vocational
but amusing account of his steps in the city of Rochester, N. Y., are wide
becoming (1919) president of the open for observation and study by
nine
students of public administration
Baldwin Locomotive Works and a«w
chairman of the board. It is a nar- in the Syracuse university school of
citizenship and public affairs.
rative of "from the ground up."
since his first trip at the

try

I

lie in..

then leave them if
The

best way to find out just

you can

just quit

Camels

what the new Humidor Pack

Remember,

does for Camel smokers

rettes that

is

to

it's

if

you can.

dust-dry ciga-

have been robbed

switch over to this famous

of their natural moisture by

brand for an entire day. After

evaporation or scorching that

you have tasted the Camel
blend of choicest Turkish and

throat.

mellowest Domestic tobaccos

discomforts with Camels. Try

kept in prime fresh condition,

them and see for

sting the tongue

R. J.

and burn the

There are none of these

yourself.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wltfton-Salem, N. C.

"...

and that the problem of
so long considered as abandoned,
one of strictly academic surroundings, abandoned farms is not only acute in
most of the United States, but also in
Guns taken in trade became translated into industrial lines many other countries.
and gradually won popular esteem."

USED MOTORCYCLES
from $60.00 up

-

LIVERNOIS CYCLE &

GUN STORE

95 Maine Street

The Ideal Hotel for You

In

BOSTON

hthtNEWAfl

Hotel

IVI ANGER

At North Station
Direct Entrance from B.

A

M. Depot
and Boston Madison Squara Garden

500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower w Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) w Scrvidor
Circulating Ice Water.

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.

HATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-ttJt, M0, IM, «Jt
for Two-UJO, 4JS, SJ0, «jfj

RESEARCH,

Great Companies Aided
General Electric and Eastman Koutilizing their great
research
laboratories
and trained
staffs set the example for research
work. "The very greatness of their
work," stated Dr. Herty, "precluded
the carrying over of the same idea
into concerns of lesser magnitude."
Education of the public along this
line was largely carried on by the annual Exposition of Chemical Industries, "where the public could see at
first hand the fruits of research, and
where the press could gather fascinating stories of accomplishments."

dak Companies,

Intercollegiate

AMELS

Column

Chicago
Beginning next year the University
of Chicago will discontinue all class
ranking such as freshman, sophomore,
Faculty and stujunior and senior.
dents are to be merged into one com-

mon life, so that fraternity life will
be overshadowed. This change will
cause a flexible curriculum to be
adopted and will leave the utmost
freedom for the individual advancement of a student. This plan is sucDepression of 1921
Primary among industrial depart- cessfully used at the University of
ments curtailed by the depression of Virginia and at several new institu1921 were the research bureaus. Ex- tions.
perimentation fell off alarmingly, unCampus of Allegheny College, Feb.
til a stirring editorial in the New York
Times attracted the public again to the 26. (NSFA)—De Pauw University reseries of
importance of research.
cently devised a new way to raise
Commercial,
articles in the New York
Progress" money for the maintenance of its
"What Price
headed
brought home the point vividly, the band. Twenty automatic candy makeynote of the great jourml's edito- chines have been placed in various col-

Factory-fresh

A

rial

lege buildings.

©•".I J.B^mU.T.

CAMELS

are air-sealed In the new
Sanitary Package which
keep* the dust and germs
ont and keep* the flavor in.

j
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ANTIQVITY SHOP

T

Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glue
Miss Stetson srives personal attention
to orders for antique aroods of any Mai

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

10 Sprinic St., Brunswick • Tel. 24S-M
25 years in business

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

WHITE HAS FIGHTING
CHANCE TO COP STATE
TRACK MEET -MAGEE

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

Sports Editor This Week: E. B.

BANK

(Continued from Pnga

of Brunswick, Maine

I)

BOWDOIN NINE
LOSES OPENER
TO HARVARD

construe that the reaction to this apCapital, $50,000.
parent weakening of the team will
Surplus and Profits, $100,000
(Continued from Fasa I)
serve to impel the men forward with
increased vieor.
While the home club was amassing
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
"The Bowdoin undergraduates can her eight runs the Polar Bears were
rest assured that their track team will finding it hard work to
touch effecgo into thd championship contests with tively the pitching of MacHale. In
renewed power and fightinsr spirit."
the first "Sonny" Dwyer cracked out.
Losses Give Bates Confidence
a triple but was rewarded with no opIn addition to the withdrawal of portunity to reach
home. With one
Popular Sheet Music and Records
Captain Sid Foster from the 440 and down in the sixth, Ricker
came
220 dashes, his teammate Gatchell through with a one base wallop
which
from the same distances, and Bill Has- left him stranded on the initial sack
Agent for Victor Radio
kell from the weights, two freshmen
for the remainder of the inning. Mcare not available to the list of men Kown showed the fans
that Ben HousCO. who will probably see varsity service. er had him in the clean-up
position
Braley Grav. fast middle distance
We carry the largest assortment of man,
and Paul Ambler, promising: for a good reason when he poled out
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetahi3 mighty four-bagger in Bowdoin's
Frosh miler, are ineligible.
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imlast chance with the bat.
"As three out of these five men
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
During the whole game, the White
would undoubtedly have scored in the
kinds east of Portland.
played genuine heads up baseball
State Meet. Bates chances have been
worthy of the smart new uniforms
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
greatly benefited by Bowdoin's severe
they
were exhibiting. In the sixth
loss. Nevertheless, we are out to win,
with a well-balanced, fighting team!" Parmenter started a double play to

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

s

TONDRE^OJ BROS.

Crimmins which nipped McGrath and
Ticknor. When the team tightens up

PRINTING

Big Ten

Says
Perm's Athletic System
Will Be Widely Adopted

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

Official

Building

"The current
college

Latest College Styles in

athletics

criticisms

are

raised to

over-emphasis
I do not

and commercialization, but

Bostonian and Florsheim

believe that either of these exist to
the extent supposed," said Major John
$5 to $10
L. Griffith, commissioner of athletics
in
the Western Conference in an interAlso Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rabbers
view in The Pennsylvanian recently.
Major Griffith is especially competent to give an opinion on college athletics since he has been connected
with intercollegiate sports since 1902
when he started as director of athletics at Yankton College, S. D. Dur-

Oxfords—

a little in the hurling department,
they appear capable of making a
potent bid for the State Title.
Harvard
ab bh po a
Mays, ss
4 2 1 1
McGrath, cf
3
2
McCafferty, cf
2
Ticknor, If
4 2 2
Wood, lb
4 2 10
DesRochea, 3b
4 1
2
Lupien, rf
4
4
Kiernan, 2b
2 1 1 4
Batchelder, c
2
5
MacHale, p
3 1
2

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

—GROCERS—

Ricker, cf
Whittier, s s
Dwyer, c

who

cater to fraternity trade

N.

A.

S. F.

NEWS

College girls don't get enough parties, don't go out enough, spend too
much time studying, is the claim of
the Dean of Hunter College.
"There's entirely too much reading
going on," Professor Morse S. Allen
of Trinity college declared recently in
a lecture on "Over-reading" to a
group of approximately 75 women.
Erection of a new $25,000 home for
University of Michigan student publications, to be completed within 18
months, has been authorized by the
Board in Control of Student Publications at the Ann Arbor school.
The faculty of the University of
Rochester recently voted to do away
with all eight o'clock classes, having
decided it was better for the students
to sleep in their own rooms instead of
the classrooms.

ing the war he played a conspicuous
part in the physical development of
thousands of officers and men of the
army. In 1919 he was appointed director of the Coaching School of the
University of Illinois where he continued until the Big Ten called him to
be its arbiter.
"However, I believe that the Pennsylvania system," continued Major
Griffith, "will go a long way toward
correcting the evils which do exist
There are three
in college athletics.
things about the Gates plan which I
like especially.
The first is that its
centralized administration will permit
the greatest possible efficiency in the
work, in that everyone will be working
together for one thing, the development of student health. Second, it
will reach more students. Every undergraduate will be given an opportunity to participate in the sport he
likes best.
The third important facNo longer
tor is that of education.
will the sole purpose be to produce
winning teams but rather the purpose
will be to give the athletes some education through the sport that they are
playing."

Girls are far better sleepers than
Resulting figures showed that girls
men, according to Dr. Donald Laird,
"expert" on the subject of sleep and have less trouble going to sleep, wake
professor of psychology at Colgate up fewer times during the night, are
University, where a recent sleep sur- less restless, and have fewer dreams.
In addition, fewer girls have to be
vey was held.
An intercollegiate good sleep con- called twice in the morning and in
test was held between the men at Col- general feel more peppy and less
gate and the women at Skidmore col- grouchy and are less foggy mentally
in the

lege.

morning.

'33

POLO REVIVED AS
LINN WELLS NAMED
BOWDOIN SPORT
AS ASSISTANT COACH
(Continued from Tutu 1)

Polo and jumping,

sports which up following letters were awarded:
to now have been comparatively unnoSwimming: Captain Bob Smith
ticed in Bowdoin athletic circles, have E. D. Densmore '32,
N. P. Easton
recently received an added impetus of W.
P. Bowman '31, Art Sperry
interest from the students. NotwithJ. W. Trott '33, J. F. Carpenter
standing the difficulties of launching F. Howard '32,
and Manager G.
a new sport in college, polo claims a Kirkpatrick '32.

McKown. 3b

H

Rose,
Bennett, If

3
3

Crimmins, lb
Parmenter, 2b

3

1

8
2

1

5

The loss of Captain Sid Foster.
Creighton Gatchell, and others from
the track team at last week's review
of classes was bad news to us all, and
particularly to Jack Magee. But the
only apparent effect on the other athletes of this setback has been to double each man's individual efforts in
training, and the morale of the group
is fully as high, as before.
The team
is still out there to win.

Bates is the team that the Polar
Bear trackmen have to beat in the
State Meet, according to the present

Charleyi Paddock, in selecting an alltime all-American track team recently,

—

by Souther

2,

£gRISK

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

'32,

W.

well dressed.

SrtBk Srntltrra
16

game out of reach. He did well
enough, however, with the high wind,
Prof. Laird attributes this to the a doubtful aim, the shortness of the
season, and a very powerful
practice
theory that members of the feminine
sex are neither as active physically or opposing club as factors to work
against.
mentally as men.

may

be sufficient
We learn from the Lewiston "Eveto recuperate physically," he maintains, "but mentally may need eight ning Journal" of last Saturday that
hours more to be completely rested." the sogginess of Garcelon Field has
thus far prevented the Bates ball team
Coach Robert B. Miller is now holil- from holding outdoor practice. The
mental attitude of the Bowdoin team
could not be better than after a de-

at College
at

PHIL BRISK

30— Wesleyan

at Middle-

Wholesale

town

feat in their first game, and this fact,
combined with their earlier start,
makes the White a likely winner of
the game at Lewiston next Monday.

Retail

1

•

FENCING

'Anything y'want Pressed?' Brunswick
Give

it

to

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLAIR

Co.

& GERVAIS

dp the work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

Hardware

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

and

GROCERIES

The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircuttin*

Telephone 435-436

Varney's
Riley Insurance

Store

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

INSURANCE

103

Town Building

Jewelry

Watch Repairing

Agency

MAINE STREET

Brunswick

"FRANCIS"

PL£Y SAFE

"The College Jeweler"

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

to the

Diamonds and Watches

LAUNDRY

Fine Repairing and En graying
141A MAINE STREET

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

LEBEL'S
Candy and
Special Rates to Students

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

74

on Photographs

Wednesday and Friday

at Play

-

—Northeastern at Middle•
•
town
May 2— Tufts at Medford
May 6— Maine at Orono
A
Specialty of Fraternity
May 9—Colby at Brunswick
Trade
May 15—Colby at Waterville
May 19— Maine at Orono
May 22— Bates at Brunswick
574 Congress Street
May 23— Bates at Lewiston
Portland, Me.
May 26— Maine at Brunswick
May 28—Colby at Brunswick
May 30— Bates at Brunswick
re»rerararvv<rawQ-a'^
May

ing classes in preparation for the
Senior Life Saving tests on Monday,
of each week
at 3.45 p.m. It is Mr. Miller's intention to hold an examiner's course later
in the spring.

Home

CITY

BASEBALL
—Harvard at Cambridge Lyman B. Chipraan, Inc.
— Bates at Lewiston
24— Maine at Brunswick
25—Colby at Waterville
28—M.A.C. at Amherst
PURE FOOD SHOP
29— Amherst at Amherst

by Shute 2. Losing Souther allowed the Crimson batters
Umpires: Hart and only seven scattered bingles. but sandTime: 1 hour, 52 min- wiched in enough passes to put the

General Electric Contributions to Health

STREET

50th

Watch For Our Representative

utes.

"Only four hours

EAST

NEW YORK

20

pitcher: Souther.

McLaughlin.

'32,

11

April
April
April
April
April
April
April

McKown,

Ticknor. Stolen
bases: DesRoches, Rose. Sacrifice hits:
Arthur Siegel of the "Boston HerDesjtoches, Lupien.
Double plays: ald" threw the Bowdoin ball team sevMays to Kiernan to Wood. Wood (un- eral bouquets in the course of his
assisted).
Parmenter to Crimmins. writeup of the Harvard game, among
Left on bases, Harvard 9, Bowdoin 4. them this one: "Ben Houser had the
First base on balls: off MacHale 1,
Bowdoin team playing heads-up baseoff Souther 7, off Shute 1. Hits: off
ball all the time. The boys knew how
Souther 2 in 3 innings, off Shute 7 to wear their uniforms and how to
in 5 innings, off MacHale 4. Hit by
play up to them."
pitched ball: by Souther 2, by MacHale 1. Struck out: by MacHale 4,
Judging from the box score, George
runs:

'32,

Sportsman's Pen

chose#red D. Tootell '23. for hamSouther, p
1
mer thn^rer. Tootell, by virtue of his
Shute, p
1
3
conquests in this country and at the
Olympic games at Paris, in 1924, is
Totals
30 4 24 11 probably
Bowdoin's
most widely
Runs: Ticknor 2, Wood 2, Mays, known
athletic son. Among his laurels
McCafferty, Kiernan, MacHale, Mc- was
the distinction of being the only
Kown. Error Mays. Two base hit: man not of Irish birth ever to beat 180
Rose. Three base hits: Dwyer, Mays.
feet in the hammer throw.

Home

Always "Noticed
But Never Noticejble

'31,

large squad.
Fencing: F. E. Miller '33, and N. K.
The present leading men in the Macdonald '32. Gym: J. B. Colton '31.
group are Free Harlow. Edward Ful- W. P. Cushman '31,
A. Leavitt '31, and
ler,
Hall
Stiles,
Gilbert Barstow. E. Eaton '33.
Stuart Meade, Richard Perry, Roger
Numerals were awarded to the folBuffington,
Bernard
Louis lowing men:
Ford.
Roehr. and Winthrop Prescott. The
Freshman track: C. W. Allen, N. T.
men entertain high hopes that polo Skillings, F. W. Burton, S. B. Gray,
will become a recognized athletic acE. F. Appleton, D. E. Reid, J. D.
tivity at Bowdoin.
Brookes, P. S. Ambler, T. A. Larson,
If sufficient interest in jumping is
C. F. Kahili, G. C. Pope, R. B. Wait,
aroused it is a possibility that there R.
C. Porter, T. D. Barnes, F. H.
will be a team organized to compete
Fiske, J. B. Perkins, L. Odde, M. S.
next fall. Practice in polo has been
Walker, H. N. Tibbetts, J. E. Bassett,
carried on to some extent this spring:
Jr., G. Fay, C. G. Olson, R. F.
Atseveral chukkers being played last
wood, E. G. Ingalls, J. G. Woodruff,
Saturday by members of the squad.
C. H. McKenney, S. Baldwin, F. E.
Drake, G. Gillett. Sophomore track:
R. Boyd, C. L. Kirkpatrick, D. Morris.
Gym, H. Davies, E. Thomas.

outlook. And Bates has never yet de30 9 27 9
feated Bowdoin on the cinders since
ab bh po a
Jack Magee's debut here eighteen
4 1 3
years ago. The 1925 State Meet, with
4
1
the Bobcats scoring 40 points to Bow4 1 5
doin's 41, was the occasion of Jack's
1
3 1 2
closest call in that respect.
4 1 3

Totals

Bowdoin

SHORTS MARKET

McMenamm

I

Webber's Studio

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1867

"The rumble seat is an emissary of
Satan on a college campus", said Geo.
O. Foster, registrar of the University
of Kansas, in the first of a series of
radio talks of interest to high school
seniors and their parents over the
University's station.

A

Sunlamps are a popular feature of the
Hotel

St.

Uoi

At Cornell University, members of
daily,

-

prevention
brief,

Isis,

an Ox-

ford undergraduate weekly publication, that more than $1,000,000 was
owing to trades people by university
students has caused the parents of a
number of undergraduates to appeal
to the Oxford Chamber of Trade to
cut off the credit of their sons. In compliance the Chamber has circulated a
list of the students concerned among
members of the Chamber.

suimmmg pool at

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

classes" (under
ultra-violet-ray lamp

treatments) reported 40 percent less
colds than were reported by class-

mates

group without this treatment.
college, the use of Sunlamps has extended to swimming pools and
indoor golf courses. In the future, you may
enjoy the Sunlamp as a standard fixture
in a

Beyond home and

in offices, trains, clubs, and
places where people gather.

many

other

When

And you may

continue to expect
new, unusual, and useful developments from G-E engineering and research. Among such products, there
will doubtless be further contributions to personal health, comfort,
and convenience, as well as to the
promotion of industrial efficiency.
95-768

GENERAL

Springfield College announces that
hereafter be its main
the B.S. will
Language requirements for
degree.
the B.S. have been discontinued and
more laboratory work in science and
education substituted. This move was
taken in order to keep up with the
trend in modern education.
.

ELECTRIC

co-eds of

went on

Mtu.

Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

114 Blaine

St., cor.

Cumberland

St.

Have

you chosen

your
Ik the

field of

life

work?

health service the Har-

vard University Dental School— the oldest
dental school connected with any

IF IT'S
You

will

PRINTING

find the service

ren-

dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of

university

in

—

the I'nited States

offers

thorough well balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
Write for drtails and admission rrquiremtnts to Lrtoy \I S Uimrr, D«m

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SC'IOOL
De pt.

70

,

1.ongwi.od Ave.. Boston,

Mtu,

Morning College,

Iowa, appeared for breakfast clad In
pajamas, college men waiting on the
table

—

College men prepare for a profession of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent research has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School o'lers to its students.
School opens on September 30, 1931. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing your
career. For information address
Dr. William Rice, Drum
Boston,
416 Huntington Avcnutf

Florence P. Merriman

George, Brooklyn, N. Y.

)LLEGE-TRAINED electrical engineers
cooperated with the medical profession in
developing G-E products that safeguard
health. Notable among these are the x-ray
tube, the G-E refrigerator, and the G-E
Sunlamp. Of these three, the Sunlamp is
the latest development, but it has already
been acclaimed for its service in helping
build that vitality which maintains
the happiness of good health.
"cold

recent estimate by

Morton's

THE RECORD

strike.

Dean Lord of B.U. believes the college degree to be worth $72,000—
because of the increased earning power that it may be responsible for.
Again comes Colgate University
with something new. This time it L>
bright red, green, blue, orange, and
purple examination books. The psychology department of Colgate believes that the surprising colors will
help take the student's mind off the
impending difficulty and thereby give

Tel. 8

Whitman's

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work
done in this shop.

Chocolates

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

are at your service.

"
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Track Trail Bran Watching
at Relays
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Student Council Issues Statement
To Delay Interclass Demonstrations

DR. CONKLIN IS

LAST LECTURER

tions,

Dr. Florence R. Sabin Discusses Tuberculosis on
Previous Evening

ARE WELL ATTENDED
Both

Lecturers

Treat

Interesting

Fashion

Conclusion

to

Subjects

— Brine

Successful

in

Fit

Fifth

Institute.

Lectures by Dr. Florence R. Sabin
on tuberculosis and by Dr. Edwin G.
Conklin on evolution last Wednesday
and Thursday brought the Bowdoin
College Institute of Natural Sciences
to a most successful conclusion. Large
audiences were in attendance at all
lectures, which were representative
of

all fields of scientific endeavor.
In a very technical lecture last

Final Lecturer

Wednesday evening, Dr. Florence R.

We

wish to make known at this
time, that there will be a flag rush
between the class of thirty-three and
thirty-four sometime next week, date
to be announced later.
This event
takes place by an act of last year's
Student Council, who decided to have
the flag rush in place of Rising Night.
Sincerely,
A. L. CRIMMINS,
For Student Council.

be cut

off.

—

Dr.

TWO

ONE-ACT PLAYS
SCHEDULED FOR IVY

j

Nearly All Male Parts

;

Filled

|

for

Now

Masque and

only run that Bates pushed across the
rubber was an unearned one in the
closing frame. Sonny Dwyer led the
barrage of hitting for the Brunswick
boys clubbing out four bingles in five
Wells is a Maine man, having come times at the plate; McKown at third
from the town of Wilton, where he at- stole the fielding show with four difficult assists.
tended Wilton Academy.
He gradThree Runs In the Fourth
uated from Springfield College in
Ricker started by caroming the
1922, and began coaching high school
horsehide off Toomey's leg to reachathletics in Pennsylvania.
Since 1928 Wells has been head first. Whittier bunted him along to
coach at the high school in Fairhaven, second and then Dwyer clipped one
Massachusetts, where his accomplish- down between first and second which
ments have given him an enviable Hedderick booted allowing the Bowreputation.
His football teams have doin backstop to make first.
One
never once been defeated by Fall Riv- error not being enough, the little
er or New Bedford, traditional rivals, Bates second baseman fumbled Mcand both larger schools than Fair- Kown's roller allowing Ricker to score
haven. Last year's eleven was van- and the batter to reach first. Neither
quished only by Boston College High Rose nor Bennett could get the ball
School, considered one of the best out of the infield, and Bowdoin's half
of the inning came to an end.
teams in New England.
In the second Crimmins managed to
During his three years at Fairhaven, Wells has developed some very work his way around the bases after
good track teams. His 1930 edition getting hit by a pitched ball for the
scored 16 points in the Bowdoin In- second unearned run. He was aided
terscholastic meet last month, placing by Herb Berry's error which allowed
fourth in the high school class. Field Parmenter to take the initial sack.
event men especially have developed In her half of the same stanza, the
Garnet threatened to score for the
fast under his hand.
Another strong point with Wells is first time. Ted Brown walked with one
baseball. After playing in Maine for away. Kennison followed by crashing
sometime, he became manager of the out the first hit for Bates. Brown
Falmouth team in the Cape League. went to third and Kennison went down
(Continued on tmgm 4)
He is famed for his accurate technical
knowledge of the sports he
coaches, and for strict discipline.
Wells" is thirty-one years old and married. "The little man with the big
voice", as he is sometimes known,
will be on trial during his first year

biography in miniature of
Linn Wells, who will come to Bowdoin next fall in the capacity of assistant to head coach, Charlie Bowser.
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play> thus simplifya ain le
ing the problem of presentation. The
plot deals lightly and whimsically
with the age-old difficulty of legacies
with conditions attached.

—

The Honorable Robert Crawshaw

KA^r^S *£2 &

there is a condition he must change
his well-known name to the odious
"Wurzei-Fiummery". a typical a. a
Milne situation is introduced, which
:

Over Prospects for Success Next

Miller Cheerful

£MP

Coach Jack Magee, commenting on
the addition of Wells to the coaching
staff, said, "I have known him well
for a number of years. He is one of
the best of the younger coaches in

New

Donaldson and Morse Made
Assistants

in

Bowdoin

„

.

j
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«rfoM;|TEN MEN TO DEBATE
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New
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Aside from Ted Densmore, the out- portmutieg for au speakers,
standing performers of the late seatime of this announceUp to
son were Captain Bob Smith^Arthur ment
^pics for debate will be
Sperry, and Walter Bowman. The lat
kept in strict secrecy; it is thought
(Continued on pas* 4)
that the Seniors preparing for major
examinations will be benefited by this
EXAMS new ruling. The preliminary contests
SCHEDULE OF
will be as follows, the first named
April 23: Economics 8 (10.30);
representing the affirmative, the secFrench 4 (3.30)
ond the negative:
April 24: Philosophy 2 (8.30);
Frederick Burton '34 vs Paul S.
History 8 (11.30)
Walker '81; Stephen R. Deane '34 vs
April 25: English 12; Economics
James Flint '31; A. S. Davis '33 vs
14 (8.30)
Frank Carpenter '32; Lincoln Smith
April 28: Economics 10 (11.30)
*32 vs Norman von Rosen vinge '33;
'April 29: Mathematics 4
Charles Kahili *34 vs Bertram Q. Rob-

^^

(

j

HOUR

1

bins

'34.

SEVEN COACHES
TO REVISE RULES

president of the
James C. Flint
New England Intercollegiate Athletic
appointed a
recently
Association,
committee of seven coaches to revise
that section of the constitution known
The comas "Rules of Athletics".
mittee includes coaches John J. Magee of Bowdoin, Bart Sullivan of
Holy Cross, Oscar Hedlund of Massachusetts Tech, Charles F. Seeley of
Williams, John A. Ryder of Boston
College, J. Fred Powers of Brown,
and Mike Ryan of Colby. The first
meeting of this committee is to be
held next Sunday at the Boston Athletic Association.
'31,

A. Richards to

Poetryr»»

A

has been planned by the committee in charge headed by Professor
Wilmot B. Mitchell, designed to acquaint the guests with the intellectual,
social and athletic life of the College.
On Friday afternoon, the visitors will
attend a baseball game between Bowdoin and Maine at Pickard Field. In
the evening they will be able to hear
Professor Richards of Cambridge in a
lecture on "Contemporary Poetry".
On Saturday morning the President
will probably speak before the prospective freshmen in chapel and in the
afternoon, the athletic department will
visitors

—

Abraxas Cup

Juniors to Enter Annual

Plummer Prize Speaking
Contest Tomorrow Night

Alfred Brinkler of Portland to Give
Interesting and Varied

Six juniors will compete tomorrow
evening in the annual Plummer Prize
Speaking Contest which will take
place in the Debating Room of the
Two faculty
Library at 7 o'clock.
members and the expressed vote of
the audience will judge the results.
This annual oratorical event is open
to all juniors. The speeches are original compositions, to be considered on
the basis of both the literary value
and the manner in which they are de

Program
Instead of the usual talk next Sunafternoon in chapel, Alfred
Brinkler, F.A.G.O.. A.RC.0., organist
at Saint Luke's. Cathedral in Portland,

day

will give an organ recital. Mr. Brinkler is conductor of the Portland Men's

Singing Club and the Portland Polyphonic Society. He has appeared frequently before Bowdoin audiences, his
last
appearance being in Sunday livered. The organization, grammar,
chapel last March. At present he has and other technical points compose
taken charge of the college music half the grounds for judging.
classes during the illness of Professor
In the contest will appear: Norman
Wass.
P. Easton, Creighton Gatchell, J. H.
Mr. Brinkler will present a varied Jenkins, J. W. Keefe, George Pottle
program which will be of interest to and Lincoln Smith.
;

:

will

consist of:

Handel; We
Wandered, Brahms; Toccatta
and
Fuge, Bach; Largo from the New
World Symphony, Dvorak; Fountain
Revery, Fletcher; Hungarian Dance.
Brahms; Gavotte Moderne, Lemare;
Toccatta, Boelman.

during

High

the

first

semester.

school's students

Bangor

who won

the

cup for the school are: M. Chandler
Redman, Raymond F. Prince, and Eugene E. Brown.
In his adress on "Wanted - Men of

school.

l

Overture,

sembly of students on "Wanted - Men
of Power". The Abraxas Cup is an
award made annually by the Student
Council to the school whose three or
more graduates in the freshman class
of Bowdoin make the highest grades

team.

j

Athaliah

High school, was formally presented
to the school by Professor Wilmot B.
Mitchell, who then addressed the as-

an opportunity to view the prospects
of new men for next year's varsity

:

His program

On Friday morning the Abraxas
Cup, won this year by the Bangor

Power" Professor Mitchell explained
the need for that type of man and
stated the qualities that qualify a
"man of power'*. These were, first,
gain the power of self control; second,
hard work; third, possession of a
definite purpose. These qualities were
analyzed and several examples of
"men of power" were pointed out by
the speaker.
Roosevelt's aim was
shown in an interview with one of his
professors before graduating from
Harvard College in which he expressed the desire to slap the man
who took an indifferent attitude toward his work in the world after

i

music lovers.

Bow

doin's name when Dick Mullin '32 won
the Maine State Golf Tournament
here last Monday. He won the low
gross medal with a score of 77 for the
eighteen holes. He took 41 for the
first nine holes, and 36 for the last
nine.
He had no handicap, but even
without one he proved far in advance
of the other players of the field. Harris M. Plaisted '33 showed his skill
by winning the second net medal. His
score for the course was 89, but with
a handicap of 22, he received a low
of 67.
Considering that there was a field
of 150 in the tournament, it speaks
well for the men who won it. It also
speaks well for the success of the
golf team this year. Bowdoin did not
enter a team in the tournament, and
so Mullin and Plaisted were playing
for individual clubs. Mullin was associated with the Brunswick Club
while Plaisted was with the Webhannet Country Club.

PRESENT AWARD
TO BANGOR HIGH
SCHOOL FRIDAY

ORGAN RECITAL TO
REPLACE SUNDAY
CHAPEL SERVICE

all

Day

Professor Ivan Armstrong Richards
of Magdalene College, Cambridge
University will lecture here on Friday evening, April 24, on the subject
of "Modern Poetry". This lecture will
come as one of the additional features
of the annual Sub-Freshman week
end.
Professor Richards has been educated at Clifton and at Magdalene
College. He was the lecturer on EngIn
lish and Moral Sciences in 1922.
1929-30 he was the visiting professor
at Tsing Hua University in Peking.
Several important literary works
have come from Professor Richards'
pen; these are: "Foundations of
Aesthetics"— 1921; "The Meaning of
Meaning"— 1923; "Principles of Literary Criticism" 1924; "Science and
Professor Mitchell Gives Address at
Poetry"— 1925; "Practical Criticism"
Formal Presentation of the
—1929.

schedule some form of athletic contest,
such as a schoolboy track meet. The
visitors will be allowed to visit the
regular classes of the College on Friday and Saturday. They will be entertained during their stay in Brunswick
at the various fraternity houses.

A

j

I.

Take Subject "Modern

Few Hours

j

State in Patriots'
Contest

Further laurels were added to

ANTONUCCI ELECTED

BUSINESS MANAGER

Overcome Field of 150 from

England."

Emphasized

:

.

at Bowdoin.

and

•

ld>

MULLPJANDPLAISTEB
WIN GOLF TOURNEY

PROGRAM COMPLETED

Publishing Co.
the playwright handles in true style.
Male Members of Cast Chosen
Season
Of the five members of the cast,
At a recent meeting of the board of
the three male characters have been directors of the Bowdoin Publishing
,.
,,.
,00
r,
has,
32 u„„
Edward DanaDensmore
j^,,, Carpenter >32 and Company, Dominic N. Antonucci '32
been elected captain of the varsity Robert £cke ,31 head
the
cagt
was elected Business Manager of the
swimming team for the 1931-1932 sea- Hqtu Robert Crawshaw
and the Bowdoin Orient The elective body,
Densmore was easily the quison.
(Continued on Pas* t)
composed of Professors Mitchell and
He
honor.
the
candidate
for
standing
Van Cleve, Paul A. Walker '31. and
r
Artine Artinian '31, likewise selected
Francis H. Donaldson '33 and Edward
points, and was not once defeated in
1*717
ATiDTTDV
dual meet competition in the 200 yard
I rlU/jEj H. Morse '33 as assistant managers.
rUli
Freshman aspirants for positions as
breaststroke event.
managers were summoned to
assistant
The team as a whole had a fairly L. T
n—U—-.
bllDjeClS a meeting at which their duties were
Keeps o,.l.!.ii»
Ruling ir^..,.
Two of the seven
successful year.
explained to them by the new staff.
encounters were victories for the
Secret Until
The freshmen applying were eight in
White, while the other meets were
Atwood, D. Braithwaite, J.
number:
very closely contested, and often were
Before Contest
Brookes. H. Everett, R. Foster. J.
not beyond hope until the last event
Guptill.
C. Mandeville, and C. Redhad been run off. The progress of the
The new men. working under
Trials for the Bradbury Debating man.
team in their first two years of inFriday at the direction of Morse and Donaldson,
tercollegiate competition is nothing Contest will take place this
Debating will take an active part, at present, in
short of remarkable, and further im- seven-thirty o'clock in the
students
Ten
Library.
the
of
of the Orient. Later
Room
publishing
the
provement will place Bowdoin well in
in this they will be charged with getting adthe fore among New England college are entered and will appear
first preliminarv of the annual con- vertisements for the paper.
teams.
D. N. Antonucci succeeds Artine ArCoach Bob Miller is frankly cheer- flict of words.
somewhat ^different system of tinian as manager of the company and
_ the next
ful over the prospects for
de- will henceforth have charge j>l the
season" "Chances'forVgood team are trials has been evolved this year,
be business affairs of the Orient.
very excellent for next year. Only signed so that no contestant will
Smith and Bowman will be lost to the at a loss because of insufficient time
team through graduation. 1 expect to for preparation of material. Onthe
before
afternoon
the
board
bulletin
have some good material in the freshmen; Calkin, Foster and Carson the trials the subject of the evening's
debate will be posted, thus ehminatshould show up well." in* the possibility of unequal research
^,» i 1»„ r«vsrf
,

JKiX°

FOR SUB -FRESHMEN

Gown Productions

(Continued on page 3)

^

and

smacked them for ion solid safeties.
On the other hand Ben Shute kept the
Garnet batters guessing at all rimes
Malcolm E. Morrell, director of ath- and they managed to eke out only five
letics, has supplied the Orient an ex- hits, which were well scattered. The

A

1

Strong

Track,

Baseball

is to feel bitterness toward anyone
evening, April 28, Pro- who inflicts an injury. General Robert
fessor Charles
Kingsley Webster. E. Lee was seated at his house one
evening
after the war was over when
Professor of International Politics at
the University of Wales, Abersyst- he received a telegram to the effect
wyth, Wales, will speak on "Anglo- that he was to be punished, a thing
American Relations" in the main quite contrary to a federal law coverlounge of the Moulton Union.
The ing such cases. His friends in the
lecture will be presented to the col- house with him spoke out without relege under the auspices of the Bow- straint, especially the minister of the
doin Chapter of the Delia Upsilon fra- church which Lee attended. When the
others had gone Lee went to the door
ternity.
Dr. Webster's professorship at the with the minister and said: "My
University of Wales provides that the friend, I read from a book; you preach
incumbent must be absent from the from it. And it says, 'Love your eneuniversity one-half of the time. In ac- mies, bless them that curse you, do
cordance with this provision, Professor good to them that hate you, and pray
Webster is now lecturing at Harvard for them which despitefully use you
and persecute you.'
as a visiting professor of history.
few years ago, Professor Webster
young man was taken in a garden
went to Japan where he attended the by a group of Roman soldiers. His
followers deserted him on the spot.
Pan-Pacific Conference.
That
was human nature. He had been
Lecturer Has Distinguished Career
tra
by one professing the deepProfessor Webster was born in En*d love. That was
"land and" graduated" frdtn 1Ung*B"Co!tr
(Continued on puce 2)
lege, Cambridge. He was professor of
Modern History at Liverpool University from 1914 to 1922. From 1915 to
1917 he served as a subaltern in the
British army. After the war he was
sent to Paris as Secretary of the Military Section of the British delegation
to the Conference of Paris. In 1922 Intellectual,
Social,
he was appointed to his present professorship at the University of Wales.
Athletic Life to be
Professor Webster is considered an
authority in the field of modern history, particularly modern diplomacy,
and has written many books on the
On Friday and Saturday of this
subject.
His books include: "The week over sixty prospective freshmen
Studv of Nineteenth Century Diplo- are expected at the college to attend
macy", "The Congress of Vienna", the annual Sub-Freshman week end.
"British Diplomacy 1813-15". "The About three hundred invitations have
(Continued on pas* 2)
been sent out by the College to men in
fitting schools suggested by the various fraternities or enrolled for admission next year.
program of entertainment for the

A

Edwin G. Conklin

Assistant

Football,

Robert E. Lee and Restraint
Some would say that human nature

Relations"

^

..„.. Most
M
Improved
Bowman

New

up to his shoulder, had to
Finally his left hand and

arm were amputated.
human nature.

Bowdoin's ball nine gave Bates'
title hopes a severe jolt in the series
opener at Lewiston Patriot's Day to
the tune of a 7 to 1 defeat.
Ben
Houser's boys were in there to win
and they certainty displayed a wide
in awake brand of baseball to the crowd
of three or four hundred that viewed
the contest.
The White had little
difficulty with Milieu's offerings and

WELLS HAS ENVIABLE
REPUTATION AS COACH

On Tuesday

;

S "SkTSw

later

still

|

DENSMORE TO LEAD
SWIMMERS NEXT YEAR

classmates.

cusses "Anglo-American

The tuberculosis germ, Dr. Sabin
It is, howsaid, was not the same.
"Wurzel-Flummery", A. A. Milne's
ever, possible to cure tuberculosis, whi ms j cai ne-act comedy, will be one
as was shown by a survey made in
the Ivy House party dramatic presBerlin.
The per cent of people who e ntations. The Masque and Gown, in
died leaving scars of tubercular tissue addit j on> w n\ produce Lord Dunsany's
showed that nearly everyone has had „ Tne host Si i k HatM>
an_ ma le
tuberculosis, although in most cases cagt
to a slight degree. It is curable only
Mr Mi i ne s iaugh „<*, originally
usually
and
time
own
at nature's
written as a three act comedy, was
takes two or three years of complete later deleted to two, and now stands
to cut

BEN SHUTE PITCHES HEADS -UP BALL

at chapel Sunday afternoon. April 19.
He gave instances of what most people think of human nature, the lower
thoughts and aspirations, and showed
manifestations that are just as much
human nature as the first examples.
He ended with a plea for peace and a
realization that war is not human nature, nor inevitable.
Tomorrow, said Rev. Mr. Merrill,
is Patriots' Day and there will be
many speakers who will boast of our
ancestry, talk about national preparedness and against entangling alliances.
"War is inevitable, it is human nature," they will say. What is human
nature? Most people would say that
to look out for oneself is human nature. A French physician was working with the X-Ray when there was
no protection afforded the doctor. A
tell-tale spot appearea on his hand.
Against the advice of others he worked
on.
Soon his hand was amputated.
Later his arm, up to the elbow, and

D. U.JLECTl)RESHIP

solved.

is

Hotisermen Hammer Millett Freely as Bates Errors
Contribute to 7-1 Victory for White

Nature"?
"Wthat is human nature" ? asked the
Rev. Harold I. Merrill, of Brunswick,

Professor C. K. Webster Dis-

'

The aim of this
rest.
the oxygen supply.

Severe Jolt In First
Game of State Series

CHAPEL

IN

'Brunswick Pastor Discusses
Question "What is Human

TO SPEAK HERE ON

protection.

Bowdoin Hands Garnet

now

members of each

ENGLISH HISTORIAN

Sabin of the Rockefeller Institute,
brought to the Natural Science Institute by the Bowdoin Society of
Women, made the statement that immunity from tuberculosis is practically impossible, but that a careful development of resistance is the best
Dr. Sabin said that when Pasteur
discovered bacteria fifty years ago it
seemed that they would be quickly
conquered because of the success with
diphtheria for which there is a definite toxin and anti-toxin. There are
very few bacteria, however, for which
there is such a simple reaction. The
main purpose of her lecture was to
show just why tuberculosis is so difficult to conquer.
Experiments With Bacteria
About 1900 a new substance was
found by taking a toxin and then a
The result was the
culture of it
formation of a precipitate and a substance which was called the "specific
soluble substance" because it was
definitely connected with the bacteria
and was soluble. This was done with
the diphtheria bacteria. It was found
that in a culture two colonies of organism would grow. One of these
had a capsule which, when analysed,
was found to be of sugar. It was further discovered that this capsule
acted as a protection for the organism and prevented the organism from
being taken into the cell and killed.
This was given by Dr. Sabin to show
just what could be done in regard to
bacteria, although it will be ten or
fifteen years before the problem is

that

en Against

NO. 2

REV. H. L MERRILL
GIVES PATRIOTS' DAY

being held and
class need all
time possible for study, we are asking the members of the classes involved to refrain from any needless
uprising. For the benefit of the parties
involved we are asking, too, that the
classes refrain from attempting to
kidnap or molest any of the class officers until Thursday.
We hope that
you realize the necessity of their
presence in classes and we hope that
you heed our suggestions not as a demand but as an act of loyalty to your

hour exams are

H

Maine Friday

22, 1931.

ADDRESS
Extensive
demonstrainterclass
appearing many days before the
expected Freshman Banquet and the
fear that disturbances might be continued for two weeks, led the Student Council to release a statement
criticising the freshman and sophomore action of the last week and urging restraint until a few days previous to the banquet.
A. L. Crimmins '31, speaking for
this body, suggested that all such activities be avoided until tomorrow,
because of conflict with more important phases of the college. He likewise made a preliminary announcement of a flag rush between the two
lower classes, to take place this week.
The following is the statement of
affairs issued by the Student Council:
To the classes of '33 and '34:
At a recent meeting of the Student
Council, we were informed that the
much expected Freshman Banquet
will not take place until after next
Thursday. In view of the fact that'

OF INSTITUTE

Watch the

The freshman swimming team will
compete with the Auburn Y.M.C.A. in
a meet next Saturday night at eight
o'clock in the Curtis pool.

It will

give

-

TWO

!

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

Established

TWO UNIVERSITIES

REV. H. L MERRILL
GIVES PATRIOTS' DAY

ALTER UNDERCLASS
COURSE POLICIES

1871

ADDRESS

IN

We

I)
.
Hamlin* and Syracuse Universities
human nature. The young man reAdopt Advanced Plan for
fused to erive up hjs ideals. The end
Superior Students
was his being led out to a dark hill and
nailed to a cross. And while the nails
Two universities during the past were driven into his hands and feet, in
anguish, he cried out, "Father,
mortal
week have followed in line with what
is assuming the proportions of a na- forgive them, they know not what thev

Editor-in-Chief
'32

George T. Sewall

Associate Editor
Philip C.Ahern '32

H. Allan Perry

'33

McMenamin

'33

Sports Editors

Robert L. M.

Ahem

Edward

*33

B.

Sub-Editors
'34
Carl G. Olson *34
John M. Sinclair '34

John Morris

Nicholas Bashkiroff "34
James E. Bassett '34
C.

Freeman

'34

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Business Manager
Dominic N. Antonucci '32
Assistant Managers

Edward H. Morse

Francis H. Donaldson '33
Public aver, Wedi-da, durin.

do."
Free,

tion-wide liberalizing of college curriculum instituted by the University
of Wisconsin with Alexander Meiklejohn's Experimental College and Robert Hutchins' revision of the University of Chicago curriculum.
Hamline University, St. Paul, Minn.,
announced this week the elimination
of "time-serving" requirements of unc
derclassmen and students at the end
of the first year's work may take a
.comprehensive examination to qualify for entrance into the senior col-

Managing Editors
G. Russell Booth '33

,
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direction of the instructor and' pre-

Campus Organizations
,

,
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,

.,

paring one essay
. every week or two
.,
,
on an assigned

i
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,

,

;of reasonable length

.
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a regrettable thing, but none the less true, that Bowdoin su bj ec t. Finally he shall be prepared
no to discuss thoroughly the subject of
maintains on her campus a number of organizations that serve
•ms essay with his tutor and be ready
-i
i_
a*. ..!.•
u ii ~~«.
this point we shall not enumer-. to defend his assertions with comAt
visible purpose whatsoever.
oetent argument,
fjnd
to
activities
survey
of
ate, but the Orient intends to conduct a
out just how we stand in this respect and what can be done
»»*£
undeTcon^
Virtually all of our sideration will be taken from the
It is high time that some step is taken.
it.
organizations were formed with some definite plan in mind and
composed at first of energetic members. With the passage of time icized and high standards required in
the original aim has in many cases been lost sight of and no new S^Ll'guSt^pomSn. tTSE
one introduced. And so it happens that many of these groups have end the English department has of
f
declined to a point where they are merely honorary, or worse still,
k
8Uch m
y
an out and out joke. Their members are content with the distinc- to cause the student to approach modt
cal
u
tion of membership, with little regard to the state of decadence «P"jMjJjc J m 2J
«2 ; n J
T
that it may occupy and with still less inclination to do anything shall be in part designed to illustrate
.

,

.
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development of scientific methods
and inuminate the problems of the
In jthis discussion we shall attempt to analyze, as tar as pos-j present
a brief study of the pagt
This
work will take up three-fifths
sible, each activity thoroughly and impartially with the aim ofj
°
*
any
indeed
or
discovering whether it serves its original purpose,
hose
freshmen* will raeivT nine
hope by this discussion to arouse some inter-! hours credit for the course per semesuseful purpose.

ahnnt
auuui

if
ii.

^^

j

We

te

matter and to draw from our readers some suggestions
comprehensive
examinations
inas to how the situation may be improved. We raise the whole stead of the present unit course exquestion with the ultimate design of stimulating these groups to
ttfir'S.
reorganization and realignment wherever it is shown to be needed. senior college, and likewise, compreest in the

|

;

*\Z£l£^E£
|

J^j^tto™-

a^basis for
for those which are past any usefulness to the College communtime they died a painless death and ceased haunting the of the senior college
The
faculty
also
approved
a plan
pages of the Bugle like so many shades, reminiscent of past whereby entering students will
be
classed in three groups consisting of
greatness.
those who wish to graduate from

As

1

ity, it is

F.

Are Selling

at

Reduced

This Chance

Prices.

,

W. CHANDLER

NEW COOPERATIVE

& SON

CALIFORNIA TECH
TO ELIMINATE ALL

BUYING INSTALLED
BY FRATERNITIES

FRATERNITY LIFE

West Virginia U Forms Association
Extensive Study of Situstion Results
Showing 20 Per Cent Saving in
in Complete House Grouping
First Purchase

I

Plan

have seen some-

thing of the suffering of war. I plead
with you. Look to the causes, the
things which make it possible. Estimate the spiritual, moral, and economic loss of the last war. Ask yourself whether or not you and vour generation can afford such a catastrophe.
Then let us all work together toward
the abandonment of this thine called
war."

I

„

We

Not Change, Human Nature

and tears!
"As an ex-soldier,

^^
#—

^

Which

Does Not Come Often.

not to escape from human nature that we must force ourselves to
do but to free human nature from the
bonds that hold it chained to the low
and the ugly. The fighting instinct
can be turned to fight all that which
jeopardizes the welfare of mankind
Think what) it would be if men. women,
educators, statesmen, all were combined in such a spirit. What sublime
justice after centuries of human blood

lege.

'33

the College Yaar b, th. Studant. of Bowdoin Colle**.
and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday

Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Been Rented Once

or Twice,

It is

Syracuse University will institute
of
in y, fa „
" m " *«
u_«_ who
_i
tutori"' course for 30
a tutorial
freshmen
o'jfht preceding the date of publication.
The Editor-in-Chief ia responsible for the editorial
Qua j|£y
The course is designed to
**
column: the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All eommunicationa regarding subwripve tfte student a new cultural outUons should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoia Publishing Co. Subscript K*
look on life and the world about him
tions. S3. 50 per year (including Alumnus) In advance.
by acquainting him with the earlier
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick Maine.
civilizations through selected reading
and discussions with tutors. The work
News Editor for This Issue
to be done under these men will necesG. Russell Booth '33
sitate each student's meeting his tutor
not less than once a week for an hour
No. 2 conference, reading widely under the
Vol. LXI.
Wednesdsy. April 22, 1931.
All contributions

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

CHAPEL

(Continued from page

James

,

The West Virginia Buyers' AssoFraternities of California Tech will
ciation, as the cooperative movement be asked to move into the new housed

has been termed, has been set in oper- in groups, but without fraternity oration by thirteen fraternities of the
ganization, to act as a nucleus about
University of West Virginia.
which to build a house unity and felCooperative purchasing is comparlowship and to develop to a higher
atively new in college circles, acdegree social and cultural life, as a
cording to H. E. Stone, dean of men,
result of an extensive study of stuwho found, after a national survey, dent
housing conditions in America
that only four colleges in the United
and abroad by a student committee
States use such a system. The dean
of California institute of Technology.
has taken an active interest in this
They
new movement here, and along with will are not to rush or pledge and
be non-perpetuating.
Dr. A. L. Darby and Sidney Maynard,
One of the unusual features of the
faculty members, is a member of the
«V>nt)nn«l from Pa»» ii
recommendations of the report is that
Board of Directors of the organizaprovision
is made to serve after dinHon. Richard Meriton M.P. Albert tionTarbell '32 will play the role of Denis
As a result of a survey made by ner coffee in the lounges in order to
Clifton, the solicitor involved in the Orren Jones, student manager of the present an atmosphere more conducive to discussion.
It is hoped that
comedy.
buyers' association, it was found that
At this time the feminine parts the fraternities on the campus wield this feature will teach the Tech men
how to loaf gracefully.
have not been assigned
a combined buying power of upward 1
Other
r
intricacies
as to house organma e aSt
1
:
.
i
.i . Masoue and Gown of a quarter of a million dollars each ization, choice of room and conduct at
Party
House
Ivy
school year.
At the same time, he
ated at lengrth in the com offering, "The Lost Silk Hat", written estimated that these groups, working
£jjjj
by the famous British playwright, together, might save as much at $40,Governing factors in the study
Lord Dunsany. Bowdoin was fortu- 000 per year through the cooperative
were:
nate, some years ago, in having this buying scheme.
1.
The organization, control, and
dramatist on its lecture schedule.
concrete demonstration of posMr. Chandler Redman '34 plays the sible savings was given last week social life of the houses, must be so
worked out as to supplement rather
stellar role in this sprightly little when
the association closed its first
than
detract
from or lessen the high
The
part
to
play
the
of
piece.
He is
deal.
By purchasing all milk, butter,
Caller; other characters include The cheese, and other dairy products from quality of scholastic work which is
Poet, acted by Alden Pinkham '31, the same firm, the organization ex- now the standard.
2.
An environment must be
and The Clerk, played by Roger Hall pects to save as much as 20 per cent
created and maintained which will
•34.
on prices formerly paid. The amount
The other two roles in this one act to be conserved on milk alone, during permit a man to enjoy his leisure
time in pleasant and congenial complay have not been allotted as yet. a year is estimated at $2,500.
pany.
Practice on both plays will probably
Recently the cooperative association
3.
democratic organization must
start this week under Mr. Ralph D: came to the aid of the local Red Cross
be worked out so as not to be a finanChilds.
and the Council of Social Agencies in
cial burden to students of moderate
the matter of feeding the many who
Results of an investigation of the call upon these organizations for help. means.
vocational activities of 891 college Tickets were printed with the name
women from 255 colleges and univer- and address of a member fraternity the card and each fraternity may be
sities throughout the country, carried on each.
These tickets were then called upon to honor a maximum of
on by Dr. Roy N. Anderson of Teach- turned over to the charitable organi two tickets each day.
ers College of Columbia University, zations to be issued to worthy appliThus a maximum of fifty-two meals
which were recently made public, in- cants each day. Each ticket entitles per day or 1,560 per month are being
dicated a lack of vocational discrim the holder to a lunch and a dinner at offered
to the unfortunates of this
i nation.
the fraternity house designated on section at absolutely no cost to them.
I

TWO ONE-ACT PLAYS
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Hamline. those who wish to prepare

Ctass Wars
for technical and professional training
from a New, in other schools, and those whose exSome time ago we talked with two undergraduates
pectancy of graduation is slight, due
..
..
,.
how
England University who were making an investigation as to
to imited native capacity.
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Every Package
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The pre-professionai group will be
the other colleges of this district "handle" their freshmen. We
S
as are
explained the present status of freshmen here and the steps taken , ||in \Q fi° th em fo r theirTe
technical
to keep them in a suitably humble place, and pointed out, not, we education
I

j

|

must confess, without some small satisfaction, that Bowdoin has
OUTSIDE
had little real trouble from interclass wars. We have not changed
GREAT HINDRANCE
our views on that score; yet. But what, we ask, did all the skirmishTO
ing about of last week gain ?
Undoubtedly freshman-sophomore battles serve one good purS
F
the
pose in bringing together the men of each class. They add to
umstettd .^University of Minnesota',
esprit-de-corps of the class, and to the fun of living. Granted made after a thorough study of the
moderation the whole college is amused somewhat by such cam- fej-gg *£
paigns. It has always been the custom for the class officers to go or in any way to work his way
into hiding a few days before the freshman banquet. There have
hSTS
been numerous battles with the sophomores trying to prevent any paid by his father,
trying
men
first-year
the
and
banquet,
freshmen from reaching the
£.
to get there and perhaps drag in a sophomore or two. But it has question of what a boy will get out
all been confined to the few days immediately preceding

WORK NO

now a
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Camels in as prime condition
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Now
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far be

it

from us

to play the role of a kill-joy, but where,

as Winston-Salem, the cigarette
capital of the world.

or not has nothing to do with the material results that he will derive.
In his study, Dr. Umstattd found
that students of a given intelligence
make approximately the same marks
regardless of whether engaged in out
side work or not.
Going into the
question of extra-curricular activities
1 * was found that the more a freshman earned the more he participated
in outside activities such as the Y.
M. C. A. literary societies, student

that leave

we ask, is the point of such desultory warfare as we witnessed last
week? With the banquet still far in the future there certainly can
have been no serious idea of holding any prisoners until that time.
Such aimless rushing about seems rather childish to say the least,
,.
,
«
i
i
i
~e taoA ^-^flfoAl!
and one is led to wonder what the glorious class of liM4 pronted
the peace in the pursuit and abduction of a few
bv disrupting
" ,
,
.
.,
„
,
,,
mm m 4.u„„ l.w
highly flattered sophomores who were really more than Mnijorcnunent and ieli|ioui work.8enior
at the distinction thus ac- earners were found to hold as many
pleased
if the truth were known
campus offices as non-earners and it
corded them Quite aside from the fact that we can see little point was found that most of these students
in any case to carrying the running fight any further when the worked so that they would be able to
participate in other activities.
sophomores seem so patently beaten, we would suggest that the
More students were found to be
peace be kept until the time of the banquet at any rate. It is hard engaged as clerks in stores than any
other occupation, while restaurant
enough to study anyway these spring days without the distrac- work, nursing, general office work,
tions offered by al continual class war. Furthermore what does any- household and salesman positions followed in order. When asked what the
one gain by causing a few men to miss classes that they should be workers would do with their extra
time if they did not have to pay their
attending? Let's have a little common sense in the matter.
own way, the largest number replied
that they would go in for athletics.
later director of the Experimental Col- The next largest group declared that
ENGLISH HISTORIAN
lege at the University of Wisconsin, they would study more, while extracurricular
activities, reading, social
discussed problems of American edulife and recreation would claim the
Professor East, of
j

.

,

•

.

j

i

-

.

—

—

TO SPEAR HERE ON
D. U.
iCoaUmi

LECTURESHIP
I)

Foreign Policy of Castlereagh". "The
He has
also contributed to various historical
journals and to the Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy. In recognition of his work he was honored
last year by being made a Fellow of
the British Academy.

European Alliance 1813-25".

Sponsored by D. U. Fraternity
Professor Webster's lecture Is one
of the annual lectures sponsored by
the college chapter of the Delta Upsilon fraternity. The series was started
in 1925 when Alexander Meiklejohn.
ex-president of Amherst College and

cation. In 1926,
Harvard, the author of "Humanity at
the Crossroads", spoke on the immigration problem.
In 1927, Norman
Thomas, Socialist candidate for president of the United States, for mayor
of New York City, and for congressman, spoke on "Imperialism". Later
such men as President Hopkins of
Dartmouth and President Park of
Wheaton were presented.
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time of others.
When asked what the disadvantages of working while in college were
most of the workers replied "none",
Rather than a disadvantage, they
maintained that they counted it an
advantage. Very few admitted that
it wag a curtailment of their social
activities, but the majority said it was
the only means by which they would
be able to enter any social life at all.

Mr.

Jacques

Redway

4

Hammond,

is absolutely essen- who has been an instructor in Mathethe welfare of a university is matics at Bowdoin for the past two
the opinion expressed by 151 out of years, is leaving at the close of this
273 American and Canadian college semester to pursue graduate work in
and university presidents and that Mathematics at Harvard for a docpublicity is desirable is the view of (tor's degree.
At present Mr. Ham79 of the remaining 86 in a recent mond holds a master's degree from
survey.
the University of Rochester.

That publicity
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THREE

COLLEGES ABANDON
SPRING FOOTBALL
TRAINING IN PENN

BE A WISE CHILD

jXB&*\

colleges have taken
against spring grid
survey of 25 instituby the Penn State
Collegian reveals. Sixteen colleges
have entirely abandoned the early
drills, while the remaining nine conduct spring practice in a curtailed
form.
Pennsylvania, Carnegie Tech and
Lafayette are three of the largest institutions who have definitely decided

Pennsylvania
a decided stand
iron practice, a
tions conducted

refresh yourself at

THE COLLEGE SPA

to eliminate from their athletic programs football playing in the spring.
Other colleges who will not hold practice until next fall are: Allegheny,
Drexel, Geneva, Gettysburg, Grove
Haverford, Lebanon Valley,
City,
Thiel,
Swarthmore,
Susquehanna

Institute Lecturers

Ursinus,

Waynesburg and Westmins-

ter.

Of the nine colleges in the state
planning modified spring drills this
spring, all but Bucknell and Washing
ton and Jefferson will not hold prac
tice more than two weeks. The Lewisburg and Washington athletic authorities plan to continue the pre-season
workouts for four weeks.
None of
the colleges answering the questionnaire has scheduled daily practice periods of more than two hours.
Spring football practice will not be
actually required at any college in
the state of Pennsylvania, the questionnaire reveals. In other words, if
a varsity player does not turn out, his
chances for making the first team in
the fall will not be materially affected. In no case will the practice interfere with regular spring sports.

George H. Parker,

N.S.F.A.NEWS

Charles H. Herty, Ph.D.

Sc.I).

Mrs. Thomas A. Edison says thai
Mr. Edison gets and always has gotten a normal amount of sleep.
In an attempt to settle the noise
problem which has bothered residents
of one of the dormitories at Columbia
University since, the beginning of the
fall semester, undergraduate leaders

have taken matters into their own
hands and organized a "trial jury"
system which they hope will ameliorate the abuses speedily and effective-

j

j

|

ly.
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enterprising member has somehow
obtained a Large supply of nickels and
these he purveys to his brothers four
for a quarter.
-.-

.-

Harmon's, with the co-operation of one of the

best dress

clothes tailors in this country, will offer for

a limited

time,

As a

result of being quarantined
ten days because one of their member.,
has scarlet fever, the men in a fraternity at the University of Pittsburgh
find that they spend a good deal of
their time calling up the co-eds. One

And thereby hangs a tale

j

and

Tailcoats
styling,

at

and Trousers, of
'a

exceptional quality

price never before thought possible.

i

$45.00
I
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I

I

Edwin G. Boring, Ph.D.

Isaiah

Bowman, Ph.D.
|

j

The New York University School of
Education has inaugurated a course in
leisure time for students from 16 to
60. The purpose is to show the average man the many creative things he
can do during his spare time.

MADSPOdDM
INCORPORATED

I

A

faculty rating scale will be submitted to the students- of Stout institute, Menomonie, Wisconsin, in order
to allow the instructors to find out
what the students think of their work.
Students will grade their professors the world is more wonderful than the
ability of animals and plants to cope
on a scale ranging from
to 100.
with adverse conditions which neither
A student at the University of they nor their ancestors have ever beChicago was recently fined $100 for fore experienced.
"How can such fitness be explained ?
throwing a piece of pie at a girl who
refused to kiss him after he had pur- Before Darwin it was supposed that
chased a bouquet of forget-me-nots they were supematurally created.
Few, if any. scientists now maintain
from her.
the supernatural creation of species or
of adaptions. Nevertheless I still
the germ are polysaccharides and
think there is good reason to believe
lymphoids. The cells can destroy the
that there is a mind or purpose of
former fairly easily. It was found
teleology throughout the universe. Anthat with a rise of monide cells there
other explanation is that there is
was a rise in appearance of lesions,
something like intelligence and will in
whereas with a decrease of lymphaall organisms, and that they make usecides there was a decrease in resistful responses the same wav we do.
ance.
This gave two means of With 'vital principles or forces' that no
checking up on the development of
one can define I have no sympathy,
the disease.
BTnXwith
idea that all living things
The object of the work is to find out have the the
psychic elements of sensitivall the positive and all the negative
ity, tropisms, organic memory and
factors possible and next to find out
ability
to
make useful responses
ways, not one, but many, to work
through trial and error, I have great
against development of the factors
sympathy. Indeed these can be demwhich cause the disease.
onstrated in
organisms.
j

Florence R. Sabin, M.D.. Sc.D.

Harlow Shapley, Ph.D.

A

J

training school for city officials,

the first to be offered, will be conducted by the League of Kansas
Municipalities at police headquarters,
Wichita, from June 1 to 6. Lectures
will start at 8 a.m. promptly and will
continue throughout the day with five
,minute intermission periods each hour
until 5 p.m\ Each student will be required to present a complete notebook
at the end/of the course.

DR.CONKLINIS
LAST LECTURER
(Continued from Face 1)

A

Factor In

Evolution— Dr. Conklin
"Something other than mere chance
and accident permeates the entire uni-

Tuberculosis Bacteria
verse," says Dr. Edwin G. Conklin,
very thorough research work on professor of Zoology at Princetpn Unithe tuberculosis bacteria was started versity. The greatest problem of life
by Mr. Charles White of Washington, and evolution
ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS
fitness
can be exthe chairman of the National Tuber- plained by the elimination of the unfit,
and FRAMES
culosis Association. The difficulty was according to Dr. Conklin.
to get enough material to work with
In introducing the subject. Dr. ConkTondreau Block - Brunswick. Maine so that the chemists could make an
lin remarked that the method of scianalysis. A commercial firm was set ence is largely that
of analysis and
to work to produce this material.
specialization.
But in the process of
There are four forms of tuber- analysis the distinctive properties disculosis and eighteen strains of which appear. Analyse man
and the personfro* $60.00 op • Gans taken in trade all are not dangerous. The research
ality is gone. It is necessary to^comwork has been done on four of the bine synthesis with analysis in order
SRNOIS CYCLE & GUN STORE strains. The four types of tubercu- "to see life and see it whole". "Let
losis are: Timothy grass tuberculosis, us take the long and broad and syn95 Maine Street
nonpathogenic; tuberculosis found in thetic view of the living world."
birds; tuberculosis found in bo vines;
"Adaptability is a universal charand tuberculosis found in humans.
acteristic of life: adaptations are speThe Ideal Hotel for You
Glass and materials for ten years cific adjustments to meet particular
work was bought and the research conditions. Upon these the continuIn
was started. The germs which were ance Sf life depends. All death is due
furnished by the commercial company to their failure. There are no aims in
were received in lots of twenty to inorganic nature, no useful ends are
Hotel
thirty pounds.
The culture was im- sought by atoms, or molecules, sands,
mediately separated from the media or stars; continuity of life is the great
At North Station
and sent to Dr. Anderson at Yale, fat end in organic nature. There are no
Direct Entrance from B.1M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
analyser. The tubercular bacteria are values recognizable
in the former; surthe only ones having fats. The media vival is the greatest value in the latwere sent to Chicago also to be an- ter. There is neither rood nor evil in
Each Room equipped with Tub and
alysed. After the bacteria were set in
Shower w Built-in-Radio Speaker
the lifeless world; satisfaction is the
alcohol, having been analysed for fats, greatest (rood, extinction the greatest
(Three Station Service) w Servidor
and after the soluble material had been evil in the living world. The moment
Circulating Ice Water.
removed by the alcohol, the bacteria we pass from the inorganic to the orwere sent to be analysed for proteins ganic we enter a world of ends and
and polysaccharides. The part of the values. Fitness is seen in almost every
Dining Room, Coffee Shop. Oyster
research in which Dr. Sabin was em- structure, function, and relation of orBar and Soda Fountain offer wide
ployed was to find out what each part ganisms. And yet fitness is never pervariety of food and service.
of the bacteria does in the disease.
fect and sooner or later it fails with
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
A Few Important Facts
resulting death and extinction.
FOR ONE-$2J§, S.M, S.50, 4,00
This work is too technical to be set
Animal Adaptation
rUtl W\^-#">eO^| %*99e ek^rVe WP*g^P
out in full. A few important facts
"All adaptations may be classified
have been discovered. Two factors in as inherited or acquired. Nothing in
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COURSE REVISION
"A tentative plan under which
freshman and sophomore students of
the University of Utah would be organized as a special unit to be termed
the 'College of the University of
Utah,', in which they would receive
more specific preparation for upper
division work, has been presented to
the faculty for its consideration," Dr.
Frederick J. Pack, head of the department of geology and chairman of
the president's committee which drew
up the plan, stated in outlining the
proposed split-up of the classes of the
University of Utah.
Dr. Pack presented an allegorical
illustration in explaining the new
arrangement. "A great many of the
students entering the University of
Utah on the 'train of education' do
not know where they are going or into
which field the train is leading. The
machinery of the University does not
give them particular help in solving
this vital problem, and so our suggestion is that a special underclass college be maintained, which will include advisors of underclassmen to
assist in preparing them for the field
in which they are best suited.
"At the present time, group requirements are not adequately filled
in the freshman and sophomore years.
The new plan will obviate this serious
predicament. If the student, after the
conclusion of his first two years'
work, finds that he cannot go on to
more advanced fields of learning under the committee's plan his journey
on the education train during the two
years will provide a well-balanced
education before he gets off."

j

|

practically all

Fitness

OFJNSTITUTE

UTAH CONSIDERS

KANSAS TESTS NEW
BASKETBALL RULES
Two innovations in basketball rules
were tried out by the K.U. championship team against the freshman team
here recently.
For one thing, the
baskets were elevated to a height of
12 feet instead of the customary 10,
and for another, all players except
the centers were kept back ten feet
from the center of the floor while the
ball was being put into play.
These two changes are among suggested changes in rules to •come before the Rules Committee in New
York soon, and Dr. F. C. Allen, of
the
University
coaching
faculty,
wanted an actual demonstration of
the game under the proposed changes.
As was anticinated, the close-up
tip-in shots were largely absent, and
there were more attempts to score
from a distance on the floor.
The freshmen won, 32

CUMBERLAND
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-
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WARNER OLAND
Thursday

April 23rd

•

WILL ROGERS
•in*

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
Also Comedy and Sound Act

Friday

-

April 24th

-VAUDEVILLE— on

the screen

—

WILLIAM HAINES
in

-

-

A TAILOR MADE

MAN

Also Paramount News
Saturday

-

April 23th

STEPPING OUT

— Three- Year Coarse

-

with

.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

Charlotte Greenwood and

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good
Grades Required
Transcript of Record Necessary in
All Cases
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes

Reginald Denny

Also Comedy and Sound Act

Moo. and Tues.

233 Broadway,

New York

•

April 27 and 28

BEAU IDEAL
with •
Ralph Forbes - Loretta Young
Irene Rich
•

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
CHARLES P. DAYIS. Registrar
\

with

Also Sportlight and Travelogue

School of Law
NEW YORK
Case System

April 22nd

-

CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON

Fordham University

Elimination of the Unfit
"Thus the problem of fitness, which
is in every way the greatest problem
of life and evolution, can be explained
by the elimination of the unfit. But
while the environment is the eliminator of unfit persons, the organism itself is the eliminator of unfit reactions.
This means that organisms can differentiate between satisfactory and unsatisfactory responses. It means that
mechanism alone cannot explain fitness, but that something, which we
may call psychism. is necessary. And
further, the world is so constituted
that the fitness of the environment and
the order of nature imply that something other than mere chance and accident permeates the entire universe."

to 31.

laiimiiiitiiniiiimimiaiiniiiiiiiiaiiimiiiiiiDi

Mechanistic Evolution
"A third explanation of fitness is
found in Mechanistic Evolution. With
crude mechanism which finds everything the result of chance or accidents
I have no more sympathy than with
transcendental vitalism. Those who
say there are no ends, values or purposes in the world may understand
atoms and molecules, but they do not
understand organisms.
But given
protoplasm with its properties of sensitivity, tropisms,
organic memory,
seeking of satisfaction, all living
things, including man, can evolve and
achieve fitness mechanistically.
"The two great systems of biological
philosophy, Lamarckism and Darwinism, are mechanistic or causal explanations of fitness. Classical Darwinism cannot explain the origin of individually acquired adaptations. There
Modern woman excels the male
is no elimination of unfit persons, since when it comes to oratory, claims Jean
these useful responses to unfavorable Campbell Macmillan, public speaking
conditions occur in one and the same instructor with the University of Calperson, as in gradually acquired tol- ifornia Extension Division.
erance to poisons, immunitv from bacterial toxines, regeneration of lost
parts. But in all of these cases there
is elimination of unfit reactions.
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EATON HARDWARE

Sports Editor This Week: Robert L. M. Ahern '33

CO.

INTERFRATERNITY
TRACKMEN TO ENTER
POLAR BEAR TO FACE
WHITE CRUSHES
PENN RELAY RACES BASEBALL SEASON
MAINE_0N FRIDAY
TO START SHORTLY
BATES NINE IN Team Draws Pole in DisPotential Power Expected
Seem
Alpha Tan Omega and Chi
tance College Medley
in Coach Brice's Staff
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
SERIES OPENER
Last
Have Retained Much
of Brunswick, Maine
The Sport Store of
Brunswick

of Pitchers

Year's Strength

SI—.—

on the next pitch. The little flurry
terminated here, however, for Hedderick lifted a high foul that Dwyer
{fathered in and then Shute knocked
down Millett's drive through the box
for a put out at first
The Polar Bears solved Millett's

Ed Merrill, manager of Intramural
Jack Magee will soon be leaving
While the Polar Bears have met
Brunswick with eight or ten chosen athletics has announced the pairings both Harvard and Bates on the diatrackmen, bound for Philadelphia and for the first round of the Interfra- mond, Coach Fred Brice's University
first
The
League.
baseball
ternity
the University of Pennsylvania relay
of Maine nine did not get into action
races on Friday and Saturday. These game will take place next Wednes- until yesterday when they opposed the
games, comprising a total of one hun- day but at the same time of writing Colby Mule at Orono. The U. of M.
events, are regarded as the major it has not been announced as to whom team that last year captured the title
dred
Dwyer led off outdoor
slants in the third.
track event of the year in the the competing teams are to be. The has been hit hard this spring by eligiwith a single. MeKown followed by
Popnlsr Sheet Mask and Records
East. The Polar Bear outfit, crippled first round drawings are as follows: bility rules.
Still in spite of the
popping a hit over Berry's head into
by ineligibilities, will have to outdo it- Alpha Tau Omega vs Zeta Psi, Psi scholarship jinx, Coach Brice feeb
hit
Bennett
also
right field. George
Alpha
Agent for Victor Radio
self) to retain the laurels won last year. Upsilon vs Theta Delta Chi,
that his 1931 edition of players has as
and two tallies were chalked up on
Kappa
Delta
Psi,
Phi
vs
Chi
Delta
The
outcome
of
the draw for posimuch potential power and punch as
the score board for the White.
tions was announced last week. Bow- Epsilon vs Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma the successful nine of last year.
MeKown Doubles
doin drew the pole in the distance col- vs Beta Theta Pi and Non Fraternity
BROS. CO.
There are two veterans in the inAgain in the fifth, the visiting nine lege medley relay, and will run vs Delta Upsilon.
field, McAbe at third and Smith at
We carry the largest assortment of raised
Alpha Tau Omega and Chi Psi first base. The other two, Lewis at
ructions. Sonny was again the against Columbia, Shippensburg, ChiImported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetaare
year,
of
last
finalists
slashing
out
a
houses,
the
instigator,
time
this
cago, Indiana, Princeton, Harvard,
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imand Halgren at short, are newEach of second
right. Penn State, New York, Army, and favorites again this spring.
comers who have been showing up
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all peach of a base knock into
Clean up man, MeKown, followed with Pennsylvania in that order. In the these teams lost but a single man by well during the early training. The
kinds east of Portland.
long fly which traveled to the fence sprint college medley relay draw, graduation. The A. T. O.'s, the win- hurling staff appears particularly
a
137
St.—
Tel.
Tel. 136—87 Maine
in left field. A ground rule, however, Bowdoin got fourth place from the ners, are the harder hit of the two strong with three veterans back, Perthrough the loss of Warner Witherell, kins, Solander and Nutting. There are
prevented him from going past sec- pole.
ond and Dwyer from scoring. Herbie
The draw in the mile relay gave the pitching ace of past years. The Chi also three others who have been buzzRose reached first on fielder's choice Magee team number eight position in Psi's will miss the services of "Kit" ing them across with plenty speed and
which found everyone safe and Dwyer their division. In this race Bowdoin Dyer who held down the shortstop control. They are Romansky, star of
John Bartallying. A bingle by King Crimmins will run against Hampton, Catholic, berth in previous years.
last year's freshman team, Churchill
completed the damage by sending Me- Michiean Normal, St. John's (Brook- bour and "Bill" Copeland are ex- and Spurting. Captain "Bill" Wells
pected to bear the brunt of the mound
Kown home for the sixth run of the lyn), Stevens Tech, and Long Island.
appears to have the call over Sezak
duty.
game.
ft
and Abbott in the catching departHalf-mile Lee Undecided
The Polar Bears collected a hit m
ment. The outfield remains uncertain
Bowdoin's team for the distance
Town Building
both the sixth and seventh but nothwith "Blondy" Hincks the only sure
medley
have
Johnson and
PATRONAGE

jQgRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

(Continued tram Pa«a 11

Capital, |5e,tOt.

Sarplas and Profit.,

STUDENT

Always Noticed
But Never Noticejble

Psi
of

to

Relay

SOUCTTBD

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

Srifik VratifttB

TONDREAU

»

PRINTING

1

ing resulted from them. In the last
half of the proverbial lucky seventh,
the Garnet appeared slightly ominous.
Latest College Styles in
Hedderick scratched a hit and Millett
Bostonian and Florsheim smashed a clean one into left. With
the head of the list coming up, the
$5 to $10
Bates rooters tried hard to rattle
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers Shute. But nonchalantly Ben shifted
the ball from one side to the other
and the next three men went down in
quick succession.
The Houser coached nine picked up
its last run in the ninth when Dwyer,
as usual, led off with a hit. MeKown
bunted him to second.
Rose took
first on another fielder's choice that
GROCERS—
found
everyone
Bennett,
safe.
pounded out a long fly that Ray Mcwho cater to fraternity trade
Clusky only garnered after a long
run.
This clout was the means of
Dwyer's sneaking across the rubber
'Anything: y'want Pressed?' with the final run for the White.

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
SHORT'S MARKET

{

—

|

will

Sportsman's Pen

Dan

Milt Hickok each doine a 220-yard leg,
Gordon! Briggs running a quarter-mile,
and George Sewall, Steve Lavender, or
Larry Usher finishing up with an 880yard stretch. The choice of anchor
man depends on the outcome of the
time trials of Saturday and yesterday,

great fighters.
Charlie Stanwood. Harry Thistlewaite. Milt) Hickok, and Gordon Briggs
defend Bowdoin's mile relay
will
crown in division three. Their chances
are problematical, as little is known
about the seven other teams in the division. Judging from recent workouts,
however, there will be no occasion for
apoloiries

Bates Tallies
Kennison,
first
man to
Shute in the last half of the ninth dash, and Stanwood and Ray Mcgrounded to Parmenter. The latter Laughlin in the 120 yard high hurdles.
tossed to Crimmins for what apIt is possible that Ray Olson will compeared to be an easy out. However pete with the discus and the javelin.
do the work
old man Sol had to be taken into consideration, for he bothered King so
much that the ball went past him unGordon Briggs nearly missed out
touched, Kennison taking second. Af- on the Penn Relays trip on account of
Riley Insurance Agency
ter two men had died, Toomey came a leg injury he suffered durinjr the
through with a single that sent the freshman - sophomore horseplay last
INSURANCE
runner scurrying across the plate week. Thus Jack Magee ordered his
with the counter that saved the Bob- trackmen to keep out of the mob
struggles and his edict was closely fol
Brunswick cats from a shut out.
Town Build in?
lowed by that of the Dean.

Gire

it

to

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

j

MILLER ORGANIZES

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

FIRST AID CLASS DENSM0RE TO LEAD

SWMMERSNEXTYEAR

to the

LAUNDRY

Standard Red Cross Methods Studied
in Theory and Practice

(Continued from pas* 1)

two were always dependable in the
Bowman has made
medley relay.
great improvement since a year ago,
and Sperry's smashing finishes featured the meets all last winter. Captain Smith was a consistent pointscorer in the dashes, and anchored the
ter

JACOB SMITH

Next

AGENT

will

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio
Florence P. Merriman
Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

114 Maine St, cor. Cumberland

St

Monday Coach Bob

start

a

Miller
class in the
Cross first aid course.
special

standard Red
This course is the continuance of the
one given two years ago. The course
is to be given under the auspices of
relay.
the Central Maine Light and Power
The New England Intercollegiate
Company, which furnishes the books Championship meet at Wesleyan saw
and the necessary equipment for the Art Sperry and Captain-elect Densclasses.
more shining for the Polar Bears.
Miller stated that if a limited num- Sperry twice lowered the record in the
ber of students wished to do so they medley swim, and his teammate won
The classes second place in«the breaststroke.
could with no charges.
will be held on Monday, Wednesday
The final event of the swimming
and Friday evenings. The theory and season will be a dual meet between
practice of first aid will be taught
the Bowdoin freshmen and the Auclasses
The course will consist of six
burn Y. M. C. A. natators on Saturday
of two and a half hours apiece. When evening, with the visiting sub-freshthe course is completed, there will be men as special guests. No admission
a total of fifteen hours used. At the fee will be charged.
end of the work an examination will
be given. All who pass this with a
BOWDOIN
sufficient grade will be awarded one
of the Red Cross certificates.
ab bh po a e
5
5
5

Ricker, cf
Whittier, ss

Dwyer, e

Flood of Letters

Swamp Contest Judges

MeKown. 3b
Rose, rf
Bennett,

4
5
4
4
3
3

If

Crimmins, lb
Parmenter, 2b
Shute, p

2
1

Kirzonack,

4

3

2

1

2

4
9

1

1

3

1

2

1

ab bh po a

Toomey,

ss

Dean, rf
McCloud, rf
White, rf
Berry, lb
McClusky. cf
Flinn, 3b
Brown, c
Kennison, If
Hedderick, 2b
Millett, p
Totals

Bowdoin

4
2
2

1

1

34

t

Sid MeKown still packs the mightclout of the Bowdoin batters.
galloping third-sacker stepped
into a deceptive slow one served up
iest

The

Frost,

2

t
t
t
.
Another proposition that got wholehearted accord from the team was the
principle of electing in future years
the most capable leader available, regardless of his class in college. The
move tends to break a tradition which
has long been out of date. It will no
longer be necessary to reserve the
distinction of a captaincy to only one
man from each class, as when only
seniors are eligible.
t
t
t
...
*

—— ————
Lyman

at Bowdoin.
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5 27 14
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nett 2.

Sacrifice hits, Bennett, Parmenter. Left on bases, Bowdoin 9,
Bates 10. Struck out, by Shute 2, by
Millett 5.
First base on balls, off
Shute 4, off Millett 1. Hit by pitched
ball, by Millett (Crimmins). Umpires,
Gibson and McDunner. Time of game,
2 hours and 15 minutes.

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade
Portland, Me.

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We

Specialize in Haircutting

Varney's

Jewelry

Store

Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

MAINE STREET

103

A

"FRANCIS"
The

College Jeweler"

Diamonds and Watches
Fine Repairing and Engraving

141A

1,200 students of Missouri University participated recently in an
All-Sports Night.

the University of Nebraska was ofthe race from
the exalted position of official timer, fered by The Daily Nebraskan.
as he has done for some years now.
Another well-known distance classic
for which Jack has done much is the
Cathedral A. C. 10-mile run, orand
ganized by him many years ago.

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

t

t

GROCERIES

t

most infallibly in his favorite event,
he is a hard worker and a true sportsman.

Telephone 435-436

MAINE STREET

LEBEL'S
Candy and

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

74

pulled

a boner

that

the

The freshmen are going to have
meet May Z, BridgBrunswick and the

ROTARIANS HEAR
COACH JACK MAGEE

last fall a substantial reputation
as a football trainer. After outlining
the various major and minor sports
that enter the realm of physical education at college, Coach Magee described the routine through which a
college eleven goes in preparation for
a strenuous campaign.

FMinctoa IS67

—prepare

Colleci men

a
widening interest and opportunity. Recent research has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School osiers to its students.
School opens on September 30. 1931. Our
catalog

Morton's

for

profession

may guide you in choosing
Foe information address

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

Have you
your
In th»

IF
You

of

y-Mir

Mm.

News Stand

course

their first outdoor
ton will come to

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

Da. William Rice, Dram
Boston,
416 Huntington Avenue

during the time trials last Saturday.
observed

I

career.

Hickok and Briggs were clocked in
amazing time for 150 yards, when Sid

won

Retail

574 Congress Street

field trip, calling for more than
2,000 miles of travel to the most interesting biological regions of West
Virginia, will be taken this summer by
the "roaming scientists" of West Virginia Universitv, consisting of students interested in biology and zoology.

Monday Jack witnessed

'34 aggregation will suffer little therefore on account of the ineligibility of
Ambler, Gray, Wait, and the others.

2

•

A

1

4
2

1
1

Brunswick Friday
game next Friday
series of five games,
consecutive days by
Commencing on MonColby, Rhode Island
State at Kingston, Connecticut Aggies
at Storr. Northeastern at Boston and
Bowdoin at Brunswick. This stiff
schedule calls for a great strain on
the pitchers and will be a real test

reward of $25 for the arrest and
t
t
t
Jack Magee relates that he saw the conviction of the author or authors of
original Boston A. A. marathon run "With Fire and Sword", a campus
when he was still in short pants. Last scandal sheet recently distributed at

Foster

7

6
3
4

Wholesale

Wight and

ably the first time a humble freshman announced that plans have been comever captained a varsity athletic team pleted for a Freshman Dance.

marked out was about eight yards

3

B. Chipman, Inc.

A

e

2

wmm,

PURE FOOD SHOP

striking example of this policy
Establishing an entirely new event
the recent choice of Frank H. Abbott '34, from Waterboro, to lead the on the Yale Calendar, prominent leadtennis team this season. This is prob- ers of the Yale Class of 1934 have

short of the distance.

11

CITY

PHIL BRISK

is

The track managers
2

STREET

50th

Watch For Our Representative

are

by Millett, Garnet freshman, and it of their ability.
dropped among the bushes for the
The game at Brunswick will be one
only extra base hit of the afternoon. of the features of sub-freshman week
Sid's home run in the Harvard game end and should draw a large audience.
travelled farther than that of Ben Ben Houser's boys will undoubtedly
Ticknor, and incidentally kept the face Maine with the same lineup that
Bear from being Whitewashed,
played Harvard. That means Dwyer
t
t
t
catch, Crimmins first, Parmenter secBen Shute did a very satisfactory ond, Whittier short, MeKown third,
job at Lewiston, as he did the week Bennett left field, Ricker center field,
before at Cambridge. He appears now and Rose right field.
The pitchers
to be the sole dependable on the will be chosen from among Norm
pitching staff, but Lloyd Morrell has Brown, Ben Shute and George Southforsaken the javelin for a while, and er.
is expected to be in shape very soon.
The day after the Maine game, the
White journeys to Waterville where
t
t
t
.
When Sid Foster was lost >to the they will attempt to make Colby their
Little is known about the
track team, Coach Jack Magee sug- victim.
gested that rather than electing a new strength of Roundy's aggregation excaptain, a leader be appointed pre- cept that they have had but little
vious to each meet for the rest of the chance to work out on the diamond
season. In this way Foster would be because of the damp condition of the
officially recorded as captain of this field. A true line on their ability will
year's team, and the boys were unan- come out of their contest with Maine
Tuesday.
imous in granting Sid the tribute.

the qualifications of a real leader.
Besides being worth five points al-

1

2
4
4
3
4
4
4

t

Jack Magee spoke last week beBates
fore the Damariscotta Rotary Club on
Runs, Ricker. Dwyer 3, MeKown 2, the subject "College Football Training
Crimmins, Kennison. Two base hit, and College Athletics". The meeting
MeKown. Stolen bases, Ricker, Ben- was well attended, the speaker having
than 1,000.000 letters were received by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
at Winston-Salem, N. C. in the contest for $50,000 cash
prizes in connection with the new cellophane wrapping for Camr'
cigarette packages. The photograph shows one mountain containing
more than 500.000 unopened letters as they were delivered to the judges.
Several weeks will be required to read letters and select winners.

Hall,

ball-hawks

all

4

BATES

•flORE

other

EAST

bell's

t

„'

1
1

The chapel

evening sang out the

Ted v>
Densmore is a very popular
choice as swimming captain; he has

x

4

38 10 23 14

Totals

*** Company

The

melody Monday Gonzales.
first good news
To Play at
of the new sport season, a lop-sided
The Bowdoin
victory in baseball. The skeptics will
will conclude a
point out a dozen weaknesses in the
played on five
Bates club, but 7-1 is a walkover in
the Orono boys.
but Coach Magee has a hair-splitting any
league.
day they meet
selection to make, for all three are

on their part.
Del Galbraith will uphold the Polar
Bear prestige with the 16-pound hammer, and is expected to compare favorably with' the field. Johnson and Hicface
kok are entered in the special 100-yard

BATES OR SPERRV

starter.

16

NEW YORK

CLEMENT

STUART

is

to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which

ITS PRINTING
will find the service

ren-

dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of

chosen

life

work?

field of health serviae the Harthe oldvard University Dental School
eat dental school connected with any
university in the t/nited States offers
thorough well balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL

Dawt. 7V Longwood Ave., Boston, Mat*.
.

THE RECORD
Tel. 3

Whitman's

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work
done in this shop.

Chocolates

Brunswick Publishin* Go.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sta.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
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N0OZ8 EDITOB BOB THIS ISSUE

It's

s Fin* Thins

When yea com* right down to it,
of coarse it hi! Who could doubt it?
Bat while we're on the subject, we
should Use to view with scorn our
contemporary, the Orient.
foolish
for the pent year, oar rival publication has done absolutely nothing: but
try hard la ha radical. Perhaps now
that they've kicked the editor (socalled) esT the Beard they can settle
down aad ha a food newspaper

like

the Lewises* Journal or tha Bewdoin
OCCIDENT (of coarse, we don't want
la appear boootfuJ).
The main charge against the
Orient Is that they think that Bowdein shoald become a modern college.
Of all the lossy, tripe ideas! As if
they ossld over move the tradition
(aad tha dast!) of a century of Bowdote! FaoHsh! The founders of this
college were "—-ng the most farsighted, advanced men of their day.
Why does the Orient thiak they are
net today ?
Impudent, radkaL bolshevik .pasties!
Wky should the
Orient have ideas about whether or
at tha Callage ahoaM have ComnulChapelf Oar great founders
what woald be beat for the
of aU Bewdoin undergraduates, ia their century aad aay other
eeatary to come. Chapel
a sacred
tradlUoa; wa mast stand by it. There
ia nothing new ander the aaa" nayway as some philosopher once wrote.
Of coarse, there ia ao each thing as
prsgresa. Sdenee and all ear modern cMUsstloa is a rank illusion. W«.
shall narer abandon our chapel—it
weald ha heretical aad irreligious. Besides, haw else coald the undergraduates have opportunity to hear such
choice literature as the tetter which
Dean Nixon is reading at the present timaf It is all bound up in our
tradition.
Twenty Orienta can not
ssore it
like the Chinese, we
wiH stand by our ancestors. What

b

won good enough for them and what
was moral for them should be for us.
There need be no further argument.
The fact that the world outside Bowdate, the fact that store and mot;
colleges are taking out the word
chapel
"compaleory*
their
from
rales or are radnclag the number of
to one or two a

week need

not, nor should not, affect
conditions here at Bowdoin. And to

say, are not inconsistent with the
rights of others. How do you recon-

insure the minimum amount of sleep
for each and every student and the
maximum amount of discomfort, of
course we shall have our chapel services at the unearthly hour of eighttwenty! This snivelling Orient makes
u« sick.
Those editors must be a
race of weaklings. It is glorious to
jump out of bed so fresh and early
on a cold winter's morning after being up half the night studying for an
Hour-Exam and go devoutly to prayers to start the day right. And such
prayers!
And after all, we must
watch our morals, especially so early
in the morning.
But all this is not what we started
out to say. O my no! But now that
we're this far down the column, we
do not choose to run on any further.

cile

The Rooting Reporter

your statements?
have just tasted of this bottle of
liquor, I will confide to vou, and I cannot see where or how I am invading
the rights of any other person on
I

earth.

I find it excellent.

It

warms

my stomach; it inspires my thought. I
cannot feel, Mr. Editor, that I have
wronged the community or added to
the lawlessness of the general society
in so doing. It mokes rne tired to be
classed as a criminal for any such occasion, and I notify you that before
long there will be a revolt against the
sort of stuff that you are writing.

Just to show my independence of
such truck as you are writing, I have
taken another drink of the aforesaid
most jubilant Sandy MacDonald, and I
will say to you that it is about as
smooth a drink as a criminal ever put
into his system.
The second drink,
Communication
which I shall soon follow by a third,
To the Editor of the OCCIDENT
makes me more certain that those
Every other day, the Inquiring Rewho
feel
their
systems
require stimu- porter propounds to five prominent
Dear Sir:
lant, should band together, organize, men a question dealing with current
Little or no greetings!
and start a campaign to floor this Vol- facts and problems. Today's question
In venturing to write this letter to
stead business, if it can be done.
was given to five prominent members
you, I fully realize that by so doing
Now, Mr. Editor, I am no bum and of the Bowdoin College faculty whose
I may lay myself open to scathing
answers are printed herewith.
criticism from certain sides. I trust vou can't make me a bum, I like a
have
Question: What use do you propose
that you yourself will at least be fair- little drink now and then and I
minded enough to print this in one of taken a third or maybe it is a fourth to make of your bonus money?
and I am more than ever conviucew President Kenneth C. M. Sills: "I shall
your columns.
devote the entire amount to the
any
an that doesn't is a big
My son, Emmanuel, who is attend- that
preparation and promulgation of
idiot. You say that this evabion of the
ing Bowdoin, writes me of a very peliterature advocating the abolition
law is producing a sta6e of affairs in
culiar letter that has been read in part
of Compulsory Chapel here at Bowour Grear nand Glorious Country. You
in chapel lately by one
of the fac- are wronh. This ciuntry is jess as
doin.
It is a cause to which I beulty of your college.
From what good as it ever was and was a great
lieve every member of the college
scraps he writes me (interspersed in
should contribute who is interested
deal better and I will leabe it to you
between his demands for money, fur- f iit wasn8t, when we had free rum.
in the welfare of our institution."
coats, Baby Austins and whatnot), I
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell:
"I
I wan8t to say to you that Socitch
have received a rather unfavorable, or
is all right.
A lot of it wouldn't do us presume to utilize my bonus in the
rather unsavory, impression of the
following way. I shall devote all
harm.
we
ened stimulany we
When
whole college. To my mind, chapel id
it.
My grandafyer was brougr of it to the founding of an endowed
a poor place for such a letter. I do need
chair in Rhetoric.
I
feef very
up on rum. They had it in the housb
not care whether your services are
keenly the disadvantage men gradall the time.
They dranj it freely and
religious or not.
They were mainly even the minstew drank it when he
uating from Bowdoin have when
farces every time I have visited your
they find themselves called upon to
came to our housa. It8s a pretty kinf
institution in the past six years while
speak in later life. To my mind,
is better
Emmanuel has been at Bowdoin, but of a cointrv when a garndson
the only solution will be extending
than his fundfaher. I can drink this
even so, the building itself should
English 4 to a year course (to be
sort of Scutes: all day And not be no
have some sanctity. I am not a rigknown as English 3-4) and of renoworse a citoxen that I was befote. I
orous churchman; in fact, I seldom go
vating courses 1-2, 6-6, 7-8, and
could drink this whole quaet audd
to my own church, but I do feel, and
9-10 so that they will deal with
neger quiber an etelash.
very strongly too if I may say so,
nothing but the art of declamation.
that any letter such as this one, which Bue whay I wneat o f yiou is to reThese five courses I should make
mund yiu oner agaiaian abd agnain
fairly reeks of the worst sort of idealrequirements all five to be taken
ism and which is sordid in the ex- thqt you arw dead wronh ib comsfegeach year for the entire four to
treme, is NOT FIT for reading in any ing evert bony whu drinls as a bouhm.
seven years of a man's undergraduchapel service. Emmanuel tells me of We ain't criulals.
ate
career. Only thus, will Bowdoin
Iwill sat inxclosing, thot i wisg yiu
agitation by some young radicals for
men be freed from that embarrassthe abolition of chapel. I can't say a 2moRrt Chrihywax" and a 5haooy
ment sure to come when they are
New
Yr&rc"
that I am unconditionally in favor of
out in the world and are asked to
Rexcevtfillu Yioytdx o8Bdit Swrv-it.
such a step, but I should like to say
speak. I know, alas, only too well
Cgarlex Eddart Thurlov '33.
here and now that that letter, with its
what it means on such an occasion
vulgar references to women, to cite
to be able to say nothing but
but one example, is to my mind one
"Imagine a line of federal forts".
of the biggest arguments that could
Under my new plan, a Bowdoin
be advanced for the abolition of all
graduate will at least know two adchapel exercises.
ditional pieces by heart"
Professor Marshall P.* Cram: "I inTrusting that you will be able to
find room for this letter in one of
tend to spend my bonus on some
more statuary for my back-yard.
your columns, I am
Charlie Cram looks lonesome."
Sincerely yoqrs,
Mr. Gerald G. Wilder: "I shall use
JOHN DOE.

m

—

my bonus in making additions to
the periodicals now available in the
Library. I have made a survey of
the field during the past two years,
and my mind is fully made up as
to what periodicals to add.
This
number will certainly include the
following, although this is by no
means to be considered a complete
list: French Models, Snappy Stories, True Confessions, Smokehouse
Monthly, Love Stories, Breezy Sto»
ries and The Growler".
Dean Paul Nixon: "I propose to establish a sizable scholarship for some
undistinguished undergraduate who
-can sit through an entire year of
Saturday chapels. Men on probation
will not be eligible".

Communication
Dear Mr. Editor:
* You seem to take a great
deal of delight in telling our people how to live
and perhaps that is your business, but

seems to me that you exceed your
duty when you arrogate to yourself
the right to inform all of those who
may happen to enjoy an occasional
drink of "Scotch" on occasions.
I have been presented a fine bottle
of Scotch whiskey for Christmas and
it is before me as I sit at my typeit

writer and indite this letter to you. It
bears the label of Sandy MacDonald
fair, well-bodied liquor which I
am assured was bought before the war
and has been in my friend's cellar ever
since.
What right has any form of
Law to make me a criminal if I partake of this gift as it was intended
that I do by the giver?
I claim that anv such law is an invasion of my personal liberty. I notice
that vou have referred often in your
excellent column to the so-called Bill
of Rights which secures to all men and
women certain inalienable rights to
their personal liberty, which, as you

a good,

Caught Fiddling Around

Edwards Claims

«•

The Old

Oil

THE OCCIDENT

BIO STINK
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CLASS OFFICERS IN TEARS
AT MAWOTINEY ACTION
Strong men cried; weak men
wavered; inebriates fainted. The other ten per cent rushed for the door.
Out of the banquet hall of the Hotel
Eagle, Concord, N. H., rushed one
hundred and nine men and boys. Hubbard looked at Drake and both. unashamedly wiped tears from their
eyes. The officers of the Class of 1934
were also in tears; Carl Weber with a
handkerchief to his eyes surveyed the

slightly plastered), seems to be a bit
garbled. Mawhinney was escorted to
the jug by a large cordon of Concord
cops; perhaps it could be a trifle more
accurate to say a cordon of large Concord cops, for there were three of
them. In an Austin.
In the same party came Vice-President Milliken, Beebe and Krause, all
panting and pantless. "Indecent exposure,
y'r
honor", simpered the
Sarge, as he laid the prisoners on the
judge's desk.
"Call a tailor," cried that worthy,

and without wasting any words a
tailor was called. "Measure these fel(you can see just what the
judge thought of those Sophs when he
them "fellows"). "Construct 'em
lows,"
called

—

pairs of heavy trousis",

mandated the
Dwight Brown at
Sophomores En Route to Freshman Banquet
Extreme Left
"Rubber"? joshed the needles-andpins laddie as he wrapped the tape
Barney (Jo-jo) Smith behind the left
Scene at Frosh Banquet
around Milliken's neck and strangled
ear."
him with a deft twist of the wrist.
Chief Edwards, with his customary
Ahead of the crowd
Mobs Maul Marauders
hall in dismay.
insight, could make nothing of it. Ha
pouring out into the lobby a handful
But the story preceded itself. A
was unaccountably placed hors de
held on to a handcuffed member of black, sinister-looking vehicle drooled
FAILS combat when a typewriter hit him
the two threes class, the great Maw- out of a side street and stopped in the
mysteriously athwart the gunnells;
hinney, of Portland Press fame. Out middle of the main street. Four rufanother unofficial report has it that
IT"!
into the street swept the crowd with fians, hatted, coated and armed to the "I
Langford (since suspected of being a
panic and menace written on their ears, stepped out, aided by several
fiend) hurled it, in a moment inspired
banqueteers.
enthusiastic
faces.
hundred
flushed and tearful
by remembrances of his own days at
Chiefie Prevents Justice
Amidst cries of "Lynch 'em"! and
Bowdoin, when he was a hammerSomeone stopped long enough to "Throw 'em to the spectators"! the Edwards Believes Langford a Fiend thrower back in '00.
stop Calkin from travelling all night four unknown were dragged mercilessly
Little has been done on the ease, exof Some Sort
justice.

FACULTY BRAWL
ENSUES AS GREAT
GRAFTPLOT

DIDNT DO
SOBSMEANSON STAND

in the revolving door at the entrance

and shoved the prisoner out onto the
sidewalk. Two burly bulla ambled up
to see there was no murder and the
crowd gathered fast. The freshmen
were eager for justice. (Justice to a
'34 means: Paddles, watering trough,
no pants, and a ride ) Mawhinney the
master criminal and the more masterly
chemist, was told to "assume the angle", told with high giee. The fourth
to lay his hands on the paddle, which
had appeared mysteriously when
"cleaned and pressed" Sperry gave a
rendition and ate peanut butter to

to the arena in front of the luxurious
hostelry. Colby, who piloted the black.
sinister-looking vehicle, pedalled off in
haste.

Brunswick, Me. (who, you? Yes,
Me!) A poorly suppressed brawl
broke out yesterday in the faculty
Gently but firmly were the gunmen meeting when it is alleged two memdivested of their excess pants. Then bers were caught stuffing the ballot
with a graceful gesture, Milliken, box.
Wildest excitement followed,
Beebe and Krause (for so it turned out ten
severe
receiving
professors
they were) had their wrists securely scratches around the ears, while sevanchored to trees with handcuffs. Or eral others are suffering from loss of
to a tree with a handcuff. We never hair.
DID get that straight.
Chief Billy (Old Faithless) EdIndians from upper Main street hur- wards was immediately called in,
riedly brought piles of brushwood, and along with several students who acted
had it not been for the gallant police, as deputies. Prof. Thomas Means,
liven up the first courses of the dinner, the class of "33 would have lost several twitching his moustache feverishly,
was Dick Nelson. Suddenly he found well-nigh worthy members.
declined to give the following statehis paddle gone and himself backed up
ment to the press (and well he might,
The Show Goes On
against the wall by a wrathful chief of
too!):
Guns
levelled,
the
Freshmen
reto
forgotten
Chiefie having
police.
"Tilings were drooling along in
treated
back
into
the
reeking
hotel,
hand out his card was not recognized
great shape, and we had flunked out
by the erring Mr. Nelson who was where those who were unfortunately nearly half the college. Plans were
quickly reminded. The siren blowing sober prepared to listen to speeches. progressing to rid ourselves of the
down the street announced a police car Speakers, unfortunately sober, pre- other three hundred students (this,
and amid cheers for the Concord pared to clear their throats to prepare by the way, coming as the initial move
There was n dead silence,
burlies and deprecations cast at the to speak.
in a gigantic re-organization plan,
popular hero, Mawhinney left to get save for the sliarht scrape of somebodv coupled with the Maine State Survey,
on
hands
with
.

—

.

crawling out of the room
his
and knees.
President Weber arose, and in a
after seven that the
bar in Room 96 closed down and the tremulous voice thanked the bovs for
tele- th«» ovation which he had expected. In
banquet in the hall started.
gram was received at the head table, a few well-chosen words he relegated
who were all pretty snooty in their he Sophomores to their nlace; his conConcord.

acquainted

Banquet and Bar

It

was a

little

A

soup and

fish, in

cept to clap four members of the
faculty into lower Adams, which is
being pressed into service as a temporary calaboose. (And a helluva lot
of pressing it needs, too. Cleaning and
pressing, we might suggest, were we
not so fastidious).

which Herbie Wads-

worth sent his regrets at being unable
to be present. The rumor went around
that the sophomores, those great
sharp-shooters of eggs, were driving
around. Sperry. was invited in to a
meal of peanut butter sandwich. The
charming waitresses, and the hotel
certainly played safe there, were full
of sympathy for Bob who sang "When
your hair has turned to silver." That
was not half so popular as "Dancing
with tears in my eyes" turned out to
be when the freshmen grew sentimental.
Dick couldn't wait for the boys to
have their coffee and plopped three
little surprise presents for the boys
hear that Krause,
onto the floor.
Dick's little helpmate at the laboratory, was ostracized by the invaders
down
to the fracas. Even
on the way

We

Always Noticed

of flunking all the students, so the
But Never Noticeable
faculty may have free rein) when
suddenly the lights went out.
"When they went on again Prea.
jJgRISK Clothing which Is
Sills, who had been sitting at the head
custom tailored to
of the table, was gone. In his place
sat none other than Arthur Langford,
your individual measure, has
freres. Sumner and Ackerman. continwell known man-about-town and cothat distinctive touch which
ued the rpleeration. onlv their words
holder of the Bed Making record
wer*. oerhaos, not so well-chosen.
always marks the wearer as
(established when he defeated Frank
Well, hv the time ten or twentv fen(Don Juan) of Appleton Hall at his
well dressed.
tleirien h»d completed the reparation,
own
game).
nil the well-chosen words had been ex"Well, we all reached for a Murad,
hausted and t«e boys were starting on
but inasmuch as we all reached for
the others. Then Havden arot un to
the same one, confusion arose. The
«oe*V. Tn his deliebtfullv sweet voice
last I remember was biting Prof.
the handsom* committeeman headed a
boimuet of oUronellas to Pres. Weher.
and kissed him on both cheeks. This
relieved the atmosphere, and the sociable broke up amid the ever-stirrin«»
tH or**"' vou down nere) strains of
"Pfc? CM" or "S*»«r Som*t*W. Simple", 1933's own Hvmn of Hate.
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Baea Ranted Once

Brink VtatifttB

The COLLEGE

SPEAKEASY RAIDED
Path. Aoril 29 — Among those ar-

or Twice,

Which

We

BOOK STORE

Are Selling at Reduced

Prices.

This Chi

Does Not Come Often.

tear-bomb and stink-bomb makers suf- rested
fer for good causes.
Our night editor was slightly plastered at the time, so the rest of the
story, telegraphed from the police station by our reporter (who was also

in a speakeasv that was raided
'ast ni«*ht bv the federal agents were

Dean Paul Nixon

of Bowdoin College
and the Board of Proctors. -Most of
latter eight have long records

the

here.
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THE OCCIDENT
strode out to the

NIXON TIGHT

AS FACULTY

by was doing his duty. A fight
seemed certain and a .large crowd,
which was augmented" by a great
' many Sunday morning church-goers,
gathered around the two youngsters.
Ashby began to argue but the massive
Brooke, realizing his advantage de-

DOWNS COPS
Brooke and Ashby Do Battle
on Side
Edwards

—

Sore
Bowdoin stewdents witnessed on*
of

the

.

best

Brunswick

last

tussles

ever

seen

in

Sunday morning when

nine members of the faculty battled
the local police force in a ball game
that went into extra innings. "Polly"
Nixon on the mound for the Pedagogues was very tight throughout the
entire encounter with only three hits
being collected off his offerings. For
an early season game the locals did
not appear as bad as was expected.
As usual "Busier" Tallenheimer was
on the receiving end. He not only
caught everything that was within
reach but he collected one hit in nine
times at the plate.
Faculty Errs
By the way, the score of the fracus
was Pedagogues 81, Chief Edwards
191. The half run came in the third
when "Billy" tied Tallenheimer to the
Nixon pitched a swell ball
piste.
game but many bonehead plays allowed the law enforcers to tally many
Stallneck
at first was the
times.
leading man in the field making only
twelve miseues out of twenty-five
chances. "Newt" also clouted out a
home run in the second when he
slammed the agate over Edwards', the
short stop, head. On the whole, the
"Pedagogues" played a good game
displaying an especially strong offensive.

Brooke Ousted

One of the most interesting events
of the game was a scrap oetween
Brooke, faculty left-fielder and umpire Ashby. The fight started when
"Laughing Waters" was called out on
strikes in the ninth. Pugnacious Give,
with a grim fiery look in his eyes

AdvL

mound where Ash-

manded the

arbitrator to reverse his
decision or he would whiff him one.
Bravely, Ashby stood firm and only

through the efforts of six spectators
was Clive squelched. The progress
of the game was delayed for several
minutes while the police team escorted
the unruly player to the lock-up. The
only other disturbance of the contest
came when Chief Edwards, captain of
the losers, accused Gross of gamboling on the infield.
Little resulted
from the squabble and the case was
"Doc"ked.
Twitchell Spouts
In a lengthy interview with the
press, Willnot Twitchell, manager and
waterboy for the Pedagogues said
that the team would play more games
this year. Already contests have been
arranged with The Topsham School

Faculty

NO CUTS IN BALL
SQUAD; WILL BE

Brunswick, Me., April 28.—The annual fair rush between the faculty and
the famlty took place on the Delta

Sizzling Battle

for the Blind, Bates, The Orono
for the Aged and Colby High School.
Occident
As one can readily see, with the exception of the Topsham game, this
is not really a hard schedule. Twit- Pickard Field Pent House, Me., Spechell believed that the faculty gescial Dispatch to the OCCIDENT
tures are causing a great deal of
"Although I will probably have an
trouble and he has hopes of remedying
unusually large squad plastered on
them. He also criticized Umpire Ash- my hands this spring, there will be
by's enunciation very severely.
Fur- no cuts made. The team will be full
thermore, the Pedagogue water car- for the Ivy Game." Thus did the
rier said that it is his own personal
hardy coach of the ball twirlers sum
opinion that the faculty boys are not up the
subject of reducing the size
scientific enough in their playing. As
of the team.
soon as this natural crudeness and
Nine men will appear on the field at
uncouthness is rid of, Twitchell feels all times. In the words of Captain
that the club ought to be darn good. Whittier:
"A full team". Far be it
from us to doubt his word, but if the
The lineup:
report is true that Arthur (Up 'n At
Pedagogues
ab bh po a e 'em) Langford is slated for the
pitcher's berth we quit.
Brooke. If
Not only does this news come as a
Childs, 2b
1
1
1
1
7
Stallneck. lb
1
8 12 112 complete surprise, but we well nigh
T-1-heimer, c
1
9 4 2 7 jumped out of our shoes when they
told
us that Herbie Hartman, forGross, ss
10
1
1
merly of the Boston Red Slops, would
Crumb, rf
g
Bray, cf
6 1
1
3 supplant McKown at third. Hartman,
Burnett, 3b
5 6 5
13 and his running mate, Spike Brooke of
Nixon, p
10 2 5 1 13 the West End A. C. used to play some
beautiful ball for the Faculty Team.
The Bowdoin outfield is laid up for
42 22 27 7 62
the present having barnacles scraped
Police
ab bh po a e and crankcases drained. Unless an
__ ,
unexpected
miracle turns up, Ben
Edwards, p
4 1 3 3 6
c
4 1 3 8 7 Houser says that one man will have
1
4 1 3 3 8 to play all three positions. No names
are mentioned, but we look to the
2
4
3
9
Math department to get us out of the
8
4
3
8
too bad Prof. Bompiani
7* difficulty;
4
4
3
left us
we lost a sterling center fieldIf
4
3
6
er in that lad!
ef
4
3
7
rf
4
8
8
'
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School Scene of Wildest
'thusiasm; Hammond Goes

the school

—

PRINTING
ft

Town

CLEMENT

Building

The faculty, however, retaliated and
Hormell of the faculty immediately
In the meanprocured three fags.
time the faculty had eathered their
forces.
When they returned to the
scene of the combat, the faculty^saw
them, and the faculty retreated. Hence
the faculty carried the day.
The result of the fair rush was that
the faculty had procured a carton of
mangled Camels. Well, they deserved
to win the fool thinars. for they only
cost $1.11 at the A. & P.

ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to ordered or antique (roods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St., Brunswick • Tel. 243-M
25 years in business
1

'

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

-

Jake Hammond recently created a
commotion among the younger set of

TONDREAU BROS.

$2.00

here last Thursday afternoon. The
faculty easily won because the faculty
could not get their forces accumulated
before the faculty arrived there in full
force.
When the faculty rushed the
faculty, the faculty retaliated with
true faculty style.
The hero of the
faculty was Dojwrett, who with his
tendencies,
was fighting
dog-like
every minute for the faculty. On the
other hand the star performer in behalf of the faculty was Cram who ever
rushed hither and thither and anon.
It it hadn't been that the faculty had
Nixon and Sills on their side, the faculty misrht have won the farf rushi The
dean rushed in and grabbed a fasr for
the faculty while Sills did likewise.

Oxfords—$5 to $10
Thousands Crushed as Popular Young
4lso Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers
Prof-About-Campus Announces
European Tour

when he revealed plans for
an extended European tour this summer (and next -ear it is hoped). At
first it was thought that his ultimate
destination would be China, but Mr.
time).
Hammond said (we hate to tell you)
that he never could eat rice.
Unfortunate as is this unexpected
has it that students are
CO. news, report
up bravely under the shock.
We carry the largest assortment of standing
The
infirmary has eleven cases of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetaheart failure, and two of measles.
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all Nobody can see exactly how the
measles figures in but there you are.
kinds east of Portland.
We give you all the news!
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 187
Mr. Hammond expects to spend several days in Paris, where he will tarry
a few hours at the Sorbonne to rest
before taking up extensive studies at
Harry's New York Bar and the Cafe
de la Paix. When asked if he would
study mathematics, he answered with

STUART

Fag Rush

Coach Announces That Nine
is Not to be Reduced This
Year; Statement to the
Home

86 8 27 9_66
Runs, Brooke 9, Chills 0, Stallneck
and the rest by T-I-heimer and Edwards. Stolen bases T-1-heimer 10. Recovered bases, Edwards 10. Sacrifices,
none. Left on bases, Pedagogues 19;
Police 19. Struck out, by Nixon 27;
by Edwards 1. First base on balls, off
Nixon 82; off Edwards 46. Hit by
pitched ball, by Nixon (Edwards) ; by
Edwards (Crumb, eight times and
Burnett seven.) Umpire, Ashby. Time
of —>.me, four hours and thirty-two
minutes (Eastern Daylight Saving

Nixon's Novelty Shop

Epic

Defeat Faculty in 22-Hour

7,

-

Wins

Faculty

FULL DURING IVY

—

For Sale

Fag Rush

knowing smile (you've surely all
it!) and said: "Mayhap." Not
another word could we get out of him.
that
seen

He just sat there
mayhap he was.

as one dead.

And

SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—
who

cater to fraternity trade

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
do the work

Varney's

Jewelry

Store

Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men
109

MAINE STREET

THE OCCIDENT

POLICE RAID

MILDER

HANGOUT
Vice Squad Seizes Alleged
Hot Books in Spectacular

Roundup
"So That's How They Spend Their
Time"! Gasps Edwards Amazed
as Usual
"First as usual" the OCCIDENT
presents to its readers hours before its
nearest competitors the exclusive and
complete story of the notorious raid on
Hubbard Hall last night.
Brunswick, April 31. At about ten
o'clock tonight to the surprise of the
blear-eyed denizens of Hubbard Hall,
a large detachment of the first division of the vice s<iuad of the Brunswick Police, headed by chief "Bill" Edwards in person, stormed the library
and destroyed numerous alleged inde-

—

cent volumes.
At the stroke of ten "Billy" and his
gallant crew rushed through the doors

Chief Edwards and His Vice Squad

— Taken

While Raiding Gerald Get Milder'g Obscene Book Shop

LATIN INSCRIPTION

DUG UP NEAR M HALL
Even the Great T. Means
by Enigmatic Line
Hopeful

is

Baffled

— Smith

Douglas Park, April 27
Workmen digging around Memorial
Hall on Bowdoin College campus today
dug up a curious stone near the middle
of the east side of the old pile. Noting
faint markings on one of its faces,
Apprehended
Hod Litchfield, gang boss, carried the
slab over to Professor Meserve's ofof the library and started in pursuit of
fice, where he waited patiently for
Gerald G. Milder, chief librarian. For
four hours for the rising young geol-

a bibliophile Milder showed a remarkably swift pair of heels but he was
finally captured after a wild chase
through the corridors of the library.
Assistant Librarian Toyer surrendered
without resistance. T. E. Lewis was
extracted from a huge pile of newspapers and clippings. He showed fight
as usual, brandishing a pair of scis-

ogist.

Phil

arrived,

unscrewed his

powerful microscope and proceeded to
examine.
"Not gravel," he finally
pronounced, "Not in my field". Whereupon he slammed down his desk-top

Among

the

be

the

line, it

classical

ship a

should prove
the
field of
was insect-wor-

If this

in a chariot."

to

sors before the eyes of his attackers,
but finally also gave in. In the Classical Room, Professor Beans pulled his
beret over his eyes, waved his cane
and swore energetically in Greek but
even this did not prevent the squad

Worship

Insect

Means, one possible translation would
be: "Go, thou bee, about to get drunk
open up a vast

—

research

common

practice in classical

him and carrying away
most treasured pictures.
able to solve the riddle.
"School and College Bleater" Seized
Meanwhile a large number of the
police had forced their way into the
Riley Insurance Agency
reading rooms and the stacks. Here
they revealed their erudition and litRising Young Geologist
INSURANCE
degree,
erary taste to a surprising
picking out the numerous indecent and bolted up to look at Cram's still.
volumes that Librarian Milder had al- Litchfield then turned the stone over Town Building
Brunswick
lowed to accumulate. Others had built to Dean Nixon, who, with Professors
a bonfire in front of the library and Smith and Means and the rest of the
were preparing to burn the obnoxious Classical Club, is now attempting to

some of

—

Prof.

Means

Florence P. Merriman

correct rendering of

may

times? "Time will tell", Professor
Smith is quoted as saying. He has
every belief that the Classical Club
and his colleagues will ultimately be

capturing

Romans

Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

114 Maine

St., cor.

Cumberland St

his

writings.

decipher the legend. Patently, it is in
Latin, but of so vulgar a degree that
its riddle is yet unsolved. Evidently,
it dates from the early Middle Ages
and its presence here in Brunswick
is a baffling enigma. As well as it
can be made out, the line reads:
"Itis Apis Potand Abigone". Professor Smith's theory is that it represents
the epitaph of some Medieval celebrity,
whereas Dean Nixon and Professor
before.
Means concur in the belief that it is
The front door clanged open and a a wall plaque bearing the motto of
number of heavily laden men dashed some learned house. According to
out. They piled huge volumes into the
fire and the "Encyclopedia Britannica" unperturbed.
Up and down the stairs
was consumed by the fire. The police they ran. Thev broke in doors and
showed some more of its excellent pried up panels. Suddenly a triumjudgment as amid rousing cheers phant shout went up from their lusty
"Who's Who", "Mother Goose", and throats. They rushed down en masse
into the open. The Brunswick Telethe "Bowdoin Swill" bit the dust.
Inside meanwhile the squad driven phone Directory went up in flames.
good time Was had by all the audion by H. R. H. the Chief, were engaged
in a frantic search for a certain vol- ence except Fill-Up Swilder who reume. D. H. Lawerence, James Joyce, gretted that he could not save any
and Freud remained on their shelves kittens in this fire.

Suddenly from a window on the upper floor flew a book, and describing a
neat parabola fell into the fire. It was
dark except for the lurid light of the
fire but the crowd that had gathered
immediately identified the book as none
other than the infamous "School and
College Bleater". When this news was
passed through the crowd cheers went
up such as the library had never heard

A

PLAY SAFE

Hardware

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

"FRANCIS"
"The College Jeweler"

Send Your "Washing

CITIZENS

Brunswick

to the

LAUNDRY

Diamonds and Watches
Fine Repairing and Engraving

141A

MAINE STREET

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

LEBEL'S
Candy and
74

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

Whitman's
Special Rates to Students
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on Photographs
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THE OCCIDENT
FATHER JOHN

Faculty and Students

•

and

Dear Father John and Lydia Pinkham:
I have been troubled with halitosis,
gastralgia, flat and smelly feet, bad

•

LYDIA PINKHAM

eyes, bad liver, pyorrhoea, swollen
glands, falling hair, tonsilitis, adenoids, and barbers' and seven years
itch.
What should I do in this pre-

Talks on Turgid

Debate Important Question

Subjects

dicament ?
Sincerely yours,
J. Z.

Faculty Wins
Struggle— Wilder Worst Speaker
After Hard

Brunswick, Me., April 2»— Last
night in Memorial Hall, the Faculty
crashed through by defeating the
students in the rip-snortiest debate
ever heard in Bowdoin. The subject
was, "Resolved, that the saloons in
Brunswick should keep open on SunUpholding the faculty were
day."
Professors Wilder and Brooke (This
of course is the Wilder Professor
Gerald Gardner Wilder). On the negative were R. C. Robbins '34, and J. D.
'34, who represented the stuFreeman
"

—

dents.

Dear

J. Z.

H.

H.:—

If we were troubled with these ailments, we think that we should go to
the Topsham bridge and jump into the
briny Androscoggin River.
Sincerely yours,

After the four speakers had got together to prepare their rebuttals.
Then it was announced that Wilder
and Robbins would be the only ones
to make the rebuttals. Robbins spoke
first.
He said that if the faculty could
not get tight enough during the week
to last them over the week end, they
did not deserve to be members of
this wonderfully drunk Bowdoin faculty.
Wilder then came up (The
Lord only knows where he was, but
we can guess.) and he was as mad as
a hornet from what Robbins had said.

FATHER JOHN

and

LYDIA PINKHAM.

It was from his fiery rebuttal that
(All questions and troubles will be
Prof. Wilder opened the debate as the faculty won the debate. He stated
insulted either privately, or privately,
the first speaker of the affirmative. that the students were a bunch of
publically.)
The general theme of his speech was milk-sops who could not stand getting or publically, or
Dear Father John:
that Sunday was the only day upon soused on Sunday. He further stated
For several weeks, aye verily for
which the faculty could get royally that when they grew up and put away
several months, I have been worried by
tight and still get royally tight. Great their childish things, they could beneither explain
was the applause from the faculty, come tight for three or four weeks at a thing which I can
seems that Dean
It
nor explain.
for they had evidently wondered why a time.
He recalled once when he Nixon has been reading a letter in
so was under for a month. (Of course
Wilder has always appeared
every Saturday morning. You
grouchy and dull on Monday morning. this was a good record, even for the chapel
must know that the very voice of Iho
In fact the members of the faculty got hardy Wilder).
Dean lulls me to sleep. Thies I have
wilder and wilder as Wilder's speech
.

progressed.

Robbins, as the first speaker of the
negative, stressed the point that the
students wished to study over the
week ends. He said that when they
started on their week end trips on
Sunday evening, it wasn't always the
best policy to be drunk at the time.
His speech was not at all good, for
the audience was immediately against
him when he said, "Unaccustomed as
I am to public speaking in Mitchell's
class ....". He warmed up after
this and soon all the students were
loyal again, and were cheering at the
tops of their voices.
Professor Brooke was the next
speaker. He said, in his deep penetrating voice, that he could never get
his French papers corrected unless he
was spiffed to the eyebrows. Vyner
said that he always marks too easily
when he is sober. (Great cheers from
the faculty and boos from the stu-

After the speeches, the judges
slept through a seemingly interestMonarch, Caesar, Jerry, and the two ing discussion of ia periodical letter.
Kappa Sigs, whose names we can't Unable to account for this very unrecall
got together and after the cus- usual thing, I am afraid that I must
tomary three hour delay, during which ask your advice. What should I do
time the band played "Over the hill in this connection? It seems to mo
to the Speakeasy", the decisions were that I have been missing something,
announced. Of course you know by but at the mention of the letter,
this time that the faculty took the everybody bursts into laughter.
So
debate with a unanimous decision, for I appeal to you to help me out of my
it was told you in the first line. Hence, difficulty.
in good "Orient" style, 1 shall tell
Very truly yours,
you again: the faculty won!
I. M. GOOFY '34
Dear Mr. Goofy:
Having received your letter, we
shall try to enlighten your stricken
conscience. Nixon, it appears, is the
dean at Bowdoin College. He has sevwith the
relationships
close
eral
Alumni (Second only to P. Wilder).
The gentleman who presumably wrote
the letter was evidently one of the

—

men

did).

the Dean had the pleasure of

"firing".

dents).

Freeman was the last speaker of
the evening. His main argument wat
that there was too much drinking being done around the college. In fact
he said that one could no longer walk
bare-footed in Maine. He said that it
was necessary to wear rubber boots.
(Since he hasn't any of these, we
think that it is why he argued as he

c/>

COMPOSITE
of

FACULTY

TEAM

Saturday after Saturday, month after month, Dean Nixon has been
elucidating the letter, (or rather the
long theme), by paraphrasing five or
At this rate
six pages at a time.
one would expect him to complete it
soon.
But no, he seems doomed to
this fool
that
seems
doomsday. It
Alumnus insists upon boring you with
Every Saturhis nonsensical letter.
day morning for months the loud
snores of the bored students have irritated the Dean.

The letter tells of the adventures of
one of the not-so-loyal members of
the Alumni Association. This member
seems to have had a great deal of
trouble in keeping away from the
wiles of certain two dollar personages.
He also remarks on the quality of the
liquor at the various other schools
that he attended. As far as we could
gather, no comparison was made between the aforementioned liquor and
Glengarry Gingerale. (Doubtless there
is no distinction to be made.)
Our advice to you, dear sir, is to
continue your siestas throughout the
year. When the Dean has completed
his discourse, which will probably beat the end of your Senior year, we
shall notify you; at that time, we shall
investigate further into the matter
concerning the cure of your sleeping
at the sound of his over-musical
voice. The solution of it will probably
rest
with the stopping of Dean
Nixon's voice, but we can let the matter ride until he finishes his letter for
we are anxious to know if there is
ever to be an ending.
Sincerely yours,
Flood of congratulatory letters which poured in to Messrs. Wilder and Brooke
after their victory over the Students Monday night

FATHER JOHN

and

LYDIA PINKHAM.

pa

The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We

Specialise in Haircutting

-

1'
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THE OCCIDENT
FACULTY PLAY

IS

t

HILARIOUS FARCE
"Not

My

Catlin,

Fault"!

Who Had

Wails

?^P P^j

the

Smallest Part

—

Brunswick, April 31. After weeks
of fruitless argument and argumentation, the faculty decided upon a play
for their annual sesquicentennial production and even cooperated with one
another to the point of giving it last
Monday night in Winthrop Hall Auditorium. Having censored the Gas and

Mound

choice,

Arthur G. Stables'

•

!

j

\

'>

mm

i

i

•

j
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cele-

brated "Hiawatha, or the Polish
Uprising", they fixed upon Arthur
Langford's translation from the German of William Shakespeare, "The
Merry Dives of Topsham". The cast,
to a man, was selected with the utmost
care, and each player, the OCCIDENT
feels, was eminently suited to his particular role. It is to be regretted that
the celebrated foreign actress, Ev
Lays, could not have been secured to
play the feminine lead, but she held
out for a leading man of her own
choosing, and hence, Professor C. T.
Burnett, who has generously insisted
upon his running the whole shebang.
thought it more than advisable to demand her so-called resignation and to
choose a heroine from the rank of the
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Tense Moment

in

'The Merry Dives of Topsham"

—

St.

James Rebuking Ananias

faculty.

The cast follows in the order of their
break with tonvention:
Kacie, the virtuous chambermaid.

King Earwig the

Foist.

Kenneth Sills
King of the

Angels and Klaxons,

Thomas Van Cleve
Marshall Perley

Queen Marcia

Jacqueline, the King's mistress,

Jacques Hammond
Childe Harolde, the Hair Apparent
Charles H Gray!
Roscoe J. Ham
Hosscar the Bold
Prince Knut von Braunschweig,
Daniel C. Stanwood
Earl of Nothingdone, Orren C. Hormell

.

.

.

.

C

.

.

.

j

i

.

.

.

—
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Edward

S.

Hammond

the

Duke

of Whiffletree,

and after con-

Thalheimer sulting with the Three Wise Guys of
Noel C. Little the East, decide to lead an army
The King's Fool,
against Earwig.
St. James the Upright,
James C. Flint '31 however, overhears their plans and inPaul A. Walker '31 forms the King, who despatches GenAnanias
eral Knuzenz with the loyal alumni,
General De Cameron.
Charles H. Livingston 'xxx to the frontier camp of his generalKenneth J. Boyer issimo, General De Physchency. Childe
Maior Error
Cecil T. Holmes Harolde continues to wander in and
The Turnkey
out.
The Butler (who never buttles),
The Pageant of Flowers, introduced
Morgan B. Gushing
at this point by the Fairy Prince, is
The Lord High Executioner*
Paul Nixon one of the daintiest parts of the show.
Just why it should be introduced has
The Second Chambermaid,
Albert Abrahamson vet to be figured out. Maybe THATs
Wilmot B. Mitchell the plot! I hadn't thought of that
Princess Slipp
Handsome Harry .... Ralph D. Childs before.
Fritzie Kolln,
Band of Robbers
The situation looks black for EarJimmy White, Alfie Gross, Pete Fer- wig, but it is saved by two churls, John
guson, Morty Mason, Donny Lancas- the Tall and Noel the Short, who
ter, Gilesy Bollinger, Hoiby Hart- whilst walking through the Bowdoin
mann, Herby Brown, Billy Lock- Pines (a large forest to the scow- west
of the King's Palace wherein are said
wood

John the Tall

.

.

.

.

.

John

C.

Earwig

Hosscar

Princess Slipp

Marcia

to be found all sorts of queer things)
Laborers,
Roland H. Cobb. Robert B. Miller see a wondrous vision: St. James the
Upright appears rebuking Ananias
Duke of Whiffletree,
Soldiers of King Earwig
and telling them how the world is
Henry E. Andrews Soldiers of Prince Knut
to be made safe for democrats. Going
The Three Wise Guys of the East,
Courtiers
to the camp of Earwig's generals, they
Stanley B. Smith Hangers-On
Thomas Means Other Riff-Raff
are able to guide them to victory over
Philip W. Meserve
The Bowdoin Y.M.C.A. General De Cameron and the rebels at
Kirkland
the celebrated Battle of the Holy Pole.
Coached by Charles T. Burnett
The King's Fool. Edward C.
T. Burnett Major Error, the imminent financial
Philip S. Wilder
Stage Manager
General Knuzenz
Properties
C. Theodore Burnett wizard of the Kingdom, dies in a fine
General De Physhency,
way.
Henrv L. Johnson
Lighting and sound effects
Gerald G. Wilder
Internal dissension has meanwhile
Charles Burnett
The Fairy Prince
Professor Burnett broken out at the court. The Turnkey,
Financing
The Band of Flowers Ballet:
Charles V. Brooke
Art Effects
by Burnett the Butler and the Lord High Executhe pansy
The play depicts, at random and for tioner, through the favors of the secthe bachelor's button,
Newton K. Stallknecht no apparent reason, the trials and trib- ond chambermaid (very jealous of
ulations of Kacie, the Virtuous Cham- Kacie), learn some of the King's sethe narcissus,
Francis Marie Edmond Biraud bermaid, who unwittingly falls in love crets. Their plans for a mutiny and
Manton Copeland with Earwig the Great Monarch (the the abduction of the young Princess
the spirogyra
Malcolm Morrell Zetes paid high for this!). The ro- Slipp are foiled by the sudden raid of
the daisy
mance is complicated by the unhappily Handsome Harry and his band of robthe rambler rose,
Nathaniel C. Kendrick excellent condition of the respiratory bers who so complicate the action that
Athern P. Daggett systems of Queen Marcia and Jacque- it is useless to attempt to follow it
the lily
even
line, who coalesce to block the love in- further. The two laborers did not
the lady's slipper.
Charles W. Bowser terest, as always. Childe Harolde wan- appear it is alleged that they had
the pussy willow, Arthur C. Gilligan ders in and out. Hosscar the Bold, been previously asked to resign.
reporter
OCCIDENT
All in all, the
Boyd W. Bartlett Kacie's jilted lover, in connivance with
the dandelion
Prince Knut von Braunschweig, long would like to say that the play was
the cherry blossom,
Warren B. Catlin jealous of Earwig, succeed in obtain- lousy, but not feeling that that would
exactly diplomatic, he will say that
be
Magee
John
Joseph
powerful
defection
of
two
ing the
the cowslip
barons, the Earl of Nothingdone and it could have been worse.
the forget-me-not.

Two

Signed:
H. OTT

PANTZ

'31.

NEW BOYER ARENA
IS_FINE THING
With the Gilligan- Barnes tangle
next Saturday night Tysoon Ken
Boyer opens his elegant new boxing
from money
Erected
emporium.
hoarded for many long, lean years by
Bowdoin's popular young librarian,
the building should prove a boon to
Bowdoin boys. In an interview here
today Boyer said in part, "Yes, I
realize that Rockefeller started in a

small way, and I too wish to do my bit.
so please don't be too hard on my system, for I have always hoped for
better fines. It will be impossible for
me to express my gratitude adequately to all those who have contributed to my astounding success,
but to some of my nearest and dearest
friends those who have done the most
to help me up the thorny path to glory
especially my old pals Pinkham and

—

—

Szukala—-I shall erect a gorgeous
tablet of gleaming pink celluloid, to
stand at the very entrance, where all
the world may see and marvel."

Noel the Short

.

—

1

Borer's Arena

™

c

THE OCCIDENT
PHI BETES OUAIL

SILLS'

BEFORE WITCHELL
-

Crewer

EGG

chicken fanciers are finding their utmost efforts thwarted by the overpowering force of these evil-minded
geniuses.
In further progress of the trial tomorrow, authorities expect to discover
more facts about the pasts of the two
criminals.
Everyone is hoping that
the utmost of Justice's force will be
applied to these dastardly criminals,
as an example to all evil-doers.

RACKET
EXPOSED

VILLIFICATION
Ground

wicked collusion, carried out with the
greatest skill, would soon have had
dire effects, for already the small

Upsets

Gathering: of Dignitaries

Uncover Vile Plot
Undermine Local

Flatfeet

Here

to

—

Brunswick, Africa, July 0. Amid
the wailing of the lovelorn widows of
the erstwhile "Kollitch Guys", the
members of the BowdoirPFaculty and
the college ground crew made known
today that a new list of men who deserved the horror of Phi Beta Kappa
were to be chosen. The OCCIDENT
immediately rushed down its asterisk
reporter (it having: no stars at the
time) to cover this momentous event.;
By the grace of Heaven and the help
of one of the members of tke Math
Department (we hesitate to disclose
his name!), the reporter managed to,
reach the inner sanctuary of the committee where the decisions were to be
made. Professor Mitchell, the chief
ground-crewer of the ground crew,
was also the big shot in this he of)
course being the chairman. When he
made his speech, he easily brought!
tears to the eyes of the faculty ( Ed
note Not a very easy thing to do in
these times). This speech will remain
as the onlv one that ever made the
faculty shed onion tears. The following is the start and finish of his
I

j

<

—

:

memorable

oration:

"O, Captain,
trip is

done

my

Captain, our fateful

for, I love the State of

Maine better than any spot in the
wide, wide world, for it is claimed that
these appeals for imperialism have the
sympathy of the American people. For
no cause, in the very frenzy of wantonness and wildness, by the red hand
of Murder he was thrust from the full
(Con.
tide of the world's interest
clusion) ...
ship lost at sea for
many days suddenly sighted a friendly
vessel. Prom the mast of the unfortunate vessel was seen the signal,
.

.

A

"Knowledge, knowledge everywhere,
bit to learn". This, men, is

but not a

the trouble with the Phi Betes now
they are too damn dumb! We must
we MUST choose a new bunch. I
henceforth nominate the following:
Frates en Facultae Jacques R. Ham-

—

mond; Litchfield of Litchfield Hall;
Frank Hersey; Arthur Langford: D.
W. Brown. Studentus Post Mortem:
H. M. Pollock,
'06; J.

Dvorak

Jr., -23:
'00; G.

E. A. Caliendo

L

Lam

'65;

Gilligan's

—After

Health

H0RMELLJV0NDERS
•

Cram

Held

as Accessory
the Fact

Before

"A dastardly machination" was the
term used by Judge I. M. Bribed in a
bitter denunciation of a plot by

CaMY

M. Sills and Walter Johnson, arraigned in District Court last Monwho were attempting to acquire a
complete monopoly of the poultry busa plan,"
iness of the country. "Such
J
said the Judge, "which would have
resulted in the destruction of all th>?
from
only
have
come
egg trade could
the evil minds of the criminally in-

Fracas
Battle

GRAND OPENING

BOYER'S ARENA

day,

sane."

Both criminals are believed by auexperienced crooks.
to be

thorities

Johnson has a long criminal record
and is known otherwise as "Walter
the Rubber" and "Johnson the Stalwart". He has had much experience
in obtaining money under false pretenses. Not as much is known, however, concerning his co-partner, Casey
SIMs, though he is believed to have a
history which he has thus far kept
Well-known psycho-analists,
secret.
called to the witness stand, maintain
that he has a villainous streak under
his great self-possession.
Daily readers of this paper will recall its heroic efforts last week in
bringing these two criminals before
the court.
Bad eggs were being
dumped on the market, polluted chickens were filling the storerooms, the
lives of all were threatened. By whom?
An intrepid OCCIDENT reporter
traced these chickens to Sills' very
door and upon search found the master criminal spreading Cram's Hair
and Beard Restorer on the mangy
birds in order to cause a renewed
growth of feathers.
It was revealed yesterday that Walter Johnson and Sills have been working together for a long period. This

Fans, attention! Your old pal, Tycoon
Boyer, is back again with a bigger and
better card for the opening night of his
new elegant show place! *

PRELIMINARY BOUTS
Flatfoot O'Riley

Brunswick Fire Dept

Jud

vs.

vs.

& Guy

Topsham

MAIN BOUT

Village

•

Wildcat Gilligan
The Battling Humanist

-

vs.

Two-Gun Barnes
Pride of Bunganur

Come and Bring Your

NEXT

Grapefruits

SAT. NITE

Boyer's Hubbard Hall Arena
Bo wdoin-on-t he-Swamp

R

Olson '39; D. F. Prince *(?); G. S.
Robinson '(??); D. N. Antonucci '( !);
D. M. Dana '20; S. E. McKown '95: D.
P. Mullin '26; F. J. Purdy '35; A. W.
Tarbell '66; N. von Rosen vinge '34; R.
D. Colby A.D. '45; M. Lo-Cicerb B.C.
'6666; G. E. Gillette *(????); A. L
Hagerthy "—"; and J. P. Fox '19.
I thank youse guys fer yer kind attention."

Opponents Dumbfounded
The confusion was great and the
names passed the vote with a substantial majority.
The opponents of Professor Witchell were M dumbfounded

way

j

j

which
he put the measure through, that they
could not recover their lost strength
until it was too late to do any good.
It was then that "Flannel-foot" Gilligan arose and stated. "This bores me
As
to extinction, and all the rest."
soon as he had proclaimed this, the
news of the results was announced to
the multitudes which were jamming
the Bowdoin campus. Great was the
sorrow when they learned that this
was the expected news, for they had
thought that there would surely be a
at seeing the masterful

in

new

faculty love nest revealed. But
their sorrow soon turned to joy. and
soon the new members of that unworthy order of Phi Beta Kappa were
being congratulated. "Doc" Brown
took the prise when he stated that he
had struggled for eight long years for
the horror. Now that his dreams were
realized he said that he could finally
leave his Alma Mater with an easy
conscience, knowing full-well that he
had achieved success.

Above photo shows ground-crew hard
for victims of yesterday's routh side
ton gang to drop on the pasfters-by.

at work under Chief Groupd-Crewer Witchell, excavating common grave
gang skirmish. The surplus dirt will be used to fill sandbags for the Apple-

THE OCCIDENT
LITTLE ELECTED
FARMERS' PRES.

GANG WARS RAGE
GILLIGAN IS SHOT
IN THE FRACAS

—

Topsham, April 29 At the annual
meeting of the Topsham and Cathance
Municipal Farmers' Social and Busi-

—
—

Brunswick, April 29 Special Dispatch to the Occident Rival gangs of
Bowdoin College, one of the poorer
sections of this town, attempted to
settle differences of long-standing by
shooting it out yesterday afternoon.
Tuffy Drake and his Appleton Anarchists put the Hyde Hoodlums on the
spot and completely disorganized their
Mr. A. Chew Gilligan, an inrivals.
nocent (!) bystander, was shot in the

ness Association, yesterday afternoon,
Professor Noel C. Little of Bowdoin
College was elected President of the
national society. Professor Little has
done much of great note in his experimentation with fruits.

Adrt.

THE OLD CUMBERSOME

is on the danger list at the
Brunswick Nurses Home.
The first signs of yesterday's gang

fracas and

war began about two

Brunswick's Leading Burlesque
Principals in

Theatre

Gang Wars

in the afternoon.

Suspicious - looking characters were
seen hanging about the halls of Appleton Hall, mounting cannon and unlimbering Lewis guns. At two-thirty,
when many of the Hyde gang were
either re-entering or leaving their
stronghold. Tuffy Drake himself, with
his second leftenant. Bozo Davis, appeared at the fourth-floor windows
and gave the signal for the first volley;
Delenda est Hubbardo! Boss Hubbard,
who was just entering his office on the
third floor of Hyde, vainly tried to
rally his followers, but many were
potted already, before they had had a
chance to seek safety within the walls
of Hyde. Jazzbo Philbrick and Buggs
Bates were cut down; at the door of the
Sinclair the Rat staggered
building.
in and collapsed half-way up the stairs
to his post. The Hyde boys were at a
throughout,
disadvantage
distinct
what with the surprise and the fact
that most of them were half shot to
begin with. Under the valiant Hubbard, and his seconds, Scarface Jake
Lawrence, Boozer Robbins and Bruiser
Baldwin, the Hyde bunch returned a
feeble volly or two. but the Appleton
racketeers had every window covered.

Always Something Doing
Bunganuc and Paul A. Walker of Cathance. The charge against them (preferred by Street-Commissioner Gerald
G. Wilder of this town) is blasphemy.
Walker is further believed to be an
arrant Bolshevik. Their cases will no
doubt come up for trial this month.
Mayor Philip Wilder has issued the
following proclamation with regard to

Sadie O'Flynn

—7

in

Bowdoin Widows

111!

gang wars and racketeering in Brunswick
"My arduous duties as Mayor, Fire
Chief. Chief of Police. Superintendent
Commissioner of Public
Safety and Judge of the First Short
Circuit Court of Maine have kept me
so busy this past week that I confess

of Schools,

I have rather neglected such trivial
things as this. Personally, I think it
would be a very good thing if men
Gangster
like Davis. Payson and their crowd
were killed off every day. 1 am. howBozo Davis
ever, genuinely sorry about Gilligan.
Celebrated
Cradle-Robber
and SmallHe was a noble soul and it is a shame
Killed
Yesterday
that these racketeers, since they must Town Gunman.
have wars, are such poor shots.
Afternoon by Butch Pickard.
With regard to the future, however.
I can assure the good people of my
constituency that some one of my various self-appointed ftnwtions will

Dead

For one week only, commencing
Tuesday, Sadie O'Flynn (The most
beautiful redhead in burlesque) will
entertain the Toms and Harrys who
breeze into Brunswick's finest with
one of the hottest little shows that
ever got by the censors. Youse gents
that rate the front rows sure will
feast your lamps on some of the
swellest dsmes ever to shake an ankle
Besides this big asin this old burg.
sortment of eye-openers, Marie Bi-

from

raud, straight

Paris, will strut

her stuff and give the gents the latest
dope on how they do it over there. So
drift around boys and invest two-bits
to catch a glimpse of this bevy of
beauties. Always something doing at
The Old Cumbersome from 7 to 11.

Gilligan Gutted
have jurisdiction over any more wholePhilip S. Wilder arrived with
sale murders of this nature that mav
occur. In such an event, rest assured
that all steps will be taken to commercialize such a spectacle for the benefit
of the town and adequate notice will
be given of where and when to purSuch slip-shot and carequondam gay Lothario and man about chase! tickets. was performed today,
less work as
town, fell on the steps of a nearby
however, must and shall go. as sure as
Lancaster's Place. Four
speakeasy
my name) is Philip Sawyer Wilder."
hundred and fifty-two bullets passed
through his" body in the fracas. On
to
regard
with
subsequent questioning
the Gilligan shooting, Tuffy Drake is
quoted as stating, "Must have been an
and
accident." Gilligan himself is quoted
as saying something quite different at
Telephone 435-436
the time, but thai heavy Brunswick censorship rules do not permit further
police and street-cleaning departments and tried to see that Marquis of Queensberry rules prevailed,
but their efforts were met with but
little of anything but jeers from the
Mr. A. Chew Gilligan.
racketeers.
fire,

—

CUMMINGS' MARKET
GROCERIES

MEATS

details.

Finally, at two fifty-nine, a white
flag was run up from Hyde and the
firing slowed up, ceasing altogether

sometime the next afternoon. The
Hoodlum's stronghold had been reduced to a mass of crumbling bricks
and mortar by the Drake cannon and
practically all the gang were now considerably more than half shot. Eight
of the Hyde racketeers had been potted, including Deadwood Dick Kidder
and Butch Pickard. gangster who of
late has been accused of many panel
dynamitings in this section of the
town. The Appleton Anarchists lost
but one man, Bozo Davis, and as one
of their number said, "He's no loss"!
Bozo was shot down by Butch Pickard,
just as Butch himself was plugged by
Shorty Wadfcworth. The other Hyde
casualties were Sure-Shot Harry Martin, Cady the Mouse, and Tammany

Morton's

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

IF IT'S

EXAMINE

PRINTING

this
You

will find the service ren-

dered

by

this

office

all

you
is a

of

could desire. Whether it
small job or a large book the
facilities of

finally prevailed that evening.

"Freeport Rising Bladder" spent the
rest of the day interviewing principals
of the fight. Mayor Wilder presented
Tuffy Drake with the keys of the city.
Tuffy modestly denied all knowledge
of the fight on questioning by some
squirt named Nixon. "I was over in
the Library studying art" was the only
statement he would make. Two gangsters were held without bail: they gave
their names as Francis M. Appleton of

CANDY

THE RECORD

package
are at your service.

packages of
Let us estimate on your next
Quality has always been the standard of work
done in this shop.

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Maine and Dunlap Sts.

Cor.

is

a long-test'

ed favorite from other

Tel. 8

job-of printing.
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Sampler

this

Gangsters Cornered

Order

famous box

EVERY
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THE OCCIDENT
it,
I feel sure, and if the other felShould a fellow keep company with lows persist in tormenting you, just
"Sticks and stones will
one girl these days? This is an old tell them:
break my bones, but names will never
problem, I know, and yet it still crops hurt me!"
up to worry me. Some of the fellows
over at the Frat House are guying me
because I go out with only one girl all
the time. Now I want to be a good
B.
Inc.

Dear Phil:

Comforter Column

Lovers'

—Conducted

by—

Weston Meserve

Philip

fellow, but it don't seem right for me
to play Hepzibah double that way.
I
know she is true to me. What would

Lyman

Chipman,

C

The Lovers' Comforter

Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

PURE FOOD SHOP

Sincerely,

Cheerio everybody! Ah, love is
great thing, isn't it! Are you happy
Come on smile! Or, if you're downhearted and think the one of your
fondest dreams is unresponsive, just
sit down and write to Uncle Phil.
Sure he can help you! Uncle Phil if>
wise in the ways of love you just
trust him. And now Uncle Phil will
open his mail and tell you how he
meddles in other people's affairs.
Watch Uncle Phil.

am

I

Wholesale

A

-

Retail

Surplus and Profits, 1100,000

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

Trade

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

574 Congress Street

Popular Sheet Music and Records

Specialty of Fraternity

Portland, Me.

Agent

for Victor Radio

o a little
Checking up
yourself

a very beautiful
am sure, would

in love with

young woman, who,

I

return my love if her parents did
not consider me a little too old for
her. She is seventeen.
I am eightyfour next Michelmas Day. What do

you think?
Sincerely,

ABSALOM
Well, I can answer that in a few
sentences. I don't think you are so
very much older than she is not compared with the age of a dinosaur's
egg anyway. If I were you, I'd go

—

t

«.«
,w Phil:
Daw

Tm

t

t

one and only

choke wont
shall I do?

listen to

woman

my

love.

of

my

Dont

What

Torlomly,

TAKE our word for

it,

the real convincer

is still avail-

Dear Unlde Phil:
I

am

very

much

in love with

a

cer-

tain young man, but he is oh so diffident Does he scorn me do you sup-

Camels. Every puff

day then quit them

delight of cool,

LOTTA SPACE.

Dear Uncle
I

am

your

last birthday

ness; the Camel blend of

and mellowDomestic tobaccos, kept
in prime condition by mois-

dried-out

and father says

I

the. touch. Stale,

cigarettes

much?

I

am

so worried.

crumble

and crackle when pressed. But

choicest Turkish

est

ture-proof Cellophane sealed
air-tight.

R. J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wliuton-Salmm,

JV.

C.

am

AM ELS

never liked girls—in fact, I have never
liked to play with them. They have
no attraction for me. Lately, however, I have tried to cultivate a certain young woman's acquaintance, but
she is very indifferent to me. Mother
telle me she cannot understand why,
as I am so cute. Do you think possibly I toy to be too forceful with
them? That I try to dominate them
too

differ-

Camels are supple

a man now. 1 understand a man
should go around with a girl, and even
marry her someday. Now I have

you help me?

a sheer
mellow mild-

package you'll note the

and firm to

have blue eyes and
I was twenty-one

to smoke

is

The moment yon open the

cigarettes.

Philip:

five-four,

lovely blond hair.

yon can.

packed Camels and dry-as-dust

Anxiously,

-

Probably. Or again, maybe
best friend wont tell you.

if

ence between fresh humidor

pose?

is

switch to Camels for just one
R. S. V. P.

Huh! Topsham bridge
on rainy Tuesdays!

able

Wont

Respectfully yours,

p- D. Q„ .
Good morning, Mr. Vallee! If I were
you, I'd make inquiries about openings
in the millinery business. Or failing
there, possibly you could find some
fine,

upstanding young

man who would

meke you a good husband
Lieber Philip:

f

Mein Hers ist mit Liebe fur ein
hubsches Madchen gefullt. Aber ich
kann nieht mit ihr sprechen, well sie
deutach nkht versteht Was soil ich?
Hochachtungsvoll,
Der Hauptmann Anauf Hinternebenin.
Ach, dies ist ein seltsames Problem!
Ich rat dir—Ods Blood! call up Professor

Ham!

Factorr-frerii CAMELS
are air-sealed in the new
Sanitary Package which
keeps ithe dual and germ*
out and keeps the flavor in.
!*•!.

B.J. R«y»»Mi

TiImn C«ap«*y

BANK

Cspital, $50,900.

,

—

Dear Uncle Phil:

CO.

The Sport Store of

of Brunswick, Maine

you do under the circumstances.
T. O.
I certainly wouldn't let the fellows
over at the Frat House get under my
skin. You know, the only way to succeed in this world is to hold on to
those good old ideals which helped so
materially in building up our mighty
nation. Be true to Hepzibah! Her love
a for you will never make you regret

EATON HARDWARE

THE OCCIDENT

BODY

FIND
BOWDOIN MEN
SUBMERGED IN
CAMPUS MIRE

MILL STREET MOLL
SOUP
I— BY —
OFFHER
HANS
RAT
SMELLS
-DEAN

IN

*;

—

Prof Wanton Copious Waxes
Witty on Women, Wine,

Snickering, handsome college senior;
but he has spurned all her advances
because the sire of the Hersheye's is
partly nuts. But Sybil is determined
to advance! and advance. See for yourself what happens: (Go on with the

Waterville

We dast you tu!)
Chapter Seven
"Ooooooo! I never did expect to see

WANTS AJHTCH-BUG

story.

Brunswick, April 25
Professor

Wanton

sor of biology at

you, Snorton. Look what I've got for
vou." She spoke sweetly with all the
fascination and coyness of a char-

Copious, profes-

Bowdoin College,

to-

woman, and exhibiteoVa pocket cask

day announced the results of fouryears of experiments which tend to
substantiate the Lamarckian Theory
Copious also believe.*
of Evolution.
that he has possibly been fortunate
enough to observe the formation of a
new human species which he has
termed provisionally Homo Dubiens.

Nixon and Searching Party at Point Where Body

—

Brunswick, April 28— What purvery much save for a greatly ported to be one of the biggest mysreduced brain cavity, which in some teries in years and years was solved
cases is lacking altogether. He found today by the efficient Spy Squad of
Chief Spy
the Bowdoin Faculty.
Nixon, ably seconded by his assistants
Johnson, Wilder and Wilder, showed
himself a thorough-going investigator,
one of the best perhaDS that America
has seen since the days of Marshall
Perley Cram.
A suspicious telegram was intercepted at the Postal Onion office here
in Brunswick this morning, addressed
to a certain prominent figure. It read
as follows: YOU MUST STOP 1
CANT STOP I'LL GO TO PIECES IF
YOU DONT STOP. No more informalatter

Discoverer of

Homo Dubiens

the principle of
ever, definite

Use and Disuse, how-

results

have been ob-

tained at the two experimental stations set up at Brunswick. Professor
Copious, after observations of fifty
years of Bowdoin College students,
formulated the hypothesis that the
constant trudging through the mudflats and lakes of the campus should
transform the normal foot of the
freshman into the mudhook arrangement subsequently found inside the
shoes of seniors. He investigated the
matter, first securing legislation empowering: him to remove any senior's
sock whatsoever. This legislation, he
added, he obtained only after a long
struggle against the seniors, who objected vigorously to such exposure.

D. U.'s Approaching Fish Stage
Working with extreme types, tfpes
that seemed especially aquatic by environment, he made an intensive statistical study of the feet of all D. U.'s
and A. T. O.'s in college in the last
Ave years. The results of his measurements show a smooth curve of
growth to the mudhook stage from the
freshman to the senior year.
Professor Copious believes that in
these results, he has a beginning of
the long-sought definite proof of
Lamarck's Theory, for in compiling
individuals
of the
the statistics
studied, he found that those descended
from Bowdoin men of previous years
showed a marked advance in development over those men whose fathers
or grandfathers did not attend Bowdoin.

tion could be gathered than this, and
out of consideration for the honor of
the faculty, the sender's name was not
published.
At eleven o'clock it was

discovered that WaUer Johnson had
disappeared at the end of a digging

campaign with one hundred thirtyand fifty-three cents collected from among students of the
four classes at Bowdoin College. At
this, the Dean remarked, "The thick
grows souper", and the hunt was on.
The Dean feared the worst, but the
first check-up that could be made on
the student body could not be taken
till the nejrt morning, when at the
compulsory chapel services, the only
man absent proved to be Wesley
Peables Cushman of No. 1 Hyde.
Meanwhile, however, Spy P. S. Wilder
had discovered that Nana, imported

Was Found

Spot

day."

—

—

—

five dollars

Barnfield
Professor
gin-hound
of
Smith, had appeared that morning
with a new collar and a protective
wire casing. A warrant was speedily
issued and Professor Smith's cellar
searched, but no clues were found that
could be found later after the Spy

Squad had

A new

finished.

motive had thus been added:

arson.
With two such vicious characters as Johnson and Cushman loose,
a cordon of mounted militia was

thrown around Brunswick and Bung-

of gin. "I filched it from Papa's pants
to fetch to you. He passed out taking
a bath in the kitchen sink and his
beard is caught in the drain."
"Egad, Sybil, but I come to think

vou a more comely strumpet everv
Snorton was one of those Phi
Beta Kappas who carried his key in
Johnson suddenly reappeared. Both a ring which accounts fon his scholarly
Sybil
loved it.
told the same story strange as it speech.
Also his
may seem. They nad merely been scholarly speech.
off on a week-end spree, and had re"Do away with the vile stuff"! he
turned none the worse for wear, ex- exsnorted, taking it from her dainty
cept that the money was now in hands and inserting it in his hip pockCushman's hands and Walter had et. From his mother he had inherited
thrown his dice away up near Quebec. an incurable thirst for knowledge and
But the Dean was sure that a mur- from his father an incurable thirst.
Poor Rollo, his roommate, was killed
der had been committed, or should
have been committed after such a by a flask of lightning and ever since
Snorton stifled a sob with his
telegram, and he and his lieutenants then
began a systematic search of Whit- shirt-tail, and vaulted into his Austin.
In a sink- "I'll take you home and off the streets,
tier and Pickard Fields.
He did after vanquishing the
hole beyond the latter field was found gal."
His vile stuff.
the body of a young man.
Mother
Hersheye
greeted
htr
pockets had been picked, as an unsigned receipt for fifteen dollars and flushed offspring some hours subseforty-nine cents was found pinned to quently at the threshold of the Mill
Doc Johnson himself Street Mansion. She noticed that one
his coat lapel.
of Sybil's shoes was muddy. "What
makes your right shoe so obviously
reminiscent of Brunswick pavements
and not the other!"
"I changed my mind." replied Sybil,
rollings her good eye. And so to bed.

X Marks

Homo Dubiens has descended directly
from Homo Sapiens and resembles the

specimens of this new man-like being
in living, apparently healthy, state in
the marshes around Lewiston and in
the highlands near Waterville and
Orono.
He doubts very much that
Homo Dubiens will ever become intelligent, certain malformations of the
cranial cavity permanently prohibiting the growth of brain cells. Specimens were obtained of masculine, feminine and neuter genders.
Students All Wet
With regard to his experimental
work on the Lamarckian concept of

WHAT HAS HAPPENED BEFORE

It is June, and graduation time. Sybil
Hersheye, sweet sixteen and a few
days on top of that 1b heart-broken.
She is secretly in love with Snorton

Night

Embalmist

man dead after making a rigorous examination consisting
of questioning the body, an offer of
medicinal whiskey and a few words
whispered in the diseased's right ear.
Doctor Gross did the embalming, and
the body was carried in state to its
final resting place in the basement of
Hall.
By general
Massachusetts
agreement among the members of the
searching party, the identity of the
corpse will be kept strictly secret
until a new instructor of French can
be obtained. Meanwhile, or until the
Dean and his confreres can finish up
such minor details of the crime as determining the murderer, the entire
Freshman Class has been put on propronounced the

anuc. In the midst of the plans for
the defense, however, Cushman and bation.

fell

again next evening and

Snorton Snickering, polo player extraordinary, found himself well on his
way to satiating his incurable thirst
for the second time since chapter seven
began. He was capitulated to an uncomfortable reclining position from
out of Alex Zizzit's Soda Emporium.
Picking himself up, he discovered his
legs to have their own ideas as to direction, but being a philosopher, he let
nature take its course. Two co-eds
have
passed him. (Well, they
been co-eds if the COLLEGE had been
co-ed. They were doing pretty well as
Snorton paid them no
it was . . .)
He had found that there
attention.
were two kinds of co-eds—those who
expect something, and those who suspect something. The former far outweighed the latter. Sometimes by as
much as twenty pounds. So he paid
them no attention. After all. that was
the only thing he had plenty of.
Before he realized it he was confronted by Sybil, accompanied by
Snorton's big friend. O'Bangen Pullet
"Why. Snorton," mouthed the minx,

WOULD

"you have shaved

off

your moustache."

The erstwhile Senior, crestfallen, the
temper of his mettle sorely tried.

Record Attendance

At Gospel

Mission

BOWDOIN PROFESSOR
N BAD ACCIDENT

"Couldn't stand the dandruff on my
he fozzled and slumped to the
ground a beaten man.

vest,"

—

TOMORROW:

Sybil's latest devel-

opments.
Brunswick, April 28—A record attendance was recorded at the regular
Tuesday evening prayer meeting of
the Gospel Mission. The Right Reverend Doctor Daniel Krause delivered
a very illuminating sermon on the
subject "Wine, Women, and Song, or
Don't Send My Son to Bates". Sexton
Lowell even managed to stay awake
throughout. Elder Perry led the congregation in prayer, while Deacon
Stearns and Deacon Briggs passed the
plate. Deacon Mullen let it pass him.

Special dispatch to the

Bowdoin Professor

—

OCCIDENT

in Accident

Portland, April 29 Professor* Marshall P. Cram of the Bowdoin College faculty met with a severe accident this morning, suffering the los*
of his right eye. Professor Cram was
in Portland with friends and it is believed that a lady stuck her hatpin
through the keyhole. Gerald G. Wildcelebrated criminologist, is at
er,
present looking into the affair.

FATHER JOHNSON'S REMEDY
Will cure colds, pink eye, athand diphtheria.
"I give a bottle a day to my
children," says Professor Marshall
.Perley Cram. "It keeps them well
lete's foot,

and healthy."

A

55 per cent malt and hops
30 per cent sugar
8 per cent raisins
7 per cent yeast
Sure Cure When You Feel Tired
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Track Team Travels
to

1

Durham

WEDNESDAY, MAY

VOL. LXI.

Game

Ball

with Colby

here Saturday

NO. 4--

6, 1931.

ENLARGED QUILL IMPROVED GARNET OUTFIT
WEST POINTERS
ELEVEN COLLEGES ATTEND
0UTHITS POLAR BEAR NINE
PROMISES MUCH
SCORE 90*44*
COUNCIL OF NEW ENGLAND
TO WIN BY SCORE OF 11-8
TEAM
OF
INTEREST
OVER
WIN
STUDENT NEWSPAPERMEN
Twenty-Seven Collegiate Correspondents are Guests of Opponents Show Edge In Final Issue of Year Has Free Hitting on Part of Bates and Lack on Part of White
Running Events; Bear Up
Record Eighty-Eight
Team Results in Loss of Game
Pi Delta Epsilon; Pres. Sills Opens Annual Conclave
*
in Hurdles
Pages
-

1

1

BOWDOIN IN SECOND PLACE

STAPLES TALKS ON 'EDITOR'S WASTEBASKET'

STANWOOD

IS

HIGH

ABUNDANCE UNDERGRADUATE

Quite charmingly did the Lewiston

BRADBURY PRIZE GOES

newspaperman discuss the relation of
college news to the press of the world,
telling how student publicity must
pass through three "wastebaskets" beit is published: the college editor's own scrap-heap, then that of the
metropolitan editor, and finally "the
abnormal
rather
national,
broad
wastebasket."
Must Disinfect Spring Poetry
fore

Speaks for Extension
Reading Period

of

Albert Samuel Davis '33 was jucged
speaker in the Bradbury Prize
Debate held last Thursday evening in
the Debating Room of Hubbard Hall.
The affirmative side, composed of
Stephen R. Deane *34, James C. Flint
'31, and A. Samuel Davis '33. won the
debate, the subject of which was "Resolved, that the reading period be extended to two weeks". Associate Professor Kirkland, Mr. Daggett, and Mr.
Child's English 6 class were the
judges.
Herbert T. Wadsworth '33
presided.
The Bradbury Debating Prize originated in a bequest to the college by
James Ware Bradbury of the class of
1825 who left a sum, the income of!
which is used annually for prizes in
debating.
At the present time.; the
winning side receives twenty dollars
apiece^ the losing side ten dollars while
the best speaker receives an additional

Newspapers must

take care to reprint only the items

which will have strong reader-appeal.
Mr. Staples stressed the fact that
newspapers give, rather than receive,

;

the favor from the college corresponThe news editor, stated the
dent.
speaker with a grin, "has a way of
easily saying 'to hell with it' and inasmuch as I am a Universalist and don't
believe in hell, the remark is not pro-

|

fifteen dollars.

fane."

tive

A

.

.

.

—

inch.

Francis Appleton edged in on a quadruple tie for high honors in the pole
vault when Davis, Young and Wold of
the Army joined him in a soaring leap
of 11 feet 6 inches.
Harry Thistlewaite was the lone Polar Bear contestant to figure in the afternoon's
straight running.
The fleet middledistance star fought his way to a sec-

Smith

Davis Favor
Prize to
Sinclair Lewis

and

Award of Nobel

Bowdoin decided

By a two to one decision of the
judges a two-man Bowdoin debating
team composed of Lincoln Smith '32
and Albert Samuel Davis '38 defeated
Amherst's debating team in the annual Amherst debate held last Friday
evening in Memorial Hall. Bowdoin

to

make up

the

the scoring account in the
Shute singled and Bennett
walked. Crimmins sacrificed bringing
Shute and Bennett around to third and
second respectively, so that when
Parmenter singled two Bowdoin runs
quesscored.
the
Brown bunted and Parmenter
upheld the affirmative of
Bates errors
tion, "Resolved, that Sinclair Lewis went to second. Two
should have been awarded the Nobel brought in Bowdoin's third run. RickPrize." Amherst was represented by er struck out to retire the side.
Harrison
and
Robert Alan Green
Garnet on Spree
Professor Wright of
Bates Clapp.
The Bates aggregation had a hitBates College, Dr. Meisenbach of ting spree in their half of the second,
Portland, and Dr. Goodrich of Bruns- finding Brown for no less than five
wick were the judges while Mr. Childs hits and two of those doubles. In the
presided.
third the Garnet got one run off MorThe first speaker on the affirmative, rell and Bowdoin added another to its
Lincoln Smith '32, after welcoming
the visiting team, gave a short sketch
of Nobel's life and read passages from
his will in which were established the
prizes which were to be awarded an
nually for the greatest achievements
for the welfare of mankind in the
fields of science, imaginative literature and world peace. He then mentioned a list of the other prize winners in the field of literature, Kipling,

deficit in

second.

score in the (fourth and the score
stood Bates 8 - Bowdoin 4.
In the
fifth the Polar Bears took advantage
of a couple of Bates errors to increase their total to six. The Lewisthe°se' with \wo "for
themselves in their half of the fifth.

I

tonTine" notched

Two more Bowdoin
walk started Bowdoin off again
and Morrell's single aided
Anatole France and George Bernard the cause along. Ricker was safe on
Shaw, and showed how their work re- an error at second. Whittier went out
lsm
Heddericg took his bingle and
"K there is a group of bolshevists in sembled that of Sinclair Lewis. Lewis, when
tossed it to Berry at first. By this
a community, it is far better to give! as a writer of the liberal new school, series
of events the White gained its
them a soap-box and let them discuss needs encouragement and hence has last
two
runs of the game. Bates
justly
Nobel
Prize,
received
the
their doctrine," says Pres. Gray in
scored again in the sixth as a result of
Lewis an Iconoclast
part, "than to have a group of policean error in centerfield.
men drive them awav. By having an
Amherst's first speaker, Robert
The
,,,c
Bowdoin
vuw." ."2"
was weak
at
w *=".?''
opportunity to speak thev will sooner G
«. --_.-.. outfit
began by showing that the'v *
wh
*"».»*»
display the fallacy of their theories:^ S^lT definitely stipulates that
ft
v
*****
than if they were forced to be s.lent." the reci ient must J soniet hing for g
t0 the hkmg ° f
Fred E. Morrow, last year's negro the wel Jare of humanity.
He then
humanity
Cohorts.
undergraduate of Bowdoin. writes ques ti ned Lewis' contribution. He the Garnet
(Continued on pas* 3)
in,
"Bowdoin, the Nurturer of Men
quoted a n Amherst professor to the!
him
for
which he tells what it has done
effect that Lewis was an iconoclast
rHASHrV EYYP
from a racial point of view
bent on destruction and offering
lTli\oV£Ulii i\j>ll ItUW i\
constructive suggestions. As a young
Excellent Undergraduate Material
Five students contribute to this man. Lewis was a journalist who
mammoth Quill. Among their writings learned how to play to the mob. Now,
are a short story by Christy Moustakis, he is a clever and analytical writer
rs
"a'"* mer, Mrs. Childs, Pink*
"The Strange Story of Henry Poquen- who knows what the public wants and ™
ham, Hinkley, Davis, and KirkBefore starting to
ard"; "Twin Sonnets" by James B. gives it to them.
I
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write a certain assignment for a publisher, many years ago, Lewis read
the Saturday Evening Post for the
three previous years and carefully
plotted the variousJftppeals made.
After living in the East for a time,
Lewis decided to go to the West and
to write a story glorifying the Middle
West.
However, he was poorly received in the town where he went and
as a result he wrote bitterly of the

|

the audience of Robert Ii. Beith. of the Portland Evening Express, who told of
"Writing for the Snorts Page": of

<

;

;

PRES. SILLS SPEAKS

Harry C. Webber. Bath Times, who
compared "College News and the

ON SUNDAY WORSHIP

these for-

were pres-

ent at a luncheon given by the Bowdoin chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon, and
also attended the Amherst Debate and
the Frosh-Bridgton track meet.
Bowdoin's delegation to this Press
Conclave included: Philip S. Wilder,
Edward B. McMenamin. correspondent
for the Portland Express; William U.
Clay, correspondent for the Boston
Post; Henry S. Dowst, assistant to the
Alumni Secretary, and Margaret M.
Tjowst.
Other colleges attending were Tufts,
Smith, University of Maine, Middlebury, Pembroke. Colby. Radclifle, Simmons, Wellesley and Mount Holyoke.
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Famous New York Recording Orches-

.

plays,

i

.
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GYM DANCE FULLER FIRST HEAD

HOLDS SMOKER
AT MOULTON UNION

i

I

history from its origin with the He- "Anglo-American Relations". He was
brew nation to its present status as a the annual lecturer brought to the colsubject of contention in state legisla- lege by the Bowdoin Chapter of the
tures.
The Jews were the first to Delta Upsilon fraternity.
Following Professor Webster's adstart the custom of Sabbath observance, the Oriental nations, Greece, and dress at the Moulton Union was a
smoker at the Delta Upsilon House
(Continued on page 2)
during which time a further discussion of the topic was pursued.
Professor Webster is Professor of
NOTICE TO JUNIORS
International History at the Univer
sity of Wales, Abersystwyth, Wales.
The Ivy Committee has voted
He has had a brilliant career since
that the Junior Ivy assessment this
his graduation from King's College,
year be the same as last year; that
Cambridge University. From 1914 to
is, twelve dollars.
All members of
1922 he was professor of modern histhe Junior Class are requested to
tory at the University of Liverpool.
pay their assessment as soon as
He served as a subaltern in the Britpossible to the representative in
their fraternity.
The representa- ish Army from 1915 to 1917. Immediately after the war he was sent to
tives are: Alpha Delta Phi, Gordon
Paris as secretary of the Military SecKnight; Psi Upsilon, John C reign
tion of the British Delegation to the
ton, Jr.; Chi Psi, Bruce Binley;
Conference of Paris. He was apDelta Kappa Epsilon, Garth James;
pointed to his present position in 1922.
Theta Delta Chi, Robert Moyer;
Professor Webster is considered an
Delta Upsilon. W. Lawrence Usher; Zeta Psi, Ford Cleaves; Kappa
authority on modern history. He has
written several books, among them
Sigma, Gordon Kirkpatrick; Beta
Theta Pi, Roland Cramer; Sigma
being:
Study of Nineteenth Century
Nu, Charles Bilodeau; Alpha Tau .Diplomacy, the Congress of Vienna,
Omega, William Dunbar; and Non
British Diplomacy, 1813-1815. He is a
Fellow of the British Academy, havFraternity, Harold Durand.
ing been elected this last year in recognition of his work.

^
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OF RIDING CLUB

To Have Roles

Kiven at Ivy have been selected,
Most of the ro es wer e allotted some
time ago
There were, however, several parts which had not been chosen
unt ji recently. Those e'ected last week
to

,

w

I

CHARLES WEBSTER
SPEAKS ON BRITISH
AMERICAN RELATIONS

patrick

The casts for the two one-act
i

to com plete the dramatis personae
are j^rs. j omi q Thalheimer Mrs.
R a p h D Childs, S. D. Pinkham '3lj
Middle West, throwing its foibles into
D. Hinkley '34, A. S. Davis, Jr.)
high relief and depicting only its '33, and G. W. Kirkpatrick '32. Mrs.
flaws and not its good points. He was Thalheimer and Mrs. Childs will take
blind in one eye
blind in the the parts of Marguerite and Viola
eye that saw beauty and goodness, Crawshaw, the mother and daughter
content to dwell on the trivial, com
in the
play entitled Wurzel-Flummonplace faults, and forgetting th» mery. Stanley Pinkham will do the
redeeming qualities of his characters role of Dennis Clifton in the same
Literary Qualities Analyzed
play. All the other characters chosen
Bowdoin's second speaker, A. Sam- will appear in the other play The
uel Davis '33, countered this attack Lost Silk Hat— with Hinkley portrayby enumerating the qualities of great ing the laborer, Davis the poet, and
literature and showing how each was Kirkpatrick the policeman.
The casts of both plays are appropresent in the works of Sinclair Lewis.
priately selected and should give a
A great writer must possess skill
character drawing. Sinclair Lewis has finished performance May 22. They
(Continued on Pas* Z)
have been hard at work during the
past few days under the direction of
B.C.A.
the coach, Mr. Ralph D. Childs. The
plays will be presented under the aus-

'

NICHOLS TO PLAY

'

pices of the

Masque and Gown.

!

tra Returns to Bowdoin

The committee in charge of the Ivy
plans has engaged Red Nichols and his
Five Pennies from New York to play
at the Ivy Gym Dance. The committee is fortunate in being able to obtain
the services of this well known band
which is making a northern tour this
month, as it is considered one of the
best dance orchestras in the country.
In addition to his regular personnel,
Nichols will bring with him the well
known musical artist, Bix Beidebecke.
All this winter. Nichols and his band
have been playing in the Broadway
musical hit "Girl Crazy" with numerous shorter engagements in places
such as the Hotel New Yorker. On
May 15, they are scheduled to play at
A few days before
the Yale Prom.
their engagement here the band will
perform at spring dances at Williams
Cross.
They
are famous reand Holy
cording artists, having appeared on
many Brunswick records such as the
recent hit, "When Kentucky Bids the
World 'Good Morning' ". The band appeared at a Commencement Dance at
Bowdoin a few years ago at which
tima it was verv well received.

half

first

:

Has Varied Program
On Saturday the guests were

IVY

Hammer

Bates started the scoring off in its
of the first frame. Heddericg
up for the Garnet flyed out to
Shute in right field. Toomey found
Brown for a single and preceded Millett home when the latter drove out
a circuit clout. McCluskey popped out
to Brown but Flynn found the Bowdoin pitcher for a ringing double.
Berry got a single to score Flynn but
was caught napping off second.

WHITE WINS DECISION
IN AMHERST DEBATE

Stanwood's first in the high jump,
with a spring of 5 feet 8 inches. Olson rounded out the Bear's scoring
when he sped the javelin through the
air 163 feet 10 1-4 inches.
White Weak in Track Events
Though Jack Magee's men gave a
stellar performance in the hurdles and
several field events, they displayed a
woeful inefficiency in the sprints and
distances. Army swept the boards in
a 10 second century, a 21.4 furlong;
stressed the impossibility of reviewand likewise in a swift 4:25.4 mile, a
ing the two hundred hours or so spent
2.01 half-mile and a 10:00.8 two mile Colton, II; another story, "Arlette of
in recitations and laboratory work adegrind.
Normandv". by Donald Derby: the
quately in two days. He pointed out
(Continued on Pace S)
continuation of Fred Tucker's mthe unfairness of the present system
triguing tale of transcontinental hobofor students striving for honors or
and a
ing, "Halleluiah I'm a Bum
striving to remain in college.
feature by Editor-in-Chief Kleibacker.
New System Would Waste Time
Steele, recently of Bowdoin. and
Ted
The negative side of the debate was
now sojourning in and around Boston,
upheld bv Lincoln Smith '32. Albert W.
returns to the fold of the Quill when he
Tarbell '32, and Paul A. Walker '31.
continues his column, "Chronicle .1
"Sabbath
Made
for
Man,
Not
Man
for
larger
The speakers showed that the
Once again Steele relates intimate depart of the time allotted for the readSabbath", Declares President
tails of the current books, plays and
ing period under the new scheme
motion pictures.
would be wasted by the majority of
"The Sabbath was made for man,
students while the more conscientious not man for the Sabbath", was the
students would not need two weeks for text of President Sills' brief but clear
K.
preparation. The two-week reading and interesting Sunday chapel
talk in
periods would take nearly one month which he discussed Sunday observance
out of the eight devoted to da.ss work. /rom
a "historical, legal, sociological
It would interfere with Ivy Day, and
and personal standpoint". President
with various other activities. It would Sills began
by showing the present
allow only six days of class work beinterest in the question of Sunday ob- Delta
Upsilon Lecturer Has Had
tween the Christmas holidays and the servance.
At present both the legisBrilliant Diplomatic Training
start of the reading period. Lastly it
lature of New Hampshire and the Parin Europe
would give the professors an extra liament
of Great Britain are discussmonth of leisure. "The Devil finds
ing measures concerned with this subwork for idle hands to do", knowingly ject. To
most interesting lecthe
One
of
one who is going out into
remarked one of the speakers.
was
the world and to one who will soon tures heard at Bowdoin this year
assume the responsibilities of a home, given by Professor Charles K. Webthe question is one of particular in- ster, visiting professor of history at
Harvard. Tuesday evening, April 28,
terest.
The President proceeded to trace the at the Moulton Union. His topic was

;

activities, the delegates

Forfeits

West Point, not officially recognizing the hammer throw in a meet,
ceded a sweep to the visitors in that
event. The Northern men scored another majority of points in the broadjump, when Dan Johnson, in spite of
an injured leg, hurtled over the pit to
hang up a 21 foot 10 3-4 inch mark.
Briggs took third with 21 feet 1-2

adequate substitute for such reviews.
Bowdoin's* large academic mortality is
partly due to the short reading period.
His colleague, James C. Flint,
showed that an increased reading period would aid in carrying out the purpose of the college as pointed out by
President Hyde. It would give an opportunity for independent research
and correlation instead of the cramming which results from the present
system. The third speaker, A. S. Davis,

.

.

Hometown Paper". Besides

Army

some of the most interesting stories and articles vet printed.
After the appearance of next week's
issue, the 1932 Quill Board will be
elected from the present members of
the staff. The additional pages of this
number constitute the final gesture of
the old Quill Board as they pass on to
make way for the new; a wealth of
splendid feature and fiction garnish
the enlarged edition.
Professor Clarence Little, former
president of the University of Maine,
and present member of the faculty of
the University of Michigan, has written a compelling article, "Not by
Bread Alone". In this feature Prof.
Little discusses religious faith from a
very modern point of view. Likewise
does he stress the exigency for some
kind of faith, despite one's religious
convictions.
Prof. Little has earned
the right to indict such a writing inasmuch as he has become prominent for
his work in social research.
Urges Tolerance of Radicalism
President Gray of Bates College
continues the Quill's series of inspirational articles by college presidents.
Third in the group, "Colleges and
Freedom", urges the colleges to be
modVrn, and" to be open to the trends
of the times. They should examine
into new moves of society and should
strive to see the good in radicalism,
and the reason behind reactionarian-

very much improved Bates baseball team defeated the Polar
Bear nine by the score of 11-8 at Lewiston last Monday. The game
was one of those free hitting, free scoring, see-saw exhibitions of
the national pastime which are interesting from the spectator's
point of view but are more often than not very poor baseball

terial contains

Deane Opens Affirmative
ond in a 51.4 second quarter mile.
Blond "Swede" Larsen, star perThe opening speaker for the affirmaside was Stephen Deane who former on 1934's track outfit, entered
pointed out that the lack of review pe- his first major competition last week;
riods in college courses handicapped and emerged with a creditable showincoming students who had become ing of two thirds, chalking up a 40
used to them in preparatory schools. A feet 10 inch heave in the sixteen
two-week reading period would be an pound pellet, and an amendment to

College Sports Overrated
Colleges often lose newspaper publicity by continually using the same
form, both for the writing and preparsignifiing of articles for the mail.
cant statement by the Lewiston man
was, "We are just as interested in
feats of scholarship as in feats of
Sports are greatly over
sport
the real interest of the
.
rated
colleges are also in other things."
Of college scandal Mr. Staples continued: "If a star athlete is fired off
the team, don't deny or evade it tell it
as it is. If a coach is through, let it
be known it will be a one day sensation. If a college scandal arises, let it
be handled circumspectly by a good
man, and let all of the boys in on it."
"The worse the scrape, the more
candid I would be," concluded the
speaker: "and the quicker it is over
the better."

mal

'33

thei best

Speaking of his own grim container:
"It has very broad meshes so that the
air may permeate and disinfect the
contents, especially the spring poetry."
Mr. Staples' wastebasket was originally used in the manufacture of real
Maine cheese.
"Why does not more college mateappear in the daily press?"
rial
queried the speaker; then answering
his own question he said, "It is because
you do not edit"

TO ALBERT DAVIS

long distances handed clean
and a total of 90 3-4 points to the
Cadets.
Though the Polar Bears fell before
West Point's onslaught, Charlie Stanwood, Bowdoin's best bet in any meet,
won individual high scoring honors for
the afternoon with first in the high
hurdles, high jump, and a second in
the low hurdles. His running mate,
Ray McLaughlin, appearing in his
first varsity competition since an enforced layoff last Fall, completed the
White's supremacy in the timbertopping, with a first in the lows, and
runner-up in the highs.

IN STATE SERIES

A

Twenty-seven student journalists gathered within the halls of
INDIVIDUAL SCORER
MATERIAL
Bowdoin last Friday and Saturday for the annual New England
College Press Board Conference, representing eleven northern in- Army Forfeits All Three Places in Fred E. Morrow, ex-'31, Contributes
Hammer; McLaughlin is Victor
Article Entitled "Bowdoin, the
stitutions. Mr. Philip S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary, was in charge
in Low Hurdles
Nurturer of Men"
of arrangements.
The conference opened at one o'clock, Friday, when President
Jack Magee's cindermen more than
The Quill, forthcoming next WedSills delivered a short welcoming address at the Moulton Union lived up to expectations last Saturday, nesday, has acquired a hitherto unwhen they garnered 44 1-4 points
Luncheon. Immediately following, the journalists adjourned to against the most powerful aggrega- equalled total of eighty-eight pages,
Memorial Hall where Mr. Arthur G. Staples, Litt.D., Editor of the tion of trackmen Army has collected and not only is the format of the pubin years. Weakness in the dashes and lication vastly enlarged, but the maLewiston Journal, spoke on "The Editor's Wastebasket".
sweeps

At a meeting

of

men

interested in

horse-back riding, held last Wednesday evening in the Psi U. House, a
Riding Club was organized and a constitution and by-laws were drawn up.
Ed Fuller '31 was elected president

and Free Harlow

'32

was made

treas-

The Riding Club is starting a
polo team which will compete with
the teams of neighboring clubs.
The team practices three times a
week in the polo field behind the Psi
U. House at 3.30 p.m. Late this season the team may play against the
Danvers Riding Club and the Portland Club. Next autumn it will compete with the teams of nearby army
units.
The men are at present divided into two scrub teams coached
urer.

j

by Free Harlow and Nort Pickering

who are the only men with previous polo experience.
Besides Harlow and Pickering, the other outstanding possibilities for the team are Ed
Fuller '31, Hall Stiles '33 and Roger
Buffington '32.
'31

Sunday, May 10, Dr. Rayhorn L.
Zerby, of the Department of Biblical
Literature and Religion, Bates College, will give an address at the afternoon chapel.

GOLF TEAM INVADES

NEW ENGLAND

,

A

Friday evening, William J.
Kitchen, General Secretary of the
New fEngland College Christian Association spoke in the Moulton Union
on "Religion in the College", outlining the functions of a Christian AssoThe golf team left last Saturday for
ciation and describing a possible pro- their annual Spring trip which will exgram for the Bowdoin Christian As tend over a week, including matches
sociation next year. He stressed the with the teams of Amherst. Wesleyan,
necessity of attracting the best minds Holy Cross, M.I.T.. and Tufts.
The
of the college to the B.C.A., the ma- local outfit is greatly weakened bv the
jority of whom, he said, had probably ineligibility of R. C. Mullin '32 and J.
of
'32.
work
Dick Mullin was the
not become interested in the
R. DeMeyer
the Association.
These men might winner in the Maine State open golf
easily be attracted by an interesting championship held at Brunswick last
Notwithstanding this
program for the B.C.A.
Patriots' Day.
Mr. Kitchen then described a pos- loss. Manager G. C. Knight '32 stated
sible program that might be followed that the chances for a successful trip
by the Association next year. The were very good. He said that the men
Association could obtain interesting making the trip had been showing up
speakers who would discuss national unusually well in the practice rounds
and international problems such as the of the past few weeks. The men who
color question and foreign relations. are taking the trip are H. M. Plaisted
The Association might also engage in •32. J. M. Mason '33. F. C. Batchelder
some kind of social work such as '34, J. C. Gazley '34 and Manager
starting a local Boys' Club. In clos- Knight
ing Mr. Kitchen asked that the B. C.
Besides giving courses in loveA., send about six delegates, if posCollege is
sible, to the New England College making and such, Rollins
woChristian Association Conference in giving also a course in Evil. ( A
Last

|

1

|

Northfield, Mass.. this spring.

man

teaches

it.)

—

;

TWO

Brunswick, Maine

Established

BAD WEATHER HALTS
WHITE WINS DECISION
IN AMHERST DEBATE INTER-FRAT BASEBALL

no honor for their desuetude. The average undergraduate is wont
to be skeptical of any group which calls itself honorary, and does
nothing to prove it.
In conclusion, there

1871

may

be

men on

campus who merit the
They merit this

the
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H. Allan Perry
6,

Zeta Psi's forfeited to the A. T. O.'s.
Five games are to be finished this
week which will leave six winners.
These are to play and the three winners remaining will compete for the
championship. One team will draw a
bye and play the winner of the other
two teams.
In a comedy of errors Monday afternoon the Theta Delt's eked out a
ten to nine win over the Psi U's after
crisp, lively, and interesting.
Davis
being
in the hole seven to zero at the
refuted the negative contention that
Lewis was only destructive and hence end of the first inning.
could" not .be classed with the great STATEMENT
OP THE OWNERSHIP. MANwriters by comparing his works with
AGEMENT. CIRCUI.ATION. ETC.. REthose of Juvenal and Aristophanes.
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
The negative's second speaker, HarAUGUST 24. 1912.
rison Clapp, discussed the reasons why Of The Bowdoin Orient, published weekly
durthe Swedish Academy had given Lew- ing the college year at Brunswick. Maine, for
April 1. 19.11.
is the Nobel Prize and showed by quotations that it was because Lewis had
STATE OF MAINE
given the Europeans their own uncomCounty of Cumberland, aa.
plimentary conception of America
Before me. a Notary Public in ami for
that he was so popular there.
He Ihe State and County aforesaid, personally appeared
Dominic
N. Antonucci. who. havinir been
quoted a League of Nations worker

—

promoting better college journalism by the interchange of ideas
among its members, and to serve in any useful capacity in matters
connected with the publications and press boards of the colleges
Pi Delta Epsilon has
and universities where it has chapters
built up for itself a nationally fine reputation. What of the Bowdoin chapter? One wonders. Here again it is the same old story.
But so
It started out with much publicity and many fine schemes.
far this year, to say nothing of its own lack of initiative, it has
failed to live up to its purpose in the one chance the college has

'33

No. 3

1931.

Required Courses
In outlining the Centenary program for Haverford College on
Centenary Day President Comfort announced the abolition of required courses as a definite phase of future plans for Haverford.
The Haverford News exults. Required courses have for no brief
period been the subject of much protest and argument among undergraduates. In the future English will be required of freshmen
at Haverford, otherwise the college course will be determined in

—

accordance with the interests of the individual.
All this causes us to reflect on the encircling system of required
courses at Bowdoin, and we see in the Haverford departure much
that merits discussion. That required courses, from an educational point of view, have real value cannot honestly be denied.
That they round off one's education, and preserve it from overspecialization is only too true. The discipline which they necesSILLS
sarily involve is, theoretically speaking, of great benefit. On the PRES.
other hand the system has very definite drawbacks.
In the first place required courses are by their very nature made
(Continued fiorn Pa*s I)
Expenditures for books have passed
up of individuals who, had they any choice in the matter, would
Rome having no regularly reoccurring the eijrht thousand dollar mark while
never surrender themselves to the infinite boredom which this sys- holidays such as our Sunday. In the expenditures for periodicals amount
Sabthe
to about one thousand, seven hundred
tem necessarily involves. Through this system education subjects early days of Christianity,
bath was changed from the seventh to dollars.
One new book fund of five!
itself to an unnecessary ordeal. In the first place it serves to alien- the first day of the week and it was hundred dollars has been established
the
commemorate
to
considered
now
this year by Solon B. Lufkin of BrunsLack
and
the
student.
instructor
factors,
the
the
two
principal
ate
resurrection of the Lord. From the wick. The number of books circulated
of preparation on the part of the student is a direct result of lack time of Constantine, the Sabbath has outside of the over-nipht circulation of
of interest and the imitation of the instructor which culminates been made the subject for formal reg- reserved books was over twelve thouulation by laws varying in rigidity and sand, nearly one thousand more than
this predicament gains little or nothing for either of the two strictness.
last year.
The number of readers in
That students should give as little time as possible to
parties.
"What seems to me of great imthe general
courses which are incompatible with their interests is only too portance is to find out
principles that may be applied to
natural. That instructors should relax under the strain of drag- changing conditions.
In the fir.st
place it seems clear that from every
ging this lodestone is inevitable.
point of view, social, economic, psyBowdoin has many required courses which are merely a bore chological and religious, it is a wise
to many who are forced to take them. These courses considered in policy to have one day in the week
separate and distinct on a different
themselves have real value no doubt to those who are actually in- basis from all other days, in Shaketerested but are of very questionable value to those who might speare's parlance, 'That doth divide
the Sunday from the week'.
otherwise be using their time to better advantage. The college
"But there is another and more immay gain no little benefit from the Haverford Plan at least the portant question: How is the leisure
used ? That indeed is to be one
abolition of required courses might well be given consideration in to be
of the most important problems which
Bowdoin's plan for the future.
you and your generation will be called

—

SPEAKS

ON SUNDAY WORSHIP

YEARLY REPORT ON

LIBRARY SUBMITTED
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provided for it to be of service. At the recent collegiate press
who had; visited Amherst and who had
board conference held here Pi Delta Epsilon had two members
said that she had not been able to
and at least one of these not initiated
present and ready to help find men of the Babbitt type here.
with details. And these were there not to represent the society
Growler Prize Offered
but at the suggestion of the committee running the conference.
Patently, even with such an opportunity to do something, Pi Delta
Mr. Frank E. Lowe, president of
Epsilon has fallen down on the job.
the Kennebec Wharf and Coal Co., of
Furthermore, we understand that of all the present enrolled Portland, Maine, has offered a prize
of
to the undergraduate of Bowmembers in the Bowdoin chapter only a ridiculously small minority doin$25
College who submits the best adhave ever been properly initiated. Not that that side of it is any vertisement for his company, this advertisement to appear in the Ivy
of our business, but it seems to point out rather plainly the inert
number of the Growler.
character and lack of interest of those in responsible positions.
The rules of the contest are as folThe Pi Delta Epsilon chapter has been here long enough to lows:
Copy will not be accepted af(1)
prove its worth. In most of the other places where it is established
ter May 12th
it is working out some plan to better undergraduate publications
(2) ^Preferably the copy should be
or to accomplish something of some value. Here it does nothing. humo/ous, but other copy will be accepted.
It seems about time for the Bowdoin chapter to get started on some
(3)1 The
advertising copy
subsort of a program, no matter how rudimentary, and stop discredit- mitted will be judged by a committee
ing a national society's good name. It is a case of stopping sham consisting of three members of the
faculty.
either reorganize or go out of business.
For further particulars

—

Editor for This Issue
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for us in

purely on account of their activity in various phases of college life.
It is indeed paradoxical- that these men should be grouped together
Italian critic once said that there
in a society which is questionably honorary and actually inactive. are only twenty-six possible plot sitIn the same manner let us take a look at another of Bowdoin's uations. A great writer, therefore,
must handle this limited material so
"honorary" societies
Pi Delta Epsilon. This organization, na- as to give it freshness and originality.
tional in scope, is made up of undergraduates who have served two Lew is has done this in his skillfully
wrought plots and sub-plots. Style
years on the board of any college publication. Founded with high is the third requisite
of a great auideals and purposes
to give college writers and publishers more thor. Lewis possesses a keen, energetic style which makes his pages
contacts with one another, to aid in any way possible the cause of

—

Business Manager
Dominic N. Antonucci '32
Assistant Managers

News

Interfraternity baseball started full
I)

live

r

'33

G. Russell Booth '33
L.

made characters who

—

C.Ahern '32
Managing Editors

Philip

Continued rrom rage

swing at the beginning of this week.
Owing to faulty weather conditions
the game between the Psi U's and the
flesh and blood, characters like BabTheta Delt's was postponed. The
bitt, Dodworth, and Elmer Gantry. An
i

distinction of belonging to an honorary society.

James

;

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Robert

—

:

duly sworn according to law. deposes and saya
that he is the business manager of the Bowdoin Orient and that the following is. to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown In
the above caption, required by the Act «f
August 24. 1912. embodied in section 411. Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on tba
reverse of this form, to wit.
1.
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Name of
Post office address
Publisher. Bowdoin Publishing Company.
Editor,

Brunswick. Maine.
Brunswick. Maine.

George T. Sewall.

Managing

Editors,

H. Alan Perry.

Brunswick. Maine.
Brunswick. Maine.
Business Manager, Dominic N. Antonucci,
'
Brunswick. Maine.
G. Russell Booth.

2.
That the owner is
The Bowdoin PubCompany, of which Dominic ML Anis Manager, and Wilmot B. Mitrhell.
C. Van Cleve. George T. Sewall. and
Dominic N. Antonucci are Directors.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
:

lishing
tonucci

Thomas

1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If thert
are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, ana
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and
security holders aa
they appear upon the books of the company
as to mat- but also, in cases where the stockholder or
ters to be brought out in the advertis- security holder appears upon the books of the
ing copy, see R. C. Mullin at the Psi company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, tlie name of the person or corporaU. House.
tion for whom such trustee is acting, la given
also that the said two paragraphs contain
statementa embracing affiant'a full knowledge
and
belief
to the circumstances and condithe Alumni
was three thousand tions underas which
stockholders and security
fifty-three, about three hundred more holders who do not appear upon the books of
than last vear. The total amount of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other tWan that of a bona
fines collected was two hundred and fide owner ; and this affiant has
no reason to
fifteen dollars.
believe that any other person, association, or
Mr. Gerald G. Wilder has just com- corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securipleted his annual report on the affairs ties than as so stated by him.

Room

of the library for period April 1, 1930,
to April 1, 1931. He states in his report that four thousand volumes have
been added to the library making a
total of one hundred and fifty-two

thousand.

DOMINIC

N. ANTONUCCI.
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed* before
25th day of April, 1931.
expires February

11.

:

upon to solve. There is no lasting
benefit if all leisure goes for physical

much

in favor of
cussions of every

—

Mr.. Miss or Mrs.

enjoyment."

Must Have Equal Benefits

All

The President then showed the unfairness of certain regulations which
permitted Sunday golf and tennis but
prohibited Sunday baseball. Such regulations permit the upper classes to
enjoy themselves but rob the working
It would
class of their merited rest.
be a good idea if physical recreation
widening the range of editorial comment to dis- were curbed during church hours so
problems which are of interest that sports would not interfere with
day problems.
church worship.

Besides worship and

day society.
recreation, meditation and the reading
Publications which believe in narrowing the range of their of good books should have a part in a
Sunday program.
no
has
body
student
the
that
editorials do so because they feel
"I may close with a word or two of
active interest in practical problems. They also feel that they are advice As you leave college and make
your own home, do not leave out of
incompetent to discuss adequately modem trends. They maintain consideration the question of Sunday
that the undergraduate had best wait until he actually comes in observance. If you are a member of
to every intelligent individual in present

Try a fresh Cigarette!
M hat LITTLE STING way down in
the throat

when you

inhale a

by parched
dry tobacco. You never feel it
when you smoke fresh, prime
cigarette is caused

1

Domestic tobaccos and kept in
tip-top

prime condition by an

air-tight

wrapping of moisture-

proof Cellophane, Camels are

mighty hard to leave once you

:

contact with these realities.
More progressive college editors are of the opinion that these

matters must be given attention by anyone

who

is intellectually

natural restrictions which make the college student a passive factor in society are no reasons for denying
him a discussion of practical problems from a student point of
view. It is indeed a sad commentary on undergraduate life that
it too often causes us to sever connections with the hurly burly of
alive.

They

feel that the

the every day world.

The Orient feels that the challenge of Uncle Dudley in the Boswhen he says "O, dismount from your high horses, drop
your books for a while, go down on the wharves, get into the rfcughand-tumble, 'expose thyself to feel what wretches feel', drop your
ton Globe

scholastic dandification, test

a church, you will naturally realize
the necessity both for yourself and for
others of observing the day with some
fitting exercise. If you have no church
and no affiliation with the church, at
least set aside a certain part of every
Sunday for reading and reflection.
Make the day different from other
days; make a few sacrifices if necessary to keep it different; when you
have established a home of your own,
make Sunday sacred to your home at
least.
You will find your life richer
and your contribution to your community not without avail.
In the quaint words of George Her-

Camels. The

Humidor Pack

keeps Camels from drying out
or going

stale.

That's

why they

are always so cool and mild,
so throat-easy. Blended

have tried them.
believe

it,

If

you don't

switch to Camels for

one whole day, then quit them,
if

you can.

from

choicest Turkish and mellowest

R. J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

AM E LS

bert:

'Sundays observe; think when the
do chime
.'"
Tis angels' music

bells

intellectual snobbery, outgrow your
cold, hunger, sweat, tears, anxiety, heartache,
N. S. F. A.
discouragement, suffering, and danger", is exactly in line with
what progressive college editors are trying to do. In the realizaIt would take a student eighteen
tion of practical -reality, as well as in understanding the value of years to complete all the courses now
scholastic theory the college editor envisions the world as it offered by the College of Liberal Arts
.

your ideas in heat,

actually

is.

The Inactives
Shortly Ibis, Senior honorary society, will hold its only meeting
of the current college year. The inactivity of this society is
explained by the fact that there exists among some of its members
the fallacious idea that an honorary society at Bowdoin need not
necessarily perform any special function. That the honorary character of this society will suffice to justify its existence is gravely
doubtful.

.

.

NEWS

of American University, carrying the
normal fifteen hours each semester.

Conscience is only a collection of
childhood taboos, and must be "educated",
according to Dr. Charles
Francis Potter, pastor of the First

Humanist Church.
Steps to eliminate all required
freshman English courses may be
taken by the University of Minnesota
in the near future.

Factory-freak

re air-eealed

CAMELS

la the new
Sanitary Package which
keep* the dual and grnm
oat and keepa tke flavor in.

Cornell students are in the midst

place there are too many organizations on the cam- of an anti-nicotine campaign which is
being waged at present on the
pus which have "to work for a living" and in the second place Ibis Ithacans' campus.
is falling into the class of those that do nothing and gain little or

In the

first

® Ull. . J. RaraaMi Toh.cr.

<

.»p.n.

J

this

Notary Public.

(My commission

Dear

/Editorial Vision
There has been much discussion of late among editors of College papers concerning the range of editorial policy. Two very
Some editors feel that the coldefinite schools of thought exist.
lege paper should confine its columns merely to those subjects
which deal directly with their particular institutions or with the
collegiate world in general. The other school of thought is very

ma

WILLIAM K HALL.
(Seal)
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We Have

Few

a

Portable Typewriters Which

We

Which

or Twice,

Are

Have Been Rented Once

Selling at Reduced Prices.

Baseball Captain

WEST POINTERS
SCORE $0*44*
WIN OVER TEAM

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

This Chance

THREE

Does Not Come Often.
(Continued from Page 1)

F.

The summary:

W. CHANDLER & SON

100 yard da-«h— Won by Moore, Army
Malloy. Army, third.
0:10.

Army, second

Green.
Time.

:

;

—

mile run Won by Graham. Army
Clark and Campbell, Army, tied for
second. Time. 4:25 4-10.
220 yard dash Won by Moore, Army Green,
Army, second Inskecp, Army, third. Time.

One

Sla.ii".

—

:

:

0:21 4-5.
120 yard hivrh

— Won

by Stanwood.
Bowdoin McLaughlin. Bowdoin. second MoConnell. Army, third. Time, 0*15 5-10.
440 yard dash Won by Spengler. Army:
Thistlewaite, Bowdoin, second Hogan. Army,
third.
Time. 0:51 4-10.
Two mile run Won by Starhird." Army:
Everman. Army, second Allen. Army, third.
Time. 10.00 R-10.
220 yard low hurdles Won by McLaughlin.
Bowdoin Stanwood, Bowdoin. second McConnell. Army, third.
Time, 0:24 R-10.
Half mile run — Won by Rowan. Army Skidmore, Army, second
Dougher. Army, third.
Time. 2:01.
Shot put Won by Price. Army, 47 f<?t 6
inches Mesinger, Army, 40 feet 10J inches, second Larson. Bowdoin. 40 feet 10 inches, third.
Hammer throw Army forfeited first, second
and third places to Bowdoin.
High jump -Won by Stanwood, Bowdoin.
with jump of 5 feet 9J inches Moore. Army,
second, 5 feet 8J inches
Larson. Bowdoin.
hurdles

;

Send a Box of Candy

:

>

:

—

:

on Mother's Day, May

10,

from

:

Gerhard Herbert Whittier

:

CUB CINDERMEX RUN
RIOT OVER BRIDGTON

:

:

The College Spa

—

:

:

Bowdoin's Polar Bear Cubs proved
conclusively that they are a well-balanced unit when they piled up 90
points against the Bridgton cindermen's 37 last Saturday at Whittier
Field.
Minus the stellar sprinter,
Allen, and the versatile fieldman, Larsen, the White juniors swept the
boards in three events, and scored
heavily in all others.
In this first open-air contest, unmarked by the spectacular, save for
the amazing quarter won by Smith of
the visitors, the White tripled in the
century, 220, and the mile. Hindered
by a strong wind on the backstretch
Freddie Burton managed to hang up a
satisfactory 2:11.4 half mile, followed
by Heinie Hubbard of Bowdoin.
Pope and Skillings shared honors
when the former took over the broad
jump and the pole vault, and the
erstwhile Deering star broke the tape
in both the 100 and 220.

:

PLAY TIGHT BALL TO
RACQUET WIELDERS
EDGE MAINEMEN, 4-1
ON WEEK'S TRIP

:

third. 5 fe»t 8 inches.

Discus throw Won by Duff. Army, with IM
11
inches: HillberK. Army, second. 126
3 inches: Moore. Army, third. 126 feet 1

feet
feet

inch.

Bowdoin's baseball team crashed
The tennis team left on their Spring
trip last Monday noon. While on this through with a 4-1 victory over the
trip which is of a week's duration, they University of Maine club in the first
will play the following teams: Am- home game of the season April 25 at
herst, frinitv. Weslevan. Worcester Pickard Field. Norm Brown, pitching
Tech and Tufts. Captain Abbott will his first varsity contest since high
undoubtedly be the mainstay of the school days, allowed only five scatBowdoin racquet wielders. playing as tered hits, and prevented scoring by
These men made the trip: the Blue outfit until a ninth inning
first man.
Capt. E. F. Abbott '31. D. C. Perkins rally, during which the single Maine
'31. M. L. L. Short '32. E. G. Baker '33. counter
was chalked up.
Captain
Gerhard Whittier of the Polar Bears
A. W. Frost '33, R. M. Sprague '32.
got three hits in as many trips to the
plate, and turned in some sensational

GREEN SMOTHERS
WHITE JAYVEES, 13-2

BIG

fielding.

Sid McKown made several brainy
plays at the hot corner; and the rival
catchers, Sonny Dwyer for Bowdoin
and
Wells for the visitors, reaped
six and nine putouts respectively,
sprinting thither" and von recklessly
after foul flies.
The umpires took
the teeth out of several close decisions,
giving the home team the benefit of
the doubt on each occasion. An enthusiastic crowd of two hundred spectators braved the chill winds to see
the second Bowdoin victory over
Maine in the school year.

Hebron Academy defeated the Bowdoin junior varsity baseball team 13-2
at Hebron last Saturday. Emerson
was long in warming up but got underway after the fifth inning and held
the prepmen well in check. Stone,
Koempel, and Perkins hit well for the
seconds.
The players:

Bowdoin
Perkins

— Koempel

lb,

son

p.

Hebron
low

Holland
c,
Morne ss. Clark
If,

Gaw
Two

3b,

Miller

If,

—Allen

Bossidy
Jordan

cf,

Hempel

Griffin 2b, Stone

c,

rf,

Lockery
Jordan

cf,

Home

lb,

ss,
rf,

Emer-

2b,

Har-

p,

(If),

3b,

The summary:
BOWDOIN
ab
Ricker. cf
Whittier. ss
Dwyer. c

Wood

p.

base

hits, Allen,

Rose, rf
Bennett.

Wood, Morne, Clark, Perkins.
Base on balls, off Emerson 4, off Jordan 1. Struck out, by Emerson 6, by
Jordan 7, by Gaw 8. Passed balls,
land,

Miller

3
3
3
4

McKown, 3b

Lockery, Hol-

If

Crimmins, lb
Parmenter. 2b
Brown, p

a

12
1

1

6
5

2

1

1

1

1

3
2

3

8

27

12

bh

po

a

3
1

1

4

1

3
4
4

8

31

3

MAINE
ab

of Perdue Uni- Abbott, ss
versity believes that the public inter- Frost. If
Smith, lb
est in college athletics is waning. McAbe, 3b
Johns Hopkins has discontinued inter- Perkins, p
collegiate football, Boston University Hinrks, cf
Wells, c
is contemplating the same step, and Kiszonak,
rf
Yale has made plans for greater em- Lewis. 2b
phasis on intramural activities.
President

*

po

3

Totals

2.

bh

Elliott

Hotel

2

3
2

1

3

2

1

4

1

3

24

6

8

7

9

x—

2

2

1

1

5

1—1
hits.

Dwyer. Bennett. Frost

McKown

Rose. Bennett.

:

fir

:

stolen

t

;

:

:

;

:

At North Station

Donough

Direct Entrance from B. A M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

;

time.,

hr. 55

1

m.

Sportsman's Pen

500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower
Built-in-Radio Speaker

no apologies for their Saturday's work. Without their coach and two outstanding
went
yearlings
performers,
the
through their first full length outdoor
meet and ran the Bridgton opposi-

The freshmen need

Servidor

Circulating Ice Water.
England's Most Medernly
Cejuipeed and Perfectly
Appoi n ted Motel

New

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.

offer

tion into the ground.
§

§

§

Bowdoin Freshmen 90

RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-S2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
Me Hlgnoc
laiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiimniiiiiiiiimaiiiiiiiiiiiiai

CUMBERLAND

.

—Ray

Pole Vault

May

-

CHARLIE'S
-

with

CHARLIE RUGGLES
Thursday

-

May

§

7th

LONELY WIVES

'

with •
Edward Everett Horton
Laura Laplante
-

Also Golf Reel and Comedy

tied for first place. 11

by Johnson. Bowdoin.

21
feet 10^ inches: Hillhorg. Army, second. 21 feet
XJ inches: Briggs. Bowdoin. 21 feet i inch,
third.

GALBRAITH THIRD IN

PENN HAMMER HEAVE

Del Galbraith, Bowdoin's wizard
with the hammer, advanced the White
and Black to its second national place
in weights, when he took third in the
Quarter Mile Alone Notable
Penn Relay Carnival at the University
Braley Gray took the pole at the
of Pennsylvania. Saturday, April 25. crack of the gun in the 440 yard
dash,
Bowdoin's relay quartet, sorely crip- and lengthened his stride to pick up
pled by ineligibilities and injuries, a seven yard margin
over Smith of
placed forth in its mile race.
Bridgton. Reid of the cubs followed
On Friday the medley relay team, third all the way. Until he hit the
composed of Thistlewaite as the lead- disastrous backstretch, Gray was well
off
quarter miler. Stanwood and in the van; but the
powerful prep
Hickok running the furlong, and Larry school man gathered his strength
for
Usher doing the anchor half-mile, the last hundred yard sprint, and
raced in a crowded, twelve-school heat, flashed by Gray,
who waned a scant
emerging seventh.
three yards from the tape.
The! second day, rainy, cold, and with
The summary:
the track in poor condition, found the
1211-yard high hurdles— Won by Gray. Bowmile relav group ready for action doin second. Appleton, Bowdoin third, Zorzy.
against Hampton. Catholic U, Michi- Bridgton. Time. 17 1-5 seconds.
220-yard run— Worn by Burton. Bowdoin: secgan Normal, St. Johns. Stevens Tech, ond. Hubbard. Bowdoin third. Burke. Brickand Long Island JJ. The Polar Bear ton. Time, 2 minutes 11 4-5 seconds.
100 yard dash— Won by Skillings. Bowdoin
quarter-milers were Hickok, Briggs,
:

;

;

handicapped by the loss of Dan Johnson because of a leg injury, the White
representatives raced across the line a
close fourth. Just shy of the chosen

Bennett and Bob Dowling are helping
the ball team along. Dowling stopped
the
Tufts
scoring
Saturday and
George is among the leaders at the
plate with a batting average of .333.

—

Ben Houser's nine inaugurated

ab

.

bh

cf
Whittier. ss

3
5

o

Dwyer. c

4

1

.

.

McKown. 3b
Rose, rf
Bennett.

po

5

4

1

Kneeland.
Welch. 2b

37

11

Gorman,
Cain.

ab

bh

3

2

ss

cf

If

Mitchell, c

Burlington, rf
Gula. 3b
Davis, lb

Wherity. p

4
5
5
4

2

4

1

4

1

2

S
5

4

Wesleyan played clever ball last
Thursday to eke out a five to four
victory over Bowdoin in a game
Ben Shute on
the mound for the Brunswick boys
held Wesleyan to seven hits but four
errors bv his teammates helped con-

6

7
7

to

home team's

5

the outstanding man at the bat, collecting three hits in four trips to the

%

— on

the screen

—

MISBEHAVING LADIES
-

Lila

with

Lee

-

Ben Lyon

•

Also Paramount

News

r.

Our

• May
SKIPPY

9th
'

-withJackie Cooper

•

Bobby Coogan

-

Mitzi Green
Jackie Searl

Also Comedy and Talkartoon

Mon. and Tues.

-

May

11 and 12

CIMARRON
with Richard Dix - Irene Dunne
EsteUe Taylor
Alto Paramount News

I

.

-

>

,

oimiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiimiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiia
i

,

§

infant

.progress.

Saturday

§

'

§

Two

§

team is making
teams played four

polo

10
j

;

If

Werner. 2b
Johnstone, lb
Nye- rf
Smith, cf

,

I

AT AUGUSTA

Y.M.C.A.

S

2

3

1

2

1

4
4

ab r bhpo a

e

McKown. 3b

4
6
3
4

Shute. rf
Bennett. If

3

2
1

3

1

2

1

1

12
3

4

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

2

1

3

1

r>

Crimmins. lb
Parmenter, 2b
Brown, p
Morrell. p
Lewia. x

1

5

1
1

1

Purdy

:

catcher. Mullen

:

first

1

base. Creighton

:

Auburn and of the senior clas».
Our apologies to you, Mr. Abbott, for
of

mishandling your title, and
team be a successful one.

may

1

;

:

;

:

j

o

2
3
11

3

:

:

:

:

:

and

.

Watson

:

right

field.

Prihce.

FXTf?A\something

.

.

.

1
->

mellower

1

3
4

K

favorite of many a

7

27

14

bh

po

a

company because

5

2
3

2
j

feet blend

4
4

If

j

1

2

3
2
3

4

5

1

4
4
4

2

party.

It

campus

blends well with any
it is

a per-

itself.

5

3

2
2

]

a.

j

2

4

1

n

4

S7

11

24

10

5
2

makes

3

8

Shute. p
Lewis. If

Totala

flavor that

ab
•

it!

Clicquot Club the fair-haired

3

1

34

has

IT'S that smoother, richer

1

3

1

4

3

6

7

s

9

—

Wesleyan
1
x
Bowdoin
1
Errors-Dee. Nye. Tirrell. Whittier 2. McKown. Crimmins. Runs Whittier. McKown.
Rose. Bennett. Wells, Johnstone. Tirrell. Nye.
Smith. Three-base hit— Smith. Stolen bases-

—

—

Wells. Rose. Bennett. Johnstone. Sacrifice hits
Dwyer. Leitch. Parmenter. Left on bases
Bowdoin 9. Wesleyan 9. First base on balls

—

off
1.

Shute 3. off Sweet 1. Struck
by Sweet 6.
Passed ball
Corkins and Peterson.

—

out—by Shute
Tirrell.

Um-

pire*

At the University of Kansas a recent survey showed that only 7 of the
1705 women students plan to be homemakers, 879 of the others aim at a
teaching career, and 90 are aspiring
journalists.

Clicquot Club
GINGER ALES

CfaU

catchers.

Dakin and Johnson first base. Freeman second base. Holt third base. P. Dana, Roper and

Johnson shortstop, French left field. Walker
your and
Braithwaite center field. Kingsbury

BOWDOIN

Crimmins. lb
Parmenter, 2b

Innings

a

j

1

4
4

c

R««e. rf
Bennett.

po

i

4

4

McKown. 3b

:

2 hrs. 30 min.

Thursday and Friday evenings,
chukkers Friday for the benefit of the
Press Conference delegates who were April 30 and May 1, the Bowdoin
visiting here. One team was composed Gym Team gave an exhibition at the
of Prescott No. 1, Roehr No. 2, Stiles Augusta Y. M. C. A. The exhibition
No. 3, and Pickering No. 4. Their op- was conducted on the lines of interponents were Wasnop and Mead No. 1, collegiate competition, each member
Buffington No. 2, Fuller No. 3, and of the team giving two pieces on his
Harlow No. 4. Goals were scored by apparatus. Under the coaching of
Pickering, Stiles, Wasnop, Buffington, Professor Thomas Means a very fine
show was made. The program was as
and Harlow.
follows: Horizontal Bar, Dana, Eaton,
§
§
§
Interest in manly sport appears to and Peabody; Side Horse, Bowman,
be on the upgrade at the University Da vies, and Leavitt:; Parallel Bars,
of Maine. The Tri Delta sorority ball Colton, Dana, and Short; Rings, Colteam defeated the brothers in Phi ton, Eaton, and Leavitt; Mats, BenKappa 6-5 last week, a Miss Lewis of nett, Short, and Thomas; Ropes,
the Tri Delts fanning five of the brute Clarke, Cushman, and Thomas.
sex.

Dwyer.

bh

4
4

3

1

;

GYM TEAM FEATURES

1

3

CLICQUOT
ab

Wherity 1. by Tikofski 1
wild pitches,
Wherity 2. Means 2: passed ball. Mitchell:
winning pitcher. Means umpire. Leery time.
;

3

6

38 11 12 27 13

WESLEYAN
3b

r>ee.

:

by

to

The summary:

...21001000 ——
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1

captaincy of the tennis team. It de- second base. Clark third base. Allen shortvelops that the recipient of the honor stop. Estle left field. R. Dana center field. P.
A hern right field. McMenamin. For the Theta
was Edward Farrington Abbott, Jr., Delts:
Pitchers. Roper and Dakin

plate.
1

9

j

BOWDOIN
Ricker. cf
Whittier. as
Dwyer. c

1

11

—

1

1

27

!

1

1

victory.

to

12

8

the

5
6

Wells.

6

I

1

4

Totals

:

3

34
1

Marston. p

1

2

11110

;

1

Totals

Innings

5

e
2

1

I

WESLEYAN EKES WIN
OVER WHITEMEN, 54

2

3

5

Berry, lb
Brown, c
Kenison. If

4

;

3

1

3

*

p

Tikofski,

4

2

3

bh po a

:

Although the Polar Bears managed
collect eleven base
knocks off
Sweet's slants, with the sole exception
15 of the third inning they were unable
to bunch them sufficiently enough to
a do any damage. Captain Whittier was
I

po

1

4
2

1

1

tribute

27

2

2

:

2

2
15

2

2

3
4

:

1

2

team

:

,

2

3
4
5

5

ss
rf

:

1

8

Toomey,

\

a played at Middletown.

1

1

3
1
3
1
Captain Whittier of the baseball
1
is "all set" for next year. After
Totals
.33 8 7 24 14 6
a trip down the Rhine in Germany
Javelin — Won by Eldred. Bridgton
second.
x Batted for Crimmins in 9th.
Loomis
next
summer,
goe's
to
Whit
Atwood, Bowdoin third. Morris. Bowdoin. DisBates
3 4 1
2
1
x— 11
Academy in Connecticut to be a teach- Bowdoin
tance, 143 feet
inch.
3
1
2
2
8
Pole vault- -Won by Pope. Bowdoin: second. er-coach.
Some of our less athletic .Two-base hits. Kenison 2. Flynn. Stolen
Robbins. Bowdoin
third.
Eldred. Bridgton.
Kenison. Bases on balls, off Marston 5
Phi
Betes
envy
him
may
his job next base.
off Brown 1
Height, 11 f.>et 5 inches.
off Morrell 3.
£truck out. by
fall.
Marston 2. by Morrell 2. Passed balls. Brown
Hammer throw — Won by Ingalls, Bowdoin:
second. Eldred, Bridgton third. Fenton, Bridg2. Dwyer 1.
Wild pitches. Morrell 2. Hit by
§
§
§
Distance. 102 feet
ball, by Brown
ton.
inch.
Millett). Time. 2 hrs.
The last issue of the Orient carried pitched
Umpires. McDonough and Gibson.
5 min.
a paragraph in this column congratulating a certain Mr. Abbott of the
The line-up for the Psi U's was: Pitcher.
freshman class on his election
the
:

1

4
If

Crimmins. lb
Parmenter, 2b
Means, p

:

third. Washburn. Bridgton. Distance. 117 feet 1 inch.
220-yard dash-Won by Skillings. Bowdoin:
second. Bassett. Bowdoin third. Walker. Time.
24 seconds.
:

r

4

McCluskey, cf
Flynn. 3b

i

1)

ab

Heddericg. 2b
Millett.

:

—

The summary:
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D
Kicker,

:
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The summary:
BATES
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§

BATES GAME

:

McKinney. Bridgton

That's pretty

.

(Continued from

:

second out-of-state trip of the season
by whaling the Massachusetts State
College aggregation at Amherst 9-4.
Sophomore Dave Means yielded the
erstwhile Aggies only seven hits in his
varsity debut, while the White batters
collected eleven
safeties from the
offerings of Wherity and Tikofski.
The work of both teams in the field
was shabby, each drawing four errors.
Jit Ricker, King Crimmins, Carl Parmenter, and Sid McKown improved
their batting averages with two hits
apiece, while
McKown and Sonny
Dwyer each garnered a three bagger.
Bowdoin overcame and blotted out a
two run handicap with a big second
inning, and put the game on ice with
further tallies in the sixth, seventh,
and final frames.

.

BEARS DROP LEAGUE
TILT TO COLBY, 13-6

—

their

.

INCO RPORATED

:

:

§

four pieces

—

;

L. Galbraith saved the day
for Bowdoin at the Penn Relay carnival with his hammer throwing, upholding also Jack Magee's prestige as
a developer of hammer heavers.

isn't it?

:

—

§
§
§
Bowdoin
2
1
1
Davi Means, '33, is the only varsity Mass. State
Leiteh. as
pitcher with a clean slate. Means went
Two-base hit*. Davis, Whittier, Ricker, Par- Tirrell. c
the whole distance against Mass. menter three-base hits, Dwyer, McKown er- Sweet, p
rors, McKown, Crimmins 2, Means, Kneeland.
State in his first fling at the big time, Gorman, Gula, Wherity stolen
bases, Welch 2,
T<*«1»
and kept the former Aggies well un- Gorman sacrifice hits, Kneeland, Welch, Crimder his thumb. Bob Dowling has yet mins, Means left on bases, Bowdoin 9. Mass.
State 10 bases on balls, off Means 6. off Wher- Ricker. cf
to be tried over the nine inning route. ity 4. off Tikofski 2 struck out. by
Means 5, Whittier, ss

Delma

And

good

;

:

-VAUDEVILLE-

ored.

:

:

MASS. STATE COLLEGE
var-

instance, our Spring Suits at

... In shades of Tan and Gray,
in materials of Tweed and Homespun,
tailored as all Harmon's Suits are tail-

Pone. Bowdoin second.
third. Aura. Bridgton. Win-

s

;

Take for
$39.50

Walker. Bow-

jump— Won by
:

NINE POUNDS AGGIES
FOR EASY 9-4 GAME

:

May- 8th

-

this spring stuff!

In a wild and woolly ball game at
Waterville, April 25, Bowdoin suffered
Bobbins. Bowdoin
her first loss in the State Series to
ning distance. 19 feet 4 inches.
Five pitchers were used
440-yard dash Won, by Smith. Bowdoin sec- Colby, 13-6.
ond. Gray. Bowdoin
third. Reid. Bowdoin. during the afternoon, and the errors
Time, 52 2-5 seconds.
The eight Polar
Shot put Won by Eldred. Bridgton second. numbered thirteen.
Waile, Bowdoin third. Fenton, Bridgton. Dis- Bear misplays, twelve passes divided
tance. 48 feet 4 3-5 inches.
equally among the three Bowdoin
One mile run Won by Ambler. Bowdoin
twirlers, plus seven earned hits by the
second. Tibbetts. Bowdoin third. Burton. BowWaterville tribe combined effectually
doin. Time. 4 minutes 53 4-5 seconds.
220-yard low hurdles Won by Appleton. to outweigh even the smashing six
Bowdoin second. Reid. Bowdoin third, Zorxy,
run rally put on in the closing minutes
Bridgton. Time. 29 2-5 seconds.
High jump— Won by Eldred. Bridgton sec- of the game.
ond. Odde. Bowdoin third, tie between Kahili
Parmenter and Ricker accounted for
and Atwood. both of Bowdoin. Height. 5 feel two hits apiece. The victory put Colby
7 inches.
Discus Won by Eldred. Bridgton
second. in the fore in the Series chase.
Broad

:

Friday

There's something good about

:

second. Cabot. Bowdoin : third.
doin.
Time. 10 3-5 seconds.

Stanwood and Thistlewaite.
Running against flashy competition,

§

men on Bowdoin's

sity teams are holding their own
fairly well. Thurm Larson won third
places in the shot and the high jump
against the Army's finest and George

Also Sportlight and Comedy

Won

Broad jump-

Totals

§

First year

-

Young and Wold. Army.

feet 6 inches.

Eldred

37 was the byword at the Bridgton
meet. Eldred actually scored twentyfour points: first place in the high
jump, discus, javelin, and shotput, second in the hammer-throw, and third in
the pole vault.
Much like Barney
Berlinger of Pennsylvania in physique
and versatility, the Bridgton athlete
will go a long way if he develops

6th

AUNT

— Davis.

and Appleton. Bowdoin,

steadily.

Wednesday

Army.

Lankenau,

:

9

32
5 6

10 J inches.

2

1

base on
struck out. by
balls, off Brown 3. off Perkins 2
Pe:kins 8. by Brown S: sacrifice hit. Whittier:
Bowdoin 3. Maine 4 hit by
left on bases.
pitched ball. Dwyer wild pitches. Brown. Perkins balk. Perkins umpires, Gibson and Mcbases.

Manger

(Three Station Service)

9

1

3

by

191 feet 5 inches: Glattley. Army, second. 175
feet 8| inches: Olson. Bowdoin. third. 163 feet

first three.

2

4

4

Innings

Bowdoin
Maine
Two-base

In BOSTON
IiHiiNEWBM

1

4

1

3

Totals
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ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter. GUm
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique aroods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring SU Brunswick • Tel. 243-M
25 years ha business
Sports Editor This Week: Robert L. M.

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,0tf

SOLICITED

PATBONAG1

STUDENT

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music snd Records

Agent for Victor Radio

TONDREAU

BROS. CO.

carry the largest assortment of
headed kid from Nebraska showed
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetagiving seven stingy
Domestic and Im- plentv of promise,
hits to the one-time farmers.
all
of
Biscuits
and
ported Cheeses
Bowdoin pitching ought to be sukinds east of Portland.
perior to the visitors' who have been
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
deprived of the services of Mansfield,
their ace of the slab, due to a split
Dowling, Freshman contribufinger.
bles, Olives, Pickles,

tion to the hurling staff, looked well in
the few innings he faced Tufts at Med-

PRINTING

ford last week.
The White's stickwork has been
faultless, for they have chalked up impressive totals over their late competitors, outhitting Tufts nearly two to
one. Bennett, Frosh ace at the plate,
crashed out three lively hits, including a ripping triple, last Saturday. McKown is looked to aa the long-distance
man with the bat. while King Crimmins has been showing well in this

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

Building

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

Bowdoin established a comfortable
margin in the sixth frame when the
score was boosted to 8-2, but a loosely
eighth
played
shattered
winning
hopes. Bemis, Fryeburg relief moundsman, struck out twelve men, with
Jordan, Bowdoin's starting hurler, collecting six fans. The game was halted
in the eleventh inning because of the
cold weather.

The summary:
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5

1

4

Griffin. 2b
Bossity, as

6

c

4

Stone.

If

Koempel. rf

5
3

2

Kelley. cf

4

1

1

Jordan, p

5

2

3

42

9

6 33 17

5

ab

r

bh po a

e

lb

Totals

result
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8

1

1
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1

2

6
6
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6
2
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2

4

1
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2
3
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Riley Insurance Agency
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Building

necessary scoring punch was lacking
in the pinches.
After picking up one tally in the
first, Northeastern went on a little
scoring spree in the third after Morrell had set the first two men down
via the strikeout route. Nutter walked
and Tiffany followed him with a clean
bingle. Parmenter allowed Murray's
drive to get by him giving both the
men on bases an opportunity to dash
across the rubber. A miScue by McKown and a base hit by Carter completed the damage, giving the home
team a four to nothing lead.
Dwyer Clouts For Circuit
The Polar Bears started doing
things in the fourth when Sonny
Dwyer led off with a long home run
over right fielder Moulthrop's head.
McKown and Rose each followed with
singles. Bennett's bunt brought them
around to second and third. All hopes
were dashed here for Crimmins
fanned and Parmenter grounded out
to Nutter at third. Again in the sixth,
with no one down Dwyer and McKown
each hit safely only to remain
stranded on the sacks for the rest of
o
the inning.
On two hits Northeastern managed
to get a run across the plate in both
the sixth and the seventh. With one
out in their last time at bat, the Huskies managed to tally three more
times. Whittier booted Cross's roller.
Corbett grounded to McKown but
Presper reached the initial sack after
Morrell tossed four bad ones across.
A single by Nutter sent the two men
ahead of him scurrying across the
plate. "Herb" Tiffany crashed out a
double to bring in the ninth and final

Charlie Fryebursr
disappointment.
a
Stanwood was admittedly the hero of
Two-base hits. Chadbourne. Bossity. Threethe hour, but no less than nine wear- base hits. Hempel. Jordan. Stolen bases, JorKelley. Rankin.
Sacrifices, Kelley. Raners of the White deserve a pat on the dan.
kin.
Left on bases. Fryeburtt 10, Bowdoin 4.
back for scoring against the Cadets. Bases on balls, off Bemis 3. off Jordan 1. off,
The points yielded in the hammer, an Emerson 1. Struck out, by Bemis 12, by Jordan
event not recognized at West Point, 6. by Emerson 1. Hit by pitcher, by Bemis
(Hempel). Wild pitch. Bemis. Passed balls.
were the only counters that came Rankin. Miller. Umpires, Anketeli and Larra- run.
Time of >tame. 3.00.
without a real battle.
bee.
The

hardly

cater to fraternity trsde

1

15

Emerson, p

SHORT'S MARKET

The Army track meet

1
1

5

£

Miller,

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

—GROCERS—

1

2

Perkinj. lb

Hempel. 3b

Totals

field.

hits off the Huskies' ace, Corbett, the

gles, starred at the plate.

Few errors in fielding have been en- FRYEBIRG
Oxfords—$5 to $10
tered in the box-score against the Burnell. 3b
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers Bowdoin diamondmen; possibly their Lawrence, cf
Cotton, c
best work was against Maine, when Jones,
sn
they bolstered the weakening Brown in Chadboume.
the closing innings of a winning con- Rankin. 2b
White plavers take heart in the Webster. If
test.
Glovin, rf
fact that U. of M. battled the Bobcats Sanborn, rf
Bt mis, p
for a 14-12 win last Saturday.

who

'33

STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD

Always "Noticed
But Never Notictjbk

Nine Hits Score as Many Runs for
With their heads still bloody but
Mass. Team; Bowdoin Gets Nine
unbowed after their severe defeat at
Safe Hits
the hands of West Point, the Polar
By converting nine hits into nine Bear tracksters are unlimbering for
the New Hampshire meet at Durham
runs, Northeastern's ball club gained
this Saturday.
Advance comparisons
a nine to one victory over Ben
of the two teams' potential strength
Houser's charges last Friday afternoon in a game played at Huntington shows the State men with an edge
over
Bowdoin.
Times in the New
Field, Brookline.
The Bowdoin team
Hampshire-Bates fracas indicate a
did not display the clever fielding that
gave them victories over Bates and Bowdoin superiority in the hurdles,
where the Hampshire runners exMaine, presenting a very shaky decelled last week, but a pronounced
fence for Lloyd Morrell's pitching.
Although they managed to glean nine weakness in the dashes and middle

Score 9-9

This Saturday at Pickard Field the
White baseball outfit runs encounter of
Six runs in the eighth bracket
the powerful Colby nine in their second tilt of the season. In view of pulled Fryeburg Academy out of the
Colby's 13-7 initial victory over Bow- mire to knot the score in a bitter
doin, and their impressive wins over diamond battle which ended in a 9-9
Harvard and Northeastern, they are tie in the eleventh. The Polar Bear
jayvees were outclassed at the stick,
expected to repeat.
On the other hand, the Polar Bears clouting only six hits to the prepmen's
will have had ample time to recuperate twelve.
after a disheartening Spring trip, and
Three hard-driven smashes in the
the formidable pitching staff of Shute. final inning drew a blank for the
Brown, Morrell. Means and Dowling Fryeburg crew when a long fly perconone
The
strength.
full
in
will be
ished because of slow base running.
solation of the team's late foray into Chadboume of the prepmen, with a
the South is Dave Means', '33, victory double and two singles, and Jordan of
over Massachusetts State. Pitching the White, with a triple and two sintousled-

his first varsity contest, the

We

Ahem

WEAK FIELDING GIVES TRACKMEN READY FOR
BOWDOIN MEETSCOLBY FRYEBURG TIES
WITH SECOND TEAM EASY 9 TO 1 WIN TO
IN IMPORTANT SERIES
NORTHEASTERN TEAM NEW HAMPSHIRE MEET
Men Weaken in Eighth
BATTLEJATURDAY Bowdoin
ATDITIHAMSATURDAY
Allowing Prepmen to Even

Presper, cf
Nutttr, 3b
Tiffany. 2b

Murray,
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4

1

4

3
4

1

2

2
5

3
3

1

Moulthrop. rf

4

2

Petrone. lb
Cross, c
Corbett. p

4

8

3

5

If

Carter, ss

Totals

\

2

32

9

27

ah

bh

po

5

1

1

BOWDOIN
4

McKown. 3b

4
4

2
3

Rose, rf
Bennett. If
Shute, rf

3
2

12

3
1

8
3

p

Totals

—

seconds.

shut out last week in this race, advance dope is uncertain.
However,
Usher set a burning pace last winter
in the Interfraternity carnival, to win
with a fast 2:01 count, so there is no
reason why the feat can't be duplicated.
Steve Lavender will find stiff
going in the two-mile grind, which the
Hampshiremen took over in 10 minutes flat last week.
In

Field

Taken as a whole New Hampshire
looks better on paper with respect

—

—

to the field events than does Bowdoin.
Brooks, N. H., broke a meet record
when he soared to 12 feet 5 inches;

but if Appleton can come through
aided by Pope, the Frosh ace, th«
will divide honors.
Matters stand more favorably in
3
the high jump, pointing to almost cer11
tain victory for Stanwood and Lara sen. New Hampshire's best try was
5 feet 6 inches, as compared to
Charlie's leap of nearly 5 feet 10
1
If Dan Johnson recovers his
3 inches.

16
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NEW YORK CITY
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PHIL BRISK
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B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

A

1

35

9

1

Trade
Portland, Me.

Varney's

Jewelry
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ONE SYSTEM

Greater ability to serve the public

son for the Bell System

is

the rea-

— made up of

the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company and its 24 associated telephone companies.

The

Bell

System

is

operated by these 24

from the work of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories and Western Electric
scientific research and manufacturing branches of
benefits

—

the System.

Bound

together

by common

associated companies, each attuned to the

ideals of service the Bell

Each enjoys the services of the
staff of the American Company, which is
continually developing better methods. Each

work

area

it

serves.

as one.

policies and
System companies

In helping to administer this

$4,000,000,000 property, men find real
business adventure. The opportunity is there!

& GERVAIS

A

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM

OP

INTBICON NBCTING TELEPHONES

•

Brunswick, Maine

USED MOTORCYCLES
from $60.00 up

Guns taken

-

LIVERNOIS CYCLE &

in trade

GUN STORE

95 Maine Street

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

and

GROCERIES

Telephone 435-436

"FRANCIS"
"The College Jeweler"
Fine Repairing and Engraving

141A

MAINE STREET

do the work

PLAY SAFE

John Magee, of the Olympic coaching staff for the past three years and
coach at Bowdoin for 18 years, voiced
himself as being strongly in favor of
the training house. "We have had a
training table at Bowdoin for a year
now, and all sports have had a chance
to use it. The results have been gratifying," he said. In his opinion better
fellowship has
also been achieved
through this system. He added that
the athletes, who are necessarily campus figures, belonged to the various
fraternities and that, instead of hurrying off to their respective houses for
all their meals, they took some of
them at the training house, consequently making closer friendships
with the men of other fraternities.
In a small college where fraternities
are of paramount importance, h a
pointed out, this system was highly
beneficial for the unification of the
entire school. He explained that, with
the Bowdoin system, the men pay for
their meals at the table, and thus the
question of giving undue financial
support to the athlete was not present
to be criticized.

form by Saturday, and Gordon
Briggs is up to par, there should be
a battle in the broad jump. Hampshire's winning distance was 22 feet.
The hammer, with Galbraith holding up Bowdoin's end of the event,
looks favorable. But as to the Javelin, shot and discus, results are extremely doubtful, with the Polar
Bear's tentative ranking slightly below that of New Hampshire.

Co.

to the

LAUNDRY

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Fordham University

Law
— Three- Year Course

School of

NEW YORK

Special Rates to Students

CO-EDUCATIONAL

on Photographs

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good
Grades Required
Transcript of Record Necessary in
All Cases
Morning. Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes

Webber's Studio
Florence P. Merriman
Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

114 Maine

St., cor.

Cumberland

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
CHARLES P. DAVIS. Registrar
233 Broadway.

74

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

Morton's

New York

St.

LEBEL'S
Candy and

.

Coach Cartnell, of Penn State, also
expressed himself in favor of the
training table.

Hardware

Brunswick

Send Your Washing

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

IF
You

ITS PRINTING
will

find

the service ren-

dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities

of

THE RECORD

KAYWOODIE PIPES
are at your service.

old

BELL SYSTEM

FRAMES

Tondreau Block

Case System

.

STUDIO

Diamonds and Watches

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLA1R

CITIZENS

OF TRAINING TABLE

.

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

—
—

Extract from The Pennsylvanian of
April 27th
(This is the first of a series of interviews with prominent coaches on the
question of the training house.)

.

Store

Repairing:

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

3

MAGEE CITES VALUE

25 telephone companies

Retail

574 Congress Street

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
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4
4
4
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Specialty of Fraternity
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Out

Bro%rn

Srink

The distance looks rather

gloomy, with a dim chance of split
scores in the mile. Bates upset New
Hampshire in this event, winning
with 4:44 minutes. If Usher and his
running mates can keep the pace, the
White should break about even.
The half-mile presents an enigma.
With both of Saturday's contenders

White

Innings
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Northeastern
x
Bow Join
1
Runs Presper 2, Nutter 3. Tiffany. Murray.
Moulthrop. Cross. Dwyei. Errors Carter. Parmenter, McKown 2, Whittier 2. Two-base hit
Three-base hit Moulthrop. Home
Tiffany.
run Dwyer. Stolen bases Murray. Moulthrop.
First base on
Sacrifice hits. Bennett. Carter.
balls off Corbett 1. off Morrell 3. Struck out
by Corbett 5. hy Morrell 7. Passed hall. Dwyer.
(Murray.
Hit by pitched hall -oy Morrell
Cross). Umpire. CarriRan. Time 2 hours.

—

well dressed.

4

1

Crimmins. lb
Parmenter. 2b
Morrell.

a

2

4

Ricker, cf
Whittier. ss
Dwyer. c

The Bates Bobcats, rated on a par
with the White, were taken into camp
decisively by the Hampshireites, 79
2-3 to 55 1-3, last Saturday. On this
basis the Polar Bears would appear
to stand but a slim chance; however,
closer inspection reveals a likelihood
of a considerably stronger team opposing the erstwhile victors.
A second in a 10.1 century was the
best the neighboring state men could
do, and though Jack Magee's sprintters were overwhelmed by the Cadets,
several points are looked for in this
event.
The same situation stands in
the furlong, with the possibility of a
Bowdoin win. New Hampshire, with
a second and a third in a 49.4 quarter
tucked under their belt, looks to high
honors in that number.
Bowdoin Should Take Hurdles
Having trounced the Army in both
phases of the hurdles, the brilliant
McLaughlin-Stanwood duet ought to
come through again for two firsts and

is

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

distance.

New Hampshire Has Edge

summary:
NORTHEASTERN

j[gRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

Whitman's
Chocolates
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Tel. 8

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work
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Big Electric Cable Now
Being Installed Weighs
Two and One-Half Tons

DEFEATS WHITE
BY 79-56 SCORE
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Running Events But
Lose in Field

BOWDOIN SUPREME
OITDril Pa
mlWVFIJ
JHJlXl HUKULliiO
Galbraith and
Records in

Thistlewaite

Hammer and

Break
in

Hampshire's tracksters, after

TALKS ON CREATIVE
RELIGION IN CHAPEL

Two New Hampshire meet records
with contestants working at top
form under perfect weather conditions.
Del Galbraith. Jack Magee's bid for a

Speaker Emphasizes Adap-

Tootell successor, clipped the hammer
mark by nearly thirty feet when he
sped the weight 160 feet 8 inches.
Harry* Thistlewaite upset predictions
as he shattered the Hampshire halfmile record by one^ftfth of a second,

Formats

Activities

Once more the greatest social event
of the year, the Ivy House Parties,
loom on the horizon bringing with
them the first premonitions of a closing academic year. With the usually
belated Maine spring at last beginning
to show signs of life, and with the stir
and excitement of preparation beginning to manifest themselves throughout the campus, the stage is being set
for this capping climax of social ac-

Five Seniors have been selected as
speakers for the Commencement of
the Class of 1931, to be held in Memorial Hall, Thursday, June 18. The
five chosen, and one alternate, all

Christianity

'28,

Stanwood-MacLaughlin Duet Repeats
Charlie Stanwood and his runningmate, Ray MacLaughlin. "did a West
and experience, not as revelation once
Point" on the Blue and White timbermade known and to which every
men as they practically repeated their change
is a deterioration.
previous performance. Stanwood took
In opening his address Professor
the lead in the 110 yard highs and held
Zerby mentioned the comparison of the
it undisputed to the tape for a 15.4
second dash; MacLaughlin slackened in word of God to a seed which is scattered by the sower. While the farmer
the last three yards to take third to
sleeps and works the seed arrows into
Hampshire's Whitehouse.
But the slim Soph came back in the a shoot and the full head of wheat;
grows up. Some people think that the
220 lows, for he stepped up in the van,
best way to be a Christian is to copy.
and as he passed the century mark, he
possessed a four-yard lead. Stanwood But there is another way of lookine at
it.
If you do not see more than your
supplemented his teammate's 24.3 secfather
did, if you do not bring into the
ond win by placing second, trailed by
realm of reality more experience than
Whitehouse at New Hampshire.
your father did, if you do not think
MacLaughlin again upheld Bowstraighter than your father did, you
doin's scoring when he was edged by
are a failure. There are two ways of
the Blue's star sprinter. Pike, in the
Hampshireman. looking at the Christian teaching. One
Another
furlong.

McFarland Chosen

A

More than the usual interest is being shown this year in some fraterniabout the Ivy House Parties, many
members have declared their intention
of attending! the dances, and in several
fraternities the plans have been nearly
completed.
The Alpha Delta Phi fraternity will
entertain its guests at the formal
house dance with the music of Don
Bigelow and his Park Central orchestra. The fraternity will hold its picnic
at North Windham. A part of Red
Nichols' orchestra will play at the forCon tinned on Faze

Pierson
Bowdoin's Art Department, under
Henry Edwin Andrews, will
sponsor two lectures on Modern Art,
to be delivered by Mr. Ralph H. Pier-

,

j

NETMEN SPLIT EVEN
ON SOUTHERN TRIP

i

,

WORK ON PICKARD

Team

(

FIELD INCLUDES
NEW TENNIS COURT

GOLFERS BACK FROM

UNSUCCEffiFUL TRIP

Team

'

|

'

>

Machine
Picture
to be Available for

Motion

It will

probably be equipped

j

for soccer.

Lectures

A

complete motion picture equipment is the latest improvement added
to the newly renovated Memorial Hall.
A projector and booth have beeta installed in the balcony while a screen
The
is being erected on the stage.
booth is a very roomy or.e constructed
chiefly of iron and asbestos. The projector is a full-sized, standard product
of recent manufacture put out bv the
Powers Company. If necessary it will
be possible to add a slide attachment
to the machine.
The screen will be about fourteen
feet wide and will be attached to the
ceiling, rollinsr up almost out of sight
when not needed. The stand to hold
the screen in position will be collapsible so that it can be removed from the
stage when not in use. The equipment is being installed primarily for
the Mavhew and Achorn bird lectures
other times
It will be available also at
for lectures, for institutes, and for use
by the departments of the colleee.

1

This year the Grounds Committee
hopes to save five hundred dollars to
be used in installing a lighting sysThis will pertern for the gridiron.
mit the football team to practice at
Pickard Field after dark and will enable them to use Whittier Field only
To install the lighting
for games.
system, a cable would have to be laid
from Whittier street. As this project
is rather expensive, the lights, along
with the proposed iron fence around
the entire field, are still only one of
the "hopes" of the Grounds Commit-

search in

New York

lecturer conducts a
\

City.

The coming

summer

class at

Rockport, Mass., a famous art colony.

OFFICERS ELECTED
j

BY MUSICAL CLUBS
Mawhinney, E. Smith, Creighton. and
Sanger Selected by Organizations

Mason played number

;

made

of a
special English clay which, while being softer than concrete, will require
The court is being
less for upkeep.
laid out by a British company who are
now shipping the clay from England.
The court will probably be ready in
a little more than a month.

Knight, playing in that order, lost
three and two, and four and three, respectively. The best ball matches were
won four and three and two up.
With the Holy Cross game the team
hit its stride and the matches were all
even making the score three and three.

John

Creighton, Jr., '32,
leader of the Glee Club; and Richard
Newhall Sanger '32, leader of the In
strumental Club.
There are plans to provide more
trips for the musical clubs next year,
this vear the only trip being that to
Hartford and Boston.

manager;

one, losing his

match three and two. All the scores
showed a slight improvement over
Monday's match. Batchelder. still
playing number two man lost the
match four and three. Gazley and

After elections for the officers of
the musical clubs, their activities for
the year ceased, with the exception of
the band, which has been holding three
tee.
rehearsals a week in preparation for
Special Clay in New Court
plaving at the Maine State IntercolThe most discussed improvement be- legiate Track Meet to be held at the
ing made this spring at Pickard Field University of Maine next Saturday.
is the new tennis court which is now
The officers elected were as folbeing erected on the side of the pre*»- lows: Richard Allen Mawhinney '33,
ent courts nearer the entrance. The manager; Eliot Smith '33, assistant
floor of the court will be

(

NETMEN OVERCOME
HEBRON ACADEMY

j

j

diamond.

Two

JUNIOR VARSITY

:

MEMORIAL HALL

Enter

|

look into the retrospect entirely in reson of New York Citv, in the main
ligion any more than in any other walk
the Moulton Union Monday,
of life ? Do not let any one else deter- lounge of
Tuesday evenings at 8.15.
and
think
mine for vou what you should
Mr. Pierson has chosen as the subfor yourseTf . There are many ways of
Monday night discussion
his
of
ject
thinking and many wavs that lead to
Art?": the topic of
man.
...
has as '•What is Modern
Hoping to stave off an opponent bid Christianity. It is a thing that
the lecture on Tuesday will be "Cubas
development
for
possibilities
many
for the lead. Sewall ran outside for the
ism". Both lectures are aimed to give
page
(Continued
on
2)
entire third lap. as Usher maintained a
the art students, and those who enterNew Hampshire's second
fast pace.
tain an interest in the aubiect. a liveman had lagged far to the rear, though
tter knowledge of the present trend of
flying
Lazure was close at Sewall's
the modern school of art.
furlonsr after the last-lap
heels.
Modem art will be treated from a
warning gun Usher lengthened his
general standpoint in his first talk,
stride perceptibly; but Lazure. three
when Mr. Pierson, aided by lantern
suddenly
Sewall.
of
yards to the rear
slides covering the field extensively,!
unleashed a terrific sprint, which Floor of Court Will be Made of will give a protracted definition of the
hurled him past Usher and into a twoterm as applied to present-day standSpecial Clay Brought From
yard lead at the tape. Time: 4:32.2.
of art. The second night, again
ards
England
Steve Lavender, slim Bowdoin twousing lantern illustrations, is set aside
miler, made a gallant bid for first honfor Mr. Pierson's delineation of the inSince the early days of spring, Don tricacies of cubism, a much criticized
ors in his event as Demoulpied of the
Blue strode the distance in a remark- Potter and his men have been at work but little understood field of modern
able 9:55.2 minutes. Lavender hung on new improvements for Pickard art.
was
half
2
18
as
a
heels
The work this spring consists
Field.
at the winner's
Author of Book on Art
clicked off; at the mile mark he was chiefly in leveling, seeding and laying
"How to See Modern Pictures", a
still struggling to maintain the pace, out a new tennis court.
dwells on the
The mound that formerly occupied book by Mr. Pierson.
but was losing ground slowly.
as that of which he will
The Blue third-place man suddenly the southeast corner of the baseball same topic
week. He himself stated
next
speak
the
the
passed
and
and
-sprint
removed
diamond has been
burst into a half
definite outline for his
IKimu.jt-il on Tune «)
ground leveled and seeded. Two other that he has no
the scope of his
mounds which formerly stood at the lectures, consequentlybe extensive.
undoubtedly
entrance of the field have been re- talk will
havinsr written this book.
Besides
street
Coffin
nearest
field
The
moved.
is preparing a second for
has been greatly enlarged and will ex- Mr. Pierson
artists and art students. He is assotend eventually as far as the baseball
ciated with the School of Social Re-

IN

Men

Honorary

j

Art Department Sponsors
Lectures by Ralph H.

Why

INSTALL PROJECTOR

MEMBERSNEXTWEEK

|

S

of religion and, when you find you do
Professor
not follow it in your experience, to as-

A

Sonny Dwyer contributed the fancy
hitting with two singles and a home
run. The latter came in the fifth with
Ricker ahead of him on the bases. As
a result of this wallop the Polar Bears
assumed a four to one lead. The Waterville nine reduced the advantage to
only two by virtue of three hits for a
Thirteen
Will
score in the seventh. Finally in the
ninth Lovitt crashed out a triple with
Journalistic
McNamara on base, and then scored
Fraternity
on Ferguson's long fly to center field.
Twice after that Colby managed to get
men around to third and another time
Pi Delta Epsilon will initiate thiras far as second, but tight fielding on
teen men next Monday night in the
the part of the White's inner cordon,
Debating Room of Hubbard Hall, at prevented any damage.

DELTA EPSHON
WILL INITIATE NEW

PI

Team

AUTHOR TO DISCUSS
MODERN ART TRENDS

is to regard it as a doctrine made
to be kept perfect and unchanged, a doctrine to which every
change is a deterioration. The other;
way is to look at it as a seed planted
which is to sprinjr up from generation
to generation, f romj century to century.
This is the view point needed today.
Think for Yourself
It is dangerous to take a definition

known and

religious.

A

baseball

MORALE OF TRACKMEN
EXCELLENT ON VERY
EVE OF STATE MEET

I

sume that you are not

MORRELL GOES WHOLE DISTANCE ON MOUND

Junior Phi Beta Kappa, Robert
is among the outstanding
scholars of his class.
He won the
Smyth Mathematical Prize his Sophomore year, was an assistant in Physics
seven.
The eligible men consist of
Colby Starts the Scoring
last year, as well as an active memfive Seniors and eight Juniors, elected
In the opening frame, Morrell
( Continued on pa*a 2)
walked McNamara and then proceeded
last March.
Membership in this national college to bounce the. pellet off Lovitt's back.
The Colby lead-off man stole second
journalistic fraternity is accorded to
and then scored when Ferguson
men who have been actively affiliated dropped a niof bunt along the first base
with an accredited college publication line. In the last of the same stanza
considering
for two years, the election
Dwyer clouted a single, but to no avail
only men desirous of becoming asso- for he remained fixed to the initial hasciated with Pi Delta Epsilon.
sock as Whittier grounded out to RobWill Enter Races
This fraternity, whose" aim is to erts. The Brunswick boys threatened
"stimulate an interest in college somewhat in the second when Ben
Against Very Strong
standard
elevate
the
journalism and to
Shute hit with one away. He adof the same", was founded in 1909 at vanced a base on Pete Lewia's Texas
Opposition
Syracuse by Editor Sydney H. Cole- leaguer over second. However, Parman and nine associates on the Syra- menter forced the gabby little Bowdoin
The prospect which greets Bowdoin cuse Daily Orange. Since then it has catcher out at second and on the first
sport followers on the eve of the State enlarged
now containing ball pitched Carl attempted unsuccessgreatly,
Track Meet is not too encouraging, forty-three active chapters. Bowdoin fully to steal.
to say the least. For three years Jack waa affiliated in 1922. alonn with fourDwyer Homers
Magee has been steadily building up teen other prominent colleges and uniThe real outbreak came in the
a powerful team to regain the track versities.
fourth when McKown walked and then
prestige that Bowdoin enjoyed up to
went on another base on Rose's bunt.
Pi Delt Services; New Members
1927, when the Polar Bear basked in
Pi Delta Epsilon now has charge of Ben Shute, who was taking over King
the glow of nine consecutive track
the publication of the Bowdoin Col- Crimmins' assignment at first, came
championships. When the interfraterhandbook, and all controlling through in the pinch with a triple. To
nity meet climaxed the valuable cul- lege
members of the principal college publi- prevent the rallv from petering out
minative work of the fall and winter
cations. Orient and Quill, belong to the Lewia bingled and Bowdoin went into
seasons with record-breaking and othIn the following
The forthcoming initiation: a one run lead.
society.
er sterling deeds, it almost appeared
right
will be administered under the aus- frame, Ben Houser's boys started
that Jack Magee's prophecies conJit Ricker led off with a
of President Donald F. Prince! in again.
cerning his 1931 team were fulfilled. pices
Captain Whittier sacrificed him
'31, Vice-President James C. Flint '31,; hit.
But even at that time the depressSecretary-Treasurer Paul A. Walker along unnecessarily as was proved by
ing announcement had been made that
This
nfcan. Sonny Dwyer.
'31, and board members. Artine Artin- the next
the mid-year examination results had
and outfielder
catcher
ian '31, Fred R. Kleibacker. Jr., '31,1 eagle-eyed
deprived the team of several firstfound one of Red's offerings just to his
and Elias Thomas, Jr.. '31.
rate men. Creighton Gatchell and CapThe initiation Monday evening, de- liking and smacked it far. far out to
tain Sid Foster of the champion Penn
because of Major Week, will the fence in center for a circuit blow.
Relay quartet, the latter state quar- ferred
(Continued on jag 2)
This wallop gave the home club a comter-mile champion, and Bill Haskell,
fortable four to one lead. Up until the
a forty-foot shotputter, were among
seventh, the Colby crew had only colthe heavy losses.
This blow, coming
lected one hit off Morrell. but they now
at the crucial time, dealt a nighreached him for three in a row. Two
lethal shock to Bowdoin's prospects
of these were scratches but still they
for victory in the year's objective, the
counted towards pushing one run
State Meet at Orono.
Soon afteracross
the rubber for the Mules.
Defeats Tufts
ward the seriousness of the loss waa White
Hot Ninth Inning
made appsrent when the White relay
In the first of the ninth. McNamara
and Trinity
outfits were badly outclassed at the
pasted a hot one down to McKown. The
H'ontiniHii on Patrt 4)
the agate momentarily
latter
juggled
The Bowdoin tennis team returned
and then tossed to first too late to nip
to Brunswick Saturday night with two
Lovitt, leftrunner.
matches won and two lost during the the fleet little
fielder for the Mules, made the Bowtrip of last week. Amherst and Wesdoin rooters' spirits take a sudden
leyan outplayed the White netmen by
for
a trip all
when
he
connected
drop
scores of 7-2 and 6-3 respectively,
He came
the way around to third.
and the Brunswick outfit won their
the tying run when FerguTies
Matches but matches with Trinity, 5-4, and Tufts, home with Continued
on pas* «>
Abbott
Farrington
4-2.
Captain E.
Loses Three to N. £.
and Dave Perkins of the Polar Bears
won their singles encounters in two
Colleges
matches apiece, while the SpragueFrost pair won all three of their
The trip of the golf team started matches.
with a match against Amherst MonThe Bowdoin netmen were able to
day.
The Lord Jeff team proved to take only two matches from the Amhave plenty of strength with the club herst racket wielders, one in the sin- Team Wins Four of Six Singles But
and made a clean sweep of the score, gles and one in the doubles. Dave PerOnly One of Three Doubles
winning 6-0. The closest match was kins scored for the losers by taking
Matches
that between the number three men, over Bielaski in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4.
Gazley of Bowdoin playing Cooper of Frost and Sprague of the White had
In a closely fought contest at HeAmherst. Knight of Bowdoin, captain little trouble in downing Henderson
and manager, lost his match to the and Clarke, 6-0, 6-1. Captain Sam bron, the junior varsity netmen
number one man of the Lord Jeffs Hayes of Amherst won the feature opened their season last Wednesday
eight and six.
Batchelder, who was match from Baker by a 6-2, 6-3 tally. by defeating Hebron Academy by a
Bowdoin won
score of five to four.
playing number two, lost his match six
Amherst Wins in Singles
six' singles
the majority of the
and four. As in the singles the fouiHayes, Amherst, defeated Baker, matches but fell down, because of lack
somes were won by large scores.
6-2, 6-3; Perkins, Bowdoin, of practice, in the doubles allowing
Bowdoin,
Knight and Batchelder losing their
Kennedy,
6-4;
6-4,
Bielaski,
Hebron to take two out of the three
best ball seven and five, and Gazley defeated
Abbott 6-4, 6-4; encounters. Eric Loth '34, Don Bates
and Mason losing theirs six and four. Amherst, defeated
Frost '34,
George Peabody '34, and Harry
The Polar Bears continued their bad Kroeger, Amherst, defeated
defeated
Amherst,
Twitchell,
6-3;
6-3,
Lord '33 were the winners of the
start by losing to Wesleyan by the
Amherst, singles matches while Loth and Peasame score, six to nothing. The lineup Short, 6-3, 6-3; Notopoulos,
6-2.
body won the deciding doubles match.
had been changed for this match and defeated Sprague, 6-1,

ties

]

Harrington, boosted the visitors' pointage as he followed third in the 22.3
second sprint. Coach Sweet's men
again lion-shared the dash points as
Pike repeated, hotly pursued by Dan
Johnson of the White, and Burdett of
N.H.U. The time was 10.1 seconds.
Hot Competition in Distances
As the starter's pistol cracked in the
mile. Usher and Sewall. edged at the
first corner, dropped into a close second-third position. The two New
Hampshire distance men held first and
fourth, though the entire quartet was
well bunched for the half. With two
laps to go. Usher passed Lazure. Blue
leader; a moment later Sewall also accelerated to sneak bv the Hampshire-

Revamped Bowdoin Line-up Plays Air Tight Ball— Rose
Hit Winning Run to Make Score 5-4

this

McFarland

Programs

j

team

Omega.

Fraternities Plan Elaborate

j

the Varsity debating

and in athletics has appeared in interclass
track
and cross-country.
Jenkins is a member of Alpha Tau

Hat" by Lord Dunsany, and "WurzelFlummery" by A. A. Milne In the
"Christianity or religion at its best evening at the Sargent Gymnasium,
is creati veness and not imitation, adapwhich will be decorated in a black and
tability not an identity." said Dr. Ray- white motif with elaborate lighting arhorn L. Zerby, of the Department of rangements, the guests will finish oft*
Biblical Literature and Religion of
the eventful day by dancing to the
Bates College, at Sunday chapel. He music of the well known Red Nichols
emphasized the view of Christianity as and his band.
something to be benefited by change

10.1 seconds.

INTO CAMP IN CRITICAL
EXTRA-INNING BALL GAME

in

year, and has been an active member
of the Debating Council for three
years. Jenkins won the Hiland Lockwood prize last year for excellence in
debating and advanced public speaking.
Since then, he competed in the '68
Prise Speaking last winter. He is secretary-treasurer of the class of '31,

Ivy. The Masque and Gown will add
their share to the gayety by presenting two one-act plays. "The Lost Silk

tability of Beliefs of

doing the two-lap jog in a remarkable
1:58.3 minutes. Pike of New Hampshire tied a long standing college century mark when he broke the tape in

WHITE TAKES COLBY MULE

the Bowdoin scholastic
field,
are: Albert Edward Jenkins,
Robert Morton McFarland, Albert
Andrew
Francis
Richmond,
Paul
Walker, and Francis Alfred Wingate

eminent

dances that night and excursions on
the next day, but it will not be until
Friday that the college will hold its
traditional Ivy exercises. On Friday
morning, the annual Ivy Day game
After
with Bates will take place.
lunch before an assemblage in Memorial Hall the Junior Class will hear
the class ode and will recognize various outstanding members. Then will
follow the touching Seniors' last
chapel and the annual planting of the

DR. ZERBY OF BATES

fell,

Orchestras to Play Those Chosen are Eminent
in Many Senior Class

S

sharp single by Herbie Rose in the fourteenth inning of a
game with Colby here last Saturday sent Norm Brown
scurrying across the plate with a run that put an end to the contest.
The score of this marathon tussle was Bowdoin 5, Colby 4.
Lloyd Morrell remained on the mound for the White during the
entire
distance and allowed only five hits to the Colby Mules. On
(alternate).
Albert Jenkins has carved for him- the other hand, Red Roberts, the ace in the pack of visiting ball
tivity.
Guests will begin arriving at the self an enviable record in debating tossers, was reached for thirteen base raps which
included a
various fraternity houses next Wed- and public speaking, for he was a
nesday and some fraternities will hold member of the Frosh debating team of double, triple" and a home run,

an even division for scoring honors in
the running events, pulled into a
strong lead as they took over a fieldweak Polar Bear team last Saturday
at Durham. 79-56. Dashman Pike of weighs two and one half tons.
the Granite Statemen annexed high
scoring honors with firsts in the dashes
and broad jump; Stan wood tightened
the White attack with two firsts and

a second.

Men Are

Working

NO.

at Various Fraternity

-

Half Mile

New

heating plant to the Curtis
iue»uay, arrangements for
Tuesday,
ior
the pool and showers during
the summer months have been completed. During the winter months the
pool and showers are heated by steam
from the main plant, but during the
summer when the heat is shut off it
was previously impossible to warm
the wat « r
The installation of the
electric heaters will permit the use
of the pool during the summer. The
heater consists primarily of a large
tank in which water circulates between high resistance coils.
The cable installed last Tuesday is
three hundred and fifty feet long and
contains three heavily insulated copper strands enclosed in a lead casing.
It will carry a current of 220 volts
with the sizable amperage of 300
amps, to the heater. The entire cable
puui, last
pool,
iaai

in the, heating

Still

13, 1931.

ELABORATE PROGRAMS FIVE SPEAKERS FOR
FOR HOUSE PARTIES JUNE COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES SELECTED
NEAR1NG COMPLETION

With the laying of a large cable
from the electric switchboard of the

Houser's

Mason, playing number two man. and
Batchelder
j

,

won

their matches,

Mason

by one hole up, the match going to an
extra hole, and Batchelder by five and
four. Knight, playing number one. lost
his match three and two. The best ball

foursomes were

split between the
(Continued on pag« S)

two

Hayes and Bielaski, Amherst, defeated Perkins and Abbott, 6-3, 6-3;
Kroeger and Twitchell, Amherst, defeated Baker and Short, 6-2, 6-1;
Frost and Sprague, Bowdoin, defeated Henderson and Clarke, 6-0, 6-1.
Trinity College was defeated in a
close and exciting match at the Hartford Golf Club, 5-4. Abbott, Perkins,
and Sprague scored singles victories
for Bowdoin.
Martini, Trinity, defeated Baker,
5-7, 6-3, 6-4; Perkins, Bowdoin, defeated Burke, 6-3, 3-6, 6-0; Abbott,
Bowdoin, defeated Britton, 6-2, 6-2;
Arnold, Trinity, defeated Frost, 6-3,
6-1; Craig, Trinity, defeated Short,
6-3, 6-2; Sprague, Bowdoin, defeated
Merriam, 6-1, 6-4.
Baker and Perkins of Bowdoin dc(

Continued on pan* 41

the team will meet
This will prove a
of the team's ability, for
Exeter has one of the best prep school
teams in New England. Next Saturday they will meet Hebron on the

On Wednesday

Exeter at Exeter.
real

home

test

courts.

The complete score of last Wednesday's match was as follows:
Loth, Bowdoin, (6-2, 9-7) vs. Huston, Hebron.
(Conti nued on page. »)

On Monday evening

Professor Stan-

Smith spoke before a meeting of
the Fraternity Club in Portland on the
subject, "Certain Ancient Theories of
In his address. Professor
Justice."
Smith summarized the views on justice that were held by Plato, Aristotle,
•
Epicurus, the Stoics and Cicero.

ley
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Brunswick, Maine

Established

WHO'S

1871

We

know

tain a goodly

Editor-in-Chief

George

don't

T. Sewall '32

list

Associate Editor

G. Russell Booth '33

H. Allan Perry

'33

McMenamin

'33

Sports Editors

Edward

'33

B.

Freeman

'34
Carl G. Olson '34
John M. Sinclair '34

John Morris

'34

;

i

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Business Manager

Dominic N. Antonucci

but
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Spring Sport Shoes by Nettleton and Spalding are individual. Of course you will see copies. Spalding
shoes are the original: They will wear and wear as attested by our "repeat sales", year after year.
Nettleton's $10.00 shoe is different. You'll find real satisfaction with them. Ask to see our stock.
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Furthermore, were activity in this league to be the gest that she take the lead in organizing the league under a cenaim of the Bowdoin team, student interest and support tral board of control. Such a course will permit of official league
would be decidedly cut into by the difficulties of getting to games. standing, official box scores and batting averages, and all the other
No. 4 It seems to us that Bowdoin's wiser course in this matter would be advantages of organized baseball.
Vol. LXI.
Wednesday. May 13. 1931.
and conto continue her southern baseball relations as heretofore,
Moribund and Otherwise
Clubs
with coltinue to concentrate more upon the Maine State series,
PI DELTA EPSILON
This week we return to our examination of Bowdoin's extra- leges which are her chief rivals in other fields of sport. Such a FIVE SPEAKERS FOR
curricular organizations, with a review of conditions in the deand
JUNE COMMENCEMENT
INITIATE NEW
system lightens the burden of lost time on the part of the team
partmental clubs. The picture is not altogether a cheering one
satisfactorily,
apparently tends to hold student interest more
EXERCISES SELECTED
MEMBERS NEXT WEEK
though in some quarters there is more activity than is outwardly
factor.
important
an
which, in the long run, should be
iCootiniMHi from Pas* O
Continued from oag* 1)
visible.
few
L'Ours Blanc has been, perhaps, the most active of this
But if Bowdoin elects to follow such a course, we have a
group during the past year, having held meetings once a month suggestions regarding the Maine series. An occurrence in last ber of the Math Club. McFarland make the following men members of
spoke in the '68 Prize Speaking thi.< Pi Delta Epsilon: James Bvers Colton,
at which speakers, in many cases from outside the College, have
faults
Saturday's game brought home to us certain rather striking
year. He is al.^o a member of Alpha II, '31, John Thomas Gould '31. Robert
addressed the club, and at which members of the club have preIn Bowdoin's half of the ninth inning, Tau Omega.
Morton McFarland *31. William Nickin the present situation.
sented papers on pertinent subjects. Jt is interesting to note that
Colby
Roberts,
third,
Having been accorded the honor of erson Small '31. Hawthorne Lewis
and
first
on
men
and
with the score tied
present Senior Smyth '31. Philin Charles Ahern '32,
enthusiasm for the activities of L'Ours Blanc comes entirely from
The umpire re- Class Orator for the
pitcher, committed what was apparently a balk.
well
Class, Albert F. Richmond is
Dominic Norbert Antonucci '32, Gilwithin its undergraduate membership, no connection being mainthat he was qualified to speak on the Commence- bert Lambadie Barstow '32. Gordon
fused to allow Coach Houser's protest on the grounds
tained with the French department of the College, so that while
balk been allowed, ment rostrum. During his freshman Curtis Knight '32, Richard Morey
not watching the pitcher at the time. Had the
year, Richmond was a member of the Lamport '32, Norwood Keith Macdonnominally it is a departmental club, such is not actually the case.
game would have Freshman debating team and that ald '32, George Tingey Sewall '32, and
each man would have advanced a base and the
Although it performs no distinct service to the College as a whole,
generally held by same year he won the Alexander Warren William Stearn s '32.
been won then and there. After the game it was
He has been
Declamation Prize.
one is led to believe that the French club is serving a useful purmember of the Government Club for able record, staff member of the
both sides that such a balk had been committed.
Orient for four years, and editor-inpose
some regularly three years.
undoubtedly what should be the chief purpose of such an
This brings us face to face with the need for
chief his last; Pi Delta Epsilon swells
Walker Prominent Speaker
of a game's
organization
He
in fostering interest in French among its memthe list of his accomplishments.
constituted central body to which, in the eventuality
de
known
for
his
Walker,
Paul
A.
is one of the few Junior Phi Beta
bers.
Possibly it might go a bit farther toward contributing
be carried. As at
being lost through such an event, protests could
bating and journalistic activities at Kappas, and a member of Ibis. Walksomething to the life of the College as a whole, by giving a public
understand that the Maine Bowdoin, completes the quartet of er belongs to Alpha Tau Omega frathe present time, we are given to
Walker ternity.
orators.
lecture or two during the year, or something of a kindred nature
definite organization. Be- Commencement
league is entirely mythical and has no
rounded out four years as a star deAs alternate speaker, Francis A.
calculated to arouse interest in its particular field. But in this
averages or league stand- bater this year; he joined the Frosh Wingate has been chosen. Chiefly
batting
cause of this there are no official
regulations. squad, and since then has had an ac- prominent on the track team, Winand
case undoubtedly the main function is the drawing together of
rules
fixed
of
body
official
any
ings nor is there
tive speaking career, being a member gate is also a high ranking scholar. He
men with kindred interests into a group solid enough to achieve At one time last season three entirely different league standings of the Debating Council for three has been a member of the Varsity
years, and manager of Interscholastic track team for three years, the Relay
something for their own benefit and enjoyment.
newspapers.
were published simultaneously in Maine
Debating his second year.
team-.for two. His fraternity is Zeta
series, we sugThe -Classical Club, while temporarily less active than the
In journalism Walker has an envi- Psi.
Now, if Bowdoin elects to remain in the Maine
News

is

Editor for This Issue

concerned.

chief

G. Russell Booth '33'

—

WHX
<

1

i

—

—

French Club,

members

has a record not to be slighted.

still

In this case

STEPPING

of the faculty are closely connected with the club and

DR. ZERBY OF BATES

lend a stimulus to its activity. Perhaps L'Ours Blanc could profit
from a similar connection; we only suggest it, for after all it is
none of our business. While its meetings have been rather infre-

INTO A

MODERN WORLD

TALKS ON CREATIVE
RELIGIONJN CHAPEL

quent, the club has nevertheless rendered a distinct service to the
College community by sponsoring a public lecture by an outside

(Continued from Page

O

any other thing.

authority on the classics.

the peninsular of Italy no doubt
The Mathematics Club meets at more or less regular intervals every mother thought she was teachshe
for discussion of special topics. Here again the club is closely con- ing her child the same language
spoke, but as centuries passed the lannected with the facuUy of its department. In this case it is much guage developed and the languages

On

reliharder* to interest the general student body in the subject con- differed from classical Latin. So
gion changes under the influences of
sidered, and the club doubtless fulfills its ends best as it now changing time. It must be restated
in the medium of thought expression
carries on.
Chris-

Now we come

to the

|

of our day. To the men to whom
Government Club, organized apparently tianity was first revealed, the world
Of all was a meek, flat, plain earth. The

for no better purpose than to take up space in the Bugle.

I

stars and the sun were SDecially crethe department clubs, this one is in perhaps the best position to ated for the benefit of man. A scientist
render real service to the College as a whole. But the Government recently said that the human race is
like the moving of magots. living on
Club never meets any more, and as a body exists only on paper. If the dust of a decadent globe. The God
Bowdoin is to have such a club, why doesn't it do something to for the* flat, meek earth is not adequate
for the kind we live on.
justify its existence, or give up altogether and acknowledge frank-,
Rome Was Not Built in a Day
ly its failure to hold interest in political and governmental probThere are two responses to this
lems? Either let the club fulfill some end or die a natural death
need. One is to throw the whole thing

—

there

the

out of the window, but
BO one at present would mourn its passing. As things now stand, danger
of throwing the baby out with
the club is wasting a great opportunity. It might do any number the bath. The very radical thinkers
propose
to build the whole thing up
of things to focus interest on present-day political and governanew, but it cannot be done. Whatmental problems. It might serve as the basis for a campus liberal ever has life is rooted and grounded in
away all
organization
or is Bowdoin afraid of such things? It might the past. Would you throw
the experience of years of experimenbring speakers here to discuss current trends and topics. It was tation with governments? The civilireligion has grown
at one time suggested that it form the basis for a local chapter of zation in which our
the basic aspects
is

j

—

—

the N.S.F.A.
nothing came of that. And so we say, let the
Government Club reorganize and do something, or die entirely and
stop trying to keep up a semblance of life.
Deutscher Verein apparently is dead in fact, whether from the

j

j

j

apathy of students or faculty, or both, we neither know nor care.
Unless it can bring real interest to a small group at least, it is best
that

it lie

The

in peace.

and out of which
of Christianity have grown must be
used as a basis of experience. It must
be criticized, thought about, and digested.
Faith should be not a belief in a perfection once revealed but a confidence
that when we have done right the
processes of the world will continue
this righteousness. Religion demands
this kind of faith. It is an adaptability, not an identity. Jesus believed in
the universe this way. He called God
"Father". The people with whom he
lived saw a king only once in a while.
His influence was slight and seldom.
The father lives in the home all the
time. His work goes on, whether you
notice it or not, carrying your own forward. Will faith be an imagined revelation or steady growing processes,

might
It seems to us that such a
be worse
it might be much better.
group should be organized with the primary object of keeping alive
among its members an interest in its particular subject, and of
furnishing them with a common meeting ground. So long as it
does these things its existence is justified, but when it ceases to
fulfill its functions in this respect it should be discontinued utterly
or find new interests. Anything which it contributes to the Col- carrying forward your own hopes?
Look for the inspiration which will
lege community as a whole, though really outside its immediate grow up in you yourself.
__
domain, is commendable and decidedly to be encouraged.
Do Not Live Within Yourself
situation in Bowdoin's so-called departmental clubs

—

Bring yourself first of all, and then
others, to use your own strength and
The Baseball Situation
character and to thrust yourself out
Recently the Williams Record sent out a questionnaire to a into the world. Do not cringe and
beneath the shelter of a selfnumber of New England colleges, chiefly with the aim of getting whimper
built house. I believe in a God. Not
information regarding the establishment of a New England col- the God that is defined in narrow terms
but one on whom humanity must delege baseball league. Of the institutions considered Bowdoin is
pend. There is a tragic and pathetic
the northernmost and rather distantly removed from most of the defiance of the world among some of
others. This in itself is of no great significance provided the ath-j our intellectual and religious leaders.
I heard a great humanist say once,
letics department can bear the expense of competing in such a "We have only each other, you know."
league.
However, it must not be forgotten that the rather ex-| He said it with the half-haunting fear
of a man who realizes forces beyond
tended trips necessitated by membership in such a league would him and his self-built world that may
work a decided hardship on the players as far as scholastic work at any time throw over his house of

Charting tomorrow's telephone needs
of
or more years hence with
Looking ahead — laying a firm founda—

the Bell System.

To

illustrate:

business starts creeping

—

a sign that
into a residential district
greatly increased telephone facilities will
be required. Through intensive studies,

commercial engineers

Additional

exchanges,
cable ducts, equipment of all kinds are
planned and built. When the call comes
the telephone company is ready.
So long as the nation continues to
change and grow, the plotting of its future telephone needs will never grow
dull. The opportunity is there!
tific

forecast the needs

accuracy.

BELL SYSTEM

]

cards.

scien-

five

tion for tomorrow's telephone service
has long been a keystone policy of

A

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM
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We Have

a

or Twice,

Few

Portable Typewriters Which

We

Which

ELABORATE PROGRAMS
MAINE TURNS TABLES
ON BOWDOIN TO TAKE FOR HOUSE PARTIES
EASY 12 TO 2 GAME NEARING COMPLETION

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE
Are Selling

Reduced Prices.

at

(Continued tram Pag* 1)

Lack of Batting Power and

This Chance

Many Errors

Does Not Come Often.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Chi Psi fraternity will
hold a formal dinner at the Eastland
Hotel in Portland at which Dan
Murphy and his Musical Skippers will

nity, while the

Hear Ye!

Hear Ye!

Special Prices on all kinds of Ginger Ale

Open

All Night During

and Mixers

House Parties

The College Spa

SPORTSMAN
CRAVATS
L.

W. Easton

GOLFERS BACK FROM
UNSUCCESSFUL TRIP
Continued from Page

1

teams. Batchelder and Gazley beat
their opponents one up on the nineteenth hole, and Knight and Mason

3 Maine Hall

two and one.
Against M.I.T. Thursday Bowdoin

lost

House Party Time

again showed strength and the score

WISEMAN FARMS
ICE CREAM
— In the Ends
At the Houses

was even, three and three. The longest and closest match of the trip was
won bv Mason on the twenty-first hoi*.
The other Bowdoin man to win the
singles was Gazley who won three and

At the Games

two. Knight and Batchelder both lost
The
the nineteenth hole.
fourth match of Thursday afternoon's
playing to go an extra hole was lost
by Knight and Mason on the nineteenth.
Batchelder and Gazley. the
two freshmen on the trip won their
best ball match three and two.
The last match of the trip was
played with Tufts Friday with several
bad breaks. Tufts insisted that the

LARSON- one up on

LEWIA

HARVARD PLANS TO
CHANGE SCHEDULES
OF ALL ATHLETICS
Plans to Avoid Conflict of Sports
with Scholastic Duties and to

Away

Reduce Games

contract called for a six-man team and

the result was that Plaisted. the alIn order to minimize the increasing ternate man. was put into match and
requirements Batchelder was forced to play against
best ball of the number five and six
the
now burdening students engaged in men. Knight won the first match three
athletics, the Harvard Athletic Com- and two. Mason and Gazlev lost their
mittee is endeavoring to adjust its matches in the order named two down
schedulings so that and three and two. Plaisted lost the
intercollegiate
match seven and six.
they will conform to the alterations number four
five
number
playing
of the educational programme of the Batchelder
won his match one up on the
university.
played against
During the past two years no in- eighteenth. Batchelder
of number five and six of
tercollegiate contests have been sched- the best ball
losing one up on the
uled during the mid-year examina- the Tufts team,
eighteenth. Of the other two best ball
tion period, while practice during this
same time has been reduced to a matches King and Mason won theirs
minimum. As the divisional exami- three and two and Gazley and Plaisted
If Tufts had acnations in May are periods of exces- lost six and four.
arrangesive strain on Seniors, athletic con- ceded to the four-man team
are also omitted during the week ment the results indicate an even
difficulties in scholastic

tests
in which these examinations are held.
Recent efforts have been made, moreover, to eliminate all trips during the

match.

All the players of this year will be
back next year. Mason will have two
spring and winter reading periods and more years to play and Gazley and
whom showed
to decrease as far as possible the num- Batihelder. both of
ber of contests formerly held in Cam- promise, are freshmen.
~

bridge at these periods.

t

DEFEATED TO
SCORE OF 13 - 12
BY NON-FRAT TEAM

has
Committee
Athletic
The
brought about a gradual diminution in
the number of trips taken by any
team, while the length of time away
from the university on these trips has
A rule has realso been lessened.
cently been passed whereby no Freshman team can go on more than two
trips during a season and cannot enathletic contest outside of
New England. In addition to these
changes it is planned to eliminate all
trips during the spring vacation. The
committee decided to take this step

gage

in

D. U.

of

Tie the Score

any

all

i
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Stanley, c

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

May

-

13th

-

with

-

Walter Huston • Phillip Holmes
Constance Cummings
Also Pathe Review and Comedy

Thursday

-

May

14th

IT

LOVE

MEN CALL
-

with

Adolphe Menjou

-

Leila

-

Hyams

'Norman Foster
Also Golf Reel and Comedy
Friday

May

•

15th

-VAUDEVILLE— on

—

the screen

TOO YOUNG TO MARRY
-

with

Young

Loretta

-

Grant Withers

-

Also Paramount

News

•

May

16th

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
•

in-

SHIPMATES
Also Screen Song and Comedy

Mon. and Tues.

-

May

18 and 19

DISHONORED
- with Victor McLaglen - Marlene Dietrich
-

News

•

also

Talkartoon

•
•

Travelogue
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Dow.

3
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1
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rf. If

4
4

5

DELTA UPSILON
ab
4

Leonard.
Travis,

bh no

4

Manning,

6

cf
s«

.

p

Sumner, 3b

—

balls

—off Travis

8, off

Peck

4. off

Wilding

3.

Infantile paralysis is attacking certain portions of Texas at present and

The Ideal Hotel for You

BOSTON

IsHnNEWAA
Hotel

IVI ANGER

At North Station
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has

8

1

4
4

3

O'Brien. If
Cochroft. If
Burke, ss
Kirkpatrick,
Jenlcini. 3b
Keefe, 2b

4

Kellett.

500 ROOMS
w Servidor

Circulating Ice Water.

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.

RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one-$2.5§, 3.M, 3.SB, 4.M
HJW IWU~^*wwf ^vsj^Psp w*W| vv^a^P

BETA THETA

1

2
21

bh

po

3
2

Brooks. 3b
Cady. 2b
M rKenney. 3b. 2b
Hastings. If
Spingarn. cf
Antonucei. rf. If

3
1

1

S
,

.

Souther, c
Kimball, p

2

2

1

•

4

1

1

•

1

2

3
2

.

1

I

1

3

24

Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi
Run*— Barstow

2 11

5

10

2

declared Mr. Manuel Adeva, general
secretary of the committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students
in the United States.
Keefe 2. Kellett 1. Oedy.
pincott. Eseon. Woodruff

—

8
42

0—1

6. Holbrook 4, Bakanowiky
Johnson 3. Caliendo 8, O'Brien
Burke 3, Kirkpatrick 1. Jenkins

7.
3.
8.

Errors— Burke. LipHopkins 2, Cady 2,

—

—

4
21
S 16 2

2.

Hastings 2. Stolen bases— Burke. Bakanowaky
Barstow, Hawkea. Two base hits Bakanowfky. Burke, Johnson.
Three base hit Bakanowaky. Double plays Brooks to Cady Kellett
to Kirkpatrick.
Basea on balls off Lippincott
8. off Hopkins 10, off Barstow 4
Struck out
by Barstow *. by Kimball 1. Hits—off Lippin3.

1

Totals

Ruckmick, associate professor of psychology at the University of
Iowa and authority in the field of emo-

"There are 905 Filipino students in
American universities, of which 85
s per cent are wholly self-supporting,"

4

1

parties.

6

w
3

3b

a much better telltale

tions.

2

9

3,

2

26

Harlow,

4,

1

2

3

Lippincott. p. lb
Esaon. lb. ss
Woodruff, as, rf
Hopkins. 3b. p

Cochroft

2

S*

PI
ab

is

to C. A.

S

1

2b

Hawkes

"The mouth

of emotions than the eyes," according

1
1

S
8

Totals

c.

4

3

2
3

m

.

Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower <r Built-in-Radio Speaker

it!

111

cf
Johnson, rf
Caliendo, rf

from B. * M Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

(Three Station Service)

i

KAPPA SIGMA TEAM
WALLOPS BETAS TO
TUNE OF
TO

students at the State University are
selling their blood to the hospitals for
ten dollars per pint.
Hawkes.

In

|

CLICQUOT

4
4
6

Mullen, rf
2
Chase. 2b
4
Allen, lb
2
Manderville, rf
2
Two base hit Manning. Three base h
Whittier. Peck. Bates. Leonard. Struck out—
by Peck 9, by Wilding 5, by Travis 9. Banes

on

— — —

— — —

j

£XTJwA\som e t h ng

rf

Ferguson, rf

Bates. If
Fuller, c

j

'

3

Sternburg, ef
Wildinu. If, p

•

1

5

Lo-Cicero, as
Willey. 2b. rf

Direct Entrance

Saturday

Oils

Delta Upsilon house Perley Stevens
Beginning of
Stretch, Portland
his orchestra will furnish the
music. The next dav the fraternity
wHl go to Poland Spring where an informal dance will be held. The Zetes
will hold their first dinner on WednesSportsman's
day night at which Dan Murphy and
his Musical Skippers will perform,
The
big topic in Maine sporting cirRed
while on Thursday night a part of
cles right now is the state track meet
Nichols' orchestra will entertain.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity will at Orono on Saturday. Those who like
(Continued from P«*e 1)
hold their formal dinner at the West- to compute the prospects of the four
Hale, Hebron, (1-6, 7-5, 6-1) vs.
custop-o Inn at Yarmouth where Clyde entries by juggling the numerical reLougee and his Challengers from Ban- sults of their recent performances Boyd, Bowdoin.
Bates, Bowdoin, (6-2, 7-5) vs. Snow,
gor will play. The Beta Theta Pi fra,
ternity will hold dinners and dances on have brought forth an unusual variety Hebron.
Peabody, Bowdoin, (6-4, 6-3) vs.
Wednesday and Thursday nights At of fantastic guesses, generally favorCarroll,
Hebron.
and
Murphy
own
pet
Joe
ing
unreasonably
their
house
the Sigma Nu
Lord,
Hebron,
6-4)
vs.
at
(6-4,
Braithhis Roval Arcadians will entertain
c h c C es.
Only one decision, apparentwaite, Bowdoin.
pitcher's battle waged.
Each team
e
d
*> is at all unanimous, that the Colby
Lord, Bowdoin, (6-4, 7-5) vs. Clifscored in the second. McKown crossed
Mule will wallow more or less in the ford, Hebron.
the plate after being passed to first
and sacrificed around. Hits by Whitruck as to the final scoring.
Hale and Chapman, Hebron, (6-1,
0-6, 6-3) vs. Boyd and Bates, Bowtier and Shute and a sacrifice by RickHarry Thistlewaite was elected cap- doin.
er scored the Bowdoin captain in the
third and gave the White a slim adLord and Clifford, Hebron, (6-4,
tain of the Polar Bear trackmen Monvantage. But from that time until the
to fill the shoes left vacant by Sid fi-3) v s. Lord and Braithwaite, Bow4 s7«f t7>r"T r*X> \ TYIT ATI?*!
irjO day.
t tit 1
eighth, the Polar Bears went hitless,
Fos ter. The choice was nearly a toss- doin.
in fact Perkins set them down in one,
Loth and Peabody, Bowdoin, (6-3,
up among Dan Johnson, Charlie Stan.,,
two, three order. A trio of clean base
That the 1931 college graduate will wood and Thistlewaite. Harry will 6-4) vs. Snow and Carroll, Hebron.
raps were responsible for as many Ik> seriously handicapped in his se- j ea d t he team during the Maine State
place
in a field of ten colleges.
scores in Maine's half of the fifth. The
games.
England
the
New
of
and
the
meet
of a position because
home club added one more tally in the lection
depression was reOutstanding among the aspirants to
sixth and then the following inning current business
Ben Houser and his crew are still
industrial
key
found them on the rampage. With vealed in a survey of
very much in the State pennant race this coveted team race are Jim Basone down, Kisjonak singled. To make organizations by the National Stu- since their fourteen inning defeat of 8ett Neal skillings. and Mal
Walker
things interesting Abbott poked the dent Federation of America, today.
The team has now hit full
Colby.
22Q
agate out into left for a home run.
un.«__»•« n *
of those replying stride, and can vet win the series
one company -Onlv «.«=
v,...v
- -*-'_-T7,
Halgren, who followed him, tripled
der the right conditions. Friday's bat- len, Enoch Hunt, Don Reid and Nelson
personnel
to
and Lewis walked. Hincks flied out to a form letter addressed
Waterville will probably fore- Tibbetts for the quarter-mile leg. and
J"
to Ricker but McKown booted one of directors of 50 large corporations rehadoW the team's final standing of for the half-mile Fred Burton, Heinie
Hubbard, Paul Ambler. Jack Morris
Frost's drives, allowing Halgren to ported that it would employ the same the season
and Jim Woodruff Such competition
score. Smith cleaned the bases with a
number of college graduates in 1931
four base smash to make a total of
The tennis team more than lived up as this ought certainly to produce a
&
H. Macy
R
n.
1930
i.mu.
and
ana
in
*
six runs for the frame.
The final
during their spring powerful combination.
expectations
to
Maine score came in the eighth on a Company, large New \ork department
scorinff stories against Trinity
The most enthusiastic gathering of
hit by Kisjonak, a pass to Abbott, and store, will add 80 college men to it-- and Tufts and bowing to the more exanother miscue by McKown.
Wesleyan and Amherst track men of Bowdoin in years was
staff this year, the same as in the two perienced
While his teammates were hammercourt champions. The doubles combine crowded into Jack Magee's office on
Company,
Grant
T.
W.
urevious years
*
ing the offerings of Shute, Perkin..«.„-, __ of Dick Sprague and Al Frost v. as un- Monday. Coach Magee summed up the
on
was mowing down all who faced him. chain store organization, has taken
throughout the week, having season from last fall to the present.
A fast ball pitcher, this lefty buzzed 26 college graduates during the first won matc hes at Amherst, Hartford, and then launched into a spirited exthem over the rubber with such deft three months of this year, as com- and Middletown; they did not play at position of the way in which Bowdoin
of
that the Brunswick boys were swing- pared to 34 in the same period
can vvm tne State championship. Going
Tufts.
ing wildly.
over the entire program carefully Jack
Before the game was 1929 and 20 in 1930.
over, Perkins had fanned fourteen
One of the nation's leading employGlancing over the history of the; analyzed every event from the dash to
gradumen.
university
and
on
the hammer throw, and proved conclucollege
story
a
ers of
Maine state meet, we find
MAINE
engaged
number
can
ates will reduce the
{ ne w^ole very pleasing to the eye of sively that the White warriors
ab
bh
„.
po
a this year by more than 90 per cent
a g OW(i j n man. Since the meeting was crash through with a championship by
'", cf
S
3
2
"I"'
Prost. If
of the number hired in 1930, and about fi^ j, e ld in 1895, the Polar Bear has improving slightly each of four or five
5
o
Smith, lb
4
i
g
j
93 per cent of the number in 1929. triumphed in 22 out of the total of 34 key men on the squad.
McCabe, 3b
5
o
1
An important industrial will employ c j as h e s. Of the other places, the men
Perkins, p
5
2
Kisjonak. rf
When Jack Magee had finished this
4
50, as against 450 in each of the two f rom Brunswick were five times run2
1
Abbott, c
4
14
j
One of the largest ner g- uPi four times in third place, and lalk, the last occasion when he will adprevious years.
Hallgren. ss
5
1
1
2
dress the squad before the meet, each
chemical concerns of the country re thrice in fourth, or last place.
Lewis. 2b
3
1
3
man knew accurately the calibre of
ports a 20'^ reduction, and a leading
Totals
41
11
27
8 utility
which employed 70 college
Another outstanding feature notice- every athlete of Bates, Colby, and
BOWDOIN
in 1929 engaged none dur- able in the record of the meet is the Maine in his own event, as calculated
ab bh po
a graduates
Ricker. cf
ing 1930 and will not recruit any ad- prevalence of long stretches of halcyon from the performances of his oppo4
1
8
Whittier, ss
One of years in Bowdoin track. The White nents-to-be during this season and last.
4
1
2
4 ditional material this year.
Dwyer, e
4
1
1
the princioal corporations in the oil Bear had the State meet by the throat Consequently, with this scientifically
McKown. 3b
8
1
industry will emnloy 11 this year as from its birth in 1895 until 1902, when precise knowledge of their possibilities
Rose, rf
2
1
1930. Maine wrested away the prize. Bow- at Orono. the track men are going into
Bennett. If
in
2
2
compared to 37 in 1929 and 67
Crimmlns, lb
3
7
In every reply except one where a doin's -record remained fairly good that meet with their eyes open, with
Parmenter, 2b
3
2
2
of an expansion program then until about 1912, when they went no happy delusions, but with the sound
Shute, p
3
1
2 curtailment
Lewia, x
1
was deemed necessary the chief rea to the bottom for a year or two. Later, conviction of their own power. The
son for the reduction in the number a fter a two-year lapse in 1917-1918. only factor which money cannot proTotals
29
3
24
9
of college graduates to be employed the meet was again begun, and Bow- vide, and for which strategy is unable
x — batted for Rose in ninth.
Runs— Hincks. Frost 2. Smith. Perkins 2 Kis- was not the failure of those men hired doin's teams under Jack Magee held to provide a substitute, is the support
jonak. Abbott 2. Hallgren. Lewis 2, McKown.
in the past to meet expectations, but S way undisputedly until 1927. nine of the student body.
Shute. Errors- Smith. McKown 5, Crimmins 3.
years of consecutive championships.
Two base hit* -Perkins, Whittier. Three base solely economic conditions.
hit — Hallgren.
Thurman Larson extended the BowIn reviewing the replies to the
The Class of 1934 will be represent- doin freshman record in the shotput to
questionnaire Chester S. Williams,
executive secretary of the National ed at the New England Intercollegiate 42 feet 1 inch at New Hampshire, and
Student Federation, pointed out one of Track and Field Championships at he may therefore be able to break into
the statements of the situation as Lewiston one week from Saturday, in the scoring column at the State meet.
characteristic, "The reason lies in the the distance medley relay competition Ray Olson is another field event man
conditions have for freshman teams. The legs are run who has a great opportunity. Al42
1 fact that economic
rendered it impossible for us to place as follows: first man 440 vards, sec- though using an incredibly slow apon permanent positions our last year's ond 220. third 220. and fourth 880 proach run. he has thrown 165 feet in
Winning Team Scores in Every Inning class as rapidly as under normal con- yards. Bowdoin's entry in the fresh- competition, and a little improvement
Our basic policy in handling man relay two years ago, the Class of oyer that mark will not be sneezed at
ditions.
with Double Figures in the Second
this relationship is to take care first 1932 quartet, ran a beautiful third on Saturday.
and Sixth
of those men whom we have on our
rolls, and not to bring in a new class
In one of the weirdest games that
until that has been accomplished. This
has ever been played here in the In- accounts for the fact that our numterfraternity League, the Kappa Sig- ber is small this year.
"We believe in college trained men,
ma team trounced the Betas by the
count of 42 to 1. Twenty-five hits and and have several thousands of them
return
i
ten errors were the factors that aided in our organization. With the
we shall
the Kappa Sigs in their one sided vic- of normal business conditions
take our place again as one
tory. While the Harpswell street boya expect to
engineering
of
employers
of
the
large
were poking the agate all around the
graduates."
lot, Gil Barstow, their moundsman,
The one dissenting note in the rewas holding the opposition to four
scattered little bingles. The winning plies was as follows: "Of the number
team managed to score in every in- 34 (college' men employed in 1930),
only
nine are still with us, so you see
ning with the runs mounting into the
double figures in the second and the the plan of employing men right from
sixth.
The heaviest work with the college has not worked out so sucCVEN a nan who's being
Our
willow was contributed by Bakanow- cessfully in our organization.
penalized for holding can
sky who slashed out four hits which greatest success with college men has
been with those who have been out of
included a double and a triple.
summon a long, long cheer for
school for one or two years.
They
The summary:
the mellower, smoother flavor
have had an opportunity during that
KAPPA SIGMA
of this fine old ginger ale. It
ab
bh
po
a time to receive a few hard knocks and
„
Barstow, p
8
to settle down to some definite lifeblends with lively spirits . . .
Holbrook, lb
6
1
4
work".
adds gaiety to the best of
Bakanowaky, c
6
4
6
2

and

{

bh no

4

Smith. 3b
Pe< k. p. 2b

Graham,

THE CRIMINAL CODE

Penn

"Up-to-Minute Service with Modern Equipment"

'

In a close game last Friday the Non
Fraternity baseball team beat the D.
U.'s thirteen to twelve. The Non Frat
team managed to strike out thirteen
men to the D. U.'s nine but by means
of two pitchers. As usual in the Fraternity League, the brand of baseball
was about equal to that of the umpir,
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Game Goes an Extra Inning After
Non-Frat Comes From Behind to

because Seniors who are
studying for divisional examinations
do not care to participate in such trips
and, secondly, because the enlarged
'
indoor facilities and the increasing ing.
number of available opponents in the
The summary:
vicinity of Cambridge have rendered
NON-FRATERNITY
these trips unnecessary for the proper
ah
Whittier. lb
5
development of the teams.
first

to

count in a rather one-sided contest
played at Maine last Wednesday. Al
Perkins, twirling for the Pale Blue,
stole the greater portion of the limelight.
Not only did this slim southpaw limit Ben Houser's charges bo
three one base knocks but he crashed
out three hits himself and tallied an
Al was a
equal number of times.
much improved pitcher over what he
was when he first faced Bowdoin this
season. At that time he was touched
for nine hits and four runs. Blondy
Hincks was another one of the home
boys who did some fancy work with
the bludgeon. As usual Jit Ricker was
all over the outfield and in the course
of the afternoon he succeeded in pulling down eight stray balls that were
wafted to the outer garden.
Ben Shute went the entire route for
the Polar Bears and after the fourth
he was touched quite frequently by
the sluggers of the Pale Blue. However, during those first frames a real

COLONIAL TEXACO
GASOLINE

-

12 Grades of Texas and

The fraternity will go to the
set play.
two Chute Homestead at Naples for its
At the Dekes' formal dance a
picnic.
part of Red Nichols' orchestra will
furnish the music. The fraternity will
hold its excursion on Saturday.
The Theta Delta Chi fraternity will
withdraw to Camp Cathedral Pines
at Winthrop for their picnic. At the

Fred Brice and his Orono boys

down the White by a twelve

GULF

mal dance of the Psi Upsilon frater-

Spell

White Defeat

F.

Special Rates to Students

Hare Been Rented Once

—
;

cott 6 in 2 innings, off Hopkina 18 in 6 Innings, off Kimball 2 in 1 Inning. Wild pitches
C.
Hopkina 2. Passed balls— HarLosing pitcher Lippincott. Umpire*
Laidley. Scorer— Dvorak.

Lippincott

low

6.

Dunbar and

—

Club
Clicquot
ALES
GINGER

C/ale (Dry - ijolden - dec
Ohree favorite flavors on any Campus

::;;
:
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ANTIQVTTY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glut
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique aroods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St- Brunswick Tel. 243-M
25 years in business

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

BRIDGTON DEFEATS
JUNIOR VARSITY BY
CLOSE _5T0 3 SCORE

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Capital, $50,000.

tight

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

BROS. CO.

group to bear up and carry on. Thefuture was to see a communal pooling of sacrifices and efforts, so to
speak, to renew the power and tha
morale of the team, and the results
have been apparent. The Army team,
one of the greatest in the history of the
Military Academy, over-powered the
Polar Bear runners, but a week later
took over the vaunted Boston College
outfit by a greater margin. Last week
at Durham the Bowdoinites again ran
up against stiff opposition in New
Hampshire University, but scored one
more point against the Wildcats than
Bates had done the week previous. Incidentally, the N.H.U. men worked

offerings.

We carry the largest assortment of
Koempel led off for Bowdoin with a
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- two-base hit, but was marooned when
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- Bossidy, Perkins,
and Hempel struck
all
of
Biscuits
and
Cheeses
Eorted
out in order. Perna grounded out to
inds east of Portland.
Hempel to open Bridgton's first inTel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
ning, and Powers fanned, but Borden
singled and stole second. Noseworthys
foul fly was nabbed by Miller to retire
the side.
Kelly then set

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT
Town

down

Stone, Griffin,

and Kelley of Bowdoin, giving six
consecutive
strikeouts.
Marl Molt
rapped out a two bagger with one out
in Bridgton's half of the second, but
Costello and Crowley grounded out to

Sonny Dwyer sliding safely into third sack in the baseball game with Colby
last Saturday which Ben Houser's men won by a score of 5-4 in the
fourteenth inning.
Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram

much harder on Jack Magee's

WHITE TAKES
BOWDOIN BY COLBY MULE
79-56 SCORE
INTO CAMP

Koempel's Second Double Scores Two
Nate Miller hit safely to open Bowdoin's third inning. Art Jordan's single sent Miller on to third, and Jordan
Latest College Stylea in
stole second on the play following.
Bostonian and Florsheim Arno KoemDel, head of the Cubs'
batting order, poled out his second
Oxfords—$5 to $10
(Continued from Pas* 1)
two-base hit of the day, driving home
(ConUnaad from
1>
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers both Miller and Jordan. Bossidy hit
son wafted a long fly to Ricker in cenfighting Bowdoin man. a half-mile rea single, but was caught napping at
maining. Steve seemed exhausted, but ter. In the last half of this frame the
first base, and Kelly choked off the
made a grim attempt to regain second White worked a man around to third
rally by fanning Perkins and Hempel.
base.
Then, with the winning run
position; to the amazement of all. he.
Bridgton's first bid came in the
hanging in the balance, Houser and
too, unleashed a dash that put him
sixth inning. Perna hit for two bases
the Bowdoin team delayed the ball
once more behind Demoulpied. With
and stole third. Powers took first base
game for a few minutes to argue with
hundred yards to go. Newl Hampwhen hit by a pitched ball, and stole threei
the umpire on a balk by Roberts that
—GROCERS—
shire's man, winded by his premature
second. Ollie Borden cleared the bases
appeared quite obvious.
kick, dropped from the race, handing
with a clean hit, and proceeded to
Rose Breaks Up Game
an easy second to Lavender.
who cater to fraternity trade
steal second, third, and home between
As the game went into three extra
Thistlewaite
Does
Fast
Half
pitches to put Bridgton ahead 3-2.
innings, both pitchers seemed to hit
Harry Thistlewaite sped over the their stride, for the hits were few and
Noseworthy, Grennell, and Molt went
chalk, unchallenged in a brilliant far between.
out on pop flies to end the inning.
The fourteenth came
Riley Insurance Agency
Costello singled in the eighth, start- 1:58.3 minute half-mile. The erstwhile around with Whittier stepping into a
ing another fruitful inning for the quartermiler made a dash for the pole fast high one for a single. On the run
INSURANCE
home club. Crowley's sacrifice ground- as the run started, with Usher, winded down to first Whit injured his ankle
er to Bossidy advanced the runner to after the mile, close behind. A speedy and Charley Heddericg glanced over
Brunswick third base, and Pitcher Kelly drew a quarter handed a scant lead to the the Bowdoin bench for a pinch-runner.
Town Building
base on balls, going to second on the Bowdoin leader, while Usher contented Unwittingly, he selected Norm Brown,
next pitch. Perna grounded out to himself with a distant third.
the chunky twirler. This man galloped
Before reaching the third bend, to second on Dwyer's sacrifice bunt.
Jack Griffin at second, but Costello
scored. Kelly tallied on Powers' hit, Thistlewaite widened his stride, and McKown lifted a high fly which Davan
but Powers died at second base when with quickened leg action, drew away got under for a put-out. Then Herbie
Borden grounded out to the pitcher. from the following Noyes of N.H.U. Rose pulled the hero act by clicking
(Contfnoad from Pas* 1*
The final scoring was done in Bow- and Usher. The latter, as if inspired out a hit which enabled Norm, travelfeated Arnold and Martini, 7-5, 7-9, doin's half of the eighth. Koempel got by his teammate's sudden kick, forged ing with all the speed and power of an
de6-4; Burke and Britton of Trinity
to first when hit by a pitched ball, past the Blue's lone hope, and into a express train, to tally the deciding
feated Abbott and Short, 6-2, 6-1; but expired trying to reach third on goodly second. Thistlewaite cantered counter.
deFrost and Sprague of Bowdoin
One rather exceptional thing about
Bossidy's hit.
Perkins walked and down the homestretch with a safe ten
feated Craig and Merriam, 6-4, 2-6, Hempel came through with a two-base yards between him and Usher, and a the game was that Ben Shute, on first,
6-4.
gap between him and figured in twenty-eight put-outs, or
hit, advancing Perkins to third and heartening
Wesleyan Victorious
two out of every three. The entire
scoring Bossidy.
But the rally was Noyes.
Bowdoin infield played great ball, with
High Jump Scoring Split
Cantain Owen of Wesleyan was ex- cut short when Crowley caught
tended to three sets to beat Perkins Stone's line drive and doubled Perkins
Charlie Stan wood, Bowdoin 's ace at Carl Parmenter perhaps standing out.
There was no further scor- the vertical leap, knotted with Wooley Th£ most sensational play of the afterin their match with Bowdoin at Mid- at third.
dletown, won by Wesleyan racketeers, ing.
and Brooks, both of New Hampshire noon was a running shoe-string cat^h
The summary:
6-3.
U, in a jump of 5 feet 101 inches. All of Ferguson's fly by Rose in the
Owen of Wesleyan defeated Perkins,
three clipped the bar when an addi- twelfth. The little pepper-box and
BOWDOIN JUNIOR VARSITY
of the
Colby team,
4-6, 6-2, 6-4; Baker of Bowdoin detional half-inch was added, though storm-center
bh
po
a
feated Talbot, 6-3, 6-4; Warnok of Koempel, ef
Stanwood has done almost an inch bet- Charley Heddericg. slid under a. high
3
2
1
by Herbie Rose which almost
4
2
4 ter, and Wooley holds the N. H. rec- foul
Wesleyan defeated Abbott, 6-0, 6-2; Bossidy. as
4
lb
3
11
went
bleachers
for
into
the
a play that
Fricke of Wesleyan defeated Frost, Perkins,
ord at nearly six feet.
Hempel. Sb
4
1
1
1
6-2, 6-3; Strum of Wesleyan defeated Stone, If
Francis Appleton, though weakened drew a great deal of deserved praise
4
1
4
1
1
2 by a recent illness, split a second place from the crowd.
Short 6-2, 6-4; Sprague of Bowdoin Griffin, 2b
Kelley, rf
2
defeated A. W. Parker, 8-6, 4-6, 6-3.
with White of Hampshire, with
The summary:
Miller, c
4
1
3
Talbot and Owen beat Baker and Jordan, p
BOWDOIN
2
1
3 Brooks, also of the Blue, soaring 12
Perkins, 6-1, 6-1; Fricke and Warnok Marshall, rf
a
1
ab bh po
feet for first. The Frosh stellar perEmerson,
5
cf
6
1
p
2
beat Abbott and Short, 6-4, 3-6, 6-2;
former, Thurm Larsen. placed second Ricker.
8
Cannon, rf
6
1
1
1
Whittier. ss
Frost and Sprague beat Strum and
in the sixteen pound shot, with Sears- Dwyer. If
t
1
5
3
BRIDGTON ACADEMY
7
«
1
Parker, 6-4, 3-6, 6-2.
mouth, N.H., hurling the iron ball 49 McKown. 3b
ab bh po
a feet 91 inches.
1
2
6
Rose, rf
Tufts tennis team dropped their Perna, If
4
1
28
«
2
Shute. lb
opening match to the invading Bow- Powers, ef
Bowdoin's remaining fieldwork was Lewia. c
4
1
1
4
2
5
4
2
doin outfit Saturday afternoon at Borden, 8h
S
6
2
1
6
attended to by Gordon Briggs and Dan Parmenter, 2b
4
1
1
6
S
Medford. Bowdoin won four matches Noseworthy. 2b
Johnson, who drew second and third in Morrell. p
Grennell. lb
4
2
who
to two for Tufts.
jump;
Olsen
2
inch
broad
22
foot
a
Molt, c
4
1
28
42
46
13
Totals
Baker, Bowdoin, defeated Maclaren, Costello. rf
S
2
1
1
placed third in both the discus and
COLBY
1
1
S
6-4, 6-2; Ingraham, Tufts, defeated Crowley, ss
a
javelin; and "Doc" Brown, who suppleab bh po
Kelly, p
2
1
1
6
Perkins, 6-4, 6-2; Abbott, Bowdoin, demented Galbraith's record-smashing MrNamara. rf
5
2
Lovitt. If
«
feated Walker, 6-3, 6-3; Frost, BowTwo base hit*—Koempel 2. Hempel, Perna, hammer heave, with a third place in Ferguson, 2b
3
3
1
6

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

SHORTS MARKET

NETMEN SPUT EVEN
ON SOUTHERN TRIP

Bear is making the trip in a very
scrappy mood.
The coach is still
optimistic, and has guaranteed to produce a hard fighting aggregation.
Powerful Opposition
A dope sheet is, at best, a poor way
to win a track meet, and the experts
have produced a multiplicity of difj

{
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•

|

I
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ferent guesses as to the result of this
year's battle.
reliable source figures
the real battle for first to be between
Maine and Bates, the Orono clan being given 43 points and our Lewiston neighbors 41.
Bowdoin, in this

A

rating, is allotted 33, and Colby trails
with 18 points. This rating balances
the performances of the various teams

distributing

year,

this

Molt. Costello. Stolen bases— Borden 4. Powers the event.
Howard, 8-6, 7-5.
Molt. Costello. Perna. Kelly. Jordan. Bases
Walker and Ingraham, Tufts, de- 2,
The summaries of events:
on balls—oft* Emerson 1, off Kelly 2. Struck
feated Baker and Perkins, 6-2, 6-2; out —by Kelly 18. by Jordan 2, by Emerson 1.
120-yard high hurdles—Won by Stanwood.
Abbott and Short, Bowdoin, defeated Double play— Crowley to Borden. Hit by pitched Bow loin second. Whitehouse, N. H. third.
ball— by Kelly (Koempel), by Jordan (Powers).
McLauvhlin. Bowdoin. Time: 16.4.
Maclaren and Howard, 3-6, 6-1, 6-3.
100-yard dash— First, Pike. N. H. 2nd. JohnThe match with Worcester Polyson. Bowdoin 3rd. Burdett. N. H. Time: 10.1.
2nd,
technic Institute, which was to have
One-mile run —First, Lazure, N. H.
Bowdoin 3rd. Sewall. Bowdoin. Time
been played on Friday of last week,
The Universities of Oxford and Usher.
4.32 2-6.
was called off on account of incle- Cambridge frequently meet in marble
440-yard dash— First. Harrington. N.. H.
ment weather.
3rd, Hickok. Bowdoin.
tournaments.
2nd. Crosby. N. H.

doin, defeated

:

«

Deetjen. 3

Donovan,

cf

Heddericg. c

..

j

I

yard.

i

i

J

i

i

Davan. ss
Plummer. lb

;

Roberts, p
Bicwn. x

;

4

1

«

1

Because of the high calibre of Bowdoin's opposition this year, there is
little possibility of a superiority com-

;

Totals

Time: 61.
Two-mile

10
1

3

Time

9

among

MOVE

NEXT

Supplement your college education with technical
business training. Men and women from 76
different colleges attended Burdett the past year.

9.65 2-6.

Morrell 4, off Roberts 4. Hit by pitched
ball— by Morrell (Lovitt and Ferguson). Passed
ball— Lewia. Time of game Three hours and
off

:

—

;

ACCOUNTING
OFFICE

STENOGRAPHIC

—

Personal attention, individual advancement, unexcelled

placement

service.

One conquest conceded Bowdoin in
the State meet is Del Galbraith's first
place in the hammer throw. Del's effort of 160 feet 8 inches was a topHeight: 5 feet. 10) inches.
Pole vault— First. Brooks. N. H. 2nd. White. notch feature of the track meet SaturN. H. and Appleton. Bowdoin. Height: 12 ft. day, for the college record at New
2nd.
Shot put— Flr-rt. Seaismouth. N H.
» inches. DougDis- Hampshire is 131 feet
Larson. Bowdoin
3rd. Hanley, N. H.
las of the Wildcats beat that mark
tance: 49 9J.
Broad jump— First. Pike. N. H. 2nd. Briggs, Saturday, incidentally, but as he did
Distance:
Bowdoin: 3rd. Johnson. Bowdoin.
not win the event, a new record was
Z'l 2.
2nd. not allowed, contrary to custom as reDiscus throw— First. Hanley. N. H.
Doutrlas. N. H. 3rd. Olsen. Bowdoin. Distance
gards field events.
Wholey. N. H.
Stanwood, Bowdoin.

Day and

Technical
It

:

123 10J.

Hammer throw— First.

Galbraith.

Bowdoin

A political science class of the University of Wichita will take over the
administrative offices of the city of
Wichita for a day next month.

2nd. Douglas. N. H.
3rd. Brown, Bowdoin.
Di stance 160 ft. 8 in.
Javelin throw— Pirst. Gecffrion. N. H. 2nd.
Wood. N. H. 3rd. Olsen. Bowdoin. Distance:
178 ft.
:

li

baslmn

ttsininj

open* th« door lo opportunity.

Iks essential tool of the colitis

km

H. BURDETT,

President

Burdett College

FOUNDED
ia1S79

156 STUART STREET,

BOSTON

Wholesale

A

-

Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade
574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

Varney's

Jewelry

Store

Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

MAINE STREET

103

LeTARTE'S

-:-

STUDIO

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS
and

FRAMES

Tondreau Block

•

Brunswick, Maine

GROCERIES

Telephone 435-436

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

"FRANCIS"

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLAIR

& GERVAIS

do the work

"The College Jeweler"

Diamonds and Watches
Fine Repairing and Engraving

MAINE STREET

141A

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

to the

LAUNDRY

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Fordham University
Special Rates to Students

Law
— Three- Year Course

School of

NEW YORK
on Photographs

Case System

CO-EDUCATIONAL
College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good
Grades Required
Transcript of Record Necessary in

Webber's Studio
Florence P. Merriman

Morning.

Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

114 Maine

St., cor.

Cumberland

St.

All Cases
Early Afternoon
Evening Classes

and

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
CHARLES P. DAVIS. Registrar
233 Broadway.

New York

LEBEL'S
Candy and
74

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

IF IT'S
You
dered

Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

will

by

PRINTING

find

this

the service renoffice

all

you

"Canada spends $120,000,000 ancourse in personality by Dr. William W. Biddle of the School of Ap- nuallv for education", according to
plied Science at Cleveland, Ohio, will Dr. Walter F. Percival, director ot
be one of the features of this year's Protestant education in the province
of Quebec, Canada.
local summer session.

As a

\

cultural

sian students

once a week.

requirement Rus-

now attend

the theatre

m

"How

to

Keep Well When Traveling

the Tropics", is the title of a new
course offered by the University of
California.

could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of

THE RECORD
are at your service.

or

A

For Catalogue, address F.

PURE FOOD SHOP

:

:

Sessions

B. Chipman, Inc.

MEATS

|

— First.

;

Evening

Lyman

minute. 58 3-5 seconds.

Runninp high jump
Brook t. N. H.. and

:

training facilities,

PHIL BRISK

CUMMINGS' MARKET

:

1

j

advantages to college men:

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

fifteen minutes.

:

MANAGEMENT

SECRETARIAL
Burdett offers exceptional

STREET

50th

GUN

;

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

EAST

NEW YORK

;

:

Short term and advanced courses for college men:

16

USED MOTORCYCLES

21

—

220-yard low hurdles— First. McLaughlin.
3rd.
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
2nd.
Stanwood.
Whitehouw. N. H. Time: 24.3.
220-yard dash— First, Pike, N. H. 2nd. McLaughlin. Bowdoin
3rd, Harrington. N. H.
Time: 22.3.
880-yard run First. Thistlewaite. Bowdoin
2nd. Usher. Bowdoin 3rd. Noyes. N. H. Time:
:

41»

—

—

;

:

50
«
for Whittier In fourteenth.

Erfah Srotlyrra

6

17

two out when winning run was scored.
Runs -Ricker. Whittier. McKown. Shute.
Brown. McNamara 2, Lovitt. Roberts. Errors
McNamara. Davan. Whittier. McKown. Shute.
Two base hit— Parmenter. Three base hits—
Lovitt, Shute. Home run Dwyer. Struck out
—by Morrell 4, by Roberts 7. B»«» on balls•

run First. Demoulpied. N. H.
Lavender, Bowdoin
3rd. Blood, N. H.

2nd,

— ran
—

x

:

well dressed.

the Magee outfit. Another
result of this factor is that the character of the opposition has veiled even
from $60.00 np • Guns taken In trade
the outstanding performances of the
Bowdoin athletes on certain occasions.
For this reason the work of the Bruns- LIVERNOIS CYCLE ft
STORE
wick contingent will loom up large at
95 Maine Street
Orono. And, there is Jack Magee's
parting shot: "We have gone up before on many occasions and won when
we were conceded only a slight
chance."
and
plex

;

:

that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

1

1

7
6
4
6

doubtful

the

margins fairly evenly.
Maine is
granted several points on the strength
that the meet will be in her own back

I

b

31%

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has

lads

than on the Garnet tribe the week
before, as the various times prove.
Next Friday the team leaves for
Orono with some of the running power
of the campus still left. Notwithstanding his crippled condition, the Polar

DEFEATS

N. H.

the infield.

Building

{gRISK

Excellent

Still

Magee pictured the situation frankly
to the team and enlisted the pledge
of each and every individual in the

out eighteen men, including every
Polar Cub but Arno Koempel, who
garnered two doubles from the Kelly

Agent for Victor Radio

But Never Noticeable

In his address to the boys directly
following this trip, however, Coach

Bowdoin Junior Varsity was deat Bridgton last Wednesday
5-3 in a great ball game. Not only
did both nines play air-tight baseball
the whole distance but the opposing
hatters were able to collect only seven
Johnny Kelly,
hits for each team.
hurling for the Academy outfit, struck

"Noticed

1)

carnival.

Morale

Game

feated

Popular Sheet Music and Records

Always

(Continued trom page

Penn Relay

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

TONDREAU

MORALE OF TRACKMEN
EXCELLENT ON VERY
EVE OF_STATE MEET

Game

in

Clean Fielding and Fine
Pitching Feature Air-

of Brunswick, Maine

STUDENT

Moment

Critical

Whitman's
Chocolates
VLLEN'S

DRtC,

STORK

Tel. 3

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work

done

in this shop.

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.

S\i
No
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Classes Friday

or Saturday

WEDNESDAY, MAY

VOL. LXI.

JUNIORS CELEBRATE

ANNUAL IVY DAY FRIDAY

57th

FRATERNITIES INAUGURATE

THREE DAY FESTIVITIES WITH
HOUSE PARTIES TONIGHT
Formal and Informal Dances,

The long-awaited Ivy House

The Black and White contingent swept onto a rain-soaked and
I

j

by the University of Maine, the defending champion of three years.
The victory for the Brown Bear did not materialize until three
stalwart Orono men made a clean sweep of the discus throw, the

I

event of the day.
Bates, favored to win, ceased scoring abruptly when the fiat
races were over and the White hopes began to rise when the
McLaughlin-Stanwood duet had garnered sixteen out of the possible eighteen points in the hurdles.
The sogginess of the Maine track which is considered a fast

Webb

by his 12

ft. 1 in.

i

I

j

S

If

any record-breaking feats by the brilliant field of
Maine hung up the solitary record of the meet

|

of

yfa.
tf&ffifo?

j

v ...

j

I

in that order to lead.the
j

Bowdoin contestant. Larry Usher and
Sewall were right behind the Garnet
pair after the initial sprint for posiand there they stayed. At the
half mile mark "Ossie" Chapman was
leading the mud-bespattered trio of
Viles, Usher and Sewall, with the rest
of the field strung- out twenty yards
behind.
Sewall Gets Third
On the last lap the Bates) men strode
out shoulder to shoulder and Sewall
left his teammate behind to follow
Viles came home with a
closely.
strong: sprint to the tape, while Chapman strode easily to second place, and
was nearly caught from behind by 6.
Tingey at the finish. The time, 4 minutes, 30 1-5 seconds, was ample proof
of the handicap Viles met in the
tion,

muddy

footing-.

Perhaps the prettiest running exhi-

from the bystander's point of
view was that given by "Gil" Adams of

bition

AHERN AND LAMPORT
TO LEAD QUILL BOARD
FOR COMING YEAR

:-.

Degree
Portland
Bowdoin Club on May 14, President
Sills predicted that there would soon
be an attempt to eliminate the classical languages as requirements for a
Bachelor of Arts degree. He said that
the same arguments that were being
used to eliminate the classical languages would, in less than fifteen
years, be applied to the modern lan-

a

In

guages

speech

also.

before

the

The main argument, for

v

x

*

I

•>

#;<*.*

-.-** .-.•-

Heads to Fill Vacancies
from Remaining Members
of Both Boards
Philip
C.
elected to fill

Ahern

'32,

has

N.E.I.

Home Game in Weeks
Looms as Important
League

TO WHITE

j

Bowdoin Ranked First in Maine College Group; Predict Record Times in
New England Collegiates

I

i

Advance dope, no matter how

the elimination of the classical languages is that they are now being
taught for their cultural, rather than
Greek. President
practical benefits.
Sills went on to say. is taught in only
a few Maine high ;chools. Failure to
offer this studv. when full courses in
Offering recommendations and sugty pe writing, manual training, and othgestions, serving on committees, and
er vocational studies are given, conattending alumni reunions without
stitutes a denial of democracy, he defail until the last few years, his inclamL
The best investment that a college terest w-as a faultless example set
by a man whose life was given up to
can make is to allow the faculty memthe help of the unfortunate. The fubers to conduct research work, and to
neral services were held at the First
irrant them sabbatical leave. The PresCongregational
Church in Gray where
bv outlining the
continued
ident
he was the pastor for twenty-seven
courses of studv at Bowdoin. and discussing the faculty of each individual years of his life.
Inusually Active Life
department. Research by the faculty
Mr. Bean was born on a farm in
raises the college above the level of
Conway, X. H., July 20, 1K29, where
Mlnnrtmird on Vmfr »»
his grandmother had settled as one o£
the first persons in that section. Ho
received his preliminary education in
SUB-FRESHM \N EXAMINAhis native t<>v.-n and then attended
TH>\ SCHEDULE
Bridgton Academy. Upon graduation
from this institution he entered BowMonday. May 2.">
doin in the class of '57.
<t- — 12
a.m. Latin
When he had received his degree
o. -<> p.m. Historv
"
here,
he returned to Bridgton when
i»
p.*n. Chemistry
he taught for a year and became prinTuesday. Mav 26
He
cipal for a period of two years.
IS a.m. English
%
•>
then
Bangor Theological
entered
5 p.m. French
~
Seminary, from which he graduated in
it
p.m. Phvsks
186L
Wednesday. Mav 26
He was then called to the pastorate
o a.m.
1 p.m. Mathematics
•>
of the Congregational Church in DeXp.m.
Gorman. (I reek or
5
ter, where he was ordained and where
Spanish
he served for one year.
In 1862 he

The

Light

Pieces

Two

carej

short comedies

Expressly

will

be

the

Masque and Gown's contribution to
the Ivy Day festivities this year.

the final outcome; yet track times
field distances, matched with one
another, can give a surprisingly sure
indication of what may ultimately re-,
Thus: Holy Cross, 32J; New;
suit.
Hampshire, 29i; Bowdoin, 24i; Bates,
20; Maine, 14J; Northeastern, 13i;

j

j

M.

;

j

I.

T., .11;

and so on down to Con-

necticut Aggies, who are slated to receive only a lone counter.
The Polar Bear tracksters rate
their exalted position largely by virtae of Stanwood and McLaughlin, that
dependable duet of timber-striders.
Compared times allots first to Stanwood, and fourth to McLaughlin in
the highs; vice versa in the lows. To
be sure, times matched in both events
reveal an uncomfortably hot bit of
competition for the Whitemen. Powers
of Northeastern has turned in 15 3-5
in this race, a scant 1-10 slower than
Charlie's best; McDonnell of Holy
Cross shows the same fast clocking.
MacKenzie, also of Northeastern,
will drive Ray McLaughlin to the
limit, having chalked up a 24 4-5
(setting a new eastern New England
Intercollegiate mark) to be shaded
only the slightest by Bowdoin's fleet
Stanwood has a fighting chance
star
to break into a third in the lows,

should he nose out McDonnell, wh«
shows a time of 25 seconds flat.
Thistlewaite Has Chance in Half
Nobody will beat Chapman in his
half-mile specialty, for he has set up
a 1.53 in the IC4A Which New England runners will shoot at for years
But Harry Thistlewaite,
to come.
despite his edging by Mank of Main*
last Saturday, should, given a clear
day and a dry track, better his 1.58

made at Durham two weeks ago.
Mank's best effort was a l.o'.t 2-5
which he clicked off in the M. I. T.
Holy Cross's Cuneo
dual
meet.
stands, by comparative figuring, a bare
1-5 second behind the Maine man.

3-5

The vertical leap should see a sequel to the battle waged two weeks
ago at Durham, when Charlie Stanwood and Wooley, N. H., knotted at
5 feet 10 J inches. Close at their heels
is Coon of M. I. T., with a leap of
5 feet 10i inches to his credit, made
when the engineers clashed with
Maine. McNally, Holy Cross jumper,
threatens seriously with his 5 feet
10 inches flat.
I

Continued on page

e)

Bowdoinmen

ap-

.

Their first presentation will be the
whimsical one act piece, "WurzelFlummery" by the British humorist
Alfred Alexander Milne, formerly an
associate editor of the "Punch". The
second the "Lost Silk Hat" is by the
well known Irish playwright Lord
Dunsany. The plays will be presented in the Cumberland theatre at
4.10 on Friday.
'32
will apJ. Frank Carpenter
pear in the leading role of "WurzelFlummery" as Robert Crawshaw, a

in

and

amount

wood

successful

(Continued on Patre 6)

TARBELL PRESIDENT
OF MASQUE AND GOWN
New Members

Also Chosen

bar

F.

Besides handling the large
routine work which was
hands, the committee

its

at

'32,

Garth P. James '32, Bruce
'32 and William W. Dun-

'32.

Usher to Receive Prize
traditional Ivy Day exercises
take place as usual in Memorial
Hall immediately following the Seniors' last Chapel. The Juniors dressed

The

will

gowns

-will

march

into the audito-

rium and John Westbrook Hay

will

be chairman.
Henry Forbes Cleaves
will make presentations to various
outstanding members of the class.

William Lawrence Usher who was
elected most popular man by th3
Junior Class last winter will receive
a wooden spoon while others will be
honored in like fashion. Harris Merrill Plaisted will deliver an oration
dealing with the problems arising
from the expansion of industry, and
the value of a irollege education in
coping with them. George Tingey
Sewall, class poet, will render some
of his verse.
The meeting will be adjourned to
the campus where the Junior Class
will plant the traditional ivy and sing
the class ode composed by Melcher
Prince Fobes with music by Henry

(Continued on pagt
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GROWLER MAKES
APPEARANCE FRIDAY

IVY

for Dramatic Society

Meeting
Sloan Does Cover Design for

politician

B/itish

of

M. Binley

.

typical

'32.

in

has endeavored to icreate publicity
The other members of
the committee are Charles F. Stan-

in

revamped

peared at their best as they offered an
air-tight brand of baseball to the
Mules; and only an unfortunate chain
of events robbed them of the win and
handed the sunberth to Colby last Friday. In nearly every one of the very
recent league tussles, Bowdoin has
outhit its opponent, only to lose on
a fluke.
Erratic and inconsistent performance has marked most of the Polar
Bear games; Bowdoin's league standing has been vacillating up and down,
urged by a win over a team that
sure defeat, or a battle
spelled
outfit
that
dropped
an
to

j
;

Oldest Graduate of College
Was 101 Years of Age
The Rev. Ebenezer Bean, the oldest
Bowdoin alumnus and perhaps the

Friday.

Fitted for Festive Occasion

from comparative
compiled
fully
scores, nine times out of ten is wrong

j

I

(Continued on Pmse Z)

REV. EBENEZER BEAN
AGED ALUMNUS DIES

mery"

Day Committee, headed by Henry
Cleaves

for the event.

Hat" and "Wurtzee Flum-

'Lost Silk

Tilt

Polar Bears must
face the Bates Bobcats on Ivy Day,
at Pickard Field in a crucial league
contest. State chances for the White
men, which looked splendid after the
gruelling fourteen inning win over
Colby over a week ago, were rudely
shattered when the latter outfit slipped
under the wire for a 2-1 victory last

EIGHTEEN COLLEGES
PLAYS WRITTEN BY
ENTERED AT BATES MILNE AND DUNSANY

j

An unusually large number of
guests are scheduled to arrive today
at the fraternity houses which have
been arranged in readiness for the occasion.
This gratifying show of interest is due in a large measure to
the efforts of the hard working Ivy

placed

Ben Houser's

Comparative Times of Teams Masque and Gown Prepares
Two One Act Plays for
Foresee Win for Holy
Entertainment
Cross Trackmen

lings.

(Continued on page 2)

MELEE WITH BOBCAT
First

TO BE GIVEN
ON IVY DAY

GIVES THIRD IN

as manager of the Business
Board.
By these two newly elected chiefs
will be selected the remaining memThe Bowdoin
bers of both Boards.
literary publication has two Associate Editorships to be filled from the
rank and file of present staff under-

Jr., '31,

—

seasons of the college year. At eleven o'clock, the impressive SenAfter Chapel, the Ivy exercises
iors' Last Chapel will be held.
with their speeches and presentations will take place and the ivy
will be planted by the members of the Junior Class. In the afternoon, Bowdoin's nine will encounter Bates in the annual Ivy Day

TWO COMEDIES

ADVANCE DOPE

left vacant by retiring editor Fred
Rawlings Kleibacker '31. Along with
Editor Ahern was chosen Richard M.
Lamport '32, to succeed Elias Thomas,

_

and country

couples, at the gaily decorated

Sargent Gymnasium, will swing into motion to the celebrated
music of Red Nichols and his dance orchestra direct from the
Broadway musical show, "Girl Crazy".
During the forenoon of Friday, will take place the annual ceremonies which distinguish the Ivy Parties from the other festive

been

oldest Congregational minister in the
country, died May 16 in Walnut Hill,
Me., after having reached an age of
nearly one hundred and two. In spite
of his ripening years, he kept in exceptionally close connection with the
college in the last few years.
Leading an active life at all times,
the Rev. Bean was not confined to his
bed until last Wednesday. His death
is a distinct loss to Bowdoin, for he
played an exceptionally busy role in
college affairs at all times in his life.

to various hotels

when the

H0USERMENL00KT0
VICTORY IN IVY DAY

Dan Johnson's winning broad jump at Orono last Saturday, one of the
critical moments of the Maine State Track Meet in which the University
of Maine beat Bowdoin by 1 1-3 Points.
Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram

the "Quill" editorship

—

lege will reach its zenith

:?

\

|

make excursions

clubs within the state, and on Friday the social activity of the col-

classic.

#*&®2*';

MAY PASS

Predicts Elimination As a
Requirement for A.B.

-.:>-.

crowning event of

**&&&

:

SAYS PRESIDENT SILLS

y. ;

:

-.

j

To occupy the positions shortly to
Bates in the quarter mile. This boy be vacated by Editors James B. Colhas developed one of those tireless ton, II, '31, and Hawthorne L. Smyth
looking strides that seems capable of '31, the following men stand ready:
almost any clip. In the first trial heat Albert S. Davis '33, Gordon D. Briggs
he led Pendleton of Maine with ease. '33, and Edward D. W. Spingarn '33.
Business Assbtantship Vacated
Then in the following race, Hodkiewicz
Manager-elect Lamport
Business
of Colby breasted the finish line just
to the fore of Harry Thistlewaite, the leaves a position to be refilled by one
Bowdoin captain. The other two quali- of these assistants Robert L. Heller
'33,
Antonucci '33, William
Dominic
N.
fiers were Williams of Colby and McKinirv of Maine. After due thought H. Lowell '33, Albert P. Madeira '33,
and deliberation. Jack Magee withdrew and Louis C. Steams, 3rd, '33.
(Continued on page 6)
Ahern has been an energetic Quill
editorial board member for two years,
serving his first as sophomore pubThis year he has serveJ
licity man.
principally in an advisory capacity;

CLASSICS

i

effort in the pole vault.

George Sewall took third place in
the mile and thereby snatched the first
disputed point of the scoring. As had
been previously broadcast, Viles and

Chapman ran

4*&-W fpPwj&fe,^.

Parties, the

Bowdoin's social calendar, assume the scene tonight at most of the
fraternity houses with formal dinners and dances at which many
prominent city orchestras will entertain. Tomorrow, some of the
fraternities will

:

final

runners.

Coming Week End

for

PROM MUSIC BY RED NICHOLS' ORCHESTRA

IVY

muddy portion of Orono last Saturday and proceeded to battle its
way to within a scant 1 1-3 points of the winning total aggregated

and TraProgram

Picnics, Outings

ditional Exercises Will Provide Colorful

INDIVIDUAL POINT HONORS GO TO STANWOOD

track, forestalled

Friday

Cumberland

NO.

When

Polar Bears Leading Until Last Event, Discus,
Pale Blue Scores Sweep; Olson Springs
Surprise in Javelin Heave

at

20, 1931.

•^p^^^^^—m

MAINE BRUIN EDGES WHITE;
WINS STATE TRACK TITLE BY
1» POINTS; COLBY, BATES LAG

Two Comedies

At a meeting of the Masque anil
Gay Issue of Independent
Gown, Thursday, May 14, Albert W.
thought are cleverly portrayed by the
Tarbell '32 of Bangor was elected to
be
Magazine
will
wife,
his
author.
Margaret
head
the Bowdoin dramatic organizaplayed by Mrs. John C. Thalheimer
tion for next season.
while Mrs. Ralph De Someri Childs
For
the
third
time since its initial
'33
Roswell P. Bates
of Danvers and
will appear as Viola his daughter.
Albert
Madeira '33 of Boston were appearance last Christmas, the BowThe part of Richard Meriton^i young Chosen P. business
as
manager
and gtege doin Growler approaches a generally
a
politician on the opposition and
staid, sad, sober old Polar Bear, and
manager respectively.
lover of Viola, will be assumed by
The new men admitted to Masque tickles him vigorously in the ribs.
Albert W. Tarbell '32. Stanley D.
and Gown membership were Henry Gayer than ever before, more spark1'inkham '31, will handle the short
ling
in its wittv appeal, and brighter
Van de Bogart '34, Frederick W. Burbut difficult role of Denis Clifton, "a
whose self-importance and ways of

j

|

writer of unsuccessful farces."
The action of the play deals chiefly
with the complications resulting front
the will of a certain Antony Clifton.
Robert Crawshaw receives a legacy
from the will of 50,000 pounds on condition that he will assume the preposterous name, of Wurzel-Flummery.' A
struggle takes place within him as his
desire for the money encounters his
fear of appearing ridiculous before
mental
nation.
Finally,
a
the
mechanism, called rationalization by
psychologists comes to his rescue and
he decides that "it is a sacred trust"
and a public duty to accept the money.
Richard Meriton who had been too
poor to marry Viola receives a similar
bequest and the two opponents are
left with the same name.
"The Lost Silk Hat"
"The Lost Silk Hat" is somewhat
Flummery",
shorter than "Wurzel
but it has in parts a more serious
tone as one would expect of a drama
It tell.from the pen of Dunsany.
the story of a caller, who having
rushed into the street after a quarrel
with his loved one, finds that he ha;"
forgotten his silk hat. To return for
the hat would be an absurd anticlimax to his frenzied departure. To
walk about the streets of London hatless

seems

to

him

(('•iiitinui-d

just as
on page

bad.

ton

*34,

Albert S. Davis,

Jr., '33,

Ed-

ward DeLong '34, John G. Fay '34,
Walter D. Hinkley '34, John F.
Jenkisson '33, Donald P. McCormick
'33, Fred E. Miller, Jr., '33, M. ChandJer Redman '34, George T. Sewall '32,
and Eliot Smith '33.

STATE TENNIS MEET

HERE MAY 25 AND 26

design, this independent student
publication will be on the Bowdoin
in its

campus on Ivy Day. Friday.
Christy Moustakis, editor of the
third issue, takes the guiding reins of
tiie comic magazine from George T.
Sewall, and is the producer of an issue
that bids fair even to surpass the first
numbers. It is entirely student written, with a cover design

bv Don Sloan

who has been delighting Growler
leaders with his amusing sketches.
There will be more cartoons than
Bowdoin Will Enter Six Men With heretofore, i. umbering among them
Large Opportunity of Holding
several full-page wash-drawings by
Sloan and Iiassett. both of whom have
Championship
had material printed in previous islaree c.-mic
Besides these
The tennis team will enter six men sues.
smaller half-page
in the State tennis meet which is to sketches are many
be held on the Bowdoin Courts on May ami column drawings and rarioons.
'32.

Contains Humorous Poems
and 2t>. The same men who went
on the spring trip will probably makt
That old collegiate favorite, poetry,
up the team. These men are: Captain makes a graceful entrance into the
(Continued on page 2)
Abbott '31, D. C. Perkins "31, M. L.
L. Short '32, E. G. Baker *33, A. W.
Fmst '33, It. M. Sprague "32.
SCHEDULE FOR IVY DAY
singles
matches,
are
six
Since there
11.00 A.M. Seniors' Last Chapel
There
all of these men will play.
11.30 A.M. Ivy Exercises
may, however, be a slight change in
2.00 P.M. Bates Game
the composition of the doubles teams
Flummer>"
t.iO P.M. "Wurzel
which will play the required thr««and "I.rfit»t Silk Hat" at CumColby
ami
doubles matches. Bates
berland
have also entered teams, and Bowdoin
Formal
9.00 P.M. to 2.00
A.M.
has a very good chance of repeating
Gym Dance
2.j

its victory of two years ago,
the last State meet was held.

He

3)
I

wh.

»
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GENTLEMEN!

IVY!

If it's that extra bit of sophistication that you're looking for

1871

Established

.

.

.

that indescribable something that

marks one man as better dressed than another, choose your spring wear at Walsh's.
White flannels, sweaters and sport shoes as well as dress accessories will please the most

fastidious at

the shop that's

Editor-in-Chief

George T. Sewall

A

"More than a toggery

'32

Bowdoin

Institution"

Associate Editor
Philip C.Ahern '32

uJlje

Managing Editors
G. Russell Booth '33

H. Allan Perry

'33

McMenamin

'33
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Day

Having
for the problems involved.
heretofore stated its position in regard to the control of athletics by extra-collegiate bodies, the Orient is
ready to stand by any move which attempts the retention of athletics in
undergraduate hands.
have stated
before that we are strongly in favor
of a modification of the Penn Plan
which holds the control of athletics
within college halls, which would give
to the undergraduate a real participation in the athletic policy of the college, and which would bring the faculty of the institution a more definite
influence in the athletic program.
Mr. McLaughlin states the problem
as succinctly as possible: it is in fact
merely
the old Bowdoin problem
This is the day when
writ large.
swords are drawn in real conflict in
regard to athletic policy. The Penn
Plan is steadily gaining headway on
all sides.
Any policy which tends to

We

go against the

spirit of the plan

is

Once again it becomes our privilege to welcome guests to a running counter to the trend of the
times. Once again we offer sympathy
Bowdoin houseparty
to Ivy, the climax of the spring program.
and our support to the undergraduate
And so we extend to you the heartiest greetings, and hope that you viewpoint in regard to the N. E. I.
P.CA.
may get full measure of enjoyment froin the activities of these

—

three days.

May

18, 1931

Editor of the Student Paper
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

For over half a century now, Bowdoin has been observing her
Day with traditional ceremonies, symbolic and fraught with
But in these later years it seems that possibly the Dear Sir:
On May 23rd there will be
original significance of the day is being lost, buried beneath the vention at Lewiston, Maine of
rush and importance of a fast-moving houseparty. We should not E. I. C. A. A. of which your
Ivy

meaning.

a conthe N.
college

is a member.
At this meeting an atforget entirely that the Ivy Day exercises are in themselves both tempt will be made to wrest control of
the true cause and the true end of all these festivities. Our house- the organization from student hands
and place it in the grasp of alumni,
party as we hold it today has grown out of the simpler activities coaches, and athletic directors.
accompanying the early Ivy ceremonies. We should remember
We are fighting this move, since
believe that athletic competition is
that the planting of the ivy is an outward manifestation of the un- we
a student function and the administraseen bond which has grown up between the Class and the College, tion thereof should be a student re-

and among us as individuals, and that the exercises which accom- sponsibility. In the enclosed statement, you will find a history of the
pany it are held to vest the occasion with suitable dignity and association under student control, the
solemnity. At this time, if never else during the year, we should attempts made prior to this to raid
the association and take the power
realize that we are members of the great body that is the College, from the undergraduates, and the deand that service to the College
is our tails of the present drive.
now and in the future
In answer to the logical question
duty and our privilege.
"What if the alumni and coaches do

—

—

what is the harm in that?"
Consider the instance cited on page 2.
control,

The N. E. Conference

The "Bugle"

We understand that there is a move on foot to change the mode
of paying for
publication

—

is

controlled

AHERN AND LAMPORT
TO LEAD QUILL BOARD
FOR COMING YEAR

'The Book of the Month

-

Year

-

and

The Science of

-

Century"

Life

(Continued from pas* 1)

STORY OF ALL THINGS

he took a stellar role in the giant May
-THE
LIVINGissue of the magazine.
Besides his Quill activities, Ahern
by H. G. Wells - Dr. Julian Huxley - C. P. Wells
part
extremely
active
has played an
on the Orient Board. Next year will
DISTRIBUTORS
be his fourth on the Bowdoin newspaper, when he will occupy the post of
R.
Co.
3 Maine Hall
L.
Associate Editor. This year he wa3
co-managing editor with George T.
Sewall '32. Ahern is a member of Psi
Upsilon fraternity.
Lamport, succeeding Thomas as
Business Manager, has likewise experienced two busy years on that
SILLS
Board; this year he was advertising
Continued from Paga 1
chief for the publication. Next year,
also, Lamport reaps the fruit of his became the pastor of the Gray church, the advanced high school, while conendeavors, as manager of varsity
two different pe- centration on special subjects keeps it
football.
He is a member of Beta where he served for
from being classed as a university
riods, from 1863 to 1874 and from
Theta Pi fraternity.
1877 to 1893. Other churches where) which specializes in more general
he served were at Camden, Fort courses.
Fairfield, and Bluehill. Me.
President Sills eulogized the influIn 1907 he retired from active pas- ence of the young instructors, recently
toral work and went to live with his out of graduate schools, saving that
daughter at Urbana, 111., but returned they served to keep better communi4 from Pas* 1}
( Oawua
to Southern Maine a short while af- cation between the students and the
Growler's pages. One sad. sweet bal- terwards, because of his preference faculty.
lad in particular will be read with in- for this part of the country.
Need of a New Science Building
terest; numerous other comic poetic
In spite of this active religious life,
President Sills also revealed the
skits appear, products of Sam Davis' he found time to take an immense in- need of a new science building.
He
facile pen.
Supplementing these hu- terest in the welfare of Bowdoin. He stated that the present building was
morous verses the editors have dished had married Mary Hawes, the sister overcrowded, and that a new building
up a fine selection of short articles, of Charles Hawes, the president of the devoted to these courses would provide
commentaries on world-news of the Board of Overseers, and thus he for the extension of the Geology Deday, and original jokes.
kept in even closer connection with partment.
He continued by mentioning that enNo Growler would be complete sans the college. As long as his strength
the bubbling, gossiping Walt Winchell lasted, he attended all the alumni re- tering students were better prepared
column and all apologies to you, Mr. unions at the college. He was a char in the rudiments of English, and could
chapter
Bowdoin
the
of
member
ter
devote much more attention to literaWinchell. No college man or faculty
ture, and less to the elements of commember is safe from the lightly of Theta Delta Chi.
position.
He said that there was a
barbed witticisms sped from the shaft
of Brunswick Broadway Bits. The
Professor T. C. Van Cleve and P. growing appreciation for the value of
latest of the contemporary college S. Wilder will represent the College at the art and music courses, and preMassachudicted that they would increase in imcomic publications of the day have a meeting of the Western
been carefully scanned, and the very setts Alumni Association which is to portance in the next twenty-five years.
He finally revealed that there would
cream of quip and jest reprinted with- be held tomorrow at Amherst College.
in Growler's gay pages.
The other speakers will be: Professor be a new Freshman history course ofThe prize of twenty-five dollars, of- George R. Elliott, a former member fered in the fall of 1932. He stated
fered through the Growler by the Ken- of the English department, and now that this course would cover history
down to the
nebec Wharf and Coal Company, for a member of the Amherst faculty; from the Fall of Rome
the creation of an original .copy for Professor Herbert C. Bell, who spoke present time.
Robert Hale, president of the club,
their advertisement, went to Don here on vocational day as a former
Harry
were
about fifty
there
and
presided,
and
Sloan. His prize-winning advertise- member of the faculty;
members present.
DeF. Smith '91, of Amherst.
ment appears in Friday's Growler.

W.

WAGNER

W. EASTON

REV. EBENEZER BEAN
CLASSICS MAY PASS
AGED ALUMNUS DIES SAYS PRESIDENT

GROWLER MAKES
APPEARANCE FRIDAY

IVY

—

—

by

STEPPING INTO A MODERN

the latter. When an attempt was made
to pass rule 5 which states that no professional can represent a college the

WORLD

rule was rejected.
It was rejected
the Bugle. Probably never in all the history of this so that men could play profesat least since it has been supported by an assessment sional and semi-professional baseball

—

on the Juniors
has its financial path been anything but uphill,
and rough at that. Junior assessments are notoriously hard to
collect, and there is always a measure of injustice in the matter of
who pays and who does not. We are given to believe that the new
plan would change all this by including a Bugle subscription in the
blanket tax of the whole student body, regardless of class, thereby
distributing the cost to each undergraduate over four years, instead of having it paid in a lump sum as it now is. At present,
moreover, the levy is made in the midst of preparations for Ivy
always a period of heavy expense to the Juniors especially. For
that reason alone it would seem wise to spread the cost so that it
will fall more lightly and at a time more convenient.
Furthermore, by making the Bugle assessment part of the blanket tax, its payment would be made compulsory by the College, and
the financial difficulties so often resulting from the failure or inability of the class to collect the necessary funds would be obviated.
Nor would there any longer be the possibility of a few members of
the class wriggling out and refusing to share their part of the cost
of a class activity.
Altogether, on the surface at least, the proposed change seems
highly advantageous. Perhaps not. But it seems to us that an
evenly distributed, small compulsory fee, paid annually, would be
in every way more satisfactory than the present hit-or-miss collection, or attempts at collection, of a larger and more inconvenient
payment, especially since there is no way of insuring that the full

—

summer and be amateurs in
a rotten state of affairs.
The enclosed statement is being issued by Dr. Stratton of Technology
and is already in the hands of your
in the
school

—

college president.
In the interest of continued student
control, for the principle of clean un-

tainted sportsmanship, and for the
athletic integrity of' your college we
wish to enlist your support in this last
minute campaign in the interest of

clean athletic competition.

Yours

sincerely,

e. f. Mclaughlin,
of the Editorial Board
The Tech Volume LI

Member

1

amount

will

be paid.

Editorial Shavings
After weeks of decidedly unspringweather the arrival of something
spring is generally acceptable.
We begin to appreciate the latent
beauty of the campus the verdancy
on all sides, is a decided relief from
the harsh black lines which are ours
like
like

—

from November

to

May.

The results of the Major exams
as far as we can determine were very
satisfactory.
are prone to wonder
however just what all this success is
going to prove. Of course, there remains in
.he
background
some
nebulous ideal which the scholastics

We

The Outing Club

Among

our dying campus organizations, perhaps the nearest
to the grave is the Outing Club, once a fairly active group, now
well on the way to oblivion. Here again the trouble lies partly with
the members, and perhaps, more with the officers. From time to
time various half-formed schemes and projects connected with this
body have been put forward, but for nearly three years absolutely
no action, beyond the form of elections and an appointment or two
with the Bugle photographer, has been taken by the club. All this
is really too bad.
Without a doubt there are in the College a number of men who would be interested in the sort of activity which a
The very location of the College,
live Outing Club could offer.
within stalking distance of many of New England's famous scenic
points, should aid such a group and should make it a desirable
organization. One has only to point to the famous Dartmouth
Club, or to the active Bates Club nearer home, for an example of
what similar groups in this region are doing. Perhaps Bowdoin
men are pot interested in such matters perhaps outdoor life does
not attract them. If this is true, they are missing more than they
know. But all that aside, if Bowdoin can support such a club, as
we verily believe it can, let the present organization take a new
If, on the
lease on life and do something, we don't care what.
other hand, interest in, this field is dead at Bowdoin, let the present
Outing Club stop keeping up its semblance of life and disband
;

altogether.

The enclosed statement mentioned
in Mr. McLaughlin's letter may be
secured at the office of the Orient.

deem worthy of all. The consideration
of the Major exam system in relation
to the decline of departmental clubs
at Bowdoin is of course plausible. Perhaps it would be an idea worthy of
consideration, if the more commendable and constructive features of the
departmental clubs were carried over
into

Major work and

vice versa.

The propinquity of exam period
coupled with the presence of Ivy usually has the effect of cold and warm
currents of air clashing together in
a summer sky. The lightning that
follows

always

strikes,

sometimes

struggle.
But on the
other hand, when one considers the
marked ability of the average man to
forget, he does not place much value
on the note attainment of fact. The
major examination system may best
leave a residue of intellectual curiosity

violently,

this

Catacombs of communication
which

Beneath the streets of most cities Bell
System men build catacombs of communication. Through these subways run
the cables that

may

This great underground system exists
today only because years ago telephone
engineers worked it out. As the telephone
habit grew they foresaw the need of clear-

serve millions of

telephone users.

From each central office, cable dncts
spider-web throughout the area served.
Other ducts, containing trunk lines,

ing streets of overhead wires and protecting circuits for greater efficiency and ease
of maintenance. And today this practice
of forward planning goes right on.

connect one central directly to another.
others contain long distance circuits

Still

which the graduate may take with
him into the world as something actually fostered by the College expe-

join the telephones in one city

with those in another.

BELL SYSTEM

rience.

The recent

initiation of pledges and
election of officers to Pi Delta Epsilon
is at least some indication that this
fraternity still lives.
It remains for
the new group to develop a program
which will prove the worth of the

organization on the campus.

A

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM
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I
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
A

Bowdoin From The Air
The Beauty

of the

campus

in spring has

BOWDOIN AS SEEN FROM THE AIR

been caught from a new aspect.

is

the subjecl of a collection of views that

Moulton Union

will be exhibited in

May

.

.

the 21st, 22d, and 23d.

DAN KRAUSE
for

>

CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE

Continued from naire 1)
Forbes Cleaves.
The center of interest will then be shifted to Pickard
Field where Bowdoin will meet Bates

The capping event of the House
Parties will

annual Ivy Day combat. After
the jrame the Masque and Gown will
comedies,
present
two
sprightly
"Wurzel Flummery" bv A. A. Milne
and "The Lost Silk Hat" by Lord

Dunsany

at the Cumberland theatre.

£X77?A

occur

I

I

|

Sargent

in the
will be

Gymnasium which

•

in the

Gym

Elaborate Preparations for

THREE DAY HOUSE
PARTY FESTIVITIES
COMMENCE TONIGHT

fittingly

decorated for the occasion through the
skillful and painstaking efforts of Mr.
V. S. Cobb. The predominating colors
of the decorations will be black and
white with a touch of brighter colors
thrown in. One third of the way up
from the floor to the roof, will be
hung rows of white streamers which
from a distance will give the effect of
a white ceiling. The booths into which
the fraternities will move their furniture on Friday morning will be decorated with criss-cross strands of

CLICQUOT
ZESTFUL and

it!

tingling,

American ginger
mellower, smoother
blend. Drink it for that EXTRA
something that only Clicquot
has.
Blends delightfully be-

this fine old

ale

is

cause

for their picnic.

a

it

is

Edwin M.

Fuller, Jr.,

charge of the arrangement j

'31, is in

while John Creighton, Jr., '32, John
A. Clarke '33, and Joseph G. Ham '34,
are the other members of the dance
committee.
The Chi Psi fraternity will hold a
dinner dance at the Eastland Hotel in
Portland on Wednesday night at
which music will be furnished by Dan
Murphy and his Musical Skippers.
Their picnic on Thursday will take
them to the Shute Homestead at
Maples. On Friday they will hold a
formal dinner at the Eagle Hotel. Mrs.
Lloyd Hatch of Dexter and Mr*.
Henry Lowell of Wellesley, Mass., will
be the chaperones of the parties. The
committee who arranged the plans
consist of Bruce M. Binley '32, Warren W. Stearns '32 and Lawrence R.

a perfect, blend

itself.

Gardner '32.
The Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity
will open their House Party program
with a tea on Thursday afternoon. A

Clicquot club
GINGER ALES

dance will be held in the evening at
which a part of Red Nichols' orchestra will play.
Mrs. Blunt will be
patroness.
On Saturday, the fraternity will hold a dance at Lakewood.
Marion L. L. Short '32 and H. Schuyler Bradt '33 have charge of the arrangements.

CfaU

Q)nj - golden - cfec
\Jhree favorite flavors on any Campus

THREE

At the Theta Delta Chi house spe
cial preparations have been made fo.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

A

the dance tonight.
modernistic indirect lighting system has been installed and a bandstand for Terry
Page and his Atlantic City Pier Band
has been erected. The patronesses of
the dance will be Mrs. Wilmot B.

GULP COLONIAL TEXACO GASOLINE
-

'32,

'33

Penn

Oils

"Up-to-Minute Service with Modern Equipment"

Mitchell, Mrs. Walter N. Brown and
Mrs. A. Woodford Clay. The fraternity will
go to Camp Cathedral
Pines for their picnic. The members
of the House Party Committee are,

Robert Moyer
Arthur Moyer

-

12 Grades of Texas and

Pine Tree Filling Station

Ford Cleaves '32,
and Edward Morse

Beginning of Cement Stretch, Portland Road

'33.

At the Delta Upsilon house party,
Perly Stevens will furnish the music.
Mrs. J. Oliver Bebe of Boston and
Mrs. Joseph Stetson of Brunswick will
act as chaperones. The committee in
charge of the arrangements consists
of William H. Perry '32, Newton K.
Chase '33. F. Donald Bates '34 and

Kirkpatrick '33, Gordon W. Kirkpa- house dance committee.
At the Alpha Tau Omega fraterJohn H. Jenkins, Jr., '32 and
nity, Red Nichols and part of his orKennedy Crane, Jr., '34.
The program of the Beta Theta chestra will entertain following the
Pi fraternity includes a formal din- formal dinner. Tomorrow the fraterner and dance on Wednesday night for nity will go to the Tallwood Inn on
Thurston B. Sumner '34. On Thursday which an' orchestra conducted by Al Lake Maranacook where they will be
will furnish the music and entertained to the music of Johnnie
Sudhalter
an informal picnic and dance at Poan informal dance on Thursday night. Brown and his New Yorkers. Profesland Spring will be held.
The Zeta Psi fraternity will hold No common outing has been arranged sor and Mrs. Otto Gross, Professor
dances on both Wednesday and Thurs- but private parties will make excur- Edward S. Hammond, Dr. and Mrs.
day nights. Danny Murphy will fur- sions on Thursday. The patronesses McCarty and Miss Martha McGill will
nish the music on the first night and will be Mrs. John A. Harlow of Old be the patrons and patronesses of the
a part of Red Nichols' orchestra will Town and Mrs. George Gardner of parties. The plans were arranged by
perform on the second. For their pic- Auburn. The committee in charge of a committee composed of Richard H.
Barrett '32, William W. DunbaT ...
nic, the fraternity will
journey to plans was composed of Richard M.
Professor Cushing's cottage on Ma- Lamport '32, Eliot Smith '33, James George Percy Carleton '31, Charles E.
quoit Bay. Francis M. Appleton '31, C. Flint '31 and Georgo M. Woodman Thurlow '33, and Lawson Odde '34.
Edward N. Merrill '32, and H. Allan '31.
Ferry '33 have arranged the plans for
The Sigma Nu fraternity will enthe parties.
tertain its guests tonight with a forThe Growler will make its last bow
The Kappa Sigma fraternity will mal dinner and dance at which Billy of the year on Friday. This indewith a house dance at which Clyde Murphy and his Royal Arcadians will pendent comic has met with a fair and
Lougee and his Challengers from Ban- perform. Tomorrow, the fraternity perhaps more than fair approval on
gor will play.
Mrs. Donovan D. will make an excursion to Migis the campus. Whatever may be said
Lancaster
,and
Ernest
A. Lodge on Sebago Lake where Dan against the publication there is this
Mrs.
Caliendo will be chaperones. Tonight Murphy and his Musical Skippers will to be said for it. No organization on
The patronesses the campus has uncovered more latent
i.n informal dinner at the Westcustogo furnish the music.
Inn at Yarmouth will be held. On will be Mrs. F. W. Stockman, Mrs. talent during the last year than the
Saturday, an informal dinner and Carson and Mrs. Hardies. Paul M. Growler. This is an achievement of
'32,
Milton T. Hickok '33, which any organization may be proud.
dance has been arranged at Poland Beckwith
Fraternities Plan Brilliant Programs Spring.
The committee who have John W. Gauss '33, John G. Fay '34 The Growler has done this in a very
The Alpha Delta Phi fraternity will completed the plans are Charles L. and George B. Wood '34 are on the definite and actual way.

entertain its guests with a formal dinner and dance on Wednesday night for
which Don Bigelow and h}s Park Central Orchestra will furnish the music.
Mrs. Lord and Mrs. Robbins will be
the chaperones.
On Thursday, the
fraternity will hold its picnic at
Windham, Me. The House Party
plans
were arranged by Wilbur
Baravalle '31. Chairman, Sherwood
Aldrich '31, Richard N. Sanger '32
and Charles W. Allen '34.
Tonight a part of Red Nichols'
orchestra will play at the dance following the formal dinner at the Psi
Upsilon house. Mrs. Daniel Osborne
and Mrs. Porter both from Cambridge will be patronesses. The fraternity will go to the Shore Acres
Country Club at Sebasco on Thursday

something

has

black and white crepe.
large Bowdoin Banner in the same colors will be
suspended on the back wall of the
Gym while the side columns will be
adorned with plaques bearing the
Junior Class letters and the Bowdoin
seal.
The lights at the ceiling will
be softened and diffused by lanterns
while additional lights will stream
from nine elaborate hangings in the
so-called tropical colors which will be
suspended from among the white
crepe streamers in rows of three.
The music will be furnished by
Red Nichols and his dance orchestra
which will include both the famous
"Five Pennies" and Bix Beidebecke.
Nichols and his men are now on a
tour of New England colleges after
completing a winter's engagement
with the Broadway musical hit, "Girl
Crazy".
In fact the orchestra coming will contain some other well
known musicians which were added
for the trip.
Just recently, the orchestra played at the Yale Prom and
at spring dances at Williams and Holy
Cross. They are well known recording artists for the Brunswick phonograph records and have the reputation
of being one of the very best white
dance orchestras in the country.
Bruce M. Binley '32 will have
charge of the ushering while Mrs.
Noel C. Little has selected the list of
patronesses. The patronesses will be:
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs. Wil
mot B. Mitchell, Mrs. Charles T.
Burnett, Mrs. Manton Copeland, Mrs.
Orren C. Hormell, Mrs. Daniel C.
Stanwood, Mrs. Mortimer P. Mason.
Mrs. Henry L. Johnson, Mrs. Edward
H. Wass, Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing,
Mrs. Stanley B. Smith, Mrs. Edwar.i
C. Kirkland, Mrs. Herbert R. Brown,
Mrs. Kenneth J. Boyer, Mrs. Philip
S. Wilder, Mrs. Donovan D. Lancaster, Mrs. Robert B. Miller, and
Mrs.
James F. White.

trick '32,

House Party Guests

Ivy
ALPHA DELTA PHI
Mary Atkinson, Minneapolis, Minn.
I'hillis Make, Newtonville. Musi.
Elizabeth Bliss, Hong Kong. China.
Betty ( hadwirk. Winchester. Mass.
Betty Chapman, Newton, Mass.
Ann Clifford. Portland.
Sue Davis. Waban, Mass.
Natalie Eldridge, Lexington, Mass.
Barbara Graven. Utiea, N. Y.
Elizabeth Hickey, Arlington. Mass.
Rath Kent, Lowell, Mass.
Emma Knowlton, Perthshire, Miss.
Constance Llbby, Berlin. N. H.

Mary MacKinnon, Topsham.
Virginia MacVane, Portland.
Elizabeth Payaon, Portland

Imogene

Peelle, Douglaston, L. I.
Hilda Randall, Portland.
Frances Seribner, Portland.
Helen Thorpe. Denver, Col.
Marjorie Towle, Salem. Mass.
Mary Tufts. New-ton Highlands, Mass.
Jane Whittaker. Lexington, Mass.

UPSILON

PSI

Irene Chamberlain, Worcester. Mass.
Virginia Cobb, Saco.

Joan CroweU, Bangor.
Marion Crowther. Marblehead, Mass.

Adelaide Merry, W. Somerville, Mass.
Grace Sumner, W. Somerville, Mass.

Gene Thompson,
Priscilla

Lillian Bodwell, Wheaton. Mass.
Augusta Bonzagni, Melrose, Mass.
Wilms Bryant, South PorUand.

Deborah Neally, Bangor.
Betty Pennell, Portland.

Anne Fenderson, Boston, Mass.
Virginia Glass, Belmont, Mass.
Barbara Glossa, Maiden, Mass.
Jean Graham. Boston, Mass.
Margaret Hellier, Rockland.
Madden Perry, Brookllne, Mass.
Eleanor Pratley. Watertown, Mass.
Reta Robinson, Portland.
Myrtle Watson. Portland.
Nancy Smith, New London, Conn.
Betty Stnrgis. Augusta.

Margaret Wheeler. Norton, Mass.

CHI PSI
Martha Atwood. Melrose, Msss.
Fleanor Batrhelder, Por«smoi'th. N. H.
Natalie Brown. Caribou.
Frances Callaghan. Oron-i.

Ruth Callaghan, Orono.
Anderey Chandler, Portland.
I.urile Cook, Wollaston, Mass.
Anne Cooper, Belfast.
Charlotte Cooper, Belfast.
Lvle Cunningham. Portland.
Margaret Jacobs. Portland.
Elizabeth I.urz. Montclair. N. J.
Cathrine Lyon. Bethel.
Ruth Payson. Portland.
Marjorie Reed. Wakefield. Mass.
Alice Rigby. Wellesley, Mass.
Elizabeth Riley, Brnnswlck.
Panline Russell. Gardiner.
Marjorie Ryan. Worcester. Mass.

Lenice Camming*, Augusta.
Nancy Dowst, Winthrop.

Virginia Blakeslee, Maiden, Mass.

Ruth Blanning, Bangor.
Deborah Brooks, Taunton, Mais.
Jean Canfield, Bridgeport, Conn.
Elizabeth Davis. Montclair, N. J.
Dot Eraser, Omaha, Neb.
Virginia Gibbud, New Haven. Conn.
Elizabeth Hatch, Washington, D.

,

Peggy Dowst, Winthrop.
Kathrine Hallowell, Portland.
Janet Hamilton, Wollaston, Mass.
Mary Hand, Chelsea, Mass.
Marguerite Hatch, West Newton, Mass.
Mildred, Healey, Medford, Mais.

Mary

C

Betty Hazzard, Gardiner.
Betty Hubbard. Philadelphia, Pa.
Frances Kinsman. Augusta.
Dorothy Martin, Brunswick.
Lois Morse, Maiden. Mass.
Virginia Moses, Portland.
Edith Schlosberg. Portland.
Beatrice Thomas. Portland.
Jane Winkler, Belmont, Mass,

Holt, Portland.

Dorothy Jordan, Swnmpscntt, Mass.
Dorothy Pennell, Portland.
Ella Rood. Quincy, Mass.
Geraldine Stevens, Auburn.
Rita Vaughan, Belmont, Mass.
Mary White. Marlboro, Mass.
Dorothy Wright, Reading, Mass.
Florrie Wright, San ford.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

SIGMA NU

Helen

Ellis,

DELTA UPSILON

Eleanor Abbott, Lynn, Mass.
Catherine Bacon, Providence, R.
Betty Barrows, Brunswick.

I.

Bickford, Auburn.

Martha Bloom, Palmyra. N. Y.
Susan Chandler, Brunswick.
Jane Crews, Brookline, Mass.
Nina Croasman, Pittifield, Mass.
Rita Dyson. Alexandria, Va.
Janet Haskell, Worcester. Mass.
Mary Howe, Worcester, Mass.
Irma Illingworth, Worcester, Mass.
Dorothea Kidder, Amherst, Mass.
Louise MacAllister, Portland.
Pittsfleld.

Grace McC-annon, Lowell, Mass.
Elizabeth Mast, Baltimore, Md.

Helen Anders. Ambler Highlands. Pa.
Virginia Baker. Scarsdale. N. Y.
Virginia Badrow, Brunswick.
Louise Burr, Kennebank.
Ruth Davis. Hong Kong. China.
Dorothy DeWolfe. Portland.
Marion Dugan, Portland.
Klizabeth Ellery. Danvers, Mass.
Pauline Hall, Kennebunk.
Muriel A. Johnson, Portland.
Ruth Johnson. Atlantic City.
Constance Kellam, Marblehead, Mass.
Vilma Kelley. Winchester. Mass.
C«thrine L. Kendig, Chestnut Hill. Pa.
Cathrine Lambeth. Thomasville, N. C.
Elizabeth McLaughlin, Portland.
Helen Moulseson, Rockland.
Elizabeth Noyes. Cleveland. Ohio.
Frances Porteous, Portland.
Charis Shannell, Baltimore. Md.
Mrs. John W. Trott, Montclair, N. J.
Elizabeth Wetmore, Fraeport, N. Y.
Anne White, Portland.
Beatrice White. Sharon, Mass.

Waban. Mass.

Claire Fobs, Fort Fairfield.

Florence Goodwin, Marblehead, Mass.
Marguerite Goodwin. Marblehead. Mass.
Katherine Grabbs, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cecelia Hayward, Staten Island, N. Y.
Esther Porter, Foughkeepsie, N. Y.
Shirley Owen, BronxviUe, N. Y.
Josephine Sless, New York City.
Polly Stearns,

Hampden.
ZETA PSI

Margaret Andrews, New York City.
Helen Carleton, Haverhill, Mass.
Eleanor Clarke, Southwest Harbor.
Marguerite Demerritt, Dexter.
Rosamund Doering, New Kochelle, N.
Betty Ford, Framinghim, Mass.
Madeleine Gannett, Portland.
Efiie Knowlton, Westbrook.
Nancy Lib by, Augusta.
Peggy Lincoln, Pepperell, Mass.
Anne Lord, Auburn.
Betty Lord, Framingham, Mass.
Doris MacLaren, Dorchester, Mass.
Miriam McMichael. Pittafield.
Anne Macomber, WaterviUe.

Anna

Merrill,

Y

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Dorothy Allis, Arlington. Mass.
Althea Baldwin. Lexington. Mass.
Margaret Barnes, Waltham. Mass,
Dora Blaisdell. Medford. Mass.
Alice Blossom, Norwell, Mass.
Muriel Bradbury, Brunswick.
Madeleine Caron, Brunswick.

Skowhegan.

Edith Nelson, Portland.

Manliva Noyes, Caribou.
Elizabeth Sweet, Newton, Mass.
Lysbeth Winchell, Brunswick.
Nancy Wright. Dallas, Texas.

Betty Coffin, Portage.
Dorothy Creasy, Manchester, N. H.

Evelyn Darky. Ridgefleld Park. N. J.
Rosette Fortin. Brunswick.
Ethel Huse, Boston. Mass.
Margaret Huse, Bath.

KAPPA SIGMA

Hazel Scully, Orono.

Mona MaeDonald,

BETA THETA PI
Gene Babcock. Cambridge, Mass.
Maxine Blake, Somerville, Mass.

Lillian Chamberlain, Reading, Mass.

Marion Chapman, Portland.
Helen Cooper, Brookline, Mass.

Ruth Bowen, Berlin, Mass.
Jane Cady, Waban. Mass.
Eleanor Cross, Bangor.
Janet Delaney, Springfield, Mass.

Priscilla Jordan, Portland.
Barbara Merrill. Portland.

Emma

Eleanor Jordan, Norwood, Mass.
Barbara Precourt, Reading, Mass.
Lucia Ranger, Lynn, Mass.
Helen Robinson, Portland.
Muriel Singleton, Brockton. Mass.
Margaret Warren, Bangor.
Polly \ alter. East Orange, N. J.
Mrs. M. P. Weare, Brunswick.

Kittery.

Wadham, New York City.
THETA DELTA CHI

Margaret Anderson, Brunswick.
Marguerite Clifford, Topsham.
Adrienne DeLisle, Farming-ton.
Doris Flint. Brockton, Mass.
Alice Flanagan, Rockland.

Elizabeth Ionta. Ridlonville.
Betty Lee. Portland.
Louise McCobb, Framingham, Mass.
Florence McDonough. PorUand.
Louise Moon. Portland.
Florence Moses, Portland.
Klizabeth Peat, Johnstown. Pa.
Mona Peterson, Brookline, Mass.
Betty Pitts. Portland.
Eleanor Ridley, Spring-vale.
Eleanor Riley, Brnnswlck.
Myrtle Smith. Brunswick.
Francos Soule, Portland.
Dorothy Spear. Wakefield, Mass.
Sally Suttill. Natiek. Mass.
Mary Swasey. Stendish. Mass.
Virginia Wells, Boston, Mass.

Eila King-horn. Bradford, Vt.
Kay Marshall, Lewiston.
Janice McKay, Belmont, Mass.

Marion Nottage, Boston, Mass.
Velma Nate, Durham, N. H.
Ruth Garrod. Flagstaff, Ariz.
Betty Gladwin, Wollaston, Mass.
Clare Gray, Brookline. Mass.
Caroline Green, Auburn.
Ernestine Hebbert, Lewiston.
Faye Hodgekins, Rockland.
Jeanette Home, Haverhill. Mass.
Helen Howorth, Wollaston, Mass.

NIGHT
AND A

FAST TRACK/

A

,

TRACK man

will tell

you that records are broken when

—
— record

the track is fast. Think of this setting
a cool evening,
the stands overflowing, the whole spectacle brilliantly lighted

with G-E floodlights, and a fast
couldn't stand the "gaff."

track

a

simply

Nighttime, when people naturally turn to diversion, is the
logical time for a track meet. Lack of support will be a thing
of the past. And just watch the athletic fund grow.

G-E

men, are

easily adapted to

development of
any occasion whether

track, tennis,

commencement,

receptions, or plays.

floodlighting

college-trained
football,

Efficient

Of IN THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC PROCRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE

JOIN

N. B.C.

NETWORK

G-E

projectors,

illumination

largely

promotes

the

athletics

and

builds

school spirit.

Blue Sky
...

-

Balmy Air

flying boat

Ask for

GEA-1206— "The

a graceful craft as the commodious

shown above.

YOU WILL ENJOY

Light That Started

flying with a seasoned pilot in this expensive ship,

powered with a

Sports at Night.

Wright Whirlwind

99429

GENERAL

The Androscoggin's Green Banks

A perfect setting' for such

For further information address Publicity Department
(£).

-

ELECTRIC

Below Topsham Bridge

Friday,

May

22

CURTI^WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE
7

.

•
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RELIGIOUS LEADER
DISCUSSES SCOPE OF

RADIO PARISH WORK
Hough Speaks on
Romance of Radio in

Rev. H. O.

Sunday Chapel
conquering space and
in reaching confined and tormented
souls was the theme of the Rev.
Howard O. Hough's address on "The
Romance of Radio" in chapel last
Sunday. As pastor of the famous first
radio parish in Portland, the Rev.

The

Hough

thrill in

is

singularly able to describe

the great work that the church is accomplishing by means of the radio.
He spoke warmly of the cause into
which he has put many years of laeverywhere,
bor to tell everyone,
through this new agency, the message
of the church.
The speaker explained that, although it might seem incongruous to
picture romance in the act of entering
a small room and talking into a little
bjack microphone, there actually exists infinite romance in being able to
reach a million people at one time. In
days of yore, the greatest preacher
or the most eminent statesman was
able to speak to only a limited number

of familiar lines, "God moves in a myspractical and material affairs, Rev- terious way, His wonders to perform",
erend Hough cited a letter which connoted an idea of the link radio
came in his mail. It had come from creates between science and religion.
"All the learning you may gain
the occupants of a lighthouse on some
bleak shoal. "We can hear the waves here," he continued, addressing per", read the let- sonally the one hundred or more stu.
roaring outside
ter, "and your voice seems like a dents present, "will be of no good ungodsend to us."; certainly there is less you realize that it is given you
powerful romance in such a response for the purpose of serving mankind."
He then told of the infinite pleasure
to one's words.
So much has been said concerning he derives from talking over the rathe conflict between science and re- dio to those who were unable to go to
One letter told of a family,
ligion that we are prone to ignore church.
the fact that science, embodied in isolated twenty miles from the nearest
the radio, has become a great boon to railroad, who were accustomed to
as
gather in the parlor every Sunday
religion in recent years. Essential
many things may be to our lives, re- morning to enjoy the full solemnity
ligion is our biggest interest, for re- and beauty of a regular church servligion is the expression of life, and ice, hearing the services by radio.
In another case, shut-ins who had
religion cannot be bound in.
been for twenty-five years incapable
Religious Hours More Popular
of hearing, discovered^that they could
hear the voice of the radio, and
Than Jazz
The Church is generally regarded quickly became devotees of the radio
as conservative to the extreme, yet parish.

which romance invades the

.

field

.

the advent of radio found it awake,
alive, and in a receptive mood.
survey of the hours devoted to various
types* of broadcasts reveals that religious broadcasts take up more time
on the air than even the popular King
Jazz. This fact is a significant one to
the Church, for the people themselves
dictate as to what shall be broadcast,
and their preference is clearly shown.
Radio is modernizing the; form of
of listeners, and his own personality religion, and religious radio program*
could affect only a small audience constitute a vitally human agency for
which was present in the flesh. To- transforming and changing life.
day, on the other hand, a living perFive years ago in his parish, Revsonality may be transmitted into erend Hough dedicated himself to the
thousands of family circles at the radio ministry.
He believes in the
same time.
masses, and affirms that religion will
Science Aids Religion via Radio
fit the masses today as it has done in
To illustrate further the way in the past. The speaker, using the

A

Seth Parker's Success Secret

THREE PROFESSORS
ITALIAN PAINTINGS
WHITE KEY SUCCEEDS
TO GET DOCTOR'S
IN FIRST YEAR SINCE
ARE ON EXHIBITION
ITS REORGANIZATION
DEGREES SHORTLY
IN ART BUILDING
Harvard to Present Degree to DagSchools of Briscia and Florence are
gett, Holmes, and Kendrick
Represented in Portraits Loaned
For Thesis Work
by E. A. Silberman
A.
Silberman, of New York, two very
valuable paintings have been placed
on exhibition in the Sculpture Room
of the Walker Art Building. These
portraits arrived here on May 7, and
it is believed that they will remain
on exhibition during the summer
months. They are both famous masterpieces, one of them being one of
the oldest of Italian paintings.
The titles of the portraits are
"Madonna and the Child with Two
Saints", and "Portrait of a Gentleman". The first of these is of the
Florentine school, and was painted by
Gevardo Starnini (1354-1408). It is an
The other is an oil on
oil on wood.
linen, painted by Giovanni Battista
who was a
Moroni (1520-1578),
member of the school of Briscia.

Through the courtesy

of

E.

Sometimes it is said that the church
has been losing influence since it has
taken to the radio, but a typical case
was cited to prove the opposite. An
unchristian and misanthropic husband
was practically converted to religion
and its ideals after accidentally be- dren with better music and better sercoming interested in radio religious mons. It has enlightened the laity
broadcasts, and the outcome was a
and it has enlightened the ministry."
happy household where strife had ex- "In the cross of Christ I glory,
isted before. "At 10.45 tonight milTow'ring o'er the wrecks of time;
lions of people will listen to Seth
All the light of sacred story
Parker. Why?
Because he deals in Gathers round its head sublime."
human values, and if you come to
§
§
§
realize those values, you will sucAt the musical service last Thursceed."
day, the violinist was Mr. William W.
"Radio," concluded the speaker, "is Lockwood. Mr. Alfred Brinkler was
today serving men, women, and chil- the accompanist on the organ.

Honorary Society is Busy
Welcoming Visiting
Athletes

will get

Three Bowdoin professors

their doctor's degrees from Harvard
University soon. They are: Nathaniel

With the conclusion of most of the
Bowdoin
athletic
schedules,
the
Assistant White Key completes its first year of

Kendrick, A.M.,
Professor of History; Cecil

Cooper

Thomas

Holmes, A.M., Assistant Professor of
Mathematics; and Athern Park Daggett, A.M., Instructor in- History and
Government.
The thesis of Professor Kendrick
which, has been accepted has as its
title, "Lord Palmerston and the Italian Revolution of

1848".

Professor

Kendrick graduated from the University of Rochester in 1921. He then
went to Harvard and did graduate
work for four years. After a year
abroad on a fellowship he came to
Bowdoin.
Professor Holmes is a graduate of
Bates College, Class of 1919. He
taught at Bates for two years and has
taught high school. He received his
His
M.A. from Harvard in 1925.
thesis is on "The Approximation of
Harmonic Functions in Three Dimensions by Harmonic Polynomials".
Mr. Daggett graduated from Bowdoin in 1925. He did graduate work
at Harvard and received the degree
of M.A. there.
His thesis is on
"Fishery Rights in Territorial Waters
Secured
by International
Agreements".
Professor Charles Harold Gray,

service after the reorganization which
took place at the beginning of the
present school year.
Composed of
only nineteen members of the junior
clasa and hindered by its lack of
funds, this society has done an infinite
amount of good in welcoming visiting
athletic teams to the college.
The purpose of the Key is to meet
visiting teams at the station, to supply them with lodgings and board, and
to see that they are properly cared
for during their stay at Bowdoin. The

members, although all engaged
in
work for the college, have
worked conscientiously to fulfill this
purpose and have done exceptionally
well. They have been handicapped by
the fact that it is an entirely new organization and by the further fact
that they receive no financial aid from

other

the college.

Much Good Accomplished
This honorary society has been
available to all visiting teams, particularly to the minor sport teams.
Major teams, such as football, prefer to have permanent arrangements
of their own, but freshman track opponents,
interscholastic
contenders,
and minor sport competitors have
been greatly assisted by the organization under the leadership of its
president, W. Lawrence Usher '32.
The society plans to meet every
team at the station, conducts them
to the school,
arranges for their
sleeping quarters, and provides entertainment for them during their
stay in Brunswick. Much credit is due
the various fraternity houses which
have been willing to take care of the
visitors.

Formation of Key

The White Key is composed of
junior representatives from each of
the activities of the college, together
with the class officers and six members elected at large from the junior

9

class.

Paid

to

At present the society is formed of
nineteen
members.
W. Lawrence
Usher, John W. Hay, and John
Creighton, Jr., the class officers, are
members, the former being president.
Other representatives are: from the

Winners of

CAMEL CONTEST!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company

that the decisions of Judges

and RAY LONG

in the

John A. Ricker, Charles F.
Stanwood, Harry W. Thistlewaite, and
Francis A. Vaughan.
Members for next year will be
chosen from members of the pres nt
sophomore class serving in these vaGatchell,

$50,000 Camel Prize Contest have been

reached and that prizes accordingly have been awarded as follows:

JAMES THOMAS SHARKEY, 101

Richard M. Lamport; from hockey,
Richard C. Van Varick; from baseball.
R. C. Boiling; from track, Robert C.
Mover; from the musical clubs, Richard N. Sanger; and from the Masque
and Gown, N. D. Lovell.
Besides these men, there are six

members elected from the class at
large. At the present time these are:
Delma L. Galbraith, Creighton E.

takes pleasure in announcing

CHARLES Dana GIBSON, ROY W. HOWARD

First Prize,

publications, Philip C. Ahern, George
T. Sewall, and Warren W. Stearns;
from football, Bruce M. Binley and

rious activities. As usual six
be elected at large.

men

will

TWO COMEDIES TO BE

$259 000

PRESENTED IVY DAY

BYMASOUEANDGOWN
from
Paw

(Continued

Train Street, Dorchester, Mass.

1)

tries to bribe a passing laborer into

Third Prize* $59 000

Second Prize, $10,000
MRS.

WALTER SWEET, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I

JULIUS M. NOLTE, Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.

5 Prize* of SM.OOO each

25 Prizes of SIOO each

FRANKLIN, III, 52 Kirkla^St^ Cambridge, Mass.
JOHN R. McCARTHY, 721 Main su, Willimantic, Conn.
FREDERICK E. ROBINSON, Coronado Beach, Califc
A. SCHRADER, Brent Apia., New Albany, Ind.
DR. D. H. SUPER, 523 E. Brown, Iowa City, Iowa.

MARIE ALBERTS, 6252 So. Spaulding Ave., Chicago
W. B. BARKER, JR, 420 N. Spruce, Winston-Salem, N.C
EUGENE BARTON, 3625 La Liu St., El Paso, Texas
MRS. EDW. F. DALY, 1133 Louisville St., St. Louis, Mo.
WE G. ERB ACHER, 308 N. Front St, Conway, Ark.

5 Prizes of $500 each

LEROY F AIRMAN, 69 Dartmouth St., Forest Hills, N.Y.
KATHRYN R. FRANCIS, 448 E. 22d St., Baltimore, Md.

A. B.

WE

CARTWRIGHT, TranapYn BIdg., Washington, D. C
EDITH COCHRANE, Glenvale Ave., Darien, Conn.
BARBARA LAWLESS, Ardmore, Pa.
JANE PARSONS, 325 E. 79th St., New York, N. Y.
RICHARD W. VOGT, Green Bay Road, Wankegan, DL

F.

ELIZABETH JARRARD,
J.

EUGENE SARTINL 745 Chapel St., Ottawa, I1L
GREGORY LUCE STONE, 755 Texas Sc, Mobile, Ala.
DR. C I. THOMAS, Mount Airy, N. C
LEE R. WOMACK, 448 Tenney Ave^ Amherst, Ohio
J. ARTHUR WOOD, 21 Burke St., MechanicviUe, N.Y.
EMERY HERBERT YOUNG, Painted Post, N. Y.

MRS. ALEXIS GODILL0T, 191 Waverly PL, New York
C W. GRANGE, 2316 Central St., Evanaton, DL
C. S. GRAYBILL, PaxtonviUe, Pa.

JOHN I. GRIFFIN, 1208 Jackson, Pueblo, Colorado
DAVID C HILL, Peyton and Arlington Rds., York, Pa.

congratulating the winners in the
INgreat
Camel contest we want at the same
time to thank most cordially the approximately million men and women who displayed their friendly interest by sending
in an entry.

We wish also to thank the millions of smokers

Porter ApU., I .aiming, Mich.

W. KEATING, 523 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
H. KENNEDY, 2627 W. State St, Milwaukee, Wise.
JOHN KILPELALNEN, West Paris, Maine
DR. CLIFTON B. LEECH, 21 1 Angell St., Providence, R. I.
EDWARD MARTIN, 121 Liddell St., Buffalo, N. Y.
MRS. L. C MILLARD, 609 Stockley Gardens, Norfolk, Va.

J.

moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping the
rich aroma and full flavor of choice Turkish
and mellow Domestic tobaccos have been
air-sealed in Camels for your enjoyment.

you have not tried Camels in the Humidor
Pack all we ask is that you switch over to this
brand for one day.
If

throughout the country for the appreciation

After you have learned

they are showing for our new Humidor Pack
as is evidenced by the notable increase in the

how much

sale of

Camel cigarettes.

By means of

this dust-proof,

able

it is

cooler,

to

how much milder,
how much more enjoy-

smoke a

perfectly conditioned

fresh cigarette, go back to the harsh hotness

germ-proof,

of stale cigarettes

if

you can.

getting the hat for him but the slow
witted laborer suspects that he is being made the tool of some dishonest
venture and refuses to go. A clerk
who strolls by shortly afterward cannot rise from his prosaic existence to
such a deed.
A poet finally comes
along and to him the caller tells his
full plight.
Instead of getting the
hat the poet sits down to speculate
on "essentials" and on the fine poems
that he could make up about the situation.
When the caller finally decides
to go himself, the poet tries to stop
him warning him that he might be
reconciled and start a family. "Then
Romance would be dead", he pleads
to the caller.
The caller rushes in
nevertheless while the poet remain3
outside mourning the death of Ro-

mance.

The author,
written

many

Lord Dunsany, has
other plays, poems and

tales a majority of th,em being of a

and symbolic character.
His diction is noted for its purity
which resembles that of the Bible.
Lord Dunsany attributes this quality
of his style to the fact that, as a boy,
he was never allowed to read the
newspapers for fear that they would
contaminate him. His reading was restricted to the Bible and to books such
as Grimms and Anderson's fairy tales.
Among his other plays, perhaps the
best known are "The Gods of the
Mountain" and "King Argimenes and
mystical

the Unknown Warrior".
In the Masque and Gown production,

M. Chandler Redman

'34,

will

head the cast as the caller, while Walter D. Hinkley '34 will play the laborer; Roger S. Hall '34, the clerk;
A. Samuel Davis '33, the poet; and
William D. Rounds '34 the policeman.
Faculty and Alumni Notes in Brief
On Friday and Saturday, May 15
and 16, President Sills and Dean
Nixon attended a meeting of the
Deang of the Eastern Colleges. The
meeting was held at Tufts College in
Medford, Mass. After the meeting,
the President went on to Wellesley
where he was at a meeting of the

board of trustees of that college.

Camels .^.^

Tierce Professor of English, will get
the degree of Ph.D., from Columbia
University.
His thesis published by
the Columbia University Press, is entitled "Literary' Criticism in London,
to 1795". Professor

Gray received

M.A. from Columbia.

his
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The COLLEGE
We

BOOK STORE

Ha»e • Few Portable Typewriter* Which Have Been Rented Once

or Twice,

Which

We

Are Selling at Reduced

This Chance

Price*.

Does Not Come Often.

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

or any other time

.

.

Place.

bring your guests to

Open

hours

all

day

-

In the

two.

WHITE TENNIS TEAM
DELEGATES
GO TO N. E. CONFAB REPRESENTED IN NEW
ENGLANDS AT BOSTON
president of

B. C. A.

Warren S. Palmer *32,
Bowdoin Christian Association,
Players to
and Clay Lewis '34 will represent the Twenty Colleges Send
Longwood for Major Collegiate
Association at a conference which will
he held at the Eaglebrook School for
asanas
Boys in Deerfield, Mass. The conference will be held for nine days,
The varsity tennis team was repfrom June 10-18. This religious con- resented in the New England Tennis
ference is attended by delegates from Meet held at the Longwood courts at
practically all the New England Col- Boston last Monday and Tuesday, by
leges.
David C. Perkins '31, and Eliot G.
At the conference, speeches and dis- Baker. Manager Alfred P. Lunt "32
cussions will be on the general sub- stated prior to the netmen's departure
ject of "Jesus in the Modern Worlds that the two Bowdoin contestants had
The program of speakers at this a fairly good chance of advancing
meeting includes such well known well into the elimination. Both men
names as Morgan Noyes, Norman have played consistently brilliant tenThomas, G. Sherwood Eddy, and Sid- nis all spring. Twenty New England
«
ney Lovett.
Colleges, including Colby and Bates,
the

four candidates for nomination
to the board of overseers of the College; four candidates for the Alumni
Council; and nine candidates for ^he
board of directors for the Alumni
Fund.
lists

On May 8, President Sills represented the College at a meeting of the
Washington Alumni Association.

"Ivy Time

is

Tie

sent players to Longwood for this major event of the collegiate tennis season.

As Stanwood and McLaughlin came
romping home in the hurdles, one of
the so-called gentlemen of the press
remarked "They ought to have taken
their knitting with them!"

Wednesday

May

•

20th

CYLINDER LOVE
with

-

•

Also Sportlight and Comedy

May

-

21st

NANCY CARROLL
- in STOLEN HEAVEN
Comedy

Golf Reel

Friday

May 22nd

-

-VAUDEVILLE— on

—

the screen

VIRTUOUS HUSBAND
In The Ends
At The Houses
At The Games

-

with

Nugent

Elliot

-

Jean Arthur

•

Also Paramount News
Note: Matinee Starts at 1.30 P. M.

Saturday

May

-

23rd

THE SECRET
•

with

SIX

-

WALLACE BEERY

CREAM

Also Sportlight and Comedy

Union Room Service

!

trant in this event, had difficulty in
staying in the ring during the morning throws. After fouling on his first,
five throws, in order to get just one
measurable toss he took only one turn
on his last try and threw the sixteen
pound pellet a hundred and eighteen
feet which was short of qualifying.
The greatest surprise and triumph
for the Polar Bears during the course
of the meet was in the javelin throw
where Reino Olson crashed through
with a remarkable throw of a hundred
and sixty-nine feet. His slow approach was all to his advantage in the
wet underfooting which caused his
competitors no end of trouble. After
the forenoon competition had been
completed in the drizzling downpour,
Olson ranked only fourth amongst the
half dozen of entrants. Captain Treworgy of Colby, the favorite, was leading at the time with a hundred and
sixty-seven foot throw. But Reino, the
onlv representative of the White in the
event, got away one afternoon toss
which outdistanced Treworgy by two

Mon. and Tues.

LEWIA

-

May

25 and 26

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
- in -

CITY LIGHTS

24-Hour Self Service

Also News and Sound Act

3 Maine Hall (Oases) 6 Appleton

aiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiaimiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiia
1

House-Party Outfits
Faithful interpretation of what ^/college

want and

will

wear

this season,

men

have made

this Spring's offerings the smartest in years

White Flannels

White Knickers

Slipon Sweaters

White Linen Trousers

Flannel Sport Coats

English Golf Hose

Flannel Hats

Tweed

Sport Shoes

Foulard Neckwear

feet.

How They Split the Points
880 Yard Run
Maine Bowdoin Bates Colby
Bowdoin reaped another point when 100 yd dash 6
3
Captain Harry Thistlewaite fought his 220 yd dash 6
3

Sport Suits

yards.

into third place in the 880 yard 440

vd dash

and was in turn passed by Steve Mank
of Maine, who Dut on a strong sprint.
The two-mile run was a heartbreaker for the White and for Steve LavenWith four
der, who finished fourth.
laps behind and four to go the Bowdoin
hope was in fourth .place, Sewall in
8th, and the four leaders were well
bunched. Whitten of Bates pulled
away sixty yards from the field in the
next half-mile, while Lavender went
by the faltering Gunning of Maine.
On the backstretch of the gun lap.
Lavender staged a premature sprint,
and was passed at the last turn by
Booth of Maine. Whitten had a 70-yard
lead at the tape, with Booth driving
into second place past Jones of Bates.
Whitten's time of 10 min., 2 1-5 sec.
was no disgrace to the meet, considering the juicv footing.
Bowdoin Supreme in the Hurdles
McLaughlin and Stanwood, Bowdoin's fleet pair of timber toppers,
showed their heels to the rest of the
field in both of the hurdle races. With
the exception of the two thirds picked
up in the 880 and the mile, these
points represented the sum total of the
White's points on the track.
In the morning trials in the highs,
McLaughlin proved an easy victor in
the first heat. The other qualifiers in
this heat were Williamson of Colby
and Charley Allen, Bowdoin Frosh
star. The other heat found Stanwood
leading Stiles of Maine without the
slightest exertion. Eaton of Bates was
the sixth man to qualify for the finals.
In these, the two lanky Bowdoin lads
ran stride in stride to lead their competitors to the tape by about three
yards. McLaughlin managed to nose
out Stanwood for the first place honor.
Wheeler gave Colby a point by taking
a third while Allen came up in fifth

1

Pole vault
Javelin
Discus

-

new

-

in stock

3

5
5

6

3 2-3

Broad jump
Shot put
8

Hammer

All white sport shoes

10
18
13
13

3

"Sport a Sporty Tie"

LARSON

straightaway to gallop over the finish
full yard ahead of the Garnet ace.
Means of Maine copped third place.
White's time in scoring this upset was
an even ten seconds which is nothing
short of sensational on such a rainsoaked track as was at Orono.
In the morning trials for the furlong
these same, three point winners qualified together with Adams of Bates.
Martin of Colby and "Milt" Hickok of
Bowdoin. Then when the afternoon
festivities came around, just to prove
that his other performance was no
flash in the pan, "Raymo" came down
the straightaway with a clip that
forced his competitors to take his dust
or more truthfully his mud. The timers snapped the Maine leader in
twenty-two and two-fifths which is
another startling performance. The
Bates men, Knox and Adams, finished
"Milt"
in that order after White.
Hickok got off to a fine start and ran
side by side with the two Garnet performers for the greater part of the
stretch but weakened and fell back
into fifth position in the last sixty

a

Bates, with the pack nipping at his Two mile
heels, Larrv Usher and Jack Donworth 120 highs
included. With 120 yards to go This- 220 lows
tlewaite outstripped the fading Cole, High jump

Thursday

ICE

into

CUMBERLAND

CRAVATS.

WISEMAN
FARMS

Knox stepped

aiiiimimiaimimiiiiaiiiiiiiimiaiiiimiiiiiai

Sidney Fox
Edward Everett Horton

HOUSE PARTY TIME!

final,

and a half
Mules placed

second in the morning and remained in
same position during the hammer
heaving in the finals of the afternoon.
"Doc" Brown furnished the great upset in this event when he outdistanced
the best heave of Colby's other favored
son, Perkins, by over fourteen feet.
John Hay, the onlv other Bowdoin en-

3

Spencer Tracy

3 Maine Hall

and fifty-one feet five
inches. Sprague of the
the

Halfway through the race Harry 880 vd run
was trailing Chapman and Cole of One mile

-

-

This heave came in the afternoon after
he had led the qualifying round in the
morning with a throw of a hundred

run.

6

L.W. EASTON

in the hammer throw
with a first ulace. His distance was a
hundred and fifty-seven feet six inches.

came through

the lead at the very start but White
seemed to suddenly unloose an extra
supply of power halfway down the

way

Time"

SPORTSMAN

flat.

anyone while Maine succeeded, in getting three past the barriers and Colby

and night

The Commencement programs are
being mailed to the Alumni this week,
and with them there is a ballot which

fifty-one

Maine Leader Surprises in Dashes
Captain "Rayjno" White of the University team turned in two stellar performances in the dashes by leading
Knox, Bates colored flash, in both the
hundred and the two-twenty. In the
afternoon qualifying heats of the century, White and Knox each won in ten
two. The Polar Bears failed to place

The College Spa
The Meeting

succeeded in making eleven feet six for
second place. Third place was divided
between three men, Gardner Pope of
Bowdoin, Dill of Bates, and Havey of
Maine. These vaulters cleared the bar
at eleven feet.
The high jump went as expected to
'Continued from Page I)
Charley Stanwood but at a height of
Harry from the four-forty final in the only five feet seven inches. A. very
hopes that he might do better in his muddy take-off in which the Jumper
specialty, the half. So Bowdoin went sank several inches was responsible
into this event unrepresented. At the for men like Webb of Maine and Robstart Williams leaped into the lead but inson of Colby not doing better. The
rounding the second corner Adams former came from the pole vault to
simply opened up and glided by the capture a second place. The third pofleet Colby runner.
From then on to sition resulted in a tie between Chase
the tape he was never headed or his and Branch of Maine and Lawson
lead threatened.
Williams captured Odde of Bowdoin.
the runner-up position while Pendleton
Galbraith and Olson Victors
of Maine took third. The time for the
As was expected "Del" Galbraith
event
seconds

BOWDOIN GETS CLOSE
SECOND IN ANNUAL
STATE TRACK MEET

was

During Ivy
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5 1-3

8

6
3 1-3
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9

43 2-3

45

32 1-3

FROM ORONO

14

ly

did a fine job as announcers.
Having heard the Maine and Lewiston
tooters again after they have had a
Hughie McGrath was right on the half of a year's practise, we still cast
our vote for Warren Winslow and his

job, but nary a penalty was necessary
in the course of the afternoon.

Just fourteen inches further in the
would have given the Polar
In the last minute, the White lost
Bears the Meet and placed them back
point
in the win column after a three year another one of its potential
relapse. All the distances made by the winners when Gordon Briggs, Sophoplate-tossers in the trials when the more sprinter and broad jumper was
circle
was only muddy were un- taken ill shortly before the meet. Then
touched when the circle was inundated Foster and Gatchell.
by the noontime downpour.
The Bowdoin and Eates bands went
The University hog-callers certain- into a combine on "Anchors Aweigh".

troubadors.

discus

That barytone sure echoed our
sentiments about the weather when
he announced "Dan" Johnson winner
of the brrrr-od jump.
Jack Magee, the capable Bowdoin
mentor, solved the wading problem
with a pair of knee-high shoes.

\

position.

ORONO RESULTS

Stanwood allowed Wheeler to lead
him in the first heat of the two-footsix barriers in twenty-six and one-fifth
seconds.
Eaton again picked up the
third position.
The only other trial
necessary was taken bv McLaughlin in
time which bettered the preceding one
by a fifth of a second. Ray was trailed
by Lufkin of the Pale Blue and bv his

Track Events

%
First

100

White (Maine)

Knox

YARD DASH
Means (Maine)

(Batea)

220

Adams

Knox

Adam*

Hodkiewicz (Colby)

(Batea)

440

(Batea)

Mank

(Bates)

22 2-5 sec.

YARD DASH

880

Chapman

10 sac.

YARD DASH

White (Maine)
(Bate*)

Time

Third

Second

Pendleton (Maine)

f 1 sec.

YARD RUN
Thistlewaite (Bow. )

(Maine)

1

min. 59 1-5 sec

ONE MILE RUN
Vile* (Batea)

Chapman

Whitten (Batea)

Booth (Maine)

McLaughlin (Bow.)

Stanwood (Bow.)

Stanwood (Bow.)

Mrl.aut-hlin (Bow.)

(Bates)

Sewall (Bowdoin)

4 min. SO 1-5 sec.

TWO MILE RUN
120

220

Jones (Bates)

min. 2 1-5

10

sec.

YARD HIGH HURDLES
Wheeler (Colby)

15 4-5 sec.

Webb Soars to New Vault Record
The only one whom the elements did
not seem to phase was Freeman Webb,

YARD LOW HURDLES
Wheeler (Colby)

25 1-5 sec

U

Field Events
First

Distance or Heifht

Third

Second

POLE VAULT
Webb (Maine)

Appleton (Bowdoin)

Pope (Bowdoin)
DiU (Bates)
Harry (Maine)

12

1 in.

ft.

(New meet

record)

HIGH JUMP
Stanwood (Bowdoin) Webb (Maine)

Odde (Bowdoin)

5 ft. 7 in.

Chase (Maine)
Branch (Maine)

BROAD JUMP
Knox

(Bates)

Johnson (Bowdoin)

Robinson (Colby)

GaJhraitk (Bow.)

18-POUND HAMMER THROW
Brown (Bowdoin)
Spmcne (Colby)
1C-POUND SHOT PUT

Alley (Maine)

Webber (Maine)

Olson (Bowdoin)

Treworry (Colby)

Larson (Bowdoin)

21

1S7

41

1} in.

ft.

8 in.

ft.

ft.

21

in.

JAVELIN THROW
DISCUS
Cartis (Maine)

Webber (Maine)

Jensen (Mala*)

18t

(t.

125

ft.

THROW
Alley (Maine)

team-mate, Allen, in that order. In
the afternoon Stanwood topped the low
sticks like a champion to lead McLaughlin by a yard. The Colby hurdler again garnered the third position.
The race was clocked in twenty-five,
one, which, although three-fifths of a
second back of the record, is a remarkable time when the wretched condition
of the track is taken into consideration.

5 a in.

M

of
pole vaulter, who had the distinction of shattering the only record
of the meeting. This tall and wellbuilt chap was the only one of the
vaulters to clear the bar at twelve
feet. Then after the judges had measured the height, remeasured, and then
measured again, the crosspiece was
set at twelve feet one inch, which was
three-quarters of an inch over the then
existing record.
This height was as
easy for Webb as the preceding and
the Maine man twisted himself over
for a new record. Further attempts at
raising the mark Were called off in
order for the Pale Blue star to compete in the high jump.
The pole vault, which was the first
event on the afternoon urogram, started off in a drizzling rain which raised
havoc with the runway and the poles.
Appleton, Bowdoin's hope in the event.

1

—

Upper picture Hitting the first flight of high barriers in the opening trial
heat of the Maine Intercollegiate
mea at Orono Saturday. The heat was won by McLaughlin of Bowdoin
games at Orono Saturday. The heat
len of Bowdoin third.
Lower picture Finish of the second trial heat in the 440 yard dash, one of the closest and moat thrilling of
the entire meet. Thistlewaite of Bowdoin and Hodkiewicz of Colby are just racing to an eyelash decision
at the tape.
Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram

—

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SIX

ADVANCE DOPE GIVES
BOWDOIN THIRD IN
N.E.I. TOACK MEET

T
got

White but a

feet 8 inches, bettering the Wildcats'
lecord in the meet at Durham.

BATH TIMES NINE
HOUSERMEN LOOK TO
WHITE DEFEATED BY
DOWNS JAVEES 12-10
VICTORY IN IVY DAY
COLBYJHJLE 2 TO
IN LOOSE CONTEST
MELEE WITH BOBCAT
Always Noticed
But Never Notictjble

jgRISK

Clothing which

custom

is

tailored

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

Irish

fBrntljrra

LEBEL'S
Candy and

Cream

Ice

MAINE STREET

74

—

Bowdoin's battling jayvees failed to
hold in check the Bath Times nine
after having made a brilliant seven
run rally in the seventh and eighth,
as eight errors contributed to a 1210 win for the Editors.
The White
juniors outhit the Bathmen, but a
poor start clinched the contest for
their visitors.
As the fifth inning drewr to an end
the count stood eight to one, with the
Polar Cubs trailing. Dowling, striking
out ten men, was overshadowing his
opponent, Oliver, but lacked complete
.-upport from his field.
Art Stone,
choosing an opportuno moment for
his lone hit, drove a whistling leaguei
into far left field, scoring Koempel,
Bossidy, and Hempel.
Unfortunately the Bath diamondmen duplicated the White's efforts,
hanging up threo tallies. Bowdoin
made a dying kick in the eighth inning
and drew alongside the journalists
with three well-placed runs.
The
ninth saw one lone man passing over
the home sack, as Bath concluded the
afternoon's scoring.
Bossidy, drawing three safe clouts
out of four times at bat, and maintaining the windy shortstop position
with but one miscue starred for the
Bowdoinmen.
Oliver,
gathering a
hit, and practically winning his own
game in the field with two put outs,
two assists and no errors stood out
for the victors.

—

Send Your Washing

to the

LAUNDRY

CITIZENS

JACOB SMITH
AGENT
-1

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

The summary:
BATH TIMES

Co.

ab

n
Ca „ an. c f,,
Miller. (R

Wildcat into camp.

Hardware

Brunswick

Bowdoin Outhits Bath Outfit but Poor
Start
Spells
Loss
Dowling
Strikes Out Ten Batters

—

PLAY SAFE

Morton's

'Continued fiom Pag* 1)
should have been easy prey for the
White batmen.
Morrell May Appear on Mound
Lloyd Morrell, who went the entire fourteen innings against Colby,
and relieved Norm Brown against
them the following week, is almost
In
certain to start the Ivy Game.
spite of the surprising rally in Bat-:^'
hitting and fielding forces, without
undue bad breaks, Bowdoin looks to
a win. Kven improved as they were,
the Garnet went to 11-8 to edge the
Bears.
Talkative little Pete Lewia was
smashing them out in his rtr.-t league
contest; the stocky Frosh addition to
the catching will probably be seen
backing up Morrell's heaves Friday.
Formerly the regular maskman, Sonny Dwyer is slated for the daisies;
his
heavy batting guarantees hi-^
place at left field.
Another changeling insofar as
position goes is Big Ben Shute. Th>
erstwhile pitcher if he does not see
immediate service on the pitcher's box
seems to have first base well In
hand.
Ben's another of the Bowdoin
big guns, having poled out a couple
of long ones, a three-bagger mixed in,
during that fourteen inning grind
against the Mule.
No Trouble with White's Batting
The Housermen find no trouble in
connecting with the horsehide when
they have bats in their hands; their
difficulty seems to lie in connecting
with it when they have gloves in
their hands.
,Yet if they can coordinate as they did against Colby
in the last two games, the Polar Bear.should find no trouble in taking the

to

BATES OR SPERRY

Wet and soggy

do the work
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courts called a halt
to the jayvee netmen's hopes of a Hempel. 3b
match with Deering High last Friday, Stone. If
Coffin. 2b
and one with the Big Green of Hebron, Kelley, rf
Saturday. The Frosh racqueteers look Miller, c
hopefully forward to fulfillment of| Dowling. p
these net duels in the very near fuTotala
j
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ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glau
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique eoods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
19 Spring; St., Brunswick - Tel. 243-M
business
25 yean

m

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

Toothaker of

Time

Brunswick.

game,

of

2

hours, 10 minutes.

Florence P. Merriman
Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody
St., cor.

Cumberland

up their pitcher, Mansfield, who although touched for nine hits, never

Varney's

Brunswick

St.

BANK

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

Three freshmen, Thurman Larson,
Gardner Pope, and Lawson Odde.
scored in the State Meet and are in

At
letters.
track
Maine, freshmen are not eligible for
which
keeps
competition,
varsity
some good men on the side lines.
line

for varsity

Capital, $50,000.
Profits, $100,000

SOLICITED

PATRONAGE

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent

for Victor Radio

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
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PRINTING

STUDIO
You

and

the service ren-

find

will

dered

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

by
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office

all

Guns taken

-

LIVERNOIS CYCLE &

j

12

110

|

'

j

\

'

j

j

|

;

surprising

Mansfield 5 off Brown 3 off MorHit*, ^ff Brown, 4 in 3 innings: off.
rell 4.
Hit by pitched ball,
Morrell. 2 in 6 innings.
by Brown (Plummer). Struck out. by Mansby Brown by Morrill 5. Passed balls,
field 3
Lewia 2. Wild pitches, Morrell 2>. Umpires.
Tllton. Gibson.
balls, off

:

:

Ten seconds flat for the century
dash was the excellent contribution
of Captain Raymond White of Maine,
Covering a 100 yard expanse of puddled and muddy cinders in an even ten
After Charlie Stanwood and Ray seconds is no mean accomplishment,
McLaughlin had bagged the low- and the record might have fallen unhurdles race, it was discovered that der more favorable conditions.
the fourth hurdle was five yards out
*
*
»
being twenty-five yards
of place,
Billy Knox of
Bates unwittingly
from the third barrier and fifteen barred himself from the finals of tho
from the fifth, instead of the cus- broad jump, giving rise to the warmtomary half-way between.
est of several squabbles on the field.
The dusky sprinter drew a bye in the
field event to take part in the 220
The Ideal Hotel for You
yard dash, and was not allowed to
In
jump.

Tel. 3

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work

done

GROCERIES

and

Hotel

IV! ANGER

Direct Entrance from B.

A.

Wesleyan

(Three Station Service)

"FRANCIS"

16

EAST

NEW YORK

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

Fine Repairing and Engraving

PHIL BRISK

141 A

Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
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College men prepare for a profession of
interest and opportunity. Recent research has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demand*, more than
and
of ability, backed
e\er before,
by superior training. S t< training Tata
•••udenis.
to r
College Denta! Sch
School open- on September JO. HOI. Our
in
cboounfl ymr
catalog may guide you
career. For information address
widening

DOPE SHEET FOR THE NEW ENGLAND MEET

M. Depot

and Boston Madison Square Garden

.\.

MARKET

DENTAL SCHOOL

UHwNEWBA
At North Station

GUN STORE

Hostonian and Florsheim
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RATES— ROOM AND BATH

Latest College Styles in

Oxfords— $5

TUFTS COLLEGE
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Telephone 4.15-436

STUART & CLEMENT

Al*> Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

degree.

BOSTON

are at your service.

CUMMINGS' MARKET

PRINTING
Building

to for consistent scoring.
The probable meet-winners may place in all but
five events, making most points in the
hammer and the* 440. " McCafferty,
who raced Fleet of B. C. to a thrilling
stride-for-stride quarter last Friday
at Boston, is almost sure to break the
tape again, unless the slim B. C. soph

(

in trade

95 Maine Street

MEATS

of

THE RECORD

USED MOTORCYCLES
from $60.00 up

—

Northeastern

his

grappled with Bates.
Teams Depend on Individuals
The New Englands are one meet
when individual stars are the order of
the day. With the exception of HolyCross, no northern college is looked

i

facilities

Brunswick, Maine

-

Cor. Maine and Dunlap

Town

you
is a

could desire. Whether it
small job or a large book the

FRAMES

Tondreau Block

carrv the largest assortment of
Imported' Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-

Cheeses and Biscuits of all
inds east of Portland.
87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
Tel. 13«

-:-

—

made when

credit,

:

IF IT'S
LeTARTE'S

We

Eorted

generally is synonymous with a win.
Then, too, Bowdoin will be on its toes
to get back into the running as far
as the mythical state title goes.

MAINE STREET

103

of Brunswick, Maine

Surplus and

Store

Watch Repairing

FIRST NATIONAL

STUDENT

Jewelry

—

can edge him. The Holy Cross man'b
winning time was 48 3-5 seconds.
Bates ought to clean up in the mile,
with their unbeaten combination of
Viles-Chapman clicking. The Bobcat
distance twins raced neck and neck
Pen
against Northeastern to tie in an
The summary:
The Maine .Intercollegiate Track; easy 4:27 four laps. New Hampshire
COLBY
will rely principally on her sterling
ab
bh
po
a meet is history now, and the New
Davidson, rf
5
2
England Intercollegiate Champion- fieldmen to garner points, though
2
Lovitt. If
3-5
9.50
4
two mile
1
ships at Lewiston on Saturday will Demoulpied's
Ferguson. 2b
4
2
2
against M. I. T. assures him of a first.
Deetjen. 3b
3
1
3 draw the curtain on another season.
Of the eighteen colleges entered
Roberts, cf
3
2
1
Bowdoin has potential point-scorers in
Davan. ss
3
3 nine events at least and will be a big for the meet at Lewiston this SatPlummer, lb
14
3
urday, a pre-summary shows Amfactor in the outcome.
Heddericjr. c
4
2
1
«
*
*
herst, Boston U., Colby, Rhode Island
Mansfield, p
2
3
Polar Bear goes to Lewiston State, Worcester Poly, and Williams
The
11
29
6
27
with six state titles under his belt. with a combined total of precisely
BOWDOIN
bh
po
a Stanwood in the high jump and low zero! Again, advance dope may lie.
ab
2
5
2
Ricker. cf
hurdles,
McLaughlin in the high Bowdoin's milers, Sewall and Usher
4
Whittier. ss
hurdles, Olson in the javelin throw, may spring a surprise, and nose out
4
1
2
Dwyer, If
1
1
Galbraith in the hammer throw, and Booth (timed at 4.30 1-5 against M.
5
McKown. 3b
4
1
3
Rose, rf
Johnson in the broad jump will be I. T.) of Maine or Fischer of North1
6
4
Lewia. c
looking for further laurels on the eastern, a 4.30 3-5 man, for a place.
I
9
3
Crimmins. lb
And Doc Brown may score in the
8 Bates field.
4
1
2
Parmenter. 2b
1
weights
Brown, p
*
*
*
1
3
Morrell. p
Ray Olson's great heave of 169 feet
Souther, x
University of Maine athletes hold
with the javelin at Orono was the
7
10
24
36
outstanding
performance
by
any eight of the state track records, inx— ran for Whittier in fifth.
wearer of the White.
Ray came cluding every field event save the
Runs. Deetjen. Roberts. Brown. Errors. MorTwo base hit. Roberts. Stolen through to excel his best previous hammer throw. Two other marks, for
rell. Davan.
Sacrifice hit, Lewia. mark by five feet under conditions the 220 and 440 yard dashes, they
bases. Davan 2. Dwyer.
Double plays. Whittier to Parmenter to Crim- which
demoralized his opponents to a share with Bates and Colby.
mins Davan to Ferguson to Plummer. Bases
on

The Sport Store of

Olson, outdoing himself at Orono
Saturday, covered himself with glory
the slim stick through
the air for a throw of 169 feet even.
But New England javelin men are
pood very good. New Hampshire's
Geotfrian broke his own mark in their
meet last Saturday with Tech at Boston, and hung up an astounding 192
feet 4 inches.
This practically sews
the event up for him, with a probable
second falling to Robertson, M.I.T., who
spanned 185 feet G inches against
Maine several weeks ago. Unless Olson surpasses his State Championship
throw, he will be relegated even further back to fourth place by Forsberg, who has 175 feet 1 inch to his

when he sped

1

Shampoos

114 Maine

In a tussle at Colby last Friday afternoon the Polar Bears lost to the
Mules by a two to one count. Th-home club played fine ball in backing

I

2

time the Bowdoin Junior*
Two bane hits, Bossidy 2. Miller. Stolen
Polar Cub tennis men met up with bases. Stone. Dowling, Stover 2, Henderson.
Deering, while the Hebron fray was a Meister 3. Cutting 2, Lothrop 3. Base on balls,
return match after their recent wini off Dowling 6, off Fogwell 2. off Oliver 2.
Struck out.
Dowling
by Oliver 9. Hit by
over the Lewiston prepmen last week pitched ball,byby Oliver 10,
(Kelley). by Dowling.
on the Big Green's own home courts (Henderson). Passed balls. Miller 5. Umpire,
It

Mansfield Keeps Hits Well
Scattered Throughout

'

05003030 1—12
10200043 — 10

Bath Times

ture.

5

3
3
3

High Point Honors
1

himself into trouble. "Norm"
Brown started on the mound for the
spell of wildness in the
fourth forced him to retire in favor
of Lloyd Morrell. The latter kept tho
Waterville boys from scoring and issued only two hits; but the damage
was done.
With one doSvn in the third, Bowdoin succeeded in populating all tho
hassocks when Brown received a free
ticket.
Ricker singled and Captain
Whittier was passed. Then Sonny
Dwyer planked one into left to bring
in the White's only run. McKown completed the frame by hitting into a
double play.
The fatal fourth started with one
down. Norm issued a free ticket to
Dietjen and
then "Ace" Roberts
stepped into a fast one for two bases,
which also scored his teammate.
Davan bingled, sending Roberts to
third. The Bowdoin twirler proceeded
to pick off Plummer sending this
worthy to first and then the little
Colby chatterbox, Charley Heddericg,
watched four bad balls go by to forci
in the run that decided the ball game.
At this point, Morrell stepped on the
mound and the little flurry came to
an end.
Halfway through the fifth the gamwas stopped for an hour in order to
e allow a passing shower to go its way.
| The seventh found the Houser boys
filling the bases but falling down in
the pinch. Several other scoring op- Charlie Stanwood, Bowdoin hurdle
portunities presented themselves but and high jump ace, who won two firsts
the necessary punch seemed to be and a second at Orono.
1
Courtesy Portland Evening News
lacking.
Both clubs played fine ball
2
with Dietjen, covering the hot corner
for the home team demonstrating the
Sportsman's
best fielding.
5

BOWDOIN JUNIORS
Bossidy, ss
Perkin». lb

I

it

1

3

85 12

Koempel. cf

Give

j

1

5

Totals

POSTPONE MATCHES
'Anything y'want Pressed?'

,
i

4

4

.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices JR.
VARSITY NETfoEN

bh po a

r

5
5

Besides Morrell, Coach Houser looks S^vef. «
for pitching support to Norm Brown, Oliver, p
Shute, Means, and Dowling. The 5 enr,y- lb
Henderson, rf
White is aided by the fact that the Meister, 2b
Ivy Game is on the home lot, and the Cuttin*. If
additional comfort that a home game Lothrop. 3b
FoKWell. p
Woodward, lb

'Con tinned from Pace I*

yet
Francis
Appleton
hasn't
reached his peak and broken into the
12 feet class in the pole vault. On a
matched basis, he is slated to break
even with Meagher of Bates, who
equals the Bowdoin vaulter's 11 feet
6 inches. First in the event looks as
though it might be copped by Webb,
who won all-Maine State last week
with a splendid 12 feet 1 inch, bad
weather conditions included.
Galbraith Has Hard Assignment
At last Del Galbraith will strike
up against some genuinely bitter opposition.
With a dubious glance at
the hammer heave of lf><> feet 9 inches
that gave Flanagan of Holy Cross a
win over the best Boston U. had to
offer, Del can safely be conceded a
second.
His premier throw was 160
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BOWDOIN WINS
IVY
L

DAY GAME
FROM BATES

The

fifty

eighth annual Ivy

Day Ex- tend what

A

Housermen Win First Party
Game in Years to Tone

smaller gathering of undergraduates
than marks the usual weekday servThe only incongruous
notes were struck by the caps and

ices attended.

of 4-3 Score

gowns of the

NUMEROUS ERRORS
FEATURE BALL GAME
Ben Shute Strikes Out Six Men and
Walks None to Help Team Out
of Difficulties

After a relapse of several years, the
Bowdoin Polar Bear finally crashed
through to win their Ivy Day game
with Bates to the tune of 4-3. The
game, though close, was not extremely fast, and there were several slow

moments in the game. The large
crowd was resplendent with the
bright-colored dresses of the girls who
There were
a few humorous incidents in the game,
but Policeman Charley Alexander
took the prize when he manfully
strove to keep the field clear of the

attended the Ivy party.

multitude of urchins who insisted upon witnessing the game from beneath
the bleachers.
Ben Shute, the Polar Bear hurler,
and Millett of Bates both lasted the
entire game and both pitched very
errors were the
good ball.
tilings that prevented their perform-

Numerous

ances from being

much

Shute
game, for he

seniors and the bright
dresses of the houseparty guests.
President Sills presided and took his
text from the eighth chapter of
Deuteronomy, "Thou shalt not live
by bread alone". Following a short
musical service the President offered
prayer.
The Seniors indulged in a
piece of sentimentality worthy of the
feature at the Cumberland theatre
as they lifted their voices in "Auld
Lang Syne." With all due respect to
Robert Burns, it seems to the writer
that this method of expressing regret
at leaving well-loved haunts died in
the late Victorian period and should
be left to the Hollywood producers
who still live mentally in thatt interesting era. Marshal Robert Ecke then
led the class out of the building.
After still more music Hay agaiu
The chapel once cleared, the Juniors came forward. He traced the custom
hastened to array themselves in the of presenting the Wooden Spoon to
caps and gowns doffed by the Seniors. the most popular member of each JunMarshal John Creighton found scarce- ior class back to its origin in 1874
ly a third of his class waiting to atContinued on Fast I

SEVEN HIGH SCHOOL
CALIFORNIA ENTRIES
EXPECTED TO SHINE
APPLICANTS RECEIVE
MAINE SCHOLARSHIPS
IC4ATOACK MEET

better.

easily pitched the better

struck out 6

men and gave no

free

passes.
On the other hand, Millett
was nicked for 11 solid binglee, and
eased himself from a great many
holes by the skin of his teeth.
Bowdoin scored two runs in the
first canto and Bates retaliated with
one in the second. Bates knotted the
score in their half of the third, and
Bowdoin managed to push over another run in the fifth. Bates again
threatened by scoring their last, lone
run in the seventh. In the last half
of the ninth, Ricker, the first man
up, hit a beautiful drive over second
Whittier tried
for a pretty single.
to bunt him to second, but struck out
in his attempt. Shute then hit a hard
grounder to Heddericg, the brother
of the famous "Chatter-box" Charle y,

Awards of Five Hundred Bowdoin Expects to Show
Well in Hurdles and
Dollars Each Offered
Hammer
by Bowdoin

lections.

Bowdoin College, to encourage pupils in

secondary schools to enroll

in

their native state, offered eight schol-

run.

Scholarship Recipients
Bowdoin Scores Twice in First
Scholarships were awarded to the
From the outcome of the first in- following: Philip Frost Thorne, Deerning, it looked like a walk-away for ing high school; Stuart Emerson
the Houserites. Ben Shute promptly Thoits, also of Deering;
Brooks
dispatched the Bates men in quick Emery,
Kennebunk; James Lougie
order.
In their half of the opening Atherton, Houlton; Roscoe Goodridge
canto, the Polar Bears opened with a Palmer, Dexter; Paul Edward Sullisingle by Ricker, who advanced to van, Auburn; and Nathan Wilbur
He Watson, Bath.
second on Whittier's sacrifice.
came home on errors by Heddericg
Both Deering students have fine
and Toomey. With two out, Lewia records, Thorne being valedictorian of
singled, and scored Shute for the his class tins year, and Thoits presiHeddericg ended the dent of the graduating class. Kennesecond run.
scoring when he caught Rose's pop bunk has for two years sent its valfly.
edictorian to Bowdoin, Emery holding
Bowdoin showed signs of living up to the honor for 1931.
their Ivy Day reputation in Bates'
half of the second. Shute struck out
Kenison, but he managed to reach

when Lewia dropped his last
McClusky hit a long fly to
Dwyer, which Sonny easily caught.
On the next pitch, Kenison stole to
then advanced to third
and
second,
when Parmenter allowed Lewia's peg
Berry got a
to go through him.
Texas Leaguer to score Kenison, and
Flynn managed to drop another in
Both runners adthe same place.
vanced when Lewia dropped Dean's
last strike after Shute had struck
Dean out. Brown walked and the bases
first

strike.

P*n%.
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PROCTORS FOR CONING
YEAR CHOSEN BY DEAN
Eight Members of Junior
Class

Selected

from

Twenty-five

NO.

|«

Program

Includes Gradua-

Dance, Play, and
Other Functions

Consisting of five days of ceremonies and meetings, the program for the
commencement exercises of the class
of '31 has been recently completed.
Starting with the Baccalaureate Address by the President on Sunday,
June 14, a full round of events will
keep the various visitors to the college busy until June 18.
Many events of great importance
have been scheduled for the week,
chief of which is of course the Commencement Exercises in the First
Parish Church on June 18. This ceremony, in which the seniors officially
receive their degrees, will bring the

week to a conclusion.
The class day exercises of the graduating class will be held two days
previous, on June 16. This old ceremony will take place as usual beneath
the Thorndike Oak at 3 P. M. On
the evening of the same day the Senior Dance will be held in the gymnasium.
The Masoue and Gown will present
"Twelfth Night" at 8.30 P. M., on
June 17. This play, as usual, will be
presented on the terrace of the Walker Art Building. In case of inclement
weather, the comedy will be held in
the Cumberland theatre.
President Sills will commence this
important week with the delivery of
the Baccalaureate Address on Sunday,
June 14, in the First Parish Church.
The following evening the annual
Alexander Prize Speaking is to be
held in Memorial Hall.
Between the events of major importance, the visitors will be enter-

WHITE SHUT OUT IN
PITIFUL GAME WITH
PALE BLUE OUTFIT

The annual track and field cham- citals, and various games. The Presipionship games of the Intercollegiate dent and Mrs. Sills will give several
A.A.A.A., to be held Friday and Sat- receptions and teas during the week.
urday of this week at Franklin Field Members of alumni organizations will
in Philadelphia, seem destined once attend business meetings between othmore to be won by one of the three er events.
great entries from California. Except
in the 1924 meeting, when
Yale
brought the title to the East, Southern California, Stanford, and California have in turn shared the national
limelight in track athletics. The University of Pennsylvania appears to be
the outstanding eastern * competitor Pi Delta Epsilon Initiates
for team honors, but Penn is weak in*
J
the sp rints al 'ltardle events.^
at
Javelin Record in Danger

JOURNALISTS ELECT
SEWALL PRESIDENT

New Member?

M

One

Meeting

place on which the SouthCalifornia outfit banks heavily is
Ken Churchill's javelin throw victory.
Since
boosting the
intercollegiate
mark to 212 feet, 5 inches at Harvard
last year, the sinewy Californian has
beaten that mark three times in competition, and has done better than 200
feet on eight occasions. In competition this year one informal throw went
220 feet 9 inches; no other entry has
done 200 feet consistently.
The other champions of the meet
will have to fight to
retain their
laurels.
Frank Wyckoff, world sprint
king, will be pushed by Eddie Tolan,
Hector Dyer, Milt Maurer, Frank
Lombardi, and Les Hables, all of
whom have been clocked in 0:9.8 seconds or better for the century dash.
The 220 will see Stanford's Hec Dyer
toe the mark to defend his 1930 crown
against such worthies as these, although it is understood that Wyckoff
will not be run in the furlong.
Eugene Record of Harvard is
counted on to win the high hurdles
first

em

(Continued on page 2)

BOWDOIN TRACKSTERS TARE
CLOSE SECOND IN N. E. MEETNEW HAMPSHIRE SCORES WIN

At a recent meeting of the Bowdoin
Chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon, a new
group was admitted into this national

journalistic

honorary society and

the officers for the coming year were
selected. Those initiated at the time
were James B. Colton, 2nd, '31, Fred R.
Kleibacker '31, William N. Small '31,
Philip C. Ahern '32, Dominic N.
tonucci '32, Gordon C. Knight

An'32,

Richard M. Lamport '32, and George
T. Sewall '32.
After the ceremonies, election of
officers was held and the resulting
new staff is: George T. Sewall '32,

—

and Bates Team Fourth

STANWOOD TAKES INDIVIDUAL POINT HONORS
In a radical overthrow of all pre-meet result dope, Bowdoin's
tracksters invaded the Lewiston track and with a strong aggregation threatened New Hampshire State, the ultimate winners, for a
second place only 1 2-3 points behind the Granite Staters. Led by

Charlie Stanwood, who* collected two firsts and a second place and
who was the high point man of the meet, the White team surprised
the newspaper laddies and uncorked an attack which won them
24 1-3 points in the annual New England Track and Field Meet
last Saturday.
Holy Cross, pre-meet favorite, seemed weak and placed only
fifth, while Brown garnered 20
points for a third place. Bates,
by virtue of her quarter, half, one, and tw<| mile men, won a fourth.

%

Bowdoin gathered four first places
during the afternoon, the largest number won by any of the fourteen scoring
teams. Charlie Stanwood soared over
the high hurdles and high bar for two
firsts and took a second to McLaughlin
Unfortunate Selection of in the lows. Galbraith overthrew the
defending champion, Flanagan of Holy
Plays Cause of Chief
Cross, in the hammer for the fourth
first place for the White. Capt. ThistleComplaint
waite added another point when he received a fourth in the half mile. The
Last Friday the Masque and Gown other one-third point was won by
made another gallant attempt. Ham- Appleton who tied for fourth in the
pered by the unfortunate selection of pole vault.
two mouldy dramas of the pre-war
Two meet records fell during the afvintage, the discouraging difficulties ternoon.
Brooks of New Hampshire
of inadequate stage machinery, and vaulted 12 feet 8 inches to
far outclass
an evident lack of rehearsal, the bis opponents and to break the existBowdoin footlighters furbished up en- ing record. Likewise Robertson
at
houseparty
weary
the
tertainment for
Tech hurled the javelin for a distance
guests.
of 189.9 feet to establish a new mark
u
Said the Orient last week:
for competitors in New England to
light pieces expressly fitted for fes- shoot at.
In addition to this, Adams
The worthy publica- of the Garnet ran the most beautiful
tive occasion."
tion humbly takes it all back, for if and spectacular
race of the meet to
anything, "The Lost Silk Hat" and equal the New England record
of
"Wurzel-Flummery" were not suited 48 2-5 seconds in the
quarter mile.
for vivifying jaded Ivy-goers. Lord
Stanwood Stars
Dunsany writes in a ponderous, reStanfeood was the spectacular star
ligious tone; that be should produce a
of the meet; on his toes every minute,
comedy calculated to awaken one
or to keep him awake even under the busy with his hurdle trials and his
influence of the Cumberland theatre's high-jumping, he put on a wonderful
misnamed seats is scarcely plausible. exhibition as he won high point honors.
Mr. A. A. Milne deserves better It was chiefly through his efforts that
merit for his works, and the failure of Jack Magee's charges were able to
"Wurzel-Flummery" to excite the threaten New Hampshire as they did.
students may be passed off merely as By winning both the high jump and
another inept choice of the college the high hurdles, he acquired thirteen
actors.
Why must the Masque and points which was the foundation upon
Gown persist in offering plays that which the White based its threat. He
went stale ten years ago? And why was kept plenty busy all afternoon
can't they produce a modern comedy, with semi-finals and finals in both hurone that would be talked of later than dles and his work jus the high jump. In
this latter event he leaped 5 feet 11
Sunday after Ivy?
inches which was quite sufficient to asCollege Has Dramatic Talent
sure him of the crown, though five men
If it were a lack of dramatic talent
had had to clear this same height the
that loses approval for the Masquers'
previous afternoon to qualify. In the
offerings, there would be no need for
finals the best height Fanning of
criticism. The genuinely splendid bit
.

president; Philip C. Ahern '32, vice
president; and Gordon C. Knight '32,
secretary-treasurer.
of interpretation done by Albert TarIt was the firm resolve of those bell '32, as Richard Meriton in A. A.
present
that
a new and more Milne's dog-eared masterpiece is
vigorous program should be adopted worthy of comment; Mrs. John C.
for the future work of the chapter. Thalheimer and Mrs. Ralph de Someri
No definite plans were laid, but the Childs did some creditable acting.
possibilities for a wider scope of activHowever, more care should be taken
ities were brought
forth and dis- with the casting; and this leads to the
cussed.
basic fact that turnouts for Masqun
iGontmoad on Fas* S)

Bowdoin Star High Point Man

MorreU Pitches Well But
Bowdoin Batting is
Again Weak
The chances of the White for the
State Series crown were rudely shaken last Wednesday at Orono when Cy
Perkins of the Pale Blue shut out
the Bowdoin team. While this worthy
was administering the whitewash, his
teammates were busy tallying five
runs, which resulted from bunched
hits in both the fifth and the sixth
frames. Lloyd Morrell on the mound
for the visitors allowed only six hits
but most of these came very oppor-

L

6

2
3
5

Bates

2

7

Pet.
.750
.625
.444
.222

(Continu«d on patte 3)

Perkins and
Easily in

left.

(Continued on pace 2)

Sprague Win

Two

—

Matches

Sets
Abbott and
Frost Lose

The Bowdoin tennis team was even
2 to 2 in their dual match with Battv
last Saturday when rain caused the
postponement of the doubles play in
their meeting at Lewiston. Perkins
and Sprague had won their matches
for the White in short order. Abbott

more power to fan Morrell and
Ricker to bring the inning to a close.
Maine's scoring in the sixth was the
direct result of a two base clout by
Perkins into right with Smith and Mc- One of the finest competitive athle tes Bowdoin has ever boasted, Charley Stanwood, carried off individual lauCabe ahead of him on the base paths.
A few seconds later, Cy scurried rels of the New En glands by scoring a total of 13 points and did a lion's share in putting Jack Magee's track
Stanwood is shown shooting the low barriers in perfect
across the rubber when Halgren hit crew in runners-up position in the final standing.
safely into

yards.
Thayer, also of the Granite
State team, placed third and MacDonald of Holy Cross came in fourth when
the defending champion. Powers of
Northeastern, stumbled near the finish
and was counted out in the points.
Bowdoin copped eight points in the
220 yard low hurdles when McLaughlin handily came in first followed by
Stanwood in second position. These
two ran steadily in this order throughout the race, with Whitehouse of New
Hampshire and MacKenzie of Northeastern finishing in third and fourth

BOWDOIN NETMEN
WIN AND LOSE TWO
MATCHES TO BATES

little

5
4

Gets High Hurdles
In the high hurdles Charlie got a
good start and led his competitors
throughout the stretch, leading Whitehouse of New Hampshire by three

places respectively.

proved a few days ago by the faculty. Captain Whittier popped up a high
The tentative list of proctors is as fly to Hincks in center field.
John Albert Ricker, Jr.,
White Fails in Crises
follows:
Selden Eugene McKown, Daniel Alley
In the fifth Parmenter tripled but
Johnson, Jr., Kaynal Cawthorne Boi- was caught at the plate in attempting
Charles
Ahem, Creighton to stretch the hit for four bases. Two
ling, Philip
Gatchell,
Harry
Warm? innings later the Polar Bears crowded
Everett
Thistlewaite, and Charles Cloudman the bases and again appeared ominBilodeau, all of the present Junior ous. But Lefty Perkins just put on a

W

Brown, Coon of M.I.T.. and Scott and
Freeman, both of Northeastern, could
reach was 5 feet 10 inches; Robinson
of Colby couldn't even reach that
mark. The four tied for second and
'divided six points among them.

Ray McLaughlin ran into a little
tough luck in the preliminaries of the
high hurdles when he was eliminated
from the competition in that event.
However, his work in the low hurdles
was unquestionably outstanding-. His
time of 24 3-5 seconds broke the for-

fielder, in the fifth.
for proctorships, eight have been
Bowdoin looked dangerous in the
third when Herbie Rose opened with a
single and then advanced on a ParMorrell hit safely
sacrifice.
menter
dent Council who sent a list of the fifteen best fitted candidates to the Dean. but Rose was unable to get past third
From this list the eight new proctors where he remained for the rest of
were selected by the Dean and ap- the inning; Ricker struck out and

Maine
Bowdoin

.

—

recently chosen to serve as proctors
The twentyin the ends next year.
five men were considered by the Stu-

Colby

Four Firsts to White

HOUSE PARTY GUESTS
POORLY ENTERTAINED
RY MASQUE COMEDIES

cil

STATE SERIES STANDING

—

Predictions Upset as Holy Cross Weakens
Wildcats
Score 26 Points to Polar Bears' 24 1-3
Brown Third

The featunely for the Brice-men.
was a long home
Out of the twenty-five men who ap- ture of the contest
the Maine, right
Kizjonak,
run
by
plied originally to the Student Coun-

class.

7

tion,

tained by band concerts, organ re-

been
have
Seven
scholarships
awarded to high school students in
the state of Maine according to an
announcement released last Thursday
by Professor Stanley B. Smith, chairman of the committee making the se-

arships for the scholastic year 193132.
The sum amounts to five hundred dollars, with the added attraction at automatic release from the
Heddericg necessity ox taking entrance exams.
Colby's favorite catcher.
promptly booted the grounder into
The counties of Maine are divided
right field, Ricker advanced to second into eight districts for the apportionand then immediately to third, while ment of the scholarships, and the
Dwyer
Shute went on to second.
highest ranking student in each rethen lined to Toomey, the Bates short ceives the award. If a district faila
stop, who managed to fumble and to present a candidate passing the
waste his throw to third long enough examination, its scholarship is forto send Ricker home for the winning feited, as in the case of this year.

(Continued on

is supposed to be one of
the most important functions rf any
class but the small attendance of Juniors was made up for by the throng
of undergraduates and friends of the
college \Mho nearly filled Memorial
Hall. After the inevitable music, rendered this time by Warren, President John Hay, presiding, briefly
traced the history of Ivy Day from
its inauguration in the fall of 1865
until the present year.
He first introduced the Class Poet, George T.
Sewall who read a short composition.
The Class Orator Harrison M.
Plaisted then spoke on the relation
of the Industrial Revolution to the ultimate destiny of civilization. After
tracing the growth of machine madness in man, Plaisted closed with a
hope that the college would provide
the solution to this problem which
seems to be depriving some people of
their excuse for being, since they are
not needed in the support of others.
This problem of what to do with our
leisure has also been voiced by leading educators throughout the country.

Commencement

27, 1931.

Fifty-Eighth Annual Ivy Ceremony and JUNE COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES TO LAST
Last Chapel Pass into History
NEARLY ENTIRE WEEK
ercises of the college started at eleven
o'clock last Friday with the usual
Se.-uors' Last Chapel.
fairly large
number of seniors and a somewhat

Return to Brunswick

form.

Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram

and Frost were defeated with more
by their Garnet opponents.

difficulty

The summary:
Jacobs,
Bates,
defeated
Abbott,
Bowdoin, 6-3 2-6, 6-3.
Perkins, Bowdoin, defeated Wood
Dates, 6-2, 6-4.

Sprague, Bowdoin, defeated Antine,
Bates, 6-4, 6-2.
Lightman, Bates,

Bowdoin,

defeated

Frost,

3-6, 6-2, 6-4.
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Brunswick, Maine

Established

we feel that Bowdoin might do far worse than to look into it.
Furthermore, while we realize that the situation here is by no
means as bad as was the one at B. U., nevertheless we feel with
President Marsh that athletics should be by, for and of the students,
and controlled by students and faculty, with the alumni playing
only an incidental part, and with the whole athletics system on a
par with other undergraduate activity, curricular or extration,

1871
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Where our own college has up to this point failed to keep step
with the newest trends, let alone taking the lead in this respect, we
congratulate the B. IT. authorities on their courage and their farsighted planning.
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The Reading Period

Once again the time comes rolling around when we are expected to review a semester's work in something like four days, about
time to do a thorough job on one, or possibly two courses if they
aren'ktoo difficult. We realize that this is an old, and doubtless
a rather boring question to most of our readers. We have spoken
of the matter before. We have asked that the College take some
definite steps in consideration of the question. What has come of
it?
so far as we know. And so we state again our
Nothing
strong, and we feel, well-grounded, opinion, that the reading period is far too short for any reasonably thorough review of courses.

—

Some members

we know

are strongly disposed
toward a longer period of preparation for exams. This group understands the difficulties facing the students who must cover several courses in the short period allotted, and the long-run worthNo
lessness of such hectic cramming as we are forced to use.
student can get a truly intelligent grasp of what has been covered
organizain several months without taking some time for careful
tion and study of the work as a whole. At the present time such
careful work is precluded by the briefness of the time allowed for
of the faculty

We

are forced to cram for exams in a way which leaves no
chance for the thorough knowledge which we should retain after
the course is completed. It is axiomatic that facts hastily absorbed
for examinations are almost as quickly lost Yet the College trains
it.

us not to pass exams only, but to have a better and sounder learning with which to face life. Would that end not be better served
if we were given the time necessary to arrange our jumbled store
of facts in a more orderly and permanent fashion than the present

system permits?

We

The program for Commencement
Week, June 14 to June 18 will be as
follows:

Business Manager

Dominic N. Antonucci

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

are inclined to think

so,

even though

many

members of the faculty differ with us. Can it be, after all, that
these men feel that the courses they teach are so simple or so unimportant as to require no such final adjustment? We doubt it. It
must be for other reasons, which we are unable to discern, that
they take this attitude. At any rate, until we are shown in a rather
definite and unbiased way why the reading period should not be
longer, we shall continue to take the stand for a longer and more
(

M.
Monday, June 15
The Alexander Prize Speaking
in Memorial Hall at 8 P. M.
Tuesday, June 16
The Class Day Exercises of the
Graduating Class under the Thorndike Oak at 3 P. M. Senior Dance
in the Gymnasium at 9 P. M.
Mrs. Sills will be at home, at the

Church

at 5 P.

President's House, to families of
the members of the graduating
class and to alumni and friends, after the Class Day exercises.
Tea will be served in the Moulton
Union, from 4.30 to 6 P.M.
Meeting of the Trustees in the
at
Classical Room, Hubbard Hall,
2
t
Meeting of the Overseers in the
Lecture Room, Hubbard Hall, at 7

PM.

P-

.

.

M.

Wednesday, June 17
Meeting of the Alumni Council
A. M.
in Massachusetts Hall at 9.30
"In-door" Baseball Game, 19^1
10.30
vs. 1926. on the Delta, at

A

M.
The Annual Meeting of the Phi
ot
Beta Kappa Society, Alpha
HubMaine, in tho Alumni Room,
bard Hall, at 11 A. M.
The Annual Meeting of the
Alumni Association at 1.30 P. M.
Moulton Union, preceded by
a Buffet Lunch at 12.30.
Luncheon for the Society of
Bowdoin Women at their headquarters, 8 Cleawland street, at
in the

12.30 P.

M.

,1

_.

Organ Recital in the College
Chapel. 3 to 4 P. M.
Meeting of Directors of Alumni
Fund in Massachusetts Hall at S
P. M.
Band Concert on the Campus
from 4.30 to 6 P. M.
Reception bv the President and
Mrs. Sills on 'the Moulton Union
terrace from 4 to 5.30 P. M.

Control of Athletics

Bowdoin, as we have before stated in this column, has passed
up the chance to become one of the leaders in a new athletics movement. It is all an old story now to Orient readers. Yet the recent
inauguration of a new plan at Boston University brings us back to
the subject once more if for no other reason than to point out how
are failing to read the signs of the times in this respect. All
about us colleges are clamoring for more local control of athletics,
for alumni hands off, and even for athletics to be placed on an equal
footing with regular curricular activities. And still we continue
in the same old rut, with little or no regard for the main purpose
of athletics, or for where the present course may see us land.
The new B. U. plan provides for eventual undergraduate conintramural.
trol of all athletic activities, both intercollegiate and

we

'Continued from Pas* I*

and Horace Steel of Pennsylvania ia
.'gain, having equalled the world rec- no slouch at the one-lap struggle. So
ord and intercollegiate mark against a great n fifht, with a possible new
Yale last week aided by a disputed world record in the off ing, is the prospect there.
breeze.
Bill Carls of Southern CaliIf Eastman should run the halffornia, last year's low hurdle winner,
mile as well as the quarter, he will
is again in the running with stiff comhave to face George Bullwinkle, Otto
petition and Bowdoin will enter a pair
Rosner, Vic Fitzmaurice, Penn Halloof sectional champions in Charley
to name a few of
Stanwood and Ray McLaughlin, the well and Dave Cobb,
event.
that
in
cream of the New England Intercol- the touted field
Chapman of Bates, the outstanding
legiate hurdlers.
half-miler of the country at this time,
High jump honors will probably will not be competing, which is to be
stay another year at Columbia, for the regretted from any point of view.
gangling Bill O'Connor can still scale
Carl Coan of Penn, Clark Chamberthe bar several inches above six feet.
lain. Bill
McKniff, George Martin,
Arnold West of Stanford has a broad
Cliff Halstead and Hallowell will be
jump title to retain, and there is a after
the mile crown, as well as the
goodly field of would-be usurpers of
fleet Bullwinkle, who so handily won
his place.
Frank Conner of Yale has the race
last year at Cambridge. Joe
been conceded the hammer-throw, but
McCluskey of Fordham is expected to
Bowdoin's Delma Galbraith will keep
battle out the two-mile with Chamberthe Eli from getting too much satislain.
Eleven entries in the pole vault
faction out of his margin of victory.
have done better than thirteen feet
Ben Eastman Sensational
this season. Bill Graber of Stanford
>

|

Maine Game
(Continued from Page 1)

MAINE
ab
Hinrks, cf
Abbott, c
Smith, lb
Mi-Cabe. 3b
Perkins, p
Hall«ren. as
Kizjonak. rf
Hall.

bh

po

2

10
5

1

4

3

1

3
2

1

4

1

1

1
1

3

2

27

5

bh

po

a

3
4

1

9

4
4

2

4

8

2
3

1

1

6

33

7

25

14
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j

ab

I

j

The quarter-mile and half-mile runs
bring into action a phenomenal sophomore from Stanford, Ben Eastman,
His best time in the 440 is a scorching 47.4 seconds, equalling the world
and intercollegiate record, and he has
done the 880 in 1.53 over a muddy
track. Vic Williams of Southern Cal
was right with Ben when he made the
fast time for the quarter, however,

j

Ricker. cf
Whittier. ss
Shute, lb

Dwyer.

5

If

McKown. 3b
Lewia, c
Rose, rf

Parmenter. 2b
Morrell, p

S

3
3

2
3

1

—

For Three Years the House of Walsh Has Served Bowdoin Students. They have been years of
genuine pleasure and satisfaction to the House of Walsh, and to all those connected with it. True
of material gain
but, this is small as compared to the friendships we have
gained, a id the memories that will linger through the years. We appreciate greatly our reception at
and in selling the merBowdoir.
the fair and pleasant relations we have always enjoyed
chandise and the name of the House of Walsh to Benoit's we sincerely feel that the apparel needs
of Bowdoin men will be served to their entire satisfaction.

—

—

—

PHIL

WALSH

ahp Hnusr nf JSalsh

Feel the difference

Taste the difference:

ner in the Gymnasium.

Sportsman's Pen
The New England

Intercollegiate

track meet turned out to be surprisingly like the State Meet as far as
Bowdoin was concerned, the White
coming within two points of a great
sectional triumph for the second time
in a week. Primarily an unusual moral
vietory for the team as a whole, the
meet provided an opportunity for
Stanwood to extend himself and reap
great individual honors, and Stanwood
did that well enough to wreak moie
than naif the Bowdoin damage.

it,

Like an oasis in the dusty desert of dried

new Camel Humidor Pack

men and women
scientific

brings you the delight of fine quality
cigarettes in factory-fresh, mild con-

draw

dition.

ish

Now, wherever you go, you can always
be sure of getting a fre»h, throat-easy
cigarette when you demand Camels.
easy to tell the difference. Your
sense of touch detects it as you roll a
It's

cigarette between

your

fingers.

Dry

to-

bacco is stiff and crumbly. Camels are
full bodied and pliant.
Even your ear can tell the difference.
For a dried-out cigarette crackles when

you

roll

it.

But. the real test is taste and taste is
causing a great nation-wide switch of

alike to

Camels in the

new Humidor Pack. As you

in that fragrant, mild, cool

smoke,

redolent with the joy of choicest Turk-

and mellow Domestic tobacco, only
then do you realize the full importance
of this new Humidor Pack.

For scorched or dried tobacco is brash
and tasteless and its smoke is unkindly
hot to the tongue and throat.
If you are already a Camel smoker
you have noticed the improvement in
your favorite cigarette.
you don't smoke Camels, try them
for just one day to see how much you're
this

If

missing. After you've known the mildness and delight of a really fresh eigarette, switch back if you can.

three points.

the latter.

aim of the new program is to bring about athletics
gate
for the sake of the students and not for the sake of victory or
Marsh
receipts. Five years ago in his inaugural address President
who
alumni
well-meaning
but
misguided
deplored the efforts of
were prone to lay too heavy stress on athletics, even to the detriment of curricular activities, and the unbalanced situation produced by "the ambition to secure victory at any cost".
"When a man is natural and at his best," he said, "it is his
Therefore, I would have athletics not for the
spirit that plays.

The

chief

sake of any championship, or gate receipts
where it belongs

sponsibility in this matter

—

.

.

—

.

but, fixing re-

definitely

Bates

may draw

by

I would
University authorities
the students, and for the students."
note
that the new plan was put into effect
interesting
to
is
It
without the knowledge of the present Athletic Council in which
alumni control seems to have been the dominant factor. The secretary of the Council seems to fear the proverbial nigger in the
woodpile in the form of diminished faculty voice in affairs and
attendant decline of major sports owing to the advancement of
intramural sports. However, all the major sports coaches are

considerable con-

from the fact that her coWally Viles and Russ Chapman, by winning the mile and the
half-mile respectively, were the only
two out of seven defending chamsolation
captains,

pions to retain their 1930 titles. Arnie
Adams turned in the most spectacular
race of the day for the Bobcat cause,
winning the 440 from a favored field
in 48 2-5 seconds, and equalling the
record for the meet.

Charley Stanwood, Ray McLaughlin

with the and Delma

have athletics of the students,

Galbraith enter the I.C.4A.

games without yet having met defeat
With the Polar Bear
this season.
hurdlers taking both races hands down
in one-two order at Orono, Ray copped
the highs by accident while Stanwood
took the longer race, reversing the
usual order, which is as near as they

U tkm mark of a ron$Urrotm kottrn,
by mroni of tkm Humidor Pork, la
"Srrrr m frrth rtmmrrttm." Buy Cuirb

I«

have come to individual defeat. There
was no competition for Galbraith at
West Point, and figuratively speaking,
none at all until the N. E. meet.

Charging "profiteering" in the University of Pittsburgh cafeteria, sev-

loud in their praises for the new system, and seem to have no eral students have brought charges
against
citing the
qualms as to the effects upon their respective branches of activity. high costtheof management,
prunes as an example.
Writers Club of Columbia University
Thus, while we realize that this new departure is a long step,
not without its dangers, and not entirely applicable to our situa- has just published an anthology of
"unwanted" prose.

fcjr

—

tkm cor tun
tki,
troMk in your

rifMla
kmm

will to-

Camels
©IW1.

L&_

1
1

—

we have had our share

tobacco, the

2

the
Hallgren, Parmenter.
Double play — Shut* to
probably take places in the pole vault, McKown. Left on bases— Maine 5, Bowdoin
shot put, and the javelin throw, and 10. Ba.ses on balls off Perkins 2. off Morrell 4.
Struck out by Perkins 9. by Morrell 2. Hit
his points will mean much to Pennsyl- by pitched ball— by Morrell (Perkins). Wild
vania's chances in the meet.
pitch — Morrell. Passed balls — Abbott, Lewia.

Hear the difference

Buffet Lunch for ladies under the auspices of the Society of
Bowdoin Women in the Moulton
Union at the time of the Commencement Dinner.

1

3

and California's George Pool have
0—5
2 3
done 13 feet 9 inches and 13 feet 9 Maine
3-4 inches respectively, and Oscar
Runs Smith. M-.Cabe. Perkins. Hallirren.
Stutermeister of Harvard, defending Kizjonak. Errors McCabe. Lewis, McKown.
Two
base
hit
-Perkins.
Three
base
hit
—
Pardoubtless
champion, and these two will
menter. Home run — Kizjonak. Sacrifice hits
lead
field. Barney Berlinger will

—

|

1

4

Thursday, June 18

lowed by the Commencement Din-

0>

6

3

28

]

16 at Morton's.

ish

1

I

Organ Recital in the First PalChurch at 10 A. M.
The Commencement Exercises in
the Church at lO.bO A. M., fol-

June

1

111

3

If

Lewis, 2b

a

5

4

.

j

Out-door presentation of Twelfth
Night, bv the Masque and Gown

a joint control by faculty and
Besides having Stanwood the high
scorer of the meet and the only double
coaches will be exerted, but this is gradually to be relegated to the winner, Bowdoin gained the distincdebetter
is
background as student ability to handle the situation
tion of the greatest number of championships, four of the fifteen. Batts
veloped. A new department of Student Health and Physical Eduand New Hampshire were next with
all
control
to
its
head
at
dean
a
with
up,
set
been
has
cation
three victories apiece. The University
branches of athletic activity. Intramural sports are to be more of Maine athletes, fresh from their
State Meet laurels, slumped to the
widely stressed than before, not to the exclusion of intercollegiate very depths of mediocrity in the fast
for competition, grinding out a score of
athletics, but rather in the hope of developing better material

For the present, as we understand

Pine Tree Filling Station
Beginning of Cement Stretch, Portland Road

IC4A TRACK MEET

of Bowdoin College at 8.30 P. M.
(In cast of inclement weather the
play will be in the Cumberland
Tickets, $1.00 by mail
theatre.)
from the manager of the Masque
and Gown, Moulton Union; after

A

reasonable rearing period.

CALIFORNIA ENTRIES
EXPECTED TO SHINE

I. i.m\rrmolo.T,

lt.C

m

mmmmm
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BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE
If

your Dad was

Bowdoin when William DeWitt

in

Hyde was President, he will enjoy reading Dr.
Out June 3rd.
Burnett's Hyde of Bowdoin.

WHITE TRACK
MEN THREATEN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
mi*

(Continued from

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

mer Garcelon

HOUSE PARTY GUESTS
POORLY ENTERTAINED
BY MASQUE COMEDIES

1)

Field record by 1-5 of a

second.

During Your Exams

Webber's Studio

$45

SPORTSMAN
CRAVATS

— on the screen —
THE W PLAN

with

An

All Star Cast

-

May

30th

-with- *
- Edna May Oliver
Also Comedy and Talhartoon
Jane

Eastman, 3 Maine Hall

WISEMAN.
FARMS

LAUGH AND GET RICH

•

1

.

ICE

and 2

CREAM

Union Room Service

WILLIAM POWELL
-inLADIES' MAN

LARSON

LEWIA

24-Hour Self Service

Also News, Novelty, Travelogue

44.50

36.50

.

37.50
$50
$35 -$40
.

39.50

.

.

29.50

$60-$65
49.50

Special
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19.50
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Final Bat
by Troy. Brown Miller. Williams, secMorin. Holy Cross, third: Wilcox, WesTime, 10s.

Won
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:

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

50 Slipon Sweaters
$5.00 value

White Linen Knickers
Formerly $4.00 and
$4.50—now
$2.95.

:

ieyan, fourth.

4M-VARD DASH

.

Semianal Heats
First Heat—Won by Miller. Williams Coakley. Holy Cross, second
Pike. New Hampshire,
:

Now

:

third, 'ffme. 22s.

$2.15

Heat—Won by

Second

Morin. Holy Cross:
Wilcox. Woleyan. second Troy. Brown, third.
Time, 22a.
Final HeaV
Won by Miller. Williams : %>rin. Holy Crora.
second ; Troy. Brown, third : Wilcox, Wealeyan.
fourth. Time, 21 4-Ss.
:

Shirts

V

440-VARD RUlflt

Won

by Adams,

Bates

Fancy Shirts

.All

Holy

McCafferty,

:

Cross, second ; Shea. Northeastern, fllkd Fleet,
Boston College, fourth. Time. 48 2-Bhw (Ties
New England record).

White Broadcloth

;

^^

RUN

Stt-YARD

Won

$2.50 and J1.00vaTuee""

by Chapman, Bates Huse. Brown, second Jordan, Boston College, third Thistlewaite, Bowdoin, fourth. Time, lm 63 S-5a
:

;

,

:

Won

ONE MILE RUN

by

:

Bates

:

:

Hampshire, fourth.

Won

by

Balance Winter Overcoats $29.50

Moynahan. Boston, ColMadden, Holy Cross, third Noyes,

Viles,

lege, second

New

- "Preshrunk"
*-***^NoW $1.69 - 3 for $5

Shirts

L.95

^^_

Time.

4m

23 l-5s.

TWO-MILE RUN
De Moulpied. New Hampshire

Gilman. M.
Bates, second
Blake, Holy Cross, fourth. Time.
HIGH
12*-

ten.

Formerly Sold for $40

NECKWEAR

9m

HURDLES

YARD

Final Heat

$1.50-$2.00

Won by Stanwood, Bo*-doln Whitehouse,
New Hampshire, second Thhyer. New Hamp:

:

third : MacDonnell.
lime, 15 2-5 ».
shire,

22t-YARD

Odd Lot

Holy Cross, fourth,

LOW HURDLES

—

GOLF HOSE

$1.15

$2.00-$2.50 .. ...$1.45

of $1.50,

$2.00, $2.50,

SeaUSnal Heats
First Heat Won by McLaughlin. Bowdoin
MacDonnell. Holy Cross, second; Dougherty.
Bates man would have had to break his Williams, third. Time. 26 2-6s.
Second Heat— Won by Mackenzie, Northeaststride and drop behind: however his
ern Stanwood. Bowdoin. second Whitehouse,
luck was with him and he sneaked New Hampshire, third. Time. 26 2-5s.
through to> victory.
Final Heat
Won by McLaughlin. Bowdoin Stanwood.
It was not until the straightaway
Bowdoin, second Whitehouse, New Hampshire,
was nearly reached that Shea and Mc- third
Mackenzie, Northeastern, fourth. Time,
Cafferty succeeded in escaping the MM*,

now 69c

3 for $2.00

:

$3.00-$3.50

.. ...

2.45

$4.50-$5.00

.

3.45

.

.

White Flannel Trousers 20%

:

:

to $60

Whit-

:

T.. third
39s.

I.

;

off

:

:

HALF HOSE

FRESHMAN MEDLEY RELAY
rockets that they had been in. The
Won by M. I. T. Bowdoin. second; Bates,
latter slowly worked by the Northeast- third Maine, fourth. Time. 8m
42s.
ern man and they both crept up on the
POLE VAULT
Won by Brooks. New Hampshire, 1 2ft 8in
leaders. As they approached the tape
(new meet record)
Webb. Maine, second
Fleet dropped behind and they finished Buonanng.
Brown, third Appleton, Bowdoin.
in the order of Adams. McCafferty. Hazeltine. M. I. T., and Mulherin. Boston ColShea and Fleet, with the first two lege, tied for fourth.
BROAD JUMP
fighting out the closest battle of the
Won by Pike. New Hampshire. 22ft 8{in
meet.
_„ Folt, Northeastern, second. 22ft <lin Morin,

now
$1.00 now
$1.50 now
75c

:

;

;

$2.00-$2.50

Holy Cross,

third. 22ft lin
fourth. 22ft Jin.

Eight Score for N. H.

;

Odell.

eastern, third. 136.6ft
fourth, 134.1ft.

;

now ..$1.35

All flats

-

$3.00

$3.50

-

$4.00

Button and Middy Styles
All Colors
Exceptional Values

Reduced 20%

Special
FULL DRESS

Maturkas, Northeastern,

JAVELIN THROW

Won

now $1.95
now 2.95
$4.50 - $5.00 now 3.45
$2.50

Wesieyan,

HIGH JUMP
Eight men contributed to the 26
Won by Stanwood. Bowdoin. 6ft. llin: Fanpoints which decided the meet for New ning. Brown,
Coon, M.I.T.. Scott. Northeastern.
Hampshire. The Wildcats won three Freeman. Northeastern, all tied for second ht
firsts, when Pike took the broad jump, 6ft lOln.
DISCUS THROW
Brooks the pole vault, and Demoulpied
Won by Smith, Wesieyan. 137.3ft: Conhlg.
the two mile. Whitehouse added five Boston College, second, 136.1ft: Rymon. North-

more points by taking second in the
high hurdles and third in the lows.
Thayer picked up two in the high timbers and Goefferion collected two more
in the javelin. Noyes and Learmouth
each got one point in the mile and shot

PAJAMAS
49c
69c
95c

French Lisle, Silk and Wool,
English Wool, Full Fashioned

;

Dorothy Lee

Monday and Tuesday

.

:

W.

L.

Also Paramount News
Saturday

$75 ...$59.50
$55- $60

$50-$55

:

-VAUDEVILLE-

$29.50

$35 -$40

i

Cream

on Photographs

29th

Topcoats
WERE
NOW

WERE

\

Merriman

May

now

Suits

N

CUMBERLAND

•

does opportunity for replenishing one's wardrobe at definite
economies.

Brown -JJniversity's 205 points
placed the Rhode Island entry third in
the final outcome of the fourteen scoring, teams. Fitost place victories in the
quarter, half, ami one-mile events contributed chiefly th the 18 points gathered by Bates for s fourth place, only
one point in adv, ice of Holy Cross
which won fifth pi:
honors. The others came in th
fol lowing order:
Northeastern, 13
Boston College,
91-3; Tech. 8 5-6;
fesleyan, 8; WilHams, 8; Colby,
Maine, 3; Conn.
State, 3, and Rho
Island State, 2.

LEBEL/S

Friday

Our Greatest

it

The failure of Maine to make more
points in the meet was one of the biggest surprises, for, after its performance last week, some trouble was expected, from them. The three points
won by Webb in the pole vault was
their limit.

A

Alao Golf Reel and Comedy

.

Critical clothes wearers who, in addition to their sense of
discrimination, enjoy the experience of saving on their wearables;- are always pleased to hear of our cash sale affording as
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of McCafferty when Adams defeated
him in the wicked quarter.

Maine

.

CASH q^ss SALE
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failed to place in the finals of the javelin.
Added to this was the sad plight

PURE FOOD SHOP

DAYBREAK

Announcing

practically unconscious.

is

TRADITIONAL IVY DAY
CEREMONIES ENACTED

RAMON

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

pitiful,

causing the dramatic coach to select
his cast as best he may from the
scant supply offered. Given a logical
selection of a play by the Masquers.,
and sufficient coaching by the director, a presentation might be forthcoming which would literally make the
college "play conscious". Just now it

The College Spa

Candy

9
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(CoBttnnad from Pas* 1)

-you

Chipman,
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the 220, a third in the broad jump, and
to take a third in the 100, a second in

and Gown tryouts are actually

Galbraith Surprises
Del Galbraith upset the dopesters'
best predictions when he toppled Flaneiran of Holy Cross from his throne in
the hammer.
Bettering- by five feet
his qualifying throw of Friday afternoon, he tossed the hammer for 164.9
feet to win the event.
He was followed by Flanagan in second position,
with Mudliszewski of Rhode Island
and Sprajrue of Colby in third and
fourth places respectively.
can always refresh yourselves atCaptain Thistlewaite found himself
up against some pretty difficult oppoRussell Chapman
sition in the half.
of Bates had the event well to himself
and was scarcely forced at all during
the distance. At the gun. Thistlewaite
set the pace with Huse of Brown in
second place, followed by Chapman. At
the quarter Chapman slid easily into
first place pursued closely by Jordan
of Boston College. The latter proved
to be a fighter and provided enough
Inc.
B.
stimulus to force Chapman to better
his mark set in the trials by a fifth of
a second. However, his time of 55 3-5
(Continued trotn pace 1)
when it seems to have been borrowed seconds did not equal the record, which
from Cambridge, where it was a con- he was trying to break in this his last
solation prize to the lowest member chance in competition. Huse, Jordan,
of his class, the highest member re- and Thistlewaite followed him in that
ceiving a gold and silver spoon. He order.
then presented the Spoon of the Class
Wholesale - Retail
Appleton Ties for Fourth
of 1932 to W. Lawrence Usher. Usher
The final one-third point was picked
upon receiving the award sat down
but at continued applause rose and up by Appleton in his event, the pole
informed the waiting audience that vault. Here again the Bowdoin enSpecialty of fraternity words failed him. The assembly then trant was confronted by pretty strong
Brooks of New Hampleft the building and, as the Ivy was opposition.
planted, the Class Ode by M. P. Fobas shire, the winner, cleared the pole at
Trade
12 feet 8 inches for a new record. Webb
was song.
With perfect weather the exercises of Maine won the only points that his
were as much of a success as could be school was to receive in the meet
574 Congress Street
expected considering the apathy of when he vaulted into second place.
the student body in general toward Buonnanno of Brown won a third.
Portland, Me.
Francis Appleton could only tie with
this once popular function.
Hazel tine of Tech and Mulherin of
Boston College for fourth place.
The 440 was the high spot of the
When the starting gun
afternoon.
janHNiimiaiinHitiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaHiiiiiiiiiia
and Ice
sounded, snort writers agreed that it
would
be between McCaffertv of Holy
74 MAINE STREET
Cross, last year's victor, Adams of
Bates. Shea of Northeastern, and Fleet
of Boston College.
Florence P.
Wednesday - May 27th
440 Is Hot Spot
THE LAST PARADE
Fleet on the pole jumped into a
Shampoos
Scalp Treatment
slight lead at the start but the other
• withManicures and Chiropody
three found themselves fairly well
JACK HOLT
hemmed in when they came out into
Also Pathe Review and Comedy
114 Maine St, cor. Cumberland St. the track oroner. Just before the half
way mark. Adams took a sampler's
chance and won on it. He shot cleanlv
Thursday • May 28th
through the hole that Fleet unwiselv
left between himself and the edge of
NOVARRO
the track. If the Boston College run- in Special Rates to Students ner had pulled closer to the board, the

Lyman

FIVE

by Robertson. M. I. T.. 189.9ft (new
meet record) Treworgy. Colby, second. 184.3ft
Geoff rion. New Hampshire, third, 181.4ft Fors-

*50°° Value

:

;

berg. Northeastern, fourth. 176.6ft.

Now

S39

50

HAMMER THROW

Won by Galbraith, Bowdoin. 154ft 9in Flanput respectively.
Holy Cross, the decided favorite, agan. Holy Cross, second. 152ft 61 n Mudliszewski.
Rhode Island, third. 146ft. 2in
found the field too strong and although Sprague. Colby, fourth,
142ft. 4in.
it scored in eight events, as did New
PUTTING 16-POUND SHOT
Won by Gilbane, Brown, 46ft 9)in ChubHampshire, it could get no first places.
Conn. State, second. 46ft 4}in Brown,
The fate of the PUrple was sealed when Luck.
Brown, third, 43ft 6]in
Learmouth, New
Morin, its star athlete, was only able Hampshire, fourth. 43ft Sin.
:

3 Maine Hall (Oases) 6 Appleton
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Dressing
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Gowns and Flannel Robes
10% to 50% off

;

;

;

Shoes
now
$8.95
6.95
$10.00 now
$8.00 - $9.00 now $5.95
Odd Lots $8.00-$10.00
ValuoB now $4.95

Sweaters

$12.50
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The vaudeville this Friday at the
Delma Galbraith was not the least Cumberland theatre should be of speBowdoin's heroes. Flanagan of cial interest to the students of BowHoly Cross had been a coxy favorite doin. The entire cast is to be comto nab the hammer throw, but Del posed of women and one of the best
met the situation and kept his slate shows of the year, may well be exthe

of

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
Please enter

D

CLUB
CLICQUOT
GINGER ALES
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Ohree favorite flavors on any Campus

my

Alumnus

Orient
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Orient
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.

CO.

subscription for one year to

$2.00
$1.50

clean for the season. Evidently
pected.
Flanagan fling of 166 feet plus at
Boston recently was a mere flash in
dance held at Butler University,
the pan.
Indiana, was quite novel in the manner of its subscription. Each young
lady was weighed at the entrance and
Speaking of hammer throwers, her escort paid accordingly per pound.
on hand at Lew- The buxom belles "blieben su Hause".
Fred Tootell »23,

A

iston. Jack Magee's muscular prodigy
of the *24 Olympic Gaines, now coaching at Rhode Island, showed am apt
pupa in MudlissewskL This worthy
earned Little Rhody*s entire scon
with a third in the feat that was

Tootell's fort*.
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An issue of the Orient hi 1906 bewails the fact that group smjrinx is
"vanish hue from our campus". Dean
MendeU of Tale recently ascribed this
situation to the tksMKkm of the old-
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BOWDOIN WINS

DAY GAME
FROM BATES

IVY

Always Noticed
But Never NotictvWe
jQJRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks. the wearer as
well dressed.

Jewelry

Store

Watch Repairing

EAST Sttk STREET
NEW TORE CITY

1%

Polar Bears Score
Bowdoin again scored in the last of
were full. Shute bore down, however,
and forced Heddericc to ground out, the fifth when Hodden g dropped
Dwyer»s Texas Leaguer. He advanced
thus retiring the side.
Bowdoin managed to get three men to third on McKown's two-bagger to
on in the last of the second, but the left field. Lewis grounded out to
rally soon weakened and the inning first, and Rose flied out to McClusky.
Dwyer was waiting for such a chance,
finished with the same score. Bates
got another score in the third when and he set outfor home as soon as the
reached:
McClusky's
hands,
Toomey beat out a throw by Whittier, ball
went to third on Millett's grounder, easily reaching the plate. Parmenter
and scored as Kenison grounded out closed the story when he grounded
out
to
Berry
first.
at
to McKown.
The Bob-cats were retired in 1-2-3
The Polar Bean again managed to
order in the sixth when McClusky and
fill the bases in the third, but again
they were retired with no score. Rose Berry flied out to Lewia, and Flynn
opened the canto by fouling out. Par- flied out to Sonny Dwyer. The Polar
menter singled to left field, and Bears, however, not to be outdone, alCrimmins reversed the process when most repeated the incident when King
he singled to right Richer then put Crimmins flied out to Kenison, and
a fast one into left again, and the Ricker to McClusky. Millett ended
it when he struck out Whittier.

Varney's

Srtah VtntiptB

By An Experienced Watchmaker
tau far College Man

MAINE STREET

ltt

Watch For Oar R*prc*eatstire

PHIL BRISK

CUMMINGS' MARKET

PLAT SAFE

MEATS

Send Your Washing

to the

and

Lucky Seventh for Bates
The seventh proved lucky for the
Bates Bob-cat for they pushed another run over in this inning.
For
the second time in the game, Shute
gave Dean the bench by striking him
out Brown drove a beautiful wallop
into deep center field, and was soon
perched on third. After Ricker had
caught Heddericg's fly, he threw the
ball home and there was a slight

GROCERIES

LeTARTE'S

Telephone 435-43*

STUDIO

TRANCHS"

AGENT

The

College Jeweler"

When the

dust

cleared, Umpire McDonough ruled
safe. The play was extremely
close and as the umpire's decisions are
final, Bates had scored another run.

had

Brown

All Flannel Trousers

ended when Toomey
canto
grounded out to Crimmins at first.

The

In the last of the seventh, Dwyer
got a beautiful two-bagger after
Shute had flied out. McKown was
out on a close decision on first, and
Sonny went on to third. He died there
when Lewia flied out to center field.
In the first of the eighth, Millett
and Kenison grounded out to first and
short respectively.
McClusky then
managed to get in the way of one of
Ben Shute's slow balls. He started for
first but McDonough called him back,
saying that he had made no effort to
get out of the way of the ball.* As if
to show that he could do it, he then
singled over second. Then, not being
satisfied that he had caused enough
runcus, he decided to steal second, but
the ever-watchful Lewia caught him
there with a beautiful peg to Parmen-

-

Sweaters

-

-

Sport Shoes

Anything in the Shop

1

not specifically mentioned in our
other ad

Reduced 20%
Charge

it if

you wish

ter.

No Score in Eighth
Rose, with a pretty bunt down the
base line, opened the last of the

©lii?

Ham*

of ttalat?

first

Parmenter tried to

eighth.
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Fordham University
Hardware Co.
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USED MOTORCYCLES

Case System

of

yVant

Pressed?'

Transcript of Record Necessary in
All Cases

Morning,

Gifuitto

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

Early Afternoon
Evening Clsssos

and

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
CHARLES P. DAVIS. Registrar
2SS Broadway,

do the work

010
20100000

..0110

New York

Umia* of

Sty?

CaDege Work with Good
Grades Required

BATES OR SPERRT
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— Three-Tear Coarse

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Two Tears

College Degree or

'Anything;

.

School of Law
NEW YORK

Prompt Service -Fair Prices

H5aial) -

-

Norn

Swum h

CLEARANCE

The Wool Hotel for You

ANTIQVITY SHOP

In

China, Pewter, Glass

Is

Mm NEW

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring St, Brunswick

TaL S4S-M

-

SALE

BOSTON

J

Manger

to orders for antique tx>ods of any kind

At North Station
Otroct Cfitranoc from

l>4M

•

.

-

500 ROOMS

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

Everything in the Store Reduced at least 20%

Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower v Buittvin-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) wServidor

Qmilaring Ice Water.

Hie Sport Store of
Brunswick

CHARGE
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.

FIRST NATIONAL

RANK

Capital,

ISMM.

Surplus aad PrsSta,

STUosarr

$lM,tM

sougrsd

fatbomaos

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet

Musk and

Records

Agent for Victor Radio

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
TeL 136—87 Maine St^-Tel. 1S7

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT
Town

YOU WISH

IF

ITS PRINTING

Ton

will find the service ren-

dered

by

this

office

all

The entire stock of the House of Walsh complemented by new Spring apparel from Benoit's is now
on sale - - at reductions which in every instance is at least 20% - - and in many cases considerably
more. There is not a single piece of old merchandise in the sale - - everything is fresh - - desirable
and new and naturally - - authentically correct in style

4-Piece Suits

you

could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of

$29.50

THE RECORD
AU
are at your service.

TeL 8

Collar Attached Shirts
in the Store

and $44.50 values this
spring - all new - lots of them

All Topcoats

$38.50

Values $38.50 to $55.00

$2.50 to $3.00 values
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has always been the standard of work
done in this shop.

$1.95

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap St*.

"Manhattan" Athletic

$3.50

Shorts

-

Two for

"Manhattan''

$2.45

Suits

-

Swimming

$2.50 values

$1.95

75c Beis Athletic Shirts.. 50c

$1.00

to $10

AU$1.50 Ties

Aloe Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

and $5.00 values
"

75c values

55c

Latest College Stylos In

Bostonian and Florsheim

$29.50

Sleeveless Sweaters

Building

Oxfords—$5

IT IF

Your account with the House of Walsh and Benoit's is good now
... If you haven't an account - we invite you to open one

HATES-AOOM AND BATH

ef Brunswick, Maine

95c

Linen Suits J4 Price

All $1.00 Ties

65c

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

SHORTS MARKET

Everything Else not

listed

above Reduced at least 20%
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Diamonds and Watches

speared,

him with a bunt, but flied out after for a put-out. As soon as he got the
his third unsuccessful attempt. Rose, ball, he pegged it to Crimmins and
expecting a hit and run play, was completed the only double play of the
caught off first when Millett threw game, for Jakanousky had started for
Totals
S6 S 5 26* S 4 to first instead of playing the batsecond and was a long way from his
* ran foe Dean In the ninth.
useless running, base.
• ona oat when winning
pun scored in ninth. ter, and after a little
1

s
s

Rose was tagged out by Heddericg.
Delma Galbraith, Ray McLaughCrimmins then flied out to the shortlin, Harry Thistlewaite, and Francis
stop, Toomey.
started
Bates' half of the ninth was a little Appleton, who
in where
p
5 1
Dwyer.
If
S 1
ragged, and was centered around Cap- Charley Stanwood left off in the New
FRAMES
McKown, Sb
4
tain Whittier. Berry grounded to him, England meet, each put forth a great
Lewia. e
4
and he got him with a pretty peg to performance to score precious points
Sw©M**V sT >•••• •• •••••••••
4
Parmenter. 2b
4
Flynn repeated, but this time for the White
Next year Bowfirst.
Crimmins. lb
8
1 11
Whit's throw was a little low, and doin's champions will still be here to
safe
on first. defend their medals, and it is hard to
runner was
Totals
S8 4 11 27 9 • the
0—1 Jakanousky, a pinch hitter for Dean, be pessimistic over the team's chances
Bowdoin
1—4 followed his two teammates and hit to for the 1932 campaign. Eight track
frost M0.M ap - Gam taken
trait
Two baas hit—Dwyer. Three baas hit
Whittier.
This time Whit muffed athletes are slated to graduate this
Brown. Stolen ha as Bicker. Saaa on balls
off MilleU 1.
Struck oat—by Shot* «. by Mil- the grounder and Jakanousky was safe June: Francis Appleton, John BarUVERNOIS CYCLE ft GUN STORE lett ». Sacrifice bit—Whittier. Left on bases on first with Flynn on second. The bour, Dwight Brown, Wesley Cush—Bowdoin 8, Bates «. Paaaed balls—Lewis,
Brown, tried to duplicate man. Jack Donworth, John P. Emnext
batter,
Brown. Umpires McDonoosh and Gibson.
95 Mains Street
Tine of gams I hoars,
minutes.
his three bagger, but Herbie Rose was mons, Sid Foster, and Ray Olson.
-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

JACOB SMITH

scramble at the plate.

..
._
Bicker,

LAUNDRY

CITIZENS

bases were filled. The inning ended
when Whittier popped out to Toomey
and Shute repeated to Kenison.
In the first of the fourth, Bates
succeeded in getting Millett on first
when there were two out. Lewis retired the side when he caught Kenison's high fly, making the second of
Lewia's eight put-outs.
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BOWDOIN ENDS

in

In the recently conducted election

members of the Bowdoin Alumni
Council, returns from approximately
twenty-five per cent of the living
for

MANAGERSJRE NAMED

graduates of the college showed victory for Mr. E. 0. Beane '04, Mr. C.
H. Crosby '17, Mr. E. B. Ham "22, and
Mr. W. P. McKown *98 from a list Of
nominees which included twelve of the
most outstanding alumni.
Mr. Beane is a well-known attorney,
serving as City Solicitor for both Hallowell and Augusta, the latter place
being his residence.
He graduated
from Bowdoin in 1904 with magna
cum laude, and then received his degree in law from Harvard in 1908.
He has been very influential in his
home district, having been mayor of
the City of Hallowell and judge of
its municipal court.
He is also s
trustee of the Lithgow Public Library
in Augusta. Very active in fraternal
and social organisations, he is a member of the American Legion and holds
a commission as major of the 303rd
Infantry. As a Bowdoin alumnus, he
has twice been elected president of
the Kennebec Valley Alumni Association and has served once on the Alum-

W. Easton

*33 and F. N. Woodbury
Manage Baseball and Track:

*3S to
W. 8. Phelps 'S3 Gets Intrs-Marsl

Managership.
Elections for captain and manager
of baseball and track were held reSelden E. McKown "32 was
cently.
named sa captain of baseball for next
year. He has a fine record as a third
baseman, having been one of the
mainstays of the team this year both
in bis position and at bat. He is a
member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity. Lather W. Easton *33 is to
manage next season's team, having
beon elected over G. Russell Booth
•88. Easton is a member of Psi Upsilon.

Charles F. Stanwood '32 will lead
Coach Magee's track team onto the
next season. During his three
years at Bowdoin his performance in
field

the hardies slid high jump has been
outstanding feature of every
.
At present he holds two New
England championships. Stanwood belongs to Delta Kappa Epsilon. Frederick N. Woodbury *3S of Beta Theta
Pi, defeated Willard S. Phelps '33 for
the managership. The latter, in accordance with custom becomes manager of intra-mural sports. He is a
member of the Delta Upsilon frater-

Group

in

.

L.

—
PHI BETA KAPPA

HONORS IN SUBJECTS

Class of 1931

Honors: Paul Andrew Walker
French
Honors: Donald Emery Merriam

Francis Merrill Appleton, Arthur
Deeks, (elected in 1930);
Donald Derby, Albert Edward
Jenkins, Lawrence Cooper Jenks,
(elected in 1930); Robert Morton
McFarland, (elected in 1930); Robbert
Edward Maynard, Donald
Emery Merriam, (elected in 1930);
Albert Francis Richmond, William
Nickerson Small, Hawthorne Lewis
Smyth, Julian Clifford Smyth, John
Lincoln Snider, Wallace Morse
True,
Paul
Andrew
Walker,

meet

Claronee Henry Crosby

Edward
Mr. Edward

from Bowdoin
also with

B.

ger, Morrill

noons cum

Henry Forbes Cleaves. Roland Hunz

Robert S. Ecke

B^awaoadaai

This

Month Sees Release of

Two Biographies by Hartman and Burnett

decision

S. F. Lincoln of BrunsWebber, Esq., of
George
Profeosor Mitchell presided.

C

who

writes

on "Hyde of Bowdoin".
1
1
snsnea
ill

i

In a recent article in The New York
G eorge Lippard 'Times"
Book Review, Percy HutchWaM^n
uain
winw lllllll«

Production

Done by Bowdoin

Wallace Morse True
Paul Andrew Walker

MM

Robert Crampton Barton,
Mokhor Prince Fobes
Basil Hiioeh Grodberg
Rkherd Newhall Sanger

Jr.

IMS

George

Russell Booth

ltS4
David Abramovits
Herbert Clay Lewis
tarnuil

Fund.
Mr. Burton graduated from Bowdoin summa cum laude and received
his
degree from Harvard~ In
1*12. 4fuesa 1912 to 1917, Mr,
T 'piattlsed law in Ohm, Utah,
Idaho
and
from
1917 to 1919 he saw
While Bowdoin alumni and undergraduates are holding the main spot- service with the 361st Infantry in
He then practised law in
light this week with reunions and oth- France.
er Commencement Week activities, Cleveland, Ohio until 1929, when he
two events of the week's program will was made Director of Law for the
He has taught
be under the auspices of an organiza- city of Cleveland.
(Continued on pay* «}
tion which seems thus far to have
dodged the glare of publicity the So-

Ably Headquarters at 8 Cleaveiand Street to Any Here for

ms.

W

Last night the Masque and Gown of
Bowdoin College presented William
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night". The
play was ably coached by Professor
Charles H. Gray of the English Department, as in former years. With
Robert S. Ecke '31 and Agnes White
playing the

leading roles, the cast

—

gave a very creditable performance ef ciety of Bowdoin Women.
The audience, perWednesday noon the Society will
haps a trifle larger than in years hold a luncheon at its headquarters,
past, was highly appreciative and 8 Cleaveland street, which will be open
seemed pleased with so finished an to members only. Immediately after
amateur production.
the Commencement Exercises ThursThe complete cast of characters fol- day the buffet lunch at the Moulton
lows:
Union will be under the auspices of
Orsino, Duke of Illvria
the Society and will be open to all
Robert S. Ecke '31 friends of the College.
Sebastian, brother to Viola
During the three principal days of

this difficult piece.

annual

WjUk^Jiohday given over to the
slonmi OuattJals and registrations, and
AMuwmer Prize Speaking in the
evening a%Msmsrial Hall, the thread
nnnnunW**uMuununuw*as again taken up
on Tuesday. Beneath the traditional
Thorndike Oak the graduating class
to the

held its class day exercises. The address of welcome was delivered by
Paul A. Walker. Then followed in order, the poem by James B. Colton. 2d,
the oration by Albert F. Richmond,
the history by F. Conrad Tucker. Basil
S. Dwyer gave the address which
brought to a close the exercises held
under the oak. Arthur L. Crimmins.
class president, acted as master of
ceremonies. *•*
m
Bowdoin tradition was next completed in the smoking of the Pipe of
.

Peace in a

circle

Sills

Emphasizes

126th

Commencement youth

held

calaureate address to the members of
the graduating class at the College
Church. Besides the members of the
class there was a large congregation
present to hear President Sills, who
spoke as follows:
These are very grave days. Profound nodal and economic changes are
taking pines all over the world before ear very eyes; yet the average
person, especially the average American, is blind to their importance,
glibly of improvement just
the earner, and Is making
for the future in a fend trust
that the eM ardor is to return. In a
day when action both nationally and
internationally is imperative, we like
other nations are engaged in conand are
in the hope that
_ fa going to torn op. While
q few prophets in various parts of the
s pointing out the very real

unfortunate.
Professor Burnett's biography of
President Hyde fills a long-felt need
for such a work. It seems fitting to
us that it should come from the pen
of a Bowdoin professor, and one who
knew Dr. Hyde personally.

the present system.

And

pet that

system in one single country presents
more than out millions of unemployed
the great majority of whom are honestly desirous of work, and at the

same

moment

on

oversubscription

seven or eight fold of a government
bond issue of hundreds of million* of

dollars.
The Gate of the Scavenger
Carl Elmore—John McCrae
In that one fact alone there is s
Albert Samoa! Davie, Jr.
very real challenge shove oB to youth
The Perfect
Tribute
and to the miming generation to help
~
Mary
Shipman Andrews to set ear house in order. If there is
t

The

TJS

M&tor. Jr.

Longfellow
Pottle

who

live

with them,

faith in their sanity, in their real if
often unexpressed desire to be of
service in their own day and generation.
Neither in college life nor in
life outside the college is youth today likely to be held by mere traditionalism.
Youth in college and

outside wants to be shown.
Bat in
a changing world youth will, so many
ef us believe, follow progressive and
consecrated leadership. It knows just
as dearly as does the older generation
that the times ore*nut of joint, as
indeed so often in to* past they have

been; h believes ths* all is not well
with our social order; and though at
times the problem seems insoluble, it
remembers that so in times past to
other generations did other problems
such as the independence of this nation,
slavery, military domination,
seem hopeless; bat that there is and
always will be a way oat of difficulty

end

distress if the

intelligent enough to
enough to pursue it.

human
find it

spirit is

and brave

If youth is to face the iron days
ahead with the purpose of overcoming
difficulties and of making our present
civilisation the servant of man and

not his master, there are certain
qualities of the mind and of the spirit
that are indispensable; and they have
too a vital relation to education. As
the founder of one of our great New
England schools pot it, "goodness
without knowledge is weak; and
knowledge without goodness is dangerous."
To give training in intellectual qualities that have a real
moral value is the business of the college .aa it is also, although from different angles, the business ef the
home, the school and of the church.
Such teaming U concerned with the
individual though it has social implications,
"In a time of grave moral

in youth, but an uncertainty, amen many moral ideals
of indifference and eyni- which have been the support and
of our race," to quote from a
the future would look dark in-

no idealism

left

But those who know American

sway

less

(COaaaaaioBsamB

Jr.

the

and

solemn activities

at the senior dance in the

Sargent gymnasium.

Self-

intimately,

between Hyde and
ode

Hubbard Halls and by singing the
written by Fred R. Kleibacker.
After going the rounds "cheering
halls," the seniors bade the college
each other a last farewell.
Dance Colorful Affair

(Continued on page 3)

.

Robert Edward Maynard
Donald Emery Merriam

*S1

Vice-President

MASQUE AND GOWN
SOCIETY OF BOWDOIN
PRESENTS "TWEIITH
WOMEN VERY ACTIVE
NIGHT WEDNESDAY
HERE THIS WEEK

ison calls Professor Hartman's book
Wendel Philip. "a canny study of a man whose
tragedy it was to know that his Ufa
with which modern civilixaWalter Drew Hinkfey
was a failure.'* This brief biography
ie threatened, most of as, paiof the older generation,
of Hartley Coleridge is actually on
STRAIGHT -A"
somehow or other we will
excursion in psycliotog y
believe
that
But it is
done with such compassion for human madam through; that it is of coarse sad
lfSt-Sl
frailty that the reader is aware only that there is so much unrest and disltti
of on unfortunai
tress *"d unemplo yment and poverty
Peebles Oshman
little at the has
is not hi the world; bat that after aU there
Aftert Edward Jenkins
aware of a
is nothing fundamentally wrong with
Cooper Jenks

L*Ouverture

hmnto

Goorge H. Soother

opened last Sunday when President who see beneath the inevitable froth
Kenneth C. M. Sills delivered the bac- and occasional folly, have hope and

BOWDOIN PROFESSORS
PUBLISH TWO BOOKS

fessor Charles T. Burnett

«

Prof. Arthur Harrison Cole ?11
served today as grand marshal of the
commencement
procession
composed of Trustees and Overseers,
members of the faculty, and graduates of the college.
After meeting
at 10.15 in front of King Chapel they
Burleigh 19, Burton '09,- and marched to the graduation exercises
at the First Parish Church where an
'04 to Serve
organ recital was in progress. The
president conducted the exercises at
Three Years
which the speakers were Paul A.
Walker, Robert M. McFarland, AlThe names of three new directors oert E. Jenkins with Francis A. Wiugate acting as an alternate.
of the Alumni Fund,- recently apThe regular degrees were conferred.
pointed by President Kenneth C. M.
President Arthur L. Crimmins and
Sills, were announced today. The new
Vice-President George H. Souther redirectors are Lewis Albert Burleigh, ceiving the degrees for the class.
The
Jr., '19 of Augusta, Harold Hitz Bur- honorary degrees, confirmed by the
ton '09 of Cleveland, Ohio and Wal- Boards at their recent meetings, were
lace Merton Powers '04 of Boston, also conferred, following which the
Mass. The newly appointed directors many prizes were announced.
will serve for the next three years.
At the conclusion of the exercises,
Mr. Burleigh graduated cum laude the procession marched back from the
and received the degree of LL.B. from church to the gymnasium to the anHarvard in 1922.' He is assistant nual dinner. All alumni, the recent
counsel of the New England Public graduates and parents, and underService Company, and is a director of graduates were welcomed. President
the Augusta Trust Company and -the Sills announced at this time changes in
Northern Maine Plywood Company. the faculty for next yeas and other
He ssw service in the U. S. Navy items of interest which the meetings
during the World War and was at one of the Trustees and Overseers had
time U. S. Commissioner in Augusta. brought to the fore.
He is now Class Agent for the Alumni
Alumni Arrive Monday

THREE NEW ALUMNI
FUND DIRECTORS

i

Bowdoin's

'SI

Within the past tern or throe weeks
two Bowdoin professors hove puband
lished books, one by Professor Heram.
bert W. Hartman of the English deThe program:
whoso "Hartley Coleridge:
A Fr# ............ ..^. Anonymous partment,
Poet's Son and Poet'' has beon very
Story weD received, and the other by ProWflliam
;

C

Wingate

Control in Baccalaureate Sermon

tkoRevorond David L. Wilson of
Dr.

delivered the address to the seniors. The five-day round of activities came to a close today with the Commencement Dinner at the
Sargent Gymnasium, following the Exercises.

That evening

Nirht

it

SENIOR DANCE MARKED SUCCESS
Bowdoin College ushered in its 126th Commencement with the
Baccalaureate services Sunday afternoon at five o'clock in the
Church on the Hill at which time President Kenneth C. M. Sills

Powers

?1

Arthur L. Crimmins

w. Burton Takes Second

i

Francis Alfred

6

President

Place in

The Judges that made the

Large Gathering Witnesses Traditional Ceremonies as
Degrees are Conferred upon Graduating Class

Psychology

Honors:

(Continoad on past 2)

FRED E. MILLER WINS
ALEXANDER SPEAKING

were
well chosen and coached

Farland

ALUMNI DINNER THIS NOON
IN GYM ENDS FESTIVITIES

PRES. SILLS NAMES

Cramer, Paul Ellsworth Everett, Robert Caasell Hill. Richard Charles Mullm. and Richard Newhall Sanger.

Unknown

Physics

High Honors: Robert Morton Mc-

Tozier.

laude, follow-

Stearns.

All of the selections

McArthur

Raymond Reed Leonard

tfc

ens

cuss of 1922,

The newly- elected members named
the following: Charles Cloudman BiloRaynal Cawthorne Boiling.
deau,

two lower classes took
the honors when Fred Ernest Miller,
Jr., of Lynn, was awarded first place
far his excellent delivery of "The Perfect Tribute", and Frederick Warren
Butoa of Aubumdale won second

Philosophy

Honors:

Class of 1932

Paul Ellsworth Everett, Jr., Melcher Prince Fobes, Emil Hirsch
Grodberg, Richard Newhall San-

Ham '22
Colorful
Ham graduated

B.
in the

ing which hi wiaT^oa <liwr**9+^*'
Charles Carroll Everett Scholar and
received his Master of Arts degree
there in 1923. Then he was sent to
Oxford a 8 the Rhodes Scholar from
Maine.
Since his return, he » has
The results of elections to Ibis. Sen- taught at Harvard and is now Research Associate in French at Princeior honorary society, were announced
( Continued am pass 4)
recently by President Robert S. Ecke
'31. The retiring members chose four
Juniors as a nucleus for next year's
Ibis, who in turn elected eight more
to complete the group. Those elected
by the Seniors were: Philip Charles
Ahem, Melcher Prince Fobes. George
Tingey Sewall, and Warren William

this week, the

;

(elected in 1930).

Donald Derby
Mathematics
Honors: Lawrence Cooper Jenks,
Robert Edward Maynard

.

Robert S. Ecke ^l
Announces Club's New
Membership

At the annual Alexander Prise
Spanking, held Monday evening of

Francis Richmond
High Honors: Wallace Morse True
Latin
High Honors: Arthur Joslin Deeks,

17

Mr. Crosby is also an attorney, having held a legal practise in his home,
Dexter, for some years. He graduated
from Bowdoin in 1917 also with minima cum laude. He also graduated
from the Harvard Law School in 1925.
He has represented Penobscot County
as senator in the 84th and 85th Maine
legislatures. In this body he has held
nity.
No information as to the results of the chairmanship of the important
elections in golf and tennis was avail- committee on legal affairs.
For ten
able when the Orient went to press years he served as Class Agent for
the Alumni Fund.

TWELVE JUNIORS
ELECTED TO IMS

History

Honors: Howard Davies, Jr., Gerhard
Oskar
Albert
Rehder,

ni Council.

an

"The

Biology

Joslin

Three Lawyers and One
Research Worker Included

LEADTEAMS
Elected to Captaincies
Baseball and Track
Respectively

COMMENCEMENT TODAY

ITS 126th

FOUR NEW MEMBERS
RECENTLY ELECTED
TO ALUMNI COUNCIL

McKOWNAND
STANW00DT0

NO. 8

18, 1931.

The music was

furnished by Harry Ford's Hotel
Manger orchestra from New York. The
patronesses for the dance included
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs. Roscoe
J. Ham, Mrs. Philip S. Wilder. Mrs.
Frederic W. Brown, Mrs. Paul Nixon;
Albert E. Jenkins '31
Mrs. Alfred O. Gross, Mrs. Noel C.
Class Treasurer
Little, Mrs: Thomas Means. Mrs. StanCommencement Speaker
ley P. Chase. Mrs. Charles H. Gray.
Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett. Mrs. Roland H.
Cobb, Mrs. Malcolm E. Morrell, Mrs.
Nathaniel C. Kendrick. Mrs. Cecil T.
Holmes. Mrs. Herbert W. Hartman.
Mrs. Ralph DeS. Childs. Mrs. Peter B.
Ferguson. Mrs. Giles M. Bollinger.
The ushers were William W. Dunis Guest and
bar. Charles A. Knox. Jr.. and H.
Schuyler Bradt. Jr. The CommenceSpeaker at Initial
ment committee responsible for the
*
success of the affair consisted of Paul
Meeting
T. Hayes, chairman. Frauds M. AppleFor the first time in the history ton, Robert DeGray. Donald F. Prince
was
of Bowdoin College, an Alumni Club and Allen Rogers. The decorating
Vincent
in Essex County, Massachusetts, is once again entrusted to Mr.
now a fact. It is called the Bowdoin Cobb.
Club of Essex County.
About fifty Alumni of the college
residing in Essex County were presHONORARY DEGREES
ent at the dinner held May 21 at the
The proHotel Hawthorne, Salem.
1931
gram was full of interest to all the
Doctor ef Lsws
men present. During s fine lobster
trustee of
Morrow,
W.
Dwight
were
dinner, the old Bowdoin songs
Amherst College; Senator from
feasung with great enthusiasm.
New Jersey
ture of the dinner was the self-introFrederick Hale, senior Senator
duction by those present in rotation
from Maine
order. It was here disclosed that men
Doctor ef Humane Letters
were present from practically every
E. Baldwin Smith, Bowdoin 1911,
port of Essex County, from Lynn on
professor of Art and Archeology
the one side to Haverhill on the other.
at Princeton University
Lawyers, teachers, business men and
Doctor ef Letters
doctors seemed to predominate. Out
Margaret Deland, novelist
of thirteen doctors present, five came
Doctor ef Science
from Salem.
Isaiah Bowman, director of the
Following the dinner a short busiAmerican Geographical Society
Frank R.
ness meeting was held.
Mortimer Warren, Bowdoin 1896,
Loeffler, '14, was master of ceremoPathologist of the Maine General
nies during the dinner and the business
Hospital
meeting. It was voted unanimously
Melvin T. CopeUnd, Bowdoin 1900.
and enthusiastically to form an orprofessor of Marketing at the
ganisation known as the Bowdoin
Business School
Harvard
Club of Essex County. A nominating
Master ef Arte
committee headed by Judge George
Herbert T. Powers, Bowdoin 1891,
B. Sears, "90 of Salem, withdrew for
Justice of the Maine Superior
a short period to draw up a list of
Court
officers for the ensuing year; also to
Herbert L. Swett, Bowdoin 1901,
go over a copy of tentative by-laws
president of the Maine Publicity
which had already been prepared by
Association
the Judge.
leans* i

ESSEX COUNTY. MASS.
ALUMMFORM CLUB
Dean Nixon

A

/

*mmm
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campus, the Society of Bowdoin Women is busily occupied helping the way other people do—but it's not
conto make the visit of their families to the College a pleasant one much use. Sometimes, when I
sider what a simple sort Of failure the
But to many of those connected with the College this represents life I see is, I wonder where to go to
the limit of the Society's work. However, this is far from being discover that tragic4 interval of
1871
Mum
sensibility in eternity which other?
the case, for through the Society's efforts several lecturers have recognise as being true life, and which
been brought here in the past, and other important contributions so raggedly solves all its problems
with a standardized program of selfishto the life of the College have been made. Far too few people ness and sensuality. I am only simpleEditer-ia-Chief
realise the great value of the work of these women who are so minded, and I can't see the grand
George T. Sewall *32
robustness of life.
Associate Editor
truly interested in Bowdoin. Their work extends beyond purely
PMip C.Ahern *32
tangible things, however. The building up of an esprit de corps
Maaaginr Editors
H. Allan Perry *S8 among the wives of the alumni is something the importance of
G. Russell Booth *33
Sports Editor*
which should not be minimized or taken too lightly. The alumni
Edward B. McMenamin *SS
Robert L. M. Ahern "33
of the College have a very real bond in common, and surely it is a
Sab-Editors
John Morris *S4 good thing for their wives likewise to find some common meeting
Nieholaa BasMaroir "34
Carl G. Olson *S4
James E. Bassett '34
John M. Sinclair 14 ground, some basis for new friendships and contacts outside their
James C. Freeman *84
own immediate circles.
Roger S. HaU *S4
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
At the present time we understand that the Society is conducting a membership drive, and we feel that it is a thing which should
Dominic N. Antonuod *32
supported,
not only for the service one may be able to give in
be
•
Assistant Managers
Edward H. Morse *W this way, but; also for the personal satisfactions which should come
Francis H. Donaldson *33
•to of Bowdota
dorta*. tfa* Collaea Yaw br Om
from membership in such a body. We recognise the fine work the
tor
dhovM bt sl«M to Um
an
Society is doing, and wish here to commend those who keep its
Um Oate of pwfaMcaHoa Tha BVHtor-in-CMaf to
•'a**
for M«* mod aaato>«». AM
activities in progress.

•

'

at tko poatoflle* at

Tkanday, Jane

On

18,

1M1.
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Matters of Policy

The end of the year is generally a time for stock-taking. When
we come to look at the accounts of the Orient we find a number of
items on both sides of the ledger. In some cases it is too early to
whether our actions will result in credits or otherwise.
function of a college newspaper, especially a weekly, is a
peculiar one. In most cases its value merely as a purveyor of
news is questioned, perhaps not unjustly. Insofar, however, as
it gives all the news, and does it accurately and in more or less
detail, it renders a service of great value. In reflecting upon the
matter, though, one is led to believe that perhaps its greatest service to the college community should lie in its editorial policy,
provided it be a strong and independent, though not necessarily a
belligerent, one. Ideas and opinions on campus life and campus
activity may come to the attention of one in contact with the
undergraduates much sooner and much more forcefully than they
do to the administration of the college. Often they are in a more
or less unexpressed and intangible form, and if they are allowed
to die in this state something of real value may be lost. It seems
to us that the cardinal duty of an undergraduate editor is to sort
these ideas and opinions as they come to him, pigeonhole some,
the most dynamic and valuable ones
kill some, and put the best
into a tangible form where they may be noticed and acted upon
not only by the student body, but by the powers higher up. But
the editor should not be merely a rubber stamp with which to
broadcast duplicate copies of every rumor and scare that comes
floating about the campus. He must keep abreast of the general
trends in other institutions, and above all he must do a lot of
tfltnklng Ail hhiise l f an d not be afraid to express his opinions
where he feels them to be for the general good in the long measure.
He should never lose sight of the ideal of serving the college, and
making his paper serve the college, in the highest sense of the
term. He should consider all factors in every case, and weigh
present or apparent good or evil against the best long-run interests
alumni, students, and faculty. He
of the college as a whole
should be ready and eager to take a pronounced stand on all important question^pd to support his stand by careful and searching thought as far as he is able. Thus, and thus only, can the
paper really serve the college.
On the other hand, provided the editorial board lives up to its
obligation to the college in actions on matters pertaining to the
college, that body has rather definite obligations to the paper. It
tell

The

—

Robert DeGray *31
found him, as I understand is usually
Member
t Committee
the case, profoundly occupied at doing nothing, gazing into the vacancy
Backbite For "The QnflT before him, with every environmental
appearance, as is also the case usually,* of momentous tabors just comBy Dr. Ephraim Hornbuekle
pleted, and soon to be begun again,
to
privilege
Nats: It is a rare
although not at that moment in
pre critieisai by so
aataerity.
Dr.
Author.
(Laying dawn again the
neat)
he had scurried up for safety
Walter P. Bowman *31
of Dae- at the starting sspssrsnn of a visUs iter, and replying usslMj to the imt Antonio, a sea captain, friend to Sebastian
Frank
Carpenter *32
J.
as Profsai n of sugg estion.) I am sorry you did not
A sea captain, friend to Viola
IS a fas*
like "Arlette"—at least, not my story
John H. Gordon '33

Coramwikatkm

SES99
YaLLXL

Closing Address

i
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—

—

should consider seriously the opinions there expressed, without
bias, and with an intelligent and whole-hearted attempt to understand the viewpoint taken. Moreover, in no case is it justified in
seeking to cloud issues, hold back news, or suppress student opinion. By such a course taken and maintained by both parties, and
only by such a course, can the paper give real service to the college.
In the opinion of many connected in various ways with the
College, the Orient has in the past fallen down in some respects
in living up to its side of this mutual obligation. Perhaps it has
we do not intend here either to justify or to condemn. But in the
majority of cases it has acted in good faith, seeking to fulfill in
the widest sense, the ideals of what a paper of its type should do
for the College. Where it has failed in this, or has apparently
acted in bad faith, on ill-considered judgment, the fault has often
lain withjjhe failure of the College to keep its side of the obligation, either by failing to give essential details of the affairs discussed or by wrapping the whole business in a fog of misunderstanding and false mystery until no one quite knew where they

—

wereat
As we have said, we do not seek here either to condemn or condone any actions taken by either party in the past, but we feel
that the Orient has sought to live up to the ideal stated, often not
without difficulty, and perhaps at times acting a bit too hastily. The
College, on its part, has generally cooperated, but in one or two
highly important cases it has not On the contrary, there has been
some rather evident clouding of issues and jumbling of facts,
whether inadvertent or not we shall not go into here. It may have
arisen from misunderstanding of some sort
For the future, however, the Orient shall continue to maintain
an independent position, with the aim of serving best the ideals
heresetforth. 1$ the College cooperates to the full we should realise some degree of success and avoid much of the difficulty which
has been experienced on both sides in times past We do not seek
to tear down existing institutions indiscriminately, convert the
College into a young ladies' seminary, nor yet promulgate anarchy
on the campus. We do seek to build up at Bowdoin a more humanistic (shall we can itf) attitude toward studies, athletics, and
other activities, for we feel that such an attitude is best and will
aid in turning out more fully-rounded man. Therefore we ask our
readers to bear this fact in mind before they dismiss us as young
bolsheviks or over-enthusiastic schoolboys.

While the alumni of the Cottage conduct thctr vaiious activities
Weak, hoMbjg the JmigiuuuJ about the

A

MASQUE AND GOWN
PRESENTS "TWELFTH
NIGHT WEDNESDAY
.

Critic. That is just the point: there
isnt any Arlette to like. Ton might
have saved your play by introducing
her to us. Tour motto was a very
fine one, and you ought to have followed R.

Aether.

(Derisively et

fitst,

then

serieesiy.)
No Kydnding! You see,
she is to appear in some other scenes
which are not written yet, and which,
of course, will be far finer and far
greater than what is done already.
Planned things use that always are,
munity where that magaaine is most as well in Shakespeare thank you
I 'suppose.
generally disseminated. First, I can- Bacon's case as mine,
not but compliment the industrious Trust me, the best part of "Arlette"
editors of The Quill for the acuteues* is still unwritten. When I write it,
they usually display in the selection I will send you a copy.
Critic. I hope for your sake it will
of their material. But—and this is
present composition be better when Arlette herself comes
the motive of
in the current number, I was aston- on the scene. But I don't know: I am
ished to discover an absurd offering afraid you haven't lived, and don't
called, "Arlette of Normandy." How understand what life is. You realize
great a departure is witnessed there that that is the first pre-requisite for

tee of tat
that fsr*l L
The latest issue of The Bowdoin
Quill net roused me to address these
few comments directly to the com-

—

my

—

from the ordinary standards of The a good author.
Quill! so great a difference, indeed,
Author. Everyone
that even I, who would not wilfully must be the truth. I

—

criticise the periodical adversely,

tells me so; it
feel it too, and
failure in that direction
more than anything; else. But it is not
easy, not to live. I try to see things

am

I regret

impelled to make
if, my
tion,! this gentle reprimand
slight voice holds so much weight
that such a trifle as "Arlette" should
be admitted into the company of
those other articles which make this
Would
Quill a notable publication.
that "Arlette" had been written to
their lofty standards, and been as little in need of further attention by the
critic as they unquestionably are!
And yet I am no carping critic,
I hone; none of those pedants of little
learning and less judgment whose
dry talents must stretch like an
elastic band, growing thinnest where
the strain is greatest over a lifetime of learned ignobility. Nor am I
one of those editorial prestidigitators
who can make a book of a paragraph,
and as easily dismiss a book in a
sentence who, in the classic words of
Lucretia, the grand exemplar of
this public lamenta-

—

my

.

.

The mildness and the flavor of
when scorch-

fine tobacco vanish

ing or evaporation steals the natural moisture out of a cigarette.

criticism,—that
wit-

Now, thanks to the new Humidor Pack, which keeps the dust
and germs out and keeps the
flavor in, Camels, wherever you

as applying to one who teaches his
readers to ponder over with smiles of
secret understanding the salty lacunas
the spicy hiatuses so often found
in so many books, and who with his
mighty stock of erudition bludgeons
chance asterisks into a state of
anemic transparency until all thci
significant meanings lurking behind
those useful devices are delightfully
apparent.
I should like to speak of this whole
issue of The Quill, but I cannot: I
am a disparager by profession and I
mast confine my brief remarks to that
part of the magaime which most deserves my comments.
The worst
fault of "Scenes From Arlette of
Normandy," aside from the original
fatuity of its conception, is that the
author, throughout his tedious production, has absolutely neglected all
tile well-recognised opportunities offered to a writer for winning sympathy and interested appreciation
from bis readers. This is altogether
unpardonable.
What right has say
man to make a play, or any written thing, about people no one knows
of, and, without an apology or ether
feint at false modesty, treat them as
if they were, worth remembering be-

—

self-knowledge. The discovery of what
constitutes one's self is, it seems to
me, the greatest accomplishment possible during college days, and the
most praiseworthy if realised. Upon
this discovery hinges those qualities
recommended to us by our president
and self-control.
cannot understandingly rely and control

We

self-reliance

.

adopted the new Humidor Pack.

a formidable passage, which I conceive of (recalling the apt phrase

compendium of

before us undone, but many other
things we had not dreamed of achieving are chronicled beside our names.
Do our accomplishments outweigh our
failures, or is the reverse true ? Judgment at this question belongs to ourselves alone. Not our fathers, mothers, and professors know the answer
We alone know whether the laurel is
ours. For our external achievements
are we esteemed by others, but only
ourselves know whether we, individually, have succeeded in absorbing the
elixir four years at college offers
lie

.

And millions of men and .women are nqw discovering a brand
new enjoyment since Camels

poem, "About

from the English dramatist,

—that

In prospect four years of college
stretched interminably before us;
in retrospect they seem to have winged
their way with cumulative speed
Hopes, fears, ambitions, and desires
accompanied our entrance into collegiate life; mingled pride and regret
in our accomplishments is now ours.
Many things, we had hoped to do still
life

.

A
A

lacunas:"

salt,—that

wish to linger.

—

as the proof of the pudding is the eating, so is the proof
of a cigarette in the smoking.

The Naturalness of Rebuses", wrote,
"Ac risibus salsas docuit super ire

analysis,
tineas,")

—

ourselves till we know what we are
—our limitations and our capacities
Gentlemen attending on Duke:
and, also, our contents.
And when
Valentine, Frederick W. Burton '34
*34
we
have attained this self-knowledge,
Curio ...... X. Ernest Mullen
our external deeds and accomplishSir Tobey Belch, uncle to Olivia
John Fay '34 ments will be expressions of our complete selves.
To value the worth of
Sir Andrew Aquecheek
Harold E. Everett *34 such deeds we need not the applause
of others; our self-knowledge will be
Malvolio, steward to Olivia
James P. Blunt *Zl sufficient. For there is no gainsaying
the truth that nothing can bring us
Servants to Olivia:
Howard Davis, Jr., 'SI peace and satisfaction but ourselvc.
Fabian
Feste, a clown
In college we have rebelled, extolled,
Joseph G. Kraetzer '31 condemned and questioned. The inOlivia, a rich countess, Eleanor Boyer dividual's attitude rises and falls as a
Agnes White wave, our college course has been,
Viola
Alice Young indeed, a wandering tone, seeming at
Maria, Olivia's woman
Donald E. Merriam "31 times to double back on itself. But
Lord
Frederick W. Burton *34 during this constant fluctuating and
Priest
Sailors
J. Schyler Bradt '33 tacking we have been nearing an unHenry Van De Bogert '34 conscious objective fo * the main trend
Edward DeLong '34f of our course has been constant
First Officer
John H. Gordon '33 this trend has been the way in which
Second' Officer J. Schuyler Bradt '33 we, as individuals, have molded our
We are now the product
A Servant
J. Ernest Mullen '31 characters.
Maybelle Beach of what we have done and thought
Ladies
Mary Leo through these past four years. The
crystallization is not final yet; we arc
The engagement of Frederick C. told that this is but our commencement.
Tucker '31 to Marguerite Ann Good- Yet the roots of our character have
win of Marblehead, Massachusetts, been planted, and our future foliage
was recently announced.
(Continued on Page •)
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find them, are always factory-fresh

and in perfect mild condition.

Air-sealed in Camel's moisture-

proof Cellophane

the goodand mellow Domestic tobacco expertly
blended.
is all

ness of finest Turkish

No harsh, dried tobacco to burn
the throat. No peppery dust to
sting delicate

membrane

Camel smokers have already
discovered

that

cigarette is better

their

/

in platitudes and sly implications that be knows more than he
tens, but will not weary lam gifted
minds with his sublime thoughts. Is
it just for any one to write a "piece

purpose," so as to leave Us
uncertain— r whether he
moaning at

real

Camels
saga

m ^^m

m

^
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an*__
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ever

If you haven't smoked a Camel
recently, switch over for just one'
day, then quit them, if you can.

supm hnlty

a

favorite

now than

before.

always without flattering his auditors,
or trying to conceal Ids own *—» -- - p

any

— just

the cool mild aroma of fine tobacco, properly conditioned.

j

without

*31

Cigarette

—

virtue, in her

Dwyer

Smoke a Fresh

—

Roman

Basil S.

Pokmius knew, but Polonius could
not do that which he knew. Doltishiy
he exclaimed, "Since brevity is the
soul of wit, and tediousness the limbs
and outward flourishes I will be
brief."
And then he proceeded to
bore his royal audience. But, gentle
audience, I assure you that Polonius's
error will not be mine—though the
sense of finality proper to delivering
the last farewell address makes me

^i

---»**

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
THE REASONING

Opening Address
PmI

THEOLOGIAN
A. Walker 11

Mr. President, CUumtUs, Friends:
Albert F. Riduaead 11
Mine is the pleasant task of welThe tendency of modern thought is to
coming you. oar friends, to these last
regard the middle ages as n long, dull,
undergraduate rites of the Class of and
uninspired period characterised
1981. rites which we observe with
by the deepest ignorance and the
mingled emotions of Joy and sorrow—
greatest violence.
While in general
joy .that we are about to attain that this
interpretation is true, it does howfor which we have striven these four
ever, an injustice to many great peryears—
aorrrtw that in its attainment
leave behind us, perhaps forever,
this college which has come to mean so
much in our lives.
are indeed fried
to welcome so many of you here today,
for it is to you that we we much of
our present success through the sac-

phrases as, "I believe in order that, I
may understand'' and. "Faith goes before reason'*. Abelard had a passion
for logical reasoning and the. need to
spread the truth was felt more by him
than any of his contemporaries. He
attempted to understand and explain
the mystery of the Christian doctrines
and he dared to bring all of these
things to the test of reasoning.
It
was the spirit of assurance and fear..,.,.».,
,
lessne8
s that Abelard used,
Such a
such
man was a firm believer in the freedom
of discussion. But although he might
"~ *far „* «.,*-;„ «„,,*,,„ n* ,JZaL*
J™
he wa*°*J
no me who ejected the Chris-

THREE

SOCIETY OF BOWDOIN
WOMEN VERY ACTIVE

HERE TUB WEEK
(CortmuM from

Pin

Special Rates to Students

11

GULF

Commencement Week, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the headquarters of the Society will be open to all
relatives and friends of the under-

-

COLONIAL - TEXACO
GASOLINE

sonalities of the Age. Had it not been
12 Grades of Texas
graduates and alumni and every efOils
for the men of the Middle Ages, many
fort will be made to look after the
of the great achievements of the early
needs of those attending tho exercises.
"Up-to-Minute Service with
modern period would not have been
A special luncheon for children also
possible.
Roger Bacon in the thirwill be served Thursday at Cleavelaud
•
teenth century anticipated modern scistreet.
ence and proclaimed that by the use of
The Society of Bowdoin Women was
rifices that some of you have made,
nature man could do many things. tion faith. What angered the medieval organized 10 years
ago and has functhrough the examples which many of Frederick II in the same
century Churchmen most was not so much tioned ever since.
Interest in all
you have set.
Und
<
ty
what
things
*g
Abelard
*
taught
Bowdoin and the payment of
a
his
*?
critical
?
8
As the opening speaker on our pro- South
£T°£ of
2ftanticipated
H*
.
Europe and
the:
Beginning of
one
dollar yearly dues are the only
Stretch, Portland
gram, no doubt the less of your time I advent of the spirit of modern toler- 8pint' wmch he aw>hed to everything
membership requirements although
take up the better. I am more of an ance.
before showing a willingness to becontributions to the Society Foundaaperatif, prefacing the real feast
Likewise of the many great person- lieve.
tion
may
be
made
at
any
time. The
which is to follow. To conform strict- alities which mark centuries of strugth^ wa8 new to an age still grop- money from this foundation is used
ly with such a role, perhaps it would gle and hardship
to establish freedom ing in the medieval
darkness, and like mostly in the supplying of one speakbe well for me to make an end here, of learning. Peter Abelard
is one of
but I should like to add a few words the most fascinating in the history of] many other free thinkers of the cen- er at the biennial institutes, the latest
turies that fo ,i owedt Abelard proved of which was held last April.
to our welcome—with a silent prayer medieval
Fifty
thought We know him. a |no exception to the curse of continual card tables
were recently donated to
that in so doing I do net steal the
ihe Moulton Union by the members of
tnm pm* i»
thunder of any of the main speakers.
britan?
the organization.
The list of officers of the Club
We* have led the usual carefree,
a
k
a
The officers of the Society are:
elected by its members is as follows:
somewhat thoughtless life of the col d; ffii uft w?Sd
Mrs.
Kenneth Charles Morton Sills,
President—Frank R. Loeffler '14 of
lege undergraduate \iuring our four
-j i* (fathered to try Abelard for one of his honorary president; Mrs. Henry H.
years here at Bowdoin. but with these mg
;„_ age
..-_
*l_ idolized
j
Gloucester
and the
master-of recent works
It wag a rationalistic Pierce, president; Mrs. Howard R.
Vice President—Robert O. Small '96
exercises, marking as they do what is
dS °f ***** and brawhn* defense of
the Christian FriST Be- Ives, vice-president; Mrs. Roland E.
practically the end of our undergrad- scholars.
of Beverly
fore
the
trial
the
judges
Clark,
on
the
case
secretary;
time
and Mrs. Noel C.
Secretary Raymond G. Putnam *22
uate careers, we hesitate, rt is
The close of the Eleventh Century withdrew privately
to inform them- Little, t.eaurer.
are about to was a time
to think seriously.
of Danvers
Mrs. Charles T.
of transition from one of selves of the question at
issue, and if Burnett is chairman of the house combecome graduates of Bowdoin College. the darkest periods of Medieval EuAssistant Secretary—George H. Jenknothing else at least appear semi-in- mittee and Mrs. Philip S. Wilder is
to leave behind us as we receive our
ins '28 of Danvers
1 an
n lle 1, telligent Ordinarily in such
proceed- chairman of the luncheon committee.
sheepskins much that has been verv hrfn»£,f
Treasurer—Leland H. Moses "20 of
e
tbe rt! S ings the accused was not condemned
*°!
An innovation will be introduced
dose to us. Of all this, memories.
fL°°
Lawrence
at the annual luncheon following the
chiefly of the pleasant variety, alone
Executive committee of six:
e d
was Abelard's intellectual power, and Commencement exercises tfiis year.
will remain.
Friends part. We pre- new age. ft,
George W. Howe '11 of Lynn
tt.
Out of the obscurity
of the
dreaded that this part of the pro- Members of the Society will act as
pare ourselves for a sterner world and dark centuries emerged
E. Robert Little '16 of Boxford
many high- cedure was rejected. Abelard had hostesses
All this is saddening..
its problems.
and assume general charge
Karl M. Pearson '26 of Haverhill
Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr.. '31
minded individuals who were to obtain looked forward
to this hearing as an of the affair.
and yet, is but natual. We are nearly
George B. Sears "90 of Salem
fa
Odist
°f a11
<>f great triumph.
Instead,
at d great transition point in our lives.
Alfred B. White '98 of Lawrence
5.e treasures of the
of th
however, he was brought before the
We have known that we were ulti- earlier
L.r
o
Willard W. Woodman '88 of Peabody
Greek and Roman learning had council
condemne d i ike a heretic.
mately to reach it, but we have given oeen
The by-laws were amended after
preserved and were now being} H i s book was burned and
he
was
conit little thought until quite recently,
some discussion to the effect that at
shared by scholars wandering from ngned to prison.
As soon as the proFred Rawlings Kleibacker, Jr„ '31
when its very nearness has driven its piace to place.
least two meetings a year should be
ceedings were known, however, among
significance home. It has had a soberWhen
held.
the
evening
shadows
fall.
he
k the
at large the indignation being effect upon us. superficial evidence that ilay before fSSf*
v
^f
And the lute has ceased to play;
With the business of the evening
medievalij£
thinkers
who, came
widespread that he was freed
of the past few days to the contrary were endeavoring
When one's college days are past
over, the President of the Club preto lift the general shortly afterwards
notwithstanding.
And he goes his weary way;
sented Dean Paul Nixon of the college,
ignorance- of the age. one must realize
Although
Abelard was permitted to
Here, theoretically at least, we have the position of
When the lamp is shattered so
the guest of honor, and speaker of
education between the! continue his teaching successes for
been taught to think. Will we still be time of Charles the
That in blackness all is mask'd;
the evening. The Dean was given a
Great and the some time thereafter, it was only inable to think and think clearly, when
When the fear of life grips tight.
warm welcome by the members of the
- been called e ^table that he must come into con**:
we pass through this threshold on the S**
fc"
Not by future qualms be task'd
Club, for he is one of the most popular
Benedictine Age; it
was the age fl ict with the greatest churchman of
which we now stand and go forth into
A mighty vision hovers near:
men on the college faculty. He is
and the only age during which Euro- his age— Bernard of Clairveaux.
BerThere we shall pean education was
the outside world?
The court of rainbow dreams come true.
greatly beloved by undergraduates,
in the hands of nard was the great heresy hunter
and
have to face new problems, problems the monks. With the
With
gates
of
alumni, and in fact by all men who
gold
and
fountains
clear;
coming of the universal guardian of the Christian
whkh will demand new adjustments to barbarian invasions in the
Look, and ye shall see its light!
are fortunate enough to come in con5th and 6th dogma who certainly must have heard
circumstances. We have heard much centuries
tact with him.
the Roman imperial and abo ut the charges against Abelard.
Part of the welcome
He
of these hazards, but most of us, as municipal schools
Hail, lad, wide open stands the gate;
was in the form of a rousing Bowdoin
had been swept soon began- to take an active interest
yet, have! had actually to face only few away
The dappled dawn with b!ood-red glow
cheer.
and now education and learning!
the latter's work. In just a few
of them. Men in college often pride were completely within
Folds back the dome of night.
The Dean spoke at some length
the power of years the fame of the great teacher
themselves on their ability to meet the church. All culture
And bids brave youth to sight
upon a subject which he expects to
which was not was shattered to bite, and the echoes
each new problem as it arises with immediately
The golden vista of his dreams.
give fuller treatment in his annual
ufefulto thechurch was f this conflict resounded throughout
thought unhampered by anv precon- doomed to
Acknowledging no Sphinx-like fate;
report. The subject of the Dean's adextinction. The mighty the realms of Christendom.
Abelard
ceived notions. Can we still do this power of the
But fires with zeal the restless soul
dress was "What can Bowdoin do for
ecclesiastical system was had rewritten the theological work foi
Can enough
in the years that are to come?
With mighty thoughts and deeds sublime
the sensitive, shy type of man (In
to discourage study and educa- which he had been condemned
at Soiswe continue to respect this freedom of tloI a art f n
To lioldly shun the wrecks of time,
particular this type df man suffering
theological
inter""[
SO
ns.
^°.
The
work
being
P
}
a rationalistic
1W1
are
re not
thought? We must. Times «
i
And set above the stars his goal.
from a severe inferiority complex) ?"
whlch nusrht ** put UDon defense of the Christian Faith. BerP retotlon
what they should be. and as a conse- t1 h €!
During his remarks he expressed a
nard became convinced cf Abelard's
quence, the problems which may arise
Hail, lad, full verdant lies the field;
It was during this period that Peter heretical tendencies
word of appreciation in behalf of the
He first warned
may well be of a sort" that has no Abelard lived and
Hear ye the song of pagan dawn
men
became one of the the trreat teacher
who had worked so faithfully
Then
followed
a
must
em.. we
Its echo sweet calls youth
«»-*«* intellects of the Middle Ages.
to organise a Bowdoin Club in Essex
' and'"g£
fto~taurt
f
To fight for name and truth;
foremost &*&** °* hls was distasteful and irreverent rowCounty, and congratulated these men
u!tra-conservaUve points of view.
sleep
morning
Tis
shame
the
through.
to
Wh
ere
he
lecta
upon
ed
the success of this, the first
^erful in temporal as in spiritual affairs
,.
must try to IjecldaVfor progress, for •*?•
T
When earth needs men, and cowards yield
e 1lead*.n«r scholars
of Bernard was in a„ excellent position
meeting of the Club.
the advancement of better features of the world,
Their birth-right; then let's not delay
he drew jrreat crovds of to have his way. Keenest of diplomats,
Following his excellent address he
our civilization, and to do this, we students from
Silenus-like deep in the cup
the remotest parts of Bernard was willing to employ anv
presided over a lively "fOnaa," at
should have the courage and the will- Europe.
Of self-consuming woe; but up
Amor* the brilliant group to means which he believed legitimate to
which time a number of questions
ingness to cut off from ourselves all which
And glory in the break of day.
he lectured were such men aslbrin* about the end. Abelard, howconcerning current activities at the
outworn taboos and shibboleths which Gilbert de la
Arnold of ever. realizing the moment of the ocCollege came up for discussion by
now in so many fields haunt and ha- Brescia, and JohnPorree.
Hail, lad, wide open stands the everlasting gate:
of Salisbury. Al- icasion decided to checkmate the Cismembers present.
rass the progress of truth.
thoueh a
Are ye wed to eternity or lifeless fate ?
number of students fol- tercian. An through his action BerThe meeting closed with the singing
To take one concrete example, what lowed himlanre
from
place
to
place,
was
it
of
"Bowdoin Beata". It was the gennard was shortly surprised at receivcould be more desirable than the prinpleasure is not entirely lacking when eral feeling
at Pans that he began teaching and it ing a letter from the great archbishop
of those present that the
ciples put forward by the science of
one realizes that he has succeeded in newly organized
was there that he drew his greatest of Sens, ir which he was invited to deBowdoin Club of EsEugenics: that we should seek to im- crowds. By
unraveling another difficult problem sex County
his charmine personality, bate Abelard a few weeks hence
physically
both
race,
had gotten away to a fine
behuman
the
prove
of nature, a problem which has per- start.
a rich and sympathetic voice, and a fore the spiritual and temporal nobil'31
McFarland
Robert
M.
and mentally alike? And yet. what freedom from excessive piety
haps baffled many of his predeceshe
atity of France.
The one principle which has sur- sors. Ultimate knowledge is in itself
opposition to its teachings do we see
tracted all those imbued with a desire
a useless recourse to the starter. He
St. Bernard realized he was no optoday! And this opposition is due in for a new learning
and the stream of ponent for the master Abelard. It be vived throughout the history of ration- a reward for many investigators.
collects the facts
the case, an exno small part to the tolerance and students which began in his
When the situation is looked at in tremely scientific of
al thought seems to be that the object
time
concame
his
procedure.
to
advantage,
therefore,
which
to
He reblind belief in outworn credos
this manner, many of the old preju- calls that the
rtW
^nturies.
who
of
life
is
The
person
happiness.
pleasant hum of the momake this de bate a diplomatic strugare so characteristic features of hu»nl A°
L°
^
dices disappear.
The
conflict of sci- tor was immediately
A
through
the
years
of
Abelard
s
gle for ihe direct condemnation of the seeks it may take the path of tyranny
.l
interrupted withman society. What saner theory could brilliant
teaching successes, the medi- theologian—in other words, a diploout any coughing or sputtering. In
one demand than that a man should eval churchmen of the age.
or tolerance, loyalty or treachery, linow be-; matic struggle in which political inthat event he infers the gasoline feed
limit the size df his familv to fit hi? coming
Powerful defenders of the fluence and deception were to play a centiousness or morality, religion or
is probably not to blame.
He recalls
And yet what horror. Church and
pocketbook'?
all its dogmas, followed
atheism; but each is using his own
the importance of the ignition, looks
yes horror, does one see at the mere closely the work of Abelard. They dis- lar«e part lhe fourth of June. 1141.
at his battery as a first attempt, and
a t the Cathedral of Sens filled by a particular formula for attaining the
mention of those revolting words: trusted him as an enemy of the
sacred
finds the copper lead wire entirely corcrowd was the scene of the so- goal of happiness, whether or not he
"Birth Control"! This instance I tradition
of medieval learning. The ca iied debate. With one exception all is successful in his attempt. Thereroded.
The remaining wire will not
bring up with a definite purpose. The great grievance
held against Abelard of tb e judjres had their convictions be- fore, since there is no prescribed
reach: experience tells him that copDean of one of our New England Cole
e
n
wa
n
ie
a™*.
the
8p
t
per will carry electricity; reason sugfore the trial even began. They were method for attaining the final objec_-A_ f of
./ .1
?vS
_
JJ2
leges, in his baccalaureate sermon to method
his teachings. Theologians fully prepared to accept Bernard on tive, it is permissible to introduce scigests that another metal might; a
the graduating class of his institution. before Abelard had given
only a small every point without allowing Abelard ence as an aid to solving the problems
scrap of iron wire, from a fence posflays these "men who would make reliplace to reason. Many of his predeces- any chance whatsoever to defend him- of living and hence as an important
sibly, is put across the gap; and angion subordinate to science" with their sors
had
insulted
reason
such
by
other
business man has shown at least
self.
possession
When the time came, Bernard
for a citizen of the modern
doctrines of birth control, which he
a speaking acquaintance with scientific
mounted the pulpit and began to read world.
terms "legalised murder". Apparentmethods.
Similar cases are innumFor the purpose of deciding the
the indictment, but suddenly, Abelard.
ly, he is confusing the issue: these
erable.
realizing the significance of the move adaptability of science to social probmen are not seeking to subordinate reBut our worst problems fall in the
stepped forward and cried out, "I will lems, there should be an explanation
ligion to science, but to common sense.
mental
and
social sphere, where more
not be judged like a criminal. I appeal of that .unusual group of sensations
Apparently, he has never heard of
abstract remedies must be employed.
to Rome". Whereupon he turned his which are experienced when the word
weeding a garden or of thinning out a
In such a case, what elements of sciback and strode out of the Cathedral. science is brought before the mind.
row 6f beets or radishes so that those
ence can the average person apply to
It is needless to speak further of Just what is science, and what is its
which were left could grow to full size
life ?
The answer in general depends
the proceedings of the trials of this function in the world of human afand perfection. He further charges
on the person; but there are two pringreat master who was seeking after fairs? After four years of contact
his flock that they go forth and "build
'31
Robert
M.
McFarland
ciples
in particular which can be easily
freedom of thought and vindication. It with the field of science in general. I
an edifice which will withstand the
used by the most unskilled. The first
Commencement Speaker
is only necessary to mention that even have come to the conclusion that its
noble
onslaughts of prejudice".
is an impersonal, unprejudiced willingbefore Abelard should have time to structure is composed of two equally
charge, but he stands self -accused. On
make his appeal at Rome, the Pontiff important factors, classified observa- ence versus everything else is a myth ness* to accept proved facts: the second
what does he base his arguments if
after
both
sides
of
the question are is the use of common sense and reason
had gathered the cardinals in council tions and common sense. Why is it
not on prejudice, on intolerance, on
and decreed that works of the great any more scientific for an engineer to understood. Of course, there are as instead of the ever ready emotions.
outworn credos that are still rankling
theologian were condemned to flames state what electric current will flow many dogmatic scientists as there are The first needs no explanation. The
should
I
mankind?
of
bosom
in the
and he himself waa to suffer the pun- when he turns on his generators than theologians; but that is no reason to principle of rational thought requires
have considered that this Dean had
ishment of all heretics. Seldom indeed for a fisherman to predict correctly suppose that either is representative qualification to this extent One must
given his audience better advice if he
had the Papacy ever condemned a man at what time the tide will turn ? "Tie in his field. One of these narrow- avoid overemphasizing technical logic
had toM them to build an edifice that
without hearing, but in this case the engineer has more details to consider minded, prejudiced individuals with until he runs into senseless concluwill withstand the onslaughts of intolgreat influence of Bernard had swayed and predicts with higher accuracy, but the aid of a few newspaper reporters sions as did the Ancients with their arerance and bigotrv. and which will
the Pope.
both men are basing their statements can succeed in turning almost any- guments about Achilles and the Torserve as a bulwark to the cause of
Paul A. Walker '31
The world was yet unprepared to ac on the fact that the result has never one against his subject, regardless of toise and the problem of the arrow
freedom of thought and progress.
Opening Address
cept the rationalism and freedom of been observed to fail in the past. Sci his good intentions. Care must be ex- and the target. We know that Achilles
Evolution is ever a powerful exthought which this great master had ence freely) admits that it is a mechan- ercised that an opinion is not drawn caught the tortoise; we know that the
ample of the clash between this spirit prominent jurists of today has well the courage
arrow reached the target, so the first
to stand for. Europe was ical tool built on experience and human from such sources.
of intolerance and progressive think- said, "These things contain within
We are using scientific methods con- principle about facte precludes such
still under the spell of the Dark Ages. cleverness.
using facts and
It is
Tennessee has recently refused themselves the seeds of their own deing.
But
history has vindicated this heretic. reason to create the most powerful stantly in our every day life, although weird considerations.
to repeal her notorious "Monkey Law". struction; and that destruction will
The application of reason and of
Reason precedes faith: reason must and far-reaching weapon of man for some would vigorously deny it. An
are rather forcibly reminded by Anally prove medicinal, bitter to the
lead men to faith: that is the principle solving his various problems. The in- academic course is not a prerequisite, willingness to accept facts is self exthis incident of what one noted scien- mouth, but sweet to the belly."
established by Peter Abelard.
tricate machines and agonizing mathe- because science, a product of the hu- planatory- The one and only opponent
tist' said on the subject of anti-evoluHowever, it is such thinking we
It
is a matchless occasion of irony matics, which are so incomprehensible man mind, is the natural recourse of is the rigid phalanx of social rules wad
tion laws. To his mind, the only peo- must avoid.
It is only because we of events that some centuries after to the layman, are -inventions of the leason when an obstacle is encoun- standards, better known as convenple Who opposed the theories of evolu- have avoided much of it that we no
Peter Abelard. the heretic, had been human mind to deal with the scien- tered. In the first place we rely con- tions and religious restrictions, which
tion were those who personally felt longer stand in the darkness of the driven to humiliation
by the pious St. tist's problems. Such highlv refined stantly upon the regularity of natural are about as bothersome as they are
that evolution had done very little for Middle Ages. We have learned in col- Bernard, the principles for which he tools are for the technician in his field. events, the succession
of certain inefficient. Someone will say those
them. The Scopes Trial was a blot lege the value of liberty in thought stood should have become not only the An understanding of science for the causes and effects, in a word the in- were made up according to reason for
upon the jurisprudence of Tennessee. and act alike. We should think well on core of Christian faith but actually ac- purpose of applying it to life involves tegrity of nature without 'ever stop- the purpose of improving society and
The refusal of the bill to repeal the these things, and endeavor to put them cepted into the teachings of the only a knowledge of its methods and ping to wonder why. because experi- are still solving our difficulties. Both
anti-evolution law merely makes the into practice. We may see the dawn Church by which
fundamentals.
he was persecuted.
ence has never failed to substantiate true statements! But when were they
How anything resem- of a new era in America, in the world
stain deeper.
And there is a science to life, just these opinions. In the face of a seem- first invented, and how good a solution
Abelard had not any of the political
bling the science of biology may now possibly. In such an event, that well- influence or -political ability of some as there is a romance to science.
Sci- ing incongruity or unusual difficulty, do they present at the present time?
be taught in that enlightened state. I known quality of common sense must of the men of his age. But such as he entific methods of investigation ex- we do exactly as the scientist does
If society is so happy under them, why
fail to see. for in outlawing evolution. be our compass.
Intolerance, be it in is with a penetrating mind and led by clude all but cold facts from an experi- we use the facts of our experience plus is there such tremendous and growing
these wise, lawmakers have "purified" whatever field you please, must go by a humanist ideal, that touched few of ment as such: but the romance is not the wonderful reasoning power of the opposition ? All agitation of
a serious
their state of what 1s probably the the board.
Intolerance, plus dogma his contemporaries, pathetically ir- barred when it comes to the personal human mind to seek a solution to the nature is the result of a definite stress,
most basic theory of all modern (which is merely a special form of resolute and failing because the fates pleasure and satisfaction of having ac- problem.
of irritation. When the standards were
hWogy.
superstition), spell slowness with ref- had made him the hero of a great complished something more which has
If the motor of an automobile fads, made, scientists were still fighting
These examples should suffice to erence to the progress of humanity. drama, and yet denied him the hero's a definite application to the problem what is the reaction of the driver in over the formula for water.
Bsjsjsjsj
skew the curse of our system of The age of their domination is pass- strength, he deserves at least to be of human comfort, although the appli- case he is far from a trained assis- has advanced: society for the greater
taboos, tribal suggestions, intolerance ing, and may we, the youth of the na- drawn forth from the deep shadow of cation may be far removed from the tant?
We will suppose that he has part has stood still. How could the
and hypocrisies. But, as one of the tion, hasten it!
a crude and unsympathetic tradition. apparatus in the laboratory. Indeed, sufficient ambition not to give up after
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Farewell—

Arthur Joslin Decks
Lawrence Cooper Jenks
Donald Emery Merriam

Andrew Walker

Paul

We
. . .

that all your future

• .

.•

hopes

.

. .

efforts

to

. . .

will

meet with real success

you men who

will return

hoping that this summer 7

next year
. .

. . .

. . .

Francis Merrill Appleton

Arthur Lawrence Crimmins
Donald Derby
Robert Skidmore Ecke
John Prescott Emmons
Delmont Wilson Hawkes

here's

will bring you joy,
B. Colton, 2d, '31

Bruno

1600, Giordano

. .

Jfatn

Simmt a

!

Communications and remittances during summer months as usual may be sent to
Walsh, House of Walsh, Brunswick, Me.

Phil.

SENIOR CANE COMMITTEE

Sidney R. Foster

Edwin Milner

'31

'31

Albert E. Jenkins *31

The western world has been too
long absorbed in observing the Russian economic revolution to give due
heed to the other aspects of the Soviet
reorganisation. We are just beginning
to understand and marvel at what we
to be the Five fear Plan
1 ha ught
discover a Five Year Plan
of Atheism has been launched. The
movement is indeed far from mythical, for it already embraces over two
million souls and wears the cool audacious title of the Alliance of the
Militant Godless.
Such a title startles us by its very
uniqueness. Yet already ample funds
for propaganda are available; the organization prides itself on its feverish
and effective attack upon all religion;
its influence in the schools is powerful
if not audacious; and the crowning
feature is the printing of an Encyclopedia of Atheism.
Although the Alliance of the Militant Godless represents merely one
small phase of the Russian anti-re-

when we

ligious activity, its militaristic

In their opinion religion teaches the
exploited utter passivity through faith
in a better life beyond the grave.
Such a conception of religion as a
consoling agent capable of instilling a
feeling of satisfaction within the
minds of the lower classes flies directly in the face of the Communist
ideal which seeks greater equality of
opportunity here on this earth. Any
religion with a conception of God is
considered as a mere superstition,
the opiate of the people.
,
Communism recta upon the absolute
loyalty to a cause. There can be no
divided allegiance between that cause
and God. Loyalty to God and loyalty
to individual conscience, the two pillars of all Christian religions in general, are thus incompatible with Communist belief. The materialistic economic struggle seems to have for the
time being all the "religion" that is
essential to the Bolshevist; for him it
embodies faith, hope, patience, cooperation, and love for fellow men.

Benjamin R. Shute

'31

John Albert Ricker,

meth-

ods attract our attention to the tottering church in the Soviet Union.
The apparent collapse of religion ir.
Rossis may be attributed to innumerable causes, nevertheless the fundamental motives driving the professed
atheists are few in number.
Peter the Great became, with all
succeeding Czars the head of both
Church and State. Henceforth the
Church became the chief support of
the autocratic government, if not its
subservient tool. During the Revolution revolt against the Czarist state
involuntarily meant revolt against the
Orthodox Church. The atrocities committed against organized religion in
the early days of the Revolution,
therefore, had as their direct motivation not anti-religious but political

INTELLIGO UT CREDAM
Psul A. Walker

natural science and theology. We are
taught in science to accept nothing as
fact without definite proof.
Can we
reconcile this with the "Credo ut intelligam" taught by theology?
Delving into history, we see Christian theology a powerful and dominant
factor in medieval life. Ruling with a
What else is essential ?
practically undisputed sway,
dicThe decay of the Orthodox Church tates of the Church or of thethe
univerand the irreconcilability of religion sity theologians often modified the
with Communistic dogma are enough courses of empires. And
then interest
to effect the inevitable disintegration in the study
of natural science, moriof religion in Russia. But the con- bund since the days of
the Greek Natscious organisation against religion is ural Philosophers, was again awakformidable, and for that reason places ened. These early scientists
saw things
the church in a peril unparalleled in in a different spirit from that of the
the history of the civilized world. The theologians. They even were so
bold
conflict is indeed one-sided, for behind as to contradict such authorities as
this anti-religious attack is all the Aristotle and Galen.
The next step
concentrated wealth, power, and prop- was to contradict the Bible itself. The
aganda of a determined semi-dictator- theologians Quickly saw that this new
ship which controls the lives of all type of inquiry was dangerous to cerhuman beings through the regulation tain of the tenets of their creeds.
of the economic factors of the na-.
The logical result was conflict, and
tion.
its influences -are vet being felt.
An
Soviet Russia recognizes in the light early example of this i«
seen when, in

of history that to issue an edict
against actual religious worship would
result in strengthening the f>ith of the
remaining believers.
Consequently,
slthough elaborate decrees remove all
social and cultural activities from the
churches, free worship is not denied.
It is much simpler and more effective
fervor.
to formulate new ideas in young
Moreover, the decay and inherent pliable minds
than it is to attempt
be
can
not
weakness of the Church
widespread purgation. With this in
overlooked in the study of this initial mind
the educational program is uncollapse.
In retrospection we may
dertaken with the firm conviction that
now say that the Church had devel- all religion is the result
of super-imoped a tremendous growth of artificial posed training. The triumph
of pure
extemalism at the expense of real
science must be assured, and the reThe church moval of
perfection.
spiritual
every vestige of belief in
acquired pomp, riches, power, but it
God must
Such evi- requisites be guaranteed. The prime
lost its soul In so doing.
of all teachers in Soviet
dence as this has prompted Dr. E. J.
Russia are beliefs in science and
Dillon to state "the Russian Church
atheism.
was a museum of liturgic Antiquities."
The results are disheartening. SherThe Orthodox Church became based
more and more upon form, the mir- wood Eddy, a recent visitor to Bowacle, magic, ceremony. Religion could doin, mentions often the many rehardly be expected to be associated ligious meetings he conducted with
with the inner mocqyf the individual, large groups of Russian students bebut rather with an External act. That fore the Revolution. Now he admits
experience, that it would be of the utmost danindividual' psychological
that inner mood, is the very life of re ger to himself and students to atligion; y.w apparently, Russia's rit- tempt to hold similar discussion with
ualistk cwetaonies offered few op- even four or five students. The young
portunities! for its development. The people have not that intellectual freeaverage
Russian
was essentially dom which we in America consider to
paganlstic at heart.
With the de- be the crowning feature of our aca-

his sacred im- demic life. As one high Russian offiexpressed it, "students do not
plements of worship, it was inevitable cial
that his faith should be jeopardised. do and believe what they will but what
His loyalty to religion and the Church they are told, and we propose to tell
were nil after the first slight wave of them".
By controlling the formative, plasskepticism and general attack.
Thus we may explain the collapse tic, and often skeptical days of youth,
of the Orthodox Church.
But why the soviet organisation finds its antithe indiscriminate Soviet opposition to religious attack effective and lasting.
all religion—Protestant, Roman Cath- Gradually, quietly, and positively such
olic, Jewish, and Mohammedan ? Such methods are undermining the foundaan open attack can best be explained tions of religion for the coming genby understanding first that all re- erations.
ligion is incompatible with the philSurely the forces against religion in

struction of

a few of

osophy of Russian Communism. Soviet
Communism considers religion aa an
instrument of the upper els sees used
to drug the minds of the proletariat
and to perpetuate their exploitation.

'31

"Intelligo ut credam" (I understand
in order that I may believe) was the
motto of those medieval scholastics
who sought to justify the use of logic
and its application to theological
dogma. In those days, a conflict existed between this doctrine and the
"Credo ut mtelligam" (I believe in order that I may understand) ot» the
theologians. Many men have tried to
reconcile these two. but in spite of
their efforts, the old struggle has kept
•breaking out And we see it again in
the conflicts which exist today between

Russia are tremendous and the hope
for the immediate future is not
bright. But we may indeed question

what

is

religion.

Pure and simple,

Class

Jr.,

McKown

George Hartwell Souther
Basil Stuart

Dwyer

APPOINTMENTS, PRIZES, and

'31

Gerhard Herbert Whittier *31
Arthur Lawrence Crimmins '31
Norman Anderson Brown '31
Edward Carl Parmenter *31
Benjamin Robert Shute *31
Herbert Harris Rose '31
Forbt s Lloyd Morrell '32
Raynal Cawthorne Boiling '32
George Stephen Bennett '34
Henry Gaspard Lewia, Jr., '34

TRACK LETTERS

Raymond Edgar McLaughlin

Lawson Odde '34
Gardner Chase Pope

Class of 1868 Prise in Oratory

Composition Prises
William Nickerson Small

'31

2nd, John Lincoln Snider '81
Smyth Mathematical Prise
George Russell Booth '33
Sewall Greek Prise

"32
'34

Edward David Woodbury Spingarn

Reino Olson '31
Wesley Peables Cushman

'31

Bernard Sydney Crystal '33
Pray English Literature Prise
Walter Parker Bowman '31
Goodwin French Prize
Herbert Clay Lewis 'S*

'33

GOLF LETTERS
Gordon Curtis Knight '32
John Chester Gazley, Jr., ^4
James Nelson Mason '33
Frederick Chase Batchelder '34

TENNIS LETTERS
Edward Farrington Abbott, Jr.,
David Carol Perkins '31
Richard Merrill Sprague '32
Elliot Conger Baker '33
Albert Winthrop Frost '33
Marion Lewis Lovell Short '32
Mden Peabody Lunt '32

Poem
'31

All this fair campus, with its breathing pines,
These ivied halls, to learning dedicate,
this heritage

we

share,

This heritage of Bowdoin's soul : Fair Play,
A Thirst for Wisdom, and Good-Fellowship.
fullest life
lost

and

we knew.

'31

Noyes Political Economy Prise
Hubert Crampton Barton, Jr., '32
Class of 1875 Prize in American
History
Georce Tingey Sewall '32
Honorable Mention
Barry Timson '32
Bradbury Debating Prizes
1st, Albert Samuel Davis, Jr., '33
1st, James Clapp Flint '31
1st, Lincoln Smith '32
2nd, Paul Andrew Walker '31
2nd, Albert Weatherbee Tarbell '32
2nd, Stephen Russell Deane '34
Hawthorne Short Story Prize
Fred Rawlings Kleibacker '31
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander
Declamation Prizes
1st, Fred Ernest Miller, Jr., '33
2nd, Frederick Warren Burton '81
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize
Lincoln Smith '32

Almon Goodwin

of

life

spirit of the college rose

And grew within us, nurturing the best
That we had brought to her. Here we have striv'n
To see life steadily and see it whole.

Speaking
Theodore Anthony

in Public

4)

Wright

'3A

(English 6)

Norman Page Easton

'32

Owen Premium

John Campbell Gatchell
Stanley

Plummer

'31

Prizes in Pontic

Speaking
1st,

Norman Page Easton

'82

2nd, George Burgess Pottle '32
Forbes Richard Poetry Prise
Albert Samuel Davis, Jr., '33
Lucien Howe Prise Scholarship for
High Qualities of Gentlemanly

Conduct and Character
Arthur Lawrence Crimmins '31
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin
Prise

Sumner

Donald Derby *31
I. Kimball Prise for Ex-

cellence

in

Natural

Sciences

Robert Morton McFarland *S1
Nathan Gould Prise
Arthur Joslin Decks *31
Horace Lord Piper Prise
Albert Samuel Davis, Jr., '33
Bertram Louie Smith, Jr., Prise
Scholarship

Bowdom, as sons from thy proud

lineage sprung.
heights

We do not hope to elimb Olympian

To deathless fame, nor yet to occupy
The seats of might and power. Rather would we
Be men, men worthy of thee, going forth
To right what wrongs we may, to comfort where

A gentle hand is needed, to pursue,
Brothers with

all

mankind, a true

Richard Arthur Durham *82
Ellis Spear, 3d. Prise

Richard Allen Mawhinney »33
Poetry Prise

Brown Memorial Prism
Wallace Cobb Dyson ?1
Melcher Prince Fobes Y2
Richard Morse Boyd *S3

Edward Irving Albling 94
ideal.

New

York.

Science
(Continued from page 8)

sages of two thousand years ago present rules of conduct in any detail
which would surpass the judgment of
cur own enlightened age? Evolution
shows -clearly that nothing is eternal;
change is the very essence of life. A
section which fitted into the social
puzzle in the middle ages cannot hope
to find the same vacancy in modern
life.
Half the progress cannot be arrested and the remainder assisted in
its growth.
The resulting stress is unbearable.

Standardization of society

in the present day cannot be stretched
beyond the existing similarities. The
analogy to natural science is complete
in this respect.
Human nature is becoming too diversified to be crowded
nto a few compartments in a file of
artificial restrictions.

Here we have one of the greatest
advantages of the scientific method
that it allows the recognition of the
individual
without
destroying
nil
sense of obligation to the rest of society, something which no other system has ever accomplished. The pattern of every human being is different, although there
are fundamental elements which are similar upon analysis. Difference in individual
taste was at least known to exist at
the time of the old proverb, "One
man's meat is another man's poison".
Placing all men under rigidly fixed
in

social standards was merely a first
experiment, the only practical course
when intelligence had not yet offered
a superior alternative.
It is ready
to be placed in a glass case for casual
observation along with other 'antiquated first attempts. Individualism is
the theme song of the future.
The
hypothetical unity of social problems
as expounded by religious authority
has been shattered by scientific analysis.! Each new situation deserves separate treatment with reference, not
to its traditional or conventional background, but to factors which have
some bearing on the case. If from this
independent analysis a new unified
system should be evolved from the
interrelation of the various separate
solutions, then and only then is a universal standard possible. Moreover,
the hope of its authors would not be to
glorify the standard for all posterity
but to preserve it as long as it should
be a vital part of the civilization to
;
which it is applied.
v
Not that science can supply the
element of spontaneity or the mental
factor to the richness of life! It can.
however, make the environment favorable to the natural development of
the mind. Desires, ambitions, friendship, loyalty, and other concepts of
this type still elude scientific analysis
except of a very superficial nature. It
is. perhaps fortunate that science is
not able to classify and pin down such
things as romance and ideals.
Although they are probably nothing
more than illusions, they contribute
fully as much to happiness as do
classified knowledge and control of
events. Real pleasures are rarely predicted mathematically or analysed in
the laboratory afterward. The great
task of science, which it so adequately
fulfills, is the supplying of the prerequisites of mechanical convenience
and physical well-being to the world
of matter and proved methods of attack for abstract social problems.
It is true that many scientists hold
the opinion and have the secret hope
that some day everything will be unierstood, classified, and controlled under a system which is an extension of
oresent natural science, that all things
conceivable will reduce to familiar
formulae and well known laws. Yet
the opinion remains as such with no
attempt to convince anyone else of
ts
validity.
Speculations of this
type might be called the ideals of
science.
So far as the world about
him is concerned when he deals professionally with his fellow men, the
scientist is satisfied to present the
products of his studies as man's servants, remodel the concepts of society
only as far as his contemporary
horizons extend, and from that point
on suggest his method as the most
fruitful one for other problems still
unsolved or untouched by science.
R. M. McFARLAND
:

<

William

Col.

tried the fight

we should know how much
Is losing, and how little winning is.
till

Prise

Melcher Prince Fobes '32
Hilsnd Lockwoad Fairbanks Prizes
(English

Alumni Association of

'

Sewall Latin Prise

John Scott Donworth '31
John Prescott Emmons '31
Robert Cornelius Moyer '32

At last has come the time when we must yield
Our places here to others yet untried
In college class and field. To them we leave

Here the deep

-

James Byers Colton, 2nd, '31
Brown Extemporaneous English

'31

echoed strength
Its poignant volume fills our wakened hearts,
'Twill be enough ; for we shall answer it.

Again,

'29

Delma Leslie Galbraith
Thurman August Larson

in

Here have we lived the
Here have ws>won and

"33

William Lawrence Usher '32
Daniel Alley Johnson, Jr., '32

too much for saying. If perchance
In future years we learn to heed the strong
Far-sounding call of one whom we all know

still,

Swan

Paul Andrew Walker *31
Henry W. Longfellow Scholar
Donald Emery Merriam '31
David Sewall Premium in English
Composition

1st,

Can mean

But fairer

Merrill

Charles Carroll Everett Scholar

'34

Beginnings, now, and endings: these last days
Of time so brief and precious unity

till

.

Dana

Francis Merrill Appleton '31

Dwight Francis Brown

AWARDS

in 1931
Rhodes Scholar now in Residence
-

Charles Fuller Stanwood *32
Harry Waring Thistlewaite '32
George Tingey Sewall '32

James Byers Colton, 2nd,

As Alma Mater,

McKown

(Continued on pas* •)

'32
'32
'31

law in New York City, Mr.
is also Corporation Counsel
of Pleasantville, N. Y., where he resides. He is also a member of several
legal organizations. In 1928-29 he was
president of the Zeta Psi Fraternity
and is now president of the Bowdoin
tising

is burnt at the
stake for his heresies, chief among
which was a belief in an evolution
more or less contradicting the account
Hawthorne Lewis Smyth
Julian Clifford Smyth
in Genesis. We see another instance
John Lincoln Snider
when Galileo, in the early seventeenth
James Aldrich Whipple, Jr.
century, is haled before the Inquisition
Francis Alfred Wingate
for maintaining that the earth was not
fixed, but capable of motion around the
sun. In both cases, these men broke
with certain established traditions of at the infamous Scopes Trial of the
the theologians. In both cases, we see hut decade, to see it all too clearly.
the attitude which the theologians Almost daily, it seems, facts are being
were to take toward scientific investi- discovered which are not in harmony
gators.
with many religious beliefs and which
To meet this new situation, the the- affect, many moral and aesthetic
ologians determined to repress science. values.
Investigators were punished, even perWither will all this lead ? If science
secuted, but to no avail. The words continues t« advance, to make new disattributed to Galileo as he arose, after coveries which expand the field of the
finishing his enforced recantation of factual, will the spiritual field be rethe doctrine of the earth's motion— duced to a nonentity?
And if this
"e pur si muove" (nevertheless it should happen, what can science offer
moves) illustrate the effect of this atti- as a substitute for our moral and
tude of theology. It was powerless to aesthetv values?
prevent some men from thinking along
The \ v>rld of science is one of facts,
scientific lines; it was powerless to of definite and tangible things. Theolprevent these men from affecting oth- ogy, or religion, deals primarily with
ers; it was powerless to prevent the the spiritual world, with the intangidiscovery, and the publication, of sci- ble, with ideas and theories which are
entific truths which contradicted supbased not so much upon fact as upon
posed facts connected with orthodox emotion.
And yet. really to reach
beliefs; it was powerless, in short, to man. religion must descend out of the
prevent the growth of science.
spiritual world, must dip down into the
And todav what is happening? Is world of fact, to provide man with
this old conflict still going on? "It is something definite which he may
of course. We have but to look about grasp. It is through these supplemenus, at the Pope's recent Encyclical. tary facts that the various orthodox
creeds of history have been made more
intelligible and appealing to man. But
since these are facts, naturally they
BASEBALL LETTERS

Selden Eugene

RELIGION IN RUSSIA

college in 1898. He received his legal
training at Harvard, from which
Pracschool he graduated in 1903.

Albert Edward Jenkins
Lloyd Wentworth Kendall
Fred Rawlings Kleihacker, Jr.
John Lipton Loehhead, Jr.
Robert Edward Maynard
Albert Francis Richmond
William Nickerson Small

Poet

happiness and prosperity.

Halfllf

Jr.

Haskell Bernstein
Robert William Card

and

James

3Up Sottas of

A

by Jehan le Nevelon. This coming
summer he is to go to Europe on a
fellowship from the American Council of Learned Societies.
Wendell Phillips McKown '98
Mr. McKown was a graduate of the

CUM LAUDE

plans and

FOUR NEW du >;:
RECENTLY ELECTED TO
ALUMNI COUNCIL
ton.
member of several learned
societies, he has published a critical
edition of the "Venjance Alixandre"

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Robert Morton McFarland
Wallace Morse True

extend to the seniors a very sincere wish

Edward Farrington Abbott,

.

—

1

NAMES
THREE NEW ALUMNI
FUND DIRECTORS

PRES. SILLS

at Western Reserve University Law
School, served as a member of the

Board of Education of East Cleveland
and as a member of the Ohio House
of Representatives.
He was one of
the original members of the Alumni
Council.
Wallace Merton Powers has been
in journalistic and general

engaged

work since leaving college
and is now in charge of the "makeup" of the Boston Transcript.
He
m a former member of the Alumni
Council and was at one time president
of the Bowdoin Club of Boston.
publicity
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hearts, in
about ourselves
Transcendentalism."
Tho ChrlsHsw Mason had sained the lushest honors
oar own cpanrisnrss
ideal is not the dsfolsmn ent of • for those of the srraduatmsr class maMataat utdividoatttv bat the amatory jorimr in Philosophy. Upon looking-

BOOK STORE

eetf-re- him up Cluett found that Mason has
ot ear* just secured a position as "'«»»
by
in
nar onts by a the Consolidated
Tube Corporation and
of
opinions
for the
will start work next September.
So
one can never tell how low he may faU.
Rather: the purpose of these class day
with moral p ro blems alone and win or

of

your Dad was in Bowdoin when William DeWitt
Hyde was President, he will enjoy reading Dr.
Burnett's Hyde of Bowdoin.
Out June 3rd

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

older,

we

learn in

how many comes from

and varied ways life leys its discipline upon us through frustrated
hopes, through sickness, through sorrow. But it is not the discipline of
life with which we are concerned, nor

This

is this tho time or place to discuss
the vexed and open question of the value of disciplinary studies, of discipline

Self-discipline

education.

in

means

rather that process whereby a man
takes himself in hand, examines and
recognises his fsuits and weaknesses
and endeavors so far as he can to overcome, them. As a nation we Americans have many merits; but we are
not self-disciplined. We too often spoil
our children and we too often act

We

liked spoiled children ourselves.
pass rapidly from unbridled optimism
to deep despair. If we cannot have
our wsy with other nations we wont
play. Now all these are traits of the
As the President of
undisciplined.
the United States recently pointed
out, we need
steadfastness.

more

steadiness,

more

We need to have as an
words of Shakespeare
in Hamlet's eulogy of Horatio:
"A man that fortune's buffets and
rewards
Hath ta'en with equal thanks."
There are indeed many signs that
nationally and internationally our life
is being weakened by the lack of disNor should we forget the
cipline.
words of a recent writer: "Discipline
is usually a condition precedent to
great sccomplishment". It is equally
true that self-discipline is the foundation of a free, well ordered and useful
ideal those fine

life.

Closely skin to self -discipline, indeed

upon it and ~ proceeding
from it is self-control. There has
never been a time when it has been
more desirable for sermons to be
usaml un the Oaat r "He that ruleth
his spirit is better than he that taketh
a city". The astounding increase in
crimes of violence may be attributed
to many different causes but centers
in the incontrovertible fact that hundreds of people, particularly young
people, young girls and young boys,
dependent

Lyman
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ing me,

ity of virtues, self-discipline, selfseem to
control, self-respect, will
In
of you rather repressive.
reality it is the real road to liberty.
No man is free if he is a slave to his
not
in
conif
he
ass
i
whims,
is
ons
or
p
trol of Ids emotions and desires, if he

is

apt,

I

science.

m

question is not what others say or
think about us but what wo know

and

talents
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JUST

In-

A GIGOLO

our individual responsibility, we shall
wake up one day and find our future
in the hands of those who have been
able to gain power because of our
lack of wisdom and foresight and
energy. But if we are sensible of our

-
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HARMON'S

Having

utilised

my

four years of

college drudgery with the object of
studying the political and social development of human society. I now wish
to astonish
professors by demonstrating to them the extent of
ignorance in making an approach to a
subject upon which many modern historians have devoted much of their
lifetimes differing with each other. I
suppose I could very well, indeed, take
this opportunity to make suggestions

my

my

The first shot fired would be a
signal for a general conflagration. The
diplomatic situation was irresistibly
defined by s military system which
Germany on one side had prepared in
secret agreements with Austria and
with France on the other in secret
agreements with Russia. As a consequence Russia took advantage of her
alliance with France to force her solution of the problem of the straits.
Since this particular maneuver was
diametrically opposed to the interests
of the central powers, war became inevitable Consequently just at a tune
when an attempt should have been
made to loosen the bonds of these alliances by diplomacy, the action taken
by Russia and supported by France
tended to draw them closer together
by the menace of a common danger.
Thus two formidable machines facing each other and once the occurrence
of an international crisis had been est
in motion, the forces of a great con*
flict could not be restrained.
Great
Britain herself, despite her many assertions of independence of action,
was actually bound by plana of collaboration, official promises, and definite assurances to France. Thus the
whole of Europe had acted in the
wrong way for the preservation of
peace. Each of the great nations had
played its part in bringing about war.
Instead of solving the matter by
peaceful diplomacy each had succumbed to the influence of military
agreements and official promises.
war.

ENDS HERE TODAY
Day
Alumni Day. Wednesday, was the
and most active day of the

fullest

week. It included such regular meetings as that of the Alumni Council in
Massachusetts Hall at 9.30 and of the
Alumni Association at 1.30 in the
Moulton Union. Both the Alumni Association and the Society of Bowdoin
Women held luncheons at 1&30. the
first mentioned in the Union and the
second at 8 CleaveUnd street, the
headquarters of the Society.
The annual meeting of Phi Beta
Kappa. Alpha of Maine, was at 11.00.
at which time the elections were held
for this year. Initiation ceremonies
for the newly-elected were conducted.
One of the highlights of the day was
the second annual "indoor baseball''
game on the Delta, which has supplanted the Bowdoin-Bates game of
past years. The contest between the
clas ses of *21 and "20 furnished plenty

Allen Rogers '31
Member Commencement Committee
a
and transported them far beyond the horror that has gone before. If the must accept their responsibility
for
ordinary channels of arbitration.
world is to take any steps st all in the previous wars and avoid the mistakes
This movement for alliances began right direction of peace, the nations of all history.
with Bismarck after the Franco-Prussian War of 1871. Bismarck felt the

Germany
necessity
of
preparing
against a future war of revenge. The
alliance first included Austria, then
Italy, and eventually the other nations
of Central Europe. In opposition to
this movement. France believed that
by a system of alliances and the possibility of upsetting the balance of
power, she would regain her lost prestige sad force Germany to make concessions. Yet with all of these national
suspicions and plottings against each
other, one is astonished) after surveying the history of Europe before 1914
in discovering that the real material
disputes between those two nations
hid ceased to exist All the dangers
of war then lurked in the aflianraa.
France had
practically
acquired
Morocco and Germany needed to he

that is eternal.

11

Ones more tho Class of 1981 are

fathered together—this time for the
last jovoad celebration. This class day

a matter of great importance. It marks a culmination of a
period of academic training and prepis

S Maine Hall(

awarded only some form of compensation. The great danger ahead lay
in the inevitable situation, when each
nation, rather than to break the

bounds of alliance, would be forced by
the aggresso r into a world conflict regardless of the nature of the dispute.
te make of the
This is just what happened. And the
tion we have received In his 1
irony of it all lay in the fact that in
Notes. Jaek Cluett such a system of alliances the
lotmitlj related the story of Charlie nation as well as the largest, the
of last year's honor imprudent ss wen as the
"Plato, SninosaJwas capable of originating a
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a real spirit of class friendThe occasion however should
not be one of reviewing primarily the
training and intellectual powers which
we have acquired here during the last
four years. Nor should it he one for
of how

114 Makes St, ear.

ICE
ad Tuesday

That

aration for future vocations. It is also
one of the few occasions on which we
have been able to meet together and

LAUGHING SINNERS
News

our devotion.

all

is why at this particular time it is
so important for the individual, especially for the young man and the
younjf woman, to equip himself for
the conflict ahead. For it is a very
real conflict and there is very real
danger. And as in all such conflicts in
the past the issue goes home to the
individual.
If we as individuals are
unconcerned by the great economic
and social changes that are going on,
if we as individuals are recreant to

Albert F.

June lfth

-

All success in this your great
conuneneeasent.
May your fortanea grow with your Ivy.

of thrills and many laughs.
An organ recital by Professor Wsss
at the College Chapel at 3 o'clock, a
band concert on the campus at 4.30,
and the regular reception by the President and Mrs. Sills on the terrace of
the Moulton Union at 4.00 concluded
the program of scheduled events for
Once having fought a world war one the afternoon.
The five-year classes were to be
would suppose that the nations of the
world should have learned a lesson. found in reunion dinners at various
But no sooner was it over than the inns in the vicinity of Brunswick Wedquestion of security and balance of nesday evening after which the annual
power began to haunt the minds of Masque and Gown Shakespearean
European statesmen. Almost simul- presentation was given; this year.
taneously with the close of the War. Twelfth-Night". Professor Gray of
France looked to the new states cre- the Department of English was once
ated out of the old for the formation again responsible for the successful
of alliances. Her agreements with performance.
Following
of
the
performance
Belgium and Poland mean that in case
of war with Germany the armies of "Twelfth Night" various reunions
the allied powers will; act together re- were held at several fraternity houses.
gardless of the nature of the controversy. Other alliances are formed
against Bulgaria and Hungary. The
history of Europe previous to 1914
demonstrates that alliances which began by being defensive easily and inevitably become offensive. Secrecy
arouses the suspicion of other nations
and makes the control of public opinion impossible. If the nations of the
world are to have a new regime of
international peace, the traditional
diplomacy of pre-war years must be
adandoned. The support of mistaken
Dire j the other bv the French Republic, policies should be forsaken by the peoboth ready to leap at the other and ples of 'all countries for the good of
both depending on their allies bound mankind.
by the bonds of alliance. With such
The correct origins of all wars and
an inevitable conflict at her very door. especially that of 1914 should become
the British Empire proved herself rav familiar to the citizens of every naable to maintain the balance of power. tion, first of
all in the higher inter-

Oration

LEBEIVS

-in-

Friday

joyed.

cordiality.

—

garden bed; and lo, my brook became
it is as true today as ever that high
a river and my river became s sea."
standards of honor bring their own
That is a figure of personal rereward, and departure from those
sponsibility flowing forth as personal
standards entail punishment and dismrluenoe.
Whoever has concern for
aster.
Tho old adage of Bishop the
nearest duty at hand and puts that
Berkeley, which is a good answer
concern into action coc|ributes his
to rumor and gossip—"They say, what
share, small as it may be, to the movethey say; let them say", is often
ment of the forces of righteousness
salutary and helpful.
But the real

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

1

and

For this particular part of the ceremonies, I hope everyone will realise
that I am trying) to deliver a class oration.
Despite the nature of the subject matter. I hope no one will misconstrue my good intention by taking- the
oration for a political campaign
speech. A short time ago one of the
class orators told me the following experience which he had after finish ing
his oration. Upon leaving the platform, he was approached by an old
lady who expressed great appreciation
of his discourse. "Why. my boy," she

troubled and hampered by conHe is not free unless he gives
himself to a great cause that will
completely peaseas him. There is a
world of truth
the ancient paradox "God's service is perfect free- for improvements for the College and
dom.''
One of the most pitiful ob- criticisms of the many phases of Bowjects on the face of the globe is the doin including such matters as compulyoung man or young woman uadisci- sory chapel, the alumni, or even the
pttned,
without
moral faculty. On this last aspect however
rootless,
stamina, with an easy job or an easy I shall suspend judgment until after
time or easy money as the goal, with- Thursday.
out thought of the real value of life
Not wishing to speak ideal aspects
but with a vague desire to be inde- of college life. I shall devote my orapendent of all obligation. It was not tion perhaps to what many people call
from men and women such as these tiie greatest ideal of all and that is—
that tide nation was conceived and in the direction of world peace. One
of the greatest questions confronting
born.
Indeed wo need to cultivate again the nations today in the preservation
the very real virtues of the pioneer. of peace is whether or not history will
We have to be sure conquered the repeat itself and again bring forth a
wilderness and filled the land with great world crisis involving all nations
buildings and inventions and institu- of the earth whether the underlying
tions derived for the comfort and ma- forces of European alignments and the
terial prosperity of man.
It is our struggle for supremacy sad balance
task now to see that the great ma- of power will finally end in an even
chine of civilisation which we have greater conflict than that of 1914.
At the outbreak of the World War.
erected does not turn upon us and
crush us. The days ahead are preg- the whole of Europe was divided off
nant with change. They call for serv- into two great opposing groups of nations.
The only nation standing aloof
ice from men and women who are intelligent, reasonable, courageous.
If from all the others wss Great Britain.
we allow our political life to be domi- That Empire stood between two opposnated by demagogues and our indus- ing forces, one led by the German Emtry to be controlled by standpatters,
and our spiritual and moral standards
to be determined by the new paganism, we are heading again for another Dark Age. The preservation of
the best that our modern civilisation
has produced, the perpetuity of the
best that our American system of government has brought forth* is a task
that calls for the exercise of all our
is

of ours

FINGER POINTS
Abe

cannot do otherwise.'* Af-

"good-luck"
men of '31 whose consistent
patronage we appreciated and ento the

exercises is to brine; the class together
for a last celebration in College and
make the day one of real friendship

ter all is not such an attitude nobler
than the desire so often expressed
nowadays to live one's own life, regardless of conscience, regardless of said, "you can never know what your
duty and obligation?
oration has meant to me. It was just
Perhaps this emphasis on the trin- line water to a drowning man.

T

Snortlight

June 18th

I

A "good-bye" and

individual responsibility as citizens
and as sons of God, the future is radiant with hope. There
is a verse in
..
,
r
think, to ..
Ecclesiasticus which
minimise the importance of so living t
^!, bo t
I recently heard quoted in a great
TShe also became practically bound by ests of truth, but also for reasons
that one can retain not merely the
educational
address
and
which
puts alliance. After the formation of these
respect of others but the respect of
which concern the peace of the world.
in vivid form this great lesson:
two diplomatic combinations, jealousy
one's
better self. Thoughtless, if
"I said, I will water my best gar- and suspicion took possession of the Should the nations continue their presometimes generous impulses, often
den, and will water abundantly my problems of international relations war diplomacy and present-day policy,
run riot and do no great harm. But
it is only
question of repeating the

Youth

June 17th

PUDE RANCH

—

exercise self-control.

JACK OAKIE

.

to be inte rpreted as
ity or conformit y to
aids or conventions,
means the enact opposite. It mar at
times if conscience ihsjiuai lend to
en attitude of Athanasius against the
world, of Luther when he said, "My
conscience is taken captive by God's
word and I neither can nor win revoke
anything, seeing it is not safe or right
to act against conscience, God help-

we some

A man who keeps himself well in
order and under firm control is able to
meet with equanimity the "slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune" and to
make himself a fit instrument of service.
He is on the way, too, to develop that characteristic which is the
mark of a strong individual-selfrespect.

A

And

self -control.

not by any

is

VALE!

,

lose the eeeshat in Jsue's

even some branches of the
Christian church advocate artificial
limitations of certain passions rather
than preach and teach the efficacy of
control of self through the disciplined
will.
And then again in mob' action,
in mob psychology, fa the emotionalism of the crowd, there are signs
•rain of the breakdown in that moral
control of self which distinguishes
men from the mere animal and an
educated man from a moron. Yet
there are plenty of examples all
around us of man and women who in
the midst of great difficulty and
hardship are rulers of their own
spirits.
During the present period of
depression and unemployment hundreds and thousands of American
worlringmen with families dependent
upon them, not knowing in the least
where the next job is coming from,
or indeed if there is to be a next job,
have shown such restraint and patience and self-control as would put
to shame those richer members of
society who because they have to exchange a Rolls Royee for a Packard
wail as if the end of the world were
come.
Persons lacking self-control,
whether old or younav are not to be
trusted in times of stress and anxiety.
And the man or woman who has not
in youth learned to conquer self-indulgence has a pretty hard task later
in life if he wishes then to practice
self-control.
The trouble with so
many young people both in college
and outside so many I say, not perhaps the majority is that they are
so insistent on their right to happiness and a good time, so restless in
their pursuit of pleasure, that before
they know it the chance to rule their
own spirit has slipped by and they are
likely to be chronic weaklings, men
and women who will never grow up.
There is no weakness about self-control; on the contrary it is the sign
of a master. We read of Washington, that he was a man of strong passions well controlled. And in the welter of confused morals with which we
are at present perhaps for our sins
afflicted, we need to go back for refreshment and renewal of strength to
some of the old-fashioned ways, the
ways of the Ten Commandments and
the straight and narrow way. In another age perhaps man may have his
fling; today he needs desperately to
find that

m

ai sail j aided
affection for one's

and

have not learned to control their pasBaccalaureate Address
sions.
There may be economic reasons for the great number of broken
homes that are strewn over this country
like
wreckage on the sea; but wc
religious
of
present
day leader
thought, are thrown overboard, when cannot escape from the fact that a
self -expression and self-development very potent cause is the lack of aelf
are hey words, it may not be without control, particularly amongst people
profit to consider the importance of of middle age. We are not willing to
certain other qualities which seem to exercise that discipline of self which
have been pretty much neglected these brings about self-control, and so we
past few years and which perhaps can seek through legislation what we have
despaired of accomplishing by moral
near restatement.
Very little is ever said in
First of all in such a survey suasion.
comes the virtue of self discipline. As behalf of that true temperance which

we grow

The rtstamoat of

self.
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FORTY-YEAR CLASS
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REUNION ACTIVITIES

will be largely the product of the way
in which we have planted. The many

The Class of
its

departments of college li*e have all
been opened to us; old interests have
been stimulated, new ones aroused,

1891, which is holding
Fortieth Reunion, is quartered in
There are thirty-three
Hall.

Hyde

and in

graduates
and Ave non-graduate
members, including two who are lost.
The Class held a dinner at the Gurnet
Wednesday evening, and hopes to
have a fairly full turn-out for the
Commencement Dinner on Thursday.

Always "Noticed
But "Never Noticeable

jQgRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

is.

to

your individual measure, has
.that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

8rn%rn

Sriflk
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this process of picking and
choosing our interests
our selfknowledge has been growing.
To Bowdoin we owe a large debt,
but in our arrogance we feel Bowdoin owes a large debt to us. Surely
our four years have not been passed
here devoid of all effect upon the college, and we, presumptuously, feel our
influence to have been good. Yet our
debt to Bowdoin is ereater than hers
to us.
There is a certain academic
dignity to this little old New England
college which it is impossible not to
recognize a dignity at whose vestiges we have occasionally scoffed,
but a dignity which has more ofteu

Though the majority of the class
are unknown outside their respective
burroughs, Prof. H. DeF. Smith, head
of the Greek Department at Amherst,
C. H. Hastings of the Library of Congress in Washington, P. C. Newbegin,
Chief Engineer of the Bangor and
Aroostook R.R., and Judge H. T.
Powers of the Superior Court of
Maine, would probably rate in the A
Class.
The class boasts seven doctors, six lawyers, five teachers, one
clergyman, one chemist, one civil engineer, two editors, with a healthy
residuum of business men. There are
also three of the Class on the Board
of Overseers of the College.

Jewelry

Yarney's

—

stirred within us the secret desire to
be worthy sons of such a foster
mother, possessing such a heritage of
noble names and deeds. It is our wish
that we may, indeed, "full worthy be
to march in that proud company 01
poets, statesmen, and each son" who
has brought "thee fame bv deeds weil
done."
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Bachelor of Arts
Delmont Wilson Hawkes of Sebago
Edward Farrington Abbott, Jr., of Lake; Lawrence Cooper Jenks of
Auburn; Francis Merrill Appleton of Newton Lower Falls, Mass.; Lloyd
Wentworth Kendall of Manchester, N.
Dublin, N. H.; Artine Artinian of At- H.; Fred Rawlings Kleibacker, Jr.,
tleboro, Mass.; Robert William At- of Pittsburgh, Pa.; George Lorant
wood of Auburn; George Yendell Lam ot Budapest, Hungary; Raymond
Badger, Jr., of Milton, Mass. (as of Reed Leonard of Taunton, Mass.;
John Lipton Lochhead, Jr., of Win1930); Blanchard Wesley Bates of
throp, Mass.; Manley Francis LittlePortland; Haskell Bernstein of Albany, N. Y.; James Philander Blunt
of Skowhegan; Walter Parker Bowman of Yonkers, N. Y.; Dwight
Francis Brown of South Portland;
John Mark Burke of Portland; Ernest
Anthony Caliendo of Mexico; Robert
William Card of Somerville, Mass.;
James Byers Colton, 2nd, of Newton
Highlands, Mass.;
Lyman Abbott
Cousens, Jr., of Portland; Arthur
Lawrence Crimmins of Brunswick;
Howard Da vies, Jr., of Yarmouth;
Arthur Joslin Decks of Whitinsville,
Mass.; Donald Derby of Westfield,
Mass.; Richard Conant Dennis of
Manchester, Mass.; Gerald Harland
Donahue of Presque Isle; John Scott
Don worth of Houlton; Basil Stuart
Dwyer of Hebron; Wallace Cobb
Dyson of Portland; Brooks Eastman
of Lovell; Robert Skidmore Bcke of
Brooklyn, N. Y.; John Clark Farr of
Kittery Point; James Clapp Flint of
Chicopee Falls, Mass.; Leigh Wilson
Flint of Bridgton; John Campbell
Gatchell of Brunswick; Owen Winslow
Gilman of Farmington Falls; John
Thomas Gould of Freeport; William
Henry Gray of Brookline, Mass.; Gilbert Gardner Harmon of Bridgton;
Burton Harrison of Dover, Mass.;
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Whatever Russia's destiny, whatBeverly, ever the political
and economic success of Communism, faith in that so-

must wane. It cannot
but be perverted by the myriad of unsolved problems of human life. Religion seeks peace, harmony, love,
adjustment,
salvation things
and
have learned more about our own
that the human mind has ever sought
world—we have learned to utilise
and ever will continue to seek. Such
what this world had to offer us-and in
ends are emotional and personal;
the main, we have profited enormouspractical in a different sense from the
ly.
We could not. if we would, re-*
.
The groom had as his best man his
science.
But what of science? Wijl science .college classmate, Lockett Coleman of practicability of applied
nounce science and give up all it has
brought us. We could not. if we would. withhold its activities from the field New York City and the ushers were Nothing comparable can be found in
return to the absolute theology of the of religion? In the past, it has not Robert S. Hormell of Brunswick, the Communist theory.
Communism is impersonal, collecMiddle Ages. Man has become aecus- encroached upon religion: rather has it brother of the bride, John Meigs of
tomed to think along different lines, been religion which: has sought to keep {Concord, Mass., a classmate of the tive, and not individualistic. WhatNot only have science and the adentinc' for itself ground which rightly be- groom, George Woodbridge of New ever goal it presents to prompt the
method become justified in his eyes— longed to science. To ate hut ope ex- York City, Roger Ray of Portland, immediate faith and devotion of the
they have even become a tradition, a ample, Science has demonstrated the Clifton Sibley of Beverly, Mass., and nation of people is materialistic, too
But
tradition as strong as those upon invalidity of the Special Creation Thayer Richards of Cambridge, Mass. worldly, and too pragmatical.
let the nation of people become habitwhich religion itself depends. The Theory of the origin of animals, muated to the ideal order, if it ever can
abolition of science and the ignoring! eluding man. Should, not rohgionacof
God
Himself
being
pushed
back
into
weak
poor,
a
It is
established.
of its doctrines would be as hard today cent thi, view?
Or let them fail in
obscurity? Certainly not! The only be
.
creed indeed that cannot adapt its
their materialistic struggle.
In any
logical view is that such a Being,
tenets to the discovery of new truth.
whose existence every creed postu- case that ideal will inevitably be as
-:Religious beliefs must not be founded
gold
turned to brass. It will embody
lates, must be aiding yes, leading
them
cause
will
that
pseudo-facts
upon
nothing of real spiritual value for
this irresistible march of science
to collapse like a house of cards if
humanity, Something higher, someARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS
toward truth.
these be proved otherwise than they
But although science has accom- thing more idealistic and lasting will
seem Why must religion blame sci- plished
be
demanded. The Russian soul will
a great deal, there is still one
ence if the testimony of facts negates
field to which it cannot attain.
There not rest until it receives that which
theological dogma? Why must science
is a definite limit to the possibility of is conducive to sympathy, consola*rfi«!«
be accused of pushing
f"***'
achievements, and this limit coin- tion, and guiding to the higher values
and farther hack into the twilight of its
with
the rather indistinct of life. That something can only be
obscurity? Both theology and natural cides
found in what Russia b temporarily
are seeking truth, and what boundary kntmin the field of the fac- successful in abolishing;
namely, retual, and the field of thes pritoaL Prom
goal
the
long
as
route
as
the
matters
ligion, and belief in a Higher Power.
point
on.
nmu
believe
fat
this
aaay
existGod'a
be the same? 'Granting
order that ho may understand Up to
something that
CYCUs ft
this point, however, hie motto should the
granting the
I
the "mtelligo at eredam" of
that I mav
tenre ascribed Him. can we conceive rather he
of A
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Mary Stackpole and Miss
Esther Smith of Brunswick and Miss
Eleanor Skolfield of Boston were the
1
J»'.'**E *2l***!5l
bridesmaids.
Their gowns were of egg
"J
Theory, but that tooJ?^»»n*to P*"
shell net over peach color, with peach
81
hats and they carried bouquets
»»* approve the docttnesof Eu- color
of snapdragons and larkspur.
Miss
«en c»;. Theology mfcr from *** Judith Pease of Dedham, Mass., the
J
1
"*»*j .«*•
?** *"*
\
8 little flower girl, wore a dress of
it has not kept pace with sci» that
peach color crepe de chene.
1108 *
Mass., Miss
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Can theology modify its doctrines so
that they will accord with the facts
science puts forward?
Can science
keep within bounds and leave to theology the field of spiritual values? It is
on the answers to these questions that
any attempt at reconciliation must depend.
Theology we might again define as
a science founded upon traditions fre-

tfreuatonT Tgodless^mWe^is'stiii hni*J3fan«; *»
inconceivable save in the mind of the £jgj &"L!L

(Continued from page 4)

DAUGHTER OF PROF.
HORtyELL MARRIED

as would the abolition of religion and
the ignoring of its doctrines have
proved in the Middle Ages. Man has
passed the stage of blind acceptance
of authority, of blind belief: he now
insists that he understand that which
he believes.
Unless, therefore, we can find some
new species of thought, of which as
yet we have no conception, which will
supplant both science and religion, we
are left with the third course, that we
should reconcile our religion with our

within the admitted realm of science and are therefore liable to scientific investigation.
They are liable to
question to contradiction possibly.
If this happens, if science does show
some of these supposed facts to be no
facts at all, what then? What are we
to do? Are we to renounce our religion and say with the cynic. "Vanity
of vanities, all is vanity!"? Are we
steadfastly to cling to our old ideas
and attempt to support our faith by
the persecution or denial of science?
Or are we to modify our beliefs, are
we to create a new and living creed, in
accordance with the factual teachings
of science?
With the first of these, the renunciation of religion, we need have little
concern. Human nature has a spiritual side which cannot be denied. Civilixations of the past have never been
able to endure long without some form

Religion In Russia

it is the love of God. Furthermore we
are told that "religion is devotion to
a cause which goes beyond the warrant of pure rationality, and it is the
confidence that the success of the
cause and of the values associated
with it is guaranteed by the universe
itself".
From such a viewpoint Communism can itself be called a religion.
It formulates, crystallizes, and presents a cause that can be proved as
justified, and in which the Russian has
utmost faith and much evidence of accomplishment.
Like all new religions Communism
derives its power from a small group
Westbrook.
that sees much more beyond that seen
by the multitude of believers; like all
religions it is obsessed with a missionary ardour to spread throughout
the world; and like all new religions it
believes itself to be the only hope of
The marriage of Miss Mary Eliza- the world the savior of humanity.
beth Hormell of this town and Ross But has Communism as a religion
McDuffee Cunningham of Cambridge, enough "stuff" in it to serve as a suitMass., which was solemnized at the able substitute for actual religious
It may
be true that the
First Parish Congregational church at faith?
met what
four o'clock Saturday afternoon was Church has never before
largely attended by their many friends it meets in the frigid planning inand relatives. The officiating clergy- telligence of the Communist organizazation.
Christianity
has survived all
man was Rev. Thompson E. Ashby,
attacks of the past. But this Atheistic
who used the single ring service.
The church organist, Donald E. Bolshevism is alive, potent, ambitious,
Lewis, for the nuptial music rendered determined, and above all intelligent,
the wedding marches from Mendels- and for the present seems to fit in
sohn and Lohengrin, Beethoven's much better with the reorganized
Fifth Symphony, Tchaikowsky's An- lives of the Russian masses.
dante Cantabile, and Haydn's Theme
Two vital questions must be anand Variations.
swered, however, to prove that ComThe bride was given in marriage munism is a feasible substitute for reby her father, Professor Orren C. ligion. First, is it efficient enough
Hormell. She wore a gown of white on the material side to guarantee its
satin with a veil of rose point lace survival? And, second, does this new
and she carried Easter lilies. Her religion satisfy the inner spiritual
maid of honor was Miss Helen Wins- needs of men? The alleged success
low of Newton Center, Mass., her of the economic reorganization aproommate and classmate at Wellesley parently answers the first question.
College.
Miss Winslow's gown was But the second—can this new religion
of egg shell net over aquamarine, with satisfy man's spiritual needs? is not
hat to match and she carried talis- so easy to answer.

Kennebunk; Austin Kenney Smith wick
of Portland; Hawthorne Lewis Smyth
of M*. Vernon, N. Y.; Julian Clifford
Smyth of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; John
Lincoln Snider of Portland; Raymond
John Szukala of Yonkers, N. Y.; Elias
Thomas, Jr., of Portland; Wallace
Morse True of Freeport; Frederick
Conrad Tucker of Hudson, Mass.;
Paul Andrew Walker of Belmont,
Mass.; James Aldrich Whipple, Jr.,
of Winthrop, Mass.; Gerhard Herbert
Whittier of Lisbon Falls, (as of
1930); Francis Alfred Wingute of

—

WUCRD

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Howard Randall of Brockton, Mass.,
(as of 1930); Gerhard Oskar Rehder
of Jamaica Plain, Mass.; Albert Francis Richmond of Taunton, Mass.; Gorham Samuel Robinson of Bangor; Allen Rogers of Portland; Benjamin
Robert Shute of Wortendyke, N. J.;
William Nickereon Small of New
York City; Lendall Aubrey Smith of

fall

The Sport Store of

of Portland (as of 1930);
.

(Continued from page 4)

(Three Station Service) •> Servidor

Jr.,

Donald Emery Merriam of Owl's
Head; Richard William Obear of Somerville, Mass.; Edward Carl Parmenter of Berlin, Mass.; David Carol Perkins of Lowell, Mass.; Donald Francis
Prince of Portland; Charles Gardner
Prouty of Accord, Mass.; Richard
Horace Ramsay of Dexter; Donaid

INTELUGO UT CREDAM

500 ROOMS

EATON HARDWARE

field,

Hallowell; Warren Everett Winslow
of Portland; and Winchester Warnock
of Holyoke, Mass. (as of 1930).
Bachelor of Science
Wilbur Baravalle of Roekville Ctr.,
N. Y.; John Gleason Barbour of Newport; John Joseph Broe, Jr., of Amesbury, Mass.; Norman Anderson Brown
Newburyport,
Atwood
of
Mass.;
Henry Bent of Longmeadow, Mass.,
(as of 1930); Thomas Marshall Chalmers of Dorchester, Mass., (as of
1930); Alan Howard Clark of Houlton; Weslev Peables Cushman of Auburn; Robert DeGray of Wyckoff, N.
J.;
Frederick Collins Dennison of
Lynn, Mass.; John Prescott Emmons
of Brookline, Mass.; Sydney Rae Foster of Manchester, Mass.; Stuart
Webster Graham of Swampscott,
Mass., (as of 1928); Howard Stanton
Hall of Cleveland Heights, O.; Paul
Thomas Hayes of Ipswich, Mass.; Albert Edward Jenkins of Winthrop,
Mass.; Joseph Gibbs Kraetzer of Lexington, Mass.; Robert Ireland Libbey
of Eliot; Edmund Nash Lippincon,
Jr., of North Harps well; Robert' Morton McFarland of Portland; Robert
Edward Maynard of Dorchester,
Mass.; Edwin Milner of Newton Center, Mass.; Richard Edmund Morris
of Norwood, Mass.; Harold Parks
Robinson of Bangor; Lee Webster
Rollins of Laronia, N. H-, (as of
1929); Harold* Davenport Rising of
Newton Center, Mass., (as of 1930);
Jacob Smith of Brunswick; Robert
Henry Smith of Hopedale, Mass.;
George Hartwell Souther of Waban,
Mass.; George M. Woodman, Jr., of

is so important to the beauty of New England will not last long if the Dutch
elm disease gets loose here. The
United States Department of Agriculture has just issued its Circular
170 describing the danger.
The disease has destroyed many elms in
Europe and is spreading as far north
as Norway. The disease has recently been found in Ohio, and if present
in New England should be stamped
out immediately.
If the disease is
found, or even suspected, twigs anil
small branches from one-quarter to
one inch in diameter, and from. five to
ten inches in length, should be sent
to the Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
The chief effects of
the disease are sudden wilting of the
leaves, bending of the tips of the
twigs, brownish discoloration in the
sap wood, and final death of the tree.
Specimens should be taken from a
part of the tree that has recently
wilted or died and sent securely
wrapped in paraffined or waxed paper with a letter giving the location
of the tree and name of sender.
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and Poet, Well Received

by Professor Charles T. Burnett, arid
Professor Herbert W. Hartman's literary "Hartley Coleridge: Poet's Son
an d p et" have been offered to the
Both are results of several
public.
years' research and effort on the

I

parts of their respective authors.
Professor Burnett. Ph.D., L.H.D.,
head of the college Psychological Department, began preparation for his
;

ence in educational matters.
Hartman's Book on Coleridge
"Before introducing the new, mem
Another biographical work has been
ber. of «h« f.c„,ty i know y.u wi 1
iSt
vmh to have th. peeling, of the colfa me „. "i ssistont ivofesjor
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His book on the son of Samuel
Taylor Coleridge is "an excursion in
psvchology. done with compassion for

1

The book is colored
frailty."
by Professor Hartman's own vivid

human

style of writing.
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WELL RECOMMENDED

dent

and economic affairs, Presiwas looked to as the Demo-

hope for the gubernatorial posi-

President Sills recently stated
that he had not yet been approached,
but that if asked, he would be comtion.

Won
in

23 Out of 27
the

Last

Games

Three

pelled to decline.

Years

Dark Horse.

FAILURE IS SUBJECT
OF PRES. SHIS' FIRST

Pittsburgh's former mentor was faced this fall with the problem of constructing a strong eleven out of only four veterans:
SUN. CHAPEL TALK Captain Jit Ricker in the backfield, with his running mate Creighton Gatchell, and in the forward wall, Center Johnny Milliken and
Disappointment Inevitable Guardsman Reino Olsen. Ineligibility rulings place Dan Johnson
definitely out of the conflict, while Lloyd Morrell, all-State fulland Should be Faced

with Courage

As i text President Sills took one
twenty-three out of twenty-seven of the interesting analogues from the
games in the last three yetrs. After Old T' stament. It was the story of
graduation from Springfield College, how tie .Jewish people, triumphant,
he took up| coaching duties in a rugged fresh from their victory over the
New York hamlet called Mineville. He Egypt ans, wandered for dayg in the
soon left the miners behind and took a wilderness with no water, wandered
position in Locust Valley, L. I., a fash- on derperately only to find that when)
ionable community and the home of they reached water it was bitter and
Harvey Dow Gibson, benevolent trus- braekuh. In their failure they turned
He coached for to Mo. es and their God and through a
tee of the College.
three years at Bradford, Pa., spent a miracls the water before them was
single strenuous year at Bloomsburg, turned to clear sweet drinking water.
Pa., and then answered a call to Fair"There are many things in this
haven High School in Fairhaven, story of practical value and applicaMassachusetts.
ble to our own life.
In this year!
ahead
of us there are hound to be
Baseball-Track Successes
Fairhaven's first baseball nine under disappointments and failures. Bright
Linn Wells played eighteen (fames and colors conjured up to paint the fuwon sixteen, becoming undisputed ture will fade into the light of comchampions of the Bristol County Con- mon day. There is a feeling of wellference.
The following year, after being when on the first day we come
they had withdrawn from the circuit, back and meet everyone again, a sort
they won nine out of fourteen con- of glow of glamor the first day, and
Our
tests. Only two veterans returned the then 'we pass on to the routine.
third season, yet Fairhaven split even, expectations are not fulfilled. We do
winning half their fourteen meetings. not keep the friends we had expected
Track teams under Wells swept the to. If we are members of the enterBring o. County champinnghiiv in suc- ing class perhaps we do not make
cessive years, and never placed worse friends as quickly and as easily as
than fifth in the inlerscholastic meets we had hoped. The promise of intelin Boston. One of his prominent pupils lectual life is not filled: there is
in track was Al Whitworth, who holds more routine and drudgery than we
the Bowdoin Interscholastic Meet pole had looked forw.vd to. Is there to be
vault record at 12 feet 21 inches. Whit- disappointment and defeat?
It is well to prepare for what is to
worth soared to new marks at the
Brown University and N. H. Univer- follow, to take to heart the lessons of
sity Interscholastic Meets, and won life. It will save ourselves and better
the University of Pennsylvania Inter- prepare ourselves to meet the diffischolastic vault with a mark of 12 feet culties. Life is after all rather cruel,
not altogether easy, a dissonance.
5i inches.
Some find it out eariv and some late
Football Triumphs
well to face reality. Often disStrict discipline and rigid training It is
appointment
and failure are for our
resultWells
Coach
applied
by
ruled as
and defeats give
ed in outstanding triumphs by the own good. Setbacks
the examples
Fairhaven grid teams of 1928, 1920, fia strength. Many are
Brooks gradand 1930 seasons. The keynote of the in biography. Philips
Harvard
at the head of
from
uated
and
"deception",
was
Wells strategy
how well this device vy.as employed by his class. He liked athletics, had a
After
charm.
noticeable
personal
the light-weight but brainy 1930
he was chosen to teach at
Bulkier teams from Barn- graduation
eleven!
He
went
the Boston Latin School.
Fall
(Newport),
La
Salle
stable, De
there the next fall full of confidence.
River and Attleboro went down before
He was a miserable failure. He had
them. Plymouth High, fortified with
no control over the boys. In a f' v
a string of twenty-eight consecutive
weeks he resigned. The head of the
victories, succumbed 13-0 in the same
school told him foolishly that if a man
(Continued on paw 4)
failed at teaching, he could succeed
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in nothing.

Brooks was

in

misery and
Elliot,
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Curtailment in departmental expenses of the College did not prevent
buildings and

in

Necessary for Application
to Board

the

campus during the sum-

mer months, with construction of a
new tennis court and repairs in Hyde
and

Memorial

Halls

occupying

Candidates for freshman members
of the Orient news board have been
the asked to report at the publication's of-

greatest time.

fice

in

the

Union Thursday night,

Of primary importance was the October eighth. Early notice of this
construction of new showers through- date has been given in order that those
out Hyde Hall. This installation was most interested may know of it. Fine

accompanied by a general strengthen- opportunities for editorial positions
ing of the building.
are open to anv man desirous and
Continuing the renovation of Me- capable of composing news articles.
morial Hall, the exterior has been redecorated and several windows reThe lower corridors and
placed.
stairways have all been repainted and
illuminated, and new facings placed
on the stairs.

Added to the college tennis equipment at Pickard Field is a new court
of red English clay built at great exNew gates have also been
pense.
constructed in the rear of the fence.
Extensive masonry work was done
on the outside of the Science Building
and the interior was repainted and
ledecorated. Additions to the Physics
Laboratory will allow more space for
A new observation
the student.-.
tower with a wider range of vision
was also built on the chimney of that
building for the use of Professor Lit-

astronomy students.
A few changes have also been accomplished in the athletic equipment

tle's

of the College. A new auxiliary tank
has been placed in the swimming pool
for summer use. There is also a newelectrical heater connected with the
showers to furnish hot water without
the use of the entire heating plant.
Pickard Field has been improved still
more by relevelling. with its use for
varsity football practice in view.

back, originally slated for that position, did not return this fall.
Plaisted, secondary quarter of the '30 squad, is also on the inactive list.

|

not
distress for six months.
FIVE NEW MEMBERS
MINOR IMPROVEMENTS
vet president of Harvard and then
ADDED TO FACULTY but
coming out of a
an instructor,
MADE ABOUT CAMPUS FROSH CANDIDATES
on page
FOR ORIENT STAFF Newcomers Include Three Visiting
Tennis Court of English Red Clay
Teachers and Two Regular
TO REPORT SHORTLY
MANY VISIT ART
Built at Pickard Field
Instructors
During Summer
BUILDING DURING
Qualification
Only
Writing
Interest

many minor improvements

Coach Charlie (Good Time) Bowser will hurl his Polar Bear
gridmen against a powerful Massachusetts State eleven at Amherst Saturday in the annual opening fray of the two teams.
While the erstwhile Aggies have distinguished themselves with a
50-0 defeat over Cooper Union, the White Bear still remains a

Jills

cartic

Line-Up

to

SQUAD SMOOTH PLAY THIS WEEK

But Coach Bowser

SERVICES FOR SNYDER

ARE HELD

IN

Applicants should be interested in
writing, although actual newspaper experience is not absolutely necessary.
Candidates will be given weekly assignments of articles to be printed
in the paper and criticism of such
stories will enable the man to learn
the principles of good news style.
Sport assignments will be divided
equally among the freshman reporters, excellency in promptness, correctness, and style to be the basis
for later choice of staff members. The
applicant should be willing to work
'diligently on those articles assigned
to him, with an interest in newspaper
writing.
These characteristics, however, together with a capability for
clear writing, are the onlv qualifications for the position.
Progress from freshman reporters
to sophomore editors, and later managerial |x>sitions is based entirely
upon comparative records of the work
The position of
of the individual.
editor-in-chief is the culmination of
the work.
This notice is intended only for
editorial
the
those
in
interested
board of the paper. Applications for
the business staff will be made later
in the vear.
:

SUMMER RECESS

The ratio of one instructor to
eleven undergraduates is the result
of augmenting the Bowdoin faculty
Over Three Thousand Seven Hundred
by five new members. These newVisitors Since
comers to the teaching department inJune
clude three visiting teachers and two
regular instructors.
From June first to the present date
Oxford University sends Bowdoin there have been more than three thouthe 1931 Tallman Foundation lecturer
sand seven hundred visitors to the
in the person of the Rev. Professor
Walker Art Building. Among them
Maurice Roy Ridley. Prof. Ridley is were many specialists including Dr.
a fellow and tutor at Balliol College,
Lyon of Buffalo, N. Y., son of an auOxford University, and will conduct
thority on American antique furnian advanced course, elective for Junture. The object of his attention was
iors and Seniors, on the Poetry of the
one of the finest old wainscot chairs
Nineteenth Century.
known to exist in America. This is
Prof. Ridley will concentrate on
known as the President's Chair beEnglish poets from the close of the
cause, as is the custom in many other
eighteenth century up to the present
colleges, the President of Bowdoin
time, including the quintet of WordsCollege sits in this chair during Comworth, Shelley. Keats, Tennyson and
mencement Exercises.
Arnold. There will also be included
An exhibition of water colors bv
a study of the theory of poetry, and
Winslow Homer has been announced
a reading of English verse.
for the month of October. The ColFellows in French and Spanish
lege already owns a fine piece of his
To succeed Jacques Biraud. former
work on exhibition in the Sophia
fellow in French who has joined the
Wheeler Walker Gallery. Its title is
staff of Indiana University. Bowdoin
"The End of the Hunt".
acquired the
of Ivan de
has

services

Tarnowsky.

Armigiro Martinez of
Santiago, Chile, will hold a Bowdoin
position as teaching fellow in Spanish.
Mr. Martinez is the first to receive the post endowed last June by
Mr. Frederick W. Pickard. Bowdoin
'94, who also sponsors the French fellowship.
Ernst
Helmreich
C.
replaces
Athern P. Daggett, Bowdoin "25. now
at Dartmouth, as instructor in History and Government. To fill the gap
left by Jacques R. Hammond, now
studying far his Ph.D. at Harvard.

Bowdoin has engaged Reinhardt L.
Korgen. Both he and Mr. Helmreich
(Continued on page *>

Young

Brilliant

Alumnus

Cemetery

STUDENT COUNCIL STANDING

Recently in the college chapel in
presence of friends and relatives,
were held the funeral services for one
of the most brilliant and promising
of Bowdoin's younger alumni, John
Kimball Snyder, the notice of whose
sudden death in Freiburg, Germany,
on August 2 cast a tender grief
among the many friends whom his
keen personality had attracted. The
heart-felt melancholy of the college
at this untimely death of one "just
on the threshold of a brilliant academic career", was expressed by President K. C. M. Sills.
The body was buried August 29 in
the Bowdoin College lot in the Pine
Grove Cemetery, where three students of the college were buried nearly one hundred years ago.
Many

Soph star at the pivot post, is back;
Milliken last year played in more
games, and for a longer total time,
than any other regular. Flanking the
center
position
will
probably be
Charlie Bilodeau, second-string man
of the previous year, and Ray Olsen,
hardy veteran of former wars.
A new set of ends had to be developed by the Polar Bear guide. Two

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Zeta Psi

Theta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Delta Phi

Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Psi Upsilon

10.303
10.144
9.216
9.181
9.157
8.923
8.857
8.823
7.804
7.712
7.575
7.574

Hugh Barton and
down the
Barton showed flash

former reserves,

Charlie Barbour, will hold

wing

positions;

last year against the Brown Bear,
when he relieved Crimmins.
Though it is impossible to foretell

accurately the starting lineup, these
men have been used consistently
friends and relatives were in attend- practice with the first-strinjr. eleven.
ance at the rites held within the very From Wtabash College comes Stan
walls of the school which Mr. Snyder Gould, ineligible last year, but well
versed in Bowser tactics, to make a
loved and honored.
The
President
expressed
the powerful bid for a tackle berth. Big
thoughts of those who knew the John Hay is pretty definitely slated
young man, in his address at the fu- for the other tackle post. Rangy Tom
neral in the chapel. "Here in the col- Kimball, out of action temporarily
lege he loved so well," said the Presi- with an injured leg, will make a
dent "and by his fine work honored strong call for a show in the tackle
so much, here in the presence of his position against the Aggits Saturnearest and dearest, and of repre- day.
sentatives of his class and fraternity,
Reserves Show Promise
of his teachers and friends, and of the
Supplementing his four regular
University and College where he backs, Coach Bowser has developed a
taught, it is fitting that the last rites group of hard-hitting, fleet
secondbe said over the body of John Kimball stringers, who should see action in
Snyder, whose tragic death in Ger- the opener.
Don Reid, converted
many early in August brought wide- Frosh end of last year, is working
spread sorrow. The college which has out well as half-back: Henry Richardseen hundreds of her sons come and son drew comment against
M.C.I, in
go, has a peculiarly tender regard the jayvee tilt;
and Pete Lewia, forfor this one of her younger sons, just mer Frosh star quarter, is ready for
on the threshold of a brilliant aca- service.
demic career, one who in all his dealBacking up the White machine's
ings was so courageous, so hignregular front line of defense, is a
spirited, so truthful, so sincere, so at brawny
group of linesmen: Win
war with all evil and hypocrisy. And Frost,
last year reserve, Larsen, fortoday the college desires publicly to mer
Freshman backfield ace, and
express to those who knew and loved D'Arcy,
who won notice against
him best its heartfelt sympathy in
M. C. I. last week.
this hour of their great bereavement".
Despite the apparent lack of expeMr. Snyder's sudden death was a
rienced material, the trio of Bowser,
distinct shock to those who knew him.
He was travelling in Freiburg, Ger- Wells and Magee have whipped"~a-n
many, when stricken by an attack of eleven in shape tfiat will give the
Aggies a bitter fight. Advance dope
acute paralysis and died after an illindicates that a possibly weakened
ness of only two days.
His body,

m

Polar Bear squad will set against a

(Continued on patre 3)

certainly strengthened State team. It
(Continued on pas* 4)
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BANDS ON CAMPUS ALL BOWDOIN NIGHT
WELL ATTENDED

IS
Smith and Hayden Vie for Harmonistic Honors in Coming
Tea Dances
President Sills and Students Speak
Two editions of the Bowdoin Polar
on Various Phases of College
Bears have appeared on campus this
Life

fall, each containing
as a nucleus
some members of the old colli ge jazz
orchestra, and each making a powerful bid for harmonistic supremacy.
Last Monday evening a gro .p calling
themselves the Polar Bears met with
Eliot Smith, college pianist, leading;
simultaneously a sextet of musicians,
likewise self-styled the Polar Bears,
were organizing under the baton of
Robert Hayden, member of the band
and member of the 1930 Bears.
Both orchestras boast former members of the original Polar Bears; and
both groups intend to vie for campus
contracts
during
the
forthcoming
football
home schedule.
Member.'
from all four classes, including the|
freshmen, comprise these rival jazz
|

j

1

June, 1931
Chi Psi
Non-fraternity
Delta Upsilon

around

weight for this semi-pony backfield.
Battles for Line Berths
Regardless of the telling toll of
graduation and exams, Charlie Bowser will entrain for Amherst with a
line that is far above the average.
the
Veteran Johnny
Milliken,
former

j

j

assured of a

diminutive Captain Ricker, with the
equally light Backy Bakanowsky at
his side.
Gatchell at quarter and
Morris Brown at full provide the

CHAPEL

Buried in Pine Grove

is

swift, driving offense centered
|

j

During the past year two books,
the long awaited "Hyde of Bowdoin"

i

r'KnlondTco-n!
Hammond is con
reasons, Mr. J. R.
tinuing his graduate work at Harvard,
now mDr. AUiem P. Daggett, 25,
structang at Dartmouth and Mr. B raud has joined the staff of the University of Indiana. Associate Professors promoted to full professorship
are as follows: Dr. Stanley B. Smith
Kirkin the Classics, Dr. Edward C.
land in American History, and Mr.
Boyd W. Bartlett in Physics. Assistprobeen
has
Holmes
ant Professor
moted to Associate Yrofessor in
Bollinger
SXmatics and D, G.

FAIRHAVEN COACH

—

^

I

stop.

P

Bowser on Gridiron

Bowdoin Team Hard Hit by Graduation and Scholastic
Difficulties
Four Varsity Veterans Return

I

of Bowdoin and Hartley Coleridge: Poet's Son

Hyde

'

Changes

Assisting

Illinois.

manuscript on Bowdoin's most_famous
years ago. Last soring
i oafi er several
the material went to the hands of his
publishers, and the work appeared
during the summer. Favorable criticisms have been offered by all the
provements on the campus, have had leadinjf newspapers.
all
you
to
commend
postponed.
I
to be
pregjdent Sills called Hyde "Bow
y***+ dofn's greatest' pwsiihflil"." ami said
ths MvlsaMHtjr o# mnwiy
personal and social affairs. To give that Professor Burnett's work is of
a concrete example, the extravagance interest to all alumni who wish a conin connection with the Bugle must crete reminder of their college's influ-

m

GRIDMEN OPEN
SEASON WITH AGGIE TEAM
AT AMHERST ON SATURDAY

j

hundred and thirtieth year of service,
a seivice by no means limited to undergraduates but for the community
and state also. A beginning has been
made, as throwing open the swimming
pool in the summer for boys and girls
of the town. Repairs on the buildings
have gone forward and work on Pickard Field extended.
College Finances
"At the last meeting of the governing boards it was found that for the
fiscal year ending July 1, 1931, that
resources amounting to $800,000 had
been added to the college and there
had been an operating deficit so slight
as to be negligible. The generous gilt
of Mr. C. H. K. Curtis has made possible a substantial increase in the compensation of every faculty member,
Otherwise the College, looking forward to less fortunate years, has curtailed all departmental expenses ten
per cent. Projects, such as work on
the general catalogue and certain im-

.

BOOKS BY PROFESSORS
BURNETT AND HARTMAN
OFFERED TO PUBLIC

—

its

Now

From Canada comes a lone Frosh, a
The football season of 1931 brings
resident of the Province of Quebec.
Vermont is the only New England to our campus one of the best-loved
state not represented by a member of figures in New England sporting circles.
With a decade of eminent sucthis year's entering class.
cess behind him in the coaching field,
Mr. Linn Scott Wells comes to Bowuoin as varsity mentor of hockey and
baseball, and assistant to Coach Bowser in football. His outstanding recommendations are the achievements of
his boys at Fairhaven High School,
where Wells-coached elevens won

i

to the position and duty" of the college
student in relation to the present
economic crisis. "You have no business to be in college unless you are
serious in your purpose to make your."
self of some real use in the world

"The College opens today for

Mentor of Hockey and Baseis

POUR BEAR

President
Kenneth C. M. Sills
denied a recent rumor that he would
consent to run for the governorship
Stating that
of the state of Maine.
he would feel highly honored to be
tendered the Democratic nomination,
he also said that his duty to Bowdoin
College made it impossible to be a
candidate.
As an outstanding student of national affairs in the field of political

COACHING STAFF
ball

Denies

Gubernatorial Candidacy

New

»

and

C

Following custom President K
M. Sills opened the college year last
Thursday with an address at the first
chapel.
Besides reviewing the standing of the college, President Sills
made some very pertinent remarks as

is

the distant states, contributes two men
to the total of one hundred and sevtes
* and there are four
'*
sen ding only one representative. These
are Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Missouri,

i

CyrUS H. K. CurtiS

Gift Of

this year,

York, which sends thirteen men to the class of '35; a quadruple tie, linking New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connect!Michigan, among
cut, each with five.
honors

v

names

and leads the class with a total of
eighty-one. Maine draws a poor second with but fifty-one.
The next contender for enrollment

tailment of Personal and

Sills

Rumor Of Democratic

JOINS BOWDOIN

Bowdoin's own home
state, Massachusetts takes the lead in
Freshman enrollment with a comfort-

Nosing out

:

President

Statistics

President

LINNS. WELLS

NO. 9

30, 1931.

units.

With

Nineteen
selves en

thirty-five
last

masse

betook themThursday eve-

ning to Memorial Hall, where they
were thoroughly welcomed by every
phase of Bowdoin college life.
The
newcomers, along with a scattered
handful of upper-classmen, observed
the festivities of AU-Bowdoin Night,
under the auspices of the Christian
Association.

Warren S. Palmer, president of the
Lawrence Usher,
Student Council head, who welcomed
the freshmen on behalf of the college
in general. Captain Charlie Stanwood
of the track team added his gesture of
hospitality in a plea for major sport
B. C. A., introduced

George Sewall, Editorcandidates.
Smith '33, as leader and in-Chief of the Orient, supplemented
has formed an orchestra in- the welcomes with an urgent request
Continued on Pag* I)
for freshman applicants to the va-

Eliot

|

pianist,

<

rious non-athletic activities.

President Sills Speaks
Voicing his welcome in a few informal remarks, President Kenneth C.
Orders for the third edition of the M. Sills spoke on the advantages of a

Bowdoin Plates

Bowdoin plates should be in the
Alumni Office by October first. Plates
ordered then will be delivered in time
for
Christmas.
Samples of both
colors of the plates may be seen at
the Alumni Office.

college

career,

particularly

in

this

His shoit
time of economic stress.
talk was followed by songs led b>
Mr. A. L. Richan, Bowdoin '20, of
Lewiston.

!

mmi
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,

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Richard B. Nason, Newton Center, Failure is Subject of Pres.
Mass.
Hairy A. Romberger, Merion, Pa.
Sills' Sunday Chapel Talk
Robert Sherman, Belmont, Mass.
Richard C. Souther, Waban, Mass.
Edward D. Baraville, Rockville
Continue from Pas* t)
Huntington . Trowbridge, Milford,
Center, N. Y.
Conn.
Marshall S. Barbour, Portland.
building sa.w him and plainly noticed
Thomas Uniacke, Jr.. Boston, Mass. the Buffering on the
Homer R. Cil'ey, Dover, N. H.
young man's
Arthur Wallberg. Worcester, Mass.
Emmons Cobb, Pelham. N. Y.
John Worcester, Cambridge, M;«ss. face. Through wise guidance another
William D. Conklin, Great Neck. N.
great profession waj opened up to
Y.
Sigma Nu
Philips Brooks.
He studied for the
John K. Graves, Concord. N. H.
Elbrooks Emory. Kennebunk.
ministry and became not only one of
Melville C. Greeley, New Haven,
Hubert Foster, Brunswick.
America's greatest ministers but also
Conn.
Wakefield,
Hartshorne,
Richard
one
of
its
greatest
soiritual leaders.
Gilbert D. Harrison. Jr., Lewiston. Mass.
President Hvde of Bowdoin went to
Allen F. Hubbell, Rockville Center,
Joseph B. Hoit, Salem, Mass.
the Andover Theological Seminary,
N. Y.
John D. McLean, West Somerville.
Professor Palmer of Harvard saw
John 0. Parker. Arlington, Mass.
Mass.
i
him there and asked how he liked it.
Andrew T. Rolfe, New Haven.
Thomas L. Park, Groton, Mas*.
Was he interested? No, he was not.
Conn.
Philip G. Parker. Boston. Mass.
He had eone there with the expecFrederick J. Stoddard, Milwaukee.
Roscoe G. Palmer, Dexter.
tancy of having his doubts and diffiWis.
Harry D. Toner, Boston, Mass.
culties solved.
Thev were still unPsi I'psilon
Alpha Tau Omega
solved and the school did not interest
Stanley T. Bailey, Kingston, Mass.
Daniel A. Barrel, Auburn, Mass.
him. Palmer wiselv took him back to
Donald F. Barnes, New Rochelle,
Irving . G.
Bowman, Wellesley, the Harvard seminary. There are
N. Y.
Mass.
examples of two great men. One was
Ellsworth Benson, Newton HighChester W. Brown, Newcastle.
an abject failu.re.
The other, while
lands, Mass.
Stuart K. Davis. Winter Harbor.
not a failure, had met a great disapWilliam Bigelow.
Alfred G. Dixon. Watertown, Mass. pointment.
But failure and disapWalter H. Billings. Newton Upper
Allen G. Dungan, Fourty Fort, Pa. pointment
that is the stuff life is
Falls, Mass.
William W. Fearnside, Wellesley. made of. It is not shrinking from deNathan Fuller.
Mass.
feat but meeting it that makes us
Harry M. Masters. Round Pond.
Allen Fenley, West 0»ange. N. J.
strone. A nerson timid of disappointJohn McLeod, Hatfield, Mass.
Elwood V. Gordon. Kingfield.
ment and fearful of defeat is not the
Douglass W. Walker, Thomaston,
Ellsworth P. Head, North Fal- person well -equipped to meet life. Out
Mass.
mouth. Mass.
of meeting it and overcoming it true
Perry Hurd, Belmont. Mass.
life mav be woven.
Chi Psi
At the opening addresses of several
George M. Fish '34, Santa Barcolleges the same note was struck.
bara, Cal.
President
Hopkins of Dartmouth
Robert Bowman, Paterson, N. J.
made the remark that students at
T
James D. Crowell, Glen Ridge, N. J.
college are now better than they used
Gilman C. Ellis. South Portland.
to
be
but
they
can still learn much.
Franklin N. Horseman, Princeton.
(Continued from race l)
Dean Cross, formerlv dean of the
John A. MacDonald, Arlington,
eluding Richard A. Mawhinney '33, Vale Graduate School, now Governor
Mass.
who is slated to play the Sousaphone, "f Connecticut, published an article in
Tapping S. Reeve. Detroit. Mich.
Stanley A. Sargent. Portsmouth, doubling if necessary on the saxo- the Yale Review that I commend to
phone also Edward M. Fuller, Jr., '32. vou all. He said that students are
N. H.
playing the saxophone, Francis Don- ''ust as much interested in the nrobGordon M. Stewart. South Paris.
Arthur M. Stratton, Coatesville. aldson '33, saxophone, John S. Baker lems of life, they are bv no means in'35, doubling on the saxophone andj different, but perhaps in the reaction
Pa.
clarinet,
and Thurston Sumner '34, at to the war in the surge of cynicism.
Stuart E. Thoites, Portland.
there is not the patience and stamina
the traps.
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Under Robert Hayden '34, who to stand the long strain of effort
John C. MacNutt '34, Fairfield, manipulates the trumpet and the which attends the attempt to do
Conn.
baton, there are Charlie Stanwood, something for the public welfare. In
William P. Adams, Providence, R. I. doubling on the saxophone and clari- the class, in the fraternity, on the
Preston N. Barton, Apiherst, Mass. net, Gordon Bennett '34, playing the athletic field, there are opportunities
Stanley
S.
Beasley,
Brookline, saxophone and furnishing the vocal to prove stamina.
You must realize
Mass.
interludes, Thomas Payson '32, at the at the start that vou will feel defeat
traps, Henry Cleaves "32, piano, and and disappointment.
Samuel McL. Birch. Utica. N. Y.
Many days vou
John Boyd, Mt. Vernon, N; Y.
Walter F. Crosby '35, doubling on the will trv and fail. But in meeting this
Robert
W. Breed, Swampscott. Sousaphone and the slap bass.
and overcoming it you will be a man.
Mass.
Mason D. Bryant. Jr., Lowell,
Mass.
George F. Cary, 2nd, Glenbrook,
Conn.
Lawrence Dana, Newton Center.
Mass.
Frederic A. Fisher, Lowell, Mass.
John B. Flagg. Bangor.
Albert B. Putnam. Houlton.
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Preface

At the

new

college year

it

through which any member of the College

— an agency whose communication column

is

it feels is

continue to shape

its

policy in accordance with

best for the College in the long run.

Brunswick,

.

.

.

.

on

And
ice

the Kappa Sigs look hopetoward having their 'phone servback by Christmas
owing to
.

.

*'

*

*

Wild cries of "No Prosperity in
sight" arise as College/ Spa changes
hands and puts five-cenjt tariff on
sodas and sundaes
flooj show not
.

what
;

.

.

was, either.

it

Among

the few newCJmprovements

we

j

1

:

note with approval: new road
where so-called Maine Street sneaks
past the fraternity houses
bigger glasses for milkshakes at the
Union
new floor in our old room
in Appleton
new secretary for
the Dean
lower prices on all
used books,
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

*

*

*

|

And now

the Mustard House with
crew of card sharks and prohibiand the first dog fight
and the awful pun
pulled by Herbie Brown when he announced that English 11 had changed
"from a very bright Gray to a very
dull Brown."
Now will you vote for
repeal!
and last but not least the
Frosh who wanted to know who this
Casey is he hears so much about,
its

tionists
in chapel
.

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

'•

*

And

take it from one who knows,
Sigma Nus had better lay off the
Ex Lax. Don't tell us you couldn't
pay that bill
and why did the

the

.

.

.

Frosh sit like statues while President
Sills asked that the Chapel doors be
opened
.
.

.

I

This

.

,

the lesson vou can learn from
this interesting and simple story from
tne old Hebrew scripture."
is

Theta Delta Chi

Eliot Webster. South Portland.
we overly impressed with our own ideas,
Alden B. Woodbury, Kansas City,
are trying with whatever ability we may have to find Mo.
Delta I'psilon
a solution to the problem at hand. If the members of the College
\
Susumu Kawakami '32, Osaka,
will consider our opinstudents, faculty, and alumni alike

existing order, nor are

we

—

ions thus tolerantly

and

sincerely, our task will be simplified

and

not wholly meaningless.

On

the other hand,

difliculties

we

feel safe in

saying that

many

any

of the

and misunderstandings of the past can be avoided

the future if only the sources of information which

we need

in

for

some important questions be opened
and honest measure.
mind let us proceed to the new year with

intelligent discussion of

to us, at least in a reasonable

With these things

in

confidence and with hopes that the Orient, in

contribute something worth while to Bowdoin

Activities

Last spring

we conducted

activities^ real or

its

own way, can

life.

Again
column a brief survey of the

in this

Zeta Psi

John W. Adams, Brockton, Mass.
John M. Beale, Eastport.
Granton H. Dowse, Jr.. Kendall

it

'

—

NEW MEMBERS

ADDED TO FACULTY

Green, Mass.
John S. Holden, Waban, Mass.
Lionel P. Horsman, North Grafton, Mass.
Arthur W. Hunt, Dorchester, Mass.
Robert EL Hurley, Wakefield, Mass.
John J. Kelloy, Watertown, Mass.
Richard V. V. Ktemper, Newtonville", Mass.
David D. Merrill, Exeter, N. H.

fessor Ridley.

Professor Marshall Perley Cram.
Professor of Chemistry and Mineral-

ogy and Josiah

Little

N'atural

is

A :v e
i

Kappa Sit;ma
Robert G. Dunton, Rockland.
Robert E. Daugherty, Wollaston,
Mass.
Alvary G. Gay, Rockland.
Rox H. Garrett, Briarcliff Manor.
N. Y.
Richard J. Hatchfield, North Easton, Mass.
Oram R. Lawry, Jr., Rxrkland.
Norton V. Maloney, Latuque, Que.
Stuart
T.
Mansfield,
Bradford,
Mass.
John J. McCann. Framinjjham.
Mass.
Maurice S. Rich, Manset.

Professor of
on leave for the
(Continued from Fas* 1)
first semester of 1931-32.
Professors
Van Cleve, Thomas Brackett Reed
are Graduate students of Harvard
Professor of History and Political
Newton S. Stowell. Dixfield.
University.
Science, and Charles H. Gray, Pierce
Beta Theta Pi
Fifty-Six on Faculty
Professor of English, are on sabbatJames Beatty. Winthrop.
Exactly half of the fifty-six mem- ical leave for the entire year.
William R. Esson, West Newton,
bers of the I'owdoin Colle.ee faculty
Prof. Grav, with his entire family, Mass.
rank as full professors, including is at present sojourning; in England.
Donald Graham, Manchester, Vt.
Professor Emeriti
Moody, retired Professor Stanlev P. Chase has reMelville L. Hughes. Jr., Boston.
head of the Math Department. Pro- sumed his teaching duties at college
William Keville. Belmont, Mass.
fess or Hutchins. retired head of the ;..- Henry Loland Chapman Professor
Henry Lippincott, Harpswell.
Thysics Department, Dean Nixon. of English Literature after a semesMichael McFarlin, Grand Rapids,
Dr. Henry Johnson and Visiting Pro- ter's absence.
Mich.
Science,

.-

Stephen E. Merri'l, Skowhegan.
Robert R. McNutt, Winthrop, Mass.
W. Howard Niblock, Lynn, Mass.
Vincent W. Nowlis, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Donald D. Rust, Newtonville, Mass.

—

awav unused.

FIVE

Japan.
Joseph Stetson '33, Brunswick.
Charles E. Behr, Sewaren, N. J.
Arthur J. Fox, Highland Park, 111.
Charles
F.
Garcelon,
Uxbridge,
Mass.
Stanley H. Low, Reading, Mass.
Willard
R.
Marshall.
Taunton,
Mass.
Henry E. Messier, Taunton, Mass.
Allen W. Mitchell. Newton Highlands, Mass.
George A. Oulton. Jr., Arlington,
Mass.
Paul E. Sullivan. Auburn.
Walter J. Woodger, Jr., Westbury.
L. L, N. Y.
Donald W. Wright. West Newton.
Mass.

imaginary, that one finds listed in the Bvgle.

from us to go into all that again, but we do feel that perhaps a little reminding word to those happy ones thus listed on the
of place. We have made
scroll of Fame would not be too far oi
our remarks. What are you goinf to do about it? Shall Bowdoin
enter upon another year of stagnation in this respect? We hope
not.
It were better to kill outright some of our decadent organiyations than to have their cadaverous remains continue to haunt
the pages of the worthy Ruffle, to the hollowly resounding glory
of their members.
But why kill them? Here we have a new year, new enthusiasms, and new undergraduates. Why not revive some of our dying and dead organizations? There is still a place for them, or
kill the rest utteriy
but if revival is to
some of them at least
come this year things have got to get started at once, before other
interests take their place entirely, and the year has slipped

Far be

.

Welcome Freshmen.
other days

Brunswick

and

.

.

.

Welcome Back You Freshmen

Harmon* s

in greeting you.

all succeeding

join

And

with

oj

Bowdoin and

wishing that this year

years shall bring your full measure

of enlightenment and happiness.

M©N

WA

INCORPORATED
u

Brunswick

.

.

.

.

|

.

.

.

they take, or always far-sighted in the policies they set forth. But
John S. Baker, Larchmont. N. Y.
Charles F. Begg, West Roxbury,
it does seem as though the opinions of a sizeable body of underMass.
graduates, who at least try to do a bit of serious thinking on ColRobert A. Cleaves, Elizabeth, N. J.
Paul E. Hartmann, West Roxbury,
lege matters, should be received with some degree of consideraMass.
tion.
Therefore, to what we may set forth on this page in the
John C. Hayward, Quincy," Mass.
William P. Newman. Bangor.
next few months, we ask that our readers bring open minds, and
Harold R. Page,- Melrose. Mass.
further, that they try to form their own opinions without bias or
Edward F. Robinson, Needham,
prejudice, remembering that we are not trying to overthrow the Mass.

—

.

out.

the past, though perhaps in the opinion of some, misguidedly. But
Philip Thome, Portland.
Philip H. Tyler, Brookline. Mass.
whatever the impression given may have been, the policy set forth
F. Berton Whitman. Jr., Wollaston.
has been the result of a sincere desire to help build up a better Mass.
Robert W. Whitmore, Newton CenBowdoin, and a Bowdoin wholly abreast of the times. Of course
ter, Mass.
it is not given to any group of students to be infallible in the steps

but that

Freeport,
off the

*

^

the collapse of the British gold standard their hot water likewise has giv^r.

j

what

.

.

fully

|

We have done so in

However the
slated for a slightly
starting in

touching

j

I

out campus opinion. In order, therefore, that the Orient may
best serve its purpose as a free student paper, let us have your
opinions freely, whether you agree with us or not.
So much for the undergraduates as a body. The Orient, for

is

.

!

express his views
never closed to any-

Team

Topsham, and winding down
To P sham B "dge.

i

one regardless of his race, creed, or particular grievance. It is
through communications, pro and con, that we may best sound

its part, will

.

different schedule

I

may

.

Debating

;

opinion but that of the former. The Orient is run by undergradIt stands as an agency
uates, and primarily for undergraduates.

.

economy program

BANDS 0> CAMPUS

may

be well for us to reflect a bit upon our future conduct and to make a few prefatory
place let us remind
first
remarks with that idea in mind. In the
our readers, new and old, that the ORIENT is their paper. It is not
a fraternity organ, nor the mouthpiece through which the College
Office is wont to trumpet forth whatever remarks it has to impress upon the student body, nor yet is it the plaything of a fewperverse and perverted undergraduates who have nothing better
to do than throw verbal rocks at all and sundry about the campus,
to the great discomfort of the latter and to the exclusion of all
start of a

.

m

—

:

tions.

If money holds out the
Musical
Clubs will make their annual tour
starting in Brunswick, touching on Topsham, Freeport, and windE U P in Brunswick. This seems to
80Und a true note in President Sills,'

i

9

t

—
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BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

THREE

New Members Bowdoin

Faculty

Time

First

Second Hand Typewriters from $15.00 to $48.00

New
Come

In

Portables Sold on Easy

aid See the

New

at School

Terms

Noiseless Reminjrton Portable

The

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON

New

Opening

Burgundy Red

and Black rarkcr 'Duq/afd

150 Maine Street

—

They're ready Parker's latest creations
first time shown at a school opening
new Burgundy Red and Black Matched
Pen and Pencil sets. Rare beauties, as radiantly colorful as wine-colored crystal. See
them now at your nearest Parker dealers.

—

the

WELCOME

.

Take

a pair to class and you'll have the
newest in the Guaranteed for Life Duofold
Pen. Not $10 as you would expect but
only $5 or $7 due to largest sale in the
world. The set Junior size Pen and Pencil, $8.75; Lady Duofold Set, $8.25.

.

.

CLASS OF 1935
To Bowdoin

—

College

... and The Spa

Armigiro Martinez

Reinhardt L. Korgen
Instructor in

Fellow in Spanish

Mathematics

Opening under a new management, the Spa
solicits

your patronage.

The

—

—

When Coach Wallace Wade transferred his activities from the UniverAlabama to Duke University,
every man on the Alabama freshman
football squad promptly followed suit.

OVER FORTY MEN OUT
FOR COLLEGE BAND

sity of

ideal spot af-

ter classes, in the afternoon, after the movies
j

i

Bowdoin will have the largest band
in years, judging by the turnout in
Memorial Hall last night, when over
forty musicians appeared with their
instruments. The group went through
its paces under the baton of Professor
Wass, head of the college Musical De-

I

l

GARFIELD'S SPA

I

I

partment.
Of the two score players who reported for the season's first band
practice, over ten were freshmen who
showed a predominance of trumpeters.

I

Rigid

SERVICES FOR
Economy Note
Of First Chapel Talk ARE HELD IN

SNYDER
CHAPEL
I

'.ContlntMd fiora

Pin

i

1)

<

Continued from pas.

!)
I

to Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

through the intervention of Senator
welcome hack after a serious Frederick Hale, was brought to
illness Professor Wass of the DeBrunswick for interment near the
partment of Music. Five new names things he loved.
appear on the facultv roll: Mr. MauThe Brunswick Record said of the
rice R. Ridley, fellow and tutor of
young student: "Nothing was so charBalliol College, Oxford University, visof John Snyder as his
acteristic
iting Professor of English Literature modesty.
He would have been the
on the Tallman Foundation; Mr. Ernst first to deprecate any attempt to
C. Helmreich, instructor in History praise him At Bowdoin and later at
and
Government;
Mr.
Reinhardt Harvard he brought to his work an
Korgen, instructor in Mathe- eager mind and a devotion to truth
L.
matics; Mr. Ivan de Tarnowsky bf which gave a fresh zest and a new
Paris, teaching fellow in French; and reality to his studies
Few teacher.-,
Mr. Armigiro Martinez of Santiago, had so fierce and so sincere a hatred
Chile, teaching fellow in Spanish.
of sham and pretense in any form

We

!

all

i

The newly formed band showea

exceptional promise in the playing of
the college songs, and several stirring march pieces.
At present, with the home schedule
still a thing of flthe future, the Polar

Bear Band will meet weekly to drill
under Professor Wass, with William
Monroe as student leader. As soon
as the home football games become
more imminent, Professor Wass will
rehearsals twice weekly.
Two of the three State games this
year are at home, consequently the
band will travel only to Orono, to play

j

call

I

Rev. Maurice R. Ridley

|

I

i

—

Ivan de Tarnowsky

Visiting Professor of English Litera-

Fellow in French

ture.

before the combined rooters of the
Ernst C. Helmreich
University of Maine and Bowdoin, in
Instructor in History and Government. the gala fray of the season.

—

College Men versus Depression
"About a century ago a British
statesman made the criticism that no
movement for the betterment of social
conditions come" from the English
universities. Conditions have changed
since then, but the great
all college men

demand

to-

is meeting
responsibility. It is popular to blame
the present depression upon the war,
but with our present social and economic order we should undoubtedly be
suffering severely even if there had
been no war. The criticism of Sir
Robert Peel still holds good.
It is
something of a paradox that the age
which has invented and developed the
automobile, the radio, and the airplane, has not been able to devise
means for preventing war and unemployment and the unequal distribution of wealth. These problems challenge everybody everywhere; they
challenge particularly our colleges
and our universities.
Object of Liberal Education
"What has a liberal education to do
Well, its chief obwith all this?
develop the resourceful
ject is to
mind. It has many other objects: to
train one for the proper use of leisure,
to make one intellectually a citizen of
the World, to develop the spiritual
forces within. But above all it is to
fit one to face the various changes
and chances of life with equanimity.
And -along with this training must
go stamina to accept responsibility.
It should be a cause of some pride to
us as Bowdoin men that one of our
graduates and trustees is at the pres-

day upon

His rare qualities of genuine enthusiasm and sound scholarship won instant recognition by students and colleagues alike."
A native of Concord, Mass., Mr.

OflltloK

TZS-Jf

Snyder was graduated from Bowdoin
College in 1927, after receiving Phi
Beta Kanoa and Longfellow Scholarship honors. He received his Master's degree at Harvard and then instructed at the University of Wiscon
sin and last year held a similar position at Amherst College. An individual of keen enthusiasm, critical judgment, and clear vision toward a sound
jroal, Mr. Snyder will always be remembered sincerely and reverently by
his

manv

friends.

MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight - Ever Right

The Unique

HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

moment chairman

of the committee of the largest city that is raising
funds for the relief of the unemployment and chairman also of a bankers'
committee 'that is arranging for the
immediate payment of depositors in
several banks that have failed.
"You have no business to be in college unless you are serious in your
purpose to make yourself of some real
use in the world, unless you have
sympathy for the real workers, unless
you feel that something ought to be
done, unless you believe that intelligence and self-sacrifice can find a
way out. You should realize that
you are living in serious days, days
that require courage and imagination
to face, days when the man with the
resourceful mind and a deep sense of
social
and individual responsibility
may be of real service."

ent

and

open!

It's

See the new notched fob en the
top of the package. Hold

one

down

half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

Zipl That's
in

EXTRA something

•

.

.

all.

Unique I Wrapped

dust-proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,
— what could be more modern
than LUCKIES' improved Humidor package
-so easy to open Ladie»-th» LUCKY tab Is
neat, FRESH I

CLICQUOT
has

I

. your finger nail protection.

it!

******

IT'S that smoother, richer
flavor that

'mellower

makes

Clicquot Club the fair-haired

favorite of
party.

It

many

a

campus

blends well with any

company because
fect blend

it

is

a per-

itself.

Cream

of

Made of the finest tobaccos— The
many Crops -LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which Includes the usb of
modern Ultra Violet Rays— the process that
expels certain biting, harsh irritants naturally
present

in

every tobacco

leaf.

These expelled

irritants are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE)
" They're out — so they con't be inj" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

66

It's

Clicquot
Club
GINGER ALES

toasted**

Your Throat Protection — against

irritation —

againit cough

TUNE rN-TKe
Scribe

<9ale Llrg - £/o/<Jen - cfec
(Jhree Oavorite Olavors on any Campus

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that ''Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
1. 1931.

The AmffrinnTiubaTij Oo.Hfn.

Lucky
DameOrcHestra,

every Tuesday, Thur»-

day and Saturday evenin( aver N. B. C.
nctwiorLf.

J
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

NEW ATHLETIC SYSTEM
INAUGURATED HERE
Compulsory Attendance Only
Sophomores and Freshmen

For

A new system of required athletics
being inaugurated this semester at
Bowdoin. All sports have been classiwith a view toward providing the
student with a well-rounded athletic
training.
Every undergraduate will
be required to demonstrate during his
four years in college a working knowledge of some sport of definite carryover value to him after graduation.
Freshmen and Sophomores will
henceforth report for athletics three
days a week from October first until
one week before the June final examinations. One season of the three
must be spent on either a supervised
varsity sport or a class B sport, such

I

is

fied

.

as boxing, wrestling, class football, or
interfraternity touch football.
The
Class of 1933, to conform to the new
program, must attend three classes
weekly from Thanksgiving until Easter of the present academic year. Those
men whose physical condition does
not permit of participation in vigorous Class A or Class B sports arcto be exempted by Doctor Johnson,
the College physician.

Sophomores Meet Today

Bowdoin - Aggie Game
At Amherst Saturday
fConUnotd from

PRACTICE SESSIONS

walkaway will result, but on paper the
teams look fairly equal, with superiority in technique the only element to
throw the balance either way.
Bowser Looks To Speed
With a sweeping offense knit closely around Captain Ricker, who depends on his brilliant broken field
twisting and phenomenal swiftnes3
on the getaway. Bowser hopes to
supplant his former >heavv charging
quartet of Foster, Gatchell, Morrell
Ricker will also see
and Brown.
most of the work in punting, though
Gatchell has been undergoing some
unlikely that another 45-0

is

.

that line.
Signal-caller Gatchell and Morris
to for that needed

drill in

Brown are looked

All athletic activities are to be offered to all classes, and Malcolm E.
Morrell, Director of Athletics, is hopeful for a large representation from
thetwo upper classes. Freshmen turned
out yesterday for their first regular
attendance,
and
Sophomores
are
scheduled for a meeting in the gymnasium this afternoon. It is planned
to organize this fall either three class
football teams or a single Junior Varsity,
depending upon the interest
taken.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-

REQUIREMENT
Supervised Varsity Sports

Track
Football
Baseball

Hockey

Swimming
Gym Team

B

SWIM SQUAD WORK
JAYVEE ELEVEN IS
OUT IN EARLY SEASON
BEATEN BY M.C.I.

1»

line smashing, as thev are the heaviest men in a comparatively light
The aerial attack is an
backfield.

enigma at present with Charlie
Bowser keeping his passinjr more-or-

Reed of Visitors Scores Touchdown
in Final

Waging a

through their first practise sessions
The Frosh came out
on Tuesday and the varsity this afternoon. This first two or three weeks
will consist mainly of conditioning
work with workouts only three times
a week until Thanksgiving. At that
time when the squad will be augmented by many of those now engaged in fall athletics, the regular
five days a week schedule will commence. At present fifteen freshmen
have signified their intentions of
joining the squad. This is an increase
of two over last year's number.
The varsity looks forward to a good
season with only two of last year's
team being lost by graduation namely,
Bowman and Smith. From the ranks
of the 1930 freshman squad, Miller
will have Foster and Calkin. However,
the chief need of the team, that is,
sprinters, will still be lacking. Coach
Miller will have to devote his attention to developing a couple of speedy
mermen in order to turn out a winning

weak, the juniors made little of their
ball-carrying opportunities.
Thrice Bowdoin sustained the M. C.
I.
backs who battered at their line
within the ten yard stripe, and it was
only in the last period when the Institute eleven made their fourth attempt that the White slipped. Reed,
bouncing left half of the Red and
Black, plunged over the line of scrimmage for the lone touchdown. Jordan
drop-kicked the point.
Richardson, playing fullback on the
Junior Varsity, distinguished himself
in his line bucking, making repeated
smashes at M. C. I.'s middle for gains.

early this week.

;

|

Wrestling

Touch Football

.

Class Football

j

<

Carry Over Value
Golf
Tennis
Handball*

j

Swimming

I

j

D
Other Activities
Fencing
Basketball*

Body Building Classes
P. T. 4 A.*

Horseback Riding*
*
Not open to freshmen.

—

Sportsman's Pen

.

Watching the Varsity work out At
Pickard Field yesterday we were impressed by the brilliant broken field
running of Captain Sit Ricker. The
way that lad side-stepped the scrubs
was a marvel! And Gatchell wasn't
handing out any love-taps as he
smashed the reserve's center for consistent gains.

Coach Charlie Bowser seems to be a
bit worried about his wing positions,
though Charlie Barbour and Hugh
Barton seem to cover those punts
pretty well
and brawny Swede
teammate Long
Larson
with
his
.

Charlie
time.

.

.

McKenney

aren't losing

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

On the eve of ti»e Mass State game
team looks hbpefully toward anmuch the
other victory overUhe former Aggies.
It'll be tough goinV, though with the

Union

Statesmen walloph\g Cooper
But Lynn Wells was driving his 50-0. A victory willYnean high hopes
group of backfielders against Bow- for a win over the PuiHa, at WilliamsThose boys, as jfou know, came
shape.
great
town.
linesmen
in
ser's picked
Bart Godfrey made one beautiful clip through in the last few moments of
play last fall to tie the White Bear,
of an end as we remember.

;••

7-7.

There seems to be a battle royal
Another position battle is going on
between Hank Richardson and veteran Morris Brown for the fullback's between D'Arcy and Gould for the
George was playing
berth, with neither holding the upper tackle post
hand
Henry was working out with the first stringers yesterday in
scrimmage, but Stan showed promise
in covering those punts from Jit Rick.

.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
October 10

emy*
wick
October
wick

—Gov.

at

Dummer Acad-

Brunswick

23— Fryeburg
30— Bridgton

November
wick

November
wick

November
*

VARSITY FOOTBALL

SCHEDULE

—
—
town
October 17— Wesleyan

October 3 Mass. State at Amherst
October 10 Williams at Williams-

wick
October 24
October 31

at

Bruns-

—Colby
at Brunswick
Bates at Brunswick
—
—

November 7 Maine at Orono
November 14—Tufts at Medford

—Junior

at

at

—Higgins at
14— Hebron at
20— Sophomores
6

—GROCERS—
who

Riley Insurance

will

the service ren-

H.S.Mel:herCo.

facilities

Baxter's Canned Goods

are at your service.

Tel. 8

Let us estimate on your next
job of printLig. Quality has siways been the standard of work
done in this shop.

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap St*.

Jewelry

Watch Repairing

Oxfords—$5

to $10

Vlso Tennis Shoes, Moccasins,

103

Rubbers

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

PHIL BRISK

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

Wednesday

JACOB SMITH
AGENT
Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

with

-

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Thursday

Florence P. Merriman
Shampoos

Scalp Treatment
Manicures and Chiropody

Tondreau Block

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio

LeTARTE'S

PATRONAGE

LebelTs
74

Ice

MAINE STREET

in

-

•

Guns taken
ft

in trade

GUN STORE

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

Retail

A

Specialty

of

Fraternity

Trade

-

574 Congress Street

-

Golf Reel

•

-

-

-

also

Friday

Portland, Me.

Magic Carpet

•

October 2nd

-

-VAUDEVILLE— on

with Lewis Stone • Doris Kenyon
Also Paramount News
-

Saturday

-

with

Regis Toomey

-

Sue Carol

-

also

•

Comedy.- Golf Reel

'Anything: y'want Pressed?'

& GERVAIS

October 3rd

GRAFT
-

-

to

—

the screen

THE BARGAIN

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

do the work

Brunswick, Main*

95 Maine Street

October 1st

-

•

Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

LECLA1R

•

CO.

BATES OR SPERRY

Cream

FRAMES

and

Tondreau Block

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL

SOLICITED

ANTIQVITY SHOP

it

STUDIO

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

WILL ROGERS

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

STUDENT

Give

Candy and

Co.

Frank Albertson

-

Also Comedy and Sound Act

of Brunswick, Maine

carry the largest assortment of
10 Spring St- Brunswick • Tel. 243-M
mported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta25 years In business
Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imjorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all

<inds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—«7 Maine St.— Tel. 137

Hardware

Brunswick

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

September 30th

•

THE BRAT

Brunswick

>Ve

to the

LAUNDRY

CITIZENS

CUMBERLAND

for Victor Radio

The Sport Store of

MAINE STREET

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

Lyman

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

"FRANCIS"

141A

STREET

50th

LIVERNOIS CYCLE

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

"The College Jeweler"

Fine Repairing and Engraving

EAST

NEW YORK

Store

Latest College Styles in

»les,

Distributors for

16

USED MOTORCYCLES

Bostonian and Florsheim

Comedy

of

THE RECORD

Srtak SratJfmi

from $60.00 np

Diamonds and Watches

dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the

Compliments of

well dressed.

Telephone 435-436

Varney's

EATON HARDWARE

PRINTING

find

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

«

.

Building

Brunswick

Varsity game.

You

.

MEATS

Capital, $50,000.

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

IF IT'S

Maine Central Inst.
Junior Varsity
le, Leoderle, Daunis
Larson, le
It, King, Billings
Loring, D'Arcy, It
lg, Coronias, Sherman
Madeira, lg
c, Neal, Arnold
Torrey. Davis, c

GROCERIES

and

Sally O'Neil

PRINTING

"Noticed

{gRISK

CUMMINGS' MARKET

Bowdoin

cater to fraternity trade

Bruns-

Town Building

Always

But Never Noticejble

A

Agency

INSURANCE

before the call for riders has been
posted, and with several men outside
of the collejre cooperating, the prospects for polo in the cominjr season
seem to be very encouraging.
For the past week men have been
practicing independently, but. as a
result of the meeting held Monday
night for all those interested, more
definite plans have been made.
The
hope that polo could be made a minor
sport at Bowdoin was expressed. It
was also learned that a srrouQ of men
from Portland were expectiner to ship
horses here and to play a series of
games with the Bowdoin Riding Club.
These men, two of whom are Bowdoin graduates, take a great interest
in polo, and promise to jrive the boys
strong opposition. They are Mr. Wadleigh Drummond, Dr. Reginald Lombard, Mr. Kemp, and Mr. Charles
Sims, all of Portland. The first game
is to be played this Sunday on the
field behind the Psi U House.

peded by bewildered interference and
Free Harlow, Ed Fuller, Louis
a treacherous underfooting caused by
Burdell, Colgate Roeher. Win Prescott, Gib Barstow,
the driving rain.
transfer, supported his teammate in John Shultz, Stuart Mead, and George
Taylor have been most active in pracline plunging.
tice and can be counted on to help in
Defense Looks Promising
Three times the Bears took the ball opposing the Portland riders. The
on downs, after M. C. I. failed to boys foel that much of their ability
pierce the stone-wall defense offered, has been gained through the assiswith sturdy D'Arcy, Torrey and Ma- tance and coaching of "Skipper"
deira discouraging the Red's repeated Bartlett, of the local stables.
delayed bucks. M. C. I>'s line showed
After measuring 815 Wellesley
skittish on the offense, losing thirtygirls, Dr.
Mary Louise Boillin of
five yards on offside penalties.
Halted under the Bowdoin goal- Columbia has discovered that: 2.5014
posts, Maine surrendered the pigskin, times width of hips plus .5245 times
4.6024 times depth of
plus
height
march
started
a
Bears
the
Polar
and
down the field which collapsed only chest, plus .8954 times biacromial
when three line plays netted precise- (shoulder) width, plus 2.8644 time^
Adams of M. C. I. re- chest width minus' 209.2255 will result
ly nothing.
ceiving the punt was downed in his in the individual's exact weight. Try
it on your guest next house party!
traces.
Neither team tried the ends for
long runs, as the ground was too
Notice
slippery for safe progress; Richardson-Burdell showed talent as a lateral
Faculty members will no longer be
passing team, hampered only by soggy
canvassed by telephone for football
turf.
ticket applications, according to MalLine Holds Firmly
After Burdell butter-fingered the colm E. Morrell, Director of Athletics.
wet ball on a punt, M. C. I. advanced Applications have been mailed, and
rapidly from the Bears' thirty-five are to be returned at the earliest posyard marker, aided by two long pen- sible time, so that reservations mayFumbling cost the be placed ahead. "So many of the
alties for holding.
Redmen precious yardage, and after professors were not at home when the
two center plays failed to pierce the calls were made last year", explained
battling Jayvees, Bowdoin receivec Mr. Morrell, "that the system caused
the ball on downs, eight yards from great inconvenience and was entirely
unsatisfactory".
their own zero stripe.
long pass late in the fourth quar'
ter, Laughton to Reed put M. C. I. Ackerman, Pickard, Torrey, rg
rg, Laffin, Lilley
within striking distance of the home
team goal. Reed, in one of the few Drake, Pickard, rt rt, Caulder, Smith
re, Entin
long runs of the fray, skirted along McKenney, Miller, re
right end and bore into the rain, Hubbard, Kingsbury, qb
qb, Adams, Sargent
stopped at the last minute by Bowlhb, Reed
Burdell, Briggs, lhb
doin's frantic secondary defense.
Two substitutions in the White line Burton, Godfrey, rhb
at the last minute after the original rhb, Laughton, Templeman, McLuskey
Jordan
y?rd
fb,
four
on
the
gamely
fb
held
Richardson,
line had
after
Point
Touchdown: Reed;
line, failed to stop the final spurt by
M. C. I. Halfback Reed, set for a touchdown: Jordan (drop-kick); Refdrive through right tackle, suddenly eree: Morrell; Umpire: Miller; Head
shifted tactics, and did a neat header li nesman: Cobb. Quarters: 10 mins.
over the mix-up on the scrimmage
line for the touchdown. Jordan dropkicked the extra point.
The line ups:

Agent

Unless our ears deceive us, there'll
be quite a crowd wearing the White
and Black at Amherst Saturday.

Bruns-

im-

With a large corps of enthusiastic
horsemen appearing each day, even

Populsr Sheet Music and Records

er'g high-flying toe.

BrunsBruns-

man was

The stocky Bowdoin

ENTHUSIASM SHOWN
BY HORSEMEN EARLY

aiiimiiiiiiaiiiimimiaiiiiimmiauiinmmDi

SHORTS MARKET

.

.

.

October

.

bitter battle against in-

experience, the Polar Bear jayvees
to Pool
succumbed to a driving Maine Central
attack in the last few minutes of play,
Bob Miller had both his freshman 7-0, Saturday at Pickard Field. Deand varsity swimming squads going fensively powerful, yet offensively

;

Other Vigorous Sports
Boxing

Period of

Game

Freshmen Answer
Coach Bob Miller's Call

Fifteen

a dark mystery.
Camp Has Aided Eleven
Bowdoin went into a second year of
pre-season training camp when the
souad had early conditioning at Roly
Cobb's camp at Denmark. Maine, on
the shores of Moose Pond. On September eighth forty members of the
White force, alone with seven managers and the coachinjr staff of Bowser, Wells and Magee. and the col- dual team.
lege physician. Dr. Johnson, arrived
at the scene of action.
On a somewhat uneven practice Linn S. Wells Joins
field the squad worked out on eleBowdoin Coaching Staff
mentary plays, and earlv drills. Dur(Continued from Page 11
ing the forenoon sessions the men
were introduced to a riirid series of
calisthenics, dummy tacklinjr, dummy dismal rain that helped Colby defeat
scrimmage, and blocking. With the the Tolar Bears last fall. New Bedexception of a few minor iriuries, the ford's greatest eleven in history was
two score Dlayers returned for prac- handily repulsed for the tenth time in
tice on the college fields in eood as many years.
shape.
Then the hoys stepped out of their
Breakfast at trainine camp was class and were trampled by Boston
.curved at vv^.n a. m.: from nine until College High's bone-crushing outfit.
conditioning
eleven in the mornine
The score was 21-6, and Fairhaven's
nractice was held. The squad received touchdown was the only one made over
a eood workout traversine to and the B.C.H.S. Jroal line last fall.
The
from the field, which was three- season wound up with smashing vic^•larters of a mile distant from the tories over two mediocre adversaries,
mess hall. Luncheon at twelve-fifteen Dartmouth High, 48-0, and Wilton]
sHit the daw followed by afternoon Academy, 62-0. Two Fairhaven pupils
drill and scrimmage at two., which of Wells, Johnny Freitas and Frank
usually stohoed at four, though occa- Velho, are at quarterback and end
sional action tussles extended past with the Eajrles of Boston Collejre this
SuDper at six. then an fall, and several of the 1930 stars hope
that hour.
early retiring at nine completed the to matriculate at Bowdoin within a
day.
year or two to rejoin their beloved
mentor.
Thus ends the story of a great footMorris
with the regulars today;
Mr. Wells has directed
ball team.
was playing opposite him.
teams in sixty-three games during his
comparatively brief career, and on
Assistant Coach Lynn Wells puts fifty occasions his boys have come
plenty of pep into the boys with his through victorious. Coach Wells lives
hollering: "Look at 3 Page street with his wife and his
quick tongue
alive in there you guyp! You're play- daughters, Bernardine. seven years
he's dead!' old, and Dawn, aged five.
ing like so-and-so
The three elevens went through an
impressive signal drill after strenuous warming-up exercises.
Speaking before the 10th annua!
meeting of the International Student
College reDon Reed was temporarily out of Service at Mount Holyoke
Dr. Walter M. Kotschnig of
cently.
the
the afternoon's scrimmage ...
the unemSoph halfback has been handicapped Austria, said he believed blamed on
could be
by an injured arm and shoulder; both ployment situation
their failure to cope
received a bit of rough treatment in the colleges for
economic problems. At
the afternoon's punt runback prac- with the vital
least, the idea is original.
tise
less of

7-0
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•
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Enlarged Orient

On New Duplex

REORGANIZES

FOR NEW YEAR
Greater

Student
First

is

Aim

Interest

of

'

Press

BOWDOIN ELEVEN

The acquisition of a new Duplex
Printing Press by the Brunswick Record is the main reason for the increased size of the Bowdoin Orient.

From now on

the Orient

will

•

CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB

OPEN TO STUDENTS
Business Board Also Joins

Campaign for Better
Magazine

Works

TEAM SATURDAY! Newcomers

bo

2'H) pounds of
one half -hour. This time i.s
just three hours faster than printing
on the old Cylinder press.
The new machine is equipped with a
folding apparatus which goes into
operation as soon as the sheet rolls
off the printing forms.

Hey Youse

In Annual Proc

The

Combination for
Annual Game

in

C"°°*e Scene of Famous Flag Pole Demon-

dergraduatc material. Last Thursday
night there were meetings of two different boards each having as its aim a
Quill worthy of the wealth of tradition behind

The

it.

the

first,

business

board,

is

handicapped by the loss of Business
Manager Richard M. Lamport who
will not be able to serve until later

Louis C. Stearns, 3rd,

in the year.

act as Circulation and ExCarl F. A. Weber
the Advertising Manager. The
candidates for this end of the magazine are to lie divided into four groups
due to the wide interest in this de"33,

will

change Manager.
•34, is

partment.
tain cities
wick.

will cover cer-

Each group
and towns around Bruns-

RENSSELAER TECH
-

Oh the slickers in the middle of Bowdoin's gangland slaughterhouse. Robbing '34 was put on the spot two days before gangon dom's biggest fall fracas and the gang was with him on the showj

Bowdoin Gridders Work

in Practice

The most

down "

—

*° rtms nineteen-thirty-four's version of the annual
proclamation combat staged last Thursday evening.

|

Membership

publication.

,

is

entirely

good a college literary magazine as
any published by colleges of our
standing. Besides the undergraduate
contribution however, there will be at
different times during the year interesting articles- from the faculty
or the alumni body.

Club arc open to

At present the
sists of l'hilip C.

all

who wish

editorial

to at-

staff con-

C. Moustakis

'33,

f

.

midway between

,

tfcc

Art Building and

^
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.
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Attack Gives Rejuvenated

Home Team 32-6 Win

RICHARDSON AND
RICKER BRILLIANT

cloeel.

Hare a mlt

a'

aalfer

alas*

far

ih"

bis

time cuyn.
(.

W<

ain't (anna have none n' job twa-Wt
pnnkt mairlin' in on de brands in dii

territory.
10.
11.

Lay aS da jay

It

It's th'

jnire.

it taboo on tip.
hat spot for de fresh da

Bowdoin Line Play Superior
to Victors'; White Unable

Knit (roods

sirs.

Dere's a Pink Tea for da Stoolie what
Mis-Steps!! Now Skaroooooo!!

to Sustain Offense
Crump'injr af'.cr an opening drive
which netted a to-;, hd .wn. the P«fc»r
Bears were con ten: lo hi the lor.e
tally stand as their day's work, and
to the flashy aerial attack

1

K

;

this year are: C. P. Emerson '32;
H. Milliken "33; D. L. Galbraith '32;
F. B. Cleaves '32; W. W. Travis '33;
J. W. Hay '32; G. W. Kirkpatrick
'32; E. Smith "33; A. B. Edwards '32;
W. W. Dunbar '32; H. V. Durand '32;
W. S. Phelps '33.

cil

J.

Reverend John C. Schroeder Usual Rules for ProclamaCalls Religion "Closing
tion Night Adopted in
of Gaps"
First Meeting

a hard working end who was numbeied among the starters. The injury
will of course keep this lad out for
the rest of the season and also complicate the wing problem which is
already in rather dire straits. Lar-

Committees Appointed

The rules committee appointed by
the council is as follows: Chairman.
H. V. Durand "32; W. S. Phelps '33;
W. W. Dunbar '32. The schedule
committee ia: G. W. Kirkpatriek '32:
'TJTeavesT
W. S. Phelps ^3; aflrrfT.
The Athletic Council also went on
record as being in favor of excusing
men from
the freshman football
fighting at Proc Night.
The membeis of the Athletic Coun-

^ r.w^aWjaWa* tajfji ^^Ir'WmlCn Tr^y I He? ll!*l *ejnjnenv^ IjUUIrvll l n6VUR&
brought forward religion as a vital, of the year, with W. Lawrence Usher
Miller all appear
for the vacant berth on the Polar and yet in one sense simple, motivat- presiding, was held on Monday eve.Bear club. All three are however In- ing force of everydav life, the Rev- ning, September 28, at the Delta Upexperienced but show possibilities for erend John C. Schroeder of the State silon house.
The main business of
development into first string material. Street
Congregational
Church of the evening was the discussion of
In spite of the glaring faults and Portland made a deep impression on proclamation night, but the council
the
weaknesses displayalJA Amherst,
his listeners at isst Sunday's chapel, also elected Marion L. L. Short '32, to
White showed flattM* T|f "power and His text was from the seventh chap- serve in the capacity of chairman ol
possibilities durinjf tfce ceu^de of the ter of the Gospel according to St. the dance committee for the ensuing
contest.
The stypalrod play may be Matthew in which appears this pas- year. Short is to choose the remainof a green* sage, "Therefore whosoever heareth dcr of the committee from the other
attributed
team only ftmrymembers of which these sayings of mine, and doeth members of the council,
were regulars oj last season's ma- them, I will liken him unto a wise
Following the time-worn custom,
chine. Statfc dicFnot entirely outplay man which built his house on a rock", the usual rules governing the proclathe Polar Bears as the score may inStewart Chase, the economist, in mation night festivities were adopted,
dicate but was on the alert for the; his book Men and Machines, pictuies the main purport of the rules being to
Brunswick boys' miscues and capital- the story of cotton, in a dramatization prevent fighting in the dormitories
ized them. It is felt that if Bowser cf the Industrial Revolution, said the and on the
Pickard Field tennis
Two hundred courts.
can patch up the loopholes in his team Reverend Schroeder.
he should have a formidable outfit years ago in 1700 the methods used
The officers and members of the
the
which will prove a worthy foe to
to produce cotton and weave cloth Student Council this year are: Presiconfident Williams team.
were the same as the Egyptians hau dent, W. L. Usher '32; vice president,
Then
Stacked up against Rensselaer Poly- used centuries
before.
a C. F. Stanwood '32; secretary-trcas
But urer, J. A. Rickcr '32; D. L. Galbraith
technic Institute last Saturday, the mechanical loom was invented.
big Purple crushed, the Troy lads, the spinners could not keep pace '32; C. E. Gatehell '32; J. W. Hay *32;
thirty-two to thiiteen in a game which w ith the weavers. Out of the neces G. T. Sewall '32; M. L. L. Short '32;
showed up their power. Tuttle andajty machines were invented to spii' H. W. Thistlewaite '32; G. D. Briggs
Fowle are still with the Williams the cotton and. positions were re- '33; R. E. McLaughlin '33. Because
team and should cause the Bowdoin versed. The weavers could noi keep one of the members failed to return
line a great deal of trouble with ^their pace with the splnneis. Then a loon: to college this year, it is necessaiy
*
line crashing ability.
was invented which could be run wiiit for the council to choose another man.
The White will probably depart wategpower. The producers were then This will be done in the customary
"'-•—i ~- night
-;*-»* di
»
from Brunswick Thursday
set back until Eli Whitney in America way, by taking that man who had the
they
Here
Adams.
revolution next highest number of votes 4n the
for
North
reedy
invented the cotton gin.
will hold a practise session on Friday had occurred.
Chase summed i» up elections held last spring. It. is cxlunch bv saying that to understand the In- pected that the name of this man will
after
Saturday
afternoon.
they will be conveyed the six mile.; dustrial Revolution, onc mus» see it be made known in the near future,
to Williamstown by bus.
as an eternal struggle to close ui
technological gaps
J.V.'s Tackle Dummer
,

j

j

^jAt-^*^^

j

N. S. F. A.

GROUP TO

REORGANIZE SHORTLY

!

,

j

Ahern, Munro, Stanwcod
Represent National
Association

classes will be made shortly by the
Student Council.

the three members of th''32, Charles Stanwood, Wil
D. Munro, and Philip C. Ahem,
will be chosen the Bowdoin committee chairman, responsible for the organizing of a unit in turn responsible
to the National Federation.
The National Student Federatiot.
became a leality in 1925 at thf
Princeton Conference, when representatives from 245 universities met

From

Ham

to discuss

United States' proposed en-

unions.

Federation Congress:

me

that it would' be a fine development in out national life if repre
student groups
sentatives of the
carne together to discuss some of the
questions that were uppermost in our

minds.
"In universities and colleges traditions
grow up and are main.
tain*^ without any real thought as
A
to their present day usefulness.
frank and searching survey of them
by undergraduates is sure to have a
wholesome effect." Continued the
former president of Stanford Univer
sity, now Cabinet member and Secretary of the Interior:
"At the same time there is a pos,sibility of interesting American students in some of the world's problems and of diminishing that provincialism which is at the same time
both the glory and the curse of the
American educational institution."
.

.

,

i

A

While the varsity is away tackling
Williams team Satuiday, the
the
Junior Varsity will play host to Governor Dummer Academy of South
Byfield, Mass., in a game to be playeu
at Pickard Field. Very few of those
who took part in the M. C. I. game
are expected to be on the eleven
which faces the Private School boys;
for the Williamstown trip will claim
a large majority of them.
Governor Dummer is not expected

Filling

Up

the

succumbed
cf

Massachusetts State, 32-6, last
Saturday at Amherst Inexperience
on the defeme, and a spotty offense
caused the White's tumble, while the
Portland Club
State machine was clicking rejrularly
Last Sunday morning a quartet of for long gains by means of passing
Portland sportsmen combined to de- and wide runs.
feat the Bowdoin Riding Club's emJudged on line plays alone, Bow-

their ability to score.

PORTLAND

STUDENT COUNCflJWEN
rAMVR
ELECT SHORT HEAD
BASES OF RELIGION
OF DANCE COMMITTEE

.

Federation's Aim
Adopting as its purpose the fosteiing of understanding among students of the world, and a liberal discussion of world affairs by undergraduates, the Federation has re
ceived the hearty endorsement of Herbert Hoover, Dr. Ray Lvman Wilbur,
E. Guptill '34, R. Lloyd Hackwell '34, Julius Klein, and Wesley C. Mitchell
Charles L. Kirkpatiick '34, Soth H. of Columbia University.
Read, '34,' John M. Sinclair '34, and
Said Dr. Wilbur at *he time of a
Loring W. Trull '32.
"It seemed to

All freshmen interested in j»»n-

'

necessaiy.
So escorted by Fays
hack-firing limousine, Soph Red Mas-

(

Pottle '32, George T.
B.
Sews!) '32, Kdwaid D. „W. Spingarn
'33, Warren W. Stearns '32. Barry
Timson "32, Morrill M. Tozier '32, and
Theodore A. Wright '34. On the Business Board are the following: Ken
nedy Crane, Jr., '34, Edward DeLong
'34, John H. Gordon, Jr., '33,. James

ing the editorial stall of the Orient
shiiuld be present at an organization meeting tomorrow night at
seven o'clock in the publication ofThe method and
fice in the Union.
field of work will be explained at
that time and further instruction
will be given during the year. The
work during the freshman year
Will be entirely reportorial in its
nature, with possibility for promotion to staff positions in the sophomore year. Newspaper experience
is not absolutely necessary; ability
to write clearly is the great**.

Long Runs and Great Aerial

«ey and a gang of assorted cutthroats
piled into a low rakish vehicle of un< :ert
n " "»l""f. and s Ped hu™ ed, >
to .f
then- supply base,
bryonic polo team 10-2 at the college
By this time the men of thirty- field. The match was an anticlimax
four were well organized, having col- in the campaign wajred by the Riding
Iectcd a goodly band of seven score Club in favor of a polo team to repmen and boys on the Delta. Traffic resent the College. Although little
for miles around was stopped as the advance publicity was given the clash,
blood-thirsty mob surged to and fro 175 spectators gathered to watch the
across the famous Haipswell Boule- riders.
vard.
Throughout the eight four-minut~
The supplies reached the waiting chukkers of the match there were inlads 0n the DelUl> and to the st i r ring tervals when olay was fairly open
tune of Phi Chi, sung by the half- and the advantage was somewhat in
dozen or so who seemed to know the doubt, but the superiority of the Portland club v.as clearlv manifest in
(Continued on page 3)
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C.

H. Allan Perry

doihy.
ia de knew.
jeei. don'l let the oriltaa ketch ya
redrlin th' U« lime ji». Phi Chi.
And If we nab any a' yaaat a a a riei aaia'
Iraai
andcr
raeer.
oal
de deacilkk
raall act da typewrit*'.
For erymakr. s«eer taheil affade ckrnr
patch.
Don't ftaah no cUd racs in di» hoic.
Keep yer small time acrobatic badges in

R.b de hick «i«n !• de

And
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l^uSd
maM

'32,

requisite.

t

the Bay Staters. Last season with a
Hubbard Hall
At the first meeting of the Intel- heavier team and one replete with
Seven-thirty seemed to be the an
fraternity Athletic Council on Thurs- more veterans, the White battled the
hour for the new-comers to
day evening, John W. Hay '32, wan W.lhamstown boys to a seven all
fo
for . at
ti
th „
elected president of the organization. deadlock.
icha j
camrnandce red, and a
Other officers chosen were John H.
However, in their opener at State, lurt
ej ht
bn)fc forth
Milliken *33, vice president and Dclmu the Bowdoin machine failed to disclock the entire das8 of thirty . fiv „
L. Galbraith '32 secretary-tieasuier. play any of the finesse characteristic
fidgeting nervously on the campRules for the inter-fraternity touch ol a winning aggregation. The tacpending, the arrival of the baifootball season were also revised at khng especially was deplorable.
ulion of wariike second-yea rmen. No
the meeting.
spasmodic offence, which clicked at algna of the Mph!i were cvidenti 8avc
All of the changes in the touch times only to collapse entirely at the
le sucfessf u i attempt at
for a s|
football rules were introduced to in- opportune moments, was also in evi-^j
the cftape f stronghold, which
crease the interest of the game and to der.ee. Furthermore, the aerial game
wag woo ^ TOtanUr1 | y relinquished.
make scoring somewhat easier. Thv both defensively and offens.rvely
of
N|ne 0>c]ock std, saw no ai
teams will now consist of eight, in- leaves a large field for the Polar Bear lhe
though
dista ,, t
ajr(rreMor8>
stead of eleven, men each. The point coach to work on and to "nproye.
ghoutg ^t^Moed the fact that someafter touchdown has been added with An inexperienced team with potential where on the
a „ was not peaw
the same rules as govern it in regu- strength is the nucleus with which
still the freshmen waited,
iet
lation football with the exception that Bowser and Wells are now laboring in
|
there is to be no kick for the point order to perfect. Long runs and passes
The distance to be gained for a first
down is to be ten yards instead of in practise, the tackling has never
nAOfTAl* lilXt/innino
the customary twenty.
Finally, a been so poor as that exhibition given
llcaSlviilDhiS
tackle is now considered to be a two in the State contest.
The most unfortunate incident ofi
handed touch on any part of the bod},
was
broken
week's
game
the
last
rather than a one hand touch' below
ankle sustained by Charlie Barbour,'
the belt.

"32, Melcher P, Fobes '32, trance into the World Court. Two
Freeman '34, Robert C. years later it became a full-fledged
Jerome H. T. Kidder '34, member of the International ConferSteven A. Lavender '32, Steven Leo ence of Students, a world organiza32. William D. Munro '32, Christy tion of twenty-nine national studcnl

if

^^

1

:

Everett

*33,

7.

eat <U

.

Ahern, Editor, and class of

the following among last gear's contributing editors: Albert S. Davis, Jr.,
'33, Christy C. Moustakis '33, and Edward D. W. Spingarn '33. The Contributors' Club has the following en
'34,
lollment: James E. Bassett, Jr.,
Charles C. Bilodeau '32, Raynal C.
*Boiling '32, G. Russell Booth '33, Ro
DensD.
Kdward
'32,
land H. Cramer
more '32, Norman T. Kaston '32, Paul

Mill

.

1

Three senior committeemen are the
ization that the Quill is their puper. nucleus of the Bowdoin division of
The reorganization has been effected the National Student Federation of
so that any member may contribute America which was organized here
poetry, articles, essays, orstories. The last Spring.
Election of lepresentamonthly meetings 6T the Contributors' tives from the junior and sophomoro

E

T

t 11

Student Interest Desired
The aim of the organization is to
instill in the student body the real-

tend.

S.

STATE GRIDMEN
SMOTHER BEARS

PHI CHI
paw *H

t

-

voluntary and is not limited; any
member of the undergraduate body
has ah opportunity to join. Five or
six members of the club will be chosen
each issue to edit the Quill and a different group will be chosen for each
issue.
The club will meet twice a
month for the purpose of making
ipiMn. ftuutg- over materiel, and discussing any problems which may
have appeared. Once a month there
A part
will be a general meeting.
of the monthly program will be to
have a competent outsider or a member of the faculty discuss with the
group some subject of a literal y nature.
It is the purpose of this reorganizing of the Quill to make it as
nearly an undergraduate work as possible. It is the belief of the editors
now that there is enough ability in
the college to do this and to do it
They believe that there is no
well.
reason why the Quill should not be as.

James

"-

,

ganization
Club, made up of a number of the
students who are interested in making the magazine an undergraduate

FRUM

DIS

never afcaw yenr

FRATERNITY ATHLETIC
This Week
With thirty-four's dismal experi- standing in a compact group on the
COUNCIL ELECTS HAY
PORTLAND POLO TEAM
* CW
u„ n. „„_,_ *"<* behind them,! the neophite class campus greensward.
_f _„«
h
PRESIDENT FOR YEAR PS" rc ve^ ethe bLndh8e oHhe ^S^J^t^SSSi
«
*"»*"* <*
OVERCOMES
EASILY
*
STS!
Afler » bi "« experience related by
-tomwlTbelween the
xougnW
S atC forward
F^JPlto P°WSfcS
Boars arc ?
onc Robbins, who was pursued bv a
—
looking
BOWDOINCLUB RIDERS
„_the two
„. Thnrwini.
ni~h*
Organization Revises Rules SSr*r
Williams game this Saturday in aldSaffisoDhs
l°»>lHcKKcd frosh maniac, the sophs
fo^ a^dlv cVew of decided
P
tnat Bomc careful safeguard- Match is First of Series of
for Interfraternity Foot- rather dubious state of mind. Past 22^ 'J? h „n H^T» ^t« f?o
experience and present indic^tiow
supplies (to wit: three* hun
P
drcd
procs and some thirty gallons of
to
Four to be Played with
the
fact
Purple
P3int
that
the
ball Season
tioM £ ^ cem>r of the campus
boasts a stronger contingent than do
nch ^culent molasses) would oe

.

radical change is an orcalled the Contributors'

5.

POWERFUL MASS,

Clusters

Thoitjr-Fife

rlolh

J.

4

j

Contributors Organize

nwn't
x.

"De two-bit punks fresh frum dc big city were raided by dc
gang of toity-four and given de woiks on de clover patch. It was
de typewriter frum de start.
"De big time guys brought along a squad of choppers and turned

WILLIAMS CRUSHED

»'-"*«

Bowdoin's literary maga-

Quill,

it this fall a new organization and plans to bring thmagazine closer to both the reader
end contiibutor in its demand for un

From

liant

Fundamentals

sine has behind

Combat

stration for Fracas— Sophs Attack Position from Front
and Rear to Plant Procs. on Fighting Frosh

Purple Outfit Boasts Bril

i

i

Proclamation

TAKE

printed on the Duplex which is capable of running off 1600 Orients

paper)

NO. 10

1931.

7,

Thirty-Foir Gang Gives Thirty-Five

MEETSWHUAMS

(equivalent to about

Editors

in

New Run

CLASSICAL CLUB

Gaps

doin stood out as super or to the victors, yet the Bears seemed totally unable to cope with the State powerful,
.sweeping drives.
Long passes were

another Bowdoin Waterloo, as yard-

age was reeled off when the home
team receiver easily eluded diving
tacklers.

Captain Jit Ricker was the bright
star in the White's firmament, doing
consistent ground gaining with offtackle slants, and reverse plays; his
interference was ragged on end runs,
which should have been the most effective
ground
gainers.
Fullback
Richardson also helped bear the
hrunt of the Bear's unsuccessful
drive, with mighty slashes against

Three Bowdoin

alumni, Messrs. Wadleigh Dmmrnond,
lyawrence Morgan and Dr. Reginald
Lombard, rode for the Portland outFrancis Kemp and Dr. Lombard
fit.
carried much of the power of the visitors, while Edward Fuller and Skipper Bartlett were outstanding for the
Riding Club.
Student Riders Inexperienced
There were no bad spills during the
match, despite the fact that Free
Harlow and Ed Fuller were, the only
student riders with previous polo exTJPinewecr* *""-wartew,

guard and center.
Marathon Plays Shake Polar Bear
State's safety man. Bush, laying
far back for the kick-off early in the
contest, gathered in the spheroid, and
headed straight for the left end side-

'

mary

'*T^fll^,w^^^rm^B•F

,

four for the Bowdoin club, had to be
replaced by Skipper Bartlett when »
pulled muscle in his rein arm gav>
him trouble toward the end of the

Harrow will rest this week
match.
and probably will see acMon again
next Sunday.
There are three more matches to
be played on consecutive Sundays
with the Portland club and next
(

Confirmed on pace «)

HARVEY GIBSON SWAYS
NEW YORK FINANCES
-

ft

Alumnus Guides
Many Banks Through

Bowdoin

Depression
the Class Prophet of 1902 has
watched the career of onc of the victims of his burlesques he has noticed
that time has added humor to th<?
prophecy filed away among the old
issues of the Bowdoin Orient. In the
commencement number of 1902 there
appears this fiom a description of a
circus to which the writer takes the
reader. "In the crowd I noticed Bill
Watson and 'Gaffer' Gibson, each surrounded by sturdy youngsters entreating papa to look a* the funny
clown ." In the Time magazine recently there appeared this from the
and
devoted to business
section
ended
conversions
finance.
"The
with promises of a million dollarr.
Mi.
of
choice
the
and
from each bank
Gibson as the man to handle th»>
money." And this, "When »he bankers
If

INITIATES

When

NEW MEN

State's iron man Holmberg to fleet
Bush, soph backfield star, carried true
for gains of twenty and thirty yards.
The Polar Bear's lone completed
aerial attempt came after a long toll
of intercepted passes and grounded
balls marked the trail to success.
Ricker and Gatehell couldn't seem u>
get the feel of the ball, and threw it
wildly over the line of scrimmage.
On the White's line, which tightened to stone wall rigidity in the last
quarter, stocky guardsman Bilodeau
proved a very real obstacle to the
Statemen's attempt at piercing the
Polar Bear's heart; Johnny Milliken
stopped plays through center, and
was foremost in stopping extra-point
tries; Big John Hay at tackle, let his
weight be felt, as the Bay State lads
failed to gain much through him.

While Holds

in

First Period

Al the whistle. Gatehell lifted the
pigskin down the field to Holmberg.
who sped back to his own thirty yard
stripe.
After Bush lost a few, a precious fumble was recovered by Bowdoin's fullback, Richardson, giving,
the White a chance for a score fronr
the State forty yard line. Richardson
and Rickcr planted the ball on the
Bay Stat ; twenty-seven yard marker
for a first down.
Getting down to stern business after a fumble cost them five yards.
Bicker and Gatehell plavxl the ends
for another first down. With the ball
gathered in Manhattan last month to on their own fifteen yard tape. State
(Continual on navr »)
choose a chairman for *hc New York
Unemployment Relief Committee under National Chairman Walter SherBankei
picked
man Gifford, they
He was easily Walt
Gibson.
Street's man of the week."

—

summing up covers every sigof human endeavoi.
field
they are all analysed they are
found to be an eternal stiugghi to
Statesmanship at us Two Seniors, Onc Junior aid Eleven
close up gaps.
Freshmen Admitted
best is but a closing up o r gaps.
Science is an effort to close up gap
The arts an
in human knowledge.
Last night fourteen novitiates were
an attempt to close up gaps in t!ic elected
to the mysteries of the Bowcoherence of life. And as in the Indoin Classical Club at its annual industrial Revolution, so it is in re
The Boy From Maine
itiation conducted by President Morto furnish quite as much opposition as ligion, which is nothing more thai'
In the first paragraph of <hc a:till
McArthur
Tozier '32. Two sendid M. C. I. but this is just a haz- an attempt to close up spiritua'
"Thirty year/.
iors, a junior, and eleven sophomoies ticle the Time says,
arded guess as the tiue strength is gaps.
seems like a simpl*
It
»go Harvey Dow Gibson came out of
unknown. The lineup will not be thing; closing up gaps between were honored with full membership to
Maine, like Rudy Vallce, wi»h an orknown until after this week of prac- man and man, between groups am: the organization.
behind him.
With the faculty members of the chestra of college boys
tise has made Coach Bowser certain groups, between man and his Maker.
did not become
Department, Dean Paul Unlike Rudv Vallce he
of the exact men, that he wants for If we should project ourselves back Classical
a nation-famed crooner, but last week
his trip. About the only sore starter and ask those who sat here years ago Nixon, Professor Thomas Means, and
band combaton
for
waved
a
a
he
tow-headed Charley Burdell, what religion was they would not de- Associate Professor Barnfield Smith,
is the
posed of all the great New York
ineligible for the varsity because of fine it in terms of closing up gaps. present to aid in the festivities, the
were
the cus- banking houses."
given
the transfer ruling, who has been They would say something very muctt neophytes
Also unlike Rudv Vallec, he wen* to
portion
ii'tual,
basic
a
showing a heady game at quarter.
different. They would likely say tha' tomary
Bowdoin College. The first time his
religion is a belief, a belief that the of which consisted in the tecitation oi name appeared in the college weekly
Ode XXII, Hook 1 in Horace, lho
world was made in six days, that
among the freshmen listed.
was
man once walked on water over the ceremony wa;; conducted at the Psi "Gibson, Harvey Dow. N. Conway. 21
surface of a lake, that it was pos- Upsilon house.
A.H." The next was in the lineup of
The new members of the Classica'
sible to feed a multitude with a few
(Co-.unucd oa Tam II
fishes and two loaves of bread. O. Club aie: John A. Kicker '32, Sidperhaps they would say that it is r. ney E. McKown *32, William L. Bryan
unmine
33, John W. Lord '34, Blake TewKSThe first- of a series of lectures by creed. "I believe; help thou
prominent authorities in various flelas belief". We inheiit that religioui. bury '34, Carl ft A. Weber '34, C. E.
will be held in the Moulton Union on preoccupation. You would say *hat K Dewing '34, Harold R. Black '34.
Also Alexander P. Clark '34, GarOctober 16, when Mr. Robert Hillyei is an intellectual attempt to picture
In order to determine the ability or
And so 1* net K. Hackwell '34, K. Lloyd HacKwill discuss "The Rhythm of English life as a coherent whole.
freshman tennis playThe fate 01 well '34, Alfred S. Hayes 34, Neal the numerous
Verse", with readings from both an- seemed to the people.
ers, plans are under way for an elima
believing
in
up
P. Skilnngs '34, H. Nelson libbetu
cient and modem poetry. Mr. Hillyer, religion was bound
ination tournament. This even* will
who supplemented his education re- certain assertion- But when the au- •34.
to freshmen who a:o
only
open
be
Qualifications for membership in ths
ceived at Harvard with study in many thority of the assertion was doubted
out for the snort. It was annoanced
Classical Club are based on tne canforeign countries, has written a large the structure seemed to tumble.
that there would be no prearranged
didate's knowledge of either Latin or
Vital Religious Experience
number of poems and prose works.
tournament among the sophomores
Considering the large number of exReligion is much moie than intel- Gieek. To be eligible he must have and other upper-classmen. There are
cellent volumes which have come from lectual enterprise.
It must take into had a preliminary year of a classical now so many freshman tennis aspirhis pen, this lecture should be of consideration, of course, all the fields course, and at least be starting a sec- ants t,hat it is strongly advised thac
great interest to the undergraduateo of human knowledge. It must be in- ond consecutive year. Also, his stand- some of them join other groups for
ing must be a B or better.
of the college.
Coouaoc4 od ran •
required athletic work.
This

nificant

Under cover of perfect interference he shattered the White's pridefense,
then easily sidestepped the futile plunges of the
j ' n uwmiwI lha-k-Pes- a lnglytwo
undisputed yards tfie flashy Stater
bore the ball, to plant it for the
home team's first tally over the Bowdoin zero stripe.
Several times Bowdoin stared helplessly overhead as long passes from

lines.

...

;-.

TO LECTURE SOON
ON ENGLISH VERSE

PLAN TOURNAMENT
FOR FROSH NETMEN

-

PLAN FOR VARSITY
ROAD TEAM WINS
RUNNERS' SUPPORT
Trackmen Train Seriously
tions

for

Posi-

on Squad; Usher Elected
Road Captain

Jack Magee's distance runners are
taking their training more seriously
than ever this year since the announcement that the college is to be
represented by a road team. Already
a tentative date wi f h Tuf»s has been
set for

November

sible, the race will

If It is posbe run during lho

14th.

morning or early afternoon, allowing
the trackmen to attend the BowdoinTufts

game

at the

Med ford

oval.

Usher Captain

W. Lawrence Usher

'32,

was

elected

Thursday to captain the road
team.
Usher, George Sewall, Steve
Lavender and Dave Morris, four of
last

the

first five to finish last year's InRoad Race, are the
terfraternity
nucleus on which Jack Magec will
Football has claimed
build his team.
one or two potential road men, but
the next few weeks of training will
piovide sufficient trial for the selection of a complete team.

A time trial held Monday over a
course half a mile short of the entire distance showed a fair turnout
for this time of the season, but Coach
tCoauaitaa oa attw «)

»
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Brunswick, Maine

Keep

Established

Touch

suspend gold payments; Russia seldom found in others of his
The student in an American continues on her uncertain economic position. Statesman
college is til too prone to get out cojnpm of rejuvenated econom- he eame to be, yet there seems to
with af- ies; Japan seiges the capital of have been none of the petty selof touch with reality
fairs in the world about him. He Manchuria: the British Atlantic fishness or blind partisanship
so on endlessly. and prejudice so all-too-fre»
drifts along in his easy-going fleet mutinies
Veritably the world is in a quently found among those who
way with little regard for what
goes on outside or for the sig- sad state and unless something guide American affairs.
Certainly
passing
at "his
Possibly, in is done about it a heavy fate
nificance thereof.
view of present conditions, this awaits us. And it is we of the America may well lament the
is more to be lamented than ever colleges today who must face a loss of one of her ablest and
before, for at the present time great measure of the task. We most devoted statesmen, a man
movements of all sorts are on never take exams without grind- who might, had his destiny so
foot that undoubtedly will have ing, or play football without willed it, have done much to help
far-reaching repercussions in training. Why should we enter lead her out of her present
this sorry world.
The sooner upon this business empty-hand- chaotic plight. The world today
stands in dire need of more men
we wake up to the facts and ed and unprepared?
of his calibre, and we should be
realize the critical position the
proud in acknowledging him a
world is in today, the better for
Dwight W. Morrow
son of Bowdoin, and doubly sorus and for it. We can do very
The death of Dwight W. Morrowful at his loss.
little singly, but it is in the colrow, to whom the College grantlege group that the impetus for
ed an honorary degree last June,
change and betterment can have
leaves vacant at a most critical
Mustard and Cress
its most helpful start
moment an important place in
In June some of us will be
Steering
carefully clear of all topic?
statesof
American
the field
now taboo on the Bowdoin campup,
leaving this sanctuary of demanship. Bowdoin should deem such as football, depression and coltachment and entering a differ- herself fortunate indeed in num- legate economy, we hasten merely to
srlance into the crystal ball of the fuent realm a realm where strife bering
upon her rolls this great ture
this Saturday to be precise,
and uncertainty reign supreme. man, who in his later years gave wondeiing what will happen down at!
Would it not be better for us so much of himself to the public Williamstown. Have the boys learned
their lesson, or must they keep comwere we to have some grasp of weal. Though many may have in»; back for more and more?
*
*
affairs? Could we not perhaps
differed from him in the mere
The most interesting- part of last
prove ourselves more useful citimatter of politics, surely in most Saturday was watching; people's faces
in

—
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Football and Morale
spineless attitude with which last Saturday's
defeat seems to have been received about the campus is to be de-

plored most decidedly.

The team gives no

alibis

;

we offer none. The

has

—

from chaos.
ability coupled with high idealEven as we drift pleasantly ism in a degree seldom found in

to be rescued

serenely absorbed in our
a man of public life.
own affairs, the situation grows
Capitalist he was, and multimore complex. Instance upon millionaire, yet he possessed a
instance piles up to increase the
measure of sympathy and unburden of uncertainty. Unemderstanding for the hopes and
ployment and misery stretch needs of common men all too
their icy fingers everywhere;

along-,

\

the mellower, smoother flavor
of this fine old ginger ale. It
blends with livery spirits ...
adds gaiety to the best of
parties.

.

CLICQUOT CLUB

;

GINGER ALES

crate Qhy - golden ~ dec
*Jhree favorite ^flavors on any Campus

Bell

new

sky-

System men have

nerve system — the maze of telephone cables and wires so vital to its busi-

planned

its

ness activities.

From

telephone engineers work hand in hand with
the architects. They determine the telephone

£•

.

.

a

«

.

of inexpensive,

but needless improvements, we could,
though we really hate to do it, suggest things such as: beer and pretzels
between classes
elevator service
.

.

.

free
to fourth floor of Adams .
service to Boston (or even Portland!)
.
and dog 'kennels in
.
.
.

.

as

Chapel

.

|

|

.

And then by way

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

.

.

.

.

I

"watchful

with not

to smash the
plays behind the line of scrimmage.

enough driving through

tising to such hours as twelve midnight, when we should ail be asleep

anyway

.

.

.

s™s"s»««»'^»^»«»^»»»»w»^w»sb»»wp»»b»»stpis»^s»f»»-

along like a drunken
walker. At home,
production is curbed by
martial law; Harlan County,
Kentucky, is torn by virtual

bully old slogan hits

war; men die in Boston
labor struggles.
Abroad, Britain and three other countries
civil

me just right—

no bamfaozlin about that!"

system
Then

put telephones within easy reach of
real thrill in

S,fURE!
"Satisfy"
picks

working out these

plans, for without telephones the

immense

When
)\xstfits

a

fits,

you know

A

Then he learns it is milder. That's another
way of saying that there is nothing irritating
about

him.

filled; it is

a Chesterfield.

It is well-

neat in appearance; the paper

And

And

it.

Satisfy

Then he examines

is

pure

that satisfies him.

At the very first puff he likes
the flavor and the rich aroma. He decides that
it

pleasing and satisfying.

it!

smoker

a package, and he likes its neat appearno heavy inks or odors from ink. That

satisfies

white.

word

CHESTERFIELD.

up

—

He

lights up.

tasks Utter

— neither raw nor over-sweet;

structures of today would hardly be practicable.

BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE

Williams

a
defense
against
Just to bring this blither to a
attack close this week, we'll discuss the debt
conceived
aerial

Insufficient

cleverly

proved to be a fatal weakness of the situation: it is with extreme pleasure
Bowdoin strategy Saturday. Sopho- that we announce the installation of
more Bush of M.S.C. made twelve of one (1) phone in the Kappa Sig
his twenty points on forward passes. house
and the increased ratio
of egpr per egg sandwich in Grant's
and the drop in food
Club Union
The tackling of the Polar Bears apprices which caused also a decline in
peared to need improvement, alour board (God Bless you, steward!)
though there has certainly been plenty
but
by no means least,
and last
of time spent at the dummy lately.
the fact that most of the college
The Bowdoin ites seemed devoted to a band seem to restrict their pracwaiting" policy,

tight-rope

every occupant

There's a

Well, to feel happy
again we cah always look at last
year's papers in which we learn that
Bowdoin once tied (no! they tied us!)

teeters

needs of thousands of future tenants.

will

And who ever before saw a
game with spectators in their

shirtsleeves?

oil

they plan cable shafts rising from cellar to
roof and the grid of under-floor ducts that

the inception of a building design,

either.

football

tinues to scrape along the botthe
securities
market

ance
before the huge bulk of a

jrrow redder and redder in the glare of
the sun.
Not entirely from shame,

tom;

for energetic skyscrapers
Long

it!

wages are cut; production con-

A nerve
scraper looms up,

•

penalized for holding can
summon a long, long cheer for

'

the team goes on in the old groove of training, hopeful, more determined, and not entirely dismayed by a defeat in the first game. zens? With conditions as they circles we would find him recogThe rest of us sit back with a resigned air as though the season are the world demands and must nized as an outstanding citizen,
were finished, the final tally against us registered, and the battle receive intelligent minds en- highly distinguished for his serdowed with a thorough under- vice to the public. For Dwight
utterly lost.
It would seem that the least we could do would be to keep up standing of its conditions if it is
W. Morrow possessed practical

our own confidence. After all, a single game, lost partly at least
because of inexperience and adverse weather conditions, is slight
grounds for a total collapse of morale. There has been and most
apparently still is a tremendous lack of spirit and of willingness
to see a thing through on the part of the Bowdoin student body.
We have no fault to find with the team or the coaches. They give
their best and we count on them to do so. Bowdoin teams have
witness last year's State series. They can do
come back before
so again. But why let them do all the work?
The morale of a football team, or of any other student undertaking, depends greatly for support on undergraduate opinion as
it is manifested about the campus.
This opinion seems to be of a
noticeably dull, if not of an entirely negative, hue at Bowdoin, not
only as regards the football team, but in many other connections.
Why can't we make an exception to the rule, at least in this one
case? The trial will be neither long nor particularly arduous.
The season is short, and for that little time one sees no great
reason why Bowdoin should not shake herself out of the rut and
show a little enthusiasm, be the circumstances what they may.
The results might prove interesting.

•

t

CVEN a man who's being

•<

facts stand, yet

•

CLICQUOT

i

For various reasons Bowdoin took a beat-

something

J

.

.

The generally

ing.

—*

:

'

just

-

again he's satisfied!

— they've got

baccos, the

to satisfy!

The

right to-

CHESTERFIELD

kind, cured and
aged, blended and cross-blended, to a taste that's
right.

Everything that goes

FIELD

is

science

knows

the best that

complete job of

about.
it.

They

linto

CHESTER-

money can buy and

Ithat

CHESTERFIELDS do

a

Satisfy!

• 1M1. Uccrrr * Urns Tobacco Co.
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The COLLEGE
Everyone

is

BOOK STORE

HARVEY GIBSON SWAYS
NEW YORK FINANCES
tromTtmU

LARRY

Reading

the

$1.25

-

fresh mnn-sopttomoM

first

base-

tart of a highly successful college
career aa an athlete, but the New

F.

York banker, who recently has taken

W. CHANDLER & SON

over seven broken banks to restoie
the confidence of the depositors, did
not follow the rugged path to glory
and hondsalesmanship.
In college he was most prominent,
aa far aa extra-curricular activities
go, along the line ot managing the
in
musical clubs.
If he excelled
scholastic lines, hasty perusal of the
old papers uncovers no mention of it.
Delta
He was a member of the Theta
Chi fraternity, and, outside of a small
item concerning the attendance of
certain Bowdoin students at a dance
in Auburn, knowledge of his four
years here gleaned from the Orient
But any
of the time is finished.
thorough acquaintanceship with the
banking and finances of the country's
largest city must include a knowledge
of the activities of Harvey Dow Gib-

150 Maine Street

To Serve

BOWDOIN STUDENTS
Attractive Meals

—

Sodas

lee

Cream

—

Sandwiches

Sunday Shore Dinner

$1.50

-

son.

"Quite a Broom"

He

started in his financial career
by sweeping out the offices of the
American Express Company in Boston.
As the Time put it, "He turned
out to be quite a broom." In a few
years he had swept himself into place
as financial manager of the company's
business in Canada. He became pare
owner and vice president of Raymond and Whitcomb Co., travel
agents, and assistant to President
Seward Prosser in Liberty National
Bank.
At 34 he was president of
Liberty National.
In the War he
served under Morgan's partner Henry
Pomeroy Davison as general manager
of the American Red Cross in 1917
and Red Cross Commissioner for
Prance in 1918 and for Europe in
1919.
When Liberty National consolidated in 1921 with New York

GARFIELD'S SPA
laiiiiiimiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiimiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiui

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

October 7th

-

ANN HARDING
in

-

-

Husk and

Popular Sheet

Records

Agent for Victor Radio

i

DEVOTION
Also

Comedy and Sound Act

SHORT'S MARKET
Thursday

Trust Co., Mr. Gibson became president. When he ieft the Morgan bank
at the end of 193" to resuscitate
Manufacturers Trust Co., he was
chairman of its executive committee.
In financial circles he has almost

October 8th

-

SKYLINE

—GROCERS—

with Thomas M<'inhan-Hardie Albright
Also Comedy and Magic Carpet
-

who

cater to fraternity trade

He is one of posits, more later, Maestro Gibson'*
sacerdotal distinction.
six men upon whom the present John once precarious, now potent ManuPierpont Morgan, has called in their facturers Trust Co., backed with |29,-

THIRTY-POUR GANG

000,000 provided by itself and the
Juggles Fortaae
city's other big banks and banking
Tn June 1930 the Manufacturers firms, is going to liquidate the seven
units
Banker Gibson ac
in defunct banks."
Trust Co. hod forty-five
Greater New York and deposits cording to the Time will make no
amounting to over three hundred and money out of this liquidation nor will
»
A merger his bank.
fifty millions of dollars.
Mr. Gibson is not yet fifty. He was
had been planned with three other
T
banks in October 'ahd when one of bom in North Conway, New Hamp"Now he lives on a great
these banks closed .the next Decem- shire.
He rides
ber
with depositors wailing for estate at Locust Valley.
$160,000,000 the Manufacturers Trust after hounds with the Meadowbrook
Co. was affected. .When Harvey Dow and wears on his chin the scar of a
Every morning hi-: sleek
Gibson and his friends bought a con- fall.
trol in it there half been a great loss cruiser Mystery awaits him in his own
Ituhas gone up $26,- yacht basin to take him to Manhatin deposits.
000,000 since Mr. Gibson took charge. tan." While the dassling success of
The Manufacturers "Trust Company his financial career catches the eye,
has taken two banks' to itself and held it certainly is no more brilliant than
three others at arms length "solely as the fine use of his power and the
timely aid he is giving in a time ot
liquidating agent.
Then Mr. Gibson -gave Bank Su- national crisis.
perintendent Broderick his aid to ima
courage
in
depositors
prove the
Chapel
movement about whkh the State Su(Continued from ram 1}
perintendent of Banks Joseph Brod-

GIVES

offices.

Be

ball gam* of the season. It would be
interesting- to state that this waa the

at

"?*»

erick,

Governor George Leslie Har-

rison of the New York Federal Reserve Bank, Chdirman Mortimer Norton Buckner of the New York Clearing House and Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt of New York had been conferring long.
Supports, Breken Banks
To quote the. Time again, "And
sweet was his (Mr. Gibson's) music
to the ears of depositors in seven
small broken banks in and around the
The tune Said that they would
city.
give an immediate payment of 50
per cent of their $42,000,000 total deI

The Same Fen 2 Wsrs {

THPtTY-FIVE

STRENUOUS WORKOUT

Battle

of Brunswick, Maine

Students
and
Gift Buyers

Long and Bloody

For s limited time eejf

Halted by indecision for a few short
moments, the lads of thirty-four
drew back to consult; owing to the
fact that the freshmen had craftily
concealed one of the hydrants, the
sophs were at a loss as to where to
Finally it
attach a long fire-hose.
tellectually self-respecting. But what had to be discarded in favor of brute
strength
and both classes fell to
more
is
about
religion is concerned
with
a
vigor.
than a consistent intellectual picture
Procs flew high, wide and handsome,
to hold the world together. When we
go back to vital religion, religion and, in a word, the thirty-four agwhich people really use as a part of gregation proceeded systematically to
that it deals exercise their old, favorite sport: ditheir life we
find
primarily with ethics and morals. It vesting opponents of their garments,
was not the statements of Jesus con- both inner and outer. Sorrowful as
cerning God that made man crucify it is to say, however, several pairs of
him but his assertions about man Sophomoric breeches found their way
himself, the morality by which heito the great Beyond in the affray. _^
lived.
Vital religion is not j«« a
0ne Dy „„,, the freshmen fell viematter of the mind but is of the tim8 to the studjed onslaught and had
whole man. To those to whom it wai| the dose of mo i asses an d proc care-'
a vital issue, religion meant power, a fuUy administered.
But so rough
matter of closing gaps, something was the treatment accorded the bearWhen we talk of. ers of the proclamations, that soon
they could use.
ethics we get self conscious. / In a there
none
ft; for want of

PARKER DEALERS
will give

FREE

'

with the purchase of s Parker
Duofold Pen or Dttk Bate

Parker's

Surplus and Profits, SIOS.OOS
(

STUDENT

PATKONAGB

SOLICITED

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLAIR

to change over any Parker front

j

vice versa, in 5 seconds.

Makes every Parker

like rwo
pens for the price of one. On the

\

go, the owner has a Pocket Pen.
arrival at home or office,
taper converts it to a slender

On

|

Desk Pen. Thus every Parker
Pen owner or buyer has half \Desk Set. All he needs to cop^r

were

i

plete it is a Base to holaVTCn.
This saves buying a Special Desk
Pen. See your Parker dealer at

e

BW thy
The anything else, the sophs had to use
oh
la
R
/ Brother",
£f
S ^*L
2J[
D-„
Elder
the brother Bill ^ibits of freshman underclothing, plasto his younger brother Harold, "Dn |t
d on with good
d Bowdoin mu d.
you think I care a straw about mor- Whole procs were at a premium,
ality?
I should feel like a, skunk if
either as souvenirs of the battle or
In spite of as instruments of subjugation.
I left you in the lurch".
his assertion to the contrary, that wa.s
'Tis Over.
In Pace Requiescat
morality.
As a culmination of the dreadful
There are some things we can do
and some things we can't do. Religion eve, in which one hundred and sevsays just thisT that these things*are enty-one freshmen had their baptism
Because sometimes we are con of fire and became relegated to the
real.
fused, we would like to use religion Kindred of the JDust, the Student]
as a function of experience. You won't Council sallied forth blithely to ring
arrive at religion by a process of the chapel bell, signalizing the end of
But lo and behold, the
all combat.
the mind, but only by experience.
chapel doors were fast barred and
shut, and the bell rope was wound
high and dry in the rafters.
CO. Again the sophs had to pinch-hit
with stirring strains of Phi Chi, sung
Sport Store of
by the half-dozen or so who seemed
to know the words and three or four
'
who were pretty good at humming.
I

j

once. Offer expires Nov. 1J
sooner if all free taptrs are gone.
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Knox Hats
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PACKAGE

Miller-Cook Shoes
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Special Wool Hose
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So* the
top> off

one
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on tho

tho package. Hold

down

with your thumb. Tear

holff
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open!
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words, the sophs marched- off, approaching the campus by a circuitous route from behind the Art Buildformulated,
uttering
ing.
Plans
Comanche whoops of sheer devilish
joy, portending their coming gory
fiay, the sophs leaped the parapet
before the
Walker Museum and
Ouaned on the frosh.

«*ry TucMta?. Thur*.
dmy amd Smut day
See wrr N. B. C. MS.
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WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

his ten yard tape, and ran diagonally
across the field to be forced off with
only four yards runback. After a
fumble, Bowdoin punted to Bush who
in
evading the
succeeded
many
tacklers in his path until he was
smeared on the White's thirty-four
yard line. After three plays had
failed to gain, Welch unloosed another one of his clever passes which
found the Bowdoin secondary napping.
BUsh on .the receiving end
crossed the line unhampered.
The
same little lad place-kicked the extra

sd Dictionary became it it bated upon
WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL—
The M Supreme Authority." Hens is a
companion for your hours of reading and
study that will prove its real value every

A

time you consult it.
wealth of ready
information on words, persons, places, is

PLAN FOR VARSITY
PORTLAND POLO TEAM COUNCIL ADOPTS
ROAD TEAM WINS
REGULATIONS FOR
EASILY
OVERCOMES
RUNNERS' SUPPORT BOWDOIN CLUB RIDERS * TOUCH FOOTBALL
IV
H

(Con tins

Magee pointed out that the

Interfra- week's meeting at 10.00 a. m., judgternity classic has been dated for Oc- ing from the popularity of the first
msumtly yours. 106,000 word* and
tober twenty-first. Jack warned fra- contest in the series, will be well atphrmsea with definitions, etymologies,
ternity
representatives
to
enter
at tended. The nfie ponies of the visipronunciations, and use in its 1,256
least the minimum of five men, who tors are now quartered at the Brunspages. 1,700 illustrations. Includes
must start training at once. Rivalry wick stables, where they will remain
dictionaries of biography and g ein the battle for the road race shield during the four weeks' tournament.
Ofrepby and other features.
point.
and individual awards is expected to All matches are to be held on the field
Set It Ai 'Your Collete Bookstore or Write
Another kick-off to Bowdoin was
be hotter than ever this year on ac- to the rear of the Psi Upsilon House
for Information lo (he pntbiuhert. Free
run back by Morris Brown from the count
(penmen pata if you name lha paper.
of the prestige lent the sport in the event that more adequate
ten to the thirty. Three plays failed by vatsity
and intercollegiate recog-| grounds cannot be procured.
O.
Merrlnm Co.
to gain sufficiently, so Jit punted to nition.
Bowdoin Rilling Clab
Portland Crab
Hicks. The latter returned to midfield
Freshman Meets
Rcehr. HulTinirton. no. 1
no. 1, Drummond
as the half came to a close.
Freshman athletes and potential Prowott. no. 2
no. 2, Morgan
no. S. Kemp
Teams Battle for No Score
athletes uncovered by Monday's time Fuller, no. S
Harlow. Burtlctt. no. 4
no. 4, Lombard
Though strengthened after the trial impressed Coach Magee to the
Score: Portland 10, Riding Club 2
half, Bowdoin got off to a poor start extent that he hopes to bring several
a first down. Holmberg pushed back when Gatchell butter-fingered Fos- local academy and high school agLack of space is a considerable im
the center of the line for four more kett's kick-off.
The Polar Bears gregations to run the Class of 1935 pediment to the possibility of first
yards but an attempt to skirt the started from their own twenty-nine outfit over the college course. Then rate polo
at Bowdoin. The field now
right end by the same man went for yard tape as Jit Ricker found an open- there is a bare possibility of fresh(Continued from page I)
used by the Riding Club is of ample
naught. Hicks was detected holding ing at center to drive through for a man intercollegiate competition later length but falls
short of the official
went offside; ten yards for a touch- on this plav and the State team was couple of yards. Two plays netted in the season, but this may be found width by almost 120 yards.
The ideal
down, and seven for a first down, car- penalized fifteen yards. With the ball four yards, but a fumble cost the to be impracticable. All varsity can- location would be
one of the grassy
didates aie in line for another time!
ried the ball twice through the heart on his own forty yard line Welch White the ball oh downs.
stretches of Pickard Field, where a
of the Bay State defense for the need- booted the pigskin to Ricker on
Apparently fumbling was the order trial tomorrow.
polo field was contemplated in the
ed seven. After Ricker was stopped Bowdoin's twenty from whence the of the day, for after Holmberg and
original plans.
dead at right tackle, the charging Polar Bear captain carried to the Frirrard lanced Bowdoin's midsection
Sweeping end plays at left and
fullback, Richardson, drove through a thirty where he was smeared by three for almost a first down, a fumble on right by Holmberg and the snaky
One feature of polo which in gencrevice at left, and wriggled his way or four of the State team.
Bush
drew
a
first
down,
twenty-four
ribbon
visitor's
yard
and
the
set the
across the zero stripe. Ricker missed
On an attempted end run Jit lost caused a trade-in of the ball. Briggs, pigskin securely on their own thirty- eral sets it apart from other sports is
the placement.
three yards; the reverse to the right in for Bakanowsky, darted through two yard line.
But three successive the cost, which has earned for it the
title
"Sport of Kings". But this proOn Bowdoin's kickoff, Bush made failed to gain. Two or three of the an opening at left tackle for almost plays gave merely losses for the
his sensational ninety-two yard sprint State linemen seeped through the five yards; but Ricker was forced to Statemen, as Holmberg stumbled try- hibitive aspect has been removed unfor the easiest touchdown of the Polar Bear line on the next play to punt after his own attempt at State's ing to skirt the end, an offside lost der the system used here to the exJohnny
Milliken
game.
blocked bring down Richardson for a five yard left guard failed. Bush side-stepped another five yards, and a drive at the tent that a student of nominal means
Foskett's try-fpr-point.
setback. Ricker nunted from his own his way fifteen yards to his own White's center caused tfie doughty may play regularly.
youngster of grammar school
twenty-two to Bush on the latter's forty-five yard line.
Mr. Bush to be burled back two yards!
Bowdoin Defense Tightens
age played for the Portland team
trio of line smashes by Bush and as the third quarter horn sounded.
Though Bowdoin was fighting bit- forty yard stripe.
during the last chukker of Sunday's
Hereupon the slippery little half- Frigard resulted in a lone five yard
terly to regain the loss after that disBush Tallies Again
match, and made a very commendable
astrous kick-off, the Statemen, aided back tore past would be Bowdoin gain, so Welch sped the pigskin on a
Ricker pulled down a punt on his showing. Incidentally, he
intends to
by a favoring fifteen yard penalty for tacklers to within thirtv-one yards of punt down to Ricker, who attempted own forty-five but was stopped in
enter Bowdoin in the distant future.
holding, forced Captain Ricker to the White's goal line. The same run- a cut-back to elude tacklers, but in- his tracks by State men. On the first
punt from his own seventeen yard ner snaked around Bowdoin's right stead ran into a wall, losing three play Jit attempted a pass to Barton
line; the ball carried low and out in flank for three more. Again on a fake yards. From the twentv-yard line, the which Sylvester stepped into on the
Ricker, who pulled it out of the air on
reverse he eeletl through right guard Polar Bear started on a steam-roller run.
the center of the gridiron.
and was finally ran off side on his
From this point the ball became the for still another two. Thurm Larson, march down the field, reeling off three own forty-seven. On an end run the thirty-two. He fumbled upon being tackled but as the ball rolled offcenter of a merry see-saw: Bush went now playine end in place of Charlie first downs before losing the ball af- Gatchell clambered into the backfield
side, it remained in the Polajr Bears'
his
Barbour,
downed
Holmberg
in
punt.
forced
of
mass
tacklers.
convoyedt;
a
through a
ter
to tackle Sylvester six yards back of
possession.
Gatchell, Richardson and
Ricker made the first telling gain the scrimmage line.
by splendid interference around left tracks as the latter attempted to
But the reAs a last resort, when he almost got free after driving doubtable Bush started around Bow- Ricker, on successive thrusts at the
end, for fifteen yards and first down, circle his end.
From the Bear's thirty-one yard lime- Welch tossed a long forward which through a huge gap at left tackle for doin's left wing and found it wanting State line, made another first down on
On a fake reverse, to such an extent that the last white the twentv-one.
stripe. Bush attempted an outside Don Reid smacked down right on the thirteen yards.
Substitute Runs Eighty Yards
Richardson scattered the State line stripe was passed over without much
run. but was grounded before he goal line.
bodily for three yards; Jit Ricker opposition.
could reach the boundary, losing a
Ricker picked up two more, but a
White Weakens Twice
The same man placefumble, and an incompleted
yard.
fflmble by Bakanowsky lost four.
The ball reverted to the White on filled out the needed ten with two kicked the twenty-sixth counter.
pass forced Welch to punt; Ricker! downs but on three rushes the latter darts at left tackle.
Richardson returned Foskett's kick slant off right tackle by the Bowdoin
watched the ball bound over his goal- fell just short of a first down so CapSee-Saw Play in Last of Period
ten vards from the twenty-five yard captain netted seven yards, but the
line.
tain Ricker lifted the ball far downj
The Ricker - Richardson company line where he received it. The Bow- ball reverted to the home team after
first down on Bakanowsky's left, the field to Bush on the thirty-six.
bore the brunt of the attack which doin rooters' hopes were raised when a pass intended for Larson was
tackle slant carried the pi&skin to the The State sophomore managed to drove the spheroid fiown to State's Bowdoin started a sudden surge led grounded. Two plays failed to gain
thirty-three yard line, from whence it carry back to midfield before being forty-five yard tape on two tackle cut- by Captain Ricker. Jit found an open- for State so Welch punted to Ricker
was pushed forward a scant five downed. A pass from Welch to backs. Then attempting to convert ing at right tackle for twelve yards at midfield from where the diminutive
yards before Ricker punted to Bush, Smith settled neatly in the latter's; the long drive into a score, the Bear and a first down. Less successful on Polar Bear could onlv get back five
who carried the balf back to his forty- arms;
ten yard stripe
to hammer the Bay Stat- r. second attempt at the same place, yards before the fleet State ends were

mC
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STRONG STATE TEAM
DOWNS POLAR BEARS
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j
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Officials:

Time:

3.

4.
5.
6.

j

two men for each game.

(b) ball outside field
(c) injury to players
(d) at referee's discretion

Tackle: two hand
body.

on

the

There shall be no leaving the

fee-

touch

Barton,

le

Foakctt (Clow)

It,

Milliken. c

CumminirK (Sihson, Birkford)
c. Leary (Bourireoli)

Olson (Torroy). rif .... nt, SrhalTncr (Burke)
Gould (Kimball).
rt,
Sievers (Burrington)
Barbour (Lar.xon, Madeira), re
Ga'rht-ll

(BriKKi.).

Bakanowsky

(Reid,

Holmbenr

lhb.

rhb
Rirhardunn (Brown), fb
Seore by iieriodH

.

.

fb,

—

—

Forward thrown beyond

Sportsman's Pen

the line of scrimmage is
dead at point of throw.
Second forward pass in a

Polo begins to blossom forth as a
ball
dead from potential source of iatsrcalUgiate
point of thsow.
competition at Bowdoin. One favorNo use of stiff arm by able aspect of the movement lies in
ball carrier; 5 yard pen- the fact that polo carries a certain
alty.
distinction with it which is unparal(e) Interference with receiv- leled in any other sport. The college
er of forward pass; bail reoresented in polo is in a class by it-

down;

(d)
•

goes to opposing team at

(f)

point of foul.
Illegal blocking:
offensive team
of ball. .

-

loss

self.

On Thursday, October 29th, at the
Columbia Hotel in Portland, the annual meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers' club will be held.
Called at 6
o'clock, the gathering will
be addressed by President Sills as the main

speaker.

LeTARTE'S

DRUG STORE

ALLEN'S
•

»

—

6

State

6 13

•

i lb

•

13— SZ

:

and

A

15

with the Portland club in the final
of Sunday morning's polo
Although naturally favored
match.
somewhat by his mates, he made a
Incidensurprisingly good showing.
tally, he looks forward to the time
when he can enter Bowdoin and wield
a mallet for the Riding Club.
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GROCERIES
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MAINE STREET

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
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Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
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Jewelry

Store

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
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Watch Repairing:
By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men
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tobacco
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"foreign flawing/' not
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SPECIAL
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(Sylvester)

Touchdowns
Richardson. Wood. Friaard.
Rush (.1).
Point after touchdown: Bush 2
(placements). Referee: C. L. Graham. Springfield. Umpire: J. P. Whalen. Springfield. Head
Time
Linesman
J. F. Farrcll. Michigan.

E.

—

Frieard (Wood)

Kowdnin

— Non-Fraternity

Oct. 15

Bush (Hiekaj

rhb.

D.— Sigma Nu
U.— T. D.

Psi

Kappa Sigma— D. K.

A. T. O.— A. D.
Zeta Psi— Psi U.
Chi Psi— Beta
of scrimmage.
Oct. 19 D. U.— T. D.
10. Lateral passes peimitted any time.
Sigma Nu Non- Fraternity
11. Every man is eligible for forward Oct. 20
D. K. E.— Psi U.
or lateral passes.
A. D.— Beta
be gained in four Oct. 21 Kappa Sigma— T. D.
12. Distance to
downs, ten yards.
A. T. O.— Non-Fraternity
13. Point after touchdown as in regu- Oct. 22
D. U.— Zeta Psi
lar football eliminating
Chi Psi-^Sigma Nu
kick.
Oct. 26 D. K. E.— T. D.
14. Penalties:
Chi Psi— A. P.
Oct. 27 Kappa Sigma— Psi U.
(a) Offside:
Offensive team, loss of
A. T. O.— Beta
down
Oct. 28
Zeta Psi— D. K. E.
defensive team, add a
Chi Psi— Non-Fraternity
down
Oct. 29
Kappa Sigma— D. U.
Sigma Nu Beta
(b) When the referee places
the ball for play, it mu.-t Nov. 2 Zeta Psi— T. D.
A. T. O.— Sigma Nu
be played within thirty
seconds; 5 yard penalty. Nov. 3 Psi U.— D. U.
A. D. Non-Fraternity
(c) Forward pass: Only one
permitted in a down.

Forward passes may be thrown
only from behind the line

re. Smith (Goodall)
qb ... ob. Welch (Lojko)
Hubbard). Ihb

Kirker.

Maw.

13

Beta

MASS. STATE

(Cramer), Ik
Ik.

—

Ryan (Mountain. Fabyan)

le.

It

Uilodcau

Focttball

League B
A. T. O.
Chi Psi
A. D.

Zeta Psi
D. K. E.
D. U.
Sigma Nu
T. D.
Beta
rsi U.
Non-Fraternity
Oct. 7 Kappa Sigma Zeta Psi
A. T. O.— Chi Psi
Oct. 8
D. K. E.— D. U.
Oct.

>

<S2)

Touch

A

Kappa Sigma

Oct. 14

r
the pigskin reverted to State.
On
defensive team - 2.
three successive plays. Hicks. Sylvesyards from point of
ter and Wood pushed the ball forinfraction.
ward for a first down. Two plays by 15. All questions of dispute should be
Wood did little damage and the game
referred to the intracame to a close with the ball in Bowmural manager.
doin's possession on their own six 16. No Varsitv letter men; no members of Varsity or Freshyard line after a punt.
man squads in season
The lineups:

Hay.

Schedule For
Interfraternity

League

in blocking.

9.

j

(«)
....

are eligible.
other rules will be the same as
in regular football.

A.

7.

8.

j

BOWDOIN

Brisk SrtHiprfl

Touch Football

8 minute quarters.
2 minutes between quarters.
5 minutes between halves.
There shall be eight men on a
team.
No cleats or spikes of any kind
shall be worn.
Time outs: three for each team for
the game.
Regular time outs:
(a) grounded pass

'

KEEP KISSABLE

Is

to

well dressed.

17. All
1.

2.

tailored

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Rules For
Interfraternity

|

continued
Frigard scored on ers' forward wall. After' two plays he made a scant yard. However, on him.
Bear Starts Second Even
On the first play a forward pass
the
following play with a dash Ricker was causrht behind the line for Gatchell galloped through a hole for
wa s attempted, but an alert State
Frigard started the ball moving in through left tackle. Foskett missed a three yard setback, causing a forced five yards.
Bowdoin now completed her only substitute fullback. Wood, was on the
punt which carried over the State goal
the second stanza by tearine off ten the placement.
pass of the game: Gatch tossed to job. and he gathered it in, evaded one
Ricker gathered in the kick-off on! line.
yards around the White's left end for
or two tacklers, then scampered down
a clear field of eighty yards for
State's final touchdown.
Bowdoin again received but made
scant gain.
A fifteen yard penalty
aided them though after fourvdowns,

was he downed.

\

Clothing which

custom

not until the

j

line.

jgRISK

recent meeting of the lnterfraternity Athletic Council, plans for
the coming touch football season were
formulated and schedules arranged
Slight changes were made in the
rules, though in general they are simFollowilar to those of last season.
ing
are the rules and schedules
adopted at the meeting:

j

one yard

Bi«|

At a

j

\

Always 'Noticed
Never Noticeable

League Games on Schedule
Were Played Today; Series to
End on November 3

First

Wholesale

MAINE STREET

-

Retail

unwanted

Smoke

pure-

c

^5£5j&

tobacco O.Gs. They leave nothing
behind but pleasant recollections.

'

,

Special Rates to Students

Oxfords—$5

on Photographs

Asm Tennis Shoes,

O P. LoriBsrd Co., Inc.

NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS TO TAINT THE BREATH

OR STAIN THE 'TEETH

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

Specialty

of Fraternity

Trade

to $10

Moccasins, Rubbers

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

Webber's Studio

A

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.
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Hillyer Lecture

Friday Evening at Union
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ENDOWMENT
REPORT SHOWS

Sophomores Elect Eleven Husky

Student Council Meeting

Brutes to Shoulder Phi Chi Duties

BIG INCREASE
and

Gifts

Legacies

the Total

Raise

Figure to

Eleven great, brawny, beefy Sopho-

more, have been shouldered with the
resporndbiHty of keeping a mere one
hundred and seventy-two Freshmen
in

is

and

...

the

eleven

!

"J™- Henry
j

-•

Endowment Fund
Augmented by
$3,800

The report of the Finance Committee and the Treasurer of Bowdoin
College for the fiscal year ending June
31),
1931, has just come from the
press and is now being mailed to the
Alumni.
The report shows an increase of $853,391.92 in the endowment of the College, bringing the
total endowment to $6,307,133.28.
With the exception of approximately $10,000 leceived from the sale of
securities and the addition of inter-

Reid. powerful football player,
been elected president; Johnny

'

come through

;

in their joyful duties are:
Dowlin«r. strong-arm pitcher on
the former Frosh baseball team. Big
Man Fred Drake, beefv tackle on the

$60,000 from the estate of George F.
Manson, a bequest of more than $40,000 from the estate of Charles C.
Springer, "74, together with something more than $55,000 from the
estate of Henry B. Cleaves, '97, for
the Nathan Cleaves Fund, more than
$60,000 to the scholarship funds of
the College, $46,600 from the estate
of Lucien Howe, '70, $2,000 from the
class of 1881 and $2,000 from the
daughters of the late Professor Leslie
A. Lee. These scholarship funds now
amount to about $450,000, and awards
from them amounting to more than
$27,600 were made last year to needy
stadents of satisfactory scholastic
was distributed in
rank) $2,000
the form of prises, while nearly $7,500 was paid to student assistants for
the college year.
during
work done
This figure represents approximately
one fourth of the amount received
from tuition, which is in its turn about
one fourth of the total budget for the
year. This budget figure, representing an expenditure of more than
$586,000, is nearly three times the
comparative figure for ten years ago
Investment Yield Off
The report shows the income yield
from college investments to be 5.3 per
cent, a falling off of .1 per cent as
compared with last year and the year
'

man

before.

The Alumni Endowment Fund

was generally decided that

this

officers

It

Bob

erand old Bowdoin custom was being
sadly overlooked by the Freshmen,
and something ought to be done.

!

"Bowdoin will enter intercollegiate
running this
in road
competition
V** 1 " declared Coach Jack Magee, in

gave an inspirational talk in
-•-" « ««,„
o„«j„ Ir on
„„ "Two,
loot Sunday
last
The Spintual Man

c
is
:

Alive to All True Values."

The

spiritual

man

is

alive to four

things, the first of which is the glory
of the out-of-doors, and of nature,
There was once an untutored Scotchman who came to be looked upon as a
man who was aliv* to nature. This
Scotchman used to open the door of
his cabin every morning and take his
hat off to the glories of the out-of-

;

\

doors that surrounded him.

ing:

his

riod, his
riod, one

large

will

taxation

levy, the third-year men only
received copies in their Junior year.
Simpler, More Certai.1 Method

*^-™™'"«

te*

m

-

y*«g S^UE^SX*m*»
T'
g£ -~ w»ta^ ou^rth.
*

st8 candidates for berths on
us about the glories of nature
«£«
of the out-of-dooS. The spiritual
man must also see beauty in its right g""™* —si..

3
ing

trt

11

f^KfrtS:'
-fVSS
wiOi a
trated this point
'

J^TV* ^t

WWt«

^Un^«i

1U

f;'
description of

>iount*1 " B

v

'

»

"W^w* *?/ t*g ^Jf^r nearby
1

'

Development of Road-Racing
JV
Bowdoin iB nol
t
R d
exactly what the name implies; it is

Each faH the
turf, -or the roadside.
fraternities send squad * into the Bowcompeting for the
doin
c i assiC(
.
p i aque fi ve men must qualify,

-

»""***' Man K«peets Law

,

"Bowdoin dropped cross-country
aDout ten vears ag0 » sa }d Coach Majfeei "mainly because fewer men were
candidates for the team because of
the long tedious grind. So the presen t intramural system was developed,
However, we felt the need for some
means to train Varsity distance men,
a nd this year are going in for intercollegiate road racing

resulting

from the publishing of
motion, passed by the
cil, and now pending
Finance Committee of

the Bugle if a
Proved by the fact that of the enStudent Coun- tire Class of 1932, less than fifty have
action by the paid their assessment, the former
method
of bulk tax for the Bugle is
the College, is
unsatisfactory; the new system, now
successful.
pending approval, will be simpler,
Should the new system of payment easier to pay and collect, and will refor Bugle expenditures go through. 8U i t
each student receiving a good
an annual assessment of four dollars deal more for his small yearly fee.
and one-half will be levied on all
The Bugle will be a trifle simpler,
classes. This comparatively small sum with a few unessential pages omitted
will entitle every one of the five hun- but it will be essentially the same
dred-odd students to receive a copy book which the Junior classes for
of the Bugle.
years have been publishing. Th|
Formerly the Junior class bore the larger circulation under the new sysbrunt of the entire assessment, pay- tem will reduce the cost of publishing
ing as much as $18.50, as was the case in some degree, to makj up for the
in the '32 vcar-hook.
In soite of this eprnr-nratively smaller assessment.

m

I

|

"Though many dont

realize

it,

,

*Z&l?T5fiL^M!&*22s

VAN SINDEREN TO
BOWDOIN Y. M. C. A.
DISCUSS RARE BOOKS
HOST TO BATES, COLBY
IN LECTURE HERE
AND MAINE GUESTS
™

A

„

4
The Bowdoin chapter
of the v
\. M.
"In the Adirondack Mountains", and C. A. played host to delegates from
two from his later Gloucester group. Maine, Bates and Colby for a con"The Army Teamsters" of the Civil ference last Saturdav in the MoulWar paintings was his first prize picton Union. Seventeen students were
ture.
..
.,.
Homer was born in Boston, in 183fi, present at the sessions together with
and died in 1»10. He was largely Professor Herbert Newman of Colby;
^studied
he
although
self-taught,
Mr
Cecil Fielder, secretary of the
Paris.
Hi
both in New York and
Association; Dr. Rayillustrations for Harper and Brothers Maine „Christian
.
..
.
. „.. ..
„ .
All exten mond Zerby, Professor of Biblical ¥Litfirst brought him fame.
sive collections in America contain erature at Bates; Mr. Wilmer Kitchen,
some of Homer's paintings.
New England Student Secretary of
The excellence of his draughtsman the
Y. M. C. A.; Dr. Burnett and Mr.
ship and composition, and his bold,
Mr Fielder was
masculine execution is best repre Philip Wilder.
sented in his aquarelles, especially in elected chairman and presided over
those of «he Adirondack group. This the meetings.
largely "omposed of landscapes
is
During the afternoon session from
The Houghton Farm two until five, the Disarmament probwith figures.
paintings are more intimate por- lem was discussed at length.
It is
people.
scenes
and
eountry
hoped that through the work of the
trayals of
The Civil War oil. "The Teamsters", Christian Associations in the state
and '* preliminary sketch in graphite that some progress can be^ made along
1,1
"
conand sepia, is, perhaps, the most fa this line. Between the afternoon
mous of the collection. It was widely ference and the evening supper was
exhibited jn America and in Europe. served in the cafeteria. About eight
A small marine oil and two water- the second conclave got under way.
colors of the Gloucester period, rep- The spirit of the association is indiresent the artist at his best. The sea cated in the decision of the group to
and people of the sea were his fa- organize a "Maine Committor of
In the painting of Christian Associations". The work of
vorite subjects.
marines Horner excels all Americans. this new organization as outlined, will
obtained include its informing all Maine colexhibition,
This
loan
through the generosity of the owner, leges of prominent speakers or inteiwho wishes to remain "a friend of the esting features at any one of the colcollege", will be on display through leges.
In this way, the colleges will
the month of October and until the be mutually benefited by the spirit
middle of November.
of co-operation.
.

.

'j, ..

,

most unusual treat for all booklovers, and an event of interest tc

^

•«,

'

is

the fort l,coming lecture

f Mr. Adrian Van Sinderen of Now
He will
York, at Bowdoin College.
take as his subject the general topij

of The Study of Rare
particular attention paid to American
Literature. No one is better fitted tc
discuss this too little known phase oi
book-lore than Mr. Van Sinderen, wm;
>* the owner of one of the finest col
lections of rare books, and who hat
made them his stU(lv for manv year „
T h e exact date for the lecture has nol
yet been learned, but it will probably
be either the 27th or the 2!>th of Octo

J^jjgJ

,

^

^

^

fc
Vjm s|uderen fa
nanc ; a i circles, and in connection
with cna ritable institutions in New
the
Brook
Yo rk He is President of
n Hosp jta i, and in the field of edu1
cation he is interested in the Gunnery
Scnooi for Boys at Washington, Conn.
A graduate
wtie:re he is a trustee.
of Ya le, he was a Major in the War
and was decorated for distinguished
fi

service.

Notice

,

men

to

Tune of 25-0

CAPT.RICKERAND
TORREY BRILLIANT

I

Show Marked

Polar Bears

Improvement

in Offense;

Line Play Good

j

j

SPEAK HERE
BEAR CUBS InlP OVER POLAR BEARS HOPEFUL
FRIDAY NIGHT DUMMER FOR SECOND FOR WESLEYAN CLASH
i

Also

Director

Famous

of

led by the dapper "Mickey" Walk
Governor Dummer displavcd then
superiority over the Polar Bear Jun-

er,

Course in Advanced
Composition

American-Scandinavian Foundation.
Although quite obviously young:
in years, he belongs to the older tradition of English poetry, his work being notable for marked rhythmic ef
fects, fidelity of workmanship and
He
great -sensitiveness to beauty.
has published eight volumes of verse
including The Five .Books of Youth
(1920) and Gates jgtf the Compass
1
fl9S»). "ffe is afWThe translator of
A Book of Danish Verse.
Phi Beta Kappa Poet
Professor Hillyer has taught for
the

two years at Trinity College, the remainder of his teaching work having

^

white stripe three times for
eighteen points.
After starting well in the opening
stanza and threatening the visitors'
goal line more than once, the White
attack wilted for the remainder of the
contest, and the outcome was net-er

i

I
I

.

,

.

hope

final

—Wesleyan,

at

'

.

home Saturday,

Clearly showing the improvements
extra week of workouts, the
outfit nevertheless found
the Williams eleven somewhat more
cf an

White grid

dangerous

than Mass. State and
failed to score a single tally in losing
25-0 last Saturday at Williamstown.
With the same marked weakness in
pass defense and a line that wobbled

toward the end of the game, the Bo

men

Join

before

fell

fense,

rather spotty in

still

v-

greater

the

weight of the Purple team.

The
it s

of-

inter-

ference and
running, nevertheless
showed precision in many of its ol •*.*••
and, barring a great number of fumbles recovered by Williams men, the
Bowdoin machine would have un-

Joubtedly
On the

made a

better showing.

offensive

Captain

Ricker

The Cardinals loom as one of the two starred for the White and his oiTfifty-fifty chances on the
Bowdoin tackle runs were the only consistent

>

ground-gainers.

slate,
j

Neither

Nutmeg

Staters nor
distinguished
Plaisted's
ball-carrying] themselves thus far this season: Wesdoubt.
in
uas brilliant at all times. This boy leyan was scattered broadside by the
would make a welcome addition to Blue Flame of Columbia last week,
the varsity with his hard driving leg while Bowdoin fared but a little betpower which netted many yards after ter against Williams. The Middletowners were pried loose from a lophe had been actually tackled.
Walker olaved brilliantly for Dum- sided 37-0 score; the White went
mer scoring the first six counters af-'them two touchdowns better, only to
the lose by 25-0.
three-quarters
sprinting
ter
A string of defeats is a difficult
length of the field with one of Plaistsd's punts safely ticked under his criterion from which to judge any
On paper the Bowdoin- Weshe. team.
the
third
quarter
in
Then
arm.
scrap looks like an even battle,
leyan
shot off right tackle for twenty-four
more vards and a second touchdown, with neither team shaded by the
At this time. Coach Charlie
His final sally for a score came in the other.
i-ompleted pew trmni Btrmat w3l havp doac «U be can to
Ih-w-r period.
him to Cadcloo placed the spheroid a make amends for his crew', deficien
vard from the end zone. This gap cies, especially in the field of passwas easily surmounted by the bril- guarding, and wide-defense,
Ends Present Baffling Problem
liant "Mickey" in a crashing line
Charlie Barbour is definitely out
buck.
for the year with a crippled ankle, reFirst Period a Punting Duel
Walker pulled in the kickoff on the ceived in the Mass. State heartIn his. place stands powersixteen and scampered back to the breaker.
fortv before beinir downed. The first f ul, but inexperienced. Swede Larnlav failed to gain and on the second son, last year's Frosh backfield star;
Oonovan fumbled: the ball bein* re- against the Purple. Olsen replaced
covered bv McNtitt on the Dummer Larson several times during the fray,
The same man garnered so he is a strong bidder for the wing
forty-six.
A quick berth. Coach Bowser ha*, shifted hi*five yards off right tackle.
linemen, as Olsen was formerly mainie goal line.
kick by Plaisted crossed
the twenty stay at right guard. Torrey is now
Puttinn* the ball in plav
"ard line. Walker made t.iree yards at ninch-hitting beside Center Johnny

the

j

the

!

Bowsermen have

'

:

'

A

'

many

carried

through a

field

Playing safety he
Williams
punt
a
covered with prospec-

tive tacklers for distances

which

re-

the plaudits from the home-

ceived

town stands.

On the defense Torrey was particularly effective, stopping many plays
through hi3 part of the line. Barton
likewise several times threw the Williams backs for losses after skirting
behind the line of scrimmage.
Tattle, Markoski Star for Purple
For the Purple's offense Tuttle and
Markoski showed to particular advantage, the former making two touchdowns and the latter having one to
Rogers, nlaying in fullhis credit.
sfeowjd —miracul:>us
back oo«iti«n

A

-

skill

in

snatching

bullet-like

Tlat,

passes, a play tor which the White
could offer no successful defense.

Both teams had difficulty in hoMng the ball, fumbles being prominent
throughout the afternoon. The luck
seemed t be with the Purple in recovering, however, and turned ea<-h
distance to
good advantage. The
Nome team likewise capitalized on a
blotked Icick to score* another of it:*
touchdowns.
The White interference was never
what it should have been. Captain
Ricker's attcmnts around end were
seldom successful and many times he
:

•

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
CANDIDATES CHOSEN
BY BOWDOIN FACULTY
Sanger,

Sewall,

Will

Stanwood

Go Before

State

Committee

Chase downed Milliken.
With his wingmen weak. Bowser
Walker's punt on Bowdoin's fortyfinds himself hard out for an aerial
five.
Against Williams the backIn three rushes. Plaisted made it a defense.
first down.
McNutt fumbled and re- field showed woefully weak in this
After pushing phase of the game, as it did a«ramsrt
covered at midfield.
two weeks ago. Added
Statemen
his wav through right tackle for thn-e the
yards. Plaisted punted low over Walk- to this, the Polar Bears have no aviafrom their first
er's head. The hall was downed a yard tion plays, judging
out from the Dummer goa'. Two of two encounters,
Offence Built Around Ricker
the visitors' plavs netted four more
Jit R cker
CaDtam
Turf-pounding
"arrlr, so another kick resulted and
the center of the

line.

At a recent meeting of the facThough the little
ulty GcorgD T. Sewall. Richard W. McNutt received it at midfield to re- leads the offense.
Sanger and Charles V. Stanwood turn a mere five yards before being Bowdoin Hash has starred in bo^h of
were selected to represent Bowdoin downed. Another exchange of kicks the season's games, there seems to be
team
in the annual competition for the s-nt
the ball down to Bowdoin's something lackip.?; somehow the
coveted Rhodes Scholarships. Sewall thirty.
lacks that ,last drive which spells
(f"ontinup«l on p-i're 31
is the editor of the Orient and is
touchdown. With two games behind
(Continued on --aTr >)
majoring in Government. He is a native of Maine, being from Old Town.
Sanger has beon active in extra-curricular activities beinK the manager
of the musical clubs. He is also an
Y.M.C.A.
assistant in the Physics and German
Departments. His home town is Ar
is
the
capStanwood
Mass.
lington,
The varsity swimming squad fares
tain of the Varsity Track Team ;.nd
an earlv and strenuous season of sevA
Here's something wor*h while.
is majoring in English.
en dual meets and the New England
alumnus of Bowdoin ColEach vcar, through the be<inest of Intercollegiates with most of its last cc lebiated
e(re (Hj a birthday was celebrated last
English
Cecil
Rhodes, the great
duty,
back
for
year's m»n reporting
month at the home of his parents,
pioneer in Africa. th<? United Stales
Bob Miller has the swimming squad wno are supporting him) is willing
sends to Oxford some thirty students on the training table al*eady and is
time on some importUndor the new plan for selection looking foiward to a p-ood season with j p^ n n swork, and he desires the
an
t research
each recognized college or university only Bowman and Smith lost by gradcooperation of all members of the colchooses not more than five .^tudentr uation. To replace these men Miller
office
professors,
students,
lege;
whose qualifications are examined by has Foster, Calkins, Carson, and good forces, graduates, and girl friends,
n state committee.
The committee material from the 1930 freshman
There is a song, entitled "Bowdoin
then selects two of these candidate:* squad.
The veterans are Densmore y. M. C. A.." which has many veise.-.
••1 renrcr.ent
their state at the final and Sperry for breast stroke, Easton
with due diligence the alumnus has
There arc eigh' and Eaton for back stiokc, Trott ana bee n a bl e to collect a number of them
district eliminations.
•

TANKMENSHOULDER
SEVEN HARD MEETS VERSES TO BOWDOIN
WANTED BY
FOR COMING SEASON
COLLEGE ALUMNUS
i

*

j

districts

in

the

United States, each

The district
comprising six states.
selects four men who will go into residence ot Oxford in October. 1932.
Twelve Sent from Bowdoin
The sc.holarshins are tenable at any
They rur
of the schools at Oxford.
for two years with an option on a
and carry with them an annual
stipend of approximately $2,000.

third,

On looking over the records we
find that twelve of the ninotoen mer
the State of Maine has sent to Oxford since they were inaugurated in
from Bowdoin.
Of the Bowdoin men who won thise

1004. have been,

scho'n-shins. D*uiiel U. Porter '06 is
n-Mv He<id of the Student Department
of the International Y.M.C.A. Robert

Sunday, October 18th, Professor S. Hale '10. also a Rhodes man. is now
Ralph Harlow, of Smith College, who Sreaker of the Mnine Hous** of Replast year was visiting professor in
the School of Religion in Athens,
Greece, will speak at the morning
service of the First Parish CongregaAll the college stutional Church.
dents are invited to attend the service at 10.45.

Fumbles and Intercepted
Passes Nemesis of Bowser-

|

been done at Harvard. He is the director of the freshman course in English and is now in chaige of "English 5", the famous advanced coursr
in composition which has served as
training ground for so many American writers. At the Commencement
of 1929, Professor Hillyer was chosIn- en as Harvard's Phi Beta Kappa Poet.

Road Racing is not
terfraternity
merely a fraternity project; it is a
branch of the track department, and
only men actually out for track, or
who plan to go out for track, art

BOWDOIN WITH
AERIAL ATTACK

no longer costly

l£j?£S SaL

his

early Houghton Farm pemore famous Civil War pefrom his exhibition of 1892.

Bowdoin

11

WILLIAMS DOWNS

Now

j

HILLYER TO

This vear, to furnish incentive to present the first lecture of the
Va rsity and Freshman squads, and academic year at Bowdoin College on
to train a superior group of half- Friday evening, October 16, when he
milers, milers and two-milers, the will take as his subject "Rhythms ot
Bowdoin track mentor decided tc English Verse". The lecture will be
branch out into collegiate competition. given in the Moulton Union and will
Schedules aie being drawn up for be accompanied by readings from vameets with other colleges; one of rious poems, both ancient and modthese races will be against Tufts next em.
Professor Hillyer is a Harvard
month, along with the football game
graduate in the class of 1917, who
against the Jumbos,
.Seven men f.om each group, Var- saw service during the war, and then
will make th e trip* studied in (Copenhagen as a Fellow of
Slt ? and Frosh

Wordsworth. Tennyson, and other »8 members of *hf
*»
and lesser poets are continually sing- ft

ON EXHIBITION HERE

themselves into four periods of paint-

Juniors
the

suffer

in

is

Hands of Finance Committee

1

SSrZ£*aLT^
—

HOMER PICTURES ARE

Art Building.
These oils and water colors divide

,

The Student Council after some
discussion approved of the above
motion in sentiment, but saw no
reason to pass the resolution as a
law.

In

Two beatings within two short
weeks havf. sufficed to cover the
weary Polar Bear with many bruises;
ior Varsitv outfit last Saturday af- but with the two bitter lead-offs. MasState and Williams, mat5S£? honors went to this lad
liJ who ^husetts
cross-country against other colleges
jconng
,
.
Robert Hillyer of the Department with the aid of a strong line andj ters of «"* history, the White
tomes as an offshoot of the annua)
will three -rood blocking backs. crossed the Growler looks forward to a ray of
University
of
English
at
Harvard
Race."
Road
Interfraternity
*»»
Chapel

o
Secondly,
the spiritual man is alive
American
to a respect for the law.
history is a process of overcoming the
frontiers; the period of the 18th century. when laws were lax in many
ways was a time when people were
not "fit to live in regular society because they were too idle, too talkative, too passionate, and too shiftless
and impatient at restraint."
f
Laws are frequently broken by
those citizens who should obey them,
since obedience to the law is liberty.
The spiritual man should not. how
ever, be alive only to a respect for the
laws of the state or commonwealth,
has but also for the divine laws of the

school of painters, is represented by
twelve pictures in the current loan
exhibit in the Bowdoin Gallery of the

Plan to Reorganize Bugle

INTERCOLLEGIATEROAD
R0UNDY
OF PORTLAND SPEAKER RACING INAUGURATED Harvard Professor to Talk
STRAIGHTLOSS -184) HERE THISJATURDAY
UNDER COACH MAGEE on "Rhythms of English
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL
Verae"
Walker,
Opposing Back, Bowsermen Rated an Even
Takes as Subject "The Spir- New Branch of Fall Track
Smears White Line for All
Chance to Set Down
IS HARVARD'S PHI
Valuable Method Making
itual Man is Alive to All
Three Touchdowns
Conn. Cardinals
BETA KAPPA POET
Distance Men
True Values"

been increased by $3800 through gifts universe.
from the alumni and by $41,000
The spiritual man is alive to the eligible to compete. It is a rac-?
through investment. This Fund now true value of the inner life, which in among the fraternity members of the
Alumni contribu- a man is like the life of a tree. The squad,—a 'wheel within a wheel'.
totals $800,987.31.
tions for current expenses during the process at growing and improveOutstanding Distance Men
year totaled $9352.81, a figure nearly ment goes on underneath at first, but
"We have a fairly strong team to
$1000 greater than that of the pre- at length comes to view on the sur- enter Varsity competition," observed
vious year and representing contribu- face.
The late Dwight Morrow was Coach Magee. He cited Captain Larry
( Continued on pas* 2)
an example of a man who was alive Usher, George Sewall, Steve LavenMorris
to the inner life.
Reverend Roundy der, Harry Thistlewaite, Dave
outstandcompared Morrow to Joseph the and Bill Travis among the
ing men on the Varsity Road Squad.
Dreamer.
"
freSnmeI
the
me
that
to
SeemS
lt
row ~ Greatness
renin.*Classmates Saw Morrow's
]
Morrow, upon his graduation from
distance team.
college
was .-J most unanimously which to build up a
In the Coach's eye, Tom Uniacke, ArPeFour
Represent
chosen
the
class
mort
man
in
his
likePictures
Twelve
thur Fox, and Emmons Cobb wer«
ly tn succeed in after life.
He be- the
riods of Artists Painting
best prospects for the first year
a lawver. then a statesman
Winslow Homer, most typically came first(Ooadnwrt
team.
<m rasa S)

American and most famous of

them".

Want

NO.

the
Interfraternity

Council on freshman hazing at a
meeting Held last Monday evening
at the Deke House to the extent of
referring the matter to the heads of
the houses on the campus and asking them to cooperate.
The Interfraternity Council had
gone on record as agreeing "that
freshman football men should he
exempt from all kinds of hazing
by the fraternity liable to injure

REV. R. W.

this

than 125 per cent. Largest among
the gifts made to the College during
the year is the Cyrus H. K. Curtis
Fund for Faculty Salaries, listed on
the books as $694,375.
Other large
items include a bequest of nearly

the

j

gifts

an increase for the period of more

haM

has
(Brute) Brockes, another Behemoth, to discipline wayward youngsters in
is vice-president; Boh Foster, husky the future.
Standing high among
swimmer, is secretary-treasurer of the unpardonable offenses is failure
the Wanning Club. Joined with the to shout "Hi!" to an uonerclassman.

increase has
Taking as his text the fifteenth
and legacies re- chapter of Second Corinthians, from
During the which he chose the passage "But he
ceived by the College.
past ten years the endowment has that is spiritual judges all things '.
grown from approximately $2,800,000, Reverend R. W. Roundy of Portland
est to principal,

^

£

offi-

-

Don

,

by bucking
Dick
Nelson, rough 'n' tough man-aboutcamnus, Gardner Pope, short, but
brutish. Big John Fav. another mus
cular football man. and Arden Nilsen.
foot four and a „ brawn
A Touch Bunch. Frosh!
These gentlemen conducted the ac
tivities of Proc Night, and are all set

:

cers

Lew

a> who
the- line in football.

men

..

,
chosen held a meeting to elect

IS

LARGEST OF GIFTS
Alumni

Last week the

comparative order.

resentatives,
,.

FUND

varsity squad, Blake Tewksbury, who
to**8" * h e shot "><* hammer for rec-

1

;

fraternities elected their Phi Chi rep-

$6,307,133.28

CURTIS

of

Still

14, 1931.

The Student Council modified
resolution

Freshman Ori
Reporter*

Durham

for distance, Carpenter foi but he finds that there are a great
diving, Esson and Howard for the man y verses which he never herrd.
sprints.
Now if persons knowing any of tht.
The season gets under way with dozens of verses will nut them on paHarvard and Brown before Christ- per, deposit them in an Orient Commas, after whk*h are Springfield, Wil- munication box, or forward them to
liams, Wesleyan, M.I.T., and Worces- the editor, the alumnus will devote
ter Tech. The last meet of the season his spare time to putting them in
is the New England Intercollegiate gn ape,
compiling different versions,
Meet at Williamstown.
and see about furnishing them to stuFor the
dents or alumni if desired.
Fathers'
Saturday °st P«rt the stunt is for the edification of the celebrated alumnus, bu» no
•*
doubt the whole college will await his
Fclloyving the three-year-old cus- fi^i compilation with avidity and
torn, Bowdoin will observe a Fathers' hunger.
Uav Saturday. Receptions will be
The alumnus is a man of the world,
held for fathers of the Freshmen in knows a thing or two, and is not botnthe mornin» whan the opportunity ered bv obscene or ribald matters,
will be given to meet Jhc President For this reason contributors to his
and Faculty.
cause need not hestitate about penAt noon the fathers will be guests ning the ditties, for in the interest*} of
of the College at luncheon in the research nothing mattcis. ContribuPresiMoulton Union Dining Room.
tors, if they feel that they might
dent Sills will address the parents at jeopardise their good name, need not
this time- later, as guests of the Col- sign what they write. The sons, not
lege, the "fathers will adjourn to Whit- the author, is the main thing. Send
'

'

m

Day On

.

R. P. T. Coffin '15 is
of English at Well*
the author of several
widely read volumes of orose and
poetry. Last year J. P. Pettigrove of
rtovdoin was selected and he is now
tier Field and the Bates game.
studying at Oxford.
resentatives.

now a Professor
C'-iipo-e

and

is

them
1

in!

into off-tackle plays bethe slow interferenc-*' ahead
With but few exceptions in
the last moments of the gsvrv howover, the line looked nowerful defen•ivelv. throwing the Williams back.i
for a Ios«- several times in stout
itands at their own o-oal line.

had to cut
v*tuse of
-f

him.

Passes Spell Defeat
<f>w»tlnn»>l

on

P»m O

FRESHMAN GRIDDERS
SHOW PROMISE IN
DAILY WORKOUTS
Wealth of New

Material

Team Now Preparing

Found

fcr

in

Game

with Fryeburg

With

less

than two weeks before the

opening game with Fryeburg Academy on October 23, Don Lancaster's

f*eshmen are going through rugged
Th
contact work every afternoon.
souad this vear is so large that Roland
II. Cobb has taken charge of part of
the squad in dummv scrimmage.-.,
tackling and blocking practice. Judg
ing from what has been seen of the
yearlings thus far, there will be n
wealth of material to strengthen nex.
year's varsity.
Amon<? the ends who have shown
up well in practice are Ned Behs,
Scwaren, N. J.; William Bigelow.

Maplewood, N. J.; Brooks Emery,
Kennebunk; Albert Kent, Stoneham.
Mass.; and Stanley A. Sargent from
Portsmouth, N. H. Kent in particula
left an excellent prep school record be*

hind him, havinrr earned nine letter
in football, baseball, and basketball

*.v

Stoneham High School.
Foremost aspirants *o *h? tarkl
berths arc Stanley Low ol Reading.
Mass., who played here with Hcbro
Academy last fall: John McLeod oi
©hoate School and John 8. Holden
from Berkshire School. Guards wh
look good are Marshall Batboitr o"
Deering High fame, Gilbert Harris-vt
from Lewiston, and Melville Hughe;
Jr., who hails from Boston. Outstanding pivot men seem to be Preston N.
Baiton, Amherst, Mass., Charles FBegg from West Roxbury, Mass., an
at

i

I

Bill Keville. Belmont, Mass.
Several fast backs have been dis
covered in Harrv Ahelon, a Brunswick
High graduate; Albert B. Putnan
from Houlton; Edward D. Baraville o
Rockvnte Center, N. Y.; Roscoe G.
Palmer from Dexter, and "Speed"
Kanaley, who starred for Easton
Maine Conference Seminary at Buckoport last year.

—"*f

:
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Francis H. Donaldson '33

PabUahcd every Wadnaaday daring the College Tear by the StudenU at Bowdoin College.
All contribution* and communication* ahoarfd be gives to the MSSSSJSSI Mltor by Sunday
a'aht preceding the date of publication. The Editor-in-Chief |a reeponelble for the cdltorUI
cclsma

:

Managing Editor
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for

newt and make-up. All eonunnnieatlon* regarding •ubaeripManager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co. Subecrtp-
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To whom it may concern:
The second page of the

STEARNS CHOSEN
TEACHERS MEETING
ENDOWMENT REPORT
HELD IN PORTLAND
SHOWS BIG INCREASE BUSINESS MANAGER
OF BOWDOIN QUILL At the twenty-ninth annual conven1)

last Orient
of Oct. 7 seemed to contain matter
which was a bit contradictory. The
reader first, comes across a very fine|
editorial that concerned college spirit.;
Then as "Mustard and Cress" was
perused it seemed that the object of
much . . .
the editorial was entirely lost. Rather
unfortunate that some people feel n
Someone should step up to Pro- their express duty to sit back and
something
destructively,
fessor Hormell and holler in hi s car: criticira,
"Where were you, Orren Ch aimer, en that they haven't got the gumption or
the afternoon of the eighth, when yen ability to do themselves.
have
team
that can
We
a
football
should have been correcting quia
papers?" And what can the poor make a good showing if we will only
gentleman reply but: "I was in the get behind it and do our part. Who is
Union with Don Lancaster listening going to put his best into anything
to the World Series."
So you lads when he knows that a win is merely
who were puzzled by the curious taken for granted, and that a loss will
marks such as "5-2 favor of Cards" arouse plenty of ineffectual but perhaps nasty criticism? Perhaps a litfast forget about it . . .
tle of the proper spirit would add
greatly to the effectiveness of our
Now a Deke runs team and the team might even feel
It goes too far!
in to borrow our phone, with the plea mote like giving all that they've got,
that his hou.se outfit isn't connected. if they dont feel that they've got to
How's to get a Phone Bill Payment endure a lot of unnecessary "MudCommission, Mr. Hoover? .". . And slinging" after they've done their best.
we'd like one of you to ask Herbie
F. W. H.
Hurtman what the word "cute
terly.

George T. Sewall 1*

tJklENT

Communication

We are sore afraid that the flower
of Bowdoin manhood has wilted utOn ail sides of the campus we
see figures who once were men,
dawdling with little, bitsy vo-yon on
strings.
We can stand seeing strong
men lapping lollvpops and ice cream
cones . . . but rolling yo-yos is loo

1871

Established

;'
!
1

tions from almost twice the
of Alumni.

tion of the Maine Teachers' AssociaCompleted plans for the reorgani- tion at Portland. Bowdoin College. will
as
zation of the Business Board of the have many representatives, some
Bowdoin Quill were announced today speakers, some as members of the vaby Editor Philip C. Ahem. Louil C. rious committees>. The annual dinner
Steams has been appointed to serve meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers'
as Business Manager for the coming Club will be held the second evening
year with Charles C. L. Kirkpatrick of this three-day conference, Thutsas Circulation Manager and Carl F. day, October 29, at the Columbia
Hotel. President Kenneth C. M. Sills
A. Weber as Advertising Manager.
The new board is now well under will speak.
Among the speakers at the conferway in their program for the first isence will be Professor Herbert R.
were
drawn
final
plans
at
sue and
up
a meeting held in the Quill room in Brown <A the English Department
and Professor Maurice Rov Ridley,
the Union Tuesday evening.
With the new business board now Balliol College. Oxford Universitv.
definitely functioning considerable in- England, visiting professor of English
They will speak at the meetterest is being shown in the appear- here.
ance of the magazine scheduled fir ing of the English Department. At
November 11 or thereabouts. It is the meeting of the Classics Depart"32 will
planned to carry as much undergrad- ment Melcher Prince Fobes
uate material this year as possible in give a paper. On the committer and
order that the Quill may better serve nrogram of the convention there are
avowed function as a stimulant numerous Bowdoin graduates of im-

number

The

detailed report of investments
shows approximately five sixths of
the total to be represented by stocks
and bonds, the latter classification
representing about two and three
quarters millions. In addition to the
book value the report lists the market
value of these securities as of June
30.

An interesting point in the report
the appearance for the first time
of the detailed expenditures in th?
Department of Physical Education,
the accounts of the Athletic Council
having been taken over by the Treasurer's office at the beginning of the
is

year.
Another comparatively new
is the Faculty Retirement Fund
which has provided for the benefit of

item

the fifteen professors previously as-!
sociated with the Carnegie Foundation plan. In the two years since its in its
establishment it has grown to more to undergraduate
erary creation.
than $18,000.

thought

and

portance in Maine education.

lit-

Ibis

•

M.M

per year (Including

Alum nut)

In advance.

Entered ai second claw matter at the poatoflt* at Brunswick, Maine.

News

means

Editor For This Issue

.

.

Small Deficit
deficit for the year amounts to
than $1900, and is remarkably
low when one considers the circumstances of the year past.
Gifts not mentioned above are $10,000 from Frederick W. Pickard, '94
for use in the development of Pickard Field, a gift from him for the
maintenance of a teaching fellowship
in French and a second gift of $500
from Mr. Walter G. Davis of Port
land "to encourage undergraduate in-

H. Allan Perry TO

Intercollegiate

Column

We A to L's get it in the neck as
No. 11 far as Chapel's concerned. Too many
The University of Nebraska has
of us for one side, and not enough
Z's even to fill three rows across started a school for cheer leaders.
to
Matter of Policy
the aisle. Of course nothing will be Prospective leaders will be given inThe Student Council is to be congratulated! On October 12 it done about it . And who else gave struction in voice, drama and how to
met, and among other business considered was a measure which in to the latest racket girls selling handle crowds.
Empress Eugenie hats have been
neckwear (at least that's what THEY
bade fair to allow athletics to encroach one step further upon called it) in the fraternity houses? decreed the official headgear for
In
terest in international affairs".
campus life. The Council refused any action which would have "Aw please, mister, we're woiking our freshmen at St, Benedict's college, addition
to the undergraduate' awards
Kansas.
Atchison,
way t'rough college" . . . Help! . . .
given this chance.
mentioned above, nearly $10,000 was
s
§
§
Met
the
Garcelon
and
provided
by
On October 1 the Interfraternity Council went on record as
The rushing system at Tufts has rftt Fund to distribute medical scholeven greater restrictions. Open rushfavoring the following resolution
arships among a group of Bowdoin
ing, during which freshmen are entergraduates.
"That freshman football men should be
tained, lasts only five and one-half:
days, and is terminated by the house
IF
exempt from all kinds of hazing by the fradances on Saturday night. All bids
By a new Interfraternity Pact at
ternity liable to injure them."
must be offered through the dean's Columbia, a majority of the Greek
VeLLXI.

Wednesday. October

POLAR BEAR FACTIONS
FORM ORCHESTRA

The

14, 1931.
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MOTORISTS CAN SAVE
MUCH
THEY WILL

»

i

,

I

Bills

Precautions

i

'

Warning that frozen motors an-

owners millions of
dollars,
the American
Automobile
Association declared today that motorists can save themselves heavy re- fear is thus far content with
pair bills and at the same time di- ent quarters.
vert approximately $50,000,000 into
business channels by preparing their
nually

car

cars to withstand the depredations of
Jack Frost.
The A.A.A. cited tabufations of the
United States Weather Bureau to
show that a downtrend of the temperature may be expected throughout the
country within the next three weeks,
and with the possible exception of the
extreme South, it may be expected to
faH as much as thirty degrees.
Pointing out .that more than 18,000,000 motor vehicles are registered
in the area wheie the temperature
falls the lowest, the national motoring body said that an average of three
dollars spent in preparing each of
these for cold, weather would mean the
expenditure p_f^«around $50,000,000
with garages and service stations.
"At the same time", said the
A.A.A., "car owners would save themselves heavy repair bills and the annoyance and trouble resulting from
These
frozen motors and batteries.
usually follow in the wake of sudden
drops in the temperature and often
of
efficiency
destroy the mechanical
the car, sometimes causing damage

drawing of delegations together,
very necessary operation of putting the freshmen in
their place, would have been defeated.
Furthermore, there is a, far more important aspect to the whole
matter than these visible things. The whole question of whether
the student body exists for athletics or athletics for the student
body was involved. The thing had endless possibilities as an
entering wedge for the further glorification of the Ideal of Heroic
Athletics, which seems to be on the decline in most of the eastern
colleges today. We shall not go into that further here, but on all
counts this move on the part of the Student Council seems to be a
victory for those who feel that athletics has its place and should
be kept in it.
in the

A Word to the Wise
From time immemorial Bowdoin students have exercised
prerogative of interpolating their own brand of humor into

cost

the

the

until the automobile has been made
leady for the change from summer to
winter conditions."
Some of the simple precautions that
should be taken are as follows:

We

other parts of the cooling system.
This should extend to disconnection of

—

way

that

at all with the inhabitants of the local bailiwick.

stuff,

and

And

S. F.

least,

if

a few of the freshmen did say

upperclassmen ?

A.

ANNOUNCES BOWDOIN BUGLE HAS
MEETING AT UNION

POLICY FOR THE YEAR
Attempt
in

is

Made

Political

Year

m

Discussed
Donaldson, Editor for Coining

Policy

to Create Interest

and Economic

for

Season

Affairs

protected.

The statement continues:
"There is a tendency of many car
owners to await the first report of
by freezing weather and then rush to the
evaporates and suddenly the motorist
is faced with having his car engine
freeze at a time when the car is most

year.
sisting

three

seniors,

Ahem,

Munro and Stanwood is to be enlarged by five members elected from
among; the members of the sophomore
and
will

junior classes.
take place this

ganixation has been planned for this
fear's edition with a view to making
he Bugle pay for itself. The organiiation of the various departments
was also announced.
Albert P. Madeira '33, is associate

;

I

The

elections
week, and at

the same time a program committee
will be chosen, whose duty it will be
to plan the work of the local division.
The Bowdoin division of the Federation will attempt, thru cooperation
with the Orient, to interest the students of the college in current political
and foreign affairs and problems. It
will not try to settle the affairs of
the world, but only try to create an
intelligent interest in world affairs
r-mong the students, which it considers a needed factor in the undergraduate outlook. The committee, which
will meet from time to time both

editor

|

formally and informally, will undertake to form a consensus of student
opinion in

politics

and international

affairs.
will use every possible
It
means to form a link between the
undergraduates of the college and the
world outside, and try to break down

the confines of college

life.

Piano, Eliot Smith, Henry Cleaves;:

I

and

his

assistant editors a it-

Robert F. Kingsbury and Robert S.
Fletcher, both sophomores. Freshman
candidates for editorial positions arc
Paul E. Hartmann, Fred C. Garcelon,
John 0. Parker, Oilman C. Ellis, Arthur M. Stratton, Stuart E. Thoitc?,
and John Henry.
Smith Photo Editor
Richard M. Boyd, business manager,
is working with Jack C. Gazlay and
Robert G. Dowling, assistant managers, but freshman business staff
candidates have not yet been called
Eliot Smith, photographic ediout.
tor, is assisted by Robert F. Kingsbury and Joel Y. Marshall. Assignments have been given to three
freshmen. James D. Crowell, Horace
Greely, and Robert Sherman.
"This year we are running three
separate competitions", stated Don"and the editorial, photo

mMmmmmmmmmmmmmml

-

freeze mixture, put in without an inspection of the cooling system, soon
needed.
"The Bureau of Standards, which
has been studying various types of
anti-freeze solutions, points out that
where a glycerine (or glycol) solution
is used, it is essential that any leakage in the cooling system be repaired
The Bureau also
to avoid waste.
says that there is no reason to believe
that distilled glycerine (or glycol)
causes leaks except insofar as its
solvent action, tending to loosen scale,
may uncover cracks or holes in the

>

.

TZM!

open I

It's

off the

other half. Simple. Quick.

Zip I That's all. Unique I

Wrapped

In dust-proof, moisture-proof/

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,
neat, FRISH1 — what could be more modern
than LUCKIES' Improved Humidor package—
so easy to open I LW/es- the LUCKY tokja-ymw

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which includes the use of
modern Ultra Violet Rays — the process that
expels certain biting, harsh irritants naturanV

present la every tobacco leaf. These oxpoRod

are not present

and

your LUCKY STRIKII
int"

No wonder

**

"Regardless of the type of antifreeze used, the motorist should avoid
waste by having the level of the liquid
in the cooling system at least two
inches below the overflow to alio*
for thermal expansion."

graphic and business competitions are
Formerly it was customseparate.
ary for disappointed aspirants to edi-

in

" They're out- so they can't be
LUCKIES are always kind to

metal.

torial positions to fill photographic
business staff places."

of the finest tobaccos — The

Cream of many Crops - LUCKY STRIKE atom,

Irritants

It's
m

l.IimTiIi

ii

-

.

.

See the new notched tab on the
top of the package. Hold dawn
one half with your thumb. Tear

Made

.

;

Zip
and

.

drums, Thurston Sumner, Thomas
Baker
Payson;
saxophones, John
(Double on the clarinet); tenor, Francis Donaldson (Double on the clari-i
net); 3rd alto, John Parker; baritone, Bradford; bass horn, Walter Crosby;
presAfter all the Polo Team shouldn't Edwin Fuller ( Double on the clari- violin, Richard Sanger; trumpet, Robhave played on Sunday, anyway ... . Inet); banjo, Arthur Moyer, Dura ert Haydn.

The

division of the Nation-

system and passed unnoticed
The present committee con- Editor-in-chief Francis H. Donaldson cooling
antiannounced that an extensive reor- in the summer. As a result, the
of

.

sists of the following:

HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

Have all rust and scale removed
1.
from the engine jacket, radiator and

Tighten all parts of the cool2.
ing system. Careful attention should
be given to hose connections, gaskets,
expansion plates, drain cocks, pump
packing and grease cups or fittings
The radiator
on the water pump.
should also be inspected for leaks.
Use anti-freeze solutions with
8.
of water. It
above
that
points
boiling
is desirable to use a solution that will
not boil out and leave the motor un-

tion.

The orchestra as now organized con'

Among the tou?her improvements
noted around campus we observe the
forest which practically hides the
and we resent
A. T. O. mansion
the cruel injustice displayed by Stan
Chase when he adjourned his Chaucer
Shakespearian*
and
left
us
gane
holding the bag while he sallied forth
to a show in Boston: Stan said it was
"Henry the Fourth", but
.

The Unique

station, drain off some
editorial staff of the Bowdoir. nearest filling
radiator with an
Bugle, junior class year book, held water, and fill the
al Student Federation of America has their first meeting in the Bugle office anti-freeze preparation. In the meanthe
announced its plans for the coming: at the Moulton Union last night. time, small leaks have crept into

The Bowdoin

i

'

Sealed Tight" Ever Right

containing soda.

to continue we've got to apply

Crude humor is really schoolboy
we have passed that stage.

what would happen

just

hello to the

N.

theory at

in

is

j

George Ov Fogsr '02 and
Emery O. Beane. Esq.. '04. These
were appointed bv Albert T. Gould
'08, President of the Council, at a
conference with the Alumni Secretary
in Boston on Friday, October 9.
Colonel

MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE

them for objecting. Furthermore, the management the hose and complete cleansing with
of the Cumberland has been very lenient in dealing with Bowdoin a washing solution, preferably one
don't blame

enthusiasm in the past. If this
the well-known soft pedal a bit.

j

'

OAllUtt

shows at the Cumberland and elsewhere. Generally it does no
great amount of harm to anybody, and has become almost the recbeyond repair.
preparation^
ognized thing. However, when this outburst of witticisms from
anti-freeze
"While
protecting the car
the undergraduates becomes so crude that the townspeople feel form the basis of
in winter, they should not be used
constrained to leave the theatre, it is time we stopped to think.
This actually happened a few nights ago. It shouldn't happen
again. After all the theatre belongs as much to the people of
Brunswick as it does to us,
more, as a matter of fact. What
passes on the campus as the latest thing in humor may not register

its

last Friday.

The Alumni Council Committee on
Alumni Day is as follows: Joseph B.
Drummond. M.D., '07, chairman.

]

<

;

initiation activities serve, in the

and

By Taking Simple

meeting held a week ago

j

,

office before

They Can Save Heavy Repair

general will be cooperative except as
regards the gym dances. In that case
Robert Haydn '34, will be respon-j
sible for the engagement.
To allow for two engagements at
the same time, chiefly in the case of
double tea dances, there are really
two orchestras although the exact division and in some cases a second
man has not been decided upon yet.
Three engagements for tea dances
have been made already and the sue
cess of the orchestra at the gym dance
after the Wesleyan game will decide
the future success of the organiza-

i

!

I

Sunday evening, and ac-j Letter societies have endorsed "deceptance must be made before Wed- ferred rushing" as opposed to the
nesday noon. Fraternities which at-! "cut-throat" system still practiced by
tempt to coerce or in any way influ- some of the fraternities. Although
ence a freshman during this period houses non-signatory to the pact may
are liable to suspension from the In- legally rush freshmen at any time,
terfraternity council.
only a few have taken advantage of
Last spring the A.T.O. House at the this. A freshman approached on the
University of Maine was destroyed by subject
look
preferred to "wait,
fire, and a week ago Sundav the Tuft.-;
around and be sure" before pledging.
chapter house was threatened by a That line has a familiar ring.
blaze "of undetermined origin". Apparently, however, the Bowdoin chap-

tion of the Polar Bears of last year president, Philip C. Ahern. and sechave joined to form one orchestra. retary-treasurer, George T. Sewall.
The management of the orchestra in Officers #ere elected at the firit
j

I

PREPARE FOR WINTER

This was to go before the Student Council, presumably with the
idea of turning it into a law. However, the Council defeated this
end bv merely passing a further resolution urging the heads of
houses to cooperate with the athletic coaches in this respect.
The dangers of such a move, had it been made into a binding
The
rule, are apparent, and too manifold to be discussed here.
very loose wording of the original resolution leaves yawning loopholes for almost any sort of action by the college authorities.
Other coaches would have been quick to jump on the band-wagon.
A barrier of inequality would have been raised within each delegation and a penalty wholly undeserved placed upon those who do
not compete in major sports. The very ends and aims which pre-

Holds Second Meeting

The second meeting of the Ibis this
year was held Monday evening, October 12, 1931. The constitution of the
Three Engagements for Tea Dances club was read and incidental business considered. Plans for the future
Already Arranged
The Bowdoin Polar Bears have fin-' meetings were drawn up by a selectally cooperated and the two oppos- ed committee: Charles Bilodeau, Roing factions each claiming the posi- land Kramer, Warren Steams and the

less

.

toasted"

that "roasfocf" Flavor £var Fre«fc

mmmaMasi

!
!
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The COLLEGE
Laundry Cases

-

POLAR BEAR HOPEFUL
REV. R. W. R0DNDY
OF PORTLAND SPEAKER FOR WESLEYAN CLASH
HERE mis SATURDAY
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

BOOK STORE

$1.50, $2.00, $2.25, $3.00

(CoatiauM

Cap and Gown: Some College Verses

\t

Meal Checks

*

Spa

Garfield's

*.

9

1
1

BRUNSWICK'S

I

i

*$

P

FINEST CONFECTIONARY

i
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BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

October 14th

-

smoothly, and eliminate that butterfingered playing so costly against the

-

in

-

Agent for Victor Radio

PERSONAL MAID
also

-

Comedy

-

-

Sound Act

Thursday

-

News

-

SHORTS MARKET

October 15th
in

*

THE LAST L
(FLIGHT
also

-

Golf Reel

-

-

Comedy

-

who

.

October 16th

-

IF

-VAUDEVILLE— on

I

the screen

with

will

find the service

-

JR.

THE RECORD

October 17th
in

N. Y.

•

also

Mon. and Tues.

are at your service.

-

Compliments of

MY

Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality haa always been the standard of work

SIN

done

- with Tallulah Ban? head - Kredric

Also Paramount

News

3

Distributors for

October 19 and 20

-

Tel.

Vanishing

•

•

Headlining All
Kenwalls

are

Good

our' "Specialized

Values!
Group".

Value

Kenwalls are suits of sharkskins and cheviots in
the better colorings.

all

Kenwalls are an outstanding

value in a value giving era

$3500
with two trousers

Pigskin Gloves

Smart Hats

2.85

5.00

victory.

Hfl.A IR MI

Baxter's Canned Goods

in this shop.

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Maine and Dunlap Sta.

March

Cor.

Comedy

team

is

(DM

9

INCORPORATED

j

centered

Brunswick

|

around one Captain Tirrell and one
Larj-y Schlums. Both are well known
to Bowser, for it was this flashy duo
which piled up all Wesleyan's twelve

H.S.MelcheiCo,

-

Talkartocn
Legion

The New Kenwalls Are Here

be more wary

will

fensive power of the

Get Rich Quick Wallingford

Comedy

v

w iMuB.

Wesleyan's Showings
Mindful of the 24-12 plastering on
Miss Stetson gives peraonaJ attention
to orders for antique goods of say kind a soupy Middletown gridiron last fall,
the Cards will put forth their all to
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
avenge matters." The
Connecticut
10 Spring St, Brunswick . TtL M3-M
grid team boasts a scrappy crew of
85 years In
warriors, which uses an aerial attack
as its most effective weapon. The of-

ren-

WILLIAM HAINES
•

The Polar Bears

baptism of fire, and are consequently
smarting under the lash, and burning
to go.
The White meets the Cardinals at home, under familiar conditions,
with a sympathetic crowd
rooting for them, both aids toward a

dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of

Also Paramount News
-

IfS PRINTING

You

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Saturday

U

|

—

LIKE YOUR NERVE
-

mi

Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass

Magic Carpet

}

runs.

for free booklet; tells hew. Heacock, Room 574, Dan BWg.. Buf-

ANTIQVITY SHOP

cater to fraternity trade

a

offense

against an aerial attack, and this
week oueht to see an improvement on
Bowdoin's own skyline drives. Added
to all this, the ends have had another

falo.

|

Friday

its

^
v

i

{

Any intelligent person may earn
money corresponding for newspapers; all or spare time;.experience
unnecessary; no canvassing; send

—GROCERS—

RICHARD BARTHliLMESS

Wf

trenches.

Each time the White got

1

'

j

aw/

Purple and Gold.
Morris Brown, the battering-ram
of this light backfield, played a beautiful game last Saturday as defense
man behind the line. Time after time
he steadied the crumbling first line

I

m

W

more

I

I

SAT.

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT

Popular Sheet Music and Records

NANCY CARROLL

the

running against Williams, a dropped
ball called a halt.
Once, after holding for downs under their own goal
As is the custom, fraternity tea posts, the White Bears started a
drive
collapsed
which
as the pigskin
afternoon
the
under
dances get
way
following the first home game, which eluded the fingers of a too-eager (jack.
Three
this year is with Wesleyan.
Line Good Fros* Tackle to Tackle
houses will entertain Saturday with
From tackle to tackle the BowserTheta
dancing and refreshments.
men form a stone wall of defense.
Delta Chi will hold open house from
Big John Hay and Stan Gould, former
the close of the game until 8.30. The
player, stand prominent on
Wabash
music will be by Lloyd Raffnel and
the list of dependables. Their work
his Georgians, a nine-piece band from
against Williams rated strong praise.
Lewiston.
Duke Bilodeau at guard was another
Over at the Alpha Delta Phi house
Trojan in the losing fight, while TorErnie George and his Brunswick orrey. playing his first starting game,
chestra will provide music. Plans are
also
showed to advantage.
in the making for a similar dance at
Wesleyan will not have the drive of
the Delta Upsilon house, but nothing
Williams,
nor the end-skirting fiercedefinite about an orchestra has been
ness of the Statemen; the Purple
decided.
hurled its Galloping Goliath. Tuttle.
against the Bowdoin line for repeated
trains, while Massachusetts used the
Soph flyer, Bush, on its wide end

!•

•

however,

backfield quartet ought to click

TEA DANCES

i

experience,

how

FRATERNITIES HOLD

$5.00 value for $4.70

as

man who was

alive to the inner Ufa.
Lastly, a spiritual man is alive to
to live the Christlike estimate of
'
Abraham
Lincoln, who it
humanity.
often thought of as the criterion of
an honest man is the best example of
this last point.

15* Maine Street

6"r Discount in

B

1)

l \

W. CHANDLER & SON

»

Croat

and writer, and a financier. Tha life
of Jesus is a shining example of a them

Containing Several Verses by Bowdain 1'ndergraduates

F.

treat

$2.00

-

I

iniiimiiimqiHiiiiiiiiiaimimmiDiimitmiia

<

Portland Shop--- 626 Congress Bldg

counters last year.
Schlums hurls the aerial bombs for
the Redmen, and also converts himself, when the time comes, into one of
those human battering rams; at this
writting, Tirrell is out witli a badly
wrenched knee, so he may not see
action Saturday.
Up to now Wesleyan hasn't fared too badly: the_v!
stopped Rochester the first of the season, 6-2; the next tilt found Wesleyan
striking a rut, bowing to the Connecticut Aggies, 7-0, which team, in-]
cidentally. was drubbed to the same
tune by Maine. The Cardinals' 37-0
smearing from
Columbia
doesn't
mean much, for the Connecticut warriors put up a stiff fight against a
huge team, away out of their class.

on a
"Mickey" found an enormous ed. Plaisted managed to
BEAR CUBS TRIP OVER cessful,
gateway in the line to gallop to the Walker fumble on the eighteen but the
goal line unmolested. The point after visitors' line^ stiffened and in three
DIMMER
FOR SECOND
Varsity
gain.
Junior
failed
to
was
[tries
the
again
nullified
as
Walker's
drop
ioa
C*Tf> k ir»IIT
AOC
MKARlHI
lO-Ur kick was blocked. McNutt ran the Rogers loped into the backfield as
WSb
(Continued from p»ee
ball
fall

!

I

kickoff back sixteen yards to the Plaisted attempted to boot the
twenty-five before downed by half a out of danger and blocked the kick.
dozen of the Governor Dummer second attempt to kick was again
eleven.
A penalty for offside play frustrated by tfce same man and the
jrave the locals five yards as did a ball was transferred to Dummer's
ptunge through the center of the line possession on the fourteen vard line.
A fifteen yard penalty inflicted by Charlie Burdell. But this same lad A forward from Walker to Caddoo
against the" South Bvfield team for bobbled the next pass from center placed the ball a scant yard from the
holding, placed the ball on the twenty- and the pigskin reverted to the visi- scoring zone.
Walker plunged over
three yard strips.
Two yards at! tors. Walker immediately reeled off for the touchdown. His place-kick
right guard was the result of a Plais- twelve yards through the midsection was blocked.
ted assault.
similar try by the of the line. A forward pass to Chase
Towards the end of the encounter,
same lad found an opening which al- was completed and then fumbled to Sarnecki proved himself an able sub
lowed the Bowdoin halfback to trun- be pounced on by Plaisted twelve for the versatile "Mickey" by tossing
die through for thirteen more of the yards out from the Javvee goal line,
four successful short passes which
vital yards and a first down as the
Pickard dodged right under a punt carried the ball to within a foot of the
quarter came to a close.
and nailed Walker on the thirty-five goal dine. The whistle called the
Jayvees Repulsed
before he had a chance to take a step,
„_.
____
,. -game
before
..._.. of the last
the start
_.,_ pley
The nine yard chalk line proved to Archibald continuing his good workiri] which resulted in another score "but
be the limit of the Polar Bear's the line stopped tty next play on the which of course went for naught,
march; for. on each of the following line of scrimmage. Walker pupted to
The line-ups:
four plays, the Dummer line swarmed Sumner on the six yard marker and Dummer Academy
Jayvees
into the backfield for successive losses the new fullback was downed in his Reiche, Chase, re ... le. Frost, Kelly
and the ball reverted to the visitors tracks. Two smashes bv Burdell and Wood, Mack, rt
It, Drake
on the fifteen. Still another swapping another bv Sumner made it first down Garnecki, McGarry, Snyder,
of Punts gave the ball to Walker on on the eighteen.
J. Smith, rg
"Thurstie" added!
lg, Archibald
his
own twenty-five.
Apparently seven and Plaisted nine for another J. Smith, Hannaberry. c, Kingsbury
traoped by two or three Bowdoin start. A penalty set them back five [Petri, Williamson, Deuel, lg
•
tacklers, the shifty quarterback eeled yards but the attack continued to the
rg. Pickard
his way out of their grasp and head- forty-three
where it came to an Mclntire, Root, Rogers. It
for the si<tel, nes. cut back diagon- abrunt termination as a Sumner fum.
rt, Donahue
j
,,
ally across the field to the goal line ble was recovered by Caddoo.
Staples, Carter, le
j
which loomed in front of him un-l
re. Van Varick. Antonucci. Stone
Again the Dummer machine start-!
guarded by any Jayvees. A forwarded plugging the line to a good advan- Sarneeki, Walker, qb
qb, Burdell
pass for the extra tally carried tootage until the oigskin rested on the Garnecki. Caddoo. rhb .. lhb. Plaisted
"** ""*"*
** hold twenty-five as the third quarter end- Soule, Donovan, lhb
rhb, Fay
1)

;

A

\

Not tiring of the kicking game,
Plaisted sent the Oval soaring back
into Dummer territory.
On this exchange the Wnite gained thirty yards,

1

'

!

l

1

,

I
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j

Intercollegiate

Column

j

Fashion Park and Adlei -Rochester Clothing

Knox Hats

Nettleton Shoes

Spalding Athletic Goods

—

'

j

New York A lowering of economic
standards in the teaching profession
has been caused by "overfeminization
and a lack of adequate publicity in
the school system," Dr. Willard S.
Elsbree, associate Professor of Education at Teachers College, Col imbia,
said in a survey on "Teachers' Sal-

!

!

I

j

!

j

i

j

An

aries".

Exhibit of
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§

Mo

,
Stan e P student
.°rf'
^T
J,
at the Michigan School of Mines,, wa?
killed here by a gangster who picked

!

'

I

him up as a hitch-hiker.

,

j

FUR COATS
Benoit's

Thursday and Friday

On

these

-

Oct. 15 and 16

two days we will have
showing of best
coats - Dogskins -

a special large

quality fur

Wombat

-

§

§

«,-™_
n
xt
t
J
Ocean
Grove, N.
J.—
'The present
generation is cynical, scoffing and
self-willed,
Rev. Walter A. Maier of
/-

1

Concordia Theological

If Luther

m.

at

5

l.

Da?
L

*L

*"-

§

Seminary,

St.

" ***** -fiT
§

.

'

The

§

§
in the

new

ball-carrying.
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EXTflA\something

Walker Again Scores
The Bowdoin .nemesis dashed back'
the kickoff in the second half of the
game twenty yards to the thirtyeight yard lime marker. From there
he booted the pigskin to McNutt on
the twenty-five whenTthe latter
,
fum"

$45,-

000 Mayflower Hill addition to Colby
College was begun this fall with the
breaking of ground for a road to be;
built with the aid of the Maine Cen-

bled

1

ra

rest of the half consisted

i

zations.

—§Work

,

j

of
further exchanges of kicks with little
damage resulting although the Juni or Varsity once stopped
the private!
school boys onlv ten yards from the
KOal line. Walker and Caddoo continued to do the major portion of the

.

Pittsburgh—Henry Smith Pntchett,
president of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching.
warned colleges in his annual report
this summer tfat continued exploitation of football as a money making
game, would lead to governments taxing colleges as profit-making organiWaterville

*

*"

JBL*

mer.

'

CLICQUOT
has it!

/baU was reeovered g ag*
After

Th

a forward proved unsuc-

ZeSTFUb and

Lambskins and

•le

Coonskins.

Not

for years, have good
quality Furs been as low as
at the present time.

tinglint),

\

American ginger
a mellower, vnoomt

this fin* old

Recommended by
The English Department of
Bowdoin College

is

blend. Drink

if

for that

EXTRA

something that only Clicquot
hat.
Blends delightfully because ft is a perfect bland
moiis

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATEm
HsB

B«at Abridged Dictionary

—

because

it

i.

baaed

Websters New International—
The -Supreme Authority.'' Hm is a
companion ior your hour* oi aaadaag and
study that will prove as real value every

A

time you consult k.
weakh of ready
information on words, persons, place*, is
instantly yours. 100,000 words
aad
phrase* with sMnssMs, inliaiiu.
pronunciations, and use in in 1 ,286
PM«*- 1 .700 ilhatrrations. Includes
dknowaiiea oi biog r aphy and g«oanpbjr and other features.
Set
for

Formerly The House of Walsh

h At Your CsbVic Bookitmor Writ*
In/nrmaiun to aw pMuhm. Free

specimen paga

O.VC.

i{

>»,n mmtkupaptr.

CLICQUOT CLUB
GINGER
ALES

Crale

Qhy-§olcUn

-

dec

Ohree favorite flavors on any Campus

**M

/

—

m

Y

100*

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

PORTS

QASEBALL PRACTICE SIGMA
NUS ARE
IS HELD REGULARLY
ONLY FRATERNITY TO
ON PICKARD FIELD
SCORE-BEAT
AJ>. 6-0
—

—

#

Sophomores Dekes-D.U. and A.T.O.-Chi
.JPft^' orare*"**
keeping the grand
J««"«*Mi
•J*
oW national pastime. King BaMball.
1

on the Pickard diamond, under
tie coaching of Varsity Captain Sid
MCKown. Practice sessions are held

—Zetes Forfeit

Sportsman's Pen

PURPLE BEATS WHITE
WITH AERIAL ATTACK

•very Monday. Wednesday and Friday.

The Wesleyan game on Whittier

Two

scoreless ties, a single-goal victory, and a forfeit marked the be-

Thus far the workouts have been
confined to warming up of the battery
candidates, with a smattering of in- ginning of a new season in interfrafield and outfield practice, and a bit ternity touch football.
While the
of hitting. In the spring t.he many games were being hotly contested, the
Froah and Soph horsehide artists
effects of the changed rules were obwill bolster up the present small
served closely.
squad.

FRATERNITIES HOLD
SMOKERS FOR FROSH

collect the

required

In the other

game on

number of men.
the calendar, the

ball-carriers struggled to a 0-0
score with the D. U. representatives.
Means led the attack for the Dekes,
while the chief D. U. threat was

Stetson.

have
League B boasted the only scoring
getfrom team, as the Sigma Nu lads preinvi- sented a strong front to win a wellvictory over their Maine street
earned
place

this week.
Theta Delta Chi held neighbors, the A. D.'s, 6-0.
well,
their Frosh social affair last Wednes- ma Nu team worked

The Sig-

showing
From down by the

great promise.

day.

Another deadlock marked a fiercely
contested Interfraternity touch fbot-j
ball title, as the Beta held the NonLawrence Dana emerging winner in fraternity lads to a 6-6 score. Theta
only twice
Pickard Field beeome R the real centhe battle of pasteboards.
Refresh- Delta Chi, after scoring
lop-sided
ter of college activity these bright
ments followed, consisting of sand- the first half, rolled up a
42-0 score over a disorganized Psi U. afternoons..
Five freshman elevens
wiches, coffee and cake.
team.
work out on the west field inside the
Delta Upsilon's Freshman smoker
Beinie Crystal, playing a fast-run- fence, varsity candidates drill at the
committee, headed by Donald Usher,
plans a get-together in the near fu- ning, swift passing game, stood out south end of the field in an area now
ture; other Houses on campus are as the individual star in the first bat- equipped with floodlights, and Jack
Mai Walker, lanky speedster, Magee's two squads of distance runsoon to follow suit, observing the tle.
time honored custom at Bowdoin of: snared pass after pass from Psi U. ners lope mile after mile around a
Tennis enthusiasts
introducing the Freshmen in these in- backs to score four touchdowns for) grassy course.
the Eta Charge.
meanwhile keep the courts smoking;
formal social gatherings.
i

|

I'

Are they

VJOOD?
the

girls are

are a

whole

.

.

.

even

You

Anyhow,

No

Maybe

cigarettes

doubt about

made by hand

Now if j machines;

that.

—

hand but yours

no

ever touches them.

They

used to be packed

highfalutin' cardboard

Now
The U.

in

is

Tobacco used

when

the

s six cents

be a

of the

'

was passed.

Tuttle A rain Scores
Later in the period Williams interceDted a Bowdoin pass and ran the
Again Tutball to the ten vard line.
tle twisted his way through tackle for
the fourth touchdown of the day. The
attempt for point failed.
Bowdoin again received the ball
and in an attempt for score Ricker
tossed a pass which was intercepted
by Rogers on the forty yard line and
was run to the thirty. Again a low
short pass netted sixteen yards. However a longer Williams pass over the
goal line was incomplete and the ball
Shortly afterwent to the White.
wards the game came to an end with
the score standing at Williams 25,

Scoring— Portland
E. Clark (4),

—they're miles better!

rhb.

Everything

Science

knows

Barton
Gould
Torrey <OI»n)'
rt.

It

Ik

rif.

—

both Turkish
Chesterfield tobaccos
are mild and ripe, the best
and Domestic

—

Milllken
Bltedeau
Hay (Madeira)
Larson (Olaon)
qb. Gatchell

rt

.

re

It.

.

.

le.

that

money can

..

Brown

fb,

i

And the way

Chesterfield tobaccos are

greater smoothness,

more

pleasing

aroma

more mildness and

—

a fragrance

and

a

Chesterfield gives you the benefit of all
the world knows- about the production of
better cigarettes.

Nobody smokes

cigarette than Chesterfield.

a better

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

(7),

Morgan

(2),

(gRISK

Bowdoin:

(2).

well dressed.

Went-

Stiak Brotlprfl

ton.

Time of chukkers: 8 of 4 minutes
"each.

16

EAST

STREET

50th

NEW YORK C1TT
Riley Insurance Agency

Watch For Our Repr esen tative

PHIL BRISK
Brunswick

Building

LeTARTE'S

STUDIO

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

BATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of

and

FRAMES

Ice

Tondreau Block

Brunswick

LI VERNOIS

-

Gun

CYCLE

taken la trade

ft

GUN STORE

95 Maine Street
.

.

Send Your Washing

'

PR INTING

to the

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

CITIZENS LAUNDRY

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

JACOB SMITH

Surplus and Profits, $166,066

SOLICITED

'Anything yVant Pressed?*
to

The

BATES OR SPERR

& GERVAIS

do the work

Fine Repairing and Engraving

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
PIPES

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

and

GROCERIES

College Jeweler"

Diamonds and Watches

Morton's News Stand

KATWOODIE

Building

"FRANCIS"

AGENT

<

Capital, $56,066.

it

Brunswick, Maine

PLAY SAFE
Cream

FIRST NATIONAL

PATBONAGB

-

USED MOTORCYCLES

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

MAINE STREET

LECLAIR

is

to

Drummond, W. Lombard.
Bowdoin: Bartlett, Worsnop, Buffing-

29c lb

LEBEL'S
Candy and

Give

tailored

worth, Files,

HARD CANDIES

—

STUDENT

Clothing which

custom

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

from $66.00 up

flavor

not to be found in any other cigarette.

.

Just In

Ihb. Rleker
Richardson)

buy.

blended and cross-blended is like making a
new and better-tasting kind of tobacco, with

(Clark

L.

(3),

Drummond, Lombard

Bakanowhky (Read. Hubbard)

Senn.
Markoski.
Touehdowns-'TuUle 2.
Referee—
touchdown- Tuttle.
from
Dunn of Adams. Umpire- Fan-ell of Colgate.
Linesman — Leonard. Time 15m. periods.

74

.

e.

I«.

(Markoski). rhb

about.

Kemp

:

Fuller (4), Prescott, Harlow.
Subs—Portland: E. Clark,

Point

Better

.

re.

le

Rotters (Berry), fb

used in the manufacture of Chesterfield ciga•rettes is the best that money can buy or that

And why is it that the football
team, the big sissies, have to scram
right home after a game?
With
Bowser holding their hands
and were we surprised to see
.
.
gravel flying out of a hole in the
middle of the campus! Bat it turned
out to be just a manhole we hadn't
noticed befcre, with somebody in it
and who is trying to foist a 1923
.
Cadillac (perfect condition) oa the
unsuspecting public? . . .
Charlie

10001013—6
2241138 3—19

Bowdoin
Portland

BOWDOIN Town

(Renolds).

Tultle

houses for tobacco storage.

Hard

in

INSURANCE

Fowle (Miller), qb
Senn (Bilcrs). Ihb

of ware-

grind.

The shortened course, which leads
up Maine stieet to a fork about a
mile outside the town, gave all the
winners a stiff workout, and it was
only with the hardest kind of exerMatch
tions the runners finished. Lavender
hung back in the 'varsity race and
Playing a slashing game of offen- beat out his opponents with a biasing
Larry
sive polo but lacking a defensive sys- sorint across the campus.
tem to carry them through to vic- Usher was a close second, Tom Mortory, the Bowdoin Riding C!ub went ns third and George Sewall a closedown to its second straight defeat at up fourth. But a few yards separated
the hands of the Portland Freebooters tne four leaders, with the rest of the
last Sunday morning, coming out of field left far in the rear. Lavender'*?
the hard battle on the losing end of a time, 13 minutes, 6 seconds, was one
of the best ever recorded over the
19 to 6 tally.
"Doc" Fuller, playing at Number two course.
Tom L'niacke made a procession out
position on the Polar Bears was the
outstanding star of the game tallying of the freshman race, finishing a
four goals and playing the best de- good 25 yards ahead of Emmons
Cobb,
who beat out the field for secfensive style on the field. Louis Clark,
Number one for the visitors was the ond. L'niacke went over the course in
high scorer with seven goals to his 13 minutes, 37 seconds, over ten seconds behind the Frosh record for the
credit, the majority of them being the
result of heady teamwork. His broth- distance.
Strict training is the rule for the
er tallied four goals to equal Fuller's
next week, with both Frosh and Varnumber.
The narrow, rough field behind the sity meets on tap. The Interfraternity meet, one of the high spots of
Psi U psi Ion house provided for few
long drives, short snappy passes be- the season, is scheduled for the lattei
ing the order of the day. Drummond part of October.

by 19 to 6

»

Wood (Griffin. Ilulae).
Wnodrow iYnnduM.cn).

latest type,

miles

Time trials which included both the
varsity and freshman cross country
teams over a 21 mile course were eonducted by Coach Magee Monday, with
Steve Lavender coming out in the
van for the varsity, and Tom Uniackc
scampering away with the Frosh

Win

Portland Freebooters

0.

Stevens (Ripple), c
Lyon U>avi». Fox), rg

with a daily capacity ofover 2, 000, 000

WHITE POLO IEAM
DROPS SUNDAY GAME

Polar Bear Drive Fails
The White then staged what promised to be a drive down the field. Captain Ricker threw a beautiful pass to
midfield which Gatchell caught neatAfter several
ly for a first down.
slashes at the line which netted little, and Kemp for the victors worked their
Ricker skirted the end but failed of mallets to perfection, sending the willow through the posts, often with
first down by inches.
Williams took the ball and by virtue three Bowdoin men among them. Free
Polar Bears,
of a series of line plays, spinners and Harlow, at back for the
broke up a majority of the Portland
reverses, carried it for three consecurushes, and pulled off most of the
tive first downs before the period
long, lifting drives made during the
ended. In the first plays of the Xaurth
quarter Tuttle penetrated right tackle encounter.
Fuller Scores Three
under fine interference for the touchIt was not until the last chukker
down. He also place-kicked the goal
that tiie Bowdoin men got the feel
for extra point.
in their hands, and even
the
mallet
of
In the fourth quarter both teams
resorted to many passes in a desper- then were held even by their oppowhistled through
ate attempt to score. Ricker received nents. Three goals
during the last stanza,
the Williams kick-off on his fifteen the standard
But
of them.
yard line and, in a piece of broken Fuller pulling off all
Portland men methodically eveneu
field running which caused the Wil- the
count as the inexperienced White
liams stands to rise to their feet, car- the
field wide open in their
left
the
men
ried the ball to his forty-three yard
The drive was killed when a anxiety to bring the count up.
line.
The third of the series of four
pass from Ricker to the thirty vard
matches will be held next Sunday
line was intercepted and downed on
morning at the more adaptive field of
the spot.
the Topsham Fair Grounds. With the
Tuttle carried the ball around right
play of the Bowdoin quartet steadily
end for a nice gain of twenty yards, improving, a close match is exbut was forced to kick when the BowThe time is set for 10.30
pected.
doin line braced. Ricker received the o'clock.
punt on his ten yard line, but could Bowdoin
Portland Freebooters
not escape the Purple tacklers. LarNo. 1, L. Clark
No. 1
son neatly caught a pass from Ricker Roehr,
No. 2, Kemp
on the twenty-seven vard line. Wil- Fuller, No. 2
No. 3, Morgan
liams then braced in turn and Ricker Prescott, No. 3
kicked to the home team's forty-five Harlow, Back
Back, Lombard, F.
yard line.
Score by chukkers:

Thayer (ElhiniO.

to be dried by air

— and overfour

After gaining five vards Williams fumbled .and recovered for a
down. A long pass over the goal
line was unsuccessful and the danger

Pea*- (Thayer. Hulac).

a package of twenty.

Jive drying machines

minutes of the

five

line.

first

Foehl

to

Now Liggett & Myers alone has tntrty-

pounds

White Holds on Goal Line
Toward the close of the period

With

machine.

third quarter gone, Markoski of Williams broke through right tackle under perfect interference and ran from
his thirty-five yard line for what
seemed slated for a touchdown, but
Gatchell, overtaking him from the
rear after a long run, made a most
spectacular flying tackle, the gem of
the game, and brought the runner
down on Bowdoin 's twenty-five yard

WILLIAMS

in the cigarettes.

penny a package of twenty—
it'

as

kick,
line

In the js.st half of JJie game Coach
substitutiops in
successful combination, but at no time did they seem
able to cope with the heavier Williams

Bowser made many
an attempt to get a

The line-ups:

Revenue Tax used

Now

Choosing to to' another
dropped back but his

plunges.

Bowdoin

expensive,

boxes—

the quality

S.

Ricker

to hold and the kick was
blocked.
Williams recovered on the
twenty-yard line and with a short
pass over the line carried the ball to
the one yard line. On the next play
Markoski threw himself over the line
for the second touchdown.
An attempted place-kick for extra point
failed by yards.
failed

'."»

good

as

bet they are!

better.

to be

P

plav.

came down to the ankles?

lot better.

They used

'»#

A

five

:

railroad tracks came the A.T.O.'s to
battle the Chi Psi's in another score-'
Both teams threatened!
less contest.
at times to score, but the opposition
tightened and held.
As a result of the low scoring exhibited in each game, it has been decided to lengthen the periods of play;
from eight te ten minutes each, toj
give more opportunity for scoring.

Tonight the Sigma Nu House will
be the scene of 1935 merriment, as
two delegates from each house, and
non-fraternity men assemble for the
eustomarv entertainment and refreshment. Chi Psi first yearmen will play
host to a similar group of Freshmen
Friday night.
Last Wednesday, under the management of Alden B. Woodbury, the
Theta Delt Frosh entertained to a full
hou.se, with not a guest absent.
The
usual round of bridge was played,

the Bowdoin men completely fooled
and longer passes were often successfew times as many as four or
Williams men were free to provide interference for the prospective
receiver of the pass.
On the other hand the Polar Bears
Among Saturday's returns: Maine
Connecticut
7-0. showed much improvement over last
toppled
Aggies
week's
engagement; tackling was
34-0
Bates sank Norwich
and Colby
hard
at most times and the team, led
bowed to a fair Tufts aggregation
26-6.
Morey's eleven at Lewiston is by Hay, were speedily at hand to nab
quite obviously the sane Itird run-! the receiver of «iach Bowdoin punt.
fling, shifty machine that captured There was a snap in the way the
plays were run off which was only
the State series last yesr.
counteracted by the inexperience of
interference and the lack of weight
Those who watched the Jayvees in the team.
against Governor Dummer Academy,
In the first quarter of the game the
were impressed by the hard tackling White offensive
seemed fairly effecof the prep school players.
Harry; tive.
After gaining good ground,
Plaisted and "Tuffy" Burdell worked however,
the Bowdoin backs fumbled
hard for the ineligibles, but quarter- the ball frequently,
each time it beback Walker of the visitors held the ing recovered by
a Williams man.
with several spectacular!
limelight
Williams Scores Early
dashes.
He also took care of the
On the other hand the Williams
scoring, making all 19 points in the
eleven, skillfully alternating plays
game.
and gaining ground successfully,
drove the ball down the field until
This boy Bush, who scores when Senn was able to cross the ?oal line
M. S. C. scores, raised his sum total for the first touchdown of the game.
to 56 points against Middlebury. He The attempt for extra point failed.
With eight minutes to play in the
is still in the van among the high
scorers of the East, and as a mere second quarter Ricker punted from
Sophomore, his football career looks his own twenty-five yard line, but the
referee ruled Williams off-side OJi the
fairly bright.
ful.

1

Deke

Williams again took the ball and car*
ried it deep into the White territory
by means of short passes and line

Pressed for time, they at*
tempted a longer pass and the period
Passes and spinner plays spelled ended as the pass was grounded over
the
goal line. Score at the end of the
defeat for the White.
The short
bullet-like passes over the line had half, Williams 12, Bowdoin 0.

Field this Saturday will see the Polar
Bear scrapping in his own backyard
after
two
disastrous
skirmishes
abroad. Since Wesleyan crumbled
37-0 before Columbia last week, the
invaders will probably furnish less
dynamite than Williams provided,
while the Qowser-planned defenses
are gradually gaining strength.

In League A, the boys from Kappa
As a climax to the two or three
weeks of bail practice, there will be Sigma were conceded a technical victk« annual, fall game between the tory in view of the fact that their
available ball hawks of 1934 and 1935.
scheduled rivals, the Zetas, failed to

ruffles

Lavender Lead* Field to Wia Race
in Fast Time

Psi Battle to Scoreless Ties

«|W

Freshmen from one fraternity
held their annual smoker and
together, while the neophytes
two others have issued formal
tations for gatherings to take

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
HOLDS TIME TRIALS

141A

MAINE STREET

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
cinds east of Portland.
Tel.

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

Telephone 435-436

Brunswick

Hardware Co.

Prompt Service • Fair Prices

Lyman
Varney's

Jewelry

he

PURE FOOD SHOP

Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

Wholesale

1M MAINE STREET
Our Representative

B. Chipmao.

Store

-

Retail

for

Photographic

Work

this year will be

Dick Atwood, T. D.

Latest College Styles hi

Bostonian and Ftorsheim

Oxfords—$5

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade

to $10

574 Congress Street

S 1931. Uccrrr & Mrus Tobacco Co.

la**

Webber's Studio

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
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Through Right Tackle for Eight Yards

Gatchell Goes

HILLYER TALK
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WESLEYANTEAM.
EDGES WHITE BY

ONPOEMRHYTHM
MASTERFUL

NARROWMARGIN

Reading of English Poems
Supplemented by Selections of His Own

Home Team Threatens Three

HISTORICAL SURVEY

TECHNIQUE INCLUDED

EVENLY MATCHED
THROUGH CONTEST

Harvard Phi Beta Kappa

Visitors

IS

Poet

of

1929

Times

but Fails
Cross Goal

Score in Three
Minutes of Flashy
Play

Refutes

Modernism
Robert Hillyer, professor and poet
of Harvard University, summed up
for his audience last Friday night at
the Moulton Union the underlying
necessities of rhythm in English verse
In doing so he also gave a brief illuminating survey of ho historical
development of verse rhvthm and a
aeries of caiefully chosen and masterEnglish
selections
of
fully
read
poetry. "The rhythmic scheme of the
finest poetry", he said, "can be compared to a grape arl>or. The accentual rhythm is the poles, set at even
spaces, and the time rhythm, the
grapevines, spreading in graceful disarray over the poles".
The Harvard Phi Beta Kappa poet
was introduced by Professor Stanley
P. Chase of the Bowdoin English Department. "It is often a suiprise to
In
find a poet on a college faculty.
my owu days at Harvard I hardly regarded the professors of the English
department as a nest of singing birds.
At present heie is one man who has
already earned for himself a reputation as a poet of careful workmanship.
welcome hini here on that
account and also because he come*
from that university wi*h whom we
have always had the closest connections."

Three minutes of

tonight the rhythms of English verse",
Professor Hillyer started. "Of a
necessity I must analvze according to
my own notions. Technical matteit.
have but one end in view, to prepare
for better oral presentation. There is
no poetry so subtle as English poetry,

with such manifold variations, such
harmonious departures, and with such
simultaneous combinations of several
rhythms. Study is necessary to read
Unfortunately w e are mor--'
poetry.
apt nowadays to see than to hear.
This is a mistake. . Modern poets
seem to address their work to the
sense of sight rather than fb the
E. E. Cummings
sense of hearing.
has scattered his verse all over the
page, with even words broken up. It
seems that it would take only a
typographers' strike to end poetry.
Poetry is really something to be
heard, not seen. One can read lines
accenting the feet so that accented
On the
lines seem in monotones.
other hand one can read,— for example Shakespeare's verse, so that it
seems like prose and we wonder why
the poet botheied to put it into verse

—

Bowdoin ~nd win an evenly contested
game, 7 to 0, at Whittier Field last
Harry Lodge, viaitkng halfhack, cut around end to romp 36 yards
to a touchdown, culminating an 80
yard rush the Middletowncrs began
In the second quarter of the game last Saturday between Bowdoin and Wesleyan the Polar Bears started a long drive from mid-field which promised to net a touchdown. HowIn this se ies of plavo the
ever, after getting the ball deep in to the Middletowners* territory on a series of line and end plays, the) lost the ball on clowns when Wesleyan braced.
White appeared to have a combination of plays which would carry them successfully through the rest of the season. However, they lacked the punch to put it over the goal line. Picture
Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram
shows Gatchell cutting through tackle for a gain of eight yards.

Van Sinderen, Connoisseur
And Banker, To Lecture On

S. R. HARLOW
FROM SMITH COLLEGE

PROF.
IS

Tells of Miraculous

"The Study Of Rare Bocks"

in Relations

Among Balkan

will deliver

•

States and Turkey
The major part that America

ha;-

ironing out grievance:;
among peoples of the Far East, notably the Turkish and Greek, was described
by last Sunday's Chapel
speaker, Professor S. Ralph Harlow,
who has spent years in mission worl:
in this troubled section of the globe
Last year Professor Harlow was a
visiting professor at the School of
Religion in Athens, Greece.
In opening his address Professo'
Harlow declared that science tells \ir,
that there are no "miracles" ever performed; but that, reasoning from
the results he has seen take form ir.

played

Adrian Van Sinderen, influenbanker of New York City,
a lecture at the Moulton Union, October 27, on the
"The Study of Rare
subject
Books." Mr. Van Sinderen is a
Yale Graduate of the class of
1910 and is particularly active
today in music, charities, banking
and public service.
tial

Change

in

work, he is inclined to believe
that a miracle has been effected in the
his

international feelings of the Far East.
"The work of Americans", he said,
"made it possible for the healing of
Religion of
these terrible sores".
heart, actuated by a people who have
"thrown their lives in their work",
helped them to find the better way

VARSITY AND CUBS

tatively offered.

Members piesent decided

to hold ar

open meeting tomorrow Yiight in the
Three Mile Cross Country Offers Hard Moulton Union at which any studen<
of the college may offer constructive
Competition for First Test
General attendance a;
contributions.
of Season
this meeting was urged in order that
plans for the Christmas play might br
Continuing Coach Magee's program laid.
of road-running, representatives from
New members elected were: Rayboth the varsity and freshman squads mond Brown, Jr., '34, Harold h.
will journey to' Harvaid this Friday
Everett '34, John H. Gordon, Jr., '33,
to compete in a three-mile road-race Roger S. Hall '34, J. Ernest Muliei.
for all New England colleges.
•34. William D. Rounds '34, and EdThe event will allow for unlimited ward D. W. Spingarn '33.
entries, either of freshmen or varsity
eligible*, and the Bowdoin track mentor has taken full advantage of this
chance to initiate his first-year men
'

IMPROVING DAILY
1

in
result of years of research.

Mr. Van Sinderen is not only
known in financial circles,
much of his time
to social service. He is connected
with many charitable institution:,
and a trustee at the Gunnery
School for Boys at Washington,

PLAN POLO MATCH
FOR ALUMNI DAY

Mi. Hillyer's
rightly,
splendid readings, his nice, hartiboiled shirt, and his greying hair.
But it did not deserve those socks.
One feature of the program for They were not intellectual socks, nor
Alumni Day will be an exhibition polo poetic ones. Thev were very normal.
match, to be plaved at Pickard Field Striped they were with rings that
serves,

and

—

Handicaps

Both

Conn.

RIDING CLUB DROPS

CLOSELY CONTESTED

GAME TO PORTLAND

that has yet to win it*;
first game but has shown constant
improvement during its three games
to date will carry the White of Bowdoin into the State Series Saturday
at Whittier Field against a Colby
aggregation inferior to the Mule
eleven of last year. Bowdoin, with its

ranks riddled bv ineligibility and injuries, is considered by the so-called
"experts" to be the underdog in Saturday's battle, but the steady irn-

piovement wrought by Coach Bowser

Three tea dances and a gym dance
Saturday very satisfactorily in
troduced the Bowdoin social year. The
Theta Delta Chi, the Delta Upsibn
and the Alpha Delta Phi fraternities
held tea dances following the Weslcy„ n ?ame
a dance in the Sargent

WEIGHTY POLAR OJBS
OPEN WITH FRYEBURG

jrrounds.
He played the entire eight chukkers and was leadintr
the play every minute.
Roehr Plays Well

Promising Fresh GriddCl'S
Show Well with Varsity

(Continued on page 4)

as

Combat Looms

?

)

,

Mrs. Burnett and Mrs.
(Continued on lmge

i*

heart?"
A: "No, I'm afraid I was one f»"
those who lisped in rhyme. It was a
poem about a stream full of whale
Mr
and things cavorting about."
Hillyer (then known as Bobby) kept
up his writing through preparatory

dr.ncers.

Win

:'.)

"The vaisity showed us some pretty
fine tricks the other day, but I
way the
the
satisfied with

wm

boys
played," said Coach Lancaster. "Kent
and Low in the line and Baravalle and
Abelon in the backfield were the men
who held my eye the most, and they
seem to be developing into vt ry good
players.
Every man who saw action
showed up well against the regulars,
and I'm pleased with the showing
they made."
Coach Lancaster has outlined a tentative starting lineup for the game
Friday, which, he says, "Is subject
to change without notice, according
(Continued on pas* 4)

-

ferer.

"

.

Wesleyan

Several Injuries
.Bowdoin
held
whin
the
ha, id
throughout the entire first half, gaining almost at will through a helpless
Crimson line, but a flood of injuries
and a rejuvenated Wesleyan team
sent them to a third period defeat.
The Polar Bears regained their
equilibrium in the fo.th stanza, but
were once more hurled beak when they
iieared the goat line.
Johnnie Milliken, one of the best, centers in Maine
this" year, went out in the second period when a hard tackle paralyzed a
nerve in his shoulder, and he was not
With
able to return to the game.
Swede Larsen out with an infected
foot and Don Gould on the sidelines
with his shoulder strapped up, Bowdoin's chances looked slim, and narrowed down even more when Jit Bicker's wrenched muscles pained him so
much that he was obliged to leave the
game, and Morris Brown suffered a
leg injury when he was severely
blocked by an ovcrzealous Red, intei-

Wesleyan Blocking Poor
However, battered and bruised as
they were, the Polar Bears gave all
they had to come out in front, ami
missed by only a few ya:ds. Tne sheer
brilliance of Schlums, Tlrrell,. Lodge
backfield
Gn Thursday evening, October 22 and Wells in the Wesleyan
was illustrated time and again when
...
il Auguste V. Desclos, Assistant Di
ran without interference, find
rector of the Office National des Uni- they
behind,
whenever
they
ran
that
ing
vcrsities et Ecoles Frpncaises, wiV
would stop them
speak in the Moulton Union at Bow their own blockers
with their clumsy footwork.
doin College, taking as his subiec
After makinr three first downs in a
"French Universities of Today". Thi;
lecture will be the second of the col- row to start the second half. Lodge,
f
lege yeai, and will be open to the pub- who had run the ball bu once in the
ush
down the field, faded back ami
lie.
took the ball from cen*er on a long
M. Desclos, who
IO ,1S lecturing unde'
With his interference for
end run.
the auspices of the Institute of In
terrational Education, is on h s fourth once keeping clear of him, he cut
American lecture tour, having beer wider and wider, barely escaped bewell received a* such institutions ar ing tackled by Barton, then shot in,
Cornell, Middlebury, and the Schoo" swung down the sidelines and outf
t
go
of Education at Harvard Unive;sity raced the entire Whi e backfield
Since I92fi he has been in charge o( across the line standing up, a good
educational exchanges between Franc*, three yards ahead of the first Bowdoin
and the United States, having pre man, Gatchell.
viously handled similar work with tht
Polar Bears Receive
English Universities.
The Polar Bears took the kickoff to
start the game, and Ricker ran tho
ball ten yards to the 30 yard marker
An offside penbefore eoing down.
alty and two center bucks proved inWesetiectual. so Brown punted t
leyan's 31 yard line, where Milliken
dropped Schlums in his t acks.

"French
Universities
of
Today" to be Subject of
French Educator

d^^

Definite

first-year men. "We have a bunch of
pretty heavy boys in theie," is Coach
a splendid rhythm,
Lancaster's way of saying that the
Just to get it over with, the rcteam will average heavier than the
porter will list his febrile questions
varsity itself, and l>e a tower of
and what they brought forth:
strength against teams who depend on
Q: "When did you begin to wiite power
alone.
verse, Mr. Hillyer?
(He is a poet, or
Lancaster Pleased
Was
you know
a broker,

did

j

place in the evening,
g acn Bouse entertained quit* a few
visitois during the course of their
i nc i uding members of other fra
temities.
...
... Upsilon house, part of
At the
Delta
the hardworking Polar Bears played
f or
some twenty or twenty-five
coup i PS
a number of older guests
were presenti including several fac
ulty membe;s and their wives.
Mrs
J. S. Stetson served as hostess.
The Theta Delta Chi':; entertained
in a larger way, about fortv coupler,
taking advantage of the floor space
there.
A number of alumni cons;t.erably increased the number of thos'.'
present.
The chaperons were Mrs.
W. B. Mitchell and Mis. H. R. Brown.
Lloyd Raffnel and his Georgians furnished music for this dance.
Ernie George's Orchestra established itself in the Alpha Delta Ph:
house for the benefit of- about thirty

I

preparations for the first
Freshman football game of the yeai,
that with Fryeburg Academy, sched
uled for next Friday, were outlined
recently by Coach Don Lancaster,
who asserts he has an excellent team
to put on the field against the strong
prep-schoolers next Friday.
A scrimmage with the varsitv lasl
week, and probably another one thirweek, a complete code of signals, and
an accurate defensive system are all
projects helping the Fiosh *a put on
what appears to be one of the greatest elevens ever to represent Bowdoir

SPEAK
AT UNION THURSDAY

M. DESCLOS TO

.

-

cl

Members at large will be chosen si
that the entire society shall numbe
twenty. The action this evening by
the old White Key will probably be
final,
without the confirmation o;
election bv students.

Gymnasium took

Tcpsham

Doc Fuller, who played number two

i

last

and thp morc experienced Free . tle quarter, and "Snub" Pollard, Ail
hooters had to work hard for a victory. Maine center, have also gone from
the ranks of the Roundymen along
After startir.fr off noorly, the Bowwith some lesser lights, and these
doin men made a decided effort to
men have left holes that have proved
head off their opponents, but a last
difficult to fill thus far.
chukker rally in which the best polo
(Continued on pan 4)
of the series was played prevented the
local riders from completing their
ta.,k.
The bip gun of the frame was

for the ridin<? club, was far behind his
form of the previous week's play,
losing the ball at manv critical moments. Roehr made up for Fuller's ineffectual plav by tall vine three a* the
four goals of the ridintr club and doin? good work in his number threSkinper Bartlett also showed
post.
up some effectual play while he was in

order that the organization nrigh'
be completed as soon as possible. Th/
Council called a meeting of last year':
Key society for tonight and stronglj
recommended that this body elect thr
new members without actual vote by
the student body.

t

ed>

scored half

former White Key made it necessan
to set up provisionary measures ir

.

Informal at G Vmnasium IS
High Point in Opening
Social Functions

.

team's goals and mad*; some of the
most prodigious shots ever seen at the

v

the brilliant players in the

1031-32 White Key was discussed ant
plans laid for the selection of mem lineup.
bers.
Loss of the constitution of the

or-

Margin

who

men. Larry Schlums, stocky back, and
in the forward wall were

last nitrht, the organization of the

1

in the last three weeks should point
iS to a bitter battle between two nearly
.
evenly matched teams.
0n, >' Safe
in
Both outfits have lost the big sUrs
in tneir attack
by the graduation
White Rallv
route, Foster of the White and Wally
Donovan of Colby. The visitors still
their
lineup
Captain Mosc
have
in
Although the Bowdoin Ridinjr Club
displayed a fa- better brand of polo Johnston, the outstanding man in that
on the full size field at Topsham Fair memorable Battle of the Marshes-byGrounds, the Portland Freebooters the Freight yards last year. In thai
nosed them out for the third succes- game, Johnston s'ole his running
sive time this year, 10 to 4. The frame mate's fire and was the main factor In
w as far closer than the score indicat- the Colby victoiy. Deetjen, flashy 111-

K'impf, of the victors,

Action
cil

is

.

was the sole
feature between the
teams. .Creighton Gatchell and
Morris Brown in the backfield ami
Bilodeau and Barton in the line did
by far the best work for the Bowse.

start of the second half

of two

THREE FRATERNITIES
Membership
made up of junio<
representatives of various campus
STAGE
TEA DANCES ganizations,
with the addition of sev
_. _ _ -„__,„,
_ ««,»TO CAP HOME GAME eh™ mr bers elected at ,argc {row

'A team

Experience

his

Constitution

At a -meeting of the Student Coun- John Sweet

together
brings
members of all classes and is conducted on a "drop in" principle,
no one feeling any constraint if
unable to attend every week.
At present the teaching of
Jesus in its modern implications
is being discussed, bat any questions brought up by members of
the group are welcomed.

Teams

but has given

school and college. "Whenever I get
an awful piece of verse in Fieshman
between the Bowdoin Riding Club and ran around not up and down-- English (He is a teacher, or did you
And it is alleged that the know?) and begin to think, 'this is
the Cane 'Elizabeth Polo Team. The around.
pretty bad', 1 rush back and find some
is made up, for the most left one was on inside out!
latter gro
So you see why the very fortunate I wrote under the same circumstances,
part, of Bowdoin Alumni. The match
will be nlayed at 10.30 and will be few who stayed to talk to Mr. Hill- It invariably is much worse."
Hillyer,
and
not
to
Mr.
Q: "What do you think of the Ne>.
James
talk
G. Duffy yer could
refereed by Captain
of the 103rd Field Artillery of Provi feel obliged to carry about one that Yorker gang?"
very subtle rhythm of English verse
Continued on pa#-e 2.
dence, Rhode Island.

—

*

well

Whimsical Interview At Union

—

Loss of Foster and Donovan

of

White Key Impedes

group

This

with the third period kickoff.
In spite of the fact that the Polar
Bears thrice had the ball within th*
Rcdmen's five yard line, they could
never push the pigskin over the inal
white line. .Ten first downs for both
teams indicate how evenly the elevens
were matched, but the 80 yard march
made by the Middletownera at the
distinguishing

Loss

invited.

.

Reporter Meets Harvard Poet In

rigors of first-class corape
The couise will bo cross-counbut of an almost fiV contoui.
Starting at about 4 P. M., the contest
should prove most interesting, ami a
Robert Hillyer (of Harvard) ctriireal test for the running squad which
has been training so faithfully under cerned himself Friday evening in the
The Moulton Union with the rhythms,
the tutelage of Jack Magee.
exact team for the trip has not been even the subtlest and most obscure
picked as yet. and tnc competition ihythms which are likely to slip one
for the coveted over on you and get away unnoticed,
still waxes " keen
of English verse.
berths.
Now this is a very worth while subIt deject, and a very serious one.

Favorite

WHITE GrRIDMEN

tition.

try,

Slight

The Student Discussion Group
meet next Sunday under the
leadership of Dr. Goodrich in the
B. C. A. room, on the second floor
of the Moulton Union, at 12.10 P.
M. The subject will be. "How
Jesus Taught". All students are

Bears

the

American Materialism
The speaker told of "American ma-, Freebooters'

ISUMINUS& MAISAUtiK

is

STUDENT COUNCILMEN
MEET TO REORGANIZE
JUIMOR KEY SOCIETY

will

Over Crippled Polar

American books
his lecture which comes as the

out.

MASQUE AND GOWN
ELECTS W.
PERRY

Colby

The lecturer is peculiarly fitted
to discuss this phase of literature,
being the owner of one of the
finest collections of rare books to
He will particularly
be found.
emphasize

Student Discussion Group
To Meet With Dr. Goodrich
In Moulton Union Sunday

BOWDOINMEETS
WHITE MULE IN
SERIES OPENER

CHAPEL SPEAKER

Between the two, lies
at all.
(Continued on page 2)
right way.
Two Roots to the Rhythmic Scheme
To find out the basis of the ac
centual rhvthm we must go in the first
H.
It
place back to the early English.
RITQIV1?CQ II* A !W A OI7I?
was monosyllabic and usually sung to
a musical instrument so that th-i
In the second
beats were accented.
place the poet was allowed only o<j Seven New Members Also Chosen 'a!
many beats to a line. This leaves two
Meeting; Plan Open Meeting
the accentual
is
first
The
elements.
for Tomorrow
pattern and the second is the syllabi;If the foimer is broken
ireedom.
At the first meeting of the Masqat
(Continued on page Z)
and Gown held Monday night, W.
H. Perry, Jr., '33 was elected business manager and seven new members were admitted to the organization.
Plans for the year were ten

into the

play

.Saturday.

teiialism" which he heard discussed
at a recent Geneva conference. Ex
ponents of this American materialism
constitute that particular class of nationalists who are indifferent to the
the world's needs. Having witness2d the

ENTER ROAD RACE
AT HARVARD MEET

spaririing

at the start of the second half enabled
Wcalcyan football team to outshine

the

We

Poetry for the Ear and Not the E>e
"I should like to discuss infoimally

to

.

:

President Describes Economies

of Administration In Interview

Tirrcll started off well by knifinrr
through tackle for 11 yards before
being brought to earth by Ricker.
After two non-gaining bucks, Schlums slipped a pass to C. Brown, who
duentiy we decided no* to undcrtaK. was nailed on the Bowdoin 38 yard
strip after a gain of 17 yards. Thcie
any new projects.
"We have postponed the publieatioi. Bowdoin took a determinad stand,
of the GcneraJ Catalogue of Bowdoin however, and gathered in the ball on
own 45 yard ribbon.
College, and we have asked the dif downs on their
On the first play Morris Brown took
ferent departments to ijet along witi.
Continued nn Pant a)
a ten per cent eduction in appropriaPresident Sills made a fur
tions."
thcr statement which indicated thai
financial affairs were certainly not at
Statistics On Wesleyan Game
their worst: "We have not, nor do we
\Vr»l*j»n B>»d'in
First dawn*
I
II
expect to make any reductions in
112
Gained from urinnij"
1*T
wages."

don't hesitate to say that we ing Board made up the budget for the
are in for a hard winter," declare*! co ll e ge, we anticipated these decrease.
President
Sills
when interviewed in revenue as far as possible. Con.sc
"I

Monday on economy

in

Bowdoin ad

yeai
college
ministration for tho
1!>32.
Pointing out a ray of hope he
continued: "But with everyone wotking together, we'll come through. We
arc simply receiving our share of a
generally bad economic situation ex
isting the world over."
"We know that at the present time
the income from funds has suffered u
loss of over thirteen thousand dollars.
And since dividends are declared quarterly, we can't tell what further losses
will be; unless business imp.oves oui
income is certain to be further cur-

i

i

May

tailed.

Eliminate Soph

Hop

"However,

c.Tsetting our losses,'
"At my suggestion the Facult)
continued the President, "we have ad- Audit Committee is considering the
ditional increases in funds, made since elimination of one house party this
There is fifty thousand year, preferably Soph Hop." Along
last June.
dollars from the Smith estate, and the line of student economy, Piesideiu
sixty thousand dollars from the Man Sills continued: "This committee ha.
son estate. Our losses merely reflect conferred with the Bugle board in
the universal decline of all invest- hopes of evolving some method by
ments in this difficult period.''
which the year book can be financed

Board Anticipated Decrease

Resuming his survey of the financial
situation of the college, President Sills
said, "Last Spring when the Goverw-

by the blanket tax.
"The Student Council has already
acted on their suggestion and the
Continued on pair*
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Wednesday. October

struck by President Sills in his opening chapel address. I most heartily
agree with this statement aa will the
rest of the student body. Yet we find
the prices of books this year as high
as usual I
I suggest, as has been often suggested in the past, that the College
open a bookstore in the room provided
for that purpose in the Moulton Union.
The store need not be large and need
not carry anything? but the necessities
of college life, such as text-books, stationery, paper, ink, pencils and the
like. If such a store were started and
run efficiently by the Collere I feel
sure that prices on text-books could
be reduced considerably, thus making
a considerable savin? to the student
body and at a profit to the College. It
is doubtlessly true that the cafeteria
is not securing sufficient patronage
to

make

it

a paying proposition.

The

student on entering the Union to buy
his books would naturally buy his
smokes, lunches, sodas and candy at
The impetus to the
the cafeteria.
business would be noticeably felt by
the collevr authorities, I believe.
*
A bookstore run on a narrow profit

margin, with perhaps an enlarged
second-hand hook exchange in conNo. 12 junction with jt. would thus be a distinct advantage to student and col-

21. 1931.

lege alike.

Touehdoum!

"Lower

Bowdoin's football team made its first home appearance last
Saturday and that appearance left several distinct impressions.

Rumor had

— A Co+legt BotJtotore!

"Tis a period of depression!" or
words to that effect, was the keynote

1871

Established

undergraduates to believe that the 1931 edition
of the Polar Bears was a woefully disorganized eleven. But in
this Dame Rumor was very much mistaken, for under existing
circumstances no team could possibly have made a more favorable
showing than did the White on Saturday. It cannot be denied,
however, that weaknesses were apparent here and there, but on
led

nrices,

better

service."
of a well-

be the motto
organised Bowdoin College Bookstore!
Comments on this important matter from graduate and undergraduate
could well

alike ar. invited.

W.

DALE CURRIER

^S.

S. R. HARLOW
FROM SMTHl COLLEGE

PROF

the other hand the team showed its coaching, and was in no sense
IS
a discredit to Bowdoin as far as actual play was concerned. If
(Continued from Pass 1)
there were those who came to carp and scoff they went away with
accomplishments
of Americans bringno honest complaints from this quarter.

CHAPEL SPEAKER

There exists one point, however, which was exasperating to
the most detached spectator. Just why did Bowdoin upon three
separate occasions sweep within scoring distance of Wesleyan's
goal and upon each occasion fall short of its objective. There are
those who would attribute this to the stiffening of the Cardinal
line.
There are others who would say that Bowdoin has not the

The answer

power.

is

not here.

Another alternative lies nearer the truth. Nowhere on the field
did there exist an idea of a touchdownA Nowhere in the stands did
there exist; even a hope of such a thing. In the middle of the field
the team looked spottily brilliant In the scoring zone the whole

show fizzled and died.
The inanity of playing flashy football in the middle of the
gridiron, may well be compared to a batter driving a long spec-

ing relief to the needy in the Far
East, Professor Harlow stated this to
be unfair criticism that does not include another class of Americans,
who are certainly in direct contrast
to the indifferent.
In sixteen years tens of thousands
of the natives had been driven from
their homes into the desert some of
them massacred. College graduates
and athletic directors were mentioned
as included in those who have cooperated in the achievements of the
missions during the past centuryThree hundred and sixty schools have
been built, colleges and hospitals
established, conditions of the prisons
improved, and even athletic fields developed. Professor Harlow said that
he personally coached a number of natives in playing baseball and basket-

—

ball.

the hands of a waiting fielder. It looks fine, but
Turko-Greek Good-Will
according to the rules it doesn't count The objective in both cases
Since the period of stress between
Turk* and Greeks, the promotion
is to score. To fail to keep this objective ever in mind is io defeat the
of good-will between these two counthe purpose of the game
As an extries has been amazing.
ample the speaker cited an event that
Let it be clearly understood that this is in no sense a critieism occurred a few years ago at the
of the team or of its coach. It is, however, a very definite and Athens Stadium. Not long before, the

tacular

fly into

!

points, but

were at swords'
Bowdoin undergrad- countries
on this occasion the flag of Turkey
high time this college wanted to finish what it started. and the flag of Greece waved side by
occasion was an internaThe
side.
It is high time Bowdoin undergraduates wanted a touchdown
In the quarter
tional sports meet.
It is indeed plain, that in no other frame of mind will the basic mile iace a Greek and a Turk were
neck and neck all the way. The Greek
purpose of football be accomplished.
won by a few inches. Immediately
after the finish the lad from Turkey
P. C. A.

striking criticism of the mental attitude of
uates.

It is

arm around the shoulders of
the victor, congratulating him. The
put his

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmtmt^ttttuii

a

t

I

Turkish delegation to this international competition lauded the Greek authorities for the welcome which they
Such accord would have
received.
been impossible at any time preced-

Mustard and Cress

Hillyer Interview

Well, even with the ripening experience of a year behind him, Boyd
stili
Bartlett is still hopeful
hampered by those same vain hopes.
- Q: "The
one sbout the turtle's He still thinks that the piteous moan
much better." (Have no fear, gentle of "Gilch wants to see Zilch after the
game" brings results; he still think.*
reader, no veise will be printed.)
Dropping all attempts at conven- that there are between fifteen and
tional reporter stuff, the conversation twenty yards to each first down; oil
turned to Amy Lowell. Mr. Hillyer we could go on, but we won't, because
knew her. Miss Lowell lived in Cam- between vou and me, we like the dain
'
bridge in a big house surrounded by stuff.
»
•
»
A
gardens and filled with books.
specially strong safe, all scientifically
improvements around campus:
Add
arranged to protect the piecious
the Polar Bears, who, through their
Keats M.S.'s and letters, hid behind scratching and bickering, have settled
some false book-shelves in the library. down to be nice, harmonious, musical
One day a careless and uneducated boys, all fighting for King Jazz
.
.
hand left a dish of water in the safe.
*
a
*
It had been cleaning.
Days later Mr.
But, if we aren't too bold, why
Hillyer and Miss lxiwell opened the
safe so scientifically arranged and doesn't the College or somebody do

A: "1 love the New Yorker."
Q: "And Ogden NaRh?"
A: "What's that one about

thf

.

.

.

fish?"

ing that year.

ha3
friendship
of
spirit
This
prompted a desire on the part of the
Turkish nation for a world of underAnother war would find
standing.
them, not with a lust to kill but with
an instinct to save by means of a

nura

College-trained

oNFotemfflvnar

B

and "Lilacs".

something about something and plug
up those holes in "our Campus road".
Because when the Austins start snailing around, there'll be Hell to pay if
We note that
any of 'em fall in
the annual epidemic has started: that
of the Christmas Caid saleslads
.

t*ert

century

change

was

ah

.

.

.

is

it

Now

we

.

.

.

result have had to renew their notes.
This has reduced the total of the
fund, which reached about twelve
thousand dollais.
"These are discouraging facts," said
the President, "but it is gratifying to
note that last year no student had to
lack of funds
Lobstcrite who flunked his final, didn't leave college solely for
can
have the Theory of Claw-dunking, or if he were doing good work. We
tide everyone over just as much as
something

garrulous, but

it's

in better

constructive

athletics

revolution in

largely the

is

college-trained
"

*

.

.

.

•

fewer

conformity

work

engineers

of

—

Night photograph of Temple Siadlaa, Philadelphia, FeanaylvaaJa,

gained in the General Electric Test Department to the practical service of undergraduate athletics
designing and instal-

•

—

equipment

V ling floodlighting
i

for virtually

every sport— football, baseball, hockey,

and

,

tennis,

,

Other college men

track.
in the

General Electric

organization have specialized in Street-

You

C-E projector*

floodlighted with

young men personally familiar with the
needs of college and school. They are
dedicating the technical experience

and floodlighting projects, or in
the electrical equipment of industries and
lighting

mines or of immense
are

designing

apparatus

to

locomotives.

power

and

ocean

propel
All

are

some

stations;

applying

electric

and

liners

engaged

in

the

planning, production, or distribution of

G-E products and so are performing a
work of national betterment and creating

for

themselves

recognized

spheres

of personal influence.

be interested in Bulletin GEA 1206, "The Light that Started Sports at Night." Write for ft to the
nearest G-E office or to Lighting Division, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York

wffl

9S884H

GENERAL<BELEGTRIG
After the lecture Professor Hillyer
read some very clever bits to break
as he put it, after reading from
"his master's voice", Robert Bridges.
He finished with some pieces of fine
workmanship and rare charm.
in,

Only Princeton juniors may play
marbles, while the seniors have exthe art of top
to

clusive rights
spinning.

"Give me
Lucky Strike

Every Time
"ArVy throe* is off

No

harsh

Give

me

important to me.

irritants for

yours

truly.

Lucky Strike

evwy

time.

And pat yourself on the back
for your now Cellophane
wrapper with that tab which
makes the package so easy
to open.

d&>^<r£*£ oMcuAai^C
Dorothy MeckePI

is

the

same

fasci-

nating, rollicking personality in real

life

as the parts she plays. Watch for Dorothy
in her next First Notional Picture,
"Safe In HeM." There is never a dull
moment in any of First National's
pictures starring that Mockalll

girl.

******
ThetLUCXYtsb! Moisture-Proof
Cellophane. Seeled tight— Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Package. Zip—And it's open! See the
new notched tab on the top of the
package. Hold down one half with
your thumb. Tear off the-othex
half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's aO. Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germproof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
FRESH!— what could be more modern than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package— so
easy to open! Latffes-the LUCKY TAB fS

Anger nail protection.

.

.

.

and

with classroom duties.
This

.

evening

— with

becomes literary and loses its charm. out. They claimed that English poe- expect to get poetry at the first.
This happened in the reaction to ths try could be written in similar time
"I want to illustrate one last point,
Elizabethan, in the eighteenth cen- units, without accents, the vine with- rhythm to give a pictorial image."
tury. Then, in another reaction, back out the arbor.
But the Elizabethans
To illustrate this Professor Hillyer
came the music, although second- hadatried this already unsuccessfully." used "The Passerby". He showed how
hand. The Romanticists were steeped
Fafbert Bridges is the most consum- the time units picture the ship stopin Elizabethan poetry. Blake affords mate craftsman of the modern era. ping in the harbor, dropping anchor,
a fine example. But then, again, the His poetry has to be studied as a and then the bareness of the scene.
poetry became literary. The imagists, great piece of music has to be studied. They picture a mountain behind the
as they were called, said that the People will enjoy a piece of music and ship rising and descending, and lastly,
traditional forms of poetry were worn return for more hearings, but they the three masts of the ship.

an actual fact that

Phil Meserve, mentor of Chem, offers
a course in Applied Lobster Eating,
with si degree, diploma, and everything
among the Meserve alumni are
prominent Bowdoin faculty members
and there is one unfortunate
.

'

the

in

than ever before
injuries

try; to

being played

is

from Fas* t)

motion is pending approval of the
Finance Committee. It is hoped that
a book can be produced which will be
a credit to Bowdoin, yet one which

.

.

Mr. Hillyer told stories about practically anyone.
There was a darb
about Robert Bridges and John Masofield.
It is apparent that Mr. Bridges
did not, well, admire Mr. Maseneld.
The story is one of those one whispers.
Or are there ladies present?
However there is a time and endurance limit even to poets, so Mr. Hillyer had to leave. As he went out of
the door, the reporter, obstreperous
as ever, threw:
Q: "Do you like Lewis Carroll?"
A: "Reuil him once a year."
Q: "Gilbert and Sullivan?"
A: /'Love them both."
Q: "Have you a book-case in your

ball

before larger audiences

hours,
i

mu-

read Shakespeare
as we did the earlier poets we find
that it is impossible. Time rhythm has
entered in and muted the accentual
rhythm. There is a beautiful metaphor
comparing thin to a grape arbor. The
accentual rhythm is the poles, set at
equal spaces. The time rhythm is the
grapevines flowing over the frame
and softening it The time rhythm is
not fixed, it must be changed."
Here, as he did throughout the talk,
Professor Hillyer used examples from
English poetry to show the change of
time rhythm to fit the poetry with the
accentual rhythm always underneath.
"We noted two time elements, the
duration of the syllable and the pause.
If I use the word 'quick' in a line I
cannot draw it out without using two
syllables.' If I use the word 'slow'
I can draw it out. as long as I wish.
The great difficulty with reading
Shakespeare is the overflow, the
stumbling block of readers. It is my
theory that the- proper way to read
this is to lengthen the last word. For,
if there is a pause at the end of a
line, the sense is broken, and if there
is no pause, the rhythm is spoiled. In
Paradise Lost almost every line that
overflows ends with a strong syllable
so that it may be drawn out. When
the time element is lost the poetiy
if

more than a hundred

floodlighted fields, foot.

and practiced

important

in English poetry. Italian

N

V^

came

Interview

who

that profs

k

-^

to England and flooded the
English mind, for the Englishman of
that period was usually a musician.

sic

deavor. Education is brought to the
Syrians,
Armenians,
Egyptians,
Arabs, and even Gandhi's Indians. By
the work of Americans a spirit of
brotherhood has grown among these
people of the Far Kast that has never
been known to exist.

is not extravagant.
.
"Since the senior class is yet to
write pay for their Bugle, this year's assesstextbooks have a style grimly remin- ment, should the motion succeed, will
iscent of a space-writer who needs be laid on the juniors, sophomores,
.
money very, very badly?
.
and freshmen."
a
a
a
Many Scholarship Applications
Now for football: we've worked the Tellin" of the reduced circumscores down to such a point that we'll stances of the student body, Presiand be- dent Sills went on: "I have never
win the next four games
sides that, last year we won the first known a time where there have been
three and lost the next two; now so many apolications for scholarship*
we've lost the first three, so the team and loans. The Loan Fund, however,
looks all set for the State Title!
is somewhat depleted for the reason
•*
•
*
that many recipients of aid have
recejved jobs, and as a
You'll forgive an old man for being graduated, not

And why

O

the verse falls. If the syllabic con
tent i« not free the verse, as in the
ease of Pope, becomes monotonous.
In Milton's Paradise Lost two-thirds
of the lines art' not normal according
to the old school of scanning a verse
by longs and shorts.
As the language developed, the acIn the sixteenth
cent was strWhed.

disarmament conference.
American missionary colleges in
the Far East sponsor all fields of en-

Sills

the athletic field

»
down entirely—it mav be loosened—

.

found the M.S.'s, yes, they found them
all mildewed (and not even Mr. Morgan could have bought them). Miss
Lowell threw down her cigar and abandoned all pretense. They diied those
lovely letters, those lyrics, on the
radiators. This mechanic age!
Miss Lowell would invite you (not
you) to dinner and then not show up
till the salad. Then she would gobble
and chatter and invariably beat you
(not you) in the end. Then she would
talk until
midnight, or un+il you
dropped.
But she wrote "Patterns"

revisit

MASTERFBL

"It's

toasted

•

usual.

•
»
*
bathroom?"
"There will not be as many lecA: "I have".
Now that we think of it, there was
the past, however." When
So you see that Mr. Hillyer is not a Freshman who said "Hi!" to us tures as in
asked whether the Glee Club would
only a poet and an English teacher, the other
day. Though it worries us
annual trip, President Sills
he is a gentleman, and quite cultured- to think that he might have been take its
do not know at this time.
replied, "I

only clearing his throat . . . And Last year they missed their New Yortc
"The best university student is say! before the old brain totters com- trip because" the time was wrong,
mildly conceited and indifferent to pletely, how's to have a gang out support rather uncertain, and our
sports, heavier than the average and there to march in behind the band New York alumni informed us that

Made of the finest tobaccos -the Cream off
many Crop*- LUCKY STRIKI alone offers the
throat protection of the exclusive " TOASTING"

Process which tncledes the use ef modern
Uhra Violet nays- the process th at expels see

m

toe* "Toasted" Flavor Cror free*

TUNB Df—Tkt Lttcky Strikt

•WePI^F J MCaMsasj%

JJ.B.C ntnumlu.

yoer LUCKY
—so they can't be in!" Mi
are afirays fcfnd to yew
not present

In

"They're

out

LUCKIES

younger than the average," according Saturday. After all. Kid Travis cant they were in a position to lend help
to a Purdue professor's appraisal.
make all the noise himself
.
only to bvennial concerts."
.
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FATHERS' BAY FOR

Portland' Shop at 626 Congress Building

,
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FRESHMAN PARENTS
IS WilX ATtENMD

The third annual Fafffen' Day ptofrram was offered last Saturday by

S

FORTY MEN REPORT
FOR GLEE CLUB AT

Jlff-ee

EHst Smith; John C. Creigbton and
Richard
Mawhianey Become

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

-

October 2lst

-

***

•'-

Noah Beery

-

!:

4

*

'.i

BAD COMPANY
Bed and

Also Golf
*»
1 — i—
UOWtlOlffl

f**— ni

Friday

Take our Hats

We'll

Styled above the

off to this Chesterfield

common

by Harmon's, contributes

October 23rd

-

VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —

place, with quality of the

finest, this full silk lined Chesterfield,

-

lTj
I'VINQpe riCIHrfTS

THE MAD PARADE

as sponsored

•

with

Irene Rich Louise

liberally to the present

-

Evelyn Brent

Fa se nila

Also Paramount News

dictums of economy.

Saturday

$4000

•

October 24th

in-

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Also Comedy, Pictorial
and Vanishing; Legion

Light Weight Wool Hose

Fine Oxford Shirts

50c

$1.95

Monday-Tuesday

-

October 26-27

GRETA GARBO

V

6%

A
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IE MI

Also Comedy and

9

Tarbell.
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m victor Radio

10 Sprin*

f

St.,

Brunswick

- Tel.
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tlS.MelcbcrCo.
Distributors for

Baxter's Canned Goods

News

'

.Eastward ho! Four thousand miles nearer die rising
sun let's go! To the land of mosques and minarets—
so different from our skyscrapers, stacks and steeples.

—

Let's see this strange, strange country. Let's see the
whtf$ Twrtctth tOQQOCO I/FOW1

land where the tobacco* grows

on slender stalks— to be tenderly
hung in long fragrant strings,
and blanket-cured. Precious stuff!

in small leaves

picked, leaf by
shelter-dried
Let's

taste

leaf,

that delicate aromatic flavor— that

subtle difference that makes a cigarette!
.—

-

_
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XANTHI
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—
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.

.

.
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The Industry that succeeds today is the
one that looks outside its own "back-yard"
for ways to

make

itself

more

valuable.

For many years, Bell System men
have been working out ideas to increase
the use and usefulness of the telephone.
For example, they prepared plans for
telling by telephone which helped an
insurance

man

to increase his annual

business

from $1,000,000
at a

rich* sweet cream is to coffee!
You can taste the Turkish in Chesterfield
—there's enough of it, that's why. Chesterfield has not been stingy with this impor-

big saving in overhead

worth of

goods in one afternoon at a selling cost
of less than

This
son

1%!

spirit of

why

cooperation

is

one

rea-

the Bell System enjoys so im-

portant a place in American business.

BELL SYSTEM

®
6

A NATION. WIDB

to cigarettes what

good taste and aroma; four
famous kinds of Turkish leaf Xanthi,
Cavalla, Samsoun and Smyrna
go into
tant addition to

SYSTEM OP 1NTER-CONNECTING TBLBPHONB9

—

—

«»#rjf important

tOMceo-fiowtftfom"

*

seasoning is to food— the'spice," the "sauce"

—a wholesale grocer to enlarge his volume 25%

Is

**

.

•—©f what

to $5,500,000

a soap salesman to sell $6000

SMYRNA M *m-wmWBB
SAMSOUN .famous tobaccos!

CAVALLA
. .

Turkish tobacco

pays
to look over the wall

"•

*•

.

.

the smooth, "spicy" Chesterfield blend.
This is just one more reason for Chesterfield's better taste.

Tobaccos from far and near,

the best of their several
kinds.

And

kinds—and the right

pure, tasteless cigarette paper,

the purest made.

The many requisites of a

milder, better smoke, complete!

That's

why they're

to be and they

are.

GOOD—they've got

'

- "
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Compliments of

eater to fraternity

29 years In business
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THREE FRATERNITIES
STAGE TEA DANCES
TO CAP ROME GAME

the junior cjass, William L.
Bryan, Albert S. Davis, Jr., Carlton
H. Gerdsen, Roland H. Graves, Miltor.
T. Hickok, Edward P. Loring, William
H. Holbrook, Jr., Richard A. Mawhinney, Edward H. Morse, Eliot Smith,
and Roland G. Torrey.
Continued from Pas. 1
From the sophomore class, Horatio
C. Allen, Jr., Thomas D. Barnes, Gorchell chaperoned this dance. A large
don C. Bennett, John D. Brookes, Lunumber of stags put a lot of life
ther G. Horbrook, C. H. McKenney,
affair.
Richard F. Nelson, Vinson F. Phil- into the
The gym dance was a little late itbrick, and Raymond F. Prince.
getting under way, the Polar Bears
From the freshman class, J. S. Bak- start 5 "* things going around quarter
er, R. W. Breed, R. A. Cleaves, L. B. past nine.
There were only a few
Emery, J. K. Graves, G. D. Harri- dancers on the floor for the first few
son, Jr., E. P. Head, J. S. Holden, numbers, bat by eleven a long lino
H. S. Lippincott and W. H. Niblock. of stags had appeared and there was
a good deal of life in the big gym.
gave their addresses as in Maryland,
The Polar Bears, led by Bob HayNew Jersey, New York or Rhode Is- dr*>, produced a very satisfactory;
land.
Maine
and
Massachusetts brand of music. It was their first apclaimed an equal number of visitors, pearance, and comments around the
16, New Hampshire 2, and Connecti- campus certify to the improvement
over last year's work.
cut 1.

^-GROCERS—
who
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BRUNSWICK'S

is

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

Popular Sheet Music and Records
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Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique (roods of any kind
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BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
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Discount in Mead Checks
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GEORGE O'BRIEN
-

W.
From

bert

I
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II.

and very prommaterial for the second tenor.
Rehearsals win be held regularly on
Thursday evenings at 6.45, and on
Tuesday afternoons at 4.30.
The following is a list of this year's
members: From the senior class, John
C. Creighton, Jr., Edward D. Densmore, Robert H. Grant, Earl D. Greenlaw, Freeland W. Harlow, Thomas F.
Johnston, Alden P. Lunt, Ned W.
Packard, George T. Sewall and Al-

-

in

-

79c

Jr.,

'32, leader, and Richard A. Mawhinney *33, manager of the combined mu-

ising

HELEN TWELVETREES

35e

,

$5.00 value for $4.70

•fcftvS
:

I

look very encouraging for a. successunusual strength

October 22nd

-

.

15* Maine Street

Mfc^MI

ful season. There is
in the bass section,

Also Comedy and News

Thursday

|3Jt

W. CHANDLER & SON

V.

With the increased knowledge gained
from the second rehearsal, held on
Tuesday afternoon, the prospecta

Sally Blaine

M

$1

size

Boards

3«# Sheets Good White Typewriter Paper for

sical clubs.

SHANGHAIED LOVE
Richard Cronwaff

accompanist, John C. Creighton,

Up

M» Sheets Yellow Typewriter Paper for

C

officers:
undergraduate
KJI following
Eliot Smith '33, student director and

—

Sponge Rubber Desk Chair Cushions

the coirejre in an' ettfrrf to brin«r the
fathers of the freshmen closer to the
work of the institution. From 9 to 10
At a rehearser on Thursday evea. m. forty parent* rejtfrtered at the nine; at Memorial Hall, the Glee Club
Union, some meet!** old classmates, held its annual tryouts, with fortyst
or friends o? P*
years. Although the
two applicants reporting: The club is
irreat majorify of thejto arrived from
within the New Sna-tand states, five under the direction of Professor Edward H. Wan, who is assisted by the
aillMHWQlllllllilWHllMllllRllI

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

RMEAtSAL

FIRST

F

•

*f?
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SPORT

Sportsman's Pen
Wlssleyan'e invasion of the WhisPOring Pines left Bowdoin followers
disappointed in the failure of the
town to extend their goalward
marches into touchdowns. Not once,
bat on several occasions the Bears'
well-planned attack penetrated deep
into enemy territory, only to concede
the ball on downs,

•

_

FROSH ROAD TEAM
SWAMPS MORSE IN
FIRST COMPETITION
Running on a course more

suitable
to rubbers than track shoes, the Bowdoin freshman road team won its
with Morse High School
of Bath Saturday, 15-60.
Captain

initial contest

BOWDOIN MEETS BIDING CLUB DROPS
WESLEYANTEAM
worked
CLOSELY CONTESTED
by
WHITE
IN
MULE
GAME TO PORTLAND EDGES WHITE BY
up
n
SERIES OPENER Bowdoin
NARROWMARGLN
Five Harlow,

When the Bowaernen had
within the thirty yard line
•aay states, the staunch red-shirted
.

down

line got together

and closed

caps every time.

the

But the game restored in the cheero
ing section a fair amount of their
faith in the ability of the team to go
places. The attack clicked well at
Colby has won one game thus far,
times, although the noticeable ad- defeating Vermont last Saturday by
vances appeared to be more the result one touchdown after being soundly
of superior individual contributions spanked by Springfield and Tufts, the
than precise teamwork.
While the
two previous weeks.
strength of Vermont is unknown, they
Morris Brown's playing stood out are not among the leadeis in New
like a sore thumb; he seems to have England small college football circles
found himself. Brownie's lumbering so that it is difficult to judge just
jaunts off tackle for fifteen and what Roundy has developed in the
twenty yards at a time were easily the way of a grid aggregation. Certain
par of Lloyd Morrell's colorful drives it is, though, that the calm little
to
in the Maine game last fall. Besides Colby mentor has always been able
doing a lot of the carrying. Brown give the best of Maine teams plenty
made some smashing stops of Wes- of trouble and pre-series performhave come to mean
leyact line plays in backing up the line ances of his teams
little in the Series doping. While the
on defense.
fact has not yet been divulged by the
papers, it is perhaps significant that
was another it was Rill Millett, Roundy's assistant,
Creitrhton Gatcheil
back highly improved last Saturday. and not Jimmy Connellan.that scouted
He ran viciouslv hard and handled the the Bowdoin team last week. Whether
kicking masterfully. A gem that or not Connellan, the most feared
everyone will remember was his punt scout in Maine and recipient of offeis
from midfield to the opposite comer from several large Eastern univerof the gridiron, rolling outside a few sities to join their staffs, has severed
feet from the Wesleyan goal.
his relations with Colby, is not known.
If he has, supporters of the other
Wesleyan's Larry Schlums was the three teams will breathe somewhat
mainspring of the red-jersied machine. easier.
Bowdoin's lineup Saturday has not
and his number seven was near the
Delayed line been announced and the final decision
center of every play.
backs are his forte, and the way he will probably depend on the condition
several of the regulars. Milliken
of
wriggled and squirmed through for
Wesleyan
extra yardage was something that no pulled an arm tendon in the
game and should he be unaMe to play,
visiting ball-carrier will duplicate on
Bowdoin's line stock will drop apWhittier Field this season.
preciably. Ricker, also is not yet fully recovered from his collision with
the Freshmen, which prevented his
playing up to form in last Saturday**
encounter. The great number of subs
used by Bowser last week gave a
Think of all the other things folks
large part of the squad a taste of
battle and several positions are still
have to think about besides what
open.
you sell and where your business is
|

A Sound Slant
How very necessary
your PRINTING be

located.

that

TINCTIVE,

so that

will

it

ATTRACT ATTENTION

then

DIS-

THE RECORD
PRESS
Distinctive

always been the

first

each.

strong in the seventh, however, with
Roehr hammering the willow through
the posts twice in succession, the first
time hooking it out of a melee of players to jab it across the line, and the
second time after a race down
the field with Dr. Lombard, the visitors' back.
Roehr showed one of the
prettiest exhibitions of polo during
the day in his last rush to the posts.
The larger field of the Topsham
fair grounds, though hilly in spots,
made for much better polo, and far
more brilliant playing was seen
through the course of the match.
A special., game between the two
teams has been scheduled for alumni
day, the day of the Bates game, October 31. The regular game between
the two teams will also be played the
next Sunday morning.

The

has

Printing

consideration.

For Estimates Telephone 3

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets

down on the Wesleyan 35 yard
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three ineffectual power plays,
kicked to Schlums, who was brought
to earth on the Wesleyan 23 yard line.
A fumbled lateral recovered by Qlsen
gave the ball to Bowdoin on the 23
yard strip, and the fans saw a chance
for a Bowdoin score. Gatcheil and
Morris Brown made 8 yards in two
plays as the first quarter ended.

Gatcheil went through to a first
on' the Wesleyan 13 yard line,
Harlow, bark
back. Lombard and on the next play Brown hit the
Score by chukkers:
line for nine yards, putting the oval
Bowdoin
2
4
on
the
Wesleyan 4 yard marker. There
Portland
1
2—10
2 2
1
1
1
Ron Torrey and Charlie Bilodeau
Scoring-: Bowdoin: Roehr (2). Fuller. Bart- the visitors made a determined stand
spiked the line plays of the visitors lett "Portland Kempf (5). E. Clark (2), L. and took the bull on downs, although
Clark. Morgan, Lombard.
four bucks by Gatcheil and Brown
with fair regularity. Of the other lineSubstitute*
Bowdoin
Perry.
Buffington,
were tried.
men, Tom Kimball distinguished him- Bartlett Portland E. Clark. L. Clark.
Time of chukkers: 5 minutes.
Schlums punted short to the Wesself by recovering a miscarried enemy
leyan 26 yard line, where GatchHI
lateral during one of the crises.
Barton and Bakanowsky snared the was dropped quickly after getting the
elusive Schlums single handed for ball.
Four more downs went for
critical losses in the two most memo- naught, however, as
the ball once
rable defensive gestures of the White. more reverted to the Redmen. SchRay Olson gathered in a twenty-yard lums again punted, a poor kick which
Ricker pass for Bowdoin's longest went out of bounds on the Wesleyan
37 yard line. Four more frantic plays
Any intelligent person may earn aerial gain.
failed to gain for the Polar Bears and
money corresponding for newspaInjuries played a part in Saturday's once more they lost the ball on downs.
pers; all or spare time; experience
Schlums and Tirrell made another
defeat. Johnny Milliken was benched
unnecessary; no canvassing; send
following a pile-up early in the game, first down on two line plays for the
Heafor free booklet; tells how.
and Captain Ricker was used spar- Middletowners, but Barton and Bilocock, Room 574, Dun Bldg.. Bufingly to insure his playing against deau stopped their attempts for anfalo. N. Y.
other.
Gatcheil intercepted Schlums'
Colby this week.

down

;

—

14 10

'
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WEIGHTY POLAR CUBS
OPEN WITH FRYEBURG
(Coattawt

I)

Uniacke, Cobb and Fox of Bowdoin
finished the 3 J miles in a triple tie
for first place in 19 minutes and 46
seconds, followed by xNowlis and
Hutchinson, also of Bowdoin.

The first Morse man to finish was
Marshall in sixth place. Carr, Baker,
Allen, and Perry of Morse came in
to 9th, 10th, 12th, and 13th respectiveopen at the end berths, with Behr and ly, to complete the scoring for their
Bigelow on tap to fill in at any time. team, with Kelley, Sherman, and OulLow and Holden will probably get the ton of Bowdoin finishing in between in
call at the tackle berths, Lancaster the 7th, 8th and 11th positions.
having capable substitutes in McLeod
At the starting line the contest
and Naaon. Hughes and Barbour look firomised to be a walkaway for the
to be ripe for the guard posts, with
reshmen, the boys from Bath being
Harrison on the sidelines to go in at small and in some cases only thirteen
any time. Kevalle will open at center, or fourteen years old. However they
Begg and Barton waiting to fill in.
showed their ability to run well, most
The backfield will probably be Put- of them sprinting across the finish
nam at quarter, Kenely and Abelon at line with a fine reserve of stamina.
The lineups:
halves, and Baravalle at full. This has
combination, back to the 43, but three non-gaining BOWDOIN (t)
proven
an efficient
(?) WESLEYAN
la. C. Brawn
with Palmer, Hurley, Dunton and plays forced the Polar Bears to punt, ° l *°*- ••
* ••
It. Sweat
Merrill ready to step into the shoes a kick which went outside on the By-.'
BHodaau. Ik
Wolsnrk
\Kw
+
of these ball-carriers.
Milliken (Davis), e
Wesleyan 29 yard line.
c . Gibbud
Schlums raced off for a first down Torrey (Cramer. Madeira). *r K
r». Mingle (Berrien)
_. k ,.
the
Bowdoin
line
plays,
but
two
in
Kimball (Gould), rt
pass on his own 45 yard strip, and ran
rt, R. Brown
re. Freacoln (O'Dell)
back ten yards with it almost get- held again and the ball changed hands Barton, re
«**<!. Q»
qb. WelU
ting away from his field. Failure to on downs, after the officials deliber- Bicker (Bakanowsky), rhb
rhb. Lodire
gain once more forced the Polar ated for several minutes on Lodge's Gat.hell. Ihb
|hb. Schlums
fb. Tirrell
Bears to punt, and Gatcheil pulled off last plunge in an attempt to drive the M. Brown (Richardson), fb
Score
one of the most brilliant plays of the ball through. Schlums went into ac- Wesleyanby periods:
• 7 n—
a
game, qafexcellent kick which rolled tion once more, however, to intercept
Touchdown Lodge. Point after touchdown
outside on the Red 9 yard strip. Clip- another Bowdoin pass and take the Sweet (placement).
Referee. Mahan. SprinirAeld
umpire. Meping, however, was detected* on the ball en the White's 35 yard line, where
DonouKh.
Main';
head
linesman. Butler. Cathtossed by Bilodeau.
play, and the ball was handed to Bow- he was
olic University
field judge. Kent. Maine. Time
triple pass culminating in a long of
periods, 15 minutes.
doin on the 25 yard line of Wesleyan.
Brown and Gatcheil went to the 12 forward from Schlums to Lodge
on two plays, and then bounced off a Bowdoin man's shoulder
to

what the boys do this week."
Kent and Sargent are slated

1

:

:

:

A

;

yard strip
went to the four yard line on two and was captured by the Wesleyan receiver on the White 7 yard line. Bakbut again the Crimson for-

more,

ward wall rose up and stopped the anowsky hurled Schlums for a 6 yard
first play, however, and
rushing Bowdoin backs. They punted loss on the
Kimball picked up a fumbled WesleyGatcheil out
of danger to end the half.

Redmen Stand Fast

(It) Pertlana Freebeatera
no. 1. Kempf
no. 2. Drummond
no. S, Morgan

<4t
Preeeott. no. 1
Fuller, no. J
Roehr, no. S

line.

the gain, however,
lost the ball to
Schlums.
Schlums took the ball on
the first play to rip through tackle
for 13 yards and a first down. Bilodeau spilled the Red star with a six
yard loss on the next play, causing a
punt * to the Bowdoin ft yard strip,
from whence Ricker by adroit cutting, ran the pigskin back 10 yards.
Brown went through the middle of
the line for a first down on the first
play,
and then Gatcheil slipped
around end for still another, but Bowdoin lost the distance when they were
penalised 15 yards for illegal clipping.
A pass, Ricker to Gatcheil gained
back all the distance lost. The Polar
Bears promptly lost it again when,
after the signals were mixed, Milliken
passed the ball into the thin air behind him. Ricker fell on the oval for
a fifteen yard loss. Gatcheil punted
the ball out on the 20 yard line to
give the offensive back to Wesleyan.
Schlums, after failing to gain on
line plays, kicked to Ricker, who wa*
downed on his own 44 yard line. Aftei

Ricker nullified

when he fumbled and

:

line-ups:

BawMa

O

(Goavtii

the ball on a delayed buck through
tackle and spun through the Wesleyan
secondary defense for 30 yards, going

The Riding Club men came back

:

not only
but will

hold Reader Interest.

Where

the
lineup.
at
back for the Polar Bears, also worked
hard, and was in the play all the time.
Portland started the scoring when
Kempf flipped a backhand shot through
the, posts, but Fuller countered with a
shot that rolled across the opposite
goal line to equalize the tally.
Portland made it look like a runaway when E. Clark stick-handled two
shots over the coveted line and Kempf
duplicated his feats.
Bartlett. however, stemmed the tide in the third
chukker with still another goal for the
Bowdoin men, a difficult side shot that
just slipped between the narrow angle
of the posts.
The Freebooters had the game all to
themselves, as far as scoring was concerned during the fourth, fifth and
sixth periods, making a single goal in

an lateral on the 25 yard line to keep
the goal line out of danger. The third
start the third period Bowdoin quaiter ended with the ball in Bowpossession on their own 45 yard
ball
doin's
the
who
ran
Schlums,
kicked to
from his 7 yard strip to 25. Then the line.
To start the final stanza, Gatcheil
Oberlander-coached lads got down to
business and scored three first, downs punted to Schlums on his 35 yard line,
on six plays, penetrating deep into from where it was run back to the 45.
White territory for the first time in Another set of downs failed the Red-

Touchdown On Eight Plays

To

the game. After a 15 yard penalty
for holding, Lodge went around end
for the only touchdown of the game.
Sweet made the point good on a

"FRANCIS"
The College Jeweler"
Diamonds and Watches

placement kick.
Morris Brown took the kickoff on
the 26 yard line and ran it adroitly

Always "Noticed
But Never NoriccL'He

Fine Repairing and Engraving

:

:

14LA

-

:

:

, snd they panted to the Bowdoin
off with a rash on
to make 20 yards
and a first down.
Two bucks did
nothing bat lose three yards, so Gatcheil once more panted, and Schlums,
the receiver, was downed on his 36
yard ribbon. Two plays that cot inside the White tackle gained a first
down for Schlums and Wesleyan, bat
there they stopped, and punted to
Bicker, who went down on his own 80
yard line. Two incompleted passes
lost the Bowser men five yards, so they
punted once more to the visitors on
their 48 yard line.
Barton, as he was being taken out
by an interferer, dove .through to
tackle Schlums for an 11 yard loss,
and again the Wesleyan star punted,
the ball coming to rest on the Bowdoin
88 yard line. A deft pass, Ricker to
Olsen, gained 23 yards for the home
team, and three line bucks gained another. Gatcheil and Richardson worked
hard to pile up still another first
down and place the ball on the Wesleyan 18 yard strip. Again the Polar, Bears weakened and the ball went
back to the visitors. Schlums made a
first down to end the game.

20. Brown started
• cutback end ran

Morton's

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT

Store

Jewelry

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College

103

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-

Mm

MAINE STREET

Tel.

!

well dressed.

Domestic and Im-

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.

Watch Repairing

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

bles, Olives, Pickles,

KAYWOODIE PIPES
Varney's

jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
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of

all
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Riley Insurance Agency
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for
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first
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Mellow as an old grad's
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party.

Work

year will be
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fino old ginger ale

Dick Atwood, T. D.

you are

Drink this

whenever

thirsty.
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Lyman
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(49TH

WEP

YEAR)

SAYS

Opener by Wide Margin 32-6

S h a r p> Contrast
Between American and
French Universities

—

M. Desclos, visiting lecturer, gave
the essence of the French University
to his audience last Thursday evening at the Moulton Union in, Ms talk
on "French Universities of Today".
Colby's Blue Demons tore the heart out of a gallant, riddled Beginning with a short historical
Polar Bear outfit last Saturday, and after converting two lucky sketch of the development of educa-

VISITORS

Second Quarter

SWEEP OVER BEARS IN FINAL PERIOD

tional

breaks into touchdowns, ran wild to roll up a 32-6 score. Led by
Dynamite Davan, the Roundymen swept Whittier Field, unchecked save for the White's two firm stands in the closing minutes
of the second and fourth periods. This fourth straight loss deals a
merciless blow to Bowdoin's hopes.
Davan suddenly drove through a*giant hole at right tackle, in
the first part of the opening quarter, and galloped to score his first
touchdown
an undisputed trek of sixty-five yards; using this
same play, which scattered the opposing end and tackle, the diminutive back sped twenty-two yards for his second, and nine for his

he

institutions,

explained

thoroughly the present French
tern of learning and stated tha
student in one of their nnivi
enters' prepared for sohd hard dirk

little

end for

wow

alone.

Some important differences between American and French instituhe pointed out are; no compulsory attendance, no examinations other than one at the end of the course,
no personal contact, and little athletic interests.
He also spoke of the
tions,

—

excellent facilities

provided for ac-

commodating American students.
U. August* V. Desclos told vt the

third, score.

brilliancy of the universities
was nearly extinguished by
refusing to acknowledge the
movement and how
Renaissance
Napoleon reorganised their obsolete
Yet the unfortunate aspect
forms.
of this Napoleonic system was to be
found in the fact that women and the
common populace were allowed no
education since his system was primarily to develop leaders. That sys-

early

which
their

As

*he second stanza became shorter, the Bears took heart, and buckled
down to steady ground-gaining. Colby
found a stone wall under her own
goal posts, punted to Ricker, who was
downed in his traces on the Blue side
Richardson drove
of the mid-stripe.
yards on two smashing
thirteen
tackle tries; then Gatchell heaved a
smoking pass to Ricker, who eeled his
way down to Colby's twelve yard line,
Gatchell seized the ball, drew in the:
Colby line on a delayed plunge, found
a wide opening, and broke free for the
White's lone tally.
Injuries Shatter Bears

FROSH ELEVEN

WffllM

MX

FRYEBURG

i

Brilliant

tem was changed, however, and now
every one can educate' himself if he
wishes. The two approaches are, he
may enter as one not working for a
degree, or if he wishes to earn a de-

Bowdoin Backfield

Accumulates 45-0 Score
in

Bowdoin again succumbed to her

Easy

gree he must have a diploma from a
secondary school which is equal to
our degree of A.B.
System Unlike Ours
The French system unlike ours is
divided into districts having secondary schools in all the large cities and
universities in the chief city. These

Tilt

SHOW POTENTIAL
POWER IN OPENER

—

nemesis injuries: first string ends
Barton and Olsen fell under the Colby
scythe; Briggs, hard hit during the'
first quarter, retired with a dislocated
shoulder; and Reid was forced out of
the running in the third frame. Their!
team crumpled beyond repair, the.
Bears were driven ever back toward!

Two

Complete Teams See

are supervised by recteurs
'responsible to the Minister
of Public Instruction. The universities
for this reason are all equal the only
difference being in that one district

who are

Service in Preparation

Game

on

l'

FRATERNITIES
TO INITIATE FRIDAY

FIVE

I

!

Seventy Frosh Emerge from
Hell Week During Alumni
Week End Ceremonies

!

\

,

;

Following an ardent Hell Week during which some 70 freshmen have
suffered the usual pangs of those torturous seven days, five fraternities
hold their initiations this week
end.
Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, Delta Upsilon, Psi Upsilon
and Zeta Psi will administer the rites
to 73 freshmen and four upperclass-

,

will

men.
Banquets following the initiation
will be attended by many alumni, visiting Brunswick for the Annual Alumni Day, and many alumni will speak
at the feasts. Although in every case
the after dinner speakers have not yet
been chosen, distinguished alumni will
no doubt be given the places of hon-

!

j

;

|

!

Bowdoin Freshman squad ran wild
over a willing but weak Pryeburg
aggregation last Fridav, to emerge
viAors by the overwhelming total of
45 to 0.
Two complete yearling teams white
washed the visitors so completely
that they were unable to penetrate into Bowdoin territory, making only one
first down throughout the course of
the fray. A hard pranging backfield
of Hurley, Kenely, Abelon and Baravalle, coupled with an impregnable
line that threw the visitors back for
loss after low were too much for the
boys from Fryeburg.
Cats Average 7 Yards a Play
Seven touchdowns, with scores in all
four periods, were accounted for by
the White men, every man in the regular backfield going over the line at
least once.
An average of 6.9 yard*
made on every play from scrimmage shows how the yearlings ripped
the Black line to shreds, while 21
first downs also demonstrated their
decisive superiority.

'

Kenely's
devastating tackle
Hurley's brilliant broken
running, BaravaUe's steamroller
plunging, and Abelon 's sweeping end
runs combined to enable the Lancaster
coached eleven to score at will. The
sterling work of the White line, which
functioned as a veritable automaton
on the offense, opening gaps through
tackle that the whole backfield might
have charged through, and which piled
up the visitor's offense time after
time, proved itself worthy of advance

smashes,
field

I

or.

'Psi Upsilon and Delta Kappa Epbanquets on Fri-

silon will hold their

day night, while the other three fraternities

will

have

the

ceremonies

De parting from the cusSaturday.
tom of past years, Theta Delta Chi
has postponed the Fraternity initia( Continued on pace 2)
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OF

65

Uniacke, Lavender, Morris,
SewaJl and Usher Finish
11 to 15 Respectively

Hour With
—

'

—

controlled), Monsieur Desclos
went to some- length in explanation.
The chief difference is that ours is a
democratic,
mass production. All

eleven bang! I am almost on the floor;
they are backing and going ahead and
There is no more sleep; I
jarring.
spend the rest of the night softly,
cursing. Hut that does no good."
This was in perfect English; and
why not ? Auguste Desclos, Directeur
Adjoint <ie 'Office National des Universites, as the card goes, of Paris,'
studied at Westminster and Oxford.
In fact, his mastery of the language
is superior to that of most Americans; his diction is perfect, even to there).
the difficult "th" sound, foreign to
Since the war that class in France
France.
M. Desclos is in America,! —the public servants, magistrates,
lecturing at the leading colleges
poorly paid high middle-class— which
one a day since he landed a week ago cherished education as a sort of right
trying to find out the type of stu- of their land, end which held "la vie
dent most suitable in exchange be- interieure" as precious, has been hard
tween the United States and France. hit. Monev has been at a minimum;
His lecture at Bowdoin was about opportunities even rarer. Therefore",
the Universities of France, especially, the sons of this class have had to put
The com- aside all pleasure and to work, work
the Sorbonne, at Paris.
parison between the institutions of for their education. Their lives are
our country and of his was clearly entirely different from oars. There is
made.
Incidentally, it costs
1,000 no campus, no places jfco play, no
francs a month $40 dollars to com-: methods of mass amusement. Monfortably educate yourself in Paris.
sieur
Desclos was earnest in his
When asked the difference between praise of these young men.
the educations got in our colleges and
Mrs. Sills came in about this |pme
in France's (the universities are all.
CSBSSSSSJ oa pas* i*.
1

;

—

—
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—

Alumni Meet Here Saturday;
Usual Meetings Small Part
of Annual Get-Together Plans

COUNCIL COMMITTEE MAKES ARRANGEMENTS

spoke

Bowdoin's Alumni will assemble this coming Saturday from

last evening to a fascinated audience
in the lounge of the Moulton Union

N

__^

A

Riding Club and the representatives of Cape Elizabeth. With the
Riding Club gaining experience, competition will be very keen,
and the event should afford an unusual morning. The match will
be refereed by Captain James G. Duffy of the 103d Field Artillery
of Providence, R. I.

to

changing form of the book as edited,
I can show you by examples how the
novel first appeared in folio form,
later in the Aldine type, being modified into a magazine, and then from
the three and two volume book shapes
into the present day one volume edition."

Material

"One of the greatest books in the
Uncle Torn**
States was
Mr. Van Sinderen held up
en original first edition of

Following the polo match, at noon,
the Alumni Luncheon will be served

BRUISED WHITE

in the Sargent Gymnasium. Albert T.
Gould, Esq. "08, of Boston, President
of the Alumni Association) will preside, and will introduce aa speakers,
President Sills and Dr. Clifton D.
Gray, President of Bates. Simultaneously in the Moulton Union, the Indies will gather for their customary
luncheon, under the supervision of the
wives of the Alumni Day Committee,
and in the direct charge of Mrs.
Joseph B. Drummond of Portland.
After their respec tive luncheons,
tha entire gathering will remove to
Whittier Field, where the BowdoinBates football game Is scheduled to
start at 2 o'clock. Pratktent and Mrs.
SHU will be at home to tha alumni
and other friends of the collate after
the game.
Informal at Gym

ELEVEN GROOMS
FOR BATES GAME

m

MASQUE AND GOWN
SELECTS PLAYS FOR
ROAD PRESENTATION

Garnet Outfit Enters Annual

Fray With No Serious
Injuries

OLSON DEFINITELY
OUT REST OF SEASON

United

at

all

corners of the land to attend their annual Alumni Day. Activities
on the subject "The Collecting of including the customary Committee meetings and alumni lunchRare Books". At numerous times he
eon,
will be featured by a Polo Match, the Bates Game, and a Gym
refered to the portion of his large
personal collection that he had brought Dance.
with him, and invited his listeners to
Proceedings begin w^th the Alumni Fund Directors' breakfast
inspect it.
Edward D. W. Spingam was chosen at 8.30 in the Faculty Dining Room of the Moulton Union, under
member of the Executive Committee.
Introduced by President Sills, who the supervision of Chairman Lewis A. Burleigh '19 of. Augusta.
made known the lecturer, as a "Pro- On conclusion of breakfast the Alumni Council Meeting will be
fessor of Books", Mr. Van Sinderen
pointed out that he intended to limit held at 9.45 in upper Massachusetts Hall.
his discussion to the American Novel
new departure in entertainment is inaugurated with the Polo
only.
With his pleasing delivery, he
then sketched a background for the Game scheduled for 10.30. The contestants will be the Bowdoin

The Bowdoin varsity road team took
third place in the sWrvard open intercollegiate cr e ss easjhtry ran. Springfield College, with, a lew score of 44
points, won the greeting 4i mile grind
over- the Chartesfaitnk course for the
fourth consecutive year. Rhode Island
State was runner *«p with 53 points,
and Bowdoin, granplng her five best
men from eleventh to fifteenth, totaled
64 points,^
Boston College beginning of this phase of literature.
trailed tin White! with 82. and the At the time of the American Revoluother entries were? ortheastern Uni- tion there was no novel, hereor abroad.
Massachusetts State Not until Samuel Richardson's Pamela
versity.
Ill;
College, 170; and Boston University, appeared in England in 1789 was the
form recognized as a separate unit.
284.
1
The first American novel was WashJack sieger's stalwarts, scoring all ington Irving's "Rip Van Winkle", apThis
65 points under sixteenth place, were pearing in his Sketch Book.
recognised as the team placing the work was first edited in seven maga
greatest number of men in the first sine-like sections, of which the speak
fifteen.
Tom Uniaeke, freshman dis- er displayed a complete set Like
tance prospect, loped home in eleventh Pamela, the story produced a school
place to head- the Bowdoin procession. of followers who are of less interest
twelfth position, to us.
Steve Lavender
Importance of Novel
thirteenth,
George
Dave Morris
Sewall fourteenth, and Captain Larry
"The Novel", Mr. Van Sinderen
•a rn» «)
went on to say, "is important from
that time on, because it describes the
development of the interests of peoAs to the
ple of different periods.

Cabin".

Bowdoin's

to view

Hope Centered

,

Rasa

DERATING COUNCIL
FORMULATES PLANS
FOR THE SEASON

copies of nooks inspired By

s'Mroe

It.

BURNETT
PROF.
RECEIVES
SEN.

large.

Choosing a play to be presented at
the time of Christmas House Parties
was considered at some length but
as no definite conclusion was reached,
the matter was tabled to be decided
upon at the hands of the Executive
Committee. A second meeting is to
he held tonight regarding this selection.
A play more suitable for road
presentation will be picked as the organisation intends, that its successful
through
plays travel considerably
New England this year. Copies of the
Slay chosen will be placed in the Lirary, and announcements for tryouts will appear next week.
An original revue will be produced
by the Masque and Gown during the
provided sufficient enthuspring,
siasm is aroused and provided suitable
material can be obtained in college.

Plans for the coming year were discussed, and a number of committees
appointed at the first meeting pf the
Debating Council last Tuesday eveProposed expansion of the orning.
ganization involving a junior varsity
and sophomore-freshman contests was
the principal matter under comment.
The varsitv, coached by Mr. Ralph
Childs of the English Department,
and managed by A. S. Davis, Jr., tentatively plans its trip to Washington, D. C, by way of the Pennsylvania
Colleges. Probably several debates in
this series will be broadcast. Conditional acceptances have already been
received from American University in
Washington, Gettysburg College in
Gettysburg, Penn., Juanlta College in
Huntington, Penn., Morris Harvey
College, West Va.
Will Meet One of Maine's Strongest
The Bowdoin varsity also expects
Prep School Machines in
to exchange words with Muhlenberg
Friday's Fray
College in Allantown, Penn., Pennsylvania State College, Rutgers, West
triumph
Fresh from their 46 to
Continued on p«ga 2
over a weak Fryeburg eleven, the
Polar Bear freshman footballers will
go into battle this Friday with
Bridgton Academy, one of Maine's
strongest prep school teams.

CUBS PREPARE FOR
BRIDGTON GRIDMEN

state

kinds of minds are equally exposed
to equal education. Their education
is adapted to the capacity of the mind
receiving it.
It is, therefore, more
selective and aristocratic; it is highly concentrated and leads to culture.
Culture, however, is one of those
denning it,
in
terms.
Monsieur,
quoted someone very learned (the reporter's memory is none too good):
"Culture is what you retain when
you have forgotten everything"; perhaps that means that it is what you
personal
(Nothing
haven't
got

bibliophile,

only 900 of these degrees offered in
Hawthorne's Great Works
the last 100 years. Yet to help these Thursday evening.
Discussion of
"There is no author who has pro(Coouawd oa Ttm •)
plans for the coming year and election duced anything more tangible and
of a new member to the Executive real than Hawthorne has. Since his
Committee were the important issues
at hand.
This committee now consists of AlC. T.
bert W. Tarbell, president; Albert P.
Madeira, stage manager; William H.
$25,000 IN
Perry, business manager; and Edward
D. W. Spingam, member chosen a<:

WHITE KEY SOCIETY
Monsieur Desclos MEETS AND ELECTS
OFFICERS FOR YEAR

"It is not", began Monsieur Des-;
clos
this was after the lecture mat
Thursday "the Pullman. It is th*'
constant shifting and changing of
1 get in my bed at 10 o'clock.
cars.
Ail is well.
Then at
I go to sleep.

himself and his subject, and delving
into a> profound knowledge of the development of the American novel, Mr.
Adrian Van Sinderen, prominent New

York hanker and

.

Reporter Enjoys Half

VAN SINDEREN
LECTURES ON RARE
B00KS_AT UNION

'

activities wren a meeting- in
its office at the Moulton Union last

Expansion Plans, Schedule
and Committee Elections
on Docket of Confab

Tee*

Connoisseur Exhibits First
Editions from Valuable
Long
Other Events Include Morning Polo Game, Alumni
Personal Collection
harlesbank
Luncheon, Bates-Bowdoin Contest, and Gym Dance
Casting a spell of intimacy about
44 Points
in the Evening

'ssksiaiatflalil

Hopes
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AfJIARVARD

districts

their own double-chalk, halting for!
for Bridgton
the last time in the middle of the last
may have more students than another
period, when they unleashed a too-,
Demonstrating by far the moat A very difficult process is the earning
long delayed aerial display.
de
as >|
Bilodeau at left guard, and Tor adroit andpowtrful brand af football of a full professorship,
fContftituxj

A.

THIRD

IS

MON&fBCLOS

A

28, 1981.

LHROAD

Draws

Davan and Peabody of Visitors Prove Thorn in Side of
Bowdoin Forward Wall
White Shows Brilliance

OCTOBER

AY,

HARD WORK attfeTE
FRENCH INIVHaTIES

Rampant Blue Cohorts Crash
Polar Bear Outfit in Soles

in

:

!

Undefeated and unscored upon
season, the Bridgton

men

this
will furnish

opposition than
the plucky but light Fryeburg boys.
Bates and Maine freshman elevens
are included in their string of victories. The heavy team which boasts
this record has already impressed the
local fans, with its rout of the White
Jayvees last week, 13 to 0, displaying
unmistakable power.
The smooth working of the Bowdoin
yearling eleven, however, had the
spectators at the Fryeburg game
speechless, and current opinion has it
now that without a doubt Bridgton
will stack up with its toughest assignment of the season when it meets
the bulky but deft Bowdoin line Friday. A backfield with plenty of drive
and power having the advantage over
the defeated junior varsity outfit of

MORROW WILL

The da » 'B hjsiTi ltlaVwItf ot twtiugllt
to a fitting close that evening by an
Informal Dante in tha Sargent Gj

Aerial Attack

nasium, under the dir ection of Marion
L. L. Short "3*. at the Student Councommittee.
The Alumni Council committee has
been placed in charge of the arrangements for the observance of Alumni
Day. This committee includes Dr.
Joseph B. Drummond '07 of Portland,
chairman, Col. George E. Fogg '02
Whittier of Portland, and Emery O. Beane,

While Alumni return to scenes of
their college days from all parte of
the country this week and, a sadly
battered and bruised Bowdoin football outfit will attempt to repeat the
thrilling drama of last Alumni Day
when as underdogs they rose to supremo heights to humble a heavier

end favored opponent, on

"•*

cil

Esq?. '04, of

\

Had

the

Bowser team

their

Aur

.ista.

full

for the Saturday tussle this
Professor Close strength
might seem a picture capable of fulfillment but the terrific battering reFriend of Late New
ceived by the White from Colby last
Jersey Senator
week seriously hurts their chances of

Bowdoin

KIRKLAND SPEAKER
AT IBB MEETING

upsetting the Bates. Just as Bowser
A friendship of forty years stand- seemed about to mold a real machine Small College Advantages
ing between
Professor Charles T. from the ruins of last year's aggreOften Misinterpreted
Burnett and the late Senator Dwight gation the injury jinx stepped in,
W. Morrow, culminated last week in first incapacitating John Milliken,
Says
the announcement of the bequest of Gould and Ricker and last Saturday,
01$25,000 to the Bowdoin professor in Barton, Olson, Reid, and Briggs.
son according to reports after the
the Morrow will.
Professor Edward C. Kirkland was
Ever since their undergraduate game is out for the season while the the guest speaker at the opening
days at Amherst, when they were extent of the others' injuries is not meeting of Ibis, honorary society, held
in
h
roommates as well as classmates, Proo?thT°M.r^Be.rs
,l
S.to^^ii
"•**; Professor Kirkland chose for his sub» 4ry
?*.
fessor Burnett and the late Senator °*
T.
Morrow had been friends. The Bur- much in doubt at present.
impreMioMs gaii
frQni hia
Bates Fit For Game
nett home has often been the host to
fir* year at Bowdoin.
wdoii
His talk.
Mr. Morrow and family, as the MorBates on the other hand had no tinged with reminiscences of his unrow home at Fairhaven, Maine, has serious injuries in their unsuccessful dergraduate days at Dartmouth, was
been to the Burnett family.
Satur-'well received.
title battle with Maine last
When Mr. Morrow was awarded a day. Many more factors than this,
A discussion of Bowdoin naturally
Doctor of Laws degree from Bowdoin however, combine to make the Bob- resolved itself into a discussion of
last June, he paid a high tribute to cats heavy favorites to pin a third small and large colleges.
Professor
Professor Burnett. He stated at the straight victory on the White. Maine Kirkland was a member of the Brown
Commencement exercises that he had in spite of her victory could make and Dartmouth faculties, and thus has
ieached the conclusion that Bowdoin little or no progress through the Bob- experience in the workings of both,
was awarding him the degree not so cat line, the Blue making her long- Besides the advantage of closer conmuch for his record as for his friend
(Continued from page 4)
(Contiomd aa Pa*a S)
ship with Professor Burnett.
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UNIACKE SETS NEW
COLLEGE RECORD IN
FROSH ROAD RACE

Magce Announces Radical Change
In Track Schedule; No Penn Trip

much more stubborn

McLaughlin and
Mawhinney to Govern

Madeira,

Junior Body
Last year's White
tives

Key

representa-

met Thursday evening

to elect
Class.

new members from the Junior

Fourteen leaders of college activities
were automatically appointed, while
six

were elected from the class at

P.
Madeira was elected
presideM -f the White Key for the
college wear 1931-32, Raymond E. McLaughlin was chosen vice president,
and Richard A. Mawhinney, eecretary-tressurer. A committee was appointed with McLaughlin, chairman,
to receive all visiting football teams

Albert

this fall.

White Key members

this year in-

(Coauaaad oa pas*

«)

HELL WEEK AND HOUR
EXAMS HALT SMOKERS

clude: Witaldo Bakanowsky, George
R. Booth, Gordon D. Briggs, Bernard
The combination of hell-week and
S. Crystal, Francis H. Donaldson, Luther W. Easton, Milton T. Hickok, hoar exams ken temporarily called a
Roger D. Lowell, W. Holbrook Low- halt to the customary frosh smokers.
Consequently the fledgling delegations
ell, Jr.. Raymond E. McLaughlin.
of the various nouses with the excepAlso Albert P. Madeira, Richard
Mawhinney, John B. Merrill, John
tion of those a* Chi Psi, Delta UpMilliken, Jr., Arthur E. Moyer. H silon, Sigma Nu and Theta Delta Chi,
Allan Perry, Eliot Smith, Louis C. who have already entertained, are
Steams, 3rd, Walter W. Travis, and awaiting, a more favorable time to
{launch their smokers.
Frederick W. Woodbury.
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A
H

Wins

in

12.36,

Leading

Yearling

After seeing his charges finish
in the first fifteen than any
other college competing, Coach John
track team professed
Sprinting home wi+h a dazzling J. Magee of the
satisfied with the showing of
himself
burst of speed to set a new college
Harvard Interrecord for the distance, Captain Tom the track team at the
collegiates in particular, and the enUniacke led the Bowdoin Frosh hartire fall season in general, in a reriers to a decisive victory over one
cent interview.
of the most dangerous prep school
"The bovs did what was expected
teams in Maine, Maine Central Instiof them at Harvard", said Magee.
tute, last Mondav, to the tune of 19

Team

to 19-39 Victory

Over

Maine Central

j

;

,

;

!

!

Ambling through the 2i mile course
with incredible speed to, build up a 65
yard lead over his teammates. Art
Fox and Emmons Cobb, Uniacke not
only set a new record of 12 minutes,
36 seconds, but inflicted the first defeat of the season on Jack Coombs
and Tom Gordon, M. C. I. road-runners who have been sweeping Maine
clear this year.

Gordon and Coombs followed Fox
and Cobb to the tape, but a. trio of
Bowdoin men behind the M.C.I- men
made the victory sure. Hutchinson
was sixth, Nowlis seventh and Hubbell eighth for the White. Uniacke
started out with the leaders but after
the first mile went out on his own in
s decided attempt to lower the record.
He hit the halfway mark twenty
yards ahead of his teammates, and
( Continued oa Pas* «>

,

^

800 yard dash in under 35 seconds,
Mickey Hunt, also of Huntington, io
*ood in all the sprinte, and has come
close to 50 seconds in the quarter.
Stan Beasley, the fourth member of
the quartet, has broken 2.25 in the
"They bunched up and finished close 1000 y»«d run consistently, and may
together for a very low point total- ?* »•>•« "> f*t below 2.20 in this year's
What the "varsity can do with schools indoors.
As to the 'varsity schedule. Coach
of its own class, I don't know, but!
announces
we'll find out soon when they race Magee
some changes
"There will be no trip to the Penn ReTufts at Medford."
The Freshmen, who seem to have lays this year, no New Hampshirthe best track prospects in years, as meet and no Tufts meet. We will go
yet have proved nothing of them- to Boston to meet M.I.T. instead of
selves to Coach Jack, "111 tell you ex- going to Philadelphia this season, and
actly how good they are after they've will arrange many other changes. The
run in some meets. Of course, past state meet, up at Colby this year,
performances show them to be a good; will come off the 14th of May, we'll
bunch, but they'll have to prove it to have a meet the 8th of the sam.month, and M.I.T. will race us on the
me before 111 believe it."
the past performances which he re- 80th. Aa yet the schedule is not
fers to are criterions indeed to a well- definite but I expect to have at least
A two more meets.'1
balanced and excellent team.
quartet from Huntington school go
Coach Magee also announced thai
far to make up a team all by them- the interfraternity road race will be
ranks.
Tom run tomorrow, with a tropbv going- to
.selves in
the Frosh
Uniacke, captain of the yearlings, han the winning team, and medals for the
run the 600 in 1.15, and can run even* first three to finish
1

to 39.

from that to the three mile
croM C0U ntry, as he has evidenced,
.
„ ,.
„_»- 4 „
«„».»:„«^„„
John Kelle
y> «!**"» <* Huntington
«st year, won the Boston school boy
distance

more men
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bachelor and messenger boy oh Wall
street.
The problem is: how best to
pass these four years and preserve
one's face at the same time?
The University Bulletin hints dark'
ly of classes, recitations, and lectures,
credit hours, and group requirements,
—but those of you who have listened
to one word of platform-delivered,
advice Will have
career-indicating
realised that Yale has s great deal
more to offer than any catalogue
Of course poo tow*
could indicate.
that anyway. You come to Yale for
something else besides education. The
road to things worthwhile is not the
catalogue trail. This first lesson you
need hot be taught; you hsve always
known it; studies are but the means

Student Attitude
It may occur to some of our readers that the article on this page
from our illustrious contemporary, the Harknese Hoot, is run
(a) because we needed filler, (b) because we thought it funny. to an end.
Work just enough to earn freedom
Neither guess is right. We are running it because we feel that it
for another slavery. You will be un
is a particularly telling bit of satire on college life which can be utterably silly if you do not follow the
applied to Bowdoin with little strain on the imagination, even of good advice given on all sides, from
the football coach to News Business
the weaker brothers. The Hoot is not'pufely iconoclastic, as some Manager: Keep up in your work. Id
would have us believe, nor is the article under discussion, as might other words, "Follow the rules of the
game; keep clear of these requireappear from a careless reading. It is rather a sad commentary ment quagmires and be free for the
that such a state of affairs as here depicted should exist in any things that count, for service to as."
Do
only that, and you will have done
American college today, but, bewail it as we may, the fact remains.
•

it applies,

on a

lesser scale of course, just as strongly to

Bow-

We reprint the article here, with thanks to
it does to Yale.
the editors of the Hoot, for the perusal of Bowdoin students, in the
hope that it may help us as a college, to realize more keenly the Unfortunate state of our own attitude. Bowdoin has far to go fcefOre
she realises that true sophistication does not lie in being bored,
blase, ignorant of important affairs, and generally contemptuous
doin as

of those

who

fail to

conform to the pattern thus created.

Alumni

Haven tramps

Interest

We learn that on Saturday an Alumni Committee on Undergraduate Affairs will meet for discussion with the Student Council.
This ia a new move on the part of the graduates of the College, and
one of which we highly approve.. While we cannot suggest offhand
any concrete undertaking for this new committee, we do feel that
aa an attempt of the alumni to become better acquainted with pres-

fraternities

Dwight

in

Senior

and

mimeographed charts of all courses
from literature to biology.
Freshmen, look about you. From

Commons

certain

ring

will

voice

provided that it does hot go so far as to clear:
for them and for us
That genial, monosyUanle-barking
cause every other student enterprise to be thrown entirely out of
giant you will see end hear touch of.
focus. That is the great danger.
Blue-jerseyed he will startle the bowl.
Apparently this new committee has been set up, not with the Headlined his name will stir the East
intention of meddling, but out of the realisation of this last fact
Although many would hesitate to admit it, there is far more to the
It is a pertinent fact that underlife of a college than athletics.
graduates throughout the East are turning more and more to activities for their own sake and not for the honor or fame attached
thereto. It is only reasonable to expect that by setting up such a
liaison agency as this new committee the alumni body can better
understand and appreciate what goes on within the College. And
it seems altogether fitting that such a committee should be instituted in these times of shifting undergraduate interests and viewpoints. Men of experience in the world should have something
constructive to offer to make what We do intrinsically more Worth
while. The trouble heretofore has been their lack of knowledge or
understanding of conditions which may have changed since they
left college.
Perhaps this new group can make its place as a go-

between.

The Blanket Tax
Within a few days the Blanket Tax Committee will meet to
its funds to the various activities seeking support. This
meeting should be of interest to the entire student body, since it
contributes the funds handled, and benefits directly or indirectly
from their expenditure. The Orient has no bone to pick with the
Committee, who, as far as we know, do a hard piece of work faithfully and well, but we should like to suggest here that the complete
figures on the final apportionment be published. The undergraduates want to know, naturally enough, what becomes of their
money. And we must admit that the return gotten often seems
rather small in contrast with the amount paid. In the past a lump
sum has been granted the Athletic Council to distribute as it sees
Far
fit, the subdivision being made solely by the faculty members.
be it from us to insinuate that there are any unfair distinctions or
discrepancies made, or that undue weight is given to any sport
over others, but in the interests of student satisfaction, we should
like to see the

complete itemized returns this year.
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Dont
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example, will be of value to

I

yod only on Park Avertue. There is
another that will damn you anywhere.
Most hi them, however, have their own
special spheres of.inUreit. The scsles
Your
here are balanced delicately.

HALF HOVR WITH
MONSIEUR DESCLOS

fraternity choice may mean the difference between a brilliant career and
one merely of successful plodding.
Therefore if you are .dramatically inclined it would be well to look up the
fraternal line of Dramat Presidents.
If you have a good business head and
can stand work of that sort look up
the records of past News Chairmen,
and so on. Understand that packing
sthrts pratkaily with the Sophomore
elections each fall. Be ready from
then oh for haahed-voiced serious conversations,
ft is a serious business.
Now dont spoil everything by being "queer". You wiil get nowhere
by trying to be interesting. Dress
well but with restraint Be ready with
^griri for everyone in your own ciri.
Doht slink off to eat good food
by yourself bat brave Freshman Commons for a year- The colour combinations glinting from the meet are
You already
fascinating at times.
know enough to conceal your studying*
Shout your indifference. Go to
the movies regularly if you can stomach the vaudeville. Walk to class
saying, "I havent cracked a book".

.

•

I

|

—
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"Nona
so good as
LUCKIES"

.

This casual-seeming person whom
worth knowing already
everyone
knows,—all have attended the same
large school,— will pass from one honour to another, Junior Fraternity to
Senior Society, with one all-including
gtin of success. He will be boosted
.
to a major sport managership
The keen-eyed individual, conversationally rumbling with convention.

.

al profundity, precise, methodical, will

probably be Chairman of the News . .
This self-consciously earnest boy
brimming with health and good intentions will be head of Dwight Hall.
Childish in appearance he is more
clear-minded than one would imagine
He has confided to a friend that he
wants Bones. He will get it . . .
The complacent goggles—He is
your literary light. Mincingly he will

and mere's none
good ds LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm

"f'vo triad oil cigarettes

to

careful in

my

choice of cigarettes.

a ro«l delight to And a Cdtophant wrapper that opens without
a
art Icepick.

^•rVW-

Jean Harlow

.
beens with dream ladies .
And somewhere, too, there are
shadow-faces whom you will navel
you
University
attend
a
snow. They
will never know and need care little
about, for it exists only in their own
minds. You may see their silent windows lighted late at night. Bat they
dont count. Not now anyway. ProbTime enough to acably never.
knowledge them when you, O so
properly,—vote s Phi Beta Kappa hey
more to be desired than a major Y
.

.

privileged

you have

film,

Sea her "OeMIe/' a Pox film and
,»g*

Me e

will

Will
education behind?
made a success or have

failed? There is no time to grope
for an answer, to consider. Yott must
Your csreer is watting.
hurry on.
There are positions to be filled. Those
from the larger prep, schools are already four to six years ahead of you
in acquaintanceship and experience.
But even now you have the power to
shape and to mould. Your path is

it

sat the screen

in

great oir

• e

.

you
final credit has been
sdded to your total, and, diploma in
culproved
a
mathematically
hand,
tured gentleman, you stand before an
apathetic world with four years of

where

first

"Hell's Angel*/' the
and the almost stem
the show from a fleet of fifty planes.

ablaze

—

is:

have

If s

braid book-culled butterfly words into
ghostly might-havepretty verse:

The question
stand when the

I

be because of my throat. Put me down
as one who always reaches for a LUCKY.

to

.

Mode

of tho finest tobaccos •

His Cr+ant of many Crops -LUCKY
m«— m»
m — — - a .at »
»^»— t»A ^ Li_ ^ — ^
WniniMwemmonwn use iin uair prorajcrsen
ii

of

the)

axduirv* "TOASHNO" Process

which Indtsdoe tho/ use> of modern Ultra
Vktlgt ftery* -tho process that expels
coftaht iMstrtarMfllia, Irrltanti
present In •vary tobacco loot*

**PajM

Irrftantl

"
your IIJCK Y SftlKI. They're out-eo Ihey
cant be hi" No wonder LUCKIES
to your throat*

Hoard names and

sociated with
The first of these practices ia entirely up to the indi- scatter
your own. A familiar name
and though it may be an indication of lack of interest in on some future bsllot list for class
competition is ah
supporting campus endeavors, there isn't much we can do about it. office or managerial
invaluable asset. Your name will atBut the latter, while undoubtedly due to thoughtlessness, we feel tract a vote where you would not
flawless ia this system
Magnificently
should be discontinued. If a house feels moved to have a football
of voting for heeling positions. Attdance, why not make it a tea dance? Nobody is going to pay to tomaticaUy from the start the mv
get in to one dance when they can go free to another, or when his known, undesirable boringly efficient
are cat out, and competing for manown house is holding another. It should be remembered that the agerial positions becomes a friendly
Student Council runs these gym dances for the benefit of the whole scramble between men of the right
sort
college, and it would be rather too bad to have them put out of
Now the best way to meet people
business by the whim of a small group. We urge cooperation.
is to go out for Freshman football.

vidual,

nity, for

Dark-suited he will be seated in the
middle of many a mysterious row ot
camera-staring faces adorning the

Informal Dances
Last Saturday the Student Council held another gym dance, and
ran into the hole again. There seem to be several factors in the straight.
The very first thing to do is to besituation.
One is that many students go off to the neighboring
attached to some crowd. Forget
boroughs for their terpsichorean exercise, and another is that on come
you ever had a thought of your own.
this occasion one of the fraternity houses saw fit to run a compet- Be seen with your crowd. Become as
ing dance.

fdJL

on taa second.
have any particular line of
mapped out far yourself—
even tho it be one of genuine interesi-4t would he wall to Choose your
fraternity with etre and then gradually drift in with- the crowd most
likely to sceept its pact One fraterIf you
activity

SS

—

—

r.hvfhn

!

These are the glittering prises, tha
rewards for a seventy-five or ah fattan it matters not howf—by cheating,
baying essays, attending review lectures pregnant with "dope" at tutorready-made
learning
schools,
ing

ent undergraduate activity at Bowdoin, the scheme has possibili- your sea of indistinguishable faces
Lest
Hitherto, as far as non-curricular activities are concerned, wandering aimlessly in search of will
ties.
Oliver or North Sheff individuals,
aluhini interest has centered, naturally enough, about athletics, emerge and disentangle themselves,
in
tongues
of
parrot-chatter
the
from
thing
good
is
a
interest
and more especially football. Such an

apportion

j

(Continued next week)

Hall, make
Societies.

j

,

.

your duty by education. Slam your
notebooks closed indignantly should
an instructor dare hold you two dun;
utes over time, and like a delighted
schoolboy wslk out of the class room
should he be half a minute late. These
are your rights. You must insist oh
You are not here to
your rights.
waste your time on trivialities. You
must go out, go out for football and
crew, heel managerial competitions,
taste big-business in the News office,
scramble for publications, experience
over
New
complacent superiority

j

and not

.

•ia* latereeto aeth-aaftad. dfftjias.
we too begins early. Far
the lectare platform.

(Reprinted from October Number of fUV Dont believe that frTternkie*
the "Harkness Root")
elect
Crowds choose.
It might,
Freshmen'! let us face the issue
be well also to secure an
College presents you with
squarely.
election to the U. Club,
You
a period of four yean to be passed
have to eat there long. The first
through before you csn properly bewill mvariahly pass on to the
...
eligible young week-ending

HuMtU

alone, usually ad-

are fee prone to deary oar more opportunity for research, Bowourselves, If tilings go doin affords an excellent library for
Indications point toward a fairly
wrong.'' .Tbie. la its fug, sense, wis this purpose. Two of Bowdoin's lead- •accessful teason? Though Davis is the
the heart •fprasident SUls' message ing assets are its ample facilities and --'- member of .last year's varsity,
J
in chapel last Sunday. Coming at a
Sge hiring transferred to
its high quality of instruction, which
time moat appropriate to ooadltione is on par with that of any other colSlid Walker, Prince and
within and without the college, the lege.
Jenkins graduated, there is much good
talk embodied useful examples that
Professor Kirkland spoke at length meUrUFon hand, including Lincoln
are familiar to everyone.
Smith
spoke
against Amherst a
who
on college spirit. He stated that the
The President took ss his text the cheering and personal spirit toward year ago.
fourth chapter of Saint Paul's Letters
Interest in freshman-sophomore deteams is overstressed at
athletic
to the Ephesians, in which the disBowdoin. He attributed this to the bating will be stimulated by the offer
ciple admonishes the people to set a
Western Migration Theory, which ac- of an annual prise to be swarded
goal for themselves, until they becounts for the colleges of California to the best speaker Sn this contest.
come "up unto Him in all things'.
and the West being at this stage now. This premium results from s recent
"In this tendency to blame or not It seems that according to this theory gift to the college. The Council will
to blame one's goal," President Sills
Maine development is on the same conduct trials for freshman and sophwent on, "we find the battlefield of
as the West The speaker pre- omore teams in about three weeks.
the Idealists arid Materialists.
Yet plane
will comdieted a decline in this spirit at Bow- The proposed junior varsity
always is the fault in the performpete with' Maine high schools, and
doin.
ance, not in the perfection striven
At the conclusion of the talk, an every effort will be made to expand
for."
open forum was held, many phases of the Bowdoin Interscholastic Debating
"In the present Far East crisis, peowith considcolleges being discussed by the mem- League which has met
ple are finding fault with tile League
erable success since its inception.
bers and Professor Kirkland.
of Nations and its ineffectuslness.
Membership in the Bowdoin DeBut the failure is to a great extent with
bating Council, Which comes automatus in America, who are concerned and
ically after participation in an interwho refuse to sanction its action. Also,
class or varsity debate, or by spesuch economical conditions as are
cial vote of the Council, includes the
reaching every human being today
following seniors: George B. Pottle,
I
ought to be by a change in motives
Albeit
W. Tarbell, and Lincoln
(Ooatbraad (roan rase 1)
and ideals, it is said by some. The
Smith; juniors are: Manager Albert
unemployed will steal, thinking they with coffee and angel cake (so you S. Davis, George P. Desjardins, John
are justified, in their straitened con- see what you missed). Time out, if H. Gordon, Jr., and Assistant ManOvercome by circumstances, you please, for a bit of editorial com- ager George P. Towle, Jr.
ditions.
they have lost sight of an important ment. We think that this sort of inSophomores are: Stephen R. Deane,
precept.
Yet they should net curse formal
gathering,
made possible Carl G. Olson, Frederick W. Burton,
and reject this precept, but rather the through kindness, one of the most, at- and Charles I. Kahili. Norman von
system of men and institutions that tractive features of Bowdoin. It is Rosenvinge, president of the Council,
has failed to meet the crisis.
a kind of college education absolute- has transferred, leaving a position to
College a Parallel
ly impossible in larger places, and be filled.
"In the college certain groups full not often found in small colleges.
down in their functions, snd at once
Monsieur Desclos did not drink
MATH -CLUB MEETS FRIDAY
the blame is thrown bach on the col- Icoffee; it would have kept him awake.
The Math Club will hold a meetlege, when it is the last ohe at fault. He had to make a seven- in-the-moming Friday everting, November 6,
The defect lies in those that com- |ing train for the University of Verat seven fifteen In the Moultori
prise the institution. Likewise, there mont Where he was to lecture on
All those taking MatheUnion.
prinbasic
is nothing wrong with the
Cesanne. From an inexhaustible and
matics 5-6 or 7-8 automatically beciples of religion. But there is some- amasing fund of knowledge came
come members. Anyone else interthing amiss in the people who tax stories about Corot a genial old
ested is cordially invited to attend
it so heavily by petty quarrelling and gentleman, about the modern school,
this meeting.
disbeliefs.
about the impossibly obscure cubists,
"Therefore, are ideals failures? about Degas.
What would happen if they were elimThen ten-thirty came around (we
A box for reserve-shelf books which
'flying',
eluthey
are
inated? True,
will refrain from mentioning it, but have been taken out overnight has
sive standards, but they are real time seemed to fly), and President been placed on the steps of the Lienough, and tha defect that brings Sills sent
Desclos, of brary. Books may be deposited in this
Monsieur
failure lies not in the ideal, but in the Paris, off to bed. So ail the students box before Chapel, and will be an aid
performance."
left.
There was no more cake. . .
to those who have 8.30 classes.
ideals,

ia
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PLANS
SEASON

fContiaoad from pas* 1)
vanced in favor of the small college,
During the
University.
the speaker added another feature- Virginia
beauty. He said that Bowdoin is not spring- the Polar Bear arguers plan
peculiarly endowed in this way, but is also to meet Tufts, University of Vernevertheless » "true haven of beauty".
The smaller college gives professors meets awing s*. Brunswick.
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throughout the game gave the ball to
the prep-schoolers on their own 87
yard line, but they retreated on two
attempted bucks as the ouarter ended.
>
White Marches 40 Yard.
One more four yard loss and a five
yard penalty to the Fryeburg men
for offside, and Rankin punted a
short kick which Abelon caught on
the Fryeburg 40 yard line. Four plays
sufficed for another touchdown, Abelon culminating the scoring rush with
a 10 yard sprint across the goal line.
He then caught a pass for the extra
point.

Coach Lancaster flooded the Second
with substitutes and the
Frosh did not score again during the
quarter, although they were nextdoor to a touchdown several times.
Bill Bigelow intercepted a paw and
the Polar Cubs were on their way to
quarter

The COLLEGE BOOK. STORE
GET A BOWDOIX BADGE FOR THE BATES GAME
Robert P. Tristram Coffin's

We Have Received

F.

a

New Book

New

-

25 cent.

"Portrait of an American" $2.00

Lot of Bowdoin Pennant.

-

10c each

W. CHANDLER & SON
150 Maine Street

.J-

-i_

A

Hallowe'en Specials
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m

Garfield's
i

fourth score

their

came

to

a

when the

period

close.

Bowdoin's first team resumed piay
in the third quarter and turned the
game into a veritable rout with tWo

A Sound Slant
Think of all the other things folks
have to think about betides what
you sell and where your business is
located. How very necessary then
that your PRINTING be DIS-

TINCTIVE,

so that

it Witt

ATTRACT ATTENTION

not only
but will

| 1 H

ended.
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always been the
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first
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up painstakingly

Coon Rac Coats
Look,
like,

coon.

like

Smart Hats
Snap brim, or

feel,

wear,

and

coon,

—

better!

$50.00
Ken wall

.

$5.00

Suite at $35.00

a

nn

with

Two

Trousers, are

hss

consideration.

For Estimates Telephone 8

Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
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9

Brunswick

Watch

for

Announcements

of

.

Our Fur Coat

Exhibit Nov. 5-6th

CWdmb*
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Walter
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Peabody united

(L. Bomte)
it. G«ptill

:

for

the

BLUEC0H0RTS CRUSH
POLAR BEAR OUTFIT
IN SERBS OPENER
e

•

(Continued from pane

1)

Center Milliout with an injured shoulder, stood out as defense heroes in
Saturday', heartbreaker; Barton, until
he was forced out by the rough play,
made right end a dangerous territory
for Blue backs. McKenney, going in
for Barton, played a .mashing defensive game «t wing.
Colby Score. Twice
pinch-hitting for
is

left

straightening

sideline;

Davan skipped a merry

out,

i

sixty-

five yards for Colby',
first score.:
Crabtree's droplock went wild.
The Bowsermen halted ineffectually'
after receiving the
kickoff
from;
Draper, having travelled just one yard
short of first down.
Then Barton
laying out wide for a possible pass,

smeared a Colby fumble on his own
yard tape.
Captain Ricker,
failing to connect with Larsen on a
pass, essayed another, only to see it
drop easily into the waiting arms of
forty

Colbyman

Peabody,
who
sidestepped the eager Bowdoin tacklers,
and sprinted an even fifty paces for
another score. Again the kick failed.
Bowdoin Outplay, in Second
Colby again opened with a rush on
a first down carried over from the
.soon
as
first
frame.
The Male exhibited its kick
Barton and Torrey
as the whistle opened the- first stanza. stepped into the path of Blue backs,
Gatchell and Briggs .topped short, to take over the ball on down., prehurled to earth oh successive plays cisely on the White's twenty yard
by Roundymen Violette and Draper. line.
Richer found a wall of players to
Peabody, settling; under Gatchell's
punt, slid out on Bis own thirty-three halt his progress through right guard,
yard stripe.
The same gentleman so he tried a wide dash around that
grabbed the ball, and sailed over four end. Hersey, breaking through a veil
white ribbons before Briggs forced of Bowdoin interferers, smeared the
little captain for a two yard setback.
him out in midfleld.
Recovering a fumble, Bowdoin ad- Richardson, hoping to gain back the
loss, as well as a first down, shed the
forward
wall, only to plop into John•MQI NMWBll
Stone's burly arms in the Blue back•

in securing that third

touchdown: the little halfback slipped
through the line to the White eighteen
yard tape, and Peabody edg°4 his

.

ters : 12 minntos.

ken who

Values!

INCORPORATED

J«*m
Souk vanced the ball a few yards against was
.lapped to earth six yard, behind
impregnable
opposition.
Gatchell's hi. first line trenches.
punt found rest on Colby's thirtyColby took over, then lost the ball
five
yard line.
Then mightyman when forced to punt within her own
Devon, emerged from the huddle to try ten -yard tone.
Richardson juggled
his first ran of the game. He drove the ball for a moment, then followed
into the line midway between his right his interference through right guard
1» It—4( tackle and end,
Bowdoin FMob
IS 1
spread
smat
wide
a
for
seven
yards;
satisfied himself
he
Touchdown*: Kenet* it). Hurley it). Baravaile (2). Abelon.
PoiaU after touchdown: taring resistance, and approached the by chalking up a first down through
waiting White backs.
Executing a the heart of the Colby line. On a
Abelon (2). Baat (all panes).
Referee: A Morrell. Bowdoin. Umpire: Mil- peat turnabout, the little runner raced series
of play, the White advanced
llneaman Gibbons. Time of quarler.

rey,
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way
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Printing

fine welt

bombers; shaped
super fine quality.

edjre,

{toward (1101)

(fcVriaoa). Ic

Kovtllo (oWtaaJ. c
NaoDB (Nowata*). r«

•

history.

nmuic
If.

It.

built

merchandise obtainable, Harmon's

the lowest prices, consistent with Quality, in their

»,

It

selling the best

offer for the football season, appropriate apparel at

Score in Fawf' Playa
took Hurley, Kenely and Baravaile exactly four play, to rush the
ball forty yards to another score, the
latter taking
the ball across the
coveted dbdble-stripa. The try for the
point was stopped effectively.
Gathering In the ball after the
kickoff on their own 48 yard line, the
Cuba again marched .straight down
the field to their seventh and last
touchdown of the game, Hurley
spread-eagling the defense on a 15
yard reverse play to cross the line
for the last time. Sargent lost the pass
for the extra point.
Eleven men, e complete second
team, rushed in at this Juncture, and
the two elevens battled on nearly even
terms throughout the fading minutes
of the encounter. Fryeburg scored
their one first down on a short pass,
Ratcliffe to Solaria, but the visitors
were starting another march to the
goal line as the game etided.

Brunswick Publishing Co.

SPECIAL DINNER

by

Season

the Football

With a reputation for Quality,

It

bowdoin rnosi <n>
Kent (Em«rjr, Bthr). la

for

i

PRESS
Distinctive

own

Sargent (Bl»wow). r*
ro. GUnoo (Kimball)
Huiioy Dnntoa). qb
<|b. Solaric (Craig)
Abelon iPalmor), rbb. Webster (G. Bemin)
Ihb. Bankin (Jones)
Kenely (Diaoo). Ihb
Baravaile ( HtfrUn fl»
fh. Ratfliff*
Sooro dJ parioos

THE RECORD
Where

hi.

40 fard line. Four line bucks gained
nothing and the ball went to the
White meh.
Two plays gained 1?
yards and Bowdoin was marching for
stilt another score when the quarter

.

i

Spa

who was downed on

visitors,

HoMoa (Pan),

hold Reader Interest

Outfits

Kent caught the
pass that made good Uje extra point.
Bowdoin kicked to Jfatcikfe of the

to score once More.

Hand

l

.

.

«

were founded in the thirteenth
purpose
has
ever
century their
been
same,
that
of
servthe
ice to mankind and the promotion of
learning.
A. in the ancient times
when aU scholars were bound together
by a common language of Latin even
now they are bound together by a
common language of science. It is in
the coming; together of these 28,000
students, 8,000 of whom are foreign,
cial activities of- the college.
that peace will be maintained and
Institution* Old
fostered far more effectually than by
Even though these institutions peace pacts.

almmmmmtml

few

first

.

thors.

ea-ss

the

sMes. BoWdota fldaily corl3ed 8ke ball
and marched down- the field for their
touchdowns.
After the prepSTtatter" rank so bight Because of first toachdown five minutes after
men relinquished, the ball following
1*
«*•»» «ibJect, it. simpleness the opening whistle, Baravaile hit- the
kickoff on their own 88 yard line,
of plot, and ita expressive titteT
for
the
the
center
the
ting
of,
line
•**• next great novelist of import- score. Kenely threw a flat pass to it took but four play, for the powerful Froah aggregation to slash their
concerned wtfh is Abelon for the exti* point.
«"* *•* w "
way over for another score. Abisloh
jt.rk Twain.
Most bnainew-tike in
Fryeburg elected to kick after the took the
hail on an 18 yard jaunt,
hi. style, he u refreshing to a degree,
and Baravaile scooped in the and
Kre,
then Kenely smashed through for
»nd I liave the luck to hive in my poaon hi. own fifteen yard line to nine yards And the
fourth score. The
„«„<„, ..complete set of the firr* down. Three first downs were .ripped
pass for the extra point Was batted
edition, of his works.
« A„ innn ju number of modern off in rapid succession, than Abelon, down.
gallop three marker, before being cut
Blocked Punt Use* to Scare
Writer, have flowered forth since the cutting wide around
end. streightti^
Twain and it u mo#t armed three tackier, and .printed 87
Fryeburg took the ball on their own
evident that American literature and
to the 10 yard mark, where 28 yard line after the klck«r, but, afthe American Novel have come to Srds
akin finally ran him outside, three ter failing to g*in, had, their P"*>t de•lay.
Prom the same fact we may line bucks sufficed to put the hall over cisively blocked by gargent and Kebe mice that it has a prominent future
the (art stripe, Kenely hurdling UK ville. and the ball Went to the Cubs on
aheadofit »
Two smashing
line to score. Kenely missed a flat the 28 yard stripe,
Thus the speaker cloaed hi. address, pas. for the point.
plays were good for the fifth touchand at once invited questions on the
One of the poor kickoffs which con- down of the game, .Hurley circling
subject from his audience.
tinually
yearlings right end behind perfect interference
bothered
the

#

hi. written portion a passage to trans,
late And four hour, to write on a cerFor hi. oral extain Riven .abject.
amination he will hive to trace the

development of a group of Latin
.„
„_-.„. on
_.
„_. _ au_..
words and
comment
certain
Completing this satisfactorily
he will have earned the equivalent of
an M.A. defree.
For the Doctoriate the. student has
to compose an original thesis which
will be of value to the field Of study
in which he has concentrated.
-----.-,.At the present time dormitories are
being buflt to house the student,
closer together rather than to havvt
them scattered about th* city. The
American students' dormitory 1. one
of the best, having 860 rooms. There
la noW being planned a large Union
which will provide better for the so-

Although
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consist, of two part, oral and two
paHa WHtteil. Should he^b. taking
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clear to

freely score

a touch-

down. Crabtree finally managed *•
guide the ball through the poles for
the nineteenth point.
Colby (Sg)
(6) Bowdoin
from the Mule's forty-five to its Hersey, Davidson, le
re, Barton, McKenney
thirty-three yard stripe.
Then Gatchell, with fourth down staring him in Dexter, Allan, It
rt, Kimball, Gould, Loring
the face, lay far back as if to punt;'
instead, he passed high to Ricker out! Stiegler, Putnam, lg
rg, Olson, Pickard
on wide left end. A moment later
Webster,
Jiucke,
Ackley, Mills, rg
Gatchell emerged from the scrim-,
mage ruck and trotted over for Bow- Draper, Clement, O'Donnell, c
c, Torrey
doin's only touchdown.
lg, Bilodeau, Cramer, Archibald
Blu« Rune Wild in Third
The third quarter waa the (War's Crabtree, Foster, rt It, Hay, D'Arcy
Wilson,
Malcolm,
Davidson,
re
unlucky fifteen minutes. Buoyed up
le, Larsen, Miller
by the fact that a lone touchdown
separated them from the Waterville Johnstone, Alden, qb
qb, Reid, Ricker
eleven, they received the ball, werc
repulsed by an offside penalty, and on Davan, Foley, Slocam, Ihb
rhb, Briggs, Ricker
the fourth 'down, gallantly attempted
a pass from their own twenty-seven Peabody, Perkins, rhb . Ihb, Gatchell
yard marker. Gatchell, hoping to re- Viollette, Height, fb
fb, Brown, Richardson
peat his scoring trick, faked a punt,
and tossed straight to the Colby back, Score by periods:
Johnstone, who capped his intercep0—32
Colby
12
20
tion with a ten yard advance.
6
0— 6
Bowdoin fans went wild as the Bowdoin
Whitemen rallied, and kept Colby at
Touchdowns: Davan, 3; Peabody 2.
bay within the ten yard line. When the Point, after: Crabtree 2, place kicks.
Polar Bears took over the ball on Referee, Jack McDonough, Maine.
downs, Gatchell, standing in the chalk Umpire: W. S. Canneil, Tufts. Head
of his goal line, punted to Davan, lineamsn: H. H. Mahan, Springfield.
who was smeared for no gain by Tor- Field judge: Jack Nelson, Springrey on Bowdoin's thirty. Davan and field. Time four 15 minute periods.
-

|

.

.

n-msBnli w«*i$i

fleld.

Out nothing Service

The Mule butterfingered after Gatlong pant, and it waa Barton
who fell on the bounding pigCheered somewhat by a quick

chell's

Wednesday

•

October 88th

WICKKD
Undi

Comedy

•

•

Sound Act

Thursday

McUglen
•

Fox New.

October 2»th

-

down on Richardson's line crack,
Bowdoin lined up on Colby's twentythree yard line, with the crowd yelling for a touchdown, Ricker, almost
free off right tackle, tripped over one
of his own men, and crumpled up after a three yard push.
On a third
play Gatchell attempted a cutback and

first
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Popular Sheet Music aad Records

Carpet

What a drink whan they don'tl
What a drink any timo . . .

Agent far Victor Radio

Two Trouser Sack and Sports Suits
Adter-Rochester

-

$33.50

Mt. Rock Worsted Suits

Suits Tailored at Fashion
Suits Tailored to Measure

$45.00
$35.00

-

$38.50-105.00

Park
-

-

-

-
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$45.00

-

$100.00
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-
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$55- $85

Overcoats
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-

$75
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Comedy
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SMART WOMEN
Mary Astor
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that try man",
•outs call tor the fining sparkle
and ntwwwWwr, smoother flavor
of Clicquot Club. What a
drink when throat* go dry!

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

-

Clive Brook • Kay Francis
Marian Hopkins • R«giS Teomey

Comedy

has
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CLICQUOT CLUB
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Qhree favorite Oiavttn cm any Campus
-itae.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

PORTS

BRUISED WHITE
ELEVEN GROOMS

FOR BATES GAME
est (fains on passes, and end and off
tackle slashes.
Considering that the
bull like rashes of Morris Brown and

Hank Richardson through

ImNill

Tau Omega Lead Two

Reveal Need for
plenty of practise as a unit ought to
(ContiaoM from Pa** 1»
Experience; Foster Shapes fairly burned up the course on the spell a different story to the schoolway back to lower the old record, iboys.
One department of the art of footUp Well
held by himself, by over a second.
1

The Polar Cubs are undefeated this
swimming squad assem- year, capturing three meets from
AcadWednesday under Coach Morse High of Bath, Bridgton
emy and M.C.I,
Miller's direction and went through all
The summaries:
the paces of a regular meet.
The 1, Uniacke, Bowdoin
12.36
(new record)
squad was divided into two teams,
12.56
one group under the leadership of t. Fox, Bowdoin
1257
3.
Cobb, Bowdoin
Te# Densmore and the other headed! 4. Gordon,
18.11

The

!

;

i

entire

i

last

,

i

j

;

|

i

i

M.C.I.

by Norm Easton.
A second team 150-yd relay which
;

did not count in the scoring was won
by Densmore's team consisting of

6.
7.
j

fc
&.

Dungan, Kidder, Beale and Parmalee.
The purpose of this meet was to
new men some experience in
swimming under actual meet conditions. Results showed that experience
-is needed rather badly.
Events were as follows:
300 yd. Medley Relay won by
Foster; Densmore and Parmalee.
220 yd. swim won by Trott; second. Graves; third, Durham.
50 yd. dash won by Wallberg; sec-j

10.
11.

give the

•

•

Coombs, M.C.I
Hutchinson, Bowdoin
Nowlis, Bowdoin
Hubbell, Bowdoin

5.

Sutherland, M.C.I
Stanley,
Ricker, M.C.1

M.d

13.12
13.13
13.1«)

13.41
14.09
14.09
14.09

j

!

i

l

ball that was not tested by the Polar
Cubs last Friday, namely, punting,
will probably be an important factor
in the game Friday.
Kenely's one

punt, more of an experiment than a
necessity, traveled a distance of 66
yards, bounding over the goal line,
superb booting even for any 'varsity
team. If Kenely maintains this standard against the Bridgton men, it may
be the measure between victory and
defeat.
Although two Fryeburg men had to
be carried off the field, Bowdoin
emerged from last Friday's encounter
unscathed, probably because Coach
Don Lancaster controlled the use of
substitutes judiciously, no regular
playing over three quarters of the

The freshmen at M.I.T. surrounded
the dining hall, captured the sopho- battle.
'<

j

.

Another phase which may rated
president, and threw him in a
convenient lake. A few days later the polishing for "the test is the forward
Against Fryeburg,
process was repeated, and both presi- passing item.
"34
were
completed three out of seven
Kenely
of
president
dent >and vice
passes in tries for points after touch•victims.
*
*
.•
downs, the only time passes were emThe University of Miami Law ployed. Kent and Abelon, who do most
School owns one of the best butterfly of the pass receiving, will get hard
workouts this week in that departcollections in the country.
«-••
»
»
»
ment.
The two major encounters on the
In a pre-football game student batas
tle between members of Johns Hop- Freshman schedule appear to be
kins U. and St. Johns college, 18 stu- interesting battles as any the 'varsity
dents were jailed, and a firetruck was has in store this season. Hebron, the
big Green machine which took over
stolen.
the Yale Frosh this year, presents a
*
*.'*
the Cubs, but if they
Kentucky-Wesleyan has given up hard problem to
demonstrate
the finesse they showed
football this year because of the exagainst Fryeburg, they may be able
pense necessary to support a team.
to accomplish revenge for '34's 44 to
•
*
*
defeat at the hands of the Maine
Lafayette College authorities plan Staters last year.
to cooperate with Hoover's commisThe Freshmen are already testing
sion for unemployment relief in re- the rope to the chapel bell in expectagards to Owen D. Young's suggestion tion of the drubbing they may give to
that every college play one football the Sophomores, who, however, may
game for charity.
surprise the yearlings with the weight
of experience and training under Head
Coach Bowser. The Frosh will be
more heavily favored to win this game
than in many preceding years.

more

—

—

—

ond, Easton; third, Calkin.
Dive won by Carson; second, Carpenter; third, Selig.
150 yd. backstroke won by Foster;
second, Easton; third, Eaton.
200 yd. breaststroke won by Densmore; second, Carpenter; third, W.
Esson.
100 yd. dash won by Wallberg;
second, Abbott; third, Wright.
Total points: Densmore's team, 33;
Easton's team, 28.

—

—
—

—

Charles F. Garcelon, Stanley H. Low,
Willard R. Marshall, Henry E. Messier, Allen W. Mitchell, George A.
Ouhon, Paul E. Sullivan, Walter J.
Woodger, Donald W. Wright, Susumu
Kawakami ('32), Joseph Stetson
C33).

TEAM IS THOU)
AT HARVARD

TMeta Delta Chi and Alpha

Results

bled

BOWDOIN ROAD

NARK INTER -FRAT
TMJ^fOOTBALL

CUBS PREPARE FOR
UNIACKE SETS NEW
MOCK MEET STAGED
BY SWIMMING SQUAD COLLEGE RECORD IN
BRIDGTON GRIDMEN
FROSH ROAD RACE

FIVE FRATERNITIES
TO INITIATE FRIDAY

center have
contributed a goodly share to the Bowdoin total of yardage, this augurs not tions until February. They formerly
at all well for the White's chances. held their ceremonies Alumni Day.
On the other hand, Bowdoin's most
The Freshman Rides, the quaint inpotent weapon in the two previous ventions of the Sophomores whereby
home games has been the aerial at- the yearlings are hoisted to various
tack, an offense that the Bates sec- parts of Maine by means of auto and
ondary found difficulty in solving last walk home accompanied by barrel
Saturday at Lewtsten. The evident or other heavy implement are pracweakness of the Bates ends against tically concluded. Some of the Fraterthe Pale Blue also may allow Kick- nities which inflict two or mere rides
er and Gatchell a chamce to parade on the neophytes are still preparing
their running ability.
however.
Bates showed considerable power at
A complete list of the freshmen and
times last week, marching 53 yards upperclassmen to receive the rites is
once for their lone score and later' as follows:
battering fiO before the heavy Maine
Alpha Delta Phi
line braced to halt the parade in the
Edward D. Baravalle, Marshall S.
shadow of the last white line.
Barbour, Homer R. Cillev, Emmoru
Team Must Fight
Cobb, William D. Conklin, John K.
Doped as having an almost even Graves, Melville C. Greeley, Gilbert
chance to upset Colby last week, the D. Harrison, Allen F. Hubbell, John
showing of the White was extreme- O. Parker, Andrew T. Rolfe, FredBowdoin follow- erick J. Stoddard.
ly disappointing t
ers who held out hopes for a victory.
Pai Upsilon
Colby as it has now developed has
F.
Donald
Bailey,
Stanley' T.
been vastly under rated by the well
K.
known "experts" and will give both Barnes, Ellsworth Benson, William
Nathan
Bates and Maine a merry afternoon Bigelow, Walter H. Billings,
G. Fuller, Harry M. Masters, John"
before conceding defeat. Also, BowMcLeod, Douglas W. Walker,
D.
ser before now has shown an ability,
Frederick Whittier ('33).
to take a down-trodden, defeated
Delta Kappa Epsilon
team, whip it into a rage, and send it
William P. Adams, Preston S. Barout before an Alumni crowd to- kick
the dope bucket from here to the ton, Stanley S. Beasley, Samuel McL.
Birch, John S. Boyd, Robert W. Breed,
nearest goal line.
Milliken will probably return to ac- Mason D. Bryant, George F. Cary,
tion Saturday after his layoff, thus Lawrence Dana, Frederick A. Fisher,
giving Bowser opportunity to use John B. Flagg, Albert B. Putnam,
Torrey to fill up the gaps in the line Philip S. Thome, PhHip H. Tyler,
caused by injuries. Larson and Mc- F. .Burton Whitman, Robert W. WhitKenney will probably be seen at ends, more, John C. McNutt ('34).
both of them getting some valuable
Zeta Psi
experience against Colby last week.
John W. Adams, John M. Healc,
Ricker, Gatchell, Brown. Richardson, Granton H. Dowse, John S. Holderi,
and Bakanowsky will be ready to Lionel P. Horsman, Arthur W. Hunt,
Start in* the backfield while Reid's Robert E. Hurley, J. J. Kelly, Richard
condition will probably keep him on V. Kemper, David D. Merrill, Stephen
the sidelines.
E. Merrill, Robert R. McNutt, W.
Howard Niblock, Vincent W. Nowlis.
The students of Coe College in Donald D. Rust.
Delta I'psilon
Iowa are holding an intramural horseCharles E Behr, Arthur J. Fox,
shoe pitching contest.

PROTESTTOtWFUCTS

HOUR EXAM SCHEDULE
October 29

League shows certain interesting
prospects for future games. The contests of the past two weeks reveal the
results of practice and coordinated
playing on the part of some teams,
end also of some new material uncovered.

Two weeks ago today the Deke representatives tossed passes over the
Kappa Sig line for a 18-0 victory.
Means and Beasley were the main
cogs in the Deke attack. The League
B contestants on the ssme day, the
A. T. O.'s and A. D.'s fought a closer
battle, the A. T. O.'s coming out on
Eames, Nilson and Duntop 12-6.
bar combined to put the ball across for
the Federal street lads. The Thursday games for that week were postponed because of the heavy rains.
On Tuesday of the next week, thDekes tucked another game under
their belts by vanquishing the Psi U.
aggregation ISM). Means again was
the mainspring of the D. K. E. offence. At the other side of the Delta
the A. D.'s won a 6-0 game from
the Beta's that has been contested on
the grounds thst the receiver of the
winning pass stood outside of the
The next
Delta when catching it.
day, the T. D.'s brought to bear the

—

October 30
Chemistry 1
Philosophy 3—9.30
Latin 1

Psychology 1
Psychology 3
Chemistry 3
Economics 13

—

November

Two Games

League

A

W

T

L

Kappa Epsilon ..2
1
Kappa Sigma

H&-U

1
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1
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News Stand

jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

Srtflk Srntlpra

Candy and

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

<—^^»l

KAYWOODIE PIPES
Jewelry

Varney's

BANK
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SHORTS MARKET
—GROCERS—

Store
who

By An Experienced Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

MAINE STREET

103

I

Cream

Ice

MAINE STREET

74

16

cater to fraternity trade

EAST

STREET

50th

NEW YORK

Capital, $50,000.

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

I

2

Watch Repairing

of Brunswick, Maine

STUOENT

i

LEBEL'S

25 years in business

FIRST NATIONAL

December 18,
until
will be away for

meeting

when the students
vacation.

2

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
Tel.

tion forced the postponement of the

town

Delta

Morton's

Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
•

When the town of Hanover, N. H.,
attempted to raise the tax rate in
order to build a new high school,
thousand Dartmouth students who objected to taxation without representa-

3

Theta Delta Chi

A late report bringrs news of the
Deke-T.D. touch football jrame last
in which the league pace setters ran roughshod over the Maine
street contingent 26-7. accumulating
the bigirest score to date.

4

Brunswick

the lofty colon-

Monday

8.30

ANTIQVITY SHOP

St..

game from

football

nade as guests of the Harvard Athletic Association.

Disputed

Fraternity
Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi

History 5—10.30
Memorial Hall
Literature 1—11.30
Memorial Hall

1* Spring

j

Two games have thus far been
disputed, the A. D.-Beta and Sigma
Nu-Non Fraternity struggles, both because of the questionable reception of
These
passes already mentioned.
games will be played over, it is surmised, as soon as possible, along with
the postponed contests.
Following is the standing of the
teams to date:

Non

(Freshman Review)
November 3

Brendan Moynihan of Boston College captured individual honors, winning in the good time of 23 minute*,
82 seconds. Brown of* Springfield
trailed the winner by fifteen yards,
and led the Gymnasts in winning the
O'Connell cup again. Competitors in
the meet enjoyed the Harvard-Texas

j

Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi

French 9

versity.

and
combination
Massey- Walker
came away with a 31-0 win from the
While this score was,
JCappa Sigs.
being rolled up, the A-T.O.'s were
busy getting a lone touchdown to
triumph over the Non- Fraternity
group. Nilson and Eames led the atThe Thursday games were
tack.
postponed in order that the J. V.
game might be witnessed.

League B

2

* from

Usher, fifteenth, completed the scoring for the White.
Ned Packard,
twenty-fourth and Emmons Cobb,
twenty-seventh, were the next Bowdoin arrivals. The other Bowdoin entries, in their order at the finish of the
race,
were Arthur Fox, Willard
Travis, Elmer Hutchinson, Charles
Emerson, Nelson Tibbetts, Stuart
Davis, 54; Vincent Nowlis, 58; John
J. Kelley, 67; and J. Blenn Perkins.
A factor which forestalled the possibility of a team victory for the
White was their utter lack of familiarity with the Cambridge course, and
their lack of previous „ competitive
racing over the standard 41 mile route.
Nevertheless, the team has power not
only among the leaders, but in the
second and third groups as well. Bowdoin's second five men to finish, Packard, Cobb, Fox, Travis, Hutchinson
and Emerson, with an aggregate
score of 166, were easily better than
either Mass. State or Boston Uni-

fra-

ternities having played ever half
their scheduled touch-football games,
a revJew of the positions in each

Delta Upsilon
Zeta Psi
Psi Upsilon

English 13—10.30
Sociology 1—10.30
Government 1 1.30

November

r— tl—

Leagues
With most of the contesting

Latest College Styles la

SOUCITCO

PHIL BRISK

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords—$5

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

Also

to

Shoes, Moccasins, Eahfcsra

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

BATES OR SPERRY

LECLAIR

Teams

LeTARTE*S

to $10

& GERVAIS

FRAMES

USED MOTORCYCLES

College Jeweler"

Diamonds and Watches

from 160.00 ap

-

Guns takes

la trade

Fine Repairing; and Engraving

Co.

141A

® I9ii. Liccarr * Mrm Toatcco Co.

and

"FRANCIS"
The

Hardware

STUDIO

Tondreau Block

do the work

Brunswick

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

LIVERNOIS CYCLE

MAINE STRbVt

ft

GUN STORE

05 Maine Street

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

talk Straight from the Shoulder

\.et's

WHAT you want
mildness

.

.

.

in a cigarette

smoothness

.

.

taste.

is

and

.

when you smoke.
All right then

You want

satisfying pleasure

PICK UP a package.
from heavy

And
.

.

.

premium for the

ripest,

.

.

.

yes,

and a

its

free

this

. .

.

they've got to be good. Be-

made

.

.

.

men

fine tobaccos.

carefully trained in handling these
•

•

•

"

that way.

And

Webber's Studio

Lyman

.

.

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

STUART & CLEMENT
Building

INSURANCE
Towa

Buiktrag

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

Hie Sport Store of
Wholesale

-

Retail

Brunswick

Let the cigarette do its own talking.

.

You'll get the whole thrilling story,

together . . we cross-blend them. It's like making a new and better- tasting kind of tobacco.
That's how we get that Chesterfieldflavor. Milder
.

... and
is

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

Light up, Mister! Try Chesterfield.

also, Chesterfields are different
IN BLENDING,
Instead of merely mixing the tobaccos

Tel.

year will be

PRINTING

all

of Portland.

Town

most important of all .".
you can
taste this goodness in the cigarette.
You can teU it in the smoke.

The curing and conditioning is done by special-

Bnds east

Riley Insurance Agency

.

ists

bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and
trted Cheeses and Biscuits of

Dick Atwood, T. D.

— operating under the strictest sanitary standards
— rush them fresh to you.
cause they're

tasting leaf that grows.

.

Work

Richmond, Durham and San

Good

mellowest, sweetest-

clean appearance

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaIm-

for

Photographic

inks. It's moisture-proof, too.

three big factories at

Francisco

get this straight.

CHESTERFIELD pays top prices

Note

Our Representative

more pleasing aroma.
Cigarette paper? Only the purest
good enough for Chesterfield.
a

in just

two words

.

.

."They

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Satisfy"

Trade

,

that's

made

"2/e* *£&L -

f/liufyet tAey SiifaJy

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

PLAYSAFE
Send Your Washing

to the

For Hallowe'en

CITIZENS LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Allen's

Drug

Store

nasi

*i*

FOSTER LECTURE AT
UNION TONIGHT

ORIENT

ATTENDANCE TAKEN
AT OBONO SATURDAY

VOL. LXI.

SOCIALISM

NO. 14

FOSTER LECTURES
BOWDOIN FACES
BROWN BEAR AT TONIGHT AT THE
0R0N0 SATURDAY
MOULTON UNION

IS

THEME OF PAUL
PORTER TALK
"Socialism and Control of

Maine Has Great Backfield "The Last of Laissez-faire:
the Meaning of Hoover's
and Wealth of Reserve
Latest Move"; Subject
Material on Hand

Raw Materials is Solution
Present Conditions"

EVERYTHING POINTS
TO WAR, SAYS PORTER

INJURIES CRIPPLE

Question

Maine

Period

POLAR BEAR SQUAD

Close

at

of Lecture One of Heated
Discussion
Paul Porter,

League
talked

field secretary of the
Democracy,
for Industrial
informally before a fireside

Gthering, chiefly economics students,
it Monday night
at the Moulton
Union, his subject being: "The Challenge of a New Social Order".
"I have probably known Professor
Catlin by reputation longer than he
has known me," Mr. Porter said in
opening. "It was through one of his
books that I first became interested
in this work.
It is no exaggeration
to say that present day society is
badly sick. I have spent the last six
months abroad and have visited
twelve countries. I studied conditions
'

China, Russia, Poland, Germany,
England. In all of these countries,
with but one exception there was tremendous confusion and discontent. In
all, except one, there were multitudes
of people unemployed through no
fault of their own. In Germany and
Poland especially there was discontent and government enforced by
arms. In England too there was great
confusion. I was there the day they
called off the gold assignment.
In one country only there was
spirited confidence, a hope for the future. While in other countries there
is immense unemployment, in Russia
today we find a shortage of labor. Possibly the standard of living is not as
high as that of a skilled laborer but
in eight thousand miles there were no
hungry mouths, all were clothed and
housed. Another generation will find
them with leisure to enjoy, as well aa
material benefits.
Recently many distinguished men
have predicted a collapse of capitalistic regime. Europe is in a period of

in

Quarter

INJURIES CONTINUE
TO HIT WHITE HARD

in

Romps 53 Yards
While King Runs Wild

Gatchell

for Bates
After battling their seasoned foemen to 'more than an even stand in
the first period, a gallant Polar Bear

Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram
Brad King, scorer of three touchdowns and oat standing offensive man for Bates against Bowdoin Saturday, is seen
channel opened In the Bowdoin line to permit the start of his 65 yard run for the
eleven, riddled by injuries and in- cutting through the yawning
Garnet's first score. The play was the first one in the second quarter and featured, though not climaxed, the brilliant
eligibilities, crumpled before the furiafternoon's work of this speed merchant.
ous attack of the Bates machine that
Bottom: Ci-eightcm Gatchell gave Bates some uneasy moments by rather frequent and prolonged end runs during
seldom failed to click, and went down the early portion of the game and was the only Bowdoia man who was at all successful with running plays. He.
to their second Maine state series de- however, is being thrown for no gain by Joe Murphy, in (he second period.

—
™Hroad
_

feat to the tune of 30 to

ZZSZL?

"-

0, in

mt

the an-

Dean Nixon Tells Alumni
race falls
BRIDGTON EKES OUT
In Saturday Chapel Talk
TO DELTA UPSHON
VICTORY OVER BEAR
Of Questionnaire Results
BY RECORD SCORE
CUBS BY ONE SCORE

Seemingly doomed to defeat even
the game started, the furious
Ogregatton

smashed into a

Bobcat team
^mgttetrf

'

e
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XMjTPSst
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CLASS
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FROSH PLEVEN STACK

;

y

UP AGAINST

;

j

FRIDAY

\

energy, thereby placing the fate of
the world at his finger-tips.
Inasmuch as the cast includes men
only, abolishing the problem of feminine roles, the play is especially suited
and will
production,
college
for
presentaroad
facilitate
greatly
The play will be put on
tion.
year,
and pernext
early
road
the
formances will be given before Alumni groups and Colleges throughout
(Continued on page 3)

THREE TEA DANCES
HELD ON SATURDAY

A

perusal of averages compiled by
Economics 7-8, the class in Statistics,
presents a very interesting comparison
in the physical aspects of this year'.s
entering class and those of other

Couples

Attend

Dance in Sargent Gymnasium

CALENDAR

—

i

NINETEEN MEMBERS
FRESHMAN CLASS ARE
SONS OF ALUMNI

Maine .has Ample Reserves
Bowdoin the Pah) Blue
always capable of

Low

to

The first year men pack almost two pounds more weight each Thirty

'

5"K

'

,

i

i

i

I

j

this State.

The complete

but four of Bridgton'8 16 passes were
completed, one of them, Aura to Kelly,
was good for the decisive touchdown.
Baravalle, assigned to cover Kelly,
was bothered by an injured leg, and although he caught him from behind
on a flying tackle, the Bridgton back
managed to roll across the coveted
double stripe.
The White men outrushed their opponents, making a total of 130 yards
on rushes and passes, while the prep
schoolers in both these departments
of the game together gained 117.

:
'

.

list

follows:

Daniel;

A. Barrell, Jr., Auburn, son of the;
late Dr. Daniel A. Barrell '00; George
F. Cary, 2nd, Glenbrook, Conn., son

Whimsey and

to

A

A

'

,

:

,

j

Having exhausted all visiting celebrities, we have perforce to point our
whimsical pen (loaded with Schaef
fer's Mack washable .scrip; two bit.
the pot. Advt.) at the faculty, beginsing with the lesser lions less dangerous.
It is very difficult for peopie to be natural when they know
that whatever they say is to be held
whimsically, is the foul adjective
op for general view. However Mr

—

—
—
—

j

William P. Newman '10; Albert P.!
Putnam, Houlton, son of Fred L. Put- mond R. Tibbette, M'01; Robert W.
nam '04; Andrew T. Rolfe, New Ha- Whitmore. Newton Center, Mass., son!
ven, Conn., son of Charles E. Rolfe, of Warren S. WMimore '80; Alden B.
2nd, "02; Gordon A. Roweli, Skowhe- Woodbury, Kansas City, Missouri, son
fan, son of Harold E. Rowell '10; of Malcolm S. Woodbury, '03; Joseph
Gordon M. Stuart, 3rd, South Paris, Stetson, Brunswick, son of Dr. Joseph
son of Delbert M. Stewart, M'04; S. Stetson VI. Stetson is a transfer
Ashby Tibbetts, Bethel, son of Ray- to the sophomore class.

1

:

I

;

;

!

!

,

.Star

in

NEW BOOK BY ROOT.
P.

TRISTRAM COFFIN
WELL RECEIVED

IS

Portrait

i

of

an American

Tells of Father's Life

Near Brunswick
"Portrait of an American" by RobP. Tristram Coffin* Ilk Bowdoin's
of books comes straight from the murmuring pines and bitter winter winds
of the author's native Maine. Refreshing as a November gale is this epic
tale of a Man at Maine, a pioneer, an
untutored lover of Shakespeare and

Urges Attention
Thought and Experiment

Speaker

To give

religion its due

we must

give "attention, thought, and experi-

ment"

to the religion of Jesus, Dr.

W. Goodrich

of Brunswick declared
Chapel address last Sunday.
is a way of
life, but what way ? The way is a life
joyous,
forceful,
and
generous,
serene the way of life Jesus folC.

in his

"The

religion of Jesus

—

lowed."

* "This," says
Professor Stanley P.
in his review of the book in the
Portland Evening News, October 20,
"is a portrayal drawn from no records save the intimate, vivid memories of a lifetime, of the author's father."
Mr. Coffin's father, William
Winship in the book, was one of those
heroic men who face death in the
wilderness, fight the storms to house
their families, yet count it all part
of the day's work.
In Mr. Coffin's own words William
Winship was a man who "hauled in
lobsters at sunrise, made hay at noon,
felled trees at sunset, and sang songs
and talked of books as a citizen under the moon." The pages of the biography teem with piquant scenes of
forest ramblings, fog-shrouded trips
to dangerous lobster beds, freezing
nights on spray-lashed locks, and
lonely days in the wilderness.
Written in a Simple Style
And yet Mr. Coffin steers clear ot
the conventional weighty, date-y prose
of biographers. He chooses fictitious

Chase

names for his characters, fictitious
names for the country (which is, of
course, Brunswick, Casco Bay, Mere
Point), and weaves an alluring yarn
of simple, hearty lives.

—

William Winship was a prodigy
New England Paul Bunyan;

sort of

ContiniMd on paga
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COACH MILLER HAS
BEAR MERMEN BUSY

as we give."
The speaker cited the case of a
West Point professor as an example Freshman Wallberg
Great
of how one sometimes awakes to the
Promise in
inevitable truth of religion, after
drifting vaguely through life.
Thi»
A few weeks practise and a swimnle.
professor had clung to his narrow
meet has shown Coach Bob Mil° n Monday Delta Kappa Epsilon conceptions of religion inculcated in ming
ler that his team needs competitive
mixed with their contending rivals for
Continued on pas* £•
experience to show its real strength
league honors, the Theta Delta Chi's,
The squad now composed of 40 swimand held them practically helpless,
mers, both freshmen and upper classwith Means and Beasley showing a
men, is one of the most promising
MlMlassI on r*s« SJ
the college has ever seen. The work
of Ced Wallberg of Worcester, Mass.,
a freshman has been most promising.
Art Building Have Valuable Gothic In a recent meeting in which both varsity men
and freshmen compete*:,
loth Century, Louis Quinze
Wallberg won both the 60 end 10U
Chairs
yard dash.
While the squad has been practisThree antique chairs, each of a distinct period, are on exhibition at the ing regularly three days a week, actual work for the winter swimming
Newton P. Stallknecht (for it was Art Building. Mr. Herbert A. Rich- program will not begin until, after
indeed he), D. and teacher of Ph., ardson, executor of the estate of the football season closes.
Several men
came out of an hour's confab on top. late Curtis Appleton Perry, Bowdoin now on the freshman and varsity
Mr. Stallknecht was born in an '77, very kindly presented them to the teams are expected out for swimming.
Oiange of New Jersey, studied at college to be added to the permanent
The schedule this year is a most
Princeton (we came to an agreement collection. Mr. Perry, an artist and ambitious one. There are eight meeU.
about Our Richard Halliburton early connaisseur of fine arts, bought these three of them at home, followed by
in the evening), at Edinburgh, and chairs in Paris in 1880.
the New Englands, March 11-12 at
Probably the earliest of the chairs Williamstown, Mass. The team wil!
im Breisgau.
After
at Freiburg
which final statement there's not a is a caived Gothic stalle, or land- make two two day invasions into Masdarn thing to say, except that Frei lord's chair of state; it is of oak, mel- sachusetts, meeting on successive
burg im Breisgau gets awfully hot lowed bv constant us* to a dark nights. Harvard and Brown Univerbrown. Another chair hi a tooled and sities, Dec. 18-19 and Springfield and
of a summer,
The Scots, however, are a sturdy carved leather chair of the loth cen- Williams, Jan. 15-16. In the home
race and put scotch on their oatmeal. tury, made in Holland under Span- pool, Bowdoin will compete against
play bagpipes, and have no college ish influence. It is beautifully worked Boston
University,
Wesleyan and
The third Worcester Tech. The Junior varsity
life to speak of in their University of and studded with brass.
Edinburgh. There are no dormitories, chair, belonging to the period of Louis will meat Huntington school,
Exeter
no general meeting places. The stu- Quince, is a carved armchair, uphol- and possibly Andover. The frosh have
stered in blue embos sed velvet.
(Ooataasd «a p«e» f)
a meet with M. I. T. freshmen.
Events were almost at a standstill,
this last week, as far as interfrateinity touch football was concerned.
Bam and a tendency to forfeit ehmi
nated all but one contest on the sched-

ANTIQUE CHAIRS ARE
BEQUEST OF ALUMNI

.

Over Scotch and First Editions

t

!

Win

Cootinoad ea pas* 2

Milton.

DUE" CHAPEL SUBJECT
OF DR. CW. GOODRICH

People of today in their search for
things material wish Jesus were visible, but the wisdom of Christ discounts this conviction. They are not
interested in religion and ward it off
by saying that they will "wait till the
time comes." Yet they realize that
true achievements come only through
effort.
They readily see that to eat
they must work, but are oblivious to
the fact that to gain religious ends
they must offer grave and courageous effort. "Religion deserves our
Crucial attention", Dr. Goodrich said, "as all
worthy ideals do, and we reap only

Stallknecht Converse

1

of Charles A. Cary '10; Robert A.
Cleaves, Elizabeth, N. J., son of Royal
S. Cleaves, '90; Lawrence Dana, Newton Center, Mass., son of Ripley L.
Dana '01; Allan E. Fenley, West
Orange, N. J., son of Edward T. FenFrederic
Fisher, Jr.,
ley '01;
Lowell, Mass., son of Frederic
Fisher '81.
John B. Flagg, Bangor, son of
the late Charles A. Flagg '94; John
A. Macdonald, Arlington, Mass., son
of Dr. John B. Macdonald, M'lS; Wil
liam P. Newman, Jr., Bangor, son of

line-

DEKE TOUCH FOOTBALL
TEAM UPSETS THETA
DELTS BY 27-7 SCORE

counter of the Higgins Classical Institute eleven at Pickard field. The[
visiting contingent is fiesh from a;
severe lacing at the hands of the Uniof, Maine yearlings to the tune
oI 3 •"*> although it must be conceded
tn * t tne Orono lads have this year a
well-rounded
machine of unusual

freshman in particular, George
,,
Nor should it be overlooked that
Cary 2nd, of Glenbrook, Conn., boasts
of a father, grandfather,
great- the Po,sr Cubs b*™ a unit which by
grandfather, grand-uncle and two virtue of its one-sided victory over
uncles among the Bowdoin graduates, Fryeburg and its showing against the
(OoaUaasf on pas* •)
Eight of the 19 whose fathers were
nsmmBBsssKsssi
graduated from Bowdoin are from

When Muu

to Religion

..

F.i 8tr*n*th \

the vacant position.

Romansky waa forced out of the

unscathed.

(Cbnunnea on pag* 4)

Kent and
Raise Havoc

with Visitors

Others Have Less
than did the 1934 delegation last year
Connections;
and nearly six more than did the present Seniors. It is the heaviest averThe saying, "They never come
age of any entering class for which
Another fact back," conflicts considerably with the
statistics are available.
19 members of the freshman
of note is that the height has steadily fact that
class at Bowdoin are sons of Bowdoin
been on the increase in the last five
men; 30 others have less direct famyears.
While the heft and stature
have been augmented, the average ily connections with the college. One

.

UUt

"GIVING RELIGION ITS

The Bowdoin freshman football
team undoubtedly will add another
Direct victory on Friday when it runs en- Means
"cams and Beasley

years.

age has remained almost a constant
Informal with only the present Senior and
Junior classes exceeding the mean.
Turning back the pages of statistics
Tea dances at fraternity houses and to the classes of 1891-1896, we make
the well-attended informal dance in the remarkable discovery that in their
the Sargent Gymnasium drew large Freshman years they averaged ten
crowds after the Hates game. Alumni pounds lighter and two inches shorter
day brought back scores of graduates than do the present members of the
and these swelled the ranks every- class of 1935. The average man in
where.
the latter class stands five feet nine,
Ernie George's Royal Canadians weighs one hundred and forty-five
played at the Alpha Delta Phi House pounds and is eighteen years and
from 5-7.30 for the benefit of the eight months old.
guests who were dancing there. Some
These figures may appear a little
ten or fifteen alumni besides the large disconcerting to the men of the good
number of visiting college men made old days who are apt to call our atMrs. Jack tention to the goliaths of their time.
the group a large one.
Wilder and Mrs. Philip Wilder acted But on the other hand, lest the 1935
as chaperons.
men feel encouraged by their superior
(Continued on page 3)
ranginess and poundage, let as remind them that there are some veiy
efficient members of Phi Chi whose
physiques put these averages to
The college chapel speaker for shame.
inches
men
next Sunday, November 8th, will
yrs. mos.
pounds
Class
be the Rev. Dwight Dratlley.
•
299 136.7 674 ••
On Thursday, November 19th, lWJl-fi
will
lecture
at
..
Frederick Detweiller
299 142.3 68.7 ..
1925-6
8
162 140.4 68.5 18
1931
the Walker Art building on "The
9
147 139.6 68.9 18
Process of Aquatint".
1932
by 1933
20th Lecture
November
154 142.5 69.1 18 10
8
178 148.4 69.2 18
Professor Frederjck Scott.
1934
8
164 1454! 69.4 18
1935
Seventy

Road

Known

Unlike

filling

.*&

man remains among

the first string players who is not
suffering from some sort of ailment
ranging all the way from bone bruises
to concussions. Maine though crippled
to some degree has been able to mold
a machine from the remaining veterans and available subs that has been
described as the smoothest working
outfit to come out of Orono in recent
years.

Two heavy lines fighting on practically even terms forced both teams
to resort to air attacks.
Although

:

{

FRESHMEN HEAVIER
AND TALLER SHOW

a
„
t TOSh

single long forward pass, hurled
desperately when a scoreless tie
seemed inevitable, enabled the undefeated Bridgton Academy eleven to
eke out a 7 to victory over the Bowdoin Freshmen, in a game played at
Pickard field last Friday. The contest was rough in the extreme, only
five of the eighteen Polar Cubmen
who saw action coming out of the

;

i

;

A

|

j

,

"WINGS OVER EUROPE"
OF
PLAY

Men

games. Hardly a

Rush Opponents
rr

j

£

{

'

that is accentuated by the terrific
physical beating received by the Bowdoin players in the Colby and Bates

in the first pe-

aW shm nW

gages
drag the United States down with it. and a battered backfield marched; ftfl
Dean Paul Ninon related further reAnother generation and we will find
to Capture Second;
'sulta of his questionnaire, sent this.
communism firmly entrenched on our down into the very shadows of the:
being
before
goalposts
shores.
This is the third winter of Garnet
summer to a recently graduated class,
Uniacke Wins
what has proven to be the greatest stopped. Again, late in the final;
Ho dealt with the replies to the.
economic crisis in the history of the stanza, they uncorked a furious pass-U*l , to
,,U **• R* , » tk>l,ri,i «,
United States. Today there are some- ing attack that fell but four yardi
Running over a course more suit? !L7
where between nine and ten million short of a touchdown, the ball resting able for a regatta, the Delta Upsilon between the College and You as an
(Continncc on pass I)
alumnus be Improved or StrengthfiMl
8t" Pe Wh6n
te * m placed three men in the firrt five
wiurtte
W
Sew****
win the annual interfraternity road
Coach Dave Morey of the Garnet
The answers could be divided into
used practically his whole squad of 31 >ace with the lowest point score on three classes: those who found the
players in snowing the White Bear record, lowering a Psi Upsilon mark question too difficult to answer, or who
under.
"Brud" King, a substitute
SELECTION
in 1928 which wa8 expected to considered the relationship entirely
.
back did the major part of the scor_
_
man_ *<*** „,.
Thev *I*F* satisfactory; a few who took the matsmashing through for three *9«*lf
ing,
/ t0
ter whimsically; and a large group
P?8**!*"
touchdowns on 66, 36, and 6 yard
fift,
the coveted
plaque. Zeta Psi bare- who had definite suggestions to offer.
runs for tallies. Sprafke also scored
latter group expressed a desire
House Party on a six yard line buck, while Soba, lv MMd ou * Cm **»** ,th« «*ond The
Christmas
for more publications pertaining to
th »
chubby guard, was the other man to
»tf.<!*»*fr- college activities. To this end, two
gh
Road
Presentation;
count.
He blocked one of Captain Phl **
plans
gj
were offered: either to send two
filU8hed » close fourth with an
,
oaatems o» **•» 4
or. three copies of the Orient free of
aggregate of 113 points.
Thru N. E.
Uniacke, the freshman embryonic charge yearly to each alumnus; or to
champ, again took individual honors W.pplsjU the annual financial repot t,
"Wings Over Europe", successful
as well as a gold medal finishing 100 with a pamphlet containing the Presiplay by Robert Nichols and Maurice
yards ahead of Morris '33 in the fast dent's addr
Brown is the selection of the Masque
of W***
Close behind came'
**"'
» on
am t micvmncil
and Gown for the inauguration of its
». *> -count *>,
STATISTICS the Delta *?
1931-32 season at the Christmas
Lpsilon victory.
LavenHouse Party. Theatre Guild play
der '32 and Sewall '32 of Psi Upsilon
HIGGINS
in
New
of Last Five iears followed them home.
Presented with much success
'ork two seasons ago. The action reAt the half-way mark Sewall wa.;
CLASSICAL
Half Inch Taller Than
volves about the discovery, by a young
leading the pack with Usher, Uniacke,
English scientist, of a method to con(Continued on Pan* 4)
Predecessors
centiate and utilize pent up atomic
Expect Kenely,
:

The

This evening at 8.15 in the MoulWith one of the worst football seasons in the history of the sport at ton Union, William Trufant Foster,
Bowdoin approaching its termination, formerly of the Bowdoin faculty and
a sadly battered and braised Bowdoin at present one of the foremost econfootball team will close its State Se- omists in the United States, will
ries competition this week when it speak on "The Last of Laissez-Faire:
meets Maine at Orono. Only a vic- The Meaning of Hoover's Latest
tory ever Bowdoin stands between Move". This lecture by Mr. Foster,
Maine and their first State Sefiea who is a co-author of that widely
known treatise, "The Road to Plenty",
title in several years.
From the point of view of past per- should attract a huge number of peoformances of the present season ple who are interested in a detailed
Maine has little to worry about, and analysis of one of the latest moves
the game is expected to revolve itself in-the greatest economic crisis of all
into a question of score rather than of times.
Mr. Foster after graduating from
outcome. Even the most optimistic
of Bowdoin supporters hold oat little Harvard in 1901 received his Ph.D.
hope of s repetition of last year's op- from Columbia and an LL.D. degree
from
Colorado College. He than beset
came an Instructor at Bates College,
Physical Condition Bad
later coming to Bowdoin as Professor
Seemingly unable to find an op- of English and Argumentation.
After
ponent of its own weight the Polai five years of outstanding work
at
Bears will again face a much heavier Bowdoin, he
accepted the Presidency
team this week end, s disadvantage of Reed College, in Portland, Oregon,

30-0
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and
nothing
SOBER ADVICE
what
deapLed
known as
worid
thoroughly
TO FRESHMEN inerie-M
"eafegattism":
rakrah

Establish*)

1871

At tie legsnliag of eaan year the

George T. Sewall

Freshen** Class hi periodically aaStarhW to face a series of lectures,
courses in serial etioaette, deUrered
by Oa toiaasHag Seniors. Each is the
head of his respective field in extra*
enrriealar activities. Each
while opening
of iiarisslsa to the

*J2

Associate Editor

CAhero

Philip

*8t

nasnvaHy sifted, is g
tisUen to Ike eoMeaflaa of
interests dot h os ll OaL Oounooa,

H. Allan Perry *3

Bcota'83
Sports Eastern
L. 11.

Ahem

IdwnreB.

-S3

so generally
to the
as
outside hi
prothe
anoddielothod-oldfordvtecteT
spirit of orir brethren of the lesser
there is
healthfully

•a.

we

too begins early. For a a
assent tht Wriore fittf form.
Olson *84
Jehft M. Wnolair '84 (Reprinted from the October number
C. Frewnan -*4
^cjjr 8.HaO*4
John M orha *S4
of the "fbrkneaa Hoot")
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COM PANT
(Continued from test week)
Bnafaie se Manager
Cheat with a laugh and tank of n
Dominic N. Ansonueci *82
casually.
Attend afi ike review lecAssistant Managers
tures at Regie's and Rexy's whether
Edwnfd B. Moras 'SS you need to «r not. There are no betfsasill *. Donaldson "88
Ooltaam
Bowaaia
of
Stadaata
by
ttM
Tils* I* rmr Wiaawday Oariar tha Oallai* Y«ar
Sanaa* ter gathering places In Hew Haven,
il «»t iOM ihoold be etae *• taa Man as H S Sonar by
n> naUttuMuai us em
*«fct pracadlnc taa data of publication. Tht Edlior-ln-ChWf 1* laapoaalMa for tha editorial and, marvslons teac hers , ye* will
Xaltor for newt and make-up. An comman icatJoni retarding anbacrip- "get" move there to an hoar than in a
SafcaeriB- whole sl
to tba Borises Manaoar of tba Bowaoia PabliaUna Co.
eepy-lecture term. Strangely
pav yoar (includinc Alumnu*) in advance.
enoagn. it is beet at sock times to
aa aaeoad daai matter at tba aaatn SHa a* Brunawlck,
show concern over your work. Bewail
your own ignorance. Flaunt it. Hake
News Editor For This Issue
it
appear profonnder than yoar
H. Allan Perry '88
neiakbor's. Dont, in spite of Gandelfinger's pamphlets, drink too much.
Be
14
a food fellow by all
No.
1931.
November
4,
TeLLXL
Wednesday,
properly drank on the right
siona,— but remember that first of all
The Undergraduates and the Student Council
you are a gentleman. Gentlemen wte
It has been brought to our attention repeatedly of late that out Year drinking is also policy. It
is neither joy nor relaxation. Talk
there is all too little offifcial contact between the Student Council extravagantly of drinking and Chapel
and the undergraduate body. It would be safe to say that in nine Street experiences, bat be sore that
it is mostly talk.
Yon will find the
cases out of ten the students do not know of, and hence express no art of exaggeration an increasingly
•pinion on, matters that are coming up before the Council. Very subtle one.
If you have an irrepressibiy indiwhen
plight
same
in the

Cut G.

—

frequently the members themselves are
they arrive »t meetings. How then can the Council be expected to
reflect the best thought of the campus, unless we had the audacity
to contend that it contains the finest minds in college? At present,
measures are often brought up so hurriedly that the members
themselves have little time for serious thought or reflection before voting.

.We have two suggestions to remedy this state of affairs. The
first is that a docket of important affairs to be brought up in the
either in the ORIENT or on the bulletin
meeting be published
as far ahead of the meeting as possible, up to,
board, or both
say, a week. Except in emergencies we feel that such a course
enabling memwould be entirely practicable and of infinite value
bers to sound out campus opinion and to form well-eonsidered
judgments on matters relating to the student body.
The second suggestion is that the Student Council conduct a
"

—

—

m

referendum each semester on any important questions which may
arise. We would have the dates for these referenda fixed in advance, and allow the college body to submit any questions for vote
by a petition signed by one hundred students and faculty members. Any measure of sufficient importance to get as many signatures as that would be of enough significance to be referred to a
vote of the entire student body.

We

feel that these two measures should be taken, to increase the
responsibility of the Council to the student body, and to enable the
its official capacity to maintain closer relations with the
supposed to represent and for which it legislates. '

Council in

body

it is

A Senior Dormitory
Last Saturday at the alumni luncheon, President Sills mentioned a senior dormitory as one of the needs of the College. He
stressed the fact that more and more seniors are trying to get back
on the campus for their last year, and that at present there are no
adequate quarters for them. A dormitory built solely for seniors
Would bring with it various advantages. In the first place it Would
eliminate the rush for rooms that is now necessarily a part of living on campus. Furthermore, by taking care of such seniors as do
live in the dormitories, or

who

are

filling places in

the fraternity

houses in preference to going back to the ends with the freshmen,
the problem of inadequate housing facilities, which the College
must deal with sooner or later in any event, would be solved.
Strong as these arguments may be, there is a stronger one

vidualistic side yea will find it good
fun to find expression once, not more
than twice, in the News letter column.
You wiH write about food in Commons and the Freshman English
course.
This year some one of yon
might try combining the two in one
eloquent letter, one long-drawn wail
of complaint from freshmen eteeaes
of all time, and get it done with.
Dont, however, start a News-lettercolumn controversy by answering
shoaW anyo » disagree.
Nothing
queers a name or set of initials more
than to see it constantly bobbing op
under communications. People are apt
to think yon are serious.
That brings up an interesting point.
It is a little hard to say just what
one may take seriously outside of
one's self. Of course such things as
current world affairs and national
politics are, aside from betting on
elections, quite property out. You wiH
be busy enough with year own politics. Admit with broad and condescending profundity such facta aa
depressions and unemployment, agree
that things generally are in a pretty
bad way. You can show that yon feel
that some one ought to do something
about prohibition by wearing a Crusader's pin. If there is a lull in the
conversation, and if it is on one of
those naturally serious evenings, you
aright even show yourself philosophically inclined in a pleasant way by
•peeulatmg idly on the end of the
world.
But betray no intimate
knowledge, no statistics. Aside from

mueh

of

a common

life
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New Book

Robert P. Tristram Coffin's

We

Have Received a New Lot

25 cento

-

"Portrait of an American" $2.et

of Bowdoin Pennants

-

loc each

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

150 Maiae Street

;
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X and sentimental value of a
\

BOOK STORE

GET A BOWDOIN BADGE FOR THE BATES GAME

n

edition; still one of the people,
home on Long Island.
has sever forgotten, in spite

yet quite at

Yak

"This kind of thing hi peeettde far
everybody," said Dr. T^edrien, "bat ft
takes courage". The spea ker toM of
a small English boy who eotleetod eecoons for a hobby,
fleeing one to
trouble, the boy said, "III betp tana
moth."
And so he roanrijol the
cocoon, the result being aa M-doveloped specimen. The moth needed i
struggle of itself in order to develop
its ultimate strength and beauty. The
same applies to accomplishing ear
religious aims, which come only with
personal intellectual effort and Brae-

j

|

of Ha royal splendour, the spirit of
domecracy and wonderfully extends
tnriplos to intellectual grounds.
adversity is humble before you.
years. Lectures are made brilwitty or heavily sentimental
to your taste. In general courses are
so ge r c oated for yoar assimilation.
Yea have nothing to do but either be
in class yourself or have some
one sit in yoar seat tar you. A body
of trained secretaries will make record of year progressing education.!
Yen* by year credits are gathered,;
This inrequirements ticked off.
devised system admits of no
"It is a marvel of simplicity
Your education becertainty.
a mathematical progression,
By application to an office you can
find out just where you stand at any
given moment. Have no fear. If you
falter, yea will be pushed, shoved,
and wheedled along. The University
Get through
is teeth to let you go.
year daily ten-minute papers and you
Points will pile autowill be safe.
Statistically you will
matically up.
find yourself charted an educated man.
It h> wonderfully painless and efficient. Do as you are advised and you
Be casual. Be
east hot succeed.
You need
sore. Never, never doubt.
never know the need of facing your-

-
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WHIMSEY AND STALLKNECHT CONVERSE

ASSORTED NUTS

V
as

little.

"The Cal. Aggie" says that it does
not mind having a freshman define a
tog scale as an insect or a forest litter as young trees, but when it eomes
to calling a logarithm the song of a
lumberman, it is going too far.

•.

Fudge

tical application.

So be grateful to this institution
self.
that offers so much and demands so

:

dents live in rooms, eat baked potatoes, and argue theophistleally over
strong tea.
Mr. Stallknecht also has a fine collection at books.
In fact We found
a first of Wallace Stevens's "Hai F. Cary, 2nd, Glenbreok, Conn., son
of Charles A. Cary 'It; Robert A.
Cleaves, Elisabeth, N. i. t son of Royal
monium", which book we hove never
found before on any shelf bat ours,
Mr. Hillyer called him en "embroiderer", meaning that his poetry was
pretty but painstakingly worked out.
Wordsworth and Robert Bridges rate
high with Mr. Stallknecht (there, wdidn't have to look that time for the
spelling).
Both poets are masters in
subtle rhythm and decidedly acquired
tastes.
In the book soonnonm was a
fine old "Rasselas*! (not a first, Mr.
Van Sinderen, bat then), and a first
of "A Critical Fable", by Anrf Lowell,
one printed before Amy actually came
out and claimed it.

down he wasn't sure just
wasn't
su<* » bad job, though; but Mr. S. isn't
«oin K to bring out a book right away.
There were many things to agree
upon; one was the rather alarming
and destructive practice of tearing up
a .perfectly good book, like, say, the
ca * broke

j

wn
what
happen. Teaching
«t would happ

|

j

''

Gutenberg Bible, and selling it pag?
by page to ardent collectors. The
aforesaid gentlemen hid highest for
pages which contained a complete
unity; although plenty were tickled to
get lesser pages, which, say, began
with and ended with "and".

;

We

York. We like fhe
the skyline, the boat
to Boston, the
Sound, the yachts on the Sound. We
like
Mount Desert Island, Long
Island's south shore, the Occidental an
Washington for sea-food (although
it's not quite so good since the War).

East

j

trip

We

A Sound Slant
Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
you sell and where your business is
located. How very necessary then
thr.t
your PRINTING be DIS-

TINCTIVE,

New

it

will

not only
but will

THE RECORD

New York

PRESS
Where

Distinctive

always been the

first

Printing

has

cons i deration.

When we

say "we"
Mr. Stallknecht and us.

like cat-boats.

so that

ATTRACT ATTENTION
hold Reaiier Interest

like
Fifties,

from

We wondered want a bachelor we mean
found to do around Brunswick, and
The Carnegie people say that & looked around. Mr. S. assured us that
The Student Discussion Group will
freshman knows more than he ever has there was no wife hiding in the closet meet next Sunday as usual in the B.
or ever will thereafter, thus confirm- and that he had a car of the yea* C. A. of the Moulton Union. The subfreshmen.
by
u
held
for
long
i<»27.
Maine
is
delightful
country
idea
ing an
c t to be. considered is "What Jesus
driving; full of scenery. But after the JTaoi
(Portland Express.)

For Estimates Telephone S

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine aad Dunlap Streets
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It's

Truly Modern
Cigarette
"I'm certainly orerrcful for Loewy
Strike.

It's

a

truly

modern

cigarette for

me modern throat pretention.
And your Im proved C*Hep4tom«
wrapper to wonderfvtly
toe. It opens without amy loejtlHj
-a flip of the little tab end there
it

—

gives

my Luckies."

which we feel should be the real reason for building a senior dormitory. Such a building would provide a common meeting place
for the seniors, where those who chose could live together, exing? Toss your answer off casualchange ideas intimately with minds as mature as their own, and, ly, bat be sure the news gets about.
above all, where the friendships formed during freshman year, all The question will also be asked: What
does he do? Have a good list of actoo easily forgotten during later college life, could be renewed. We tivities on hand. They always will
do not advocate a luxurious dormitory, but we feel that such refine- look well in Class Books. Anything
will serve.
Just show you aren't a
ments as common lounge rooms, perhaps a billiard room, and most loafer.
Minor sports, water polo to
certainly open fireplaces in all the studies, should be provided.
fencing. Heeling, from soccer manager to Lit. business board. If inAt present it is practically impossible for any group of upper- genuity fails you, you can always row
classmen to get rooms together in the ends, and even if they do suc- all year round for four yean and
ceed in that, the facilities for
ingly limited.

The CQLEGE

|

athletics then, News heeling is apparently the safest line to follow out
in grim earnestness.
Some of you
may sincerely have a grimly earnest
side demanding expression, and yoa
wiH be glad to know that heeling the
News is generally regarded with awe
as "worthwhile" all around. In the
first place it is sound. Sound people
are drawn to it, Teiti its editorials.
inIt gives the heeler "contacts"
valuable and a training for something or other, because it takes op an
unbelievable amount of thne and is
definitely hard work. So College can
have nothing better to offer. The
Chairman at the News, Hke the successful banker of the world outside,
is a really respected and important
personage and may speak with weight
on any subject at all.
But whatever happens, never be
found hi so humiliating a position as to be unable to answer
the question: What are you do-

—

*
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DUET CHAPEL SUBJECT

The
colleges ass) stale universities.
weed fraternity at Yale holds no im(Continued from
i)
plication, geographically speaking, of
grin rooms sod billiard parlours be- his youth, until ho sot
"
the limits of Park and York the four books of the Gospel, as it'
Be a booster to be sore, bat
Your aim is seemed natural to him, in a volume.
_
it.
to allow' the University to turn you Holding the principles of the Gospel
oat a* OBijIi. sober gentleman, ever before him, he sud de ly awoke
ready to stop into s business of some to the inevitable troth of too feHadoS
ST a foursome; not too obtru- of Jesus and its imnritabie heoUMty to
eOKored, yet appreciative of the material ends.

Sab-Editors

E.Baasett»S4

"GIVING RELIGION ITS

A famous and beloved picture star wMe
still

in

her 'teens— blessed with breath-

beauty— could fate hove
been kinder to Lerefte Ynaaajf She's
the very incarnation of young
If you have not soon her in First
National's "Rating Votes," do so.
taking girlish

i

never be faced with the awful
are exceed- need
roblem of one free hour, the rending

* * « * * a

knnowledge that while others are acgetting somewhere, you alone
Whatever your original moidle.
rowed at Yale, sir", may be
worth just fifteen dollars a week in
four brief years, a position in a lawor architect's office; magic
yer's
tive,

Bowdoin's Football Team

We give the Bowdoin football team great credit for the way
they have been carrying on, especially in Saturday's game. It
takes no small amount of "guts" to stand up under such a physical
beating as they took last week, and still keep coming back for more.
Two alumni that we talked with said in effect that Bowdoin has
nothing to be ashamed of as long as she continues to turn out men
who will play their hearts out against such odds as they faced Saturday. We feel proud to honor a team that, riddled with injuries
and weakened by inexperience as ours is, goes into action week
after week and fights it out against such hopeless odds. Bowdoin
continues to turn out men.

FOSTER LECTURES
TONIGHT AT UNION
(Continued from pace 1)

which

That LUCKY tab! Moisture-Proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight— Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Peck*
age. Zip— And it's open! Seethe
new notched tab on the top of the
package. Hold down one half with
your thumb. Tear off the other

tive, "I

may

words, they

even endow you wrtn

ability passable in a private school where you had none be-

a teaching
fore.

"

Mere reading
just

doesn't

in

count

your spare time
But show a

half. Simple.

healthy tolerance nevertheless toward
the better known authors: that boy
Milton certainly could write. If not
Milton there is always some one who
could. Kipling wrote "If". Remember
that at Yale learning is held in high
Indicate that if
if remote respect.
there were time you would really Hke

panne yoar studies further. That
is the mark of a cultured man. This
attitude will befit you more in your
test years. With true humility you
will talk of professors and the better
known lecture courses. You would
really like to investigate the truth of
that which is so skillfully poured oat
to yoa, approach the sources of this
information. Yoa will experience regret and talk seriously of Time's
For five minutes after a
flight.
glycerine lecture yon will resolve to

vicinity.

explore the library. This will be the
extent of your sacrifice at the altars
of the Unknown God. The altars to
this God are many at Yale. Their
Gothic magnificence is indeed symbolic of the respect in which He is
hold.

But

Above

He remains unknown.

ail

Quick. Zip! That's

all.

Ui

Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof,
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
FRESH!— what could be more nmdere then
LUCKIES' improved Humidor garbage an
easy to open! Ladi—- tee LUCKY TAB J»

-your finger nail orotactiom.
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Carried Weight with AdsatoJstration
The books that Mr. Foster has pro
dueed have dealt with college problems, argumentations, and morals, but
his better-known works have been
those that he has brought out in cooperation with Waddfll Catching*, being -Money", "Profits", "Business
Without A Bayer", and lastly, "The
Bead to Plenty". This test named
hook has been thought to have ineoenced the present National Adnuni*
tratlen, as Ms contents received much
favorable comment from the members of Hoover's cabinet. A pionee r
in the realm of economics and a sonnd
critic of present-day economic developments, Mr. Foster should provide
a moat unusual treat for the college

he filled for ten years.
Since then he has served as head of
the Pollock Foundation for Economic
It sea r ch. While in this position Mr.
Foster has written many books in the
ield of his stody.
The views that
he has lone held have only of late
keen demonstrated aa practical and
workable. In recognition of his work,
he has been made a member of the
Asserican Association for the Advancement of Science and the Royal
Economic Society.
and
office
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filet to Manchorhi which couM very vestments itf foreign eamttUm, tlw
markets
easily lead to war. It may become as seeking of raw materials and
its St Paul,
in foreign countner eause eonniets Capital; fto God, Lenin;
serious affair aa^the murder of the
which possibly will laad to war- There Stalin; its JudaS Iscariot, Tootsky".;
Archduke la Serbia, liars are two is «nfy one way to end the struggle.
Q. Isn't war inevitable man is althe
new orin
ways fighting even
or three conflicting natlans in Manthe Sotattoa
•tor?
churia, two especially, Japan and
There is «ply one way to end the
A. The factors of war are economic
ii
Theoretically.
18
AmclMrla
China.
struggle. Pint of all we must hare and nationalistic.
In the new order
under the eantrol if China.- Ninety international control of raw material these will be removed by economic adfive per cent of its thirty millions are and allocate it according to the need
jastment for advantage rather than
Chinese and eleven million of these of nations. Secondly we must have
profit and by better feeling culfor
are famine stricken. Certainly China .an internationalists trade association tivated in the people.
is not going to loosen her hold of pop- to break down tariffs and trade bari"**™'10""1 9oeU*
utatkm on the valuable land. While riers.
between be^lXatcd"
rivalries
Thirdly
China dominates hy numbers, Japan countries must be ended. Fourth we
A? By small national units, prob
holds the aeonomte daminaace. In the mast have international eantrol over
with a Raw Materials CommisaNy
last twenty-five years it has been the distribution and control of popul
sion in the League of Nations. Also by
h
*0-^. hfe rf tfon.
t
But until these things are
10
1
I****** •*> branch J*
P C #*
to an ailing tree, brought about we are going to hear
Japan
like a
.
„-«,
graft '^i..
the new
Q. What about ^Ii
As separation of the branch from the the
fc „f the g^rf ,bont the rus- order ?
tree is often disastrous, so would be tle of
treaiv papers.
A. Corrupt groups will be dangerthe separation of Manchuria from the
Very few of us have any direct ap- us. Bui it could be diminished by
1 1 •f the difficulties of the having"Workers well represented in the
'

SOCIALISM IS
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THEME OF PAUL
PORTER TALK
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ployed tramping: the
Molting for jobs that are not there.
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The minimum estimate

PLAY SELECTION Of
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is six million.
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If the

year finishes at the present

by the end of December there
will have been fourteen hundred bank
failures with a total loss lo depositors
of one billion dollars. In Mie last two
rate,

years, one out of every ten hanks has
failed and many others have avoided
failure by merging. There is no justification for the seriousness of the
crisis.

Before machine production was

But today, accord-

introduced, yes.

ing to Mr. Flanders, president of the
Society of American Engineers, we
can produce everything we will need
by work of four hours a day, five
days of the week. And yet six to ten
million are starving in the midst of
plenty, at least in the midst of poIn the southern coal
tential plenty.
are miners without fuel
fields there
while immediately below them are
some of the richest coal seams in the
world. At Minneapolis the granaries
are fairly bulging with the wheat surplus, and yet thousands go without
bread. The way out of this is by con-

you have been told
to economize— the business man,
There's no use fooling about
If

trol,

it

—

clothes.
I was

their prices.

;
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years

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

Surplus mat Profits, f 1M.M*
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THREE TEA DANCES
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Bowdoin Students

We

^

hope that Bome
you
Their college careers for the benefit of
non-fodder may be needed.
one policy is to become an industrial- man>a 0t9ium tA condition."
lzed nation ana buy food and rawi
...
..
..
.
«
*» the most interesting discussion
products with the goods they manumam talk,
facture.
Iron ore and coal, both Pf»od that followed the
thougnt
Mr
Porter
exhibited
much
necessary for a manufacturing naanswering the
tion and both absent in Japan, are Md '"''« tongue in
Small wonoter! ? uest~™J>n Socialism, ete., put to
found in Manchuria.
Glibly, unhesithat Japan is not eager to loosen its nim by the students.
reserve
grip on these lands. The situation k tatmgly drawing upon much
-•
leading to a war. There is a conflict material, he waxed more absorbing

are invited to select the best

^
,.

.

Bowdoin Player in the
Maine Game

•

.

-

Whoever

is selected will

be given a pair of

Miller-Cook Shoes

i

There are no strings attached to this, sometime during the week after the Maine game drop into Benoit's
and write on a slip of paper the name of the player
who in your estimation played best against Maine.

BENOIT'S
riM*

On

the other hand, there is no need
blame the manufacturer too heavIn a certain southern town the
wage was fourteen dollars a
week. Here the Chamber of Commerce

e'd rath er

basic

hi the Cm" Fsi Lodge, part of the
Polar Bears entertained the dancing
Dr. and Mt». Copeland were
party.
the chaperons. Mr. and Mrs. Abbott
and Mr. and Mrs. Gardner and five or

•tmm^mtmm^m

to

interfered.

was too high a wage

It

and other manufacturers would not
come. The Chamber of Commerce also guaranteed police protection to any
manufacturers who settled there. This
six ahmni ware present.
police protection was demonstrated in
The res* of "the Peter Bears and one October, 1929, when seven workers
two gMadaatW played at the Sagaa* aat ra ^as s assinated as they were about
picTcet
Na House. The dance lasted from 5- to pi<!
Conflict in Manchuria
8 with Mrs. Hormell and Mrs. Trott
serving as hostesses. About eighteen
There is now a materialistic conalumni were also present.
In the evening the Pelnr Bears en- couples present, there was a considertertained a very large crowd in the able group in the balcony listening to
Besides the seventy the orchestra.
gymnasium.
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Members of all classes, including
less in
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will
freshmen, are urged to try oat
graft,
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its fertility.
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*„, franchise,
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looks
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the struggles of a working- the new order will be less accessible.
now sixty-frve mrtlKm and ninety-five! l»rehend
opportunit y to
m|||U Bgt we
silver pin bearing the Bowdoin
thousand are being added each year.
*
a bo.der of black enamel was
The members of the Hobart football seal
*jfl»'.Lg£ **, °fefa T!
It is almost imposiiWe to get snbaWhl «?: ».
team vowed the y would not shave un " P icked U P last 8ummer at
r"iB*d
food.
As for distributing the over%£WZhI.
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college,
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to shave by the
lege office.
It would not solve the ""JS
Japanese.
»ubhc activities and second a redistriproblem. What about birth control?
assess
bution of wealth and income to nV
There are now four birth control
crease the purchasing power of the
clinks in Japan and four clinks arc
workingman and raise the standard of
hardly adequate for sixty-five million living.
must end the fantastic
Furthermore in a world ol distribution.
people.
YoU who have an opporpolitical insecurity the Japanese govtunity for a college education, you
ernment is not going to support birth have
a chance, a road to knowledge.
control when a great ainount of can- T
wfll use you
for

breadline

ily.

Mask and

it

I

?/L

in the post-lecture session. Some
of interests, economical and military.
The nations are forced to act as im- the fruits of it were:
Q. Is Russia forgetting education'
perialists in an imperial world. Ru
A. There is "tremendous interest'
sia would probably be brought intoj
such a conflict since it has half in-!«i education. (Mr. Porter told): Upon
terest in a railroad which runs across visiting a factory in Russia that emManchuria. France, England, Amer- ployed 25,000 persons, he found that
When we con-; 15,000 of them were taught at least
ica, all have interest.
sider how easily the nations of the one hour a day. Scattered about the
world became embroiled in the World building were 33 libraries and 12
War of 1914 it is easy to see the dan- theatres. The average 7 hour day allows the worker time for education.
ger of such a situatkn.
It would be almost impossible to,
Q. What about Communists' cenple with their million dollars each
earn more than all the railroad work- stay out of war, a war due to the [sure of religion?
capitalistic
society.
Inproducts
of
A. "Communism is a religionlarge
ers in the United States.
share of this immense income is derived from dividends and interest. Our
present economic system has resulted
in pushing a large number below a

at
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a copy of the play is en ciened tcthe Library.
Trynate
will
*
.
probably be held next week, *,i.__i.
though a
definite date will be withheld until the
complete script has been received from
the Theatre Guild in New York.
***«
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In one of our southern towns young
were employed at six dollars a
week. During the last year about five
hundred persons received over one
million dollars. If those working girls
had started to save every penny two
thousand years ago, they would have
now saved up what is the yearly salary of five hundred different persons.
If anyone can justify this fantastic
distribution of wealth I should like to
hear him. These five hundred peo-

BENOIT'S
BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

nU

!

^

girls

$50
put

"V"^"?

l

in

strike, when already the eighteen dollars was insufficient.

you could visit the campus at Y*le,'Princeton, Williams and Amherst you d be impressed with two
things, the number of oxford gray and Harris tweed
suits being wofn^We have them ^- in the correct
models, at thejnew readjusted lower prices.

13.50 to

rational coordination of

Lawrence Saturday and
there were new strikes. The wages
were eighteen dollars a week. A ten
per cent cut was what caused the

If

Instead of $40 (o $65 as In

by the

economic activity so that the miners
can buy wheat, and the textile manufacturers can buy coal and wheat,
and so the wheat growers can have

the lawyer, the doctor, the banker, college men* all
over the country are economizing. Cftr? no they
haven*t stopped buying
nor are they buying inferior quality but they are buying at stores that have
met present market condition* and navs readjusted

'

?J l

^

New England. Last year the chth Was
unable to accept invitations to par/orm at Wheaton, Mt. Holyoke, and
Wellesley due to the lack of a suitnble play. At is hoped that these favors will again be extended.

a

tell

Chesterfield

you why.."

l
Three Stars of
"Ziegfeld Follies of 1931'
Helen Mfjrga* (6a piano)

Ruth Etting (or right)

j

and

!

Harry Ricbman

9*S

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Report of the Blanket Tax Committee to the Bowdoin
College Fatuity for the Academic Year of 1930-1931
EXHIBIT A
1.

Compliments of

2.
3.

4.

H.S.MelcberCo.

5.

«.

Balance fatwarded July 1st, 1930
From Students, First Semester
From Students, Second Semester
Rebate for Debating
Rebate for Musical Clubs
Rebate for Y. M. C. A.

117.76
5,620.00
5,360.00
70.00
640.12
23.05

$

*

$11,830.93

r

Distributors for

Baxter's Canned Goods

mpnnnnrcs ""
1.

Band

2.
3.

Debating
Musical Crobs

4.

ftilrf i a hfnft

$ 520.20
475.00
504.53
500.00
215.50

06

h.

Quilt

6.

Y. M..C.

S..

Total Non-Athletics
Total Athletk Activities
Balance forwarded July 1st, 1931

A

154.73
%

9.

.

.

.$2,369.96
9,450.00
10.97

r
11,830.93

EXHIBIT B

KJiiniiiiiiiioaiiia^MaKJiaaNiiiiiaiiiiuiiimar

CUMBERLAND
_^_—^— ———
1.——
-

November 4th

-

WILLIAM POWELL
-

in

-

THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE
alsa

-

News

Thursday

-

-

Tennis Technique

-,

1.

Band
Debating .,
Musical Clubs (vid infra)
Puhttahhax Cn.

5.

Quill

«Jf.

TTm.

a

-

Magic Carpet

November 6fh

-

ia

$1 772 38
'l35>>9

''MILDER"— smoke as many as you Ukel
That's what every Chesterfield smoker
knows . . . and it's not hard to prove,

$1,636.79
9,450.00
10.97

riper tobaccos!

A...

partial interpretation ol the Report, the following information

ttt)

(b)

(c)

(t)

BERT WHEELER
-

ia

(f)

-

TOO MANY COOKS
Alsa Comedy and Vamahhig Lafitog

Mon. and Tues.

-

Nov. 9 and If

GEORGE ARLISS
ia

-

ALEXANDER HAMILTON
also-

TaMmrteoa

-

New*

Just try this blend of milder,

11,097.76

"TASTE BETTER"—you'll like as many
ma you smoke l That's what
smokers
are learning every day. Not over-sweet-

INTERPRETATION

(d)

November 7th

-

either.

As

Also Pasasaaisaj News

•

520.20

500.00
215.50
131.68

Clubs Receipts

f

good reasons!

40500

•••

9.

•

THE RULING VOICE

Comedy

I

C.

Three mighty

117.76
5,620.00
5,360.00

Total Non-Athtetfes
Total Athletk Activitks
Balance forwarded July 1st, 1931

WALTER HISTON

-

$

$11,097.76

3.

also

— on the screen —

•

:

e

4.

8U. Musical

-

-VAUDEVILLE-

Saturday

1st, 1930
Students, First Semester
Students, Second Semester

2.

7.

Comedy

Friday

From
From

Eapsaditarea —

with • Linda Watkins

-

3.

—

Balance forwarded July

November 5fh

-

James Dunn
Golf Reel

2.

-

SOB SISTER

•

1.

-

Wednesday

Comedy

Receipts

(g)

mow

is submitted
Tha Bjetii ana w«re slightly larger than were estimated in advance.
declined to take
though duly informed in advance
"Quill"
the steps necessary for consideration until after the Annual
Budget had been approved. Accordingly their petition for funds
was granted only partially. The economic theory and practice of
the entire board was highly ineffkient.
over and above their initial re"Athletks" and "Y.M.C.A."
received further subsidies.
quest which was granted
"Publishing Oo." received subsidy requested.
the latter in view of other available
"Band*' and "Debating"
funds
had. slight residual balances which were rebated.
"Muskal Chibs", due to cancellations in .schedule, proved to be an
asset rather than a liability.
The "Bal ance forwarded July 1st, 1931," is less than one percent
of the Total Receipts.
Respectfully submitted.
D. C. STANWOOD
R. H. COBB

—

—

—

—
—

ened, but just sweet enough for constant

—

R. deS.

finest

"tMEY SATISFY "-in

every

way! The

tobacco, the paper, the package, . etwttfthing about Chesterfield is die best that

money can buy or that science knows about!

GOOD,

CHILDS

T. MEANS, Chairman.
October 7th, 1981.
Accepted by the Faculty (November 2nd, 1931) and voted to subpublication.
mit immediately to Orient for

The mild, rich flavor ci the
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.

enjoyment.

4)19)1.

. .

they've got to be

good t
I

taMtr a Mrtas Tobacco Co.
fcMBBMB.

L,l»l

—

:

,,
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THE BOWBOIM OMENT

fOVE

(Continued from

paw

1)

Morris, and Lavender close on his
heels.
On the home stretch Uniscke
set a pace that his rivals could not
equal, finishing- with a strong- bunt of
little the worse for the long
gruelling ran.
In spite of the adverse weather conditions every man
showed good conditioning, plodding
through the mud to a strong finish.
The race could not have been held

under worse conditions, and Coach

i)

('

M

(CoatisoM

Magee was undecided until the last
moment whether or not to postpone However, stubbornness of
the event. The race started on the Una and the tenacity of their

fine offensive for the victors. The final
Red score was 27-7. The Chi Psi's, who
unscored upon Bridgton team last Fri
backfield were scheduled to meet the Alpha
day, has the beat gridiron club in
point.
turning
campus in front of Massachusetts Hall proved to be the
Delta Phi's on the same day, could not
wealth of vanity materia!
Stan Low, Al Kent and Bill Bigelow bring enough men on the field, and so years.
and followed a course that led up
Maine street and back, a distance of were the luminaries on the White forfeited this game. On the next day has been uncovered by Coach Lancasteam, each one doing outstanding the lads from Psi Upsilon failed to
about three and a half miles.
ter which if it can stand the gaff of
work
in blocking, tackling and the gather in sufficient force, and so their
Team Scores
last-named especially, in recovering erstwhile opponents, the Kappa Sigs, scholastic requirements will do much
1. Delta Upsilon
38 point*
Captain Larvagna of the gained a technical victory.
to hoist the Black and White from
fumbles.
2. Zeta Psi
102 points
visitors did good work in the line ad
All other games have been referred the football doldrums in the future.
108 points
8. Chi Psi
well as his running mate Smith, while to a later date.
Since the outcome
Cuba Have Strong Replacements
113 points
4. Alpha Delta Phi
Chandler and Aura were outstanding of these postponed contests may de127 points
5. Psi Upsilon
who have shown
Kent and Low
in the Prep school backfield.
cide the ultimate League champions,
141 points
C. Beta Theta Pi
great promise in the line and Bigelow,
Extreme
the
Rough
in
Game
will
looked
they
be
forward
to
with
in164 points
7. Theta Delta Chi
from injurif
recovers
sufficiently
he
terest.
Three penalties for slugging illus170 points
8. Delta Kappa Epsilon .
ies sustained last week, can be detrate how hard the two teams fought
Individual Places

the

A

.

T. Uniacke

2.

D. Morris

8.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In the second
period the officials detected slugging
in the Bridgton line, and the team
was penalised halfway to the goal line
and the player was ejected. In the
third quarter Kenely and Zapereski
held a private fist fight in the middle
of the field, after the latter had tried
to block a pass the White halfback
threw. After they slugged for several
moments, completely out of the play,
they were separated by the referee
and both removed from the game.
Kenely, who was the hub of the Cub'3
passing attack, was badly missed during the remainder of the encounter.
Soon after the kick-off the Yearlings got the first break, Bill Bigelow recovering a punt which Le Blanc
fumbled, falling on the ball on the
Red 45 yard line. An intercepted pass
by Gallagher gave the ball back to
the prep schoolers, however, and they
made the initial first down of the
game. The yearlings, however, were
set back on their own 20 yard line
by way of a punt.
An offside penalty gave the' Cub*
their first ten yard gain, but another
exchange of kicks sent the ball to the
Bridgton 36 yard lime mark. Bigelow
charged through and upset Aura for a
six yard loss, and then, after they had
kicked, charged down the field, tackled

throughout the game.

W. Usher
A. Fox
S. Lavender
G. Sewall
N. Packard

BOWD. FACES BROWN
BEAR AT ORONO SAT.
(Continued from pace

NEW BOOK BY ROOT.
TMSntAM COFFIN
WEIL RECEIVED

On

the first play of the second
quarter, Xing, started en Ids own 85
P.
yard line, plunged Into a bole through
the White line, came out on the other
side, sidestepped to the left to
IS
Gatchell, and raced down the sidelines
fio yards for the tret
«***
game. Bicker vainly trying a firing he cultivated wild lands, built homes,
from the ton
tackle
ten yard (toe. raised tan children, lied about
his age
Valicenti's kkk for the point wis to fight in the
Onion Army, was a
wide.
friend of Kit Canon. He is as robust
Gatchell took the kickoff on Ids 5 e figure as we can find in contempoline and ran it back 88 yards, rary literature, yet always is he the
30-0 yard
but a holding penalty carted the ball homely,
enchanting
pioneer
who
back to the White IS yard stripe. helped raise Maine from a barren
l—» F*e» »
Three plays failed, and Ricker punted country of rocks and forest, to a land
"Jit" Bicker's punts and fell on it out on tine Bates 86 yard line, one teeming with farms and fertile fields.
line.
None of of the prettiest efforts of the entire
across the goal
William
Winships father went
Valicenti's four droplocks for the ex- game.
down to the sea in frail ships, and in
tra point were good, and the one pass
Bean Wilt Under line Bucks
bis son was born the love of the roarattempted was Incomplete.
An exchange of punts gave Bow- ing ocean. His son's sons inherited
Gatchell Runs 53 Yards
doin the advantage, but the Bates the yearning for the unbounded coast,
Johnnie Milliken, playing his first signal caller suddenly disdained all and they delighted in the months
game in the center of the White line subterfuge and sent buck after buck passed on a wind-driven. Meek island
since his injury against Wesleyan was into the Bowdoin line. Although they in Case© Bay where thev baked loba star both on the offense and the de- held valiantly, the Bears were pushed ster under the blue stars' in the shelfense, while Bilodeau, who has shown further
and further back until tered hummocks of rocks.
a consistently good game all season, Sprafke, after a march of 68 yards,
Professor Chase Reviews
was even more brilliant than usual went across on a six yard line buck
"It is s hearty, tolerant, full blooddid
the
Gatchell
Garnet.
against the
to double the Bates score. Valicenti's ed, generous book, like the man it id
most of the gaining for the White, try for the extra point went astray, about, and the man who wrote it," deonce slipping away after interceptAnother penalty after the kickoff dared Professor Chase in his review,
ing a pass to run 53 yards before he led directly to the third Bates touchDescriptive passages about
was brought down, faulty interfer- down for, after an exchange of punts the islands and the coasts almost carence costing him his opportunity of
which Bowdoin managed to gain 16 ry the scent of baybeory and the
scampering 99 yards to'a score, dick- yards, aided materially by Gould's scream of gulls into your living room
er's punts were as consistent as usual, 10 yard setback of a Bates ball-car... he was of the race of Shakeaveraging well over 45 yards although rier, Ricker's punt from his 80 yard speare's men
necessarily hurried all afternoon.
line was blocked so soundly that it
When William Winship kept a lobBates kicked off to start the en- rolled over the goal line and Sobs fell ster shop in Canaan (Brunswick),
counter, and Ricker gathered in the on it for the third Bobcat score. Once students from the "college on the
ball with a businesslike air on his more Valicenti's dropkick was wild.
plateau",
of
Beaudoin
(Bowdoin,
own five yard line. Dodging, sidestepGatchell
contributed one of the course) soon learned that the best lecping and wheeling, Jit managed to flashiest plays of the game single- tures were delivered by this blond
advance the pigskin to the 26 yard handed in the third quarter when pioneer, with his stock of tall tales,
mark before he was stopped. Three Bates, shooting pass after pass in a his wide acquaintance with Shaketests of the Garnet line gained only touchdown effort, threw one into his speare, Milton, and the Bible.
five yards, Ricker punted, and Milli- waiting arms on his own two yard
"Portrait of an American" is a
ken, sweeping down the field, nailed line.
He reversed his field heading great book, for it is a true book, an
the Bates safety man, McDonald, be- away from the scrimmage line swept unaffected book, a book written as
on
bail
move.
With
the
William
Winship would have written
fore he could
wide to the end and racing down the
their 33 yard line, the Garnet charged sideline
with
Barton
alongside, it, with a pen dipped into hearty life
the supposedly weak Bowdoin line, but reached the 50 yard line before Bar- snd pages sounding the deepness of
found a rock wall. Ricker snared the ton, in a running attempt to take out the sea, the sighs of the tall pines,
punt on his 34 yard line and ran it the last Garnet man, Valicenti, missed snd the shouts of strong men.
back an even ten yards.
him and Gatchell was forced outside!
The Author of the Book
after what promised to be the longest!
Bowdoin Threatens
jiobett Coffin, in his own words in
run of the day.
"Portrait of an American" had been
Gatchell took the ball on the first
King Big Bates Threat
"at first sight, promised to the colplay and counted four yards, then, on
A long drive from the Garnet 34 lege across the way whose pines had
a wide end sweep aided by excellent
interference, charged 20 yards toward yard line across the White goal mark roared in a March gale at his biith"
the Bobcat goal before he was run accounted for the fourth tally of the He is the scholar in a family of Maine
Ricker lost four yards on a game, King hitting the line for six farmers; after being graduated from
outside.
reverse play, so Bowdoin, for the first yards and the score after a march in Bowdoin in 1915, Mr. Coffin was sent
time, took to the air. Gatchell stepped which McCluskey did most of the to Trinity College, Oxford, as Rhodes
back to throw a twenty yard pass to gaining. A pass for the point was Scholar from Maine.
He has written seven books, one of
Hubbard, who gathered it in on the run muffed.
and went ten more yards before he
Bowdoin started the fourth period *• most recent "An Attic Room" bewas stopped by Bates' safety man. The well with a first down, but a fumbled £* * collection of brilliant essays,
Nc^ <me of the seven books is treated
ball was on the Bates 11 yard line, lateral op the thirty-five yard i ine
when the Garnet called time out in an gave the ball to Bates and King took "»
l""i!ii «C<
attempt to fathom the furious Polar the ball over in one play to account »,n *uthoAr,
fr
*
**;-** of
/— the
ti. final
a~.i six
=:~ points
~* the
tk. day,
/lot. a
a clever. At present Mr. Coffin is full
Bear attack.
for
Profe
Ui
£ English
at WeUs
"=
«« »<<
"«« Col*
\~_
The sudden gain of the White was long end run working to perfection ,e—
*
only spasmodic, however, for Richard- against the tired Polar Bears.
The Bowsermen threatened in the ,,
son and Ricker hit the line for three
yards, and Gatchell, fading far back last quarter of the game, getting
in an attempt to throw a pass, was ilangerously close to the Garnet goal
smothered for a fourteen yard loss. ine. A desperate last minute pass
Another pass was incomplete and the ing attack with Jit Ricker doing the
hurling and Sumner and Hubbard reball went to the Garnet.
ceiving, was marching rapidly to the
Bates Fails To Gain
final white stripe as the game came
Four plays reeled of for the Bob- to a close. Bowdoin had possession
of
again
the
Bowcats a first down, but
the ball on the four yard line.
doin wall held, forcing McDonald to BOWDOIN (•)
(M) BATKS
kick. Gatchell took the ball on his 15 Barton (MeKenney). re
re, Italia
Murphy. Taomey)
yard line and negotiated 20 yards.
Ricker's sweeping end runs were Loring (Gould), rt ... rt. Seeor (Hall. Flynn)
Torrey. ric
rg. Soba (Mandlettam)
smothered and again the punt was a Milliken (Davia). e
e. Clemona (Knowles)
long twisting kick which McDonald Bilodeau (Archibald). Ig
1*. White (Garden)
(DArey). It ... It. Berry (Gorham. Wing)
caught on his ten yard line and ran Hay
Laraon (Miller), le. Jekaaoeki (Dobravolaky)
back to his 35. Milliken and Bilodeau Gatchell (BakanowKky. Sumner), qb
broke through on three consecutive
qb. MacDonald (Valicenti. Ralph MCluskey)
plays and smeared the Bobcat run- Ricker, rhb
Always Noticed
rhb. T. Brown (King. McCarthy. Williams)
ners for a total loss of 8 yards. McM. Brown (Hubbard), lhb
But Never Noticeable
Donald again dropped back to punt,
lhb. Chamberlain (Ray M'Cluske y. Mayberry)
but he fumbled and Barton charging Richardson, fb
fb. Farrell (Sprafke. Wilmot. Fireman)
through coiled around the ball for the
jJjRISK Clothing, which is
Score by periods:
White.
IS • •— SO
Batea
.

DEKE TOUCH FOOTBALL FROSHQiVENSrACKS GALLANT POLAR BEAR
BRIDGTON EKES OUT
TEAM UPSETS THETA
BEATEN BY BATES,
VICTORY OVER BEAR
DELTS BY 27-7 SCORE UP AGAINST HIGGINS
CUBS BY ONE SCORE
CLASSICAL FRIDAY

peed and

1.

a

SPORTS

ROAD RACE FALLS
TO DELTA UPSILON
BY RECORD SCORE

1)

up it was thought to be a hard blow
on the Pale Blue title aspirations, but
along came Robertshaw to rip the
Colby line to pieces and almost
single handed carry his team to vie-:
tory.

The Bowdoin line that on one play
would smack Bates backs to the
ground with resounding thumps and
on the next be pushed aside to allow
the Bates ball carriers to gallop for
long gains will be facing a much
heavier Blue line and though the
White forward wall does succeed in
holding off the Maine thrusts, Coach
Fred Brice has several reserves to
toss in to the breach.
It would not be at all surprising to
see the plucky Bowdoin line make, a
game of it in the first period just as,
they did against Bates but the power
of the Maine reserves will probably be
the deciding factor. Bowdoin played
almost three full teams last Satur
day and only supermen could be expected to withstand the battering received by the White gridmen. The!

fiercely causing

Le Blanc
ble.

to

i

|
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{

,
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The second quarter found the ball
deep in Bridgton territory all the time
Bowdoin lineup is still in the air, much but the White men could not seem to
depending upon condition of several reach the last chalk mark. The one
injured men.
time the. visitors did work the ball
down the field they were sent back
The students of the University of' half the distance to the goal line for
Oklahoma propose to have a bank of slugging. A frantic passing attack
As the half
their own, which will be located onj availed them nothing.
Deposits would be ac •] closed the Frosh were marching to
the campus.
cepted from the student body, and; what seemed a certain score with
anyone connected with the University Kent, on the final play, catching a
The bank would sixteen yard pass to put the ball on
could own stock.
also make loans to deserving students. the Bridgton 5 yard mark.
A steady march down the field in

;

Higgins comes to Brunswick with

Mustard

doubt as to the outcome of the game. With Abelon's
broken field running and Kenely's line
plunging in addition to their strong
line, the 1935 men should easily dispose of the preparatory school team.
will be little

BOWDOIN
i

{

j

j

I

years.

.

:

!

to recover the
one of the best bits of
playing seen during the

of the yearling backfield. The frosh
are fortunate in having the ample
replacement material of high order
which has been so lacking in recent

A

ball in

individual
day.

pended upon to barge open large
holes for Joe Kenely, the big threat

Lunt, right tackle, on the injured list
the third stanxa netted Bridgton their but there is a possibility he may be
only score; three first downs being brought into shape to play somewhat.
rolled up in succession.
Aura tossed The starting line-up: Bagley, right
a seventeen yard heave to jKelly, who end; Roberts, left end; Jerries, center;
bounced it on his fingertips, and fell Lunt, right tackle; Murphy, left
over the line after finally clutching it. tackle; Hollis, right guard; Scribner,
left guard; Alexander, quarterback;
Aura made good the try for goal.
From then on the game developed Bartlett, right halfback; Malone, left
into a forward passing duel, with halfback; with Motse or Nash at fullBowdoin having a good deal the best back.
of the encounter but not being able
to get the hall over the line.
flat
and Cress
pass, Abelon to Kent, put the ball on
the 10 yard marker, but as the Frosh
were lining up in a frantic attempt to
From the gay Bates stands last Satscore, the whistle blew to end the urday we caught the cheerleaders'
game.
yowls for "Three long rahs and three
Coming from the Bridgton game so Kings" as their star back lay tempomuch the more experienced, the rarily hors de combat on the field. MinFreshman football team will see ac- utes later Guardsman Berry was hurt,
tion against the Higgins Classical and the Bates yellsters clamored for
team. Little is known of the ability "Three long rahs and three Berries".
of this team, but if the Freshmen Muffled though they were, the berries
.
unleash the same brand of ball against floated across the gridiron
*
* " •
them as they did against Bridgton,

fum- there

was quick

Bill

bounding

him

<

I

The freshmen at Yale have revolted.
They will not bow to seniors, or wear
blue ties and hats, in complete disregard of the rules laid down for them
by the Eli Book. They look haughtily
at upperclassmen, wear ties of all
colors, and sit in the best seats, of
the New Haven theatres.

,

Kent.

j

I

'

I

'

BRIDGTON

(T)
le.

Smith
Larvagna
e. Aceera
h.

Ik

Ig.

(

see a game is from atop the grandstand, in the photographers' eerie
were rather .unpleasantly
perch.
that tie ladder up
surprised to
to the roof offers grand possibilities
And
for a funeral at short notice
why do they burn tarpaper (or whatever they burn, to make thick, greasy
smoke) in the heating room of the
field-house ?
*
*
*

We

i

I

Referee. Morrell

;

umpire. Miller

man. Gibbon ». Time of quartern,

:

bead

.

—

.

.

but

.

play games

I don't like to

when only one

Aura.

•

j

Me

Fritz Kolln urged us to treat German like a game, making it easier
and much (yeh much!) simpler to
learn.
Quoth voice-from-rear, "Yes

.

I

.

Incidentally, the best place to

.

Zapereski (Harris)

Barton), c
Nanon (Barbour), rg ... rit. Cheater (Kendall)
Holden. it
it. Bam.ll (Whitney)
Bigelow (Sargent), re
re, Buckley
Hurley (Merrill), uh
qb. Aura (Cook)
Kenely (Palmer), rhb
rhb. Chandler (Harria)
Baravalle (Hurley),
Gallagher (Kelley)
lhb.
Abelon, fb
fb, LeBlane
Score by period*:
Bridgton
7 0—7
Touchdown I Kelley. Point after touchdown
Keville

i

(•)

!«•

Low. It
Hughes (MrLrod).

And

side

knows the

linag.

rules."

I

j

"...

i

m

1

..."

|

I

I

!

;

!

KISSABLE

i

I

\

Two plays, a line buck by Hank
Richardson and a pass, Gatchell to
Hubbard, went for a first down, with
yards to spare, but the Polar Bears
again gave up the ball on downs as

j

Jewelry

Watch Repairing

Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glaas
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

By An Ex pciieated Watchmaker
Shaeffer Pens for College Men

Brunswick

25

yean

- Tel.

WITH

not only

good manners to avoid

good

sense.

OLD

that

OLD GOLDS are a

vwy

. . .

.

.

.

that suras

it

take a dare

. .

.and

up.

College Jeweler"

Our Representative for

Photographic
this

Work

year will be

Dick Atwood, T. D.

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImGtrted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.
Tel. IS*—VI Maine St.—Tel. 1S7

stt^ssssmai

IssMsi

__

mmmmmmmmmmm

.

.

j

and

STUDIO

FRAMES

USED MOTORCYCLES

Riley Insurance Agency

f rest

Iff .M up

•

Guns taken

in trade

INSURANCE

UVERNOIS CYCLE * GUN STORE

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

Tewn Banding

95 Maine Street

Brunswick

EATON HARDWARE

KEMP'S

CO.

PEANUT BRITTLE

The Sport Store of

NOT A COUOH IN A CARLOAD

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

j

e

Webber's Studio

Wholesale

-

Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

25c

Brunswick

574 Congress Street
Portland. Me. -

_____

Box

3

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

~

PLAYSAFE
Send Your Washing to the

CITIZENS
.

cater to fraternity trade

LeTARTE'S

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Trade

OR STAIN THE TEETH

who

We

A CARLOAD

O P. UrfUre Co., Uc

"ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THI BREATH

—GROCERS—

MAINE STREET

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

A

NO

SHORTS MARKET

Fine Repairing and Engraving

141A

win another life-long friend I

IN

Cream

Ice

MAINE STREET

"FRANCIS"

try

OLD GOLDS for a
day... we predict OLD OpLD will
noh/ro/-flavortd

NOT A COUOH

Candy and
74

Hardware Co.

Brunswick

by nature herself. Tobacco so good
it needs no added flavoring.
you'll

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

The

Sun-ripened tobecco... sweetened

If

LEBE17S

& GERVAIS

finer

smoke
easier on the throat and
more delightful in taste.

Pun tobacco

\

to $10

Diamonds and Watches

breath, or

discolor the teeth ... for that

reason

PHIL BRISK

Oxfords—$5

The best way

For the same reason
GOLDS do not taint the

CITY

Bostonian and Florsheim

own enjoyment.

to insure your

STREET

Watch Far Our Representative

do the work

offending others with your smokIt's

ROYAL

5fth

Latest Gallsfe Styles in

to

Mel N TIKE and

LECLAIR

EAST

NEW YORK

'Anything: y'want Pressed?'
it

If

ttt-M

In business

Give

Brisk VratiitTB

MAINS STREET

188

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
St.,

well dressed.

Store

ANTIQVIT Y SHOP

1# Spring

custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Touchdown*: King (S). Sprafke. Soba.
Referee. SwaffleM. Maine: umpire. O'Brien.
:
head lineaman. Rogers, Colby : field
judge. Mahan. Harvard. Time of periods: IS
minutes.

Varney's

OLD GOLDS

.

Tufta

the quarter ended.

ing.

ftJHWS-

-«

I

12 minutes.

It's
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First Review of Present

MAINE DOWNS
WHITE TO WIN

of

Whan freshman

.
Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram
Wilson of Maine runs back a puat in the first period of the State Series
afternoon on the University of Maine field. The White team, overpowered
hold their opponents to three touchdowns.

between the Polar Bears and the Orono contingent last Saturday
the start, feaffht hard and was quick in capitalizing on breaks to

HIGH AIMS OF LIFE
IN

HIGGINS

BY

Former Bowdoin Instructor is New
Teaching in South China

CHAPEL ADDRESS

thomt in the side of the Bow- Cites Discipline and Control
for between them they
as Factors in Success
gained practically all the ground for
the State team. The whole Maine line
in World
charged hard and opened up large
gaps in the White line in spite of the
Organisation of mind, discipline, and
•forte of Biktdeau, Milliken and Stan the rational control of emotions were
Gould who stood out ss the stan ot set forth as the cardinal principles of
the Bowdeia defense. The last named the higher way of Ufe by Rev. Dwight
. vt
* .l •*• .
,_
d ji
wea especially efficient in his break- Bradley
of the First /,u
Church
of Newing through.
B
n hw Sund8 C pel
,
£
£!h
J
Craighton Gatchell in turn gave drew Wftere are you going
Rev. Mr. Bradley stated that there
the Maine rooters several worried momants by long dashes through the are few who^tad the highest way of
Pale Blue ranks. Once he allowed a f^- *.** kffep thei ' ll,yC8 «M»WY;
pan* from Bicker to graze his finger ^"{"TS** 22* J??**8*^1 *^Xf1i and
tips when he was in the end rone for absolutely -free from evils. Still there>
W < t the P nnc, P ,e
what looked like a certain score.
*"?.
?,l i!
evil T^Z*?,
to the full. Although
be
they may Jf
Gatchell Receives Kieh-eff
highly successful, they are profoundly
At the opening whistle, Wilson wrong in following thai course of lie.
kicked to Gatchell who fought through The speaker sated the case of an acseveral would-be tacklers he/ore being brought dawn in the tsjuaay^ix

I

1

;

,

he became a public enemy to San

Men

Prospects of Team in
Interview
Pre-seascn

forecasts

seem

favor-

able for a successful season for the
White swimmers this year, according
to Coach Bob Miller, discussing the
team at a recent interview. With
strong varsity men available and several promising freshmen at hand, the

proper to organize a training table
for his men in order to have them in
the best of condition for a very
strenuous season which opens against

Harvard

at

Cambridge December

i

i

Although the Blanket Tax Committee does not meet until the latter part
of this week to make appropriations
for the present year, it acted favorably
at a meeting last Thursday on a motion from the faculty meeting which
empowered it to pay the deficit of last
year's Quill.
This decision enables the staff to
proceed with the publication of this
year's Quill, which had been postponed

because of the delay and uncertainty
about the appropriation from the
Blanket Tax Committee, and the Quilt
will appear before the middle of De
cember.
Members of the board are requested
to get their material under way. All
undergraduates who are interested in
writing for the Quill have been asked
to turn in their copy to P. C. Ahern
at 7 Maine before the dead-line November 23rd, the Monday before
Thanksgiving recess. All material ill
welcome and will be given careful

(Ooatiaoad on pas* ()

aft*

-

The Freeh

hers.

Problem of Unemployment

After a short business meeting in
the Union the club went to Adams
Hall where Richard N. Sanger '82
gave an' interesting blackboard talk
on the development of the numerical
value of pi and various formal! involving this number.
Members decided that meetings will
be held henceforth on the first Friday
in each month, the next one being in
December. Any member of the third
or fourth year mathematics courses is
eligible for membership.

DONALDSON RENEWS

Hard

•«,

to

vm-lx
right

Country
"Collective action for individual interests with the leadership of the

Federal Government is our only
hope", said William Trufant Footer in
his lecture on 'The Last of LaissetFaire: the Meaning of Hoover's Latest
Hove", last Wednesday night at the
Moorton Union. Mr. Foster is a former member of the Bowdoin faculty,
sx-preakjsnt of Reed College, and new
one of the toadta* srnnstgl— in the

STUDENT MEMBERS
OF COMMITTEE ON
UNION APPOINTED
Cuskins and Wilder Appointed Faculty
Advisors for Bugle at the

The Bowdoin College Faculty has
Harold V. Durand '32, Fred Whittier
'83, and Gordon D. Briggs '33 as undergraduate members of the CommitThese
tee on the Moulton L'nion.
men will act with the Faculty Committee which comprises Professors
Hormell and Abrahamson, Mr, Korgen and Mr. Lancaster, the manager
of the building.

At this same meeting. Professor
Morgan B. Cashing and Philip S.
Wilder were appointed as Faculty advisors for the Bowdoin Bugle.

m
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the depression? Conditions are
bad, people say; therefore, "leave
things alone" and they "will take care
of themselves". That philosophy is
'laissez-faire'.
It
is
often called
'rugged individualism'—"John Dewey
eafls it 'ragged individualism", Mr.
Fester inserted humorously and it
is baaed on the. doctrine of permitting
each industry to pursue its own interests and- in that way promote the
welfare of every on*. So great is our
faith in .'rugged individualism' that
we have laws "to prevent collective
action", the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
and the Federal Reserve Act, for example. We in the United States are
"almost 100 per cent devoted to the
idea of leaving things alone", the
laissez-faire idea, "leaving things to
the 'lasy fairies', as some one has

—

;

said".

We

'
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Continued on pa«a

Bowdoin will paiticipate again this
year in the nation-wide Red Cross

.

geaamgjej-mag

%

The membership campaign

will begin

Armistice Day, and in the

College

in general charge of

Nixon,

M

man
in

to

come home, gamarwas

fekfM

ttad pteee, then- eeJae

«£

George Sewall. right behind in
position. Ned- Packard roaaded out Je
Bowdoin score.

r gait B n » >
running, and handieaaped by the
i

i iii i

l ls 's«
',

I

s

less

of one of the three bait maw <
squad. Emmons CbMk, raced val
for a place but finished third.
the ever- victorious New
squad and Maine.
Uniacke did not run eat into an immediate lead, as is hie went, but stayed
close behind the leaders until a mile
from the finish. Then he nut oa ttrftm.
sallied by the men who were Inedilit
him, and came home feat in a dosing
surge to win for Bowdoin and smash
the existing record. Art Fox was the
second Polar Cub to finish, coming in
with the leaders and finishing fifth,
close behind Uniacke. Elmer HutchinI

son, in sixteenth place, was negt;*at
a moiety of Bowdoin men after- nfah
caused the Polar Bears to drop dqwn
to third place. Carl Hubpetl ,was tae
fourth man in. and Ftagg the fifth.

The

the tremendous interest

total scores:

Varsity:

New

Hampshire State. S3:
commun- Massachusetts Institute
of Technol8omc ogy. 77; Maine. M; Bowdoin.
5 year plan.
Ill:

It

is

not

the
but they "must admit

it,

it

DEBATING C0UNC1LMEN
SELECT TEAMS FROM
'™°
TWO LOWER CLASSES STRONG FRESHMAN
TEAM FACES TEST
Albert W. Tarbell Elected
AGAINST HEBRON
RED CROSS

of Drive

Roll Call.

For past weeks we have been rack- awake he didn't want to miss any
ing our brain to be sprightly, yes, thing.
whimsical in interviews with gentleOnly once did we disagree with Mr.
men who know better.
We have: Foster: he claimed that words were
dragged by main force conversations worthless; could not buv anything;
along lines leading to quips and Mr. Foster seemed to get along. Mr.
cranks.
We are rather ashamed of Coolidge does, too He may not have
our incessant cleverness. For we're) bought anything, but he must have a
writing this in an off moment: the!„i ble froten asset (which should bo
world does seem rather dark; there is; in circulation) because of his truly rea depression; our fraternity is expen- markable grouping of words which
sive; our marks not too darn good; appeared each day for so long.
And
our laundry badly done; Oskar and;j|r. Dreiser manages to make a lot
Philippe Auguste (our pet gold fish) (several weighty tomes) of words
have been fighting again.
So do some professors (note books
So we are not going to be cute full of the darndest and most useless
about William T. Foster and his words).
splendid, even brilliant, lecture of:
Well. Mr. Foster had such an cfWednesday in the Moulton Union.— f^t on Ug tnmt we felt contrite and
This lecture was well attended, we add humble, and slightly ashamed of our
as a news item. Mr. Foster has re- j cc (Kgm cone, as we asked for somemarkable power as a speaker; one got thing personal. After two and a half
the impression of knowledge and au- hours of steady outpouring of informathoriUtive information. This was not Uon> Mr< Pogter was exhausted—
pedantically spread out over the au- mentally and physically.
die
o£ thou « h '
However, he smiled at us and said
2££ ; humor .*?d <4*J
andnWrvery held the listeners and that j,e had a rial affection for Boweven kept one poor old gentleman
Onrt'nf— on pa** *.

is

Need a Plan

Steve Lavender, waa the sec-

ing fourteenth place.

dose up

Bates, 114; Rhode Island State. 12»:
We have no plan. Hoover Northeastern, 148; Telte, t88.
says he can give an American plan
Freshman: New Hampshire State,
(Caauauad oa rasa I)
64; Maine. 60; Bowdoin. 101; Northeastern. 107: Rhode Island. 144; Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
167; Bates, 162; Tufts, 166.

President at First

is

who has asked W.

S.

Dean

Palmer

to serve as student chairman. The appeal for memberships will be made

through the heads of the fraternities
and a committee .of non-fraternity
men. It is hoped that the response
will be even more generous than it
was in 1980, and that the College enrollment will be one hundred per cent
strong.

The National Red Cross has great
need of additional members this year,
which marks its fiftieth anniversary,
as its disaster relief funds have been
depleted to a dangerous degree, largely

through drought

relief

work

this

past year. Fifty cents of every membership goes to the National Red
Cross, while the remainder stays with
the local Red Cross chapter, to finance
its program of public health nursing, veterans' relief work, its Classen
in swimming,
aid, and
its

life-saving,

and

first

other activities. 11a*
doubtedly there will be heavy tails
upon the local chapter this winter foi
various forms of relief. Help to keep
the Red Cross ready and able to meet
any emergency.

Green's

Meeting

ON ARMISTICE DAY

S

Rambles Through Foster Interview

it

don't like
is a plan.

CAMPAIGN TO OPEN

^^

Whimsical Reporter Loquaciously

ism;

is

Russia?"

seconds.

ond White

™

ANNUAL

,

"What
in

theeaceuenitimeoiOTmi!in»ea.«>**
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recently approved the appointment cf

i

Among

;

Same Time

'

Top Bad

Victory in Second Half
ments
All
Frosen-nncered forward passim; in
Season
Classes
the first half availed the men of '36
nothing, but a steady plugging game
The unfortunate Polar Bears travel! in the final stanzas rave them the vieAt the first meeting of the editorial
to Medford Saturday to meet their tory over a Higgins team that could' staff"of ^he* Bowdoin" Bugle*,' the Junior
ancient rivals the Jumbos in the sea- *? in .on,v 61 yards from scrimmage- class year book, the editor-in-chief
7 pro
mo
n, 8 " t Francis H. Donaldson '33 Ulscussed
-en windun
Showine *
imijrove<i
roveU
an ,mP
Jl.*
^
J°
L ,
that sent the
eleven down the field in, he reorganization planned for the
brand of footba11 Saturday agamsr.the last periods, but Keville's out- t
1932 issue of the Bugle. The purpose
the State team, Bowdoin will enter the standing work as rovinfc center was an of the reorganization is to make the
important
contribution
to
the
White Bugle pay ror itself, and also to disTufts contest with their heads high in
an effort to cap their schedule with U machine s march to victory.
tribute more evenlv the expense which
Only once during the game did Hig- is incurred in putting the book out.
victory.
The Medford team will,j
like Maine, be out for revenge.
Last *ms lo°k brilliant, and then, after one In previous years the men of the
year in a thrilling game on Whittier °f Kenely's punts had been blocked. junior class have borne the expense of
Field, the White triumphed over Tufts The Prepmen marched to the four publication, and in some cases the asbv »
°f
All three of the yard line but were there smeared de- sessments have been as high as elghtBowdoin scores were tallied by the Cisively four times in succession. Abe- een dollars. Of last year's junior class
"'
brilliant Foster whose graduation has, 10 8 evident weakness in covering only fifty or so have paid their aspunts nut the Cubs in some tight sessments, and it was felt that a new,
been sorely felt this fall.
Lagt Saturdayf the Bowdoin teanJ Places., but thev always pulled out of fairer and simpler financial system
was called for.
played a wide awake game of fool- their holes with ease.
The f* cu!tv student council and
ball capitalizing all the breaks of the
Froah First Downs Eleven
cxecutive committee passed the mogame to hold the heavier and more
Eleven first downs in th* first half
powerful U. of. M, team to three. of
meeting of the Bugle staff. By the
touchdowns.
If this same type oi;„
of:
t«viiohHnww h** ,,
<v,
TOvi8ions of this motion, the assesjplay predominates Saturday against f un
i*7L easier
I-7wk.
?L cold slip- Pments
fumbling made
by the
;„ *—iSt in-««««.
X^J tw»=
m which
JZlZ is
mt>ntlt this year
VMP will
„,;,, be Ai
\,iA~i among
divided
Tufts *»„
team,
the
rated ;„_i peryness of the backfield
s hands.
the three lower classes, although tht
ferior to the Orono eleven, anything
Baravalle took the ball from the 15
may happen. Gatchell is finding him- to thns-'yar^nranTihen
«***™» rti »
• »*»«
smashed
(Continued on pace •)
self and should be right in his prime
to a first down in two plays. Brown
for this last game of his career. Other
recovered Abelon's fumble, and an offmen who are playing their final game side penalty and two
bucks gave the
are Barton, Gould, Hay, Captain Institute
boys a first down. A few!
Ricker,
CKer, diioohh
Bilodeau ana
Brown
and crown.
wi , d
g
led h
nothing and
Last week the Tufts eleven also the bfiU
to the Po , ar
played an improved brand of foot
Again Bowdoin fumbled and again
ball downing Boston University 6-0.
'
Higgin R recovered. Three line bucks
Previous to last year the Medford proved
futile and Nash got back to Hundred Percent College Enrollment
College had downed the White since punt.
Instead he threw a short pass
I'rired by Dean Nixon, Chairman
1925.

to

Maims*

road-running, acquitted themselves
mirably, the varsity, whipping JM
and losing to Maine only Vy -a few
points, and the jess flags twtfonuiag
the same feat
Uniacke proved himself the outstanding runner, varsity et freshman, en
the track when he came, homa -"wflBv a
surge to win in 16 minutes, Jl 3-6 seconds to set a new standard that. wfll
not soon be broken. He loped across
the finish line 20 yards ahead of Hf
nearest rival, and waa -r'aever faeed
with trouble on the entire course.
One hundred eleven" points came
Bowdohre war in the vanity raee.
placing the team fourth behind New
Hampshire. Massacbuaetta Jastttuta «f
Technology, and Maine. Captain Larry
Usher led the team in. sprinting home
to capture 9th place, 76 yards behind
Norman Whitten of Bates, who won in
-

Vital to Success of

is

United States.

FOR COMING YEAR

—

|

'

Hampshire teams ia.k
Bowdoin men, noopKyissin the art

.

ORGANIZED PLAN
MUST BE FORMED

a loss and again Bow-

doin was off-side and the Cubs were
penalized half-way to the goal a distance of about two feet Moss finally
eeied over for ttM Institute bo^.

—

18.

As to. this first meet of the year
Miller stated that he had been sneaking with the Harvard coach, Harold
Ulen, who considered that Bowdoin
would show great strength in the
breast stroke and in the back stroke.
"Harvard, on the other hand," continued Coach Miller, "will probably
prove very, very strong in the free
style." He further stated that he had
seriously proposed to Ulen that the
diving for this meet be performed
from the high board, rather than from
the low, as it has been customary in
Kvious meets. Miller said, "I bee all intercollegiate diving will
soon be done from the high board.
This seems natural as the Olympic
diving is now being performed from

V nni.*«il
wmte P
bvpected

The majority of us "drift to and fro mtljon the misty flats of life". Rev. Mr.i
Bradley likened this class to a char
acter in one of Kipling's poems, who.
being- sent from the nates of Heaven
by Saint Peter, went to Lucifer. The
latter also sent him away, declaring

coming season may show an improvement in this sport at Bowdoin.
Even though it is still too early in consideration.
the season to talk about the swimming meets, Coach Miller has thought
it

been thrown for

OF SEASON

m\

Swimming; Coach Analyses

Badly handicap!
cold weather
and injuries, the
Cubs overcame
al Institute
a weak Higgins
team by the score
at Whittier
Field on Friday. Although the yearlings made 18 first downs to four for

"Drifters"

ENABLES
TO
nimimiimAii
STAKT

MILLER HOPEFUL FOR
SUOESFUL SEASON

Boston last Monday.

squad, led by Captain Tom Uniacke
the existing reeoro by li
seconds, placed third.
Running behind vieterioee
~

Condemns Present

.

Policy of "Laissezn
faire

>i

OUILL
danger to midfield.
rasninsn
Maine Scores
rUBLIlJVTlUN
v "**«» v»»" v
On two successive tackle plays.
Robertshaw and Favor advanced to
the twenty-sin. Favor tore off eight RlanLrot
T«v
rnmmiilno
oiaimei
v uuuumrc
yards and then his running mate made
For
it a first down on the twelve.
Authorized to Pay
three plays the White appeared to
Deficit
have the Pale Blue stopped but here
the Bricemen opened their bag of
with

in

who smashed

The first meeting of the MathemaClub was held last Friday evening in the Union. After several busimatters had been considered,
Richard N. Sanger *32 gave an in
teresting talk before the club mem
tics

ness

the Academy team* the lack of scoruble Bpeaker and as a conference ing punch kept the score down to two
He comes touchdowns.
leilder among co llege men.
to Bowdoin directfv from a visit at
The antiquated "Statue of Liberty"
Dartmouth College.
play in which Hurley circled the end
The talk is given under the auspice* for a score, and an Intercepted pass by
f
n Board of ConTmis- KeviUe accounted for the White team's
he AmBt
sionen for Foreign Missions.
two touchdowns. Frequent fumbles
and intercepted passes precluded the
possibilities for at least three more
tallies.
It took the Preproen six tries
to push the ball ever for their score l

Francisco.

Majority of

Four for

First

POLAR BEARS TRAVEL

ACTON BY FACULTY

final leg

cross country squad placed fourth in
the New England Intereollsgiates, held
over the difficult Franklin Park course

OF LECTURER
Foster

^

that the price of coal was too hijrh t<>
keep him there. In other words, this
character of the noem was not evil
enough to qualify for entering the
advance.
gates
of Lucifer. This is the way foiRicher was forced to punt and the
lowed by a surprisingly large number,
ball was carried back to midfield by
Continued on page 2.
In three rushes the Maine
Wilson.
team just fell short of a first down
and Robertshaw punted out of bound*
on the Bowdoin ten yard marker.
Captain Richer again kicked out of

•)

Running with the best harriers New
England could muster, the Bowdoin

ACTION AIM

Richard N. Sanger Gives Interesting
Blackboard Talk

13-6

Eighteen

Yearlings
|

.

j

_

suit

Professor Rodeiick Scott, formerly
instructor of English and Y. M. C. A.
secretary at Bowdoin, will return November twentieth to give in the Moulton Union a talk which will probably
be one of the most interesting of the
year. Mr. Scott is professor of philosophy at Fukien Christian Univer
sity in southern China, and his talk
**£_** about J1 ' 8 "°.rk there .
i
Professor Scott is a graduate of
averford College, class of 1906. He
has been very successful as a round

^H

&

J^

criss-cross

to

Pack

majeis and fifty
1939, twenty-seven

COOPERATIVE

MATHEMATICS CLUB
MEETS FIRST TIME

CUBS

ttsmal

triple

in

Places
Ninth
Lead Bowdoin

.

PROFESSOR SCOTT
TO LECTURE SOON

BRADLEY DISCUSSES

una team;

A

Usher

majors and thirty-eight minors.

and on sev-

(CoMinnad on Pas*

twenty

minors;

m

tricks.

UNIACKE SMASHES
FRESHMAN RECORD

wen

eral occasions threatened to tally.
Rebertshaw and Favor were con-

Smith, the right end, on the

wen

miners, a number which compares
very favorably with those of previous classes.
In 1918 there wen thirty-one
majon and forty-two minors; in

1»»,

Third

'Position

wen

to Capi-

^fWT1Wr**^!rWr*™rJrWgn KSahlt tne"
line without doing a great deal of
damage, Richer got off a pretty quick
kick which went offside on the thirtyfive yard line.
Wilson threw a pass which Aldrich
snared out of mid air when it seemed
that it would surely be knocked down
by a Bowdoin back. The Maine man
was immediately downed on the thirty
yard line.
Sims advanced the ball
five yards nearer the line but an
alert Bowdoin lineman pounced on a
fumbled lateral to stop this Maine

Home to Annex

issued last week, it waa found
oaly nineteen ma.
that there
Jor warnings, the lowest figure
At the same
in twelve years.
only thirty-nine
time there

on Pale Blue
Fumbles

this fall

warnings

Year Harriers Ri

First

la maay yean asm a
tparetiveiy assail aamhsr tsc
the first year men promise to be amoag the best of peat
years.

GATCHELL, GOULD
STAR FOR BOWDOIN

any other, game

FOURTH PUCE ft

la scholarship ever
With
these of pt ov i oua yean.
the
*r of major

Outfit

Right in their element of coM
weather, the. Polar Bean bowed berate the onslaught of the Maine Bean
by a twenty to nothing: count at
Oreae Saturday. On the cold and
windswept field the White fonght
again* the favored Maine eleven and
glared heady football the whole time
.la capitalise
several of the home
team's females and thus prevent the
Stronger State eleven from rolling up
a larger margin. The team showed
mere ight than it has evidenced

TEAMTAKES

the

show a

freshman

Orono Team Too Powerful
for Fighting Polar Bear

talize

WHITE ROAD

Freshmen Showi Decrease
In Number of Warnings

STATE SERIES

Bowsermen Quick

,

.

Record

Include*

Victories

Over Yale asm Bates Froah sad
Tie with Maine

Members of the Debating Coundl
held an important meeting on Wednesday, November 4, in Hubbard Hall,
at which time its freshman and sophomore teams were chosen. The method
of actual debate was used in selecting
these men.
The freshmen debated the issue—
Resorved that Bowdoin should be coeducational. W. W. Fearnside, V. W.
Nowlis, P. G. Parker, and Paul Sullivan were selected for the team by
judges A. W. Tarbell '32, Eliot Smith

Bowdoin's freshmen by their good
work on the gridiron have aroused
considerable interest. The crowds of
both students and out-aiders, who
watched the Higgins game with such
profound interest, will be sure to turn
out for the freshmen's coming struggle with Hebron this Friday, Nov. IS.
Hebron has shown a good exhibition
of football so far this season. The
team is considered practically as
good as last year's even though it
'S3, and J..H. Gordon "33. These fresh- hasn't as perfect
a record. Bates and
men will represent their class in da- Yale freshmen were Hebron's first two
bating circles, three being on the team victims. Bates went down by the close
and the other serving as an alternate. score of 7-6; Yale by a somewhat simThe sophomore team will be repre- ilar one of 7-0. Then same a scoresented by F. W. Burton, S. R. Deane, less tie with Maine, followed bv two
C. G. Olsen, and E. C. Uehlein, who setbacks, one from Kent* Hill 20-0,
will oppose the freshman team in the the other from Exeter
also 20-0. Kidd,
freshman-sophomore debate to be Yonng and Brown were considered
held just before Christmas. A prise Hebron's best carriers in the last
ih offered for the winning team.
games, and in the line Nelson and
At a previous meeting Albert W. Bennett have proved strongest on deTarbell *32 was elected president of fense.
the Debating Council. Two committees
Freshmen in Gaed Shape
were appointed: one to take charge
of tiie freshman-sophomore debate,
The Bowdoin Freshmen in the three
the other the interscholastic debate*. games that they have played have

This latter group is now sending letters to all the secondary schools in
the Bowdoin league for the purpose
of choosing a suitable topic for debate.
The finals of this league will
probably be held at Bowdoin. Another
committee consisting of George B.
Pottle *S2, Albert W. Tarbell 'S2, and
George P. Towle, Jr., 'S3 who were
elected last year, is now working on

new

constitution.

proved their woith as a team.

After

practising hard this week they will be
good shape for Friday's contest. As
White consider Hebron about on a

in

£e

r with Bridgton they are going to
put forth their best efforts to make up
for that former unfortunate defeat by
conquering Hebron. The closeness of
the tfowdoin-Bridgton encounter ough:
to point to a real football game on
Friday.
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and meaninglessness of war. And even while the diplomatists and generals wrangled out the final settlement, the desire
futility

for everlasting peace spread.
The settlement, partly because of the very manner in which it
was arrived at, has proven unsatisfactory. Such problems as reparations, debt settlements, the Polish Corridor, are still vital and
sore points of dispute. After thirteen long years the war is not
yet ended in all its aspects, nor will it be for years to come.
Nationalistic struggles in arbitrarily set up states, and the

grievous question of money payments will continue to perplex a
trouble-ridden world.
The lesson has been written for us in the simple, terse wording
of bullets and blood, and in the more complex terms of interna-

We have taken the vow against

war, and have
sworn to^bring about friendship and peace among the nations.
Seemingly we have learned the lesson and have accepted its
doctrine.

—

—

—

great civilizations of the world.
All too soon the scars and sorrows of the last war will be forgotten.
But the present youth of the world, and especially of

America, can and must keep alive the solemn teaching that came
out of the World War. We have education. We have freedom
of thoup-ht and of choice in our actions. We have the ballot. Hence
there devolves upon us the sacred duty of putting our ideals into
practice. We must not delay nor sidestep our responsibility. We
must accept, and that willingly. Then, and only then, can we honestly repeat the age-old prayer, "Give peace in our time, Oh Lord!"
Football mid Spirit
Saturday's game amply bore out our contenis still turning out men.
That
a team admittedly so weak and battered should stand up as Bowdoin did before the powerful team Maine sent onto the field, we
regard as little short of magnificent. The fact that our team appeared little daunted by the odds facing them is cheering, and the

We

feel that last

tion of last week,

— that Bowdoin

gameness they displayed to the very end of the struggle

is

doubly

so.

CHILDS TO COACH

DETWILLER TO GIVE
GOWN PRODUCTION INFORMAL ART TALK

With

the

selection

of

a play,
"Wintrs Over Europe", and the subsequent arrival of the complete script,
the Masque and Gown will formally
get under way with tryouts to be held
at seven o'clock on Thursday evening
in Memorial Hall.
All aspirants to
theatrical honors are urged to be there
without fail.
Professor Ralph de S.
Cttiidi is coaching .the play. Work has
been started on the sets for the play,
and is under the capable direction of
A. Pierpont Mudeira '33.

should
organic)

Lkm

New

Physks
Dental Technology

Other credit sufficient to count two
a B.A. or B.S. degree.

Catalogue mailed upon request

For further information address
School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich St
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Column

Intercollegiate
"Now we know that this old autoFoster Interview
matic
' production
consumption
The co-eds of the University of!
theory is unsound. It is discredited,
(Continued from Pace 11
because general overproduction, which Minnesota recently issued a challenge
that theory declares to be impossible, to the University of Wisconsin co-eds doin; and, although he has travelled
actually overwhelms us time and for a milking contest to be held in all over America and seen countless
conjunction
Minnesota-Wiswith
the
colleges,
he wants his son, Bill (we
again.
consin football game and cross-coun- think), to come here. This, he said, is
Result of Inadjuatment
try race.
straight goods.
"Overproduction
underconsumpHe likes to read for relaxation
tion lack of buyers; call the blightThe registration figures at Boston Leonard Merrick; admires his style
what you will, it -results from a flow University show the effects of the and manners; has read all of Merof money to consumers which is not times, for the total enrollment of the
He said as we looked
rick's twice.
adjusted to the flow of consumers' University for this year has dropped
blank and terribly ignorant that we
goods. For production does not auto- by more than 2000 students, a figure
had a lot of pleasure coming to us.
matically finance consumption.
even greater than that of last year.
There are yet, however, many puz"What shall we do with our jobless
zling things about this depression,
workers?
At least five million of
As the result of a new ruling at
them able and willing to work have Harvard the men living in Eliot House and the way to prosperity. Everyone
agrees
that the United States needs
no prospect of work for the coming may take girls into their rooms in the
firm leader with a plan of work.
winter.
Shall we ask the Red Cross dormitories without chaperones from a
Yes, everyone talks things over and
to raise another ten million dollars two o'clock until seven.
agrees that what we need is a leader.
for them? That would provide each
Apparently everyone is waiting for
of them with two dollars to see him
The football team of the University
delivered (probably
through the winter. Or shall we rely of North Carolina has adopted the this leader to be
celophane,) and estabon local relief committees ? Last win- skunk as its official mascot. (La- kept fresh by
lished as the executive.
ter, the Emergency Employment Com- fayette Lyre).
The Republicans and Democrats
mittee of New York City raised about
eight million dollars. This is almost
A professor. at Northwestern Uni-, would rather not think of that: afenough to furnish jobs for 14,000 versity recommends a course in base- ter all, isn't prohibition a better quesworkers at the rate of 15 dollars a ball for the girls of the University, tion? (we are out of our depth and
week for 40 weeks. That would pro- He says that if the girls knew how to had better pull in our neck before
vide a bare subsistence for two per handle a baseball without dropping things start to fall around our head;.
suggested that our
cent of New York City's unemployed. it, they would not be so apt to drop
It has been
whimsicality be sent to school to learn
What shall we do with the other 98 babies and chinaware later on.
per cent ?
not to split infinitives (though it's
England),
and to discover the
in
done
Congress Has Faltered
Some stpdents at Boston Universit>

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

"Has Congress taken steps to meet became very enthusiastic about the difference between adjectives and adare crushed and duly put
few faltering beginning of work on their new camp- verbs.
the emergency?
steps only, like a baby learning to us. The enthusiasm soon waned, how- under the table.

We

A

Then

stumbled and fell
it
Congress had laid out a program of public works which, if carried out fully during the next 52
weeks, might provide a living for the
unemployed for one full week. What
shall we do with them during the
walk.

ever, when it was found that the construction work was not for the college, but for an oil company.

thrills running up and down
our spine as "Forward ihe White" was
included in a medley of New England
A novel idea in freshman-sopho- college songs over the radio (even
more competition was carried out be- though it DID tret sandwiched in between the halves of the Worcester tween "Boola Boola" and "Stein
Tech Coast Guard football game. Sons:")
.
other 51 weeks ?
"Each family needs at least 25 dol- The Tech first and second year men
lars a week.
That low level, to be were lined up at opposite sides of the
sure, is a disgrace to the wealthiest field and one hundred paddle.; placed
PKE-MEDICAL STUDENTS
country in the world. But to maintain in the center of the stadium. For ten
even that low level during the coming minutes the classes battled for posyear the unemployed must have five session of these instruments of torAll men who plan to enter medibillion dollars, in wages or in charity. ture, at the end of which period the
cal school next fall must fake the
Charity scarcely touches the outskirts sophomores were found to have won
aptitude test to be given at Bowof the problem. Our present Federal by a score of 46 to 45.
doin Dec. 11, 1931. Please speak
program of public works does little
At Perkins Observatory Ohio Wesmore. What, then, shall we do with
to Prof. Manton Copeland at once.
leyan scientists hope that the new
our jobless workers?
69 inch mirror, the third largest in
Where Is Hoover's Program
"At the Governors' Conference in the world, will be ready for the solar times, without finding the desired
New Orleans, in 1928, a proposal was eclipse which visits that part of the volume. It turned out that a shipmade, at Mr. Hoover's request, that country next year.
ment of books ordered for the nursery
three billion dollars be made ready
school had been catalogued in the colWesleyan men rated the Columbia lege library by mistake.
for release on public works at the first
signs of a major business depression. eleven which defeated them 37-0 as
Mr. Hoover at New Orleans asked the little more than mediocre, and exAfter the annual freshman-sophocooperation of all the states in car- pressed disgust at their failure to more rope-pull at Tufts had been
rying out the program. Mr. Hoover hold down the Lions' score. But since called off once because of bad weathat Washington seems to have for- Hewitt and Company took Dartmouth er, it was held on the football field
gotten all about his program.
over 19-6 last Saturday, it appears between the halves of the Tufts-Conn.
"Nearly everybody else is begin- likely that they were holding: out con- Aggies football game.
ning to see that Mr. Hoover was right siderable power when they met the
at New Orleans but wrong at Wash- Cardinals.
University of Colorado—A profesNothing short of three bilington.
sor at the university has adopted the
lions is enough. Our only immediate
The proposed plan of financial re- plan of moving the entire class to
hope is the leadership of the Federal organization of the Bowdoin Bugle another room when one member falls
Government.
No other agency is was considered by a Faculty Commit- asleep. He says this is done so that
powerful enough to answer the ques- tee on Thursday, October 15, and rec- the entire class will not be disturbed
tion, What shall we do with our job- ommendations will be made to the by the sleeper. The sleeping person is
less workers?"
President as a result of this meeting- given a cut when the roll is taken at
As previously, the post mortem, the The plan as originally proposed can- the end of the hour.
question period after the lecture, was not be put into operation without Accrammed with absorbing discussion. tion by the governing boards of the
Compulsory Chapel once a week
The faculty, too, could not refrain College.
and football played at 110 in the
from joining the students in launching
shade are all part of College life in
a series of thought-provoking quesAs a result of the death of Cadet Alabama Polytech, writes Herbert
In repartee Sheridan of the West Point football Jensen in the Bates Student.
tions upon Mr. Foster.
impromptu the latter made for team from injuries received in an atHe goes on to say that Alabama
easier digestion of his thought by tempt to break up interference on a is also warm on College spirit and
countless statistics, which seemed to kick-off in the Army-Yale game re- loyalty.
be always at his fingertips. There cently, a move has been made to
"When the team goes away, a big
were, however, doubts left in the abolish the kick-off from the game. torch light parade and rally bid them
minds of some, and even Mr. Foster This move, however, finds little favor good luck " fays Reporter Jensen.
confessed at the close of the some- with the Football Rules Committee.
Shades of the little Yankee College at

down.

—

,

Happy

.

.

—

what tepid ordeal that the depression
question "is a big problem."

Lewiston.

BRADLEY DISCUSSES
HIGH AIMS OF
us Winter
here. The
that
IN CHAPEL ADDRESS
Freshmen have stopped wearing their!
Mustard and Cress

.

.

.

And

contrary

—
—

—

vests and their fraternity pins have;
crawled back almost three (3) inches
from the buttons . . Rumor has it a
movement is on foot to keep the Union
Lounge open a half-hour extra when
Guy Lombardo broadcasts at midnight (advt.)
. And even though we
DID lose the Maine game that's not
why we shuddered. Did anybody else
besides the four hundred-odd people
sitting next to him hear Hayden's aw.

:

—

.

We have ceased dashing: out of
Hall when the class bell rings.
Last week they put up a fancy little
vestibule over the door, and not knowing about it, did we ever bans: our
nose that first day! . . And have you
noticed the Astronomy lads shooting
(yes, dammit, SHOOTING!) the moon
in the daytime.
Right out on the
Hyde

.

campus,

too.
-:-

-:-

-:-

in

Greek

And then

5.

when the hour

springing, up conception
over as

is

only four automobiles for sale, we note
the addition of two more, making six
Fords are still right up in there,
.
.
however, with one at twenty berries,
one at thirty, and one at some other
outrageous price
.
And either
they've forgotten to take down the
notice, or somebody hasn't received
his pants yet . . .
.

.

.

future

But joking aside, we've read Robert
P. Tristram Coffin's biography "Porof an American" which appeared this month ... if you're interested in Maine, and a man who
"hauled in lobsters at sunrise, made
trait

hay at noon, felled trees at sunset"
Mr.
.
here's a wonderful book
Coffin is Bowdoin '15, and writes
William WinStudents are advised to avail them- about his father .
a
was
father)
Coffin's
ship
(Mr.
selves of the opportunity to see the
Maine's rugged
exhibition in the Art Building of the pioneer, a battler of
early work of Winslow Homer for the wilderness . . .
.

.

exhibition

is

to be closed shortly.
•
•
•

.

.
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Suggestion: that those faculty playboys, Messrs. Little, Brown, Tarnowsky and Chase get together in th n
first all-Bowdoin bicycle race
.
.
suggestion number two: that the good
gentlemen of Brunswick-town don't
stop at moving houses, but lug thfl
new Post office up about where the

CUMBERLAND

.

Spa

is

Wednesday, November 11th

THE ROAD TO RENO

Barney Smith often pops into our

with

•

Lilyan

now.

-

Buddy Rogers
Peggy Shannon

Tashman

Also Short Subjects

German

class to ask Fritz Kolln if
to drop around for black
bread and cheese at supper-time . . .
as yet we have not been able to force
the Herr to admit of partaking of
anything else, but we hope to put the
screws on in the near future . . .

he'd

like

A Sound Slant
Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
you sell and where your business it

How very necessary then
your PRINTING be DIS-

located.

that

TINCTIVE,

so that

it will

not only
but will

Printing

November 12th

wRh

"-

-

Paul Lukas - Dorothy Jordan
Also Screen Song. Magic Carpet
and Comedy
Friday

November 13th

-

-VAUDEVILLE— en the screen —
HIGH STAKES
• with
Lowell Sherman •

•

Mae Murray

Also Paramount News
-

November 14th

with •
Warner Baxter • Edmsad Lowe
-
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-
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PATRONAGE

as to where

if he'd been
would find him. Then one day, when
listening all the time the hypocrite!
he was twenty, he set a picture of
. . And this same Barney Smith askwhat he wished to be at the age of
ing Fritz Keelln over for black bread
Keeping this picture ever befifty.
and cheese of an evening . .
fore him, he has given everything to
carrying out his aim, and now, still
Signs of depression are getting eight years from his goal, he feels
more and more numerous. Instead of that his picture is being realized.

of Brunswick, Maine

STtDENT

definite

.

always been the fret consideration.

BANK

the way; who have a constructive purpose for their leisure time; who exercise a rational control of their emotions, and are thug able to suppress
any passion or whim; and who can follow creative channels, but always the
straight and narrow channel.

The speaker recommended a

Popular Sheet Music and Records

FIRST NATIONAL

who are leading the high way are

those who have a discipline for high
ideals; who use their minds until they
feel their mental machinery getting on

All Bowdcin society turned out for
course of action to follow: to set a goal
the Frosh game last Friday. Nobody
it.
was hurt cheering . . . Other interest- and to work for the fulfillment ofwas
He described how he. himself,
ing sights: Barney Smith's pooch
"drifting on the misty flats of life"
sleeping with the rest of the students
seventeen years ago, without a clear

hold Reader

Agent for Victor Radio

(Canttntiad trots pas* 1)

who are content to barely get by in all
their undertakings. This type of per-

son has no ambition to make good in
any particular field of endeavor.
"The highway that Ieadeth into life"
is open to this group of people.
Of
our college students, who constitute
ful pun when Sims was injured: "Sims about one-half pf one per cent of our
entire population, there are many who
like he's out for goad ..." T
are not following the high way. Those
-:T»7 .:|
.

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

.

Trying
a copy of "Peter Rabbit".
you can try your again he got another children's book,
Passing Show. and this process he repeated several

is

tells

on their creations and walk away

with lowered head

IM

not only the frost in the groand

It's

ATTRACT ATTENTION

The faculty of Lafayette College

will oppose the students of the colWe've ceased hoping for the Port- lege in a golf tournament, which will
land Press Herald sports staff. Dole- be organized on the basis of a kickfully each Sunday we merely put a er's handicap.

proof, and the third round.
further stages of the process, displayWife Well, now
ing pictures in all the different steps. 'and on the baby.
line

years toward

session.

—

.

first

full

Students may take dental technology at this institution one week previous to the opening of the regular

A student at the University of MinYork will give an informal talk No- to all that journal might have said,
the Bowdoin fighters gave the Maine- nesota received honors in every subvember 19 on the Aquatint Process, a men a stiff game
ject he took except in one minor
method similar to engraving. Mr. Detcourse on "How to Study".
Wife (to boxer returning from
A professor at Wheaton went to the
willer will cover in his talk first studfight)— 'Ow did you get on, Bill?
college library for a deep reference
ies from nature, the preparation of
Bill
Fine; put 'im to sleep in the book, and took down from the shelves
plates, the

6
6

process of putting goods on the market payments of wages, interest,
dividends, and the rest induces a
flow of money to consumers sufficiently to take the goods off the mar-

lily

Mr. Frederick K. Detwiller of

be

hours

i

sounds very simple, but what have we actually accomWhat of the future? Here things are not as bright as
some would have us believe. Undoubtedly ground has been gained,
but there are many weary leagues more to be traversed before the
journey is ended. Suspicion and hatred have become ingrown
through generations of conflict. Economic problems of staggering
proportions confront the forces of peace. Racial differences aggravate those other difficulties. The whole fantastic structure of international relations
inestimably more complicated than it was a
century ago
writhes under the strain of present conditions.
A relatively small group of men and women is striving heroically to bridge the gap between chaos and orderly peace. Their effort is magnificent but they cannot do the work alone. The central
agencies for peace, whatever they may be, and relatively impotent
though they may at present seem, must be strengthened and supported. The masses of people in the world must be awakened to
the tortuousness of the present situation, and must be led into
thought, and above all into action. We of the United States have
remained aloof too long already. We have dallied too much with
ideas and with meaningless words. We have hesitated too long in
throwing ourselves into the struggle as though we meant business.
We are in a position to lead why must we follow ? We have relied too long on our "splendid isolation". The time has come for a
change in attitude or our civilization may go the way of the other
It all

plished?

12 (of which at least 4
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—

;
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6

Chemistry

—
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27, 1932

Hours
English
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seemingly endless haggling over the results, with suspicion and
hatred and greed stretching forth eager talons to seize and fly off
with whatever good might evolve from the general mess. The
victors followed the age-old principle and grabbed for spoils the
vanquished emerged dismembered and subjugated.
It was then that men began to realize how cruelly they had been
fooled, and how their idealism had been betrayed. Perhaps then,
more than at any other time, they had borne in upon them the utter

June

Semester

in superabundance.
Why must
much productive power go unused ?
Lack of buyers is the chief answer.
Let a buyer with adequate cash or
credit call for any producible goods
a million totem poles, anything and
the goods will be produced. For buyers regulate consumption, and con-

Peace or Oblivion ?
things.
Thirteen years ago today the order to cease firing rang out
"Nor does he curtail his buying for
at want of leisure.
Nearly everybody
along the battlef ronts of the world. A great war was over
already has time enough to consume
least in its immediately apparent aspects. The horrible toll taken
far more than he has money to buy.
by shell-fire and gas, by machine-guns and bayonets, had been Rut leisure is not legal tender.
"Why this lack of money? How is
checked, and men came out of the awful experience vowing that
it possible for goods to increase fastthere should be no more war. A war to end war had been fought er than income? We have always
at a staggering cost in lives and property. Then followed the been led to suppose that the very

tional settlements.

session opens

Requirement for Admission

sumption regulates production.
Why Lack of Buyers
"But why is there ever a lack of
buyers? Surely not because of lack
of desire on the part of consumers.
In these days of radios, motion picNo. 15 tures, high-powered motor cars ana
high-powered
advertising
nearly
everybody learns of things he wants
to
buy always, more and more
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better homes, and to do other beneficial things".
This plan is only talk,
for "Hoover, if he were asked to say
the truth, would have to admit he
believes in laissex-faire".
In a word,
e "arc not acting".
have too much trust in 'pious wishes',
'cheering words', 'laudatory pus', and
the 'invisible hand'.
Leading up to his theory of 'collec-
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THIRTEENTH ARMISTICE RECALLS MARTIAL SPIRIT OF 1918-CONTRAST
OUTLINES MOVEMENT

'Addresses at Dedication of Memorial Flagstaff in 1930

TOWARD WORLD PEACE

President Sills
In accepting and dedicating this flagstaff erected in

memory

of

BOWDOiN IN WARTIME
IS RECALLED BY
ARMISTICE DAY

Rev. Dwight Bradley Disthe sons of the College who offered their lives and their services to
cusses Ideals of
their country in the World War I feel that the occasion calls for Stirring Days of 1916 and
*
Pacifism
but few words and -those of fairly obvious content This memorial
Later are Brought
is the gift of more than seven hundred of the alumni and friends of
to Mind
Reverend Dwight Bradley of NewBowdoin and is thus in a very real sense an expression of a wideton Center/ Mass., in an informal talk
in the Moulton Union last Sunday spread interest.
No more than the bronze tablets on the walls of Ail Bowdoin stirred uneasily in that
"Disarmament
its
Rein
evening on
Memorial Hall commemorating those who fought to preserve the portentous spring of 1916. Never had
lation to Student Thought and Activthe campus felt the tidings of a great
ity", presented his views on world Union, do these inscriptions and names in any way glorify war.
then;
peace.

He gave a resume

movement

for

world

of

peace

the
both

This flagstaff

is

never had
war so strongly as
simply a fitting and decent and beautiful symbol the Rifle Club greater enrollment;
never was interest in military training
many

after
the
Great of affectionate gratitude. To
of us these names are those of
War. At the end of his talk an open dear and familiar classmates and comrades who in a time of crisis
forum was held and the discussion ingave
all
they
had
to
give
country.
The flag floating from
for
their
cluded everything from spiritualism
to Aimee McPherson.
yonder height will mean a little more to us because of their sacriBefore the war, Mr. Bradley said
fice; but it will mean not nearly so much as it should if we in our
in substance, we had the Hague Tribunal and the International Labor day, inspired by such examples, fail our own generation in duty

and

before

League headed by high English and and in service.
French officials, but, he aptly put it,
"these organizations were completely
To paraphrase the famous remark of Lord Salisbury, we are all
jmpotent and could not stop several
are all seekers after peace. But we are the
megalomaniacs at the head of cer- pacifists now.
tain European governments in their wrong kind of pacifists if we do not see that peace itself is only a
just for war",
means to an end ; that the end is a world ruled by justice and mercy
Steps Towards Peace After War
and tolerance.
are the wrong kind of pacifists if we turn away
Directly after the War we had Wilfrom obvious duty because the path thereto is steep and difficult.
ton's Fourteen Points and the new
pacifism that teaches an inglorious ease, a selfish avoidance of
League of Nations. Although at the
Treaty of Versailles Wilson's points hard discipline, an unwillingness to submerge personal desires and
were adhered 'to only so far as they
coincided with the demands of the in- personal pleasures for the good of one's country in peace no less
dividual nations, and the fact that the than in war is as grave a danger to our republic as is a blatant miliUnited States refused to accept the
League, Rev. Bradley declared that tarism. It is a good thing to have on a college campus in concrete
they were really 'manifestations to- form a reminder that life is not always pleasant and easy and that
ward international peace. "Such men
the liberties we enjoy, the privileges we share have been made
as Hoover, Hughes, and Taft in the
United States," said Rev. Bradley, possible for us by the sacrifices of those who have gone before.
"thought the League was workable.
Earnestly do we hope that this flagstaff with its simple message
The World Court is a corollary to the
League for it tends to make interna- may still be bearing the flag of our country aloft long after war
tional law binding on its constituent
has become an anachronism. But that will never be unless we
Rev. Bradley ventured to

We

We

A

nations."

prophesy that the close of the win- and our successors are as willing to make sacrifices for peace, as
ter will find the United States a mem- willing
to work for a new order of things in a world that is still out
ber of the World Court.
The Kellogg Pact is simply a of joint as were our brothers to give their lives and homes and
declaration by the nations who signed youth itself in behalf of the ideals of their generation. They were
it that war as an instrument of natrue to the light that they had. They kept faith with their own
tional policy is outlawed. At present
When the world was ablaze, they gave their all to check and
it has no teeth although people of souls.
Wilson's school might say that the
confine and extinguish the flames. It is our task to try to see that
League is its machinery. Rev. BradAnd there are few better
ley declared that in his estimation, no such conflagration occurs again.
"the Kellogg Pact represents the farways of preparing ourselves for such a task than by honoring
thest step toward international peace
courage
and
honor
sacrifice.
and
ever recorded in history".
Parallel to these more concerted
In the twelve years that have passed since very early in the
moves we have the various smaller
pacts such as the Washington Dis- morning the chapel bell peeled out the tidings of the Armistice
armament Conference, the Nine Pow- three or four generations of youth have passed through these coler Pact, and the London Peace Conlege halls, each one in succession a little farther removed from the
ference.
Bsaiaeaa

is

actualities of the war, until today to the undergraduates the

Paciistic

Besides all these organised moves
against war international business is

ory of those iron days seems

rattier

remote and unreal.

mem-

But the

College, Alma Mater, does not forget. In her eternal youth she
becoming more and more pacihstic.
The Rotary Club, an organization of thinks with tenderness and gratitude of those who gave their
business men, is definitely against merry youth away.
Like Andromache, "smiling amid her tears,
war; international bankers realize she thinks with pride of
her sons who went off to war, she calls the
that war, financially speaking, is a
bogey. Of course there are" some in- roll of the missing whose bodies are buried in peace but whose
terests which are favorable to war name liveth for
evermore."
because they can exploit the weaker
nations or can make money easily
from international strife.
President Robert D. Leigh of Bennington College
"The people of Europe, directly after the war", said Rev. Bradley,
Among those of us gathered here today and among the larger number who
"were fed up with war, but now that
have
joined
in making this gift possible are the personal associates of the
feeling is beginning to wear off and
the people feel like fighting again." Bowdoin men who died in War service. For these, the former teachers, classProbably the most extreme move- mates, fraternity brothers, roommates, and intimate friends of the men whose
ment against war is among those peo- names are inscribed on the tablets at the base of the Memorial Flagstaff, solple who are opposed to war on reemn thoughts and a flood of memories make the occasion one where speech of
ligious principles. Rev. Bradley places
himself in this category of complete any kind is a rude, irrelevant interruption. Mystic, silent communion with
He said, "I am opposed to those whom we are gathered to honor furnishes the real dedication of our gift,
pacifists.
all human strife on the grounds that making of it a symbol of grateful friendship.
During the last war,
it is an EVIL.
The Memorial, however, will outlive those who have known the Bowdoin men
when I was not yet an absolute
my feelings I of the World War. At this time of dedication it is well to turn our minds to its
pacifist, to reconcile
became an army chaplain and that more general significance as a permanent landmark on the College campus, to
only helped to strengthen and confirm its meaning for the present and the oncoming undergraduates, bound by less
my pacifistic feelings."
intimate ties to those whose names are engraved yonder and some of whom,
Reviews Asiatic Situation
even now, know of the World War as a thing studied in textbooks.
It is one of the precious features of a college such as ours that those who in
Reviewing the present Asiatic situation, Rev. Bradley said that Japan each 'generation live greatly, with careers of stirring adventure or of conspicaccording to her
nationalistic policy in her attitude toJapan sees a
ward Manchuria.

is perfectly justified

strategic opportunity of getting complete control of Manchuria and holding it as a buffer state against the
steadily growing militaristic China and
Russia. She realizes that the day will
come when China will rise in its
power and dominate the East, but she
fails to see the hostile attitude she
will be planting in China to be vented
in all its fury in coming generations.
This controversy will be the Acid

League of Nations and
Speaking as a
World Court.

test for the

the
true pacifist Rev. Bradley declared,
"What happens in the next two weeks
will be a turning point in histdry on
this planet."

Outlines Courses of Life

In summing up, Rev. Bradley outlined the courses open to the student
of today. He can take the absolute

own, and be in a
small minority and perhaps develop

pacifist view, like his

what he termed "a martyr complex".

He can place his loyalty to civilization above that of his country and refuse to participate in any war and

—

perhaps be clapped in jail. He can
say, "If my country fights, I'll get
in the swim", but in times of peace
he will do all he can to advance the
principles of international peace by
organizing and endeavoring to put
men in public office who will suppor.
Or, finally, he can join
his views.
the R- O. T. C, be an anti-pacifist, and

uous statesmanship, and those who live humbly, nobly, sweetly and with quiet
strength, not only permeate the lives of their immediate contemporaries with
the contagion of their example, but also through reflection in younger disciples, through picture, song, and story, and through visible memorials are
caught up in the immortal college tradition becoming an important, though
subtle part, of the educational influence of the institution. So in the creation
of this memorial we are consciously attempting not only to supply a shrine for
our own intimate memories but also a living symbol of service and of sacrifice
in the hope that it may gradually weave itself into the purposes and ambitions
of those who live in daily association with it
The ultimate cause for which these men of our College fought, therefore, wa s
not won by the necessary, patched-up truce which, on November 11, 1918,
stopped for a time the shooting of guns. Dimly at fitst, but clearly in their
last extremity, they and their fellows in all the trenches saw that their lives
could be fulfilled only by preventing a repetition of war's slaughter. The war
for that cause is still being fought. It has become the one, inescapable, underlying public problem of our time, a problem which will not solve itself, a problem which requires for its solution the greatest intellectual and moral efforts
of which civilization is capable.
Failing to solve it our civilization faces
catastrophe
Dare we not hope that the less dramatic but intimate and continuous appeal
of this Memorial may in a similar way weave into the consciousness of those
who daily pass by it a durable purpose to aid in fulfilling these youthful lives
by working for the eventual atonement of their sacrifice?

We now know that the task of building up a world of orderly relationships
cannot be accomplished by a sudden crusade; we know that the task is more
complex than Professor Burgess visioned it at Murf reesborough—that the intellectual instruments of law, economics, and history, valuable as they are, form
only part of the weapons for the struggle against intolerance, ignorance, misunderstanding, and tribal ambition out of which wars are made. In literature,
in painting, in sculpture, in science, there are daily being forged the weapons
of understanding, sympathy, peaceful communication, as well a s the weapons

the factories, across the Androscoggin,

and into Topaham. As evening drew
on the wild jubilation increased; great
bonfires lit up the frosty blue of the
night, while insane, dancing figures
cavorted under the reddened trees.
Yet when the excitement had
calmed, a sadness hung over Bowdoin.
Twenty-nine college boys would never
rise from the muddy fields of France;
a dozen others were wounded, painstricken in army hospitals.
Eleven
hundred ten Bowdoin men went to the
wars, of whom 469 were graduates,
and 233 young men torn from the

Five hundred students looked
forward to what an uncertain future
might bring.
classroom.
In the fall of 1915 Carleton M. Pike,
As time goes by the generations of
a junior, quietly sold his books and
room furnishings and left for France. Bowdoin men have lost the intense,
fierce spirit which kindled those hardy
Pike was the first to leave from Bowstudents of '16, '17 and '18. They are
doin; he entered the war as a driver in

keener.

the American Ambulance Corps. The
machine had been given its first forward push Bowdoin was ready.
Over one hundred and fifty students
signified their intention of joining the
summer training contingent at Plattsburg; then on May 2 of 1916 word
rippled through the college that a preparedness meeting had been called. To
a man Bowdoin responded, and with
great shouts a college militia company was proposed.

—

Enthusiasm Rampant
There could not have been partisandisplayed, for the "Deutscher
Verein Bummel", German Club, was
never more active, holding a banquet
and initiating two men. But with the
summer of '16, three undergraduates
were fighting with Pershing on the Rio
Grande, two were driving ambulances
on France's battlefields, and one freshman was serving in the mud of a
'

ship

British trench in Flanders.

came John Sullivan,
were falling in September of that year; Sullivan was
weary of fighting, for he had been

Back to college
just as the leaves

thrice gassed during the bloody days
of Belgium and Flanders. He reentered Bowdoin as a special stud»nt.
The editorial columns of the Orient

a communication from the
American headquarters in Washing-

printed

game is

ISOLATION NO LONGER

oyer. If you play again the
winner has to loan marbles to his play-

mates. It is the same with money.
POSSIBLE, SAYS SILLS When
one country gets all the money,
it has to loan, it has to deal generIN ARMISTICE TALK ously with its playmates. The time is
fully come, if not past, when the nations of the world must gather around:
the conference table and settle the war
debts problem. If this had been done
immediately after the world war. conditions would today be better off."
The president urged that this country must promptly Join the world
court, and stated that he believed that
we should take a greater part in the
League of Nations. He reiterated that
these were his beliefs, that they might

America Must Join With
Other Nations To Solve
Problems
Some of the personal opinions of
President of Bowdoin College Kenneth
M. Sills were broadcast Tuesday
noon from the luncheon of the Portland Lions club, in connection with remembrance of Armistice day.
Speaking of the Unknown Soldier at
Arlington cemetery, and taking the
members of the club to Westminster
Abbey where the British unknown solC.

not be shared by all, but they were
surely the opinions of a large number
of thinking Americans.
"The world has continually been facing crises. We think that today we
are facing one that can't be solved in
the Manchurian controversy. Yet from
the beginning of time civilization has
had them. Adam turned to Eve, some-

—

dier's grave was inscribed, "
and
they laid him among kings," to the
Arc de Triomphe in Paris, to Brussels,
and to Rome, the speaker impressed
that all nations had their unknown sol- one said, when they left Eden and reprone to forget the bitterness of those diers, and he derived from these hon- marked that 'This, my dear, is a
period!
three years when the college went ored dead his message of Armistice of transition.' And
always after theso
about its usual daily work, fearing day, which dealt with problems con- periods has come a crisis which has .alalways the call that would mean gen- fronting the nation and the world ways been solved by intelligence, higheral enrollment, dreading the reports today.
mindednesa. patriotism, and loyalty,"
telling of the dead and wounded, and
Touching on armies and navies he he said.
hoping against hope for peace.
said he believed that we should mainIn closing he pointed out that his retain forces only large enough for de- marks contained the true lesson
to be
In Memoriam
fense. He said there was no need of gained by remembering the
unknown
Last year alumni and students met increasing the forces, but there was dead of the past war.
together to dedicate the Memorial need of maintaining them without
Flagpole. On the base are the names stint. He praised the national guard
How does the average tourist spend
of twenty-nine Bowdoin immortals, of of Maine, and referred to the Citizens
youths who fell in the service of their Military Training Camps, saying that his money? A recent survey by the
country
"Breve tempus aetatis "they train our boys in the right way, New England Council, embracing the
of Maine, New Hampshire',
states
not
and
do
necessarily
inculcate
milisatis longum est ad bene honesteque
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Contaristic tendencies."
vivendum"
"Our navy now is large enough," he necticut and Vermont shows that each
said,""! believe that any obsolete ships summer $500,000,000 is expended in
Boys' and girls' camps in- Maine in should be replaced .and that we should this territory by summer visitors:
the summer of 1931 grossed more than furnish proper means and proper pay
Jiach tourist's dollar is expended as
$69,000 above the summer of 1930 for the officers and men."
ollows: 20 cents for transportation,
according to figures compiled by the
"Isolation today, economically, po- whether by motor, railroad, steam*
Maine Publicity Bureau as the result litically, socially, is no longer pos- ship or airplane; 25 cencs to retail
of questionnaires sent to proprietors sible." he continued. "If you think it stores, 20 cents for accommodations
of summer tourist hotels, all year is, you should study conditions more. in hotels or auto camps, 21 cents for
round hotels, overnight camps, adult This country can no longer isolate it- food, 8 cents for amusements and 6
camps, boys' and girls' camps and self from the other nations of cents for confections and souvenirs.
farm boarding houses.
the world and go its own way."
The New England Council has started
To demonstrate this he mentioned the a campaign to raise $100,000 for adA quarter million dollar gift to dropping of the gold standard by Eng- vertising New England as a unit next
Colby College from the beloved old land, and showed how it affected the summer and Willard H. Cummings of
Colby professor. Dr. Julian D. Taylor, whole world. "It is like boys playing Skowhegan, member of the Maine diwas the first gift towards the "New marbles. After a few minutes one of vision of the Council, is the state
Campus for Old Colby".
them wins all the marbles, and the committeeman in charge of the work.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ton, pleading for more college ambulance drivers: three had already gone

from Bowdoin.

One ambulance had

been purchased by college-raised funds
while campaigning went on for a
second.

As the War Approached
"To the conservative and well-informed minds a declaration of war by
the United States against Germany is
only a matter of days," said the Orient
on February 11, 1917. "Can we look
on calmly* dulled Jty. that laiharcY
which has of late pervaded our campus, while institutions like Harvard,
anticipating the near future, are drilling thousands of men over nine hours

«MM

a week?"
So Professors Nixon, Bell and Langley were appointed faculty committee
to direct military organization at Bowdoin. Times were rife with excitement
from then on; college news related al-

most wholly to preparations for war
always feverish bustling for the conthen only one month away.
More men were deserting the classroom daily for the training camp
two more ambulances were purchased
from Bowdoin funds
two student
drill companies organized, while Dean
Sills issued the plea: "Stay in college!"
With the arrival of Captain White
flict,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the R.O.T.C. was started
Managing
Editor Roland Farnham of the Orient
vacated his post to enter the Coaat
.

Guard

.

.

.

.

Activities Suffer by Absences
Hardest hit by the enlistings were
the campus activities: nine members
of the varsity baseball squad planned
to enter Plattsburg. Fifteen men left
for the great training depot on May
15, 1917, while inactive students were
begged to fill the athletic and club positions left empty.
Frank N. Whittier '85. Professor of
Hygiene, was first of the faculty to
receive a commission; Professor Whittier was vested with Lieutenancy. But
as the country went into its third
month of the war. shouts became subdued murmurs; the great outing became a grim reality: "The intense enthusiasm and excitement of April has
given way to a saner attitude toward
the war," stated the Orient on June 5.
"The men of Bowdoin are readv for
service either in the college or in the

"
trenches as the government sees fit
And when the college opened in the
fall of '17, there were sixty-three students who did not return they had departed to join their comrades in
France. First to shed blood for his
country and college Was Edwin B. Call
'18,
Second Lieutenant, who was
wounded in the French trenches.
Bowdoin Under Military Rule
Tents covered the brown turf of the
Delta in October, as the Army took
over Bowdoin College. The ends were
no longer dormitories, they were
"barracks".
A unit of the national
.

A remarkably good presentation of Overcoats
At

New Low

Prices

Guaranteed Fleeces

.

Oxford Grays and Browns

;

Student Army Training Corps was ordered at Bowdoin, and khaki-clad men

marched to classes.
"It seems indeed strange to see uniformed soldiers marching across the
camous to their meals, to hear them
lustily singing war songs under the
leadership of an officer as they pass
by, and to catch glimpses of tents between the trees ..." The Orient, too.
was becoming militarv, designating
each student by his rank.

of bigotry, avarice, and physical destruction. The task, therefore, calls for the
"Strictest military compliance" orsee a real glory in human strife.
entire resources, the varied intellectual and moral leadership, of institutions dered
President Sills (newlv elevated
Kenneth Roberts, noted author, such as ours.
frori Deanship) as the rigid schedule
whose novel "Arundel" gives the hisMr. President, on behalf of the body of Bowdoin graduates, I present this of the day was posted. Reveille at six
tory of the famous Arnold March to Memorial in honor of the services of the sons of the
a. m., marching to classes, hard drills,
College in the World War.
Quebec through Maine is planning to
miliMay it stand on this campus as a reminder to teacher and to student that men supervised mess, instruction
write a sequel starting with the retarv tactics, tans at ten-thirty n. m.
turn from Queboc and ending at Ti- are honored most for serving other ends than selfish satisfaction and personal were all part of the Bowdoin soldier's
Roberts, who is now at ambition; may it stand as a rebuke to those who blindly foster the outworn day.
conderoga.
his home at Ki>nnebunk Beach, Me., formulae of chauvinism or the newer formulae of cynicism;
Armistice and Wild Excitement
may it stand as an
has just completed an 85,000 word se- inspiration
and a sanctuary for those who, in these halls, catch the vision of a
Then, at last. -on November 11. 1918.
He will leave soon for Italy to
rial.
the Chanel bell sounded forth in despend the winter in literary work and warless world and enter upon the difficult task of helping to bring about its
lirirus
clangor. Students leaped high
practical realization.
return to Maine in the spring.

m

will

was the Armistice! Peace!
Bugles blew hasty assembly, and for
the last time the little army unit drew
up before the gymnasium.
Around, and around the town the
joyous students paraded, shouting and
cheering until they were voiceless.
They marched down Maine street, past

the back. It

in the air,

and clapped each other on
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More than a
SHOES,
ROBES,
SCARFS,
BELTS,

were $8.50 to $15.00

now $4.95 to
now 5.95 to
now 95c to
now 79c to

•

,

were

2.00 to

6.50

were

1.00 to

2.50

50%

is

Fly Fronts

-

were

50c to

5.00

3.75

GOLF HOSE,

were 2.00 to

7.50

1.69

SUSPENDERS,

were

3.50

HATS

Camel-Hairs

-

Boucles

Single and Double Breasted

1.00 to

now $1.69 to $3.89
now 39c to 2.95
now 1.29 to 4.95
now 79c to $2.45

SHIRTS
Were

now $1.59

$2.00 to $3.50,

PIPES: Duohill

off

-

Sasieni

-

Royal

Stewarts

to $2.15

20%

off

Hundreds of Thoughts for Xmas Gift Giving are included at

every article in our stocks: Neckwear,

Shirts, Hose, Golf Hose, Robes, Hats, Shoes, Gloves, Scarfs,

•

were $2.00 to $5.00

*
Included in this Sale

Chesterfields

PAJAMAS,

9.95

Neckwear reduced 10%
to

-

HOSE,

$9.95

NECKWEAR
Xmas 10%

-

The Season's Outstanding Event

Sale

were 10.00 to 20.00

Novelties for

Worumbo

MODELS

MODELS
Two Button

All

$49.50
$44.50
$34.50
$29.50

Eveiy Topcoat in our stock regardless
of former price

Special

Worsteds

now
now
now
now

$65,

Former

Prices, $5.00 to $10.00

Prices

noteworthy for their Savings.

Shop Harmon's

during this Event for Real Values.

Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Pajamas, Pipes, Etc.

HARMON
INCORPORATED
9
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

A

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE
We

are offering one Corona Four Portable Typewriter, brand

DONALDSON BEVTEWS
Koettn, Brown Flash Dazzling May
BUGLE ORGANIZATION
To Win Ping-Pong Bout, 4-6, 64, 7-5
FOR COMING YEAR

uaed a few times as a demonstrator— regular I6S.H Tabulator Model
(Coatinoeo rraa rasa 1)

(Exclusive to the Bowdoin Orient)
class of "33 will be assessed for
The Grand International Ping-Pong
$9.00, the class of '34 for $6.00, and
the first year men for $5.00. The as- Championship Tournament for mixedsessments will be collected on the doubles at Moulton Union (down one
College term bill, thus obviating late
flight and to the left) ended in victory
or non-payment. This year there will

$S«.M

for

The

One Used Remumtoa Portable

•

IS5.M

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

intrepid American, Herbert
Brown, and the intrepid German, Frits
who triumphed over the intrepid Champion - of-Ping-Pong - Playing Professors'-Wivea, and her intrepid
of the faculty advisors. Professor partner, the Englishman, M. R. Ridley.
Morgan Cashing and Philip Wilder The final score was 4-6, 6-4, 7-5.

be another new departure, for ever/
undergraduate in the College, except
seniors who have not paid their last
year's assessments, will receive a copy
of the "Bugle". The written approval

150 Maine Street

Fudge

-

Home Made

ha required for every expenditure.
will remain primarily
the book of the junior class, and will
retain the same general lines which
have characterized it in other years.
will

rill

The Bugle

!*S

*i

Garfield's

i

m

It will he a little simpler, and some
superfluous pages are to be omitted.
Because of the increased circulation
the cost of printing will be a little
less, which will be balanced with the
lighter assessments.
The Webber Studio in Brunswick is
the official class photographer and
has been given a contract by the
Bugle. Negotiations have been made
also with the Howard West Company
of Worcester, Mass., for the engraving, printing and binding of tbe
volume. Appointments for individual
sittings at Webber's should be made

Spa

h/

ASSORTED NUTS

<»

light away, and all sittings must be
completed before December 18.
A
part payment of $5.00 is payable at
Individual
the time of the sitting.
section
snapshots for the Lagniappe
of the Bugle are also due immediateThe Board hopes sincerely to get
ly.
the Bugle out on time this year, and
to Violette who only went half the re- in order to do this it is essential that
body, and especially the
student
the
quired distance and Higgins lost the
members of the class of '33 cooperate

ROTARY CLUB HEARS
POLAR BEAR CUBS
M. R. RIDLEY ADDRESS
OVERCOME BIGGINS
CLASSICAL BY 13-6
on English Sentiment Since Close

Talks

of War

on downs.
Abelon ambled around end for a

ball

In an informal address at a meeting
of the Brunswick Rotary Club on;
Monday noon at the Hotel Eagle, ProMaurice Roy Ridley of Balliol
College^)xforel University, who is at
Bowdoin\<; the 1931 Tallman Foundation Lecturer, expressed what he considered to be the sentiments of Eng
land since the close of the war.
He stated, that the attitude of;
-

j

Bawdain Froah

(11)

Biirvlow (Kent), le
It

Ik

toes.

The third set began in earnest and
ended in Fritz's steady return of the
Representative - of - America's Fair -Sex's purposeful (and shady)
service. However there were no hard

quiet

feelings; international relations continue serene.
All joined hands with
the audience and danced around the
The game wag at all times fast, furi- courts singing " Ach. du Lieber Augusous, and exciting. Each player was in tine"; medals were distributed.
The
splendid mettle and shirt-sleeves. Tbe lights went out; the stock market fell.
court was in perfect condition, except
for a hit of dust. The weather a trifle
too warm until the audience raised

PROFESSORS HOLD

CONFERENCE HERE

the windows. Both the audience was
quiet, hut ft all times ready with a
cheer or a laugh, or both.
Professors of social sciences of the!
After a dazzling volley the play began. The wide-awake son of the States four colleges in Maine will hold their!
served his tempestuous drive; always fourth annual conference on the thiron the qui vive, the reserved Oxonion
returned a slight smile and well-placed teenth and fourteenth of this month,
cut.
The game was on. The fair at the Moulton Union to discuss so.daughter of Pennsylvania and her cial and economic problems.
The conference will open with a
British partner snatched the first set
from the electric American and the dinner at 6.30 Friday evening, after
which a speech will be given by Dr.
expert German.
Ernest
Gruening of the Portland EveBreak Through Service
rring News.
On the following day
"Fire when you're .ready, Ridley," there will be three group discussions
shouted the vivacious American, "may taking place simultaneously from 9.30
win,
the best man
you lucky stiff." to 11 o'clock: the first gtoup will dis"Dash it all. well up," a s the elusive cuss problems connected with the
reparations and the war debt; the secwith the staff by having their pictures ond, the teaching of sociology in a
liberal arts college; the third, wage
ready when thejr'are called for.
Freshman candidates for the busi- cuts in the period of depression. Imness department or the Bugle will be mediately following, a business meetcalled for sometime next week.
ing will conclude the conference.

flaxen

haired,

reader,

gentle

if

you want to know

something about

philosophy,

literature, or

just

F.

Meanwhile the young girl had been
searching her bag, and finding nothblushed a rosy red and said:
"I'm in the same predicament." Vermort Cynic.

—

The, total college ami university attendance including part time students
and summer school students for the
college year 1930-1931 was 871,184
according to reports from 431 institutions of all classes in every state
the union. Vermont Cynic.

situations.
His ability to weep and
to laugh is placed in the second level
of existence.
When one experiences
deep tragedy, his feeling is so tran-

Barbour. nt
Holden. rt
Saraant. ra
Merrill (Hurley), qb
Abelon. rhb
•aimer (Kenely ). lhb
Baravalle, fb
Score by periods
Bo* Join

Hilton

Archer

Ihb.
fb, Violette

13

•

Hiairin*

The Prepmen uncovered a neat
was good for a first down,
but they could not stand prosperity
Moss and they lost the ball with five yards

rt.

re.

0— IS

6—6

Touchdown* Huiliy. Keville. Moss. Point
after touchdown Kenely.
Referee: A. Morreil. Umpire: Gibbons. Head
Uaesman Cobb. Time o( periods: eiitht minutes.
:

!

:

Morton's

lateral that

qb. Na»h
rhb. Halone

I

—

adjustment. Man, as a mere intel- girls of Boston Universitv got huffy
lectual being, cannot laugh; for, in since they were not given political
that level of existence, man is outside recognition in class election?. When
of the object, and the object cannot the Annual Prom came along the girls
make man feel itself.
boycotted the same.

way

are never parched or toasted!

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOOD1E PIPES

besides,

having

thrown

two

futile

passes. It was Bowdoin's ball on the
47 yard chalk mark. Kenely threw a
long pass to Abelon that was good for
27 yards. Bowdoin was off-side on the
next play, and again the pigskin became slippery and another Bowdoin
parade stopped. It was Higgins' ball.
Moss again was dumped for a fouv
yard loss by Kent and he then got off
another of his freak punts. Bowdoin
had the ball on its 20 yard line.
Archer intercepted Kenely's pass on
the 30 yard line. Moss on a fake line
buck drew in the Cub defense and then
faded back and threw a long pass to

Nash who was finally dragged down
on the 3 yard line. Here it took the
Institute boys four plays and a couple

Compliments of

H.S.MelcherCo.
Distributors for

Baxter's Canned Goods

of off-sides to ret the ball over. The
trv for the extra point failed.
Kenely ran the kick-off back to the
35 yard line, and when Abelon was
smeared for an eight yard loss on an
attempted end run Kenely got off a
short Dunt to the Higgins 40 vard line.
Merrill intercepted a Higgins pass as
the final whistle blew.
Although the freshmen did not work
together as well as might be expected,
the return of the injured regulars and
the exnerience they have gained will
make them an even choice to beat Hebron next Friday. Although Hebron
has defeated the Yale Fresh, they are
not undefeated.
the finish, while Marshal Foch was a
very »reat general, and a very great
man, and favored the armistice rather
than pressing on to a surrender and a
subsequent larger loss of lives.

mw

~

.FRESHNESS and

flavor in

a

why

Humidor Pack proves such a
Camel smokers— it brings them a fine
cigarette fresh to start with, and fresh to smoke.
If you don't realize what natural moisture means in
genuinefreshness and flavor, switch to Camels and see.

cigarette trace right

That's

the Camel

back to natural moisture.

blessing to

you overheat or process tobacco so harshly as
all natural moisture you drive out freshness and flavor too.
Camel never parches or toasts the line Turkish and
mild Domestic tobaccos it uses— they are naturally

favorite for just

If

to dry out

Try

smooth, cool, mellow, with natural moisture retained.

R.

J.

this mild, slow-burning, throat-friendly

one day— then leave it, if you can!
REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, IS, C.

Radio Program*
R. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company's
CAMEL QUAnTEB HOUR. M«n.a Daaraay.
minrCE ALBERT QV ARTER HOUR. Allc fay,
T.ot Won,, sad

Cud Oreaeatra.

Jaraaaa Raoard. awry aieS*

a a aaaa

dlaaallaa

Saaday,

tMOMsatM Braadcaattag Syataaa

"Old Hoara." and Pria.. Alaan TTnaaalia.
Vaa Laaa, nary aiaat inajl
Bad Natvark

dtoartiea Paul
Saaday, N. B.

C

So* local

Camels
Made FRESH- Kept FRESH

%

Don't remove Am uat itture-proof wrapping from your
package of ComoUaftmr you open it. The Camel Humidor
Pack is protection agains t
ag, dual and germ*. In
office* and hornet), asm in the dry atmosphere of artifi-

w

Pack delivers fresh CameU
and keep* them right until the last one has been smoked

,~"

cial heat, the Comal Humidor

tMmUBMununm

m

—

scended that he is for the moment
"~~"~~~^~—^^~~^
prostrate, in despair. Weeping is his
He
first adjustment to the tragedy.
The University of Chicago is
p;asps himself to a state of normalcy.
,going in for something novel in the
Laughter, on the other hand, fcorhen way of courses. Ex-Criminals are now
from the comic, as a result of which to be given the privilege of teaching
one's feeling has been iio contracted their arts to college students. Verthat he has been forced into him- mont Cynic.
self.
He must therefore, expand, and
it is laughter that accomplishes this
Four years ago the freshman

in nature's
cAM ELS

B. *34.

lovers

ing,

(

Keville (Barton), e

W.

went to
church. When the collection was being taken the young man explored
finding nothing
pockets, and
his
"I
whispered to his sweetheart,
haven't a cent, I changed my pants."

One Sunday two

first

behind airtight interference was able
to get over the goal line before bein<»
tackled. He ran about 40 yards for the
score. Kenely went through tackle for
the extra point, making the score 13-0.
Bowdoin kicked off to the Higgins
(«) Higfin. Claaaicml 33 yard stripe.
Nash was thrown for
le. Brown
a three yard loss by Kent as the quarLunt
It.
~
Jenka) ter ended.
Ik. York
c. Webber
Bowdoin Advance Stopped
i°K. Burn* (Murphy)

music,

anything at all,
amble over to a modest house on
Hatpswell street and we will guarantee you one of the most profitable
hours you ever spent with an affable and interesting personality.

German

Baravalle
first play.
crashed through the line for 11 yards
and another first down. Abelon again
got around the end for eight yards and
Baravalle hit the center of the line
for seven mere for still another first
down. It looked as though the Cubs

ther distance.
He closed with a brief tribute to
Marshal
Marshals Haig and Foch.
Haig was a great leader and a great
man, and was in favor of a fight to

HuKhea.

Koelln,

dle to paddle.
"Wow," said the enthusiastic American. "Good ball," said
irrepressible
American. "Nice
try," said the American, always on his

the

youthful
visaged Teuton stepped upon the
platform of 214 Adams Hall on last
Thursday afternoon, and proceeded to
electrify an intelligent English 11-12
class with as learned and interesting
a dissertation on the "Philosophy of
Humor" as ever could have come
from the lips of a Plato himself!
The speaker, who is a Ph.D. and
*vho can^ be over thirty years of age,
was none other than Herr Koelln, as>want Professor of German at Bowdoin College.
He is a native of
Hamburg and a graduate of the uniBesides being a Ph.D.
versity there.
he has done extensive research work
in German literature and served for a
year as librarian in the Department of
Philosophy and Psychology at Hamburg University.
j
Now, as far as the inferior mental
ity of the writer of the article cat;
make out, the following is the pith of
Herr Koelln'a lecture:
Man has three levels of existence :
first, as an intellectual being (animal
rationafls); second, as a being of
feeling; and third, as a being of will.
Man, as a being of feeling, adjust*,
orientatis, and aalances himself to
stocky,

down on the

were well on their way to a touchdown
England towards Germany is much as the quarter ended.
The Institute line tightened up,
better than towards France.
Th*
English are unable to understand the however, and Bowdoin lost the ball on
promptcool, calculating French mind.
It will the Higgins 20 yard line. Nash
ly
got off a long, low, looping kick that
be impossible for England to continue
hating; it is far better to let the past was touched down on the Bowdoin 24
bury itself, and direct the mind to the yard line.
Hurley and Baravalle teamed up to
next job on hand. The English will
probably always dislike some of the make two first downs on four plays
practices of Germany during the and the stand fairly shook with
Great War, but likewise, the Germans cheers (which, incidentally, was filled
will always dislike some of the things with freshmen), but again that White
England did. The Germans possess a bogey, fumble, showed up, and Burns
very bad psychology. That is one of grabbed the hall for Higgins.
the main reasons why they lost the
White Holds
war, because they could not underOn the first play Nash heaved a pass
stand or divine the right meanings which Abelon intercepted on the BowProactions.
from their opponents'
doin 25 yard line. Baravalle and
fessor Ridley related, how he had Kenely rushed the ball eleven yards
learned from a German friend at Ox- but a bad pass from center set the
ford, that in Germany the pro-English
Cubs back 20 yards. Kenely had his
feeling is much stronger than the
kick blocked and Higgins got down on
pro-French. Though both France and the ball on the 19 yard Bowdoin stripe.
England realize that Germany is suf- Several bucks and an off-aide penalty
fering from the most distressing
gave the Prepmen a first down on the
France insists
difficulty,
financial
eight yard line, but the White line
that Germany receive no favors, and smothered the Higgins running attack
pay dollar for dollar. The English, and Bowdoin got the ball on the
on the other hand, realizing that Ger twenty yard line after
Higgins pass
many cannot pay for the war, are had gone into the end azone. Kenely
searching for a pragmatical, workhiked around the left end for twenty
able compromise.
yards, but had to kick when the going
War is beastly business, and the got tough. Abelon intercepted a pass
more beastly it becomes, the quicker from Nash as the half ended.
England is not nearly
it is finished.
Higgins kicked to Hurley on the fifso bitter towards the United States. teen yard stripe who got to the 35 yard
for not entering the war sooner, as is marker befoie being thrown. Kenely
usually thought to be the case. Tbe hit right tackle twice for a first down.
Germans would have been infinitely Kenely then got off a beautiful heave
more successful, if they had not been to Abelon for 30 yards, but both teams
so certain that the United States were off-side and the play went for
would not enter the war under any naught. Kenely and Baravalle again
There is no possible an- got together and produced a first down
condition.
swer to the question, "Who won the in two plays, and with it began the
war?" Professor Ridley very cleverly march that culminated in Hurley's end
and aptly compared the United States run for a touchdown on the old
to a quarter-miler, as opposed to the "Statue of Liberty" play.
Kenely's
Allies, whom he classed as ten-milers. pass
for the extra point was grounded.
Each one works just as hard as the
Moss got. the pall for Higgins and
other, but the recovery of the quarter ran
it back 10 yards before being
miler is naturally much more rapid downed. On the next
play Keville inthan those who have travelled a fur- tercepted
a Higgins pass and running

Low.

for the

sphere of celluloid bounced from pad-

Dr. Koelln had only begun hia lecis
ture, but that bell which so often
the savior of the bored student for
once was unwelcome.
bewho
article,
this
of
writer
The
came fascinated by a subject to which
he had never paid much attention,
paid Professor Koelln a visit and was
still further enlightened on what he
And
chooses to call "great stuff".
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that height.
this change,

If
it

coUejriato to

we

Pw

I)

decide to invoke

will be the first inter-

have

Coach Miller
seemed rather certain that Mr. Ulen
would agree to have the change. R.
J. Carson "34 is particularly strong in
this event, and J. F. Carpenter '32 is
better on the high than he Is on the
low board.
it."
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Sims lose* a >ard in a line buck.
Don Favor finds an opening at right tackle
for nine yards.
Robertshaw carries the ball offside with no
gain.
The same man punts offside' on the tea yard
line.

Jit Ricker I) stopped
loss of two ya-'ds.

The Bowdoin captain
forty-five

where

Robertshaw
six

more

it

kicks to Wilson on lha
run offside after a bare

is

A

m

down*

gain**! ruehlng

raahing
Aver, cain each raah ....
Forward paaaea attempted
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Gatchell slid off right tackle for
eight yards, but the ball was called
back and the White sent back fifteen
paces for holding. Ricker slipped as
he ran the ball out and was nailed on
the two yard line. A punt sailed into
Wilson's arms on the Blue 43 yard
line and the runner slipped down to
the Bowdoin 30 before being engulfed
by a flood of White tacklers.
After a first down had been reeled
off

by Robertshaw and Favor, Gould

Maine

(tl)

!<•

re,

first

down

for

is

•

On a reverse. Sims
with no gain.

by Stan Go J Id

topjied

is

On

a triple reverse play Smith scores around
end.
Wilson's kirk from placement if successful.
Brown takes Wilson's kickofT on the twenty
and runs back to the thirty-four.
Clipping was detected on this play and the
hall is given to Bowdoin on the forty-three, the
place where it occurred.
Broevn fumbles going thrnugn the line but
the hounding ball is snared by Gatchell for •

yard gain.
On a reverse. Ricker
the forty-six.
six

makes a

first

down on

Right guard i- pushed bark four yards to
allow Mo Brown to trundle through.
Gatchell adds two at left end.
Ricker carries around left end and barely
fails to gain a first down.
Brown adds a yard for another first down.
Richer loses a yard at left end.
A forward from Ricker to Larson is grounded.

Bowdaln

13.

0.

oa the seven-

AW

iek of the aerinunage line.
Two pas*** hy Ricker are grounded and a
«v* yard penalty ensue*.
Bicker's pant is dow ned by D'Arcy on the

teen.
lateral pass torich take* the hail
to the fertyeix. '
hits left tackle for three yard*. '
e bart. haw la dropped oa the: Ua* of acria-

Sum
B
mage. •.-,'...•.
A three yard loss- Is the

la

LaP'i

reauhr of a lateral
•
fnant $hn» to Wilton.
Favojc kick* offside on the twenty-four.
Jit Writer tear* Off six- yard, oh a revere, to
'
'
-•.
. .;
tb* right. .
Catchall fails tc gain at the ether end.
snghrtaekte give* ticker a -mere yard.
A pant b> Rhtker i. blacked attd attbough reeesajred. by Bowdoto. the ball revert* to Maine
.

'

stopped by Gould for a three yard

Boheruthaw dashes off fourteen yerds for a
prst«dBWn> x.".

,

Left, and yield* Riley three yard*.
paa* rforn Bagtoy to Hincks i* incomplete.
Catche-ll iaeeratpts a- Beatey paa* on his own
thirty -Ave and runs back seventeen yarda.
Final score: Main* 10. Bowdoia 0.

A

.

•

•a-dowi

A abort underhand r**« from WHson to Alarieb -place, th* ov.ioav tne nineteen.
•
Ha* plunge by Robertshaw hvgeod for four
-yard*. .-,:
Th* earn* man make, two more and•' a Brat
M
: t
V " •' 3
down.
Maine i.penaiired fifteen yarda for cHpplag.
Larson downs Favor after a. ilea. >aa* advaaee at left, guard. 31m. 1» stopped at the
aanar BMee-for a gain of only a yard.
Ricker knocks down a Maine- pas* oa the Sve

It ii net hard to realise that the
Baetdnala eleven will Bent Saturday
ateee than ever before. Even thouffh
the Tafta battle ht aa aati-elimax to
the state aerie*, aad the adversary
haa been ..defeated, the Polar Bears
will Blake a terrify ing- opponent if
they ea* only draw first Mood aad

A

•

.

yard line.
Another forward is thrown wtl<T and Maine is
panhHied see' yards for the avaand Kieoea.lv*
'

Taking the bail oa the t waarty . Ave Gatebel
makes eight yard* On A r«veha around left end.
Thl* play i« railed back and the Polar Bear*
~~
are pedalltod nfleeiy yard* fo> holding;
hoid*!*."
Ricker
eker f*lh>
fall* aad Is downed oa the two yard
I

'

•"
Una.
"ia, •..'..
Bicker kick* to mldneld bat Maine ie offalde
aad
id the ball I* placed an the aeven
._._...._.
yarn **>
sucker kick* to Wilson on Maine'* forty-three
aad the Maine man eel. hi* way keek to lb*
..thirty yard Uae. ..
Left guard opens aa a yawning hole through
which Robertshaw adds four yarde.
31m. makes it flret dawn oa the tweaty.
A spinner hy ReberUhaw gain. one.
On a triple reverse. Parsons i* tackled by
Gould for a aeven -yard. lose*.
A pas* from Favor intended far Parson* is
'

'..

'

•

.

.

incomplete.;

-

.

Favor panto offeid* on the sixteen yard Una.

Aa

attempted

raver**

double

Ricker

w-lth

MirrjnittT loeee tf>*fe# ywtn*.

On a

double rt verse. Ricker drops a yard.
Another imus to Larson falls just abort of
being completed, and the ball reverts to Maine
on downs.
Stan Gould -tops Robertshaw after a yard
gain.
Milt Sims circles left end for four yards but
Bowdoin is offdde on the play and ii penalised
five yards.
Gould drags down Sims after the latter gains
three at tackle.
Right tackle is found wanting for four yards.
triple reverse with Parsons carrying makes
a first down on the thirty-six.
Kavor>il - the line hard for three yards.

A

in

Maine

A

he- earrie* to within afoot.
the third try he plunge* over the line for

Second Period
Robertshaw dashes through a mammoth hole
the Polar Bear line for a first down on the

fourteen.

The same man ado's seven.
Sims finds lefi tackle solid and gains a scant
yard.

Robertshaw ..<» through right tackle for a
touchdown.
The place kirk by Wilson fails.

Oaten*" -breaks mto the dear for the longBowdoin ran of the afternoon. Ha i* aaaHy
,

downed an the (orty^cvea.

• Tel.

it

A
on

fumble by Favor

tike

tMrty-ave.

On a

Is

pounced on by Writer
-off

taekle for

well -dressed.

r.

to Gatcben.

line gives only

a yard

*

.

'

.

•'

Ricker lose, a yard at left end.
A perfect pass from Richer to Xletehell roll*
off th* latter*, flnger tip* ia the end tone.
The ball Is placed on the' twenty yard tin*
and Paver (prints around right aad far seven

SriBk Srotltmi

yards.

*

11

'

'

i
.

,

Varney*s

'
>

i
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Jewelry

to

,

EAST Wth STREET

NEW TORS CITT

Store

Watch Far Our g>proaeaUtire

PHIL BRISK
a"

'

'.

Shaeffer Pans far fllgafB Mta*

LEBEL/S

MAINE 8TRBFT

llt

Candy and

Latest Gaflaga Stylos in

74

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords—$5 to $10

& GERVAIS

—GROCERS—
who

eater to fraternity traee

"FRASCJST

UTARTE'S

*The Coalat. Jeweler'*

Diamonds and Watches
141 A

aad

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

.

We

carry the largest assortment of
ported Goods. Fruit, Fresh Veretaby Olives, Pickles, Domestic aad Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
GdTeasI7oiPortia*.
TeL 13*—87 Maine St—TeL 1.7

^
for

Photographic

Work

STUDIO

FRAMES

MAINE STREET
Toadraaa Black

Our Representative

-:-

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS

Fin. RapalriB- aad gUs^arta*

Hardware Co,

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

Cream

lee

MAINE STREET

SHORT'S MARKET

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

do the work

Brunswick

is

tailored to

TOUt individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

>

Riaker snoots

reverse.

twalWyaraa.
The other aide of the

Clothing which

custom

.

14S-M

McINTIRE and ROYAL

LECLAIR

{gfUSK

he complete.
Ricker punt* over goal line.
Dan Favor race, around right end for tea
yard* and a Brst down before being forced off-

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

Ah/uoy$ Noticed
•

.

aaaw*aapessa»«as«BSnw*»w*aaa*B-sssw^

In business

..

But Never NoeicejMe

.

.'

Um

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
yean

.

Watch Repalrilit
Hr Ab BktMrii**

ANTTQVITY SHOP

25

'

f

Ricker i. nailed for no gain.
Catchall | e... a yard-em a revera*.
A forward pat* to Larsoa fell, by Inch*, to

Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glens
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any
10 Spring SL. Brunswick

,

est

i

j

'

-

Brunswick, MaJao

USED MOTORCYCLES
froi

MM a»

•

Gaaa take,

ia trace

UVRRNOIS CYCLE * GUN STORE
ts Mais* Street

this year will be

Dick Atwood, T, D.

Riley lnstiranee

Town

Lyman

Afeney
wteki

BuiWiag.

~!

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

PRINTING

INSURANCE

Webber's Studio

EATON HARDWARE

STUART

4%

CLEMENT

Town BaiMrag

CO.

The Sport Store of

Milliken

Ig. Bilodeau (Arrhitutld)
Craig, rt
It. Hay (D'Arcy. tympbcll)
I Parson-),
lc. Larson
re
WU»on (Bagieyl. <|b, Gatchell iBakanowskyl
Favor (Beans). Ihb
rhb. Hubbard
Sims (Riley). ,hb ...
Ihb. Ricker
Robertshaw fb
fb, Brown (Richardson)
Score by periods:
Muine
7
(
7
20
Touchdowns. Smith Robertshaw i2). Point*
after touchdown. Wilson (placement). Favor

Wholesale

-

Retail

Smith

A

PLAYSAFE
Specialty of Fraternity

.

escaped the Maine interference and
nailed Parsons for a seven yard loss (placement). It leree. W. S. Canned: umpire.
F. W. Lewis
head linesman. H. H. Mahan
on the triple reverse play that gained field
judge. J. S. Nelson. Time, four 15 minthe State team its first touchdown, ute periods.
:

Trade

Send Your Washing to the

CITIZENS

One

Dollar

CREIGHTON GATCHELL

Special

Portland, Me,

agent

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

H<H
BBBBBBBVaBBB-aBB.

LAUNDRY

574 Congress Street

:

lata*

SBReaemsBfiMsEsRR^

Again

Favor add* the twentieth point on a kick
"*
from placem ent.
A abort 1dek hy Wilson Is recovered by Milliken on the forty-seven.
GatcHell ia tackled hy Paraon. three yard*

incnmnleted pas*.

On

left

Bowdoin
alcKcnney
rt. Guuld
rg. Torry

c.

tackle

shaw.

(«>

Aldrich (Lewis. Hinckal.
Pike. It
Calderwood. Ik"
Fickett. c
Bazaell i/.lsionslo, rg

left

the result of a run by Favor
which places the oval on the twenty-six.
.
Left tackle Beta Sims a yard.
The center of the White line holds Itobertshaw for no gain.
Favor mi**** a first down hy inches after an
eight yard darh around his left end.
The necessary distance is made by Robert-

WIN
FRATERNITY GAMES

Last kail

pushes through

yard*.

DEKES,

.

behind the Una for •

three yard return.

i

Taint
Yards

Game

downed by Larson and Gould.

before being

|

;

ttefjaalHaa.

'

Play by Play Story of Maine

"

eptoner play. Riwiirlahaw advances a

aeOre:

a lunge at the

Roheruhaw makes still another first down on
the twenty-six.
•*• "ft tackle for three yarda.
Bnberubaw ia reapoaeiWe for four more.
But the Bowdoin line tighten, momentarily
and Robertshaw I* stopped for no gain.
Robertahew make* it a ftrat down on the ten
yard line.
Favor plug* left end for four.
Babe ft shew is Mopped two yarda away from

..

Gatchell kirk, to stoeertehaw

reault of

^

Slma at' rebuffed at the eaater of the line
with -no gain.
Oa a hard drive, Robartahaw carries to the
one yard line aa the whietle eh Bounce* the
'
Cloaa of the half.

The

line of

»wenty-alx.

8aee« yarde are "the reault of a Robertabaw
,„, .roand ,»,*
favor continues the Maine march by eontrlbutbig erven yarda to the Brown Beer'*

slnght yard.

the goal line several times, to hold

^

Three more are the
Una by Roheruhaw

I

line.

Though the

eight yard gain.

right

>

!»«•* »*»'» •*••*» •» «*"

play.. Pareon* gain* three yarda at left Cfht
Favor make* two yarda at right cad.
Robertshaw fights his way to the seven yard

an

through

yards

recovered by Milliken after arv,ou"ht *" th« Plwkln '" " wiu

la

arvaa yard*.

.

•*•»
. .^
same man yield,
bat

fumble

asrimraaaa.

'

hrf«»»-

* Jf*** ..".
.". :'...•.
On another of the triple rever at

I

agMaahahB<faaa

*

" **• *"**

|

Roheruhaw

daw ned by Bilodeau on

la

nineteen

forced bark three yards.
»Wkatt knocks down a Ricker pase.
«•*-**» ia stopped dead at the

I

.

"M***. *•**»

1

an|

run*

X"""
Meier

i

"^^

£

ANNUAL FALL MEET
POSTPONED A WEEK

f}|

••

J'ft ?
. .
Hoba
ruha w fumbles aad. -,
Bowdoia recover* ea
the three yard lime marker
Bicker trarela to mUnetd from
where Wilson runs back ton yard*.
^Plve yards are netted by Favor at right

CUB ROADMEN WIN
OVER LOCAL HIGH

dEa

,

flfteen.

*™L ™7*a* ni"

""""iTrt.

j

fl

t

T

Left tackle yields four yard* before the on-

i<

probably be given the odds.

.a.
M

a^
"2^ "L?!? AT" •" ^•iw* l*'
MZ?
k
%?£ the
!L*E2J? ** ""* * * M*nU
anew
ran

STATE SERIES

battle
freshman-sophomore
The
need little advertising this year.
Both contingents will put forth a wellwill
but
t<t:it
eleven
team
the
schooled

r**^ !

A

rover.

oflstd.

S!f2!r
a

WHITE TRACK MEN
WILL PACE TUFTS MAINE DOWNS
BEFORE THE GAME
WHITE TO WIN

will

meat by Ricker

favor

Bshertanaw make, three yards at the other
,14, of the line

—d R .bi H . h aw

*}*

^tlT^pC^w^r-t
'**? "** ••"••f-

On a

There are twenty-two sophomoies
with the varsity who will train for the
freshman game the following week.

A

mlaneta.

further added, "The other
Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram
went into Portland and visited
Don Favor, an outstanding Maine back, hits the left side of the White line under beautiful interference for
the Boys' Club in order to arrange
Black Bears drove down the Held again and again, the Polar Bears took the ball away from them in front of
two more meets for the freshmen.
the Orono men to three touchdowns.
I have left the dates of these meets
up to the Boys' Club and have not as
received any definite answer
yet
about them." He has also arranged
for two meets with Hebron Academy
It is
for the Junior Varsity team.
First Periad
expected that these meets will come
Gatchell gathers in Wilson's kick on the fifon January 6 and March 6. The first
teen and manages to tear elf eleven yards bemeet will be here and the second will
fore beinit stopped.
Strong
Croup
of Bowdoin Harriers
Brown
Mo
bumps
the line for two.
Hebron.
take place at
A quick kick by Ricker goes olTsiue on
to Run Against Jiimbog of
Maine's thirty-five.
Stetson Injured
Unknown Strength
try at left tackle net- Robertshaw three
A
Joe Stetson, one of the best sprintyards.
(Continued from pajrc 1)
.A forward which is surecasfil from Wilson
ers whom the College has ever seen,
Bowdoin's varsity and frosh har- of it swept around the Bowdoin right to Aid r h ilaces the pigskin on Bowdoin's
was injured in a touch football game
thirty.
.
the other day and Miller expects that riers will match strides with the Tufts flank to score unmolested. Wilson
Sims crashes right guard for five.
A lateral |»sx from Wilmn and intended for
he will be out for at least several road racing contingent next Satur- kicked a perfect goal from placement.
Sims is fumbled and recovered by the White on
months. It seemed pitiable to Coach day at Medford over the Bay Staters'
the twenty-five yard marker.
White Team Advances
Miller that after such a man had enGatchell drops thro* in an attempt to circle
winds for three and oneClipping on the part of Maine and a left end.
tered the College that he should hurt course, which
Ricker punts to Wilson on the latter's fortyhimself in such a sport. Keville, who half miles over a golf links. This will recovered fumble of their own helped
five.
The Maine man returns a hare two yards
is at present out for freshman foot- be the varsity plodders' second meet,
the Polar Bears advance to midfield.
ball, will come out for the squad in a this week.
Ricker managed to twist in through a so Favor was forced to punt outside
few weeks and Coach Miller states
With the experience gained at the: crevice in the Maine line for a first
that he will eventually prove a great
New Englands behind them, Jack Ma- down. Line plunges accounted for an- on the Bowdoin 16 yard line.
asset to the team, as he was interGatchell Makes Longest Run
gee's road-pounders look to a win over other ten yards before the tide of
the
in
scholastic diving champion
the Jumbos.
The race will start at the Bowdoin march was brought to a
After Ricker had been smothered
East when he was at Worcester Acadone-thirty Saturday.directly preceding climax.
on a reverse play, Gatchell, spinning
emy two years ago.
the
Bowdoin-Tufts football game.
Two incompleted passes and two through the line, eluded the Maine
While the exact strength qf the Bay fruitless stabs at the line made the secondary defense to rush into the
Statemen is not known, the White; ball revert to* Maine. Off -tackle slants clear and sprint -down to the Maine
has a powerful group of runners, and the successful working of the 47 yard line before being nailed by
headed by Captain Larry Usher of the triple reverse again sent, the Pale the opposing safety man.
His run
varsity. Captain Tom Uniacke of the Blue into dangerous territory. The was the longest of the game.
frosh, George Sewall, Steve LavenBowdoin was stopped for no gain
Jack Magee's Polar Bear cubs der, and Dave Morris, varsity, as well 3uarter closed with the ball on Bow- after Gatchell's astounding run, and
romped through another local cross- as Art Fox, Emmons Cobb, and Elmer oin's thirty-three.
Maine Scores to Open Second Period Ricker, standing on his own 40 yard
country team last week when they Hutchinson, freshman stars.
Robertshaw started the ball moving line, punted over the goal line
took an 18-37 victory from Brunsagain by tearing down a broad lane on the fly, the longest punt of
wick High. Again a trio of Bowdoin
which his interference cleared for the game. Rickety on the alert,
harriers trotted across the line in a
him to the fourteen yard line. pounced on Don Favor's fumble and
triple tie, clicking off the course in
The remaining distance is covered by the ball went to Bowdoin on the Maine
li* minutes 43 seconds.
the same agile Maine sophomore in a 35 yard line.
Captain Tom Uniacke, Art Fox, and
Ricker fought his way through a
tackle.
The place kick
Elmer Hutchinson travelled the three
Giving the varsity and frosh road run off right
gaping hole in tackle for 12 yards beand one-half mile distance almost teams a chance to catch their breath. by Wilson for the extra point veered fore going dowtr. After two line plays,
As they swung in Coach Magee has shifted the annual too far to the left of the uprights.
neck-and-neck.
Ricker stepped back and hurled a perWhite
flurry
by
the
Another
little
through the campus gate, Fox and fall Interfraternity Track Meet a
feet pass to Gatchell, clear in the end
of week ahead. As the events are scat- came half way through this period
abreast
drew up
Hutchinson
zone.
The Bowdoin receiver, hands
Uniacke, and the three swung around tered over a period of several days, after Johnny Milliken had clamped numbed
by the intense cold, juggled
the Chapel together. They separated runners can participate in several his hands on a Maine pass which Jit
Ricker had blocked. Gatchell moved and dropped the pass, dashing Bowas the approach to Whittier Field events.
express train off his left doin's hopes for a score after they
came in sight, but bunched again on
All non-letter men and freshman like an
seemed to be fairly fulfilled.
Three
more
eleven
yards.
tackle
for
the final circuit of the varsity track. team members are eligible to enter
The ball was placed on the Maine
rushes fell short of a first down by a
this fall competition, which is planned
scant foot but on last down Mo Brown 20 yard line, and Robertshaw moved it
to reveal promising track material.
Sportsman's Pen
and recovered. The ball re- up ten on two tries, as the third]
Tom Uniacke looks like a safe bet in fumbled
verted to Maine on downs at the cen- quarter closed with no score.
the distance events, though stiff comFavor Makes Long Sprint
Why Bowdoin did not score upon petitions will be afforded by Burton, ter of the field.
Don Favor, on a reverse, slid off the
Maine is an enigma to those who former frosh star, who has been getPale Blue Threatens Twice
bowdoin tackle for a long sprint down
watched the teams Saturday. Their ting into trim on the varsity footto
machine
again
began
The State
to the White 35 yard line before be-i
nearest approach to a touchdown was ball squad.
click with Robertshaw and Favor tear- ing stopped.
Stan Gould again did
a beautiful long pass from Captain
Skillings and Allen will match thening off five and ten yards at a run as the unexpected by knocking down an
Richer which (iatchell dropped in the sprinting prowess against freshman
Here a enemy lateral and falling on it on his
far as the six yard line.
a
zone.
Huntington;
Grey,
end
Beasley from
Robertshaw
was
snapped
fumble
by
3'.» yard line, once more giving the
own
sensation in the quarter mile last
up by a Polar Bear two yards from ball to Bowdoin.
Gatchell was cheated of glory again year, is figured to take over the three the final white stripe. Ricker punted
Hank Richardson, bucking the line,
when he intercepted a pass in the flat hundred. Porter, another Soph star, far out of danger only to have the found a perfect
path cleared for him;
zone at midfield and with Moe Brown will match his long legs against Boyd Orono team again work into a scorby Bilodeau and Lai sen, and reeled off
as interfeience, was slammed from in the high jump.
ing position. This time a score was 20 yards before being run out of
been
have
run
distances
All
the
behind by the Maine right end. Had
prevented by the whistle for the halt bounds. Again Bowdoin was crushed,
their
usuthree-quarters
(Iatchell been moving when he met shortened to
with the ball on the one yard line.
however, and Ricker punted to the
the ball, he would have been free to al length. The meet has been held
White Firm in Third Stanza
Maine 18 yard strip.
over partly because many cindermen
gallop to score untouched.
the
playing football,
piesent
A determined stand on the part of Favor shot through a hole in first
are
at
his
either on varsity or freshman squads. the Polar Bears rebuffed the Blue Bowdoin line for 16 yards on
Bowdoin's speed merchant produced
throughout the entire third stanza, try, but fumbled on the next play.
the longest run of the game, however,
and, although scores seemed immi- John Milliken recovered the pigskin
D. U.'s
when the White Bear's interference
nent at times, a gallant White line' for the Polar Bears. Again the exclicked on a reverse and Gatchell shot
cellent
Maine secondary defense
kept the goal line uncrossed.
down the sideline from the goal line
Creighton Gatchell booted to Gil routed the White, and Kicker was
almost to the fifty yard mark.
Robertshaw, who gathered in the ball, forced to punt outside on the Brown
Delta Kappa Epsilon continued its swung to the left a ad shoved the pig- Bear's 26.
Long Drive Ends in Score
The football team used a dressing winning streak in the interfraternity skin into the arms of Aldrich, who
Maine took up the cudgels of ofroom at Maine- that could stand reno- touch football league by taking the dashed through a befuddled Bowdoin
Lions team to his own 46 yard marker. The fense with a determined air with the
vation. The lockers were insufficient, Zcta Psi's into camp, 13-6. The
and many had to drape their street still top their league with a clean slate. Brown Bear hit an ironclad Bowdoin fourth quarter half spent, and, with
win line thrice for a total loss of three Robertshaw and Favor doing all of
clothes over pipes. There were neither The D. U.'s took over an effortless
benches in sight, and from the Psi U.'s by virtue of *>| yards, and then punted, the ball the bucking, marched 74 yards down
chairs nor
appear bounding out of bounds on the White the field for a touchdown. Although
blankets had to be spiead on the con- forfeiture, the Owls failing to
force.
sufficient
24 yard strip. Jit Ricker spun off the Polar Bear showed tight at all
crete to give the boys a place to sit. in
Dick Bobbins, former Frosh back-j tackle for six yards on a reverse, but times, never allowing their opponents
Privacy was at a premium, and outin two more line plays proved fruitless.
more than four yards a try, a steady
siders drifted constantly through a field ace, starred for the Dekes
win over the Zetes, while Ritker's punt was effectively blocked offense turned the trick for the Orono
their
•
part of the visitors' (juartcrs.
Stearns also put in some good work.i by three Maine linesmen, and al- contingent, and Robertshaw finallyput across the losers' though the Bowdoin captain recovered, plunged across the line for a touchHayden
Bob
I
of Maine, having beaten Bates in
the ball reverted to Maine on downs. down after being twice stopped within
lone tally.
cross-count r> was accorded the State
feet of the coveted dual stripe.
White Takes Ball on Downs
Championship. Just where Bowdoin's
Favor scored the twentieth and last
According to Ripley, the state line
road runners tit into the picture is
A quick flip from Wilson to Aldrich point for the Brown
Bear on a neat
and West Virginia
about to be discovered as this column between Virginia
on the 24 yard
University of West gained a first down
place-kick for the concluding point afthe
through
runs
('.
A.
A.
The I.
A. A.
Roes to press.
Robertshaw, taking matters ter
mark.
touchdown.
field, so that a playfootball
Virginia
grind at Franklin I'ark in Boston is a
into his own hands, marched into the
and
state,
one
Bowdoin
in
tiied
to score in the
ball
hard
take
the
longer course than any of Jack Ma- er can
center of the White line twice for a final two
another.
minutes that were left, and
gee's runner.. ha\e ever covered in make a touchdown in
first down. A fifteen yard penalty for
although Gatchell intercepted a pasd
competition.
clipping sent the Brown Bear back deand ran 27 yards before being
cisively, and Bowdoin completed the
dragged down from behind, they were
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE
smothering by stopping Maine for no eminently
The Bowdoin-Tufts week end at
Several
unsuccessful.
BOWDOIN mOSH-HIGCISS CAME
gain on four downs and taking over
Medfoid this week wiil close the seaMaine subs saw action in the last few
InrMl Higgins the ball themselves on their own 25 seconds
son for the football men, and possibly
of play.
*
IS
Flr»l down.
yaid line.
the road rawer*. "Both teams ate go-

will be through
after the Tufis game.

five yard*.

Oatoat down Brown fanbiee aad recover, at

••

of Ma sprints
thirty-fee.
Mil otatde to lose a

the eighteen.

four.

-.^"'•rV*

to

eaater of the line ie the victim of a four
rajd aaateaght by Bebcruhaw
Lateral pea* from Sims la blocked aad recovered hy Sana Oaadd ea the thirty-nine.
On Um seat play hath teams are offside.
aVessWaum bvrla the eaater of the line and
team est twenty yarde before being brought to
Um> ground ag W41*»n.
Bj rhardeaa rone (he ball offside for no sain.
BJeksr efreJea right end for three yarde.
BJ enaj dian pushes through right guard for

Crulghtoa Catchall galtopa Ureaah Uf t tackle
for etovaa yards.
The renter of the line yields a Mrs] to Brawn.
Captain Ricker slide* around wit tackle far
three yarde.
The same hole opens to allow Brown to gala

th

thirty-

The

left taekle for three.

I

warm

raver seta a

the thirty.

at

A Brat dew* la Um rasa* of a ftve yard
daah
'
by favor which Uatoaaaai by thaws*

Miller

Only half the -<iuad

&?Jr*?ss&
nan
ea

sirtah a nr is etowpad for an gala la a. attempt at the right aide of the Una.
A paa. to blocked by eneher aad the baU fete
lata the baada of MIIMbr* ea the thirty-three.

diver.

for the

Ow

4

the eligible ineligible meet which is
to be held on December 3.
He said,
**It is very pleasing for any coach to
look forward to such a meet where
the freshmen show up as well as do
the upperclassmen." Already Wallberg, one of the ineligible freshmen,
has broken several of the pool records for free style. It seems a pity
that Miller can not use this embryonic
champ against 'he strong Harvaid
freestylers.
Paige, who came to
Bowdoin from Huntington, has transferred from football and -lias already
shown great prospects in the 220 yard
dash.
Benson, has been doing very
well of late in the high board diving.
ineligible
transfer from
Selig, an
George Washington University, has
also been making great strides as a

m Um

down

ens)

efat

iw trie* left nerd for «r* yarda.
falls- to gala at th* earn pUaa.

looking forward to

ing to hit hard in this last meeting,
and the Oval spectators will be well
rewarded.

Wt

anther traeaul SraeJkl

a»d Use Mala* man

Eligible— Ineligible Meet
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MILLER HOPEFUL FOR
SUCTCSSFUL SEASON
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CO-OPERATE WITH BUGLE
ON PICTURE TAKING

VOL. LXL

NftOLL |N REP CROSS
DRIVE NOW!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

(61ST YEAR),

HOLD SESSION
OF SOCIAL

_SOENCES

And

HUMBLED BY
MAGEEMEN

Gruening, Editor of Lavender Breaks Tape To
Portland Evening News,
Win With Sewall and

Morris Close

ALL MAINE COLLEGES THREE FROSH SWEEP
ARE REPRESENTED TO BLANKET FINISH
The annual session of the Maine Association of Social Sciences was held
this last week end at Bowdoin with Dr.

Ernest Grueninsr. editor of the Portland Evening News, as the speaker at
the opening banquet Friday eveningThis comparatively younjr organization held its first meeting here four
years ago. Since then Maine. Colby,
and Bates have acted as hosts.
The conference opened at the banquet with Dr. Gruening as the speaker
of the evening. Dr. Gruening, an able

Two Fourth

Places Best
Tufts Effort in Both

Races

Detwfller

Are Postponed Because Of Illness
Prof. Scott

IV

recently Iceland at Dartmouth College, was anticipated with
al interest bteaaee of his farmer eeaeecjtisa with the college as sa iastructor sad Y.M.CA. secretary. No doobt
'he woaM have had something pertinent to say sa the Msacharian situation as a Tcsalt of his in ti state
knowledge obtained aa professor of
philosophy at Fatten Christian University in southern China.
Mr. Detwiller's subject was to he
aa explanation a/ the aquatint procsimilar to engraving.
,

ROAD RACING REVIVAL
BRINGS A BRILLIANT

Medford Country Club. The individual
winners of the races which came as
a preliminary to the Bowdom-Tufts
football game, were Steve Lavender
for the 'varsity'and Tom Uniacke, Elmer Hutchinson and Art Fox, who
finished in a triple tie, for the Freshmen.

SEASON OF TRIUMPHS
"

—

and brilliant newspaper man. has had
After Lapse of Decade
a varied and interesting experience
which has well fitted him to present an
Magee Forms Strong
unbiased and penetrating analysis of
Contingent
economic problems in Maine. His topic
Winning the first race of his 'varof the evening was "Some Maine Prob- sity
career. Lavender, who has always
lems." In 1907 Dr. Gruening graduatAfter a lapse of a decade Bowdoin
been well to the front in his combats,
ed from Harvard and was persuaded came
home with a magnificent burst returned this fall to intercollegiate
to follow the profession of his father,
of speed to snatch victory from harrier competition, boasting Varsity
namely, medicine. He went to medical
school, graduating in 1911. and then
decided to follow his own choice, startwas fifth, and Ray Perkins, sixth, the' through all scheduled dual races on
ing work for the Boston Traveler. He
White compiled an aggregate total of top and placed third and fourth rerose to the managing editorship. Since
points to 87 for Tufts and an al- spectively in the two New England
then he has been managing editor of 18
8c
the New York Herald Tribune, and the most
meets staged at Cambridge. With tte
_
^£|k
Nation. He also edited a Spanish
The race, 'run fooMapa around the| F™»nman contingent placing third in
newspaper. He spent some time in
the Harvard freshman jaunt.
Mexico and while there wrote a book, fairways of the golf course, resolved
When Coach Jack Magee announced
"Mexico and its Heritage", one of the itself into a Bowdoin runaway after
Moran of Tufts at the beginning of the year that roadbest books on the subject. Dr. Grue- the first two laps.
ning is now editor of the Portland Eve- was the only opponent able to keep racing would be raised from the
the
pace
set
Lavender
hot
and
his
by
ranks
of inter-fraternity competition
ning News, a liberal paper.
teammates. On the last lap the di- to a Varsity sport, the primary pur
Wages. Reparations, and Sociology
minutive Bowdoin runner sallied forth pose of the move was to provide a
Saturday morning, November 14. in a burst of speed to win. The time, means of developing Varsity distance
the conference broke up into three 17.80, was exceptional.
material.
In spite of Magee's stategroups. The first group, the economics
At the starting gun for the Varsity ment that "road-racing and not
and business group, met in the B.C.A. race, Sewall leaped into a lead, with cross-country" would be sponsored by
room to discuss "Wages in the Depres- Usher, Moran of Tufts, and Murphy the college, Bowdoin has been represion." The discussion was led bv Proat his heels. Lavender held the lead- sented by teams at the two Cambridge
fessor J. M. Carroll of Bates College. ers well in sight, but was content to meets
that were distinctly crossThe economics, government, and his- stay back in sixth position during the
country. Whether or not the success
tory group met in the Masque and entire first
lap around the undulating of the road team is any indication
Gown room with the topic under dis- lopes of the
golf course.
that croaa-country is due for a revival
cussion of "The Reparations Issue To*
Ob the second lap Sewall main- at Bowdoin, with the possibility of the
day". Mr. William W. Lockwood. Jr..
taiaed bis lead with the others well Whits competing in future State Xof Bowdoin College opened the discusAt. tbfci country grinds, in a matter of eonsion.
A third group, that concerned
j

;

^"J

j

|

—

runners disappeared over the hills for jecture.
with sociology, met in the Assembly
Bowdoin
Uniacke a Shining Light
Room. Professor Curtis H. Morrow of the third time, the three
The outstanding feature of the seaColby College led the discussion of men, Sewall, Morris and Lavender,;
Qoatisos* »» p—« *
son was the masterful performances
"Knotty Problems in the First Course."
of
tnat
P'ston-limbed, heads-up runAt the dinner for the Association 1>B>rts7 HDrkWXr
aire
n«r in the person of Thomas Uniacke,
served at the Faculty Dining Hall in ritUr .
, ,
the Moulton Union Friday evening,
(Continued on page *)

SOPHOMORES FACE
CONFIDENT FROSH
IN ANNUAL CLASH
Yearling Reserve Strength
Balances Experience
of Sophs

'

;
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square off in the annual intramural
grid classic. The odds are negligible,
with the greater experience of the
Sophs more than balanced by the coordination of the frosh as seen in their
tilts with Bridgton and Higgins.
The Cubs' unfortunate defeat at the
hands of the smooth-running Big
Green of Hebron can only be accounted
for by rather poor blocking and failure
to capitalize on superior punting in the
Bowdoin
The first yearmen present
first half.
a rather formidable aggregation for
the second year lads to buck up
against, since thev operate with a
strong line and a driving offensive.
However, the Sophs are in no way
hampered by dearth of powerful maTheir line is. if anything, suterial.
perior to the White Cubs, with two
his topic.
Woman's Club House hi Newton
varsity ends in the persons of Charlie
McKenney and Swede Larson to pull
Centre Square, Newton Centre. The
down safety men and spear those
informal dance will be from nine unPickard and Archibald have
passes.
til
three, music furnished by the
been seeing considerable service at tacPolar Bean. Subscription will be $2
kle and guard, while Drake and Ackerman fill those posts on the other side
where a aim
of center, in which position Bill Davis
ilar dance was held laat year was unWill probably start.
No Parts Allotted as Yet but Expect available for this date.
Frosh Line Strong
Davis, McCormick, Spingarn, and
„„~.« T „. t»t
Taking into consideration the numTarbell to Pla y Leads
ber of reserves the Frosh have, they
seem to have the edge in this respect
in
night
Monday
held
At a meeting
alone. WingmenKent and Bigelowhave
been making thinirs hot for opponent Memorial Hall, Professor Ralph de
punt-runners in the first year games, Someri Childs, who b coaching the <m
Gives Services: Ticket*
9 Force
„
_ . « 01MUv
with Sargent and Behr readv to take Masque and Gown, selected the fol*
.Not on Ssle S unday
over their posts at a moment's notice. lowing men to include the cast for!
With Low. Hughes, Barbour and "Wings Over Europe" this year's
Through the efforts of William ConBrown,
R.
A.
Christmas
Ray
play;
positions
inthe
line
Holden upholding
stance Murch, manager of the Cumside the ends, the frosh forward wall Cleaves, Albert S. Davis, Jr., Harold
seems ready to offer the sophs a hard H. Everett, John G. Fay, John H. Gor- berland theatre arrangements have
tussle. The hard-hitting Cub barkfield don, Jr., Alfred S. Hayes, Perry been made to give a regular moving
quartet of Kenelv. Abelon. Baravalle Hurd, John F. Jenkisson, Thomas H.
picture on Sunday Nov. 22nd. The enand Merrill seem about on a par with Kimball, Charles L. Kirkpatrick, DonA number of strong ald P. McCormick, Steven Merrill, tire proceeds will be turned over to
*34's attackers.
reserves mav be that extra something Fred E. Miller, Jr., Christy C. Mous- Sarah Cook, police matron, to relieve
which will put the first year men takis, Philip Parker, John A. Ricker, suffering in the town. The company
Edward D. W. Spingarn, Albert W. is paying the entire expense, and the
across for a victory.
The Bear Cubs have displayed them- Tarbell, Harry W. Thistlewaite, and personnel of the theatre is volunteerErnie George's Arselves a more powerful eleven than Richard C. Van Varick.
ing its services.
their present opponents, but the year's
Because of the importance and di- cadians are providing the music and it
added experience means a great deal, versity of the parts, no individual se- is rumored that they will be aug.and the sophs have the advantage of lection has been made as yet. Mem- mented by members of the college
having worked with the varsity during bers of the cast will be shifted band. The feature picture is "The
the past season. Practically the entire around, and the choice made accord- Run-Around" with Marie Prevost ami
second year first string has seen action ing to their aptitude in the different Johnnie Hines, and the show will beagainst other college teams this fall. roles. The leading roles, however, gin at the regular time, 6.45 P.M.
Sophomores Present Strang Offense will probably be filled by Albert S. Tickets are on sale at the box office
Though few of the second year ball Davis, Jr., Donald P. McCormick, Ed- during the week and at Allen's Drug
curriers have been in constant action ward D. W. Spingarn and Albert W. Store, but will not be sold at the
(Cbat a<Md on pip 4)
Tarbell.
theatre on Sunday.
•
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CAST OF TWENTY-ONE

CHOSEN FOR MASQUE
"AND GOWN XMAS PLAY* Jff^aftSU
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CHARITY SHOW SUN.
AT THE CUMBERLAND
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Lather Easts* It, elected last
to the stasagersaip of the baseball
team far the season of 1982. was
farced recently to leave college,
sell Booth, also of as.
the
of bsssball
laat year aader Hoaser. is IsgiesUy the
east man ia line for the vacancy when
the choke of another man is considered. The matter has already been referred to the Athletic Council for their
coMideratlsa and the question of s
manager for the coming s eason is to
be considered st the aext meeting of

Blocked Kick and Long Pass Pave Way For Jumbo
Tallies After Trailing Bears; First
Half Scoreless

FUMBLING JINX HITS WHITE CHANCES HARD

Displaying more life and power than at any time this season
the Bowdoin Polar Bears after a somewhat shaky start at Tufts
Oval on Saturday were overcome by an overconfident Blue and
Brown eleven by a 13 to 6 score before the largest crowd that has
turned out to witness football this fall at the Medford school.
series of fumbles in the first period limited the chances of the
UNITY
White but in no way diminishes the fine exhibition they showed
Between
Balance
throughout
the game. Early in the third period the men from
Strikes
Brunswick took the ball after an exchange of punts down the field
Contradictor Biblical
from the 50 yard stripe. Mo Brown then took the ball through
Passages
right guard for three yards after which Ricker was off on a gorPresident Sills In his Chapel ad- geous 26 yard run around right end. Tufts by this time was very
dress laat Sunday pointed oat the re- much aware that the game was to be a very rugged
Mo
battle.
lationship between two "apparently!
,.
contradictory" verses of the Scrip- Brown took the ball again, pushing the oval to the 15 yard marker,
tare. The verses he chose to discuss j t waa no stopping them now.
After Ricker had failed to gain
T .,
were: "Bear ye one another's bur- „ ....
..
.,
.,
,
den", and "Every man must bear his Gatchell carried the ball over the line on a sweeping reverse around
,
a^
*or a toucndown
Tfte Polar Bears looked ready to break into
'2Th e tS•
f ch
f it " deTufts' aerial attack hud been
clared the president, "lie in"these two the win column for a change.
precepts combined. Christ illustrated thwarted effectively and the offensive attack completely dazzled
them by his personal responsibiuUes .,
t-.—k^c
umoos.
"»
e
The
attempt
to
kick
the
goal failed.
•*
displayed innumerable times and by
m
virtue of the fact that he was conthecouadl.

White Fails to Capitalize on
Advantage Gained by
PRES.
Punting
Battling courageously in an effort
to revenge a 44 to
defeat handed
their predecessors last year, the Bow-

doin Frosh lost to a weaker Hebron
eleven by the score of 6-0, at Whittier
Field Saturday. Although the statistics show that the yearlings outsmarted and outfought their opponents, a
determined Green drive in the third
period led to the Polar Bears' second
defeat of the season.

Two evenly-makthed lines and two
hard driving bacasMde labored without profit during tte greater part of
the game, and it was only because of a
smart lateral pass late in the third period that the prenmen were able to
smash across the fine. Ed Baravalle
and Bill KeviUe Were outstanding in
every play for the Frosh. while Kent
and Low did sterling work on the left
side of the line.
It was in a great measure the work
of Harvey McDonoagn. Hebron center,
that held the White back time and time
again, while Rex Kidd in the backfield
did the major part of the Green
ground-gaining, lea Brown, halfback,
also aided in shearing through the
Polar Cubs' secondary defense, while
Fearon and Sullivan, who played the
wing

posts,

were equally

effective.

First Scare

The lone touchdown of the game
came in the third period when Hebron,
after an exchange of punts, garnered
the ball in midfieki Kidd and Secino.
coming to life for the first time in the
fray, marched to a first down on the
Bowdoin 34 yard line, and than a smart
lateral, Kidd to Brown, brought the
hall to the 14 yard line.
Kidd again
went into action fir * first down after
which the big Creep machine got going at fall staaaaj#UDnsi»jp|aja|na
through on aa sad ran ana Kuntnc

thirty.

Poor kicking was almost Hebron's
undoing in the first stanza. The first
of a series of poor punts gave the Cubs
the ball on the Hebron 45 yard line,
and still another, after an exchange of
lacks, sent the ball ten yards down the
field, in Bowdoin's possession on the
Green 35 yard marker. The breaks
seemed to do the home team little
good, however, and although still another poor kick gave them the ball ot
their opponents' 17 yard line, they
failed to carry it over, and Hebron took
possession of the ball on their 10 yard
chalkline as the first quarter ended.
The two teams were completely
deadlocked during the second quarter,
only three first downs being scored,
two of them by the Polar Bears. The
play wan never inside either team's 30
yard line, and both sides resorted to a
prolonged kicking duel.

Ed

Baravalle,

Bowdoin

halfback,

produced all the fireworks the second
stanza
smashing
presented,
once
straight through the center of the line
for 15 yards, again scoring a first
down on two plays single-handed, and
generally roving about the gridiron to
break up opposing plays. He recovered
the only fumble of the game, a bobble
made by Secino in the center of the
field.

An improvement

SHIS SPEAKS
AT SUNDAY CHAPEL
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stantly helping; others, healing soul and
body, constantly sharing the burdens
of others".
To enforce his opinion the speaker
momentarily took a negative standpoint.

but "his

YOUR FRATERNITIES
SUBSCRIBE 100% IN
RED CROSS DRIVE

,

When one is concerned with
own burden", he is ,usually "a
member of s com.

Town
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reiterating, the president closed with

"Bear ye one another's burden",
"Every man should bear his own bur-

|
i

den".

Prof.

Frank Seavey

Killed

In Massachusetts

Professor Frank Seavey, professor,
College and* a

of English at Tufts

i

in 1905,
The Red Cross drive seems to be graduate of Bowdoin College
Masmaking its traditional headway at was struck by an automobile in fewa
Bowdoin. It began the latter part of sachusetts last Friday and died
He has'
injuries.
from
last week and is to continue for about hours later

',

j

10 days. Since there were so few students around eamnus last week end.
very little was accomplished, but. now
affairs are orogressinr rapidly. Four
fraternity houses have already subscribed 100 per cent and there are at
least three or four more which will
soon take similar action. House presidents are conducting the campaign in
fraternities, while a special committee
consisting of Harold Durand, John Gordon. Paul Floyd. Herbert Hempel and
Herbert Bickhell are taking care of
the non-fraternity group. Durand is
to be responsible for Hyde Hall; Gordon. Appleton: Floyd. Maine: Hempel.
Winthrop. and Bicknell the group living off-campus. Though the national
drive is to continue through until
Thanksgiving. Warren Palmer, who
has charge of the college campaign.
says that everything here is to be finished this week.

;

•

By Auto
House President* and Non-Fraternity
Committee Conduct Work

The White's hopes were shoit lived
for early, in the fourth quarter Tufts
recovered a short low punt that was
recovered by the Brown and Blue on
the fifteen yard line. Milliken had previously intercepted a pass on the eight

"ON THE HIRING LINT
BENEFIT PLAYED TO
PLEASED AUDIENCE

|

j

yard line. Roberts then dove through
*m>««^„*^j m««:„u* -* » hole '"Re enough to put it on the
"small business". One J»Jty Repeated Tonight at
ten yard line. On the next two plays
carries only every
the onrush of the Blue put the ball on
Hall; Cast Largely
one else's burden is almost invariably
the three yard line, Kennedy carrying
"quixotic or a busybody". Thus it is
the ball. "Pat" Clark hurled himself
from
College
seen that the lines in question, seemover the line after Roberts had tripped
ingly opposed to each other, are
off a yard toward the goal. With the
"complementary"
paradoxically
That the Orient should gracefully score at -six-all it was a tense moment
.
]
There is application to individuals, and not too firmly review plays pre- as Clark dropped back to kick for the
communities, organisations, all walks sented by local casts is nothing par- extra point. Milliken Who had checked
of life. Nations, for example, in dis- ticularly new.
That the production TtfS,%ffensTve attack all afternoon
regarding external peoples and their itself, however, should be genuinely continued his efforts by blocking the
affairs "interfere with tte progress of arresting—that the audience was sole kfcfc f^, the moinent it looked like a
the human race". In the church each to laugh without dreading or liter- draw. The score seemed to rejuvenssn hBT should not oaly dinar to "per- arily awaiting any gaumy jdenoue- ***!« Medford outfit whkh had been
in his rotations to meat Of modern morals
is something In tne d |drums all afternoon.
sonsl obligation
God, but also help mitigate the tasks f interest. It happened last night
Three plays after Linberg's kick-off
and labors of others, aiding, also, or- when a company headed by Phil Wild- found Tufts in fine position to score
ganixed bodies and societies instituted er and Mrs. Cecil Holmes crashed once again, when Ricker attempted to
for the purpose of spreading religion. through with an honest hit in the throw a fot ward to Gatchell only to
shape of the late Harvey O'Higgins have it intercepted at midfield by the.
Two Types Responsibility
In college, too, it is essential to ami Harriet Ford's three-act fatee, f Mt travelling Kennedy who ran it
"remind ourselves" of the two types «On the Hiring Line".
back to the 28 yard line. The Blue
There were flaws evident in both [ eft half took the ball off-side after
of responsibility. Although you msy
gain assistance, "no one can give you structure and presentation; perfec- which Sammy dayman on the dead
indition would be too much to hope for, run heaved s long arching .pass to
an education thst is your own
Add to that moral considering the limited facilities Ellsworth, who was brought down
vidual affair".
and religious cares for innate wel- available. But it cannot be gainsaid j ust one- yard from the goal. It was
fare.
On the other hand, "do you that for upwards of two hours the ) e ft t© "Pat" Clark to make the score
think of" the student or classmate^- audience was held as it seldom is by twelve for on the next play he twirled
perhaps "lonely, discouraged, dis- any cast of amateurs.
n s way once again over the stripe
heartened" whose burden you can
Briefly, the plot concerns currents which lay between a tie and victory,
Do you f Cooks and butlers and cross-cur- dayman's placement was good for the
attenuate to some extent ?
think of those persons sacrificing renta
f domestic quarrels in Com- extra point and there the game stood
many things to secure an education, muters' Hills, New* Jersey. Planked 13-6 in favor of the men from Medfrequently without ^companionship 7 down oy h er husband in what she ford.
Why not help them?"
The first period found the White
considers a howling wilderness, RosaSocial Unity of College
]i n d Fessenden sets her eyes on the absolutely unable to control the ball.
The "corporate l'^e "» ™>* social cjvin tion of Broadway and proceeds fumbling no less than four times each
unity of a college, should unerringly to <jri ve servants out of the house in time not more than thirty yards from
suggest the lend-a-hand instinct. Tm- or^ er to force a return to the city. their own goal. After Gatchell fumteams, class activities, social func- | n u tter desperation her husband bled early in the opening stanza Mactions require collective support, the hires a brace of detectives as butler Mahon recovered on the twenty-seven
duty of the student body. The good
COOK. A^d a daughter in love with yard line, dayman went off i ight
of the college in general must be con- a neighboring chauffeur, who is really tackle for two yards then Kennedy,
sidered. Let us be frank and specific:
e young heir in disguise; the marital who played a sterling game for the
the knowledge of supposedly private lroUD les of the neighbors; the astound- Tufts, carried the pigskin to the 14
drinking parties among the students j njr discoveries of the butler at every yard stripe. Attempting to use the reoften "surprisingly" finds its way to point; and the turning-up of a sup- verse once again, the Blue hit a stone
innocent ears, causing disagreeable ^g^j ij a j S on between Rosalind and wall. Kennedy picked up another four
reflection. Propitious is the time and Ronald Oliver, a somewhat decadent only to have a 15 yard penalty inflicted
place now to guard against such actor> and the usual farcical hell- for holding. The first siege had been
stopped.
Bowdoin war. able to cart
blemishing frivolities, for in a cor- hrot h bubbles merrily,
porate community", such as our
Undoubtedly the lead roles were the ball to the 37 yard line once when
pass tabled for
stttution, "we are trained for larger
outeUndinK 'phil Wi i der has taken a Milliken intercepted a
Ellsworth.
As the period ended the
communities
d gotten it excellently unf t
To sum up. we have a "AmI nease
He avoided the over- ball rested on 26 yard line after an
Gatchell had
almost
fatal
fumble
by
of resyonribdrty' : that of the *?^!
ac ting that leers so temptingly on
Ricker and
he has, and while he snapped been brought back by
,,

selfish
selfish, useless
munity"; he is

—

ConUnaat on Fag* 4

-

i

Hebron
and^ne'st^nd nonorable^
punting kept the two squads more
evenly matched in the period, and al- straightforward". We must keep the
though the prepmen were far out- "two veises branded in our soul
played, they managed to successfully and" what we so often forget—
"carry them into action". Effectively
stave off the Bowdoin attack.
in

,

|

—in contrast—who

%„^ ^U '^

'A Gentleman's Grade" is Often Down. in which he ran, but, what is even
more remarkable, he copped the interGrade, Sometimes Leading to
fraternity classic and placed eleventh
Gentleman's Exit
in the October 23rd Varsity meet at
Harvard. Supporting Uniacke on the
in
college
place
There should be "no
Frosh roster were Art Fox, who
for a student who sets out for a re- scampered home in fifth place in the
This was the M New England freshman fracas, Cobb,
spectable mediocre."
pith of Professor Brown's chapel talk, Hutchinson,
and
Nowlis,
Hubbell,
last Saturday, on "A Gentleman's a band of others. These Frosh should
Grade".
form a powerful nucleus for future
"A gentleman's grade", explained Magee-coached aggregations.
Professor Brown in reference to his
Captain Larry Usher, Steve LavenFirst der, George Sewall, and Dave Morris
spectable,
complacent 'C ".
college days, was once "a good, re- were the big guns for the Varsity
known as the "middle grade", it was squad. Usher placed ninth in the New
gradually lowered in standard, its Englands, while Lavender, Sewall and
nomenclature becoming virtually "a Morris headed the field neck-and-neck
gentleman's downgrade", which some- in the Tufts skirmish.
times "led to a gentleman's exit".
Fresh Swamp All Opposition
When a student gets frequent 'C
At the outset of the season the two
grades, there is evidenced an inclinasquads limbered up on the Pickard
tion on his part to shun the real obseveral treks on the Maine
If he is ob- plot with
jectives in his courses.
street course on the menu. The three
sessed with the C-is-all-right com(Contlnart as r»u» «)
plex, he is not gaining enough out of
his subjects, he is not "challenging"
them with "precious enthusiasm", inDance
terest and realisation of the benefits
An analogous
derived from them.
Held at
counterpart is "a eenterfielder who
agrees to catch three out of five balls
During Holidays
hit to him."
The bane of a college today is "the
Thanksgiving
A.
Bowdoin dance
gentleman's grade and the attitude
near Boston will be held Wednesday
behind it", the speaker said in closing evening,
the 25th of November, at the
j

Next Saturday a terrific battle royal
will take place on Whittier Field as the
clan 8 of Thirty-four and Thirty-five

La
Twenty Y

Perfect

across the goal line unmolested.
The yearlings took the offensive at
the outset, and later taking the kickoff on the 35 yard line smashed
through to a first down with Abelon
and Kenelv doing the work. The Hebronites held, however, and Kenely
r
1I1
i
punted to Kidd who took the ball on his
lead the field in every freshman race 15 yard line and sprinted back to the

!
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Bowdoin Eleven Shows Most.
Power of Season to Scare
year
Tufts, But Loses By 13-6

Vacant By Easton With
Booth *33 Likely Choke

OVER,.

NwwWi

Finishing the first three men in
both races, the Bowdoin 'Varsity and
Frosh harriers defeated Tufts decisively Saturday on a course over the

Baseball Managership Left

GREEN

Lectarea by Mr. Frederick K. DMwilier sad Professor Roderick Scott
s ca sia l s d for
lfth
Mta, respectively, have been
celled owing to Illness of both parties.
risit of Prsfeaser Scott, who

Dr.

Speaker

By Mr.

Lectures

TUFTS RACERS

NO. 16

18, 1931.

been at Tufts since 1908, and received
his M. A. degree from Harvard in
19y6. Mrs. Seavey was Miss Georgia
Duncan of Bath. She survives him.

Brown on successive plays.
dayman returns Ricker's punt in
the initial play of the second period,
placing the oval on his own 43 yard
line.
The efforts of the Tufts contingent to pick up a few yards were
stopped short by Milliken who seemed
to be everywhere the ball was, when
he gathered in a second pass from
the
hands of dayman. Gatchell,
Ricker, and Mo Brown advanced the
ball through the line in successive
attempts, some IS yards. Brown then
took it to the opponents 31 yard line.
At this point, juggling the pigskin
once more became the pastime, when
Gatchell fumbled into Bafkus' arm*.
on the 33 yard line. Uanna hobbled but
recovered. Passing continued to bring
no end of trouble to the White, for
after they gained possession of th<*

•

ball

dayman

retaliated

by intercept-

ing at midfield another of Ricker's
passes which have had little success

Charles Bilodeau

Despite these continued
this season.
sorties of the Brown and Blue at no

time

POSITION

EVENING NEWS ALL MAINE TEAM
PLAYER
COLLEGE

Left End
Left Tackle
Left Guard

Center
Right Guard
Right Tackle
Right End
Quarterback
Left Halfback
Right Halfback
Fullback

Akirich

Maine

Berry
White

Bates
Rates
Bates

Clemons
Bilodeau
Craig

Bowdoin
Maine

Malcolm
Wilson
Peabody
Favor
Rebertseaw

Colby

Msine
Colby

Msine
Maine

in. the first three periods did they
display any great amount of scoring
Cunch or drive. The Bowdoin fumles alone can account for most ot
their fortune in keeping off other
touchdowns by the White. It w...i
through the line that the Bowdoinitee
showed steady gaining power especially in the second and third periods.
The last half found a more consistent
grade of football despite the break
which led to the score. The work of
"Pat" Clark, Kennedy in the barkfield,
Linberg and Ellsworth, in the lin»-,
was outstanding for the Jumbos
while Gatchell, Ricker and Brown in

(Continued on pas* J)
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G. RuBsell Booth *38

Snoots

88 tainly not entirely

MwardB

'33

Cart

James E. Basset* *S4
James C. Freeman '34
Racer S. Hall *S4

*34
a Olson *84

John M. Sinclair
John Morns

'34
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rat skin coats a certain store was
practically giving away? . .
And
football player almost got sick
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The Orient favors and urges serious consideration of the following: a senior dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered
hockey rink, a better road through the campus; closer faculty
scrutiny of the finances of publications, separation of the Bowdoin
Alumnus from the Bowdoin Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket Tax Committee; a longer reading period,
closer contacts through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council and undergraduates, reorganization of

.
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Phi Beta Kappa of Lafayette College has slightly altered the rules for
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admission to the society. Automatic
admission (for seniors with ranking
of 4.55 sad for Juniors with ranking
of 4.8) will henceforth be supplemented by recommending for pledging seniors receiving an average of
4.2 and juniors who rank 4.653.
.
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requirements for degrees.

m
The Orient Platform
This week we are running at the head of this column a statement of what we consider vital needs of the College. We shall continue to run this platform, adding items as they occur, if they
sufficiently important, and discussing separate parts editorially as time and space permit. For the present a brief sum-

seem

mary must suffice.
President Sills' proposal of a senior dormitory has already been
new classroom builddiscussed and has our unqualified support.
ing and a covered hockey rink have long been recognised as cardithe campus is
road
through
better
A
nal needs of the College
imperative. This about covers the suggestions we have to make at

A

present relative to buildings and grounds.
With regard to publications we are in favor of closer faculty
scrutiny of finances. Furthermore, we feel most strongly that the
Bowdoin Publishing Company should be relieved of the burden of
the Alumnus.

Upon inquiry we find at least one institution where all blanket
tax funds are handled by a student committee. While we would
not suggest a change so drastic here, student representation on the
present blanket tax committee is a point for serious consideration.
Concerning college affairs in general, an editorial this week
deals with the absolute need for a longer reading period. Something must be done to bring about closer contact between the undergraduates and the student council. In this connection we have
already suggested published dockets of the meetings of the latter
third item under this
and referenda upon important questions,
head is a tentative suggestion that the awarding of degrees be

A

placed upon a somewhat different basis than at present. Whether
a man emerges from Bowdoin as a Bachelor of Arts or of Sciences
depends now largely upon the subjects he presented for admission
to the College and very little upon what course of study he may
have pursued after matriculation -=*- rather an odd, and in some

ways unfortunate,

situation.

We offer these suggestions for what they are worth. As more
are brought to our attention, they will be added to the list if they
are of sufficient importance, but nothing will be advanced in the
platform except after serious consideration. Contrary to some
opinion about the campus, the ORIENT does not intend to go about
like a small boy sticking pins into people merely to see them jump.
If they do feel themselves getting pricked it is because we feel that
there is a real need for change of some sort. The function of an
undergraduate editorial staff is a peculiar one in that it must try

Never parehed. never toasted

Camels are fresh

m^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

in nature's

own

mild way!

to understand the affairs of at least three bodies considered sepa-

— students, alumni, and faculty

-•*- as well as of the three
one great body we call the College. It must be
need for change, always present somewhere, and it
must seek to advance the particular need of the hour in a manner
which will bring the most results. Such a course often entails disagreement or even unpleasantness, but such unpleasantness is
never staged as a show for the undergraduates. It is a rather sad
commentary that the latter are very prone to regard this as the
case aiul let their interest stop there. Perhaps the killing off of
this indifference before it gets out into the world is another of the

rately

combined

in the

alert to the

cigarette.

ing. They need no parching or toasting to
smooth, palatable, cool.

If inquiry went deeper, it would reveal that Camels
are the natural moisture cigarette*

to

VERYONE knows now

Camels are the fresh

that

That's important, because in handling fine
baccos,

when yon process out

sacrifice freshness

and flavor

natural moisture,

to-

yon

too.

functions of the college editor.

The Reading Period
Last year the Orient ran an editorial dealing with the reading
period and making a plea for an extension of the time allotted for
semester reviewing. The article came too late in the year for any
action at that time, but this season we are renewing our request
with the hope that it may be seriously considered. When the matter was brought up last year student opinion seemed to be largely
in accord, and various members of the faculty were known to favor
our views. While it is probably unnecessary to go in detail into
the arguments that have been set forth on this subject, some dis-

cussion

is

Camel smokers needn't worry about that, because
Camels are blended of fine Turkish and mild Domestic
tobaccos that are never subjected to violent proeess-

Camels are /resit in nature's own mild way, and if
you want to see what that means in unalloyed smoke*
enjoyment, switch to them lor just one day — then
leave them, if you can!
B.

every night except Snnday, N. B.

Red Network

So* Igggi asatr far Km*

is this is it entirely reasonable that a student of average ability should be expected to review an entire semester's work in all his courses in three days plus whatever time
he can get in after examinations have started? We think not,
:

view of the fact that not infrequently a man may have
his exams in the first few days of the period. Some courses can
be sufficiently reviewed in a single evening but others require days
of work. The very nature of some courses makes it impossible to
coordinate a semester's work until all the ground has been covered.
These we feel are likely to be the very ones that are most worth
.while, and at the same time the most abused by the present system.
The study of history, for example, should comprise the intelligent
grasp of whole fields, and not the mere learning of isolated facts.
especially in
all

T*
men

mmmemmj

That's why the Camel Humidor Pack is such a boon
Camel smokers— it preserves the fr&kneu* flavor,

rette to start with.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company** CoatUto-Coaat Radio Programs
CAMEL QVAITII IOUI, Morton
amines Aunt ojuaaicn
Joy, "Old Hunch," and Prince Albert
Oowpey, Tony Wona, and Camel
Orchostra, direction Pan! Van Loan,
Orchestra, direction Jacques Remard,
•very night except Sunday, Columbia
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After looking over two foot stack
of college papers which came from
Add similes: As optimistic as the all parts of the -country, we have
reached these conclusions:
man who visits a fraternity house!
Mustard and Cress
Saturday night, expecting a good
Boston University students will!
fickle University co-eds as far as
And on the subject of ex- have plenty of comebacks at their!
meal
Signs of Winter noted in our last nectetion were we ever fooled when president, how they have learned of! dates are concerned.
week's column have a little addition Stan Chase refused to give us that his youthful weaknesses for cheese,
.
.
.
annuel crop of cigarette hounds perfectly
Elections were called off recently in
in onions and green apples.
legitimate
adjourn
are on the loose again, and that self- Shakespeare last Wednesday
the freshman class at Purdue, besupplying attitude of last summer Among the greater campus dangers
Football he-men at Boston Univer- cause in some preliminary decision,
one lad we list Frere
seems to have worn off
.
sity
announced
published;
in a letter
Tarnowsky's wild
180 votes were cast by 132 freshmen.
we know is already forty-three up on sprints for Adams Hall of a morning in the Boston University News that More dirty politics controlling colhia last year's bumming record. But
But among the since they won their Rhode Island lege elections and among innocent
via bicycle .
sfter all—there is a depression:
greater campus pests we list the lads game, they will have none of the. freshmen at that.
.
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But what if it were? Might it not be said that those mg> breaking- in » new (carved, rakish)
And who's keen filching
who would waste this opportunity are wasting much of their/time pipe?
magazines from the Union?
here at any rate ? Would it not he better for the college to tprh out
a greater number of solidly grounded men, even though a lew
Intercollegiate Column*
abused the privilege that enabled those others to get a sounder and
Philip Belise '32 holds the unique
more liberal learning?
distinction at Holy Cross as being a
We bring this matter up now while there is still time for dis- one-man class. This class is the only
cussion before the forthcoming mid-years. As a liberal college Greek section extant in the Senior
{'ear.
If this one student cuts, does
Bowdoin should consider such a change as vital and important in he prof, have the hour off?
the advancement of the ideals she purports to uphold.
.

Dominic N. Antonueci 12
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And who bought one

The argument that a longer reading period would he wasted by
many students has been brought forward. True, it might be by
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agorta degastajeat.
It's grata
Steve LavegdsV*
teas*
intellectual interest by setting a iremium upon facts and catch- neat* ap*(sd Ttfeden" and Tinje
a>w«U%
but
of aouoc.
"eW-aT
...
be easily learned agd easily parroted bat*,
words that
this telegraph service ain't what it
liberal was when Bad Cornish was a boy
This last is the strongest indictment of the system.
And
who's
offering
odds on
arts college should do all in its power to foster sound learning, but
the Soph-Fresh classic, yon fool
in this one respect Bowdein is falling down badly. Te most of us, Bowdoin almost made little Jumbo*
getting by exams is the imperative need ef the hour, and whether out of big Jumbos dawn at .Medford
Saturday
and closed
discouror not we achieve anything permanent in the process is only of eg»g season by banding a
tl
secondary importance. It may be partly our own fault, but cer- laddies an awful scare, anyhow

»n

Robert L. M.'Ahern

radios magna voce
we're cramming; for an exam.

devoted to at least two or three courses, in the majority of cases?
Aside from Die fact that our present system makes it difficult *wr
many to get throng* exaaw succeagfuPy, it tends to discow*ge **«
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BENEFIT PLAYED TO
PLEASED^ AUDIENCE

1
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(OonUnatd

frojn

up cues perhaps a

HOLD SESSION
OF SOCIAL

;

too avidly

last night, there is a genuine skill in
Likewise Mrs. Cecil
his portrayal.

(Cnnttnard from pans
spite of the slippery fingers

•t the University dining rooms.

1>

there were thirty-two present. BowHolmes, as Rosalind, is to be compli- doin was represented by Messrs. Sills, also. Saturday's game recalls the
mented on her work. There was a Catlin. Casein*. Harwell. SUawood, contest of two years ago at the Oval
White outplayed and outcertain sugary sweetness qf sarcasm Lockwood.
Rendrick,
Abrahamaon. when the
about her Interpretation that gov* it Lancaster, Helmreich, Holmes» Wilder, fought the Medfordites to lose by a
7-6 decision.
The turnout of alumni
all the color necessary to form a liv- and
Kirkland From Bates there were
ing creation. Perhaps Mrs. Morgan Messrs. Carroll, Hovey, My hrman. also is indicative of an ever increat*
iag interest in the competition be»4
mil.- if
j
,
Cajren, should be
Cushine* aa
schools which has
tween
two
Pfofessor
the
Her' ly amusing farce comedy.
mentioned with these two.
"lellmttfl lanjuishjnej*", plus an occa- Chase alone, with his ice-bagged head sprung up in the past few years although Tufts- Bowdoin games harken
sional and almost indefinable poig- and marvelously* filthy dungarees
the thwarted ravings of Phil Wilder back to 1888.
nancy, made capital comedy.
Of the lesser roles, that of Ritchie, over crahmeat and indigestion or the Bartlett. and
Gould. From Colby there
the gumshoe butler, stood out the spirited warfare between Mr. Childs
hisj
and the butler are refreshing, to say were Messrs. Wilinson. Morrow. Eusmoat.
Mr. Randolph Comae, in
tis, Breckenridee. Phelps and Griffith.
monstrous tip-toeiags, guttural ad-^ the least.
The
representatives
of Maine were
The committee in charge of properjuratioas to "Momma", and scowling
Messrs. Ashworth. Majree. Garland.
periods of tranced thought avoided! ties was headed by Mrs. Wilraot B. Chadboume.
Barker,
Stetler
and
any overplaying, and yet throw him- Mitchell, who was aided by Mrs. Kirshen.
self into his role. Professor Chase has Ralph Childs and Mrs. Peter FerThe next meeting of the Association
designed
Ridley
Professor
guson.
of
burlesque
hits
the
finest
one of
will be held at the University of
'82
and
Perry
of
the
set,
much
and
in
some
time. And!
seen at Bowdoin
Maine a year from now. Professor
Mr. Child*, with his cautious reserve, Mandeville '34 bandied the construc- Garland of Maine was elected presiwas the perfect foil to the absurd- tion and lighting effects.
dent and Professor Chadboume of the
The cast In order of appearance:
Fessenden.
His quietness
ities of
place was elected secretary. This
same
was not underacting, it was rather ai Sherman Fessenden . Philip S. Wilder year Professor Catlin of Bowdoin was
Nor will the growing! Dorothy Fessenden
naturalness.
Professor
president, and Assistant
Mrs. Elisabeth Smith Abrahamson, also of Bowdoin, */as
disillusionment of "Momma" Ritchie
be forgotten quickly. The juveniles ox Steve Mack (Stephen MacDonald)
secretary.
Frank Carpenter
the cast, Mrs. Elisabeth Smith and
The rules of the association forbid
Frank Carpenter, are to be congratu- Rosalind Fessenden
publicity to the discussion at meetMrs. Cecil Holmes ings^
latod on their mastery of two rather
Stanley P. Chase
Mrs. Smith as the Ronald Oliver
difficult parts.

BMW
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(Boston University) have finished an
excellent ajDd complete semi-portable
recitals.
plays, lectures
in one

were com,
Revised dormitory rules at Amherst
mendable foe Bowdoin. Milliken in the
pMhrfcit playing any musical instruline intercepting three pa s s es 'and
ments except phonographs after 9.00
blocking one point after touchdown
pan., and- sennit playing phonographs
did chdreman's work for the White

j
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Sid Farrell a/ Deles, refuted «• **>
in. Mais*, has
deserted the Bobcat sport teams for

one of the beet re***

tbebirMssn, AceardingtaaUwisten
writer Sid U betas riven a tsiaj with
(he B sete n Brains, and wi« net return
to onllege rerardleas of the verdict
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at Benoit's

Wednesday
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Screen Son*

Thersday

long-suffering daughter particularly Pansy Capron, Mrs. Morgan Cushjng
Randolph Coraee
stood out. . A certain breathlessaess Ritchie
about Mr. Carpenter's lines is a ques- Mrs. Ritchie . . Miss Helen Campbell
Ralph de S. Childs
tk>n of characterization rather than William Capron

Dogskins - Lamb Wombat and Coonskins - at the
lowest prices Furs have been
for 15 years.
Best quality

-

.

anything

.

else.

the Hiring Line" was originally presented in New York in 1919, the
work of the inveteratery collaborating
Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford.
No small part of the success of the
local presentation
due to the calibre of coaching secured. Mrs. Harvey
O'Higgins took entire charge of direction^ and naturally was able to
give a polish to the by-action which
could not have been atyuned in any
other way, familiar «§' she is with
the production.
The* original cast at
the Criterion, where Use premiere reincluded
ceived
excellent
notices,
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Richsrd Arlen - Peggy Shannon
Jack Oakie - Regis Toomey
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BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

it will

ATTRACT ATTENTION

H.S.MelchcrCo.

night, once •more uadsifo he auspices
of the Emergency Relief Committee.
can honestly lecmrmend it, not as
an example of satire on human behavior, or an experiment in drama of
any school, but as a sbeerly and vast-

Morton'* News Stand

so that

.

Comedy

hold Reader Interest.

Laura Hope Crews.-gjJpey Toler, Bobert Hudson, and DqnjjfB Gallahrr.
will be presented
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How very necessary then
your PRINTING be DIS-
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The play

A Sound Slant
Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
you sell and where your business is
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Thursday and Friday

November 18th
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RUTH CHATTERTON
- mONCE A LADY
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Afloat for Victor Radio
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smoke

Luckies

-"they're kind to

"Of course
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I

my throat"

smok*

thought everybody did.
They're kind to my throat— yog
Luckies

I

don't hear them in the microphone.

And

that's a vary neat ttttia
handle on your now Cellophane wrappe r/*

You may be
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knowing that not on* cant
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Artittt,

Ino Claire wasn't content with being
ah acknowledged ruler of the American
stage— now she's capturing Hollywood,
tool Here she is in one of those stunning
Chanel creations she wears in Samuel

GoWwy n's production, "The Greeks
Had A Word For It," a United
Artists' picture. Don't miss that picture.
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A formula to
—

System a safe margin of telephone supmust always be on hand to assure

plies

continuous, efficient service.

Telephone men attacked (his problem

—

of distribution in a scientific spirit
studied every angle of purchasing, shipping, \varehousing,costs, methods. There
emerged a mathematical formula. From

buying*'

have been developed showing
just how much of any item should be
stocked to meet requirements most economically. Result: investment in stock
is kept low
turnover is speeded-up
99.25#> of orders are filled without delay!
The working out of this formula is
typical of the thought Bell System men
give to improving the telephone art in
this, tables
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BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE

atone offers tha tie out pre taction of tha
exclusive "TOASTING" Process which includes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays
—tha process that axpals certain harsh,
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are costly in any industry. In the Bell
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STATISTICS OF BOWDOIN.

TUFTS FOOTBALL GAME

.

Tufts
First

GREEN WINS

OVERWRITE

i

j

CUBS BY &0

14

€

226

131

rushing
rushing

SOPHOMORES FACE
MM
TUFTS
CONFIDENT FROSH
HUMBLED
IN ANNUAL CLASH

«
BY

it*

(GobUbdm from

Last few Days

Bowdoin

downs by

of our

Yards gained by
First

the 42 yard line. The Green backs were
again stopped and Secino booted to
Bowdoin's 15 yard liae. Baravalle, going like a steamroller, picked up four
yards on a spinner through center.
Kenely was forced to kick again, and
Hebron, in an effort to hold her slim
lead was satisfied to lay back and play
a defensive, game. In the closing minutes Kenely found a weak spot in the
Green line and he ripped off two first
CHtiMtd (ran Fin I
downs in a row. Baravalle picked up
Bowdoin kicked off to Hebron on the four through center, but Kenely could
34 yard line to open the second half. only add one through tackle.
Hebron immediately punted back to
Kenely threw a pass that Kent
the Cubs' 37 yard stripe from which missed by inches, and Bowdoin was
Baravalle smashed through the Green forced to kick again. Kent did some
marvelous work getting down under
line for a first down in two tries. Here
the punts and he again dumped Fitzthe Academy boys tightened up and patrick for no gain. Kidd seeped
Kenely punted out on the Green 21 through the White line for' 18 yards
Fitzpatrick was
yard line. Hebron tried the White line, and a first down.
and making no progress, booted to piled up behind the line, but Brown
Abel on who was tackled before he and Kidd managed to go the ten yards
caught the ball. Hebron was penalized for a first down. At this point the
15 yards and it was Bowdoin's ball on Cubs definitely stopned the Green onslaught which Merrill topped off with a
Hebron's 45 yard marker.
r
Both teams were playing a cagey beautiful tackle of Kidd. Kenely faded
game, punting oh the second down and back and threw a short pass over the
center
of the line to Kent that was
waiting for the breaks. After an exchange of punts Hebron got the ball in good for 11 yards as the game ended.
mid-field. Secino and Kidd collaborated
Had the Cubs taken to the air in the
to make a first down on the Bowdoin first half when they had the .ball in
34 yard chalk line. Here Hebron un- Green territory the outcome might
corked as Aeat a lateral as has been have been different. The yearlings
seen on Whittier field this season. were also handicapped by the lack of
Brown going around the right end to sufficient backfield material to hit the
the 14 yard line before Baravalle line. Baravalle and Kenely consistentthrew him outside. Kidd hit the line ly carried the ball for the Freshmen
three successive times to make a first and the terrific pace was beginning to
down on the Bowdoin nine yard stripe. show on these men toward the end of
The Cubs held momentarily but Brown the game.
finally sifted through, a hole in the
The line-ups:
right side of the Bowdoin line for the
(6) Hebron
score.
The try for the extra point Bowdoin Freak (0)
Kent, le
le, Fearon
failed.
It. Bennett
Hebron got off a poor kick on the Low, It
Nason,
lg
lg. Nelson
kick-off but they managed to recover
c. McDonough
the ball on Bowdoin's 41 yard line. Keville, c
rg. Hennigan
Baravalle smeared Kidd for a one yard Barbour, rg
rt, Morrison
loss and a Hebron fumble forced them Holden, rt
to punt to Bowdoin as the quarter Bigelow (Sargent. Behr), re
re, Sullivan
ended with the ball deep in White ter-

2

1

10
2

2

5
2
5

22

20

per punt
lost on

34

34

penalties

20
4

•

We

Average yardage

WMii Ju

Turn* 1)

Re-Valuation Sale

downs by

passing
Passes attempted ..
Passes completed .
Passes intercepted .
Yards gained by
passing

Fumbles

j

!

7

1.

2.
3.
4.

.

Varsity Race
Lavender, Bowdoin
Sewall, Bowdoin
Morris, Bowdoin

5.

Moran, Tufts
Usher, Bowdoin

6.

Thistlewaite. Bowdoin

visit to this

outstanding event

SEASON OF TRIUMPHS

;

The summary:

a

ROAD RACING REVIVAL
BRINGS A BRILLIANT
(Coatlamd from Paaa 1)

definitely closes
Saturday
night Much of our stock has been
replenished with stock from our
Portland shop for these last few

Sale

races scheduled for the Frosh
proved to be nothing more or les.;
than pushovers for the strong '35

dual

troupe. Morse High of Bath, Bridgton Academy, and Maine Central Institute were crushed by decisive margins with Uniacke, Cobb, Fox, and
Hutchinson leading the Bowdoin pack.
Next on the docket was the Harvard intercollegiate cross-country run
of October 23, open to New England
colleges.
Both Varsity and Cub runners were entered in the gruelling 41
Bunching five men
mile grind.
Uniacke, Lavender, Morris, Sewall,

—

days.

QDADSMKDN
M COQPORATED

—

and

the
Usjjav
respectively in
eleventh fl Mf teenth places, Bowdoin
clinched j Hp place with 65 points,
and
College
trailing ^pingfield
Rhode Island State. Bowdoin's showing on the Charlesbank contour was
regarded as a test of the true
strength that Jack was reputed to

I

stalwarts.

his

Hutchinson did the customary Rover
stunt, winning hand-in-hand.
•
»
•

Sportsman's Pen

The result
Bowdoin
exemplified
that
clearly
would have to be reckoned with when
it came to deciding the New England
Cross-country Championship November ninth on the same course.
have in

Boy

men played their but football
game for Bowdoin in the dusty Tufts
Oval* last Saturday: Morris Brown.
Charlie Bilodeau. Stan Gould. Creighton Gatchell. John Hay. and John Albert Bicker. Hubert C. Barton and
D. U. Takes Inter-frat Battle
Reino Olson are senior* who were unIn the interim between the two able to play because of injuries ininter-fraternity
epics,
curred in previous games.
Charlesbank
the
•
*
S
diadem was copped by Delta Upsilon.
Although Tom Uniacke, wearing Beta
The track team did a very thorough
Theta Pi spangles, maneuvered the job in winning both freshman and varhome course in the fast time of sity cross country races by sizable
19:04.6, D. U. placed Dave Morris, margins.
Only one Tuft* runner.
Larry Usher, and Arthur Fox at hi* Moran, prevented Bowdoin from a perheels to win the coveted plaque by the fect score in the varsity race, while
was
secUniacke.
Art Fox and Elmer
Tom
record score of 38. Zeta Psi
ond with 102 points, while Chi Psi,
Alpha Delta Phi, and Psi Upsilon up the season in a Maze of glory,
trailed in the order named.
scoring 18-87 and 23-32 victories over
The second Harvard meet was next the Tufts Varsity and Frosh at Medin line to arrest the attention of Bow- ford. Lavender, Sewall, and Morris led
The Var- the pack in that order, although these
doin road-team followers.
sity romped home in fourth position three Bowdoin harriers broke the tape
in the intercollegiate struggle. Cap- in a blanket finish. Usher placed fifth
tain Usher salted down ninth place, and Perkins seventh to account for
Steve Lavender fourteenth, and Dave Bowdoin's total of 18. In the Cub
Morris twenty-second.
New Hamp- scrap Uniacke again came through to
shire, M. I. T., and Maine headed lug off first place.
Bowdoin.
Graduation will take a heavy toll
Tom Uniacke hoofed the course a' on the Varsity's hopes for next year.
few feet ahead of a Northeastern Captain Larry Usher, George Sewall,
flyer to take first honors in' the fresh- Ned Packard, Steve Lavender, and
man trek. Art Fox came home fifth Emmons will not be available. Howto do his bit towards giving the White ever, a flock of likely prospects will
Cubs third place behind New Hamp be on deck from this year's Frosh agshire and Maine.
gregation to bolster up the Varsity.
Beat Tufts 18-37 in Dual Grind
Last Saturday the two teams wound
8.

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT

Cary, Tufts
Spofford, Tufts

9.
10.

Any intelligent person may earn
money corresponding for newspapers; all or spare, time; experience
unnecessary; no canvassing; send

Freshman Race

I

1.
1.

L
4.
5.

6.

Uniacke, Bowdoin
Hutchinson, Bowdoin
Fox, Bowdoin
Bowen. Tufts
Lawrence, Tufts
Roberts, Tufts

8.
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Dick Atwood, T. D.
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STUDIO

We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods. Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- from $ef.ee ap . Guns taken in train
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imtried Cheeses and Biscuits of all
UVERNOIS CYCLE ft GUN STORE
nds east of Portland.
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Town
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last
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Fine Repairing ami Engraving

smooth and

-GROCERS—
cater to fraternity trade

"FRANCIS"
Diamonds and Watches

Brunswick

Cream
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MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET
who

do the work
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LEBEL/S

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

me!"

STREET

PHIL BRISK
I

McINTIRE and ROYAL

better to

Mtfc

Candy and

Oxfords—$5

and

EAST

NEW YORE CITY

Bostonian and FTorsheim

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
it

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Watch For Oar Repreoeatstir*

MAINE

ItS

I4S-M

ha business

Give

{gRISK

Store

Saaeter Peas for

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

•

•

Always Noticed
But Never IhtiajbU

By An

Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

yean

•

It seems good to see Charlie Barbour and Ray Olson on their feet
again. Joe Stetson, too, has recently
been able to put away the cratches.

Stink Srotymi

Watch Repairing

ANTIQVITY SHOP

25

yards.

1C

Jewelry

Varney's

Savage, Tufts
Pierce, Tufts

1* Spring Stn Brunswick

Dave Morris furnished the real excitement in the varsity 31 mile grind,
sprinting fifty yards to the finish with
Captain Moran of Tufts, who was
given third place over Morris in a
close decision.
Steve Lavender and
George Sewall led this pair by thirty

well dressed.

for free booklet; tells how. Heaeock, Room 574. Dun Bldg„ Buffalo. N. Y.

Hubbell, Bowdoin
Nowlis, Bowdoin

7.

9.
10.

Six

Murphy, Tufts
Thompson, Tufts

7.

They keep

effort

these

few days worth

last

j

Gamma

make

to

—

Delta

have made every

Yards

this year, a strong attack may be
evolved, with Burdell and McNutt
both varsity ineligibles as the nucleus.
Reid. the first string blocking moved into the lead in that order.
quarterback of the varsity, will see The trio pulled into a safe lead over
plenty of opportunity to pave the way the pack and as they came into sight
Lavender
homestretch.
the
for runs. Hubbard, lately the starting down
right half on the varsity, has possi- jumped ahead and breasted the tape a
bilities as a threat both in running and winner by six yards. Sewall and Morreceiving passes. The backfield roster ris finished practically in a deadlock
is completed by Sumner, Godfrey, at his heels.
The Frosh race went to the undeKingsbury and Burton.
Taken as a whole, the Soph line-up feated Uniacke and his equally undelooks to have a slight advantage over feated teammates to the score of 28
the first year men, by virtue of added to 82. The inability of Emmons Cobb
experience and varsity practice. The to compete owing to a poor ankle was
frosh base their hopes on their pre- a blow to Bowdoin chances, but the
vious teamwork and a number of good first three romped across the line arm
reserves.
in arm to win. Carl Hubbell was sevProbable Starting Line-ups
enth, and Nowlis eighth for the winSophomores
Freshmen ners, to round out the score. The
McKenney, re
re. Bigelow Bowdoin men went into a lead in the
second lap, and finished 35 yards
Drake, rt
rt, Holden
ahead of the next man, Bowen, of
Pickard, rg
rg. Barbour
Tufts.
c. Keville
Davis, c.
,
The frosh intercollegiate champion
lg. Hughes
Archibald, lg
romped into a lead at the start of the
It. Low race, with Art Fox setting the pace
Ackerma a. It
Kent
le.
Larson, le
at the end of the first lap. Hutchinson
qb, Merrill and Hubbell were close up for the
Burdell. qb
lhb. Kenely Cubs. At the second lap the three BowReid. lhb
rhb. Abelon doin men had established a ten yard
Hubbard, rhb
fb, Baravalle lead over the field, and at the end ol
McNutt, fb
three quarters had drawn 35 yards
ahead of the group.
Lafayette College Is much pleased
They were not pressed the last lap
at the discovery of several historic ana swung home winners by an easy
relics valuable for use in their Cenyards. Three Tuffs men finished beMost 50
tennial Pageant next spring.
fore the next White runners, Hubbell,
important of these objects are a tally- Nowlis who completed the Bowdoin
ho coach, several old-fashioned car- quintet.
riages, some wagons and a hearse.

Sorority at the UniHurley (Merrill), qb
qb. Kidd versity of Missouri is the most popritory.
rhb. Secino ular sorority, due to the fact that its
Kenely, standing behind his own Kenely, rhb
permit their escorts
membeis
will
not
Baravalle.
lhb
lhb,
Brown
(Jeremiah)
to
punt
line,
got
off
a
beautiful
goal
to spend more than five cents for a
Kidd in mid-field. Kent made a won- Abelon (Palmer), fb
fb. Young (Fitzpatrick) drink at the soda fountain.
derful tackle in bringing him down on

iHtk*.
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College Training
At $66,000 By IHpiilaunt

COUNCIL GIVES

Of

MAJOR LETTERS
TO SEVENTEEN

Varsity B's

MILLIKEN ELECTED
FOOTBALL CAPTAIN
W. H. Lowell Chosen Manager of Football, Booth

The college gradaate may expect to aara $173,Mt dvriag his
spaa, whereas the high school
gradaate will earn aaly
according to William Athcrton
Da Pay, executive asaktaat at
the Depart ssent of Interior who
ha* i«* completed a atatistical
etwdy ef the earning power of
edsjcaiiam. This seta the value ef
a college education at Ua,tM.

The Bowdcin Gym Team, under the
guidance of Professors Thomas Means
and Roland H. Cobb, has become in a
few years one of the most active of
athletic groups in coiletre. and one of
the most highly respected. Since its
start in 1925. with purely intramural
interest, the team has trained support
until it is content with no less rivals
than Dartmouth. Springfield, and the
United States Military Academy.

In sharp contrast to the boy
with hat grade school training,
the high school gradaate at 18
earns fMfl.
At 22 he nets annually $1.5t*. the maximum of
the average income of a man with
grade s chool education.

The

At a recent meeting of the Athletic
Council seventeen men who played on
the varsity football team during the
past season were awarded their

ma-

and managers for various
teams were chosen. J. H. Milliken,

jor letters

was elected captain of the
team for 1932 and W. H.

'33,

Jr.,

football

Lowell, Jr., '33, manager.
The following were the
ing- varsity 'etters:

W. P.akanowsky
'32,

*33,

C. C. Bilodeau '32,

J32, G.
J. W.

D. Briggs

Hay

'33, S.

men

receiv-

H. C. Barton

M. P. Brown

W. Gould

*32,

H. B. Hubbard '34, T.
A. Larson '34, J. H. Milliken, Jr., '3^,
C. H. McKenney '34, R. Olson *32, D.
K. Reid '34, H. W. Richardson "34,
J. A. Kicker '32, R. G. Torrey "33, R.
M. Lamport (Mgr.) '32.
The membership in the Athletic
Council for the season l!»31-32 is an
follows:

"32,

faculty

members,

B.

W.

Bartlett, M. B. Cushing, Dr. H. L.
Johnson; alumni members, W. R.
Crowley, H. T. Gibson, C. L. Hildreth,
J. H. Joy, Allan Woodcock; student

members, C. R. Stanwood '32, W. L.
Usher '32, R. E. McLaughlin '33, J. H.
Milliken, Jr., '33, C. W. Allan '34. ,
G. Russell Booth '33 was elected
manager of baseball to fill the vacancy caused by Norman P. Easton's
leaving school. H. P. Foster '33 was
elected manager of the varsity tennis
team. C. E. Hardies, Jr., '34, J. M.
Sinclair '34 and R. H. Davis '34 were
made assistant managers of football.

college

gradaate

to

Win Classic
Two Years

lei
squad through
a similar schedule, and was aided by.
the addition to the team of Leavitt and
Willcs.
In 1928 Stewart represented

TQ

I

GREEK AT VERMONT
Visitor to College Chooses

'

:

!

"On Reading
Homer"

Subject

their

offside

for

,gg* *? ^W*¥
Uw

penalty, incurred while

20.

perfectly drilled and well coordinated,
definitely
outplayed the yearlings,
who failed to produce the flashy style
of attack they demonstrated earlier in
Even at that, however,
the season.
the sophs would have gained no better than a tie had not a freshman been
offside as Dick Robbins' dropkick for
the extra point bounced on the crossOn his second atbar and failed.
tempt, Robbins made the kick perfectly-

after gain, Robbins charging
through for the score. The most spectacular play of the encounter, however, was furnished by a fighting
freshman end, Bill Bigelow, who, in

gain

sterling

all-

around game, caught a pass from Joe
Kenely and ran ten yards with three
tacklcrs hanging on him to tally the
lone frosh score, with less than a
minute left to play in the last stanza.
Merrill's try for the extra point wac
neatly smothered by Nate Miller,

sophomore end, and the play killed
freshman hopes of victory.
Bald statistics would indicate that
the frosh were slightly superior, for,
although they made but 6 first downs
to the 7 of '34, they gained a total
In
of 160 yards to the sophs' 117.
this instance, however, the figures lie.

The yearlings found the going easy
on the first five yards for a first
down, but the inspired soph line conrose with undreamed of
sistently
power to hurl them back on a try
for the other five yards. Much of the
frosh yardage was the fruit of a fran
tic passing attack late in the fourth
period in which five passes were completed for a total gain of 79 yards
The entire second-year team played
as a unit, with no individual sta.
definable in the line. Their forwani
on

S O I

1

i*ire

4

C I

to general confusion of de-

Due

the
the dormitories,
Orients of non-fraternity men will
henceforth be left in IV»n LanMoulton
at
the
office
caster's
livery

i

in

that this
is believed
I'nion.
It
Ian will eliminate the failure of

these

men

ularly.

White Key

thir-

-

,

|

«^

.

!

gnashing of teeth over the records of'
BASIS
her gym team, an organization making
up in initiative whatever it inav lack in
pplish and experience. The history of
the group'* earlv progress reads like
some of Bowdoin's early athletic venProfessor S. B. Smith An- tures of fifty years ago.
Early Teams Non-Competitive
nounces
Type of
The first Bowdoin gym team, develExamination
oping the sport on an intramural
plane, was organised in 1925 with Collins as captain and Friwel. Wright and
Professor Stanley B. Smith, Chair- Stewart prominent members. The anman of the Committee on State of nual Y.M.C.A. exhibition, formerly
Maine Scholarships announces that held at Bowdoin Just prior to Easter

CHANGE
FOR
MAINE SCHOLARSHIPS

|

:

i

New

!

!

>

to

$500 each, will be this year awarded
to Maine secondary school students
on the basis of examinations radically different fiom those of the past

M

^"f^E***>. Dartmouth Wi-U». and
:

Z^i^^u
e

H '2

,on

\
Army

Chnstnufc v* 1*. Bradt. Bowman. Eaton, Leavitt. and Thomas comprised the team.
The 1931 team, with Marion Short
captain, met every first-rate team

2fc
th
"^ "1

™

"Herraalm Hag«8rl, weff

have"*much

Start

to

Practice Soon

Athletics

-

Service Committee, an Instructor in
Greek and Archaeology at the Columbia Summer School, associated with
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, and Chairman of its
Committee on Fellowships since 1906.
In literarv endeavor, he has been a
contributor of many interesting arti-

Homeric meter and style in
numerous publications: notablv The
American Journal of Philology. The
American JflMmi of Archaeology,
am* srhrrcv
cles on

Wm#n-a*

''In this world ye
points toward the final rating of one
points.
An Informational tribulation; but be of good cheer, for. poet and biographer, will be at BowExamination, similar in nature to I have conquered the world." Using idoin College on the evening of Sunthose given before and covering gen- this passage from the gospel ac-jday, December 6, and will present
eral knowledge in virtually all fields
cording to St. John, the Rev. Mr. Ar- leadings from his poems in the lounge
of thought and activity, will count
Mr. HagcTrinity of the Moulton Union.
twenty-five points toward the total. thur B. Kinsolving, rector of
A second twenty-five points may be Church, Boston, explained wha* he dorn will come here after delivering
at Har
poem
Kappa
Phi
Beta
the
acquired through a Completion Test, considered
essential
very
three
this paper being carefully prepared
December 5.
qualities in the life of man: "ability vard University on
as a test of general ability to comBiographer of Theodore Roosevelt
realize the wrongs of the world",
to
In
prehend linguistic relationships.
"optimism through love", and "vie- land Leonard Wood, Mr. Hagedorn is
addition to the eighty points possible
tory", well illustrated by the lives of Secretary of the Roosevelt Memorial
as a result of these three tests, a
Association and an outstanding aumen.
maximum of twenty points may bf- three
former
of the World's Wrongs", thority on the life of the
awarded by the Committee for out- "Realization
he
_
„ ,,
President. In the field of poetry,
S„
'
Dr. Selby, president of Mansfield
standing excellence in various fields
Troo
of tho
h
f
h
accustomed
was
speak
as
College,
of extra-curricular activity such
WoGuard «, The Heart of
Mr.
school publications, athletics, music, Oxford Chapel when the Rev
th
h the
f Corinth
public speaking, debating, dramatics Kmsolving was a student at he un.- „,
d
hef volumes
He was a little old man
versity.
and managerships.
. _
whose life had been affected by the'
T
A folder describing tne scholarships loss
realised
war.
He
in
of
son
the
a
will
and the new basis of examination
the world and advobe mailed to secondary school prin- the wrongs of
man's
a
saying
that
change,
cated
a
cipals and to any others requesting
life was not his awn and that he
it, some time in December.
should go out to right wrongs and
help unfortunate persons.
Speaking as he did to a group at Play is Step in General Increase
college men, who, for the most part,
of Interest in Organization Undei
were irresponsible, his words made a
Tarnowsky
impression
on many of
forceful
wrongs
the
realized
Selby
them. Dr.
The French Club plans to present,
of the world and set forth remedies
440 Students
latter
part of this month, a
for them; but he had no love of man- in the
comedy entitled "Service D'Ami".
bers in 1931 National
kind nor optimism.
With the cast probably selected by
"Optimism Through Love"
now with rehearsals beginning at
The Rev. Mr. Kinsolving illustrated once, much enthusiasm is being shown
his second point "optimism through
members toward the
The annual Red Cross drive con- love", by reference to the life of by the club
pending feature. Charles Stewart
ducted in the college produced excel- Henry P. Nichols, president of the Mead *33 is committee chairman, and
As was true of Dr. possible coach, of the play. Fellow
lent results for 1931, and improved to Alpine Club.
Nichols had lost a son in Tarnowsky, faculty advisor of the
a marked extent the standing of the Selby, Mr.
the war, but it never dampened his club, will supervise.
college in respect to percentage of
seventy-seven
throughout
spirits
Discussing the play, Fellow Tarstudent members.
years of suffering and pain. Through nowsky said that already "La PeFour hundred and forty men dio the ministry he met many people and tite Academie", French Club of Bates
His love College, had accepted an invitation to
their bit during the eight days of learned to love mankind.
cooperation made him see the bright side of Hie, attend, and it awaited only the anThis
here.
soliciting
boosts the percentage of student greeting every thing with a smile. nouncement of the date of presenmembers to well over seventy-five Henry P. Nichols learned of "opti- tation. He mentioned also that one
per cent, and pushes the number of mism through love".
private
little
convenient
the
of
enrollments in the college consider"Victory"
theatres about Brunswick was being
ably beyond the marks of the last few
Rev. Mr. Kinsolving's third point sought eagerly.
years.
is
it
itself,
club
the
Turning
to
was' "victory". "Any human being
Professor Morgan B. Cushing was may have a victorious life and there found that it has had five years of
chairman of the Brunswick drive is some force good enough and strong successful existence.
This year's group, meeting genercommittee.
Dean Paul Nixon had enough to conquer any trouble of
charge of the college drive and War- life". In connection with this poiiit ally at least once a month, had made
len S. Palmer '32 acted as student Rev. Mr. Kinsolving told about a man an auspiciously different beginning.
tentative schedule, Fellow Taidirector. Presidents of the various
The
who held a successful position in New
fraternities and a committee of non- York City as an engineer and who nowsky has announced, is to hold meetfraternity men conducted the actual worked at Dudley Camp, an institu- ings in which games are played in
solicitation.
songs sung in French. Puztion for boys, during the summer. Ha French,
Of the membership fees, fifty cents loved the boys so much that he zles and charades add incentive to the
of each dollar remains with the local dropped his work as an engineer and conversational practices of the memchapter, and fifty cents is turned over took up preaching the gospel, there- bers, all of whom take part in the
to the national headquarters.
in discussion, if only for a word. Everyin finding his "victorious life",
thing points toward an entertaining
this man's heart shone the modem
No one had French-talking atmosphere. All these
"livingness of Christ".
Tarnowsky adds, lend
ever given him a true picture of God things, Fellow
suggestion to the slogan, "S'inscrin
.
while he was a college student; so he
started a society to help bring col- en s'amusant".
The officers of the French Club
lege students nearer to God.
this year are as follows: president,
The Mathematics Club meets again
John, the Baptist
Paul Ellsworth Everett '32; vice presthis coming Friday in the loungeRev.
Mr.
his
talk,
concluding
In
ident, Richard Arthur Durham '82;
room of the Moulton Union at 7.30
Melcher Prince
cordia; Kinsolving told about the difference secretary-treasurer,
a
extends
It
o'clock.
invitation to the Mathematics classes between John the Baptist and Jesus Fobes '32.
5-0 and 7-8. Although the subject of Christ. "First came John the BapInterfraternity
Handicap
The
the meeting is as yet unannounced, a tist, who realized the wrongs of the
profitable session is expected. Officers world and preached of the doom of Track Meet will begin next week and
of the club are: president, Melcher P. the world. Jesus came and loved the will continue for several weeks with
conspirit
of
a
built
up
taking
place each
and
events
people
two or three
Fobes '32; secretary-treasurer, Joseph
The Freshman Meet will take
C. Roper '82; chairman of program lidence and assurance in the divine day.
»
power".
place in two or three weeks.
committee, Richard N. Sanger '32.

zincs.

falling to their lot.

COACH RALPH CHILDS
ANNOUNCES CAST FOR
"WINGS OVER EUROPE"

;

;

Tarbell,

to get their papers reg-

Spingarn,

Parker

;

,

.
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Have Leading Roles

Bart Godfrey, who as a freshman
"Wings Over Europe", the Masque
and Gown production for Christmas last year, provided the most sensaHouse Party, will be presented Fri- tional playing of the season to scortwo
goals in eight seconds and win
day afternoon, December 18, at 2.15
single-handed from
Bates,
In pa*v almost
o'clock at the Cumberland.

.

'

COMIC PRODUCTION
"SERVICE D'AMF

COLLEGE RED CROSS

Become Mem-

Campaign

MATHEMATICS CLUB
TO MEET FRIDAY

Captain Charlie Bilodeau, after
"making the all-state football team,
will continue with sports as the mainstay of the squad.
A dependable
player last year, Bilodeau is expecteu
to develop into a star wingman. Hank
Richardson and Charlie McKenney,
other first-string footballers, will also
work for the team and will no doubt
make the first squad. Both are rangy,
heavy and fast, and will be valuable
additions.

^

„„_ __
PLANS
FRENCH CLUB

in

Production

Youth^e

.

I

years this annual feature has startec will probably be a regular in the forat 4.<tii, after the conclusion of the ward line. Bob Hayden and Russ
but Dak in of last year's frosh team will
matinee,
regular
theatre's
"Wings Over Europe" will commence no doubt see action as well as John
at the more convenient time of 2.1o. Rosenfeld, of last year's varsity.
Three Teams to Compete
Professor Ralph de Someri Childs,
coach of the presentation, recently
A varsity, jayvee and frosh team
announced the cast. Albert W. Tar- will all play games on the outdoor
bell '32 as Francis Lightfoot, Edwara rink on the Delta, with the Maine
D. W. Spingarn '33 as Secretary of State Series the chief aim of the varState for Foreign Affairs, and Philip sity.
Coach Wells will handle all
Parker ~*35 as the Prime Minister, three teams, which will probably
have the leading roles. Both Tarbel: polish off their play by games among
and Spingarn are members of the tnemselves.
Executive Committee of Masque ana
Last season's frosh team was good
Gown, while Parker, being a fresh- enough to take over the varsity,
man, is a newcomer to Bowdoin captained by Herbie Rose, in the two
dramatics.
games in which the teams faced each
other, and many other men, unmen"Highly Engrossing Play"

"Wings Over Europe"

is

a three act,

Theatre Guild, melodramatic comedy that was presented in New York
with success two seasons ago. Walter
Winchell, famed

critic,

made the

lowing comment: "An unusual
highly engrossing new play

fol-

and

.

most compelling and' at times hair-

The

action of the play revolves about one Mr. Lightfoot, a
scientist by trade, who brings to the
British Cabinet the knowledge of his
discovery that he can control atomic
energy and make England a whirlpool in the Atlantic Ocean. Lightfoot
leaves it to the Cabinet to carry out
raising."

this

knowledge.

Not

satisfied

with

the accomplishments of the Cabinet,
the scientist brings about a "hairraising" crisis. As part of the crisis
airplanes are heard over every capital
in

Europe, hence "Wing s Over Eu-

rope".

The

entire cast

is

as follows:

Walter Grantlv, the Prime Minister
Philip Parker "3o
Lord Sunningdale, Lord Privy Seal
Albert S. Davis,

Jr., '33

Lord Dedham, Lord Hi|h Chancellor
Charles L. Kirkpatrick '33
(Continued on pace

ft)

LETTERMEN ELECT
MILLIKEN CAPTAIN
Elections for next year's varsity
football season were held at a meeting of the letter men Friday, November 20. John H. Milliken '33 was
elected captain of the 19S2 White
team.
W. Holbrook Lowell, Jr., "33,
will take care of the managing side,
with Charles E. Hardies, Jr., '34, and
John M. Sinclair '34 as assistants.

Debating Aided Elsewhere
Although debating will have its
apportionment of last year cut almost
in

half by the latest schedule, this
in view of the

was deemed advisable

fact that a special fund will be allocated by the President for interscholastic debating, and it was agreed
that the estimated needs for this season be kept down accordingly.
The detailed report of the committee, as it is printed elsewhere in this
paper, was only arrived at after four

extended meetings of that group. The
undergraduate managers of ever)'
activity concerned were present and
brought
forward their respectiv?
budgets, which were then considered

in relation to the entire
ray of expenses and resources.

mmmmmm
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MAGEE RETURNS FROM
ATHLEnCTONVENTION
Is

Responsible for Adoption
of 35 Pound Weight

Event
Coach Magee, upon his return from
the Amateur Athletic Union Convention at Kansas City, expressed
great satisfaction with his trip and

that he was largely responthe adoption by the conven35 pound weight event to be
in the National A. A. U.
championships to be held in New
York City this winter.
In introducing this event, Coach
Magee said it was with an eye to the
future. In the capacity of an Olympic
coach,
Magee feels the need for pracon
tice for those athletes who have graduated from college or belong to athto Appoint
letic clubs.
He is sure his plan will
Students
offer both the incentive and the opportunity to practice under toe same
On November 4, 1!>31. President conditions they had as undergraduSwarthmore ates. He added that lack of compeof
Frank
Aydelotte
and no
College, American Secretary to thf tition means no practice,
Rhodes Trustees announced the per- practice means softening up and loss
sonnel of the Maine State Committee of interest which make it impossible
of Selection for the Rhodes Scholar- to maintain and increase development.
ships.
Coach Magee had such men as ConChairman, Dr. Augustus 0. Thomas, Secretary-General of the World nors of Yale, Wright of Cornell, Black
Federation of Education Association.-, of Maine, and Gwynn of Pittsburgh in
mind
when he advanced this plan.
Washington, D. C; Secretary, Professor Thomas Means, (Connecticut and Were there no events in which these
Bowdoin College; men might participate, there would be
Merton,
lttll),
Dean Paul Nixon, (Connecticut and no real reason for their -practicing
Balliol, 11KM), Bowdoin College; Pro- and, when the outdoor season apfessor S. R. Ashby, (Texas and Mer- proaches, they would be in poor conditon, 1904), University of Maine; Pro- tion for the 16 lb hammer thro>».
fessor C. J. Weber, (Maryland and Since proficiency in the 16 lb hammei
throw comes from practice with the
Queen's, 1914), Colby College.
The Committee is to meet the can- 35 pound weight Jack Magee really
didates in Augusta, Saturday, De- is, indirectly, enhancing the United
cember 5th and select two (2) can- States' chances in the field events at
didates from the following list. These the Olympic Games to be held in Lo«
two candidates, and two from each of Angeles next summer.
the other New England States are to
meet subsequently in Boston for the
The Ibis is to be the guest at tea of
final selection of Four Scholars to Mr.
Harold
Trowbridge
Pulsifer.
represent New England. The Maine former editor of "The Outlook", or>
follow-: Sunday
candidates are as
State
afternoon
at
82
Federa
Philip J. Brockway, Arthur Brown, street.
The guest of honor will be
Millard A. Libby, Richard N. Sanger, Mr. Herman Hagedorn, who is to
George T. Sewall, Charles F. Stan- speak on poetry at the Moultor
wood, Howard E. Thomas.
Union Sunday evening.
ConUnoea on Fnee

4

declared
sible for
tion of a
included

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
COMMiTTEEANNOUNCED
Nixon and Means

Body

Formed

Maine

i

matmammmm

Under Cut

With athletics usually receiving
over two-thirds of the blanket tax
funds, this department has the largLast
est reduction in its support.
year its expenses were met by $9200,
and under the present report $552 will
Proporamount.
be taken from that
tionally, however, the lowering wa*
the same as in the other divisions.
The White Key was the only organization not included in the report. The
committee felt that this body, being
newly organized and. admitted, could
only be considered last under the
Yet even
straitened circumstances.
White Key eliminated,
with the
In
drastic reductions were needed.
comparison with last year's appropriations, the Y. M. C. A. alone will
ve a larger amount, with all othes" fiffltfng a smelter portion

m

Stresses Noted Poet and Biographer
Rector
Boston
to Speak Here Next
Three Qualities in
Sunday
Chapel Talk
will

Aggregations

within, reasonable, distance, and susIn 1902 he began his teaching career
tained five losses 'hi as many meets.
But they showed a slight consistent at Yale in the capacity of Instructor in
improvement over, their 1930 record, Greek, from which position he was
shortly
advanced to that of Tutor, in
The scores were as /°"? W8_: A v
4«-*< Dartmouth. »1»: M.I.T.. 38-16; which status he remained until 1905.
Temple. 45-9: ami Springfield. 43-11. In that year he accepted the position of
Professor of Greek at the Universitv
The 1981 team included newcomers
of Vermont, where he is now located.
(CuoIIbo* ea f»» «>
During this time, he has been organizer and administrator of The War

HAGEDORN TO OFFER
KINS0LV1NG EXPLAINS
REAWN6S OF POEMS
ESSENTIALS OF LIFE

.

*?„

ton, Conn., on

51-3.

Reduction $686

A

perious.

!'

1

j

Not Included

in Final Report; Total

fraternities.

1

sored by the Bowdoin Classical Club,
and following the lecture an informal
smoker will be held in the Union for
the members of the Club and their
friends, for the purpose of meeting

ENROLLMENT LARGER

Kenely-Bigelow Pass Scores

Pre-game odds meant nothing to
the inspired group of men from '34,
who smashed and battered at their
opponents' line until they had it
groggy, and then pushed through for

I'ntitinuol

by seven and receiving only
teen major warnings.

•

With a new mentor at the helm
Professor Bassett.
the team, hockey prospects for
Professor Bassett was born in Wil- of
season seem
August 11. 1873. He at- the coming Maine state Wells, who
Linn
bright.
unusually
tended Yale University, graduating at
is
an early age. and receiving his Ph.D. has replaced Ben Houser as coach,
of this
in 1898. From there he studied succes- as yet ignorant of the strength
will not
sively at the Universities of Berlin and year's sextet, as the training
December.
into
well
until
Freiburg, and at the American School start
of Classical Studies in Athens, Greece. Chances for the state title seem unHe is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa. usually bright, however, with last
view.
in
splurge
finishing
season's
Alpha Delta Phi. and Eta Sigma Phi

SL*

|

.

Although they went into the game
underdogs, the second year squad,

a

ATHLETIC DEPT.
HAS LARGEST CUT

he 18 ?l*T£? J
<?}&
_,
"S?,**.^?**?
?.^ Varsity, Jayvees and Frosh
ted to deal.
The lecture is being spon

:

SKPERCENT
Y. M. C. A. Only Department
to Have Increased
Appropriation

general six per cent appropriation cut in all activities involved was
the notable feature of the Blanket
Tax Committee report as passed by
the faculty at a recent meeting. The
committee, headed by Professor Stanwood and including Professors CushKendrick, Edward Hammond,
ing,
Herbert Brown, and Mr. White, hid
approaches from all angles the problem that was facing it, the disbursement of a curtailed amount of money
to an increased number of activities,
and the opinion was that this impartial cut came nearest to settling a
For, with
particularly knotty point.
the advancement of funds to meet a
Quill deficit of last year, and the
transposing of the White Key and
Quill into the list of Blanket Tax
dependencies, a "paring down" of
each one in the group became im-

S/,'^™
£« *:""

'

BLANKET TAX
SCHEDULE CUT

during the first warning period,
have been even more successful
in the second period, reducing
their original quota of distress

evening at 8.15. the
te the
g*g.? fLnlon ,n a l«* u
.™ *» •» «" ve "
£°ti!°5.
S, * mU l
*"«"
\
v

j

opponents were attempting a

playing

Major warnings for the first
time since 1921 have dropped in
number below the record figure
ef forty-eight. In achieving the
lew figure ef thirty-three, the college ranking waa helped by the
exceedingly low number of maThe
jors among the freshmen.
first year men, record breakers

First hundred

goal after touchdown, sent a heavily
favored band of frosh footballers
down to 7 to fi defeat at the hands
of eleven Sophomores who played
super-football, in the annual class
game held at Whittier field November

addition to

Drops Below 1921 Record
With Freshmen Improving

MATERIAL AVAILABLE
FOR STRONG HOCKEY
« TEAM UNDER WELLS

Tomorrow

j

An

PROFESSOR OF

i

!

begins

amounting

in

;

first

is

int. with stewait Classical Club Sponsors of
captain, and with Morrill and Thurs-I
Lecture by Noted
ton outstanding, put on two exhibitions within the state. The year folClassicist
lowing Stewart
the

The squad

I

two years.

1934 Class Eleven

each year, save the club an opportunity to put on a brief public perform-

the team at M.l.T. in the intercollegiates.
Colton, Dainer. and Johnson
augmented the sqjjsad. and they were
able to stage thref exhibitions.
First InlereeUegiate Meets
The 1929 season saw the team better
balanced and mope experienced, and
meets were scheduled with Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Temple University. The Tech meeting resuited in a 63-1 procession for the 1
Engineers, while the White gained
onlyl2 points to Temple's 40. But
there waVno un*m gloominess for
Coach Means in these setbacks, for he
cherished no delusions as to the
prowess of his pupils, most of whom
Coach Thomas Means
had never worn a gym shoe before entering college. Captain Leavitt. ColOnly four other institutions east and ton. Christian, and Short were the
north of New York City are represented mainstays in 1929.
by gym teams Army, with 1.200 men
Colton 19|9 Captain
from which to choose: Dartmouth,
chosen to cap
James B. Colton..was
with 2,263; M. I. T.. with 2.790: and'
-;„;„
,.
f
Springfield College with 640. Bowdoin. **»» the team for the 1930 season and
succumbed to
therefore, with an enrollment of 549.' he team met
44 * 1 ?'
T"
has no good cause for wailing and S*™"*™5 "*

m

scholarships,

TO BE LECTURER
HERE TOMORROW

of Pride To College

•

at the age of 22.
He starts off
at aheat $1,400, hat thia hi leas
than the Ugh school graduate
i hss at that age, because the
latter has been at work four
years.
By the time the college
gradaate reac hes 26 yean ef age
hi* income goes up rapidly while
that ef the high school graduate
mounts more slowly. Between 43
and 48, the college man's earnings usually reach a point of
rapid increase, while the high
school trained man'a income is
stationary and his momentum
slackens. At 60 the college man
is earning $4,000 a year, and at
70, his income drops to $3,500.

these

Number Major Warnings

PROF. BASSETT

Late Yoirs

far

NO. 17

2, 1981.

j

The examinations, which will be
SOPHOMORES REVEAL given
on Monday, April 25, in eight
sections of the state, will this year
UNEXPECTED POWER number
examibat three. The
in mathematics and
TO (!mWMm\^lmmm^Si^.^ muriNMsm-Wthirty

4

Tom

Some

Proves

life

of Baseball

Gym

Growth of

Interior After Study

1UMM,

Four Juniors and Five
Sophomores Receive

5?
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THE BOWDOIN O&IENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Braaswick, Maine

Established

that if at any time a small fund comes to the College to be used as
the College sees fit, that that fund be used to establish in one of the
Itttsfr-uied rooms of the Union, a music room, furnished with a good
vktrola and at least the beginnings of a library of records of really
great music. This room would be set aside for this use and no
other. It would have to be fairly comfortably furnished and the

1871

EdUor-ln(*Uf
George T. Sewmll

*to

Associate Editor
Philip

CAhem

"32

Managing; Editors

a Russell Booth 'S3

H. Allan Perry

*S3

McMenamin

*88

Sports Editors

Robert L. M. Ah^rn

Edward

'33

B.

Sab-Editors

Jamas E. Bassett '84
James C. Freeman '34
Bofer S. Hall '34

Carl G. Olson *34

John M. Sinclair
John Morris

'34
'34

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Business Manager

records would be handled much as books in the library, with a
student attendant in charge.
While our music courses are excellent, they can only serve as a
starting point in the appreciation of good music. One gets to love
music only by hearing it repeatedly without the necessity of learning certain facts for an exam appended as a condition upon the en-

Edward H. Moras

A
'33

Pabtiahed averjr Wednesday durinc the OoUege Twr by Um Student, of Bowdoin Collcse.
All eontribatioaa and communication, ahould t»> giwn to Um Uuuibi Editor by Sunday
a'«bt preceding the data of publication. Tha Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
tha Managing Editor for newa and make-up. All communication, regarding sobeeripahould be addraaaad to tha Businem Manager of tha Bowdoin Publishing Co. Subacrip,

in advance.
class matter at the nostotHes at Brunswick. Maine.

News

Editor For This Iasae
G. Russell Booth '33
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pre-

The COLLEGE

look forward to the ensuing, era with hope. To both
undergraduates and faculty it

.

opens a

way by which

the best

may be
much work to

interests of the College

served.

There

is

\

1931.

BOOK STORE

Ksre One Royal Portable Typewriter. Mahogany. Jaat Like Now
But Can Sell far S4M0 Cash
tltJi
,
One Corona 3 for
MM*
One Big Underwood No. 3
One Big Underwood No. 5

We

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
15a Maine Street

OUR FRIED CLAMS

i

A

Are Exceptionally Good
\

confidence that its discussions
that they
are hitting a mark

—

Neiv Era

The willingness of the faculty to cooperate with undergraduates are fulfilling a basic purpose.
however, to
in the consideration of the longer reading period is commendable That purpose is not,
from two points of view. In the first place, it brings before the surrender vigorous convictions

Garfield's

ideals, but rather to
faculty a question which has long awaited discussion, and secondly to nebulous
face college problems with judgmarks an era of faculty and undergraduate understanding.
to apply confairness,
and
ment
To the ORIENT this trend is particularly significant, for the
is
achievement of a constructive editorial policy has long been its aim. structive criticism where it
always theN
use
to
and
The Orient, despite occasional "blind bludgeoning", has always needed,
fine-tem-J
of
power
balancing
No. 17 attempted to interpret student opinion intelligently, and to apply
sound judgment to the problems which confronted it. Like many pered reason.

tS.M sac year (Including Alumnun)

EnUred as second

was maturely

We

be done here, there are many
things to be put to rights, and
there are many commendable
phases of college life which dejoyment derived. In view of this fact, and of music's importance serve the support of a united
as a part of culture, and of our remoteness from the sources of good feeling.
music, we feel that this would be a highly important addition to the
The Orient will attempt to exCollege, and one that would grow in popularity as time went on. press undergraduate opinion at
Other colleges have worked the scheme. Bowdoin should be able to. its best, and will do so with the

Dominic N. Antonucci *32
Assistant Managers
Francis H. Donaldson '33

that thought
sented.

Spa
Si

%W

\i

35c

V
Latest College Styles la

A college paper can serve its
publications of its type, the Orient has had to learn by its own misBostonian and Florsheim
has had to profit by its own failures. It has always de- cause no better than in the
The approach of the winter season brings two rather impor- takes, and
Oxfords—$5 to $10
sired a more complete understanding between faculty and under- achieving of a united front and
tant campus needs to our attention, namely a new classroom buildgraduates, because it has firmly maintained that sound undergrad- in advocating a vigorous con-[ Also Toania Shoes, Moecasias, Bobbers
ing and a covered hockey rink. While we realize that in this prespolicy.
structive
SHOE STORE
ROBERTS'
uate opinion merits faculty interest. At the same time the Orient
ent year of depression there is little hope of getting either, it is
P. C. A.
had faith that the faculty would support student thought, when
well that they be borne in mind for the future.

%

Varney's

Jewelry

Store

Campus Improvements

Watch Repairing
By Aa Experienced Ws

I

Shaeffer Peas for College

1S8

MAINE STREET

Adams Hall, that venerable relic of architectural atrocity, has
served Bowdoin long and faithfully, but its inadequacy condemns
With the coming of winter the ventilation proit, nevertheless.
vided by open windows in warmer seasons, gives out entirely, or at
least loses whatever efficiency it may have. We are forced either
to freeze in a stoic attempt to keep awake, or to succumb to the
stupefying influence of accumulated dead air. While such hazards
may be good for our souls, they do not add much zest td the pursuit
of knowledge. On the contrary, a perfectly good and well-delivered
lecture may be ruined by the necessity of struggling to keep awake.
Aside from the crying need for ventilation, the building is potently
inadequate in other ways. There is all too little space for small
conference rooms and faculty offices, the lighting is none too good,
and the presence of signs cautioning us against smoking seems to
imply that the old building is not entirely safe from fire dangers.
On the outside, its architectural nonentity, at the very gates of the
campus, is plain to be seen, and its ugliness can hardly be called a
good advertisement for the College.
The Orient would advocate, as an urgent need of Bowdoin, the
demolition of the present structure, sentiment to the contrary notwithstanding, and the substitution of a new building, adequate to
meet present conditions. Such a new building should be large

enough to incorporate as many private faculty offices as are needed,
numerous conference rooms, and of course sufficient lecture-hall
It should have the very latest lighting and ventilating
facilities.
equipment and should be thoroughly fireproof, so that smoking in
conferences would not have to be forbidden. This last we consider
important from the very fact that it adds that touch of informality
so hard to get in classrooms but so highly valuable when used properly. And last, but by no means least, the architects, in designing
the exterior of the building, or any other buildings to come, should
be held somewhere near to the traditional simple architecture of
the College, of which the Union seems to be rather an excellent
modification, and not permitted to wander at random among the
enchantments of Tudor Gothic or Italian Renaissance, for attractive though these may be individually, they have little place in an

New England College.
The question of a covered hockey rink has long been discussed
and needs no lengthy consideration here. It will be brought to our
when
attention at various times during the next three months

old

—

we see the team
a bit of decent

practicing late in the evening to take advantage of
when we see the schedule thrown out of joint by
If Bowdoin is to have hockey teams at all

ice,

—

thaws and storms.

and, considering the difficulties, she does turn out some very creditwhy not give those teams a chance to work under
able teams
more favorable conditions ? The football team has its way made as
smooth as could be expected, while the hockey team worries along
with inadequate playing equipment and no certainty of a good
playing surface. Houser-ball, or whatever diversion Mr. Wells
may substitute for it, is all very well, but it cannot make up for

—

Hence, even where there is much real
ice.
playing ability, Bowdoin teams often appear very ragged in games.
Furthermore, men should not be expected to practice at irregular
times depending upon the whims of the weather. It is hard enough
to keep a major sport and studies both going, even when practice
hours are as regular as daylight and dark, without adding other
actual practice on the

handicaps.

For these reasons alone, we feel that Bowdoin should have a
covered rink. Then there are the spectators to be considered.
More interest and more revenue would be forthcoming if the audience could be taken care of more comfortably. A covered rink to
is quite necessary
fill our needs does not have to be elaborate, but
to any advancement of the sport. Hockey is as fine a game as there
as far as is
Bowdoin
at
encouraged
be
should
we
feel
is, and one

ilder
N.

because they're fresh
CAMELS

javOLKS who smoke really fresh cigarettes made
from choice sun-ripened tobaccos never have to

these choice sun-ripened tobaccos— that

give a thought to their throats.

Camels fresh in nature's own mild way.

As we stated

above,

we

realize that this is

fresh with natural moisture

friendly, mild.

nothing to freshen a cigarette that

Camels are the fresh cigarette — everyone knows
that now— they're blended from the finest Turkish
and mild Domestic tobaccos that money and skill
can buy.

factory-stale.

remembering also that were the construction made possible
any way at present, the work could be done much more cheaply
than normally, to say nothing of the help it might give a few Brunswick unemployed to struggle through a bad time.
in

A

Music

Room

While we are on the subject of alterations or innovations in the
College plant, we have another suggestion which, though far less
costly to put into operation, would do much to advance liberal culture at Bowdoin. It is one which will doubtless be received about
the campus with an uplifted eyebrow, if not with open scorn, for
it deals with' one of the so-called amenities of life, toward which
Bowdoin students must remain at least outwardly scornful if they
are to maintain their position as he-men. The suggestion is this:

is

dried -out or

you smoke for pleasure, see for yourself what
means in mildness and flavor— switch to
Camels for just one day— then leave them, if you can!
If

freshness

&

would never dream of parching or toasting

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's Coast-to-Coast Radio Programs
camel quarter hour. Morton Downey, Tony PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR. Alice Joy, "OM
Hunch," and Prince Albert Orchestra, direcWont., and Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques
tion Paul Van Loan, every night except SaaRenard, every night except Saaday, Columbia
day, N.B.C. Red Network
Broadcasting System

an exceptionally bad

tion,

The Camel Humidor Pack protects a fine cigarette
— it could do little or

moisture — and are gratefully smooth, cool, throat-

We

would only
makes

drive off or destroy the natural moisture that

That's because such fresh cigarettes retain natural

consistent with reason.

year in which to advocate building improvements, but we feel that
it is wise to keep them in mind for the earliest possible considera-

are never parched or toasted!

*** local paper for time

,

^g***™ ^'**gsal

lyAMELS
Made FRBSH- Kept FRESH

^

Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your
package of Camels after you open it. The Camel Humidor
is protection against perfume and powder odors,
dust and germs. In office* and homes, even in the dry
atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack
delivers fresh Camels and keeps them right until the lost
one has been smoked

Pack

i
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
COLLEGE STUDENT
FACES GREAT MANY
SERIOUS PROBLEMS

BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE
JL*
Report to the Faculty November 23, 1931

Y. M. C.

Original
Appropriations
1930-1981
100.00
$

A

Band

526.25
500.00
500.00
475.00

Musical Clubs ...
Publishing Co. ...

Debating
Quill

Totals

Need

Cut of

1981-1932
148.19
447.74
500.00
500.00
250.00
400.00

$

* 2,245.93

Totals: Non-Ath. $ 2,101.25
9,200.00
Athletics
SI 1.301.25

Honor to Bowdoin and Brunswick

Estimated

S

Appropriations

&

compiete lyrics.
The small desk of his library overflows with galley-proofs of his latest
book of verse ."Harvest of Time",
which will be published this spring.
Mr. Pulsifer's other books are "Mothera aad Men", verse; and "Glory o'
the Dawn", a story. "Harvest at
Time" is a collection of his verse
written during the past fifteen year.,
including the title sonnet, which Mr.
stands in the estimation of such poets
Pulsifer believes to be bis best, and a
and authorities on poetry as Edward
the past
Markham, Steven and William Benet, sequence written within
appearing in
Hempstead year, "The Alchemist",
Robert
Frost,
"Voices".
Brand; the list is long and includes
is almost disappointing in that
He
America's great poets.
wears no flowing cape, and has no
What's more, and this seems au- he
flowing ties. He never closets himthentic, Mr. Pulsifer is a successful
self in mystery away from the world
business-man, having been at various
to beat out abstruse poetry.
He is
times president, managing editor, and
very much alive and absorbed in living.
secretary-treasurer of the Outlook
He is well informed concerning
Company.
An enthusiastic sports- politics,
and the economic situation
man, he is National Director of the
and has amusing semi-serious soluIsaac Walton League and a member
tions for the depression of finances.
of the Megantic Club. He ia perhaps
The library is a catholic one, conthe greatest exponent ia America of
taining many rare and fine editions,
the barbless hook, which increases th»
many autographed. It is so large
sport, is more humane, and less dethat the neighbors' children who
structive.
play a game of looking in windows
Interested in Harvard
asked if it were a public library.
Mr. Pulsifer graduated from HarGenuine, simple, generous, unasvard and was class poet. He is still suming are all good adjectives. But
tremendously interested ia his Alma they don't properly apply. Mr. PulMater, follows the football teams, and sifer is just Harold Trowbridge Pulsibelongs to the Harvard Club. He has fer without an adjective.
Bowdoin
an active interest in Bowdoin and is fortunate in having him so near:
has already done the college a great Ibis is fortunate that he is to speak
service in lending the college his and to have his friend, Herman Hageprised collection of Winslow Homer's dorn, speak at future meetings.
in a loan exhibit.
To see him and to hear him talk
one would never realise the importThe student discussion group,
ance of his standing among men of
letters.
He is inclined to praise oth- under the direction of Dr. Chauncey W. Goodrich, will meet next
er poetry at the expense of his own.
Sunday at 12.10 in the B. C. A.
Sonnets, of which the form is the moat
room in the Moulton Union.
difficult of all English verse to masPresident Sills will lead the dister
unobtrusively, when mastered,
may be the most beautiful and pow- cussion. After a brief statement
regarding agencies for peace, the
Pulerful forms of the language.
hour will be given up to questions
sifer's sonnets are completely realfrom the floor.
ft
ised: the rhymes are natural, the
thought properly distributed, the
poetry finished.
Less industrious
Three Freshmen at Princeton Unimoderns, those inclined to be slipshod, versity are planning to publish a
disregard the sonnet as stiff and me- campus humorous publication to be
chanical.
Perhaps it is the maturity entitled "The Dink". It is unique in
of thought and the hours of labor that it is to be distinctly a freshman
which go into Mr. Pulsifer's sonnets publication, and its purpose is to
that make them such powerful and establish a better class spirit.

139.30
420.88
470.00
470.00
235.00
370.00

|134.75
552.00

$ 2,111.18

9,200.00

411.445.93

$680.75

$10,759.18

8,648.00

Estimated receipts
from Students
1931-32

Balance forward

The

Tails

have

Tails for vacation ahead.

.

Am

11,100.00
10.91
'

Total funds available; 1931-32 ..$11,110.91
Already appropriated for Quill
346.50
deficit last year

it

Funds now

Tails for the

of every festivity ....

/
I
/

.

avail-

10.764.41

10.764.41

able

house parties. Tails for an integral part

f

-

•

'

•

Deficiency of funds

681.52

on hand

And Harmon's

Balance unappropriated

$

—

$40.00

H.
Francis
Managers,
Donaldson 'ZS; Edward H. Morse

Assistant

$60.00

•33

From now

until

Xmas we

offer a

com-

Editor,

Handbook
Alden P. Lunt ^2

Pi Delta Epailon
President, George T. Sewall '32
Vice President, Philip C. Ahern '32

bination of a tail coat, dinner coat, and
trousers, all of matching materials, at

Gordon C. Knight
White Key— 193.1
President, Albert P. Madeira
Sec.-Treas.,

the extraordinary price of

$60.00

Vice

Raymond

President,

'32

E.

Mc-

Laughlin
Sec.-Treas., Richard A.

Phi

MAKMMDN
IN CORPORATED

Mawhinney

Chi— 1934

President, Donald E. Reid
Vice President, John D. Brookes
Sec.-Treas., Robert M. Foster
B. C. A*
President, Warren S. Palmer "32
Vice President, Robert S. Beaton *32

M. Sprague
Debating Council

Sec.-Treas., Richard

Sir

Humphrey

of State for

Masque and Gown

President, W. Lawrence Usher '32
President, Albert W. Tarbell '32
Vice President, Charles F. Stanwood Stage Manager, Albert P. Madeira '33
•32
Business Manager, William H. Perry,
Sec.-Treas., John A. Ricker, Jr., '32
Jr., "32
Delma L. Galbraith "32, Creighton Elected Member of Executive Council,
E. Gatchell '32, John W. Hay '32,
Edward D. W. Spingarn '33
Forbes L. Morrell '32, George T.
Musical Clubs
Sewall 32, Marion L. L. Short '32, Manager, Richard A. Mawhinney *3S
Harry W. Thistlewaite "32, Gor- Assistant Manager, Eliot Smith *33
don D. Briggs '33, Raymond E. Mc- Leader Glee Club, John Creighton,

em feast)
Fred E. Miller

Jr., '33

STUDENT COUNCIL

Matthew Grindle, Chancellor of the
Exchequer

President, Albert W. Tarbell '32
Manager, Albert S. Davis, Jr., "33
Assistant Manager, George P. Towle,

Student Directory

COACH RALPH CfflLDS
ANNOUNCES CAST FOR
"WINGS OVER EUROPE"

'32

'33

Haliburton, Secretary
Affairs

Home

Alfred S. Hayes *34
Laughlin '33.
Evelyn Arthur. Secretary of State for
CLASS OFFICERS
Foreign Affairs
1932
Edward D. W. Spingarn "33
Hay
Richard Stapp, Secretary of State for President, John W.
Ricker,
War
John A. Richer, Jr.. '33 Vice President, John A.
Sec.-Treas., Marion L. L. Short

i

Causes

HOUR EXAMINATIONS
Thursday. December 3
English 11
Friday, December 4
Chemistry 1
Philosophy 8
Tuesday, Dece ber 8
Chemistry 3
Latin 5
Wednesday, December 9
Philosophy 1
Thursday, December It
Economics 3
Saturday, December 12
English 18
Sociology 1
Moaday, December 14
Mathematics 3
History 3
Tuesday. Dece ber IS
History 11

Psychological

Varioes

of

Symptoms
Writing under the title "CollegeStudent Problems," in the December
Home Journal, Dr. Karl Menninger says in part:

Ladies'
j

"Young men and women who have
'entered

with high hopes of

college

idea of what they

definite

—

j

|

i

succeed at, are right now many of
them facing discouragement and distress. Some will have already dropped

—

out, some will have been asked to
unsatisfactory
of
because
.leave
work, some' will be out of funds,
Others are about to desert their
educational plans for a career in business or the Navy.
Some are homesick, some heartsick, .some physically
nr mentally sick; these, too, are very
i

i

;

i

',

likely to

drop by the wayside."
•

.

•

.

"One

,

of the commonest difficulties
of college students is, of course, con-

nected with the learning processthat is, difficulties in studying, reciting, understanding, and the like
.
.
Students frequently appear stupid, because of emotional conflicts with th«
proper functioning of their intelligence."
» * » *
.

|

m

"By

;

tations

NOTICE

m

Economics 1
Government 1
Wednesday, December 16
Literature 1

Thursday, December 17
English 1
Government 7
Government 9

far the ntbst painful manifesof maladjustment are the

moody
i

reactions.

It

is

individuals in the world, there exist
the keenest depressions, heartbreaks,
discouragements
disappointand
ments."

•:•••

"Many students go through all the
motions of education, attend classes,
appear to work hard, even get good
grades, but substantially accomplish
nothing. They elect profitless courses,
recite
mechanically, interest themselves in nothing, create nothing, retain nothing. At the bottom of this
is very often a fundamental hostility
to the whole business of education be-

cause

it

represents the wishes of par-

ents."

i

—

.

Ljiked[Chesterfield
right from the start

W

O,

I

know a blessed thing
how cigarettes are made. But,

don't

I

about

j

i

'

.

Orient

Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

CUMBERLAND
December 2nd

•

HEARTBREAK
-

with

Charles Farrell

•

Mad ere Evans

-

Also News and t'omedy

Thursday

-

H. Allan Perry

clair

*33.

Baseball

Alumnus

Coach, Linn Wells

Editor-in-Chief, Philip S. Wilder "23
Captain, Selden E. McKown *32
Philip
C.
Editor,
Undergraduate
Manager, G. Russell Booth '33

Hockey
Associate, Miss Katherine
Coaches, Linn Wells and Charles
Hallowell
Bowser
1933 Bugle
Bilodeau '32
Editor-in-Chief, Francis H. Donald- Captain, Charles C.
Manager, John B. Merrill '33
son '33
Track
Business Manager, Richard M. Boyd
Coach, John J. Magee
"33
Captain, Charles F. Stanwood '32
Quill
Manager, Frederick N. Woodbury '33
Editor-in-Chief, Philip C. Ahern '32
Business Manager, Richard M. Lam
Swimming
port '32
Coach, Robert B. Miller
Bowdoin Publishing Company
Captain, Edward D. Densmore '32
Manager, Dominic N. Antonucci ^2
Manager, Francis H. Donaldson '33

FIRST NATIONAL

December 3rd

And

to

then I've heard that the

very important. I'd want that

is

be done

just right.

"Then the

paper.

I don't like paper

you can taste—or smell when,
burning. I'd want that pure too.
that

it's

'Another thing. I want to smoke whenever

I

fed

like

it

—without worrying about

smoking too many. So I want
rettes

my

ciga-

MILD.

'32

Editorial

3wniiMiinoiiiMmii»iaiiiiiniiiiiaiiiiiiiiniio

Wednesday

C

'33,

blending

'33

Editor-in-Chief, George T. Sewall '32
Managers (1932), Charles
Ahern '32 Assistant
Associate Editor, Philip
E. Hardies, Jr., '34, John M. SinManaging Editors, G. Russell Booth
'34.

Ahern

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Jr.,

of course, I would want the tobacco to

be PURE.

BANK

of Brunswick, Maiao

"But

TASTE.
ened

the
I

main

thing,

of

course,

is

don't care for over-sweet-

cigarettes.

I

much

prefer those that

are just sweet enough.
'Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every

one of these ways. That
have a Chesterfield."

is

why

I'd rather

Gym
Captain, Marion L. L. Short '32

Manager, George F. Peabody

'34

GEORGE BANCROFT
-

Capital,

-

in

ts*,—.

Surplus and Proita, $10f,0M

RICH MAN'S FOLLY
• also -

Comedy

Sound Act

•

-

Manic Carpet

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Friday

A Sound Slant

December 4th

•

-VAUDEVILLE
— ea the

FLYING HIGH
.

Bert Lahr

with

-

Charlotte Greenwood

•

Pat O'Brien

Saturday

•

TINCTIVE,

December 5th

Also Comedy and Talkartoon

December

• ia -

Ala* News aad Comedy
MHMMOMIHNNIIIQt

H.S. Melcher Co.

Where

Distinctive
first

for

nVe of too

Printing

Distributors for
has

cooaideratioa.

much

and they don't like rawness.
they want a cigarette

diet,

—

like CHESTERFIELD
a mild and mellow smoke, free from any over-sweetness
or any harshness or bitterness. That's
why more and more smokers every day

Baxter's Canned Goods

are changing to

Good

7-8

TALLULAH BANKHEAD

THE CHEAT

Smokers

Compliments of

in a cigarette,

PRESS
always been the

•

not only
but will

THE RECORD

with Johnnie Mack Brown

Moaday -Tuesday

it will

For a steady

•

so that

hold Reader Interest

LASCA OF THE RIO GRANDE
Lea CarriUo

Agent for Victor Radio

Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
you sell and where your business is
located. How very necessary then
that your PRINTING be DIS-

ATTRACT ATTENTION

Also Paramount News

Estimates Telephone 3

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Danlsp Streets

% MM. ts—rr at Unas Tnsirm Co.

/

. . .

an amaaing

paradox that among college students,
whom we are apt to regard as the
most jolly, carefree and gay of all

Jr., '32

Leader Instrumental Club, Richard N.
Sanger "32
Polar Bears
Jr.
Leader, Robert F. Hayden '34
Math Club
Esme Falkiner, Secretary of State)
1933
President,
Melcher
P. Fobes "82
for Air
R. A. Cleaves '35 President, Albert P. Madeira
Chairman of Program Committee,
Lord Cossington, Secretary of State Vice President, John H. Milliken
Richard N. Sanger '32
for Dominions
Sec.-Treas., Raymond E. McLaughlin Sec.-Treas., J. Clinton Roper '32
Raymond Brown, Jr., '81
Kfja_
Classical Club Sir Romilly Blount, First Lord of President, Carl F. A. Weber
President, Morrill M. Tozier '32
Admiralty
John H. Gordon '33 Vice President, Thurston B. Sumner
Vice President, Arthur E. Moyer '33
Lord Vivian Vere, President of Board Sec.-Treas., Carl A. Ackerman
Secretary, Newton K. Chase *33
of Education
.Board of Proctors
Treasurer, Gordon C. Knight '32
Thomas H. Kimball '33 Philip C. Ahem, Charles C. Bilodeau,
Athletic Council
St. John Pascoe, Attorney General
Raynal C. Boiling, Creighton E. Charles F. Stanwood '32, William L.
Donald P. McCormick
Gatchell, Daniel A. Johnson, Jr.,
Usher '32, Raymond E. McLaughH. G. Dunne, First Commissioner of
Selden E. McKown, John A. Ricklin
'Z3,
John H. Milliken '33,
Works
John F. Jenkiason '33
er, Jr., Harry W. Thistlewaite, all
Charles W. Allen '34
Francis Lightfoot, Prime Minister's
of '32.
Interfraternity Athletic Council
Nephew .... Albert W. Tarbell '32
Phi Beta Kappa - 1932
President, John W. Hay '32
Sir Berkeley Rummel, Neurological Paul E. Everett, Melcher P. Fobes, Vice President, John H. Milliken, Jr.,
Specialist
Emil H. Grodberg, Richard M.
'33
Harry W. Thistlewaite *32' Sanger, Morrill M. Tozier.
Sec.-Treas., Delma L. Galbraith '32
Sir Henry Hand, Neurological Spc1932 Ibis
Football
cialist,.
Richard C. Van Varick '32 President, Philip C. Ahern "32
Coach, Charles W. Bowser
Mr. Hart Phimsoll, Clerk in Foreign Sec.-Treas., George T. Sewall '32
office
Harold H. Everett '34 Charles C. Bilodeau, Raynal C. Boi- Assistant Coach, Linn Wells
Captain (1931), John A. Ricker, Jr.,
Mr. Taggert, a mechanic
ling, Henry F. Cleaves, Roland H.
'32
Stephen E. Merrill '35!
Cramer, Paul E. Everett, Melcher Captain-Elect, John H. Milliken, Jr.,
Two Cabinet Messengers
P. Fobes, Robert C. Hill, Richard
"33
Perry Hurd '3o
C. Mullin, Richard N. Sanger, War- Manager, Richard M. Lamport '32
John B. Hickox '34
ren W. Stearns, all of '32.
Manager-Elect, W. Holbrook Lowell,

any
want to

success, although often without

[

—

5.23

have the best of them.
.$35.00

Enumerates

Doctor

There ace, very few people who are
great people; there are very few poet*
who are great poets; and it is practically impossible to find a great person who ia a great poet. One Uvea in
Brunswick.
Trowbridge
Harold
Pulsifer is president of the Poetry
Society of America; this tremendous
honor not only evidences his worth as
a poet, but also shows how high he

W81-1982

6V.
8.89

26.86
30.00
30.00
15.60
24.00

CHESTERFIELD.

they've got to be good.

THE BOWDOIN

PORTS

Mustard and Cress
«
*%
•n All-Maine
th

•**

newspapers putting

we

elevens,

mm-

feel

««M ©«ght to be done. Especially
wM» the Colby "Echo" staggers forth

with the following choice comment!
"• •"• **• ««»»» no far have looked
miforaly loasey, no we have that as
for picking one which will 4

^^V^^'-T-^MAIERWL AVAILABLE
^,1,

,wi

«.

ai

Orient Reporter Investigates

FOR STRONG HOCKEY
TEAM UNDER WELLS

—

Long Passages Beneath Campus!

HUM MM

...

raw t|
Accompanied by two resolute comtioned in thia forecast, will no doubt panions, an ORIENT reporter wove
aee a
on T"®
*»
F* his groping way through the intricate
£i *" unlmown
with good pros18
Mveral P™P achooi
of labyrinth of Bowdoin's little-known
J**
underworld.
Fighting their way
former
seasons,
Char,ie Bowi!er wl" 8,d »n coaching through the choking cobwebs, the
4
has announced the fol- three staunch explorers, rivals of
"*>»">.
«hedule of the first few Stanley, managed to solve this
'J
*
_ '„ „
labyrinth, and are now disclosing the
..
.
„
„
Hampshire
?•*at Bruns- bare facts of this degenerating place.
Starting from that well-known den
Jan 11-BBteB ,t B run.wick
of iniquity, Maine Hall, the advenJan. 13—Colby at Waterville
turers started their memorable voyJan. 15 Northeastern at Brunsage of exploration.
They wended
wick
their way past the laboring denizens
Jan. 20— Bates at Brunswick.
of the underworld (i. e., the ground
Other games are still pending.
crew), and reached the point where
board" . . .
the culprits of Winthrop' Hall can
ni
escape the clutches of the Law when
Note* on recent Frosh-Soph fracas:
This is merely a
it is necessary.
Where, we ask desolately, were the
blind alley which runs off from the
(Costisua* rraa rtm I)
Freshmen after (he frame? No one
main passage. After fighting their
at the Chapel.
Tsk
And Bigelow. Cushman. Davies, Eaton, Peabody and way
over the steam pipes which line
alnwet-Prosh-luro.
made his first Watson.
the floor, the explorers found themtouchdown in four years of playThe gym team does not carry a selves in the cellar of Massachusetts
heavy budget, but is financed bv a Hall. From here the passage conPf • • •
*
blanket tax of $150, and expense *uar- tinues on
•
*
to the Science Building.
From beyond the beyond we receive anteeR "mounting to about MOO. Trips Coming to a blank wall, into which
news of goings-on at the Beta house, are made every season to at least two the pipes disappeared, the trio could
schedu,
a
"
d
e
tri
P»
moo.-e
find
no
opening,
other than a rat-hole,
They organize
hunts,
and
*l
«l*t
"
throw furniture and books at mice *'" re_pay } h f ***!!*?* for the,r * f so they were obliged to retrace their
fum shnmp' temoon s of intensive training. The steps to Maine. Another passage was
cornered in rooms
team has complete standard equipment
discovered here, which led under the
.
.
And what's more they've with the
"' e '*
exception of a 54-foot
started a "Shavers' Club" for daily- " "l u
road to the power plant. Here again
t
n t
shsve boys: smooth-faces belong to
the pipes vanished into the wall, and
L spot
A britrht
in the team's history it was impossible to get into the plant.
the lesser "Little Shavers' Club'
,.. presides
,
,,, K ,., is that Bowdoinrymnasts have scorecL The heOt was rather intense and by
Roly Cramer
over the
tl
tough
ies . . . Their motto: "To promote at o ne t,me or *n »lner ' » ""* nlaee
this ttinO the perspiration was freeand foster congenial comradeship and each even *« 'th the exception of the ly rolling down the faces of the induring
morning rope climb and side horse. James B. trepid explorers.
conversation
the
Cotton of the class of 1931 was the
Finally finding another exit from
shave" . . .
highest scorer of the team during re- Maine,
the dauntless ones next deInteresting
facts
from
arounu- cent years, but his loss may be com- scended into the depths of Appleton
about: Mr. Webber (of local photo, pensated by several promising fresh- Halt, where the passages led to Hyde
men.
If Professor Means i« blessed
phsme) telling Sewall to "please not
Hall, ending in that too familiar blank
jg two wall. Leading off from the Appletonwiggle your head because how can I with jtoodjqpfeairjri for
qyttp i aafUl that the Hyde passage, there
Wondering to come, ft
take thia picture?"
was another
will develop into- somewhat
where Ibis snd Pi I)elt is when the gvm team
which led to the Moulton Union. These
of a giant-killer in the sport, and distwo corridors form a huge "T". The
tine comes 'round to be mugged
place from long-established leadership
corridor from Appleton to the Union,
Ever count the number of .times your the
teams which now hold the honors. however, had an egress at
prof paces back and forth in front
the Union
which is to be found in the ping-pong
of the claas?
Noted record holders:
The record low standard of lan- room. The trio now learned that
Child*,
Stalky Stallknecht,
Kalph
von
KleteSmid,
Rufus
*"*&'
*?** *£
there was one more unexplored corPhli'Meserver'Twe 'could'"^ on'fo'r
.«l Herbie
H^ki. Hm.n
Ann president of theUmversity ofSouth- ridor, going out from Hyde Hall.
dsys) snd
Brown
Ana
ern California, has been reached on Muscling in on the territory of Arfinally
asauy i»r
today's
uin, ever
in; ..
for iwiaj
iitr near
» dirt,
hear te;
-j
_ -^.t
_ „ii__
campus. T_
recent adcollege, ___....._
In a
the
<kl fraternity
f~.t-~~u. that
ih .> bid
k;j a
. man,
m ,» #•-.«
*
Langford, the explorers found ;.
the
feu .
thur
n
v*i.{„ a «.w «.«;.! *v.** n f
him for two weeks, almost initiated dress, Dr. von KleinSmid said that of narrow opening beyond which a large
the 500 to 600 words with which com- passage
him, then discovered he was frater in
led directly beneath the limon
laborers are presumed to be enceJIegii
of a neighboring house?
brary.
From here it cut directly
dowed, about half make up the college
(practically an actual fact!).
"The word across campus to the Art Building.
freshman's vocabulary.
Once again the corridor ended and
de'swell' alone", he said, "is used to
The twenty-fifth anniversary of the scribe 4972 situations." Dr. von Klein- they found themselves looking at the
opening of Yale-In-China at Chang- Smid also condemned the press for disappearing pipes.
Tunnels Built by Barrows
shai was celebrated at Yale Univer- filling their front pages with news for
sity on November 15. Having stead- the high school student to read which
The tunnels were started about
ily grown from its quarters
in
a the "death roller" in penitentiaries seven years ago by Arad Barrows;
rented building, Yale-In-China now obliterates aa unfit for criminals to who was then the superintendent of
has 30 buildings and 42 acres of lane:, read.
the ground crew. Prior to this it had
•
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that that * over, let's on with
the dance.
How about the fella
who called fraternity hash "kennel
rationa"? (actual fact) ,
And the
"other store" which caters to young
gents offering a showing of'dog(rats, dammitf they'll always be rats
to us!) skin coats
And our own
Managing Ed. offering his pant? as
pen-wipers to ih,
And the
agonised whispers that ran the round.;
of the faculty pew when Rev. Kinsolving showed up late
And another add simile: "As busy as a
thumbtack on a fraternity bulletin
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(Continued from

Low

Associated Press dispatch from
the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, says that the answer to the
old question of "What's in a name?"
is now "Plenty of trouble".
It seems that at that institution one
freshman
class
contains
John
James of Buffalo, N. Y., and James
John, son of John John, West Chester, Pa.
To make the matter still
worse, the boys sit near each other.
Jacob Jacobs and Roger Rogers, in
the same class, sit just across the
aisle from the first pair.

But that wasnt so bad. The limit
reached when three Bernard
Cohens signed up for the same course.
The professors at Alabama, being
endowed with that professorial wisdom, solved the problem by assigning

was

the three

men

to different classes.

broke through on

successive plays to nail Burdell for
losses of 11 and 16 yards, and set
the sophs back almost to their own
goal line.
Robbins' Kick Wins

The sophs started

their fireworks in
period, and a concerted
featuring Robbins, Hubbard
and Sumner, developed into a 56 yard
march to a touchdown. Bobbins' first
droplock for the point rebounded
from the crossbar, but a freshman
was offside on the play, and Robby's
second attempt sailed cjearly between
the uprights.

the

An

83c lb

Peanuts

30c lb

Special Prices

wall held the fast-charging and ag-

Bigelow and

ALABAMA STUDENTS'
NAMES SOURCE OF
TROUBLE TO PROFS

89c lb

Cashews

on Bulk Orders

1)

of the tunnels, but several of them
necessitate crawling.
The one run- accomplish. Robbins, who made all the
ning from Maine Hall to Massachu- soph points, Hubbard and Reid and
Sumner did most of the ball-carrying
setts Hall is quite well lighted, but
remainder of the passages are un- for their team, and this they did with
a vengeance. Reid's cannonball offlighted.
There are five pipes running along tackle smashes, Hubbard's broken
the passages, the largest of which i3 field running and Robbins' ability to
pick holes stood out in the backfield.
about a foot in diameter. This is the
Thurston Sumner revived the waning
low-pressure pipe which has a presof the straight-arm on several
sure of one pound per square inch and art
which carries the steam to the radi- pretty line thrusts.
For the frosh, Bigelow, Low, Keators in all of the buildings on the
ville and Barbour did yeoman service
campus. In order to force the steam
in the line, while a new threat was
into the radiators, there is a vacuum
line.
The condensed steam is carried discovered in the backfield in the perback to the power plant by a smaller son of Al Dixon, subbing for the inpipe.
There is also a high-pressure jured Ed Baravalle at fullback. His
line bucks never failed to gain, and
line with about fifteen pounds per
square inch, which is used in the his spinners were equally effective.
heating of President Sills' house, for Kenely as usual did most of the ball
carrying,
but his aerial marksmanthe steam baths in the chemistry
ship was the day's 'individual highlaboratories, the tanks in the Gymnasium and the Swimming Pool, ana light.
The first quarter was played on
the cookers in the Union kitchen. The
boilers in the main plant furnish the even terms, neither team being able
necessary pressure, to force the steam to break the deadlock and make a
first
down. The freshmen aided by a
to the various points, but the condensed steam is carried back by force clipping penalty, forced back the upof gravity.
In the Union, however, perclassmen to their one yard line, but
there is an auxiliary pump which a long punt by Henry Hubbard took
lateral
helps to get the water back to the the oval out of danger.
plant from the Infirmary, Union and pass from Hubbard to Don Reid gave
Gymnasium. All of the power line* the sophomores a 16 yard gain and a
which were formerly on posts on the first down in the second stanza, but
campus are now also installed in the just before the half came to a close
tunnels.

Assorted

to conouer frosh

A

1

1

SALTED NITS

the ground in order to repair the
gressive frosh mschine to a standpipes.
Trenches were excavated and
still, and what the line could not do,
lined with concrete forms. The passages are about six feet high in most a quartet of hard-tackling backs, led
by Charlie Burdell, was always able to

I

I

.

HOUSE PARTY SPECIALS

mmmbwjji

r

ethers have to us. ' I)o you figger it
«Jt? Colby place* four of her ladoaes on the mythical eleven Bowgets none. (And incidentally,
Mr. Echo Editor, "lousy" ia not
spelled with an "e". Why gild the
lily?)

ORIEfyf

third

drive,

The freshmen gained most of their
yardage after the soph touchdown
had been counted, in a desperate effort to score.
Fumbles and incomplete passes almost defeated them,
but with less than a minute to go
Bigelow fought his way across the
goal line with half the sophomore
team on his shoulders. Nate Miller,
slashing in from the soph left end,
eaaily blocked the critical drop kick
which would have tied the score. V
The sophs were not worried by a
passing attack after that, in spite of
the heavy fog, and although the frosh
fought hard, they struggled in vain,
and the game ended with the upperclassmen on the long end. The 1034
eleven is the only class team in history to win the annual class combat in both freshman and sophomore
years.

Wells Denies Credit
The sophomores were a happy, ex-

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
DEKES VANQUISH
SUBJECTS FOR TWO
LITERARY PRIZES
SIGMA NUS TO WIN
ARE ANNOUNCED
FOOTBALL SERIES
TheU

Delta to Play Sigma No Team
for Second Place in Inter-

Subjects for competition for the
Forbes Rickard Prize and the Pray
English Prize have been announced
Epsilon defeated the Sigma Nu team by the English Department of the
13-0.
Robbins and Means starred for college. The prizes are offered anthe former, and the triumvirate of nually for the best student poem and
Haskell, Koemple and Edwards for the best essay on some phase of Engthe latter.
lish literature.
Prior to this game on Wednesday
The Forbes Rickard prize will be
the 18 of November, the Sigma Nu
team scraped out an 8-0 win over the awarded by a committee of the facNon-fraternity outfit, thus gaining ulty for the best poem written during
the right to meet the Dekes. In this the present academic year. The comtie-breaking battle, the Non-frater- petition is open to all undergraduates,
nity stars were Crystal and Putnam. but no contestant may submit more
Haskell, Koemple, and Wood carried than six poems. Manuscripts must be
off the honors for Sigma Nu. Both ol typewritten, and must be handed to
these last two games were very Professor Chase at latest on May
Each poem should be signed
closely contested, and the last pe- 25th.
Poems by
riods of each were played in almost with the author's name.
undergraduates published in issues of
complete darkness.
the Quill which appear by the aforeThe game for second place honors
between the Theta Delts, runners-up mentioned date will be considered,
and need not be submitted in manuin league A, and the Sigma Nus,
script
winners in League B, after repeated
Competition for the Pray English
postponements due to the weather
and vacation, will be played this af- Prize is open to all undergraduates
who have had or are now taking a
ternoon.
year's work in English literature. The
In league A the Dekes came out award is made by a committee of the
on top, with the Theta Delts close be- alumni, for the best essay in literary
hind.
The Dekes had 9 points. The interpretation and criticism.
Kappa Sigs, Zetes and Psi U's were
The subject for this year is:
next in that order. In league B, Sig"Poetic imagery in Shakespeare: a
ma Nu and Non-fraternity were tied comparison from this point of view
with 8 points each, until the former of four chronicle history plays and
defeated the Non-fraternity men and four tragedies."
relegated them to second place. Alpha
The eight plays to be considered
Tau Omega and Alpha Delta Phi are: Richard II, Henry IV, Parts I
followed with 4 points each, and Chi and II, Henry V, Hamlet, Othello,
Psi and Beta Theta Pi were also King Lear, and Macbeth.
deadlocked with 3 points.
The essay must be at least two
thousand words in length, exclusive of
There will be a recital by the Bow- quotations; it must be typewritten,
doin Instrumental club at the Moul- and signed with a pseudonym; and
ton Union, Monday evening, Decern- it must be accompanied by a sealed
ber 7, at 8.15. There is an unusually' envelope containing the writer's name
good orchestra this year and the pro- and superscribed with his pseudonym.
gram is ready earlier than usual. This
The essays must be handed to
recital is informal for the professors, Professor Chase at latest on May
their friends and undergraduates.
25th.
The Pray English essay is accepted
uberant outfit after the game. Their as meeting the requirements of a mafirst concerted effort in the locker- jor essay in English literature for
room was a noisy cheer for Coach! the second semester of junior or
Linn Wells, whose expert guidance senior year. Students submitting it
molded a powerful, spirited team in for this purpose should, if possible,
four short afternoons. And the happy hand in one carbon copy along with
coach responded, as coaches will, the original.
"Wells takes none of the credit; the
credit all goes to you fellows.
You
Model Disarmament Conferences are
played a great game".
being planned at the University of
FRESHMEN <f
<T> SOPHOMORES Pennsylvania,
Bucknell
College,
Kent Bigelow), le
le. Miller
Washburn
College, and at Northwest!*»». It
h, Drake
In a closely contested championship

game between the winner*

in the re-

spective leagues on Monday, November 28, the followers of Delta Kappa
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Merrill (Baravalle). Ihb

-

Fraslt

down*

First

1.5

lost,

1

1
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It

1
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1

o
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Hubbard

Burdell (Odde)
I

*—

Touchdown* Robbins, Bigelow. Point after
touchdown: Robbing, Referee: Al Morrell. Um-

—

7
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:

pire Gibbons. Head linesman
of periods: 15. minutes.
:

:

Schultt.

Time

I

ANTIQVITYSHOP

1

'Anything: y'want Pressed?'
Give

lhb.
fk.

fl>

Score by perlodK

Frosh
Sophs

S
ta

recovered

penalties

Dixon (BeasUy).

•
•
•
3

1

Naaon

•

1.1

7t
•

Penalties

Yards

1*1
1J

11
5

Fumbles

Own famMes

Sophs

f
I
81
21

Passes intercepted by
Lateral passes
Laterals completed
Yards gained, laterals

ern.

(

FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE GAME
Lost ball on do» n«
Yards Kainrd. rushing
Yards lost, rashinc
Attrarr gain per rush
Forward passes
Forwards completed
Yards gained, forwards

;

Barbour (Huahex). Iir
I*. Archibald
Keville Barton), c
e. Davis (Sternberg )
'..
(Lipplncott), rir
rr, Pirkard
Holden. it
rt. Ackerman
Bohr (Sargent), re
re. Stone
Hurley (Abelon). qb. Reid (Sumner. MeNutt)
Kenely, rhb
rhb, Robbins

STATISTICAL SIMMARY OF THE

Competition for the Forbes Rickard
and Pray Enrlish Prizes to be
Conducted as Usual

fraternity Contest

Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
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OLD
GOLDS. No throat rasp, no
smoker's cough can come from

as their

choice in cigarettes are

OLD GOLD is a pure-tobacco
cigarette
100% natural-fla.

.
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either

.
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OR STAIN THE TEETH
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Tel.
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Riley Insurance
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Loose- Leaf Memory Book.
For particulars address INTERCOL-

Popular
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

BUGLE PICTURES DUE
BEFORE XMAS VACATION

ILLUSTRATED GROSS
LECTURE TONIGHT
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ON BIRDS TO BE
GIVENTONIGHT
of

Lecture

to

NO.

On

"Birds of Canadian Labrador" is
the subject of Professor Alfred O.
Gross' lecture at 8.30 this evening in
Moulton Union. The lecture will be
accomDanied and enlivened by four
reels of motion pictures and a number
of colored lantern slides illustrating
life on the Labrador coast.
The material for this interesting
lecture comes from an expedition directed by Professor Gross and Thornton W. Burgess, beloved children'*.
nature-story writer and eminent naturalist.
The
party
spent three
months along the Labrador seaboard,
covering some Jhree hundred miles of
coast and making many pictures of
the villages, natives, birds, aria" general life.
Edward D. W. Spingarn
'33, another member of the expedition
made a special study of the semipalmated plover.
William Gross,
Professor Gross' son, wrote an entertaining account of the trip which was
Professor A. <». Gross and his friend, Thornton W. Burgess, in their workpublished in a recent issue of the
ing clothes.
Brunswick Record.
One feature of the t»ip was a call
on» Dr. Wilfred Grenfell who was
then visiting one of his hospitals at
IS
Harrington Harbor.
Another highlight was the stop at St. Mary's
Island t location of important navigation lights) where the party found
with Suggested Improvements In
thousands of birds, including eider Veteran Material
ducks,
cormorants,
auks,
puffins,
Outlook
Courses
murres, and hosts of others.
Promising
At the conclusion of the voyage the

summa cum laiide of Harvard and a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, chose for
the evening several short pieces and
two longer compositions, one of
which he had read for the first time
the day before at an anniversary
meeting of the Harvard chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa.
Shorter Pieces Greatly Enjoyed
Introduced by president Sills, who
first acknowledged the indebtedness
of the College to Mr. Harold Pulsifer,
a friend of Mr. Hagedorn, for obtaining the gifted speaker, the lecturer
at once turned to a volume of his
briefer works. "Broadway", depicting
all too well the human tide that flows
there and the heart-breaks of it all;
"The Eyes of God", a phantasie of
•

Eleven Well

-

Known Dance

on Campus
Next Thursday

Orchestras

I

Eleven dance orchestras will swing
i

1

into rhythmic action the night of De-

the eleven fraternities will actively
participate, start their annual festiv\

i

ities.

The gym dance, which is
culmination of the two day

at the

STEP IN CAMPAIGN

FOR LITTLE THEATRE
Gown

Entire Masque and

New

Earnings to go to

Fund

series,

will

i

|

I

'

A great deal of enthusiasm is being shown by all those connected with
the
Christmas production of the
Masque and Gown. The interest of
the Faculty and Alumni is also greater than usual. The basis of this general enthusiasm is the decision of the
Masque and Gown to inaugurate a
campaign for a theatre of their own
here at college. Beginning this year,
the entire earnings of the club will be
allowed to accumulate in the bank
until sufficient funds are available
either to renovate some building near
the campus, or to erect a theatre on
land already owned by the College.
To further this project, publicity concerning the Christmas play is being
sent to all the Alumni Clubs and Associations in the immediate vicinity.
It is hoped that the interest of the
Alumni in the endeavors of the club
this year will spread materially beyond the limits of the college proper.
Production Hampered
In past years the Club has been
forced to resort to the Cumberland
Theatre wherein to present their
productions; with the exception of the
Shakespearian play which is given at
Commencement on the steps of the
This fact presents
Art Building.
many difficulties. It has been impossible to hold rehearsals in the sets,
inasmuch as the Theatre is not available until the day of the performance. The expense of hiring the Cumberland for an evening performance
is so great, that profits are rendered
unattainable. Thus, this
practically
yeai as in the past it will be necessary to present the play between the
regular matinee and evening cinema
performances <>f the theatre. Consequently thi- actual staging has to be

in

Department of Physics, assistant

in the

Department

German and a member of the White Key. Sanger is majoring
Chemistry, a member of Alpha Delta Phi and Phi Beta Kappa,

and

is

a native of Massachusetts.

ECONOMICS MEETING
ATTENDED BY CATLIN
AND SEVEN STUDENTS
Unemployment

and Economic Distress Topic of
State Conference

;

—

'

—

Continued on

sistant in the

of

;

I

4

been a member of the Instrumental Club for three years, the assismanager of the Musical Clubs for two years and finally manager of that organization, member of the Mathematics Club, as-

:

J

Continued on Fag*
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Philip J. Brockway, Maine '31, was chosen along with Sanger
from the State of Maine.
Sanger has a long record of extra-curricular activities. He has

.

CHAPEL TALK

\

selected in the State of Massachusetts.

I

ft

XMAS PLAY PRIMARY

WEEK

Richard N. Sanger '32 was one of the two men selected last Saturday by the Maine State committee to represent Maine at the
final district selections of Rhodes Scholars to be held shortly.
At
the same time Lawrence C. Jenks '31 was one of the candidates

cember 18 when the Christmas house tant
parties, in which both the college and

IDEAL CURRICULUM

SEASON

BRIGHT

Rhodes Scholarship
Nominated; Sanger Chosen

for

FINAL CHOICE TO BE MADE THIS

GEORGIA MELODIANS
TO PLAY GYM DANCE

this
feature
Charles
year
Boulanger and his Georgia Melodians,
an accomplished group of musicians
who are making the round of the colleges after playing during the Autumn at a large New York restaurant.
Besides providing the entertainment
of the evening, they will play the first
night of the parties at the Zeta Psi
house, rounding out two days of barthe spiritual justice of the Deity;
mony.
"The Vanished Schoolmaster", one
Each house has chartered an or
who "walks these halls" and "is not
dead";
"Solomon", a particularly chestra, most of which are local units
striking moral teaching, with the or those from nearby cities. Alpha
Delta
Phi has arranged for Billy
many-wived Solomon bemoaning the
fact that "there is no new thing", Murphy and his band to furnish the
simply because he has never experi- music for their party. Murphy has a
enced a steadfast love; and "Fifth popular unit that has won acclamation
Avenue in War Time", in whjch from the college. The A. T. O.'s have
painted ladies and fops parade up and gone only as far as Brunswick for
THIS
NIXON'S
down the street while thousands are their music, with Bunny Stanwood,
dying in pain and horror these se- popular pianist at the Cumberland,
lections were most, enthusiastically re- and his orchestra set to furnish the
Good
ceived by Mr. Hagedorn's audience music for dancing.
Freshman
among his short poem group, and they
Chi Psi will have Pat Huddleston
Bowdoin
served also to point out the versatil- and his orchestra to play at their
ity
dance.
Huddleston has heretofore
Reviewed
of the author.
Passages From The Great Maze" played in Lewiston. Joe Roman and
The classical story of Agamemnon his hand are tentatively scheduled to
With almost 150 runners' feet alDean Nixon, continuing his series and Clytemnestra is told most dra- play for the Delta Kappa Epsflon
ready pounding the dirt track of the
cage, the indoor track season begins of short talks on the results of the matically in afr. HagedornV "The party, but as yet may be replaced. An
to I»mq sbiad Kith, increasing, im-j
n-ing of the Greeks, the sly or the D. U.'s, Ernie George and his
portance, heightened by the fact that
ie
graduated class, chose as his topic
Aegisthu.s, with whom Clytemnestra Arcadians, who have done duty at
the Freshmen have in their number
falls in love during the absence of many local dances, providing enteras potent a squad, on paper at least, "An Ideal Curriculum".
follows:
in
full
The
talk
Agamemnon, and the tragic outcome tainment.
as has ever appeared at Bowdoin.
An Ideal Curriculum
of these flaring passions were all deGene Goodrum and his Hollywood
Not one or two individual stars,
One of the questions I put to that signed in unforgettable grandeur Inn unit are scheduled to play at the
but a well-balanced, even running outwas through the verses, read in the deep Beta House. Goodrum's usual stamprecently graduated class of 192
fit appears to be presented to Jack
Magee's appraising eye in the first, "What changes in the curriculum silence of the Lounge. "We shall not ing ground is Hollywood Inn at Bosyear team. Their undefeated show- would you think it desirable to walk in. a maze again", the groping ton, and he too is making the round
That is a hard question Agamemnon cries, seeking only to of the colleges. The Kappa Sigma
ing in cross-country presages what a malfc?"
strong season appears to be in store to put to a class of young fellows who regain his wife. And instead he re- house has chartered Quincy Marshhave spent the last few years scratch- ceives the thrust of the paramour's man and his orchestra.
for them.
The varsity likewise appears to ing for a living, though a question sword, the bite of the serpent.
An old favorite will provide music

TRACK FORECAST

District Representatives

TAKE SHAPE

Interests

Thornton W. Burgess, Noted

18

Large Attendance Expected Philip J. Brockway, Maine '31, Other Candidate— Lawwith Discontinuance of
rence C. Jenks, Bowdoin '31, Mass. Nominee
Soph Hop

Last Sunday evening an enthralled
audience, gathered in the lounge of
the Moulton Union, listened in expressive silence to the voice of Mr.
Hermann Hagedorn, poet and biographer, as he rendered most feelingly selections from his own poems.
Covering a wide range of interests
and displaying transcendent imagination along with a sound perception,
the passages as they issued from the
lips of their author were indelibly impressed in the minds of his listeners.
Mr. Hagedorn, who is a graduate

MOTION PICTURES
WILL AID SPEAKER

party attended an important biologconference which had far-reaching influences on conservation of wild
life, especially
that inhabiting the
Labradwr^ioast.
^

=

1931.

.

Covers Wide Field of

Canadian
Labrador"

ical

9,

Poetry of Harvard Graduate

be

"Birds of

Story Writer, Also
Gross Trip

.

HAGEDORN READS OWN XMAS HOUSE
SELECTIONS At UNION inpA»w
AN«
rAKll OT
KLAflft
ON SUNDAY EVENING]

GROSS LECTURE

Topic

j

(Continued on page 3)

Polar Bear Football

(Continued on pas* 2)

Bowdoin was well represented at
the annual Economics Conference of
the Maine Development Commission
held Friday, December 4, at Augusta,
for discussion and remedy of unemployment and general economic conditions in the state of Maine. 1'rofessor Warren B. Catlin, and seven undergraduates made the trip to tiistate capitol.

The subject

of the conference was:

"How can Maine minimize unemployits people from
economic distress?" The conference,
ttui ded into morning. ajftotanpn.
and evening sessions; the morning
session was taken up with registration of delegates and round table

ment and protect

.

The delegates were didiscussions.
vided into sections of two counties
each and there was discussion on
conditions existing and steps taken
to remedy them in these districts.

McKeen of the Brunswick
Chamber of Commerce told of con-

Joseph

ditions in this

cussion

York

town during the disCumberland and

between

counties.
(Continued on iwge SI

Team, Season 1931

Richard N. Sanger '32

Brockway

Brilliant

Brockway of Maine, received his
B.A. degree in the class of '31. At
present he is Teaching Fellow in English at Maine University.
While an
undergraduate Brockway won the
Freshman~ftss»r Prise. He wss president of the Literary Club, editor-inchief of the university literary magazine; he was active in football, base*
ball,
tennis, track and swimming.
Brockway was rankine man in the
English major course. He was voted
the ablest writer and the best poet at
Maine University. He is a member of
Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi.
This year's preliminary selections
mark the second vear of selections under the new districting scheme.
It
was thought by many that this plan
(Continued on pag* I)

QUILL WILL PUBLISH
FIRST ISSUE OF THE

SEASON IN JANUARY
Year to be Laid Upon
Undergraduate Interest and

Stress This

Material

The reorganized

Quill

board

will

publish its first issue shortly after
the Christmas holidays.
A midfall
issue being impossible because of conditions not under the control of the
board, the editors thought it best to
wait until house parties and vacations were over before publishing the

magazine.

The most important effort of this
year's Quill is the concentration on
undergraduate material with the belief that material of high caliber can
Not
be secured from the students.
only in the source of material but in'
the subject matter itself have the
editors stressed the importance of undergraduate influence and have endeavoied to make the magazine one
of wide interests with an appeal to as
large a number of Bowdoin graduates as possible.
Other than this the Quill will present to its readers a magazine such as
has appeared for the past three
years.
The Bath Times Press will
print the Quill this year. Anv undergraduate of the college may contribute to the Quill. Material should be
referred to Philip Ahern, 7 Maine
Hall.

in the few minutes preceding the raising of the curtain.
Furthermore, this awkward hour has
always greatly impaired the gate re-

done entirely

SIGMA NITS TIE

THETA DELTS,

6 to 6

ceipts.

Workshop Adequate Kut

Inaccessible

The much delayed

At present, the only suitable workshop for the preparation of scenery
lUonunucd on Faca

second place Intejfratemity Touch
Football honors was finally played on
Thursday afternoon.
In a closelycontested jrame, the Sigma Xu touch

It

NOTICE

football team battled to a six to six
decision with the cohorts of Theta
Delta Chi. In a game in which it was
very difficult for stars to _>hine, the
old
dependable)*,
Edwards
and
Koempel for the Sigma Nus, and Holt
and Cleaves fo r the Theta DHts were

With the end or the football
season and the termination of first
hour examinations, the Orient issues a last call to freshmen interested in doing; reportorial work.
There

is

ample room for additional

sp| licants

who

will suffer little or

no handicap from
appeared early.

who

is

their not

Any

having

freshman

interested in this competiget in
of the

tion should immediately
touch with any member

editorial staff, or report at seven
o'clock, Thursday evening;. Decem-

ber 10, in the Orient room of tne

Moulton

I'nion.

play-off for the

Henry W. Richardson '34, Charles C. Bilodeau '32. John A. Kicker. Jr., '32 ((apt.). Creighton E. Gatchell '32, Stanton W. Gould '32. Reino Olson '32. Second
row: W. Holbrook Lowell, Jr., '33 (Mgr.-elect). Donald C. Reid '34, Gordon D. Briggs '33. Henry B. Hubbard '34, Thurman A. Larson '34, Witoldo Bakanowsky '33, Arthur E. Moyer
row: Hubert C. Barton, Jr., '32, John H. Milliken, Jr., '33 (Capt-elect), Charles H. McKenney 34, Richard M. Lamport '32 (Mgr.), John W. Hay '32, Morris
ThinI
Mgr)
(Aast.
First row. left to right:

'33

P.

#

Brown

'32.

nevertheless outstanding.
No Further Play-off
Inasmuch as another play-off if not
forthcoming, the points for .second
place
awaided towards the Ive*
Trophy will undoubtedly be divided.
The Sigma Nus and Theta Delts will
each receive one and a half unit.;.
The Dekes, by winning the championship, will be given five points towards thiB much coveted trophy.
'
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James E. Bassett *34
James C. Freeman *34
Rater 8. Hall '34
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Carl G. Olson *84

John If. Sinclair
John Morris

*84
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follows have passed away
undergraduates have found that the college is still here, that there
is other work to be done, and though "chaos has come again" for a
few, the main cause must
and inevitably does go on
This last does not mean that Bowdoin undergraduates accept
defeati with that indifferent equanimity which various sports
writers so often imply. The desire to win, plays a part in every
man's life, and it is an especial characteristic of youth. Bowdoin
men have never considered themselves, nor have they been considered by those who know them more intimately, untouched by
this universal desire. Bowdoin men have not desired to win at
any cost however, nor would they see college standards lowered for
such an inane end as a victorious football team. A sense of values
which might well be adopted by more mature individuals is what
undergraduates are rapidly gaining.
In conclusion, there are greater problems than victorious teams
to which we may all profitably set our minds. That Bowdoin undergraduates have felt this increasingly is only too obvious. Their
attitude towards Coach Bowser, and their confidence that he accomplished all that was possible within sphere of man, is tempered
by the knowledge that despite the temporary gloom which follows a
defeat, the course of the sun remains unchanged and graver Problems linger on the horizon.
!

;

PULSIFER HOLDS TEA
DEAN NIXON SPEAKS
0N1DEALCURRICULUM FOR D3IS AND VISITING POET HAGEDORN
Suggested Improvements In

Bowdoin Courses
Reviewed

through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council and undergraduates,
reorganization of requirements for degrees.

Fact Learning Type of Edu-

sign of health that only three members of tne class felt that no changes

.4/«m«i!i

whatever should be made.

rather an odd one, and seems to require some explanation. The
is published several times a year through the office of
the Alumni Secretary. It contains various articles by contributors,
but is chiefly important as an alumni news organ. The actual publishing of this magazine is handled by the Bowdoin Publishing
Company, an undergraduate organization, set up chiefly to put out

A

large number of fellows suggested various substitutions and omissions.
One man fert that the history of civilization should be substituted for Mathematics 1; another
that Botany should be given for a full
year; another that calculus should
the ORIENT.
take the place of analytical geometry
purposes
a
in mathematics 1. Two men were of
and
all
intents
is
to
The ORIENT, in its present form,
the opinion that one modern language
self-sustaining activity. The Alumnus, however, is not. Over a should be omitted; another man that
period of four years, not including the present season, it has had an the group requirement should be
dropped. Three men that many of
annual deficit running anywhere from $280.19 to $971.54, and our required courses should no longaveraging $497.48 per year. Blanket tax appropriations to the er be required. Another man sugthat we abandon all literature
gested
the neighborhood of $500 per
Publishing Company have been
requirements a rather unfortunate
be easily thing for the college of Hawthorne
year during this time. From the above figures it
Orient is practically financially and Longfellow.

m

Ibis

and Herman

Hagedorn,

Mr.

Hagedorn made

trust of

scholastic

clear

honors

his
in

dis-

deter-

mining the intellectual qualities of a
college man.
He said that Phi Heta
Kappa is often awarded to a grind
who is in no sense imbued with the

s—

is merely the payment of
Furthermore, though the Orient
seems to be in a sound if not prosperous financial condition, the use
of this appropriation or a large part of it at least, by the board, is
a thing highly to be desired. The editorial staff at present runs at
a decided disadvantage in trying to put out a paper worthy of
Bowdoin. We are constantly prevented by lack of money from
running cuts and special type jobs which help to liven up a college weekly and make it not only more interesting but more valuable to the College. Were the Publishing Company not saddled by
the
the Alumnus, many plans for th^improvement of the Orient
could be put into operation, whereas they
students' own paper
are now held up for financial reasons. These financial hindrances
would be removed with the removal of the Alumnus from the purview of the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
It seems only reasonable that such an organ as the Alumnus,

Company

Orient subscriptions.

—

—

published in the interests of the Alumni and of college publicity,
should be supported either by the College or by the Alumni Fund.
It seems unreasonable that the students should bear the expense,
especially when it is to the detriment of their own paper. Therefore, we ask that the Alumnus be removed from the control of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company, or at least that that company be

any

financial

drawbacks entailed by

we would urge

its publication.

that, in the interests of

a better and

withdrawn as incident

Eliot

30c lb

on Bulk Orders

Bassett,

3,

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

of

the University of Vermont, spoke to
an enthusiastic and appreciative au-

"*B™*B™11**HBBS**™slB*SHSfis^mmi

!

in the Moulton Union "On some of the thought and most of the
Reading Homer." The lecture was rhythm. One may, however, appre-

dience

'

XMAS HOUSE PARTY
PLANS TAKE SHAPE

I

quotations ***** th« P°« tic beauty, although not
tne po*t's lyre, without reading
*
it.
en j» .£»,_ _v- v
i
B the
from
the* "Iliad , with which work « Illa £r in
it8 ori, inal Greek
H omer
Professor Bassett was primarily con- nM appea, not
Continued from Pan I
for lovers of
cerned in his talk.
poetry, but also for those who like a at the Theta Belt house, Lloyd RaffProfessor Bassett began by say- good yarn,
nell and his Georgians, who played at
ing that there are three reasons for Utilizes Beat Principles of Narration the last T. D. house party, once more
Homer attains his end successfully getting the call. Sigma Nu has a
reading any literary work. The first,
Western unit, Harry Harrison's oris because the work is new, and every- by carrying out several main princichestra, for their festival.
body is reading it.
In short, one pies of narration. The first principle
Eddie Deas and his Band, noted for
wants to read it in oHer to "keep up conBists of forimn|P ilt j, e reader's
with the Jones '. This is, quite evi- mmd the ^lief that the characters their tunes, will go strong at the Psi
U dance. The Zetes have the same
ea
ng H
r h» ve a11 rea,,
lived
the
events
and
y
rSn?*
!!™J ™t*_
"
.
J??!!
band that will do work at the gym
reason
is educa
today. ™uI
The second
described have actually taken place.
tional.
The man who would be well The Poet accomplishes this by mak- dance.
educated must read Homer, and con ing the Muse tell the story.
When soulless, and unpleased with their exsequently the Iliad is often forced Homer mak€s the Muse speak> he is
I nfortunately, how- nti]ity putting himself in the back- istence.
on students.
Homer is a great story-teller. He
ever, forced reading does not always ground and allowing the storv to teli
thinks only of his readers' comfort,
attain its end, and Homer is too of- itse i f
The f^o^ principle, continu- and we can enjoy
the "Iliad" without
ten read as a textbook, thus, forming j{
y of actj n, leads Homer to compress a sense of effort. Although other and
for many people an aversion to the the evente of ten years into
many
"Iliad
The third reason, and the weeks, thus making a continuity of more recent authors may give equal
the pleasure of
pleasure,
it
is
not
one with which Homer is most profitwhkh can
compared to a
ably read, is to satisfy a real desire river always flowing on, sometimes trut art as is that derived from Homer. Homer forgets himself and thinks
to read him.
roughly and sometimes peacefully.
only of the reader, as of a musical inHomer's Appeal Undying
Homer makes his characters act out strument
on which he is playing, with
The best evidence of Homer's most of the story. Over half the an aim to minimize the reader's efgreatness is that he appeals to all poem is in dialogue, and the author's fort. There are two ways in which
ages and interests. Plutarch called careful and clever' staging of scenes this is shown; one is the speed and
Homer ever new, always supremely makes the reader seem to see the order with which the essential ininteiesting. He always satisfies if the living characters themselves,
formation is given, and the other is
reader makes -himself at home with
The secret of Homer's unity is in the logical continuity "of thought and
the story. To get the full value and the theme of the poem.
Although action in the poem.
appreciation from Homer's works, there are two minor themes besides
Homer's Expanded Similes
one must return to them again and the main one, the three are carefully
The purest of Homer's poetry is to
again for there are few minds so knit together, so that if the reader
be found in his expanded similes.
attuned to the writing of Homer that keeps them in mind the story will
These similes have been compared to
they can fully appreciate his work assume its unitv.
little pictures, while the whole poem
at the first reading. Most of us have
Homer's Deities
The little pictures
is a big picture.
to approach the great man more slowThe "Iliad" has been objected to serve to turn the reader's attention
ly, gradually becoming intimate with
on the ground that there are too many from man to nature, and being found
him.
deities in the story, who are always mainly in descriptions of battles, they
Homer a Great Story Teller
stepping in to control the human enable the reader to rest from lookOne may know and love the "Iliad" characters in all that they do. What ing at the big picture, or main story.
without reading all of it. When the we call luck, Homer calls "the will
In conclusion, Professor Bassett
"Iliad" is read for the first time the of the gods". We must, however, re
said that the view of Homer as one
reader should skip all nonsense, and member that the deities are as neces- poet was fortunately the only one
regard
all
that
of
as nonsense
he may
.sary as are the mortal characters
needed by the present-day reader.
When one the story. The human characters of Homer has the ability to enter into
he does not understand.
comes to know Homer, he finds that the "Iliad" are too perfect, and for different modes of life, a power which
he is just a great story-teller and not unpleasant actors, Homer picks on many of us have lost because we have
a teacher; and that he is not trying the gods, especially on those of become too much accustomed to the
to force a moral on his readers.
These gods and god- .same manner of living. Homer has
Zeus's family.
Professor Bassett then brought up desses, as portrayed by Homer, have been appreciated for almost 3,000
the point of whether or not Homer few of the virtues and most of the years, and now, advised Professor
could be satisfactorily read in Eng- vices of human beings, and although Bassett, when you are tired of the
lish.
The poems of Homer cannot be they are immortal, all-powerful be- radio, withdraw- fiom it and listen
tr^nslaCed, he said, without losing ings, the Poet represents them as for a white to the song of Homer.
filled
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Bowdoin courses demanded too little
thinking and too many facts. Undoubtedly this is true, but the right
preparation is hard to determine.
Thinking without facts is not thinking but imagination.
Ideal Curriculum I nfound
Some of you may have noticed on
the bulletin board that my subject
today is An Ideal Curriculum. You
may wonder when I am going to
reach my subject. I am not. That
more or less
title was selected as
of a pleasantry- Those of you who
have tried te correlate the long list
of suggestions which come from thir.
class, many of them conflicting sug-

years of a modern language.
Various suggestions were made
that certain courses be added to our
One man wanted a
curriculum.
course in comparative religion; another a course in Latin and Greek
composition (now given); another a
course in classical philology; another a course in foreign talkies. Five
men put in strong pleas for a few vocational courses at Bowdoin, while gestions, must see how hard it is to
four men wanted more education arrive at an ideal curriculum, if by
Other suggestions ideal you mean a curriculum which
given.
courses
were: a course in current affairs with is an entirely and universally satisprerequisites of history and econom- factory one to undergraduates, facics; a course in creative reading (now ulty and alumni.
1 suspect that such
given); a course in world geography a curriculum, if it can be found at
and political and commercial relation- all, can be found only by generations
ships; a Freshman survey course in of trial and error, and once found
A couple of it must soon again be changed to
industrial relationships.
men recommended that we have a meet changed conditions. This proccourse in informal public speaking, a ess should always continue, as it is
couple more that we have a Freshman now continuing at Bowdoin, but in
survey course in history (which will this matter, as in so many others, it
be given next year); while another is probably wise to make haste slowrecommended a. course in ancient his- ly.
tory (which will also be given' next
year).

to this transfer.

Problem: how

answer a
million a day

We

many

83c lb

Special Prices

evening, December

Professor Samuel

89c lb

ernment; another for two years of

either German or Chemistry; another
for a required year of either Chemistry or physics; another for a required course in money and banking.
Two men were of the opinion that we
required one course in history, while
one man that we "should reouire three

At Tufts, a proposition has been
Change In Policy
made to allow three years of band
In addition to all these specific sugwork to be the equivalent to one year
gestions quite a number of men ex- of physical education in figuring repressed themselves on matters of gen- quiremente.
Vote of Confidence
eral policy. Three men for instance
urged the college to hold to the
The Bowdoin football season of 1931 has passed into history Classics;
four urged that we develop
are in the Sciences; one man thought the 'Anything y'want Pressed?'
silence will seem the order of the day.
and to
accord with this sentiment, but there is a matter which deserves number of classes should be increased
Give it to
and their duration decreased. Another
That man thought we should have more
notice, and
is the time for it to be brought to light.
McINTIRE and ROVAL
Bowdoin during the past season a sane, sym- conferences rather than more classes.
existed
serviceable undergraduate paper, the blanket tax appropria-

tion be not

Famous Bard

Iliad Stressed

On Thursday

.j

,

The

as guest of honor, were entertained at
tea at the residence of Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Hagedorn, who has lecently
published a biography of Leonard
Wood, discussed his experiences while
work,
collecting
material
for his
stressing the difficulty of verifying
the truth of an article.* Mr. Hagedorn also discussed politics and the
various political conventions he had
attended.
Gives Views on Collegiate Honors
In the course of his conversation

—

may

Furthermore,

of

.1

Cashews
Peanuts

Extols

^j^

love of learning, but who is, rather,
endowed with a willingness to spend
plenty of time on his work and as a
result attains high, ranks.
In the same conversation Mr. Hagedorn spoke of the Degree of Doctor
of Philosophy stating that most of the
seen, in view of the fact that the
Widely
-li
Sa
Vary
better known pre&^sors at Harvard
il
independent, that this blanket tax money has gone toward the
Quite a number of these men ad- were not Ph.D.* and that their repuAlumnus deficit, at least in large measure
vocated improvements of one sort or tations were based' on their individuanother in various courses now given. ality and 'broad ifi (el ]tv».
several
in
system
unsound
and
an
unfair
This seems to us to be
The Idea) Vollege
I shall not here specify these courses
ways. In the first place, student subscriptions to the ORIENT are for obvious reasons. But I cannot
He said that he could see no value
forbear to quote the plea of one mem- in the-throw and * hat-the-ball-backtheoretically covered by the blanket tax; practically speaking, the
ber of this class that all college pro- again method of learning or in tne
ORIENT gets little or none of this money. It is distributed virtually fessors display more horse-sense in mere acquisition of facts for facts'
Quite a num- sake.
free to the students. In the second place, student funds are pay- conducting their work. increased
deber of men advocated
Mr. Hagedorn felt that outstanding
ing, in fact if not in name, for a publication intended solely for mands of various kinds; a /couple professors should serve as aids and
alumni, though copies are available to the very few students inter- wanted more English reading re- guides to students in the fields that
quired; four wanted more English were of special interest to the stuested in it. It seems scarcely fair that student money should be courses required; two other \men dent. He made the statement that
spent in this way, for something not directly concerning them, thought that we should have a re- the greatest benefit that college could
quired course in English composition offer was the stimulation of individual
when there are campus activities needing funds, especially when Junior and Senior years.
Another initiative and to increase the love of
the student body is under the impression that the blanket tax ap- voted for a required course in Gov- learning.

relieved of

Works

Lecturer

.

(Oontfantt rroen Fas* 11

is

more

Vermont

SALTED NUTS
Assorted

.

Rapped by

cation

Guest

which anyone of you men would
be vociferously ready to answer a
dozen times over.
The Publishing Company and The Alumnus
Quite a number of this class
Among the items we have mentioned in our program of changes skipped this question. One man said
is the question of the Alumnus. The whole situation in this regard "I flunk this one, Dean" but it is a

their

ON HOMER AT
THE UNION

i

No. 18

1931.

The ORIENT favors and nrgea serious consideration of the following:: a senior
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
through the campus closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publications, separation of the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Publishing Company; stu d ent representation on the Blanket
Tax Committee; a longer reading; period, closer contacts

propriation to the Publishing

HOUSE PARTY. SPECIALS

BASSETT TALKS

football

—

G. Russell Booth '33

Robert L. M. Abeni

When the charged atmosphere which precedes a

game and the ephemeral gloom which

1871

Associate Editor

CjUmzs

now

ing year.

George T. 9ewaH *S2
Philip

football games is the "be all and the end
not the case, and this conviction grows with each pass-

That the winning of
all" is

to

now

there has

at

and intelligent attitude towards the misfortunes of the
1931 eleven by the undergraduate body is the fact we wish to
emphasize here, and is the most encouraging factor of a decidedly
disastrous campaign.
pathetic,

This sanity was due in the first place to the conviction that
Coach Bowser was doing his utmost to produce a competent eleven.
Despite the returns Saturday after Saturday this conviction stuck,
and is even now the sentiment of the Campus. Undergraduates
knew that the material with which Bowser had to work was inexperienced and lacked weight; it was certainly not the stuff of
which winning teams are made. Bowser may have been a "Miracle Man" to some individuals, but it would have taken much more
than a "Miracle Man" to improve upon the 1931 eleven. Bowser
has received a vote of confidence which in the light of his achievement during the season of 1930, and his valiant attempt to do the
impossible during the past season, is justly deserved.

Ik

tetemtl

Three men thought we should have
fewer required courses.
One man
thought there should be more uni-

LECLA1R

& GERVAIS

do the work

formity of courses for everybody. Still
another member of this class was in
favor of Major Examinations being
Varney's Jewelry Store
divided between Sophomore and Senior year; another thought Seniors
Repairing:
should be allowed a re-examination in
courses failed. The suggestion also
By An Experienced Watchmaker
was made that English 1 be sectional
according to ability a matter we
Shaeffer Pens for College Men
have often considered.
couple of
1M MAINE STREET
men felt that the whole Bowdoin
—
system should be made to resemble
more closely the English system,
while three men felt that one of our
Latest College Style* in
main difficulties was lack of intelligent choice of courses, and one of Bostonian and Ftorsheira
them believed that no student should
$5 to $10
be allowed to elect a course without
giving reasons for so doing. Lastly,
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins. Robbers
four men stated very vigorously that
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"The Open Road" of Life

W. CHANDLER & SON

Graphically Outlined

150 Maine Street

by Speaker
President Clifton D. Gray of Bates
College in his Sunday Chapel address
to Bowdoin students graphically outlined "The Open Road" of life and the
"way, ways, and ways" of the journey.
President Gray took the often
quoted passage from the Book of the
Unknown Prophet for his text: "Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make
straight in the desert a highway for
our God. Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill
shall be made low: and the crooked
shall be made straight, and the rough
places plain: And the glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh
shall see it together: for the mouth
of the Lord hath spoken it."
The thought behind these lines is
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beauty sacrificed in our efforts to develop good roads. The speaker declared that no beauty is so attractive
as that found along the highway following the Columbia river from Portland, Oregon, to the rise of the riv-

I

j

Speaking of college newspapers, we
note that dear old Portland Evening
News gave as a pat on the back last
month. It said: "Its (the Orient's)
intellectual vigor is a symptom of
concomitant crescendo in undergradua t e cerebration." Or was it a pat
on the back? The lads of Casey's
Lit waxed merry over the wee para
graph ... and well they might. The
New Yorker, however, really did publish something about college newspapers which made us feel very, very
good. (This was just after the Columbia "Spectator" brawl) Said the New
Yorker: "We have an increasing respect for undergraduate publications,
callow as they are. They are the real
liberal journals of the country, because their editors are twenty-one."
(On, George, are you^ twenty -one?)
At twenty-one 'an editor has* the

beginning. It is enough to know
what the general direction of our road

Life is a Road; now a road, and now
a journey. President Gray stated that
it has been a personally conducted
tour these post twenty or so years for
We have found
the most of us.
But, in tile
guides along the way.
near future we shall confront an en-

is to be, though there are those who
can trace their routes through to the
end. Most of us are not so fortunate.
Those who do not read the sign-boards
at the crossroads properly often lose
their bearings.
In closing the speaker quoted the
familiar lines: "To every man there is
a way, ways, and ways. The high soul lovely tart quality of the unripe."
climbs the high way and the low soul (We skip seversl inches here) "...
takes the low
but to every man thst is why campus papers are so
there openeth a high way and a low. alive, and why they cause deans so
Every man shall say which way his much scute distress, worse than
cramps of the stomach."
soul shall go."
*
*
*
j

tirely different situation.

No

Mustard and Cress

general ordered his troops to
do when they retreated because the
swords of their opponents were longNamely, take a
er than their own.
step forward.
Under no conditions can we stop
President
on "The Open Road".
Gray told of a recent trip on the muddy roads near Budapest, that were
and
mud
pot-holes
of
cow paths full
"Unlike the Turks we had a permanent foothold on those roads for the
simple reason our car did not stop"
Every road has its end as well as
its

er.

Stops on "The Open Road"

(Continued from xmtce

Phi Beta Kappa Poem
"The Three Pharaohs" is the title
given to the epic poem composed by
Mr. Hagedorn for the Phi Beta Kappa
anniversary meeting at Harvard Saturday.
By way of explanation, the
poet said he had intended each one of
these Pharaohs to represent one of
the miajhty influences that are at
work in the world today, especially
under present economical conditions.
Elevating such mundane affairs to the
realm of great poetry is in itself no
slight task, but all those who heard
the carefully phrased stanzas read by
Mr. Hagedorn were impressed."
The grim granite walls of today are
sending our former dreams and darings down into the limitless quagmire*-.
This is the first Spectre. "Is the
It almost
great torch burnt out?"
seems to us that no answering
beam is struck today from our former glory. "Exiles of hope", we are
is
Liberty
slaves,
though rich.
waste!
And now a second Shape bends over
us, the communistic mirage. It laughs
at our professions of individual freedom, though man may cry out, "We
are not made for walls". Ironically
it leers, and grates "Man is a cog",
and has nothing beyond.
Thirdly comes the Pharaoh within,
the great indestructible flame that
humans have sought wherever they
have been. Simply, unquestioned, it
And
stands, and always will stand.
in it lies our freedom, our hope of
salvation here and hereafter for R
we
whom
Infinite, towards
is the
grasp, looking through and beyond
those other threatening Spectres.

Bowdoin's seven student delegates
to the conference were: Gilbert L.

Barstow "82, John W. Keefe '82, Donald A. Stockman '321, William W. Dunbar "82, Edwin M. Ames "38, Gordon
C. Knight "32, and Hugh C, Barton
'32.

Report

Waterville's

among

Notable

the reports of the

and towns during the morning
session was that of Waterville. There

cities

in effect to alleviate unis to use the labor for
The money for
enterprises.
these enterprises is raised by a volun-

the plan

employment
civic

tary levy on those persons employed.
Later this plan was included in the
resolutions adopted by the conference.
The afternoon program, held in the
auditorium of the House of Representatives, included speeches by Hon.
Herbert S. Swett, manager and treasurer of Lakewood, and president of
toe Maine publicity bureau. In his
speech on recreation, Hon. Mr. Swett
argued for liberal expenditures in advertising Maine as a recreational
Ho said that at present the
center.
state is spending $30,000 on an enterprise which ran far into the millions.
He advocated a tax of one-fourth
of one percent on gasoline which,
when spent for advertising, would increase the sale of gasoline to tourists,
and thus each year the money spent
for advertising would furnish the
necessary funds for the next year's

1)

-

advertising.

(Continued from

.
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is

now

is

PettigTOve 1W)
in residence at Oxford.
He
studying at Merton College.

.

€LEE CLUBS TO HOLD
CONTEST IN BOSTON

been transone of the best of along "The Open Road" we shall find
that the higher the climb the steeper
twentieth century thoroughfares.
The going for
the grade will be.
Life a "Road"
some will be smooth and the grade
The history of "The Open Road" is easy. Some will follow the old roads
intensely fascinating.
The ancients while others will blaze new trails, or,
too knew how to build marvelous as a Greek quotation goes: "If I do
highways, particularly the Romans, not find the road I will make one."
whose far-flung provinces were united
We have to climb to formulate
by endless chains of highways. Al- ideals, which will take root as we

The
rm2
Symphony

formed into

in

under the

Mk
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"

Wuitok^'^'"
=^'m Wue-book.
s

ctnSt wTn fake^at hour exam
Hall in Boston ana isl
auspices of the New Eng-

land College Glee Club Association".
This year the customary assemblage
be augmented by a contingent of
from the hills of Hanover,
It will be the first time that Dartmouth has been represented in the

'

STEP IN CAMPAIGN

Agent for Victor Radio

j

vocalists

j
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RESHNESS

FOR UTTLE THEATRE
the loft of Memorial Hall. While
this place is ample in size, the route
to and from it, is both treacherous
and detrimental to the products conis in

Compliments of

i

!

H.S.MelcherCo.

structed therein. There is also no opportunity available there for experimenting with lighting effects, or for
testing the scenery under artificial

that's the thing

lighting.

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT

Distributors for

Baxter's Canned Goods

person may earn
for newspaspare time; experience
unnecessary; no canvassing; send
for free booklet; tells how. Heacock, Room 574, Dun Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
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pers;, all or
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CUMBERLAND
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HIS
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with Claudette Colbert

-

Gary Cooper

-

Fox News

-

Morton's News Stand

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Travelogue

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

in

Capital, I56.M*.
Surplus and Profits, $100,000
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AMBASSADOR BILL
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Comedy

PATRONAGE

Novelty Reel
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•
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- with - Charles Bickford
Also Paramount News

Lois Moran
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December 12th
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A Sound Slant
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guarantees against that.
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fresh to start with

— blended

say with so
fresh.
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Screen Sang
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flavors are vigi-
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Distinctive
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Printing

Try Camels9 freshness for a change. Switch over
one day, then change back — if you can.
J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,

Reynolds Tobacco Company's CoasUo-Coast Radio Programs

camel quarks hour, Morton Downey,
Tony Won*, and Camel Orchestra, direc-

PRINCE ALSEIT QUAITRR HOUR, Alice JOT,
"Old Hunch," and Prince Albert Orchestra,
direction Paul Van Loan, every night except Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network
See radio page of local newspaper for time

tion Jacques Renard, every night except

Sunday, Columbia Broadcasting System

•

has

consideration.

For Estimates Telephone 3

Brunswick Publishing Co.
Or. Maine and Dunlap
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parched or toasted

not only
but will
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Monday and Tuesday

so that

ATTRACT ATTENTION
s

-

also
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tobaccos in Camels are never parched or toasted

hold Reader Interest

HEAVEN ON EARTH
-

made

H.

Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
you sell and where your business is
located. How very necessary then
that your PRINTING be DIS-

LEW AYRES
-

Camels are fresh in the Camel Humidor Pack be-

lantly safeguarded.

December 11th

-VAUDEVILLE— on

something smokers have discovered as
better than anything they ever tried before.
is

choice, delicately mild, sun-ripened tobaccos in which

SOLICITED

Magic Carpet

•

by Camels,

The

— the Reynolds method of scientifically applying heat

the popular thing.

cause they're

WILL ROGERS
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That's because a fresh cigarette, as demonstrated

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
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you noticed the new trend in cigarettes?—
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will

contest.

Lawrence C. Jenks

the middle of the campus? There m
It is with a feeling of good cheer a splendid tree right in front of the
And now that we're so
.
.
and Christmas joy that we note the Chapel
lights in red and green strung over busy with policies, here's ours: a
but board-walk on the much used path
.
Mr. Moult on'* Union
wouldn't it be very holiday-ish to rig from Mem Hall to the^ Chapel
up a lighted Christmas tree on one "for the lack of a walk a galosh w
of the smaller whispering pines in bought" . . .

XMAS PLAY PRIMARY

Popular Sheet Music and Records

pad D

der the old system.

—

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

News

SCHOLARSHb CHOSEN
would discriminate a rains t the smaller
colleges including- Bowdoin. but from
all indications Bowdoin is benefiting
by it. Should Bowdoin be fortunate
enough to place both these men at the
final district selections she will have
•<•«,* three men to Oxford in three
years, a feat that was impossible un-

We shall find ourselves at the
crossroads of life; for the first time
we shall be traveling on our own. The
course for most of us will not be like
the straight highways of France, that
run for miles without the slightest
Excuse the long paragraph, but we
bend, but will have its high moun«
felt we had to get it off'n our chest.
Now
tains and turbulent streams.
Now we rub our hands briskly toand then it will be overcast with
gether and approach the faculty
dark shadows and perhaps even enter
deai ly brought to light by thedeveloiiwhv he
... ask Stallky SUllknecht
canyons, seemingly without
glee
college gi«
annua, coueg*
The
ineoawioruie
date for the annual
ment of the Newburyport Turnpike. gloomy
j,^ j
j
Jg^ ., iz „ with tw0
exit.
club contest, in which the Bowdom '„£=„
Formerly nothing more or less than
Pr^f Mitchell how
£ nd
We do not realise at the outset
a series of cuts and fills this Mas"pretty
incomment
terfe
the
what is ahead, but as we progress ZnyTears"
yea
h£ bE.n 'STSftoreh
h
sachusetts highway has
'.

!

HAGEDORN READS OWN
SELECTIONS AT UNION
ATTENDED BY CATUN
AND SEVEN STUDENTS ON SUNDAY EVENING

ECONOMICS MEETING

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES FOR RHODES

|

Roman

present roads
our
BATES SPEAKS
the
and
— the wear
and tear of
and
One cannot but marAT SUN. CHAPEL machinetheago?
modern, road
ease

Our Heavy Bronx* Bowdoin Seal Desk Calendars

,

make our way. Whatever the journt y
may be "Don't complain". Do as the

though their foundations have remained unchanged for two thousand
years, the Roman roads still live and
compare with the best roads of today.

GRAY OF

PRES.

BOOK STORE

Mm** FRESH -£>j»f FRESH
Don't remote the snoimnu o^oof strapping from your package of Can.tU
alter you open it. The Camel Humidor Pack is protection against par.
pane and powder odors, dust and germs. In offices and homos, even in the
dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack deliver*
djotk.Cameh and keeps them right until the last one ha* been smoked

Winton-Salem, N.

C

.

——
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SPORTS

Sportsman's Pen
Coach Linn takes the limelight this
week as the hockey squad undergoes
still mor# conditioning drill and commences stickwork. Many of the seventy men have already skated, and
team practice in the rink will very
soon be possible.
It is being whispered about that
the hockey team is to be blessed wit^
new equipment.
This is a badly
needed improvement, for the official

Athletic Dept.

photograph of

Abolition of Intramural

Coach Wells is building from the
ground up, and no man is sure of
Competition for places
his position.
on the limited varsity squad will be
keen, with a horde of capable sophomores pushing the regulars.

Meeting; Opposition Strong

ltoston University and Northeastern hockey squads have been on ice
for over a week already at the BosSid Parrel, erstwhile
ton Garden.
Bates athlete, is guarding the Boston
Hockey Club goal, and Dick Thayer
of Bowdoin is a wing on that team.

Games will be played this season
with Boston University, Northeastern
and New Hampshire in the Delta
rink.
Last year Colby and Bates
were the only outside clubs entertained in Brunswick. Bowdoin Freshmen open here with Hebron January

Mass
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MThe mark of a giftfe experienced
is
a cosmopolitan appetite
» says a University of Vermont

person
...

professor.

—
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The annual "stock contest" is in
progress at M. I. T. Competitors are
£j ve n a hypothetical $10,000 to be in
vested as they see fit. At the end
of the contest, in April, the man who
has been most successful in his buying and selling wins a cash prize.
Colby students are soon to show
by voting their opinions on disarm-

^

ente

- en*' °,n
,./.,, Hnited statc£
•P
i?^5
the World Court, and on college nun
,
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*arv t raimn £I

Cross, cutting classes on
the eve of a holiday is a "serious
breach of collegiate regulations, and
incurs a corresponding penalty."

At Holy

j

Maine

Cooperation Needed
Quarterback Fowle, Williams
'Bowdoin College has never gone out to recruit its athletes and I hope that
Halfback— Peabody. Colby
they never will," Magee went on to say. He stated that unless there was a
Halfback— Bush, Mass. State
decrease in interfraternity athletics, and an increase in the interest in varsity
Fullback Robeitshaw, Maine
sports, this change was inevitable. The coaches, went on Coach Magee, are
ever willing to welcome any material at all, no matter how inexperienced they
The calibre of this selection is in- are. If there is a decrease in intramural sports and an increase in the opposite
dicated by the fact that Schlums or direction, Magee said that the coaches could guarantee better varsity teams, if
Wesleyan, given honorable- mention they couldn't guarantee winning teams. He emphasized the point that men
for All-American- team honors, was would like to go out for the major sports, but oftentimes thev are urged by
not given a place.
their fraternities to go out for the house teams. Mr. Magee closed by quoting-

—

1

—

at George Washington UniCoach Magee's advance statement
a common bridge club has that the Frosh should take over the
itself into a class in Rus- Sophomores in the interclass strugsian, just for want of something more gle this year appears justified when
intellectual.
school meets are
results of prep
mulled over.
The Clark News carried three arIn the sprints, the yearlings have
ticles on Doris Kenyon, who appeared John Kelly, captain of the Huntingat Clark
University a couple of ton team last year, and Boston inweeks ago. From one of them, we door champion in the 300 yard run,
learn that when it was rumored she who can turn in a 300 close to 34
was in the building, several students seconds, and who is correspondingly
started to leave their classes to see good in the other sprints. His teamher.
mate, Mickey Hunt, can also turn in
an extremely fast dash. Bob Hurley, a
Those statistic fiends at M. I. T. 10.2 century man, is also expected to
have figured out the saving in coal show up well.
bills caused by a week of warm NoUniacke Should Take 600
vember weather. Only from thirty
In the 600 yard run Bowdoin apto forty tons per day were burned pears to have everything sewed up
instead of the sixty tons needed to tight this year if Tom Uniacke, capheat Technology on an ordinary cold tain of the team, lives up to his repday, or instead of the seventy tons utation.
Last year in the Bowdoin
necessary had it been really sold interscholastics he ran his favorite
weather.
distance in 1.15, and may lower his
this
season.
He can also race
time
Winter sports men at N. H. U. have the thousand in under 2.23, and the
already made practice skiing trips on mile in several seconds under 4 minMt. Washington.
utes 45 seconds.
In the thousand Stan Beasley, anA new milk record at Maine has other Huntington man, and Art Fox,
been established recently by Anna a star of the cross-country squad, ate
Valdessa Shepard 1050809 (whatever expected to do big things. Beasley, ill
1050809 means).
past seasons, has also been able to
reach under 2.25, while Fox, whose
All Vermont men using the shower distance has hitherto been the 880,
in the gymnasium are required to is liable to get far under that figure.
provide themselves with pair of woodThe rest of the cross-country squad,
en clogs. This is to fight that scourge lad by Elmer Hutchinson, is pointing
trich .??.!. Oh, Athlete's foot!
for the mile run, and a real batch of
men are at work there. Allen HubThe Coe College Cosmos gives us bell, Vincent Nowlis, John Flagg, and
correct dope on birthstones for col- [John Baker, as well as several oth
versity,

;

i

— Smith,

n l fmm Mas u
(
have better prospects this year than
several years back, and with an ordinary stock of good fortune combined
with the chances of the frosh living
up to advance predictions, the state

track championships, in past years
seemingly a Bowdoin legacy, may
again come back to Brunswick.
Three Men Out of IC4AS
The discouraging news that Delma
Stanwood and
Galbraith,
Charlie
Harry Thistlewaite will not be able to
That interfraternity feeling in miner sports has NO hard feeling.
2.
participate in the IC4A meet is alThat interfraternity spirit, raised by minor sports, does not hurt student most banished by the bright prospects
3.
support of any major team.
that loom ahead. Galbraith was reThat the fraternities emphatically do not urge the men to stay away garded as a favorite to win the ham4.
from varsity sports.
mer throw, having placed second betowards
the
athletic
feeling
board
hard
to
install
the
That it would cause
5.
hind Frank Connor of Yale, who was
proposed system in such an abrupt maimer.
graduated last June, in the interThat sports should be entered as sports and not as a business.
6.
There is no
collegiates last year.
That the proof has not been given that the men will go out for a varsity rule, however, preventing the trie
7.
sport who were out for interfraternity sports.
from cleaning up all other competi-

On Tuesday evening at seven o'clock, representatives from each fraternity
and the non-fraternity group on campus met in the lounge of the Union in 4
order to discuss the advisability of changing the basis of competition in intra- mural sports for the betterment of the spirit in varsity sports. Director of:
Athletics Mai Morrell served as spokesman for the coaching staff. He opened
the meeting with a short explanation of the subject and then introduced Coach "

Mr. Bowser, in his speech, emphasized two points. The first was diversification of interest and the second was the diversification of activities, caused by
interfraternity competition.
In regard to the first point. Bowser said that
varsity sports were the common meeting grounds in which the College as a
whole should have an undivided interest. This interest is greatly diminished.
continued Bowser, by tjie spirit prevailing in interfraternity competition. In
order to keep varsity sports this meeting ground, it is necessary to keep the
6th.
interfraternity competition spirit suppressed. He also said that interfraternity
Following the custom jxipular with competition tends to create a great deal of friction and hard feeling between
the men in the College. He concluded by saying that a decrease in the interest
the
most college football teams,
Bowdoin gridmen have selected a in varsity sports was no more or less than a decrease in loyalty towards the
team representing the best individual College.
players they have faced this season.
After emphasizing the point that the idea was merely to change the basis of
University of Maine players are ac- competition, Mr Morrell introduced Jack Magee as the second speaker. Coach
corded four places on the eleven, Magee started by saying that When he had first come to Bowdoin. athletics
Colby and Williams each two, and one were in a worse way than at present. There were no iutramuraTactivities
intramural activities but
allotted Tufts, Bates, and .Massachu- still the spirit was lacking. Then said Magee, along came a new era bringing!
a new spirit, which instilled great enthusiasm for varsity sports. The only
setts State.
minor sports were tennis and fencing. Then interfraternity minor sports began
The lineup:
to creep in and the spirit again lagged. Mr. Magee finally worked up to the
End Aldrich, Maine
point where he said that he does not desire interfraternity competition as inTackle—Crabtiee, Colby
dividual units but does propose to have great interfraternity spirit inside the
Guard—White, Bates
varsity sports. He stated that a great deal of valuable material was lost,
Center Knapman, Tufts
not
through ths minor sports, but rather through the interfraternity spirit of
Guard, Calderwood, Maine
competition.
Tackle— Thayer, Williams

End

BRIGHT THIS SEASON

Ben Houser as saying that there was absolutely too much interfraternity
spirit here at Bowdoin.
The meeting was then thrown open to discussion, and members of the body
expressed their opinions and asked questions concerning the vita] points of
the subject. The following were the important points brought up:
That the interfraternity feeling within major sports is an unimportant
1.

Heads Urge

\

last year's team shows
three varieties of uniform.
t

TRACK FORECAST IS

A

number

of

Maine forestry seniors

have eight weeks real woods experience ahead of them at their* winter
Princeton. Maine, on the Incamp

m

dian Reservation.

A

Colby professor could not seem
to make his ancient car perform in
good collegiate style at Thanksgiving
time.
He got as far toward Boston
as Kennebunk, where he sold the conveyance for $6.00.
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.
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legians:
|

Freshmen
Sophomores

'

Emerald

Blarney in J.his race.
Grind
In the field events, an equal numTomb ber of prospects have shown up. John
Adams in the high jump is one of the
The Colby Echo says in an account brightest of the frosh stars. He has
of an astronomy lecture that Mercury done 6 feet 2 inches, and, if he can
and Venus were dealt with first, but equal that figure this year, will be a
that "on the next planet, Mars, Dr. favorite in the state and New EngFisher spent most of his time."
land meets.
Niblock Likely Prospect
At M. I. T., men engaged in athHoward Niblock in the shot put is
letics, publications, and other activ- another likely prospect. Niblock was
ities average considerably higher than the sensation of New England in that
the general scholastic average. Fur- event last year, and is liable to do
thermore, dormitory residents aver- equally good work this season. He
age higher than fraternity men.
also throws the other weights, and
high jumps.
In connection with the much disMansfield in the javelin throw,
puted question of whether or not the Crowley in the pole vault and several
female should share half the expense others in the various field events who
of a date, the men at the University have not yet gone out, will no doubt
of Arizona have organized a Club star.
which demands that "the co-eds go
Stacking up against the sophodutch on all dates". The club has the mores' Charlie Allen, Braley Gray,
backing of many of the women.
Thurm Larsen, Fred Burton, Gardner
Pope, Don Reid and numerous others,
At Antioch College special tele- the meet is sure to be as great a senphone connections have been installed sation as the football game between
between the men and women's dor- the two classes.
mitories in order to encourage a more
The point winners of last year left
intimate social contact among the for varsity competition are Captain
men students and the fair co-eds.
Charlie Stanwood, high scorer in the
Maine championships and the New
Englands, Ray McLaughlin, junior
low hurdler, Delma Galbraith, stellar
weight thrower, Harry Thistlewaite,
half miler, Larry Usher and George
Sewall, who speed the mile in under
4.30, Steve Lavender, star two miler,
Dave Cobb, half miler, Pope, soph
pole-vaulter, Larsen, state place-winner in the shot, and likely prospect
for the discus championship, besides
several others who are shaping in|o
form.

^

Brunswick

jQgRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

Win

Wallberg and Page

All

Free Style Events in
Fast Time
Displaying a well-balanced squad
that placed high in every event, the
varsity swimming team nosed out the
Jayvees, composed of ineligibles and
freshmen, by the score of 43 to 34,
in the first aquatic competition of the
season.
Not one varsity man won
more than one event, while 20 of the
Jayvees total of points were scored

by two Frosh flashes, Wallberg and
Page, who crawl-stroked their way

home

first in two events apiece.
In spite of the individual brilliancy
of the lower-classmen, the veterans
placed conspicuously in every event,
and, by capitalizing in the breast and
back strokes, forged ahead to win the
Carson
closely
meet.
contested
reaped the most tallies for the varsity, winning the dive and coming
home a close second in the hundred.
Jayvees Cop Freestyles
Every one of the, freestyle events
went to the Junior varsity team, with

Page

and

doing

Wallberg

yeoman

service to take two apiece and then
combine to send the relay team home
to a
decisive
Page first
victory.
started the Frosh romp by outswim-

ming Trott winning the 220 by a mere
touch, and then Wallberg romped on"
with the quarter mile, with Trott
again furnishing the major part of the
competition.
The giant Jayvee took
things easy until the last lap, when a
flash of speed sent him home an easy

winner.

Page finished exceptionally strong
to nose out Carson in the century, after trailing at the first turn. Wallthe
individual
berg
finished
up
Frosh triumphs by decisively taking
the fifty with two feet to spare over
Esson.
Then Wallberg and Page,
with Stetson and Nilsen taking the
other two laps, outswam the seniors,
in the freestyle relay to win by fou:
.yards.

Foster Turns in Fast Backstroke

The most decisive victory of the
varsity came in the backstroke when
Bob Foster, a sophomore, outswam
the rest of the field by half a length
of the pool to come home an easy first.
Norm Easton followed him home for
the varsity, with Prince third. Ted
Densmore duplicated him in the
breast stroke, outswimming the field,
ers are expected to provide the rest with Art Sperry, medley ace, close
of the squad with serious opposition behind him.

Juniors
Seniors

Hardware

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

Always Noticed
But Never Notictible

VARSITY WINS SWIM
FROM JAYVEES 43-34
BY BALANCED SOUAD.

Carson copped the dive easily, having an advantage of almost 20 pointover Bill Keville, who took second.
His flawless style seemed to point to
a good season, while Keville, who had
had but half a week practice, may also
develop.
The varsity

team of Easton, Densmore and Durham swam through to
an easy victory in the medley relay,
having half a length of the pool to
spare.

The summaries:
50 yard free style: Won by Wallberg (J); Esson (V), second; Calkins
(V), third.
100 yard free style: Won by Page
(J); Carson, (V), second; Calkin.s
(V), third.
220 yard free style: Won by Page
(J); Trott (V), second; Sperry (V;
i

third.

440 yard free style: Won by Wallberg (J); Trott (V), second; Durham,
(V), third.
150 yard back stroke: Won by Fos(V); Easton (V), second; Prince,

ter,

(J), third.

200 yard breast

Won

stroke:

by

Densmore (V); Sperry (V), second;
Esson

(J), third.

Low

springboard dive: Won by ("arson (V); Keville (V), second; Selig
(V), third.
400 yard medley relay: Won by
varsity (Easton, Densmore, Durham).
200 yard free style relay: Won by
Jayvees (Wallberg, Stetson, Page,
Nilsen).
«

*

*

Because of a drawing which appeared in the November issue of the
Amherst, Monthly, a humorous paper,
its publication has been banned for
the remainder of the year.

ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

"FRANCIS"

is

10 Spring

"The College Jeweler"

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Diamonds and Watches
Fine Repairing and Engraving
141 A

St.,

Brunswick

-

Tel.

243-M

25 years in business

16

EAST

50th

NEW YORK

MAINE STREET

well dressed.

STREET
CITY

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

Our Representative >for

THEY'RE MILDER. It's the tobaccos/ The mildest that
money can buy. Ripened and sweetened in the
sunshine
. cured by the farmer
then aged
for two years in wooden hogsheads.
.

.

.

TUEY TASTE BETTER. These

.

Photographic
this

Work

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImEirted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.
Tel.

LEBEL'S
Candy and

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

tobaccos arc put

year will be

Riley Insurance Agency

Dick Atwood, T. D.

to-

sweetness of Domestic, blended and cross-blended
to Chesterfield's

SHORT'S MARKET

INSURANCE

Webber's Studio

own BETTER TASTE.
that goes into Chesterfield

Town

Lyman
>

by expert chemists. The purest cigarette
paper made, tasteless, odorless. Sanitary manufac-

is

tested

—GROCERS—

Wholesale

no hands touch your Chesterfields. They're
pure as the water you drink!

THEY

You break open a dean, tight-sealed
You light up a well-filled cigarette. Yes,

SATISFY.

sir

.

.

.

you're going to like

right there

is

im

.

lat rr & M> Uj TolMXO Co,

this cigarette!

EATON HARDWARE

A

who

CO.

Student

cater to fraternity trade

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

wanted

representative

for

Memory Book.
For particulars address INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS.

Popular

Retail

Loose- Leaf

Dept. 3

Kansas

I it*.

Mo.

PLAY SAFE
Specialty of Fraternity

Trade

And

where many a smoker changes to

Chesterfield. Tbt? Satisfy/
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-

,

package.

Brunswick

Building

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

'

ture ...
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Cream

.

gether right. Rich aroma of Turkish and mellow

THEY'RE PURE. Everything

Ice
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574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.
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GALA YULETIDE PARTIES TO Sf
Propose To Unite N.S.F.A.
And Government Club To
Discuss Current Questions

Student Discussion About

Proposed Athletic Change
Still

Letters have been sent out to some
seventy-five undergraduates with the
purpose of organizing a group which
is to combine the Government Club
and the N. S. F. A.
The object of the organization,
which is to be open to members of
the three upper classes only, is to
give the undergraduates an opportunity to discuss the present day

Rampant On Campus

Athletic Department Maintains That Abolition
Interfraternity Competition Would Help
CoUege Spirit

of

DECISION TO REST WITH UNDERGRADUATES

problems.
In addition to general discussions,
it is planned to secure speakers to;

NO. 19

17, 1981.

fOMGHT WITH HOUSE DANCES
Choir and Glee Club To
Sing at Carol Service In
Chapel Tomorrow Noon

DRAMATIC CLUB
TO STAGE XMAS

Gymnasium Tomorrow Night
Brings Festivities To Close

Instead of the regular ten-minute
chapel service Friday, there will be a
special service at
12.10, at which
Christmas carols will be sung by the
is combined choir and Glee Club members. House party guests will be invited to attend.
Special Christmas
hymns and many of the favorite
carols, such as "Silent Night", "The
First Noel," and "We Three Kings"
will feature this
Christmas chapel

"Wings Over Europe"
Choice of Masque and

PARKER, SPINGARN,

TARBELL

Nearly One Hundred and Fifty Guests to Grace Bowdoin
Campus for First Great Social Event of
1931-1932 Season

GEORGIA MELODIANS WILL FURNISH MUSIC

service.

TO LEAD
week ago last Tuesday night the Athletic Department before stimulate thought on the .various
political and international questions.
JUPE PLUVE FROWNS
it mass meeting in the Moulton Union made the proposal that the
Childs Coach of Successbasis of intramural athletics in Bowdoin be changed from one of
ON PRIMING OF LINN
ful Melodramatic
interfraternity competition. Opinion around campus has crystal- RECORDS SMASHED AS
WELLS' PUCK CHASERS
Comedy
lized since then resulting in an analysis of athletics at Bowdoin that
TRACKSTERS COMPETE
has thrown sports and their management again into the limelight.
Tomorrow afternoon
a*
four Practice
is
Restricted to
The present indifference to major athletics at Bowdoin is the
o'clock, the Masque and Gown will
Conditioning of All
incentive behind the proposal. About four years ago a committee
present "Wings Over Europe" at the
Lavender,
Stanwood Set Cumberland Theatre. It is expected
of ten students appointed by the president recommended, among
Candidates
this hair-raising melodramatic
New Marks in Handicap that
other things, a change from interfraternity competition. At a
comedy will equal any other production ever staged at Bowdoin in reOld Man June Pluve cast a dismal
Events
recent meeting of the Athletic Department one of the reasons for
gard to finish and technique. The play damper over the Bowdoin hockey horiBowdoin's present difficulty with major sports was said to be interhas been particularly well chosen, and
Two Bowdoin indoor records went should satisfy everyone who sees it, ion this past week and saw Coaches
A

Student Council Ball In

PUYT0M0RR0W
Gown

Tonight Bowdoin will burst forth in merriment as the annual
Christmas Houseparty opens with informal dinners in the chapter
houses of the eleven fraternities. Nearly one hundred and fifty
couples will attend the first gala social event of the year, which fittingly ushers in the happy Yuletide season.
Several features have been arranged for the guests of college
members this week end, principal among them being the fraternity
dances at each house on Thursday night, and the varied program
on Friday. Masque and Gown offers the dramatic "Wings Over
Europe" as its contribution to the festivities the Student Council
formal ball in Sargent Gymnasium will climax the gay events, preceded by banquets at each fraternity house.

WFAUJNDOORMEET

fraternity competition.

crashing into the discard the first two
days of the Fall Indoor Interfraternity meet, Steve Lavender, Psi U two
miler, and Charlie Stanwood, Deke
high jumper, providing the sensations.
With the meet more than half over,
four fraternities were still very much
in the running for high point honors
Tuesday, Psi Upsilon, Delta Upsilon,
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Chi Psi being the leaders.
Steve Lavender's amazing triumph
in the two mile run over a select field
of highly handicapped runners was
undoubtedly the sensation of the
earlier days of the meet. Giving away
handicaps of up to 110 yards and
running scratch with Larry Usher and
Tom Uniacke, the lithe bearer of the
Garnet and Gold of Psi U accomplished a difficult task in emerging
first in the record time of 10.08.1.
The two mile field, strung around
the track with adequate handicaps,
got off to a fast start, with the three
scratch runners moving up fast, Usher
setting their pace.
Nowlis led for
the first aix laps of the 25 tun) race,
but" tlte burning pace of the scratch
men ate into their early disadvantage,
and at the end of a half mile the trio,
running close together, had caught
half the field.
Usher led them into
the lead at eleven laps, and sped
with
through the
mile
in
4.58,

Thinking that perhaps student opinion had not changed on that subject
since four years ago, the meeting at
the Moulton Union was held to place
the proposal before the student

PROFESSOR A. 0. GROSS
GIVES ILLUSTRATED
body..
LECTURE ON BIRDS

There were several points emphasized.

SE^^^SS

cTmpe-

not to do away with intramural
sports altogether. Another point was
that there was no conflict between
major and minor sports but that the
conflict was between intercollegiate
as opposed to intramural sports. A
final important point was that the
decision was to rest in the hands of
the student body which is to return;
their decision when they are ready.
Some of the student body received
the proposal of the Athletic Department as an infringement upon the
right of the individual to play what
he wants to. The fact is that an effitition,

i

Describes Photographic and
Scientific Expedition to

Labrador
Professor Alfred O. Gross' illustrated account of a photographic-scientific
expedition into the North was the substance of the lecture "Birds of the

Canadian Labrador" Wednesday eve-

December 9. The members of
the party sailed alone part of the
northern shores of the St. Lawrence,
and coasted along the Labrador shores,
ning,

y

SSL «T,jg, ffSfSteSa
not taimnjr
teams that each

is

benefited

is

within the resources or compatible
with the site of Bowdoin College.
However the Athletic Departmeni
has endeavored to avoid charges of
railroading a proposal through by
leaving it entirely up to the student
body with the opportunity to vote at
their discretion and with no demand
of returns until the undergraduates
are ready to record theh opinion.
Whither Bowdoin?
rtroromnhaaia
with
ith the
in
Overemphasis of athletics «
Bowdoin s
of changing
.possibility
present attitude toward offering inducements to athletes, is a sign to
fight for many thinking undergraduates who are proud of Bowdoin's record. At the meeting it was made clear
that this would no more be tolerated
by the authorities than those of the
(Contlr.ued on Fug* 4)

DEBATERS FORCED TO
ELIMINATE LONG JRIP
Blanket Tax Revision Cut
Necessitates

Change in

Plans

,

.

*

5-bwi •—
r* *
pictures and information on

the natural history of the region.
The lecture began with a series of
colored slides showing conditions along
the north shore of the St. Lawrence,
Professor Gross told about the French
people who -live in this region, and exUniacke and Lavender close behind.
plained that this French population is
Trio Laps Field
gradually replaced by the Monttsignais tribe of Indians as the distance
Swinging along at a rapid pace, the
from Quebec increases.
three soon lapped the laggards, pacProfessor Gross then illustrated the ing along in Indian file. On the 18th lap
typical honesty in all the dealings of Lavender began to show his bid, howIndians by retelling the story ever, and passed Uniacke. Setting out
h
«„.*,.. whose
Kw a
_ -MM+
-»— after Usher, he caught the crosstold by
certain white trapper
lines crossed those of an Indian,' miles country captain on the twenty-first
from any habitation. This Indian, had lap, and then on the twenty-second,
found a silver fox, whose pelt was started to sprint. Usher tried valiantworth about a hundred dollars, in a ly to hold the pace, but the little Psi
white man's trap.
Disregarding the U runner was not to be denied viceasy chance to make a neat but dis- tory, and he fairly raced away in the
honest profit, the Indian clubbed the last three laps to finish with a marvelfox and hung: it on a nearby tree ous sprint, leading by 66 yards, and
where it was absolutely safe from set a new standard. Usher contented
scavengers and where the white man himself
ahead
of
with
keeping
easily found it in perfect condition the Uniacke, who suffered badly throughne
y
out the race from a cramp, while El.
ni
iL
Then
came pictures of, the
horned mer Hutchinson barely beat out
lark, whose home hfe has never been
fourth f0aMmL
Ge
Sewa „ f

.^JS-

tM

,

,

*

•

.

.

observed in New England because it
spends only its winters here and nests
in Labrador. These were followed by
striking pictures of comorants, relatives of the pelicans, who nest in hundreds on the highest of the surf-

I

.

_,...,
Tom L niacke

.

.

showed

.

.....

.

his versatility
880 easily from

h V capturing the
scratch, beating George Sewall by a
yard, and barely losing out to Usher
440, again running from
in the
Both races were hotly conscratch.
tested all the way through, with ex-

The Bowdoin varsity debating team washed crags.
Movies of Trip Shown
was hard hit by the revised Blanket
The first reel' in a series of moving
Tax schedule, a.nd as a result of the
cut which the Blanket Tax Committee pictures presented original shots taken

citing finishes.

has requested in appropriations for ex- all along the Labrador coast: scenes of
penses, the'teqm has found it neces- ships landing and unloading with the
sary to cancel a trip which had been necessary aid of" tenders: shots of the
planned. The tour would have taken first auto being brought into Labra
the debaters as far as Pittsburgh, Pa., dor; scenes of Harrington and of Dr.
(Continued on page 2)
and Washington, D. C. There is still
hope, however, that an automobile trip
may be made. If this plan works out
the tour will start immediately afte
the mid-year examination period, and
5
the team will visit Cedar Crest College, Muhlenburg, Seton Hill, Gettysburg and Juanita Colleges, the American University at Washington, and
Rutgers University.
The varsity team, which is under the
Curiosity usually leads to investigaAlbert S. Davis
uay.s 'li'-i,
nas
ha
direction
n of
oi Aioeris.
.5.*
u
tion;
and investigation at times is folscheduled
;d meets at Brunswick with tn«\
Ic wed b
advtnturt
Sucn was the reUniversity
ity of Vermont. University of
reporter>
case of vour nyi
impshire. Tufts and the LniNew Hampsh
whe)1 Mg insatjabk thirst for knowlversity of Maine. Trials for the varedge led him into the murky gloom of
sity will be held immediately after
eternal fire, to the very edge of deChristmas. It is hoped that a Maine struction. For he wanted to find out
Intercollegiate Debatir.g League will
what made the water in the showers
be formed, but no plans have yet been hot once in a while. Whence disapmade for the project, which is still in peared the coal which he often noticed
the offing.
being smuggled in on the electric cars ?
Junior Varsity Team to he Formed
And what were those strange people
Under the guidance of Mr. Ralph who labored in subterranean passages
To
dcS. Childs of the faculty, a junior twenty-four hours of the day?
This satisfv his ir.quisitivencss the roving
varsity team will lie formed.
team will act as a feeder for the var- r« porter, lik.? a good reporter, went
sity, although, if possible, debates will to the source of the matter— the Heatbe arranged for them with high ing Plant, that impressive edifice lying
schools and junior colleges in this unobserved beside the gymnasium.
Misgivings were strong as he apState and in Massachusetts.
The annual freshman-sophomore de- proached the blackened portals of the
bate is to be on the subject: "Resolved; building. Even the towering chimney
immethe
should
That
United States
seemed to menace his pathway. Yet
diately enter the League of Nations he was too busy jumping puddles to
without restrictions," and* is in charge give much attention upwards. Certainof Lincoln Smith ":»2. The first sched- lv, it was raining! With wading-boots
ule for the Maine Interscholastics has all the rage, and the Bowdoin campus
been issued by Ceorge P. Towle "88, looking like an ideal s^ot for clams,
and includes a number of Maine high the adventurer had more than his
schools.
A cup which is awarded to share of risks to run or flounder
the winner each year went to South through.
Misgiving* were still stronger upon
Portland Hiijh the past war.

Stanwood Breaks Record
Although he did not win the event,
Charlie Stanwood set a new indoor
record in the high jump, clearing six
feet in perfect form. The lanky Dekt
jumper, starting from scratch, was
Continued on Pagv
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THETA DELTA
CAPTURE FRATERNITY
SWIM FORTHIRD TIME
Non

Marion L. L. Short
Marion

,

,
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stepping into the Stygian gloom within. For as soon as he could discern objects. he discovc
•ered at his very elbow
a man of
uly dimensions who was
eying him suspiciously.
su
Evidently
this suspicion was due to the fact that
the Orient's fame for relentlessly demanding improvements had penetrated
even to these realms. For it seemed
that the hero had been .spotted at once
as a reporter,
Uh
nice weather we're having."
"Yeah". Not a smile.
"Well, I've just dropped in to get a
i

—

j^^^r^V

.

local color."

HOCKEY SQUAD TO

w

GET NEW UNIFORMS

-

'

Lower Classmen

M

for

j

VARIOUS PATHS OF
LIFE IS SUBJECT
OF CHAPEL TALK

1

9.

crucial race.

I

Taylor of Boston Divides
Being Into Four
Distinct "Selves"

Human

I

;

:

!

|

and the best

In showing how these four selves affect mankind, he showed that the animal self,
or the instincts of the body, must be
repressed if one chooses to rise to a
level above the beasts.
The foolish
self.

(Continued on

»
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ran
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Men

his hest self.

are apt to lack confidence, and
unworthy of the b2st, often
if there is anything in the
world to which thev are equal. It is
up to each man to decide what kind of
man God wishes him to be and act accordingly. He u. only worth the value
that he sets upon himself.
to feel

wondering-

O.

Compete
Achorn
to

Four representatives of the Cia&«
of 1935 will face four members of the
Class of 1934 on Monday evening,

December 21, in an attempt to win the
freshman-sophomore debate.

^

The subject

of the debate this year
one that has been, and is, widely
discussed by many classes of people,
both in America and Europe: "Resolved. That the I'nited States Should
Immediately Enter the League of Na
is

The choice of a path of life was the
subject of a tajk bv the Rev. Malcolm
Taylor of Saint Paul's Cathedral. BosBowdoin's present party plan i 8 a
ton, in chapel last Sunday.
He discussed the fallacy in the belief that relatively new innovation. WitK.lhe
man should follow hi^ natural in- aid of some old Orients that have be"come musty with age, and a Bowdoin
stincts.
asIn the course of his talk he divided Historv, it has been authentically
Christmas
the human being into four "selves": certained that the present
hadtheir birth somewhere back!
the animal ttU, the foolish self, the Parties
self,

E.

annual

"Old Guard" Declared First Dances

Here Distracting, Records

good

Hi

Prizes

the change is a welcome one, and will earlier in the week lost to Wallberg
be appreciated by the team when it in the same event in 6.22, but came
faces its first opponent of the sea- back in excellent fashion for the

son on January

i>aire

FROSH-SOPH DEBATERS
TO MEET NEXT MONDAY

j

and realized

The reporter, accustomed to stuffing
the public, didn't relish bein«r treated
in the same manner.
But, after retreating the question and receiving the
identical answer, he concluded that he
wasn't beinf deceived.
"Yes, we averaged eight ton a day

-

(Continued on

j

—

teen ton."

broadcasting: unit,

overhead
Hostesses for the formal Student
Council ball are Mrs. Kenneth C. M.
Sills, Mrs. Gerald G. Wilder, Mrs. OrTen C. Hormell, Mrs. Alfred O. Gross,
Mrs. Stanley P. Chase. Mis. Boyd W.
Bartlett, Mrs. Edward H. Wass, Mrs.
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Mrs. Herbert
Hartman. Mrs. Donovan D. Lanmaster and Mrs p « te r B. Ferguson,
L naWe to attend, but honorary host-

'

self, the mistakes that one makes in
The man's guard judging the \alues of things, is to be
was at once downed for he was from guarded against if one wishes a happy
Maine, and had heard all about local life. The Reverend Mr. Taylor pointed
color over the radio.
He almost out that the last two. "selves" meant
stooped frowning.
either simple goodness or the making
Simon Peter
"First I'd like to get a few facts," the most of ourselves.
began the raving reporter with flaw- was used as an example. Had he reless technique.
"How much coal do mained a fisherman, he would have
you burn here in a dav?"
been a good man. but as an apostle he
"Oh, anywheres from two to four- became the kind of man God wanted,
little

L.

Gym to be Gaily Decorated
Professor Roland H. Cobb of the
athletic department has accepted the
leadership of the decorating committee.
As in former years, the spirit of
yuletide and the north woods will be
typified in the adornments, with the
eleven fraternity booths decked out in
fresh pine boughs. Fir trees will border the huge room, -and attractive
Christmas garlands will be draped

(

i

'32

Short '32. chairman of the
Council's dance committee, with his assistants, Harry W. Thistle waite '32, W.
Lawrence Usher '32, Creighton E.
Gatchell '32, and Gordon P. Brigga
'33, have planned a momentous *ym
dance. Tuneful dance melodies will be
furnished by Charles Boulanger and
his Georgia Melodians. direct from a
long performance in a New York restaurant.
Boulanger's band is a well-

i

Malcolm

,.

—

!

,

Through Subterranean Realm of Heat

^

;

j

although some of the productions in Linn Wells and Charlie Bowser, along
the past have failed to do so. It is with the sixty odd candidates for the
CHI'S
hoped that "Wings Over Europe" may three sextets, praying for colder
be put on the road early in the com- weather.
ing year, and consequently its future
When approached for a statement
depends largely on its reception at
The entire in regard to the hockey outlook Coach
this initial performance.
earnings are to be put into the Little Wells considered the conditions more
- Fraternity,
Wallberg,
adaptable
swimming than to
to
Smashes Pool Record
hockey. In reference to the progress
that his squad has made up to this
in Hundred
writing he declared, "I do not believe
in stars, and so there have been no
outstanding men."
A well-balanced team that produced
Practice up to this time has been points in all but one event, the dive,
restricted to conditioning of the can- gave the Theta Delta Chi swimming
didates by calisthenics and cross- combination its third straight victory
country jogs with three days of actual in the annual interfraternity natatopractice on ice last week, when a rial meet last Friday with a total of
nearby patch of ice, known as Coffin's 35 points. Beta Theta Pi was second
pond, permitted.
The work on ice with 21 and Sigma Nu third with 13.
Swede Wallberg's record breaking
consisted of shooting and defensive
drills.
Unless weather conditions hundred yard swim of 56.4 seconds
more favorable to the pock sport pre- was undoubtedly the high spot of the
The rangy freshman, smarting
vail, it is doubtful if the squad will meet
see any additional skating prac- from an unexpected defeat in the fifty
tice before the Christmas vacation. by Page, went off at the crack of the
to win by almost five, yard* in
This may irissjsly sasti
teams in their opening encounters, for the fastest time ever clicked off in
there will be less than a weak from the Curtis pool. The former mark, set
Albert W. Tarbell '32
the time college resumes to the by ZweMinger of Springfield College,
Wallberg's startling viescheduled dates of the varsity's cur- was 56.8.
Theatre fund. For both of these rea- tain raiser with New Hampshire and tory combined with the fact that he is
sons the coach, the cast, and the pro- the junior varsity's opening tilt with only a freshman, makes his future
duction staff have expended the great- Lewiston High.
Although many of seem exceptionally bright.
est possible time and effort in ordei the men may see service during the
Bob Foster, the Theta Delt backto achieve perfection.
vacation in their respective localities, stroke flash, departed from his usual
The play is being coached by Mr. they will not be working as a unit, field of activity to win the 220 f reestyle and send his relay, team off to
Ralph de Someri Childs of the Eng- which is essential.
*"
Professor M. Roy
lish Department.
1
No attempt has been made to flood!*, ***«*.
Ridley deserves a great deal of thanks the outdoor rink on the Delta, which "alty, the 150 yard backstroke. Norn
Pressed his victory in the 150,
for his invaluable assistance in the de- undoubtedly will not be in use until
as d,d Trott ln tn€ 22°signing and construction of the set, January
and likewise Mrs. Peter Ferguson and
We-amore Takes Breastatroke
Athletic Director Malcolm E. Mor-I
Mrs. Ralph de Someri Childs for theii
Ted Densmore, swimming for the
varsity
generous help with the decorating and rell recently announced the
and jayvee schedules. A game with Betas, did his usual runaway stunt
properties.
breast-stroke,
beating
a
Boston Universitv to be held in Bos in the
Production Staff
tenacious Art Sperry bv about ten
ton is pending. The freshman schedDick Page, another Theta
The business management is in the ule' has not as yet been released, but yards.
Delt
snatched
victory
the
torpedo,
in
capable hands of William H. Perry, it is known that tilts with Bridgton
50 from Wallberg, and took second
Jr., '32, Business Manager, who is as- Academy have been listed.
in the record breaking hundred, as
sisted by M. Chandler Redman '34,
well as anchoring the relay team
Assistant Business Manager,
First
which copped first.
and Donald K. Usher '35 and Douglas
W. Walker '35, Second Assistant BusiCarson, in better form than ever,
ness Managers.
The business boara
swept through to victory in the fancy
has been very industrious in candiving, beating Keville, Beta
and
vassing the faculty and alumni for
When Linn Wells' hockey squad Benson, Psi U., by ten points. The
tickets, and attending to publicity.
meets the University of New Hamp- latter two, both freshmen, showed up
The stage crew is under the talented shire, the first team on Bowdoin's extremely well, and are likely to do
supervision of Albert P. Madeira ^3, 1932 schedule, the white puck-chasers well in competition this year.
Beta
Stage Manager, with the assistance ot will be resplendent in new uniforms. Theta Pi ran off with the medley reHenry Van De Bogert "34, Assistant The Jerseys of these costumes will be lay, beating a Theta Delta Chi team
Stage Manager; Edward DeLong '34, black and white as usual, the trunks that was trying only for second place,
Property Man; William A. Frost '35, being similar to those sported in preTrott beat the field easilv for Sio^na
Robert Sherman '35, and Alden B. vious years, khaki.
However, the Nu in the 440, his specialty, leaving
Continued on pace 2<
players will receive new stockings, Durham, Kappa Sig, well behind
Trott had
striped black and white. Altogether the good time of 6.15.

Reporter Penetrates Stygian Gloom

,

MASQUE AND GOWN PLAY
TOMORROW AFTERNOON

in the 'Sixties.
In the Victorian days,
social functions were not

I

dances and
encouraged
and the sons of Bowdoin hadi
to go out and hire a hall for their infrequent "assembles", as they called!
them, just as the knights of the Hay!
Whiskers are doing today.
About 1870, it appears, the undergraduates by their persistent clamorirgs were finally granted permission
to hold one dance a year in Memorial
j

:

officially

!

Show
L

much either. When the new Sargent
Gymnasium was finally built, the

tion * Without Restrictions."

-

Orient had this to say about Memorial
Hall: " ... the preceding year every
one sighed with relief as the last journey was taken up and down the hills
and valleys of the floor in Memorial
Hall."

In the very early part of this century the Orient predicted the question
would have to be settled by a gymnasium with "a large smooth floor." In

.

It is a singular fact that in the past
the freshmen have invariably won this
annual classic. The men who will uphold the frosh side of the debate this
year are V. Nowlis, J. O. Parker, P.
E. Sullivan, and W. W. Fearnside. The'
sophomore debaters are F. W. Burton,
C. V. Olson, E. C. Uehlein, and S. R.
Deane. This team is the same as that
which debated fo r the fiosh last year,
with the exception of Uehlein, who is
debating in place of C. F. Kahili. The
rivalry will be keen at this debate.
as it always is during encounters between these two classes. Incidentally,
it should be remembered that a fund

1909 the floor in Memorial Hall must
have been as well suited for dancing
as Pickard Field, for the Orient asked,
"In view of the recent liberal donations, will not our financial condition
warrant the expenditure of a few given bv Mi. Edgar Oakes Achorn,
paltrv shekels for five or six new formerly an Overseer of the College.
HaU (that was before it was re- boards on the floor of Memorial will provide for prizes for members
modelled).
There is an old proverb Hall?"
of the winning team.
about an inch and a foot; the boys
During that pioneer period the junwere soon holding three dances a year ior class was in charge of all the social
On Monday evening, December 14,
in Memorial Hall.
Manv objections functions, including the dance-, and as President Sills spoke at the annual
were raised to the use of this build- a result they were almost class affairs dinner of the Massachusetts Episcoing.
Some of the "old guard" said with small attendances. In 1915 the palian Club, which was held at the
that Memorial Hall should not be uyd Student Cpuncil recommended that the University
Club in Boston.
Th*for dancing because "dancing distract- junior control be abolished.
President chose as his subject, "The
ed the minds of the students and thereWith the new Sargent Gymnasium Church in our Colleges". The other
fore it should not be encouraged offi- the social life at Bowdoin came into speaker of the evening was Dr. Kincially."
Then the students began to its own and today the three big social solving, rector of Trinity Chuich,
hanker for a better stamping-ground, events of the college are the Christmas Boston, who recently gave a chapel
They didn't crave Memorial Hall verytalk here.
(Cuntinw-d on i>»*«. 3)
;
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

Established

George T. Sewall

1171

*82

this citation. Was not the enthusiasm of the "new era" a direct
concomitant of the war-time and post-war bigger-and-better movement? Were interfraternity sports later forced onto an unwilling
student body, or did they come, even though apparently originating with the authorities, in response to a natural demand for them ?
At any rate they achieved sufficient popularity among the students,
according to the athletics department, to detract seriously from
varsity athletics, and, we assume, to throw a bad scare into those
gentlemen. If this popularity is so great, is that not sufficient
justification of the continuation of the system? Are we here to
"die for dear old Siwash", or are we here to develop ourselves as

HOUSE PARTY SPECIALS

DRAMATIC CLUB
TO STAGE XMAS
PLAY TOMORROW
Woodbury

'35,

SALTED NUTS
Assorted

Freshmen Assistant

Stage Managers; and Donald V.
Barnes '35 and Paul E. Hartmann "35,
Freshmen Assistant Property ManG. Russell Booth '33
H. Allan Perry "33
agers.
The painstaking efforts of the
Sports Editors
individuals?
i
stage crew in designing and conRobert L. M. Ahern '33
Edward B. MeMenamln *3»
It is a standard argument that varsity competition is better for structing the set has resulted in reSub- Editors
Cart 6. Olson *34 a man than non-varsity competition, all of which may be quite true. markably attractive scenery.
James E. Bassett '34
James C. Freeman '?A
John M. Sinclair ,S4 But we are led
Vaudeville Cancelled
to wonder exactly what would happen (not that we
John Morris ta
Roger S. Hall "34
There is to be no vaudeville at the
exactly expect it !) were all those at present not so engaged, to rush Cumberland this Friday and, although
*
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
in a body onto the football field, the track, or the hockey rink. The the Boston Office would not rent the
Ba amsaa Manager
theatre for the entire matinee, matexisting facilities would be swamped. Is it reasonable to expect ters will be much simpler and interDominic N. Antonued "32
Assistant Managers
IN
that the average or poorer man would get nearly as much real missions shorter without twenty
Edward H. Morse '38
Francis H. Donaldson '33
troupers and their baggage spread
competition as he does under the present system ? He might posPublished every Wednesday dnrlns the Oollese Tear by the fltadtnU of Bowdoin Collet*.
over the stage during the college
Sunday
Editor
by
BTaaacing
be
give*
to
the
All contributions and communication* should
sibly in track, owing to the peculiarities of the sport, but how show. The play will begin on time
a'«ht preceding the date of publication. The Editor-in-Chief Is responsible for the editorial
could he in hockey or football? And even granted that he got his and be over in time for everyone to Fraternity and House Comthe Managing Editor for news and mahe-«p. All eemmanicatlons regardins snbserip.
be at the houses for dinner.
should be addressed to the Business Ussagir of the Bowdoin PaMlshin* Co. SowJerip- due amount of competition, by hook or by crook, how could the
The cast is as follows:
petition Important Part
13.60 per year (including AJumnui) In advanea.
present coaching staff ever hope to handle that many men effi Walter Grantly, the Prime Minister
Entered as second cUss matter at the SSSadmS at Braniwlek. Maine
Philip Parker '35
of System
ciently ? The system of dropping men used on many varsity squads Lord Sunningdale, Lord Privy Seal
News Editor For This Issue
Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33
elsewhere would have to be put into effect, and then we would be
G. Russell Booth *38
Harvard's ambition for the health of
Lord Dedham, Lord High Chancellor
right back where we started from, with a lot of men drifting about
Charles L. Kirkpatrick '33 its graduates and undergraduates, as
No. 19 with no particular sports interest Furthermore, in view of the Matthew Gt indie, Chancellor of the exemplified by the motto of the H.A.A.
Thursday, December 17, 1131.
VaLLXI.
Exchequer, Fred E. Miller, Jr., '33
LHJJLU heavy football deficit last year, where would
the money come from Sir Humphrey Haliburton, Secretary —"Athletics for AH"—appears nearing concrete realization ... A system
of State for Home Affairs
The ORIENT favors and urges serious consideration of the following: a senior to equip properly such large squads? Compare the cost of intraAlfred S. Hayes '34 has been carefully built to encourage
mural sports equipment at Amherst last year
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
27 cents per man Evelyn Arthur, Secretary of State
every
student to interest in seme
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publifor over 250 men
with the hundred dollars or more which it
for Foreign Affairs
branch of sport for every season of
cations, reparation of the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Edward D. W. Spingarn '33
costs to equip a single football player.
the year .
Blanket
of
Richard
Stapp,
Secretary
State
for
Pii Winning Company; student representation on the
Of course the department promise* us that it will set up a
Besides the 600 freshmen who will
War
John A. Ricker, Jr., '32
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
routine, nonwhole hierarchy of teams on the varsity squad to play with similar Esme Falkiner, Secretary of State for content themselves with
through published dockets said student referenda
Air
R. A. Cleaves '35 competitive athletics this winter, more
junior-varsity and other teams from other colleges, thus assuring Lord Cossington, Secretary of State than 1500 graduates and undergradubetween Student Council and undergraduates,
ates will take part in the 10 sports
reorganization of requirements for degrees.
for Dominions
everybody plenty of competition. But, in the first place, how is
Raymond Brown, Jr., '34 which appear on the winter intramural
this cost to be borne? In the second place, why not put this into Sir Romilly Blount, First Lord of calendar.
Hundreds more will participate in fraternity and graduate
'33
effect at once and make it attractive enough to draw what men will
Admiralty .... John H. Gordon
Athletics at the Crossroads
Lord Vivian Vere, President of Board school programs, while varsity teams
come
away
from
the
other
system,
without
first
tearing that syswill account for an additional 200
of Education
The present move to abolish interfraternity competition in athThomas H. Kimball *33 more, at least . .
of tem down on the assumption that the scheme can be worked?
athletics
"Intramural
have not
letics not directly under the surveillance of some department
Aside from all these arguments, pro and con, we feel that Bow St. John Pascoe, Attorney General'33 reached their peak," said Bill Bingham,
has,
Bowdoin
significance.
important
Donald
McCormick
P.
highly
has
a
sport
varsity
doin will, if she abolishes interfraternity competition in non H. G. Dunne, First Commissioner of director of athletics, discussing the
broad
effects
for a number of years, prided herself in her system of intramural
of
system,
"but for
the
*33
Works
John F. Jenkisson
varsity sports, take a long step backward. It is time we faced the
Francis Lightfoot, Prime Minister's all intents and purposes thev are off
competition and her ideal of sports for all. Can it be that at the
facts without resorting to such panaceas. Such a move is in direct
Nephew
Albert W. Tarbell *32 to a start which gives ps a chance to
relinquish
to
willing
be
can
she
meets,
system
her
crisis
first real
get some perspective. It is still too
opposition to the trends of the times. In answer to a questionnaire Sir Berkeley Rummel, Neurological
early to prognosticate their full possihate to admit iti but the present move
even a part of her ideal ?
Specialist
recently sent out by Trinity College to alumni of various New Eng
Harry W. Thistlewaite "32 bilities, but the early symptoms enseems to indicate this. For the move to do away with interfratercourage
us to go ahead.
land colleges, "an overwhelming majority commended Amherst's Sir Henry Hand, Neurological Speto
"There is one thing we have learned
nity competition in non-varsity sports seems to us a direct blow
cialist, Richard C. Van Varick '32
sincere effort to make intramural athletics of paramount importhis year.
Students do not just want
Mr. Hart Phimsoll, Clerk in Foreign
an attempt to break its back by taking away the only
the system
'go
for sports. Thev want to
to
out'
Office
Harold H. Everett "34
very tance". Some even went so far as to suggest that "competition in
play games. That is what they are alreal grounds for competition suited to our conditions. The
intercollegiate athletics be limited to two varsity sports a year," Mr. Taggert, a mechanic
ways asking for. More games. And
Stephen E. Merrill 35
presence of fraternities implies « certain rivalry among them, and
that is the reason for the somewhat
the third season to be devoted to learning one of the so-called Two Cabinet Messengers
complex organization of houses, frawe whole-heartedly believe that no artificial rival groups that may "carry-overs". (We
Perry Hurd "35 ternities
take
these
facts
from
and graduate schools into fall,
the
Amherst
Student
Thus
by
John B. Hickox 'M winter and spring schedules
be set up can take the place of these traditional groups.
. .
of 10 December, 1931.) This is more or less beside the point, but it
"One thing we have oeen careful
losing the spontaneity of spirit within such sports, they must be
is a straw which indicates clearly the direction of the merry little
All around the countryside we see about. It may some day be said that
doomed to a rapid decline in value. Essential as such fraternity breeze which seems
people bursting with Christmas joy. we are using it as an alibi for lack of
to be rising, and which Bowdoin apparently
touch football, basEven the staid old village has lined strength in the varsity teams, but we
competition may be to the sports in question
chooses to sail against rather than take the lead in finding new both sides of "the Street" with light*, will let that come if occasion should
we feel most emphatically
ketball, and intramural baseball
yalla. green, red, and blue. Carefully present.
We do not try to force men
ports in the new realm of college athletics.
out of reach, however, so those nasty to go out for varsity athletics if they
that this rivalry is not harmful insofar as it creates hard
will not weary the reader with much further discussion, but college boys can't get any souvenirs do not want to.
feeling among the houses. Such cases, if they exist at all,
And we also note among minthere is one other point of prime importance which we feel has
"We consider here that any attempt
or improvements certain small knobs
arise only very rarely and soon blow over. Nor do we believe
direct bearing on the present case. Does not this frenzied search on the bulletin board which have little to impress students with the 'die for
dear old Harvard' sentiment is real
that it can be said that house rivalry inspired in interfraternity for a panacea,
Bat what will over-emphasis. We leave it strictly
coming as it does from the athletics department, and or no significance
in
engaged
men
the
Wilder, is that to the student to make his own c ho i ce
competition causes any hard feeling among
.
not from the student body, seem to indicate that there is pressure, be fine, Mr. Gerald
water fountain in the Library. We He knows what a four-year training
if so, the theory that varsity sports teach "those
varsity sports
or fear of pressure, from above?
think it does. Bowdoin's understand that drinking from the grind means. Especially if he has the
things that cannot be taught in a classroom" is not proving itself. athletics are
faucet in the washroom has causes calibre for particioation in more than
controlled very largely by an alumni body. That body
hoof-and-mouth disease . . .
one sport. It appeals to some men.
The same negative answer we apply to the contention that inter- wants winning teams
for the College, naturally and rightly
fraternity competition in minor sports hurts student support of enough.
But it is sadly out of touch with and ignorant of the presknow of no house on the campus which refuses,
varsity teams.
Philip
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS

,

—
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.

We
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others prefer to take their sports purely as fun-. . .

Intramural athletics took enormous
bounds this year. She hundred football
suits were passed put in the sarly fall,
and more than 400 students took active
part in intramural schedules. Touch
football, which required less equipment, attained undreamed of popularity and la still being played bv the
dis-hards

. .

There will be more than 50 basketteams this winter. The number
of teams to play squash, the most pop-

bell

ular winter sport, are well-nigh countless.
More than 300 of the 500 students in the medical school are regularly wielding racquets in Vanderbilt
Hall.

Twenty-one tntefhoose dual meets
win feature the swimming program,
la addition, there will be the Rambler,
freshman and inter-fraternity meets.
Only the houses are scheduled to pta*
hockey this winter, unless ice conditions are good enough, when the Ramblers and business school dorms will
also play.

Tournaments

will

.

winter carnival to be held in the middle
of February, and four fencing tournaments will decide hawse, class and university championships at foils, sabre
and epee. Wrestling has a schedule of
its own ...
Boston HeraM, Dec.

—

12, 1981.
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ent needs and conditions within the student body. The men themindividually or collectively, to back a team merely because that
selves mean to serve the College tp the best of their abilities,
and
particular house does not happen to be represented on that team. they
do. But as a rule they have neither the time nor the minute
Furthermore, we hold it a groundless contention that fraternities knowledge
of the situation necessary to exercise such control
for
compete
to
in
order
sports
urge men to stay away from varsity
wisely. When the March Hare put butter in the Mad Hatter's
their house in non-varsity contests. Varsity letters are too highly watch,
and was scolded for it, he said wistfully : "But it was the
prized by the fraternities to fit this argument.
best butter." This little incident applies to us. We have put some
It is held by the athletics department that the abolition of inter- of our best alumni in
control of athletics. It is an obviously imfraternity competition in the sports in question will throw more proper use of alumni. They
do their best under the circumstances,
men into varsity sports. This may be true to a certain extent, but but they are patently ill-suited for their job, through
lack -of conwe do not feel it true to an extent warranting the means taken. At tact with the situation and through lack of time
to study it more
best the number going over to varsity sports will be limited, for the closely.
.
majority of men in the non-varsity sports are there because they
Because of the deficiencies inherent in such a body, it blames
dislike varsity work or because they like that particular sport the coaches for disastrous
seasons, naturally enough, perhaps. The
better. It seems to us that the present move will merely withdraw coaches are driven to find
some solution and clutch the nearest
from their chosen sport the vital element of real competition. Of thing— in this case it happens to
be interfraternity competition.
course the department contends that this lack of competition will Such meetings as that of the other
night are held to convince the
induce men to go to the varsity sports where they can get it. At students, not, in truth, to
get their suggestions. Actually, the
the same time they assure us that various teams will be set up, not student is left out of it entirely.
on fraternity lines, that will continue to make for keen rivalry. The
Athletics today are properly a part of the college curriculum,
two arguments here seem to conflict. Granted the first premise and as
such should be handled by the College proper, in the best
here to be true, that competition will flag, we question whether interests
of all concerned. The faculty is in sufficiently close
most of the men now in the sport in point will not remain for the touch to
sense the needs of the situations arising. It is in touch
love of the game which first sent them into it. Granted the second
with current trends in such matters. It knows perfectly
that the
premise, how is this going to send more men into varsity sports?
coaches are not to blame for such occurrences as the last
football
Whichever way the matter is put, we feel certain that the ele- season. It will not, therefore, force
such measures as the present
ments of interfraternity competition and love of the sport are so one-through fear of eminent exercise
of the big stick. We have no
intermingled in the motives of the men playing, that neither the lack of respect for our alumni
or of gratefulness for the Thought
one nor the other can be separated and made to stand alone. How- they give our affairs, but
they are obviously in this case acting
ever, the loss of the real basis of competition, inherent in such a outside the proper sphere of
their knowledge. Control of athletics
college organization as ours, will rob these sports of much of their today is peculiarly a
collegiate function, and as such should be
value, whether it draws men away from them or not. At any rate vested in the faculty.
it will be a marginal product at best that will be diverted to varsity
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be worth

PROFESSOR
GROSS
ILLUSTRATED
LECTURE ON

the sacrifice of the ideal of real sport aSid real competition for all?
A. 0.
Will it not, for the sake of getting a few men, take most of the real
GIVES
kick out of non-varsity sports for a large group who are not or will
not become varsity material ? In view of the great lack of certainty
BIRDS
as to whether any worth while number of men will be drawn to
varsity sports by this move, we question seriously the advisability
GrenfeU's hospital there; pictures of
of depriving those men who are definitely non-varsity material of the adventurous Miss Masse and a
the enjoyment they get out of the present keen and harmless team of the all-important dogs she was

and not business
mind before demanding such a

fact that sports are still sports

We

taking- down the coast to replace other
dogs killed by a dreaded disease.

A Few

fearless eider ducks were making
their homes. Other bird subjects were
tte semi-palmated plover (in which

Mr. Edward Spingarn, a junior at
Bowdoin, was chiefly interested), the
tame American pipit, and the redthroated loon, striking in appearance

and peculiar in habits.
Sea Birds Photographed

Pictures of that brilliantly colored,
unusual and amusing shore bird, the
puffin, followed. Razor-billed auks and
murres, all of which inhabit islands
should be borne prominently in
The party continued cruising along in the vicinity of St. Mary's by the
the entire coast, sighting numbers of thousands were likewise photographed.
sacrifice from so large a group.
seals and icebergs, covered with thou- One puffin was found, which had been
One of the speakers at the recent meeting mentioned a time sands of birds. It passed Greenly Is- banded in 1923, and which had reland, first stop of the famous airship tuned each year to the same nesting
back in the early 'teens when Bowdoin athletics were in a worse "Bremen'' on this side of
the Atlantic. place.
way than at present. There were no intramural sports then, but It then returned to Harrington, and The final reel showed pictures of Dr.
took pictures of bird life there, includboat, views of Mr. Thornton
stall things were in a very bad way.
Later a "new era" brought ing some of our common American GrenfeU's
W. Burgess and other members of the
great enthusiasm for varsity sports, followed by the introduction robin.
parjty with Dr. Grenfell himself.
The second reel of movies dealt with
The closing part of the lecture was
of interfraternity sports, which killed varsity interest.
wonthe visit to St. Mary's Island, under the description of the international
der whether cause and effect have not been somewhat jumbled in whose firs and spruces hundreds of biological conference at Matarnek,
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dba ll courts very busy and indoor
baseball has already started in an or-
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G room

which issued the sound of escaping
steam.
"In here"

;'n<l

•s-PaawT)

the

fraternities

— moving

towards

First

welcome

Mrs. Thomas us on the move* You can see right
here how it's all carried in." And the
explorer turned to vaguely behold
through a mate of gauges, gadgets,
and encircling pipes the little narrowgage railway for bringing in the coal,
the feed belts that carry it into the
four boilers, and the flickering light

house tomorrow night.

will

of the fires themselves.

The reporter

advanced a bit nearer in order to better
view all this Frankensteinian stmos-l
phere, -only to recoil in horror at the

seemingly bottomless pit that lay
open before him, dimly illumined by
ghostly red rays from the fires. A
thin railing stood between him and
However, it all
certain destruction.
proved simply to be the coal pit made
darker by the gloom of the day (and
the more or less opaque windows).
Oddly enough, snatches of Virgil,
Dante, and Milton started running
through his mind.

—

"In here we have the
behind him
steam-pressure controls, two turbines
that we don't use now, and the general
repair shop." Our master of the pen
was bewildered by the glittering array
of knobs, gauges, handles, and general
contrast with the other room. Secretly
he blessed the fact that he had been
born in the Machine Age.
"O' course, we keen up heat at all
hours, and it's sure some job to keep!
it at the right temperature to suit
everyone on campus. The showers are
regulated by an automatic valve that
supplies hot water faster when they
are being run more. O' course, a lot
of heat is wasted in this central heatBut a
injr through the piping lines.
lot of time and labor is saved."
The man stopped, and, as far as our
reporter could tell, appeared to be

thinking.
The hissing Of the steam
valve, a subdued bubbling sound from
the mysterious boiler room and the
falling of coals in the fires were the
"Er
what is, there in the other only sounds. Outside, the chapel bell
part of the.buildinjrj" he asked at last, rang for the end of classes.
" the
"Well, I'm afraid I must be
with an effort. "The other. part". was.
brighter, more • cheerful' room. from ..-.lite reporter began.
-

—

—

.

tion, a big spacious

"smooth"
girls.

mendously and now hold almost as big
a place in the festivities as the Gym.

Dance

Jan* Meatier, Branawiek.
Eaath aaaaia. Santa Oral

was

actually pleasant. "Come here,
old partition marks.
in that corner,
it burnt out,"
At once that awe-inspiring, shadowy
basement took on a different aspect.
Bowdoin men had actually worked and
played there, and, although all of that
upper floor was completely gone, the
reporter could imagine the thud and
scuffle of many feet in those cram ped
quarters, as his predecessors sweated
to bring home victory. This building
was as much a part of the tradition of
Bowdoin as those to vjhich it now so
humbly furnished heat.
111

show you the

And the Union was up

until

J

CcsaWev* Lama*. DaBas, Texas.
Mary BlarKlnaan. Taaahaam.
Viratata MaeVanc Part Una.

Puaan,

Balk.

starry.

Pnyta. Rieharaaaa. Branawiek.
Jeaaiea White. Branawiek.

Fortland.

Wilms Wood*. Tsantan, Maaa.

Kaiatoth Riley, Branswick.

ZBTA PSI

Maria Arnold,

Tafia, Nawtan
Rath Tyler. WakaSaM.
Vera I'acvraaaa.
< aaaranrr lahaa

Mary

Mary Walker.
Jan*

N. J.

Eafwar Hatchinaan, Taaataa.
"
Rath Knawltan. Malata.

KcUobbT. Weflcal

N. T.

liaiaaaila.

Vi**n Birdaa. Pall BJj**r. Maaa.

Ratk Ckaae, West

NaWUn. Maaa.

Joanatt* Bwwnins*. Wafcewead, Maaa,
Cannae Praaiaa Branawatk.
Madeliaa GannMt. Can* f lataawh.
Marnarat Haaphray. PlttsBtM. Maaa.

Portland.

Wkittafcar. Laxinctaa.

PSI UPSILON
Manrmret Beach. Cm*
Martha Bray. New Yark City.
Jaaa CranreU, Baaaar.
Haa* Banning, Banaar.
Ann* Fenders**, Baa tan. Maaa.

Kf ie Knawltsn.

Waatkr*ak.
Lard, Aaaara,
Anna. Merrill.

Ann*
Bath

Mara-aret HeUier. RacklanaV.

Erla Brawn. Bejwdainnaas.
Tkchma (attar. Tinifcam
Barbara Daman, laawirh. Maaa.
Batty Daanet, WoBaaton. Maaa.
Lftkan Bmrm, PartkuML
Grace M. Earley. Eaaaal _

"

tr.Paacwaa.Cal.

PSI

Aaaa Caaaar,

Haifa*!.
karlat ta Caaaar. Belfast.
Ckriatiae Ranasn, Belfast.

Janet Hamilte*. Wi
Eatker B. Jenkiai

(

Mirriam Ki

KUcn Rillia. ParUand.
Alliaan InraUa. Pail—ialk. N. H.
Orrtfwde Bawd. Partland.
MarJari* Read, Wakefield. Maaa.

Katherine Marskall. tjnlllia.
Barbara B. MHHken. Bar Barber.

Aane

Vu

Miller. Sarins****;

Kathoriae PeinUelaa. Belfast.
BETA THETA PI
Jaaa Cannes*. Fairnevd. Cann.
Haa* Clack. Oroa*.
Ratk f>

PaaKne

Raaaerl. Gardiner.
Scally. Merhaaie Pail.

Haxd

the chairman of the board

i

KAPPA- SIGMA

Rath Keller, Aagaata.
Barbara MerriK. Partland.
DaraUiy MilUr. SaaTera. N. Y.
Daeatky PenneH. Parthmd.
Daratby Penny. Lawi.tort.
Gladya BamrUI. Branawiek.
Mary Wall. New London. Cann.
EHiakrtk Wilson. Monrrrair. N. J.

cm

"Fm with

Parl U—,

Lyaaketk WtacaoJI.
Mary Wsnaaaw. Rxstar. N. H.

Sylvia Smith. Maaat Vera**. N. V.
Gertrade Titas. Saatk Paris.
Barkal Warrell, PertUnd.
Nanaa Wheeler, Partiaiaatk. K. H."

DELTA KAPPA KPSILOK
"

Swam aero tt,
Partland.
Alice Dana. Nawtan. Maaa,

Jan* Bafardaa,

Mary BaawaB.

Mary

I

aalaa Paas,

.

.

Marjaria Daw, Newtan, Maaa.
Mar jorio Ewi*> Saruarfield. Ma

Marmn.

Dorothy Miller.
Oagaad. Oi— a.
Eleanor Kandsll. Portland.
Votaaa Spencer. Weat Raibary. Mast,
Vaaghn. Modf.rd. Maaa.
Jan* Wiakley. M*dr*e*X Mans.
Rooamond Taaag. Bdmant. Maaa.

Mm

Nawtan,

Ethel Fro, la n. Karintfie Id. Maaa.
Carol Uttle. Portland.
Grata Maler. BraakUae. Mas*,

MaM

BMh

Price, WalpoW. Maaa.
Proctor, Bsncor.
Dorothy Sawyer, Janeaport.
Margnret SrwalU Old Town.
Mary Shepherd. Franklin, N. H.
Polly Stearna, Haafar.
Nancy Wkite, ( aabridae. Maaa.

SIGMA NU

Ann

Catherine

THETA DELTA CHI
Margaret Arnold. Arlington, Maaa,
Marie! Bracket*. MarMekcad, Maaa.
Ann dUTard. Portland.
H ewn I ooper, BraakHn*. Maaa.
Marvaret Daawtb*. Jamaica Plata, Maaa,
Francea Larraber, Portland.
Martha Laehr, Jamaica Plain. Maaa,
Mary Laehr. Jamaica Plain. Maaa.
Virginia Niehole. Newtan. Maaa.
Pania Paokcr. Newtan Highland.. Miss.
Marian Strang, Marblehead. Mats,

DELTA UPSILON
Peggy Barnes, Branswick.
Braakia Btoam. Pshnyra. N. T.
Jaa* Crew.. BroakHae. Mass.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Rath

Barrrll,

Sally MiHer. Branswick.
Batty Price. Philadelphia. Pa.
Eloaaor Riley. Branawiek.
Franca* Seal*. 8*oth Partland.

POLAR BEARS PLAN
FOR FUTURE AFTER
BUSY FALL SEASON
An influx of new material and a reinterest has done much for the
Polar Bears this year and the organization which, due to lack of interest,
has been on the downward slope for
the past few seasons is making a

newed

strong: bid for a position in the class
to which it belongs.
Although they have only been play-

CUMBERLAND

Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

of Brunswick,

Btwalas and

Sport Chasipiona

Sound Act

•

December 18th

THE FALSE MADONNA
with-

•

- Kay Franxia
Short Subjects

William Boyd

Abo

Saturday

December

-

with

Think of all the other things folks
have to think about besides what
yon sell and where your business is
located. How very necessary then
that your PRINTING be DIS-

TINCTIVE, so that

•

PRESS
Where DuKinctive Printing haa

December 21-21

LEW AYRES
THE

SPIRIT

OF NOTRE DAME

aaBtiatatea

Telephone 3

BnBHwkk Piibfisliing Co.
Sireete

News • Cemedy

to

always beam the -rat cwnsMeratkm.

r*r

iB -

• also •
•

*.

THE RECORD

-

TOM KEANE

o

not only
but will

hold Reader Interest.

• aim a
Comedy - Travelogue

Monday -Tuesday

it will

ATTRACT ATTENTION

Wh

FREIGHTERS OF DESTINY
-

trifle

with style

Tailcoat by Benoit

taste.

— both appreciate value, and the Tux and

more than amplysatisfy

their dictates.

TUXEDOS
$35 -$65
Shirts

TAILCOATS
$55

Ties

-

Studs

-

•

Hosiery

Mufflers

-

-

Dull and Patent Shoes

Chesterfields

-

Jewelry

-

for formal wear

BANK

A Sound Slant

• also •

Magic Carpet
>

to

GDIS FOR CHRISTMAS

mm

will find in

attractive

with •
Evelyn Breat - Conrad Nagel

Friday

Neither can afford

You

-

-

respected for their

good judgment and consequent good

Mam*

THE PAGAN LADY

Comedy

the House Parties
.

tSMN.
Profta, f 1M,M.

December 17th

.

all

Young executives and smart college men are

Capital,

• also •
•

at

i

KAYWOODIE PIPES

FIRST NATIONAL

witk •
Waraer Baxter • Leila Ryants
-

Thursday

me

Yet, you'll find

together for a little more than
three months, the Polar Bears have
been putting on a fine brand of dance
music and in a little more time aspire
to outdo themselves.
During; the fall season they have
been playing at all the gym dances,
besides entertaining at three house
dances, and successfully filling an en
gagement at the Fall Dance which
was held at the Newton Women's
Club in Newton Center, Mass.
ing"

December 16th

-

SURRENDER

Fox News

Ankara.

Eliiahoth Barrows, Branswick.
Antainctte Bates, Newcastle.
Eleanor Clark. Aagnsta.
Etkol Haa*. Baatan. Mask,

Kay Johnson, Branswick,

Earmark. FarnungUa.

Virginia Guild, Walton. N. V.
Adelaide Merry. Somerville. Maaa.

Wednesday

aawell. Wiacssset.

Kliaaaath Dane. Balaam, Mas..
Betty Daval. Augaata.
Daria Daval. Baltiaaon. Md.
1
Alice HeUier. Rockland.
Margaret Headerabn. Watervillc.
Phyllia Halak. Freoaart. N. T.
Marid Jahaaan. Portland.
Helen Niaeen, Partland.
EUaaaath Noyea. Cleveland. Ohl*.
•
Pally Ramaey, Dexter.
Katharine Venting, Glen Cava. N. T.

Maxina McCermirk. Ashland.

Virginia Donald. SaringBeM. Maaa.
Editfc

C

Mary Chspmsn. BsHamata, Md.

a

goods
•

•

•

our stocks a most comprehensive variety

useful gifts for

novelties

-

men

-

wearing apparel

aU in good taste

-

-

-

of

leather

exclusive in character

and priced at the present ldw-market value.

itself.

"Say, do you know, when I was a
of that, boiler raeni
used to be the Gym!" the man's face
kid, the upstairs

Party Guests

Gawaa. Aaron, N. T.
B-—
Janet

gymnasium with a

and plenty of pretty
could one ask ?

parties began as auxiliary
affairs to the big Gym Dance on the
final night, but they have grown tre-

*

Hun

floor,

What more

The house

«V
ALPHA DELTA

Bowdoin Dances

the

light of this next room, the,
and his Arcadians,
last month", went on the huge jumper- burly host stopped a moment to ex- Party, the Soph Hop, and the Ivy Hop.
well-known ihythmsters, will furnish
pectorate into the' Cimmerian shadows Today the students have official sancdance tunes for the Delta Upsilon clad man, "and it keeps the three of

,

*

Stygian

Means is to be hostess. Zeta Psi will
hold have the erym dance orchestra, the
their house dances, always a source of Georgia Melodians, for their house
much gaiety, with couples visiting ditiice. Hostess for the evening will be
Mrs. Lloyd Harvey Hatch.
each dance. Alpha Delta Phi will enFor the Kappa Sigma chapter dance,
joy the rhythmic strains of Billy Mur- Quincv Marshman will direct his musiTheir hostess will be cians. As hostesses the Kappa Sigs
phy's music
Mrs. Donovan Lancaster and
have
Mrs. Boyaton.
At the Psi Upsilon house, Eddie Mrs. Malcolm Morrell. Gene GoodDeas and his band from Boston, popu- rum antl his orchestra from the Hollylar recording artists, will furnish the wood Inn, Boston, furnish the syncopation at the Beta Theta Pi dance,
music. The hostesses at »he Psi
chapter dance have, at this time, not while Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hewitt are
yet been selected. The Chi Psi lodge the chaperones.
Harry Harrison will bring his westwill ring to the strains of music from
Pat Huddle-ton's band, a popular ern atmosphere into the Sigrna Nu
dance unit from Lewiston. Chaperones house tomorrow night, furnishing the
for the evening are Doctor and Mrs. dance melodies. Mrs. William Haskell
Man ton Copeland. Mr. and Mrs. Drew and Mrs. George Wood are the patronnamss. The popular Vocal melodian,
Stearns, and Mrs. Gustave Porter.
Scheduled to entertain for Delta Bunnv Stanwood. and his boys are tq
Kappa Epsilon are Joe Roman and his supplv rhythm for the Alpha Tau
popular melody lads. As hostesses the Omega dance. Chaperones are Dr. and
D.K.E. house will have Mrs. Blunt and Mrs. Otto Gross, Mrs. Florence AppleMrs. Allen. The Theta Delta Chi house ton. Mr. and Mrs. T. Bathrick. Dr. E.
again has Lloyd Raffnell and his hand, D. Hammond and Mr. and Mrs. Eric
which played at their last tea dance. Achorn.

I1U

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

o

Roland H. Cobb

Mrs. Fritz K. A. Koelln.

to

Mrs.

-ip

(OratiaoM from rasa

Bowdoin Seal Desk Calendars

CM to 9tM
En* Cat JtM tSJSt

Mrs. Mitchell, and
YULETTOE DANCES
Mm are chaperones.
House' Dances
TO START TONIGHT Ernie Other
George

pw

\

j

—

«

;i

toot.

:

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

PROPOSE CHANGES IN
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Continued from

Pan

j

with fears as to the
change in this phase
of the major sports question. Overemphasis of athletics unfortunately
is •' chronic condition of the countryYet many are apt to swing; back too
far the other way and look with suspicion upon the attempt to make
whatever athletic team is being considered the best possible with the ma-

'•

A
fraternity and the major sports.
very few would consider an intramural system as the main aim of
Bowdoin athletics the best program.
Finally many, who support the attitude favoring the placement the best
possible teams in the field, view tin.
proposal as a chance worth taking
even if it is not a sure solution of
They believe that
certain problems.
certain relaxed benefits derived from
the present fraternity sports are
worth sacrificing for a more virile attitude in the college and a willingness
to turn whatever interest each undergraduate may have in athletics as
a whole to the" betterment of interThose fostering
collegiate sports.
this idea Jbelieve that it is better to
do one thing well than two things
poorly when both cannot be done to,
>

vision of

Coach Stevens has

And made a

The

entire

last

year's

It is cruel to

Though

And

Anello

A

'33.

will

I

Cobb and Means

whipping the gym- won

the- pole vault from Gardner
Pope, competing from scratch. Eleven
feet 6 inches was the winning height.
January
The summaries:
Graduation took a heavy toll from
Two mile run:. Won by Lavender (Pal U).
team,

in

nasts into shape.

Open Schedule

.

in

generally consid- cratch: aecond. Uaher (DV), eeratch third.
last season's
ered to have been Bowdoin's best gym Uniaeke (non-frat). scratch fourth. Hutchin(non-frat). SO yards; fifth. Sewall (Pal L't.
team since the war. Howard Davies son
10 yards. Time: 10.08.1 (new Bowdoin indoor
pumpernickel
.
We still think and Elias Thomas, who received their record).
that, depression or no depression, insignias, Wesley Cushman and A. T.
440 yard run: Won by Usher (DU). 10 yards:
something ought to be done about a Leavitt, who received their gym team second, Uniaeke (non-frat). scratch third. Low
boardwalk on the path from Mem letters, and James Colton, who made (DU). 15 yard«: fourth. Fox (DU). S yards;
:

.

.

!

:

.

to the Chapel.

.

.

.

Barney Smith recently gave
large can of real German vocable"

Kolln a

.

.

.

m1Hmmikmmmr~.

.-: .-.'-

;:
:

-39^

*:5i v.

^^y

i

*'

-

»$>

fiiW;

—
Army at West Point
—
—Dartmouth at Hanover

9
13
16

20— M.

V

9

feet

High jump: Won by Boyd (AD). S inches:
Stanwood
(DKE). scratch
third.
;

named

the

in

U). 10 feat; fifth. Larson (DKE). 3
tance: 47 feet.

feet.

Dis-

B. Chipman, Inc.

•
•

'«•

v

-'

1

'•

PURE FOOD SHOP

•

ALBERT

•

••
• ••.

.

*

•

Wholesale

B

•'
H
<a|

-

Retail

Always Noticed
But Never 'Noticeable

*

«
'
*

••

•

<

A

* m

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade

(QgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to

574 Congress Street

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

'J*-

CUTAND
,0

^?
*

P

-

t

IN

scratch:

11

»

pt?:'
••

'%

i

POUND HUMIDOR

Height:

Psi).

;

y^^'-'i-

•

PRINCE ALBERT

Siir).

amon* Boyd (AD). Robbing (DU)

Shot put: Won by Ricker (Beta). 10 feet:
second. Larson (DKE), 1 foot; third. Fay
(Sigma Nu). 6 feet; fourth. Boyd (AD). 10
feet; fifth. Niblock (Zete), scratch.
Distance:

second,

|t*^Fv;v.!'.'.'M

\>

\

Pope (Kappa

second.

tie

inches.

Charles "Duke" Bilodeau, veteran Adams (Zete). 1 Inch fourth, tie smonii
Gerdsen (DU) and Kahili (Kappa Slg). Height:
guard, was honored with election to « feet 4 inches. (Stan wood's
jump of six feet
the all-Maine eleven, and was a sec- set new indoor record).
•fi pound weight throw: Won by Galbraith
ond choice as an all-opponent guard
for Tufts. Captain Jit Ricker and (Chi Psi): second. Hughes (Beta). 10 feet:
third. Hay (Zete). « feet; fourth, Drake (Psi
Creighton

Lyman

^40&A
•*^ry^7

1

Cn*-

r

third,

43 feet, 6 inches.

T.

I.

inches

and Crowell (Chi

January
Auburn Y. M. C. A. at Auburn

*

.

§n fc

as fol-

is

:

years.

p^

va.jBp-'^va^B

^^m^M- *g
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Left-handed ping-pong is being
Bowdoin's adversaries of the 1932 used at the University of Minnesota
hockey season have not fared too well to cure stammering students.
since last year. The Polar Bear's debut here against New Hampshire will
And the Wildcats with a few veteran
skaters and mediocre replacements, to
judge front early reports. Colby, too,
without her scoring ace Lovett, and
Bates minus the cocksure FarreW, do
not loom as powerful as in other

;il

-

Time:

:

Wturn

,'^t-^,._i. viw>

:

:

45 yard hiirh hurdles: Won by Stanwood
(DKE). scratch second. Allen (DU). scratch
Saturday the squad journeyed to third.
Nickerson (Chi Psi). 3 feet: fourth.
Fryebuxg, where the Bowdoin men Adams (Zete). 3 feet: fifth. MarNutt (nonstaged an exhibition under the aus- frat). 5 feet. Time: '«.2.
Pole vault: Won by Arnold (Chi Psi). •
Academy. The
pices of Fryeburg

.

Gatchell
were
"worthy of commendation"
Jumbos' selection.

yMMMMMmMz^

Sewall (Psi U). 10 yards. Tiro«: 52.J.
880 yard run: Won by Uniarke (non-frat).
scratch; second. Sewall (Psi U). 10 yards:
third. Usher (DU). 10 yards fourth. Lavender
(Psi U>. 20 yards: fifth. Emerson (AD). SO
yards. Time: 2.01.1.
40 yard dash Won by Walker (TD). 2 feet
second. Hickok (Siirma Nu). scratch: third.
Skillings (Chi Psi). 2 feet; fourth. Gatchell
(Zete). scratch: fifth. Allen (DU). scratch.
fifth.

No

fooling. Dean, this a varsity letter, graduated. The 1930is serious! Think of our health
.
.
31 team lost all its meets, but the
Imagine a lad asking two girls to percentage of points scored was highhouse parties . . . and both accept- er than in previous years.
Of the
ing
Dean reports letter from twelve men to represent Bowdoin in
grad reading thus: "Dear Dean, four meets, ten placed.
though at times you are an awful
Daily practice sessions are being
blow hard, you look so much like a held in the gym in anticipation of the
Fritz dean that your loss would be irre- opening meet early in January. Lasc

A

-'

accom-

Delt,

'33,

schedule, subject to addition,
lows:

Bflt-V-V'v

Mai Walker, Theta

panied by a two foot handicap, won
the 40 yard dash from a select field,
barely edging out Milt Hickok, scratch

:

Best-laugh-of-the-week: Doc Sta!ldog
knecht
hauling
shrieking
a
(Otto Gross's Esquimaux canine) out
of Phil class; dog, undaunted, sought
tearful admittance, and was finally
thrust rudely into the cold, cold outdoors bv a gallant student. Stallky
was getting madder and (if the dept't
of Eng. will excuse us) madder and
was breathing very fast. Better post
a sign for dogs, reading: Beware of
the Professor
.
.

\

Herbert S. Bradt
the 1980-31 troupe,

So come up, fellow-students, to march in onr ranks
And demand that we donate diplomas, not thanks,
To the kind benefactors who give us our ease.
Worthy Bowdoin could quickly expand hy degrees!

[

Zete, with but an inch handicap, captured third.

building this year's aggregation.

nice.

But

!

|

ask him for some doesn't seem very

to

edged out by Boyd, Alpha Delt, who
did 5 feet 10 inches, accompanied by a
six inch handicap. Adams, freshman

man. Charlie Stan wood repeatedhis victory by winning the 45 yard hurdles,
taking two out of three heats from
a mainstay in Charlie Allen, soph sensation. Allen
is not in college was second in the other two.
owing to non-scholastic reasons. The
A ten foot handicap won the shot
team also loses A. T. Leavitt, who put for Jit Ricker and the Betas. Dei
is ineligible for competition under the Galbraith, competing
from scratch,
fpur year playing basis.
However, won his specialty, the 35 pound
Leavitt is much in evidence in the weight, with the good distance of
gym team's work, assisting Coaches forty-seven feet. Arnold, of Chi Psi.

his assets are frozen, he skates on thin ice,

—••
near building for classes is also a need,
to get without giving, woidd indicate greed.
Let us sign a petition, and plead with the Board
To come into our platform, and part with its hoard!

probably include

sity coach.
A part of the proposed; organized that sport was included as
plan has been organized to go into was track. A Portland alumnus who
effect from now on. A junior varsity withheld his identity offered the large
schedule for hockey of six games haBl Ives Trophy and the interfraternity
Next fall be- organization supplied the smaller
already been made.
sides the varsity and freshman foot-| cups.
ball squads a junior varsity and a
The Interfraternity board is self
freshman team B will have a sched-l perpetuating, the retiring member apule.
As far as possible this policy, pointing his successor although in
will be carried out in all sports.
some of the houses the appointment is
The present system of interfrater- by popular vote.. The Intramural Diadvantage.
The plan is admittedly an expen-! nity athletics was first organized in rector of the Athletic Department is
ment, but one from which certain ben- 1923 at the Beta Theta Pi house. It an ex-officio member.

ask for the gift of a rink
so worried he scarcely can think;

By a merchant

team are:
The members of
Fred E. Miller '32 captain, Norwood
K. McDonald '32, and Douglas A.
the

The schedule

From last year's gym team only
two lettermen, Captain Marion L. L.
Short "82 and Elston R. Eaton '88, are
available for this season. These two
men, along with Thomas L. Clarke
'82, Robert W. Dana '88, and George
*34
(Manager), other
F. Peabody
members of last year's squad, form
the nucleus about which Professors
Roland Cobb and Thomas Means are

—

back and every one is receiving careful instruction. Coach Stevens, a special coach from Portland,
who comes to Brunswick several times
a week, is working hard to turn out a
victorious team. When he is not here,
Captain Miller takes charge.
is

matches with Harvard, Dartmouth,
Boston University, M. I. T., and Norintramural teams which are run on a wich University.
different basis than fraternity com-j
petition and so not harmful to the was considered as an experiment and
intercollegiate
teams
or
varsity
many doubted that it would be a sucsports. However in the case of track cess.
The students themselves orand swimming there will probably b*> ganized and financed the program.
continued interfraternity competition The college offered the use of playing
as the meets are not held often fields. The first year's program proenough to affect the intercollegiate' vided for soccer in the fall, basketphase of the sport. Also these meets ball in the winter, and baseball in the
are under the supervision of the var- spring. When a swimming team was

Last Year

O, ye sons of the College, lend ear to our pleas!
We must take our complaints to the Board of Trustees;
But we cannot gain justice with quips and with cranks
No, to conquer the Board, we must offer our planks.

Prospects for the squad are unusubright.

1)

—Byron.

season.
ally

old gentleman was quite aghast,
loud and pious lamentation ;

The good

recently-

commenced rigorous practice, with all
members meeting in the fencing room
to go through a strenuous workout to
condition themselves for the coming

team

ONLY TWO LETTERNEN RECORDS SMASHED AS
REMAIN FOR GYMNASTS HUCKSTERS COMPETE
IN FALL INDOOR MEET
Short Again Leader of Team
(fin
Item Tern
Which Was at Best

BOWDOIN NON BEATISSIMI

The fencing squad under the super-

it was pointed out to the reporter that
at least fifteen men inquired this fall
at the Athletic Department office as
to what sport they could go out for
without becoming ineligible for fraThere have been
ternity football.
cases of students who would like to
go out for track or hockey going out
for interfraternity basketball at the
instigation of their house. By changing the basis of competition the Athterial and conditions given.
The sit- letic Department expects to eliminate,
uation is difficult. Bowdoin continues these handicaps on the major sports.
to put teams into the field without reCoaches who have had experience
curring to the methods of attracting here assert that fraternity antagoathletes that other colleges of its own nism has a bad effect on varsity
size do.
The question is: Given the sports, especially the major sports.
present situation, what is Bowdoin to
Reorganized Intramural Sports
do ? Here we have a variety of opinAn opportunity for those who can-i
ions. Many prefer to ignoie the presgiven!
ent situation and continue with half- not make varsity teams will be
toward both the inter- to play on junior varsity teams or on

student body

possibility of a

way measures

MUSTARD AND CRESS

FOILMEN COMMENCE
DAILY PRACTICE

are sure to be derived. There is
one main aim in this proposal, and
is
the elimination of undue
rivalry and antagonism among fraternities and the effects this may have
on the major sports. As an example
efits

that
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well dressed.

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
Any

Sriak Brotijera

person may earn
money corresponding for newspapers; all or spare time; experience
unnecessary; no canvassing; send
for free booklet tells how. Heacock, Room 574, Dun Bid*., Buffalo, N. Y.
intelligent

Our Representative for

Photographic
this

year

will

Work

be

;

Dick Atwood, T. D.

Webber's Studio
-

I

Brunswick

Hardware Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices
'<££*
CARTON CONTAINING

ft

PACKAOS

cost of the gift, but the

behind the giving that
warms the cockles of the heart on
Christmas morning.
lies

come both

in attractive Christmas cartons
containing ten packages of twenty and in
cartons containing four boxes of fifty each.

man who smokes

Then, instead of some short-lived trinket,
how much nicer to give something that
will briii;? solace and delight for many days
after the Christinas tree is gone; until the
New Year is on its way.

a pipe, we
suggest either a pound tin or one of
those crystal glass humidors of good old
PRINCE ALBERT. Here is a present that goes
straight as a' Christmas carol to a man's
heart; P. A., the best loved pipe tobacco

For the cigarette smoker, man or Etonian,

in the world, all dressed for the occasion

of course <jive Camels. A blend of choice
Turkish and mild, sun-ripened Domestic
tobaccos, they are kept fresh and prime
by the Camel Humidor Pack, with their
natural moisture unimpaired by parching
or

loastisig.

In appropriate holiday wrapping, Camels

R. J.

For the

in bright Christmas costume.

What gift can you
more welcome or

Don't you hope someone will think of
such a friendly gift for you?

We wish you

REYNOLDS TORACCO COMPANY,

CAMEL QUARTER noiTt, Morton Downey, Tony
Wons,and Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques
Renard, every night except Sunday, Columbia
Broadcasting System

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

iV.

bles, Olives, Pickles,

Domestic and Im-

Cheeses and Biscuits
Btried
nds east of Portland.
Tel.

Joy,

of

all

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

"Old Hunch," and Prince Albert Orchestra,

16

EAST

50th

STREET
CITY

Watch For Our Representative

LEBEL'S

INSURANCE
Tewn

Brunswick

Building

Candy and
74

ALBERT

MS-M

Riley Insurance Agency

See radio page of local newspaper for time

'Camels

Tel.

PHIL BRISK

Van Loan, every night except
Sunday, N. IS. C. Red Network

GIVE

-

ttt

NEW YORK

direction Paul

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

Ice

Cream

.MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET
—GROCERS—
who

cater to fraternity trade

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing to the

CITIZENS

C

25 years

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-

Merry Christmas!

Wim*iQn-Salem,

10 Spring St, Brunswick

We

HINGE

pleasure and satisfaction?

I

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY'S
COAST-TO-COAST RADIO PROGRAMS

1

think of that will be
give more genuine

MAINE STREET
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PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER nOUR, Alice
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Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glace
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind

Fine Repairing and Engraving

IS \OT the
ITthought
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-

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Diamonds and Watches
141A

...

Agent for Victor

"The College Jeweler"

f

I

Popular Sheet Music and Records

"FRANCIS"

10

OF 20 CAMELS

I
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PRINTING

CREIGHTON GATCHELL STUART A CLEMENT
AGENT
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Bates Hands Defeat To White
Sextet In Bristling League

PREVENTS PEACE
The
SAYS PRESIDENT ofmittee
a

Opener; Penalties Plentiful
Garnet Outfit Shows Speed and Brilliance
Polar Bear Six Which Perforins
Despite Handicaps

— Outclasses World
WeU

Cooperation Sought

As Remedy

for Present

Situation

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE APPEARS BRIGHT

PEACE PACTS FAIL
TO GAIN CONFIDENCE

SWIMMERS TO

Dial

of

Installation

NO. 20

13, 1982.

Committee Considering

NATIONAL SPIRIT

Telephone System Here

Buildings and Grounds Comconsidering the installation
dial system of tele phon es at Bowdoin. This would entail a central exwithin
the college, to hanchange
dle all intramural calls. The buildings,
ends, sad fraternity houses would he
Outside
supplied with dial phones.
calls would be made through the college exchange, where they would be
the
doing
with
away
recorded, thus
losses incurred by uatraeed calls.
Several obvious advantages suggest themselves,: Ant, there would be
but one number far the college. In
this way the college operator acts as
an information bureau, saving time
and trouble in —king rapid connections- with the desired person or
department. Members of the college
may be located easily, requiring fewer calls and leas expense.

FACE TEST IN

the feeling of nationalism is prevaa surprising degree.
The President opened by saying
that at the present time there is a
spirit of supreme nationalism evident
in nearly every land. Nations are
fighting each other with tariffs, with
commercial restrictions, with gold and
monetary standards, with barriers in
trade, and the warfare is just as real,
although not so destructive, as that of
Canada,
France,
England,
1914.
Spain and Italy have all followed our
example in raising their tariffs, and
In every
excluding foreign goods.
land the Isolationist is abroad. Nations are trying to live by themselves,
and watchwords of the moment are
"America First" and "Buy British".
The present mood is formed of safeguards, reservations and seclusions.
Isolation Policy Led World Astray
Where has this policy of isolation,
pursued in the past two or three
years, and today as well, where has
lent to

DE TARNOWSKY AND

stood out remarkably in the fiery battle. Captain Charlie Bilodeau, Russ
Dakin and Bill Haskell showed superhockey, with the last named putting
up a shining performance at goal for
Dakin was on the puck
the White.
constantly, and had more scoring
chances than any of his teammates,
Bilodeau played his usual
while
superb heavy-checking game. Mai
MacLachlan scored the Jone Pblar
Bear goal, breezing down the left

KOELLN GIVE TALKS
ON TRAVEL ABROAD
Two

Faculty Members Give
Vivid Sidelights of Tours
on Continent

wing midway

in the second period to
drive a long one past Flynn which the
Bates goalie never saw.
Lack of combination play cost the
White more than one goal, for they
were able to carry the puck down the
ice with consummate ease, yet could
not click in combination at the goal's
mouth. Bates, on the other hand, always had a man close to the goal, and
took advantage of every break that
came their way.
The fray was one of the roughest
ever seen on the Delta, the referees
meting out 17 two minute setbacks,
mostly for personal encounters that
occurred far from the region where
the puck was being played. Bates received ten of the penalties, while sevrOMMteMt OB
4)

According to the interNew York.
national stock market, the indices of
Mr.
Tarnowsky
has
conducted
January, 1932, show an average of 40
parties of American tourists on tours
on a scale of 100, not of the inflated
of Europe before and next June he
year 1929, but of 1927. The securities
hopes to make a similar trip to six
European countries, and of this
European countries. Mr. Tarnowsky of
country have shrunk to about 2-5 of
explained that he found that people
former value. "Does this policy
were greatly interested in travel be- their
of
each country's looking after it3
cause
the changes in people, scenof
language, customs and atmosphere that are noticed while travel-

own

DISARMAMENT POLL

ing.

"In view of the increased nationalism, it is small wonder that international agencies have not met with

Ivan de Tarnowsky, Fellow in
French and Bachelier-es-sciences, gave
a talk on traveling: in Europe Monday
evening in the Moulton Union. Assistant Professor Fritz K. A. Koelln,
Ph.D., of the German department, assisted in the part of the lecture devoted to Germany. The lecture was
well illustrated by moving pictures donated by the Keller Travel Club of

Mi

ery,

New

Y«rfc to Owrboarg
The moving pictures showed a typisnLhEtoahBBMsfc'flocssvaf Msbbs%Oac

S.

many, Belgium and French colonies,
The trip started from New York on a
Cunard liner bound for Cherbourg,
Cooperation in Balloting France. Mr. Tarnowsky said that upon
leaving New York at dusk there was
is Requested by
not much to do until the boat passed
the twelve-mile limit. Games of shufCommittee
fleboard, deck tennis and miniature
horse racing; dancing, and swimming

A

the pools on board furnished entertainment for all. Upon arrival at
Cherbourg the party took a plane to
Frankfurt.
Mr. Koelln spoke briefly on the history of Frankfurt since its first settlearmament and its relation to nation- ment during the first century after
Christ.
A picture of old Frankfurt,
toof
conditions
al and international
day can be disregarded by no one, new Frankfurt, and a trip down the
since its outcome will leave no person Rhine river followed.
(Continued on p«ge ft)
How events will shape
untouched.
themselves in this crisis now before
•is depends to a great extent on the
tangible amount of opinion that can
be laid before our representatives
to the coming Geneva Disarmament
For this
Conference in February.
p r j j,. Koo, vice president of the
purpose an Intercollegiate Disarma- World's Student Christian Federament Council has been formed, com tion, recently back from China, will
(Continued on pas* 8)
speak under the auspices of the B.
C. A. in the Moulton Union at eight
'o'clock, Monday evening, January 18.1
Known to be a lecturer of unique
BALLOT
thought and material, Dr. Koo has
Date
not yet announced the phase of China
If all nations join in similar
I.
that he will discuss.
reductions in military and
Dr. Koo has studied both in China
naval establishments intend- 'and the United States; he is an ined for use against each other,
veterate world traveler and a foredisarmament
much
how
most leader of student thought in
would you favor? (Check the China.
approximate figure desired)
At the Student Volunteer Convention,
held Dec. 30-Jan. 3 at Buffalo,
50%....
25%
None
N. Y., he was one of the principal
100%
75%
speakers. He is making at present a
tour of American Colleges and
II.
Do you favor the American limited
Universities.
delegation to the General Dis»>
jgsjtsssi
armament Conference taking
the initiative in calling upon
all nations to join us in re-

National Student Poll on the
question of Disarmament that has
included all of the important colleges
in the United States is now being
placed before the undergraduate* of
Bowdoin College. The question of dis-

it

led

us?

interests

>urt,*a™Kerlogg
'antr Kellogg Fact deofld Court,
pend for their operation on puNic
opinion, and for the past two years
that public opinion has been more and

more centered about home

—

i

!

\

i

;
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— >—

WILDER ON LONG TRIP
TO FOUR MEETINGS

ducing armaments?

25^.:....

50%....

100'

7a ',;

Philip

Do you favor our setting an
example for other nations by

III.

reducing our expenditures upon, armaments?

None

»

75'

100'

Do you favor American

IV.

ad-

herence to the World Court
upon the basis of the Root
l»rotocols?

Yes

No

military training in colleges?

Yes

favor dropping military training entirely from
the college curriculum?

Do you

VI.

Yes
VII.

Have you had
ing?
long?

I

of

the

Orleans

and

Baton

military train-

Where?
(Clasr;) ....

Question Jumbled
Ever since the suggestion was
made by members of the Athletic Department at a meeting of
students and coaches some weeks
ago the question has been consid-

NEW OUILL APPEARS
TOMORROW WITH GOOD

first

I

PORTLAND MUNICIPAL
ORCHESTRA CONCERT

'

TOMORROW EVENING

>

Appear

!

Event

Year

;

:

'
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WINGS OYER EUROPE
TO BE PRESENTED
ON ROADJTuT SOON

Definite
The Masque and "Gown
tion

Second

in

Marked Improvement
in

Squad

Gym team journeyed
Auburn Y. M. C. A. last Sat-

Bowdoin's
to the

urday to give the second

in

a series

Under the coaching
of exhibitions.
of Professor Thomas Means the gymnasts showed remarkable improvement over their first appearance, and
gave a skillful display of acrobatics.
Eaton, Kemper, Peabody, and Watson performed first on the parallel
bars, followed by Bowman, Harrington and Leavitt showing some uses of
the horse.
Captain Short gave a
'demonstration on the parallels, next,
while Clarke, Eaton, and Leavitt
executed several stunts on the rings.
Then Kemper, Rust, Short, and Watson furnished a display of tumbling
on the mats.
Gymnastics, consisting of climbing
and swinging on the ropes were
gracefully demonstrated by Bowman,
Finally KemClarke, and Leavitt.
per and Rust went through the maneuvers of a double tumbling act.

Miss

Isabelle

Jones,

soprano,

who

be heard tomorrow evening at
Memorial Hall Concert
will

In addition there will be an interesting number in the Burlesca in form
of a Rondo, for wind instruments,

which was composed by Mr. Cronham,
Continued un pace
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Plans Taking Shape For

And
Forum

Fusion Of Gov't Club

NSFA

Into Bowd.

Plans for the

new Bowdoin Forum

have begun to take more definite
shape since the first of the year, and
on January fifth a circular letter was
Gave Exhibition at Fryeburg
sent to 'prospective members.
The gymnasts gave an exhibition
The Forum is the result of a fusion
at. Fryeburg Academy on December
of the rather dormant Government
19 with much the same repertoire, but
Club and the Bowdoin Chapter of the
Dana,
lineups.
different
with slightly
National
Student
Federation
of
Eaton, and Peabody demonstrated on
America.
the horizontal bars, while Dana and
It is proposed by those active in its
Iwanowicz used the parallels; on the
organization that the Forum be a
ropes were Bowman, Clarke, and HarKemper, Rust, Short, and liberal club. It will offer an opporrington.

Rouge,

Louis, Missouri; InNew
Buffalo,
Indiana;
York; Chicago, Cleveland. Ohio; Ann
Michigan; PittsDetroit,
Arbor, and
burgh and Philadelphia, Penn.; Wilmington, Delaware; and Atlantic City,
New Jersey. He is taking with him
motion pictures and other material
concerning the College, and is hoping
to organize Bowdoin Clubs in some of
St.

^the larger centers visited.

annul

"If the Athletic

forth a plan which

Department puts
seems adequate,

the Student Council

is

in

favor of

and suggests that a
referendum on this new
plan, which is to he presented in
said

plan,

student

writing for student
taken."

approval,

be

interpreta-

the

Theatre Guild play
"Wings Over Europe" was an extraordinary success, and marked a new
achievement in the history of their

Reveals

Series

Tour Intended

Portland Plans are

BAG OF TRICKS AT
AUBURN EXHIBITION

gional Conferences for the
Peabody.
In the course of his trip he plans
Bowdoin men wherever possible, the schedule tentatively includSTUDENT COUNCIL
Orlando,
ing residents of Jacksonville,
Winter Park and Tampa, Florida;
STATEMENT

New

change, the other five against, and the non-fraternity group also
rejecting the change, the Student Council has now been asked to
take steps to determine more accurately the stand of the undergraduates either by a college referendum or by some other means.

from

GYM TEAM DISPLAYS

dianapolis,

Department or School
Institution

Conferences

American

With undergraduate opinion seemingly divided on the subject
of the abolition of all interfraternity sports not under the supervision of a varsity coach, six houses voting in favor of the proposed

STUDENTJIATERIALJ

Extensive

Alumni Council, the national associaFund
tion of Alumni Secretaries,
Watson took over the mats.
workers, and Magazine editors. These
Professor Means' charges look to a
conferences will be held at Rollins busy season, with three more exhiCollege, Winter Park, Florida, at the
The first
bitions, and several meets.
University of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, is with West Point, away, on SaturChicago,
La., at the University of
The team will probably conday.
and at Atlantic City. Mr. Wilder is sist of Captain Short, Dana, Bennett,
this year serving as Director of ReEaton, and Manager
Council. Bowman, Clarke,

Louisiana;

No

How
(Mr.)

Secre-

STUDENT COUNCIL URGED TO ACT ON QUESTION

j

interests.

to visit

No

be,

many battles in behalf
of better international understanding
have been lost, and the League has
(GontxniMd oa ran S)

.

Do you favor compulsory

V.

Wilder, Alumjii

going primarily to attend four District

50v;

25'

S.

tary of the College, will leave on
January 16 for a month's trip through
He is
the South and Middle West.

of

Battles

JAYVEES VS. EXETER
AT N. H. SATURDAY

hour service.
This system would not, ultimately,
be more expensive; An official of the
telephone company in a survey of the
situation, claims that from a hundred to two hundred and fifty dollars
are lost annually by fraternities on
unlocated calls. With the dial system
all calls are

"Consequently

KOO WILL SPEAK
ON AFFAIRS OF CHINA

.

Question

of fields this week, the former meeting
Springfield and Williams on Friday
and Saturday respectively while the
erably jumbled, the confusion not
latter journeys to Exeter in quest of
being confined to the undergradutheir first victory over the strong Wilfrid H. Crook's Article
ates
alone.
The statement haa
New Hampshire prep school natators
been made that 12 different moSole Contribution
Saturday evening.
tions were presented at 12 different
The White mermen are conceded at
Outside
groups and while this may be an
least an even chance to hang up their
exaggeration, that confusion haa
second scalp of the season Friday.
Renovated, and almost entirely and does still exist is shown by the
Springfield has lost many of the stelfact that one boose reversed its
first
the
written
by
undergraduates,
lar performers of last year's New
vote on the matter after further
England champion outfit although issue of the 1932 Quill appears to- consideration. It was net until last
Lanoue and Fisher who took first and morrow. Several changes have been Sunday that the non-fraternity
the magazine:
second places in the New England div- made in the format of
new Quill combines the best group was called together for the
ing competition last year have re- and the
purpose of voting on the matter,
publications
turned and are said to be in top form. features of last year's
and while this action was unofficial,
The Y team is in its first year under with the genuine student talent of the it met with the complete approval
old magazine.
In
College
the tutelage of Tom Cureton, former
Will
at
The principal innovation urged by of the President and the Dean.
Yale water star, and just what reeditor and his associates is conthe
It was at first planned to decide
Big Musical
sults the new mentor has produced is
centration on student written material. the issue by considering the fraternot fully known since the outfit is as
With this aim in view a Contributors nities as units with the question of
of
yet untested.
Club was organized last till: this has whether or not the non-fraternity
The Williams clash should prove a functioned successfully, its work
should be allowed to vote hanging
A treat for lovers of music in this real test of the Polar Bear strength if evinced by the first issue which con- men
fire, pending the decision of the stusection is scheduled for tonight when reports emanating from the
little tains only one non-undergraduate ardents, working presumably through
Municipal Orchestra town in the Berkshires are true. The ticle.
the Portland
No numerical
the Student Council.
with its 85 players under the direc- Purple boasts the leading dash man
Though outside material is desir- tabulation of the vote of each house
tion of Charles R. Cronham comes to in the New England Conference in able, it is believed that the Quill
Bowdoin College for its annual ap- Savage while Beatty in the 220, and should be for the students, as it is was forthcoming as a result.
the
of
auspices
the
pearance under
Gilfillen in the breast stroke should Bowdoin's only literary publication,;
President and Dean Interviewed
music department of which Professor present the stiffest kind of competi- and the single available medium of.
Both President Sills and Dean
Edward H. Wass is the head.
tion for the White swimmers. The lat- student talent.
Any undergraduate Nixon in interviews with the
Two fine soloists are to be heard ter was nosed out by Ted Densmore desiring to contribute to the Quill may Orient Saturday expressed the
at this concert. Isabelle Jones, whose by inches last year in the New Eng- do so, and membership in the Conopinion that unquestionably the
charming voice has won much praise land breast stroke finals and the bat- tributors Club is open to college] non -fraternity men should be alwill sing a group of songs and Kath- tle between these two and Art Sperry writers.
lowed to vote since they are reprethe
will
play
Article, in the New Quill
erine Hatch, cellist,
of the Polar Bears for top honors will
sented by teams in all intramural
fpr Violoncello
in 1950, and a satirization

There
practicable.
twenty-four
course,

in

1

On

Divide Equally

Lack
and Williams Athletic Proposal Considerably Jumbled
Clarity Indicated by Variance of Motions
to Offer White Tough
on Problem

Springfield

j

International Agencies Fail

DR.

None

pay?"

would

Referendum On Interfraternity
Sports Is Sought As Groups

FOREIGN POOLS

is

Fighting furiously for three periods against a smoothly functioning Bobcat sextet, the Bowdoin hockey aggregation dropped its
first game of the season to Bates, 3 to 1, at the Delta last Monday.
Team is Confident After
Policy of Isolation Has Led
Handicapped by lack of ice, the Bowdoin men did their best to
World from Path of
Recent Victory Over
make up for their numerous deficiencies and nearly succeeded in
World Concord
bringing the undefeated Lewistonites to a halt. Inspired playing
B. U.
in crucial moments pulled the Polar Bears through many holes,
President Sills spoke in Chapel oil
System Used Elsewhere
After a very successful defense of
and it is expected that if improvement continues to be rapid and Sunday,
subject,
January 10, on the
As seventy fivelfrer cent of the calls the home bailiwick against the onice is available for practice sessions there is a decided chance that "The Increasing Need for Interna- made at the College are intramural,
slaughts of Boston University and Hethe state championship may come to Brunswick after several tional Cooperation". Explaining the the dial system would greatly speed bron Academy last Saturday, the
present world situation to the stu- up service.
Numerous colleges and Bowdoin varsity and junior varsity
years' absence.
dents, the President pointed out that universities have found the system swimming teams will invade foreign
The playing of three Bowdoin men

PROSH TRACK MEET
WITH SO. PORTLAND SAT.

of

presentations.
The enthusiastic reception accorded the production by the
gay Christmas House Party audience
clearly demonstrated the
superior
quality of the performance; a quality which waB far in advance of any
former presentation within the memory of the undergraduate body.
In
spite of the fact that Bowdoin has
not been slighted by the depression
now rampant throughout the entire
world, the play can claim honors
financially as well. Of the players,
Tarbell '32, Spingarn "33, and Parker
'35 stood out in an outstanding cast.
Portland to Be First Road Stop

IBIS

HOLDS SECOND
MEETING FRIDAX

taken' into

consideration

decision.

final

The

fall

in

the

signifi-

cance of the situation was brought
home to the former in a conversstion with Athletic Director Malthis
essay.
of
substance
the
colm E. Morrell Saturday morning
by
articles
There are several timely
and the President announced shortundergraduates, and a parable on
ly after that things would be held
"Bad Business" by Wilfrid H. Crook, in abeyance until a more adequate
a former member of the Bowdoin fac- assessment of student opinion was
Supplementing the unusual asulty.
made. As a result of s conference
sortment of prose contributions are!
between the President and Mr. Morseveral student-written poems.
rell Monday it was decided to call
upon the Student Council to act in
President Sills also
the matter.
indicated to the Orient that the
proposed change would be made
only after a decided majority of the
student body shall have evinced
$
IN
themselves in favor of the move;
and that in case of divided opinion,
final decision should rest in the
the
Races,
Wallberg Takes
hands of the College Administrascholarships
of
athletic
problem
turned topsy-turvy in the future forms
-

JUNIOR VARSITY HAS
LITTLE DIFFICULTY

SINKING HEBRON

Two

Smashes Pool Record for
200 in 12.4

tion.

Committee Makes Schedule

With speculation rife on campus as
to the status of interfraternity basRolling up easy victories in six of ketball, the sport immediately afthe seven events, the Bowdoin Frosh- fected should the motion be passed, it
Jayvee swimming team decisively out- was announced by the Athletic Depointed Hebron Academy 47 to 17 in partment Monday 'that a committee
a preliminary to the Varsity-B. U. has been appointed and is now entaeet Saturday night.
gaged in the arrangement of the regSwede Wallberg, along with adding ular winter schedule". Just when this
two more victories to his rapidly in- schedule will be published is not
recthe
pool
smashed
creasing string,
known. Should an immediate decision
ord in the 200 yard freestyle, beating be made in favor of the proposal, ot
the mark set by Bob Smith in l'J29 by course, publication will not be necesover six seconds. He swam an effort- sary.
less and unpushed race and might
The Student Council met Tuesday
have improved his time by several
evening to consider President Sills'
seconds had he received stiffer compesuggestion and to determine that
tition.
action, but the results were
body's
Hebron Shut Out
not available in time for publication.
After scoring only a third in the
initial event, the 50 yard dash, the
Bowdoin natators came back with a
rush to sweep every remaining event,
CALENDAR
second
but two
allowing Hebron
Thursday, January 14
places in the rest of the meet.
Concert in Memorial Hall at 8.15
Perhaps the most electrifying perP. M.. by Portland Municipal Orof the evening was produced

Owing .to this success, it has been
decided to put the presentation on
the road. Definite arrangements have
been completed to give the first performance in Portland, though no
definite date has been set as yet. It is
hoped, however, that it may be presented sometime before the commencement of the reading period, or
immediately following the completion
of the Mid- Year examinations. Negotiations also have been made to take
the play before the Alumni Club at
Bangor, and possibly to the University of Maine.
Communications also
have been sent to Mt. Holyoke, Wel- formance
lesley, Smith and Wheaton Colleges. by Ellsworth

tunity to those men who are interested in current affairs, especially those
The Theory and Practise of the
government
concerning
and
eco- Translation of Greek Drama will be
nomics, to discuss these topics intel- the subject of a lecture bv Professor
According to previous an- Thomas Means at the second meeting
ligently.
nouncements membership is limited to of Ibis, recently rejuvenated senior
majors in government and economics honorary society, at the Chi Psi
but the organizing committee later Lodge next Friday evening.
any,
including
freshruled
that
Professor Means' talk will be parmen, who are interested are now ticulaily appropriate since he is now
eligible for membership and any fur- engaged
in
of
the
translation
to
the
information
relative
ther
Sophocles' tragedy, Oedipus Tyranos,
Forum can be obtained from either which will be presented during ComGeorge T. Sewall or ITiilip C. Ahem. mencement Week next June under the
There will be annual dues of two dol- auspices of the Bowdoin Classical
lars to cover the costs incidental to Club. The play, one of the most ambringing speakers to Bowdoin to ad- bitious projects ever attempted by a
dress the Forum.
Bowdoin dramatic group, will be unmembership of approximately der the direction of Professor Means
one hundred is anticipated, but it is and is expected to he a feature of the
unlikely that a meeting will be held Commencement festivities.
after mid-year examinations
until
The twelve members of Ibis are
since replies to the queries sent out permitted under the rules of the orhave been slow in coming in. Th) ganization to invite guests to the forof
your
will
reply
card
return
prompt
mal meetings so that a large group
greatly expedite organization.
is expected to attend.

A

presented in an article by Morrill M.
Tozier '32. entitled "Satiric Dialogue".

The amusing aspect of the present

Benson in th^ dive.
Competing for only the seconof time,
Benson rolled up a total of 54.8 points
dives to far outdistance not
only every other competitor but also every previous effort of his own.
six

in

(Continued on pater 3)

WINTER GRID CALL
NETS FORTY MEN
About forty

Bowdoin grid

hopes
for 1!»32 reported in the cage la.->i
Monday for the first mid-winter practice session under the direction of
Practice is
Coach Charlie Bowser.
from 1.30 to 2.30 and will continue
for two weeks up to the mid-year period, after which it will resume for
one or two additional weeks.
Coach Bowser is stiessing fundamentals including blocking, charging,

One of the chief
signal drill.-.
agencies of the mid-winter practice i.
to devise a system of plays for next
fall.
Owing to the hard surfa«? of
the cage tackling is eliminated en-

and

rhestra.

Friday, January 15
Hockey: Northeastern at Boston.

Swimming:

Saturday, January 16
Hockey: Junior Varsity vs. Wassookeag School at Brunswick.
Swimming: Williams at Williamstown.

Swimming: Junior
Exeter at Exeter.

Varsity

vs.

Gym Team: Army

at West Point.
Freshman Track: South Portland

Hitch at Brunswick.

Sunday, January 17
Sunday Chapel Service at 5 P.M..
W. M. Lewis of Lafay-

President

ette College.

Monday. January 18
Lecture in Memorial Hafl at 8.15
P. M.. Dr. T. Z. Koo on "The Chinese Situation."
Wednesday, January 20
Hockey: Bates at Lewiston.
,
Hockev: Junior Varsitv vs. Hebion Academy at Brunswick.
Swimming: Worcester Tech at

tirely.

Brunswick.

Most of the Juniors and Seniors
taking Physical Ed. 4 are also par-

Brunswick.

ticipating in the practice.

Springfield at Spring-

field.

Freshman Track: Morse High at

)

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Broisirkk, Maine
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Established

urge the student body to consider the matter, not from the narrow
and short-visioned stand heretofore prevalent, but with an eye to
the future of Bowdoin athletics. Such a referendum should elicit
not an "emergency" measure of a limited nature such as wag at
first rather vaguely proposed, but a new and far-signted program,
carefully worked out in detail. Only by weighing such a plan
against our present one can any permanent or satisfactory solution
be reached. Only in this way can any change be brought about
without sidestepping the main issues involved.

1871

Editer.in-CaJef

GMtfitStwdlll
Philip

CAhem *S2
H. Allan Perry

'83

McMenamin

*88

Conimiinseation
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M.

Ahem TO

Edward

To the Editor of the Orient:
Cari& Olson *S4
The present loud howl of pacificism
John M. Sinclair *S4 is nothing more than the amplified
John Morris TM chattering* of a few would be martyrs.

Sab-Editors

Junes E. if— tt HI
James C. Freeman '84
Roger S» HsU 84

B.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dominie N. Antonoed

*81

Their purpose, to be sure, is admirable and deserving of commendation,
but the attainment of international
disarmament and world peace is beyond their finite power.
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Prescription Specialists

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
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148 Maine Street
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Baiter For This Issue
H. Allsa Perry '38
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Edward H. Morse 'S3
To accept pacificism one must actna CaUasa Yaar by tha StodcnU of Bowdoin Celiac*.
cept the canon of "turning the other
contribution! and eommnnlcationa aaooU b* firm to to* BUnatfng Editor by Sunday
cheek"; one must be willing and
naponatbl*
for th* adltorUl
CMaf
aMUai
In
la
praeadia*
of
Hi
art
in.
Tha
•icht
too data
ft
ready
to sacrifice himself for intangiAll eomnranlaationa racnrdias aabaeriptka Manaslng Mttar far *•* and wiana-np
ble ideals.
Sobierlpabottld bt illnml to tha Bttafoaa Maaasar of th* Bowdoin PaoHihlnt Co.
Perhaps the greatest obstacle to
tt.M par yaar (Indndina Ahnuraa) In ajaaa aa.
world peace is human nature a thing
Bnterad
aaaond elm ntattor at Mm a abta tl aa at
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Drugs and

important

.

40

M

necessary,

i

•

.

Francis H. Donaldson '88
PnaiiiM awry Wadnaadar dnrina

.

i*

and desirable; bat a pane and sensible
program of intramural sports is fas*
as Important and to such a program
nothing should
he sacrificed."
—
- -

STATES BELIEF
INTHtflUTERNITY
ATHLH1C SYSTEM

Sports Editors

Robot

competition

*
Millennium?
Brunswick, Maine
One-hundred and fifty men in a
M. C. Perkins, PbX., Manager
track cage suitable for thirty or forty.
One hundred inexperienced young men
galluraping around
PRES.
aimlessly like
horses climbing fences. A Roman festival, with the participants garbed
IN
recent engagement of Bowdoin
most remarkably in pajama bottoms, managers would be mobbed by lads interest
is that of Herbert Stanley
seekins. equipment that wasnt there;
Scotch kilts, underwear tops, bathing
coaches would go crazy from teaching IfeLellan, of Maiden, Mass., to Miss
suits
The usual seventy-five uniBailey of the same city. Miss
Miriam
players
hurdle,
golfers
how
to
or
forms had been allotted to the lucky Klo
w
to kick a football
Bailey is a graduate of the ConnectiIntramural Sports for All few. and new suits hadn't arrived
And now the Athletic Department, cut Women's College. Mr. McLellan,
Clerks with pencils and adding mashorn of its pet plan by the dastardly who was a member of the Beta Theta
18
Policy of the
chines vainly trying to check up on
its Pi fraternity at Bowdoin, is now in
students,
nervously
on
sits
times, on students practicing, on stuhaunches
wondering What Next? It business in Cambridge, Mass. .
College
dents evading practice. A long line
seems they had "three or four plans"
of young men standing before a timein view, once; but a depression apMr. and Mrs. Frank G. Willson, of
Outlining the policy at the Govern- clock, punching their attendance -for parently has hit the plap market « .
anrecently
Mass.,
few bewildered coaches
Newtonville,
ing Boards of Bowdoin College in re- the day.
nounced the engagement of their
gard to the athletic situation, Presi- giving instructions to a handful of
Professor Stan Chase came out daughter, Miss Martha Willson, to
dent Kenneth C. M. Sills in a talk men off in one corner. Students get"29.
r—
ting
knocked
cold
Bowdoin
flying
other
day
with
a
potent
remark
the
Adams,
weights
Carr
Robert
to the student body at the opening
of the winter term, made it plain that and hammers, students stepping on in English 13. Said the Bard's Pard Miss Willson is a graduate of SkidMk Adams was a
since the College has assumed the other students' faces in the jumping! (in effect): If an inhabitant of Mars more College.
should visit the Earth and get his Zeta Psi at Bowdoin and is at
entire control of the financial obliga- pit ... A mad, wild scramble
§
§
impression of worldly life and society present teaching at the Taft School in
§
tions of the various athletic teams it
One hundred men swimming in a from the movies, he would see merely Watertown, Conn.
has also taken over the control at the
seventy-five by thirty foot pool. Stu- the aspirations or hankerings of huathletic policy.
Eugene G. Ingalls, Bowdoin *34 was
This policy is to provide the best dents milling around in the water, mans, "for", remarked Mr. Chase,
other
students,
getting "that's what movies really are." W)e recently elected president of the
coaches possible within the means of slogging
the college but it is of more import- kicked in the face, rasping for air.' don't venture to criticise the Profes- Morse high school chapter of the Naance to have the entire student body Divers landing on swimmers' backs sor, though we do feel a bit appalled tional Honor Society.
The sudden clearing of the pool at what must follow to be our hank.
taking part in organised athletics
than just the vanity groups. Hence to make room for a time trial. Fellows erings. Witness a week's bill at the
Sanger M. Cook, Bowdoin '21, has
hanging from rafters to get out of the old Cumbersome: "Possessed", "Surthe college looks most favorably on
way,
fellows slipping into the pool by render", "False Madonna", and "Pa- announced that he would be a candiinterfraternity and other forms of indate for the Republican nomination
.
Ex-basketball players gan Lady"!
mistake
.
tramural athletics in preference to
the legislature

Managing Editors
G. Russell Booth *83

wiH find their way on the somajor team. Intercollegiate

talent
called

—

possessed by man since Adam
thing nurtured under the varying in-

.

f

.

fluences of barbarism, civilization and
even Christianity. It is only human

.

.

.

I

nature that man should fight; it is
No. 20 only human nature that man should
possess the acquisitive instinct, and
I am of the opinion that not one genThe ORIENT favors and urges serious consideration of the following: a senior eration or even a dozen will suffice
.
.
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
to change in all mankind what at
least six centuries have wrought.
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publiIf pacificism is to be successful not
cations, separation of the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
one nation or even ten nations must
.
Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
for Representative to
practice it, but it must be incorportrying to learn dog- paddle , . .
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
from the Pittsfield, Detroit, Palmyra
ated in the fundamental law of every intercollegiate competition, although
S
I
f
From the Psi U. domicile we learn and Cornville district, in the June
through published dockets and student referenda
nation in the world. The Golden Rule recognizing the latter as very desirThe outdoor hockey rink, where a that
Culbertsonable.
local
edition
a
the
of
undergraduates,
primaries. For the past eight years
between Student Council and
will never hold good so long as there
hundred students stab each other in Lenz
is
staged,
fiasco
has
been
and
President Sills' address was as folhe has been assistant principal of the
is someone to challenge it.
reorganisation of requirements for degrees.
the
shins
with
skates.
Flying
now drifting into the fortieth rubber Maine Central Institute.
lows:
pucks, mashing hockey sticks wielded
Pacifists confidently
cite
history
"The athletic policy of the college where there is no room . . Overabun- . . . Tozier and Jackson have anand the utterances of a few rabid
nounced (by rumor) that they plan to
is in larire part determined by the
enthusiastic
dubs
with
weak
dance
of
psychologists
to
substantiate their
The Athletics Impulse
tour Europe on bicycles next summer
fact that the college is primarily an
ankles. The ice getting chipped and,
statements that human nature does
institution of learning; primarily con- marred from inexpert skating: a rav.
.
.
We are paying through the 'Anything: y'want Pressed?*
had hoped that the editorial of our last issue would do not stand in the way of "enlighten- cerned
nose, as it were, for the Somethingwith the intellectual interest of
Give it to
something to clear the air as far as the athletics situation is con- ment". They claim that until recent- the students. Of course education in- ing, swearing coach, tearing his hair or-Other-Committee's refusal to put
ly man had always owned chattel
a board walk from Mem Hall to the
MelMTRE and ROYAL
cerned. However, at the present time the whole affair seems much slaves, that man had always fought cludes the whole man but since the
§
§
§
college is concerned primarily with inChapel. By the nose we meant "feet"
body
duels
because
was
student
human
nature
The
it
Winter
with
football
a squad of one
beclouded and as far from settlement as ever.
tellectual training, athletics, imporwet, muddy feet . . .
and they triumphantly add that these
hundred fighting to get the track cage
at present appears to be almost totally bewildered as to what the retrogressive customs were abolished tant as they are both in themselves away from the runners ... Or thumpand as a contributing factor, are after
do the
And as the swimming manager rechanging human nature. all a secondary
ing themselves roundly up in the
real issue in point is, and wholly at sea as to any solution. What without
npt a primary interest.
his parQuite right. But here we have the
AH branches of athletics intramural gymnasium where the basketball marked, quite justly, about"Anyhow,
strikes us as even worse than this state, and as in no small way re- proverbial mountain and the mole hill.
equipment
is moldering away from ticular branch of athletics,
and intereolkeiate are now
And
.
sponsible for it, is the very apparent bewilderment of the depart- Because several admitted evils which under the direct control of thedefinitely disuse . . Disillusioned athletes beat- it's a good clean sport". .
Varney's Jewelry Store
Govern- ing their heads against the walls to please take note, you lads who comnever encompassed the whole world ing Board of the
college. The Board
ment of athletics, and the department's uncertainty as to what are
get out of a crowded, pushing world pose the delightful College Catalogue:
abolished by government law chooses five
Repairing
representatives
on
the
forth
put
•
•
•
the next move is to be or exactly what plan they should
which in the last analysis is force, athletic council, either
Al Perry, rather more than less wellfrom its own
our enterprising friends believe they number or from the
known as a Junior found his name
s
§
s
By An Experienced Watchmaker
as a substitute for the present system.
alumni at large;
can convince the world that it is the faculty chooses three,
But
isn't true.
this
It's just an ex- among the Sophs. Tempering the inthe students,
Shaeffer Peas for College Ham
Since our last editorial various developments of some impor- wrong. The success of pacificism ad- five; the student representatives have travaganza of what might happen if justice slightly those cagey boys inmits only of the complete obliteration
our very friendly interfraternity com- serted ('32) after it. Well . . .
ItS MAINS STREET
tance have become evident. In the first place, it now appears that of the primitive fighting instinct from limited powers. The alumni as such petition
were abolished and the sudden
...--.---has nothing to do with the matter.
„n
entirely
not
were
College
the higher administrative powers of the
the human nature of every person on The Athletic Council is directly
influx of athletes-out -of -a- job were to
reLet's close with another interesting
swamp major athletics. We might see conversation we chanced to hear. Says
sponsible to the Governing Board.
aware, if indeed at all aware, of the movement that was on foot. God's green earth.
Latest CMlege Styles hi
pleading
for
birth
prominent
coaches
"Furthermore
the event that the United States
In
the
college
pointing
has a reto
one fellow: "You know,"—
At least they certainly did not know that an immediate decision alone became one hundred per cent sponsibility for all the financial
urging students to take up
Bostonian and Flortheim
ex- control, or
the Union "that joint'd make a swell
was sought, nor had they been consulted in any way. This fact pacifistic she would stand before penditures of athletics of all kinds, chess, or poisoning the food to thin fraternity house."
. We might see the Sar$5 to $10
the nations of the world not as an ex- both intramural aad intercollertate. out the mob
number
two,
replied
fellow
"Yeah",
in itself seems to us to be rather strange, especially in view of the ample of idealism, but as prey
All such matters** now included on gent Gym and the Curtis Pool sudtoo
many
dubiously,
"but
rather
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rai ser s
fact that the final decision in such a matter rests with the admin- something to be subjugated for the a supplementary budget of the col- denly bulge and then pop with dull guys'd
be dropping in for a bite to
lege. Appropriations are made in ad- sounds as the crowd of maior sport
argument
in
any
simple
reason
that
department
question sincerely the wisdom of the
istration.
Assistant: eat."
the stronger man refuses to be out- vance for the different sports and such athletes grew too large.
in seeking to push through an imperfect measure without consult- done by his weaker opponent regard- appropriations cannot be exceeded exless of who is right, or to put it mpre cept by action of the board.
In the
ing any higher authority than themselves.
past, the Athletic Council has been on
compactly, it's human nature.
Then there is the matter of the student vote which was taken
To implant in the minds of the a two-year budget, «ne year, operated
with a considerable deficit, the second
on the affair. As far as we have been able to ascertain, no less people one's beliefs and convictions, year with a surplus.
one must be militant, and with
"Instead of borvowingforsuch deficit
than eleven different statements of the question were voted upon apologies fpr the use of the word
the college will now assume such defia fact in itself not aiding any in clearing militant so abhorring to my Utopian cit and in the prosperous
in the eleven houses
years, take
friends, I call our present set of
fit
saw
department
over
if
the
the surplus.
why,
here
ask
is
led
to
Since the college
up the case. One
idealists militant pacifists. The fact
has thus assumed financial responsito take the vote in this way, some definite uniform motion was not that they are extensively active in bility the board feels justified
in havSome
colleges irks me not a little.
given out for the ballot. Furthermore, the non-fraternity group, colleges pride themselves on the fact ing administration of these funds in
the hands of its
representatives.
represented by teams in most interfraternity competition, and to that they educate their students. I whether or not inown
the process of time
should substitute the word "indoctri- it will be
more desirable to have more
all intents and purposes a part of the fraternity system, was not
nate" for "educate" for those colleges control of such
matters in the hands
asked for, and did not record any official vote, although an incom- where only one particular side of a of the faculty is
for the future to
predominantly
question
is
mooted
week.
this
early
unofficially
taken
decide.
plete ballot of that group was
presented. My opponents, no, that's
"So far a s coaches go it is the
This seems to be an omission of justice, to say the least. Of course, too militaristic for them, I mean my Dolicy
of th* college to furnish the
best within our means.
we have felt strongly all along, that the method of taking the vote pacifistic friends will reply that disCoaching is
armament propaganda should be now in the hands of full-time men who
was wrong. The ballot was conducted along fraternity lines, from soaked up as education since it em- are
paid directlv by the college, men
whose evils the department emphatically sought escape. Further- bodies righteousness. Granted. And 'whom we respect and trust. Some of
shall answer that a college man
I
more, besides the irregularity of the voting, no complete tabula- should have enough common sense or these men have seats on the faculty;
others do not. The question of having
tion of individual votes was made, as far as we have been able to discretion to choose the side that is seats on the faculty as well as the
substantively right when both sides of question of academic rank is speascertain, so that in view of the final 6-6 deadlock there is no way
the issue are presented squarely to ciflcally reserved to the faculty.
of telling exactly how the majority stands. In view of what mem- him. Of course the rejoinder will be
"Personally I believe that in a dereached the
bers of the physical education department said in the recent meet- that a college man hasn't then why partment which is constituted as the
age of discretion. Well,
athletic department must be, organing regarding the blind house interest induced by the fraternity worry the poor morons with all your ized along several different lines from
system, one is led to wonder how that department expected an ideals when one of America's greatest academic departments, that it is not
statesmen and idealists died of a necessarily desirable that every memhonest and impartial vote by using the very system whose draw- broken heart 1
ber of such departments should have a
H. C. T. '35
^eat on the faculty provided that the
backs it had attacked.
department is represented there, and
This all brings us down to the question of a student referendum
provided that coaches and instructors
Communication
should have reasonable assurance of
at large upon the question. President Sills has asked the Student
security of appointment.
Council to take some step of this nature to bring about some defi- Editor, "The Orient":
"So far as intercollegiate athletics
are concerned we believe that it is the
nite expression of student opinion. As we write this the Council
On behalf of the Bowdoin Christian duty of the college to furnish good
has taken no action, but probably will have by the time the edition Association I wish to voice our ap- coaching and to let other matters take
Bowdoin
proposed
proval
of the
is published.
Such a general referendum seems to us the only Forum. The committee which is or- care of themselves. Of course to win
is one of the chief objects of all games,
satisfactory way of reaching any final and fair decision on such a ganizing this Forum states in a let- and when games are not there is natone
hun- urally
approximately
to
ter
sent
a "let-down"; but with this the
matter, where complete student views are sought at all.
dred students in the college that its college is not greatly concerned so
If such a referendum is to be taken, however, there are certain purpose is to obtain as speakers long as the boys have good coaching
"men who can discuss intelligently and do their best. A good deal has
place,
first
the
In
success.
conditions absolutely necessary to its
various phases of current problems." been said about alumni interference.
before a vote is taken the athletics department should come forth It has been the Christian Associa"I should like to state that during
tion's desire to have such men speak
with concrete proposals of what is to be substituted for the present here at college; but, being a small or- this past football season when, from
the standpoint of victory, on which it
system. Furthermore, this should be done as soon as possible in ganization, with our money largely is assumed the hearts
of all alumni are
to other activities, we have set, the season
order that the situation may be cleardd up. It is all very well to devoted
wan not an outstanding
been unable to do as much in that success, I have not
had one single letgive out from time to time a few high-sounding ideas for the direction as we wished. Therefore, ter of protest
from one single graduchange, but before the student body can be expected to vote intel- we are happy to see on the campus a ate of the college, and I assure that
well-formed project for getting lib- this is significant
because every seasudden cold snap might seriously interis normally maintained by repeaters or ampliligently it should have a choice of definite plans. Therefore, we eral speakers at small expense to the
son my mail invariably contains critifere with long distance telephone service were
fiers, installed at regular intervals.
So the
suggest that before such a vote is taken, the department draw up individual student. If our facilities cal letters of some sort. I believe that
for obtaining speakers through the the undergraduates in this respect
system,
present
the
for
substitute
whatever plan or plans it has to
it not for the 'studies made by Bell System
engineers devised a regulator— operated by
New England office of the College misjudge the alumni.
and give them due publicity before the balloting takes place. In Christian Association can be of help,
conengineers.
automatically
weather
conditions—
which
"In conclusion I should like to say a
we offer them. If the Forum should
view of the difficulties, financial and otherwise, which we have at some time particularly need some word about intramural athletics. Some
They found that temperature variations
trols these repeaters, keeping current always
time ago I announced that the .policy
broader
of
a
conduct
the
secure
with
aid
in
order
to
an
financial
mentioned before in connection
within 24 hours may make a ten-thousandfold
at exactly the right strength for proper voice
of the college was athletics for all and
desirable speaker, it is the
to this policy I firmly adhere.
Permajor sports program, we feel that it would not be asking too much especially
difference in the amount of electrical energy
transmission.
consensus of opinion among our memsonally I should like to see at least 90
to have published a rather detailed working-out of how such a new bers (although an actual vote has not per cent of the student
transmitted
over
on
the
a
York-Chicago
cable
This example is typical of the interesting
body
been taken) that we are willing to playing field or in the athletic buildscheme is to be handled under our present financial and coaching supply
circuit!
such long circuits initial energy
problems
that go to make up telephone work.
However, we hope ing every
that aid.
afternoon taking part in
limitations. Such a step is vitally necessary to clear up some of and expect that this Forum will prove
some form of competitive sport.
the fog which now enshrouds the question, not only where the stu to be self-supporting on its evident
seems
"It
to
natural
me
the
that
merits.
rivalry furnished by the fraternity
dents are concerned, but apparently where the physical education
(signed)
groups is the best method of conductW. S. Palmer, President, B.
A.
department itself comes in. For it must be admitted that up to
ing many of these contests; but if another desirable method can be found,
now, no such written or concretely stated program of change has
Robert Johnson, Bowdoin "82, and that is instrumental. The main thing
been forthcoming, although a vote was taken in the attempt to Miss Katherine Pendleton, both of is to have as large a number of stuBelfast, were married in Belfast on dents as possible take part in sports
abolish the present set-up.
the morning of January 8.
The and games; when that takes place natWhen and if the matter comes to a referendum, we heartily couple will live in Bangor.
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PREVENTS PEACE
SAYS PRESIDENT
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suffered in its Prestige."

All

WAM

SCHEDULE

Baann win be held
Gymnasium

ROBINSON
DISARMAMENT POLL
WELL CHOSEN ORGAN
FOLLOWS SERIES OF
RECITALJN CHAPEL]
CHAPEL ADDRESSES

in the

Monday, January 25

•MA.

M.

140 P.M.

English 1

History 3
Literature

1

Mathematics 3
posed of members from almost every
Mathematics 5
collegiate
group and society inTuesday, January 26
terested in this all-important ques'
English 5
Arts tion. The Council is headed by Luther
History 11
English 3 Tucker, Yale *81 ( who has lonff been
Hygiene
English 7 [active in intercollegiate work of -this
English 9 type.
Such an organization, by its
English 11 work to date, has proven itself no
Greek 11 seeker after propaganda for political
Music 3 or private means whatsoever.
Wednesday, January 17
To Crystallize Student Opinion
Chemistry 7
Economics 1
A more immediate purpose of the
English 25
History 11 referendum is to arouse and crystalGerman 1
Psychology 3 lize student opinion on affairs thai
Thursday, January 28
are of intense concern to themselves.
French 3
French 5 To this end thoste interested in the
French 7 move at Bowdoin have arranged a seFrench 9 ries of talks that were gives at the
last five chapel services by man espeFriday, January 29
cially interested in disarmament and
Art 1
Greek 3 its
problems. On Friday last, ProfesEconomics 13
History 9
sor D. C. Stanwood; Saturday, Dean
Mathematics 7
English 21
Nixon; on Sunday afternoon, PresiLatin 5
Philosophy 3
dent Sill*; on Monday, Col. George
Saturday, January 30
E. Fogg, Bowdoin '02, a member, of
Chemistry 5
Chemistry 3 the Alumni' Council and a commanGerman 9
Government 1 der of the National Guard; Tuesday,
Government 3
Government 9 Dr. Ashby, from the College church.
Greek 1
Italian 3 These speakers ably presented facta
Latin A
and
opinions
concerning , various
Philosophy 1
phases of the matter, and have created
Monday, February 1
no smaH interest on campus. What
remains
have
to
each undergradis
Musk 1
Education 1
Physics 1
Philosophy 9 uate, through this; poll, express his
Physics 3
Spanish 1 viewpoint so that it will have a real
Spanish 3 value in the poll.
Psychology 1
Zoology 1
President Urges Large Vote
Tuesday, February 2
To make the effort practical, there
Economics 7 must be a large percentage of the
German 1
English 13 undergraduate body voting. President
German 3
Government 7 Sills, in commending the referendum,
German 5
Latin 1 stated that "It is very desirable to
German 7
Physics 5 have a large and thoughtful vote on
Physics 9 such a matter of importance". When
Sociology 1 such colleges as Williams, Amherst,
Yale, Dartmouth, Wheaton, and Colby
Wednesday, February 3
History 5 have rendered high return*, it reChemistry 1
Latin 9 mains for Bowdoin men to prove that
English 17
Zoology 5 some interest is being taken here in
national and world events. The RevThursday, February 4
erend Maurice R. Ridley, of Balliol
French
Astronomy

Compositions from French

German and American

Tariff

The war

Good

as the Best

is still

Still

On

on, the conflict

still

situation.

we turn to face the present
What is the way out? The

world

in

going, as
*:••'

War

is

reparations,

a bad position. Through
war debts, tariffs and

the
problems,
world has tied itself up in a Gordian
Knot.
The problems of reparations, war
debts and tariffs are

other

*m

international

|

|

I

wfth each other. The
policy of isolation has failed, and international agreement is needed. "No
country, not even the rich and powerful United States, can lift itself out
of the present morass by its boot
intertwined

1

1

,

straps."

1$

Better

\/y

DE

JUNIOR VARSITY HAS
LITTLE DIFFICULTY

HEBRON

IN SINKING

Surprise victories from the Bowdoin point of view came in the breast
and back stroke swims when Prince
and Whitmore came through to win.
Prince nosed out Quint* of Hebron,
while Whitmore had an easy time
capturing the breast event from his
teammate, Bill Esson and Jones, of

j

j

i

Hebron.

^

The nations of the world must
cooperate with one another in many
ways. "As in the case of the colonies,
we will find that we must all hang
wasm maamim
together, or we will all hang separately.
Not until international problems
of finance and trade are somehow
solved, will the average man and
average woman be able to live a happier life, and one of economic secur(Continued from
»)
ity. That is the great task before the
The
Geneva
coming generation.
Frankfurt
First there were scenes of the Conference on the Limitation of ArmAlstadt, the name ariVen to the old sec- ament is only the curtain-raiser. Its
tion of the city.
There were many chief importance is that it sets the
squares and market places, paved with tone."
cobblestones; the houses, which were

Than Some

White Relaymen Triumph

oflBWAn

close together, were complex in their
architecture. The Goethe House, where
Goethe was born: St. Paul's Church,
famous for its assemblies during earl
German republics; the Roemer, or old
city hall where the city hall guides

still wear the costumes of long ago;
Continuing; in their victories to the Rentenburm, the home of former German emperors; all of these buildings
are still standing,
In contrast, the modern section of
Frankfurt has swimming pools, street
cars, autos, beer gardens, industrial
plants and all the modem improvements of a large city. There were
many beautiful mansions with gardens
and fountains. Not far from there is
a famous health resort at Hamburg
where people from many countries
come to improve their health.
j

last event, the Bowdoin relay team
composed of Jack McLeod, Sanford
Baldwin, Jack Arnold and Arden Nilsen completely blew the Hebron team
out of the water in the 200 yard relay, winning by a length of the pool.
Faulkingham of Hebron threw a
scare into the Polar Bear supporters
when he led Wallberg for the first
length and a half of the hundred, but
he blew up completely on the last
length letting Wallberg and Page of;
Bowdoin swim home first and second.
The summaries:
60 yard free style: won by Neal,
Hebron; Faulkingham, Hebron, second; Parmalee, Bowdoin, third. Time:

visited

sion college?"

j

j

;

Wright, Bowdoin, third. Time: 2 min-

(New

utes, 12.4 seconds.

pool record;'

old record 2:19.6, set by Smith, Bowdoin in 1929).
SO yard backstroke: Won by Prince,
second:
Bowdoin; Quint,
Hebron,
Hickox, Bowdoin,. tMrd, Time: -ttiu

seconds.

60 yard breast stroke: Won by,
Whitmore, Bowdoin; Esson, Bowdoin,
second; Jones, Hebron, third. Time:;

The Trip Down the Rhine
trip was made down the
river.
Scenes were shown of

Next a
Rhine

snow capped mountains and beautiful
landscapes. There were many ruined
fortresses and castles, besides scenes
life.
Some of the towns
were Cologne. Bonn. Zona.
Duisburc, and a few scenes of pastoral
life in Holland.
Paris
Upon conclusion of the German film.
Mr. Tamowaky gave a short introduction to the pictures taken in Paris. He
aaid that Paris means something different to divers people. To the woman, it signifies the Eugenie hat; to
some, n pracTFto <juentn nls Or Tier
thirst; to others, romance ("oh. she
was such a peach!"). Two thousand
years ago there was only a fishermen's colony on the part of Paris

38 seconds.
called la cite.
100 yard free style: Won by WallThe Eiffel Tower, built at the end
berg, Bowdoin
Page, Bowdoin, sec- of the nineteenth century, was the
ond;
Faulkingham, Hebron, third.] first building of any size made of steeL
Time: 57.1 seconds.
It stands out against the skyline since
200 yard relay: Won by Bowdoin' a law in Paris says that no building
(McLeod, Baldwin, Arnold, Nilsen); shall be more than ten stories high.
Hebron, (Phillips, Deering, Jones,' The Arc de Triomphe, les Champs
Williams) second. Time: 2 minutes, 3 Elysees, and the Opera Nationale
*
»
•
were included in the trip. Les BouleThe Class of 1868 prize speaking' vards, a street two miles long was an
The long street is
place.
contest, usually held in the first se- interesting
which run out onto
mester at Bowdoin College, will be dotted with cafes
Mr. Tarnowsky
postponed this year until the second the sidewalks and
the word cafe comes from
claimed
that
semester.
the French word meaning coffee
*
»
»
which the Parisians drink there: but
Five students at the University of he admitted that tourists did occaBudapest took their own lives last sionally order other kinds of drinks at
week because of poor grades.
the cafes.
Mr. Tarnowsky said that although
he had not as yet investigated the socalled "gay Paree" he would probably
so at some future time. Interestdo
of Brnnswiek, Maine
ing picture* were shown of Notre
Dame Cathedral and of the interesting
Capital, S50.M0.
quarter of Paris called the Caves,
Surplus and Profits, $100,000
wherein there are many small bookshops containing old books.
ffUUBWT PATBONAGB SOUOTID
Antwerp and Southern France
Pictures of Antwerp revealed many
Morton's
Stand
old fortresses and arches formerly
used as gates in the city walls. At
Aries in Southern France. Mr. Tarand
nowsky revealed that there were counterparts of the American cowboys: but
that they were small boys seated on
KATWOODIE PIPES
He also said that when
docile cows.
he first went to Montpellier he was
umrniiiammimiiammiimiai told that the original Latin for the
;

j

.
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CUMBERLAND
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-

COMPROMISED
with Ben Lyon - Roae Hobart
-

News

Comedy

-

Thursday

•

Screen Song

-

January 14th

RONALD COLMAN
.InTHE UNHOLY GARDEN
Comedy- Sound Act
Friday

Maeic Carpet

-

January 15th

-

VAUDEVILLE
•

on the screen

•

THE WOMAN BETWEEN
•

Lily

with

Daaita

-

Lester Vail

-

O. P. Heggie - Anita Louise
Also Paramount News

Saturday

*

Morday and Tuesday
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Mathematics

Brunswick 3

College, Oxford, who is Visiting Professor in English at Bowdoin at pres-

1

Zoology 9

ent,

when approached concerning

views on
16

EAST 56th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

thi^

subject,

said

his

"The

American student is more detached
from national and international affairs than foreign students, because
of geographical and economical circumstances.
But in a question of
this kind, American student interest

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK

Ou* booklet. "Training for Btrsiness Leadership'*,

gMS

full information about this unique rouree
of business training. Sent without obligation.
Sraaply mail the coupon below.

BABSON '~"^
_

f
§

..

Carillon

INSTITUTE
Bah
Pack.

Die. L3C7

aesa

Theme Of Convention
The theme of this particular convention was "The Living Christ in the
World of Today"; and over two thousand students from all parts of Canada
and the United States gathered together with four main objectives in
mind: "to seek a comprehensive view
of the world today with its momentous forces social, intellectual, economic, and spiritual which everywhere condition and color life; to
consider the extent to which Jesus
is attracting to Himself the attention
and admiration of the world and id
demonstrating His unique power to
bring life to individuals and to society; to consider how that power is
finding effective expression in the
world-wide enterprise of Christian
attempt to discover
to
missions;
what this enterprise must become in
the immediate future and what they
as individuals must be, and what they

—

k*

I
I
I

to*, without obligation, 'Training
for Business Leadership" and complete
particulars about Babaon Institute

Nans*.

Cttlf
1 Addrm
a Hum*

AtUmt
State

gtaaasat

KOO WILL SPEAK
ON AFFAIRS OF CHINA

DR.

Bonnet
Clokey
Vierne
;

(Continued tram pas* I)
Judging by previous lectures, it is
believed that he may speak on one
is imperative to welfare both here of the following subjects:
(a) the
and abroad.
Pacific Area or China Problems; (b)
Ballots To Be Filled Out
The Christian Gospel from the point
copy of the standard ballot: of view of the East; (c) China.
used in the National Student Poll;
hag been printed in this issue of the
They have a quaint custom at M.
Orient and a representative from
rooms of mouseach fraternity on campus has been I. T. of invading the
tachioed freshmen and shaving otf
delegated to receive them after they
The non-fraternity half the facial adornment of the unare filled out.
group will leave their ballots in the fortunate.
* * * * * *
office of the Union.
It is urged that
the matter be taVen up this evening
The average B. U. graduate has li
in the fraternity meetings, or in some children; teaches, preaches, doctors,
way whereby the pledges can be in- or is a lawyer, and lives in Massaeluded.
chusetts.

Where dusk gathers deep
"Tu es
...Petra"

Toccata
i

. .

Stebbins

.

Mulet

—^__

j
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j

I

I
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The speeches were planned

and

di-

to cover
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"There are

also of Rockland,

was

announced recently at a luncheon given for the bride-to-be. Mr. Orne, who
was a Sigma Nu at Bowdoin, is at
present* teaching at the
School in Dexter.

Wansookeag

— "SOLUTIONS" —
texts

in

no

M MMCD UP SMILING
noontas^rgoosory not oawn on iron

worfcar,

dock

sMchoeic nod

The engagement of Miss Jeannette
Smith of Rockland, and Mr. Arthur
'31,

*W

—

must do, to deepen its spirit
rect its progress."

K. Orne,

*
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his grin
completely
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better cigarettes

"I have always used LUCKIES—as tar as lam concerned
there are no bettor «;iaarettep^congraiiihrions also on
your improved Cellophane wrapper with that little tab
that opens your package so easily. n

loooy whan thoy too hiss in his
Most AUsWeV TtJVATC UVES"
. . . He's stuck to

WOOES thoaa>

7 yean

Net o buffalo

last

. . .

M

nkkat was paid for his ssossai a
. . . Ho ooyo most for o p s si aol
That* Yoe."
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MATHEMATICS

Every Problem Solved
Every Step Shown
Diagrams
DOM AN PUB. CO.
4001 Walnut St, Philadelphia. Pa.

—
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The Student Volunteer Movement

to all

Jan. 18-19

EDDIE CANTOR

15

1

Greek 7

Brunswick

January 16th

with Jackie Cooper - Robert Coogan
Also Comedy and Talkartoon

.

Nmt Town Begin* Mmrch Jot*
for Booklet

Mfi Coupon

Yon

ist"

Rhapsodie Catalane
Jagged Peaks in Starlight

i

Men

practical application.
Students srt in a commercial environment and
under the direction of business men. They keep
regular office hours and have frequent contact
with actual businaaa organisations. You will approach "your ant lob" with the confidence boss
of experience, ready for rapid progress.

is an organization working in the cotleges of the United States and Canada "to provide and carry out an adequate program of missionary education, to challenge Christian students
to choose their vocations in line with
the purpose of God in the life of the
world and the will of God for their
own' lives, to recruit "from "among students well-qualified men and women
for Christian service abroad, to relate such recruits to the various missionary sending agencies, and to provide a fellowship designed to crystallize missionary interest into an ever
deepening conviction which will find
expression either in service abroad
or in intelligent interest in and support of the missionary enterprise."

three general heads: a critical analysis of the world in general and missions in particular, a description of
effective missions today, and a consideration of the future of World
the Disarmament
name meant mountain virgins; al- Christianity. Since
Conference
at Geneva is so near at
said
though he saw the mountains he
hand,
one session was devoted to war
he did not see the virgins. Besides
these, scenes were shown of Corsica, and disarmament.
Speakers included students, reof Tasconia, famous for its bull fighting arenas. Nice with its flower mar- turned missionaries, and such promikets and Marseilles, the home of the nent menas Kirby Page, T.Z.Koo( who
anthem.
national
to lecture at Bowdoin Monday
is
French
night), Ralph Harlow (who spoke in
chapel last fall), Jabavu, John Mackay, and John R. Mott. T. Z. Koo,
vice president of the World Student
Publishing Co. Christian Federation, of which John
Mott is president, impressed the two
delegates as being the most helpful
Printers of
thinker in the long procession of
speakers; and they are highly enthuThe Orient
siastic over Koo's visit to Bowdoin on
Monday afternoon and evening.

BOOST
•

I

1

,

of country

|

I

Student Volunteer Movement Has Aim
of Recruiting Christian Service
Workers in College

Last Sunday, Edward Miller '34 and
Clay Lewis '34, sent by the B. C. A.
as delegates to the Student Volunteer
Quadrennial
Eleventh
Movement's
Convention at Buffalo, from December
30 to January 3, reported to Dr. Goodrich's class at 12.10 in the B. C. A.
room.
They will report on the round tables
next Sunday, Miller having attended
a series of four discussions on
"Christian Missions and the Nationalist Spirit", and Lewis an equal number of discussions about "What should
be the policy and purpose of the mis-

|

26.8 seconds.
Fancy dive: Won by Benson, Bowdoin; Seiig, Bowdoin, second; Neal,
Hebron, third. Winning points: 54.8.
200 yard free style: Won by Wailberg, Bowdoin; Neal, Hebron, second;

MILLER AND LEWIS
TELL OF STUDENT
MOVEMENT PLANS

'

Business
TRAINING

Prepare yourself for a successful career
in business. Avoid the wasted year* of
training in the "school of hard knocks".
Bstbson institute offers a nine months*
residential course in executive training
that gives yon the fundamentals or
business and actual experience in their

audience of about a hundred and
fifty heard the organ recital given
here last Thursday evening by Prof.
Raymond Robinson of Boston. Besides
being Professor of Music at Boston
University, Mr. Robinson is organist
and choirmaster at King's Chapel in
Boston, and is undoubtedly one of New
England's best-known artists in this
branch of music. He is dean of the
New England chapter of the American Guild of Organists.
program was
Last Thursday's
made up of compositions from the
American
and
German,
French,
schools. The choice, from the point of
view of a balanced program, was admirable, although one or two of the
selections were not entirely suited to
the acoustical limitations of the
chapel.
Mr. Robinson's playing Was
finished technically, and his use of
the great volume of the Curtfe* bffan judicious. To us the Clokey and
tebbins numbers were the most effectively done of all.
Mr. Robinson's program follows:
Guilmant
Marche Religieuse
Sonatina (from the Cantata "God's
Bach
time is best")
Year*
for
the
New
Chorale Prelude
Bach
"In Thee is Gladness"
Karg-EIert
Clair de lune
Humoresque "The Primitive Organ-

An

|

Executive
for College

Schools

i
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FROSH TRACK SOUAD
TO OPEN WITH SOUTH

SWIMMERS TO
FACE TEST IN
FOREIGN POOLS

Use Your Charge account

you wish

if

... in

considered underdogs
in their tussle with Exeter the Bowdoin jayvees expect to make the best
showing yet against the prep school
Wallberg and Page are aloutfit,
most sure to garner plenty of points
for the Bear Cubs and Benson and
Keville are being counted on to add
to the Bowdoin total. It is not yet
known whether or not Joe Stetson,
cut three months with an injured
knee, will be able to compete. Should
he be in shape, the White's chances
will be greatly improved.

BENOIT'S

»

MARK DOWN
Beginning Thursday, January

7th,

SALE

The only exceptions being Mt. Rock and

all

en were charged up to Bowdoin. Jim
Murphy of Bates spent 12 minutes in
the box on six penalties, while no
other man had over two.
After ten minutes of furious skating wherein few shots had to be
turned back, Bates drew first blood,
White shoving in the puck from the

— everything was priced from the very begin— so that at the present sale prices values are very

new this fall, there are no accumulations

OVERCOATS
Overcoats—now

$29.50

$35.00

Overcoats—now

$29.50

$38.50

Overcoats—now

$34.50
*

$50.00

$39.50

Overcoats—now

SUITS
$29.50

$33.50

Two

$35.00

One Trouser Suits—now

$29.50

$38.50

One and Two Trouser Suits—now

$34.50

Trouser Suits—now

$50.00 Fashion

$7.50

Wool Jackets

$10.50 Carter

$10 Miller Cook Shoes

$8.50

$1.00 Ties

$7.35 Benoit Shoes

$6.50

$1.50 Ties

$9.00 Spalding Shoes

$8.00

$1.95 Shirts

$5.60

$2.50 Shirts

$4.00

$1.00 Hosiery

80c

$12.00

$2.00 Hosiery

$1.60

$7.00

Knox Hats

$5.00 Mallory

Hats

$15.00 Leather Coats
$3.50 Gloves

$2.80

$3.95

(2), Dakin, Ralph McCluskey (2).
Third period: Murphy (4), Secor.
Saves:
9—26
9
Haskell
8
10—22
7
Flynn
5
Referees: Lindquist and Feeney.
Time of periods: 20 minutes.

80c
,

$1.20

$1.56
:

Corduroy Trousers

$2.00

Lyman B. Chipman,

•

not Specifically Mentioned Here

-

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

$3.16

Wholesale

Everything Else in Our Store

High tracksters providing the opposition, while the varsity relay men are
daily grooming on the boards for their

appearance February 13 at the
B.A.A. games.
When asked for a statement regarding the prospect of a freshman
initial

Coach Magee was optimistic,

victory,

although the Frosh are weak in the
dashes and hurdles, the events in
which South Portland is reported to be

-

Retail

Reduced at Least 20%

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade

Coach Magee has a large squad of
Freshmen training in anticipation of
the dual meets scheduled with preparatory school aggregations of high

The annual Frosh-Soph meet

caliber.

South Portland Strong
Pole vaulters and broad jumpers on
the squad are of unknown caliber.

However, John Boyd and Jimmy
Crowell have been soaring over the
bar for fair early season heights and
displaying good form. Johnny Adams
should place in the broad.

South Portland boasts some of the
best performers in Maine preparatory
school circles, notably Gowell and
Good. The cape town is always represented with a formidable team, and
if current reports are based on fact,
this year's troupe is as strong as any,
of its predecessors.
On Wednesday of next week the

Frosh will meet Brunswick High and
Morse Hijrh of Bath in a threecornered affair. The Freshman and
Varsity schedules follow. The Varsity card calls for an appearance of
the entire Bowdoin team at the invitation meet in Boston, February 20, conducted by the University Club in two
divisions:

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

Brunswick

SPECIAL KATES

Hardware

Co.

will

be

made

All

Bowdoin Men on

Photograph Work and

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

Picture Frames

Webber's Studio

"FRANCIS"
The College Jeweler"
Diamonds and Watches
Fine Repairing and Engraving

141A

PORTLAND MUNICIPAL
ORCHESTRA CONCERT

,

6

TOMORROW EVENING
I

24—Pwerinir.

Since Mister Mahatma Gandhi figures on being in jail next June Boston University is considering askThe Frophct: Coronation March
ing Mayor Jimmie Walker of N. Y. to
Meyerbeer speak at their commencement. Their
Symphony No. 2 (London) in D| chief worry now is where to find JimHaydn mie.
Major:
Adagio and Allegro
j

J'eb.

i

*eb.

lows:

I

Andante
Menuetto

The

Trinity Tripod

is

>!arch

5— IC4A

at

New

Town

Always Noticed
But Never NockazMe

Among the fraternity rushing rules
proposing a of the University of Minnesota we
1

JQ5RISK Clothing which b
•ustom tailored to'
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wetter as
well dressed.

Candy and

TeL

24S.II

i

'

__^_^____________^____

Ice

Cream

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of

MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET
—GROCERS—

Brunswick
who

cater to fra ternity trade

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

to the

PRINTING

LAUNDRY
CREIGHTON GATCHELL STUART & CLEMENT
CITIZENS

of a Rondo

.

For Wind
by

1'layed

-

Brunswick

Building

71

"No fraternity shall be permitted concert of the Portland Municipal Orforegone at the University of Toledo
proceeds of the to have more than three dates with chest ra
Croaham this year, and the
dowere
one student during the first four
affair
any
for
assessment
the
Instruments
days of rushing."
Messrs.
Lawrence, nated to charity.

Form

Brunswick

LEBEL*S

INSURANCE

York.

—Interfraternity.
12— Interscholastics.
11

Haydn
Mermaid's Song
a rushee after 8.30 P. M. except on
Peep in the Night
Grace 80 percent to above 90 percent.
*
•
*
Friday or Saturday nights or the Miss Katherine Hatch, cellist, feaChanson Alsacienne
Hue
Dinorah: Shadow S.ong, Meyerbeer
The annual Christmas formal was night before a holiday."
tured soloist at the Bowdoin College
Hurlesca, in

St.,

25 years In business

Miss Jones
5

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

Riley Insurance Agency

class cut system dependant on grades read:
Allegro frpiritoso
Their
"No 'girl shall in any way secretly
2 Concerto for Violoncello and Or- which sounds very reasonable.
be to give cuts in each or otherwise participate in any rushSaint-Saen.s system would
chestra
ranging in number
Katherine Hatch, soloist and orchestra course separately
ing.
from four to seven, depending on
Intermission
"No fraternity man shall be with
whether the grade was from below

4

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

10 Spring

13— B. A. A. at Boston.
20—N. E. at Boston.
27— Melrose A.C at New York.

March
March

!

1

Tel.

Varsity
'eb.

for Victor Radio

ANTIQVITY SHOP

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods,, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImMiss Stetson gives personal attention
Erted Cheeses and Biscuits of all to orders for antique goods of any kind
ids east of Portland.

larch 19—1Freshman-Sophomore.

members of his organization.
The program which will be given in
o'clock is as fol-

Popular Sheet Music and Records

We

—
—
March 2 — Bridgton Academy.

^Vb.

von Flotow
Martha:
Overture to Act I
Horn solo by Arthur Stevens

to the

Memorial Hall at 8

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Agent

Cronham

Tango

MAINE STREET

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Freshman
an, 1G—South Portland.
an. 20 Morse and Brunswick.
.^eb. 10— Portland.
'eb. 17
Hebron Academy.

(Dedicated to the Members of the
Municipal Orchestra)
7

who also has another number on the
program, a Tango which he dedicated

Jones, Graffam, Jr., Davis, Lane,
Stevens, Young, Heydrie, and
Miss Pratt

.

.

$ 39.50

Park Suits—now

The Freshman Track Squad pries
the lid off a seven meet schedule in the
Bowdoin cage Saturday at 2.30. with a
veteran cluster of South Portland

at the close of the indoor season is the
big incentive. The squad as a whole
is coming along slowly, mainly because the majority of the men are inmidst of a scramble at the goalie's experienced, but the Magee criterion
The remainder of the period that "numbers are always good mafeet.
want without score, particularly ow- terial", is commencing to produce reing to some fine worK by Haskell in sults.
Freshman Squad Unbalanced
the cage.
The Freshmen are well fortified in
Mai MacLachlan knotted the count
middle * distance and distance
in the second period on a fine solo ef- the
events
with Tom I'niacke and Art Fox.
fort, after 11.45 minutes of play.
Haskell made a particularly fine ef- mainstays of the fall road-racing
fort in stopping Secor's tlnot and a ieam, shaping up well in time-trials
flying wedge of Bates men simultan- and due to ring up a good many points
for the Frojsh before the season ends.
eously, but a faceoff directly in front
These two men are backed by Stan
of the cage left him no chance and
Swett slashed in the second goal a Low in the COO yard run and by Elmer
Hutchinson,
Emmons Cobb, Stan
minute after MacLachlan's effort.
Beasley,
Soba concluded the scoring by Vincent Al Hubbell. Harry Snow, and
Nowlis in the 1000 and mile.
slipping one past Haskell in the wanThe value of road-racing as a means
ing minutes of the third period, after of
developing distance men is conMurphy had partially disabled the vincingly proving
itself in the work of
Bowdoin goalie with an active stick. practically all these
men.
Slight improvement resulting from
Likewise in the discus throw, shota few days' actual conflict on frozen put and high jump the Frosh are not
surface ought to bring the Bowdoin wanting. Captain Niblock
and Johnny
within easy distance of Boyd form the nucleus in the two
icebirds
league victories. Coach Linn Wells, weight events. Both men are producpushing his charges through actual ing consistently good results. Gil
maneuvers in preparation of today's Harrison, John Graves, Mel Hughes
set-to with the Colby sextet, ought and John Holden are other promising
to feel pretty confident of a victorious weight heavers. Johnny Adams should
exhibition.
have matters pretty much his own
The lineups:
way in the high jump, although this
Bowdoin (1)
(3) Bates is one of the many specialties of Phil
Flynn
Haskell, g
g,
Good, scintillating performer and caprd, Soba tain of South Portland.
Bilodeau, rd
Id, White
Richards**, Id
The dashes and hurdles find the
c, Murphy Frosh dangerously weak.
Rosenfeld, c . ."
Since this
Robbins, rw . . . rw, Ray McCluskey situation makes for an unbalanced
lw, Secor squad. Coach Magee has been working
Godfrey, lw
Spares: Bowdoin, Dowling, Dakin, overtime with candidates of the fleet
MacLachlan, Hubbard. Bates: Ralph and timber-toppling variety in order
to attain some degree of balance.
McCluskey, Rugg, Swett, Berry.
Scoring: First Period, Bates, White, Stan Low. Dick Hatchfield. Edwin
11.20; Second period, Bowdoin, Mac- Smith and Bob McXutt have shown
Lachlan, 11.45, Bates, Swett, 12.35; promise in the 300, while Bob Hurley,
John Kelly and Harry Abelon are exThird period, Bates, Soba, 14.30.
Penalties: First period: Richard- pected to provide the punch in the 40.
son (2), Dowling (2), Murphy, Secor. Kelly and Abelon are Magee's best
Rosfenfeld, bets in the hurdles.
Berry,
Second period:

much worth while.

$33.50

Capers are Strong in
Dashes and Hurdles

the strongest.

Continued from Pas* 1

Pargora overcoats, Abbott waterproof shoes and rubber footwear. Our merchandise was
ning at the newest lowest market prices

still

BATES DEFEATS WHITE
IN LEAGUE OPENER

our entire stock of gentlemen's clothing, furnishings,

hats and shoes will be sold at reduced prices.
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K00 DISCUSSES

Professors Disagree on Probable

YEAR)

NIPPONESE-SINO

WAR CONDITIONS
"Japan is in Manchuria
to Stay" Says Chinese

of "Winchellizing" on Speech

William

"Whoopee", "gaga", "Renotoriety", of tongues the day after they are
and other newly-invented words of coined, Professpr Rankin admitted.
the Walter Winchell variety, have
"Sad, bat true."
their chance, along with other colProfs Enjoy "Winchellizing"
loquialisms, dialect terms and verbal
Other English professors, on the

ANALYSIS IMPORT

,

j.

,

^f

rivalry, occupation of land

in Manchuria, ^extension of Japanese
leases of Chinese property, and struggle of political implications are the

basic causes of the China-Japan dispute, as explained by Dr. T. Z. Koo

exceptionally clear and wellorganized talk on conditions in his
native land. "Japan is in Manchuria
to stay," Dr. Koo affirmed, speaking
from hie own observations, "nothinjr
short of military force will compel her
to retrace her steps into Manchuria."
Dr. Koo. after being introduced by
President Sills, first presented an outline of the phases of the situation he
covered, i.e., the basic issues of the
question, the steps taken by Japan in
Manchuria against Chinese policy,
and the situation's import on world
peace. He set forth the aspects of the
situation as he thinks they should be
considered by a neutral commission,
recently organized of representatives
from five countries, to study the
his

in

of

College Record Set Plans Finally Materialize This Week Terminating Drive
Extending Over Several Years
Bids for
by Adams of Frosh in

New

pf

,

Lufky

the

,^

CAPER STAR TAKES
HONORS IN SCORING

and

\

.

.

^

,

„

*

«

experiences,
snd have
photographed myriads of animals
Among the most
and birds.
smszing of his pictures, are action shots of the pronghorn, the
swiftest wild animal on the continent; and of scaled lizards going through strange courting an-

\

',

1

lived.

that some of the
Winchell contributions may not filter
into accepted use," wrote Professor
Percy H. Boynton, of the University
of Chicago.

"No one can say

(Con'.inuad

on pas*

Mr. Finley 's experiences with the
mountain lion happened this last
summer, which! as he says, "I
spent getting on familiar terms
with mountain lions in the southwest." Hia remarks and pictures
of bird life in the southwest are
no less interesting, and should de-

2)

Hairline Finishes Feature Five Men to Address Students on Diverse
Spectacular Dual
Subjects
Meet

China-Japan problem.
Basic Issues

light all

who

cause, an economic
Turning in the most sterling perrivalry between the two nations, is
manifested in the predicament of rail- formance a Bowdoin swimming team
road systems in Manchuria. Some time has ever recorded against a Springago, Japan owned railroads in the dis- field aggregation, the 1932 White
puted territory so laid out that she had mermen
spread a Jimmy Walker
first basic

nearly a complete monopoly on the
region's transportation.
Then China
built up a railroad system, too, so that
Japan's long-standing monopoly was
broken. This quite naturally, explained Dr. Koo, led to resentment on
Japan's part and has become an essential part of the grounds for the
dispute.

The

new

mwd m*m w n otmm of
in

smile over the face of Coach Bob
Miller at the Springfield tub last Friday. The score, Bowdoin 22, Springfield 55. doesn't begin to indicate the
closeness of the meet. Almost without exception the events provided
hairline finishes that kept the Springfield faithful gasping in mid-air.

f

i

i

|

|

.

,

j

'

i

origin, 'since until comparatively
Tecent times, immigration into Manchuria being forbidden, the land was
rather thinlv populated.
When the
region was opened up to settlers, a
large number (though really a small
percentage of the whole influx) of
Koreans, mostly farmers, established
themselves in the territory. Now, Dr.
Koo proceeded, these Koreans are
forbidden by their Japanese government to drop their Japanese citizenshin; on the other hand, to actually

of a medley relay with Fowler, George
and Dearie of Springfield and Easton,
DenspiorV and Carson of Bowdoin
suppl;
the fireworks. Fowler and
lead-off men,
a splash via the back

|

.

opposing

Easton,

opened

':

th

up'

it •,;>„..

stroke

~i;„,™,

»

i

<

n „t
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Tomorrow night the annual competition for the Class of '68 Prize,
given every year for the best written
and spoken oration in the senior class,
will be held in Memorial Hall. The
prize itself is a sum of forty-five dollars, which is the interest on a fund
contributed by the class of 1868. The
.warded on the basis of the best
r
'
1
ZTL
spohen and written piece, was given
for the first time in 1869, and with
the exception of a break from 18821887, nas been given every year since
lts founding.
In the list of winners
of the contest, may be found the
names of many of Bowdoin's most
distinguished graduates.
...
_,,
.
„„
be five speakers on
There will v

Thursday night. All five*are promia second f r<$nv_his previous best time
Philip
college
activities.

m

,

;

for the distance, although he finished ??~*'
Orient
wurecu un
on the
mc vyjicu
Ahern,
wno naa
has worked
e ,, > who
lint this
- is,, ™"
two feet behind Fowler But
four *?*"• and
no discredit to the White back strota fo ^
jf~
" a Editor wil take for his subartist, in view of the fact that this !
Ages
Middle
"Justice
the
to
same Fowler later established a new £*?.
own land, a most desirable situation to pool record in the 150.yard back Besides his work on the Orient^
a farmer, the Korean immigrant must stroke. Captain Ted Densmore broke **g» » 8 a,so Ed.tor-m-ch.ef of the
become a Chinese citizen. This pos- even with George in the breast stroke W UIU
speak on
will
Barton
Hubert
sible state of double citizenship leads lap of the relay.
Still two feet beto difficulties in administration.
hind at his touch-off Bob Carson "Propaganda and Power". Barton is
Japanese Police in China
fought Deane the entire 100-yard a member of the varsity football and
is
also
an mstructrack teams. He
Another branch of this issue result- stretch in an effort to reverse the tide,
tor of wrestling and is an assistant in
ing from land tenancy arises from the The Springfield natator, likewise ineconomics,
fact that the Koreans are, for the spirated, put on enough steam to remost part, centered in a small strip of tain the two feet lead at the wire.j
Tozier's Subject—Pessimism
Manchuria. Hence Japan feels it her setting a new tank record of 3m 22
Merrill Tozier is a member of tiie
duty to protect her citizens there and 2-10s
„ Classical Club, and last year won the
Ar
Per
(Continued on T*w I)
£**
Lawrence Scholarship. Tozier's subI
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the Bowdoin Frosh and the South
Portland High school in the first dual
meet of the season, with the yearlings
coming out on top of a 67 to 46 score.
competition
The
mark-shattering
took place in the Bowdoin cage last
Saturday.
John Adams, White high jumper,
created a new college record when he
leaped 6 feet 3 inch into the air to run
away with the high jump, breaking
the record of six feet flat created by
Charlie Stanwood in the fall interfraternity competition.
Phil Good,
Portland all-around star, created. new
marks in the 45 yard high hurdles,
300 yard run and pole vault, while
Adams, besides taking the high jump
mark, also shattered the broad jump
figures.
John Boyd smashed the existing figures in the shot put and discus throw, and Tom Uniacke raced to
a new mile mark. Art Fox erased the
old time in the 600, and with Mickey
Hunt, John Kelly and Stan Beasley

j

j

|

|

attend the lecture.

Mr. Finley is a forceful speaker,
with a delightful personality, and
can scatter humor throughout his
address.

LEWIS CALLS COURAGE

will resemble the newer fraternity houses on the campus. It is
on the Maine Colonial style with a granite foundation and the body
it

in red brick.

WHITE SEXTET TRAILS
COLBY PUCKSTERS IN
SPECTACULAR FIGHT
Wellsmen Play Brilliant
Hockey But Lose
3 to 2

;

FINEST OF ELEMENTS
IN

set

a relay record.

Tom

I

'

HUMANOIARACTER:^^£^_ „
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man

nature"

tar

The

plan contains sevinteresting features.
will be on the west
end and the dining room on the east
end of the floor. They will be connected by a ten foot hall in the center which will make dancing between
the two rooms possible. Just inside
the front entrance on the right will
be a small office.
It is planned to
have some one in attendance at the
office most of the time to take care
of student mail and other incidentals.

eral

The

first

floor

new and

living

room

Opposite the office will be a cloak

Playing brilliant hockey in spite of
prolonged non-practice, the Bowdoin
icemen went down to defeat at the
hands of a Colby sextet at Waterville
.Monday, by a score of 3 to 2. The
game was a terrific offensive duel

from start to finish, and it was only
Catlin made
on a last minute goal by Robertaille
the final record for South Portland,
assured a Mule victory.
winning the 40 yard dash in cham- that
The Polar Bear six, showing to
much better advantage than in then
t
former games, did some fancy stick!
1
handling throughout the encounter,
.* tt ^'!*, s h
President Lafayette
hTn. 1
k
and it was only the alertness of Bob
p
and dashes, the Yearling tracksterc Violette in the cage for the Blue that
Gives Address in
literally ran off with all the distance presented a Bowdoin win. Displayevents, and came through to victory ing courageous tenacity, the White
Chapel
in every field competition but the pole men twice battled their way up from
vault, climaxing the meet
with a behind to tie, but finally lost out on
"The Rarest Quality, Courage wa* stirring victory in the relay. Good,
a snappy solo shot by Robertaille.
termed the "greatest element in hu- competing in six events, placed in
Russ Dakin, still playing a stellar
I

•The

BE BUILT OF GRANITE AND RED BRICK

in

lege record were run into oblivion

tics.

SENIORS TO COMPETE
WHITE MERMEN SHOW
IN PRIZE SPEAKING
STERLING FORM BUT
CONTEST TOMORROW
LOSE TO SPRINGFIELD

.

Weakness

esting

Professor J. H. Chamberlht of Mare \fa college, Ohio.
Prof F T Baker f Columbia university thought the wide broadcasting
of racy expressions like Winchell's
gives us a "more picturesque language", even if his words are short-

,

Opinions varied from that of Prof.
H. W. Ward of Coe college, who
thought "Winchell's many racy expressions and often startlingly apt
new coinages will make a very considerable impression upon our vocabulary," to the indignant pun of I*rof.
J. W. Rankin of the University of
Missouri: "Winch? Hell, no!"
At the suggestion, however, that
Winchell's vest-pocket words, expressing what might otherwise take a sentence or paragraph, are on millions

« "**"'
£*

TO.

Plans for a new Chi Psi lodge have finally materialized and W.
W. Stearns '32, president of Chi Psi, has announced that work on
Hurdles and the new lodge would begin in the spring. This announcement terDashes Almost Costly to
minates a drive extending over several years to house Chi Psi in
Yearlings
new quarters.
The new house will be erected on Boody street on the lot purEleven meet records and one colchased in 1920 when the present lodge was bought. In the main

of the national parks.
Mr. Finley and his wife have
been hunting with cameras and
notebooks for twenty-five years.
They have had hundreds of inter-

V
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Dance

Strike

—

Contracts Out

High Jump

many

(

h^ugh^^^
casts*on

Hour8
Economic

Ranges

Mountain

Rocky

.

Side

tell

will lecture

|
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Basic Causes of Situation
Presented from Chinese

naturalist,

with

because of his experiences in the
wilder parts of the. Cascade and

j^n.

i

FRESHMEN DOWN Construction of New Colonial
Chi Psi Lodge on Boody Street
SOUTH PORTLAND
To Be Started in Early Spring
IN TRACK MEET

mountain
on birds of
the arid southwest, in a lecture
at the Moulton Union next Friday night. Mr. Finley, an Oregonian, has a national reputation

and

lions,

our language, according to eleven "Winchellizing" would affect the lanof a group of forty college professors
guage permanently, confessed that
of English who responded to an invithey themselves enjoy his gossip and
discuss the probable effect
tation to ,~„.
his high-handed treatment of the
,
„,.,.
of "Winchellizing" on our everyday
am?ua|e of chaucer and the
speecn.
The tone of
f Independence.
ti
Only three of those who ventured
,.
ran
from amusement to
opinions on the subject professed JfrZL
themselves to be unfamiliar .with
.?£ nfortunate if an
commented
and his
"America's greatest gossip
f the UniA
Tha ,e
,

Finley,

encounters

his

-

TO WORLD PEACE

L.

author, and explorer, will

in

Lecturer

.

Meet

William L. Finley, Famous
Author-Naturalist, To Give
illustrated Lecture Here

NO. 21

room where one may leave

his coat in

bad weather. In the rear of the main
hall will be an isolated book room and
opposite that will be a ladies' room.

To Accommodate 22
The upper two floors will be devoted entirely to suites for those students living at the house. The lodge
will accommodate twenty-two men as
resident students.
consist of a study

The suites will
and bed room with
The beds will

in wardrobes.
not be built in.

built

A part of the basement will be used
as a game room, something on the
order of the Union game room.
Unlike most of the newer Fraternity houses, it will have a wing off
the southeast corner. This wing will
house the kitchen, servants rooms',

President William N.

Bowdoin students' hi
wt placin|f n five event8.
Sunday night.
Tom Uniacke's sensational mile
President Lewis set forth three was one of the features in a meet
cardinal questions for the individual dotted with good performances. Takto ask himself in the consideration of j njr ^g i ea d at the gun, Uniacke
his own courage: "Is it true that whirled off the first quarter in 63
courage is the greatest element in seconds, starting lapping the laggards
Is
human nature?
it
true that on the sixth time around, and before
courage is the quality least frequent- jh e sprinted the final lap, had caught
Have I a respectable every Portland runner. He raced the
ly found?
amount of courage?"
bell lap in 18 seconds for an excelWe like to think that the divinity of lent time of 4:47.
Christ is something that He attained
New College Mark in High Jump
—that He overcame the world! Adams - remarkable high jump was
through, a struggle from temptation. another
feature
After
dropping
Although civilization and the fast Good, who was supposed, in pre-meet
tempo of the day are against us, with dope, to give him a stiff rub, he and
the "greatest element of human naBoyd kept together to 5 feet 9 inches,
ture", courage, we can win similar
and -after the latter had missed,
battles as Christ did.
Adams kept on until the bar showed
Depression In Again
6 feet 2 inches.
A tape measure,
Many possess great courage. It however, showed the height to be 6
cannot be denied that several foot- feet
inch
ball players display dauntless courBeasley and Hutchinson ran off toage at times. Yet, on the other hand, gether with the 1000 yard Am, and
there are many who are wanting in undoubtedly, had they been pressed,
this quality. Leaders who do not wish would have created a new record. As
to sacrifice popularity, often stumble it was, without the least resistance on
in not adhering to the cause they know the part of a Portland runner, they
chapel address to

/f

last
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ie" PBlar Bietrs, ahtf Dick Itotrains
slipped in the other. Haskell turned
in some neat saves in front of the

goal mouth, while Bilodeau showed
his usual defensive skill.
The absence of checking penaltier.,
so frequent in the Bates game, was
noticeable in speeding up the contest,
only three banishments being meted

has not been awarded, but bids are
being made and the work will begin
shortly.

The present Chi Psi lodge was
bought in 1920 after the chapter had
Every moment showed fast been reestablished at Bowdoin in 1918.
out.
hockey, with few time outs for subs. Chi Psi was founded at Bowdoin in
poke - and - sweep - checking 1844, but it became dormant at the
Ardent
marked the contest dotted with spec- outbreak of the Civil War and until
1918 was inactive and without a lodge.
tacular moments.
Colby went into the lead midway
in the first period when Captain Wilson took a pass from Hucke, skated
behind the goal and popped the rubber into the only part of the net
not covered by Haskell. A four man
attack by the White could not count,
IN
however, and the rest of the period
ended with the score the same, although the Mule was constantly on Dakin's Final Period Drive
the defensive.
Results

DOWN WHITE
BY FIVE ONE COUNT
FASTHOCKEY TILT

HUSKIES

|

!

rStiee."

The plans for the building were
drawn up by H. Herbert Wheeler of
New York City. As yet the contract

JAYVEES TO TACKLE

in Sole Tally
for Bears

,

FOSTER CRACKS TANK
of 2m 48 4-10s Sperry's victory in
; Outmoded Attitude" is the
place;
~g 8 Sewa „ has
.event marked the.only
RECORD AS SWIMMERS this
that was chalked to Bowdoin s credit
Sewa „ £ at present Editor
du ™ K *** m2?\
also
He
in-Chief of the Orient.
M
A
BOW BEFORE WILLIAMS ,J hC i*w3fi£»JnZL
of the 1932 Ibis,
?l ^Secretary-Treasurer
the
150-yard backstroke went by
Tm Y~ of the
Instrumental
d
j

.first

,

.

.

.

KOO DESCRIBES

Competing

in

their

CHINESE LIFE IN
SHORT INTERVIEW

second meet in as many nights, the
Bowdoin performers were unable to
check the Purple landsIMe. Comparatively speaking, Williams presented a
much stronger team than did Spring- Political and Educational Standards
field, a team especially formidable in
of Eastern Republic Mentioned
the free style events.
by Visitor
Besides Foster, Bob Carson was the
only first place winner for Bowdoin
When interviewed at an informal
Carson nabbed the diving honors of
tea in the Moulton Union Monday
the meet, displaying good form.
From a Bowdoin standpoint Fos- afternoon Dr. T. Z. Koo, Vice Presiter's record-smashing stunt was the dent of the World's Student Christian
highlight of the afternoon. To date Federation, stated that he does not
Chinese-Japanese
present
Foster had demonstrated only ordi- consider
nary ability, picking up points here situation will develop into an internaand there. Saturday, however, saw tional crisis. The world powers are
the Bowdoin soph in fine fettle, a> he not prepared to step in; they do not
clinched second in the 220-yard fiee- want to participate in a world strugHe stated further "Japan has
style event previous to his epic-mak- gle.
ing offering kin the 150-yard Uuk control of all of China north of the
This occupation well
Chinese wall.
stroke. He was clocked at lm. 54s.
Williams realized 8 chukkers from may be permanent. The real reason
when Captain of the trouble is the economic strug50-yard
dash
the
and China. Japan
gle
between
Japan
Kngland
Sprint
ChamNew
Swayze,
She is not atpion, annexed the event in 25 sec- needs raw materials.
onds flat, closely tagged by a team- tempting to expamd for* colonizing
purposes.
The new Japanese rulers
mate, Davis.
As jn the Springfield meet Bow- will employ for the most part the nadoin's medlev trio of Easton, Dens- tive Chinese for their industrial purmore, and C arson missed out in their poses. The Japanese area in ManThe old
churia is still quite small.
specialty by a 'nose.
Other mermen who garnered point? common law of the Chinese and Japfor the White were Ksson in the 50, anese was much the same, but the
Japan installed many
I code of
Trott in the 44i», Easton in the 150
before that of China differed
back stroke, Carson :n the UK), andfvei
Captain Densmore in the 20o breast srreatly from the old Chinese cod".
stroke. The swimmers were hampered China has recently adopted a new cot't
by the extreme coldness of the water, of laws based upon British and Gerwhich tightened them up consider- man laws. The Chinese who are now
in the area controlled by Japan will
ably.
1

(fimtnufd ob p»i»
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(Cmtintietl on patf* 1)

(Continued on pax* 4)

Cubs

is

I

Club, Glee
Choir. He
He is also
.

om

the Chapel
was last year's Class Poet.
a member of the track
Club,

and

Richard Sanger has taken for his
subject
"The Addle-Pated School
Sanger was recently chosen
Boy".
one of the district representatives for
the
Rhodes Scholarships. He has
been manager of the Musical Club,
and a member of the Instrumental

Favorites

ming Meet

Critic

Has Nothing But Praises

By Paul E. Everett,
"And critics whom the

Jr.

players

strive to hear

Are poor

in

honestv when rich

in tact;"

My apolosries to V. H. L., but I can
He is a member of the White
Key, and is an assistant in Physics feel poignantly the truth of the two
and German.
verses, it had never occurred to me
Warren's orchestra will furnish that a critic treads on such
uncertain
music. Everyone is cordially invited
ground as lie does. And so. while I
to attend.
was perhaps unduly flattered at beine
asked to review the new Quill. I began
73
F.
immediately to wonder wherein I was
qualified to do that difficult thins:. Incidentally I still wonder.
But hopeIN
fully I
betook myself to another
would-be critic (a Math major), and
we
came
to
certain
conclusions
which
Graduate Was Headmaster of East
express at least very honest opinions.
Boston High School for
I have nothing but praise in general
31 Years
for the new Quill: it satisfied me in
almost every respect. A very pleasneat, by no means
John Frederick Eliot, of the Class of ing appearance
1873, and a member of Delta Kappa blatant, well ordered, excellently editEpsilon fraternity, passed away re- ed, in a word, a publication that all
Bowdoin
men
and
especially its ediEliot
82.
Mr.
the
of
cently, at
age
was, for the past thirty-one years, tors can well be proud of. As a memheadmaster of the East Boston High ber of the Contributor's Club. I know
just how much difficulty the board of
School. He was born in Auburn, and
after attending the public schools of editors experienced in preparing the
issue and 1 wish to congratulate them.
that city, he matriculated at BowThev can well "face the critics ... to
doin.
Following his graduation from
commend or condemn as they see fit."
college, he was an instructor at LawCommendation,
bv all means.
rence Academy, in Groton.
And the material appears to me to
In 1874, Mr. Eliot taught in Winch- be infinitely more interesting, coming
endon High School, going to the Hyde as it does from Bowdoin sources exPark High School as headmaster* in clusively. As long as the Quill can
1876.
From 1889 until 1J>20 he was receive such adequate contributions
headmaster of the East Boston High from undergraduate authors, I most
he was heartily would discourage such whole1!»21,
School.
June,
In
awarded the degree of pedagogy by sale drafting of outside contributions
Mr. Eliot was a as has characterized the Quill of the
Bowdoin College.
member 'of the Twentieth Century Last two years.
Club, the City Club, the Headmasters'
The Quill in general seems to me to
Association and the Massachusetts be excellent.
But I do like some
Association of Bowdoin Alumni.
things better than others, and any'

ELIOT
JOHN
BOSTON EDUCATOR
THAT CITY
DIES

—
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SwimHere

in

Tonight

For Excellent Edition of

Club.

IMMiHHI

TORTLANDNATATORS

|

.11

.

thtt

boards when Fowler squeezed a win
from Foster and Easton. Time for
classed by Purple
the event wa.s lm 49 l-10s
Other point winners for the White
Outfit
were: Calkin in the dash, Carson in
fhe dive, Foster in the 220 freestyle,
Led by sophomore Bob Foster, who Trott and Durham in the 440 freecracked the tanlr record for the 150- style, and Carson again in the 100.
Continued on i>age 4
yard back strolre, the Bowdoin swimming contingenf~-ran amuck in the
Williams pool last Saturday by a DR.

Bowdoin Aggregation Out-

score of 59-18.

^^
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(Continued on p»ire

Quill

thing that I say now can claim no
other merit than being personal opinion.
The contributions of greatest
merit were to my mind first of all the
poems. I won't say the trite thing:
that their authors are coming poets.
I'll say rather that A. S. Davis has
done in "Sons: of the West" and in
"Call of the Sea" short pieces of true
beauty.
The pictorial or. perhaps,
sensuous quality of the verses combines with an eye for strikingness of
detail, and with the exception of one
uncertain rhyme appears to me as unquestionably excellent. It occurred to
me, however, that the "siren song" of
the sea hardly gained by being described as "Intolerably sweet as young
eirls' laughter."
Perhaps House Parties have made me a too critical critic!
Another bit. "Coffin Street." by Arthur Stratton seems to me to be one
of the outstanding poems that I've
read this year. For, although I hear
distinctly Amy Lowell's "Patterns" in
more than one expression, nevertheless I could not help thinking of that
sad, somewhat hypnotic figure that 1
have seen so manv times walking back
and forth on Coffin Street. And the
more I reread "Coffin Street" the better it seems: I am sure that it has

more than an imitative value.
Less interesting perhaps from a literary point of view, but more from an
autobiographic, was "To Bacchus We
Belong."
It has a decidedly merry
rhythm; as a student song of Bowdoin
I'm inclined to think it more rather
than less apropos. As for "Quid
Multis Moror?" I confess frankly that
holds little meaning for me. The
first line is either deceptive or meaningless to mv simple mind. Whatever
it may be, and with all thanks to P. H.
L. for his very appropriate heading, I
can see little relationship between the
first stanza and the second; between
it

(Continual on page* 3)
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Coach Bob

Miller's array of Junior

headed by Swedo
Wallberg and Hal Page, stack up
against the Portland Boys' Club clusVarsity mermen,

ter tonight at 8.00 in the Curtis tank.
Tonight's meet marks the initial en-

Slashing through a furious sixty
minutes of top-speed hockev. Northeastern University out-goaled the
Polar Bear puckmen to the discordant
tune of 5 to 1 at the Boston Arena last
Friday night.
Two Northeastern gentlemen named
Carter and Gallagher proved exceptionally pestiferous to Goalie Bill Haskell throughout the contest, and although the White net-minder saved
manv vicious tries, the puck slid past
bim to dent the cords five times. Russ
Dakin stick -handled his way down the
ice for the lone Bowdoin tally on a

counter of the season for the Clamsolo olash early in the third ueriod.
flat swimmers and the third fracas
Denton, Huskie goalie, had to be all
over the ice to. save many shots belted
The Junior Varsity natators aie
at him by the Bowdoin wings, and
top-heavy favorites to cop tonight's
covered his job well. The ineffective
affair.
The men are coming along Polar Bear
passing attack no doubt
fast and should be in good form with
due to lack of practice, once more
two meets under their belts. After failed to function,
and thev lost at
humbling Hebron Academy 47-17 the least two
sure goals when passes
Jayvee contingent trekked to Exeter, wpuld have t'ented
the "net.
N.-H., where the Prep school aggreBoth teams went out in the first pegation eked out a win over Bob
riod bent on rushing the rubber down
Miller's proteges.
The Portland troupe has competed the ice as Cast as thev could, and it
was not Ion'/ before both goalies were
here in the past in open meets and
shaped up as likely contenders. This brushing the puck aside. Robbins offered the first dangerous piece of play
year's edition, however, has not as
when
he sprinted down the sideline,
yet swung into competition and so
eluded
Walsh's
poke check
and
are of untried strength. Joe Colley
slammed
a hard one at Goalie Denton
and Louis Halloran are expected to
that the latter barely cleared.
produce the punch in the free-stylo
Carter Flashes in First Period
events for I'ortland. This team boasts
a mighty atom in the person of
Carter and Gallagher then gathered
Santo D'Ascanio, twelve-year old in the puck and passed through the
diving sensation, who will show on the White defense, but Haskell dived into
Curtis plank tonight. No admission the shot and saved prettily.
Gallagher's next shot was a bare miss,
will be charged for the meet.
whacking the crossbar and clearing itProbable line-ups:
50- yard back stroke— P. B. C: Con- self before Haskell had a chance to.
The first score came when a penalty
iey. Cox; J. V.: Eaton, Prince.
50-yard dash— P. B. C: Colley, face-off was ordered in front of the
iContinoRd on Pa** 4)
Koharian; J. V.: Parmalee, Nilsen.
100-yard breast stroke— P. B. C:
Gould, Giampetruzzi; J. V.: Whi'.rrtore, Esson.
SOPHOMORE ELECTIONS
100-yard dash— P. B. C: Halloran,
The class of *34 held a mas.,
Conley; J. V. Wallberg, Page.
meeting in Memorial Hall last
200-yard dash— P. B. C: Halloran,
night for the purpose of electing
Conley; J. V.: Wallberg, Page.
its officers for the year.
The folDiving
P.
B.
C:
Wilcox.
lowing were elected:
D'Ascanio; J. V.: Keville, Sileg, or
Provident. Charles W. Allen
Benson.
Vice President. Donald E. Keid
200- yard relay— P. B. C: (selected
Secretary- Treasurer,
Charles
H.
from these) Colley, Koharian, CopMcKenney
ley, Halloran, and Hutchinson; J. V.:
Nilsen, McLeod, Parmalee, Howard.
for the Jayvees.
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We

have a single suggestion to make here
we have made it
before and we only say this as a reminder. We consider the establishment of a. music room, by endowment or from college funds,
as the cardinal need of the Union at the present time. This room
would be furnished comfortably, and equipped with a good victrola
and a library
not necessarily large at first
of well-chosen
records. We feel certain that it would soon become recognized as
an important part of the Union and of the College.
With the course of years this central gathering place will probably become more and more important. In a fraternity college
such as Bowdoin, it is imperative that some such chance be given
for the development of those unofficial ties that keep the College
together. The Union offers it.

tit*

:

Editor For Thb lane
G. Russell Booth *33

News
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Prize Speakers

•

new classroom

a covered hockey rink, a better road
thread! the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the inances of publications, separation of the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Pubiiflhinft Company; student representation on the Blanket
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, doner contacts
through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council and undergraduates,
reorganisation of requirements for degrees.
building,

The Proposed Forum
seems to us that the proposed Bowdoin Forum can be made
into a really vital activity of the College if enough students are
willing to give it a bit of time and thought. The essential idea bethe Government
hind it is to combine two campus organizations
Club and the local chapter of the National Student Federation of
and make something
both moribund in the extreme
America
worth carrying on out of them. There seems to be a good deal of
interest in the project, though many are somewhat at sea as to

Smith and Tarbell
Chosen in Recent

Davis,

Try-outs

In preparation for the debating tour
which will begin February *, "he
Philip C.

Ahem

about.

it now stands is to gather a regular membership of
about a hundred students, each paying an annual fee of two dollars
toward the support of the organization. As goad speakers as are
and there are a fair number within
available on limited funds
will be brought in at fairly frequent interreach of Brunswick
address the group, and to conduct
month,
to
vals, at least once a
open forums upon the subjects they present.
Such opportunities for the discussion of current topics in politics, economics, and other affairs, are all too limited at Bowdoin at
present. We feel, therefore, that this organization can be made
to fill a real need of the College. As a stimulant to undergraduate
thought and as a source of information on problems of real importance, it can do a great deal, provided the necessary support is

—

ning.
The tenth will see a doubleheader, Cedar Crest College in the
afternoon, and Muhlenberg College in
On the eleventh the
the evening.

in the end.
Perhaps it is impossible to have as successful an organization
of this sort here as is run in many other colleges. Probably we
should never want to carry it as far as some places do. Nevertheless, Bowdoin is decidedly in the rear of the march in this phase of
undergraduate activity, arid it would do us no harm to give it a

fair trial.

The Moulton Union
of us in college" now, the Union has become so much a
part of the College that we accept it as it stands and think no more
about it. Which is exactly what was intended by Mr. Moulton
when he gave the building. The need for a well-equipped and adequate union was one long felt by the College. The constantly increasing use of the Moulton Union shows in a striking fashion

To many

No
it is fulfilling its ideal as an all-college meeting place.
matter what the hour one goes to the Union he is certain to find its
pingand
occupied,
constantly
is
facilities in use. The poolroom
pong still seems to be popular. The radio is a popular gathering
place at all times and bull-sessions are nevpr lacking. These, perhaps, are the most evident every-day ways in which the Union
how well

serves

its ideal.

There are other uses to which the building

is

put which often

make one wonder how the college ever got along without it. Dances,

—

those activities of a social nature which go to liven up the general run of college existence have
in the surroundings thus
functions,
their natural place here. Such
provided, gain an air of informality that tends to draw the underreceptions, smokers, lectures

all

graduate body together more and more, doing as much probably,
as any other single agency to build up a real corporate spirit within
the College. The casual contacts within the Union, made in an
informal atmosphere of friendship, place everyone alike on a basis
of equality not to be found elsewhere in the College. The classroom cannot give it, nor can the ends entirely, nor the fraternities
except within their own membership. Here perhaps as in no other
place one comes to realize the unity of the College in the full sense
of the term. By these contacts made here, perhaps as much as in
any other way, is built up what people choose to call "college
spirit" - - not the rah-rah product of frenzied rallies, but the quiet,

trio will contend with Junia a
College at Huntington, Pa. On the
twelfth it has a debate pending with
Dickinson College at Carlisle. Pa. The
next day it will meet with Seton Hill
at Grunburg. Pa. Sunday will be spent
Monday, the fifteenth, a
traveling.
debate is pending with American University at Washington, while lastly
Bowdoin is to encounter Rutgers University at New Brunswick, N. J. The
team will then travel homeward.
This season the team is hoping for
a more successful year than it has had
All its members have
in past times.
had a good deal of experience in debating circles. Davis and Smith were
both on last year's varsity, and were
the team that won from Amherst. Tarhell and Davis also participated in the
Bradbury Prize Debate.

Bowdoin
Hubert C. Barton, Jr.

forthcoming. As we look over other college papers, and as we see
some of the press notices received by the ORIENT, it becomes increasingly apparent that Bowdoin needs such an organization
badly. Many of our sister colleges have active liberal clubs or
forums which are important parts of campus life. The College
itself does all that it possibly can for us in the way of lectures,
et cetera The real need is for a less formal undergraduate discussion group to supplement these lectures. We feel that it would be
a distinctly liberalizing influence, and as such, a move decidedly to

somewhere

team has commenced active and intensive study. Both sides of the questions. Resolved, that the award of the
Nobel Prize ,to Sinclair Lewis was
justified, and Resolved, that capitalism as a system of economic organization is unsound in principle, will be
Mr. Ralph De S. Childs is
argued.
coaching the team.
Eight Day Trip Planned
The following schedule has been arranged by Manager Davis for the trip
The debaters
which will be bv auto
will leave Monday. February 8, and
travel to Newton. Mass.. where they
The following
will spend the night.
day they wjll drive to Bethlehem. Pa.,
and meet Maravian College in the eve-

—

be encouraged. In view of the present bewildering conditions in
the world and of the utterly baffled attitude of the public, it behooves us to get some grasp of affairs before we are thrown out on
our own where we must form our opinions for ourselves. There is
no better training in this respect, perhaps, than the quick thinking
and clear presentation of ideas which a forum of this sort demands. But even this is only one advantage such an organization
A well-run forum can provide a good deal of enjoyment,
offers.
offering much of the kick of a good bull-session and really get

%9&

Day

CHOCOLATES.

owners, Chinese. The Chinese
circumvented this threat by granting
nower to lease land only to holders of
Chinese government permits.
The. third basic issue, as viewed by

the

Allen's

Dr. Koo, concerns the duration of railroad leases: these leases originally
gave China the power to buy back the
railroads built bv Japan sixteen years
from their being taken out or in 1939,
with the option of waiting eighty
yearn more and automatically receiving the railroads gratis. In 1915, however, Japan compelled China to extend these leases ninety-nine years.
side is

Remember
Valentine's

Mustard and Cress

Drug Store

RIDLEY TO LECTURE

Sometimes we wake np in our sleep
moaning faintly, "There ie a high
road and a low road in every man's
life.
If one stops to realise
Bat at this point we get a pillow
rammed down our throat and we leee
interest.
There is, of course, an «*•
now fortunate law which prevents us from

AT BANGOR SEMINARY

..." Bowdoin Professor

ramming

merely this: to continue developing.
Manchuria, we want at least security
in our contact with new work; hence
why can't we be certain of the railroads?

to Discuss Literature and

Life

down the

throats of
The Rev. Professor Maurice Roy
gentlemen who harp on subjects we
are a- weary of; but don't chapel Ridley, fellow -and tutor at Balli.d
speakers nee the highway theme jast College, Oxford University, England,
and visiting Profe.-sor of English una teeny, weeny bit tee often?
der the Tallman Foundation at Bow•
The fourth issue is the struggle of
political attitude toward relation of
Professor Roscoe
who nut to- doin College this year, :s to be the
the land under controversy to its gether the famous syllabus God rest "Samuel Harris Lecturer on Literature
and Life" at the midwinter asKoo
asserts
Dr.
that
it
mother China.
it—includes among other anecdotes in
Bangor Theological
is Japan's policy to isolate Manchuria the grammar selections the query: sembly of the
completely from China, and that China "Welches ist der Unterschied zwisch- Seminary. At Bowdoin, Professor Ridd< sires to make this sore spot more en
einem Studentem und einem ley is conducting an advanced course
and more an integral part of herself. Kamel."
pondered the difference on the Poetry of the Nineteenth CenThe way out, Dr. Koo indicates, lies between students and camels, and tury which concentrates on Wordsin the realization of both China and then read the answer in the next worth, Shelley, Keats, Tennyson and
Japan that Manchuria is big enough to sentence: (we, happily, could trans- Arnold; and includes a study of the
absqrb the efforts toward development late it) "A camel can work fourteen theory of poetry and a reading of
English verse.
made by each nation, and appreciation days without drinking and a . . .
At Bangor Rev. Ridley will deliver
of the necessity of mutual concession
Roscoe also said
(oh, you finish it!)
toward the end of the region's ad- that no mouse, under any circum- five lectures before what has become
by far the most important gathering
vancement.
stances, can be hailed as a fish . . .
of religious and educational workers
a
a
»
a
a
a
What Japan is Doing
is held in Northern New EngAmong odd things around the cam- that
The next part of the visitor's talk
land.
Convocation Week has been
dealt with the measures taken by pas we note: the naive warning "Stuheld for the past twenty-three years
Japan in the occupied territory. This dents should remember that golf playand is always attended by large numexplanation was drawn from Dr. Koo's ing on the campus ia forbidden" is
bers of ministers, teachers and layactual and recent experiences during still np though in the interim there
England.
The principal have been three snowfalls
visits to Manchuria.
They men from all parts of New
subproceedings are (1) a clean-sweep of use a wonderful cowbell to oust lag- Mr. Ridley has announced the
jects for his lectures as follows: 1.
government;
any vestige of Chinese
gards from the library in the dewy
Lyric,
3. The
Life
and
Literature,
2.
(2) establishment of a Japanese rule; (eves . . . The track team—God rest
Drama, 4. Criticism, 5. Literature and
(3) confusion of Chinese-built eco- fit, too has turned Hollywood and is
Lectures
nomic structure, and (4) rise of 'looking for fat contracts from Para- Life. The Samuel Harris
are the only series of the four to be
banditry.
mount. The boys were looking pretty
given at the assembly which are on a
Nothing, he went on to sav. will con- good out there during dress rehearsal.
purely
cultural
subject.
vince him that Japan hasn't actually (Phil Wilder is showing the cinema
Literature Part of Life
made war on the Chinese occupants of to grads in the far Souf) ...
lad
Manchuria. No trace of the old Chi- wrestling with the clothes-rack in the
"I hope to show that literature is
nese rule remains, and a complete sys- Club Lancaster palled the whole not 'something all by itself, apart
tem of administration has been set up thing, loaded, down en himself, from life," says Mr. Ridley, "for if
by the Japanese. But there hag been causing no little merriment . . .
one reads it solely for amusement
*
*
*
*
*
^
appointed a Chinese Committee for the
much of its value is lost. Literature
Preservation of Peace. This commitFor the first time we learn that is a necessary part of life. Art for
tee is. in Dr. Koo's eyes, a blind in ping-pong and card playing are tabu art's sake is nonsense; but art for
Its recognized
~iore wavs than one.
Literature is a
in the Union of a Sunday. Chess, Life's sake is sense.
duty, far from being a powerful and however, goes on.
The God-fearing reflection of life and a comment on it.
national organ, is to carry oat a may- should protest this outrage, for chess It ought to be a part of life, a
or's orders and to control a police leads to worse things and finally to homogeneous medium to give an unBut it also serves in a more who knows what?
force.
Not knowing derstanding of individual human na.
subtle capacity of being a cover for what,
we proceed to a plea we thought ture, and to pave the way to the comJapan's imposition and collecting of up by ourselves, aided only by a head- prehension of international temperarest
large revenues, this process to the
ache and a distracted concentrator: ment.
of the world appearing as a taxation
"I shall try to show how it is easiCouldn't a regulation be made to
of Chinese bv Chinese.
limit dormitory radio playing during est to make Literature assume its corThe development of the land begun the reading-period and midyears? rect place in everyday life, how one
bv China has been brought to a standshould
select a mixed diet of it and not
Even the hardiest lad can scarcely
still; factories are closed up and railgive of his best with the radio up- consider one qr two aspects of it alone
road service suffering from the disstairs or next-door (and in a few to the exclusion of all others. To be
system.
*u»-bance of China's
sure, part of the function of LiteraThe increase in banditry, too, Dr. eases, two floors up or down) tooting ture is relaxation, but it is not merely
Koo ascribes to the removal of Chi- away right merrily. If the Federal a means of escape from the realities
Radio can do it, why not Bowdoin
nese police, militia and other governof the world; rather should it bring
Japan College? .» » * * a *
ing and restraining powers.
one up against realities which one
has not yet had a chance to build
In
Late news has it that Norm does not ordinarily encounter.
up a resistance against these bandits:
Eastoa's dog, Graf, and the Uaie" English literature there is a strong
conditions have so changed that where
preoccupation with the moral order,
eat,
Hortense,
were
splendid
staging
a
formerly Dr. Koo was never molested
serious comment,
much
it contains
rough-and-tumble
in
lobby.
Specthe
in his numerous sroines and comings,
but luckily there are not many people
tators crowded around copiously
lie now would run risk of being atin it just for art's sake" ".
tacked if he were to appear on the thousands of 'em and Union assistants passed around with baskets of
Very Active Here
streets after six p. m.
p«p-corn. soda, and ice cream .
When interviewed recently, ProfesWider Implications
(Well they should have).
sor Ridley was reluctant to express
As Dr. Koo traveled through Japan,
any set ideas on American principles
on his way to this country, he was imand ideals as compared with those of
pressed with the Quietness of the JapaEngland. He claims that as yet he
nese people. He says that the Japahas been here too short a time to
the
nese want trouble as little as do
have sufficiently well formulated his
Chinese, but are being incented by
However, it is well known
opinions.
il <.ntin.i.
militarists in their country.
*<r»«,
I
P*a*
that he has been at Bowdoin sufBut when a ptoup in any country
"Many will doubtless find a place ficiently long to win his way into the
creates for itself a vast resource of
in the standard dictionaries, but in hearts of those who have come into
fighting material, the mind* of the most, if not all cases,
merely as contact with him. He has taken much
uroup take on a belligerent attitude. forms of slang," according
to Prof. interest in matters of extracurricular
"In a group of plavin«r children, what Z. W. Coombs, of
the Worcester interest at the college and in the projhappens when one child finds a stick?" Polytechnic Institute
in
Massachu- ects of the townspeople of Brunswick.
asks Dr. Koo. "He wants to lay it on setts.
He was very active in the designing
It is
someone's head immediately."
Slaps "Slang-Slingers"
and construction of the sets for "On
fust the same with nations and their
"The prime trait of slang-slingers the Hiring Line", which was presentlarge weapons. Here Dr. Koo expressed the desire that all students, seems to be the facility with which ed by the Emergency Relief of Brunsin fact all our people, regardless of the words of the language are slung wick for the benefit of the unemcur present stand on armaments and right and left by them with a total ployed; and was indispensable to the
war, would realize that building up disregard for propriety" wrote Prof. Masque and Gown for his help on
armies and navies and air forces is H. J. Tunney of the University of "Wings Over Europe", which was
Bowdoin Christmas
at
also building up an attitude of war- Notre Dame, in a long and entertain- presented
mindedness.
ing discussion of Winchell's English. House Party and is to be given in
Furthermore, adds Dr. Koo, when
"When Mr. Walter Winchell tells Portland and' Bangor.
Mr. Ridley has also given many
one nation develops a militaristic at- of a mis-mated married couple who
titude, this attitude is very apt to be- have gone to Nevada to 'Reno-vate'," lectures to clubs and literary organizaget a similar state of mind in other na- Professor Tunney added, "we must, tions throughout the state during the
tions, especially neighboring nations. perforce, chuckle. That is a clever, last few months, and doubtless many
And as far as forgetting this urge to witty expression; and so is 'Renoto- who have been in his audiences in the
war and looking to peaceful resorts, riety'. The only objection is that Est will welcome the opportunity of
aring him again when he lectures in
the Chinese people display signs such Mr. Winchell is too well aware of his
as one Dr. Koo described in particular: wit and cleverness."
Bangor.
a Manchurian figure kneeling before
"Language is constantly growing
an impotent wooden idol labelled and constantly changing," commented
"Leaerue of Nations". "It is not", says Prof. Robert Withington of SmJth
Pressed?
Dr. Koo, "a comfortable future to con- college,
Northampton, Mass. "We
template."
Give tt to
find words in good odor today which
In this situation a great challenge started as slang or were once reMcINTIRE and
is
issued to all organizations for stricted
to a trade or profession.
I
World Peace. "This is the last moment do not imagine that anyone can tell
have international instruments which of Mr. Winchell's contributions
to
questioned in their authority." If it
will last
the
or whether any of them
fails, blame the failure of the League
will."
of Nations in this crisis not upon
China or upon Japan, but attribute its into the Chinese hymnal. The present
Varney's Jewelry Store
failure to the fact that "its member trend in his country is
to express restates have not the vitality to take on ligious emotion through the medium
for Gifts
themselves their part of the price nec- of music
Fountain Pens • Cards
Stationery
essary to make its word decisive."
Dr. Koo next played a representafor all occasions
Offers Musical Selections
tive love song of his land. "Thinking
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
After he had concluded his talk Dr. of the Beautiful One." He explained
expertly done
Koo gave a delightful little concert by that, differing from Western love
103 Maine Street
himself, playing some airs of his na- songs, very few Chinese love songs
tive land on a Chinese flute-like in- represent men singing to women, but
vice versa; many bomelv touches
strument.
Stylos
Music, the Doctor explained, is hie creep into their songs, and they desk
own hobby and form of relaxation. more with love after marriage than Bostonian
FTorsheim
The instrument had a very pleasing before.
$5 to $10
After these selections. Dr. Koo
tone, and the few numbers he played
were followed bv requests for encores. played "The Ten Cups of Wine" and
He first slaved a Buddhist chant, concluded with a familiar Western air
which, be says, has been incorporated "Blue Bells of Scotland."
pillows

*«*••
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fields.

what
The plan as
it is all

Tarbell '32, president of

and Albert S. Davis '33, Varsity Manager, have been selected by judges at
the try-outs held last Friday. January
15, to represent Bowdoin in debating

—

—

W.

Albert

the Debating Council. Lincoln Smith

It

—

DEBATERS PREPARE
FOR EXTENSIVE

W?

BSgggBBMB?"WIS—^—fa

IV ORIENT favors and urges serious considerstion of the following: a senior
dotiltutjf, a

cret clauses" in leasee of Manchurian
land for railroads signed by China
with Japan's bayonets at her back.
These clauses gave the power of cancellation or renewal of the leases to
the lessees, Japanese, rather than to

The complaint on Japan's
'68

VeLLXL

—

—

Dominic N. Antonoed tl
Francis H. Donaldson "83

every-day love for something we all have in common. This is the
true function of the'Union, and it is fulfilling it well.
On the more practical side the Union makes possible many college functions formerly, impossible for the mere lack of an adeSmokers, tea dances, informal meetings were all
quate' place.
gravely handicapped if not ruled oat entirely before we had this
building. Publications and other activities in those days had to
(Continued from pat* 1)
get along with inadequate quarters, if indeed they had any central
meeting places whatsoever. Perhaps the Orient feels this as much establishes police stations in this land
belonging to China.
as any other organization, for the Union plays no small part in the
Still another effect of the new immimanagement of the paper, both from business and editorial stand- gration originates from certain "se-
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To the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient:
Richard N. Sanger

In these times a prize of $500.00
be interesting, especially
when it will be paid for a maximum of
three thousand words on a lively subiect obscured, it is true, by a less

ouTht to

lively title.

known

as the Percival
Wood Clement Prize "for the best
thesis in the support of the principles
of
the United
Constitution
of the
States of America and the first ten
amendments thereto."

The

prize is

It is an annual prize, open to students of the junior and senior classes
of eighteen New England colleges, including yours. It has been in effect
three years. The first year there were
only five entries, the second year only
nine, and last year only twelve.
The donor, who died in 1927, was a
former Governor of Vermont and a
devoted advocate of the rights of
States against what he believed to be
increasing encroachment upon them
Geerge T. Sewall
by the Federal Government Durin :
his term as Governor, he declined to
call a* special session of his State
Legislature to ratify the Nineteenth
or Women's Suffrage amendment. He
was bitterly opposed to the Eighteenth or Prohibition amendment.
In establishing this prize, Governor
Clement sought to encourage young
men and women to study the Constitution and its amendments, of which
he once said:
"It is worthy of note that the first
ten amendments * * were not grants
of further power, but were limitations
and restrictions upon the Federal
Government. * * three of the four
most recent amendments, viz; the Six*
teenth, Eighteenth, and Nineteenth
are * direct invasions of State rights.**
One who would argue, for example,
that the Prohibition amendment has
no place in the Constitution by reaMorrill M. Tozier
son of the character and purpose of
that document and its first ten amendThe Harvard College Library has ments, would be well within the subjust received a valuable collection of ject and might win $600.00.
At any rate, aa Trustee of this
rare books, from the estate of Dr.
Theodore Eastman Jewett, nephew of prise fund, we would be grateful for
The most im- your cooperation toward, a wider
Sarah Orne Jewett.
portant part of the collection is the knowledge of its existence and an inlibrary of Miss Jewett, who was a creased interest in the competition for
well-known New England novelist, it. We must pay $600.00 every year
and the first woman to receive an to some one of you, and all we ask is
honorary degree from Bowdoin col- a good run for the money. You can
learn all about the terms and condilege.
tions from your own college authorFive hours sleep in three days is ities.
Yours hopefully,
the New Hampshire campus record
STATE TEUST COMPANY.
for lack of sleep.
,
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Records Show Gradual Improvement
GIVES FINE COHORT
ViolonceHo
and Soprano
In Fraternity Houses Since 1900

$1.50

On Sale January 20th

Soloists Presented

,

FRONTISPIECE BY ROCKWELL KENT

15t Maine

The return of the Portland Municipal Orchestra Thursday evening, January 14, marked the second musical
program of this season. Conductor
Charles Raymond Cronham. who is

Stmt

Reduced

Prices

rs

Announcement of the construction present, and much more recent, on 3,
new Chi Psi Lodge recalls the which they erected in 1924. The new
tasks the fraternities first edifice was the first modern brick
had in acquiring suitable houses. house to rise as a fraternity chapter
From 1900 the campus has undergone home.
great changes, perhaps none of which
Immediately the rush began, each
have been more noticeable than the fraternity striving to house its memconti nual low of new houses, from bers, for the lucky home-owners held
lowly beginnings to comfortable dwell- a vast advantage when rushing week
The fifes of the Orient tell of arrived each fall. A rather curious
ings.
way struggles of the undergraduate? event happened about 1902, when the
of the

also the Portland Municipal Organist
and a composer,, presented as soloists
.

m

difficult

Miss Katherine Hatch, violoncellist,
and Miss Isabelle Jones, soprano.
The concert was opened by the stir- in acquiring houses for their respective organizations.
ring: measures of Meyerbeer's popular
Fifty years swung by at old BowCoronation March from The Prophet,
a composition admirably suited to a doin before the faculty puritanical,
symphony orchestra of modest ambi- loath to permit undue liberties to stu-

—

4 %

Symphony

t

i

Garfield's

Spa

It

•:

Reduced

Prices

^

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

LEWIS CAUS COURAGE
FINEST OF ELEMENTS

•f Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $5t,tM.
Surplus and Profits, $1«MM

NUOTB

PATBONA6B

if it is

<

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KATWOODK

I

!

PIPES

— "SOLUTIONS'' —
to

texts

all

and just cause, even
the unpopular one. Policemen
shooting it out with crooks may manifest themselves to be paragons of
courage, while these same policemen
may prove themselves nothing more
than plain cowards by accepting
bribes with these crooks.
to be the proper

News Stand

Morton's

There is a marked difference between physical valor and real courage. Many writers lament that a national courage, which is lacking, is
drastically needed during this period of

I

MATHEMATICS

in

stress.
They claim that leaders, not
panaceas and encouragement, are our

Every Problem Solved
Every Step Shown
Diagrams

—

DOMAN

40*1 Walnut

Philadelphia. Pa.

POLL RETURNS SHOW
COLLEGE IN FAVOR OF

faculty
Perhaps
the
well as the wise recognition of their dwellings.
thought that hard times would prolimits.
hibit any action on the part of the
Violoncellist Well Received
18!>6
in
fraternity members; but
Miss Katherine "Hatch, capable and
Epsilon, fourth fraterunassuming violoncellist of the or- Delta Kappa
nity to be established at Bowdoin,
chestra, plaved a violoncello concerto
by Saint-Saens accompanied by the announced its purchase of the old
Newman house. Four years passed
orchestra. Her technique was sure,
old mansion was
her presentation entirely lacking hi quickly, and the
The -fall of
completely remodeled.
self consciousness. It was in the mid1900 saw the Dekes proud in the posdle of this that the lights over the orsession of the first real house on camchestra
unfortunately
went
out.
President Sills took advantage of the pus.

interruption to welcome Mr; Cronham
and the orchestra, to thank them for
their kind presentation of a program
for the College, and to express the appreciation of the College for the fine
work he and his colleagues are doing
After the lights were
in the state.
fixed Miss Hatch continued her solo.
The attractive soprano soloist. Miss
Isabelle Jones, presented some difficult selections from her repertoire.
Miss Butterfield played exceptionally

We

STRICT DISARMAMENT

From Only 42 Per
Cent of Student Body

Ballots

Received
In response to the questionnaire
sent to Bowdoin by the Intercollegiate

Disarmament Council, two hundred often reviewed

and sixteen, about forty-two per cent
of the student body, handed in their
answers. The Intercollegiate Disarmament Council is a national student
present
organization which is at
working, in cooperation with other
student organizations, to learn the attitude of college students throughout
the country on the question of international disarmament.
The replies in general favored
woi Id wide disarmament to the greatest extent possible, ah entrance into
the World Court, and abolishment of
military training from the college
curriculum.
On the question of college military training it seems that
the answers were not based on experience, but rather on personal opinion as only 21 per cent of the two
hundred and sixteen men replying had

well executed, the succession of1 group.

chief necessities for recovery. Many
who contend that better times are well some very difficult accompanijust around the corner are "kidding ments.
themselves along" with this idea of
The orchestra next presented two
must face the original compositions by Conductor
false prosperity.
truth squarely, and transplant soft Cronham, a humorous' bit for the wind
speech for confidence. The fact that instruments, Bu'rlesca in the Form of
many leaders are not courageous is a a Rondo, and a Tango, dedicated to
potential check on advancement.
the members of the Municipal OrPresident Lewis attributed the de- chestra.
plorable state in which some of the
The last number on the program
college fraternities are today, to lack was the Overture to Act I from
of courage and failure to seize op- Martha by Von Flotow. The solo for
portunities that point toward develop- the horn, a difficult instrument but of
beautiful effect when played well, was
ment.
In facing ftie third question, "Have smoothly done by Mr. Arthur Stevens.
?**,
As an encore the orchestra played
I a respectable amount of courage
Glow Worm.
it is easier to judge others than yourself.
The speaker cited the instance

PUB. CO.

St..

was

No.

Then suddenly the stern facultymoods well portrayed.
The whole
program was well chosen for the or- edict was lifted, and amid dubious
chestra. Conductor Cronham and his mutterings of the stricter old guard,
musicians may well be congratulated the undergraduates were given the
upon the height of their attainment as, opportunity to but W, beg, or buy real

^

>'

f

—

wild
considered
even
the
2 (London) by scheme of separate dwellings for the
Haydn, the occasion for the composi- four fraternities then existing on
members,
not
over
a
campus.
The
tion of which was a visit to London by
the composer, was next.
The sym- dozen in each house, lived in t hephony is in four movements, progress- Ends; certain sections of the dormiing from adagio to allegro spiritoso. tories had been assigned to each

dents

tion.

i

(Oo»tim»4 from Tarn*

by Harry Emerson

Review of

brothers in Delta Upsiloa purchased

Benjamin Greene's house standing
where the First National now resides
down town. Anxious to be near campus and in the midst of things, the
sturdy D. U.'s ordered the dwelling
upstreet, over a quarter-mile.
All the college turned out to watch.
aid and offer suggestions.
Benjamin Greene seemjs to have
made a business of selling houses to
fraternities, for his new home, just
erected, was bought by Chi Psi. This
fraternity, by virtue of its recently
announced plans for building, becomes
the third chapter at Bowdoin to possess a modern, brick house; but perhaps we anticipate the event by sev-

moved

.

of occidental cnttrtainare spreading throughout China.

ment
American motion
and other forms

i

j

^

,

^p-»«—
Whwophy ^
w

j

t

Closed Door

t fc*

A

minister who was to deliver an
address before a group of teachers
told a friend that he was going to
speak on the subject "Behold the Open
Door." The friend wisely admonished him to change the subject to
"The Challenge of the Closed Door."
President Lewis quoted: "The young
man looking for a soft place can gen

j

;

Astoria

•W

49 T"and Lexington NEW YORK

When

the Shelton opened (7 years

ago) we began catering to college

men and women.

pictures, concerts,
of amusement are

dents

make

the Shelton their

York home than

a

been greatly reduced.

leader of student thought in China.
He recently spoke at the student volunteer convention held early In this
month at Buffalo, New York. It is
spiring the Theta Delta Chi group through the efforts of the Bowdoin
into action.
They purchased the cor- Christian Association that he was
ner adjacent to the Pbi U. domicile, procured to lecture here.
and also erected a new dwelling.
House-warmings were almost the big and in 1921, because of the intense
social events of that season, with
rivalry which had appeared among
dances and parties holding sway.
the fraternity groups to build new

I
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MATH CLUB HOLDS
MONTHLY MEETING

'

w

from $2.50

Club feature*
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able prices.

houses, the faculty stepped in as a
mediator. Demands by the chapters
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on alumni and undergraduates had
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January 21st

- with •
Charles Rogers • Charles Buggies

Brunswick Publishing Co.

Peggy Shannon
•

also

•

Magic Carpet, Sound Act. Comedy

Prfntcfui

The
Friday

•

gt

Orient

January 22nd

VAUDEVILLE
-

on the screen

-

DOROTHY MACKAILL
-

in

-

SAFE IN HELL
New g

Also Paramount
Saturday

-

January 23rd

Adequately equipped far
College

-

School

and Commercial

PRINTING

HOUSE DIVIDED
•

with

-

Walter Huston • Kent Douglass
Alas Comedy and Sportllght
Mssulaj and Tuesday

-

THE CHAMP
•

News

-

slso

•

SportUght

Samples and estimates furnished

Jan. 25-26

• with •
Wallace Beery • Jackie Cooper

Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Tel.

-

Comedy

*®&1>

ms,

Corr. 1WJ. The

play safe by
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THE RECKLESS AGE

Brunswick 3

garden and solarium.

Restaurant and cafeteria service at reason-

Quill

suasive and excellently written "Flea
for Progressivism." There is no doubt
but that he is familiar with situations
whereof he speaks aiW seems amply to
realize the extreme consequences of the
Progressivism he advocates. George
Pottle writes a musical prose
he
senses
history
the
poetry
of
and its dramatic value. Ray Boiling
deserves especial mention according to
my way of thinking, for Ned Holebrook is decidedly a living and picturesque figure; the picture that I felt I
and of the more import- methodsijf
saw as a result of the description was
solving them and a discussion of the '
moment when he gets the proper 1m- distinct Boiling knows how to choose
obstacles attending their solution.
the details that aie striking and I felt
also that he was writing about some*° aloi?e int0 the
...... the
......
and
...
as hebruan !.
..
set
setI _.,
place
„
his thing particularly
Even Livingstone
88
derne88
familiar
somea discussion
.. ,-Iy, . the
<u.,,
as .usual in the Union. A
off ufcrn*
,i
>,,,,„.
atedthat
that he hand
stated
st
journeys
African
thine that aroused genuine affection
laws
by
Frederic
Einstein's
C. Watt
constantconstant
shoulder
smrower
his
t
God
was
on
in him.
of
\t is ex
exnerted
»*cvea _..
In c i os ing President Lewis ad,
"Blue South." excellently placed, by
CmailUUIiaumilllliiauilMiiiliiailUHllUliai
hearers, when thinking of the way, and a strikingly different tale
Christ, to adhere to what "he himself from thai which precedes it, offers
said, and not what people say about qualities which are rather rare in college publications: a "short, short
him."
story" that ha* a real surprise, excelWednesday - January 20th
Anvone who resorts to underhanded lent delineation of types, well develto
DECEIVER
compelled
will
be
oped
sense of irony. "Bad Business"
exams
in
tactics
- with stuby
accord
own
is a "Parable" and a good one at that,
leave school of his
Ian Keith - Lloyd Hughes
dent scorn and indifference if the for ideal methods of solving a depresWorDorothy Sebastian
sion result more often than not' in
honor system advocated by the
• also cester Tech News is disregarded, ac- failure and show also that the people
News - Comedy - Sound Act
probably aren't wholly to blame for
cording to that paper.
the much advertised business situa-

km

are a* fol-

!

myself.

cannot

in pueotF)

room* for bridge and

been threatening to affect seriously
the needed contributions to the college; thus the faculty voted that no and in the fall of "29 were able to ennew house should be built, or improve- ter pridefully into their new brick
ments added, without consent of the mansion.
Committee on Buildings and Grounds.
When Kappa Sigma rebuilt their
Nineteen hundred and twenty-four former house in the spring of *30, the
saw an even more stringent ruling .college thought ;t had seen the last
the
house should be built at an fraternity improvement for some
conversation ..."
no
new
large house to the A. T. O.'s, who still
The Chi Psi announcement
This is mv honest opinion, and I
expense exceeding the replacement of time.
possess it.
feel reasonably sure that this number
the most costly of the present fra- comes as a surprise, and fraternity
New Houses Appear
But Zeta Psi, long men look expectantly toward the new
of the Quill compares more than
,ternity houses.
Beta Theta Pi had already built resident in their old chapter home, Lodge, which is expected to be ready
merely favorably with its numerous
their impressive
Colonial mansion. had the outmoded dwelling removed, in time for rushing next September.
and often mediocre predecessors.

theless a distinct feeling that it is distinctly and decidedly artificial. But I
am grateful to it for one bit of news:

,

A room

low*: SwimmtfiK pool: completely equipped

—

From now

rates have

Rates from

daily.

have one other unfavorable comjust as well say it
now. "Pot Pourri" left a rather disagreeable impression on me or rather on us. We thought it was "fluent,
flippant, and fantastic;" that may be a
bit too annihilating, but I have never-

ell

Room

$50 per month upward.

I

i

for this is

desire to serve on the part of

ment and might

stories that
praised.

New

the free recreational feature* plas

Shelton employes.

A

feel

any dub or

One reason

other hotel.

hat.

had military training,
The same set of questions
sent to Williams, Amherst and Dart- the closed door,
In a certain institution, conference
mouth.
periods were conducted for those fellows
^° were not ,iTln* - p t0 - h.e
standards of the others. These fel
lows lacked nerve and couldn't resist
temptations. A check up on the accomplishments of this group of felProblems of squaring the circle and
lows since then shows that one out
duplication of the cube were discussed
have achieved distinction,
of two
at the Math Club meeting held last
whereas but one out of three Phi
Friday after the meeting was opened
Beta Kappa and one out of ten of
by President Melcher P. Fobes '32.
that particular college's men have atBoth of these talks, that on cubes
by G. Russell Booth '83 and that on the
Courage "^the common place is
circle by George E. Pettingill '33. were
—£r than the courage of the crisis.
more or less tmet
brief reviews of the
1
his- |
"stuff
ins the "stuff"
maintains
h person who mainta
toncal significance of the questions *S>
d *v „_-£«* is the one who

at

stated further that the written lan-

selves, prodded the alumni into action, and profited by their possession
of a large tract of land on Maine
street.
brand new house arose, in-

we

safe in asserting that more stu-

There about the death of Vachel Lindsay,
erally find
Perhaps I don't care for the style bewere is something behind this philosophy of cause I should never be able to do so

it—under ms

Gradually their

patronrtre has increased;

guage of China is everywhere the
same but the spoken language varies

Fosdick, who, it seems, had known a
girlhood.
since
wo rn—
pertain
(CMtbmaS ttmm poo* 1)
i
The woman, a golf player as well as a
person of large social activity, was the first two, second two and last two
After vis verses of the second stanza. I recent^ricken withI'blindW.
id acquaintance, the well ly have had occasion to read a bit of
iting j,^
known preacher reported this eour- Aristotle's Poetics: doubt has entered
areoUs remark of the woman's: "I my mind* as to what "flayed in mercy
or in fear" could mean. Enlightensti n haVe my niblick and I am going
m
jt
ment would be much appreciated.

i

Waldorf

found everywhere. Charlie Chaplin is
a great favorite of the Chinese. He

.

Others Follow the Lead
But Alpha Delta Phi secretly enAlpha Tau Omega ana Sigma Nu
vied the haughty landowners, and as both bought former homes of Bowthe blasts of winter blew their worst, doin professors. After the War, Prothe hardy brothers moved into a fessor George T. Files, who had
house located on the same site as their served in France, returned to live only a short time.
The brothers in
decent tastes ... he has said that he Sigma Nu purchased his house and
doesn't care what his children are as remodeled it to. fit the needs of an
Ions* as they are interesting and rea- active fraternity.
Former Professor
sonably happy. He won't mind if thev Stephen Young, for whom a memorial
all turn out to be black sheep ... as
plaque has been placed in the lobby
long as thev carry on- an interesting of
Hubbard Library, sold his

Opposite
the new

Many forms

months
.
in different localities.
Sudden Rush for New Houses
Dr. Koo has studied both in China
About this time, 1904-5, the broth- and United States. He is an inveterers in Psi Upsikm bestirred them- ate world traveller and a foremost

eral

3
I

1)

come under the juiisdiction of Japanese courts."
Describes Education
Dr. Koo is on a lecture tour
throughout the United States ami
will be here until early in March.
During the interview, Dr. Koo spoke
at length upon the educational system of China. The Chinese are doing much to reduce the illiteracy of
Their schools
the lower classes.
.The
everywhere are over-crowded.
primary schools are for the most part
supported by local
either
public,
municipalities or the national government. The secondary schools correspond to the American colleges. The
teachers are of both sexes and although no discrimination is shown,
men instructors seem to have the
predominance.

fat

Program

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

KOO DESCRIBES
CHINESE LIFE IN
SHORT INTERVIEW

DR.

PORTLAND (mOffSTRA

BOOK STORE

The Harvest of Time by H.

THREE

0E13ENT

Our editor as contributor has given
an eminently sensible and forcible
expression of what I believe to be the
prevalent undergraduate opinion on
the question of limitation of armament, although I have not seen the
result of the poll a most intelligent
expression of opinion. "Satiric Dialogue" is unquestionably the cleverest
thing in this number of the Quill, and
at the same time gave me as it might
well give certain 'others a very serious basis for solid thought Exist
iag tendencies are admirably trans-

—

—

—

posed through a magic looking-glass,

and Alice Bowdoin mtem herself inverted, topsy-turvy, inside-out, and
backside-to. between the beautiful bifocals of the Mad Hatter and the
"Splendid Character" of the March
Hare. "Concerning Children", if written in French and with about half the
amount of forced cleverness, would
have recalled Montaigne's essay style.
But an the other hand ha svpreaafrl
one idea which many parents would do
well to ponder. Writes Mr. Stratton.
"I have a friend with a good head and

sticking to
OH,

WHAT A GAL

IS

MAKYI

She's on* of ms gsnuino bsawH—

Comoro connotnoHor*
SorrowandprofoMionalbod uck
thtft •wwi

tho

followoo nor tot yooes.

Hot Sno %

a bnoo...tHo stud lOtcMfnor for nor
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LUCKIES

"I can't afford to take chances with

my voice.

So

I play

my

tale by sticking to LUCKIES— they 're always kind to
throat. And I'm doubly grateful for your improved Cellophane rapper which opens so easily with that clever

w

little

tab."

thlning. Hot now
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Protesting Military Training Here
With the intense

interest centered promptly declared by the abused juniors, and resulted in a vqte arver to
Policies recently taking place in the drill again. Rain prevented the drill
College, the Orient believes it would on the following day, thus staving off
be interesting to review the scenes of the ultimate clash; but when it came
I

around the discussion of Disarmament

j

the prill Rebellion of some fifty years
ago. This rebellion was characterized
by a bitter uprising against the
Boards, Faculty, and Alumni over the
question of compulsory military trainin* in this college. Inasmuch as this
very question appeared in the Disarmament Poll just submitted to the student body, it now resumes a fresh im-

j

i

i

I

High

j

'

and

j

I

First Protest Against Drill in 1874

1874 the

«**

protest against

first

RELAY VICTORY GIVES [FRESHMEN DOWN
EXETER MERMEN SLIM
SOUTH PORTLAND
(Ooauawd (Nm hp
MARGIN OVER JAYVEE

the juniors, and the freshmen had decided to cut that day in a body. Toward evening the freshmen joined the
others in a permanent avowal against
is
Scorer
the drill. Whereupon the Faculty im- Wallberg
mediately convened, appointed two
Cracks Pool
professors to discuss the matter with
several of the most prominent memRecord
bers of the student
and three
professors to address each of the three
Although copping four of six first
lower classes.
All this was to noj
avail, merely resulting in further pe» places and pressing their adversaries
titions
and avowals against the to the final event, Bowdoin's Jay vee
natators were nosed out by Exeter
system.
rep
,ast
•**• «*
Greater Part of
Suspended

j

compulsory military training- was evidenced in the Drill Rebellion, the most
serious uprising of the student body in

j

the histoi y of the College. Due to the
need of trained men in time of war,
CoUcrc
the National Government offered to
..
- .. ,
...
m,
place an officer in, and furnish equip*
When the
Juniors failed to attend
ment to any college whose students the next dnlU they were suspended in
had formed an appropriate military a body, to be followed by the other
company President Chamberlain was wo classes. A letter was dispatched
very much interested in military train- to each parent stating that if within
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High jump
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eoal just before the period

came

j

1

I

a

Committee

by

vigorous choiring and groaning. To
this demonstration the Faculty retaliated by suspending the entire junior
class.
The suspension was removed.
however, after six students had been
suspended for a term and one permancntly dismi.-sed. Open warfare was

Boody

street

—437-M

Kroad

jump-.-

Won

by

Adams.

Bowdoin

Both teams swarmed the ice in the
second period, and although Rosenand Godfrey each hammered
hard shots at Denton's pads, no score
was made until Gallagher put the puck
in again on a difficult side sweep. With
two men in the penalty box for the
Huskies, four Bowdoin men went down
the ice consistently, but an overabundance of long shots down the ice kept
the Northeastern goal unviolated.
Dakin rammed home the first White
aroal earlv in the third period, but two
Northeastern tallies shortly after precluded any possibility that the Polar
Bears could knot the count.
Leverone, Gallagher. Carter and
Denton did yeoman service for the
home team, while Dakin. Rosenfeld.
Bilodeau and Haskell were outstanding on the White side.
feld

:

!

|

in.

u

—

'

:

:

—

j

-

Shot put
41

ft.

6

If all nations join in similar reductions in military

lishments intended for use against each other,

how much disarm-

ament would you favor?
22

25 %
37

17

..

76
66

50

None
Bowdoin
Amherst
Dartmouth
Weaieyan

w

.

Yale
Total in seventy colleges

..

50

167

..

..

100

75 '/<
46

60
214
226
210

..

1,878

%

/r

51

300
359
205
987

..

216
..

1,269
13,914

r

..
..

8,005

Do you favor

the American delegation to the General Disarmament Conference taking the initiative in calling upon all nations

II.

to join

t!

s in

reducing armaments?
25
None
46
34
156
31
'

Bowdoin
Dartmouth
III.

Do you favor our
t>ur

Bowdoin
Dartmouth

setting an

U%

'/r

35
171

100

%

52
380

23
120

example for other nations by reducing

expenditures upon armaments?
None
25 '/<
121
41
189
332

Do you favor American adherence

IV.

50

I

50

75

'/,

25
153

to the

r

100

/c

r

/c

9

12

83

152

World Court upon the

basis of the Root Protocols?

No

Yes
Bowdoin
Dartmouth
Wosleyan
Yale
Total in seventy colleges

2.012
12.848

.•

Do you

V.

51
240
72
421

143
503
372

•

4,588

favor compulsory military training in colleges?

No

Yes

186
479
813
420

28
52
117
40
190

Yale
Total in seventy colleges
I.

;

Do you favor dropping military training

.

2,259
16,030

3.720

entirely

from the college

curriculum?

Yes
Bowdcin
Dartmouth
Yale

•

2,064
11,704

7,292

Professor

1200 yards

Thomas

Means,

267

—306-W
Charles Harold Livingstreet—649
Professor Edward San ford Hamniond, 9Thompson street—544-W
Maine

street

Won

by Bowdoin (Hunt.

Relay.
Kelly, Beasley, Kox) j Soith Portland
mano. Folly. Butler. Kershaw), second.
2:15.1.
(New meet record).

«

man

WHITE MERMEN SHOW
STERLING FORM BUT
LOSE TO SPRINGFIELD

(Ro-

!

Page

I

—

—

:

#

try.

Statistics reveal that sixty former
college athletic heroes are now presidents of colleges and universities in
the United States.

—o— O—o—

According to Case Tech, students
who "borrow" electric light bulbs,
break doors, and commit other crimes
which are opposed to the conventions
of society, are to be subjected to a
psychoanalytical
examination.
The
purpose of the test will be to deter-

:

MB

-

»

•

»

:

'

\

t

Dlayed Ben Houser's strong freshman
team of last year 7-1 on their excellent covered rink by scoring five goals
in a hot third period.
*

•

Time: l« 7-ld a.
Diving — Lanoue. Springfield, first
Stone.
Springfield, second; Carson, Bowdoin. third.
freestyle
Wescott.
220
yard
Springfield.
Foster.
Bowdoin,
first:
second:
Jackson.
Springfield, third. Time : t Ba 36 9-10 s.
410 yard freestyle- -Brooks, Springfield. Trst
Trott. Bowdoin, second: Durham, Bowdoin.
52 4-1(1 s.
third. Time: 5
150 yard backstroke- Fowler. Springfield,
first ; Foster, Bowdoin. second : Easton. Bow49 1-10 s.
(New i>ool
doin. third. Time: 1
record).
Bowdoin,
200
yard breaststroke- Sperry.
third.

Hebron Academy's seasoned hockey
club is scheduled to invade the Delta
rink to meet the Junior Varsity sextet today, while the varsity travels to
Lewiston to play their second game
with Bates. Hebron's 1931 team out-

m

m

»

first

:

Densmore.

Bowdoin.

second

:

George.

(New
Springfield, third. Time: I m I" 1-1') a.
The Bowdoin Jayvee hockey team, Sperry record).
100 yard freestyle --Fisher. Springfield, first:
a combination of freshman and reDeane. Springfield, .-**eond Carson. Bowdoin.
serve varsity players, will be playing third. Time: :•* >-]0 s.
their first game of the season today.
160 yard relay- Won by Springfield (Fisher.
weather permitting. An ambitious Jackson, Shields. Deane) Bowdoin Esson,
Easton, Foster. Calkin). Time: 1 m 20 s.
schedule lies ahead for this group, but
dates with Bridgton and Wassookeag;
School skaters have already gone by
Inc.
B.
unplayed for one reason or another.
:

Always Noticed

|

t

:

Lyman

INTERFRATERNITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE — 1932
League

A

Chipman,

PURE FOOD SHOP

League B
Sigma Nu

Psi Upsilon

Delta Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Chi Psi

Non-Fraternity
Beta Theta Pi
Theta Delta Chi
Feb.

16— Psi

A. T.

— Beta

-

18— Deke

-

Feb. 17
Feb.

Kappa Sig
O. - Sigma Nu

U.

-

-

-

{gRISK

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Retail

i

A

Specialty

of

Fraternity

—

—

TONDREAU BROS.

—

j

No

Yes
„•

"l.ile

45
225

172
617

817

1.633

Percentage of student bodv voting: Bowdoin 38'
Wesleyan HO'; Yale 7«.04'-t
.

\ ,

Amherst

83.8',<

—

.

—

.

EATON HARDWARE

—

made

All

Bowdoin Men un

Photograph Work and
Picture Frames

Webbers Studio

"FRANCIS"

—

.

CITY

SPECIAL RATES
will be

—

—

STREET

PHIL BRISK

—

—
—

50th

Watch For Our Representative

Portland. Me.

23— Psi

;

EAST

NEW YORK

574 Congress Street

T. D.
Chi Psi

Irish Srnltyra
16

Trade

Non-Fraternity
D. U. - A. D.

Zete
Feb.

But Never Noticeable

well dressed.

Wholesale

AlphaTauOmega
Kappa Sigma
Delta Kappa Kpsilmi Zeta Psi

Time:

—

Cleaveland street 407-M
Mr. Peter Blair Ferguson, 276
Maine street 145
Mr. Newton Phelps Stallknecht, 1
Maple street— 291-J
Mr. James Fellows White, 27A
Federal street—343-M
Mr. Charles Vyner Brooke, 17
McKeen t-treet— 169-W
Mr. Ernst Christian Helmreich.
Mr. Rhinehart Lunde Korgen.
Mr. Ivan de Tarnowsky.
Mr. Argimiro Martinez.

Research work in American Univeris featured by members of an
education class.
Each man in the
class Is taking one American University or College and making a report on its history, customs, traditions, and present organization and
status.
A great deal is being unearthed about some of the leading
educational institutions of the counsities

Although little information of any
value can be drawn from such a comparison, jup;gline the figures is interesting work. The times were faster
(Continued from fas* 1)
at Brunswick than at Lewiston in
mine why students do things in colevery race but two, and all three field
lege which they would not do at home.
-.
The summary:
event marks were superior. On the
Medley relay -Won by Springfield (Fowler.
other hand, however, the Bobcat cubs George. Deanc) Bowdoin (Easton. Densmore.
CaV^n),
Time:
2-10
3
m
22
s.
(New
tank
all nine of their events, and
cleaned up enough seconds and thirds record).
40 yard dash- Fowler.
Sprirrgfield.
first:
to limit Deering to eleven points.
Shields. Springfield, second: Calkin. Bowdoin.

U. - Deke
A. T. O. - Zete
Feb. 24 T D. - Non-Fraternity
Brunswick Hardware Co.
D. U. - Chi Psi
%
Feb. 25— Kappa Sig - Beta
Professor Stanley Perkins Chase,
Sigma Nu - A. D.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
254 Maine street— 308-M
March 1— Psi U. - Beta
Professor Charles Harold Gray, 45
A. T. O. - A. D.
Harpswell street 442-M
March 2 Deke - Non-Fraternity
Professor Boyd Wheeler Bartlett,
D. U. - Zete
43 Harpswell street—442March 3— Kappa Sig - T. D.
Professor Stanley Barney Smith,
Sigma Nu - Chi Psi
"The College Jeweler"
8 McKeen street—642-M
March 8— Psi U. - T. D.
Professor Edward Chase Kirkland,
A. T. O. - Chi Psi
Diamonds and Watches
18 Longfellow avenue 489-J
March 9 Kappa Sig - Non-Fraternity
Fine Repairing and Engraving
Dr. Henry Lincoln Johnson, 10
Reverend Maurice Roy Ridley.
D. U. - Sigma Nu
Boody street 615
March 10— Deke - Beta
141A MAINE STREET
Associate Professor Edward Hames
Zete - A. D.
FRATERNITY PHONES
Wass, 7 Page street—533Alpha Delta Phi
119 March 1J> Psi U - Non-Fraternity
Associate Professor Morgan Bick- Alpha Tau Omega
D. U. - A. T. O.
10
nell Cushing, 159 Maine street
70
CO.
129 Match 16 Kappa Sig - Deke
Beta Theta Pi
Associate Professor Roland Hacker Chi Psi
Sigma Nu - Zete
We carry the largest assortment of
293
i.Cobb, 286 Maine street— 743-M
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta179 March 17— Beta - T. D.
Delta Kappa Kpsilon
Associate Professor Arthur Chew Delta Upsilon
A.
D.
bles,
Olives,
Chi
Psi
Pickles,
Domestic
and
Im34
JGHligan, 84 Spring street— 501 -W
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
Kappa Sigma
fW Time: Four ten minute periods
Assistant Professor Herbert Ross Psi Upsilon
6 minutes between quarters; 10 minutes kinds east of Portland.
Brown, 7A McKeen street—362Sigma Nu
290 between halves.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
t
Assistant Professor Malcolm Elmer Theta Delta Chi
First game will start at 7.30 sharp;
150
Morrell, 262 Maine street— 441
275 Second game at 8.45 at the latest.
Zeta Psi
Assistant
Professor
Nathaniel
Each house will furnish a timeCOLLEGE PHONES
Riley Insurance Agency
'Cooper Kendrick, 271 Maine street
23-W keeper and a scorer for each game its
Art Building
>J-M
117-R team plays.
Alumni Secretary
Assistant Professor Cecil Thomas Dean's Office
INSURANCE
AH teams shall wear jerseys dis157
Holmes, 6 Longfellow avenue 48!)-W Director of Athletics
551 tinctive of their group.
Mr. Kenneth James Boyei 13 Long- Gymnasium
All questions of dispute should be
551
%
t
Brunswick
fellow avenue 746-M
manager Town Building
Intra-Mural
Heating Plant
716 referred to
Mr. Philip Sawyer Wilder, 27 Mc- Infirmary
112 Willard S. Phelps..
Keen street—537-M
Final play-offs will be on Monday,
Library
413-W
Assistant Professor Albert Abra- Science Building
March
21, and Wednesday, March 23.
413-M
CO.
hamson, 47 Harpswell street 649
Any game postponed must be
Track Department
480
Assistant Professor Herbert Weid- Treasurer's Office
230 played on Friday night of the same
The Sport Store of
ler Hartman, Jr., 16 Longfellow ave- Union
639-W week on penalty of forfeiture.
Professor

ston, 9

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent for Victor Radio

ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring

St..

Brunswick

-

Tel.

243-M

25 years In business

LEBEL'S
Candy and
74

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

SHORT'S MARKET

,

I

i

nue—746-

Assistant Professor Fritz Karl AuA sword used by the Marquis de
gust Kolln, 15 Cleave and street
Lafayette during the Revolutionary
War and surrendered to a Hessian ofAssistant Professor Giles Malialieu ficer who captured him has just been
Bollinger, 86 Federal street— 727-M
presented to Lafayette College by a
Mr. Donovan Dean Lancaster, 40 descendant of the Marquis* captor.
Harpswell street 56-W
Mr. Robert Baitlett Miller, TopsChoice of three courses in English
ham—«02-W
is now offered to M. I. T. freshmen.
Mr. William Wirt Lockwood, Jr.. The courses are "Introduction to Re141 Maine street— 345flective Thinking", Business English,
Mr. Ralph de Someri Childs, 15 and Writing and Literature.
I

442-M

military training?

Bowdoin
Dartmouth

'

No
121
434

94
487
390

Total in seventy colleges

VII Have you had

— 144

Maine Street

the
Mawr show that sophomores work
most, then seniors, then juniors, and
lastly freshmen, who work just about
the normal amount of time.

J

Bowdoin \
Amherst ,..*
Dartmouth
Wesleyan

\

.156

NEWS

Anderson. McMullen.

in.!

school

»

»

"

and naval estab-

A.

Bilodeau.

in.

•won bv high

:

DISARMAMENT POLL RESULTS

S. F.

results of a study carried on by
Curriculum Committee at Bryn

!

ft.

j

!

N.
The

:

inmn
jump

|{ rr n,l

19

;

I

;

"Fun is the most important thing
in college," was said to the Northwestern University freshmen by Prof.
Scoring: first period. Northeastern. Carter,
4:47 3-5 13:35: Northe-afctern. Carter. lH:4r>; second pe- Franklin B. Snyder. Friendship, facts
riod. Northeastern, Gallagher. S:15; third pe- and faith were the other three fruits
6 ft 1 in. riod. Bowdoin. Dakin, 2 :35 Northeastern. Ca- of a college education as stressed by
boon, 5:13: Northeastern. Gallagher. 12:13.
Prof. Snyder.
He defined "fun" as
.._,.„.
Penalties: Richardson. Dakin. MacLachlan.
It. 8 0-8 in. Gallagher. Carttr, Leverone (2). Rosenfeld. exereising the "muscles of the mind".
Dinurwcll,

;

than have the state lose the services
South Portland, second Boyd. Bowdoin.
Professor Philip Weston Meserve, Good.
(New meet
Distance: 20 ft. 8 5-8 in.
third.
of the officer stationed at the college.
Federal st reet-717record).
to transfer the department to the 79
Shot put- Won by Boyd. Bowdoin: Niblock.
Professor Thomas Curtis Van Cleve,
Agricultural College at Orono. Thus. .
Leighton. South Portland,
Bowdoin. second
Page street 649
(New meet
third. Distance: 43 fact 3 inches.
except in time of war, military train If
Professor Henry Edwin Andrews, record).
ing passed forever from the Bowdoin
Pole vault- -Won by Good. South Portland:
1264 Maine street— 512
curriculum.
Boyd, Bowdoin.
Bowdoin, xecond
Professor Daniel Caldwell Stan- Crowell,
(New
meet recin.
Height:
11
ft.
3
third.
wood, 165 Maine street 40
ord).
Discus throw -Won by Boyd, Bowdoin: NibProfessor Noel Charlton Little, 8
Leijchton. South Portlock. Bowdoin. second
College street—388(New
Di-Unre: 111 ft. 81 in.
land, third.
Professor Mortimer Phillips Mason, meet record).

i

to a

:

:

third.

McLeod. Cahoon. Jack.

4:52 3-5
5

Time: 5 m. 48 8-10 s.
150 yard backstroke -Foster. Bowdoin. first:
Kerr.
Williams, second ; Easton.
Bowdoin.
Time: 1 m. 54 s. (New tank record).
200 yard breaststroke -Smith. Williams, first:
Gilfillen. Williams, second
Densmore, Bowdoin. third. Time: 2 m. 5S8-10 s.
100 yard dash- Beatty. Williams, first: Bixby. Williams,
i eon<l ;
Carson, Bowdoin, third.
Time: 58 2-10 s.
200 yard rVlay Won by Williams (Drunes.
Reynolds, Pierce. l"avi
Bowdoin (Eaaon.
Easton. Calkin, Foster). Time: 1 m. 46 4-10 s.
third.

close.

j

2:32 Northeastern.

Mile run

;

!

«*2L

j

Bates freshmen and Deering High
School in one column, and in the other
column the Bowdoin freshmen vs.
South Portland High School.
Bates '35 vs.
Bowdoin '35 vs.
Deering
So. Portland
40 yard dash
*6.1 seconds
1 seconds
15 yard hurdles
Bowdoin (I)
(5) Northeastern
*4 4-5 seconds Haskell, :
5 seconds
u. Denton
Bilodeau. rd
rd, Leverone
300 yard run
Id
Id. Walsh
*34 1-5 seconds Richardson.
35.1 seconds
Rosenfeld. c
r. Carter
600 yard run
Dakin. rw
rw. Gallavher
Iw. Rice
1:23
1:191-5 Robbins, Iw
Spares: Bowdoin, Go<rfrey, Dowlin, MacLach1000 yard run
lan, Hayden, Kimball. MrKenney. Hubbard

j

.

|

Below are lined up for comparison
the results of the track meets between

'

|

gun

;

*

point total to fifteen in the other field
events.
He was high scorer for the
yearlings.
•
•
»

,

A

*

:

:

who was the Huskies' big
in the opening session, was all
over the ice in the closing minutes of
play, and wnirlcd around the cage to
put the puck in the side for his second

*

But the good work of John S. Boyd
for the freshmen must not be overlooked.
Boyd broke meet records in
the discus and shotput, and jumped his

\

'

.

skate.
Carter,

i

»

*

Phil Good was the Goliath of the
high school athletes, and accounted for
24 of their 46 points. He won both
hurdle races, the pole vault, and the
300-yard run. and took one second and
one third place. Three of his victories established meet records.

,

\

*"*

i

captain.

:

:

;

I

,

n£^™Jrf

1

Medley relay -Won by Williams (Kerr.
Smith. Bixby)
Bowdoin (Eaata a, Densmore.
Carson). Time: 3 m. 26 S-10 ».
220 yard freestyle -Bird> William*, first:
Foster. Bowdoin. second
McMahon, Williams,
third. Time: 2 m. 39 S-10 s.
60 yard dash Swayie. Williams, first: Davis. Williams, second
Eaaon. Bowdoin. third.
Time: 25 s.
Divinir
Carson, Bowdoin. first
Lapharu.
Williams, second: Ash. Williams, third.
4*0 yard freestyle Church. Williams, first:
Fenton, Williams, second
Trott.
Bowdoin,

—

(Continued from Faa* If
i

jump bar at

men who had

,

^

j

Adams scaled the high cage after Haskell had fallen on the
puck. Gallagher corralled the disc and
six feet, one-quarter inch,
slipped it to Carter, who rammed it
raising by half an inch the mark set
by Charlie Stan wood, varsity track through the goal under Haskell's

triumph
Bowdoin's
unexpected
in the relay, when four weary
all competed before,
Hunt, Kelly, Beasley and Fox, ran
four fresh South Portland men off
their feet.
Sweeping to the pole at
the gulf, Kelly sprang into a six yard
lead, handing the baton to Hunt a safe

came

^

BY FIVE -ONE COUNT
IN FASTJOCKEY TILT

i

in his

John Weslgy Adams featured
1)
the week end victory of the Bowdoin
blew home but two seconds behind the freshman track team over a surprising South Portland High School agpresent mark, in 2:32.4.

H

^

.

DOWN WHITE

HUSKIES

Sportsman's Pen
Breaking the college record

j

.

^

Continued from Pace

The summary:

event,

distance ahead. Hunt held his drive
until the final lap, and sprinted home
swept
pool.
Swede Wallberg, nine yards in the van. Beasley
through the first lap to increase thej
|hih
f the meet
lead to 12 yards, and withstood the
the
j
rf and shav
2 _ lfJ f
Portland man's drive on the second;
teemd frora the 100
„j (free8tyle)
turn to give Fox a safe lead, and the
Bowdoin record when he negotiated
•»•«=«
Bowdoin anchor man romped homej
tne distance in 56 2 10 s
without pressure to win by almost a
quarter of a lap.
officer.
Since the President was him- conditionally expelled.
leadfng Adams, Boyd, Dominant Field Events
self a General in the Army the De^
Then followed a general press war. 30-24. Having previously spanned the
The 300 yard run, in which one of
partment permitted him to choose his in which , fpr the most part, tn€ 8tu - 200 yard stretch
in the remarkable the numerous records was set, proown officer. Major Joseph N. Sanger dents were condem ned for their lack! time of 1
45 s. relavmen Nilsen; vided the greatest number of thrills.
re P
osen '.and 0"
8
of manliness and their insubordina- Howard. Parmalee and Paee were op^
After the qualifying heats, only one
,^9 tK °n
tion
They did ' h °* ev«- receiv e
ch timistic. A Bowdoin win in this event
Bowdoin man, Tom Uniacke, was left!
R„w«fJin
Ztfill
Bowdoin.
At
first Z*ll,
it was participated sympathy ,
from several quarters. Soon would have conceded the meet to the
At the
against three Caper stars.
b
stude nt* began to -find the con- white m£n?r!
a
oFtwo start of the final, Uniacke, in the seccoming of spring the freshmen and: sensu3 of, ,)p i n i on too much against points. Exeterjjg
was not to be denied ond lane, was rushed out of the way
sophomores were added to the ranks. tnem an d tnc j r stand, and at several
however and saw Webster head Paire and at the first turn trailed in last
It was not long before artillery drill mee tings thev finally agreed to return
wireh. a Manket finish to chalk position. Going to the outside of the
*8 dd ** and thecou^a^umedalto coIleKe , prpvided that at Com- at*he
the fart timerefill 44 4-10 s for track, he brushed past the last Portmore military aspect with the addi- me ncement the Boards should either
the event.
land man, and then cut in on .the third
tion of a uniform similar to that worn abo , ish military training or make it
Wallberg- High Scorer
turn to slip to the post position just
•t West Point. An infantry battalion elective. Otherwise they would ask a
Besides his record-breaking per- behind the second Caper. Trying vo
with the proper number of commis- dismissal.
sioned and non-commissioned officers
formance in the 100 Wallberg annexed pass him cost the Bowdoin star an adMilitary Training Made Optional
was then formed.
the 50-yard dash in 26 s. This netted ditional yard, and Good, leading, had
«
Commencement
brought
many the Swede ten points for the evening's lengthened out into a two yard adAll went smoothly and amicably for
Coming around the final
a time, but soon there appeared evi- speeches on the subject, chief among work and top honors of the meet. Hal vantage.
dences of disapproval and opposition, which were that by Major Sanger, who paRe romped home ahead of two Exe- lap and into the backstretch Uniacke
but at that time chiefly from outside made a plea for its continuance on a, te r swimmers in the 200 as did Larry threw caution to the winds, switched
_. _ by this.. more limited and less stringent basis, Eaton in the 100 yard backstroke. Bill to the outside and tried to get past
the college
.......Encouraged
_ proper.
outside influence, however, it was not *"<* tnj»t °y the Visiting Committee, Keville rated second behind Metzner Gow, and almost beat him to the
long before the Orient expressed the who after reproving the Officers of the i n the dive and Bob Whitmore was tape, losing by a foot.
d<gpo for third in the breaststroke to
dissatisfaction of the seniors, because College in a little sermon entitled^lrood
Art Fox ran a consistent race to
e -iBrii
the training drew too much time and ." How Bowdoin Rulers Should BeBring the Jayvee total to twenty-four. win the six hundred in 1:19 and smash
jhave." finally advised that military
thought from scholastic matters.
The summary:
another mark. Two South Portland
Diving Mctintr.
first:
Keville.
Exeter.
This early feeling of discontent was training be elective, and held only one
trailed him, Baker making a
men
Bowdoin. necond Merriam. Exeter, third.
for the most part overlooked, and the hour three times a week during good
2M0 yard freeatyle— Page. Bowdoin. first; desperate bid to place third for the
This recommendation was Hendrie, Exeter, second Travis, Exeter, third. White and just missed out.
Visiting Committee came out strongly weather.
in favpr of the course, advising the accepted, though each student was re- Time: 2 m 23 2-10 a.
Boyd. Adams and Niblock domi100 yard backstroke — Eaton. Bowdoin. first
Boards to support a definite policy. It quired at the beginning of the subse- Moorman,
Exeter,
second
Exeter, nated the field events, with Boyd doCurtis,
was their opinion that the influence of quent year to choose between gymnas- third. Time: 1 m 16 4-10 s.
ing the best work, placing in every'
tics
and
drill
the
100 yard breaststroke— Pabst. Exeter, first
Maine citizenry had deprived the exinclude racing. He
Exet' r "e nd
WhUmore Bo**5 *"' event that did not
periment of a free trial. With this
The effect of this option was real- {h°|^ t T ime
beat out an easy-going Niblock in the
I m 20 4-10 .
development, the student body under- ized when all the student body, with
100 yard freestyle Wallbertr. Bowdoin. first
shot put, whisked the discus the
Severance, Exeter,
took to manage matters themselves.
the exception of perhaps a dozen, Colony, Exeter, second
cage
to win, grabbed oft
length
of
the
Time: r>« 2-10 s.
signed up for gymnastics. During the third.
Boards Fail to Take Any Action
200 yard relay- Won by Exeter (Skinner, a third in the pole vault, and was secsubject was Wheeler. Henry. Webster) Bowdoin (Nilwn. ond to Adams in the high and broad
In the fall of 1873 the purchase of a following years the
Howard, Parmalee. Patce). Time: 1 m 44 4-10 a.
jump. Niblock was second in the shot
uniform was made compulsory, and brought up before the Boards in minor
Totals'. Exeter 38: Bowdoin 24.
"
was met bv a vigorous protest by the d e «^rees: but * ne
and discus, and Jimmy Crowell
**
«ously to the idea of military training.
giabbed off a second to Good in the
Orient in Ibehalf of the students.
FACULTY TELEPHONES
Records were shattered
pole vault.
meeting of the Boards was called Two chan,?eJ"v Were,-!£ade in °",ce.Tf'
*h«
mcrea8e
President Kenneth Charles Morton in every field event.
forthwith. Prior to the meeting, a let- each u marl^ed b.y a * h
40 yard dash Won by Catlin. South Portter was dispatched to each Trustee number of miktary enthusiasts, but Sills, 85 Federal street— 297
land John»on. South Portland, second Hurley.
never
exceeding
enrollment
of
Mittotal
a
Wilmot
Brookings
Professor
and Overseer containing a cony of the
(New
Bowdoin, third.
Time: 4.4 seconds.
students' petition for the abolishment fiftv Countless suggestions were made chell, 6 College street—388-M
meet record).
Professor Koscoe James Ham, 3
45 yard hiirh hurdle* Won by Good. South
of the Military Department, as well as •»* for lessening and increasing the
Portland Cow, South Portland, second Kelly.
a list of their grievances toward said strictness of t h e requirements, but no Bath street— 715-W
(New
Bowdoin.
third.
Time:
6.1 seconds.
Mr. Gerald Gardner Wilder, 2 Page meet record).
Department. During the session of St®"8 of *reat importance were noticestreet—653-M
4S yard tow hurdles: Won by Good, Sooth
the Boards, a student committee met aDle.
Catlin.
Bowdoin. second
Kelly,
Professor Charles Theodore Bur- Portland
Lack of Facilities Ends Military
a similar committee representing the
South Portland, third. Time: 6 second*.
nett,
232 Maine street— 222
Boards in conference. This, however,
Training
300 yard run— Won by Good. South PortProfessor Marshall Perley Cram, land Gow. South Portland, second Uniacke.
came to no avail, as adjournment came
Finally the ultimate fate of the
(New
Time:
34.1
seconds.
Bowdoin.
third.
Federal
street
6Ht>
before any action had been taken. At
course was spelled in a most amazing ;°"p
record).
Frederic WilIis Brown> meet
subsequent meetings the petition was
600 yard run Won by Fox. Bowdoin Dusenmanner. With the increasing need of 265 rofes8or
Maine street 648
Butler. South
entirely ignored, and the student body!
berry. South Portland, second
more
various scho i astic aC
aca f
(New meet
Professor Manton Copeland, 88 Portland, third. Time: 1:19.1.
reprimanded for insubordinate action. tivit|
*::,"'
necessary to remove!
g
record).
Federa l
r " ""'-"vf
Students Stage Open Rebellion
101* yard nil- Won by Beasley. Bowdoin
the gymnastics from the now finished
Dean
Paul Nixon, 260 Maine street Hutchinson. Bowdoin. second Leiichton. South
Caused by the utter disregard by Memorial Hall to a room in Adams
_ ,
Tin*: 1 :3i.4.
Portland, third.
the Boards of their petition, the spring Hall, and when this in turn was needMile rur. Won by Uniacke. Bowdoin Now»»«„*„„„. ti/„..„„ n«,„;„~,;„ swu.
°
Hutchinson, Bowdoin,
Bowdoin, fccond
lis.
drill was begun with erave disorders
ed, to give it up entirely. It was then JJ*ft£"J
sn t
4 "' NK
(New meet record).
third. Time: 4:47.
Following the threat of severe disci- evident that if the latter was to be
Hiirh jumi> Won by Adams, Bowdoin Boyd.
Professor Orren Chalmer Hormell,
pline by Major* Sanger for all verbal given uq, military training must be
Bowdoin. second Good, South Portland, third.
15 Potter street—527-M
Height: 6 ft. 1 in. (New Bowdoin and meet
disapproval, the students reacted with cancelled also. Whereupon in 1882 the
Professor Alfred Otto Gross, 11 records).
demon.-tn.tion
decided, rather
characterized
Visiting
.

FOSTER CRACKS TANK
RECORD AS SWIMMERS
BOW BEFORE WILLIAMS

;

time for the freshman-sophomore drill
the next day, it was discovered that
the sophomores had voted to support

,

portance.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Three Classes Once Suspended For

In

a—-

::

'

—

Ultra-violet raj's of the sun are the

cause of

organic

known as spring

unrest

which

at the University of Michigan.

The Central Office of the N.S.F.A.
requests that any delegates to the Annual Congress held at Toledo who di>.
not turn in both the questionnaires
.they received, send them to the Central Office, N.S.F.A., 218 Madison
avenue, New York City, immediately.

—GROCERS—
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who

is
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WALLBERGSTAGES Ridley Contrasts English and
RECORD SWIM IN
American Educational Systems

SPEOALEVENT Tells
Breaks New England Time
by 10 and 3-5 Seconds at
Wesleyan Meet

POLAR BEARS TRAIL
VISITORS IN

MEET

Foster and Sperry Star for

White Natators—Wilcox
for Purple
Pioviding the most sensational and
dramatic event in the history of Bowdoin swimming;, 'Swede' Wallberg,
Freshman natator, smashed the New

England Intercollegiate record for the
440 yard free style to smithereens
during the intermission of the Bowdoin-Wesleyan meet last Saturday.
The contest itself, which was practically an anticlimax to Wallberg's
astounding paddle, was won by the
Cardinals from Middletown, 48 to 29.
Breaking the Bowdoin record of 6
minutes, 8 seconds, held by Jack
Trott '33, the pool record of 5 minutes,
41 1-5 seconds, created by Osipowitch
of Worcester Tech, and the New
England record of 6 minutes 34 seconds, established by Russell of Wesleyan, the giant Bowdoin swimmer
negotiated the quarter mile in 5 minThe one flaw
utes, 23 2-5 seconds.
in the Swede's record blasting swim
was the fact that, as it was not done
in actual competition, the record will
not be counted official.

SmhIim 22a Mark
The event started as a match race
between Wallberg and Dick Page, another frosh sensation, but before a
hundred yards had been stroked off,
Starting
turned into a procession.
out fast, Wallberg went past the fifty
mark in 27 seconds, and then churned
a hundred in a minute flat. His time
for the 200 was 2 minutes 15 seconds,
Goattmas oa Fas* 4

FORUM HOLDS INITIAL
MEETING TOMORROW
NJCHT TO ORGANIZE

Education Class Undergraduates in U. S. Better
Informed But Not as Competent to Use
Information

am

not going to try to give you
a detailed scheme of the whole of
English education in its various ramifications because I think that that is
difficult to take in and probably not
very informative when you have taken it in. I am going to try rather
to outline for you two of the main
contrasts which 1 see between your
educational system and ours. One of
these is to do with the actual organisation in an English school.
The
other to do with our scholarship system. Let me first try to make clear
of
terminology
certain
questions
which are liable to be confusing. We
have as it were two chains of educaOne State aided,
tional institutions.
so that education is wholly or partly
free, and the other without aid from
the State in which all the student*
pay fees. The first begins with what
we call elementary schools in which
the education is free and at which
the pupils stay until about the age
of fourteen. Following on these are the
so called state aided secondary schools,
corresponding roughly to the high
school in Which the education, though
not free, is very cheap, and which
I

UNIVERSITY CLUB

takes care of the students up to the
age of 18. But to which a very much
less large proportion of students go
than is true in this country. In the
other chain are our "preparatory"
schools which take care of the student from the age of nine to the age
of fourteen when he ordinarily goes
to what we call a "public" school,
which he leaves at the age of 18 for
the university.
I am going to take the organisation of one of these public schools.
The English school year is divided
into three "terms" and the work assigned to any "grade", "class" or
"form" is so adjusted that the able
pupil can master it in one term and
then pass on to the next form whereas the average pupil will take two
terms and the stupid pupil perhaps
This means that the rate of
three.
progress of any given boy is more
nearly correlated to his ability than
appears to me to be the case with
more than a few of you* schools where
the division is by the whole year instead of by a fraction of the year.
This organization is of course high(Continml on pas* *)
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Banquets Follow Rites of
Chi Psi, Kappa Sigma,

Garden Sat

Sigma Nu

Hailed as Season's Big

Track Event

Four

Maine

earlier.

These institutes are heU every
years aad the natare of the
~ ltn the
tute covered Modem Watery;
the centennial

feUew^

t

YEARLING TRACK TEAM

fat

isihn

1M7, Modern

AM

Sciences; aad in lttl.
The faculty coauafttse ia
that Institate of Literature,
Profeaear Wlaaet B» Mitchell is chairman, includes Pnifleasts Frederick W.
Brown, Stanley P. Cause, aad Stanley
B. Smith; AasietsaTfW raws Herhert R. Brown aad arhert W. HartMr. PbiUp g. Wilder aad Mr.
Ralph de S. Chflds.

aa;

SCHOLARSHIP

fraternities conducted initia-

men were

initiated.
Chapter officers
and alumni attended the formal rites
and banquets given in honor of the

Tufts
Included in Opposition
Against WJhijke

and

initiates.

r day.
1F>a*ie aTnine o'clock on
Acting as toastmaater was Arthur
considerably
trackmen,
of '17. GorPlans to be Formulated; heartened by the relay teams' show- Berton Scott of the class
'35.
RanStuart
Richard
Maxwell
don
ing down at the Arena last week,
l)
Delegates to Williams
are propping for the huge University
Satinvitation
meet
Club of Boston
to Speak
urday night in the Garden. According
to Coach Jack Magee, this should be
The first meeting of the newly hailed as one of the indoor season's
founded Bowdoin Forum is scheduled most important track conflicts.
Every college in New England may
for 7.30 Thursday evening, February
Loss in
The meeting is enter teams in this gigantic competi- Suffer But
18, at the Union.
open to everyone interested, and the tion, and entries for individual colSix Encounters in
cards which were sent out recently leges are unlimited; thus it develops
are not needed for admission. This into a veritable winter Intercollegiate
Five Days
As the University Club degathering will be primarily for the meet.
purpose of getting a line on the or- frays all team expenses, such as room
ganization of the Forum, and for out- and meals, after they arrive in BosReports from the debating team infrom
expected
squads
arc
large
ton,
future.
lining a general plan for the
dicate a most successful tour through
The undergraduates who attended the each entering school.
Pennsylvania where they have taken
To insure fair competition, as well the measure of Juniata College and
Williams conference will give brief
reports on the proceedings at Wil as stiff races, the colleges have been Dickinson College, Feb. 11th and 12th.
"A"
\

,

i

DEBATERS INVADE PA
WITH MUCH SUCCESS
One

!

;

WILDER BACK FROM
TRIP IN INTEREST OF
AM. ALUMNI COUNCIL

two

classes.

since
sistently

it

:

and Atlantic City

Alumni Secretary Philip S. Wilder
returned Monday from a month's
trip in tie interests of the American
Alumni Council of which he is Director of Regional Conferences. In the
course of this tour he has met groups
of Bowdoin men in cities scattered
all over the eastern half of the coun-

Non-fraternity
Zeta Psi

Alpha Tau Omega

Kappa Sigma
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Psi Upsilon
Chi Psi
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Beta Theta Pi

Sigma Nu

11.888
10.928
10.777
10.594
10.000
9.934
9.916
9.791
9.688
9.690
8.930
8.400

FEB. 22nd

EVE

1

;

I

l

(Uoouauad oa

Mr.

Wilder has attended confer-

ences of the Council at Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.; at Louisiana
Rouge,
Baton
University,
State
Louisiana; at the University of Chi<

Continued an pace 3)

OPENING FRATERNITY
BASKET BALL GAMES
HELD LAST EVENING
Beta
,

PRES. SILLS TO GIVE

Prof.

the helmet of an ancient
Persian Paladin to a Chinese insect
box that housed a chirping cricket,
from a rusty old European rifle that

owner from Spain
vs. Non-Fraternity. Delta Upsilon almost banned its
to a set of antique Oriental tiles as
vs. Alpha Delta on Card for

I

j

i

Thursday Night

fragile as Dresden china, represented
the gamut of the immensely ancient
last
played
and valuable collection of foreign
were
basketball series
Tuesday evening, February' l^h. As treasures brought back *<> Brunswick
football league, the by Professor Marshall Perley Cram, in
in the touch
different his recent Sabbatical journey to the
the
teams representing
groups wvrc divided into two divi- East.
seasions; leagues "A" and "B". The
Unveiled to the students for the
between first
played
son's openers were
time last Monday night, Profesthe Psi U's and Kappa Sig s in sor Cram's house was converted into
league A, while in the other division, a veritable museum wherein were
A.T.O. took on the Sigma Nus. All lodged many strange wonders of the

The

first

games of the lntra-muial

to be played in the evening, Orient, representing the craft of
at 7.3<>
the first content beginning
many men, and whole lifetimes of
the.
Hundreds of odd
sharp, and the second at »Ao at
work and toil.
divided into knickknacks gatheied in a vagabond
latest. All games will be
«1
jpasqaj on
journey through the East, and several
larger pieces that had been expresslysought adorned the walls of the house,
its interest being immeasurable..

games ate

P—

NOTICE

Copy for the March

issue of Quill

due on or before Feb. 2oth. All
are
interested
undergraduates
is

urged to contribute.
left at

7 Maine

Copy may be

Hall.

^^saaaaaaaa

the proposal of replacing the play
usually presented at Ivy by an original musical show. After some discussion it was decided that the club should
give either a musical revue comprising a series of unrelated skits and
songs, or a genuine musical comedy
having a central plot. Whichever one
is ultimately chosen will be written
and acted by members of the college.
(Continued oa pat* S)

SERMON SUNDAY AT
Ancient and Valuable Collection
CHURCH ON THE HILL
On Display at Professor Cram's
E. C Kirldsad Will Speak
From

According to the Professor himself,
the pieces de resistance of his journey
were several immensely old Mohammedan water pans, used hundreds ami
thousands of years ago by devout followers of Allah, returning from their
pilgrimage to Mecca. If they were
taken sick upon the way, the small

'

copper pans, lined with myriad figures
and letters, were filled with water
The. Mohammewhich was drunk.
dans' belief was that the quotations
from the Koran inscribed on the inside of the bowl would permeate into
the water they drank and cure them.
"If the water did cure them",
commented Professor Cram, "it was
more a matter of psychology than
anything else. They practiced thii
custom very devoutly, though, and the
faith they had doubtless cured many."

An

blunderbuss,
rusted
ancient
at the hammer and of no possible use other than as an historical
relic, was almost the cause of Professor Cram's disbarment from the new
Spanish republic. Counting the gun
as a "threat to the stability of the
Spanish Republic" the customs offiordered him to leave the
cials
"weapon" at the border or else be
refused admittance. "No doubt the
whole republic breathed easier when
I
came in without the gun," commented the professor.

away

The chirp

of the cricket so fascinated the ancient Oriental that he
used to carry one about in his pocket
all the time in a small case, a specimen of which the professor was fortunate enough to obtain. Scores of
minute Chinese tiles, so deftly painted
that even the most remote features
(GMtnuNt «a rui •)
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are Melcher Fobes, of Portland,

paul

Ellsworth Everett,

Jr.,

of

m^^SO^iSSSSkl^^^
Captain
Usher
a

Wei

nipped
brilliant last minute
awardimj the dash by the Crimson anchor and beat
President Sills praised him over the line by five yards. The
the high scholastic standing of mem- M. I. T. team finished a poor fifth af,v___
„,_._ of
thtk class
nf 1932,
1P o, "v^i,
ha „ ter
te being lapped.
which has
bers of the
Ray McLaughlin, star Polar Bear
125 students. Seven of the class had
a rank of
in all classes the past hurdler, clicked off a splendid heat in
semester, and 33 were on the dean's six seconds, equalling the time of
Monty
Wells, the winner in the finals.
list.
Charlie Stanwood, competing against
Wells in the initial beat, placed second but was eliminated. And in the
second semi-finals, McLaughlin got off
tc a bad start, following the B.AJL
flash, Collier, in second place.
Milers Run Under Handicap
With Captain Harry Thistlewaite.
conceded the best middle distance man
Bowdoin haj produced ia some years,
out with a nulled muscle, chances for a
White victory looked slim. But the

'

MaM

,.,,

j

^

;

I

£

i

A

:

I

:

'

rrtfc
USB
Sabrina quartet and the Williams team
the way. winning by scant inches.
Charlie Allen, soph middle-distance
ace. raced out of his holes as the gun
cracked, but lost the pole to George,
Lord Jeff leadoff runner. Allen hung
fOtnMnml an Turn* Si

Nemesis While Billings

all

Stars
Again the Polar Bears were forced
to bow before the Colby Mules on the
ice.
This time the Waterville sextet
visited the Delta rink and slapped two
goals into the strings while Charlie
Bilodeau was chalking up. a sole
counter for the home team.
In this game which was played Wednesday afternoon, the Bowdoin team
showed the benefit of a couple of weeks
nractice.
The .passing showed great

Mekher
Fobes

P. Fobes '32

PRES. SILLS

STEAK

AT ALUMNI DINNER

was awarded

the Charles,'
Carroll Everett scholarship and will
study mathematics at Harvard UniBS
versity next year. He was a straight
student throughout his course a StudcntH
Earnest
Bowdoin, and is a member of Sigma
"
improvement although it has not; Nu Fraternity.
Serious
leached the final stage, by any means.
Everett, wno .studied last year in
All White's Sallies Stopped by
France, was awarded the Longfellow
Usual"
Violette
scholarship and will study romance
A freshman. "Doc" Billings, showed languages at Harvard next year. He President
Kenneth C. M. Sills in an
glimpses of prowess on the skates. He was elected a Phi Beta Kappa at the
address
the
annual
dinner of the
at
Baaed the puck with a gusto several end of his junior vear and is a memtimes to give Violette a few bad mo- ber of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, Bowdoin Alumni Association of New
York at the Park Lane Jan. 29 called
meats The latter guarded the Colby
Pre8ident Sill3 announced that the attention to the fact that in many
j fr* • •*»»** Uaeaaa. cup that is given annually American colleges the attitude of the
h,m :
..
to the preparatory school whose grad- undergraduates toward their intellungs did most of his work in the
collectively highest in the lectual tasks is "more earnest and se(Cont'nuad on pan «
Bowdoin Freshman class, had been rious minded than usual."
awarded to Portland high school
"It is no longer the thing to go to
IBIS
Portland last won the cup in 1922 college
---„
simply
r-, to have a good time,"
Deenng high finished second in the he said, "or solely to take part in
1931-1932 competition. Portland was athletics.
Utopia, of course, has
represented by four students.
not arrived but in these days of stress
Rev. Maurice Roy Ridley will be the
The standing of the first five schools and strain as in the days of the War,
guest and speaker at the Ibis meet- on a point basis was as follows: Port- American youth is giving a fine acing tomorrow evening at the Psi Up- land high 16 points; Peering high, count of itself.
silon House. The subject of the talk 15.80; Lynn, Mass. Classical high,
Bowdoin 8.'!'; New England
and discussion has not as yet been 12.66; Edward Little high of Auburn,
"It has been said that twenty-five
announced.
12.166; Boston English high, 11.833. years ago the small colleges were
trying to become big and now the
big colleges are trying to become
small. Bowdoin has held to the even
tenor of her way and is today as always a small college for men only,

NEWTORK

CITY

!
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"More

(

Minded

;

|
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:
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;
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try.

High Win
Cup
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DANCE

Ust Saturday

of

and

MUSICAL SHOW FOR
IVY IS CONSIDERED

!

Following the Tea Dance Washington's Birthday at the Moulton Union
the Sigma Nu house is having a dance
to which a cordial invitation is extended to all undergraduates. The
music it is. expected will be provided
by Ernie George and his orchestra.

in

night at the Boston Arena when the
White mile relaymen ran two of the
best small colleges to the ground.
Portland
Amherst and Williams went down under the flying feet of a picked quartet
Abraxas
in the 43rd Annual Boston Athletic
Association Games.
Two seniors at Bowdoin College
Running against some of the best
were awarded scholarships by Pres. competition the East could offer. Jack
Kenneth C. M. Sills, Saturday. They Magee's two-mile team took over Har-

Graduates

con-

!

spring Bowdoin was victorious over
the Amherst debaters supporting the
affirmative of the same resolution
Feb. J*th and 10th Bowdoin took the
negative and affirmative Tespeetively of this resolution in verbal con
flict with Moravian College of Bethle
hem, Pa., and Cedar Crest College at
No decision was
Allentown, Pa.
rendered in cither of these two
matches.

be a return of another
era of unconquerable Bowdoin track

|

.

been

by Chi Psi.
The complete standing of fraternities for this award is as follow*:

In the

NU TO HOLD

man
Fresh
* *»*»«*««*

i

NWLy^
ytf

IMPROVED PUCK MEN
BOW BEFORE COLBY
TORRID BATTLE

;

SIGMA

What may

teams was ushered

A

CHmb

j

Rollins,
Conferences
at
Attends
Louisiana State, U. of Chicago

Third Place

BOTH MEN WILL
STUDY AT HARVARD

took only four points in all the running
events, copping a first in the discus
throw alone.
fabled White weakness in the sprints and hurdles proved

Kappa

The forensic gladiators composed "Wings Over Europe" Goes
group are Boston College, Brown Uni- of
A. S. Davis, Jr., Lincoln Smith, and
versity, Dartmouth, Harvard, Holy
on Tour Before Spring
'A. W. Tarbell met with but one set
Cross, M.I.T., New Hampshire, Northback from Seton Hall on a 2 to 1 deeastern, Springfield, and Yale.
Vacation
Bowdoin supported the afcision.
Class "B" consists of: Amherst,
firraative of the question, "Resolved:
Bates, Boston University, Bowdoin,
That the award oi the Nobel Prize to
Oh Monday eveninar a meeting of the
(Continued on pas* 8)
Last
Sinclair Lewis was justified."
Maaque and Gown was held to discuss
split into

Awards

ing clean sweeps in seven, the Bowdoin frosh tracksters buried Portland
High School under an avalanche of
points, 100 to 13, in their second, dual

FRATERNITY STANDING

I

(Ooatiaeet o» pas* f)

—

unfounded, and the Pour Bear crashed
through to victory with supreme ease
in both beats and finals.
John Adams, John Kelly and John
Boyd divided almost half of Bowdoin's
secutive Semesters
points among themselves, the former
running and jumping for 16 points
worth, and the latter two garnering
13 apiece.
Torn^ Unjacke, added tte
scalp of another record to
1*
g. t g!t < *.-y »
73£
4:33. lapping the field and swingmg
Delta
Epsilon and home with an easy stride.
Kelly Takes Sprint*
Psi Upsilon
High
Johnnie Kelly blossomed out unexpectedly as a sprint man in the meet,
on
winning the 40 b v a yard and then clipping over the high hurdles in fast time.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills of He also -managed a second in the lows
.Bowdoin College announced today the and ran first leg on the victorious reContinusd on paoa 4
award of the Student Council Cup for
the first semester to the Zeta Psi fraternity, with a scholastic average of
10.928. The non-fraternity group exceeded this figure with an average of
11.888, but is not eligible for the
award.
IN
This is the fourth
x time the Cup

aMwa^d,
which time

Anchor

Frosh Gather in Firsts in All
HURDLE SEMI-FINALS
But One Event Uniacke
Longfellow
and Charles
Breaks Mile Record
Harvard and M. L T. Bow
Carroll Everett Graduate
as Two-Mile Team Takes
Winning all but one event and scor-

Chi Psi Drops From First
Place After Seven Con-

The Chi Psi's held their solemn observance on Friday and
haa has* woo, by

Bowdoin

Brilliant

SCHOLARSHIPS Mclaughlin reaches

little

TOZETAPSI

Whip Amherst and

Williams; Hickok Runs

ARE AWARDED

PILING UPJ00-13 SCORE

meet February 10.
The yearling cinder pounders held
more than time trials against a
feeble aggregation from Portland that

CUP AWARDED

Milers

EVERETT, FOBES

RUNS RIOT OVER P. H.S.

Ust

tions during the past week end. The
ceremonies took place at the Chi Psi,
Zeta Psi, Kappa Sigma and Sigma Nu
Houses where a total of twenty-three

BEARS OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN EXCELLENT
Colby,

A second Institute af Literature is
to be add next yew. Priahlief Sills
ajuwrnced tMs ssoraiag fat ChapeL The
laetitate for the c oBaaa year 1 W2-1MJ
win coatiaae the eafija fcsgaa tea years

WHITE RELAY TEAMS SWEEP TO
SENSATIONAL SHOWING OVER
FOUR COLLEGES AT B.A.A. GAMES

*gH

TRACK INTEREST
at

Of literature
To Be HeU Next Year

Institute

LATEWITIATIONS SHOWS MANY CHANGES

in
|

Huge Meet

Announctv Second

Sills

la
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Bowdoin Grad Creates Wide-Spread
Furor in Porto Rico

By His Parody

at

College Chapel Washington's
Birthday

Next Sunday President

Silly

From Time Feb. 16, 1932
"Porto Ricans
^„ at* beyond
doubt the dirtiest, laziest, most degenerate and thievish race of men
ever inhabiting this sphere. What the
island needs
is
not public health
work but a tidal wave Or something
to totally exterminate the population.
It might then be livable.
1 have done
my best to further the process of extermination by killing off 8."
Late one night last November
young
Dr.
Cornelius
Packard
("Dusty") Rhoads of the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research returned to his* quarters at San Juan,
Porto Rico, and found that someone
had stolen a cushion and some accessories from the motorcar he used. After six wearing months of treating
balky I'uertorriquenos for pernicious
.

will

.

give the address at the Congregational Church, Brunswick.
This occasion comes the nearest to being a
community observance of the 200th
anniversary of Washington'* Birthday.
large body of students from
the college is expected to attend. The
service begins at 10.45 a.m.
Local units of the Boy Scouts, members of the High School, and other
organizations from the town are to
be present. It is interesting to note
that Rev. Chauncey W. Goodrich's
parish had been organized and was
vigorous in life some years before
George Washington was born.
The following day, Feb. 22nd, Professor Kirkland will speak at King anemia (his research Arbeit), after
again that evening giving his blood
Chapel at the college.
(Continued on pace S>
(six quarts in all) to anemic natives.
Dr. Rhoads lsa% his temper. To work
off his anger he wrote a personal letter which included the above quota-

A

JUNIOR CLASS ELECTIONS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
SENIOR CLASS ELECTIONS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25

FRESHMAN CLASS ELECTIONS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29

That made him feel better.
So he threw the noU- among hi.s waste
papers and went to bed.
Next morning one Luis Haldoni,
young Puertorriqueno working for the
Rockpfcller staff at San Juan, found
tion.

ical struggle for control of

the

a New England locality, with
England traditions and with a

in

New
New

England constituency. Of the present enrollment of 570 young men, 470
or 83 per cent are from New Eng-

island

Continoad on pas* 2

legislature was on, and here was a
mighty club to wield. Natives might Oliver Baldwin, M. P., To
be made to believe that the Yanquis
were plotting to kill them all. At any
Speak Tues. Eve.
"The
Tate the point was worth clamoring

On

about.

Last month Politico Albizu y Campos struck. Local newspapers printed
facsimiles of the letter. For those unable to read English, there weir
translations into Spanish. Every third
Puertorriqueno ig illiterate. To such
spellbinders read the horrendous tidings.
The Pope in Vatican City received a photostat of the holograph.
With the insular legislature about
to begin its quarrelsome session lafi
appointed
tlovernoi
week,
newly
James Rumsey Beverley ordered an
investigation. In charge were Ramon
Qui nones
Edwardo Garrido
Dr.
the
representing
Morales,
iaaalal
health department; and Dr. Pablo
Morales y Otero, representing the
Medical Association of Porto Rico.
Dr. George Calvin Payne, resident
the
Rockefeller
representative
of
Foundation, stood by with Dr. Wi!
liam Bosworth Castle, Dr. Rhoads'
immediate associate in the perniciou.ancmia research. Dozens of Pnertorriquenos testified that Dr. Rhoads had
saved their lives, had given them his

the discarded note, ran with it to
Pedro Albizu y Campos, president of own blood.
the Nationalist Party of Porto Rico.
In Manhattan Dr. Simon Flexner,
That shrewd politico at once ordered director of the Rockefeller Institute,
photostatic copies of the letter. A polit(Continued on p«c« ->

Future Of British Politics"
Oliver Baldwin. M.
Britain's

speak

P..

sen of Great

illustrious statesman,

is

to

Memorial Hall next Tuesday
His talk, one of the first
p. m.

in

at 8.15
of hi» tour in America, will be a dis-

cussion

of

"The Future of British

Politics."

Mr. Baldwin deserves attention not
alone as the son of one of England's
great, but also because his own life
has been one of important public service. After finishing school, he fought
with honor in the World War and is
now a member of Parliament. He has
also done some work as an author.
His party ia opposite his father's, and
he ha-, distinguished himself as a
Labor worker.

NOTICE
Non-Fraternity men may obtain
Orients eata week by calling at tht
fif the Moulton Union, where
each man's name will be checked
by the person in charge.

Office

*w

~m

»

»
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
=c

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

$

Maine

approve of a strictly mathematical basis of ranking in most
pRgg, JJU5 SPEAKS
courses,: we do feel strongly that some system which sets a miniALUMNI DINNER
mum average requirement for the Dean's List should be put in
force. Not only would this provide a more just manner of grant*
IN
CTTY
ing scholastic freedom, but it would also set less of a premium
(Confirm* from paga 1)
upon pipe courses in which the required B can easily be had. If a
land. 100 or about 17 per cent from
system of averages were need there would be less hesitation at outside New England. Forty are
taking some of the harder courses where C's are a dangerous con- from New York. The house plan at
Harvard, the college plan at Yale is
tingency. Thus we feel that not only would the revision promote in reality a great compliment
to the
small college.
justice but also a tendency toward more sincere scholarship.

George T. Sewall
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The ORIENT favors and arges serious consideration of the following: a senior
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publications, separation of the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council and undergradaates,
reorganisation of requirements for degrees.

Peter Blair Ferguson

by the death of Peter Blair
Ferguson. A devoted teacher and a gracious character has left us,
and it is with the deepest sorrow that we take this opportunity to
pay him tribute. Bowdoin men should count it a high privilege to
have known this young man and to have studied with him. Though
he had been here but a comparatively short while, his presence
he
about the campus had become a familiar and inspiring one
belonged to Bowdoin.
The minute prepared by Professor Burnett and adopted at the
last Faculty meeting fully expresses the feeling of the undergrad-

Bowdoin has sustained a

bitter loss

—

uates: "Peter Blair Ferguson, instructor in Psychology, died of
pneumonia, following an attack of influenza, on January thirtynineteen hundred and thirty-two, at the age of twenty-eight.
Not in fifty years has this faculty had to make the solemn record of
first,

a loss by death of so young a

man from its membership. Prepared

for a career in Philosophy, he paused on its threshold to make a
further study of psychological problems; and in that field, for two
and a half years at Bowdoin, he took charge of the laboratory. Very
careful in his work, unsparing of time and energy in giving counsel
to the students, and requiring a high standard of performance, he
combined friendliness with wisdom in his daily intercourse among
them, winning their cordial regard and esteem. He liked order,

and was a foe to slackness. He liked his work, and pleasantly anHis modesty and quiet reserve,
ticipated its advancing stages.
indicated in the manners of a formal and graceful courtesy, were
lit by the prompt eagerness of a friendly smile and a genuine readiness to be of use at all times. His stalwart figure striding over the

complicated,

not only from

the who, 68,

friend he

because the pupil* have to be differently blocked for different subjects

so that a boy may be in the fifth form
for Latin and advancing at the rate
which Dr. Rhoads last week sent to
of one form a term, whereas he may
Governor Beverley: "Regret very
be in the 2nd form in Mathematics much that fantastic and playful comand advancing at the rate of a form position written entirely for my own
and intended as parody on
diversion
in two terms.
But it is worth consupposed attitude of some American
sideration whether the complication
minds in Porto Rico should have beof organisation is not a price worth come public document and taken litpaying for the advantages which we erally by any one. Of course noththe document was ever inat any rate suppose that it gives. I ing
than opposite
am sometimes asked whether this tended to mean otherNevertheless,
if
,.
of what was stated.
.,
method does not discourage the aver- slightest seriousness is really stage boy. The answer seems to me Uched to any aspect of thill su bject
*
to be two-fold
In the first place x
return to Porto Ric ,,
lad
even If u) did he is going to leara immediately and place myself at your
fairly soon that he is not so well
disposal
equipped intellectually as some other
Dr. Rhoads was not obliged to leave
people, and I see no reason why he
But
Manhattan.
his researches in
should not begin to learn this posthat, of course, did not terminate the
sibly unpalatable lesson at school.
was ricocheting
which
agitation
But the real answer is that I do not throughout Porto Rico, an agitation
believe that it discourages the averwith
prejudice
of
the
typical
age boy at all. He regards differ- which the Foundation is obliged to
ences of intellectual capacity much as
contend in many backward countries.
he regards differences of athletic
As everyone in Science knows, the
capacity and if he finds that he runs
Rockefeller Institute, harbor of two
a quarter mile three seconds slower Nobel Prize Winners in Medicine
than somebody else he regards that (Drs. Alexis Carrel and Karl Landas a dispensation of providence and
steiner) is where Nobel Prize Winner
makes up his mind to it.
in Literature Sinclair Lewis' Dr. MarThe other contrast to which I want tin Arrowsmith worked. Paul de
to draw your attention is that of our
Kruif, able bacteriologist, who gave
scholarship system. There is applied
Author Sinclair all the learned facts
to the able English boy throughout
and scientific color for Arrowsmith,
his educational career a strong input in two years at the Rockefeller
centive to work to the limit of his
Institute.

m

,

,

.

,

,

1

I

capacity.

When he

goes to his preparatory school he has in front of
him the possibility of winning one of
the scholarships which the great public schools offer every year. There is
strong competition among the various
preparatory schools for the winning
of these and the boy himself knows
that he can save his parents' pockets
if he can secure a scholarship. When
he goes to his public school he is being prepared for competition for one
of the scholarships offered by the various colleges at Oxford and Cambridge and again there is not only the
competition between individuals, but
the competition between different
schools for the honor of winning
these scholarships. In the award of
these scholarships there is no criterion except that of the comparative
intellectual ability of the candidates
as estimated by the examiners. That
is to say, the question of need has no
effect whatever upon the award of the

ability I

can

find

no parallel

in

'<

—

why

can

may

work.

a

succeed in

its

again we have known of students, often taking extra courses, who
were kept off the Dean's List by a single C grade, even though their
other marks were more than high enough to raise them to the average of the men who took only four courses and got four B's. In
fact we have known of cases where men, wisely enough perhaps,
dropped an extra course which threatened their Dean's List standing. This situation strikes us as basically unjust and detrimental
to real scholarship. In several other colleges with which we are
acquainted, the Dean's List is made up of students who attain a
definite numerical average in their work. And while we do not

Dr. Rhoads is no dour, highstrung,
achey Dr. Arrowsmith. He is a
ro nicking young man who has
topped every group he ever has been
He was president of his higii
with.
school graduating class at Springfield, Mass,., marshal of Bowdoin, 1920,
president of Harvard Medical, 1924.
Both his A.B. and M.D. degrees were

Eg^

laude.
six months' stay in Porto Rico
to be
one of the best things that ever happened to the populace there. He and
Dr. Ca«tle dev cWged a thorough-goremedy for
ing and inexpensive
pernicious anemia. They are waiting
for a professional journal to publish

H»

was very productive, promises

at Half Price

-

50c to 90c per

ALLEN'S

DRUG STORE

Liberal Training Valuable
"In these days When college graduates have to face a future full of
uncertainty, the value of a liberal
education cannot be overestimated.'
The purpose of a liberal training is
to develop the resourceful mind in a
23
strong, moral character.
Certainly,
adaptability will be a great asset to
IN
INITIATIONS
young graduates.
"I asked a vocational expert when
(Continued rrom pace 11
he was talking about studying in- kin Sherman '34, Robert Lopton Smith
dividuals to see where they belonged '33, and Robert Cassell Hill '32, each
if he was also studying the vocation- spoke briefly. Among the alumni presal opportunities that would be open lent were F. B. Chadbourne '19, G. R.
to young men twenty years hence. Maclntyre '25, A. B. Scott '17, L. W.
The point is that 'a liberal training Fowles '26. and H. Davies "31. The
gives not only intellectual resources director of the initiation was Warren
for leisure but if it be thorough and William Stearns
Initiates
sound a basis for all sorts and kinds
Class of '34
of professions and vocations.
George Morton Fish
More Emphasis on Social Sciences
'35
Class of
"In the immediate future our colRobert Bowman
leges will doubtless give more attenJames Donald Crowell
tion to economics, modern history,
John Alexander Macdonald
the study of different forms of govTapping Selah Reeve
ernment and commerce, such as' soStanley Allston Sargent
cialism, communism, capitalism and
Gordon Maxwell Stuart
democracy and above all to a more
Arthur Mills Stratton
intelligent understanding of internaStuart Emerson Thoits
tional politics.
The Zetes performed their second in"Dealing with the idealism of youth,
especially in these days of stress, the itiation of the vear, taking in at this
time two men, John Joseph Kelly and
college has as great an opportunity
Robert Roy McNutt.
for national service and for internaKappa Sigma held their banquet on
tional goodwill as has ever been pre
sented
Bowdoin has been described .Saturday at their house. The toast
mast
har !«"
« r w» s
ard
as a college rather conservative in
1£
A m
her educational policy, but liberal
to which Robert G. Dunton '35 replied
her general attitude."
in behalf of the freshman delegation.
and those certain Havana specials ... Other addresses were made by Dono'27. of the faculty
van £>
D. Lancaster '27
Neatest
remark-of-the-exam-period : Jf*
lad gets up hurriedly from his chair, Witoldo Bakanowsky, G.M., and visit
casts a startled glance at the clock, in * delegates from other chapters.
Initiates
and shouts, "C'mon fellas, just time
Robert Coleman Daugherty
enough to get tense for the exam !"
Robert Gilley Dunton
. . . Best place to study: down in the
Rex Harding Garrett
catacombs under Jerry Wilder's newsRichard Junior Hatchfield
paper room . . Social item: Marshall
Richard Stockwell Henry
Perley has come back, plus a fine new
Oram Robert Lawrv
Packard equipped with this and that
Stuart Thomson Mansfield
and a radio . .
John Joseph McCann

four nuTiMrnES
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And with all due apologies to New
Yorker, the neatest trick of the month
is that used by several of the wjser
gentlemen: they tear four (4) pages
out of each blue book, thus making, the
prof think he's getting more than
enough .
And a final smile for the
day is the Codman House dance
placard which announces prices: Gents
50c. Ladies 35c, (and here's the lifted
eyebrow-er) Couple $1.00. Well! . . .
°~~
o o o
Concerning Children
Children have always fascinated
me, although I have never made a
notable effort to understand them. I
never strive to understand fascinating
things, such as children, circular saws,
.

——

FORUM HOLDS INITIAL
MEETING TOMORROW
NIGHT T0^ ORGANIZE
(Continued from pane I)

liamstown. These men are Hubert C.
Barton, Lawrence R. Gardner, Robert
L. Heller, all of "32, and Arthur E.

Moyer

'38.

It

was

originally

The Bowdoin Forum is the result of
the merging of the N.S.F.A. and the
comparatively inactive Government
Club. The new organization is similar
to the N.S.F.A. as regards its purpose.
The object of the Forum is
to bring about discussions by the undergraduates on current topics of
governmental and economic interest.
In addition, the Forum will attempt
to bring to Brunswick speakers on
current subjects.

As originally planned, membership
was to be limited to men in the three
upper classes, but the committee decided that membership would be extended to anyone who is interested in
present-day affairs, and it is hoped that
about one hundred will join. There
will be annual dues of two dollars,
which will serve to cover the cost of
bringing speakers to Bowdoin to address the group.

The ceremonies at. the Sigma Nu
House took place on Saturday night
with the banquet at six o'clock. Edward Buxton presided as toastmaster.
human physique, and an omniscient Brother Fred Miller welcomed the inipoint of view, neither of which grace tiates and Joseph Hoyt gave the remy mortal being. I am cantankerous, sponse. Other toasts were made by
and very fussy. I am subject to severe Roland H. Cobb, Chapter Advisor, and

I

|

|

tier affections, because a comprenension of this sort postulates a super-

colds in the head, and interminable Orren C. Hormell for the 19th division.
mental peregrinations which have a Impromptus were given by Charles
nullifying effect on the benevolent in- Hatch, Allan Morrell, Sears Crowell
and Lee PauL The following alumni
I am a firm befaiences of syllabi.
G. Buxliever in the idealism of Berkeley, the were present: P. S. Crowell.
sadism of the Recording Committee, ton and L. H. McLoon.
and the masochism of the Average
Initiates
hope my gentle
I
Undergraduate.
Charles G. Hatch, Jr.
readers have appreciated this sympaRichard Hartshome
uplifting
dissertation
thetic
and
Joseph B. Hoyt
CONCERNING CHILDREN.
Roscoe G. Palmer

L

Mustard and Cress

—

with
Well, back to the old grind
many little bits of dirt about
thfeWthat that we can hardly find
room ; some of the items are such that
we'd like to sort of roll 'em around en
the tongue, just to get the flavor, so to
speak. But . . . "OKAY, New York!"
On January 22 (which seemed st
the time^o be just like any other day)
radio station
the venerable
whuahed forth with their usual news
pleasurably
were
summary.
startled to hear that the Orient had
conducted a survey of the college
profs., asking what each thought of
Walt Winchell and his lingo. And next
day our own Press Herald reprinted
the article. The catch is simply that
Lucky Strike (no advt.) sends out
these syndicated articles to college
papers, gratis . . . and the Orient had
as well
seen it in the Coe Chronicle
as having ree'd one personally
so

WCSH
We

I

I

—

Just a few hurried bits: certain lad
on the hockey team clocking a startled
Bostonite on the schnozzle for asking
Pres. Casey pass"How's 'taters?"
ing a group of fellas during reading
in town, coming out of a
period
show
and being heard muttering:
"Hrrmph! Fine reading period, eh
.

.

.

—
—

Warry Catlin recently broke
down and burbled that he used to wear
a bonnet (of all things) to school
Fritz Koelln's remark: "German One
has always been a course with a high
death-rate; and I don't like funerals."
boys ?".

.

.

.

.

.

An interesting bit from an Orient of
1881 (editorial) gives us to know that
"there is no reason why a good, wellconducted game of football should not
be as interesting aa any other athletic
sport."
It seems that fledgling grid
game was being sneered at . ... And in
1885 Bowdoin had a CREW (fouroared) which practiced on the Androscoggin and even took over Penn, Cor(Swelpus!)
nell, and Brown.

We

bitterly note that the

Keeping ahead
of the second hand

broken

To keep telephone
swift pace of

service in step with the

American

life,

Bell

System men

.

.

.

tackle

many an absorbing problem,

find many,

an ingenious solution.

.

For instance, they decided that precious seconds could be saved by a change in
long-established operating routine.
operator used to repeat the

by the subscriber— now she

number

The
called

indicates that

"Thank you."
appreciate the importance of the
second thus saved, just multiply it by the
40,000,000 conversations handled by opershe understands by saying,

To

ators

on the average day.

In the telephone business, major improvements that save the subscriber's time and
give him better service often result from just

such apparently minor changes.

BELL SYSTEM
A

NATION-WIDE

in-

tended to have speakers for this
meeting, but that plan had to be given up because of a conflict of dates.
It is extremely important that ail
who are interested in the movement
be present Thursday evening, since
the Forum cannot continue unless interest is shown by the members of
the College.
The program for the
first evening will be short.

spotted adders, sunsets, and the jgen!

.

—

Box

reduced one-half

the details.

(BUSTED to youl Mr. Janitor) balustrade on fourth floor north Hyde remained busted until two days out in
the reading period. Then with hammers and nails came the carpenters
and for a morning made life miserable
for the lads . . And during an exam
in the gym the officials were repairing sundry pipes in the basement. Fine
'S a funny
fellas, these improvers
thing, but in one mail we received an
elaborate prospectus of trots, translations, and simplified course summaries,
and in the next we ree'd samples of the
Bible.
Gosh! first they try to damn
times have is whether they are as
us to perdition, and then they try to
competent to use the information that
save us right back again . .
they have as ours. And there is of
course the further danger that not
Disconcerting, it was. one day (Sat.
regard is paid to the ,
sufficient
afternoon) in the old Cumbersome to
relevance to one another of the variask Ave youngsters sitting behind us
ous portions of information with to Please keep quiet. And then when
which you propose to fill your rea particularly brilliant remark occeptacle.
Though here it is only a curred to us. and we leaned over to the
comparatively small number of your
roommate, to hear Ave piping voices
institutions
educational
that
still
squeak: "Would you mind shutting
maintain
the obviously disastrous up?" . .
.
Depression ushers in the fad
perfectly free elective system, and in- of rolling your own, aided by pateat
creasing emphasis is being laid on gadgets which make cigarettes a croes
the coordination of courses.
between asbestos-wrapped sawdust

amount of information. And that
when you have so filled it you have
achieved education.
The other deThe Dean's List
pends upon the notion of the human
as an organism to be trained.
The publication of the new Dean's List raises a question as to mind
And we proceed not perhaps altoits justice We are led again to wonder, as we often have wondered gether rightly upon the notion that
which yon use for purin the past, just why it is that a man getting four B's is entitled to the subject
poses of training the mind is of minor
higher privileges than a man who makes four A's and a C. With- importance.
We specialize much
out question the grades of the latter represent a higher average and more than you do. As a result your
students are very frequently much
more work than do those of the former. Yet under our present better informed than ours upon a wide
scheme such a thing is not at all an unheard-of one. Time and range of subjects. The doubt I someit

^

cum

your

education.
The obvious argument
against our system is that it results
in over-forcing the able boy. In that
I think there is some truth, but less
than might appear and certainly less
than was true fifteen years ago when
the dangers of cramming were less
vividly recognized than they now are.
What I do strongly feel is that
there is a real danger in your system
that in no point in his educational
career is the able boy ever being
either forced or indeed encouraged to
work absolutely to the limit of his
powers, He has always found it easy
to "get by", "hitting" as one student
said to me "on two cylinders out of
The result seems to me to be
six".
that a number of boys of first-rate intellectual potentiality arrive at college having never discovered what it
means to work absolutely all out. And
that power to work all out is then
much more difficult to acquire than it
would be earlier. And the difficulty
at fairly frequent intervals, the facilities for discussion are rather
is not met by an increasing of the
limited. Such facilities the Forum should provide, and certainly amount of work which the able pupil
When a boy can
is required to do.
will provide if it is supported properly. There is no reason
translate Caesar with ease you do not
in the future Bowdoin should not take its place among the other at all further develop his mind by
colleges as an active leader of liberal thought through such giving him more Caesar to translate
with ease or by making him do what
mediums as the recent Williams conference, or the Model League of he has done more quickly. You want
Nations which has just met at Smith. Only by working through I think to get him on to breaking his
teeth over trying to translate Virgil.
such an organization as the Forum, dedicated to the study of curI want to interpolate a note of two
rent problems and the advancement of broadly liberal thought, different notions of what education
means without saying that you adopt
however, can such a position be realized. None of our other campus one idea and we the other. One idea
organizations are large enough or strong enough to promote such of education depends upon the notion
that the human mind is a receptacle
a course of action. Therefore let us give the new Forum whatever which
be filled with
given

can, in order that

^^

;

The Bowdoin Forum
Tomorrow night the new Bowdoin Forum is to have its initial
meeting. For a long time we have felt strongly that the College
needed something of this sort and at last it seems to be a realized
all that remains is
fact. The preliminary work has been done
for the students to give their interest and support to the organization, so that it may become a truly vital part of the College. Upon
this support depends all the success of the movement. Great work
is being done by similar groups in other colleges. The recent Williams conference attended by several Bowdoin students, was reported as a great success. In these times of economic and political
flux involving the whole world, it is essential that undergraduates
should gain some clear ideas on these subjects. We can think of no
better or more stimulating way for this to be brought about than
by such forum discussions as this new organization proposes to
conduct. For while the College brings speakers here from outside

we

is

Rhoads, demonstrated how stanch a
is to every member of his
staff. They had worked together for
two years on the infantile paralysis
problem, and Dr. Flexner could vouch
for the validity of the explanation

division of the year into three, but

scholarships though the amount of
Campus, blond head thrown back, hinted of old Norse origins. the emolument of any given scholarBowdoin has had the honor and advantage of his all too brief life- ships are in most cases adjusted to
For this
the needs of the winner.
work ; and the faculty of Bowdoin desires herewith to make faith- wide-spread scheme of scholarships
awarded for nothing but intellectual
ful record of its appreciation."
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Win from

Dickinson and Juniata
victory was
The next day a 1 to
gained over Juniata College upholding
the negative of the above question
supplemented by a win over Dickinson the day after.
Last year the
White team lost to Dickinson.
Feb. 13th saw Bowdoin get its first
set-back at the hands of Seton College where they resumed the affirmresolution.
of
the
Lewis
ative
Manager Davis reports that the team
was royally entertained here at
Greensbvrg, Pa.
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WILDER BACK FROM
TRIP IN INTEREST OF
AM. ALUMNI COUNCIL
(Continued from page

cago; and at Atlantic City,

1)

New

Jer-

sey.

New York

Jacksonville,

City;

St.

Augustine, Orlando, Tampa, Miami
and St Petersburg, Florida; New Orleans and Baton Rouge, Louisiana;
St. Louis, Missouri; Indianapolis, Indiana; Ann Arbor and Detroit, Michigan; Cleveland, Ohio; Pittsburgh,
Illinois;
Chicago,
Pennsylvania;

New

York; and Wilmington,
Delaware were also included in his
itinerary, and in each of these cities
Buffalo,

—

—

Jack Magee declared that inasmuch
meet would reveal po-

as this indoor

Paul E. Everett, Jr„ '32

A

Springfield senior was having
trouble with his dancing class, because, we are told, "big muscular
men, no matter how willing make poor
dancing partners for other big men".
So the senior sought the aid of the
local Y. W. C. A. thus securing marvelous results with a minimum efTort.
t

"Good Night Sweetheart", "Tell Me
Why" and "Save the Last Dane- For
Me" are net in an appropriate atmosphere when sung in Fiske Dining
Hall at Bates, complains the Bates
Student. The Student adds that the
favorite "I'm a villain, a dirty little
villain" is not a whit better.

MUSICAL SHOW FDR
IVY IS CONSIDERED
This innovation should be the cause of
greatly increased interest at Ivy.
Those Interested Are Urged to

Submit Material

The meeting was open to all the
members of the undergraduate body
who were interested in submitting ma-

I

terial for possible use in the book or
Anyone who was not present
score.
and who would like to act, or has any

original creations to present for approval is requested to see either W. H.
Perry or A. P. Madeira as soon as
possible.
I
Eliot Smith to Compose Musi*
It is expected that Eliot Smith *33
will lend his talent to the writing of
the majority of the musical score.
Those who will probably cooperate in
the writing of the show are Arthur
Stratton '35, Christv C. Moustakis *33,
A. Samuel Davis. Jr.. '33. Robert F.
|

tential spring power of the various
teams, it should be regarded as highand
ly important; the outcome of the New Hayden '34, Delos W. Evens
England Intercollegiates in May can Stephen Merrill '35. It is hoped that
be largely judged from what happens all the material may be collected, ar-

W

However, the ruling which debars
freshmen from competition hits the
Mageemen hard, with Johnny Adams,
sensational high jumper, and Art Fox,
half-mile star, out of the running.
Rut Charlie Stanwood and Ray McLaughlin ought to clean up in the high
hurdles, if previous records both in
the state and the New Englands can

'

TOMORROW AND TOMORROW

points.

—

A

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

On the evening's schedule are the
usual 1000 yard and two mile runs, a
fifty-yard sprint, forty-five yard high
hurdles, one mile relay, high jump,
and pole vault. These will take place
in the Boston Garden, while three
field events, the broad jump, shot put,
and thirty-five pound weight will be
held in the Harvard cage. Five places,
including relays, are to count for the

in the Garden, he asserts.
Bowdoin Features Powerful Team
The Polar Bears will enter this
huge meet with a powerful bid for
championship in Class "B" and incidentally over the Maine track teams.

«aitnuitMiiaiiiiiiiiiiiu3iiiiiiiiNitaiiiuiituiaa

CUMBERLAND

$M,Mo.

Capital.

Sarnies and Prelta, llet.tOO

Program Includes Tea Events

Saturday

morsels.

Japanese funeral and war masks,
hideous features fashioned out of
tough papier mache, adorned the
walls of the house. Devilishly grinning faces that far outdistance any
modern Hallowe'en concepts, stare
down at the bystander from the walls.
Two elephants, locked in mortal comWednesday - Feb. 17th
bat, their trunks intertwined and
muscles bulging, cast into ivory by
BARBARA STANWYCK
some ancient Medusa, continued their
- in •
struggles on the Cram mantelpiece.
FORBIDDEN
statuette from the palace of the
- also Forbidden City in Peking is another
Fox News - Comedy
treasure extracted from the locked
heart of the Orient. The figure of a
Thursday - February 18th
king, seated on a rooster, far out on
RITH CHATTERTON
the eaves of a pagoda leaves the on-in •
looker in much doubt until it is explained
by the buyer.
- also •
"The statuette represents the figure
Screen Son* - Travelogue - Comedy
of an unpopular king," Professor
Cram related, "who, after he had died,
Friday - February 19th
was cremated, and a in plica of him
VAUDEVILLE
seated on a huge rooster out on the
on the screen
eaves of his palace was fashioned.
THE FINAL EDITION
Several fierce animals were placed
•
- with behind him so that his spirit could
PAT O'BRIEN CLARKE neither advance nor retreat."
Also Paramount News
Toothless Malayans solved the problem of eating hard foods in the form
Saturday - February 20th
of an interesting hollow box that the
professor discovered in Cairo.
A
THE' SILENT WITNESS
- with handle, with five tiny teeth at the end
was placed in a hole at the top of the
Lionel At will • Greta Nissen
- also box, much like a butter churner, and
Comedy - Sportlight
the food was crushed to a pulp by the
prong, and then eaten.
Monday and Tuesday - Feb. 22-23
Many olden battle instruments,
DANCE TEAM
used over the East and in Europe,
• with comprised an interesting part in the
James Dunn • Sally Filers
professor's collection.
An ancient
- also •
crossbow, several lances and halberds
with needle-point ends, many muzzle
News - Comedy - Sport light
loading pistols and three helmets
laiiiiuuiinoiMiiiiiiiioMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiwiMDi
made of chain metal and hardy iron
comprised the primitive arsenal.
Mr. Wilder visited Bowdoin men.
Lamps of evei-y kind and descripNew Bowdoin clubs have been or- tion, ancient Chinese oil lamps, highganized in St. Louis, Indianapolis, ly colored and decorated lamps of an
Pittsburgh, Detroit and Ann Arbor, unknown period, lamps welded from
the Secretary reports.
hot iion and wrought in many fanMr. Wilder took with him on his tastic shapes, decorated the Cram
tour two collections of campus photo- house.
They created a final bizarre
graphs and about six hundred feet of touch to the gleaming masks and
movie film to aid in his work.
Chinese frescoes that set them off admirably.
They were gathered from
Freshman reporters on the Colby all corners of the East, and repreEcho are to be kings for a day when sent an important item in the collecthey edit this wtek's issue of the stu- tion.
dent paper.
As an exhibition, the work is a
nonpareil; as a representation of the
Controversy over the profits from art and works of the East, it is peerthe sale of freshman caps has arisen less; and as an instructive and worthClark University. The student while
at
substantially
collection,
it
body as a whole and the sophomore serves its purpose. Professor Cram
class each seem to think the money is to be congratulated on the comtheirs.
pleteness of his work, and his ardor
in tracing the really valued pieces of
Pound Sunday" ad- art and bringing them 6,000 miles
, "Hear Dean
home with him.
vises The New Hampshire.

ami)
Colby, Connecticut, Maine, MassachuMiddlebury, Norwich,
setts
State,
Rhode Island, Trinity, Tufts, Vermont, Wesleyan, Williams, and Wor-

the Muhlenberg Col- cester.

'

FIBST NATIONAL

GAMES CENTER OF
TRACK INTEREST

1)

Two Debates Same Day
Following the afternoon engagement with the Cedar Crest debaters
Feb. 10th, Bowdoin supporting the affirmative of "Resolved: That capitalism is unsound in principle," took
sides

SHELL BRIAR

fraaa

UNIVERSITVCtllB

success

and

ranged,

definite
this

made by the end of

arrangements
month, so that

rehearsals may be started early in
March.
Christmas Play to Go En Tour
Shortly
..
Definite arrangements are being
completed to put "Wings Over Europe", the successful Christmas play,
on the road some time between now
and the spring vacation. The long
awaited trip will have Portland as its
first stop, and will go from there to
Bangor. The dates have not as yet
been completely settled.
Play to be Shown at Smith and
Mt. Holyoke
The Masque and Gown have also accepted offers to play at both Smith and
Mount Holvoke colleres, and are considering the week end of April 28th and
29th as probable dates. There are also
'

be accepted as significant; Del Galbraith, in the weights, is another potential first place winner.
If Harry Thistlewaite is back in
track shoes by Saturday, the relay
seems fairly certain, with a strong
chance to wrest honors in the middle
distances and long races from Bates.
several other colleges in prospect.
Lavender, Usher, and Sewnll are the
trio who will uphold Bowdoin's name
in these events.
Washington's Birthday Dance
The pole vault will see Jit Ricker
competing for Bowdoin for the first
There will be a Tea Dance at the
time in track, along with Carl GerdMoulton Union, February 22 from
sen; Gordon Briggs has been groomfour until seven o'clock. This dance
ing for the broad jump, while Laris being given particularly for those
sen will enter the shot put.
undergraduates who plan to remain
in Brunswick for this long week
By advice of its dean, Colby's reg- end. Ernest George and his music,
istrar would neither issue a report of
including Eliot Smith at the iriano.
the number of courses failed nor anhas been engaged to play for the
nounce the number of students forced
dancing.
to leave college to the Colby Echo.
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was written

transportation. To-day's ship

is

intermittently operated air whistle is directed downward. The echo is picked up in a receiving megaphone,
and the sound is heard through a stethoscope. The
elapsed time between the sound and the echo
determines the height. Tests show that water, buildings, woods, etc., produce echoes that are different

in the

not only

from $2.50
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swifter but safer and more dependable. Modem
depth-sounding devices indicate instantly the height of
unique feature
the ship above the ground surface.
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•THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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tsxenoUegiate ski-jumping at the
"
winter carnival.
If arcan be made, he will go to
to compete in the intercollegi- openinsr period. After driving two
bard shots from the blue line, which
ate championships there.
Violette cleared, Billings let go another
The 2-mile quartet showed their from quarter ice which rebounded off
Mda to Harvard and Massachusetts Violette's pads. Rosenfeld again golfed
Taeh relaymen, but were in turn dis- the puck at the net but the veteran
few
tanced by the faster Bates and Bos- Colby tender was unbeatable.
seconds later Wilson broke down the
ton College teams.
ice with only McKenney on the defense.
George Spits of N. Y. U. started at Charlie's poke check failed and the
• feat, 2 inches in the high jump, and Colby winjnran had Haskell at his
did not knock the bar from the stand- mere v. He feinted cleverly and popped
ards until he had set a new world the rubber into the strings for the
record at 6 feet 81 inches, and started Mules' first goal.
Haskell Stops Wilson's Drives
trying for the 6 feet, 9 inches height.
The second period started off slowly.
The Boston A. A. track games gave Pomerleau managed to break the Bowdisdoin
defence after a few minutes of
Bowdoin runners their first short
tance competition since last year's play but Bill Haskell sprawled out on
the ice to frustrate his nasty drive at
New England intercollegiate meet.
the goal. The Colby team continued
Winning from Williams and Am- to take the offensive and in quick sucherst in a finish that brought the im- cession the sruardian of the Polar Bear
partial
crowd to its feet, Jack goal made three beautiful saves. All
Magee's mile team furnished one of of these shots were off the stick of!
the major thrills of a great track Wilson, who played brilliant hockey all
afternoon for the visitors.
meet,
Dick Robbins, after half of the peDehna Galbraith, Charlie Stanwood, riod had gone by, slapped a wicked one
Ray McLaughlin and the mile relay for the far corner but Violette's chest
team will be among the favorites in was in the way as usual.
*

SPORTS

IMPROVED PUCK MEN
BOW BEFORE COLBY
IN TORRID BATTLE

Sportsman's Pen
column is dedicated to John
Hoesen •», for his feat in winning

Ofer

*"

*

i

„

A

YEARLING TRACK TEAM

I

RUNS RIOT OVER P. H.S.
PILING UP 100-13 SCORE
(Continued from pas* 1)

{

by team. Adams put on his usual versatile act, winning the 46 lows and the
broad jump, tying for first in the high
jump, and chasing Kelly home for a
second in the 45 highs.

be eligible for this meet, and Bowdoin stanza, Haskell arrested the puck after
will thereby lack the good services of two consecutive solo dashes by Ross of
Art Fox, John Adams and others.
the Colby crew. Play became faster

Uniacke Laps Field
Tom Uniacke's sensational mile was
the one event that stood out in a rather
routine meet, and it was the only event
in which a new frosh record was created. The lean Polar Bear distance
man took the lead at the crack of the
run, raced through the first quarter in
63 seconds, eased up and made the half
in 2.12, and then started to lap the
stragglers.
He picked up the only
Portland man on the seventh lap, and
had the last Bowdoin man circled on
Lapping the Portland
tenth
round.
his
twice for good measure, Uniacke
raised his pace the last few laps and
came home with a new record.

A PLAIN, SIMPLE ANNOUNCEMENT

with Ross finally sifting: throueh to
catch Haskell on his feet and drivinir
one into the strings, ankle high.
White Makes Final Surge

j

i

:

their

own

Freshmen

events.

will not

As

the contest went into its final

j

I

'
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SUITS,

OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS

— $55

$40

White Takes Back, Breast Strokes
Bob Foster and Norm Easton conBowdoin winning ways by
garnering first and second In the 150
backstroke with supreme ease,
and in passing the 220 mark he estab- Jard
j the very good time of 1 minute, 50
lished another Bowdoin pool record of seconds. Densmore and Sperry swam
2 minutes, 30 seconds at that distance. practically a dead heat in the breast
Going into the final forty, he uncorked stgoke to far outdistance Wesleyan's
a placing burst of speed that carried highly touted Guffrida.
In the iinal event on the program,
him to the touch in 5.23:2.
Page, although left far from the a fast Wesleyan relay team touched
limelight of Wallberg's blazing feat, two yards ahead of Bowdoin in the
did a good job of 5 minutes. 41 seconds spirited time of 1.45. Wilcox, swimhimself, that would have been a rec- ming the anchor leg, provided a safe
ord had it not been surpassed in the margin of victory for the Middletowners.
same race.
The summary:
The meet -itself might have re300 yard' medley relay: Won by
solved into .a Bewdoin triumph had
not two White stars, Carson and Calk- Bowdoin (Easton, Densmore, Sperry)
The Wesleyan, second. Time: 3 minutes,
in,
been declared ineligible.
Whitemen cleaned up in the medley 129 seconds.
220 yard free style: Won by Burr
relay, backstroke and breaststroke,
but their woeful weakness in the free (W); Mitchell (W) second; Foster
style events cost them valuable points. (B) third. Time: 2 minutes, 37 J secJim Esson was the only consistent onds.
50 yard dash: Won by Wilcox (W);
Polar Bear sprint' man, and against
Wilcox, captain of the visitors and Esson (B) second; Lodge (W) third.
New England champion, could gain Time: 25.1 seconds.
Dive: Won by White (W); Krantx
but a second and a third.
second; Densmore (B) third.
Captain Ted Densmore, Art Sperry. (W)
440 yard free style: Won by Bur/
Bob Foster and Norm Easton did the
l(W); Russell (W) second; Trott (B)
best work for the White, while WilTime: 5 minutes, 47.3 seconds.
'third
cox, Burr and Krantz rolled up the
150 yard backstroke: Won by Fostallies for Wesleyan.
ter (B); Easton (B) second; Buck
Bowdoin Grabs Medley
land (W) third. Time: 1 minute, 50 &
Bowdoin started off well by taking seconds.
the medley relay, considerably cased
200 yard breaststroke: Won by
up, in the good time of 3 minutes, 29 Sperry (B); Densmore (B) second;
Densmore and Guffrida (W) third. Time: 2 minseconds.
Easton,
i

!

;

j

ag

!

I

.

j

Wells threw all caution to the winds
and sent four men up the ice. Although the Mules crave some scares
in their breaks down the ice, yet the
methods of the White were rewarded
when Bilodeau banged a shot into the Sperry paddled their way through to utes, 52.1 seconds.
Htrinjrs from directly in front of the an easy victory. Bob Foster was good
100 yard dash: Won by Wilcox
for only a third .against Burr and
net after a scrimmage.
(W); Krantz (W) second; Esson
From that point on the White fought Russell, of the Cardinals, in the 220, (B) third. Time: 59 seconds.
hard to tie the score with Billings but Jim Esson, swimming one of his
200 yard relay: Won by Wesleyan
leading the attack but the visitors were best races, almost caught Wilcox in {(Krantz, Russell, Buckland, Wilcox);
not to be repulsed. Again the snow the good time of 25.1 for the fifty. Bowdoin second. Time: 1 minute, 45
on the ice hindered the passing but the
Densmore,. taking the ineligible seconds.
fast pace continued to the end.
Carson's plaice in the dive, was no
Special Event
match for the experienced Wesleyan
440 yard swim: Won by Arthur C
Add 'absent-minded-professor yarns: men, and tried only for the third
the true story of the Amherst prof point. Jack Trott grabbed off a third Wallberg, Bowdoin; H. Richard Page,
who, after he had notified the police against the Cardinal four-forty men Bowdoin, second. Time: 5 minutes,
of the theft of his car during a lec- in the good time of 5 minutes, 47 23.3 seconds. (New Pool, Bowdoin,
ture, discovered that he had walked seconds, which Wallberg's feat far land New England Intercollegiate rec
orris.)
overshadowed.
to the class.
!

,

DRESS CLOTHES START AT $50

four ten-minute periods, with two
minutes between quarters and ten
minutes between halves. Each house
is expected to furnish a time-keeper
and a scorer for every game its team
plays.
Postponed games must he
played off on Friday of the same
week, on penalty of forfeiture. The
final play-offs of the series will be

RELAY TEAMS

tinued

i

j

j

Feeling utterly convinced our customers still prefer good clothes, in
spite of conditions, we are happy to announce an INCREASE in value,
and a DECREASE in price
throughout our entire line.

wallberg stages
RECORD SWIM

OPENING FRATERNITY
BASKET BALL GAMES
HELD LAST EVENING

SHOW WELL AT

held on MondaV, March 21 and on
Wednesday, March 23.

GAMES

B. A. A.

SaSssSSSl toons Pas*

Class "B" in the University Club

meet Saturday night at the Boston
Garden ought to be Black and White
in large quantities. Bowdoin has been

1

on like grim death, staving? off the im- bracketed with sixteen other New
minent spurt of Kaufman. Williams, England colleges, but the Polar Beav
who threatened him for two laps. outfit has extraordinary power in several events.

When he passed the baton to his classmate, Braley Gray, the White starter

A dean at B.U. recently proved to
had lost only two yards.
some law studes that touching his
Gray followed the Amherst man the fingers to his toes with knees
entire three laps without losing: or straight was
nothing at all, and inmakinar an inch, and as Gatchell took cidentally collected forty cents.
|

over the stick, "the gallery was cheering a brilliant race, in which Amherst,
second, far too close for comfort.
Bowdoin. and Williams pounded the
Two-Milers Face Hard Race
boards within three yards of each othThe Whitemen ran in third place
er.
But Gatchell, after hanging at
Hanford's heels for a lap and a half, most of the way in the two-mile grind,
suddenly drove past inside the Jeff- which was one of the main attractions
man when he swung wide off a bank, of the meet. Art Fox. frosh half-mile
star, flashed a startling Quarter mile.
and surged into first position.
and then rounded out his six laps, gi vLast Leg Is Sensational
ing Sewall a good fourth position in
By dint of superhuman sprinting: he the race.
Sewall held up with the leaders unmanaged to hand over this scant advantage to Milt Hickok, Bowdoin an- til the last three laps, when the stiff
chorman. A sensational final leg fol- pace began to tell and Steve Lavender
lowed which easily took the evening's took over the stick in a safe third, poprise for thrills. Hickok was striving sition, thirty yards midway between
desperately to hold off Sweet, of Am- the Bates and Harvard runners. He
herst, who pressed him every step, passed the baton over to Captain Ushwhile auburn-headed Page, Williams er, running anchor, who reeled off a
finalist, sweeping into his first lap good half-mile, holding third place
with ten yards to make up, unleashed a with a strong finish against White,
'

|

|

!

;

tfallant

As

sprint.

the thirty-yard Harvard last-legger.

Both freshman aspirants on the
homestretch loomed into sight Hickok
still held the lead, and he shattered the White contingent. Howie Niblock and
tape with Page, just having overtaken Johnny Adams, showed up well under
the fading Sabrinan, hauling up into the unusually fine competition.

i

We expect to maintain at
workmanship and fabrics

all costs

our present enviable quality of style,

—and to serve you in the best manner possible.

BRISK BROTHERS,

j

The UNIVERSITY

i

Inc.

BUFFALO

of

;

16 East 50th St.
Xew York City

i

j

School of Dentistry

THREE YEAR CURRICULUM
Catalogue Mailed Upon Request

tf

For further information address

was

airai
iraid vjr ran dfatk er

School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich Street. Buffalo, N. Y.

latest College Styles la

wou Id be Shocked
"TTE*S
J. JL

rather a bossy old darling,

and

know how

I didn't

like the idea of

wThe first

my

time I

in front of him,

smoking.

lit

he

he'd

But

sniffed like

all

an

he said was.

That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy.'

"You know Grandfather

it

doesn't take

raised

tobacco in his younger days, so he

knows what's what. I don't, of course
but I do know that Chesterfields
are milder. It's wonderful to be
able to smoke whenever you want,
with no fear you'll smoke too many.

—

Babh sri
Varney's Jewelry Store
for Gifts

SOULE & WALKER

a tobacco

They

Prompt Service • Fair Prices

to $10

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
'

A

taste bet*

Never
too sweet. No matter when I smoke
them. ..or how many I smoke,

Bowdoin

Stationery

Fountain Peas

-

for

More than a
Barber Shop

expert to prove that Chesterfield
tobaccos are better.

a Chesterfield

old war-horse . . . and I braced myself
for trouble.

"And

Oxfords—$5

Alas Tennis Shoes, Moccasins,

Hardware Co.

Brunswick

Bostonian and Florsheim

•

Cards

all

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
103 Maine Street

Institution

ter ... that's proof enough.

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

McINTIRE and

they always taste exactly right.

LECLAIR

They must be absolutely pure...

& GERVAIS

do the work

even to the paper which doesn't
taste at all. In fact. ..as the ads
say..."They Satisfy!'

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

ROYAL

—

CotLcci men prepare far a pratatioa at
viaVninc interest and opportunity. Rectal research has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, sacra than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tuft*
Coil,
lege Dental School offers to its stodsats.
School opera on September 19, I9ii. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing your
career. For information address
:

Lyman B. Chipman,

Inc.

Wiuum Ricp, D.M.D., ScD.. Drm
416 Hontiagtoa Avenue
Saetoa, Moss.

PURE FOOD SHOP

•

Wholesale

-

SPECIAL RATES

Retail
will

be

made

All Bowdoin

Men on

Photograph Work and

A

Specialty of Fraternity

1

Picture Frames

Trade

Webbers Studio

574 Congress Street

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Portland, Me.

.

Mask and Records
Agent for Victor Radio

Popular Sheet

"FRANCIS"
'The College Jeweler"

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Diamonds and Watches

Old Fmraitore. China, Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

Fine Repairing? and Engraving
141 A

MAINE STREET

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
IS 8priag St, Branswiek . Tel. S4S-M

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

25 years la

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
TeL 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

LEBEL/S

bles, Olives, Pickles,

Candy and
74

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET

The Sport Store of

-GROCERS—

Brunswick
who

cater to fraternity trade

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

THEY'RE MILDER

• •

THEY'RE PURE

• •

THEY TASTE BETTER

•

•
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PRIN TING

CREIGHTON GATCHELL STUART
AGENT
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ray Mclaughlin equals world indoor record in high hurdles as white
team takes first place over maine in university club games at boston
To Provide Clean
Towels Regularly Through
Payment of Nominal Fee

College

Foster Smashes Record

As White

In Backstroke

Tankmen Down Worcester

in

Agreeing with modern trends
disease prevention, a recent

movement of the

Large Number of Second and Third Places Give Bowdoin
40-29 Victory

BOTH TEAMS DISQUALIFIED IN RELAY
The value of second and
Bowdoin swimming team

third places was aptly illustrated by the
in its decisive 40 to 29 ducking of the
Worcester Tech engineers in the brine of Curtis pool last Saturday.

Although each aggregation collected four first places, the Polar
Bears opened up a commanding lead by virtue of paddling through
to take the other

two

positions.

Profs Battle Over Intake

THREE BOWDOIN
RUNNERS PUCE
IN JUL IL MEET

Or Exhaust Of Breath As
Chief Cause For Snoring

A controversy over the question of whether a snorer produces the most noise in the intake or the exhaust has divided
University of Chicago snore ex-

faculty to pro-

vide towels to the undergraduates
for use in the gym at a nominal

fee will do much to improve the
system of athletics si the college.
On payment of a compulsory fee
of one dollar on the term bill, students will receive one towel which
may be exchanged at any time in

the stock room for a dean one.
The new plan was devised to
eliminate the dangerous diseases
which might come from using
dirty towels repeatedly. The dol-

Stan wood and McLaughlin
Finish Third and Fourth
in Hurdles

in

Bob

White's versatile!
added a second!
record to his collection by stepping
through to victory in the 150 bark
stroke in the figures of 1 minute, 49
3-5 seconds, supplanting his old mark
of 1 minute, 50 3-5 seconds created a
week ago. Norm Easton, after appearing almost out of the race, came up
with a rush to nose out the Tech man
for second place and beat the old record himself.
Both Relay Teams Disqualified
Two overeager teams turned the
200 yard relay event into a farce, both
quartets being disqualified, Bowdoin
for a premature start, the Engineers
for a missed touch on the turn. Although the White mermen captured
the event, their victory was not allowed, striking eight points off their
Foster,

the

artist,

i

I

i

1

,

\

I

J

1

|

final total.

j

Art Sperry, Captain Ted Densmore
and Norm Easton, as well as Foster,
were stars in the meet that had more
than its measure of exciting finishes
and hair raising duels. For the visitors,
Franklin, McElroy and McMahon were best.
White Takes Medley Relay
Bowdoin got off to a flying start by
running away with the 300 yard medley relay. Norm Easton, Ted Densmore and Frank Howard combining

j

KIRKLAND DELIVERS
ANNIVERSARY SPEECH
AT SPECIAL SERVICE

A.A.U. track and

ROSENFELD FLASHES
TO SCORE FOUR GOALS
Bow doinmen Smash Jinx

as

Opponents Fall Before
Barrage of Shots

,

i

j

unexpectedly brought down
the time in the mile walk to 6 minutes
27 1-5 seconds. The sensation of the
meet was the running of Emmett Toppino, sprinter supreme from Loyola
University, who twice equalled the
world indoor record in the sixty yard
dash to win both his semi-final heat
and the final heat in 6 1-5 seconds. In
the latter event he led Ira Singer of
New York, the defending champion,
'A.

,

\

!

I

'

'

.

i

,

m
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__^_^___^_____ ton's temperament He was not
ST322
SUSQUEHANNA DOWNED laWiS-Eft
nvr nrawmm «xrm mnnn nothing. He did not think in the abBY WHITE_DEBATERS -«• 3jL*js~S? JES
ai.

•
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\

were reading books on theories of

Bowdoin AISO Given

Slight government and politics, Washington
.
_
was reading and annotating his alma.
4*
hidge in Last Debate
nac. In his letters and other writings,
Washington showed no introspective
with Rlltcers
,.

But he had other talents, not poscouncil as a whole is sessed by most of the Americans. He
well pleased with the showing made could analyze a situation, and divide
by this year's varsity. The Bowdoin it into its various vital parts, and he
team, composed of A. Samuel Davis, could meet the problems of this sitJr., '33, Lincoln Smith '32, and Al- uation.
This ability might be called
bert W. Tarbell "32, ha.s lost but one common sense, but it might better be
of the four decision debates in which said, in military terms, that he was a
The team on master of tactics, and could master
it took part this year.
its return from southern colleges re- an objective. An instance of this was
ports two more successful debates to shown at the Virginia Convention.
add to their impressive string.
Continued on page 2<
I

The debating

15,

Bowdoin, taking

side

of

"Resolved;

That Capitalism as a system of economic organization is unsound in
Susquehanna
defeated
principle",
University 3 to <•. The Susquehanna
team last year wor 22 of 24 debates.
Bowdoin
team
the
day
The next
met with Rutgers on the question
"Resolved: That the award of the
Nobel Prize to Sinclair Lewis was
justified" and again took the affirmaThere was no official decision
tive.
on this debate although the press gave
Bowdoin a slight edge.
At present some attempt is being
made to organize an intercollegiate
including
Maine debating league
Colby, Bates, Maine and Bowdoin.
The Council furthermore is considering the introduction at Bowdoin of a
chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, a national
Though strong
forensic fraternity.
principally in the Mid-West, this fraternity has chapters at Colby, Connecticut College and at a number of
institutions in the Lakes Region.
Future Debates Arranged
On March 15, there will be a debate at Brunswick with Tuffs UniBowdoin will support the
versity.
affirmative of the question "Resolved:
states .should enact
legislation providing for compulsory
unemployment (insurance". TryouU?
for the Tufts debate are to be held
in the near future.
While college is out of session, on

That the several

March

25, a

Bowdoin team composed

of men living near Brunswick will uphold the affirmative of the issue "Resolved: That Capitalism as a system
uf economic organization is un>ound
in principle" against Penn State ColThis debate has been tentalege.
tively arranged by Manager Davis in
conjunction with Dr. J. H. Frizzell,
who served as an expert judge in the
Bowdoin-Juiuata debate.

auaaaau
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VOCATIONAL DAY SET

FORNEXTWEDNESDAY
Business Men to Address
Students on Various
Professions
Bowdoin Coftege Vocational Day will
be held this year on Wednesday, March
2
Men outstanding in their own type
of business will be present to speak to
any members of the college interested
in that line.
The program will bejrin
at 8.30 a. m. and continue until 2.30
p.

m.

The Alumni Council Placement Comis made up of men well known
throuchout the State. The chairman
mittee

win of the season by a 5-0
when it mopped up the Durrink with a battered New Hampshire Wildcat that 'found himself powerless against the
smooth-clicking
Polar Bear barrage.
Waltzinir through the early schedule
tilts
in
unimpressive fashion, the

its initial

Wins

Alexander

Scholarship for Work
in History
The Committee on Student Aid

ham

White had run amuck in all its attempts to crash the win column. However, the team gained in effectiveness
as the season wore on, and showed surprising strength in the Colby fracas,
when the Waterville and Brunswick
contingents staged a torrid 2-1 battle.
A win was due when the Polar Bear
and Bobcat squared off last Friday, but
Lady Luck smiled on a caroming Bates
disc, that wafted its way within the
haunts of the Bowdoin cage, iust about
breaking the hearts of the hard-working Wellsroen. The New Hampshire
romp, coming on the heels of these
tough-to-lose reversals, did the Bowdoin troupe no end of good, and should
be an incentive for a clean-up in the

remaining puck duels.
Five-to-nothing does not even suggest the lop-sidednes8 of the Durham
seance. If it were not for the saving
slabs of one scintillating Dave Wark
X. H. U. cage-custodian, the final score
would have passed for a football result.

Rosenfeld Shines
Headed by Johnny Rosenfeld, the
Polar Bears penetrated New Hampshire territory consistently to make the
outcome a foregone conclusion in the
early stages of the game. The Wildcat
refused to click and advanced Haskell
a comparatively light volley of goalbent thrusts. Rosenfeld, cavorting
impressario of the pivot post, hogged
the scoring limelight^ accounting for
four of the White's tallies by the good
graces of his. own war club and tapping
to Hank Richardson who passed goalie
Wark for a fifth goal.
Johnny started the ball a-rolling before the tilt had barely got under way
by capitalizing on a pass from Rich(Cnntlr.uMI nn Ttutr 41

a

New York

lawyer and retiring

President of the N. Y. Civil AssociaWallace Humphrey White "99 of
Lewiston, a U. S. Senator; and Joseph
Blake Drummond, M.D., '07, of the
State. Street Hospital, Portland.
Vocational Day, an annual project
sponsored by the Placement Committee
of the Alumni Council, is intended not

(Continued on pas* ')
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Attendance at Each is Large Despite
Fact That Many Undergraduates
are

Away

From four until seven o'clock on
the afternoon of February 22, Bowdoin College was at home at a tea
dance in the Moulton Union. Despite
the fact that many undergraduates
were away from Brunswick fo r the
week end and holiday, there' was a
large crowd at the dance. Mrs. Roscoe J. Ham, Mrs. Orren C. Hormell
and Mrs Stanley P. Chase poured
while Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing, Mrs.
Bollinger and Mrs. James F.
Giles
Ernie George and
White received.
his orchestra furnished the music. The
lounge of the Union was simply, but
decoappropriately
effectively and
rated with red, white and blue lights,
Following the tea dance there was
an informal dance at the Theta Delta
Chi house, which lasted until midnight.
The patronesses here were
Mrs. Young and Mrs. Chase. The music at the T.D. house was by Bunny
Stanwood and' his Orchestra.

PROF. M. R RIDLEY

COMPARES ENGLISH
AND U. S. CUSTOMS

M

,

Stifles Originality In

Towards

Sports Emphasized at Ibis
Meeting

at the Psi I'psilon House, the speaker
of the evening. Prof. M. Roy Ridley,

compared and contrasted English and
American customs. There were about

members present at the
which was very informal.

twenty-five

lecture
Prof. Ridley talked of the ideals,
formalities, word uses, and general attitudes of the two great Englishspeaking peoples. He pointed out especially the difference in their attitudes toward sports. Americans are
likelv to star in one field of athletics
and make this their profession, whereas Englishmen are usually fairly proficient in several spyrt-s and follow
them merely for sport's sake.
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Bowdoin Sewall

Bay have

Ray McLaughlin swept over

"

when
ter
Hkkok
ced *
for third and fifth; the
thousand. heavily favored for a
Bates-Maine clean-op, gave Bowdoin
six points as Usher took his heat, and
an eventual second on time basis, and

Boar*! Defeat

State Series

led

wood and Charlie Allen at his heels,
th « Polar Bear tracksters never once
relinquished their advantage. Where
.jth*I* weakness bad lain, in the dash,
tte Mageemen gathered four points

Trkk Shot in Extra Period
by Ben WMto Brings on

collected

Galhralth's

enter-

a fonrth.

Throw Beat* Harvard

Del Galbraith did the enacted Sattained previous to last Friday were
urday afternoon when he heaved the
in the Lewiston Arena,
So-aound ball of iron ,60 feet 10 &-$
In the first of two overtime inches'.
toss of
\
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NEW
MEMBEROF FACULTY

DR. V.L. MILLER
j

j

Will Fill Psychology Dept
Vacancy Left by the Late
Peter B. Ferguson
In
Thursday morning Chapel,
Sills
announced the appointment of Dr. Vernon L. Miller to
the department of Psychology. The
new Instructor will fill the vacancy
caused by the death ot Peter B. Ferguson.

President

latest member of the faculty
a graduate of Ohio State Univer-

The
is

sity in the class of 1925.

same

FORBAS^ALLSiUAD

Well Qualified for

New Material

;

I

|

j

|

'

;
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"There's nothing much to say"
"none too promising", "pretty slim",
these were terms which Coach Linn
Wells found appropriate in a brief
comment on the White's baseball
chances for the coming season, as he
looked over the candidates that his
for squad practice had
first
call
brought out yesterday.
Although the squad had its initial
assembly in the gym cage yesterday,
battery candidates have been getting
twice-a-day
with
condition
into
warming-up" sessions since Feb. 18.
Faced with the problem of practically rebuilding the team, Coach
Wells has only four lettermen from
Captain and third baseman
last year
McKown, catcher Lewia, and outHe will
fielders Bennett and Ricker.
have to work on, sift and grade the
present raw material most carefully;
and, he remarked significantly, he can
use all prospective freshmen after
they
arc
that
Easter, "provided

with Professor Samuel Renshaw.
The teaching experience and work
in the psychology field, have thoroughly fitted Dr. Miller for bis position
as instructor here. He is particularly
well qualified to handle the laboratory
practice of the department.

—

TWO REHEARSALS OF
POLAR BEARS HELD
;

'

i

i

,

—

—

eligible."
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Work

Already in his short career as a
teacher, Dr. Miller has aided in the
writing of a volume which is to be
In this work.
published shortly.
"Sleep in Children", he collaborated

"None Too Promising" Remarks Wells on Viewing

mm

j

later

Following his com-

CANDIDATES REPORT

i

,

institution.

•

,

i

He

received his Master's degree from the

occasion McCluskey tore up
pletion of graduate work, Dr. Miller
Onauaaad oa Fa«a SI
taught at the University of Pittsburgh and then at Long Island UniAlso for a time he was inversity.
structor at his Alma Mater, where he
received his Ph.D. a year ago.

On one

;

j

Jack Magee's hurdle

(Continued oa pas* 41

out.

j

'

•

balance on one throw, causing him to
toe the chalk circle, Dal would have
hung up a mark of 68 feet 8 inches.
Blonde sophomore "Swede" Larson
put the 16-pound shot 41 feet 9 1-8
inches for a splendid second to Alley,
weight star or the U. of M. Gordon
Briggs garnered a fourth in a broad
jump where only eight inches separated the first four places; Briggs
spanned 21 feet 1 1-2 inches of the
sand pit.
Finishing the Bowdoin scoring in
the field, Charlie Stanwood entered a
triple tie for second in the high jump,
bowing to his frequent competitor,
Robinson of Colby, at 5 'feet 9 inches;
McLaughlin and Kahili were in a
triple tie for fifth.
McLaughlin Ties World Record
All three of

Student

j

{

At the second Ibis meeting of the
year, held on Wednesday, February 17,

_

men

the big timbers to tie a world record
in 5 4-5 seconds, with Charlie Stan-

in

In a recent interview with Manfredi exam before the. whole faculty; if the
Azzarita who is studying at Bowdoin student hasn't done the work, he fails.
«
The main trouble in this country
.
*..j»„« —
tm
the bv
as exchange student through a.
teJ|ehe
try to „,*
temational Institute of Education and
school and college. Students
the Italian Minister, he remarked that have too much high school work to d:
the average Bowdoin student has far after they get to college, even during
too little personal freedom. This does the junior and senior years.
When
not mean that the student cannot take the European student enters the unia week end or go to the movies when versity, he is fully prepared to carry
It does mean, though, on a particular line of work which he
he sees fit.
that our system of constant check-up himself has chosen. He does not have
on the work of the inilividual student to bother with something for which
doe s not tend toward a deeper knowl- h- ha6 no interest and which hinders
edge of the subject at hand. Here
in the more specialized work of
dailv quizzes, oral questions, hour his ma jor field.
On the other hand the life here at
exams, class roll-call, and even final
exams seem to hem in the student Bowdoin is far more pleasant and enand stifle any spark of originality joyable for the individual student. It
which might be, and in many cases may be said that in Italv there is no
is, the natural endowment of a college Student life as Americans understand
the term. There is no campus at the
man.
In Italy, as in most of Europe, the university, no union building, no place
idea is almost reversed. There the where the students may meet in a
student goes to the university with social atmosphere. The student's cirthe full understanding that he, and clc of acquaintances is narrow and the
not the instructor, i s responsible for idea of a genial "Hi" on campus is
his higher education. There is no talk nuite unknown. Then, too, the chances
about passing off modern language of meeting a professor personally are
certain very slim. He is sort of an austere
fulfilling
requirements or
academic obligations before gradua- personage whom one admires respecttion.
What is done, is done individu- jfullv from a distance. Thus the close
There are no roll-calls at the bonds of friendship ana understandally.
lectures; as a matter of fact they are ing between students and professor
There ate no daily quizzes, at Bowdoin is especially impressive,
public.
no hour exams, no finals even! The Finally, intercollegiate sports are
professor assigns the bibliography on practically unknown in Italy; even
the first day; it is up to the student competition by organized university
In other words, one
to read enough to get a thorough un- teams is rare.
derstanding of the subject. At the ju>t doesn't go out and win the hunend of the year there may be an oral [dred for the dear old U. of Rome.
i

Attitudes
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hockey contingent

at

After

OVERTIME
GIVES BOBCAT WIN
am r imiraTAt!
r
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Azzarita Says American College

j

in

GOAL

field

when Colby

11.

excess of ricocheted from the screening which
|214>00, which will be made immedi- shields the fans from wild-flying
ately available to 146 students of the pucks, bounced off- goalie Bill HasCollege, or slightly more than one kell's back and tumbled into the net
fourth of the entire student body. for the sixth and winning Garnet
The average scholarship for the croup score. Bowdoin apparently had the
is about sitf.
tilt salted at 6-4 in the waning secIn addition to the above awards, onds of the third period, but with
seven State of Maine Scholarships twelve seconds to go Berry hoisted the
amounting to $500 each have been disc past Haskell from mid ice, the
given to the Maine boys chosen last puck zooming through a network of
spring as a result of competitive ex- Bowdoin icebirds who were working
animations
throughout the state. desperately to stave off the tying
These are made from funds provided counter.
by the terms of gift for award to
goal
circumambulating
White's
Maine boys only. These awards, with was the source of heated debate as to
others made available for the For- its legality.
Bowdoin protested bui
eiP1 Exchange students now in resi- tiie goal judge ruled the odd shot
dence, will, with a few other items, good.
bring the total appropriation to?
Haskell Superb
to
scholarship
aid
approximately
The game, though marred by hardThis figure is about $500
$26,500.
verbal argument and even
smaller than the total for last year, checking,
replete with
The largest award is the Stanwood pugilistic combat, was
play.
Alexander Scholarship, which has fast and at times sensational
aggregation, led
been given to Barry Timson ^2, of The Wells-coached
brilliant,
played
Haskell,
Hyde Park, Mass. This scholarship by Bill
heads-up hockey, carrying the issue
« S»ven to a student who has shown to
the Bobcat down to the wire. Has
proficiency in American History, in
custodian, covered
which field Mr. Timson has majored kell, White net
himself with glory before the home
with considerable success,
Tune and again Bill
town
faithful.
Other interesting awards are the
kept
Bowdoin
in the running by turnEdward Moody Scholarship for proing back a Bates drive with a beautificiency in Chemistry, won by Charles
Cloudman Bilodeau '32, of Augusta, ful save.
In the third canto with the score
and the William Law Symonds
favoring the White clan 5-4, the BobContinued on paire 2
cat unleased a five-man onslaught
against Haskell's net in a frantic efPractically
fort to knot the count.
single-handed, Lewiston Bill stemmed
a ten minute tornado of shots at the
Bowdoin goalmouth. First, sprawled
out in a prone position, then, crouched
to rebuff a long range attempt, Haskell was Johnny on the spot through-

\

tion;

so much to send undergraduates into
the special fields presented on the program as to inspire in the minds of the
students some active thought as to
their post-college career. The lectures
of the day, all of jreneral and informal
nature, are open to all undergraduates,
with excused cuts offered to members
of the three upper classes registering
with the monitor in attendance. The
several speakers will welcome questions from the floor, and in most cases

Continued on

AT MOULTON UNION
AND AT T. D. HOUSE
'

with 15 to Bowdoin's

Usfca

>

isWilliam Ellery Wing '02 of Portland.
Mr. Winjr is principal of Deerinsr Hia*h
School.
Other members of the com- Difference
mittee are Wendell Phillips McKown
"98,

•

Well-rounded, the White track and

Intercollegiates.

trailed in scoring only in the afternoon events,

FOURTH OF STUDENTS
WILL RECEIVE HELP

award of scholarships

TWO DANCES HELD

landslide,

Magee's great team, a product of four years' careful planning,
showed sports critics that Bowdoin may be counted on heavily for
the State Meet in the spring, as well as the outdoor New England

Amminfa
nuuiu » PniH
ra "» for Group
*»
Average About $145
Apiece

Timson

i

<

;

the

FOR STUDENTS
ARE AWARDED

j

'

affirmative

—

deadlocked over
Minnesota Daily.

SCHOLARSHIPS

j

I

realize that he was a man of his timea.
He was essentially an 18th century
English gentleman, and had 18th cen
tury habits of living- He was a foxhunter, a horseman, and owned a
stable of race horses. He iiad a good
wine cellar, and once won the praise
of ,John Adams by serving nun and
.
water ia»Um
4 of, liquor.

still

question.

j

M. C.

last Saturday,

championships,

Win

account books. Even though he did
gamble, he never dissipated away a
to a
Esson and Howard duplicated their fortune. He kept a very violent temteammates by finishing close behind per in restraint. He was 18th cenBorgatti in an extremely slow fifty- tury in one last respect; that is, he
was an aristocrat. He was the owner
yard sprint.
°* extensive lands, and was much
Foster Sets Record
t»- i
t»
i_
t
l. «r-_*»
v».i interested in the yield of his crops,
Trott had
.
Dick
Durham
and Jack
JL
,,
_
diti
)iv „ stock.
to Tk
the condition
of his live
and
440
things all to themselves in the
Hl " Temperament
yard free style, taking first and sec!t is difficult to evaluate WashinglOMKuwd oa Faa* si

Monday, Feb.

were

j

,

finish second and third
fast-going Franklin in the 220.

the

field

WHITE SWAMPS
N.H. PUCKSTERS
AT DURHAM 5-0

Washington

good races to

--

com-

arrive.

ne*o se^* - wneningtoa freejaoMt*, a laytd eawbf—*-ra*tly fa p uwtf Iflilt^eettet, 8*^***
for money. He always carefully en- void
the Worcester trio.
of victories to date, redeemed itArt Sperry and Bob Foster swam tered his winnings and losings on his
self handsomely last Saturday, copping

to finish a length of w»e peel

%

stiffest

petition the country has to offer, the
White track contingent showed to
good advantage at the National

held in New York City last Monday
night, as Charlie Stanwood and Ray
_
,. r
McLaughlin took third and fourth posi.
,.
YV as Chiefly a
tions respectively in the seventy yard
high hurdles and Del Galbraith tossed
Cava Tf
Realist »ays
iatnrv
««ailBl,
HISlOrY
the thirty-five pound weight 60 feet]
5 3-4 inches for a second place, only
Prnfossnr
a uacaa ui
four inches behind the winner, Leo
Sexton of the New York Athletic
On Sunday, February 21, a special
Club.
chapel service was held in commemHighlights of the meet were the
oration of the two hundredth annibreaking of two world indoor records
versary of the birth of George Washand the equalling of another one
ington.
Professor Edward C. Kirk- Polar Bears Score Initial twice.
Joe McCluskey of Fordham
land, Frank Munsey Professor of
of Season to Bewilder clipped nine seconds from the record
American History, delivered to a
to win the two-mile steeplechase in
large audience, a fine address on
Wildcat Sextet
9 minutes 46 4-5 seconds and Mike!
Washington,
Pecora of the Brookline Central Y.

To understand George Washington,
began Professor Kirkland, we must
]

Competing against the

cents being levied for each
one lost. The plan will ko into effect as soon as the new towels
fifty

Bowdoin sent a surprisingly well-balanced track team down to
first annual New England Intercollegiate championship meet
and romped merrily away with first honors in Class'
B in the University Club meet at the Boston Garden. Maine, premeet favorite, toppled under consistent White scoring in every
event but the pole vault, and dropped into second place by a 43 2-3
to 35 1-2 tally Bates and Colby straggled with 27 and 22 points.
Making their second exhibition of track prowess this year, Jack

the

inhalation of air.
Several personal experiences were cited by
professors of the rival factions,
but at latest report the theorists

Races

lar fee will

back stroke

MAGEEMEN PARTICULARLY WELL BALANCED

a snorer gives vent
to the buzz saw effect when he
exhales.
The introvertists seek
to Mast this theory by saying
that this noise is produced by the

Athletes From All Parts
of Country Compete

pay for the washing of
the towels, an additional charge of

McLaughlin, Stanwood and Allen Clean Up In Hardies
Galbraith Takes Weight Event

vertists is that

SECOND IK WEIGHTS

B

First Honors In Class

perts into two schools of thought,
the introvertists and the extrovert lets.
The contention of the extro-

G ALBRAITH TAKES

Bowdoin Trackmen Invade
Boston Garden and Win

Frequent rehearsals are being held
by the Bowdoin Polar Bears as they
touch up for their spring trips. Twice
the first of this week the orchestra
hag met to go through its repertoire,
and one more practice is scheduled
for this

;

|

i

week end.

Leader Hayden has prospective en
gagements at Smith and Mt. Holyokc
colleges, and has signed up to play
for a Shriners' dance in Gardiner
sometime during March. This Friday
the Polar Bears are furnishing music
for a Brunswick high dance at the

Town

Hall.

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

V
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The Rise of Pirns
It has recently come to our attention that the Pun, long castiEdward H. Mono •» gated by society, and that exasperating bromide which calls it "the
• TaarkrS»Stli
After due rationalizaba «r*ta ta tk* »a—lag IdHor by Svadar lowest form of wit", has come into its own
ouati BMHm and ooniimmlcaiiona
praeadias tfca data of pabUeatlon. 1
In CM* to raipuaalMa for tha adlterUI tion the intelligentzia and others are admitting that the Pun re-aa. All aaanranloationa mauling i turr 'pi; tha Mhiiil na Editor for aawa and
quires
exquisite
genius
for
successful
manipulation.
to tha SMS— Manas* of rka Bawdola PabHaUas Co. SnfaacrlptS-M par joar (Inclodtna Atanaaa) la advaaaa.
Of course there are conservatives who will refuse to fall in line
matter at tha poUoOlaa at
with this modern dictum, and there will no doubt be much bloodNews Editor For Thta
shed
until such time as society recognizes the Pun in the family
G. Russell Booth *»
of real wit. We have long been advocates of the Pun and have
been subjected to all types of assault in the pursuance of the Pun
TeLLXL
No. 23
Wednesday, Fobraory 24, lttt.

H

i

crusade.

The history of the Pun. is now being traced back to Adam and
The ORIENT furors and urges serious consideration of Ac following;: a senior
dormitory,
new dmitw building, s covered hockey rink, a setter road
Eve, and the fact that prehistoric history is prehistoric is the only
through the campus; closer faculty acmthiy- of the finances of publiserious hazard in the way of further research.
Chaucer and
cations, separation of the Bowdoin Aiumnoa from the Bowdoin
Shakespeare are of course noted punsters while even the austere
Puhliahins Company; student repreeenUttoa on the Blanket
Milton is found in their company. The future of the Pun seems to
Tax Committee; s longer rending period, closer contacts
be exceedingly hopeful although its rise may mean wholesale
through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council. and
bloodshed for the human race.
f<

P. C. A.

This Unemployment Problem

CKADUATE
Rev. Horatio O.
93

B DEAD

—Also Oldest Alumnus
Yale Divinity

Professor tSylvestus Burnham, D.D.,
of Newburyport, Mass., who recently
celebrated his 90th birthday, is now
j

j

—

schools at Santa Fe.
He served as
pastor of the Congregational churches
at Olivet and Romeo, Mich., and
Hopkinton, Mass.
He then entered
the ministry of the Episcopal church

and was ordained as deacon and

priest

in 1891.

Mustard and Cress
that the Federal Government will not aid the unemployed, but we
remember that only 15 years ago it drafted millions of these men
By way of explanation: recently we
recall have been ashed just new come "Musto give their lives to save the world for Democracy!
Beneker's poster which portrayed the workingman digging, down tard and Cress"; how did it get its
name? We searched long and hard,
into his pockets for the Fourth Liberty Loan Drive to the words, and found out that the column sprang
into sudden existence one fine morn"Sure we'll finish the job."

We

ing in the iaaue-before-lvy, 1929 a.d.
It was the product of s man named
Pimpernel (obviously s pseudonym or
"pen" name. The writer was really
Homo Zilch). In 1929, we also learned,
Ac "Orient" ran four special columns,
which left exactly seventeen inches
for news after you subtracted the
three and one-half pages generally
by the Advt. dept

(signed)

THE BLACK HAND.
Two

very fine items come to our
ears in re Science department. The
Biology boys have been using the
ansae bottle of sugar since 1908; tak,
ing out s grain st s time—ss they do
for aucroscope-peekings the
Math

—

dept. figures this six inch bottle will
last

until

1960

.

.

.

Noeky

Little

and banks the plight of the unemployed becomes turned on Hat water in the physics
worse. But "people can starve a long time without dying"! Are sink one morning, but there were precisely no results. (For unbeknownst
we going to let them starve?
to the Scaries Sage, the plumbers had
Problems such as these merit the constant attention of college disconnected the system for repairs).
And when Neoky came charging back
.undergraduates. They outrage his sense of justice, they are identi- hours later, he found his precious
cal with hypocrisy, they impress him with the wide gulf between room flooded, and water drooling onto
a sprectroseope. "Good God, Sparks!"
the humanities of a liberal education, and the hard realities of the
(this is not verbatim) he said to the
liquidate railroads

Track

Some

four years ago Coach Jack Magee, addressing a group of
freshman track candidates, stated that it was his intention to bring
to
bade
Bowdoin her former eminence in track. The record of the
preceding year had not been in keeping with former seasons the
future was in no sense bright. It was purely and simply a question
;

of America, Jacob
Viner, Professor of Economics at the
University of Chicago, William Z.
Foster, presidential candidate of the
Communist Party, Maynard Krueger.
chairman of the executive committee
of the
Socialist
Party,
Coleman
Cheney, Professor of Economics at
Skidmore College, and Colston E.
Warne, Associate Professor of Economics at Amherst.
Communism and Capitalism
After registration on Friday afternoon Jacob Viner gave an address,
presenting the operation of a capitalistic system, which was followed by
open-forum discussion. In the evening William Z. Foster spoke for
Communism and open forum discussion followed. Saturday morning included two addresses, one by Maynard Krueger on Socialism and another by Carlo M. Flumiani on FascSocialist leader

plumber, preparing to chide him
roundly; but Plumber Sparks merely
observed quietly: "One of the first
things I was caught to do was to keep
water cocks closed." . . .

Now for
That was
some little bits: what would you think
of an Asst Prof, who gives good advice about not buying stocks on marpretty long.

gin

and

(which we
then wins

call

a

"gambling"),
hand-crocheted

...

They

YeolT be happily surprised at tha mint
Regular price? fl.—

SALE OFFER:

ex.
fifie

the

BOX.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
FOBUM ORGANIZES
THREE BOWDOIN
AT FIRST MEETING
RUNNERS PLACE
IN MOULTON UNION

WAA.U.MEET

Reports on Willismstown Conference
are

Made by

Barton, Heller,

oyer

Galhratth Gets Second
and Gardner
Though Leo Sexton heaved the
thirty-five pound weight only 50 feet
The first meeting of the Bowdoin 9 1-2 inches, a distance somewhat
than Galbraith's winning disForum, held on Thursday evening, Febin the University Club meet, the
ruary 18, was opened by George T.
Sewall. He explained how the organi- latter could not quite make the grade
zation was formed by merging thelocal and placed a good second with a dischapter of the National Student tance of 50 feet 5 3-4 inches. Him
Forum Association and the Bowdoin nearest competitor for honors was
McDougal,
University
Government Club. Sewall stressed tha Grant
of
point that although the College al Pennsylvania, with a heave of 49 feet
ready had a rather Jarge number of S 1-2 inches, over fourteen inches
speakers, still nothing- could take the shorter than that of the White star.
place of a forum. He hoped for a mem- Clark Haslcin of the Detroit police
bership numbering between fifty and placed last in this event with a toss
a hundred since a group of such size is of 48 feet 8 3-4 inches.
best suited to carry on informal dis
Jack Magee's men showed to admissions. Future meetings will be held vantage as usual "in the' hurdles'," witi.
every two or three weeks snd most of Charlie Stanwood and Ray McLaughthe speakers will be chosen from with- h„ placing third and fourth respecin the State
tively in the seventy yard highs. Each
Barton Reports
of them won their first heats, M?Four members of the College who Laughlin turning up the best time of
had been present at the Williams con- the preliminary heats of 8.7 seconds,
ference spoke informally. Hubert C. In the finals, however, they were up
Barton, Jr., the first speaker of the against a little stiffer competition as
evening, told the general nature of the Percy Beard of the New York AthConference at Williamstown at which letic Club took first place with a time
there were two hundred delegates. of 8.7 seconds and James Hatfield of
There the faults of our present eco- the Illinois Athletic Club placed in
nomic system were surveyed and a second position.
satisfactory change was sought. FolSexton Loses Shot Put Title
lowing the lectures were group conferThe tables were turned on Leo Sexences where it was decided that a proton, who shattered the world indoor
gram similar to that advocated by the record in the shot
put a week ago at
Socialists would be the best solution to
52 feat 8 3-8 inches, when Herman
the present day problem. Next a movBrix of the Los Angeles Athletic Club
ing picture entitled the "Five Year
took the indoor crown away from him
Plan", and showing 'the accomplishwith a toss of 51 feet 4 1-2 inches,
ments of the Soviet Government
setting s new meet record.
without any propaganda, however
One of the disappointments of the
was put on the screen. There was also
a debate between Jacob Viner and meet was the mile championship.
Spectators eagerly watched
Gene
Nongan Thomas.
The second speaker was Lawrence R. Venzke in this event, but he had poor
competition and was not pushed, winGardner who gave the substance of
seconds.
Viner's address. He gave reasons why ning the race in 4 minutes 15
]

j

J

i

'

—

1

it is easier for Russia than for other
countries to make drastic changes:
namely, the extremely bad conditions
at the present time, the docility of the
people, the Largely self-sufficing nature
of the country, and the great strength
of the leaders.

Intercollegiate

Cefamn

We're sneaking in these from the

Vermont Cynic:

Poor State Cooperation Saps Viner
Viner declared that the Constitution
The freshmen at Carnegie are reof the U. S. is outgrown and that the quired by decree, of the upperclasscooperation among the states is poor. men to chew tobacco. This is because
He asserted that the Supreme Court is said upperclasamen do not think the
reactionary and that national plans flat year men have acquired enough
don't get a sufficiently long trial since masculine habits. It is easy enough
they are changed with every change in to deduce that the seniors in high
party power. He conceded the, fact school are probably forced to roll
that capitalism on the whole works their own cigarettes as a preliminary
better than any other system of gov to their freshman chewing. But only
ernment but went on to say that capi- God knows what jealous juniors and
talism cannot be separated from the seniors demand of the Tech sophoi

i

|

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

ARE AWARDED
Scholarship

"for

students

showing

tendency to excellence in literature",
which has been awarded to James Alfred

Eastman

New

Hampshire.

'32,

of North Conway,

The Howard R. Ives Scholarship,
given in memory of Howard Rollins
Ives of the Class of 1898, has been
won by Carl Frederick Albert Weber
'34, of Portland, while the Charles F.
Libby Scholarship, given each year
to a "deserving young man who is a
resident of Portland", is assigned for
a second time to William Wesley Galbraith '33, of that city.
ism.
Elmer Hutchinson "35, of Portland,
Features of the Conference
One of the features, considered by received the Buxton Scholarship,
which is among the earliest estabmany to he the heart of the confer- lished
at Bowdoin.
ence, were the Round Table ConferThe Annie E. Purinton Scholarship,
ences held Saturday afternoon under
the direction of the speakers and established by Mrs. D. Webster King
prominent men at the conference. in memory of her sister, Miss Annie
Another feature was a debate giv- E. Purinton, and which is primarily
en Saturday evening by Jacob Viner for award to a Brunswick or Topsand Norman Thomas. The subject, ham boy, has been assigned to Frank
"Economic Planning", was presented Harold Todd '35, of Topsham.
The George C. Lovell Scholarship,
in the form of conflicting views on the
regulation of America's economic intended primarily for award to stulife.
third attraction was the dents from Richmond, Maine, has been
presentation of a moving picture given to Paul Edward Jack '33, of
called "The Five Year Plan" at the that town, while Eugene Ellis Brown
Walden Theatre on Saturday after- '34 and M. Chandler Redman '34,
noon. This picture was produced by both of Bangor, are awarded the G.
the Soviet Russian Government and W. Field Scholarships available unstrikingly told the story of what Rus- der certain conditions for students
sia is attempting to do in the field of from Bangor High school.
social and economic reconstruction.
Fred Whittier '33, of Windsor,
Bowdoin Delegates Speak Tomorrow Connecticut, receives for the third
time the John P. Hale Scholarship,
spread on a lottery ticket?
If one of the few awards made consisyou want sweet discord, folks, lend tently to the same student throughout
thine ear (cf. Ban Bernie) to the his course. Alden Peabody Lunt '32,
Chapel Bell at the passing of classes, of Beverly, Mass., receives the Bevercompeting with the Science Building ly Scholarship, established by the
half-hour chimes (this happens once Beverly Men's Singing Club in 1923.
in a million years).
Sidney Cohen '36, of Boston, and Paul
Ellsworth Hartmann '35, of West
With one eye on the new football Roxbury, Mass., have been awarded
rulings and another (the ether, oi funds from the Charles M. Cumston
for graduates of the
fact) on the future, may we suggest Scholarship
we ought to be getting our touch- English High school of Boston.
football teams into shape for the year
The 1908 Scholarship, given priafter next when tackling will be marily to descendants of members of
abolished? . . . One hundr ed years the Class, is assigned to James Blenn
ago the good old State Legislature Per'ans, Jr., 14, of Booth bay Harbor.
(where statesmen are borne, not
Morrill McArthur Toaier '32, of
heard) was contemplating taking Portland, has been given the Deane
over Bowdoin ss a state institution. Scholarship for "particular ability in
In time we would have become sort English Literature", while the Joseph
of like the U. of M. on a smaller W. Spaulding Scholarship, given each
scale ...
year to a member cf the Freshman
Class, is received by Vincent Nowlis,
Eligibility rules as applied to school of Brooklyn, New York, the only memand college athletics should be abol- ber of the two lower classes to receive
ished" says Dean Frederick Rand A grades in all of his first semester
Rogers of Boston University.
subjects.

A

GERALD WILDER: YOU'D BETTER WASH THEM LIBRARY WINDOWS OR WE'LL GET YOU ONE
OP THESE NIGHTS.

wages dropped 40 per cent

outer world.

promise of survival.

I

We

Now in the crisis the wealth of tha country is concentrating its
energies to gain its own ends, while those who have been fortunate
enough to be employed during this time of stress have been absolutely selfless in their giving. But Private Charity cannot go on
forever.
While the government employs the public's money to

—

The recent resignation of Justice
Holmes calls to mind his address to
Rev. Horatio O. Ladd, whose death sented by four undergraduates, Hu- Harvard on the creed of the teacher
occurred Tuesday at the age of 93, bert C. Barton, Jr., '32, Arthur E. "No man has the right to intellectual
was not only the oldest alumnus of Moyex '33, Lawrence R. Gardner '32 ambition who has not set his course
Bowdoin College, but also of the Yale and Robert L. Heller '32.
by a star which he has not seen, and
Many Colleges Represented
Divinity School.
dug with divining rods for springs
He was bom at
Hallowell, the son of General and
Two hundred delegates attended which he may not Teach. Not until
Mrs. Samuel G. Ladd. He received his from many eastern colleges and uni- you have labored and felt around you
degree of B.A. from Bowdoin in 1859 versities, more than half the delegates the black gulf of solitude, more
and his A.M. in 1862. In 1868 he| being women.
Wellesley,
Smith, isolating than that which surrounds
graduated from the Yale Divinity! Skidmore, Mt. Holyoke, Vassar, Rad- the dying man, and in hope and deschool and in 1905 was awarded the clMTe, Yale, Springfield, Middlebury, spair have relied upon your own undegree of S.T.D. by Hobart College. U. of Penn., and U. of Pittsburgh broken will then only have you.
Dr. Ladd from 1859 to 1881 was were among the colleges represented. achieved".
These words, although
principal of the Farmington, Me.,
spoken of the thinker so fit the task
Economic Leaders Speak
Academy, professor of rhetoric and
and achievement of Washington as to
President Garfield of Williams Col- suggest that the genius of both
oratory at Olivet college from 1868
the
Th<> great thinker and great man of affairs
to 1870 and principal of the New lege welcomed the delegates.
Hampshire Normal school from 1873 program planned and carried out by must contain unselfish devotion and
to 1876. He was the founder of the undergraduates of the Williams Lib- enduring courage.
University of New Mexico and the eral Club, included such eminent men
Ramona and United States Indian as Norman Thomas, recognized as the

Dr. Ladd was the author of many
books and was a member of the
American Historical Association and
Phi Beta Kappa. His wife, who was
Harriet Vaughan, died in 1913.
He became the oldest alumnus of
Bowdoin College upon the desth of
even the Boston Herald supports the fact) that the success of Bos- Rev. Ebeneser Bean of Walnut Hill,
May 16, 1981, a graduate of Bowdoin
ton's recent $3,000,000 drive for Unemployment Relief was due in College in the Class of 1848.
large part to the beneficence of the small wage earner.
are told

We have but to look at these facts to feel the rank injustice that
being done. We see an oligorchie government in the hands of
profit-seeking business leaders who have forgotten the cause of the
masses. If this last is strong what reason have we to doubt it?
We have seen them profit by the boom, and find them selfish in
the crisis. Dr. Julius Klein points out that one per cent of the people in this country own 60 per cent of the wealth, and the 40 per
cent left is the share of the other 99 per cent In 1929 return on all
industry increased 72 per cent, and wages 18 per cent! Dividends
in rail and industrial stocks increased 285 per cent in that period,
or 22 times as fast as wages. During the depression while the cost
of living dropped 12 per cent between June 1929 and June 1931

rare big

cakes of fragrant bath soap.

.

mere honesty.
Although Washington was a matter-of-fact man, he devoted his life to
a purpose which most men of wealth
CAPITALISM
and substance felt impractical the
attainment of American independence.
In the last analyses, he changed from
a realist to a visionary.
For the
of American independence, he
Norman Thomas, Win. Z. cause
made an army out of ill-equipped
half-naked
men,
who
refused
to fight
Foster, Maynard Krueger
outside their own domain. With this
army he won the Revolution. Then
Among; Speakers
he took hold of the weak, almost
bankrupt government, and for eight
At the Intercollegiate Conference years guided it. At the end of his
on Capitalism and its Alternatives held second administration, the United
Feb. 12th and 13th under the auspices States, although not powerful, gave

the oldest living- alumnus of Bowdoin
College,
attaining that distinction
through the death of Rev. Horatio O. of the
Williams Liberal Club of WilLadd, which occurred at Brookline,
liams ^College, Bowdoin was » repreMass., on Tuesday.

!

is

Foundations of His Genius
We should now examine the foundations of Washington's genius. Washington was a farmer, and was bred
close to the earth. His common sense
and wisdom may be attributed to this.
He was unselfish. He' was completely
without ambition, and although he
was a great leader, he was not a
Cromwell or a Napoleon. When he
took on the cloak of a soldier, he did
not lay aside that of a citizen.
Unlike modern politicians, when
Washington said that he did not seek
office, he meant just that.
He was
very rich, and the financial reward of
office-holding did not have any appeal
for him. He was, on the other hand,
devoted to his plantation,, and therein
.lay the life he wished.
He expressed
the essence of his smbition and character in a letter to his wife, written
when he was appointed commanderin-chief of the Revolutionary Army.
In this letter he expressed his deep
preference for a life at Mount Vernon, and his desire to avoid the appointment, and a sense of his unworthiness for the position. Meekness,
humility and absence of selfishness
gave him an integrity greater than

UNDERGRADS ATTEND
CONFAB
AT WjLLJAMSTOWN
Ladd Was

BOWDOIN'S OLDEST

It is sometimes well in the course of our college careers to look
from the seclusion of our college windows into the hurly-burly of
the world. The view is sometimes startling, as compared with the
measured tread of scholastic life. The problems of the present
illustrate this fact, and indeed deserve the constant scrutiny of
college undergraduates. For a moment let us turn our attention
to the problems of unemployment of which we are continually being informed but do not actually know.
If we read last week papers we learned the Lafollette-Costigan
bill for Federal Relief for the Unemployed went down to defeat
due to Presidential opposition to what he chose to call a "dole",
and to the support of a majority of standpat Republicans and
Democrats. We are also aware that the government recently
passed a bill which founded the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to liquidate banks, railroads, etc. We have all heard of breadlines, a few of us have seen them. We have heard our parents tell
of Community Chests for the unemployed. We have seen lists of
names of companies whose employee* liberally subscribed to help
the cause. We have been aware that the Federal Government early
established a Very fine ballyhoo committee whose duty was to throw
the burden or relief charity upon private individuals, and to keep
the Federal Government entirely out of it. We know that the
President's Committee used the doubtful psychology of advertising
to arouse private citizens whose inborn, charity needed no such
stimulus. We have never seen anything constructive that Committee has ever done except what was already unnecessary. We
are informed that Mr. Gilford "chases to be hopeful" and that Representative Murphy of Philadelphia states that : "People can starve
a long time without dying."
We do not know how many are out of employment, because the
President's Committee has never taken the trouble to find out We
do not know how long local relief can. carry the burden, but we do
know that its funds have been levied on what the community can
stand, and not on the actual need
We do not know how much the
wealthy have sacrificed, but we do know they have made the income
tax brackets embrace smaller incomes; that they have tried to
bring the knell of the inheritance tax. We are aware also (and

advised the American people to avoid
entangling alliances with foreign nations.

Francis H. Donaldson *8S

reorganization of require ments

SAVON VEGETAL
Savon Crease de Menthe, Savon Coco

:

BOWDOIN PUBLMHWO COMPANY

II

Chateau du Pare Half Price Sale

AHNKBHARYSPKOT
AT SHOAL SEWH]

MTl!

George T. Sewall

of building from the bottom. This program, he pointed out, would
HIRRLAND DELIVERS
not be a matter of a year, but of years of hard work. Coach Magae
was beginning a building program which if carefully adhered to
would bring ultimate success.
Whan, we look over the records we find that the way was steep.
Tear after year the track squad was approaching its goal and last
Saturday evening the team in competition with many colleges of Jefferson had sent to the Convention
a long essay on the rights of the
its class won a splendid victory.
That victory was the result of colonies, but Washington made an
but one thing
the determination to recapture Bowdoin's reputa- address of only one sentence "I wUl
raise one thousand men, subsist them
tion in track. Coach Magee and his squad have worked hard to at my own expense, and, placing myachieve that end, they deserve unstinted praise for its achievement self at their head, march to the relief of the port of Boston."
At the
In the spring of this year Bowdoin will compete in the 19th Maine end of his public career, he exhibited
Intercollegiate Track and Field meet, the team may well look for- the same talent for dealing with realities in his Farewell address, when be
four
the successful
of the

depression.
j

Arthur E. Moyer reported the speech

Norman Thomas who is a firm beIjever in communism and fascism. He
of

/-allay,
o "new
"rmttj form
fnvm of
*\r OAAMAmii*
called TA«for a
economic
anarchy", consisting of large scale
production, of giving more employment, of stirring up business, of cancelling war debts.
Finally, he concluded that socialism would be a distinct step forward.
Foster a Speaker at Williamstown
Robert L. Heller was the last speaker. He gave a summary of William Z.
Foster's address.
He described the
latter person as delighting in violently
pouring forth unsubstantiated statements. Foster named four elements in
the world crisis.
It is world wide.

There

is

.

At Gettysburg University recently,
the dean proved himself to be a jewel
A
among men. On going to his car to
return from a dance, he found it already occupied by two of the younger generati on who were sitting one
out. Choked by the memories of the
good old days that welled up within
him at the scene, he politely tipped
his hat, gathered in Mrs. Dean and

......

walked home.
Russia may have some queer ideas
about running things for the good of
the people but they have at least one
that sounds good to us. Over there
they figure a student in college it
working, just as much as is a laborer,
so they pay wages to the students.
A "four-year plan" like that would
be popular here.

mass unemployment and mass
A tense situation of war
The Union of the Socialist

starvation.
exists.

mores.

i

Soviet Republic is concerned. He gave
as causes for the depression, production for profit rather than use. the
The Durham battery station where
competitive idea, and imperialism.
Foster upheld the Five Year Plan.the New Hampshire boys "charge
since, because of i£ a spirit of rivalry everything" mourns the fact that the
is springing up among factories caus- sale of bromos and aspirins after their
ing work to be done better and faster. carnival was exceedingly small in
light of former years. "Maybe", murProgram Committee Appointed
murs The New Hampshire, "the small
Following the speeches, an informal army of federal agents which camped
discussion took place.
program on our doorsteps had something to do
committee consisting of Barry Timson, with it."
Gordon E. Gillette, Hubert C. Barton,
and Arthur E. Moyer was appointed
by the chairman. Considerable inter- Queer ones from B.U. midyears:
"A stereotype is an instrument
est was shown in the new Forum and
with two peepholes, and then look
it is hoped that even more students
through
one hole with one eye and
will attend the next meeting at which „
through
the other hole with the othProf. Daniel C. Stanwood and William
W. Lockwood. Jr.. are scheduled to dis- «,^«. J""* **• something.
Water was defined as being "comcuss tiie Chino- Japanese question.
posed of two gins, oxygin and hydrogjn. Oxygin is pure gin, while hydroDr. T. Z. Koo, who spoke here some gin is gin and water".
An eye doctor was an optimist,
weeks ago, was st the University of
Minnesota last Tuesday giving talks whereas a pessimist looks after your
feet.
on "Nation-Making in China".
I
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A PLAIN, SIMPLE ANNOUNCEMENT
Feeling utterly convinced oar customers still prefer good clothes, in
spite of conditions, we are ha pp y to announce an INCREASE in value,
and a DECREASE in price
throughout our entire line.

SUITS,

—
OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS
149

— 166

DRESS CLOTHES START AT $50
We expect to maintain at
workmanship and fabrics

coats oar print enviable quality of style,
and to serve yen in the heat manner possible.

all

BRISK BROTHERS,

U East
New

fifiah

Inc.

St.

Yorfc City

-- *-

T^E BOWPQIN. ORIENT

The COLLEGE

Th* Harrest of Tine by H.

T. Pulsifer

$1.50

-

Squad Hampered If
of Space and Time
,
Cage

On Sale January 20th
FRONTISPIECE BY ROCKWELL KENT

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

»

JuemN. BOWSffi MEN

15* Maine Street

mm

Home Made Pastry

M.I.T. is strong in the breast stroke.
Flanders and Turner will represent
in this event and it will take
best efforts of Densmore and
Bowdoin
Sperry to come through.

them

TECHNEXTSAH1DAY
hopelessly outclassed in
i~-u:->n„
to^u-«
Ming* tJlieny!M.I.TThas
Lykes, former

the dive.
Intercollegiate champ, in that department and.
Bowdoin will have to content itself
with the third point because of the
ineligibility of Carson, their only hope.
The White is almost certain to take
the back stroke with Poster and
Easton doing .the paddling. The freestyle events are a tosa up with the
odds slightly in favor of the White.
Jayveea Favorites Over Sesmela

to

Waldorf

ond' by two lengths of the peel. Bob
Foster then electrified the crowd by
driving through six lengths to a new
record in the 150 back stroke over
Franklin, Worcester ace, who was favored to cop the event. Norm Easton,
at first swimming only for a third,
caught the Engineers' star by a sustained drive on the but two laps that
barely nipped him on the final touch.

Astoria

The Bowdoin swimming aggregation is going into its bet lap of training for ite final dual meet of the season with M.I.T. at the University Club
next Saturday considerably heartened
Art Sperry and Ted Densmore
by its victory over Worcester Tech
The Bowdoin Junior Vanity is a polled off another of their twin races
here last Saturday evening,
favorite to win their duel in' the breast stroke, touching for al->
The meet will be a doable header, top-heavy
M.I.T. s second string swimmers. most a dead heat after fighting off
didates an able to work in practice the Junior Vanity also meeting the
«*» **•»»» «>e regular roter*col- Werme's consistent swimming. Dick
only once or twice a week.
Second squad of the engineers. Tho
the practice, which is held in the final outcome of the meet should hinge •f.*1 ** e °' der °f l"****: Wallberg, Durham managed to get a third in a
cage, was stopped by mid-year exams, on the relay event. Bowdoin has lost the White's greatest find in years, mil slow hundred yard dash, two Worcesbut is now in full swing again, and the services of two of its best men, compete in the quarter mile, the 220 Iter men having the race ail their own.)
yard dash, and will swim a leg on way.
J
will continue for about two more
weeks. The entire session will comA big drive for the Loan Fund, a the relay. If it is possible to get The relay was easily the most en-»j
prise only 20' or 25 days of actual fund built up by student contribution Pa »T* on the scene in time for the meet citing event on the program, with Bob
,.-.».<«
L ..___
u.
hf. will
rnm.M.t»
th«
samU
i.
same
also
compete
in
the
off
Franklin's
deterPoster
holding
workv ana* can not be ae valuable or from which loana pan be made to J*
Coaeh mined sprint on the final lap to win
events as Wallberg.
as intensive as outdoor practice. The worthy Maine students is getting un three
Miller will not. have Wallberg try to by a touch, then to find that both
surface of the cage makes any hard derway at the State University.
better his- time for the quarter mile teams were disqualified.
\
contact work or tackling, practice imThe summaries;
possible.
There is some passing, but were not out last year, an now prac- which he made jn a match race at the
SM yard medley relay Won by Bowdoin
the limited space prohibits the de- tiring in the cage, as are Burdeil, Wesleyan meet here two weeks ago
(Easton. Densmore. Howard) Worcester iHuvelopment of~ a~punter" who will be Clarke and Wait, ineligible last sea- but will save him in order to pick up kell.
Werov-, MrMahoa). second. Time: 3 min.
oints
the
events.
other
«"*•
P
much needed next fall.
40 1-S
Selig and Benson will do the diving
swfal _wo« by Franklin (W)
From this year's freshman squad,
The session is serving to familiarand Sperry <B). second; Foster (B), third. Time:
contingent
second
the
ize this year's freshman players with Nason and Hughes will strengthen for
te
and *
the system they will use next fall as the guard position, with Low and Parmalee, Cary, Baldwin, Wright
y\5 dLh^Wo»*by Bergatti <w>- Beam
shown n- (B)> ^^4., Howard <B). third. Tiire! 271-6
varsity candidates. The fundamen- Holden as tackles. Kent ami Bigelow Abbott, all of whom have
markable improvement as the season owv
,
tals of the various positions are being are ends who have eome up from the
Kevilte, who was has progressed will swim in the freestressed, and there is work on pros- freshman group.
events.
style
U M0 ymTd .wim—won by Durham (B): Trott
now
is
*e
Yearling
team
on
center
The
peetive plays for next season.
Time: c
won
Batkiewicx
(W),
third.
Bowdoin
has
second
So
season
«B).
this
far
would
probetberwiae
linemen are workinsr on stance, in- swimming, but
two mee te and
fiveThey
terference, chargin? and blocking,! ably be a candidate in the winter
b, F-t«, <B)
JfH^Ws-aw*a#Je-4g«m
Boston University and Wore,^,, (B)> „„„„, FrmnWln (W ). third.
while the backs are being taught how work. Freshman backfield candidates defeated
are Merrill, Baravalle h Dixon, Cleaves cester Tech while bowing to Harvard, Time: 1 min. 49 s-s sec. (New Bowdoinreeordm
to handle the ball
™»rd: 1 min. so 3-fi »ee_ a. b, Foster
and Palmer. There are a f4w other Brown, Springfield, Williams and 1 «>.
P^S-L!
v-fc»AI. TK»„.l.
Though Rh-e*
Short
J^aetaeeValuable
Sn#rry (B)
fc,^^,,,^^^
new candidatefl who. havfe net yet been Wesleyan. If the White natators
The winter practice is of value to |assi»med definite positions- Finley and triumph over M.I.T., this season will Densmore (B). second: Werme (W), third.
Time: 2 min. 51 sec.
Coach Bowser, helping him get a line [gJJJJJ arfi among these.
be the best that Bowdoin has had in T:
100 yard dash— Won by McElroy (W) Mcon potentialities and possibilities of
years.
many
nUhon (W), second; Durham (B). third. Time:
Coach Bowser aaya ihat the line
new players. It is also of value to materia , for the eom\ng geason looks
61.3 see.
Wallberg to Compete in Nationals
200 yard relay— Both teams disqualified.
the plaf/ers themselves, even though
After this meet the varsity will
but
e back .
than last
theymight learn in a week of fad fieJd hag
weakened by the i 0S s break training and only those men merman will figure in the freshman
practice all that they learn in the
entered in the New England Chamo£ Ricker and GaUb
quarter-mile at the Intercollegiates,
winter course.
pionships at Williamstown will conprotege will find the going:
Of last year's varsity squad, Capt.The Junior Varsity but his
tinue practice.
tough when he meets the best swimelect MiUiken is practicing in tho
still has three meets left. They will
mere
the country at the A.A.L.
cage, playing center. Torrey, Archioppose Hebron, Auburn, and Portwhich wiU ta held aj
championships
bald and Ackermann an guard canland Boys Club in return engageNon-Fraternity men may obtain
Y ^didates; Loring and Drake an tackle
ments.
u
S^SfiS
n member of
with Bob Miller who is a
Orients each week by calling at the
aspirants, while Kelley and Stone,
Wallberg will then work for the
intercollegiate swimming ™1«
and Davis,, who may be shifted from Offiee of the Moulton Union, where .National Intercollegiates at the Uni- the
connmnee.
National
the
Michigan
and*
center, are fighting for end berths.
will
checked
versity
of
be
each man's name
Has Smashed Four Marks
The backs am- Bakanowsky, Hubbard, by 'the person in charge.
A.A.U. Championships that come durCoach
So far this season Wallberg has
Sumner, Winchell and Odde. Emerson,
ing the Easter Vacation.
Miller is confident that his Yearling beaten four of the college swimming
a tackle, and. Pope, a halfback, who

^
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Mid-winter football practice under
Coaeh Bowser's direction has boon
conttouing interruptedly siaee January IHUl. Then are about 36 men
signed up- for the session, of whom
only 16 or 20 are able to get out every
day. The homey 1.30 to 3.30 are not
convenient
because of conflicting
classes.
Many football men are now
out for other sports, and some can-

r KfgasjBKnar BICW *»*
IttaLEkTOJl DEFEAT

Carson and Calkin, 'both of whom had
regular berths on that quartet.

HEARTENED BOWDOIN
NAUTORS
MEET
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bard Hall.
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12.30 Lunch. Moulton Union.
1.30 P. M.—Law: Justice Guy H
Sturgis '98, Supreme Court, State of
Maine. Moulton Union.
1.30 P. M.— Medicine: E. N. Files.
M.D., '02,. Maine General Hospital. Debating Room. Hubbard Hall.
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n as also exceeded the college record
of 6:21 for the quarter, coming home
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in 5:44.
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second.
In this first period amid a hot
scramble before the Bowdoin cage,

D

laste

doin and Charlie Gelly of Bates,
darted to the scene and broke up
the merry gathering.

aaWajs on the lookthe old taste

Bowdoin Takes Lead
Only one goal was netted in the
second period, but since Bobbins of
the Wellsmen did the netting, it was
an all-important boost to the Bowdoin

spot

• . .

md eJicfcs! Bat Fve noticed that I

gsttirod of Chwtcrfielils. They always

tome.
't

be an mnn&ML

It stands to

3.

that always tastes

MacLachlan sent Bowdoin stock soaring early in the third when he crashed,
through with the fourth and tying
goal.

The

Restaurant and cafeteria service at

j

Bowdoin until 19.56 when Mai MacLachlan sunk his first contribution.
However, in the interim between
Roxenfeld's and MacLachlan's solos
Bates had annexed two- more, establishing a 4-2 lead at the start of the

Bates 4; Bowdoin

:

:

.

'

cause.
This period was marked by
torrid mid-ice scuffles which held both
sextets more or less at bay. Score:

Brunswick Publishing; Co.

Mat

The Bowdoin wingman made

got to

be

aanrie Better.

Ton

I

Orient

the most of an obvious break when
he swooped down on an idle and well
placed puck, shoving it past goalie
Adequately equipped for
Flynn via the corner of the cage.
Seven minutes of tense hockey folCollege • School
lowed MacLachlan's successful bid.
Kimball, playing left defense for the
and Commercial
White, snapped the tension at 9.00
with a clean-cut shot that outfoxed
Flynn and put Bowdoin in the van for
the first time in the classic.
anticipating defeat, conBates,
Samples and estimates furnished verted its attack into a sweeping fiveman offense that literally peppered
on request
Haskell with well aimed fire. It was
here, however, that Haskell rose to
the occasion to ward off the Bobcat
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
by spectacular save after save. Backed
by his superhuman support, the White
sextet was rapidly coasting to victory
Tel. Brunswick 3
on "its one point margin, when, with
Ingersoll reading 19.48, Berry
the
eyebrowed his heart-breaking heave
uiiauiiuuimai through Bowdoin's entire entourage,
making overtime play inevitable.

ways of wwtaing,
ing to bet that's
the day

it

Tm

will-

why my last Chesterfield

of

as mild and sattaiying as the firstP

PRINTING

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

February 24th

•

HELEN TWELVETREES
-

in

-

PANAMA FLO
also

-

News

Thursday

-

The summary:
Sportlight

-

with Nancy Carroll - Richard Alien
Pauline Frederick

Comedy

-

•

and

Screen Souvenirs

Robblnx. Rooenfeld. e
Kenney. Kimball, id
Bllodeau, rd
Haikall. g
Score by period*:

February 26th

•

VAUDEVILLE

Boa— fold

17.U

.«
(unassisted)

McLachlan

It.e6

McLachlan (unassiated)

-

Also Paramount

Saturday

•

News

February 27th

RECKLESS LIVING
-with

•

Richard Cortes - Mae Clarke
Alee Comedy and Cartoon

Mesatay-Tueaday

Wheeler

Feb. 20- Mar. 1
Robert Wootaey

-

.

PEACH O'RENO
dae

-

».00

-.

IninJ Period

Kimball (ansa, est ad)
Berry (unassisted)

White

First
(unaiwi'ted)

2.14
9.80

.'

U.4S
Overtime

«**

No
Penalties
(trippiriKt

:

j

Swett

Murphy

Urinpine )
(flrntins)

:
!

BoseafeM

MeL«bUn

Kimball
Bilodeau
(tripping);
(lurbUnK):
(check); Richardson (trippins)
Swatt (flfbt:

ins).

efsreas

Lindquist. B,i«ibjs.
Time of game : three ."0 minute periods
five minute periods.
:

;

t'

Amherst College with bated bnath
awaits the result of the vote at town

meeting to determine whether or not
Red
Sunday movies may be lawfully
KHUUIHMlia shown in the town.

y - Novelty

am

•.*»
10.16
1T.1S

Seeor (afcChaobey)

Second Period
Bobbins (unassisted)

THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER

L

**0

'.

(unassisted)

MeCluakey (scrimmage)

— on the screen —
in

McCluskey
Murphy. Swotl
Kenney. Soba
id. Whito
s. Flynn

id.

BUSTER KEATON
-

ait

r.

First Period

Seeor (rebound)
K. Whit* (Swett)
R.

Friday

(«) Bates
rw. Saaor, K. White

rw

Iw. B. McCluskey,

-

Magic Carpet

Bowdoin (()
MrLaehlan. Dakin. Iw
Klchardaon. BlUlng*.

February 25th

WAYWARD

Alee-

After White registered his believe-it-or-not tally and the ensuing
debate subsided, Wells called for a
five-man offensive thrust, but to no
avail as the damage had been sealed.
The puck was restricted to center ice,,
thwarting any late scoring attempts.

-

Comedy

•

fol-

Swimming pool; completely equipped
game rooms for hrirlaja aad
backgammon roof garden and solarium.
gymnasium

'

took this as their cue, with the result
that in a moment a face-lifting melee
was being staged chiefly for their
own complacence.
"No can do",
yelled Referee Lindquist, who, closely
tagged by Coaches Linn Wells of Bow-

FATBOrfAGB

Club features (free to guests) are as
lows:

:

.

and MacLachlan swapped a
few personally administered blows.
The remaining ten men on the ice

Sarptas and Profits, $100,000

A

daily.
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^^'

'
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mST NATIONAL BANK Murphy
Capital, 010,000.

from $2.50
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Program
the ice and belted the puck to Haskell.
8.30 A. M.
General Engineering: The shot sucked the Bowdoin goalie to
Dr. James L. Tryon, Chairman Board one side, the rebound criss-crossing to
of Admission, M. I. T. Assembly Hall the waiting Secor, who retaliated
quickly.
of the Moulton Union.
However, Haskell had re*
9.30 A- M.—Chain Stores: John E. trieved his normal position in less
Toster, Manager W. T. Grant Co., N. than a second's time to deny Secor of
Y. C. Assembly Hall of the Moulton an otherwise positive goal as well as
to frown on Murphy who returned
Union.
Secor's rebound.
9.30 A. M.— Industrial Chemistry:
Mae venue Murphy
Prof. W. P. Ryan, Head of Dent, of
Secor opened the scoring of the eveChemistry Engineering-. M.LT. Dening on a rebound shot after six minbating Room. Hubbard Hall.
utes
of
play
in the first.
White fol10.30 A. M.— Investment Banking:
Virgil C. McGorrill. Fidelity-Ireland lowed in less than a minute with his
capital stunt, plugging the strings on
Corp., Portland. Moulton Union.
1L30 A. M.— Insurance: R. E. G. a pass from wingman Swett, to give
the Garnet a substantial' lead. With
Bailey, Pres. A. O. Miller, Inc., Auhalf of the first already gone and no
gusta.
Bowdoin tally in the offing Rosen11.30 A. M.—Hotel Management: feld
stick-handled his way to within
Arthur L. Race, Manager Copley Plaza shooting range from where he pocketHotel, Boston. Debating Room, Hub- ed
a goal unassisted. This sufficed

j^L^^^SSff

rates have

Rates from

$5f per month onward.

a

_

Room

been greatly reduced.

y^

'.

GIVES BOBCAT WIN

will arrange for individual conferences
with interested students.

Morton's

^

!

GOAL IN

FOR NEXT WEDNESDAY

Shelton employes.

:

m

j

THEY'RE
#1MU

MUDER

•

»-

THEY'RE PURE

•

•

THEY TASTE BETTER

•

•

They £ct&j/y
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"
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FOUE

;

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

BOWDOIN FENCERS

COLUGEROAYNARK
Jayvees Easily Take Over

Auburn Y. M.

With MacDonald

Ineligible

White Foilmen Lose

PORT

J.V.NATATORSCRACK

BOWTODARTMOUTH
TEAM BY 9-0 SCORE

C. A. by

Matches
posed of Douglas A. Anello '33, Fred
E. Miller '33, and George B. Pottle "32,

first

Snow Storm
GYMNASTS HAKE BEST DEKES TURN BACK
BOWDOIN HUCKSTERS BOWDOIN SWAMPS
T. D.'S IN CLOSE
A blinding snowstorm that made
SCORE OF CAREER BUT
WIN FIRST HONORS IN
N. H. PUCKSTERS
most of the
period of the game a
BASKETBALL GAME
farce, gave the Colby Mules a 4 to 1
LOSE TO TECH TEAM
UNIVERSITY GAMES
AT DURHAM 5-0 victory
over the White ice sextet and
first

j

I

T. D.'s Rally in Final Period But Lose
Short, Iwanowicz and T. L.
by Score of 20-18
R. Cleaves
High Scorer
doin fences the foil and epee, and
Clarke Outstanding for
Dartmouth the foil and sabre, the
teams contested only the foil matches. mark, and they came through but with
White
The Dekes turned back the T.D.'s
in an Interfraternity basketball conThe White team was hit by ineligi- only a fifth of a second to spare.
. .......
test
....,.„.,.
.... by
bility last Thursday when N. K. Mac- The old record, created in 1980 by
last
Thursday, February
,„
.,,,
18,
to Jbojiw to the engineers from the close margin
Donald '32 was forced to give up his Smith, Bowman, Esson and Howard,
of 2 points With
regular position on the team.
This! was 1 minute, 46 seconds, and only M. I. T. Saturday afternoon in the Sar- the aid of several telling shots by
was not the only bugbear chasing the furious swimming on the part of an- Kent Gymnasium, the Bowdoin Gym Barbara in the initial period the Dekes
team; Anello, who himself fences chor man Wallberg cracked the ra-*eam scored ra ore ' D0,nts ,than "»V gained an early lead. which they held
The Swede was timed for hi* .preceding Bowdoin gym team has throughout the game. It was only in
Italian style but who has had no re-©"*.
made before
dual meet The final (the waning minutes of the final quarcent practice against that style, was fifty in the almost incredible figures,
31-23.
teV that the T.D.'s challenged this aubothered by the Green's Italian meth- of 24 1-5 seconds, which comparts
Captain Marion L. L. Short 32. with thority of their opponents. Then real
od.
Miller, while his defense was! wry favorably with the best done in
action started. R. Cleaves, who was
beautiful, did not get his attack un- intercollegiate circles this year.
Iwano,™" 35 Wlt * high scorer of the game with
Auburn Threaten. But Once
derway until the nlatch in which he
a tallySfiS
10 V° iats
held Ackerman 5-4.
Two seconds and four thirds was
,*£
ias L. Clarke '32 * \£
J*"* The
~
...
baskets
couple
°uple of baskets.
the
l e best the Auburn men could do
t popping in a c
Pottle in His First Match
scored[second
n
n
the
rone
climb
wno
le
team
responded, but time
£
J the meet an.i onlv once
j *i -°i
fc
'"
"" " "'"
011
Pottle, a find for the squad who did
the Dekes
!"
..t. „ «.rin.,«i« f«
fir.*
his. first fencing a week .go Mondv.
V ' Ctore
th a 20 to 18
and who was pressed into active
The summary:
scorer with two firsts.
re, to repiace MacDonald, fenced
Dekes <zi>
T. D.'s <li>
"Sp
y
G F
gressively and well, but was naturally
G
Iwanowicz Performs Well
(edged out by a „„>„, touch WhiteBarbara. If ...3
F. Cleave*. If .0
n XI ne
the
o
One of the features of the meet was Archibald, rf 1
It. Cleaved, rf .5
S^fiSSl
.L«!, fin fK
n? house took the other second for
the
trip w?"p
was Potbright spots
the ?Hn
Ackerman, r.
„,
riTlt
the performance of Iwanowicz who:£f° ,c
°
visito
, n the
Stern*. Ik
...2
2
KiiiK»bury. Ik
tie sarraymg himself in fencing garb;
johnnie Hickox, George Cary, Don shared scoring honors with Captain
Walker, ric ...0
IS ....1
*
in his hotel room seizmg foil, and
four short of the White team. Competing
Uaner
wrf ht
d Jack McLe
summoning a bellboy whom he out- lwinn
10
Holt
1
who took their first races in in three events, the freshman star Total
fitted and to whom he offered half a
t
in placed second in two of them.
t
His
ith
;th
t
Total
9
dollar if he could touch Pottle with
Joe Eaton win the showing was a surprise and with a
ht, ndred .
W8s
a
r
Th
little
more
experience
he
be'
should
without
much
century
back
stroke
,
.?.
•n,- he
thit»,,
.t ^feveryT
the second game that was
willing;
I ottle with
«>
tromWe and whitmore came out ahead taking firsts in future meets. Captain
a.,:- and
_ nd Short
the Zeteg forfeited to the
thing but the bed ; he gave the needed in «.
1™*
Snort took Bowdoin's only
onlv first by
bv a **eduled
Mike Selig
breastt stmkp
stroke
,
the h
if
Chi Psi's.
guarding practice and won his ***"
Ellsworth Benson ran off with the narrow margin over Iwanowicz in the m
dollar.
"
dives, taking first and second respec- tumbling. D. G. Freeman of Tech was
l
could d
bctu-r than beThe summary of the matches
tively, far ahead of the Auburn men. impressive in this event also but in his '
fo r
so a third climb was necessary
, ? ,
Payne defeated Pottle 6-3; Miller: Selig'gave the audience its biggest first series he went off the mat while wh
ch
*>»te& in a second tie at 6
doing
a
series
of
flips,
thereby
losing
meet
when
he
barely
thrill
of
the
5-3; Anello 5-2.
j
a chance to score in that event
Farrand defeated Pottle 5-3; Miller missed hitting the board on a Full
I

!

lost its first match to Dartmouth at
Hanover last Saturday. Since Bow-
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Gainor dive^

aarke Shines in the Rope Climb
Besides placing third in the flying

"

_he

Ackerman defeated Pottle 5-3; Mil

,

wee

,,_

Colby rin ?s. Tom Clarke of Bowdoin beat out
ler 6-4.
55??* £.
„
T
hcho, which edition was entirely man- j. £. Flaitz of Tech in the fourth trial
Lade defeated Anello 5-2.
Freshmen, uses half his f the rope climb. In the first climb
>- * »- l*—* °?.
en„..i score.
.
i.,^„,
Final
J, Bo*doin space discussing the fraternity rushDartmouth
Clarke and Flaitz both reached the
uin« system. The greatest fault, he top in 6 seconds flat, finishing in a tie
_
,
The next match is at Brunswick, proclaims, is that rushing is too for sec ond behind Capt. Ericson of
March 5, when the fencers entertain a rushed, and his general comment was Tech whose best time was 5 and one,ast

s

.

i

"

.

I

I

.

.

I

;

;

strong team from "Boston University, "lousy".

i

,

;

,

with Hickok bringing up

third,

Means

fifth.

of Maine sprinted down the
yards of green board in 5 3-5.

Bowdoin

fifty

.

ternoon's work with three more notchers assisted by Richardson and Tom
Kimball.

Summary:
*
Bewaein (S)
McLachlan. Billing. Iw

(•)

New Hampshire

rw. Abbe. Nowak
c. McSwiney, Partridge
Richardson. Dakin. rw . Iw. Baeheller, Penley
McKenney. Kimball. Id
rd, Sweetser. Bartlett. White

Roaenfeld. Bobbins, e

.

.

.

Bilodeau. rd

Haskell,

Hanky
Wark

Id.

e.

it

Goals by: Roaenfeld (B), four; Richardson

Thousand
Before the meet, Bates had been
top-heavy favorite to run away with
Tallies in

:;

(B), one.
Referees: Rogers and Nutc.
Time: three 20 minute periods.

POLE VAULT
Won

by W. F. Hathaway (M). height 12 ft.
C in.; tie for second between F. G. Webb
(M) and J. C. Van Schenck (Am). 12 ft.;
tie for fourth be tween J. H. Sowers (Am)
and F. McAualin (RI>. 11 ft. « in.

RUNNING BROAD JUMP

after.

Won

The two teams battled through a
scoreless second period, both goalies
doing magnificent work, both defenses
iron-clad.
Violette turned aside shot
after shot that seemed to be ticketed
for the cords, and Bigelow put in

by L. B. Robinson (Colby), distance 21 ft.
9 3-8 In.: second. P. S. O'Dell (Wesleyan).
distance 21 ft- A 3-8 in. : third. C. E. Sampson (Bates), distance 21 ft. 3 1-2 in. ; fourth.
G. D. Brigica (Bowdoin). distance 21 ft. 1 1-2
in.: fifth. E. W. Knox (Bates), distance 20
10 1-3 in.

ft.

1C-POUND SHOT

an equally sensational game.

^

!

,,

Walker was awarded a

decide,

.

.

5-3; Anello 5-1.

'2

K*

S ^^

^^

^

Laughlin knotted the world record at
5 4-5, equalling the mark of Art McDonnell, ace hurdler from Holy Cross.
The dashmen, heartened by this
magnificent start to the evening's
rampage, outdid themselves. Walker,
Hickok, and Skillings galloped to the
six-man finals; in a blanket finish
which took the judges five minutes to

.

.

put the state championship even
tighter in their grasp, at the winning
team's South End rink last Thursday.
At first plowing through a blizzard,
and later fighting a drizzle, the Polar
Bears were badly handicapped by the
conditions. The Mules profited in the
first period by putting two goals past
Haskell, and one through Bigelow,
but it was not until the final minutes
of play that the Waterville men could
whip the puck into the net once more.
Russ Dakin tallied the goal for
Bowdoin, and played a canny game,
while Billings, Bilodeau and Bigelow
were the other stars. Bob Violette,
in the nets for the victors, showed
their most outstanding brilliancies,
while Ross, who scored two of their
goals, likewise showed good form.
Wilson and Ross put the puck into
the nets for the Mules before the
game was ten minutes over, and then,
after Haskell had retired in favor of
Bigelow, Hucke slipped another one
through. Dakin put the Polar Bears
back in the running with a neat backhand shot, and the period ended soon

(Continued from naw 1)
(Continued from page I)
romped through their heats, ardson. Hank returned the compliand when the gun cracked for the ment later in the canto, bagging a
finals,
McLaughlin, Stanwood, and Rosenfeld jab to bring the White two
Allen soared over the high bars to a up on their adversaries- After a scorethrilling finish, in which Ray Mc- less second Johnny topped off the af-

entries

the thousand.
But. the first heat
found George Sewall driving out of
the ruck from his starting position on
the rim of the high bank; Sewall
struck out for Jellison's heels, and
pursued the Batesman around the
seven hips, dropping back only as the
winner unleashed a breakneck sprint.
Jellison clocked at 2:20.2, while Sewall drew 2:26.6
which netted him
fourth place on a time basis.
Larry Usher, drawing the second
heat, also took an outside, first-rank
position for the start; he sprinted out
of the crowd when the gun barked,
and took his place at Batesman Cole's
shoulder. Effectually blocking a sudden sprint by the second Bates man,
6 and two- Smith, Usher held his second place
fifths and Clarke came throueh with a
until the fifth lap, when he suddenly
second performance of 6 and one-fifth blossomed out into a lope, which carseconds to take second place.
The ried him over the line at 2 :24.6, a secwhole team sho^^ed a marked improve- ond place.
rpent and the meet was a moraj vicWhitemen Take Second in Relay
tory for Bowdoin over the strong Tech
Charlie Allen, weary after three
team. Professor Thomas Means has
developed the team trreatlv this vear hurdle trials, swept out of his startand with good material from the class ing position in the relay against Amof '35 the team should show well.
herst and New Hampshire; the Bowdoin leadofT man took the outside,
striving desperately to drive past
As the final
Pike and McGeorge.
lap of his leg opened, Allen was dropping back fast, and he handed over
the stick to Gray, along with fifteen
yards to recover.
Braley went out after the" leaders
like a whippet released from a box,
and gained ten yards in his first trip
around. Then Mann of New Hampshire stepped in front of the Amherst
runner in an attempt to pass; both
runners went sprawling on the high
bank as Gray, hesitating a moment,
continued.
Gatchell and Hickok, finishing the
relay, both went out with yards to
spare, and Hickok lengthened the ten
yards given him into twelve. Had the
.

-.

,

,

Dakin Makes Only White
Score as Teams Play in

place and cracking the college record for the 200
yard relay, the Junior Varsity swimming aggregation swamped the Auburn Y.M.C.A., 52 to 10, in the Curtis
Pool last Wednesday.
Coach Bob Miller held his four aces,
{Dick Page, Bill Parmalee, Joe Stetson
and Swede Wallberg, out of every
event to keep them fresh for a xecord breaking attempt on the relay

The Bowdoin fencing team com

,

MULES TIGHTEN HOLD
ON HOCKEY TITLE BY
DEFEATING WHITE 4-1

52-10 Score

All
Taking every

,

—

;

'

tenth seconds.

In the second trials

>

i

'

'

'

n

"USftZS?*!'™.

Won

by A. W. Alley (Maine), distance 13 ft.
second. T. A. Larson (Bowdoin). dis-

Ross scored the final goal for the
Mules a few moments before the game
ended, with Bowdoin sendinr five men
down the ice in a desperate effort
distance 38 ft. 11 1-4 in.
to knot the count. Bigelow tried hard
35-POUND WEIGHT
to make the save, but the puck slipped
Won by D. Galbraith (Bowdoin). distance 50 by his skate into the goal.
ft. 10 3-8 in.; second. N. C. Perkins (Colby),
3-8 in.

:

9 1-8 in. : third. T. R. Stinch(Colby), distance 36 ft. 117-8 in.:
field
fourth, W. W. Lemaire (Norwich), distance
39 ft. 11 in.: fifth. T. Adams (Boston U)

tance 41

ft.

distance 46 ft. 7 1-8 In. : third. D. E. Fabor
(Me), distance 45 ft. 1 5-8 in. : fourth. D. H.
Rnoadea (Colby), distance 43 ft. 8 3-8in.
ft.
fifth. W. M. Dexter (Colby), distance

Th" summary:

B

2 1-4 ID.

Won

Time— 3m.

I.

—

Spares— Bowdoin

_

r-^ "rl
J'
Colby
Dakin.
Third

Conn Aggie». Time 4m. 3s.
Massachusetts State (G. S. Pruyne. P. W. Warren. K. F. Hale. N. S. Hale) vs. Tufts (I.
Farwell. C. E. Hammond. G. Blytne. L. N.
ChiUls) vs. Wesleyan (L. F. Hayn. F. G.
Hastings. II. B. Richard. J. Snyder). Won
by Wesleyan. 3m. 38a. second. ManacbuCm.

42s.

;

„ „ „

Rich-

Seeond period : no

R*

'

field.

3m.

B^low.

time 3m. 35s.

:

H. Anderson).

second. Spring-

37s.

M

(D. E. Bowie. F. G. Stiujs.
T. Pat Ion
E. W. Cchreiner) vs. Maine (E. Moulton, R*.
E. Timberlake. K. T. Wendell, R. E. Pendleton) vs.
I.
state (L. H. Smith. K.
KrauBche T. Ellis. W. Knight)
Won by
Maine, time Sm. 34 :Ws.

R

:

New

Latest College Styles

Kimball.

Brown

by Koudoin. time Sat. 33 l-j«
Thayer).
Hampseeond. Amherst. 3m. 43 2-ia.
:

,

jieriod: Ross. Colby.

"
w r-sbyJlffilL
Won
Bates,

..

Allen. S. B. Gray. C. E. GatchBowdoin (C.
ell. M. T. Hickok) vh. Amherst (H. D. MeGeorge. H. S. Hanford. A. L. Washburn.
H. H. Stebbins) vs. New Hampshire (W. M.
Pike. G. W. Mann. J. P. Toolin. G. O.

Won

Bigelow.

W p0fnert»4, u

shire, disqualified.
Batea (C. K. Sampson. J. S. La f y. C. H. Hall.
»• fe- Ad?.n ) i 8- Springfield (F. A. Jaeger.

3m.

Tufts,

third.

W

:

»
Bowdoin.

:

score.

;

setta State.
< 8 , * 5 *-

|

ard on. Godfrey. Billings: Colby:
Taylor Rancourt, Robitaille. Fuller. MeDonmld.
orl
r!,t p*r'od: Wi'«°". Roe*.
Hucke.

Third,

3« l-3«.

Hilton

.

I* Hucke
c , Wilioll
"*• *°"

"L

Egan. P.

Worcester P.

ld

Roaenfeld. c

S'ti?Robbm.-.
Iw

J. Sullivan. F. M. Sullivan.
H. T. Jensen) vs. Conn Aggies (L. Hallock.
E. Perservirh, C. Hakanson, J. Kingston).
Time- - 3m. 3Sa. : second.
by Colby.

(C. 3.

H

Bilodeeu. rd

M cKe "i7-

RELAY RACES
Colby (D. F. Kellogg. D. M. Christie. A. G.
Bevin. H. F. Williams) vs. Worcester P. I.

tat

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Bostonian and Florsheim
$10
Oxfords—$5 to
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
Amherst and New Hampshire men
not fallen, Gray would have been ex- Use Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Bs-lTi
tended, finally passed them, and the
Varney's Jewelry Store
men running the last relays would ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

have clocked up better time than
3:35.2 which allotted Bowdoin second
to Maine's 3:34.6 against Brown and
Rhode Island.

for Gifts

SOULE & WALKER

Stationery

Lavender Places in Two-Mile
Steve Lavender, an unknown quantity to the sports critics, turned in a
splendid third for the White. Lavender got out at the start in fifth posiordered forward drove into
second, behind Whittum, Bates distance star. With a mile safely tucked
away, Steve suddenly was called upon
to stave off a rush by Booth of Maine;
the two battled for a hundred yards,
neck and neck, until finally the Bowdoin runner eased into third place.
Winded but still fighting, Lavender
fought off another Maine threat,
Gunning; the slim Bowdoin runner
tion, but

m

<***#*

^PPP

held his third position, and finished
u good third in a fast 10:02 two milk

A

Give

it

expertly done
103 Maine Street

DENTAL SCHOOL

ROYAL

& GERVAIS
do the work
————

Frusese i»ee

LECLAIR

-—

—

I

'

Lyman B. Chipman,

Inc.

Collioe men prrpare for i proiruioa of
aidrning interest and opportunity. Recent research has enlarged the scope of every phese
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School oners to its students.
School open? on September 39, 19JJ. Our
catalog may guide you in rboosint your
career. For information address

WutuM Rich, U.M.D.. ScD.. />rea
41* Hoetinftoa Avenue
Bostea. Mee*.

PURE FOOD SHOP

CLASS B

.

HIGH HI KDLtS

Hat

hrat
Won by K. C. McLauffhlin (Bom):
xccond. H. I'msU'us
HI). Time 6-. Second
heat -Won by C. K. Stanwood (Bow)
necnnd. J. A. Curtis (A).
Time «». Third
beat Won by C. W. AIL-a, (Bow): accond.

Wholesale

i

-

SPECIAL KATES

Retail
will be

;

I

made

Bowdoin Men on

All

Photograph Work and

John MrKenna (Hit. Time fi l-&». Fourth
heat -won by Hathaway (II); accond. K.
LaidlMw- (Rl).
Time- * .-.-5k. Kifth heat —
Won by J. B. Eaton (B): hecond. II. D.
Na»h (A). Time -6 :>-r.H.
Svmi-finalx
First heat -Wen by McLaughlin

Specialty of Fraternity

Picture Frames

•

Trade

Webber's Studio

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

"FRANCIS*

Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio

:

second. Curti.t. Time 6.-..
Secondheat - -Won
second. Eaton. Time 6 i-ox. Third
heat Won by Stanwood second. Naah. Time
Heat for second men -Won by
6 :-5».
Nash second Eaton. Time -» l-ia.
Final -Won by MrLauxhlin iBou): second.
Stanwood (Bow) third. Allen (Bow) fourth.
Nash (A) fifth. Eaton (B). Tim< - ". I-Os.

by Allen

TUFTS COLLEGE

to

and

Cards

-

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

'Anything y'want Pressed?'

run.

VTAM

More than a
Barber Shop
Bowdoin Institution

MdNTIRE

Fountain Pens

-

for all

I

:

:

:

-

;

-

;

:

.•-YARD

DASH

First heal -Wan by E. W. Knox
J. Flaherty (CI. Time -ot-fin.

—Won by
Washburn
—Won by

Ibt AjiMios T9tact* Ce.

//

Now

poor time

I

RICH GIRl

use LUCKIES only

//

"I have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pic*
cures, but it was not until 1 smoked LUCKIES that I discovered the only cigarettes that did not irritate my throat.
Now I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily

Iter

.

very

first

year.

. .

UNIVERSALE "CRAFT." She
has reached for a IUCKY for two
years. Not a farthing wos paid
for those kind words. That's
white of you. Sue Carol.

.

"Ifs toasted"
Your Ttu^otProt^<tiori - ogolnstlrritotion «» ogainst cough
Kmoi

tiutl

"Toasted" Flavor

Of Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE-60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winched, whose gossip
of today becomes the

*«cst« of

;

—

Walker. Time-6r.
Final — Won by Means (M) second. Knox (B)
third.

:

third.

Walker (Bow):

(Am):

bins
5

fifth.

H.
(Bo»).

fourth.

Mick, k

StcbTina-

II.

',-•>.
I

heat

First,

•as.

tot-

Woo

YARD RUN

by K. E. Jellison IB), time.
second C. T. Sewall (Bow ).

HMo.1
\lm. MMe.:

time.
time.
time.
time.

third.

2m. Bkj.1 fourth.

M.
It.

tomorrow, every lucsday, Thursday

and Saturday evening

over N. B. C. networks.

141A

MAINE STREET

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

O.

10 Spring St. Brunswick

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles,

Tel.

of

all

Candy and

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

71

(M).

:

:

I

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

;

W. Hunt U),

time. Jin. 31s.
Won by (based on time) -Kussell Jellison.
Hates; srcind,' W. L. Uoher. Uowdoiu third.
II.
N. Cole. Bales: fourth. C. T. Sewall.
Uowdoln: fifth. I>. R. Smith. Bates.

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

SHORT'S MARKET

;

;

J43-M

LEBEL'S

Domestic and Im-

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.

Tel.

25 years In

We

Corrlari (BUI.

W. Shaw

I>.

is

ANTIQVITYSHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

Fine Repairing and Engraving

:

—

II.

latest

College Jeweler"

Diamonds and Watches

;

I..

14 picture*

her

The

:

Time— 5 l-5n. Fourth
Kowley (Nor) ; second.
N. T. SkilliiiBs (Bow). Time-S 1-5*. Fifth
heat -Won by E. Moulton (M) second. M. S.
Walker (Bow). Time -6s. Si xlh heat -Won
by M. T. Hockok (Bow) second. W. S. Sartorious (Am).
Time- 6*.
St-iiii-Kimls
First heat
Won by Knox m cond.
Stcbbins: third. Skillingr. Time 5 l.r.s. Second heat -Won by Means; second. Hickok;

Urn. It 3-fis. fifth. F. W. Burton (Bow).
tm\ >l> 4-"s. Second heat— Won ky W.
Usher Bow), lime. -ni. J4 i-8s. second.
N. Cele (K). time. Jm. 21 3.5s. third.
It. Smith
fourth.
IB), time, 'Jtn. 2d 1-5...
(h-oirc Blank ICA). time. 2ni. z: I4e.i fifth.

Sue aoon proved the was a "regu-

guy" . Tshc made

second.

:

Second heat

:

F. Sullivan (Wl'I).
heal -Won by C. F.

Sua Corel's wealth was a hindrance rather than a help. Hollywood thought »he wot ritzy, bet
lar

(B)

M. F. Means (M) second. J. H.
(Am). Time j l-5s. Third heat
II. II
Stcbbins (Am) wcond. M.

The Sport Store of
—GROCERS—

Brunswick

:

TWO-MILE RUN

Won

l* N. j\.Wh ilium (B>; second. |£. E.
Booili (M)
third. S. A. *>avendar (Bow):
fourth. E. A. Gunninx (M) : fifth. S. L. Rayi.iond (B).
Time l«m. 2s.
:

Won

RUNNING HIGH JUMP

B. Robinson (C). E ft. 11 3-8 in.:
tie for
eeoiul place amonu C. F. Stanwood
(Bow). F. G. Webb (Me.). P. S. (Well (Wrs.i.
5 ft. 9 in.: tie for third place anionic R. E.
MrLauxhlln (Bow.). C. F. Kahili (How.),
R. H. Bw.be (Wet.). 5 ft. 7 iu.
l.v

I..
.

who

cater to fraternity trade

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

PRINTING

to the

LAUNDRY

CREIGHTON GATCHELL STUART
AGENT

j

ft

CLEMENT

Town BeikUng

sasaa

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

INTERFRATERMTY TRACK
MEET COMING UP

VOL. LXL

(61ST

ELT. NATAT08S
SINK BOWDOIN
IN 45-32
Polar

Bean

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

YEAR)
LATE FLASH!

PROSH FUMBLES ORIENT COPY!

UPSET

Fall Short of

Usual Performance; Bus

ORIENT

been discovered

editors tore their hair yes-

REACHED THEIR

Believing this unusual "mail" item
valuable, the astonished mail clerk
had hastened to telephone the Orient.
The managing
editor was
then
shocked into the incredible truth.
Completing the long task of correcting copy and composing headlines, he
and his staff had secured the articles
with a large rubber band and had entrusted them to a freshman mailman
for delivery at the printer's office

OF-

FICE!

Trip Proves Harmful

Unwilling to disappoint =the
off their scheduled
issue, four staff members worked
twelve feverish hours yesterday, and
re-wrote every line appearing in to-

college

MEDLEY RELAY SLOW

by calling

day's Orient.
Junior Varsity
Up until the time the Orient went
to press late this morning it appeared
Engineers; Wall
that no solution would be advanced
for the astounding mystery.
But a Monday night.
Eclipses Varsity
long-distance phone call from BanOwing to an hour examination
gor made the managing editor call a Tuesday morning, the freshman,
preUpsetting the dope bucket in every halt to the presses, to insert the most occupied and in a hurry, completely
astonishing
article
ever
run
Bowin a
direction, the M. I. T. swimming team
forgot his mission. He collected his
submerged the Bowdoin mermen by doin publication.
regular mail, ran from his fraternity
the tally of 45 to 32 at the Boston
The post office of the far-north city house to the station. Then, in charUniversity Club pool last Saturday was on the line, and the head clerk acteristic frosh fashion inadvertently
measure of revenge was was speaking. He reported calmly shoved the entire contents of today's
evening.
effected by the jayVees, who took over that sixty typewritten sheets of pa- edition into the eastbound mailbox
the Technology cubs by a 45 to 28 per, unsealed and unstamped, had with his letters!

Submerge

berg's

Time

l

A

margin.

A

six-hour journey by bus directly
before the meet contributed in no
mall measure to the defeat of the
Bowdoin natators who showed particular poor form in the first few
events. After hitting their form they
made things hot for the Techmcn,
never overcome their
but could
original handicap.
The first totally unlooked for upset
came in the initial event, the medley
Bowdoin team that has perrelay.
formed in the good time of 3 minutes,
18 seconds bowed to a trio of M. I. T.

A

Easton and Densmore,
first two legs, estabfor the White, but
Vaughan, ace freestyle man on the

men

in 3.31.

twimming the
a lead

MADEIRA GETS
PALDWINSEES
1933 VOTE AS
DARK FUTURE
POPULAR NAN
FOR ENGLAND
John

Milliken

Cuss

Elected

Presidency;

to Predicts

Ray

Between

Clash

Communism and

McLaughlin Vice-Pres.

Capital-

ism in Fifteen Years

lished

Albert P. Madeira was elected
Red squad, overtook Frank Howard
Oliver Baldwin, son of the former
M
and won by a touch.
En* lish Prime minister, Stanley' BaldThursday £U?
night £?J?£ZJ&S!J££
by an overwhelming !,*
'„ member
u im __ lf „ former
Art Sparry provided the second up- ?fi£v
anii himself
m htir of
nf
win, and
a fn
set by trailing Henning, of the EngiEnglish
Parliament, in a speech in
SLSZ gave
v»ti
,i„«
the class
neers, and Bob Foster, of the Polar two-candidate primary
Memorial Ha ii
t Tnaadav eveninir

t~iSJS

Bears, in the 220 yard event. Sperry
confidently expected to grab the
event, but was never in the race for
first, managing to score only a third
•lace. After a rest, however, he came
back strong in the hundred, barely
losing out to Heintz in the exciting
four lap dash.
.
.

was

~

i

presidency to John _H.Mj.liken, while

M

^SSS^JS

thTg^wtJ
growth of the
Sfe"
Raymond E. McLaughlin and Walter SSSrS.
party system in England and conW. Travis were chosen vice-president cluded
his talk with very logical obI

I

and secretary-treasurer respectively. servations
on the future of English
Winning past the primary with
politics.
Daniel Krause, W. Holbrook Lowell
Religion First Issue
was accorded the office of Class MarBaldwin declared the party system
shal. Edward D. Spingarn was unanbegan with the Civil War in England.
Bob foster and Norm Easton had imously elected Odist; the corollary Allegiance to parties was not by class
aa easy time with the 150 yard back- office of Class Poet went to A. Sam- but by religious beliefs. The first of
uel
Davis, Jr. Oa the second ballot
atroka, taking their time to win
a the Cavaliers and
Gaorg* B. CAsey was elected Class

Annual Observance; Program Opened at Chapel

MANY

ABOUTJARCH 15TH
Faculty,

Submits Major Article
Bowdoin's all-student literary mag
asine, The Quill* will appear about
March 15. Heartened by approval from
all sides, the rejuvenated Quill will
contain more articles, poems, and, in
interesting illustra-

„

i

Professor Herbert Clifford Bell of
Wesleyan formerly Thomas Brackett
Reed professor of medieval history at
Bowdoin, has contributed the principal
non-undergraduate article. Professor
Bell spoke la?t year at the regular
college vocational day.
Adding interest to the increased
number of literary contributions, Editor Philip C. Ahern plans to include
several pictures, reproductions from
the recent art exhibition at the
Walker Museum. Despite the fact
that new sources of student material
have been topped, the Quill content
issue.
is even superior to the first
Editor Ahern is satisfied that his
vision of a student-written Quill has
Undergraduates have
materialized.

been eager to contribute, and this
forthcoming second issue contains a
wealth of discussion articles, stories,
and verse.

COMBINED MUSICAL
CLUBS WILL TAKE
NEW ENGLAND TRIP
Plana are Being Made for Annual
Easter Tour—Polar Bears Will
Accompany Glee Clubs
Musical
College
Bowdoin
The
Clubs under the management of Richanard A. Mawhinney will start their
all
nual trip April 8. This year, in
probability, the Polar Bears will acInstruand
Club
Glee
company the
mental Club on the tour.
The schedule has not yet been comorganpleted but it is known that the
Saco on
isations will give concerts at
and at
April 8, at Bangor on April 15,
Eastthe
during
Danvers
Boston and
The remainder of the
er vacation
program will be published at a later

The Orient has been asked to anContest
nounce that the Glee Club
place on
which was scheduled to take
March 4 has been cancelled.
The Bowdoin Forum will hold its
meeting Thursday
Initial program
evening when the Sino-Japanesc
by Prof.
ejaestioa will be discussed

Stanwood. William W.
Leckwead, and Susumu Kawakami

,.

class

al

,

,

.,

The Bowdsin track squad will coma very successful indoor compeon foreign boards this week end
five members of the team will
represent the White at the I. C. A. A.
Names From Perilous East A. A. games at New York Saturday
evening. Ray McLaughlin will enter
The staid Bowdoin Orient quietly the high hurdles and a medley relay
enjoys a weekly trip to all points of team of four freshmen will meet the
the globe where Bowdoin alumni keep cream of the country's first, year men

Engineering, Hotel Manage-

Law and

ment, Insurance,

Medicine Presented
President Sills officially opened the
annual Vocational Day this morning
From this
at the Chapel sendees.
time until 2.30 thill afternoon, eight
speakers presented So the undergraduates information concerning their
of business.
Attendance Bntaasiastic
All of, the speeches were well attended,
and considerable genuine
the
shown
in
interest
was
which followed
period
discussion
each hourly address. This program
Placement
by
was sponsored
the
Committee of the Alumni Council.
This committee is composed of the
following members: William Ellery

DELGALBRAITH
TAKES WEIGHT

Wing

Heaves 35 Pound Weight 50
ft. 9 in. to Bring Bowdoin
Title for

Second Year

Chairman: Wendell Phillips
'98;
Wallace Humphrey
White '99; and Joseph Blake Drummond, M.D., "07. Mr. Wing was on Falls
Short of
Campus throughout the day.
Engineering Takes Floor First
Crown by Four

The

first

Professor

speech

was introduced by

Bartlett

at

8.30

in

the

Lounge of the Moulton Union. It was
on General Engineering end was givTryon, Chairman
en by Dr. James
of the Board of Admissions at the
Institute
of TechMassachusetts
At 9.80, there were two
nology.
speakers, Dean Peal Nixon presenting Mr. John E. Faster to the undergraduates who waVe met in the
(OndtMiai mi «)

£

T—

YEARLINGS SMOTHER
DEERING TRACKMEN
WHILE RECORDS FALL

New
The

,

MARK

BESTS BROWN'S

'02,

McKown

in touch with events at
Mater.
'Among the foreign
claiming a weekly issue of
are: Pekin, China; London,

CHAMPIONSHIP

field

1

f[

i

I

first places to
opponents and creating seven
records in the process, the Polar

Yielding only two
|heir

new

Bear frosh track team romped over
Deering High school, 83 to 21, in the
Hyde cage last Wednesday.

Chief among the record breakers
was Johnnie Adams, who cracked the
existing marks in both the high and
broad jumps, clearing 21 feet for the
(ConUnart on Tug» 4)
first time in the latter, and going up
5 feet, 9 inches, to capture his speJohn Kelley, running in the
cialty.
300 yard dash and the 45 yard high
hurdles, also shattered two marks,
Presentation to be
at although he was extended in neither
race. Art Fox in the six hundred, Tom
President Sills Joins in
Bangor and Portland; Mt. Uniacke in the thousand and Howard
Niblock in the shot put were the
Petition Sent to President
Holyoke Date Later
other record breakers for the fast going yearling team.
and Congress
Although the Deering men were exBowdoin's Masque and Gown is
Bears
carrying out its prophecy made earlier pected to furnish the Polar
(Oontiaaad on pna* *j
Urging that the United States join in the year to take Wings Over Euwith the League of Nations in an rope on the road. The play which wa3
Japan, acclaimed to be the greatest success of
against
boycott
economic
President K. C. M. Sills of Bowdoin -the club in years when presented at
College joined a number of leading Bowdoin Christmas house parties is
citizens and college presidents in sub- particularly
road
suited for
well
mitting a petition to President Hoover presentation because the cast is comand Congress a week ago last Satur- posed entirely of men.
day.
To be Presented at Mt. Holyoke
The petition pointed out that such
In Spring
"Although mass production may be
a boycott as has been proposed
Final arrangements have been made
against Japan in an attempt to force to take it to Mount Holyoke College a good thing in industry, it 'is not
militaristic
attitheir
them to cease
later in the spring. The net proceeds practical when applied to education,"
tude in the far East would be ineffec- from these tours will be converted inKawakami, Japanese
said Susumu
tive without the concurrence of the
to the Little Theatre fund which was
interview with an
United States. The petition, signed established recently. It is hoped that student, in a recent
The Japanese
reporter.
by President Sills, was headed by the interest of the alumni in this Orient
than the
former Secretary of War Newton D. fund will be gained as a result of the schools are in general larger
consequentBaker and IVesident A. Lawrence excellent work and the enthusiasm of American colleges and
there
does not enjoy
student
ly
the
University.
Lowell of Harvard
(Continued on pmgo 3)
stubetween
connections
intimate
the
The petition said "The events in
dent and professor that are possible
Manchuria and still more in Shanghai
in such a school as Bowdoin.
have shown that protests by other
Kawakami stated that the general
governments and the public opinion
idea in Japan of the American colof the world will not alone restrain
lege is obtained from the Hollywood
the use of armed force to attain naof school life. Each Japconception
Page
on
4)
Continued
(
Carl Shurz Memorial Fund Offers anese thinks of the American college
as a "paradise" where the student
Sums for Efforts in
Liberal
spends most of his time in having a
German and English
good time with very little study.
the
In commemoration of the 100th an- Kawakami said that he found
American
niversary of the death of Goethe the reality far different: the
studies
Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, student, in his estimation,
does
Japanese.
than
the
harder
much
a
announces
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Bowdoin's fencing team will have national essay contest, which is open This condition is probably the result
smaller classes and the sysits second encounter of the season, to all undergraduates at colleges and of the
United tem of hour exams and quizzes which
this time with the Boston University universities throughout the
outfit, in the gymnasium on Saturday. States.
Liberal cash prizes, amount- permit the student less freedom.
The actual educational system in
The invaders show a strong record ing to almost $1000, are announced.
with a victory over Tech and a tie The first prize for an English essay Japan is somewhat different than that
In Japan the highwith Hamilton.
is $200 and a similar first prize is of- in this country.
The White trio, Capt. Fred Miller. fered for the best essay written in er schools are divided into two groups:
Doug Anello, and George Pottle, Jr., German. The choice of subjects and the preparatory schools requiring
three years of attendance and the
is out to redeem itself on the home
(Conanoad oa T%m SI
true college where specialized study
coming for the loss of its opener to
is followed for a three year period.
Dartmouth at Hanover recently.
The student enters upon the preparatory course after his graduation from
high school and pursues courses in
such fundamental subjects as matheThe Bowdoin Math Club, with matics, Japanese, English and the
Melcher P. Fobes "32, presiding, held Chinese classics. The system in this
The Colby Alumni Association of its last meeting on Friday, February group is very similar to that in the
President 26, at the Moulton Union. Frederick typical American college, with hour
that
Boston
announces
of
E. Watt *32 of the Alpha Delta Phi exams, roll calls, cut systems, an!
Kenneth C. M. Sills is to be guest
governing the
examinations
honor at the annual banquet of the fraternity spoke on the elementary final
By a system of student study.
will theory of relativity.
Sills
association.
President
The second part of the college work
journey to Boston tomorrow and will equations he explained to the gatheraddress the Colby get-together in the ing some of the intricacies of the is similar to the European plan in
that the student pursues only certain
Einstein theory.
evening.

WINGS OVER EUROPE
LAUNCHED ON ROAD

URGES A BOYCOTT
AGAINSTJAPANESE

Made

known

prestige of

Bow-

the New England A. A. U. championship in the 35-pound weight. Bringing the title to Bowdoin for the second time in succession, Galbraith'?
throw of 50 feet, 91 inches bettered
"Doc" Brown's great heave of 19S1,
by nearly six inches.
The event was contested in the
Briggs baseball cage in Cambridge,
simultaneously with the field events
Harvard-Cornell-Dartmouth
of
the
meet. Murdoch Finlayson of Harvard
third with 47 feet, 5 inch.

Misses National Crown
Galbraith was nosed out of a national title this winter only by the
slimmest of margins. At the National
A.. A. U. championships in New York
last week he placed second to Leo
Sexton of the N. Y. Athletic Club,
indoor world record holder in the shot
put.

In the University Club meet Galwinning throw 50 feet, lOi
was not only the best of either
but bettered the 50 feet, 1*2
inches which won Sexton the A. A.
U. title forty-eight hours later.
braith's

inches
class,

inches throw, while the new weight
king was limited to 47 feet 2i inches
and fourth place at that time.
Olympic Hammer Prospect
If his improvement with the 35pound lead be any criterion Galbraith
Continued on Page

4

Social Life

:

Fostered In American Colleges

CONTEST ANNOUNCED

FENCING TEAM FACES
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
TRIO ON SATURDAY

WATT SPEAKS BEFORE

SILLS TO

SPEAK TO

HUB COLBY ALUMNI

MATHEMATICS CLUB

major subjects upon which he spends
most of his time. The student is allowed to cut at will and his knowledge of the courses is only tested
through final examinations.
The education of Japanese students
is hindered by the large size of tht
schools and the relatively poor enThe college which Mr.
dowments.
Kawakami attended in Japan, Keio
University, has about five thousand
students. Although the average class
in the preparatory schools has only
forty or fifty students, in the final
three years of the college course the
average class consists of two hundred students.
This fact of course
contacts
intimate
eliminates
the
which are possible in such a school as
Bowdoin. Also the Japanese schools
are poorly endowed.
They have nc
or
large faculties, good libraries,
well-equipped gymnasiums.
One of Mr. Kawakami's greatest
reactions to the American college was
that the student here is socially
trained.
The fraternity system, in
combination with the dormitory system, is a great influence on the stu-

With the recent death of Professor
Fred H. Dodge of Rutgers Univer-

The freshman relay quartet also is
expected to show well in spite of the
fact that it will be facing the teams of
Harvard, Dartmouth and other large
universities. Either Hunt or Low will
run the 220, Kelly the 440, Fox the
880, and Uniacke the mile. From these
five will come the greatest frosh quar(

Continued on Paga 4)

BOWDOIN NOSED OUT
BY GARNET IN FINAL
TUSSLE

SERIES

ttHnm-!

h.

-^4|rt Xv,

PORTLAND MINISTER
URGES STUDENTS TO

H0U)T0^YALTIES"
"Character

Our

is

the

Sum

of

Loyalties" Says Port-

land Visiting Pastor
"Never swap horses when crossing
a stream." With this old adage. Rev.
Vincent P.

Silliman,

pastor of the
(Unitarian) of

last Thursday. Although carrying the
fight to the Lewiston sextet the greater part of the battle, the Polar Bears
could not capitalize on the so-called
breaks of the game to realize on a gallant bid for a State Series win.
Bowdoin cut loose a stiff barrage at
the curtain and continued to rain a
prolonged series of shots at goalie
Heldman throughout the initial chukker. The first period produced nothing in the way of a score, however, albeit the Wellsmen pierced the Garnet
defense consistently while keeping the
Bates forward wall well bottled up.
Aided by intermittent crags and
crannies in the Delta surface, the two
teams furnished the crowd with an
(Continued on

Fuse

4)

further to explain that our loyalties
are the horses which carry us across
In times of
the stream of stress.
stress we should hold fast to loyalties which are part of us and which
we have always believed in.
Four Veterans Available
Loyalties in Education
In part Rev. Mr. Silliman said:
This Year;
"Character can be defined as the sum
Material Needed Badlv
of the loyalties of an individual. But
it is better defined as a spiritual organism of an individual's loyalties.
Regular baseball practice is being
The process of education is the openheld every afternoon in the cage from
ing of opportunities to come into Con1.30 to 3.30 following the general call
Continued on page 2
Monday. In addition, there is battery
practice every morning.
During the
past week the squad has had calisthenics work.
Uniforms were given
out to the men on Monday, February
29.
With only four lettermen back
from last year's team, Coach Linn
Garcelon and Merritt Medical Funds Wells is doing his best to develop a
ream with rather mediocre material.
Provide $10,000 for Annual
The following men reported for pracDistribution
tice Monday: Pitchers, D. P. Mullni
The award of thirty-three scholar- "32; R. Hall '33; B. C. Emerson "34;
ships to former Bowdoin College stu- R. G. Dowling '34; D. W. Walker '35;
dents now studying medicine in va- H. C. Tipping '35; W. W. Travis '33;
rious graduate schools was announced F. E. Boucher "33; D. D. Merrill '35.
on Saturday, February 27.

BALL TOSSERS GET
REGULAR WORKOUTS

Pitching

GRADUATES AWARDED
MED. SCHOLARSHIPS

BY COLLEGE RECENTLY

The scholarships, amounting to
from $200 to $500 each are provided
by the Garcelon and Merritt medical

ANNOUNCE BEN GREET
TO SPEAK HERE SOON

principal New England cities is a fair
Susumu Kawakami will address the criterion of his popularity.
Bowdoin Forum next Thursday eveThe exact date of the lecture has
ning.
He will speak in support of not yet been determined but will be
Japanese policies in China.
announced in the near future.
colleges."

a special event.

New Brunswick, New Jersey,
ICE
Bowdoin College receives a fund of
about $50,000 from the estate of
Agnes L. H. Dodge, his wife, and giv- White Makes Gallant Bid
en in memory of her father, Moses
Mason Hastings of Bethel. The fund
for Victory But Unable to
will be known as the Moses Mason
Hastings Fund, and will be used for
Capitalize on Breaks
the endowment of scholarships, preforonce being given to "needy and doBowdoin's 1932 hockey outfit wound
serving students from Bethel ««di
th^
sity,

scholarship fund, about $10,000 being
distributed annually.
Those receiving awards included:
Francis M. Appleton of Dublin, N, H.,
Matthew J. Achulus of Annapolis,
Md., and Mayo H. Soley of Maiden,
Mass., all of whom attend the Harvard Medical School; Richard L.
Derry of Derry, N. H., and Paul T.
Hayes of Ipswich, Mass., who attend
Tuft*; Robert S. Ecke of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who attends Johns Hopkins;
dent to keep him from becoming
Herbert W. Smith of Newton, Mass.,
separated from the school and to keep
attends Boston University; and
him from many of the temptations who
Ansel B. True of Worcester, Mass.,
that he is heir to, Mr. Kawakami
attends Yale University.
who
must
stated.
In Japan the student
room in various private houses scattered throughout the city in which the
college is located.
He consequently
loses much of the fraternal life and
restraining influence which he needs.
Mr. Kawakami clearly stated his apSir Philip Ben Greet, the famous
proval of the fraternity system.
Shakespearean actor and producer,
Bowdoin sometime
"It is interesting to note", he added, will lecture at
"that English is compulsory from the about the middle of March. This lecture
In con- should be exceptionally well attended
first year of high school.
clusion may I say that I admire the if the recent successes of the regreat social interest fostered by nowned Englishman and his troupe in

American

in

Estate Favors Bethel and

Bangor Students

pionship

!

GOETHE PRIZE ESSAY

SCHOLARSHIP

ENDOWMENT FUND IS
RECEIVED BY COLLEGE

Parish Church
New England cham- First
Portland, «*ruck the keynote of his
was won by Dwight F. address, "Holding Fast to Our LoyalBrown of Bowdoin on a 50 feet, 1 ties", in chapel last Sunday. He went

Last year the

when

—

.

well

Kawakami Attracted by

i

Alma

Inches at
York, Feb. 22nd
Gift of Agnes L. H. Dodge

I

j

the

tition

McLaughlin High Light
addres ses
McLaughlin equaled the world's
the Orient record in
the 45 yard high hurdles at
Montreal; the University
Club games in Boston
Bolle- Suisse;
Ca maguey,
Cuba;
two weeks ago and followed uo this
Buenos Aires; Hongkong, China; Mar- performance with a fourth in the 70
burg Rentloof, Germany; Guana- yard hurdles event at the A. A. U.
juato, Mexico.
crames in New York. Since the only
The Bowdoin Alumnus has on its college hurdler to defeat him in the
address list stranger and less well latter event was his own teammate,
known names. One tongue twister is: Charlie Stanwood, McLaughlin is exUyenohara Higashi Nakano Tokio pected to be well up at the finish next
Fu, Japan. Shanghai, China; Osaka, Saturday. Stanwood along with Del
Japan; Karlshamn, Swede*; Nancy, Galbraith are ineligible to compete unFrance; Guanajuato, Mexico; Stock- der the three year competition rule of
holm, Sweden, are included.
the IC4A.
Frosh Relay Strong

$50,000
National

doin track teams in the weight throwing events was upheld by Delma Galbraith last Saturday, when he won

was

Unexpected Walk-away

-

. The Industrial Revolution and the
Land Closure Acts turned out the people
om the common lands and as a result
they suffered much. The Lancashire
«"* Yorkshire districts where common
hardship was most prevalent was the
cradle of the Industrial Revolution.
(Continued on Page 4)

I

plete

Alumnus Harbor Queer

...

Church while the Whigs wereiusuv »o*ntined with the Non-Conform-

]
lsts

i

From a group of fourteen nominees,
H. Allan Perry polled the highest number of votes for chairmanship of the
Ivy Day Committee; along with Perry
is the committee consisting of Gordon D. Briggs, Francis H. Donaldson,
Arthur E. Moyer, Eliot Smith. Senior
members of the Student Council presided at the meeting: W. Lawrence
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year at the President's request;!
but William E. Mullen would undoubtedly have been the choice of the

last
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Fire Bowdoin Flien Will Complete Indoor Board Season
Saturday Evening; Stanwood and Galbraith Forced
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addition, several

By McLaughlin and Frosh
Relay Team At LC.4A Games
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Member Bowdoin
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White To Be Represented

N. E. Weight Champion

ATTENDVOCA-

the regular

mail arriving early Tuesday morning
on the eastbound train. Various articles bearing the name "Bowdoin"
had convinced the Bangor authorities
tliat they were the collage's property.

terday morning when a frantic telephone call from the printers of the
weekly revealed that three
hundred inches of news, the entire
contents of today's edition, HAD
college
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, March

2

Vocational Day.
Track: Freshmen vs Bridgton at
Brunswick.
Swimming: Sub-Jayvees vs Brunswick High.
Basketball: Dckes vs Non-Fraternity.

Thursday, March 3
Freshman Class Elections (probable date).
Basketball: Kappa Sigma vs T. D.
Sigma Nu vs Chi Psi
Saturday, March 5

Swimming: Jayvees vs Hebron

at

Hebron.
Fencing:
Boston University at
Brunswick.
"Wings Over Europe", City Hall,
Bangor.
Tueaday. March 8
Basketball: Psi U. v 8 T. D.
A. T. O. v s Chi Psi.

Wednesday, March 9
Pejepscot

Historical Society Lec"Salem Ships and "Ship
Masters", Moulton Union.
Basketball: Kappa Sigma v s NonFraternity
D. U. vs Sigma Nu.
ture:

!
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And so beyond the vision of
battling races and an impoverished earth I catch a dreaming
glimpse of peace.
"The other day my dream was pictured to my mind. It fi»
evening. I was walking homeward on Pennsylvania Avenue near
the Treasury, and aa I looked beyond Sherman's Statue to the west
the sky was aflame with scarlet and crimson from the setting sun.
But, like the note of downfall in Wagner's opera, below the sky
line there came from little globes the pallid discord of the electric
lights.
And I thought to myseif the Gotterdammerung will end,
and from those globes clustered like evil eggs will come the new
masters of the sky. It is like the time in which we live. But then
I remembered the faith that I partly have expressed, faith in a universe not measured by our fears, a universe that has thought and
more than thought inside of it, and as I gazed, after the sunset and
above the electric lights there shone the stars."
nies that he does not understand.
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The ORIENT favors and urges serious consideration of the following: a senior
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publications, separation ef the Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
through published dockets and student referenda
between Student Council and undergraduates,
reorganization ef requirements for degrees.

•

A
What becomes

Plea for College Liberalism

seems inevitable that
most of them, as they grow older, turn more and more conservative in their views. This is only natural in a world of business
where a man must be more or less conservative to survive. The
writer was told of a recent class reunion at Bowdoin at which there
were present one Socialist, two Democrats, and all the rest Republicans. Yet at the time of jrraduation this same class had a group
of out-and-out Socialists in its number. Where have they gone?
They have been borne back by the dverwhelming tide of conservatism until they have lost the old radical ideas of college days. In a
it serves as a safety valve against
measure this is a good thing
the dangers of too-radical thought. On the other hand, it is a
sorry thing that under the test of worldly struggle so much of the
ideal must be sacrificed.
We do not intend, here or elsewhere, to uphold the cause of
radicalism. Ours is no credo of red-flag-waving or of violent overturn of existing institutions of any sort But the world stands in
of that capacity in men to study a
sore need of true liberalism
given situation and then to take a far-sighted and forward-moving
course of action. It has been said that a man can either go ahead
that is but the
or backwards. There can be no standing still
beginning of retreat. Extreme conservatism is to our mind as
dangerous as the radicalism it fears and decries. It is but the inlet
to the stagnant pool of reactionary thought with its backwardlooking, backward-leading policies. A true liberal is neither radical nor conservative. He is prudent and at the same time bold.
of the college radicals?

It

—

—

—

At Odds With Morpheus
Despite the misadventures which inevitably pursue the editing
any publication the Orient has managed to appear week after
week with more than becoming regularity. Its acceptance by the
of

undergraduate has been notably non-committal, while its nonappearance ever raises the laconic query "What, no Orient?"
Now if we were vain (which we are decidedly not) we might
very well construe this latter remark as a compliment. Me might
quite logically conclude that the non-appearance of the paper was
a very real loss to the undergraduate body. Experience, however,
gives quite another view of the matter, and we offer this for what
it is worth.
It has long been our conviction that a large part of the undergraduate body exists in a very pleasant state of somnolence, in
which any change in the ordered registering of phenomena is disturbing in the extreme. Or more simply, undergraduates keep a
an art which
very fine balance between being awake and asleep
must ever be accompanied by the rhythmic march of the hours,
and the quiet drone of routine. When something out of the ordinary does occur this magic spell is momentarily broken. Undergraduates (metaphorically speaking) roll over, and ask foggily
"What's up?"
Meanwhile the editor is supposed to be all enthusiasm, and to
be ever vibrant with ideas. But he is too familiar with signs which
read "Do not disturb" and is not disposed to ally himself against
inviting Morpheus. The drab unbroken silence, however, which
pursues the editor's pen week after week gradually wears on his
nerves, and like any other human being he becomes decidedly bored
with sending forth palemics to the empty air.

—

We are of course aware that there are many individuals whose
reaction to the present editorial policy might be briefly summarized
"The Orient's at it again !" But these persons never say as much
in print

.

We have never been sure that the policy of the paper was
wrong, because we were never told it was right. We have never
been certain of the undergraduate reaction to our policy since the
security of our editorial sanctum has only rarely been disturbed
by those who disagreed with us.
We

Orient belongs primarily to
its readers that at all times its columns are open to any expression
It matters not
circumspect.
of opinion which is rational and
whether our contributors agree or disagree with our opinions but
it is of the utmost importance that the monarchy of Morpheus be
shaken from its foundations, and that a democracy of minds alive
to sensible phenomena of the emperical world be erected ifi
beg

to suggest here that the

;

;

its stead.

P. C. A.

He

studies the case at hand and searches for the long-run policy
which will bring some advance beyond the status quo. Above all,
he keeps before him an ideal of political, economic, and personal
development toward an unachieved and presumably unachievable
goal. Such was the spirit of the Chartists in England, whose program took nearly a century to reach its consummation. There are
those who would call this folly. Why bother to strive for something that can perhaps never be reached? The answer goes back

Bowdoin Fifty Years Ago
(Gleaned from

ORIENT

PORTLAND MINISTER
URGES STUDENTS TO

files)

H0LDT0JWALT1ES"

With the approach of spring re.
gatta season freshmen start drive for
Ooatiansd from Fas* l
funds towards purchase of class boat. tact with loyalties which will mean
we
slide
up,
work
constantly
we
to the idea of stagnation : unless
much to us in all our -days. Present
backwards. Unless our goal be unattainably high, there is bound
Complaint is voiced in ORIENT day schools make much of the flag
to be a point where the end of our upward struggle will be reached, communication anent delirious music salute. Many states desire that the
practice in South End of Winthrop,
and start sliding backwards. clarionet being particularly not con- teachers pledge allegiance to the flag
where we shall be content to sit
and to the constitution. This proceEach achievement in this upward progress is but a waystation, ducive to "deep thought".
dure would not be useful. Loyalties
something to mark the progress along a concerted line of action.
are the facts about us that really
Lieut. E. W. Howe; West Point amount to something and anything
Such
objective.
It must never be considered the ultimate or final
graduate, takes charge of the "Bow- less is of no value and usually meandoin Military".
must be the course of the true liberal in any field.
ingless."

—

Loyalties iu Every-day Life
ORIENT editorially praises recent
Rev. Mr. Silliman continued by
invention, the stylograph, and sug- pointing out the value of loyalties in
gests that a more poetical name be business and the institutions in which
devised for it.
we live, such as home, school, church,
state, and country.
Their success or
failure depends upon the loyalties of
Twenty-five Years Ago
those who make them up.
Unless
grounded in human hearts they cannot
succeed. In a child the supreme loy"Several enterprising Freshmen realty
is that of not tattling on one anwhile the world has no great need for extreme radicals, it bitterly cently strung a large advertising ele- other and we must respect that loyalty
phant in front of the chapel with 1919
needs more of the steadily-glowing, constant liberalism of men painted on it. They should be com- in the child until he grows up and his
loyalties change to more mature ones.
like Oliver Wendell Holmes. Only by the application of such pro- plimented on the aptness of their
"As we grow older and take part in
gressive thought to our current problems, can the world ever hope class emblem".
some institution we realize that we are
part of that interest and are loyal to
to find permanent solution of the mess it is in today. Conservabanjo club was formed at the it Loyalty is not momentary but conit can never bring permanent Theta Delta Chi house on Tuesday tinues all our days."
tism
bring temporary relief
Loyalty in a Crisis
adjustment. It is to meet the needs df the world of affairs that a evening.

Now, we may be

asked, what has all this to do with a college stuhas this to do with him: unless he gets his training in
this method of thought and action, unless he becomes accustomed
to applying it to everyday problems whatever they may be, the
chances of his becoming a force for advancement once he gets out
into the world are slight indeed The shift toward conservatism
of any college graduate seems a foregone and natural thing. And

dent?

'

It

—

may

man must train himself. The problems are multiplex.
They demand the liberal viewpoint for any satisfactory and lastcollege

ing solution. It behooves us as undergraduates to school ourselves
method of thought not considering the past regretfully, but
looking ahead fearlessly, so that we may be ready to bring to our
work not a narrow viewpoint and a hidebound method, but that we
may be adapted to an all-embracing consideration and an incisive
mode of action that will cut to the very core of whatever difficulin this

ties

m

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

James
James
Roger

m

!,!'
;

we may

;

face.

The true liberal, like Mr. Justice Holmes, must take a course
where he "may wreak himself upon life, may drink the bitter cup
of heroism, may wear his heart out after the unattainable." "No
says, "has earned the right to intellectual ambition until
ho has learned to lay his course by a star which he has never seen,

man," he

A

In developing bis point on loyalty in
Professor Little was absent on a a crisis Rev. Mr. Silliman pointed out
a necessity for loyalty to democracy
trip this week.
and Freedom. He said: "It is easy to
toy with the idea of some other form
Bowdoin 4-Maine 1, is score of of .government; but when the crisis
hockey game played on Whittier comes let us who believe in democracy
Field before a good-sized group of as the government 'of the people, by
enthusiasts.
the people, and for the people' stand
up for it." In speaking of loyalties
"BULL DOG SUSPENDERS—SO to freedom he explained that most of
CENTS. Most comfortable, durable, us believe in freedom in speech in the
economical suspenders made. Accept press, etc, but there will be a severe
no substitute for this Watch Dog of test of our deep belief in freedom
we consider the communist.
all when
Suitable
for
Interest.
your
About war he said that truth is the
classes."— Adv.
first greatest casualty of war.
False
stories about fbe German treatment
At last the Massachusetts State of Belgian children aroused much feelCollege student body has become "suf- ing. We should withhold judgment in
ficiently mature to appreciate the a crisis until we can find out the real
camouflage which has en- truth. In a time like the present in
childish
veloped the trivial compulsory dicta- judging the powers at wsr in China
tion of the sophomores over the fresh- we should hold fast to our loyalty to
men". So freshman rules have been peace.

snowshoe

by the divining rod for springs which he may never reach."
Such a man is your true liberal. Liberalism itself may be just
such an unattainable goal for most of us. We may find it difficult abolished.
•
*
•
to reach the broad and unselfish views necessary; we may be deCount Felix Von Luckner, none
Massachusetts State
College
is
terred by the hardships of the course. We may feel all our strugother than the famous Sea Devil, is
worrying over the Boston ft Maine's pe- to lecture the
students of Northeastgles wasted, but it certainly is not an inglorious thing to live by a tition to discontinue passenger service
ern. It will be remembered that the
faith like Holmes' when he says "I think it not improbable that through Amherst. And some brighty Count disguised his famous sailing
in the editorial column announces that vessel, the
Sea Eagle, as s dilapidated
man, like the grub that prepares a chamber for the winged thing he has often beard that the B. ft M.
sailing vessel.
In this way he sent
it has never seen but is to be
that man may have cosmic desti- operates a fast train through Am- more than 500,000 tons of enemy ships
what it was fast to.
to Davy Jones' locker.

to dig

i

:

—

and in this six sturdy sons
three worthy daughters were
born,
hose descendants are widely
scattered over the country, and have
everywhere been people of worthy
hospitality,

COLLEGE IGNORES
EDNA ST. VINCENT
BIRTHDAY OF HER
MILLAY DESCENDANT
GREATEST WRITER
HARPSWELL PIONEER

and

w

lives.

Captain Sitae Adams, in his History of Bowdoinham says "The Millay
Longfellow's Birthday Last
Story of Irish Ancestry on neighborhood was where the sturdiest
most helpful people of the town
Saturday Passes With
Maine Coast Relates of and
located. Theirs was a triumphant
Little Notice
wrestling with the wilderness."
Sea and Farm Life
Edna Si. Vincent Millay is de-

scended from the first child of James
Vincent Millay, who is Millay and Abigail Eastman, John
some to be America's Millay, who was horn at Bowdoinham, Me., Dec. 19, 1781; and died Feb.
greatest poet, playwright, and satir6, 1828.
lis early removed to New
ist, traces her ancestry back through
Portland where he was an industrious
various generations to one James farmer and worthy citizen. He marMilee, who after emigrating to this ried Sarah Denslow, who wss born at
any special significance; midnight country from Ireland, settled on Bath, March 29, 1785, and died April.
chimed from the college clock, and Great Island in the town of Harps- S, 1861; a woman of deep piety and
fine intellectual gifts; the daughter of
the name of Henry Wiadsworth Long- well,
where he lived for many years. Rev. Joseph Denslow, an early settler
fellow, Bowdoin 1825. had not passed
the lips of a single student! No offi- Later he moved to Bowdoinham, in st Great Island, Harpswell.
The children of this home were:
which
town he died.
cial recognition of Bowdoin's greatest
man-of-letters had been offered on the
The study of this first American James Denslow, Sarah Jane, Samuel
one hundred and seventh anniversary ancestor of the gifted poet tells the Denslow, Israel Millet, William King,
of his birth in Portland, Maine!
.story of the struggles of the early and Joseph. And from these there are
Henry W. Longfellow, poet, mem- settlers in this great wilderness of many descendants.
ber of Bowdoin's own faculty for al- Maine. James Milee, as his name is
The grandfather of Edna St. Vinmost seven years, was an undergrad- spelled in all the old records, was born cent Millay was William King Millay,
uate in the "college of the pines" at a in a little burg in Kilkenny County, who was born Sept. 15, 1820, and died
time when Brunswick was in its pic- Ireland, July 25th, 1755, and wa3| at Union April 15, 1893; a quarryman
turesque infancy. Coming to Bowdoin drowned in the Cathance River, Bow- and farmer of worthy life, who marat the remarkable age of only four- doinham, Maine, Aug. 20th, 1817. In ried Aug. 23, 1846, Mary Jane Pease,
teen, Longfellow took entrance exam- his family Bible, which was bought born Appleton August 4, 1828; died
inations and became a regular member Oct. 20th, 1804, he spelled his
name July 20th, 1896. The 6th child of this
of the Sophomore class! Here, accord- Millea. In 1847 a number of his
de- home was the father of Edna St. Vining to the few reliable records and the scendants met together and decided cent Millay, Henry Tolman Millay,
innumerable traditions, he took an ac- that the family name should be writ- who was born at Union June 26, 1863;
tive part in college life; his interests ten in
married Cora L. Buzzell, a noted auits present form, Millay.
were chiefly scholastic and literary,
James Milee came to Great Island, thor, and lived for many years at
however, and he was graduated third Harpswell, Me., with one
of the sturdy Camden, where the gifted poet was
in his small class.
,
captains of that very enterprising born.
Bowdoin Then Waa Primitive
place. He proved to be a trustworthy
Edna St. Vincent Millay attended
The Bowdoin of today which fails sailor. Like many another Irish boy
the schools of Camden, Barnard Colto remember Longfellow's birthday is
who came to America in that early lege, Columbia University, graduated
very different from the backwoods period, he found Maine
the place of from Vassar College. Tufts College
college the poet entered that bright home-like
hospitality which he had conferred on her June, 1925, the Defall of 1822 with his brother, Stephen.
judged it to be from the sea captains gree of Doctor of Literature. She marThe present campus, surrounded by whom he had met. He arrived
in ried Eugene Boisevain of Holland, an
class buildings and libraries, was then
America just before the outbreak of' importing merchant.
a tiny stubble field around which
the Revolutionary War, and at once
And now Miss Millay and her husclustered four tiny halls.
showed
his genuine love of America;
band have left the shores of the
Students could lean out of old Maine
with genuine I rich wit he made United States
and may never return.
or Winthrop halls and shoot pigeons
rhymes
and
jingles
which
described'
Saturday the talented couple sailed
in the pines which grew close to the
the power of Tyranny, and prophesied from
New York on the freighter Cabo
brick walls. Along the path which toTortoas for Mallorca, Spain, a voyage
day leads from the Library to Hyde the complete triumph of Liberty.
Dr. Wheeler, in his History of
that will take fourteen days.
Hall there was a rail fence; beyond
Brunswick, Topsham, and Harpsirell,
this barrier, away from the rustic colBefore leaving, the poet made the
says, "An Irishman on Great Island,
lege, grazed peaceful herds of cows.
following statement "This trip is an
Harpswell,
Me.,
who
understood
how
In those rugged days Bowdoin raised
impulse from which I may never remuch of its own produce, and had its to make salt from salt water, sug- turn, but it's a lot more fun than dogested the building of salt works on
own supply of meats.
ing the biggest of things conventionAthletics of today were unheard of. that Island. A company was formed, ally."
and long walks in the nearby forests. a building was erected, and kettles
She took a plentiful supply of paand
other
appliances
purchased.
The
ridges
Androscoggin
the
or along
per and pencils and intimated that
served for recreation. Hunting*, fish- Irishman, whose name was Millay,
she may do a lot of writing both on
ing, and boating were the prime sports had charge of the kettles. A yoke of
board
ship and after her arrival in
of the athletes of Longfellow's class. oxen was employed to draw wood for
closing the interview she
But the poet himself preferred the the ovens. Sixty bushels of salt were Spain. In
remarked "I like Spaniards, I like
quiet life, a pipe and a good'book be- made each week, and sold in Boston at
their poetry and that's all."
fore the open fireplace of his room at $2.00 per bushel."
All of this salt, according to the
Number 27 Winthrop. or a chosen
traditions handed down in the Millay
friend to chat with.
family, and in others, went into the
Longfellow Wrote at Bowdoin
Rigorous and stern as Bowdoin's manufacture of gunpowder, in a time
early days were, Longfellow found when gunpowder was very scarce in
time to write his beloved poetry. He Washington's army.
•
Women and young girls generously
contributed to Portland papers, and
to William Cullen Bryant's Literary gave their help to the carrying forhis
with
occupancy,
ward
of
work
of
young
Hi3
the
Millay.
Four
thousand two hundred fraterGazette.
brother, of Parson Titcomb's house on Among these was broad-shouldered nity bids were to be given out last
Federal street, makes that dwelling Abigail Eastman.
Her wonderful Thursday at The University of Minnedoubly famous; years later Harriet strength had often been exhibited, and sota.
tax of two dollars is regmany stories of it have been handed ularly imposed on esch rushee as a
Beecher Stowe lived there.
Six o'clock in the morning when down in the old families of Harpswell, protection against spongers.
modern Bowdoin is just turning over Maine*
found
for another hour's repose
We borrow from the Hobart Herald
Once when her father had slaughtLongfellow up and about, for the ered a 300-pound hog, two men stood this note: "Two Duke University stuchapel bell rang at that unearthly by and disputed over the best way of dents recently devised their own exin
held
a taking it to the house. With merry periments in psychology. The experihour. Winter prayers were
classroom building too cold for exer- laughter Abigail shouldered the hog ment was to find the average length
Long- and
cises of over fifteen minutes!
of time it took a bull session to turn
bore it away.
fellow would leave his house the moIn the same way she strode up to a to subjects concerning women. The
ment the bell began to peal, walking man whose
Tory sentiments were well average time was six minutes. Their
briskly; but brother Stephen left as
known, and who was idly watching method was to start conversation on
the stragglers commenced to run, with
Jimmy Millay toiling at his salt any subject except that of women."
his hands thrust deep in trousers
works. She took him by the collar
pockets.
In the Boston University News we
senior year Longfellow and thrust his head into the kettle of read: "It looks to this observer as
his
In
roomed in the "Sodom" end of Win- bubbling salt water. "Smell of that", though the powers behind the grid
she said, "and see if there is not some
throp (Number 27) whence he looked
team are at last doing some shopping
Yankee powder in it already."
»
out on the whispering pines. He must
around for football material, a step
After that the man worked as if he
have been drawn by the lure of these
.which should have been taken long
wrote:
had been convinced of several im- ago."
eternal trees, for he
portant facts.
And it is said that
"Before me rose an avenue
from that day Jimmy Millay worked
Of tall and sombrous pines:
A food specialist at the U. of M. is
still move arduously at his salt works.
Abroad their fan-like branches
introducing bean sprouts as a green
He was sure that for him life would vegetable, and thieatens the
grew.
popularalways be very bright if this Abigail ity of
And. where the sunshine darted
the baked bean with this new
through.
Eastman, with her dancing black eyes,
vitamin-filled threat.
should be his wife.
Spread in a vapor soft and blue.
And when another fellow jruessed this, and said to
In long and sloping lines."
Co-eds accepted the dare of the
He strolled with intimates through her as he sarcastically pointed to the editor of the Minnesota Daily, and are
Brunswick woods, then returned when small frame of Jimmy Millay, "Oh,
to undertake the putting out of a
darkness fell, to his room, for a pipe has that pinch of salt turned yer
"The
strictly
issue
feminine
of
and a chat. Neither he nor Hawthorne head?" She turned on him, "He'j
World's Largest College Newspaper."
cared for hunting, though the sport helping salt the EARTH. And ye know
attracted most of the young Bowdoin well what the GOOD BOOK says
A
complete book of Pre-Volstead
men.
about salt that's lost its savor."
recipes waa found by a janitor at
Life in Brunswick Very Pleasant
In the quaint old Town records of
a pile of
Longfellow lived joyfully at Bow- Harpswell, appears the entry: "On ye M. I. T., rummaging among
volumes discarded from the Library.
doing as an undergraduate, for the 17th of December, 1779, James Melee
The treasure has been placed in the
quiet college life, and the pleasant and Abigail Eastman, of ye Great
where it is servcountryside charmed him; later, when Sebascodegan Island, Harpswell, were Information Office,
students
he returned as a professor in 1829, he united in ye Solemn Bonds of Matri- ing as a reference text "by
wrote to a friend that Brunswick was mony, by ye Reverend Samuel Eaton". of Ancient History and others."
that
he
delightful. One June he wrote
And
life
story
after
this
is full of
the
made
requests
Commenting on the
almost imagined himself in Spain, the strength*
industry,
and
success,
"morning is so soft and beautiful. sprinkled here and there with a witty to allow Freshmen to live in the fraternity houses, an editorial in the
But in college he wrote strangely mel- Irish jingle.
Emory
Emory (Ga.)
University
ancholy verse for one who delighted
Old traditions say that Abigail's Wheel says, "Let a man get 'collegiso in life.
The difficulties occasioned by re- faith in Jimmy was unbounded, and ate* by degrees, for the change from
"You've
said
him,
shown
great
that
she
to
too
undergradhome
fraternity
house
is
to
fusal of townspeople to let
uates hunt and fish in the nearby for- the folks what you can do with salt for one year."
ests came to a head in 1824, and Long- water, now show 'em what grand
This is what appears on the top of
fellow wrote to his father regarding things you can do on the land." Sc
Bowdoin athletics: "This has been a in 1780 James) Melee bought a farm at the Haverford College examination
verv sickly term in college. However, Bowdoinham about one mile from Cat- books: "N. B. Students are iequestgovernment,
Landing,
which
is
hance
now
Bowthe
ed
week,
last
to write on every page i. e., on
the
within
A log house was both sides of each leaf until all the
seeing that something must be done doinham Village.
to induce the students to exercise, rec- built, which became a center of great questions have been answered."

without causing the least
the five hundred students,
birthday of Bowdoin's greatest
graduate was celebrated last Saturday. Morning chapel passed with its
usual quota of college statistics; the
day went by, and none of the undergraduates realized that the day held
Silently,

stir

among

the

Edna

St.

thought

by
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ommended a game of ball now and
then; which communicated such an impulse to our limbs and joints that
there is nothing now heard of, in our
leisure houra, but ball. ball, ball."
And modern Bowdoin is not so different in this respect! The college in
1825 was a hardy place, with few student activities for relaxation. Study
was the first principle, and so great
was this emphasized that the man
ranking third in Longfellow's class
died the year of his graduation from
excess of work. The poet succeeded to
third place after this regrettable misfortune.

_
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SUITS,

OVERCOATS
$40

TOPCOATS

and

— $55

,

DRESS CLOTHES START AT $50

....

Longfellow Leaves s Tradition
To old Bowdoin's walls clings an
aura of greatness. Once Longfellow
lingered under its pines; his room at
27 Winthrop should be revered as the
abode of a great man. for here he
wrote the seedlings of his poetry. Yet
today last Saturday—the name of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was
utterly ignored by the students of the
selfsame college he loved!

—

A PLAIN, SIMPLE ANNOUNCEMENT
Feeling utterly convinced our customers still prefer good clothes, in
spite of conditions, we are happy to announce an INCREASE in value,
and a DECREASE in price
throughout our entire line.

We expect

to.

maintain at

workmanship and fabrics

all

costs our present enviable quality of style,

—and to serve you in the best manner possible.

BRISK BROTHERS,

Inc.

16 East 58th St.
New York City
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TOBACCO ADS BARRED;

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

Are Offering 50 Boxes of

Bowdoin Stationery at 59 cents per Box
AN UNUSUAL VALUE

W« Shall
F.

Bowdoin Banners and Fraternity
Banners at 25% Discount

Sell All

W. CHANDLER & SON

Box Seen In

America Created at Brunswick

BeU Theta Pi held Its initiation on
February 20. 1»32. at the House. The
National President. Dr. Francis
most of the {The tree, too, has a history; it was Beta's
Shepardson, attended the cereW.
and
fancy paper frills on Jack Horner hand-planted about 125 years ago,
mony at which twelve freahmen and
nas flourished luxuriantly. It might,
_ majority
„
Pi
that
th
of
naiier
flowpledges were admitted
sophomore
two
*" »
symooMc of the growth of
T» ."y!**, Mger^lWW jeven
from Portland
ers which catch dust all over America, the paper .box factory, which is now to the order. Alumni
and vicinity and delegates from other
that most 'of the bright little holiday magnificently housed in Framingham,
New England chapters were present.
tags
into
and
has
gone
Massachusetts,
Bitterly maintaining that the faculty tags and stickers all came out of a
The initiation at 6.30 o. m. was folrecently,
ban on tobacco ballyhoo would result •SS^bo*
paper-box hand-made in Brunswick in 0851), stickers, and more
at 7.45 p. m. Wilcrepe-paper. The Mr. Dennlson wbo lowed by a banquet
- a diminished size newspaper* and
fal
1848? It's true, none the less, and brought in colored
—-- liam Linnell '02 of Portland acted as
crepe-paper used
conaequent lowered editorial stand- th „
_. ,i«iri,t-tif-h«nd about it "?""*'" ,'" <-""""• yr.-y^-*
owled e ° { co, e*e chem,Stry ,n toastmaster and John Arthur Harlow
hi »
arda, the staff quit in a body. A hasty 52"-^
'.onSr extant w*7 a fal
of Old Town was among the speakers.
8ystem
working
OUt? the system
^° rk,n * out
vof,.mong the staff^members showed
°f
the
The committee in charge was John Alhearty approval of fighting the faculty
"^Recently the Dennison Manufactui^^
officia , ."
, "*. |,
W
firat
bert Ricker, Jr., chairman, Thomas
"~! "* Ameri ca.
edict.
"!!T.
"T''"
*V"^12T'-- »"»* Company bought the old Brans- Hovey Kimball, John Dono Brookes,
I
wick house and plans to make it .
Sources* the conflict reach into
Charles Henry McKenney. After
and
whs
box
first
The
past, for Hunter girls, forbidden
the rites. Dr. Shepardson amused the
c bbler8 beitch man
na t
ing privileges on college grounds, have
members until 2.00 a. m. with laws and
?
^
upstairs and
room
nnflnlahed
(then)
agitate^ in vain for a special smoking
--' often
««S"
customs of various fraternities.
affa^- and
thly were ffimsy affairs,
Since, this room has
to the rear.
room. Henrietta Tichv. student coun- ""^1 *.?£» VnThJkln
Initiates - 1934
Colonel Anmade habitable.
been plastered
cil president, called the board's action
r
who was in the But the Dennisonandpeople are anxious
Earle Hastings Beatty, Winthrop.
M .r„ tt ,,ki«" „Kii„ t h, ..„.„-, tui^A drew Dennison,
1 disfurted with
to get the authentic atmosphere, and
Joseph Neallv Fernald, Nottingham,
aff
"
re
tbj » 8t te °*
plan to restore it to its original un- N. H.
with the staffs sUtement that funds
f
So he got the glased paper and finished state.
Everything will be
were dependent on cigarette advertise1935
cardboard of which these boxes were done like that.
ments.
William Risk Esson. West Newton,
made, and cut out a box which suited
The family has a decided raanuand facturinp leaning; besides the paper- Mass.
daughters,
Julia
him.
His
Melville Lambert Hughes, Jr., JaMatilda, pasted it together. It was a box Dennisons, there is a branch
jewelry box, an obviously superior one, wmcn made the first machine-made maica Plain, Mass.
too, for American jewelers admired wa tches in America. This was in the
William James Keville, Jr., Belmont,
Before Waltham Watch Company by Aaron Mass.
it enough to send in orders.
the year was over, Col Denniscn Dennison. Another connection is the
(Continued from page 1)
Henry Sheip Lippincott, South
hired ten hands, bought machinery, gwift family
which manufactures Harpswell.
tional ends.
flourished. The fighting shredded wheat at Niagara Falls,
business
and
"What will our government do?
Michael George Hershall McPharlin.
the
oW
soldier
rose
at
blood of the
p. W. Chandler, of Brunswick, and Grand Rapids, Mich.
Will it refuse to sever commercial re- thought of competing with indu.sn s sister, Miss Mabel Chandler, arc
Richard Brown Nason. Newton Cenlations, and thereby prevent almost tries on the other side of the water, the only descendants of the Dennisons
Miss Chandler, who ter. Mass.
all the rest" of the world from bring- Consequently his boxes were good.
town.
jn
i e ft
Henri Alfrqd Romherger, Jr., MerThis history all was made in a very kindly gave her time and trouble,
ing to bear economic pressure which
approved proportions, lives in the, old homestead, and was ion, Pa.
will certainly stop the present blood- small house, of
»• restoraRobert Swift Sherman, Belmont,
...
..
on Everett street, under the overhang- directly responsible *for its
..
.,:
f „
shedjjjr will it act in harmony with
inR branches of a raonster Elm tr £. tio n.
Mass.
-»»»
*
other nations to stop it?"
Richard Copeland Souther. Waban,
,ed P e dent
r
i
,
S
Mass.
have
in Washington
A Garfield,
M Williams
JJ
£ t!
^"T! Representatives
"
"
"
."
College;
Ernest
A.
,
,
v
Cecil Huntington Trowbridge, Jr.,
by
M. Hopkins, Dartmouth; K. C. M. t,nd,cated that such an action
Milford, Conn.
Sills, Bowdoin; Livingston Farrand, sanction of the federal government is
Arthur Cedric Wallberg, Providence.
Ruthven, unfavorably regarded. Such a boyCornell;
Alexander
J.
(Continued from page 1)
Michigan; and Guy Stanton F^d, cott wou , d
little less than a formal the rules of the contest are announced
to
Ed-,
in
addition
Minnesota;
John Worcester, Cambridge, Mass.
». .-»_ ».
ward A. Filene, Boston; Willis J. Ab- declaration of war, some said. On the on a poster which has been distribhigher
institutions of
bott, editor of the Christian Science other hand, it was felt that if all the uted to
all
Considerable agitation has been
Monitor, and Chester Rowell, former nations in the League undertook a learning. Essays must be submitted stirred up by The Mother of Sorrow
publisher of the Fresno Republican.
boycott or embargo of Japanese goods, to the headquarters of the Founda- Laymen's League over an article and
Dispatches from Washington fol- the United States attitude might tion in Philadelphia not later than a cartoon published in Amherst's
lowing the receiving of the petition
September 15, 1!»32, and are limited to humorous magazine, Lord Jeff. The
change.
seem to show that such a policy as
5000 words. A number of prominent League demanded an apology from
An embargo would necessitate leg- professors of German at some of the Amherst's president for "insulting
has been suggested by this group is
been
urged
islation
boycott
by
Congress,
but
a
unlikely. The boycott has
leading American colleges and uni- Catholic laymen"; even suppression of
and considered for some time, but in- would simply mean popular acquies- versities have agreed to serve as all available copies of the magazine
formal expressions by Senators and cence in a national policy.
failed to quiet the fuss.
judges.
(Special Dispatch

from N.S.FJL)

Hunter college women editors refused, last week, to continue publishlair their "Bulletin" as long as college
authorities banned cigarette advertisements, their largest source of income.
The following issue came out published
by the Student Council.

— March 2 to March 9

For One Week

First Official Paper

GIRL EDITORS'RESIGN
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Beta Theta Pi Initiates
Fourteen Pledges
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(Special Dispatch from K.S.F.A.)
"It is the young men and women of
my age who will be commanded to
commit suicide," cried James F. Green,
Yale senior, before the Disarmament
Conference at Geneva where he represented the Student Christian Movements of Great Britain and the United States. He concluded a dramatic
demand for peace and cultural safety.
by saying, "We desire to live and to
live at peace.
We desire to construct
a world society providing freedom,
equal opportunity and a sense of security ... " •
At the same time in far-off southern
California a university mass-meeting
presented a five point peace proposal
for ratification by various universities
and colleges. Among the salient points
insisted upon were: "That a spirit of
international goodwill should be developed among the university students of

(CoattaaM from Paaa 11
the undergraduate merr-bers of
club.
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GOTHE PRIZE ESSAY
CONTEST ANNOUNCED
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Haverford College recently sent
out questionnaires to about a thousand of its alumni asking them various questions about their undergraduate experiences.
The results
were interesting for it was discovered that "the things that will occupy
a warm spot in one's college memory
in years to come are not always easily recognized v when they happen".

Outdoor Girl!
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II

Approaching midnight a week

ACT

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

later.

III

The next morning.

CAST
Walter Grantly, the Prime Minister,
Philip Parker '35
Lord Sunningdale, Lord Privy Seal,

KATWOODIE PIPES

Jr., '33

Albert S. Davis,

Lord Dedham, Lord High Chancellor,
Charles L. Kirkpatrick '33
Matthew Grindle, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Freeland W. Harlow '32
Sir Humphrey Haliburton, Secretary
of State for Home Affairs,
Alfred S. Hayes '34
Evelyn Arthur, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs,
Edward D. W. Spingarn '33
Richard Stapp, Secretary of State for
War,
John A. Ricker, Jr., '32
Esme Falkiner, Secretary of State for
Air,
R. A. Cleaves "35
Lord Cossington, Secretary of State
for Dominions,

Brunswick Publishing Co.
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Printers
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Raymond Brown,
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Charlotte Greenwood
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Fox News, Review, Detective Reel
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March 3rd
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SHE WANTED A MILLIONAIRE
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SIDNEY FOX
Also Paramount News
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-

Screen Song
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•
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Comedy

March Tth-8th

MARIE DRESSLER
-
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EMMA
Ah* N>ws and Sound Act

way they develop

and aroma.

never smoked a milder cigarette!

I never tire of the flavor ... a fine

natural tobacco taste.

They burn evenly,
more carefully...

too. Either they're rolled

[

or the paper's better. I feel the greatest confidence in Chesterfields.

Harry W. Thistlewaite '32
Henry
Hand,
Neurological

They

satisfy

me!"

Sir
Specialist,

Richard C. Van Varick '32
Mr. Hart Plimsoll, Clerk in Foreign
Office,
Harold H. Everett '34
Mr. Taggert, a mechanic,

C

1932, LKcrrr a
Mvrts Tobacco Co.

W. Hunter Perry, Jr., '33
Cabinet Messenger,
Albert P. Madeira '33
The members of the production staff
who will make the trip are:
Director, Ralph de Somen Childs
Business Manager, W. Hunter Perry,

.y

Jr., '33

Stage Manager, A. Pierpont Madeira
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checks a day, are passed at the University of Missouri.
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Friday

a total loss
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like the simple sincerity of Chester-
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H. G. Dunne, First Commissioner of
Works,
John F. Jenkisson '33
Francis Lightfoot, Prime Minister's
Albert W. Tarbell '32
Nephew,
Sir Berkeley Rummel, Neurological

all
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Donald P. McCormick '&
Tel.

in a tete-a-tete

'nature' as a last resort!

Jr., '34

Lord

First
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Admiralty,
Roland H. Cramer '32
Lord Vivian Vere, President of Board
of Education,
Thomas H. Kimball '33
St. John Pascoe, Attorney General,
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Pre-freshmen

Dartmouth is trying the experiment
of admitting twenty students of unusual merit a full year before they
are to begin their freshman year.
Under the assurance of being admitted, they can, therefore; spend
their last year in school more profitably and be relieved of the necessity
of cramming for entrance examinaThe value of this system lies
tions.
in the fact that these select freshmen will be redeemed from the aimlessness which too often character-

4 /

}

adopted in

• Listen in... Hear Chesterfield's Radio Program.
Nat Shilkret and bis brilliant orchestra. Every
night, except Sunday . .Colombia Broadcasting
. . . 10:30 E. S.T.
Music that satisfies!

The

many American

colleges.

too much to expect,
It would] be
however, that such a plan could be
used for admitting everyone.
.

.

"*•>..

freshised new men
man year will count as one of the
four mature college years, rather
than a trying period of adaptation.
If the experiment succeeds at Dartmouth, we can expect to see it
in college.
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The scene is laid in the Cabinet
Council Room, No. 10 Downing street,

fSMM.

Snrplaa and Pronto.

fi

A

daily.

The production is being sponsored
by the Bangor Alumni Club.
The complete cast as it will appear
in Bangor is as follows:

NATIONAL BANK

New

any club or

One reason

their city's son.

Fpect to race or creed."

Capital,

make

dents

j

.

•

Despite many criticisms regarding
the inadvisability of starting such a
movement in a year of depression, it
seems now as if no better time could
have been chosen. The Musical Clubs
have just cancelled their trip to Boston which was planned for this coming week end, thus leaving the Masque
and Gown as the only undergraduate,
non-athletic
organization venturing
beyond the college boundaries at »hia
*
time.
Portland Presentation in Near Future
The play is also to be presented in
Portland during the next few weeks.
The cast which is going to Bangor is
the same as that of the original production with the exception of two or
three changes.
Albert W. Tarbell,
the world" and "That American stu- who plays the leading role is a nadents should assume a broad objective tive of Bangor and it is expected a
great
many
people
will come to view
outlook on world problems without re-

feel

safe in asserting that mora stu-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
YEARLINGS SMOTHER
DEERING TRACKMEN
WHILE RECORDS FALL

ELT. NATATORS
SINK BOWDOIN
IN 45-32 UPSET

with stiff competition, it waa not evident in the majority of the events. A
first in the 45 low hurdles was the
best the high schoolers could do, although they pushed the yearlings
hard in some of the events.
The biggest kick of the meet was
furnished not by a Bowdoin runner
but by a plucky Deering miler, Bond,
who flashed a blinding sprint in the
last two laps of his event to push
Tom Uniacke, tired by his record
breaking effort in the thousand, and
almost neat him home. Striding like
a veteran, the little Deering runner
swept past all the Bowdoin men but
the leader two laps from home, and
made things extremely hot for the
lanky White-man until he finally
burst the tape.

2 minutes 2-5 second. Bencks of the
Engineers trailed.
Captain Ted Densmore, last year
dean of the New< England breast strokers, bowed to Turner and Flanders, of
Tech, the two sensations of this season. Turner scored in the fast time
of 2 minutes, 29 seconds, after Densmore had fought them ail the way.
The two Tech mermen, swimming an
identical stroke, were even with the
Bowdoin captain at the end of the
first lap, opened up a slight lead after
four, and then had to let out fast to
beat Densmore home by two yards.
The one bright side of the meet for
Bowdoin supporters was the 200 yard
relay, which went to the Polar Bears
The yearlings were able to clean up
in the best time they have done this in only two events against the tenaseason, 1 minute, 46 seconds.
Jim cious Portland men, however. Tom
Esson, swimming first for the White Uniacke,
Elmer
Hutchinson and
opened up a lead which the Engineers Johnny Baker raced home in the
could never close. Bob Foster swam a thousand for a clean sweep, while
fast anchor to nose out the Tech Adams, Boyd and Abelon encountered
dashman, Heintz, by a touch.
little opposition in the high jump.
The jayvees had a field day at the
Bowdoin captured the relay with
expense of the Tech second squad, ease, and kept their record of wins
losing only three events and never intact in that event. In four meets,
being seriously threatened. Swede the frosh have yet to meet defeat in
Wallberg, only recently recovered the 600, 1000, mile, high jump, shot
from knee injuries, plowed through put and relay. Johnny Kelly, after
the hundred in 56 3-5 seconds to win setting his records, had enough left
the hundred, the outstanding event. to take a second in the 45 low hurdles
The Swede beat Dick Page by a yard, and become high scorer of the meet.
and was never seriously threatened. Boyd, with a first and two seconds,
His time was exactly four seconds and Uniacke and Adams, with two
better than the varsity's for the firsts, were close behind him.
event.
The summaries:
The medley relay, worked for the
45 yard low hurdles: won by Hobfirst time by the Bowdoin men, was son (D); Kelly (B) second; Heald
won by them handily in the good time (D)„third. Time: 5.3 seconds.
of 3 minutes, 44 seconds, in a race that
45 yard high hurdles: won by Kelly
revealed Wallberg to be as good a! (B); Abelon (B) second; Hobson (D)
backstroke swimmer as he is a free third. Time: 6.2 seconds.
style man. He opened up a seven yard
40 yard dash: won by Hurley (B);
lead swimming that leg, with Whit- Hunt (B) second; Jordan (D) third.
more and McLeod merely coasting Time: 4.4 seconds.
in to win.
300 yard run: won by Kelly (B);
Bill Parmalee, after getting a poor Heald (D) second; Low (B)
third.
start, came through with a rush to Time: 34.4 seconds.
win the 50, while Dick Page had an
600 yard run: won by Fox (B);
easy time with the 200. Bob Car- Hatchfield (B) second; Cowan (D)
son, swimming the back stroke for, third. Time: 1 minute, 19.1 seconds.
the first time, came through for a
1000 yard run: won by Uniacke
second place, with Ray Prince right (B); Hutchinson (B) second; Baker
behind him in third.
(B) third. Time: 2 minutes, 23 secThe relay team came through to onds.
score as good a time as the varsity!
Mile run: won by Uniacke (B);
in beating the Engineers by three Bond (D) second; Behr (B) third.
Whitmore and Esson in the! Time: 4 minutes, 57 seconds.
yards.
breast stroke and Selig and Benson
Relay: won by Bowdoin (Hurley,
in the dive completed the Bowdoin Low, Hunt, Fox). Time: 2 minutes,
,

i

scoring.

16.1 seconds.

BOWDOIN TO BE
REPRESENTED IN
LC4A GAMES
(Continued tram pas* 1)
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U. of Maine lout a great track man
when Bill Floring was declared inFloring is a sophoeligible recently.
more who huag op last year a record
of 10 seconds flat for the indoor 100
yard dash. He io a broad jumper par
excellence, and rates with Bowdoin's
beat in the hurdles. His loas is a blow
not only to Maine, but to State meet
and N. E. I. C. 4 A. competition.

nnr

.

BALL TOSSERS GET
REGULAR WORKOUTS

;

^

100 yard dash: won by Heintz
Shot put: won by Niblock (B); Boyd class A ranking for the 19 dd games.
^
(MIT); Sperry (B) second; Henning (B) second; Forshwartny (D; third.
w s
inninrno
(MIT) third. Time: 1 minute, 3-5 sec-| Distance: 49 feet, 6 7-8 inches.
ond.
Discus throw: won by Boyd (B); LAR(jk NUMBklVS
A 1OTCNTI lrrkT* a
220 yard free style: won by Hen- Forshwartny (D) second; Sherry (D)
All Dill/ VULA"
ning (MIT); Foster (B) second; third. Distance: 105 feet, 6 inches.
TI/lbJAI
I IMC
Sperry (B) third. Time: 2 minutes,
IlUnALrUliUiflo,
40 seconds.
440 yard free style: won by
1933
(Continued from page l)
Vaughan (MIT); Durham (B) second;
Lounge of the Union. Mr. Foster is
Time: 5 minutes,
Trott (B) third.
the manager of the W. T. Grant Co., Ben White rnd McCluskey for Bates,
x
55 seconds. __ ^
Summary:
_
of New York City. He talked on the
(2) Bates
""l50 yard back stroke: won by Fosl)
Chain Store of the country. Being a Bowdoin (1)
ter (B); Easton (B) second; Bencks Usher, president, held the chair, and manager of a chain store, he was Birch, McLachlan. lw
rw. McCluskey. Lynch
(MIT) third. Time: 2 minutes 2-5 sec- John A. Ricker, Jr., secretary-treas- very well fitted for his talk. At the
onds.
same hour, Professor W. P. Ryan, Head Richardson, Rosenfeld, c
urer, recorded the election.
c. Murphy. Swett
of the Department of Chemical Engi200 yard breast stroke won by TurBalloting la Closely Contested
Billings, rw
InstiDakin,
Massachusetts
the
at
neering
ner (MIT); Flanders (MIT) second;
After the lightning election of
lw, K. White, Yeaton, Rugg
Densmore (B) third. Time: 2 min- Madeira for Popular Man, and the tute of Technology was speaking on
rd, Berry. Soba
Kimball,
Id
the Debating
utes, 40 seconds.
quick contest of Milliken and Mc- Industrial Chemistry in
Id, B. V> lute
Hubbard Hall. Professor Bilodeau, rd
Dive: won by Lykes (MIT); Crick Laughlin for president, five men were Room of
jr. Heldman
Ryan's speech was introduced by Pro- Haskell, g
nominated
vice-presidency.
G.
for
the
third.
Flint
(MIT) second;
(B)
the Faculty.
of
fessor
Cram
Russell
Briggs,
Booth,
Gordon
RayD.
200 yard relay: won by Bowdoin
Insurance
Howard, Easton, Foster); mond E. McLaughlin, Milton Hickok,
(Esson,
SEES
of
the
At 10.30, in the Lounge
M.I.T. second.
Time: 1 minute, 46 and Thomas H. Kimball went into the
first ballot, with the first three emerg- Union, Mr. Virgil C. McGorrill '22,
seconds.
the pros and cons of
won by M.I.T. ing in a deadlock. After difficulties was presenting
Medley relay:
Mr. McGor/ill
concerning
were
proxy
votes
settled, a Investment Banking.
(Bencks, Turner, Vaughan); Bow(Ooathraad tnm Pas* 1)
second poll was taken, which found is connected with the Fidelity-Irelano.
doin second. Time: 3 minutes, 34 secfactories
Booth and McLaughlin still tied. A Corporation of Portland, and was in- Far seeing individuals built
onds.
and hundreds of small huts around
Catlin.
In
Professor
by
troduced
provide
the
third balloting failed to
invited the destitute and
Freshmen
and
them,
the
of
one
of
necessary majority, but the fourth surance was the subject
and,
them,
occupy
to
people
landless
50 yard dash: won by Parmalee vote, carefully counted, and Mc- talks at 11.30. It was given by Mr
factories.
(B); Gunther (MIT) second; Grand- Laughlin attained the office.
R. E. G. Bailey '10, who is President of course, work in the
God Bless the Squire
berg (MIT) third. Time: 27 seconds.
Francis H. Donaldson and Walter of the A. Q. Miller Inc., of Auburn.
Here Mr. Baldwin observed the
100 yard dash: won by Wallbetjr W. Travis reached the second voting Mr. Bailey spoke in the Lounge of the
their suppliant
(B); Page (B) second; Du Ross for secretary-treasurer against Mil- Union and was presented by Profes- people still offered up
squire and his
(MIT) third. Time: 56 seconds.
ton B. Hickok and John B. Merrill. sor Meserve. In the Debating Room prayer, "God bless the
and keep us in our proper
relations
time,
same
this
200 yard swim: won by Page (B); Again two ballots went by with a of Hubbard Hall at
mancharacteristic
his
In
stations".
Farmer (MIT) second; Carey (B) deadlock over the candidate^; but Mr. Lancaster introduced Mr. Arthur
"Some undeclared,
Baldwin
Time: 2 minutes, 38 seconds. when the proxies were counted in on L. Race to the students who had ner, Mr.
third.
live in these
100 yard breast stroke: won by the fourth, Travis was awarded the gathered to hear the speech on Hotel fortunate individuals still
Management by Mr. Race, who is the huts, held together on the inside by
Paige (MIT); Whitmore (B) second; position.
Manager of the Copley Plaza Hotel the wall paper and on the outside by
Madeira Has Been President
Esson (B) third. Time: 1 minute,
lines."
Albert Madeira who received the in Boston. The presentation of this the clothes
25 seconds.
The early period of industrial
100 yard back stroke: won by Fin- most coveted junior position, that of business was very well done.
Manchester
After these speeches, an intermis- growth gave rise to the
layson (MIT); Carson (B) second; Popular Man, was president- of hi?
Time: 1 minute, class last year. He is now White Key sion was called for lunch. The speak- School of thought best characterized
Prince (B) third.
bellicose phrase, "Each man
president,
stage manager of the ers, the sponsors, President Sills, Mr. by the
23 4-5 seconds.
for himself and the devil take the
Dive: won by Paige (MIT); Selig Masque and Gown, arid a consistent Philip Wilder, Alumni Secretary, and
and Mr. Baldwin added
member of the varsity grid squad; Mr. William Wing, Chairman of the hindmost",sure
(B) second; Benson (B) third.
did.
devil
Medley relay: won by Bowdoin last year he was president of Phi Chi. Alumni Council Placement Commit- the
Social Metamorphosis
were
where
they
Union,
McLeod). Madeira is a member of Theta Delta tee, met in the
Whitmore,
(Wallberg,
enfranchisement of tho
the
With
Time: 3 minutes, 44 Chi.
served a luncheon.
M.I.T. second.
the struggle among the
worker
began
seconds.
An athletic career has made John
a Law and Medicine
Liberals, Tories, and Conservatives
200 yard relay: won by Bowdoin Milliken outstanding in the junior
After the luncheon, the addresses for the support of the labor vote. All
(Page, Stetson, Parmalee, Wallberg). class: he is captain-elect of next were resumed at 1-30, when Professor
parties, at one time or another, deTime: 1 minute, 46 year's football team, and has been Mitchell introduced Justice Guy H.
M.I.T. second.
clared their interests those of the comregular center for two years. Milli- Sturgi3 '98, of the Supreme Court of
seconds.
mon people. Mr. Baldwin ironically
ken belongs to the Athletic Council Maine in the Lounge of the Union on
cited the well known atrocities of child
and White Key; last year he was vice- the subject, Law. Justice Sturgis is a and woman labor in the mines to
president of the Class. He belongs to very capable speaker and his talk was
demonstrate the actual policies of
Psi Upsilon fraternity.
very much enjoyed by those members these
high-handed
groups.
The
Raymond McLaughlin is a member of the undergraduate body who were policies of the political parties of that
of the Student Council and the Ath- in attendance. In the Debating Room
time had inevitable reward in the rise
letic Council.
His chief fame comes of Hubbard Hall, also at 1.30, E. W. of Socialism. The movement for «
from distinction as star hurdler on Files, M.D., was presenting the sub- party for the workers alone was led
Undergraduate views on college tlie track squad; last year McLaughject of Medicine to the students. Dr. by Heinman and Morris.
From this
athletics were presented at the month- lin was secretary-treasurer of the
Files is a member of the staff of the time on the socialistic trend gained
ly meeting of the Bowdoin Club on class.
He is a member of Zeta Psi. Maine General Hospital in Portlana,
Wednesday, February 24, at the Fal- Gordon Briggs is a member of the and was introduced by Dr. Henry impetus under the Social Democrats
and had its culmination in the famous
mouth Hotel, Portland. Speakers Student Council, White Key, and is a Johnson, the College Physician.
InTrafalgar Strett Riot of 1896.
were Charles F. Stanwood '32, cap- consistent performer on the track
ternal schism broke the growing powtain of the Bowdoin track team, and squad. He was president of his class
New Diploma
A
er of this group and another of the
of
editor-in-chief
George T. Se'wall,
Briggs belongs to
freshman year.
diploma
type
portfolio
Independent
parties.
new
style
embryonic
The
A
the Orient The younger alumni were Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
will replace the traditional sheepskin Labor Party, allied itself with the
in charge of the meeting at which
at the 1982 commencement at Bos- trade Unions and in the election of
Charles L. Hildreth presided.
Topics of discussion at the Vermont ton University. The new diploma will 1904 .polled 30,000 votes as compared
Coffee
Cup
second
Board's
Mortar
be in the form of a small book, six with the 8,000,000 polled by the Labor
Kach Freshman at Smith College Hour were announced as "too radical by eight inches, will be made of Party in 1929.
The Labor Party
receives a small gilt-edged volume for the perusal of the public at pres- sheepskin parchment and encased in gradually began to become an imwhich tells her "what Smith is all ent". So the Vermont Cynic can do red leather.
portant factor in English politics but
about."
A few of the hints are: nothing but twiddle its thumbs and The change was made on the be- it was split by the war "some went
"Communism has never been suc- guess at what the girls talk over.
lief that a more convenient size will to war and the rest went to jail", to
•
»
•
Wear your
cessfully worked out
be especially valuable for position quote Mr. Baldwin. In 1919 the Labor
own clothes and let others wear
Hobo Day was celebrated at North- seekers who are obligated to carry Party developed a socialistic complex
Remember you came to western recently in spite of the fact their graduation credentials with and they were smashed in the ensuing
theirs .
Answer that the dean refused to grant a half them. It is believed that this depar- elections.
Smith, not to Amherst
your parents' inquiries about Smith, holiday for the occasion. A group of ture from the traditional will meet
MacDonald Sold Out His Party
approval
and
country-wide
the president hasn't time to fill out students banded together and broke with
Mr. Baldwin went on to trite the
questionnaires."
up all the eight o'clock classes.
adoption.
activities and policies of the Labor
.

|

.

P«ign-

Broad Jump: won by Adams (B); ton scribe that Jack Magee's
Reeve (B) second; Jordan (D) third. is not only a stride ahead of most
Varsity
1-2 inch.
teams in their own class, but might
50 yard dash: won by Heintz! Distance: 21 feet,
High jump: won by Adams (B);
(MIT); Esson (B) second; Callan
Boyd (B) second; Abelon (B) third.
(MIT) third. Time: 26 seconds.

.

i

so
able hurdle for New England small
aa to put a raft in front of Monte
colleges with title ambitions.
Union Casino, they might go the step
When a strong Maine track cluster
further and provide a boatman
ended a nine year Bowdoin rule of
Vernie Miller (our nouveau professtate track circles back in the spring
seur) is practically an unknown quan
(Continued from paire 1)
of
1928, Jack Magee started rebuildtity; noboby haa seen the lad, and Catchers, H. G. Lewia '34; R..S. Sher
;:,"'«; .-",;„
?f,w n, e , in* from the bottom. The reconstrucrumors have it that he trots around
3 ;
tim P«*e» mennt years of bitter deden realm.
Referee Nute,. standing under
p ?•
whiskers
false
and
Mack
J. B. Perkins '34; J. D. Brookes 34,
and Jyards from the play, believed the shot
W. D. Hinkley '34; J. P. McLeod '35 ing those nine years seemed destined
eood and was ii the act of returning a*
Second Base, J. V. Griffin "34; J. P to fade into a mere tradition. There was
i^e-off.
k
f
'34. Third Base, S. E. Mclittle opportunity for cheer in Bowgj ^al-judge vigorously declared Yes, we cer'nly are getting in the Archibald
Right
'32; H. K. Hempel '34.
doin's track prospects until suddenly
The Garnet public eye. Our first communication Kown
the peg null and void.
Field, R. T. Sperry '33; A. D. Stone a surprisingly powerful team missed
protested and a replica of the arrived the other day, and we make
,
'34; W. F. Crosby *35. Left Field, G. S.
both the State and New England titles
inev itable. bold to print part of it:
Lewi on debate
Field, A. T.
'34.
Center
Bennett
last year by less than two points a
to view the Esteemed Successor:
How ££ those in
Koempel '34. Short Stop, B. H. Bossidy meet. And this with men ineligible or
unanimous in the
ghot fair ,
In your last column you announce
'33; J. A. Ricker '32; H. R. Cilley '35; ill whose presence would have swung
that the shot was uboo and that someone asked you what MusDunbar '32; L. P. Horsman '35; the decisions to the Wfiite. "
thus Bajtm withdrew its claim
and you \* W.
tard and Cress meant
'34; A. B. Johnson '34; W.
With only fourteen points lost from
Dakki's Paw Intervenes
When yours truly first J. G. Ham
didn't know.
B. Whitman their state Meet toU , of lagt year
At half-time Ben White, blond Gar- named his column Mustard and Cress R. Marshall '35 and F.
The following with R g^iy supply of sophomore
'35
are
also out.
himestablished
ne t nemesis, definitely
people wondered the same thing. He
Paul
manager:
for
out
are
freshmen
and frc8hrnan g^g to bulwark the
se if as the master of the freak shot, told them at frequent intervals, mak
junior and senior aces of the team,
when he poled an ordinary heave up ing the moment a time for a little E Sullivan, Henry E. Messier, Alan
Mitchell, Thomas L. M. Park, Al- Bowdoin is set to bid once more for
the rink from the blue line that Has- lesson.
They never remembered it. W.
lan E. Fenley and Melville C. Gree- premier New England track honors.
kell was all set to shove aside for just They never will.
ley.
another save. But Benjamin was not
Snark
of
the
Read "The Hunting
to be denied as Russ Dakin 1 in a fur- You may not understand it. (Ed. note:
In diagnostic tests for swimmers
Drink It Like a Man
tive stab to knock down the high puck We did; we didn't) ... In it MUS
held at Springfield College, it was
ticked it just enough to deflect the disc TARD AND CRESS (Ed. note: our
'Forget about prohibition, you're found that expert swimmers, as comadvancement pared with average swimmers, are
into the cage for a Bates score.
own capitals) is used to revive the drinking this for the
The winning tally came in the third banker so he can sit up and speak of science." This is the way Cornell taller, have slightly longer feet and
when McCluskey took the puck off the . . . One of the Gilbert and Sulli- chemists are getting students to legs, slightly longer arms and wider
boards and passed to Ken White, who van operas uses the phrase, too . . .
drink themselves into a pie-eyed hands. Flexibility proved to be more
tucked the rubber under Bill Haskell
state so that they can test sobering important than build; breath-holding
Always interested,
after a light scrimmage at the goalSodium rhordon- ability, heart reaction, respiratory
Mr. Pimpernel (who died at Ivy, 1929) chemicals on them.
mouth. Score: Bates, two; -Bowdoin.
It will prob- strength and coordination were deite is pretty effective.
ably be marketed soon in the form'veloped to degrees much higher than
tally Bowdoin «With interest we saw young Mr of a candy mint.
the average.
Baldwin enter Mem Hall auditorium
•
»
*
•
•
*
oefenSen,
with a plain blue suit. Followed fac
Freshmen at Beloit College take to
Salaried Education
box simultane0U8 . ulty, practically en masse, togged out
Students are paid~ to attend the the gutter when passing upperclassRecent sinly f° r checking offenses. The White sex- in soups and fishes
only those men and are required to salaam the
tet, with Duke Bilodeau paving the ema at Cumbersome ballyhooed with nniversities of Russia, but
Glad we're at this
in sympathy with the Government janitor on sight.
way > ^P* upl* continued volley at the this line: "Where drinking and
B. C, not that B. C.
Bates goal. However, the three oppos- deadly climate drag men down." Yes! are granted the privilege.
desworked
Heldman
ing linemen and
It is well we had no Soph Hop . .
peratelv and successfully to stave off Ivan Tarnoesky dropped into class the
Latest Conege Styles Is
a tying score.
other day with ice-skates tucked un
Brunswick
Co.
Haskell, Bilodeau and Billings were der his arm . . .
Boetonian and Florsheim
outstanding for the Polar Bears and
.

record, and few rf
would have suspected that Mac was
considered a permanent loss to Bowdom track teams on account of weak
feet only little more than a year ago.

The Unky junior may be

Interfraternity Meet which promises
usually have a rather difficult
time finding a lead skit for old Musty, will be looping the 16-pound ham- to be one of the greatest in years.
but a little incident .(really, we think, mer in the manner of the great Judging from performances of many of
the first of the campaign jokes!) we Tootell,
Olympic the squad since last September, sev1924
Bowdoin's
were present at recently will serve champion in the event. His gain over eral records will be erased from the
our purpose vena well: It seems a last year's average is between four books the evening of March 12 with
bunch of the boys were listening to and five feet in the weight throw, Stanwood, McLaughlin and Galbraith
leading the assault and battery on the
Al Smith over the raddio in Lan- a remarkable increase.
old marks.
Plans are also nearing
caster's Hash House, and a newcomer
In last year's spring track camstrolled' up to the group. "Who's that paign Del won the hammer event in completion for the Annual Interscholastic
Meet Saturday afternoon, March
you're listening to?" says he. "Who the New Hampshire meet, the Army
d'you think," says we. He bent an ear meet, the' Maine State meet, and the 12, and Track Director Jack Magee
for a moment, then a startled expres- New England Intercollegiate A. A. A. looks for a new high in the number of
sion crept over his face. In all seri- A. scramble. He was a close second schools entered.
Bowdoin Track Looks Up
ousness the lad cried, "Why! It's Dean in I. C. 4 A. competition to Conner of
Nixon!"
Bowdoin's extremely successful recYale, and will probably win the sec
tional trials for Olympic aspirants in ord of the past fall and winter in competing among the elite of college
From hear and there we notice that June at the Harvard Stadium.
Galbraith will not be eligible to track society has served notice on its
the Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Casey, Mor35-pound Maine and New England rivals that
gie
Cunning,
Koelln,
Frits
Roly compete in the I. C. 4 A.
in New the long drive to regain its former
night
Saturday
weight
event
Cobb (we could go on) all attended
the
premier of "The Passionate York, since he competed in the Tufts throne is nearing its end and track
prophets are f reel v predicting that the
debacle in his freshman year.
Plumber" at old Cumbersome
Mageemen are going to be a formidSince the college haa been
splendid

|
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The summaries:

MADEIRA GETS
POPULAR MAN VOTE

We

j

C

DEL GALBRAITH WINS
35 LB. WEIGHT EVENT

CDustard and Cress

TUSSLE

Bowdoin does not frequently outSERIES ICE
score Yale in athletic meets. But in
the National A. A. U.. championships
Bulldog
in
York
the
last week
New
overdose of spills and body contacts in
trailed, and the Polar Bear waa led
this first canto, but as the game 'wore
by only two college teams. New York
on the icebirds felt their ground with
University and University of Pennsylmore surety.
vania.
Doc Puts White in Lead
The second period began in the same
Points in the A. A. U. meet were di- manner with roughhouse hockey previded thus: New York A. C, 271; dominating. But not for long, as Doc
New York U., 14; Los Angeles A. C, Billings, Polar Bear wingman, who
12; Illinois A. C, 10i; U. of Pennsyl- had been advancing the puck brilvania, 8; Bowdoin, 6; and Yale, 51. liantly up to this stage of the classic,
The next five teams in the scoring sallied up the center lane, halted in
Fordham, Loyola, center ice, and hoisted a clean-cut,
Colgate,
were
Notre Dame, and Pittsburgh with five arching shot that zoomed past the enpoints each.
tire Bobcat brigade including goalie
Heldman. The Bobcat snarled, and for
Tom Uniacke, freshman miler of the first time in the afternoon's proceedings
showed signs of clicking. A
the effortless lope, has been running
his own races so far this year. But tepid duel ensued up to the half-way
the 1. C. 4 A. meet brings him against mark with Bates having the upperFrank Crowley of the Manhattan first hand for the moment.
With Bowdoin in the lead 1-0 Mcyear team. And in last week's K. of
meet Crowley ran a good second Cluskey. hovering about at the side of
to Gene Venxke, who broke the world Haskell's net took an ally's wild thrust
off
the boards and from this side
Uniacke
record.
indoor 150t metre
and Crowley are scheduled to run the stance shoved the disc to the cage
mile leg of their respective medley The puck worked its way through the
netting and reposed within the forbidrelays.

outfit

Height: 5 feet, 9 inches.

ever developed at Bowdoin according to Jack Magee.
Following Saturday's competition
the entire track squad will begin intensive preparations for the annual
tet

BOWDOIN NOSED OUT
BY GARNET IN FINAL

.

.

.

.
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Hardware

Someone was watching Ray Estes
(of Deering and Harvard) tearing off
one of his brilliant two-miles; being
a Deering lad himself, that spectator felt the urge to brag a bit; but a
crony hushed him up, saying, "Yes
Deering is a fine place to come
.
Ray McLaughlin has
FROM."
been publicly acknowledged as the
"Bowdoin beauty" (Boston Herald,
Perhaps our new popuFeb. 21)
lar man gets that way by wearing
dungarees and a full-fashioned, father-to-son corduroy jacket that we
wouldn't even wish on our dog (that
is, if we had a dog) ... Psi U. recently celebrated Gandhi night with
.
appropriate costuming
.

.

Oxfords—$5

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

A

Among

to

Lyman

& GERVAIS

B. Chipman, Inc.

-

SPECIAL RATES

A

•

Specialty of Fraternity

.

rooms in New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Picture Frames

Webber's Studio

574 Congress Street

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

government,

Baldwin

Mask and Records
Agent for Victor Radio

Popular Sheet

"FRANCIS"
The

College Jeweler"

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Diamonds and Watches

Old Furniture. Chins. Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal ittsntisn
to orders for antique goods of any kind

Fine Repairins and Engraving

141A

MAINE STREET

AT THE BRICK HOUSE

Comment-

ing on the recently established coalition

It Spring St, Brunswick

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

asserted,

EATON HARDWARE

.

Tot S4S-M

25 years In

"MacDonald did as he was told by We carry the largest assortment of
the Governor of the Bank of England Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetaand came back to Parliament last bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImOctober, after deserting his own ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
party, at the head of the largest ma- kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
jority ever held in Parliament".
Future Lies With Germany
In closing, Mr. Baldwin observed
the future of English politics depends
on Germany. His picturesquely described Bruening as "surrounded by
drowning rats", with 4,000,0w^ well
drilled and organized men under Hitler, pledged not to pay a cent of reparations and to exterminate the Communists, on one side and 2,000,000
Communists on the other. He added
that when the Russian worker reaches
the standard of living of the English
worker there will be no future for
England. Mr. Baldwin believes that
the great clash between capitalism and
Communism will come in the next
ten or fifteen whether it be bloodless
or another world catastrophe,

Men on

Trade

Portland, Me.

ball

under MacDonald.

be made All Bowdoin

Photograph Work and

University, has recently published an
article, "Is Princeton Too Smooth?"
which discusses the reason for the
poor showing of their football teams
Many alumni bein recent seasons.
lieve that undergrads there lay too
much stress on shining in drawing

I'arty

ItM

—

Colxbci men prepare (or • profenioa of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent r»searrh has enlarged the scope « every phaia
of dentistry. The field demands, mare tkn
ever before, men and women of ability, hartarl
by superior training. Such training Tafti
College Dental School offers to Its students.
School opens on September 29, 1W2. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing your
career. For information add

will

Is Princeton Too Smooth?
The Alumni Weekly, of Princeton

and

TUFTS COLLEGE

Retail

*

taxis."
•

Cards

Wiumm Rice, D.M.D.. ScO.. Dfm
416 Huntington Avenue
Bwstea. Mass.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

•

occasions

DENTAL SCHOOL

do the work

list

»

all

expertly done
103 Maine Street

McINTIRE and ROYAL

LECLAIR

of Prom Rules enforced at the Lawrenceville (N. J.)
School we find "No boy or girl is allowed in any automobile except when
going to or from the gymnasium in

a

it

Fountain Pens

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

-

for

.

School for Alumni
of Wesleyan College of
will
be
Connecticut,
Middletown,
able in the future to go to school
for a week each year. The trustees
announced recently that members of
the faculty will give a series of lectures to graduates and their wives
the week after Commencement exthis
in
Those enrolling
ercises.
alumni school will live in dormitories
with room and meals their only exother costs.
»

for Gifts
Stationery

More than a
Barber Shop
Bowdoin Institution

Alumni

*

Varney's Jewelry Store

SOULE & WALKER

.

.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rabbets

.

.

to $10

LEBEL'S
Candy and
74

CO.

Ice

Cream

MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET

The Sport Store of
—GROCERS—

Brunswick
who

cater to fraternity trade

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

to the!

CITIZENS LAUNDRY

PRINTING

I

CREIGHTON GATCHELL STUART

ft

CLEMENT

|

]

AGENT

1

TewsBslIdlst

\

mm
:•«*
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

INTERPRATERNITY
TRACK MEET FRIDAY

r

1NTERSCHOLASTICS

NEXT SATURDAY

4*

VOL. LXI.

(61ST

FROSH RELAY

New

TfflRDJN I.C4A
Win

and

in

Columbia

Two

First

Places

Event

BEATS YALE AND N.Y.U.
McLaughlin Topples Hurdle
in Final

Heat; Fails

to Place
Matching strides with the best
freshman relay teams the country has
to offer, the Bowdoin frosh medley
quartet of Tom Uniacke, Art Fox,
Johnny Kelly, and Mike Hunt breezed
home ahead of Yale and New York
University

.to

place

BRUNSWICK, ME. WEDNESDAY, MARCH,

Prof. Hormell Offers

TEAM PUCES
Manhattan

YEAR)

third
behind
in the Inter-

Plan of

Brunswick

!

SINO-JAPANESE

makes good. He may be discharged
by the Selectmen. He will act as
Purchasing agent for the town, keep
the Selectmen informed on town affairs, make minor appointments with
the approval of the Selectmen, see
that the books are properly kept, and
aid in preparing the town budget.
HormelPs plan

•

sors.

By

j

!

i

[

the adoption of such a system
its proponents* claim it will lead to
greater municipal economy.
It will
provide better service for tax money
through centralized machinery. The
town will be providing wisely for future development.
It will help the
unemployed by greater cooperation
between the highway department and
poor
department.
And, lastly, it
the
will eliminate party struggle for municipal politics.

Manhattan and Columbia
collegiate A. A. A.

A. indoor track

and

field

in

last

Saturday

meet

New

night.

Ray

York
Mc-

Laughlin, the only other Bowdoin
entry at the games, won his first
70 yard high hurdles heat, but failed
to place in the finals when he lost hi.stride after toppling one of the standards.

McLaughlin,

consider
of
the
world's indoor high hurdles record at
45 yards, cinched his trial heat from
John Janis of Forriham and Raymond
Walter of Pennsylvania in nine seconds flat, the second fastest time
chalked up for the event. Toeing the
line in the finals with Eugene Record
of Harvard and Arthur MacDonnell
of Holy Cross, two of the nation's
speediest timber-topplers, along with
line-up
of
hurdlers
a
weariug
Princeton, Yale, Syracuse, and Fordham spangles, Ray got off to an excellent start but hobbled a hurdle
standard just enough to throw himself off stride and out of the running.
Had McLaughlin cleared the barrier
he would have unquestionably placed,
as Janis of Fordham, who was credited with fifth place, finished behind the

Bowdoin star

in the trials.

Kelly Puts Frosh In Lead
Jack Magee's freshman medley
team, which incidentally, had not run
unit even in^ practice previous
a
as
to the I. C. 4 A. engagement, was
stacked against six of the leading
yearling quartets in **»» East in the
one and seven-eighths miles relay:
Columbia, Fordham, Manhattan, N.
Y. U., Syracuse, and Yale.
Art Fox, crack half-miler, led off
for Bowdoin, negotiating the three
lap swoop in about two minutes flat
to hand the baton to Johnny Kelly in
third nosition. Fox ran his usual 880,
lagging way behind in sixth place until tne last lap when he put on a
spirited spurt to creep up to third.
Running wide and fast, Kelly passed
both relaymen in front of him to give
Bowdoin the lead.- He held it throughout his 440 grind until the home
stretch when he fagged a bit and
dropped back into second place as he
tossed the stick to Mike Hunt.
Hunt sprinted his 220 leg against
the comparatively fastest field of the
relay.
However, the sandy-haired
frosh rifled home a good third, twelve
yards behind the leader, meeting anConUnned on Fane 4

NIRLOCK TOSSES SHOT
FOR COLLEGE RECORD

BMPGTON MEET

IN

Ten Meet Records Either
Tied or Broken as
Frosh Win

WHITE'S CHANCES DIM
IN INTERCOLLEGIATE

Chances for a large Bowdoin score
the New England Intercollegiate
swimming meet, to be held Saturday
at the Williams College pool, seem
extremely dim this year, with a large
portion of the speed swimmers and
divers of the team either on probation or ineligible because of the three
year rule barring freshmen and

Howard Niblock

tossed the twelve

pellet the incredible distance of
1 inch, to displace the former

54 feet,

created by Thurm
Lar&en last year. Kelly, Fox, Uniacke
and Adams contributed other spectacular performances to what proved
to be the best frosh meet of the year
to date.
Fox Spectacular in '600'

Bowdoin record

The class of 1935 gathered together
Wednesday noon for the first

time to elect the officers for its freshman year. After long and vigorous
opposition in every office, John S.
Holden of Waban, Mass., was selected
president, the vice presidency went
to Edward Baravalle, of Rockville
I

'

i

j

I

j

Back Stroke
Bob Foster and Norm Easton will
swim the back stroke for the White.
with some
through
come
Foster has
of the best times in New England
this year, but will have a hard time
keeping up with the speedsters from
Brown and Springfield. Faston is a
second or possibly two behind Foster's
best, but will be in the running when
the gun sounds.
The medley relay event is the third
and last in which Bowdoin will en-

Norm Easton, Ted Densmore and Frank Howard will undoubtmake up the trio, although

ter a team.

either Foster or Sperry may be subThe
stituted at the last moment.
team stands an excellent chance of
placing, although it is not expected
The
that it can garner first place.
combination has done consistently
well this season, although it has lost
will
swimmers
The
once.
than
more
leave Thursday morning and work out
at the Williams pool that night.

BOWDOIN AND BOSTON
TIE IN JPEE BOUTS

j

was

pro-

juniors, will be appointed by the president.
It was also decided that the
next meeting will be held on March
17 unless hour exams conflict, in which
case it will be held on March 24.

Sewall
Vice-President and
Secretary

W.

—
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(Continued on Pact *)

trio

of Cap-

tain Miller, Doug Anello, and George
Pottle at their own forte, the epee,
fought the B. U. Terriers on even
terms, although dropping the foils
bouts, 8-1, in the gym last Saturday.
After dropping six successive decisions with the foils, Bowdoin annexed
its sole match in this branch of the
fence, when Miller slashed his way
to a 5-1 win over Holmes, B. U. captain.

With the count 2-0 against them in
the epee Anello and Miller copped two
straight tilts to sew up the tie score
at two-all. Anello's 2-1 victory at the
expense of Frackelton, ace fencer of
the visitors, was the feature of the
meet. Each man worked his adversary for an opening, closed in, and
The
scored touches simultaneously.
thrusts were ruled a double-touch,
each man being credited with a touch.
Anello outfoxed Frackelton' on the
next move, realizing on a jab to the

A
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and American history really began with Shakespeare. "Up to that
time we had been trying to make it," said Sir Philip. "I believe
that the history of all English-speaking people dates from Shakespeare's time," he added vigorously.
to the time of Shakespeare, Sir Philip continued, there

mm

speare.
Plays

First Produced in Church
"WINGSOVER
EUROPE"_
When there was need for a "spec.,~^».„
,,* ..,.-.. »
B WELL RECEIVED AT
BANGOR TOWN IHllerJS STSLVASC:
.,

.

^SfSVOSPSat

Xmas

Production with
Great Success
'

.

The Masque and Gown presented

and Christian doctrines were shown
people through plays in the
churches.
These were the Mystery.
Miracle, and
Morality Plays. The
Moralities came about 100 years after
the first two types. The Priests acted
the Mystery and Miracle Plays, and in
th «
Moralities
professionals
were
ed . F
he8e secular plays came
Hf
i°u <if th Ln
r >l h
«
8r>)fn l*"!™1 *6 ^
*f
Ral P£ 5.°y^ter D °y st r
Gamvr
,f
mer Gurtons Needle
were written
bv schoolmasters, and, quite naturalIv « were enacted by schoolboys. The
speaker rather deplored the fact that
students produce plays that they have
to

Masque and Gown Repeats

its

road performance of the current
season in Bangor last Saturday night
with great success. Acting before an
enthusiastic audience of more than
three hundred people congregated in
the Town Hall, Bowdoin's dramatic
representatives gave what was generally considered to be their finest performance this year. If one is to single out individual members of the
first

m
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With the

aid of the

of

many

tickets to his students

and their families was greatly appreciated.

An

a *°Y Shakespeare must have
seen some of these plays, because

nmiti

—

!
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selling

fine if

**** P*»y» that

(Conunoad

Bowdoin Alum-

Bangor, and Herbert
Prescott '30, a teacher at the Bangor
High school, the business boail
reaped considerable profit from thei
night's engagement.
The work of!
Herbert Prescott of the class of '30 in

Club

He thought
amateur actors
an mt weU-

someb.Mly else act.

*•** ^ould £

o«* mm mmimt tmmmmmmmtm <mmU?tliA
As
and Parker '35 again heading thei

ni

"^

exact account of the profit

PRES. SILLS SPEAKS

ON THE INSTmjnON
OF MARRIAGE SUNDAY
Emphasizes
Marriage

That

Point
made cannot be given at present, due
to the fact that the complete returns
is
Legal
from the Alumni sales are still outjunior honors and offices.
standing. The proceeds from this and
Contract
addition to again being presi- future trips will be turned over toj
ent ' he 1S President of the Student the Little Theatre fund.
?;
Council, a member of the Alumni
(Continued on Page 4)
On Sunday, March 6, President Sill:Athletic Council, Captain of the Crossspoke in Chapel, taking as his subject,
Country Team and a Varsity Track
"The Institution of Marriage." In his.
man
talk he emphasized the fact that mar».'_
V,ce Presidency for the senior year
riage is essentially a contract made
,s th e third class office John Hay has
by two people, which should be broken
,
held; in his sophomore year he was
only under extreme circumstances.
Vlce President and in his junior year
In these days, began President Sills,
PortPresident of 1932. In athletics he has
when institutions of all kinds are behung up an imposing record: Class
land Favorites in Their
ing subjected to criticism and attack,
Teams, Varsity Football
Since 1869 Football
there is a very searching examination
;

Man

ar
lhls

solve the problem; restraint of immigration, birth control, and industrialization. The last method was adopted.
Zeta Psi
Delta
Quite naturally, much of Japan's business
is with China.
Epsilon are Favorites in
Half of her cotton
products are sent there. Furthermore
Close Contest
there are some very important coal
and iron deposits. Japan apparently
had two alternatives; to seek peaceful
What promises to be the greatest conciliation
or to resort to war. Her
interfraternity track meet on record,
from the standpoint of closeness as choice of the latter seems foolish, especially when the fact is considered
well as the number of records broken,
that she was already weakened.
is scheduled to come off next Friday,
For ages, Japan's sentiment has?

and

was

—

,

FOR TRACK CLASSIC
Kappa

I

and

V*™'*

.

W' m

Jrack -S
This

,

PREP SCHOOLS MEET
FOR TRACK CONTEST

.-

.

Huntington and South

1

'

with the eventual winners

much

still

very

in doubt.

Zeta Psi. which already has two coland a world's record units belt this year, is a slight premeet favorite, with a Freshman delegation that will abet the second place
team of last year with a horde of
speedsters, weight throwers and jumpers.
Close on their heels is Delta
Kappa Epsilon, which has suffered by
graduation and other causes after
winning the meet by almost fifteen
lege records

der

points last year.
These two fraternities stand out of
the rest of the field with an undeniable
superiority, although other fraternities, such as Psi Upsilon, Delta Upsilon, Chi Psi and Alpha Delta Phi. are
due to roll up no slight number of

been for a great empire.
she has continually been seeking ex- Teams, Class Track Teams and Varclusive privileges. Her activity in m\a Track.
George Sewall, has been active in
Manchuria dates to the Russian-Japanese War. The Chinese, on the other almost every field Bowdoin has to
hand, fear that Korea, which was an- offer. He has been a member of the
Varsity
Track Team, Cross Country
nexed to Japan in 1910, will be a precedent for action in Manchuria. Japan Team, the Orient as Managing Editor
says that she has taken possession of and
Editor-in-Chief,
Instrumental
this province for sentimental reasons, Club, Glee Club, Chapel Choir, Intersince many of her troops were killed fraternity Athletic Council, and White
there; for her economic interest; and Key. Sewall is also a member of Ibis
for strategic interests. China has held and of the Student Council for 1931,

j

Continued on page
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Mansur Reads Poetry
Brilliantly at

tallies.

Poet's

Home

Records Due to Fall
In the assault on the interfraternity
Miss Alice Mansur, considered by children, some of whom very frankly
records, it appears almost inevitable
that the 880, mile and two mile marks Sara Teasdale as the finest reader of told her they did not like her readwill be smashed, as well as the high verse in America, read selections from in *- and ? )rne of whom we »e wildly
enthusiastic.
She was complimented
jump, broad jump and shot out stand- .v^wio^,
i'„_i; u
-j
modern
English
and
American om e for her interpretation ofP verKe;
ards.
Both the hurdle marks should
a
be tied, but as both are equals of the poets, Sunday evening, to a' small the teacher went on to explain that
world record, there is little chance that group of undergraduates and faculty Miss Mansur read it just as her small,
they will be surpassed.
members, at 82 Federal street, the mentally-deficient piipil did.
Tne feathering of Bowdoin people,
The Zetes will put forward a team home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold T.
that appears to have a slight edge on Pulsifer.
Miss Mansur studies the however, received her and her readthe other fraternities, in first place poems she reads with their authors, in Ks wntn £ reat enthusiasm and a
winners at least. Ray McLaughlin, co- in order to get the exact meaning and minimum of breaks. She was kept
holder of the world record in the 45 interpretation intended by the poets. from eight thirty to ten, reading
yard high hurdles, Howard Niblock,
As Mr. Pulsifer said, when he in- steadily. Not until she had read Amy
who created a new college record in troduced Miss Mansur, poetry must Lowell's "Patterns" and "Lilacs" was
the 12 pound shot last week, and John be heard for full appreciation. It was she allowed to stop.
Previous to
Adams, holder of the college high originally written with this
those poems she read selections from
in mind,
jump record, stand out. Other stars It is no easy matter to read verse 'Anna Hempstead Branch, Dillon,
who will compete under the Zeta Psi properly, and America has very few
Teasdale, Yeats, Shakespeare,
emblem are Creighton Gatchell, Harry who even attempt to perfect them- and others.
Thirtlewaite, John Hay, Mickey Hunt, selves
in
Particularly
this difficult accomplish-!
effective"
was
her
Bob Hurley, John Kelly and Vincent ment. Modern people have had to chanting of one of Yeats'
poems,
Nowlis.
accustom themselves to reading verse which she had worked out with Mr.
Dekes Offer Strong Opposition
from the printed page, and, having Yeats as an experiment. ShakeAlthough graduation has taken some little chance to hear it properly reati, speare's "Full fathom five" she did
power from the Deke machine, there is have almost forgotten its origin. Also flawlessly. Miss Mansur told of her
still plenty of combat left in it. Charlie the majority of people have forgot- 'experiences in Scotland trying to get
Stanwood will lead a team that in- ten poetry.
the proper accent and spirit of the old
cludes Gordon Briggs, Braley Gray,
It is with the purpose of stimulat- ballads, and then she was requested to
Thurm Larson, Dick Robbins, John ing an interest in poetry among those give one, which she did, acting it out
Eoyd, Stan Beasley and Mason Bryant. who do not understand or like it, and the while.
This combination should be good for to heighten the appreciation of its
After the reading, while Mrs Pulmore than a few points in the meet.
admirers, that Mis s Mansur began to sifer served refreshments, Miss ManPsi U will present a pair of distance read aloud among small groups and sur explained more about
herself and
men, Steve Lavender and George Sew- in schools. She tells amusing anec- her studies of verse to the people
( Continued on Page 4)
dotes of her experiences with small fortunate enough to be present.
I
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The Bowdoin fencing

Hm

.

,

Aside from Niblock'g gnrgantuan
heave, the most amazing perfoimance
of the meet was turned in by Art Fox,
who ran a blazing '600' all the way
to break the tape in 1 minute 16.3 seconds, one of the best performances
Smith of
ever timed in the cage.
Bridgton, scholastic champ at the distance, started out to press the Bowdoin star hard, but when tied up
muscles forced him to retire on the
third lap, Fox sprinted home in record figures.
Tom Uniacke was one of the chief
record breakers, setting new marks
in both the thousand yard run and
He had real competition
the mile.
fiom Thurber of the Redmen in the
thousand, letting the prep school
runner set the pace throughout the
first four laps, then passing him to
race the final three circuits alone. He
had no trouble capturing the mile.
John Adams was another dual record-breaker, taking both the high and
John Kelly
broad jumps easily.

Cambridge,

JP

\

with Miller Grabbing
Lone Victory

Usher,

&£*,£ „XCr+

'

Foils 8 to 1

Lawrence

Mass., John W. Hay, Westbrook, and
George T. Sewall, Old Town, hold the
Senior class offices of. President,
Vice President and Secretary- Treasurer respectively as a result of last
Thursday's voting. The 1932 elections,
members of the Junior Class officiating, were run off smoothly and quickly, and show a large percentage of
former office-holders again leading
the class.
Further results of the elections were
the award of the Marshal's baton to
Delma L. Galbraith, the position of
T
r Hill and
7th
Historian to
the
Robert C.
station of Odist to Melcher P. Fobes.
The Seniors also chose Paul E.
Everett Class Poet and Norman P.
Easton Class Orator. This year's
Cane Committee is composed of John
E. Creighton,
Jr., John A. Ricker, Jr.,
*
-

Center, N. Y., and Elmer Hutchinson
received the position of secretaryAll three men are outtreasurer.
standing in the freshman class, and
active in campus affairs,
John Holden played regular tackle
on the yerfrling football team last fali.
Preparing at Phillips Exeter and authority led to the controllinz of
n»i» miKii/.
c^,^~,i *~Z>i
public ,.t;nt;»a
utilities.
Berkshire schools, the newly chosen many
Several
foreign
leader of 1935 has already made a powers unsuccessfully tried to negoname for himself as a ski-jumper of tiate peace.
The Japanese student class organno mean ability.
ized, and by rioting, forced the resigBaravalle Starred for Cabs
nation of practically
The vice president, Edward Bara ment Tne JaP**18 the entire govern"* blundered in that
„
- .v,
antace
valle, showed himself to advantage
Thistj
t
also on the fi
I s# Jm» -OS*
7u^rSy^t ^nsflJWsslift s%'iK I
He lives in Rockville Center, N. Y., nese used a boycott. LocaToutbreaks chosen on the final lallot, are Brace
and prepared at Oceanside (N. Y.) were followed by real fighting.
n
F cl o*ve8 * St!den
H
I*^
High School and "Los Angeles Pacific
Jap- UcksN.tur.1 Resources
Junior College.
The
key problem is the conflict be- wood,
Elmer Hutchinson, the only Maine
boy to gain office, comes from Deei - tween economics and politics. The inOfficers Have Enviable Records
»~.„.~4 k„~;„= -..-fi.
t „_., i'„u«..>
certain point-get- dustnal countries are in a dilemma.
ing High school.
ter in the freshman track meets, he is They need markets but the people Class-Secretaryship and •££?•*£.
Track Team
All are
also among the first of his class in don't want western ideas.
hls Ashman vea
hi. sophocompeting
for
exclusive
rights.
Mean-|
f; ' he Va
scholarship.
more yea r he made
ty T ack
while. these eastern nation.f are becomJ
.
**
ing nationalistic. Japan is already T.eam St*. wa» el «*
AthInterfraternity
*
,te
a world power. She lacks, however,
fi* A,u
et,c
letlc
Cou
"
At
c,
natural resources, and she is over-l)
..
.,
j,'
>J
Council,
Council.
PopuStudent
populated. There were three ways to

FRATERNITIES MEET

large audience of the faculty, students, and others interested
in hearing from a great authority on Shakespeare, Sir Philip Ben
Greet, listened in admiration to many interesting, if not startling,
statements regarding the private and public life of the world's
greatest dramatist. Fovemost was the declaration that English

very little drama, and very few plays were acted in theatres. There
had been the Greek and Latin plays, which were the foundation of
all drama.
All that time the theatre was a place where you could
see or hear something
a spectacle. St. Paul called it this in referring to the Roman amphitheatre. Through the ages there is very
Elected little record of the theatre until 150 or 200 years before Shake-

Hay and

Lockwood First Speaker
Mr. William W. Lockwood. Jr.. took
the side of the Chinese. His speech
was very complete, and covered every
phase of the Far East situation. He
began by saying that the drama was
in two acts—one taking place in Manchuria, and the other in Shanghai. The
immediate causes of the trouble, he
said, extended back to 1928.
At that
time a series of events led to the Japanese "coup" when they occupied Manchuria. The campaign was not the result of any spontaneous attack, but
rather it had been planned by the militarists for some time. The attempt to
seize control of Chinese administrative

t—

RECITES PASSAGES FROM SEVERAL *>LAYS

A

Up

gram committee, including at least two

Author

of

The Great Dramatist

W. L USHER CHOSEN
PRESIDENT OF SENIOR
CLASS AT ELECTIONS

».

White Drops

also disprofessors

—N.S.F.A.

-

9MkfB mm) !0G0flK ftn99%mw
In the 200 yard breast stroke event,
Coach Miller has entered Captain
Densmore,
who last year took
Ted
second place in the event, and Art
Sperry, intercollegiate record holder}
in the 300 yard medley swim, which

of Springfield.
Foster, Easton Enter

A

He

with

interviews

which they said the services
were not of sufficient quality to
warrant the time spent in them.

and

and Works

Large Audience Hears Famous English Actor Describe
Development of Theatre Previous To Time of

at-

in

A president and a secretary
by the members.

members

faculty

services themselves.
closed

.

Q00W7

has since been removed from among
Sperry has been doing
the events.
consistently good work this year, and
is sure to take a place. If he continues to show the tenacious spirit he
has demonstrated so far this season,
he may even emerge victor in the
Densmore, who has not
event.
shown to advantage recently, should
also put up a good fight for a place.
Chief opposition will be provided by
Turner and Flanders of M.I.T., the
former of whom has made the best
time of the year in the New England
class, Gilfillan of Williams, and West

Offices

last

transfers.

The quintet of men that Coach Bob
Miller will take to the intercollegiates,
however, seems good enough to reap
ten points of the total number distributed. Brown University will without doubt cop first place honors, although Springfield, Williams and several other squads will give them a
good brush. The powerful unit that
has been developed at Brown this year
should also lead the field on the assault on records, several of which are
sura to go by the boards.

A plan for further organization

Baravalle,

Other

The second meeting of the recently
organized Bowdoin Forum was held in
the main lounge of the Moulton Union
on Thursday evening, March 3. After
George T. Sewall '32 had outlined the
plans for the remainder of the year,
there was a discussion on the present
Japanese situation. The speakers were
Mr. William W. Lockwood, Jr., of the

Life

was

tend chapel services or revoke the
compulsory chapel ruling.
In the editorial Mr. Booth revealed, that, although the faculty
members made and enforced the
compulsory chapel ruling for students, only one-sixth to one-eighth
of them had been attending the

Dissertation

reported.

Elmer
Hutchinson Awarded

in

to victory.

pound

Edward

manded that

Lockwood Upholds China's
Position in Dynamic

will be elected

editorial

in

"local

GROUP ENTHUSIASTIC

Shakespeare, Speaks About

Southwestern College
withdrawal

a certain

On

Greet, Authority

threatened
if

Southwestern Collegian, issued a
supplement" in which he de-

Forum

Ben

Editorial

the paper and sent
out, Charles O. Booth, editor of the
published

Lockwood, Kawakami and
Stanwood Give Papers

faculty, Susumu Kawakami '32,
Prof. Daniel C. Stanwood.

AS CLASS_PRESH)ENT

Probation and Three Year
Rule Weaken Team Appreciably

edly

Ten meet records were either tied
or broken, and one college record was
sent by the boards as the Bowdoin
frosh track aggregation swamped a
stubborn Bridgton squad, 65 to 30, in
the cage last Wednesday. Despite the
fact that two of the Bear Cubs' favorite events, the pole vault and discus throw, were omitted, the unusual
balance of the team sent it through

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS
PLACE JOHN HOLDEN

SWIMJATURDAY

Because
authorities

of rapport

calls for three as-

sessors appointed for three years,
one to be appointed each year. At
present the Selectmen act as asses-

the ten members of the Town Committee will retain the old Town Meeting.
It plans to give the Selectmen
more fundamental power and responsibility than under the present systern.
They will act more in the capacity of a board of directors
The keynote to the plan, of course,
is a Town Manager chosen by the Selectmen because of his special qualifications for the position. In most
cases such a man is a civil engineer,
He will remain in office so long as he

Of Faculty In

OF DISCUSSION

at

NO. 25

Attendance At Compulsory
Chapel Services Demanded

Town Government CONFUCT TOPIC

Professor O. C. Hormell of the Department of Government has been instrumental in drawing up a tentative
Town Manager plan of government
which was presented to the Brunswick
Town Meeting last Monday afternoon.
Professor Hormell is widely known
as an authority on municipal government. He has drawn up similar forms
of town government for several Maine
towns, notably that of Auburn.
The plan recommended by nine of

1982.

9,

I
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Divisions

I

Twenty eight schools, including
twelve prep academies and sixteen
high schools, will go into battle for
premier honors in the twentieth ^ annual Bowdoin Interscholastic Track
Meet next Saturday.
Innumerable
special cups and medals will be given
during the course of the events, and
several records are expected to go by
the boards.
Two hundred seventy four athletes
will be on hand next Saturday in an
attempt to carry off the high point
trophies given to both high and prep
school divisions as well as to score
individual triumphs.
In the race for team titles, there
appears to be no runaway in either
division.
The prep school division
appears to be a fight between St.
Johns, of Danvers, Mass., and Huntington, of Boston, "with
M. C. I.,
Bridgton and Kent's Hill having an
outside chance.
Among the high
schools, South Portland is the favorite, but Cony High, which has
triumphed over the Colby frosh in a
quadrangular meet, and
Deering,
should be watched very closely.

1

'

being made of the institution of marriage.
We hear discussed such que.itions as to whether or not there is such
a thing as Christian marriage; we hear
exponents for easier divorce laws,
companionate marriage and extra
marital relations. Amid these shrill
and confusing cries it may seem very
old-fashioned and out-of-date to support monogamy or lite-long marriage
of one man to one woman, "and I recognize perfectly well that I am not in
accord with many modern sociologists
and psychologists and with much socalled liberal thought, whether in
Russia or in America."

The topic was chosen because for a
great majority, the choice of a wife is
one of the most vital and important
factors in life. There is not much pf
real importance that can be said to

guide one in that choice. It is a sacred
and individual matter with which an
outsider has little concern. "On the
other hand, the College would be rather remiss if it allowed vou to go
through these halls with nothing being
said about a problem whose solution
will make a vast deal of difference to
everv one of you. You should be reminded of the preparation each one of
vou is making for a home of his own
Records To Fall
Several records are scheduled to go in a few years."
Marriage is a Contract
by the boards in the meet. Dmitri
Zaitz, of Huntington, who has put
It may clear up some confusion if
the shot over 53 feet, should shatter we understand that marriage is a conthe existing mark of 49 feet, 4 inches, tract, a legal contract between two
by a goodly distance. The mile rec- people who under certain conditions
ord should take a terrific beating us agree to certain things. When a man
well as the thousand mark.
gives his word, as in marriage, he is
Huntington, bringing 18 men to com- expected to live up to it. Stanley*
pete, should show up very strongly in Baldwin, former prime minister of
the prep section. Aside from Zaitz, England, in his famous presidential
others such as Kersey, Tosney, Blake, address to the Classics quotes a Roman
Peabody, Ford, Callahan, Ellis, Jack- historian, who said that the Empire
son and Wood -should contribute would f«il when the Roman word could
heavily.
St. Johns, a 'team which no longer be trusted.
pressed the defending champions,
The marriage contract is made in
Huntington, last year, should again the presence of witnesses.
The fulfilgive a good account of itself. M. C. I., ment of the
contract implies certain
led by Black, star 1000 man, should U-gal responsibilities
and oblijrations.
also be in the van.
I ne man and the woman marry
each
In the high school division, the other.
No one marries them. The
sprint and dash men from South Port- Church simply
blesses and solemnizes
land High ought to contribute a good the union. The
State, if it be a civil
deal toward a Caper victory. Th,e marriage, sees that the
proper words
Polar Bear frosh had a hard time are read and that the
ceremony is
(ContJnMd oa pac* t;
(ContinuM oa pass 4)
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make them over-hasty

Established

in judging the output of coaches, to the rare must be removed" but he fails to
complete the sentence as written, which
detriment of the system as a whole and its proper working on a goes on "before any forward looking
long-run policy. If Mr. Chandler will re-read the editorial of 17 program is set ia motion." Failure to
that sentence places a highDecember entitled "Athletics at the Crossroads" he will find a full complete
ly different light, not only on the senexposition of our stand in this respect. Furthermore in the num- tence, but on the entire article.
Interpreting
that sentence in its
ber of 28 October there appeared an editorial called "Alumni Inproper light the following conclusion
terest" in which we said in regard to a proposed Alumni Com- will be reached: The football coach
given
must
be
plenty
of time to promittee on Undergraduate Affairs : "... we feel that as an attempt
duce success*ul football teams. His is
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The ORIENT favors and urges serioas consideration of the following: a senior
dormitory, a new classroom building, a covered hockey rink, a better road
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publi-

Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin
Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
•Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
through published docket* and student referenda
between Student Council and undergraduates,
reorganization of requirements for degrees.

cations, separation of the

Address

to the

Students and Alumni of Bowdoin College

We have felt all along that there might be some need for further
clarification of our opinions on Bowdoin athletics, but have refrained from going further into the matter at present for fear of
wounding the sensibilities of some persons not entirely conversant
with the situation, thus damaging rather than aiding a cause
the alignment of athletics with other
which we firmly believe in
collegiate activity. The recent letter of Mr. George B. Chandler,
however, plainly indicates the need for soma further comment.

—

We

feel that, doubtless

with

all

the alumni body can better understand and
this
appreciate what goes on within the College . . Men of experience
in the world should have something constructive to offer jto make
.

Sab-Editors

James
James
Roger

of the alumni to become better acquainted with present undergraduate activity at Bowdoin the scheme has possibilities ... It is only
reasonable to expect that by setting up such a liaison agency as

sincerity of purpose

and a com-

solicitude for the best interests of the College, he has
badly misinterpreted some of our points. This is only a natural
thing, undoubtedly, in one so out of direct contact with the College,

mendable

and we know that there are others subject to the same error. We
do wish, however, that before damning the ORIENT for not printing
his earlier letter, he had taken the trouble to follow it up. As long
as the present staff has been in contact with the paper, at least, no
communication has been refused space, except for one or two letters that were plainly personal. It has been and shall continue to

what we do

more worth while. The trouble heretofore has been their lack of knowledge or understanding of condiintrinsically

tions which have been changed since they left college." Our older
graduates are still "regarded with respect and in a few choice instances with veneration", Mr. Chandler to the contrary notwithstanding, nor do we feel that in any recent Orient can evidence

disproving this be found. A careful reading would show {hat
are in no way engaged in a "Quixotic effort ... to develop a student
complex against the alumni." We have insisted that the alumrfi
were sincere and devoted men but that their control of athletics is

we

today out of step with growing tendencies of the times here in
the East.
As for our playing "havoc with the athletic policies to fit the
varying moods of the hour", we beg to differ. We have sought, as
the editorials of 17 December and 13 January will bear out, to arrive at some sort of a long-term policy to fit the newer and unquestionably strong contemporary trends in athletics in the East. We
realize that such things come slowly, but we also feel that they
must have exponents. The fact that we are not trying to suit the
mood of an hour but are seeking to place Bowdoin in step with a
veiy definite and (we feel) sound trend is substantiated by numbers of articles and editorials in many of the various college publications that come to this office weekly. Mr. Chandler quotes Burke
as saying "No difficulties exist in what never has been tried." True
enough. But where would we ever get were not someone to take
a forward-looking stand now and then ? If all men who try to do
this are to be dismissed by this critic as "well-meaning idealists,
Utopians, and experimenters", how can he be so lavish in his praise
of Paul, and Savonarola, and Wesley, and all the rest?
In such a policy of athletics as we have championed, we have
not lauded "the spineless substitute of interfraternity schedules
while the varsity languishes", but have sought to drive home the
fact that such intramural competition is a necessary part of any
well-organized system of athletics where the needs of the individual are not lost to sight
where those men who can or will never
be varsity material are nevertheless given that full physical development and measure of sport in which this College has ever prided

—

Communication

0&&*t

To the Editor:

Lost Saturday seemed, at the time,
any other Saturday that has been
wished oa us this miserable winter of
19S2; but with the morning mail there
arrived long white envelopes, full of
brimstone and damnation for Bow
doin students. Or so it seemed at
first reading.
After the first shock
a program of building and building of those amating communications, the
from the bottom.
A forward looking novelty of such a' naive project, had
program will develop a system which
off We were
, mor9 settled
will provide for four Tears of actual {nme o£ mmd
Mr Georjre B q,^.
competition for all candidates, and will dler( w, is undoubtedly a loyal alumfeed men into the varsity squad ex- nus, who means very, very well. But
perienced and ready to meet the best Mr. Chandler has waved
a red flag in
intercollegiate competition. The front of a bull.
in
A non-defeatist bull!
prominent element here is TIME. If
"You," would say Mr. Chandler Pay fori
-Live In
the coach is forced by alumni impa- (were he here in person), "have been
tience to produce winning teams from
roundly trounced by every team in Located within strolling distance of
year to year he will do ao at the ex- the state and by a goodly assortment mid-town business and social activibense of future success. Unless Bow- of teams outside.
What are yon go- ties, the Allerton Houses offer the feldoin develops a thorough long-run
ing to do about it ?" Now, Mr. Chan- lowship and facilities of the finest club
policy her chances for anything but
rest and readinsr rooms, gymnadler, we certainly are not crying
sporadic swkess vr'U be decidedly
about our losses; we may be silent sium, game rooms, solaria, tea dances
limited.
.
at rates adjusted to present day,
them defeatism, you would
My "sole regret" for the past foot- about
say for we remember something we common-sense standards.
ball season is not only that it will give
read in Kipling when we were chil- Inspect the Allertons. You will dis"a minority oi alumni critics" a dren "If you
can keep your head cover that a high standard of living
chance to enrage "in t leir annual paswhen all about you are losing theirs mav be maintained without high extime" but that the resu.t of their doing
and blaming it on you
(but pense
.for you share all these priviso will injure chances for future success of Bowdoin football teams.
On I have forgotten it!) After all, Mr. leges while paying for only one room!
December 9 in an Orient editorial I Chandler, we are only human; we all
Rates
$10 to $22 weekly
expressed the implicit faith of Bow- bewail losses in athletics, and conBut FRATERNITY CLUBS BUILDING
doin undergraduates in the football tinued defeats make us silent.
coach; I also made clear that he had they do not mean that our hearts arc
Madison Avenue at 38th Street
done all that was possible with the lost! Next fall you will see all Bowmaterial at hand. I firmly believe that doin out in the grandstand, cheering
ALLERTON HOUSES FOR
You, Mr.
the onlv possible deterrent t-> his suc- their blamed heads off.
45 E. 53th St. - 143 E. 39th St.
cess will be the impatience of alumni, Chandler, have probably been hard
and the establishment of temporary hit by depression and 111 wager you
rather than long-run cure-alls for the bemoan the market's sickening thuds. published in every college anthology
present athletic situation. If Mr. It's all the same principle, only each appearing this year? That students
Chandler were conversant with the of us is bewailing his own pet griev- have sacrificed a house-party in the
subject "The Coach and His Job" he ance.
nr.me of economy?
would not be nro.ne to call our attitude
Bowdoin is a little college, Mr.
And if you must hark on athletics,
here against alumni interference "a Chandler. Almost as small as when Mr. Chandler, what of our wonderful
puzzling psychopathic study."
you went here, back in ^O. Times, track team ? Headed for a New EngOnce again misquoting from my ar- though, have changed mightily since land championship! The college is beticle he fails to recognize that the your day, and the loss of a
game hind it to a man, just as it was bestandards of the College "are de- means only the loss of a game; we hind the football team.
True, wo
cided barriers to the athletically afflu- don't hang crepe on the college bell, grew restless when it lost every game,
ent and the intellectually impover- or weep crocodile tears.
Something, but it is human nature.
they
are
that
ished"
and
else other than mere athletics counts
Why don't you send an open letter
mernt to be such! We do not now: we have fifteen campus athto your fellow alumni, Mr. Chandler,
regard "inducing promising physical letics, nine sports. Games are great
showing them the amazing steps that
timber to matriculate here" as "sinful" fun, and college would be lost withBowdoin has made in the last decbut choose to consider intellectual ca- out them; but somehow we can't seem
ade? And, in justice to the students
pacity as a prime prerequisite. Bow- to sink back into the feeling that
(whom you have wronged deeply, and
will
doin
not shift her ground on that Bowdoin is
a class-room run by per- unfeelingly) please read the editorial
point though the result be resounding mission of the athletic department!
which appeared in the Portland Eveacclaim from one end of this country
News of November 16, 1931. A
ning
Nevef
has there been greater into the other!
terest in current affairs in Bowdoin whole column, it was. eulogizing BowI do not regard the other ramifica(did your class ever read the news- doin as one of New England's finest
tions of Mr. Chandler's letter as vital
papers, Mr. Chandler?); never have liberal arts colleges. We are an eduor significant to its main thesis.
the Orient or the Quill enjoyed great- cational institution, Mr. Chandler; we
Whereas I am fully convinced of the
er success; never have scholastic study you fathers send us here for
writer's sincerity I cannot fail to realranks been as high (I refer you to the that! and we play games on the side
like

;
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ize that his conclusions are necessarily
false.
Bowdoin spirit represents the

President's chapel speech at the opening of this semester) as they are tosanity of the East towards athletics
a spirit which becomes more pro- day. You alumni, sir, have been out
of Bowdoin so long that for you it is
nounced with each passing vear.
nothing but a, little group of athletic
In conclusion I believe that the evils teams. Good lord! Doesn't anything
which are alleged to exist must be else count for you but the fact that
cured from within the College and that Maine took the heart
out of us 20-0 7
outside pressure will hinder rather Have
you so soon forgotten that Bowthan help.
doin sent a Rhodes scholar abroad

for sheer pleasure!
j

You owe Bowdoin an apology, Mr.

Chandler, for you have been criticizing
more careconditions about which you were utup as far as anything we have said
But we pardon the
terly ignorant.
muddling attempt of an interested
goes. We have not "croaked" against over-emphasis but have
grad, for we realize that his love for
asked for a fully-rounded policy, nor do we find any material, exhis Alma Mater impelled his' error.
Just remember in parting, sir, that
press or implied, against the*"aquisition, training, and support of
we are a college for education, and
winning teams", or of the attempt "to induce promising physical
There is a Chinese proverb which last year ? That she had two nomi- in times like these, there are more sebe our policy to print all letters of a general interest, regardless of timber to matriculate at Bowdoin College." These are quite nor- states the case quite simply: "Distant nated this year ? That her debating rious things in life than just winning
water cannot quench a near fire."
team won a majority of its contests ? games!
the views expressed in them. Very evidently Mr. Chandler's letter mal and wholly praiseworthy and ethical courses of action, proThat poetry by her students has been
PHILIP C. AHERN "32.
J. E. B. ^4
referred to never reached the hands of the editors.
vided that they are not entered upon in toe manner characteristic
To get on with the main thesis of Mr. Chandler's recent epistle, of some of the mid-western institutions which Mr. Chandler finds
we feel that he has entirely misinterpreted our views, either so ideal. Bowdoin has standards of intellectual ability, and we
through lack of contact with the situation or through careless read- fervently hope she will continue to maintain them.
ing of our editorial column. We can scarcely find evidence in what
In closing let us lay down the general thesis that athletics priwe have written of anything even approximating "defeatism", nor marily are by and for the students, and that any move which
do we feel this to be a fair criticism. The ORIENT'S main line of further^ a broader or more general participation therein is valthought has been one of building up a better program than is at uable. That has been and shall continue to be our stand. We do
present possible. We have sought to take our defeats philosophi- not grudge the "grads" a "Roman Holiday", but such "Roman Holcally, but by no means with that "smug resignation" which he idays" for students or alumni are now but an incidental part of the
seems to find. In an editorial entitled "Touchdown" of 21 October, true purpose of athletics. When this cardinal fact is realized, the
dealing with the apparent inability of the team to score, we said: situation will clarify itself.
"Nowhere on the field did there exist an idea of a touchdown. No"How'd the hockey team make out
where in the stands did there exist even the hope of such a thing
Communication
itself.

If the editorials last referred to are scrutinized

fully this point will clear itself
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today?"
inanity of playing flashy football in the middle of the
"We lost two to one."
"I expected it."
be well compai-ed to a batter driving a long spectacu- To the Editor of the Orient:
If that isn't defeatism I don't comlar fly into the hands of a waiting fielder. It looks fine but accordThe recent Open Letter to the stu- prehend the term.
-one
from
Bowdoin
College
dents
of
When the gentleman disputes the
ing to the rules it doesn't count! The objective in both cases is to
small
of its alumni has provoked no
efficacy of internationalism
he is
score. To fail to keep this objective ever in mind is to defeat the amount of comment about the campus.
no more to be damned than the perpurpose of the game. Let it be clearly understood that this is in no In fact it ha? been torn apart, buf- son who gives vent to his pet "peeve"
feted about, and generally maligned in chapel or anywhere else.
sense a criticism of the team or of its coach. It is, however, a very by some of the undergraduates. CuriA cynical smile came to some of
definite and striking criticism of the mental attitude of Bowdoin ously enough its proponents are few our faces when we read the conclusion
indeed.
of the letter.
For exactly the opundergraduates. It is high time this College wanted to finish what
I have heard his letter plastered posite reasons
a broken (financially)
To fanatic shouts for Communism and its
label of chauvinism.
it started.
It is high time Bowdoin undergraduates wanted a with the
some of us this might appear so, but "pink counterparts" a business man
!"
feel
touchdown
Again, in the issue ofH November, we said : "We
I doubt that any man ever spoke in
in the middle west will support capproud to honor a team that, riddled with injuries and weakened by a more sincere vein. His convictions italism and competition. His views
are those of any loyal son of Bowdoin.
inexperience as ours is, goes into action week after week and fights He is not shouting Rah Rah stuff are absolutely consistent with his position, and after all, how many of us
it out against such hopeless odds.
Bowdoin continues to turn out when he declares that Bowdoin teams are preparing to enter some form of
men." Lastly, in the editorial "Vote of Confidence" on 9 December, should fight to win, nor is he trying competitive business when we gradto move Notre Dame to Brunswick. uate ?
The answer is only too clear.
we said in part "That the winning of football games as the 'be all It certainly is not conducive to
H. C. T. *35
to see her
and the end all' is now not the case, and this conviction grows with alumni loyalty to Bowdoin
teams ever in the losing column.
Communication
each passing-year
does not mean that Bowdoin underThis
Much has been said this winter pro
graduates accept defeat with that indifferent equanimity which and con on the subject of athletics.
Now, after two months of haranguvarious spoils writers so often imply. The desire to win plays a ing, things are just as they formerly To the Editor of the Orient:
I choose to believe that Mr. George
part in every man's life, and it is an especial characteristic of were and both sides declare that the B. Chandler's
open letter to Bowdoin
present system is not adequately servstudents is basically sincere, and I
youth. Bowdoin men have never considered themselves, nor have ing its purpose.
readily
appreciate the spirit in which
gentleman
does
not suggest
The
they been considered by those who know them more intimately, unthat
communication
was written. The
that Bowdoin use any devious methtouched by this universal desire." The attitude of Bowdoin stu- ods to better her teams, but he does writer's remoteness from Bowdoin,
dents towards Coach Bowser, "and their confidence that he accom- suggest Belling Bowdoin to promis- and the fact that he makes his home in
ing prep-schoolers, an entirely ethical the Middle West are largely responplished all that was possible in sphere of man, is tempered by the procedure and, I might add, the most sible for his questionable conclusions.
In all fairness to Mr. Chandler, I canknowledge that despite the temporary gloom which follows defeat, feasible of any' suggested.
Bowdoin finds herself in a peculiar not condone the, means he has taken
the course of the sun remains unchanged and graver problems position.
Her scholastic standards to express himself, although I firmly
believe
sincerity prompted the action.
are undoubtedly higher than many of
linger on the horizon."
her New England competitors.
She It merits therefore a sincere reply.
Do these excerpts point to an attitude of defeatism on the part makes no scholastic or financial con- As Associate Editor of the Orient
may I say that
knowledge every
of the Orient? Or do they justify the charge that the Orient is cessions to any of her athletes and it communication to my
submitted to the pais essentially a question of measursmugly resigned to the situation at hand? Or do the proposals for ing up to the standard or get out. If per's columns has been printed, unless
modesty
forbade
The letter
so.
doing
what we consider the betterment of the system, appearing in subse- Bowdoin is going to compete with col- which Mr. Chandler praises
so highly
leges whose standards are lower than
quent numbers of the Orient, betoken a defeatist attitude? We hers she can expect but mediocre suc- by H. C. T. '35 was solicited by the
Orient, more for the reason that it
think not, nor do we know where in the current volume, can be cess.
was
to the opinion of the
We hear much of the changed spirit boardCONTRARY
found anything to substantiate such a charge.
thar for any other.
of Bowdoin from what it was forty
In the second place, I find little reaMr. Chandler states that we imply that "the alumni can best years ago. Some say the spirit has son for calling editors
of Bowdoin pubserve the cause of higher education at Brunswick by minding their been diverted into fields other than lications "insidious apologists" for
athletics. This is true to some extent,
and I refer Mr. Chandler
own business." Here again he neglects to consider all that has but I should like to ask why. Pre- "defeatism",
to the Orients of October 7, 21, and
been written on the subject. True, we have urged the withdrawal sumably because of the utter disgust December 9 in proof. By a fair readof the students with our losing teams. ing of the editorials in those issues
of alumni control from athletics on the grounds that sport today is I do not wish to infer that our teams
the writer must necessarily withdraw
becoming a part of the educational system as such, and that in spite do not fight. I don't think I shall ever his statement.
see a team with more sheer courage
As author of the article "Athletics
of their willingness to serve the College in any way possible, the than the Polar Bears. A typical exAgain" in the Alumnus to which Mr.
alumni are likely to be too far out of touch with the situation to ample of student attitude might be Chandler frequently refers I have this
derived from this bit of conversation to say. In quoting from that article
realize the actual needs. This lack of intimate contact is likely to picked up on the campus last week:
he chooses the phrase "Alumni pres.
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statistician

does for industry

Definite knowledge of "where we are" and
"what lies ahead" is as vital in business as in
flying. For this expert navigating, the Bell
System has long relied upon statisticians.
These men study present and prospective
industrial, economic and social conditions in
all

parts of the country.

They

what the

gather facts-

cast the

changing requirements of the public

for telephone service.

They

estimate the

probable future demand for new services,
such as radio telephony to foreign lands and
ships at sea.

They keep the executives advised

as to current progress towards the objectives

thus carefully determined.

significance to the telephone business,

draw

Only by plotting a course scientifically can
the Bell System continue to develop along

They study and

fore-

sound

analyze them, correlate them, discover their

guidance from them.

lines.
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

s

The COLLEGE
The Yoke

purierity rather thou "fidelity to the
character and traditions of the old
They in
College". But no matter.

BOOK STORE
To

the Editor of the Orient:
turn have furnished that opportunity
Last week the majority, if not all, to then" predecessors. In fact I think
of the students ef Bowdoin College w«^rather^ enjoy being included^in this
received an open letter from "Aa common bond. What some of us do
Old Grad". one George B. Chandler resent is an attitude and practice of
of the class of 1890.
In this letter proprietorship which asserts itself
Mr. ChdhdJer deplores the present among a few rf the eMer memhen of
intercollegiate athletic status of the this group. For example, a coach who
College and makes some particularly has served well and faithfully is disdisparaging remarks about the atti- charged, with Ml explanation being
tude of defeatism which seems to him given to those who are moat vitally
Thus We who are exto be so rife among the undergrad- concerned.
to enjoy the benefits that athuates.
I could very easily take ex- pected
ception to several of Mr. Chandler's letics has to offer must accept those
remarks in this connection. I have benefits as modified by a few men who
it on good authority, however, that a have no very close contact with our
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has been tried".

I

am

may

not so

not provide.

world

Whether or not

this

always be a competitive

will"

one, or whether the "pink" of regulation will cover up some of its more
glaring imperfections, Bowdoin want*
us who enter it to be ready to battle
'intelligently for our place in it.
To
equip us for that battle we have
coaches to make us physically able
and professors to give us mental
those who would advocate the im- equipment. The job of the latter is
mediate adoption by the United States to teach us to think, and they find
f an economic system similar to that that "alluring catch-words, economic
now in effect in Russia. 1 am not short-cuts, and political catch-alls"
affili a ted with any socialist or com- '.are not conducive to mental vigor. As
munist organisations nor have I everj.a matter of fact, we usually find it
a ttended a meeting of these so-called i.very difficult to discover the convicradicals.
1 am not pleading here for tions of even those members of the
socialism, communism, fascism, cap- faculty with whom we have the closest
Propaganda they leave to
italism, or any other specific economic contact.
system.
I
am pleading rather for their business contemporaries, and
devote their efforts to the far more
open-mindedness,
To my mind to imply that all sys- difficult task of stirring the unde
terns of economic planning should be graduate to the unaccustomed effort
entirely disregarded merely because of Jndependent thought.
owe much to Mr. Chandler for
they have not been attempted in this
country is similar to implying that taking the initiative in bringing beColumbus should never have set sail fore us a problem that affects, not

,

j

Abraham.

A petition has been placed in the
nands of President Pease of Amherst
Sub-freshman week end is closely- asking
that the base of the statue
organized and run by Trinity Col- of
Sabnna, the guiding goddess of
lege as a whole; it is handled by a Amherst
men, be permanently placed
regular committee which tries to inon the campus, with a tablet comterest prospective freshmen in the
memorating her long and violent

'

!

'

t
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college.

Now

precocious as to attempt to speak
superciliously of the powers of Mr.
as a thinker, realizing
as I do his unquestionable superiority to my humble self in that respect
Nor have I any intentions of waving
the red flag of Sovietism through the
medium of a communication to the
Bowdoin Orient. I am not one of

Edmund Burke

I

!

career.

1
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has passed through one

of the most promising seasons in its
history.
The first reviews of the
present freshman class show a marked
improvement in scholarship over previous years. A new Fall record has been
established in the small number of
"major warnings" and the relatively
small number of "minor warnings".

for the New World because such a
venture had not been tried before. It
is analogous to implying that the
fathers of this dear old Republic of
ours, which causes so many lumps in
Mr. Chandler's throat, should never
have set up such a government because it was comparatively novel and
untried in the political world of the
eighteenth century. It is practically
equivalent to stating that Thomas
Edison should have left the incandescent lamp entirely alone because such
a device was unknown before his time.
We ate supposedly living in the age
of rcience, of enlightenment, and of

Last week's "major warnings" numbering only 19, established the lowest figure in twelve years. In a word,
the standard of scholarship is 'rising.
Going back of the immediate Fail
season of the current academic year,
one may note the evidences of usual
cultural activity within the academic
halls at Brunswick, but in greater va- reason. The modern man, it is ordiriety and scope.
Within the past narily assumed, tests and weighs
twelve-month
the
undergraduate carefully the facts at hand before
body and public were privileged to at- making his choices and deci sions. Let
__ ., tend the Institute of Natural Sciences, us, then, not disregard any project
__.
29C ID one of Bowdoin's biennial Institutes, which has the approbation of at least
Sealskin Peanuts
when eminent scientists in their re- some intelligent people merely because
spective fields held forth.
of its newness and lack of empirical
89c lb
Pecans
Prof. Harlow Shapley,' Director of foundation.
Let us rather ooaaUer
Harvard University Astronomical Ob- the proposition "from all possible
89c lb servatory, took a rapt audience on angles and make our choice in the
Assorted Nuts
one of the longest pilgrimages of all light of our best rational powers. If
time,
through the inter-galacte.nl the choice in this instance be in faspaces (a small matter of 2<K>,000,00<! vor of capitalism, as it might very
light years in either direction). Prof. well be, all well and good. But in any
Kirtley
F.
Mather, professor of event, let us not forget that in a
geology at Harvard University, came rapidly changing and sorely tried
Brunswick Publishing Co. down to earth and told the boys a world,
one of the cardinal virtues is
no less thrilling tale of our own lit- this same open-mindedness of which I
tle planet. Prof. Dayton C. Miller ex- have been talking.
Printers of
posed the wonders of physical phenM. M. TOZIER '32
The Orient
omena.
Prof. George H. Parker,
i

KAYWOODIE PIPES

.
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•

i

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

i

FRESH SALTED NUTS
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nonsense, and
has been proved to b e such by a Mrs.
Stokes. She was determined to show
the world that this was all "poppycock".
By research she proved that
there were no deer in that park until
In addithe reign of Queen Anne.
tion to this clever bit of detective
work, Mrs. Stokes greatly diminished
the popular belief that many of
Shakespeare's plays were written by
Sir Francis Bacon, by raking all the
,
..„,..,
manuscripts belonging
She
„,, to Bacon.
found no sign of any play Even Queen
Elizabeth is said to have written some
G f Shakespeare's plays, Ben Greet refoolish.

Shelton employes.

..,,-••
™«

s ee<:h putting a great deal of enthuP
T
"ext
slasm ln hls "<>**%.
fi? S!
he
which
mentioned was "Macbeth

It is all

,
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* as »•""«»
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from $2.50
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rates have

Rates from

$50 per month upward.

King

to

heP^jfff
"**»- 'is a
ause th e Sco c
S"**
*!f
J; ^
and gnomes
are superstitious, witches
are brought into it. It is a play o:
ambition; it maintains that Macbeth
was ambitious when he had no right
to be ambitious".
Sir Philip continued, saying, Shakespeare has few "bad women" in hi.~
plays. What would he do nowadays
He could not get along without them
Out of about 150 female parts, he has
about % "bad women". JWost of hi^
marked.
The First of Shakespeare's Plays women are very sensible. In King
Lear there were two very wicked
Of course it is impossible to give daughters and one very good one.
the chronological order of Shake- One of Shakespeare's great points
speare's plays, he continued.
But h« was love of parents for their children,
began with those which a sensible and children for their parents. Women
3* m ™-

Room

been greatly reduced.

A

daily.

.

Club features (free to
lows:

young man would write. The first re- should really be great lovers of
corded is Henry VI, a very long play, Shakespeare, because he "emancionly the undergraduate and his re- in three parts. It is a very remark- pated" women.
Up until his time,
lations
to those
who have gone able play. After this came those they had been considered only useful,
through Bowdoin before him, but al.-o lovely comedies comedies of youth. but Shakespeare made them, in hi.the administrative bodies of the col- The speaker expressed the belief that plays, fine, common-sense people,
optimistic playlege. In their hands rest the decisions Shakespeare was an
"Hamlet" Written Three Times
on specific problems that arise in con- wright, that he wrote to make people
He wrote tragedies to make
Sir Philip informed his now mnection with the generalizations that joyful.
comedies tensely interested audience that Hamserious.
Shakespeare's
them
we_ have been discussing.
He
brought
sunjoy.
were full of
let was written three times. He read
H. C. BARTON, JR., '32 shine
on the stage. When he wrote the opening scenes of the first and
tragedies, he wrote them as lessons, second quarters. The second was, of
Maine's annual boxing tournament Ben Greet remarked that he could not course, much more complete than the
has been definitely called off for this understand how anybody could call first, but the first was just as effecyear as a tribute to Emile J. Daw- Shakespeare dull. He was anything tive. Then he read Hamlet's most
**>". » n outstanding freshman who but dull
famous soliloquy, and the one which
died last week following an injury Shakespeare Wrote For Humanity is most familiar. The speech appearsustained in a bout at the University.
Shakespeare wrote for humanity ing in the second quarter seemed

are aa fol-

;

hackframmon

'.'

truest a)

Swimming pool: completely equipped
game rooms for bride* aad

gymnasium

:

tank n and solarium.

roof

Restaurant and cafeteria service at
able prices.

much more appealing, because it i»
better known by more people than

1

that of the first quarter.
In closing, Sir Philip begged modern actors not to let their voices drop
a t the end of a speech. He also beought them not to gesticulate too
much, to try to forget the personal
pronoun, and to be natural. He illustrated his counsels with amusing and
clever interpretation of over-abundance of gestures and over-emphasis
of the personal pronoun, to the delight of his audience.

An interfraternity sing has just
held at Massachusetts State
College, with a cup as reward to the
best-singing house.
been

I

,

discussed zoology; Isaiah
Bowman, geography; Edward G.
Boring,
psychology;
Florence
R.
Sabin, bacteriology, and Edward G.
Conklin, heredity and environment.
The college listened likewise to such
diverse speakers as the youthful
Randolph Churchill and the sapient
Abbe Dimnet, exponents of two
antipodal aspects of the art of think-
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More recently, Dr. William Trufant
Foster, formerly of the Bowdoin fac
our contemporary conduct of the depression,
ulty, disclosed the fallacies of

Brunswick 3

Orient—

Mr. Chandler's "Open Letter" to
those connected with Bowdoin College is a sincere effort to better an
institution which is dear to the hearte
of all of us. The particular element
in the college which he feels in need
of improvement is the attitude of the
This he characterundergraduate.
as being one of "defeatism" particularly in regard to athletics. First
jgt me say that Mr. Chandler's intere tt is entirely praiseworthy. But let
me a \ S o add that his fears do not seem
be entirely justified by actual con-

ing.

estimates furnished

Samples

of the

j^

\

Adrian Van Sinderen of New York
presented the delights of delving into
rare books, and there aie announced
Prof.
as
forthcoming
speakers,
Hoernle of the University of Johan- djtions
nesburg, South Africa, Robert Hillyer
Mr chandler believes that, through
poet, Sherwood Eddy, the notedsocial
a prevailinR attitude of defeatism,
worker, Professor Desclos, on "French the desire to wire athletic contests is
Universities of Today," and readings no longer
as overwhelming as (by
from Robert Frost, New Hampshire's implication) it was when he was in

^

|

|

,

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

•

March

9

PLATINUM BLONDE
with • Robert Williams

-

Loretta

Yoang

Jean Harlow
alao

-

News

-

-

MENACE
-

with

•

H. B. Warner

•

Bette Davis

•also •

Magic Carpet. Talkartoon. Comedy
"

Friday

-

March 11th

ARSENE LUPIN

this arises

a con-

!

John Barrymore and

1

Lionel Barrymore

.

.

wmAen

'

-

with

-

and from

L

"

March 10th

•

college;

j

Broadway Brevity
Spertlight

Thursday

poet.

Meanwhile the Bowdoin "Orient" flict of interests between student*,
has established new standards of in- who are indifferent to the success of
dependent thinking and robust writ- their fellows on the athletic field, and
ing to which other college periodicals alumni,
who long fervidly for honor
intellectual
Its
may well repair.
The prime cause of
to the'ir school.
vigor is a symptom of a concomitant
this student indifference is, he inticrescendo in undergraduate cerebra mates, the influence of faculty propapromises
"Quill"
tion.
The enlarged
JJJJ for some non-competitive
much of interest.
utopia.
.,
...
....
Bowdoin professors have recently; _r
To say that the prevailingattitude
published two books: Charles Burtowa
athletics has changed i s to
nett's "Hvde of Bowdoin" and Her/<Jto the obvious; that it is now
bert W. Hartman, Jr.'s "Coleridge". P°»>t
one of defeatism strains the credulity
R. P. Tristram Coffin's "Portrait of
participated in athan American" receives wide recog- of one who has
letic contests, those that have been
nition. Five new members are added
lost as well as those won. Mr. Chandto the faculty.
ler himself is very generous in givIn the field of physical culture there
Tennis is being in- ing honor to those who have at least
is great activity.
tried to keep Bowdoin pennants from
creasingly played on Pickard Field.
"trailing in the dust". What he fails
new
Horseback riding has become a
see, I think, is that these very men
vogue, so that even polo is being to
"midwest
played-a royal sport for man and wh °, "*Ye tried, though no
«»" »thletes, are
the
beast, a sport developed spontaneousen- aforesaid defeatist student body,
ly at Bowdoin without official
So perhaps it is not merely defeatcouragement or financial support. All
ism
that
responsible
is
for
lack
the
usual
the
likewise,
through the Fall,
football squad receives exercise in of more victories. Mr. Chandler suggests selling Bowdoin to "a promising
practice and in games.
A few graduates belonging to aa prep school prospect". With this proolder generation— are said to be dis- posal I am in hearty accord. We have
treseed because of Bowdoin's alleged- at Bowdoin an excellent coaching
With good material, we are
ly poor showing ia the matter of foot- staff.
ball victories.
It sppears that ac- thus equipped to turn out winning
Other colleges of a standing
tually aoae was achieved. What of it? teams.
How utterly inconsequential this less similar to ours gain a comparative
than fly in the ointment must seem to! advantage by this practice, which I
those with any sense of proportion, think we could apply here to food
with any understanding ef the pur- {effect.
pose of an institution of higher learnA great deal has been said about a
ing, in the face of the infinitely larger conflict of interest between the alumni
I believe
victories in the realm of culture, the and the undergraduates.
real field of collegiate endeavor. How that we do not grudge the "grads a
To be sure the
far more significant and important is Roman Holiday".
not the repeated crossing of the goal- pleasurable sensation they experience
line in the domain of the mind and the as a result of victory is likely to be
spirit!
[inspired by a vicarious sense of su\

«
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ilar schemes in no uncertain terms. intercollegiate competition, has intraHis chief objection to such ideas mural sport far more highly develseems to be that they are compara- oped than Bowdoin.
Finally Bowdoin is interested in
tively new and untried.
To this effect he quotes Edmund Burke that turning out men fitted to hold down,
"No difficulties exist in what never or up, jobs that this world may or

has be- among the speakers scheduled to visit
Institute of Brooklyn
of the Bible. This Has.-,/ open to all soon.
students in the college, meets every
Sunday at 12.10 in the B.C.A. room
Wesleyan is introducing the interon the second floor of the Union.
On February 28, Daniel Krause '33, fraternity track meet for the first
talked about the meaning and merits time this year. Their meet is to be a
of the two stories of creation found two day affair, with every student
in Genesis; while Dr. Goodrich read eligible to compete.
the parallel Babylonian account. Last
Sunday, Edward Miller '34, discussed
The Junior Prom Committee at
the fall of Adam and Eve. Next Sun- Lafayette College has been carrying
day, Delos Evans '33, will read ^i pa- on negotiations with a movie coinper on creation-stories found all over pany, intending to have the affair
the^ world; and Clay Lewis "34, will immortalized in newsreels.
review the life and character of

i

•

|

religion. Dr. Goodrich's class

Astoria

;

{

gun a consideration of various parts the Polytechnic

Waldorf

-

i

]

With the idea of getting a frameKcrmit
work fer rational study of the develop- Theodore
ment, importance, and possibilities: of Von Luckner, the "Sea Devil", are "the Russian mirage" and other sim- liams, which has an enviable record

V T"
*

needs.

col-

Opposite
the new

j

1

1

From the point of view of the unleagues are going to take care of this
to the very best of their abilities. And dergraduate, intramural sports have
anyway, it seems to me that there in their place, not because "a Bowdoin
a much more important point at issue. team is sure to win" but because the
At the close of his letter Mr. Chand- sport itself is valuable. Incidentally
Roosevelt, son of President
Roosevelt, and Count Felix ler condemns what he chooses to call it might be well to note that W'il-

.

BEN GREET LECTURES
ABOUT SHAKESPEARE

J

i

.

preeminence comes be;
cause he is, first of all, a great literary writer. His writing, both poetic
and prose, is perfect. Secondly, he
was the Superb Dramatist. He had
wonderful plots to his plays. To cap
fCoatimied troa pat* »
the climax, he was the greatest of
Stratford -on- A von, Coventry, York, 'humanists; his stories and characters
very human. Probably the
farnous for their we,re all
md Wakeneld
were '"""'.'
"
~"*
character .Shakespeare made u
• r"TlaJ»
11""" w
•—
There
*« a festival at York!,.,,*.
„ QB Richard
w^kTrH III,
"l. in the drama
drai
P 1**3
villain was
every year, at which a marvelous f that name. His comedies were writpageant was presented. Over 100,000 ten for joy, and his tragedies for Jestroubled to
never
Shakespeare
«on«.
people would assemble for the Whitmake a hero. What is a hero ? A hero
:-j
ei
i7TT
a
suntide Festival. All people went to
ShakeLg «£ a cyiuc _i ndeilc ribable.
church, and those who wished could speare deals ratrTer with real human
have breakfast in picnic fashion. The beings. One of his plays, which probThese plays ably thrust him into his position as a
play bejran at 8 o'clock
"Romeo and Juliet",
« n «« n t" or
„r 'Mumh
were mostly pageants
dumb- dramatist, was wasn tne ]ove
t
d ma jt
Jn
shows", which were enacted from a that Shakespeare was driving at; il
The was the folly of family squabbles,
series of wagons with actors.
first wagon usually started at eight That was the idea of that play. In a
and returned at six and there were great play, the story grows,
some thirty or forty wagons. It was g^ pyij Recites Several Passage*
p
very impressive and very genuine.
..
»_.-__..
Sir Philip, in speaking of The MerThis was the state of affairs when
chant of Venice, said that today tnio
Shakespeare began writing.
widely discussed, becauseShakespeare has been the target, Pj»V» v "y^
relationship between Shyloch
because hV was so important and °* the u
and
e Ch "***J?
great, fo, all kinds of extraordinary
i^™"^"- fn
ted ov*4 I** Shylock was not to
st0 ries, all charming and romantic. P°»l
detested, nor to be pitied; he had
be
That well-known episode regarding
merely made a bargain and lost it.
theft bv ShakesDeare of a
the theft
8 deer
"MercyPortia's
Sir Philip quoted
one
..n.- of
a neighboring park

His
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Nat Shilkm's 35-piece Orrhestm with Alex

Cray, soloist, arc on the Columbia Network every
night except Sunday, at 10:30 Eastern Standard Time.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
INFORMAL DANCE TO J A^TEES OVERWHELM
BE HELD IN UNION BIG GREEN TANKMEN
On Saturday evening, March 12, at
WITH LARGE TALLY
8.30 o'clock, an informal dance will be

SINO-JAPANESE

CONFLICr TOPIC

OF DISCUSSION
(Continued from page 1)

Manchuria for 300 years and the majority of the inhabitants are Chinese.
The Japs desire that the territory be
an international issue.

held in the Moulton Union. The dance
will be in connection with the track
meets taking place on that day. Mask will be furnished by the Bowdoin
Polar Bears orchestra. Admission will
be seventy-five cents apiece or one
dollar a couple.
If this dance turns out to be successful, there will De two or three
more, similar to it, held during the
spring. These smaller dances, which
would be inexpensive, would make up
for the loss of the Soph Hop.

Japan Resorted to Forte
said Mr. Lockwood, that
Japan had certain treaty rights, but
since these were forced upon China,
they are null and void. They had a of Japan. In a talk, interspersed with
monopoly on railroads in several sec- hits of humor, he stressed the unfairtions.
When China constructed other ness of public opinion in this country.
railroads in these sections, trouble He stated that news printed in Japaarose.
nese newspapers is far different from
In their rise to imperialism, the that in American journals. Since all
Japanese resorted to force, first be- the action is centered around Shangcause they are a highly patriotic race. hai, and all the reporters are staSecond, the army and navy are free tioned in China, they get only the Chifrom any civilian control and the par- nese side of the story.
It is true,

liament has only a limited power.
There has been a bitter fight between
the two elements, and since 1922 the
civilians have gained in power.
Chinese boycotts were accompanied
by insurrections and murders. An
agreement that the Manchurian issues
should be settled by a joint commission
was followed by the Japanese "coup"
on September 18. 1931, at which time
the whole country rallied in support of
the militarists.
Mr. Lockwood drew the following
conclusions.
The events have promoted unity in China. Having failed
to get aid from the League of Nations,
she is advocating an alliance with
Russia, and at the same time is turning to militarism. Peace .pacts have
no teeth since they are of a purely
negative character. Lack of any sort
of substitute makes it necessary to

Kawakami told that there are 24,000 Japanese and many more from the
provinces of Japan in Shanghai at the
present time. Chinese students and
soldiers began to agitate on January
28, thus endangering the lives of many
Japanese. All nations felt the tenseness of the situation and the consuls
decided to defend the people and property of their own countries. Then the
Japanese were attacked by Chinese
soldiers and the Japanese retaliated in
their own defense. Kawakami pointed
out that the Japanese had waited a
long time before using force, and that
defensive fighting is necessary and
proper.
Although China

an independent

is

nation, her boundaries, like most European countries, are not definitely fixed.
The Chinese foreign policy depends
solely on international power.
The
resort to force.
race is proud and is ever insulting to
Kawakami Second Speaker
Japan. The latter, said the speaker,
Susumu Kawakami 'JI2, the second has a good police force and educational
speaker of the evening, took the side system and holds the trust of foreign
countries. China must also have these

advantages before she can be assured
of their trust. The Chinese boycott is
a dangerous move and the best treat-

"FRANCIS"
"The College Jeweler"

ment

Limited to One
First While Wallberg

chairs in the Club Lancaster, reading.
In walked Orren Hormell, soon, who
cast a quick glance around and commenced hunting.
High and low
hunted the Gov't Sage; over the top
of his magasine the lad watched curiously. .Presently Proprietor Lancaster himself joined the search: they
conned" the "lounge "and theVe'admg
room, until Orren, dashing up to the
interested reader, exclaimed, pointing to the magazine: "Ha! Don, I
found it!" The student had been

Shines
Winning

but one event and
far outclassing their weaker rivals,
the Jayvee swimmers swamped Hebron Academy at the losers' pool
Saturday night, triumphing by the
total of 46 to 16.
Swede Wallberg was by far the
outstanding natator of the engage- scanning "Judge".
ment, winning the hundred and twe
all

non-interference.
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tween practically all countries.
"If Japan keeps her promise that
she will take no exclusive advantages,"
he said, "the territory will be a better
place in which to live." China's sphere
of government doesn't extend over 500

Retail
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miles.

Specialty of Fraternity wood
,

In conclusion. Professor Stan-

Tin*:
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(Equals meet
«.l seconds.
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Tim*:

hurdk
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(BrT

—Won

4.4

'tZ&

record)

kT K '"*

(Bo);

(Bo),

third.

.

5.4 seconds.

300 yard run— Won by Keen* (Br): Kelly
(Bo), second: Hunt (Bo), third.
Tune: 33.4
seconds.
(New meet record).
400 yard run— Won by Fox (Bo) ; HatrhneW
(Bo), second; Lawry (Bo), third.
Time: 1
min. 14.3 seconds. (New meet record).
1000 yard run— Won by Uniacke (Bo) Tharb»r_( Br), second: Baker (Bo), third. Time: 2
inin. 24 second*.
(New meet record).
:

j

1

Mile run— Won by Uniacke (Bo)
Nowlis
(Bo), second; La Belle (Bo), third. Time: 4
min. 4S.4 second*. (New meat record).
High jump Won by Adams (Bo) U« for
second between Boyd (Bo) and Rudman (Br).
Height 5 feet, 10 1-8 inches. (New meat rec-

|

:

!

—

.

:

:

ord!.

jump—Won

Broad

!

by Adams (Bo)

:

Rodman

I

(Br), second: Reeve (Bo), third. Distance: 20
(New meet record).

feet, 2 inches.

'

Shot put— Won by Niblock (Bo) : Boyd (Bo),
second; Keene (Br), third. Distance: S4 fact.
1
inch.
(New college and meet record displaces record of 52 feet. 4 inches made by

1

>

:

!

.

Thurman Larson

.

.

|

'34. in

1931).

1100 yard relay— Won by Bridgton (Jennotte.
Smith. Thurber. Keene). Time: 2 minutes. 11.1
seconds. (New meet record).
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INITIATES TEN
PLEDGES AND HOLDS
BANQUET AFTER RITES

'

.

A.T.O.
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High Officials and Alumni Attend
Ceremonies Along with Several

!

i

!

Delegates

i

—

The

PRES. SILLS SPEAKS

.

:

—

:

;

ON THE INSTITUTION
OFMARRIAGESUNDAY

:

:

.

!

5.
Ten pledges were taken
into the fraternity during the ceremonies which were attended by a large

March

1

I

j

number of alumni,
officials.

I

;

\

:

.

.

;

j

i

FRATERNITIES MEET

FOR TRACK CLASSIC

.

'

—

.

;

—

:

bard of Tufts, Paul E. Everett '32,
Clyde R. Johnson '33, John M. SinDavis *35 and Professors Alfred 0. Gross and Edward

,

Initiatea

Dank Alden
.

BANGOR TOWN HALL

Irving

:

and women college graduates

is

S. Hammond of the faculty. The final
address of the evening was given by
Leo G. Shesong, Chief of Province

IV.

:

—

Brogden of Colby, John W. Hub-

S.

"WINGS OVER EUROPE'
WELL RECEIVED AT

:

banquet at 7.30 p.m.
Richard H. Barrett '32 acted as
toastmaster at the banquet. Members
of the alumni who spoke were Ernest
P. Desjardins *26, Joseph S. Higgins
*26, Lee W. Rollins '29, Edward B.
Spaulding '29, William N. Small *31,
James A. Whipple *31, Albert E.
Jenkins '31, Paul A. Walker '31, Gilbert G. Harmon '31, Richard C. Dennis
'31, and Harold C. Healey *22. Other
speakers were Fred A. Curtis of the
Portland Alumni Association, Joseph

clair '34, Stuart K.

P«

;

several delegate s

from other chapters, and some high
The sacred rites performed
in the afternoon were followed by a

!

I

;

;

of Alpha Tau
held its initiation on Saturday

chapter

local

Omega

;

.

.

declared that Japan has broken
the Kellogg Pact and her obligations
100 yard brcastst rake Won by Whitmore
to the League of Nations, but that she
(B): Esson (It), second; Jones (H). third.
has not yet broken the Nine Power Time: 1 min. 25 sec.

Trade

<»> meutd: Abates (Bo), third.
Meonda (Equal:, meet record).

•

!

I

:

is

Mr. Kawakami concluded by saying
if the process is taken calmly and
scientifically, it will be found that
Japan does r.ot want to use force, but
rather is obliged to do so.
Stanwood Applies International Law
Prof. Stanwood spoke very briefly.
First he complimented Mr. Lockwood
and Mr. Kawakami, declaring that the
former dealt as completely with the
subject as anyone in the country could
do. He continued by telling how both
Japan and China were formerly hermit
nations. When Perry opened and occidentalized Japan, China became jealous. She kept pricking Japan at every
opportunity. There has been disorder
and banditry in China for many years.
Prof. Stanwood said, however, that if
treaties between the two countries
were forced, so, too, are treaties bethat

in both hurdles for first, ran

second to Keene's record smashing
800, and then ran on the relay team
.
Four basketball games were played that lost a close decision to a recordchorman Tom Uniacke, who took over
during last week with wins chalked breaking Bridgton quartet,
the baton for the mile climax.
Uniacke cut loose at his touch-off up for the Non-Fraternity men, the
The summaries:
and gradually wore down his antag- Sigma Nu's, the Kappa SigmaS, and ,«• rw* o>ah—Won by Keene (Br): Hurley

'

.

(Continued from pasc 1)

(Coatlava. trass r»s» t)

.

.

BRIDGTON MEET

IN
Sigma Nu, Kappa
Sigma and Psi Upailon Win
scored
Games Handily

Non-Fraternity.

onists to send the Magee stock soar- a>
,,
-i
»
sa.
c__i
* aa~J
Psi UpBllon. In the first game 01 the
in * onc more when he stepped ahead
f
Non-Fraternity
teamj
the
of the field with one and a half of the week,
six laps consumed. Uniacke set the Crashed through for a 91-10 victory
pace for four more laps, running the over the DekeTs keeping their record
fastest mile of his career. With half free from defeats. The winners disof the final circuit to go to the tape, played exceedingly brilliant team.
.
Tom had run himself out and could work. Psi Upsilon triumphed over the
'not
hold the lead. However, he fought Betas by the total of 96 to 4.
hundred yard free style events, beOnce weekly Tommie Means asks
Sigma Nu, leading by a single point
sides anchoring the victorious White Fritz Koelln what "Katzenjammer" gamely down the stretch to stave off
relay quartet Neal and Faulkingham means. And once weekly Fritz Koelln the pressing bids of the Yale, N. Y. at the half way mark, came strong at
showed up best for the prepmen, the has to explain that it means "hang- C, Fordham and Syracuse milers. the finish to defeat Chi Psi by the
The closest match
latter pressing Wallberg in the hun- over" in German ... We chuckled Russell of Manhattan, who turned in score of 59-32.
dred, the former right behind him in quietly
last
week when National » 4.26.3 mile, and Patterson of Colum- of the week was between the Kappa
Guard members of the college were bia, who was clocked at 4.27, were the Sigma and Theta Delta Chi teams.
the 8-lap swim.
reserved
called, quaking in their shoes, to Port- two flyers supplying that
At the end of the regular period of
Wallberg Takes '200'
land for "mobilization"
And kick at the finish to go by Uniacke. play the score was tied. Being forced
Hebron's only first came in the
Uniacke breasted the finish line in into an overtime period, both aggrewhile Dean Paul reeled off more of
initial event, the fifty yard dash, with
his info from grads ("What should be third place fifteen yards behind the gations fought fiercely with the IfapFaulkingham outthrashing Parmale" done with
the next $500,000 given to winner, Russell of Manhattan. Tom's pa Sig's finally triumphing by the
to win by a yard in the good time of
Bowdoin for unspecified purposes") time for the mile was 4.29. Manhat- score f 47.42. The game between
26.2 seconds.
Bill Sherman, a newwe fingered a crumbling "hymnbook, tan's winning time for the relay wasipelta Upsilon and Zeta Psi was forcomer to the Polar Bear squadron, thinking what
a fine thing it would 7.24.
feited.
was third. From then on the Green
Uniacke's performance is nothing
replacing same
.
League A
men were routed, three seconds being be to spend $100
short of sensational when the circumthe most they could accomplish. WallJust a word about those Open Let- stances under which he ran are t^" Non-Fraternitv
3
berg first paddled to victory in the
"
In order that
3
ten* from an Old Grad. .Best remark en into consideration.
ps j u Ds jj on
200, taking his time until the final
heard re. epistles was: "It used to be he compete in the relay the wl,e&e Kappa Sigma
......... 2
1
lap, when he sped away from Neal
an awful thing to wish a person lumps authorities ruled that the freshman JjJEJ, Kappa Epsilon
1
and won with two yards to spare.
in his potatoes; the alumni, though, flash would be required to attend all
3
\ .......
ne ££ pj
Ray Prince emerged victorious in! seem to wish us lumps in our throats classes. This Uniacke did and took Th . tn Tnelt*
3
Phi
w
*
lneta Uelta L
the hundred back stroke, taking Gai And the person who objected the 10.30 train from Brunswick. He
J"
»-«*&"*
celon over with a well-timed sprint on most to the letters was the postman. caught the 3 o'clock from Boston to
_
3
the last few yards.
Bob Whitmore He had to carry the damn things ... New York, reached New York in time Delta Upsilon
3
m*™* Nu
and Bill Esson swam right away from
to hop a taxi and speed to the Arma
their Hebron rivals in the 100 yard
Speaking of hurried trips and short ory, where within fifteen minutes he £'?"£ Tau 0me £
1
breast stroke, winning by fifteen yards stops: Tom Uniacke took the 10.1 & to was in running togs ready for the) Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Chi
in the good time of 1 minute, 25 sec- Boston, the afternoon train for New gun.
Zeta Psi
onds.
Williams was third for the York, arrived at 8 p.m., ran in a track
The summary:
70 yard hiKh hurdles (ftrrt heat) Won by
Greenmen.
meet, and took the midnight back to
Retford. Harvard second. Charles SuinWe hate to mention it, Eugene
college!
Benson Scores High in Dive
third. Charles Chapman.
merill, Princeton
Time 8 9-10*. Second heat Won
Making the highest score he has but President Casey's remark (Orient, Dartmouth.
second,
by Arthur MarDonnell, Holy Cross
accomplished this season, Ellsworth Oct. 21): "I do not hesitate to, say Wendell Aldred. Penn third. John Tritle.
Benson took the dive with an aggre- that we are in for a hard winter" Time: 8 9- 10s. Third heat- -Won by Raymond
second, John Janis,
gate of 62.1 points. Jake Iwanowicz, seems to have fizzled out. But may- McLaughlin. Bowdoin
Fordham third. Raymond Walter. Penn. Time
weather
the
.
mean
he
didn't
be
showing surprising improvement, held
Fourth heat — Won by George Lockwood.
9s.
third.
second. John Grady. Harvard
Yale
thr lead up to the last dive, losing
Just a word about Fritz Koelln's Henry Wakeman. Colgate. Time: 9s. Fifth
out by a bare point. The first HeContinued from Page 1
relay a heat— Won by Paul Brentlinger. Syracuse: secbron man, Neal, was ten points in ar- German I class before we
Robert Hart. Cornell third, James Okie,
ond.
couple choice verbatims: the Herr Princeton. Time:9 2-10s.
properly carried out. But the contractrears.
.signed a petition recently urging a
70 yard high hurdles— final heat—Won by ing parties are the man and the wornWallberg scored another victory recalcitrant Deutsch Student to come Eugene Record. Harvard second Arthur Mac- an, and in the individual man and the
when he loafed along in the hundred back to the fold; the Herr's class, Donnell. Holy Cross: third. Charles Summerill. individual woman the real responsibilPrinceton: fouith. George Lockwood. Yale;
to win in 58 seconds, exerting him"
ity lies.
by the way, has tried thrice, and un- fifth, John Janis. Fordham. Time: 8 8-10s.
self only when Faulkingham began to
"But if marriage is a contract, as it
successfully always, to appropriate an
creep up on the last lap. Jack Mris, it is one of the most sacred and solGilligan (the Wildcat)
adjourn .
Leod was well up to nab third place. gave his French 10 class a whole playemn contracts that can be made." It
A surprisingly fast Hebron relay to read and a report to write last
has as its object the forming of a
team gave the Polar Bears some com- week end, and then told them malihome; and it is on the home that the
petition in the final event, real exer- ciously to "have a nice week end, gentlehappiness of every community detion being required on the part of men!"
latepends. Moreover, it is a contract that
trip
And on a track
.
(Continued from page 1)
anchor man Wallberg to pull out. a ly a lad boasted that he'd brought a
should be based on love love that
Steve
winners.
point
sure
are
who
all,
victory in 1 minute, 52 seconds. Sher- clean shirt with him in case of emertranscends passion, and remains when
interexisting
the
crack
man, Carey and Parmalee swam al- gency. "Well," asked another cruelly, is favored to
passion has passed. "It is a contract
most tie races with their Hebron op- "Why don't you wear it?" Okay, fraternity mark in the two mile, while implying mutual forbearance and reSewall will be well in the running for spect, for better or worse, in sickness
ponents, but Parmalee established a Brunswick! ...
»
s
Ned Appleton, Jim nd in health, to last till death do us
the mile crown.
slight 1ead which Wallberg held.
Hasaett, Ed Estle and Fred Drake will part.
50 yard dash — Won by Faulkinnhsrn illi;
Parmalee (B), aeeond Sherman (U). third.
also carry the Psi U standard in the
Ideals Sometimes Broken
Time: 2E.3 see.
meet.
Dive Won by Benson (B) Iwanowicz (B).
Such a state i.s naturally regarded
Del Galbraith will lead a Chi Psi
aeeond; Neal (H). third.
Winner's points:
•2.1.
crew that is likewise scheduled for a as ideal. But ideals exist even if they
IS
are
not
lived up to
Sometimes events
200 yard swim— Won by WallberK (B) Neal
goodly cut in the points. Galbraith is
(H). second; Carey (B). third. Time: 2 min.
occur which interfere with the ideal,
a sure first in the 35 pound hammer;
24.1 see.
and sometimes there must be separa100 yard backstroke Won by Prince (B)
toss, while his teammates, Skillings,
Garcelon (H). second: Hickox (B). third. Time:
and Crowell, tion or failure. Statistics show that
Nickerson
Trbbetts,
'
1 min. 26 sec.
the number of divorces among men
(CbsUs—I from V«s*j 1)
should be good for points.
.

Diamonds and Watches

TEAM PUCES
THIRD IN LC4A

Barken to the week's beat tale: it
is a hunting story.
One night last
week, quite late, a lad waa sitting in
one of those comfortable leather arm-

Hebron

FOUR BASKETBALL
NIBLOCK TOSSES SHOT
GAMES PLAYED IN
INTRAMURAL SERIES FOR COLLEGE RECORD

FROSH RELAY

CDustard and Cress

|

much

Auburn
Bowman, Wellesley,

Barrell,

Grant

Mass.
Chester Woodbury Brown, Newcastle
Stuart Kennedy Davis, Winter Harbor
Alfred Grayson Dixon, Watertown,
Mass.
William Ward Fearnside, Wellesley,
Mass.
Allan Edward Fenley, West Orange,

D. I". High in Running
The date for the Mt. Holyoke perless than in other walks of~-rrfe.
Butj
set for sometime
D. U. appears to have a strong the exception should not be made the
574 Congress Street
After the speeches, questions were Faulkimrham (H). second; HcLeod (B). third. in April. The splendid success real- squad, with Larry Usher, who last rule. Experience has shown that the
Time: Sx Her.
ensure
a worth- vear won the half mile and mile, Carl greatest happiness both for the indiBangor
should
ized
at
asked from the floor and a general dis200 yard relay — Won by Bowdoin (Sherman.
Portland, Me.
Fred Burton, Art Fox, vidual and for society comes when the
cussion took place.
Carey. Parmalee, Wallberg).
Time: 1 min. while and entertaining evening for Gerdeon,
N.J.
62.3 sec.
the Mt. Holyoke guests. It i.s hoped Charles Behr and Dave Morris to help sanctity of marriage is preserved.
Elwood Vose Gordon, Kingfield
that the gratifying reception accorded collect points. The Alpha Delts will;
The greatest contributions to the Ellsworth Putnam Head, North Falby the Bangor Alumni will lead to fu- have a one man team in Charlie Allen, progress of mankind have been made
mouth,
Bowdoin Fifty Years Ago ture
Mass.
engagements before other groups who should score high for his house. by the races where the mother and Perry Hurd, Belmont,
Mass.
of Alumni in the vicinity of greater Trieta Delta Chi has Mai Walker. Bob wife have been held in highest esteem,
PLAIN,
Madeira,:
New
EngAl
other
Atwood,
well
at
Dick
Boston,
as
as
Potter,
and from the races where the sanctity
The Orient, in an editorial, exCharlie Shevlin. and John Baker to col- of marriage has not been preserved
presses the belief that the exclusion land colleges.
Feeling utterly convinced our customers still prefer good clothes, in
tally
should
The cast of the play as given at lect points. Kappa Sigma
there have been few important contriTUFTS COLLEGE
of Bowdoin from the Inter-collegiate
spite of conditions, we are happy to announce an INCREASE in value,
with Gardner Pope. Bert Robbins and butions.
A. A. would not be a great los s to the Bangor follows:
and a DECREASE in price
throughout our entire line.
Charles Kahili, while Tom Uniacke and
College.
Dramatis Personae
But in what way do these rather
Jit Ricker will be the sole possible general reflections apply to us?
"In
Walter Grantly, the Prime Minister,
EN
Uniacke the first place, just as Vocational
scorers for Beta Theta Pi.
SUITS,
The Orient maintains that the offiand
day
Philip Parker '35
should shatter a record or two while made you all think a bit about your!
Collcce mm — prepare (or a profession of
cials of the College should have de- Lord Sunningdale, Lord Privy Seal,
widening interest and opportunity. Recent reup Beta points. Sigma Nu has life work, I beg you to think seriously
clared a holiday on the 150th anni$55
$40
search has enlarged the scope of every phase
Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33 rolling
Milt Hickok and John Fay to score. what marriage, home, children mav
versary of Washington's birthday.
of drntistry. The field demands, more than
Lord Dedham, Lord High Chancellor,
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
Alpha Tau Omepa and the non-frater- mean to you. In the second place, I
Charles L. Kirkpatrick '33
$50
by superior training. Such training Tufts
The key hole in the chapel door Matthew Grindle, Chancellor of the nity group are rather weak in the way 8sk vou to study carefully and judiCollege Dental School offers to its students.
School opens on September 29, 1932. Our
of trackmen.
was
found
to be stopped up Sundayciously
marthe
different
ideas
'32
about
Freeland Harlow
Exchequer
We expect to maintain at all costs our present enviable quality of style,
catalog may guide you in choosing your
at
begin
to
scheduled
is
meet
The
morning. Consequently the 7 a.m. bell Sir Humphrey Haliburton, Secretary
riage that are now so often discussed;
career.
For information addr
workmanship and fabrics and to serve you in the best manner possible.
.ISO p. m. Suitable prizes will be given
was not to be heard.
and in your thinking not to leave out
Willum Rice, D.M.D.. ScO.. Dm
of State for Home Affairs,
medals
and
well
as
for every event, as
the pj cture f marriage as a life-long
416 Hnntington Avenue
Bastoa. Mass.
Alfred S. Hayes '34
The skating rink is booming among Evelyn Arthur, Secretary of State for snecial cups.
union of one man and one woman. The
Inc.
the students just now.
It is said to
love of a man for a maid he hopes to
Foreign Affairs,
16 East 50th St.
highest
be a great place for a "mash".
his
wife
one
of
the
make
is
'33
Edward D. W. Spingarn
SPECIAL RATES
SCHOOLS
New York City
and noblest incentives to the proper
Richard Stapp, Secretary of State for
will be made AH Bowdoin Men on
The Orient editorially condemns
kind of life. The lessons of forbearWar
John A. Ricker, Jr., '32
the College for confining its obser- Esme Falkiner, Secretary' of State for
ance, self-sacrifice and love that most
Photograph
and
Pact.

100

dash- Won

yard

by

WallberK
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:

formance has been
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SIMPLE ANNOUNCEMENT
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—
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OVERCOATS

DENTAL SCHOOL

TOPCOATS

I

—

\

DRESS CLOTHES START AT

j

j

.

[

.

—
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BRISK BROTHERS,

MEET
PREP
FOR TRACK CONTEST

vation of Longfellow's 75th birthday

to a congratulatory telegram and the
delivery of a paper by Professor

Packard at Portland.

The

-Twenty-Five Years Agi

R. A. Cleaves '35
Air
Lord Cossington, Secretary of State
for Dominions,
Raymond Brown, Jr., '34
Sir Romilly Blount, First Lord of
Admiralty
Roland Cramer '32
Lord Vivian Vere, President of Board
.

BENTLEY SCHOOL
Is the largest professional school in the

Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell speaks
starringly at the exercises in observation of the centennial of Henry

United

States which isdevoted exclusively to txainmgmen

become specialists in accounting and finance.
Completion of the course requires two years.
to

CGraduatcs

are

employed

in 29 states

and 14

for-

C Modern

business

qualified to

do some

CThe man who knows a little about many

team

football

1904 has
head coach of that sport.

been made

in the fall of

Voorhes

'07,

was
I.

A. A.

and Lee were the

A.

damaged by

fire.

things

but not much about any one of them is
greatly handicapped when he competes with men

Adjourns in several courses were
granted last week because of the cold

who

weather.

arc

technic of

highly skilled

in

the principles

some one department of

and

business.

with college experience have particularly
favorable prospects in the public accounting profession as well as in business, provided their
is

€LA catalog

be sent upon request. Please

will

More than a
Barber Shop

adequate.

technical training

A

Bowdoin

Institution

<.

LU.

Hardware

:

.

ANTIQVITYSHOP

Mr. Taggert, a mechanic
W. Hunter Perry, Jr., '33
Cabinet Messenger,
A. Pierpont Madeira '33
Production Staff
Director, Ralph deSomeri Chihls
Hunter Perry,
Business Manager,

W

The meet

|

will begin at 2 p.m.,

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

with

an outside source of competition provided

when the Bowdoin

medley relay is run off
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImThe schools competing are as fol- ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
Maine kinds east of Portland.
lows: Prep school division:
Central Institute, Hebron, St. Johns
TeL U6-*1 Maine St—Tel. 137

.

TeL 24J-M

In

,

,

,

Candy and

Ice

Cream

;

;

74
j

!

J

EATON HARDWARE
__

High school division: Brunswick,!
Deering,
Everett,
Cony,
Crosby,
Fairhaven, Morse, Portland, South
Portland, Skowhegan, Thornton, Wilton, Lynn Classical, Stephens, Water-

CO.

_^

The SpOtX Store 01

i

MAINE STREET

SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—

Brunswick
wke

Scarboro.

cater to fraternity trade

PLAY SAFE
geild

all

—M

yean

LEBEL'S

nity-

Dean Lowry Nelson of Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah, states
that

25

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-

Fryeburg,
Kent s
Hill,
Brio|gton,
Jr., '33
Huntington, New Prep, Wassookeag,
Stage Manager, A. Pierpont Madeira Governor Dummer, Coburn, Clark
Massachusetts State College is now
pleading for the division of the college year into semesters instead of
the present three-term system.

1* Spring St. Brunswick
j

We

Interfrater-

"A place for respectable seclusion"
classes in the university are is the need of Maine men and their
open to the unemployed without co-ed dates, suggests a person of
vision
The
at the state university.
In order to obtain admittance
credit.
to these classes, the person must dairy barn, though the milkmen are
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers bring a slip signed by some reliable courteous and considerate, must s" el
individual stating that he or she is un- very boring to "natives and ruralists".
he reasons.
employed.
.S.F.A.

Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

i

ville,

Latest College Styles in

& Finance

921 Boyutok Street, Boston (kenmore 0755)
H. C. BtKTLIY, C. P. A., Fnudnt

W.

)

mention your college paper when writing.

The Bentley School of Accounting

Albert

'33

SOULE & WALKER

C-Men

I

|

Tarbell '32
Sir Berkeley Rummel, Neurological
Specialist
Harry Thistlewaite '32
Sir Henry Hand, Neurological Specialist .
Richard C. Van Varick '32
Mr. Hait Plimsoll, Clerk in Foreign
Harold H Everett '34 the front.
Office

Nephew

.

dele-

McFadden's corner store has been
re-opened and at present there are a
number of bargains in goods, slightly-

in business

"33

Work

of you have learned in the home, are
the things that will make you finer
(Goatlaowd tram i"as» 11
Picture Frames
nosing the Purple lads out in, a dual men."
Good,
Phil
to
46.
meet this season, 67
Webber's Studio
schoolboy 300 champion, Gowell, Catlin, Henry, and Romano are good for BrUHSWick
Co.
Deering,
a large number of tatties.
which finished second to the Caper3
in the Portland quadrangular meet Prompt Service - Fail" PlicCS
last w
week ought to be close at the
Bond, Murphy, Dusenbury,
finish.
Popular Sheet Music and Records
Folshwartny, and several other men
Varney's Jewelry Store
Argent for Victor Radio
seem adequate to run oft* with a few
for Gifts
medals.
Twenty Eight Schools Here
Stationery • Fountain Pens • Cards
Cony is another unknown quantity,
for all occasions
Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glass
although its record in season meets
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
indicates undeniable power. Enough
expertly done
to orders for antique goods of any kind
strength to beat the Colby frosh
103 Maine Street
ought to bring the Augusta men near
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
:

Thomas H. Kimball

.

elected

gates from Bowdoin.

the services of men
one thing particularly well.

of Education,

St. John Pascoe, Attorney General,
Donald P. McCormick '33
H. G. Dunne, First Commissioner of
Ross McClave, Princeton '04, who
Works
John F. Jenkisson '33
championship Francis Lightfoot, Prime Minister's
coached
Bowdoin's

J.

demands

.

Wadsworth Longfellow.

R. A. Lee '08, Bowdoin,
vice president of the N. E.

eign countries as office managers, cost accountants,
resident auditors, travelling auditors, statisticians,
comptrollers, treasurers, branch managers, public
accountants, etc.

.
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MATREW

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

BIRD

LECTURE TONIGHT
la.

BRUNSWICK, ME. WEDNESDAY, MARCH

YEAR)

FROSH-SOPHOMORE
TRACK MEET SATURDAY

VOL. LXI.

(61ST

SIX COLLEGE

RECORDS SMASHED IN MERFRATERNITY MEET WHEN ZETA PSI
TRACKMEN ROMP OVER DELTA KAPPA EPSILON RUNNERS BY
Swiss Assistant Professor

INTERCOLLEGIATE BREASTSTROKE

IN N.E.

Those who envy the Swiss professor his mere eight or ten hours
a week of lecturing, his four
months' vacation, and his international reputation, should look
further into the situation fBa ny'
the predicament of the university
professor in Switzerland.

SWIM

TnHiffArAnr*
inau,erence

i

I

POLAR BEAR MERMEN COP SEVEN POINTS

BROWN AND WILLIAMS TIE

AS'

Modern World

White swimmer, making good use
lap,

oi

on

\-

sixth
down the|

the

length.
The two battled
final stretch together, with Gilfillan
less than a yard behind, but a quick
spurt gave the victory to Sperry.
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President Kenneth C. M. Sills of
Bowdoin College announced Tuesday
the receipt of $12,700 from the!
estate of Edgar O. Achorn, late member of the Board of Overseers of the
College, who died at Orlando, Florida,
did last year, by leading the field on February IS, 1961. $10,000 of this
home in the excellent long pool time fund will be set aside as the Clara
of 2 minutes, 444 seconds.
Bundlott Achorn Scholarship Fund,
Bob Fbster, •«#*** swimming an- the fnconte to be Used for scholarship
chor on the medley team, swam a awards with the preference for stustrong race to take fourth in the 150 dents from Lincoln Academy. A secyard hack stroke to White, of Brown. on<j fund f $1500 provides for the exAlthough the relay took the edge pen se of flying the American flag
from his style, Foster swam a strong above the College each day while it is
race, and was barely nosed out of j n session.
This will make possible
third place by a touch.
the continuance of a practice followed
The medley relay, stacked against during the latter years of Mr.
Brown, Williams, M.I.T., Wesleyan Achorn's life, when he provided the
and Springfield, battled hard for the (college with new flags whenever
most part but lost consistently to the these were necessary.
third fund
teams from Brown, Williams and ot $1200, to be known as the Edgar
Springfield, but beat the latter two o. Achorn Prize Fund, will provide;
out with ease, Foster coasting home p r i ze8 for the winners of the annual
to a win. The three first teams fin- debate between the two lower classes
ished in an almost dead heat.
f th e College, or, should this debate
Brown and Williams tied for first be given up, will be used for prizes
place with a total of 81 points, with f or the best undergraduate essay on
Wesleyan tne subject of Compulsory Chapel,
and
Springfield
third
1

\

A

|

.

adapted to speak on "the father
of English Poetry," since he has specialized on the literature of this period.
As one of Bowdoin's famous
sons, his lecture will be of even greater
personal interest.
Professor Lawrence a Trustee of

larly

|

j

(

|

\

1

j

1

(

j

i

i

President Sills also announced the
receipt of $5000 from Mr. Frederick
W. Pickard '94, of Wilmington, Delaware, a member of the Board of
Trustees. A portion of this gift will
be used to continue the teaching fellowships in French and Spanish which
have been provided by Mr. Pickard in
recent years, while the remainder will
upkeep of the Pick
1* d

!

Winner of Best Six Clubs to lard SS*>Jft
Athletic Field.
Represent Maine at New
I

Bowdoin

will penetrate

DELAYED ONE WEEK
a new

|

time this year when she will
conduct a dramatic contest among the
high schools of Maine in conjunction
with the three secondary school
Thej
dramatic leagues of the state.
state has been divided into three dis
On March 19, 1932, compel:
tricts.
tions will be held at Orono, Winslow,
and Bath. Two winners will be chosen
from each district. On April 9, 1932,
first

,

Bowdoin

will hold the final contest
college will provide a

The

dark

with
Hall)
stage (Memorial
back and side drapes, lighting facilities, and simple stage properties. It
will also provide meals and lodging
for the cast*, coaches, and chaperones
while in Brunswick. It will provide
the judges, (five in number) and the
ushers for the competition, and, final
ly, it will present a cup to the victorious cast. The contest has been brought
about primarily through the individuai initiative of Professor Smith of
the faculty

\

nnn
DAiiTr»Aiv ortUIMj
CDDIYP tlUr
ISUWliUli>
WILL BE HELD MARCH
29 AT PUTNAM BARN
(

<

interested

is

I

j

,

is

j
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The regular meeting of the Association will be held in the Union at
Mr. Johan
o'clock Friday evening.
Hoyvoll the Norwegian transfer stu-

who

;

!

TO<ZT>VlK
U HI iUi^
LTJ ITKIOY
or Hi AIV IV

dent will speak briefly
aspects of Norse Histoiy.

unexp^ed special business trip to Bostonj Manager Richard A. Mawhinney
of tfte com bined Bowdoin Musical
ciubs ann „ unced radical changes in*
the pttf9tvmatm dates for the Club's
annual road tour. After a conference
with President Sills on Thursday the
act j on wa8 decided upon, and Manager Mawhinney left early Friday
morning for Boston via Saco. The
schedule was ocin the
revision
casioned partially because of the temporary illness of Professor Edward H.
Wass> and the inability f several of
the memD€ rs to be on hand during the
Spring vacation, and also with the
hope of ncreased financial receipts
instead of starting the annual New
England trip on April 1 as originally
planned, the Easter tour will begin on
Thursday April 14. The first presenl)e ma de at Saco on the 14;
tat j on
the flowing night will find the Club
in n anV ers; and on Saturday, April
16 they will give their Boston concert
at the University Club in that city.
The date for the jj a ngor concert is1
set for Apri | 2 2, instead of the 15,
as or j g na ii y stated. It is hoped that'
tni- rev jsed schedule will enable Profes>or Wass to conduct as usual.

^n

plays are expected.

IS

an

j

Such a contest is relatively now
and Profes*or Smith anticipates some
The winner of this
fine productions.
contest will represent Maine at a
New England Contest to be held at
Pawtucket, Rhode Island. The pur
pose of such a contest, declares Professor Smith, is to arouse an interest
in the drama, and with such a great
incentive as the contest offers good

JOHANlioTv^I

Upon nK rcturn from

some
Everyone

on

invited to come.

^

0n Tue8d * v ni * ht - March 29th, at
h e James Putnam* Bam in Danvers,
the annual spring dance for Bowdoin
students, alumni, and friends will be
hetd Thi „ year an invitation has been
extended to the Tufts students to join
witn us
Tne music will be by the
»pied Pipers". These Bowdoin parties
nave ^p^,, very popular in the past,
am| muc h interest has been shown so
f ar n t ^e forthcoming dancej

Everett Victorious

Records

Go

in

PHIL GOOD OF SOUTH

|

PORTLAND HIGH MAN

!

Bay State Flash Clips
30o
'
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'

;
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j

'
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Four New Records
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One of the best races of the day was
the high school 300, in which Don McKee of Everett beat the old meet record bv 3-5 of a second to nose out Phil
Good of South Portland by a stride, in
the fast time of 33 2-5 seconds. It was
a hot race, with McKee holding the
po i e f ro the gun. but hard pressed by
Good throughout the race,
Dubiel of Fairhaven cleared 12 feet,
35 inches in the pole vault to break the
high school meet record by two inches,
Dubiel'y vault was also two inches better than the present prep school recE. Hitchborne. Crosby's star,
ord.
leaped 20 feet. 31 inches to smash the
old record of 18 feet; 112 inches, which
was also surpassed by Dubiel of Fairhaven and Soule of Cony. The fourth
record to be broken was in the high
school mile, in which Snyder of Thornton established a new record of 4:42 2-5,
which was 4 l-."> seconds faster than the
old record set by Pinkham, also of

m

I

Thornton.
Sandler High Scorer
Competition was not as keen in the
prep school division; consequently no
records were broken. Kerscv of Huntington came within an ace of tving the
record in the prep school broad junu>,
when he cleared 21 feet. $\ inches. He
tioned whether the colleee-Dresident- was closely followed bv Dartmund of
signers of this petition were acquaint- Newaik, and Sandler of St. John's, who
ed with Article 16 of the Covenant, leaped 21 feet, 4 inches, and 21 feet 3J
which states that an act of war by a inches, respectively. Sandler, who was
member nation, in disregard of the high Doint man for the preD school diCovenant, would be deemed hostile to vision, tied with Blake of Huntington
every member nation.
Continued on page 4
They forget
that within forty-eight hours of the
establishment of an economic boycott
by the League of Nations and the
United States, the British and Ameri28
can fleets would be attacked by the su_4
perior forces of Japan on its borne;
Lincoln Smith and Stephen Deane are
grounds.
Chosen White Representatives in
The following (re extracts from a
!

Bates President Attacks College

!

I

(

similar to movements in colleges
over the United States.
is

;

'

:

all

,

The Bates president condemned the
endorsed by other college
leaders as the work of "amateur diplomats"; it was his opinion that such an
action, beinsr contrary to certain Artipetition

Covenant of the League of
Nations, would precipitate war. But
the Bates students were issuing their
petition in opposition with President
Gray's views, since, thev maintained,
the students, who would have to fight
in case of war, should have a right to
express their views regarding internacles of the

j

I

Cray from George

Word

Battle

w

'
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,
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'OEDIPUS TYRANNUS'

Hebron

is Relay Favorite
the title events, Hebron is
considered favorite in the 100 yard relay for the Maine Interscholastic
Championship with a close struggle
from Brunswick High. In the 50 yard
dash for Brunswick boy students Joe
McKeen and David Burnett are exuected to splash it out for the town title.
Bowdoin will be well represented
with these likely performers: Wallberg. Howard and Page in the 100
yard dash; Densmore and Sperry in
the 100 yard breast stroke; Foster and
Easton in the 100 yard back stroke;
Carson, Selig, Benson and Iwanowicz
in the diving.
An innovation, to stir up local young
blood in this year's meet, will be a

Among

(Continues on pmc* 4)

WILL BE PRODUCED
BY CLASSICAL CLUB

Cast

is

Tentative;

Easter
Sophocles' tragedy "Oedipus Tyrannus", the Classical Club play, with
Professor Means as director and. translator of the original, is being steadily
molded into shape in preparation for
its oiesentation on the steps of the
Walker Art Building at the opening
of Commencement Week.
Although the cast is still tentative.
Professor Means assures informationseekers that it is withheld until a final
list of players may be released.
The
play itself is almost wholly translated,

(ContinnM on imn
MAY WILL
SPEAKJTHS EVENING BOW DOIN AND TUFTS
"Bird Life of Our Western DEBATERS CLINCH ON
INSURANCE PROBLEM
Parks" Subject of May-

DR. JOHN

hew Lecturer

XI

Nc

Decision

Concerned

Affair

Question

.

•

with

Insurance

cf

Dr. John May of Cohasset, Mas
Compulsion
sachusetts will give the annual MayLincoln Smith '32 and Stephen R.
The annual debate between Tufts
on "Bird Life of Our
"Let me congratulate you on your Deane '34 will represent Bowdoin hew lecture
evening
at 8.15 and Bowdoin, thirteenth of a series
this
Parks",
Western
speech at the Portland Rotary Club against Penn State College in a deThe lecture htld with *he Bay State institution.
yesterday. As usual, vou hit the nail bate to be neld on March 28 in the in the Moulton Union.
make was waged Monday evening last jn
squarely on th^ head. Jt is refreshing Moulton Union. These men won their will be illustrated, which should
The Mayhem Memorial Hall. It was a no decision
toda\ to find a college president exhib- places through the trials staged last it doubly interesting.
lectureship, founded by Mrs. Calista afTair. The question under discussion
itinir plain ordinary common sense.
Monday night at Hubbard Hall.
Cole was: "Resolved, that the several
of
the
the
donor
Mayhew,
S"I cannot understand why college
BrunsFollowing a luncheon of the
professors and presidents will jeopard- wick Rotary Club in the dining room, lectureship, was established for the states enact legislation providing for
ire the leadership which should be the debate will take place in the main purpose of promoting greater interest compulsory insurance."
Joseph L. Singer "32, upholding the
tneirs in the community by giving the lounge. The question: Resolved, that in bird life.
Dr. May is a man of wide experi- affirmative, spoke first. He was folimpression of emerging, like the capitalism as a system jf economic
ence as an ornithologist, and has lowed by Charles G. Geary of Tufts
ground hog, from apparent seclusion «;o legislation is unsound in principle,
He is '32. The second affirmative speaker
press at critical times for theoretiTrials for the freshman debating many activities in this field.
ca) so ut jor« of highlv momentous team will be held in Hubbard Hall on Rector of the Division of Ornithology was M. Chandler Redman '34, after
questions that even 'the man in the Fridav. March 18, at five o'clock. The of the Massachusetts Department of whom came Edwtard C. Foams of
street' can see the inexorable logic of 'question: Resolved, that the several Agriculture, a Field Agent of the Tufts '32.
Following a five minute interval the
events has already determined to be states should inaugurate legislative National Association of Audubon SoThe forensic
otherwise. The 'amateur diplomatery' provision for compulsory unemploy- cieties, a member of the American rebuttals were given.
was lively and interesting
vou so aptiy describe is sad. enough in ment insurance. The t<*am selected will Ornithologists Union, and a Director fray
Massachusetts Audubon So- throughout although the audience was
itself, but the needless surrender of compete with various high schools in of the
ciety.
sparse
almost
is
to
leadership
even
absence.
possible
sadder."
the state.
1

|

Full

Rehearsal Planned After

E. KoRg, Colonel of the 240th Coast
Artillery of the Maine National Guard:

Boycott Contains "Dynamite"
"What does a boycott mean?" asked
President Gray before the Rotary
Club. "Well, it means that instead of
boys in khaki, we put our cotton »rrowers and our silk workers in the front:
line trenches, that is. it looks so from,
the point of view of these amateur
diplomatists .
"This boycott, proposed paradoxically by those who are theoretically
opposed to war, contains more dynamite than all that is now lving around
loose in the Japanese occupation of the
Shanghai area." President Gray ques-

MM

BOWDOIN TO DEBATE
PENN ON MARCH

letter to I*resident

tional difficulties.

.

1

l

,

;

/

Perform
High Board

1

Yard Dash
!

KOELLN TO LECTURE
ON GERMAN AUTHOR
TUESD AY EVEN ING

Defying President Gray after his
SDeech before the Portland Rotary
Club in which he condemned the Japanboycott petition signed by 120 college
heads including President Sills, Bates
students last week were circulating a
boycott plea of their own. This action

Eight records were either tied or
broken, with McLaughlin figuring in
three of them. The Tithe Zete leader,
in scoring his 29 points, failed only
twice to create new marks, missing
the forty yard dash figures by a fifth
,-v
of a second, in tying with his team,
.
j,, .
~,
USDOIlie, Olympic DlVing mate, John Adams, only a fraction of
a*1 'neb below the high jump figures.
t>
a.
i.
t\
r
rrOSpeCt, U>
On
Steve Lavender, Psi U, cracked the
two mile record by seven seconds;
Art Fox, D. U. clipped half a second
from the half mile mark; Tom
Uniacke, Beta, lowered the mile figAlthough held this year
ar onmaruy
primarily
Howa Nibby five seconds; and Howard
for the sc
school boy rather
""h^fV^r lock, hefty Zete, nipped the sixteen
»••»••••- **^" 1 pound shot heawe by fix frne!
It
1 itches.
domTnte
iterscholasfic Swimming Meet.
was the greatest splurge ot record
«
Saturday. March
19, wjll nevertheless
crMninR ever witnessed in Bowdoin's
« ol o rful quotas of grammar.
fourteen years of interfraternity meet
«
t,
high
and preparatory school swim- competition .
mers, plus some collegians, to compete
„ . Gr
„ . __.
„
* ta D>scus Heave
***
in Curtis Pool.
The first two events of the meet.
Entry blanks were mailed to 45
schools and clubs very recently, so that conducted in the afternoon, sent the
returns have not been made as yet. Dekes and the Chi Psis into a temporJudging from previous meets, how- ary lead. John Boyd, with a heave
ever, there is promised a goodly sup- of 117 feet, 101 inches, captured the
ply of athletes and spectators. Among discus throw, with Bill Haskell, beefy
,....-_,
!the sources that are expected to send Sigma Nu, less than a foot behind
competitors are: Hebron, Bridgton, Dclma Galbraith took third for Chi
Andover. Exeter. Huntington; Boston, Psi, with Niblock, Zete and Dick
Roxhury, Worcester and Pawtucket Boyd, A. D., completing the scoring
Boys' Clubs: Auburn. Augusta, Wor- list. Thurm Larsen, favored to capture
cester and Providence Y.M.C.A. Clubs; the event for the Dekes, failed to get
Portland. Brunswick, Morse, Freeport, to the finals.
yard dash, Brunswick grammar school
Delma Galbraith, New England
Edward Little, Lewiston and Brookline A. A. U. champion in the 35-pound
(Mass.) High Schools. Also Harvard, weight, won the event handily for Chi
Brown, M. I. T. and Boston College Psi. Thurm Larsen, more than six
may send a few men.
feet in arrears, was second. John Hay
Already it is fairlv definitely as- put the Zetes in the running with a
sured that Clinton Osborne, Boston close third
John Boyd was another
English High School diving champion double-placer with a fourth, and Al
and Olympic team candidate, will com(Continued on
4;
pete in his specialty, the high board.
Connally and Holland, duo speedsters
of the poolways of Huntington School
in Boston, will most likely be on deck
to show their wares in the dash.
\

1

Heads As "Amateur Diplomats"

l'/2-

1

1

Professor Lawrence was born at
»,«,«,„-....,*
,~, TT , .«..«,
Bangor, Maine, and received his education here' at Bowdoin, graduating in
~
the class of 1898. Following his gradIn observance of the centennial of
uation he studied at Leinzig, Germany, and at Harvard University, the death of Goethe, Assistant Prowhere he received his A.M. He began fessor Fritz K. A. Koelln will lecture
his teaching career as an instructor of at the Moulton Union on Tuesday,
German at Harvard. From there, af- March 22 at 8.15. Professor Koelln,
ter several changes during which pe- because of his German birth, and eduriod he commenced to teach English, cation, is admirably fitted for his
he came to Columbia University, where subject,
he is now Professor of English. Among
Assistant Professor Koelln was
his other duties, and perhaps his most born at Hamburg, Germany, and was
important Jo us. is his service on the educated at the Oberrealschule, HamBowdoin Board of Trustees, where he burg University, where he recei% ed
is on the Honorary Degrees and Art his Ph.D. in 1927.
He is one of the
Committees. He is a member of the youngest members of the faculty,
Modern Language Association and the coming here in 1929. At present he
Psi Upsilon and Phi Beta Kappa fru- is giving the advanced courses in
(ContinuM on paga S)
tierman.

rear with

SCHOOLBOY MERMEN
INVADE LOCAL POOL
as Four
SATURDAY EVENING
High

School Division

-

field

of secondary school endeavor for the

here.

.

MUSICAL CLUB TRIP

Englands

TO HUNTINGTON

j

Bowdoin

!

fourth.

Zetes, showing unusual balance in all events, scored 6©V4
points, to outscore Delta Kappa Epsilon, in second position, by almost twenty points. The Dekes made 43 Vt in the runner-up post.
Chi Psi was third with a total of 301/2, Delta Upsilon fourth with
2714, Psi Upsilon fifth with I6V2, Sigma Nu sixth with 14, Beta
Theta Pi and Alpha Delta Phi tied for seventh with 10, Kappa
Sigma ninth with 91/2, Theta Delta Chi tenth with 8»/z Non-fraternity eleventh with 2, and Alpha Tau Omega bringing up in the
,

Everett with 271 points and Huntington with 421 carried off the team
honors in the Twentieth Annual Bow
Track
Indoor
Interscholastic
<join
Meet held in the cage last Saturday
afternoon.
Four records fell in the
was
another
high school division, and
..._... Port
-.,.»«..
by
Phil Good of South
. ...
equalled
...,
spreading to the nation at large. It land in the hurdles, although it was
seems at times as if we were willing not allowed because he knocked over
to let the machinery of modern civili- his last hurdle. Individual honors went
(Continued en pac* 3)
to Good, South Portland's iron man,
|who ran up 111 points in four events.

The Canterbury Tales bv Geoffrey that Tammany is the same old TainChaucer will be the subject of Profes- many, working for their own irood. and
sor William Wetherle Lawrence '98 of not for the good of the city. The
the Columbia English Department in clergy voice the only protest.
Same Attitude Everywhere
the first Cole lecture of this year to be
given in Memorial Hall Monday eve"If we come nearer home we find the
ning, March 21, at 8.15. He is particu- same attitude, which seems to be

j

.

The

RUN HONORS GO

_

Cole Lecturer

\

j

oyer the fact.
In the city of New
York, Judge Seabury has uncovered a
great amount of graft, which should
shame every citizen of that state. On
the contrary, the citizens merely feel

\nrumnr*A as
»e (EUrnniT
Announced
Second

n

.

evening.

20th SCHOOLBOY

:

AUTHOR-SCHOLAR
TRUSTEE OF COLLEGE

,

DRAMATIC LEAGUES
COMPETE HERE FOR
MAINE STATE TITLE

i

Wm. W.

Soph Debate Prize and
for Flag Purchase

Losing the medley swim championship that he had won last year because the event was removed from
the schedule, Sperry was far from a
favorite before the meet began. He
upset the dope bucket, much as he

eluding those under "excuse" or
not wasn't stated. 17 blisters, and
16 boib. Sore toes and warts on
All
the feet appear frequently.
Doc has
this since January 5!
averaged about 25 patients a day
making a total of about 1500.

SPEAKS MONDAY

,

u

ow

um

^^ Md

COLE LECTURER

j

and was even with

the favorite, Turner,

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
SWELLED BY WILL OF
LATE EDGAR ACHORN

^

...

PROF. LAWRENCE

Sperry's sensational swim was one
of the highlights of a meet spotted!
with sensations, in which 5 inter-,
by the!
went
collegiate
records
boards.
Behind at the start, the

tops

in hurdles;

is.

,

jW.

—

world

Ray McLaughlin, long, lanky Zcta Psi, led his teammates to overColds, unspecified as to whether
**??' SSL* or j*""* * ««««'*« th* whelming victory in the fourteenth annual Bowdoin Interf ratergold-plated spade offered annually;
.. .
,
,
.
„
4
,
m j
(but never claimed) and reach •] nity track meet, when he equalled the world record in both the high
Sore throats run a an(j ]
total of 145.
hurdles, cracked the college mark in the running broad
F
P an(* scored twenty-nine points single-handed in the greatest
30? There were 2 1 *bad* knees, 20 J
cuts of various kinds, whether in- burst of tallying the Hyde cage has ever seen, last Saturday

,

position.

ties

Lavender Shatters Two-mile Record in 10:05 Minutes;
Freshmen Tracksters Break Three College Marks
in Mile, 880, and Shot

—

year, that

Example

m

SCORE

tootell's high point total
DELTA UPSILON, CHI PSI AND PSI UPSILON TRAIL
FAST MEET LEADERS

over in the infirmary, ten minutes
only is the time which Doc can
spare a patient in the morning
rush for the atomizer and pill box.
If the calls were distributed evenly
among those privileged to seek the
little man, each would have waded
through the snow and slush or
breezed along the ice three times
since this year started the new

Problems Injuring the

j

nark

draw» his conclusions
If one
from the statistics furnished by
Doc Johnson's little book of troubles

PEOPLE OF AMERICA
OBLIVIOUS TO CRIME

Flashing a blazing sprint down the final stretch, Arthur Sperry,
Bowdoin swimmer, captured the New England intercollegiate 200
yard breaststroke swim crown last Saturday in the annual New
England meet, held at Williams. The Bowdoin swimmer, a decided
dark horse in the race, snatched victory from Turner of M. I. T.,
<
within a few yards of the finish.
Bowdoin scored seven points in the meet to grab off fifth place
in a field of eight.
Bob Foster took fourth in a fast backstroke
event, and a Polar Bear medley relay team, composed of Ted Densmore, Norm East on and Bob Foster were also good for fourth

on the fourth

"Doc" Johnson's Book

National

To prove his ability the Swiss
professor must write a hook as the
result of extensive research work.
When be reaches the grade of assistant professor he looks forward
to five or ten years of teaching
without salary except for a small
percentage of course fees. The
students feel no compunction about Should Follow
Set
cutting his class, his lectures must
be interesting or he can't earn his
by Prophets of Old
daily bread.
Then his promotion
Testament
depends upon the goodwill of his
colleagues.
These material diffi«.
cutties and multiple social oUigaFor fnniic
foo , i8n
rf
tions often prevent him from ear- thy mercy on thy people, Lord,"
rying on the research which »[ quoted President Sills in his talk in
* tMk
Pe !." y ^"
£"* W* re ch*PeI Sunday, Match 13, decrying the
willing to bet there aren t any ping attitude that nations are taking
today
Switzerland, either, towards the condition of the world. He
Ponjt_.t*ble8
N.S.F.A.
said that we need
voice, like those of
the Prophets in
ical literature, to
remind us that we
not living up to
our boasts and th; we have forgotten
the ways of God
"Anyone who is at all familiar with
the prophetic literature," began President Sills, "will recall how frequently
God's spokesmen of old indicted the
Jewish race as a whole for failure to
obey God's commandments.
Thev
seemed to believe in collective rather
than individual responsibility. We of
the modern world would do well to
Prof.
Lawrence *98 heed the teachings of these old
Prophets. Today we are too prone to
of Columbia to Talk on
take an attitude of indifference
towards intricate problems which are
Canterbury Tales
beyond our power to solve. This attitude is injuring our notional will
"We can find examples everywhere.
IS
We boast of our great national interest in education. But for nearly a veajr
the teachers in the public schools of
Chicago have gone without pay. No-

Medley Relay Quartet Battles to Fourth, Winning Over
Wesley an and M. I. T.; Foster Takes Fourth in
150 Yard Backstroke

his turns, caught Gilfillan of Williams

to

ray Mclaughlin

Battle For First Place On
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SIX COLLEGE

RECORDS SMASHED IN INTERFRATERNITY MEET WHEN ZETA PSI
TRACKMEN ROMP OVER DELTA KAPPA EPSILON RUNNERS BY 60i 2 -43i 2 SCORE
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IN N.E.

^

Salary First Dozen Years

CROWN PASSES TO SPERRY AS
WHITE WINS FIFTH

ICIfTG
dILI

Depends Upon Students For

AS^

To prove his ability the Swiss
professor must write a hook as the
result of extensive research work.
When he reaches the grade of assistant professor he looks forward
to live or ten years of teaching
without salary except for a small
percentage of coarse fees. The
students feel no compunction about
cutting his class, his lectures must
be interesting or he can't earn his

Medley Relay Quartet Battles to Fourth, Winning Over
Wesley an and M. I. T.; Foster Takes Fourth in
150 Yard Backstroke
Flashing a blazing sprint down the final stretch, Arthur Sperry,
Bowdoin swimmer, captured the New England intercollegiate 200
yard breaststroke swim crown last Saturday in the annual New
England meet, held at Williams. The Bowdoin swimmer, a decided
dark horse in the race, snatched victory from Turner of M. I. T.,
within a few yards of the finish.
Bowdoin scored seven points in the meet to grab off fifth place
in a field of eight.
Bob Foster took fourth in a fast backstroke
event, and a Polar Deaf medley relay team, composed of Ted Densmore, Norm Easton and Bob Foster were also good for fourth
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will penetrate

DELAYED ONE WEEK

a new

field

of secondary school endeavor for the

time this year when she will
conduct a dramatic contest among the
first

hifrh schools of

Maine

in

conjunction

secondary school
with
the three
The
dramatic leagues of the state.
state has been divided into three districts.

On March

1932, compel:-

l'J

tions will be held at Orono, Winslow,
and Bath. Two winners will be chosen
from each district. On April 9, 1932,
Bowdoin will hold the final contest

The

college will provide a
with dark
Hall
stage (Memorial
back and side drapes, lighting facil
Sties, and simple stage properties. It
here.

I

also provide meals and lodging
for the casts, coaches, and chaperones

.will

It will provide
while in Brunswick.
the judges, (rive in number and the
ushers for the competition, and, finalvictoriIf, it will present a cup to the
ou., cast. The contest has been brought
about primary through the individual initiative of Professor Smith of
)

the faculty.
Such a contest

relatively

is

.

MUSICAL CLUB TRIP

Englands
Bowdoin

new

and Professor Smith anticipates some
The winner of this
fine productions.
contest will repnvent Maine at a
New England Contest to be held at
Pawtuckct, Rhode Island. The purpose of such a contest, declares Proissas* Smith, is t<> arouse an interest
in the. drama, and with such a great
incentive a> the contest offers good
plays are expected.

JOHAN HOYVOLL IS
TO SPEAK IN UNION

;

!

»h.'

is

interested

i-

KOELLN TO LECTURE
ON GERMAN AUTHOR
TUESDAY EVENING

In observance of the centennial of
the death of Goethe, Assistant Professor Fritz K. A. Koelln will lecture
at the Moulton Union on Tuesday,
March 22 at 8.15. Professor Koelln,
because of his German birth, and education, is
subject.

admirably

fitted

for

his

was
Hamburg, Germany, and was

Assistant

Professor

Koelln

born at
educated at the Oberrealschule, Hamburg University, where he received
his Ph.D. in 1927.
He is one of thc
youngest members of the faculty,
coming here in 1929. At present he
is giving the
advanced courses in

German.

Bates President Attacks College

Heads As "Amateur Diplomats"

m
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.
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BOWDOIN SPRING HOP
WILL BE HELD MARCH
29 AT PUTNAM BARN

On Tuesday night. Mauh
the James Putnam* Ham in

2!»th. at

,

^m

on some nmve
very popular in the past,
Everyone in(j „,, |in interest has l*-.-n shown so
invited t<> ornv f. ir ,„ tri
f„iihc»ming .lane.

speak briefly
dent will
aspect* of Norse Histoiy.

i

,.

Bay State Flash

tional difficulties.

Boycott Contains "Dynamite"
d.M>s a bovcott mean?" asked
President Gray before the Rotarv
Club. "Well, it means that instead of
boys in khaki, we put our cotton growers and our silk workers in the front
line trenche?, that is it looks so from
the point of view of til**** amateut
diplomatists .
"This bovcott. prop. *-d paradoxically bv tho>e who are theoretically
opposed to" war. contains more dynamite than all that is now lving around
loose in the Japanese oecupation'of the
Shanghai area." President Gray ques-

"What

.

.

tioned whether the ccllege-presidentsigners of this petition were acquainted with Article 16 of the Covenant,'
which states that an act of war by a
member nation, in disregard of the
Covenant, would be deemed hostile to
everv member nation.
They forget
that within forty-eight hours of the
establishment of an economic boycott
bv the League of Nations and the
United States, the British and Amerian fleets would be attacked by the superior forces of Japan on its home
grounds.
The following syr extracts from a!
letter to President Gray from George
E. Fogg, Colonel ot the 240th Coast
Artillery of the Maine National Guard:
"Let me congratulate vou on your
speech at the Portland Rotary Club
yesterday. As usual, vou hit the nail
squarely on trv head. Jt is refreshing
toda\ to find a college president exhibiting plain ordinary common sense.
''

"I

cannot understand

whv

college

equalled by Phil Good of South Portland in the hurdles, although it was
not allowed because he knocked over
his last hurdle. Individual honors went
to Good, South Portland's iron man,
who ran up 111 points in four events.

Four New Records

One of the best races of the day was
the high school 300, in which Don McKee of Everett beat the old meet record by 3-5 of a second to nose out Phil
Good of South Portland by a stride, in
the fast time of 33 2-5 seconds. It was
a hot race, with McKee holding the
pole from the gun. but hard pressed by
Good throughout the race.
Dubiel of Fairhaven cleared 12 faet,
33 inches in the pole vault to break the
high school meet record by two inches.
DubielV vault was also two inches better than the present prep school record.
E. Hitchborne. Crosby's star,
leaped 20 feet. 3i inches to smash the
old record of 18 feet.^U* inches, which
was also surpassed by Dubiel of Fairhaven and Soule of Cony. The fourth
record to be broken was in the high
school mile, in which Snyder of Thornton established a new record of 4 :42 2-5,
which was 4 1-5 seconds faster than the
old record set by Pinkham, also of
Thornton.
Sandler High Scorer
Competition was not as keen in the
prep school division; consequently no
records were broken. Kersev of Huntington came within an ace of tving the
record in the prep school broad jump,
when he cleared 21 feet, tl inches. He
was closely followed bv Dartmund of
Newaik, and Sandler of Sc. John's, who
leaped 21 feet. 4 inches, and 21 feet 3i
inches, respectively. Sandler, who was
high point man for the preo school division, tied with Blake of Huntington
Continued on pass
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BOWDOIN TO DEBATE
PENN ON MARCH 28

Olympic

Diving

Prospect, to Perform on

High Board

loin Interscholastic Swimming Meet.
Saturday, March 19, will nevertheless
attract colorful quotas of grammar,
high and preparatory school swimmers, plus some collegians, to compete

Chosen White Represent at ivea

Boyd Grabs Discus Heave

in Curtis Pool.

The first two events of the meet,
Entry blanks were mailed to 45
schools and dubs very recently, so that conducted in the afternoon, sent the
returns have not been made as yet. Dekes and the Chi Psis into a temporJudging from previous meets, how- ary lead. John Boyd, with a heave
ever, there is promised a goodly sup- of 117 feet, 10} inches, captured the
ply of athletes and spectators. Among discus throw, with Bill Haskell, beefy
the sources that are expected to send Sigma Nu, less than a foot behind.
competitors are: Hebron, Bridgton, Dclma Galbraith took third for Chi
Andover. Exeter. Huntington; Boston, Psi, with Niblock. Zete and Dick
Roxbury. Worcester and Pawtucket Boyd, A. D., completing the scoring
Boys' Clubs; Auburn. Augusta, Wor- list. Thurm Larsen, favored to capture
cester and Providence Y.M.C.A. Clubs; the event for the Dekes, failed to get
Portland. Brunswick, Morse, Freeport. to the finals.
yard dash, Brunswick grammar school
Delma Galbraith, New England
Edward Little, Lewiston and Brooklinc A. A. U. champion in the 35-pound
(Mass.) High Schools. Also Harvard. weight, won the event handily for Chi
Brown, M. I. T. and Boston College Psi. Thurm Larsen, more than six
may send a few- men.
feel in arrears, was second. John Hay
Already it is fairlv definitely as- put the Zetes in the running with a
sured that Clinton Osborne, Boston close third. John Boyd was another
English High School diving champion double-placer with a fourth, and Al
and Olympic team candidate, will com(Cont ntMd ob pas* 4;
pete in his specialty, the high board.
Connally and Holland, duo speedsters
of the poolways of Huntington School
in Boston, will most likely be on deck
to show their wares in the dash.
:

'OEDIPUS TYRANNUS*

WILL BE PRODUCED
BY CLASSICAL CLUB

Hebron

is Relay Favorite
the title events, Hebron is
considered favorite in the 100 yard relay for the Maine Interscholastic
Championship with a close struggle
from Brunswick High. In the 50 yard
dash for Brunswick boy students Joe
McKeen and David Burnett are exoected to splash it out for the town title.
Bowdoin will be well represented
with these likely performers: Wallberg, Howard and Page in the 100
yard dash; Densmore and Sperry in
the 100 yard breast stroke; Foster and
Easton in the 100 yard back stroke;
Carson, Selig, Benson and Iwanowicz
in the diving.
An innovation, to stir up local young
blood in this year's meet, will be a

Among

Cast

Full

Easter
Sophocles* tragedy "Oedipus Tyrannus". the Classical Club play, with
Professor Means as director and translator of the original, is being steadily
molded into shape in preparation for
its Diesentation on the steps of tho
Walker Art Building at the opening
of Commencement Week.
Although the cast is still tentative.
Professor Means assures informationseekers that i* is withheld until a final
list of players may be released.
The
play itself is almost wholly translated,

(Continued on
MAY WILL
SPEAK THIS EVENING BOWDOIN AND TUFTS
"Bird Life of Our Western DEBATERS CLINCH ON
INSURANCE PROBLEM
Parks" Subject of May-

DR. JOHN

im>ic«

i

hew Lecturer

.No

Decision

Affair

in

(Question

Battle

John May of Cohasset, Mas
sarhusetts will give the annual MayLincoln Smith '32 and Stephen R.
f
Our
Deane '34 will represent Bowdoin hew lecture on "Bird Life o a.
15
Western
Parks", this evening at
against Perm State College in a deThe lertur'
bate to be neld on March 28 in the in the Moulton Union.
mak<should
which
Moulton Union. These men won their will be illustrate*!,
The Mayhev
it
doubly interesting.
places through the trials staged last
lectureship, founded by Mrs Cali.-U:
Moi'day night at Hubbard Hall.
the Cole
Following a luncheon of tho Bruns- S Mayhew, the donor of
wick Rotarv Hub in the dining room, lectureship, wa« established for the
interest
the debate will take place in the main purpose of promoting greater
life.
in
bird
lounge. The question: Resolved, that
Dr. May is a man of wide expericapitalism as a system of economic
ence as an ornithologist, and has
legislation is unsound in principle.
He is,
Trials for the freshman debating many activities in this field.
team will !>• held in Hubbard Hall on Rector of the Division of Ornithology
Fuday. March IS. at five o'clock. The cf the Massachusetts Department of
of
th»Agent
Agriculture,
Field
a
several
that
the
question: Re*olv*ri,
states should inaugurate legislative National Association of Audubon So
rieties, a member of the America
provision for compulsory unemplov
ment insurance. The team selected *ill Ornithologists Union, and a Direct..;
compete with various high schools in of the Massachusetts Audubon So-

professors and president- will jeopardise the leadership which should be
theirs in the community by giving the
impression of »m«Tging. like the
giound hog. from apparent seclusion .o
pres- at critical times for theoreti
cal
solutions of hi.ehh- momentous
questions that even 'the man in ihe
street' can <*« the inexorable logic wf
events has already determined to be
otherwise*. The 'amateur uiplomatery'
vou so aptlv descrih.- is sad 'Lough ir
itself, but the needles surrender of
possible leadershiu i> e\«-n sadder."
the state

Tentative;

is

Rehearsal Planned After

(Continued on Das* 4)

Lincoln Smith and Stephen Deane are

Word

Eight records were either tied or
broken, with McLaughlin figuring in
three of them. The Tithe Zete leader,
in scoring his 29 points, failed only
twice to create new marks, missing
the forty yard dash figures hy a fifth
of a second, in tying with his teammate, John Adams, only a fraction of
an inch below the high jump figures.
Steve Lavender, Psi U, cracked the
two mile record by seven seconds;
Art Fox, D. U. clipped half a second
from the half mile mark; Tom
L'niacke, Beta, lowered the mile figure by five seconds; and Howard Nlblock, hefty Zete. nipped the sixteen
povnd snee iieasse^ ny mx inches. It
was the greatest splurge of record
crashing ever witnessed in Bowdoin's
fourteen years of interfraternity meet
competition.

SCHOOLBOY MERMEN
INVADE LOCAL POOL
SATURDAY EVENING

Although held this year primarily
Clips for the school boy rather than the col-

M*mamLfiiL,ai

,

I>anvers,
the annual spring dance for Howdoin
students, alumni, and friends will b«
of tin Ass.m
held. This year an invitation ha- been
ation will be held iu the I'niun at
extended to the Tufts students to join
Mr. Johan wjtn u>
o'clock Friday evening
-phe music will be by the
Hovvoll the Norwegian transfer «tu -i",^ I'iuer-". These Bowdoin parties

The regular meeting

Bowdoin

Professor Lawrence was born al
Bangor, Maine, and received his education here at Bowdoin, graduating in
the class of 1898. Following his graduation he studied at LeiDzig, Germany, and at Harvard University,
where he received his A.M. He began
his teaching career as an instructor of
German at Harvard. From there, after several changes during which period he commenced to teach English,
he came to Columbia University, where
he is now Professor of English. Among
his other duties, and perhaps his most
important \o us. is his service on the
Bowdoin Board of Trustees, where he
is on the Honorary Degrees and Art
Upon llK ro turn from an unex- Committees. He is a member of the
Modern Language Association and the
pe cte d special business trip to BosPsi Upsilon and Phi Beta Kappa fratoni Manager Richard A. Mawhinney
( Continual on pass <)
of the com bined Bowdoin Musical
r ubs announced radical changes in
the performance dates for the Club's
annua | roa d tour. After a conference
with p res ident Sills on Thursday the
act j on waa decided upon, and ManHger Mawhinney left early Friday
morn g for Boston via Saco. The
schedule was ocrevision
in the
casioned partially because of the temDefying President Gray after his
porary illness of Professor Edward H. soeech before the Portland Rotary
Wass, and the inability of several of Club in which he condemned the Japanthe mem bers to be on hand during the boycott petition signed by 120 college
apr jng vacation, and also wi»h the heads including President Sills, Bates
hopc of nrreased financial receipts, students last week were circulating a
instead of starting the annual New boycott plea of their own. This action
j.; n(r anti tr
p on April 1 as originally is similar to movements in colleges all
p anned, the Kaster tour will begin on over the United States.
Thursday April 14. The first presenThe Bates president condemned the
ta tj„ n w jH be made at Saco on the 14;
petition endorsed by other college
the f |i ow j n|r night will find the Club
leaders as the work of "amateur diplojn j) anvers; an ,j (>n Saturday, April
mats"; it was his opinion that such an
|g they will give their lioston concert
action, being contrary to certain Artiat th#i i/niversitv Club in that city, cles of the Covenant of the League of
y ne j^,. for t he Bangor concert is' Nations, would precipitate war. But
set for Apri , 22i instead of the 15,
the Bates students were issuing iheir
as or K na Hy stated, it is hoped that petition in opposition with President
tnjs rev jsed schedule will enable Pro- Cray's views, since, thev maintained,
f eb , or y/ass to conduct as usual.
the students, who would have to fight
in case of war, should have a rijrht to
txprvss their views regarding interna

27 Vg, Psi Upsilon fifth with 16Vi, Sigma Nu sixth with 14, Beta
Theta Pi and Alpha Delta Phi tied for seventh with 10, Kappa
Sigma ninth with 9'/*, Theta Delta Chi tenth with 8»/2 Non-fraternity eleventh with 2, and Alpha Tau Omega bringing up in the
rear with 1 Va«

PORTLAND HIGH MAN

MM

^

New

Represent Maine at

PHIL GOOD OF SOUTH

ning, March 21, at 8.15. He is particu- same attitude, which seems to be'
adapted to speak on "the father spreading to the nation at large. It
of English Poetry," since he has speat times as if we were willing!
cialized on the literature of this pe- to let the machinery of modern civili(Continued on pas* S)
riod.
As one of Bowdoin's famous
sons, his lecture will be of even greater
personal interest.
Professor Lawrence a Trustee of

larly

I

Ray McLaughlin, long, lanky Zcta Psi, led his teammates to overwhelming victory in the fourteenth annual Bowdoin Interfrater-

Osborne,

!

1

1

no*****

High

in

over ihe fact.
In the city of NewYork, Judge Seabury has uncovered a
Yard Dash
great amount of graft, which should
Cole Lecturer
shame every citizen of that state. On
the contrary, the citizens merely feel
Everett with 271 points and HuntThe Canteibury Tales bv Geoffrey that Tammany is the same old Tam- ington with 42J carried off the team
Chaucer will be the subject of Profes- many, working for their own good, and honors in the Twentieth Annual Bowsor William Wetherie Lawrence '98 of not for the good of the city. The doin
Indoor
Track
Interscholastic
the Columbia English Department in clergy voice the only protest."
Meet held in the cage last Saturday
Same Attitude Everywhere
the first Cole lecture of this year to be
afternoon.
Four records fell in the
given in Memorial Hall Monday eve"If we come nearer home we find the high school division, and another was

.

Winner

_

is
T4«"d

Go

School Division

Announced as Second

i

I

Records

AUTHOR-SCHOLAR
TRUSTEE OF COLLEGE

(

DRAMATIC LEAGUES
COMPETE HERE FOR
MAINE ^TATC TFN
F
HILL

Everett Victorious as Four

|

Ernest

Lavender Shatters Two-mile Record in 10:05 Minutes;
Freshmen Tracksters Break Three College Marks
in Mile, 880, and Shot

,

RUN HONORS GO
TO HUNTINGTON

j

j

,

20th SCHOOLBOY

ways of God.
"Anyone who is at

the

1

|

tootelus high point total
DELTA UPSILON, CHI PSI AND PSI UPSILQN TRAIL
FAST MEET LEADERS

cuts of various kinds, whether in- burst of tallying the Hyde cage has ever seen, last Saturday
cluding those under "excuse" or
evening.
not waan't stated, 17 blisters, and
16 boils. Sore toes and warts on
The Zetes, showing unusual balance in all events, scored 60 )fg
All
the feet appear frequently.
Doc has points, to outscore Delta Kappa Epsilon, in second position, by althis since January 5!
averaged about 25 patients a day most twenty points. The Dekes made 43i/-> in the runner-up post.
making a total of about 1500.
Chi Psi was third with a total of 30V*, Delta Upsilon fourth with

Wm. W.

\

tops

in hurdles;

(but never claimed) and reach a! nity track meet, when he equalled the world record in both the high
Sore throats run a and low hurdles, cracked the college mark in the running broad
total of 145.
poor second reaching the count of
30.
There were 21 bad knees, 20 jump and scored twenty-nine points single-handed in the greatest

by Prophets of Old

I

—j
and

^

Should Follow Example Set

nark

world

ties

is.

Colds, unspecified as to whether
head, body, or pseudo, receive the
gold-plated spade offered annually'

SPEAKS MONDAY

„

j

j

—

year, that

all familiar with
the prophetic literature," began President Sills, "will recall how frequently
God's spokesmen of old indicted thei
Jewish race as a whole for failure to
obey God's commandments.
They,
seemed to believe in collective rather
than individual responsibility. We of
the modern world would do well to
Prof.
Lawrence *98 heed the teachings of these old
Prophets- Today we are too prone to
of Columbia to Talk on
take
an attitude of indifference
towards intricate problems which are
Canterbury Tales
beyond our power to solve. This attitude is injuring our national will.
"We can find examples everywhere.
IS
We boast of our great national interest in education. But for nearly a vear
the teachers in the public schools of
Chicago have gone without pay. Nobody in that city ia worrying about it,
Dr.

j

j

Modern World

PEOPLE OF AMERICA
OBLIVIOUS TO CRIME

COLE LECTURER

SWELLED BY WILL OF
LATE EDGAR ACHORN

a
aopn

among

—

Sperry's sensational swim was one CTUfll
of the highlights of a meet spotted
with, sensations, in which 6 interby the!
went
collegiate
records
boards.
Behind at the start, the'
White swimmer, making good use of
his turns, caught Gilfillan of Williams
~,.
•
on the fourth lap, and was even with;
.,
AISO Given for t l'OShthe favorite, Turner, on the sixth
length.
The two battled down thej
m_
t»,_u.«*.«. d«:«^
Debate Prize
final stretch together, with Gilfiiian
less than a yard behind, but a quick
for Flag Purchase
spurt gave the victory to Sperry.
Losing the medley swim championPresident Kenneth C. M. Sills of
ship that he had won last year be- Bowdoin College announced Tuesday
cause the event was removed from the receipt of $12,700 from thei
the schedule, Sperry was far from a egtate of Edgar O. Achorn, late memfavorite before the meet began. He' ber at the Board of Overseers of the
upset the dope backet, much as he College, who died at Orlando, Florida,
did last year, by leading thje field Ion February 18, 1981. f 10,000 of this
home in the excellent long pool time fUIMj ^11 be g^ asj«je as the Clara
of 2 minutes, 44J second*.
Rundlett Achorn Scholarship Fond,!
Bob Foster," -srfler swimming an- the Income to be used for scholarship
chor on the medley team, swam a awards with the preference for stustrong race to take fourth in the 150 dents from Lincoln Academy. A secyard back stroke to White, of Brown, on<i fund f $1500 provides for the exAlthough the relay took the edge pense of flying the American flag
from his style, Foster swam a strong aDO ve the College each day while it is
race, and was barely nosed out of \ n session.
This will make possible
third place by a touch.
the continuance of a practice followed
The medley relay, stacked against during the latter years of Mr.
Brown, Williams, M.I.T., Wesleyan Achorn's life, when he provided the
and Springfield, battled hard for thelcoiiege w jth new flags whenever,
most part but lost consistently to the these were necessary.
third fund
teams from Brown, Williams and
$1200, to be known as the Edgar
Springfield, but beat the latter two,©. Achorn Prize Fund, will provide:
out with ease, Foster coasting home prizes for the winners of the annual
to a win. The three first teams fin- debate between the two lower classes
ished in an almost dead heat.
f the College, or, should this debate
Brown and Williams tied for first be gj ven upj w jii be used for prizes
place with a total of 81 points, with f or the best undergraduate essay on'
Wesleyan tne subject of Compulsory Chapel.
and
Springfield
third
fourth.
President Sills also announced the
receipt of $5000 from Mr. Frederick
W. Pickard '94, ef Wilmington, Delaware, a member of the Board of
Trustees. A portion of this gift will
be used to continue the teaching fel1
lowships in French an,| Spanish which
lflfillirj
1 1\ l Tj
have
tn prov jded by Mr. Pickard in
recent years, while the remainder will
'
of Best Six Clubs to be d Tl°*^. t0 * h ? upkeep of thc Pick
ard Athletic Field.

OUm

spare a patient in the morning'
rush for the atomizer and pill box.
If the calls were distributed evenly
those privileged to seek the
little man, each would have waded
through the snow and slush or
breezed along the ice three times
since this year started the new

Injuring the

Then his promotion
Testament
depends upon the goodwill of his
colleagues.
These material difficulties snd multiple social obliga"For frantic boast and foolish word,
tions often prevent him from car- thy mercy on thy people, Lord,"
rying on the research which is quoted President Sills in his talk in
really his chief -task.
And we're chapel Sunday, March 13, decrying the
willing to bet there aren't any ping attitude that nations are taking today
pong tables in Switzerland, either. towards the condition of the world. He
N.S.F.A.
said that we need j voice, like those of
the Prophets in Biblical literature, to
remind us that we are not living up to
our boasts and that we have forgotten

position.

I

If one draws
his conclusions
from the statistics furnished by
Doc Johnson's little book of troubles
over in the infirmary, ten minutes
only is the time which Doc can

daily bread.

j

ray Mclaughlin

"Doc" Johnson's Book

National

to

And Sore Throats

Battle For First Place On

UNDERGRADUATE

i

|

Colds

IU

AS WORLD HOPE

SWIM

BROWN AND WILLIAMS TIE

IHllfC

Those who envy the Swim professor his mere eight or ten hours
a week of lecturing. Jus four
months' vacation, and his international reputation, should look InrltflforAnr*
*"« IM « r e»^e
further into the situation really
the predicament of the university
Problems
professor in Switzerland.

,

POLAR BEAR MERMEN COP SEVEN POINTS

^^ TO
f

NO. 26

16, 1932.

The annua! debate between
and IVwdoin, thirteenth of a

j

I

ciety,

i

Concerned

•

ith

Insurance

Compulsion

Dr.

j

cf

Si

held
« as

Tuft.s
.^eri^s

with 'he Bay State institution.
waged Monday evening las' in

wm

Memorial Hall. It
a no decision
affair.
The question under discussion
was
"Resolved, that the
-everal
states enact legislation providing for

compulsory insurance."
Joseph I.. Singer *82, upholding the
affirmative, »poke first.
He wa> followed by Charle> G. Geary of 1 uft
•e.ond, affirmative

speaker

M dandier Redman "M, »ft< r
whom came Kdward C. r-arn, of

w.i

Tuft- "32.
Following a

five

minute interval the

rebuttals wrere given.
tray
walively
and

The

forensic
interesting

throughout although the audience was
sparse almost to absent-*
.

™

'"

j

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

more

1S71

Established

Editer-ia-Cnief

'32

Managing Editors
G. Howell Booth *33

H. Allan Perry

*83

McMenamin

*S3

Carl G. Olson

*34

Sports Editors
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Mliana

To accomplish its purpose, the Masque and Gowji has departed
on a new policy. It has already given one production of its play at
Bangor most successfully; it has made arrangements for other
performances at alumni clubs and at other colleges, principally at
Mt. Holyoke and Smith. It constitutes a prom is ng example of
what an organization of active undergraduates may accomplish.

ekoald be

G. R. B.

News

Editor For This Issue
H. Allan Perry '33

TeLLZL

Wednesday, March

has ex-

—

"St

Associate Editor

CAhern

it

new ideal that is truly commendable.
Starting its season with a most successful play at Christmas time,
the Manque and Gown has guided all its efforts toward a new proposal which is one of the most ambitious that we have seen on the
campus
a college theater.
The members of the organization believe that a great need of
the college is a theater
not for the exclusive use of the dramatic
society, but one the benefits from which may be enjoyed by the
whole college. It is not an improvement which will be aceomplished while the present members are in college; it is a far-reaching ambition which they expect will be carried out only after years
of effort by future undergraduates. But they conceive sometime
in the, future of a theater which will enable the dramatic club to

—

George T. Sewall
Philip

active than other groups in the college, this year

(Dustard and Cress

hibited an enthusiasm for a

•

Maine

Roger

.,

Communication

Intercollegiate

To the Editor:
The Orient is practically the only
No. 26
means of information available to the
alumnus about the attitude of the stu-

16, 1932.

.

.Column

is

Bowdoin Fifty Years Ago

Some one has suggested that the
Our own Absent Minded Professor
pulsory system be spplied to our
Thomas Means, eminent classicist.
of the downtown Professors to secure their more regu-

habitual

who invariably forgets his hat lar attendance at chapel.
under his theatre seat and has to go
ORIENT lays aside its custom of
back and disturb a whole aisle of peohaving a staff composed) solely of
it!
senior class members. The next board
With the near approach of spring, will then consist of seven from the
we note with mingled emotions, that as present junior class assisted by three
yet, the dirty book salesmen have from the sophomore class.
failed to put in their yearly appearance. Usually they arrive during the
The bell-ringer needs to "brace",
cold winter days with their titillating Several times last week the morning
wares, and display wondrous sights be- and the evening bell were omitted.
fore our amazed eyes. And the Brothers always gather around and gape,
The chapel choir has an unfair adbut nobodv dares to buy publicly. vantage, besides their extra marks
Probably this has discouraged them.
.they have a chance to come in when
tardy and a good opportunity for
The Rockwell Kent edition of Can- studying in the gallery. We object.
dide in the Reading Room is much
rarer than anything the above menBowdoin Twenty-Five Years Agotioned salesmen have to offer. Unfortunately, our Ear to the Ground Dep't.
Several of the students who were
reports that some amateur Arsene
Lupin has stolen said copy of Voltaire. burned out by the fire in South Maine
At least, it is not in its accustomed recently have secured rooms in Apcinema,

ple for

!

—

Honorary Cook
The ORIENT favors and urges serious consideration of the following: a senior dent body toward current situations at
Periodically, some school or college fessor who could make beer that
Bowdoin. The only way in which studormitory, a new classroom building, s covered hockey rink, s better road
with military training as a part of the strong should leave his department
dent opinion reaches the interested
through the campus; closer faculty scrutiny of the finances of publi-

graduate is through either the editorial
columns or communications addressed
to the Orient. It is entirely to be exPublishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
pected that the alumni assume that
Tax Committee; a longer reading period, closer contacts
opinions expressed in such a way are
through published dockets and student referenda
the opinions of the student body in
between Student Council and undergraduates,
general.
Even if we agree that the
editors of the Orient should maintain
reorganization of requirements for degrees.
an independent attitude and try to
mold student opinion instead of expressing the trend of that opinion, it is
Alumni Cooperation
an unfortunate fact that an interpretation
of the editorial attitude as the
in
deficiencies
have felt for a long time that there are great
attitude of Bowdoin undergraduates
stu- may lead to misunderstandings which
present relations among the three elements of the college
and developments of the last few might be serious. And such an interdents, faculty, and alumni
pretation as I have just pointed out is
cations, separation of the

Bowdoin Alumnus from the Bowdoin

We

—

—

weeks seem pointedly to demand some corrective steps to mitigate
the

difficulties

arising

among

these groups.

Although, quite

and faculty members are comparatively intimate, the alumni are estranged from
these two bodies and are scarcely familiar with either the ideals or
the aims of the students nnd professors, all efforts of the Alumni

naturally, the relations between undergraduates

Secretary notwithstanding. When^we consider this, it is hardly
strange that the older graduates register complaints frequently
against various programs of the college.
of accomplishing the alignment of alumni with stufaculty naturally devolves upon the Alumni Association

The work
dent and

and particularly upon the Alumni Secretary. Bowdoin is fortunate
ih having already such an official who has beeji making intimate
connections with many of the older graduates. But his work has
been greatly hampered by various conditions noticed recently by
people connected with the college. The chief of these is the
seeming reluctance of alumni to confer with him in order to acquire
the facts upon which to base their judgment of the college. The
Alumni Association is in a better position to learn the general attitude of the students than a graduate who has lived for five or
ten years in New York City or Chicago. If any alumnus thinks it

many

necessary (as it certainly is at times) to criticize a measure which
the college or a college organization intends to take, he should attempt to learn the conditions at the college which make the step
imperative.

We noted, with utmost satisfaction, in our issue of October 28
an Alumni Committee on Undergraduate Affairs, of which we expected some beneficial results. However, we saw no immediate
publication of its conclusions and later developments appear to
show that the true temper of undergraduate attitude was not disclosed to all the alumni. Moreover, a second meeting of the committee, resolved upon at that time, has not been called as yet. Is
such a commendable movement to sink into oblivion so soon?
We do not wish to be hypercritical of the Alumni Association
or of its administration, for it has accomplished much. However,
we believe that its efforts might be extended somewhat to nurture
this intimate relationship between graduates and undergraduates.
In spite of extensive trips of the Secretary to alumni clubs, there
still seems to be a woeful lack of knowledge of undergraduate ideals
on the part of some graduates. One of the chief causes of this is
probably the fact that a large number of alumni do not even attend such meetings. At the same time the undergraduates have
not th§ slightest idea of what the general alumni attitude is. True,
they uncover little hints here and there from a few graduates, but
whether such indications paint a fair picture of general alumni
thought is a question. One of the first measures that the present
Alumni Council should take should be a census of alumni attitudes,
in order to transmit to the undergraduate and faculty bodies a correct and general account of alumni thought on all pressing campu s
•—•—*•
problems.

We

might mention many other additions to the duties of the
Council
duties which it has not the power or precedent to execute at the present time. Among the first we might urge would be
the instruction of college seniors in the duties and requirements of
the alumni body, to enable them to slip into that category more
easily and to aid them in pursuing the finest aims and ideals of the
college after their graduation. The Association may also prove
exceptionally valuable, in cooperation with the whole alumni body,
in acquiring exact information in regard to younger students who
may intend to enter Bowdoin.
We feel that only under this cooperation between the three elements of the school will the squabbles and hard feelings, noticed in
a few cases this year, be relegated to history. It should be remembered that the college is greater than the undergraduates alone, or
any one of the other two groups. If the college wishes to accomplish its aims, the three elements must be in perfect accord.

—

G. R. B.

Commendation

we have

repeatedly attempted to spur the various
organizations of the college out of the lethargy which envelops
many of them and, though we may seem to criticize more than commend, we are particularly happy to compliment any group that
pursues a progressive and forward-looking course. Such acclaim
In the past

is due the

i*i^^^

Masque and Gown. Although for many years

ataman

it

has been

entirely natural.
word concerning the tone of certain recent communications to the
Orient.
reading of those communications addressed to the Orient and
published March 9 would startle most
graduates into wondering: whether or
not such emphatic condemnation of a
letter by one of their fellow alumni, a
letter which certainly deserves some
praise, is based entirely upon a dis-

A

A

curriculum, hands the press of the
land the picture of some pretty coed
who has been selected as honorary
colonel of the student regiment. She
is usually
pictured standing at an
awkward salute, with an overseas cap
Very atset jauntily on her head.

Perhaps

tractive.

it's

just

an

Coed Smoking
Coeds in Oberlin college are allowed
smoke in their own rooms if they
provide fire extinguishers.
There
to

should be a rushing business for the
extinguisher company in Oberlin.

fire

Dormitory Individuality
University of Nebraska women declare that

living

in dormitories de-

agreement with the reasoning in thai creases individuality. We aren't a bit
letter.
It is my earnest opinion that surprised. With your roommate's or
certain recent communications to the next-door neighbor's clothes on, you
Orient were unnecessarily antagonis- really feel quite like your own *elf.
tic and, very likely, bound to irritate
justly any graduate who reads them.
Warning
That is an opinion supported by many
According to a United Press diswith whom I have coma in contact.
patch, "rumble seat colds" are blamed
The absurdity of Mr. Chandler's owing by University
of Kansas authorities
an apology to Bowdoin would be laughfor the epidemic of red, running noses,
able if it were not seriously mainwhich have prevailed on that campus
tained.
It is not justified even as a
defense.
An allowance seems to be the pa-st few weeks. The university
made general v for the sincerity of physician has warned all students,
Mr. Chandler but a condescending al- male and female, against any "prolowance which thinly veils an impa- miscuous intersexual osculation."
tience with the presumption to advise
"Threatening Letters"
from a distance a progressive and
thinking student body.
Sigma Delta Chi. honorary men's
May I dare to labor under the oppro- journalistic society at Ames, held
brium seemingly attached to the name their annual gridiron banquet last
of conservative by stating that a dis- Thursday evening. According to tratinct effort on the part of the Orient dition, the fraternity always seeks a
to seize every possible chance to co- novel method in issuing the coveted
operate with the alumni would not only bids to the dinner. Last year the bids
be most opportune and broad minded were in the form of summons from
but would be infinitely better for the a mythical Court of Justice in Story
college. If I were an alumnus nothing county. This year they took the form
would be more likely to diminish my of "threatening letters" demanding
active interest in the college than a the payment of a certain sum of
reception for any efforts on my part to money on penalty of an unnamed
help such as Mr. Chandler has received. reprisal by "The Gang".
I

However it may be that the college is
for the undergraduate and not for the
alumnus, however it may be shown
that youth by taking the reins in its
own hands may, although with many
an expected spill, drive ahead to a
farther station in human progress,
however the "well-meaning idealists,
Utopians, and experimenters" may be
proven to have accomplished the impossible, a restraining hand of the older element, the unfortunately conservative if you will, is necessary and
valuable. An emphasis upon the constructive suggestions of Mr. Chandler
would have been of better consequence
following upon the criticism of his several inaccuracies. Whether we will or
no, there will always be among the
graduates a direct interest, a personal
identification of themselves and their
ideals with the college from which they
graduated. Some will always be more
active in their expression of this interest than others, and there lies a force
which, if no common bond is built up,
will result in friction. Not merely because pf an emotional sympathy with
this spirit but also for the sake of
avoiding friction it is well to make a
special effort to prevent such an interest from taking an antagonistic course.

'
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YOUR LIFE WORK?
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Time went on. The train
The student looked up, saw a
(Except at the Moulton Union and
familiar building, gasped, and cried
out. "Good Lord, we're in Brunswick!" the Zeta Psi House, of course.)
Up jumps student, up jumps ProfesKansas State Normal Training
sor, hastily grabbing hats, coats, baggage and hurriedly bustling off train. School sponsors an annual Janitor
As they walked down the platform, School in cooperation with the Kan:

cussion.
stopped.

putting on their coats the engine slow- sas Janitors and Engineers' AssociaSuddenly the tion and the Kansas State Board of
ly began to pull out.
student looked around, and shouted. Vocational Education.— N.S.F.A.

Tit Harvard
School
course

offers
in

University Dental
an unsurpassed
field of health

this

service, with

emphasis on med-

ical correlations.

school.
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Higher Education
senior at Georgia Tech took the

New

in the same room.
passed the course both times under
the same professor and never discovered the error. This all goes to prove
that we need higher education.

same course twice

He

Epidemic
Wheaton,

college,

Benoit Suits for

Spring

111.,

there are about one hundred students
confined to their beds with grippe and
three or four faculty members unable to meet their classes. The wo-

*35

Selecting a

new

suit is

for various reasons,

ure than ever before.

chapel seating.
Instead of segregating the classes
as in the past years, the seating was

and

—

1st

—

colorings.

The

is

themselves under the noses of the

something good.

Benoit's

faculty,

is selling

suits themselves

—

-

new

2nd—The excellence of Benoit

suits the obviously fine tailoring.

Freshmen whose
names begin with B and C found

strictly alphabetical.

*50

always a pleasure
bat this springs
think it's going to he moreof a pleas-

we

The knowledge that here

And 3rd—the very modest prices

at which

really fine clothes.

came along

ine lot",

mi*Li

Genuine Harris Tweed Topcoats

Polo Coats
$25 to $35

$33.50

Knox Hats

-

$5 and $7

tisane
l

"Class

A"

Write for catalog.
<•*. D.N.D.. SJ.D.. Dm,

Um a. S

'

and seniors whose surnames
at the end of the alphabet rejoiced upon seeing their names
J. C. F. '34.
in the back seats where their morn'
naps
would
not be disturbed.
ing
An English professor at Harvard
University states that the average
At Lafayette, Dr. William A. Wetman weighing 140 pounds is composed of enough water to fill a ten zel declared that as long as English
gallon barrel, enough fat to make ten teachers record a composite rating
cakes of soap, enough phosphorous which involves spelling, composition,
for 2200 match heads, enough mag- reading, and literature, they give evinesium for one dose of salts, enough dence that they have not yet begun
carbon for 9000 lead pencils, enough to think scientifically about their job.
iron for one small nail, enough sulJean Harlow, the college man's dephur to rid one dog of fleas, and
enough lime to whitewash a chicken light recently said, "I dunk college
boys and girls are just grand. I like
cooptheir youth and vitality and also their
The Yale Prom Committee has pleasing ways".
Baddy Rogers said, "You can aladded a note to the standard invitation to girls saying: "The Committee ways pick a college student by his
has requested your escort not to give gentlemanly way*. They are a genu|

DENTISTRY

1

fabrics, designs

flowers."

7

ends.
As the expense will be small the holocaust.— (NSFA),
[and the students are impressed with
the idea, it is hoped to have two showAccording to Coach Brutus Hamilers installed in each of the ends durton of the University .of Kansas,
iing the summer vacation.
Phidippides took four hours to run the
Hidden from our view by a long robe
and the pulpit. President Sills amuses "This isn't Brunswick. This is Free- original Marathon of 26 miles, 385
himself during chapel talks by per- port!" Whereupon, with a wild dash yards, the present Olympic record for
forming a pseudo-Charleston on one and a last minute leap, the bewildered
and the embarrassed stu- which is two hours and thirty minutes,
leg.
We have it on the reliable word Tarnowski
dent iust barelv got back on. The rest held by Hans Kohlemnanein. This disof a member of the Choir, that Casey
of the journey was spent in meditative crepancy may be accounted for by the
leans on his left foot, and circles his
silence.
fact that Phidippides fought in the
right in back of him, around and
Battle of Marathon all day before
around and up and down, all during
In our study of American National making the run.
(NSFA).
the service! If you don't believe this
we
Characteristics,
have
noticed
resmuggle yourself into the Choir and
cently
one
more
phenomenon
to
add
to
see for yourself, you darn doubting
our list of interesting data.
BookThomases.
sellers, Fuller Brush men, and necktie
Professor Tarnowski and a Sopho- vendors wait outside the fraternity
and
th bell to obtain admore, coming back to College together ho
"J* ,f
on the train, got into an absorbing dis- Pittance. The college bootteggers al""
W: ' v - open
nnpn the
fhfc door
Annr and
W!,,k right
ri " bf in!
m
ways
walk

ceived the cash.

Influenza

will dis-

T

"No Women"

At Wheaton

You

1

impossible but it will be at no time
possible without a recognized expectation of such an interest on the part of
the undergraduates who, while representing the college, come most in contact with alumni and at no time possible without a willingness to go half

need be.

Inspect the Allertons.

j

Malicious critics
the nature of the material under investigation, the results obtained are of
doubtful authenticity and value. However, that may be as that may be.

*25

if

.

war "
Editor in The Daily Trojan: Military
a meeting of the proc- preparedness is as sure a preparation
tors was held in Bannister Hall. Pro- for war as placing cans of dynamite in
fessor Foster acted as chairman in close proximity to each other is making
the discussion which was mainly way for a terrific explosion. Only the
also state that due to about the need of shower baths in the sudden spark is necessary to produce

On March

men's dormitory has been turned into
a second infirmary for the present.
The minute a girl sneezes she is at
once taken care of with a mustard
Such an effort is most opportune when
plaster and is "popped" into bed.
a problem arises which gains the attention of both graduates and underChapel Seating
graduates and certainly would have
Shouts of "Hallelujah" mingled
been most pertinent last week. Again,
of
alumni interest in accord with under- with groans of anguish as a crowd
students
of
an eastern college gathgraduate ideas would be a powerful
diagram of the new
support. No doubt this is many times ered around the

wav and more

.
. rest and reading rooms, gymnasium, game rooms, solaria, tea dances
. . . at rates adjusted to present day,

common-sense standards.

ing.

Yale freshmen were blackmailed by
two good-looking young women who
planted themselves in the dorms and
refused to move unless paid a small
sum of cash. The girls entered the
dorms shortly after six o'clock when
the "no women" rule was in effect.
They threatened to scream for the
campus policemen unless they re-

A

9

Adjourns were granted Monday afGeneral Pershing: "Military preparternoon in most of the courses be- edness is not an incentive to make
cause of the Brunswick Town Meet- war— it is a national insurance against

and teach chemistry.

Student pride being aroused, a beverage was later submitted which
analyzed 10%! Beyond this point, no
experimenters have survived to tell
the tale. Also, material submitted is
old never returned bv the Department,

custom. But from here it is difficult
to see just where the value of feminine leadership, even the "honorary"
variety, lies. Army training in schools
and colleges, if it has any value at
all, should be a serious business. You
don't see any "honorary" professors
of home economics, do you?

- Live In

mid-town business and social activities, the AHerton Houses offer the fellowship and facilities of the finest club

cover that a high standard of living
may be maintained without high experhaps wisely removed by high- pleton Hall.
pense . . .for you share all these privier authority from the startled gaze of
occurred
Typographical
errors
in leges while paying for only one room!
our bewildered freshmen.
Professor Mitchell's Longfellow adRates 910 to $22 weekly
You can set your beer tested these dre8 » Printed in last issue. "Counselcl lor
Felton
" c<
days free of charge at the Chemical •' '
FRATERNITY CLUBS BUILDING
.l
»m «
tester", "mentor";
"reaLaboratory by budding scientists. "Fulton": "tester"
Madison Avenue at 38th Street
First observations reported Faculty soner", "romancer"; "Holy Mother".
ALLERTON HOUSES FOB MEN
beer leading at 8%. which led to a re- "Holy Motherhood"; "even drudgery",
"over-drudgery".
mark by the investigator that any pro45 B. 55th St. 14S E. 39th St.
!
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Room

1

Located within strolling distance of

place,
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Pay for

-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The COLLEGE

PULSIFER RECITES

BOOK STORE

The Yoke

by

Large Group Haara Poetical Society
President Bead Selections from
His New Volume

$1.50
1

Jul Oat

on Sunday evening, March

159 Maine Street

PROF. LAWRENCE TO

PRESIDENT REGARDS
UNDERGRADUATES AS

SPEAK MONDAY ON
CANTERBURY TALES

FUTURE WORLD HOPE

(Continued from pace 1)

Has Writtm

iimk.

«b>v*ral

£2E?fe J» J* an
Z&L'ff*
rend
"g;

rence is the author of a gmboTof
books. among which are the Medieva!
Story, Beowulf and EpiT Tradition,
-«-• published last vear. a book on
and
Shakespeare's Problem Comedies. He
has also been a contributor to the Bowdoin Alumnus.
Dr. Ernest Gruening Second Cole
Lecturer

»
?wS

j

i

I

!

i

'

at Tulane Uni-

lip rouge.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

Sarafan aad Profits,

PATKONAGB

$1M,H6
SOUCTRD
.

-

«•*

New

York; $2.50.

WHITE FENCERS TAKE
ON BOSTON COLLEGE

conventionality

that

is

synonymous

with promiscuity. (I can tell you lots
more about that side of it, and what
children play at doing. Come around

some time).
Into this world, where,

if

one has

occasion to, one chews sex-hormone
gum, where movies and talkies have
become feelies, too; where the air is

"We have made spasmodic attempts slight paper lead.
to help the unemployed. In New York
City 20,000,000 dollars were raised for
Eight o'clock classes have been
the poor and unemployed. This effort
abolished at the University of Rochesdeserves praise, but nevertheless, it
The faculty decided that it is|

News Stand

Morton's

1^2
«.

«i

13, in the

C

Capital, 150.N*.

STtTOWtT

A.

£naS?^£ W *

City,

Moulton Union. Mr. Pulsifer is the
President of the American Poetical
Society and has recently become a
resident of Brunswick.
There was a good attendance and
the poems weca enthusiastically received by the audience.
Among his
poem* which he read were, "I Would
Not Be a Child Again", which won a
inhabitants are not born, but deprixe at Harvard University, "The
Conquest of the Air", "Thoughts up- canted in hatcheries and conditioning
centres.
on a Wall", "Two Sonnets", "TomorBy decanted I mean taken out of
row and Tomorrow", "The Only Star",
"City Streets", "Shadow Silence", a bottles, in which the fertilised ora
placed on bads of peritonsonnet on "Life and Death", and had been
eum,
fed blood-surrogate, and con"Homo Hunter". Mr. Pulsifer also
read the following poems of other au- ditioned by Predestinators for their
social status in life. This is an elabthors: "White Christmas" by Marbet
Emerson Bailey, and "Lonesome Wa- orate system, this caste system,
sharply divided into distinct strata.
ter" by Roy Helton.
There are Alphas, the intellectual and
physical superlatives. Betas, Gammas,
Deltas, and, last, Epsilons, who ar?
moronic and half-animal laborers. All
very complicated and due to pre-natal,
I mean decanting, influence.
After the infants are taken from
Captain Miller Available for Matches
the bottles (by the way, there's nothWhich Rpaaiise Close
ing quite so lewd as motherhood, and
Competition
are equal
chastity
sadism
and
Birth control is taught
perversions.
The Bowdoin fencing team, Fred in easy lessons of four drills. Law
Miller, Captain Douglas Anello, and requires every woman to wear a malGeorge Pottle, will meet Boston Col- thusian belt fitted with suitable carswordamen in the Sargent tridges.)
lege's
by
are
taught
they
Gymnasium on Saturday March 19, at hypnopaedia to be class conscious,
2.00 p.m.
The match will consist of not to think, that everything and
sine boats with foils and four with everybody is for everybody else, and

tUd€ towarda war
»•
*
generation have seen with our own
eves what war can do. We say that
now we are all pacifists. Like all the
nations of the world, we are not ready
to make any sacrifices for peace.
have kept aloof from agencies of
peace, which, however feeble and halting they may be, are necessary to keep
up the hope of a distracted world. As
a nation we seem rather fearful and
timid.
Actual warfare, cruel and
needless has been going on for weeks,
and has caused great suffering among
innocent non-combatants. Like all the
other nations we have not been ready
to do anything, but have been waiting
un
jt should cease
*il
Our natural efficiency in business
has been another of our boasts for
years. We have held un to the view of epees.
the world our American standard of
Captain Miller having" recovered
living, our efficient systems of doing from his sickness of a week ago and
things." and the better ways in which the other two having the advantage
our employees are treated. We have of further practice, the Bowdoin trio
been trusting great industries to men stands a rather good chance of defeatwe believed to be fine leaders., but wa ing B. C. Boston University has dehave recently discovered that their feated Bowdoin 10-3 and B.
8-5, but
feet are made of clay in some cases."
the improvement in the White squad
Spasmodic Help for Poor
since the last match should offset the

We

Dr. Ernest Gruening of Portland'
second Cole lecture of
the year, and as yet his subject is unknown. Dr. Gruening, a graduate of
Harvard College, has been favored
with a large and various journalistic
and political career, and is at present
the organiser and editor of the Portland Evening News.

versity, frosh women were forbidden
to appear with the slightest trace of

f«r

.

'

will deliver the

At a recent dance

(Continued from page 1)

.

zation get out of hand.
"There are indeed some tendencies
,

ternities

Garden

Mr. Huxley has gone and done it
And this tune he has proagain.
duced as bitter a piece of satire as
ever came out of a young gentleman's
mind to delight the reviewers and
shock the old people of Boston. It is
a typical Huxley book; one which employs a vast knowledge of Shakespeare and an amazing knowledge of
scientific biology.
And biology not
Brave New World deso scientific.
scribes an Utopia of the future, controlled by science and stability, whose

Harold T. Pulsifer gave a group of
readings chosen from his own work:-

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

BRAVE NEW WORLD
by Aldous Huxley; Denhieday Doran,

Robert P. Triatram Coffin

.

filled

with the

humming

where
helicopters;
to
'streptocock-gee
see a fine bathroom

of bees and
sing
children

Banbury-T to
and W.C.", Mr.

Muxley introduces a savage, a man of
today, who has all our weaknesses,
ter.
came, for the most part from the rich.
better for students to sleep in their including mother-love, but who is a
In two Maine towns, no larger than
There he lets the
bit of a prude.
rooms than in the classrooms.
own
Brunswick, the poor account in one
case has been overdrawn by 20,000 dollars, and in the other town a sum of
75,000 dollars was to be set aside for
a poor fund. When people are dependent on the chanty of a town they soon
begin to feel that they are entitled to
receive charity. But we have not as!
yet been materially affected by the
corollary that it is the duty of the!
nation to provide for every honest man
the opportunity to make a decent
j
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WEDNESDAY IS DATE

'OEDfflS TVRANNUS'

Book Review

FROM OWN POETRY
IN MOULTON UNION

of Thander

SET FORNEXT WILL
WILL BE PRESENTED
BY CLASSICAL CLUB Forthcoming Number Has a
Record Number of
with but a hundred and fifty lines remaining. Music, which is an essential
emotional constituent of the dramatic
action, will shortly be composed by a
number of persons in collaboration.
Part rehearsals have been, going on
since the midyear period, but the initial rehearsal "in toto" will take place
in Memorial Hall on the first Sunday
following the Easter recess.
Besides the main role, that of
Oedipus, King of Thebes, there are
seven other speaking parts, including
a woman's. Supplement performers
comprise a chorus of twelve Elders,
leader of the chorus, flute player,
nurse, priests, guards, attendants, two
small girls. Because of the length and
difficulty of Oedipus' lines, an understudy may be considered.
The scene is in front, of the palace of
Oedipus; agora. in lower front; altar
in center, with a statue of AqoIIo on
stage left. Action passes from twilight of dawn to darkness of night.
The production will last about two
hours with no intermission, and will
have six acts, each separated by a
music-interlude.

The Bowdoia
{

and suc-

BRffi

cessfully continuing its policy of foster ing
undergraduate contributions,

makes its second appearance of the
year next Wednesday, March 23. Editor Philip C. Ahern '32 announces
that many new names of undergraduate writers will be noted in the forthcoming

The

leximrfon

I

i

i

"College Teaching As a Vocation",
by Professor Herbert C. Bell, former
Thomas Brackett Reed Professor ofj
Medieval History at Bowdoin and at

present a professor at Wesleyan. Professor Bell's paper was given on the
recent Vocational Day program and
is considered an enlightening treatise
on the pro-and-con aspects of the
teaching profession from a man <.f

an eulogy and estimate in
commemoration of Goethe. Among
the new undergraduate authors are:

V. Schaffner, 3rd,
As a special feature this month's
Quill is to have a reproduction of one
Woodward's paintings,
of Stanley

.

patronage haa increased;

make the Shelton

York home than
i

we

feel

safe in asserting that more stu-

dents

experience.
A. S. Davis, Jr., '33, a regular contributor tc- the Quill, writes in col-|
laboration with Samuel D- Abramovitz "34

the Sholten opened (J yean
we began catering to ceflege
awn and women Gradually their

ago)

1

i

NEW YORK

When

issue.
Quill's leading article will be

William D. Munro '32, who contribarticle on Aldous
man suffer. Reading the book, utes a philosophical
Stephen F. Leo '32; Norman
you have no sympathy for the sav- Huxley;
Sewall '32;
You don't like him. Nor, for P. Easton '32; George T.
age.
Bassett, Jr., '34; and John
E.
James
any
of
the
you
like
that matter, do
'35.
characters.

WaMarf
Astoria

Quill, larger

poor

Of present day personalities,. Ford
takes the most unkindest beating of
all.
In fact he is made God. "Ford's
in his flivver, all's right with the
world", the inhabitants say. Or "for
Ford's sake;" or his fordship mufetapha mond. The only books allowed are biographies of Ford. The
time of action is "this year of
stability, A. F. 632."
Personally, I think this last volume
not up to Mr. Huxley's standard. I
think Aldous looked about; decided
it was time for a new book; wondered
how he could best use his great
knowledge; and then hit upon the future world. He thought he might as
well show up lesser developments of
So he decanted
the same theme.

tfceaev

Pages

other hotel.

at

their

New

any dab «r

One reason

for thia ia

the free recreational features ptaa

a

an the, part ef

desire to serve

Room

Shelton employes.

rates have

1

boon greatly reduced.

Rates from

$59 per month upward.

A

room

from $2.50 daily.

Club features (free to
lows :

truents)

are a*

fal-

Swimming pool completely equipped
game rooms for bridge aad
;
:

gymnasium

which wa* on display in the Walker
Art Building recently in the Marine

backgammon:

An

Restaurant and cafeteria service at reason-

will

Exhibit.

An

expository article

accompany the painting.

roof

garden and solarium.

able prices.

University of Missouri coeds are
not allowed to go to the dentist without a chaperone.

At Emory University, Carl Sandburg, famous among American poets,
Although there has been perfected
said that writers do not need to be
an instrument which can split time into
able to know grammar. He confessed
that he doesn't know the difference one one hundred billionth of a second,
between a noun and a verb, yet he we have not vet, nor will we ever, achas written a biography of Lincoln quire the ability to measure time acwhich is now famous.
curately, according to Professor E. W.
Brave New World, which is cruel,
Brown, Yale Universitv astronomer.
wholly heartless, and, to my mind, a
Harvard has forbidden the use of But there are many causes, celestial
bit cheap.
Yale locks on its dormitories. Soon and terrestrial, he asserted, that act
WALRUS. Vassar will ban Smith cough drops. as thieves of time. The moon is one.
.

—THE
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"Take as another example the
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oosey

living.

Sealskin Peanuts

field

of crime, in which, unhappily, we are
not behind other nations.
are notorious from one end of the universe
to the other for our crime and the afttitU(le tnat we take towards it. Recent
lv we have seen two blots on our
escutcheon. The first occurred a few
months ago, when one of the most notorious criminals of our time, who had

We
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rich through racketeering and
bootlegging, was finally put into jail
for depriving the federal government
of his tax returns. More recently an
even more terrible episode haa occurred. The best known family in
America, suffering from a hideous
crime, has been forced to deal directly
and openly with gangsters, because the
law was uowt i less. But what a travesty on American ideals, and what an
indictment of our law."

and Commercial
1
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'

;
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Must Abandon Indifference
"The situation is not hopeless. But
will be hopeless unless we give up

the policy of national indifference, tf I
were asked where I saw the first faint
ray of hope, my answer would probably surprise you. The answer would
be—the American undergraduate. In
his attitude towards peace and war, in
his attitude towards economic questions, even in his clear insight into one
of the great causes of law-breaking—
the intelligent, thoughtful American
student, with all his faults and imperfections, has his head towards the
light. I should feel even more hopeful
except for one thing the American
undergraduate is somewhat liable to
leave God out of the picture. He needs
still to see the necessity of the teaching of my great predecessor. President
Hyde, the necessity of the gospel of

March 16th

-

with

-

News

-

-

Detective Reel

-

-

March 17th

AFTER TOMORROW

-

also

•

Sount Act

Friday

•
-

Comedy

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
also

.

-

Beginning

in -

THE GAY CABALLEBO

Monday-Tuesday

'

-

also

Comedy
•

-

Sportlight

March 21-22

BROKEN LULLABY
•

with

Lionel Barry more
•

New*

•

ish leaf.

These richly flavored Turkish tobaccos are added with a generous hand.

Perhaps you've noticed too, that the
paper in Chesterfields is whiter. . .purer.
It

burns without

Smoke

taste or odor.

whenever you
and pure. They'll
never tire you as an over-sweetened
cigarette might easily do. Light up and
see for yourself. They satisfy!
Chesterfields

like . . .They're mild

•listen in... Hear the Chesterfield Radio Program.
Nat Shilkret's brilliant orchestra and Alex Gray,
popular baritone. Every night, except Sunday . . .
Columbia Broadcasting System .... 10:30 E. S. T.

We

AND PING

-

also

-

Nancy Carroll
-

Screen Souvenir

•

next

week

Bowdoin's

and miniature tennis
compete in the annual tournament held in the Moulton
Union to decide who will be Bowfinest cue artists
enthusiasts will

GEORGE O'BRIEN

•

satisfying to the culti-

For one thing, there's
never any attempt to skimp on Turk-

Will be Awarded in Contest
Beginning Next Week; Entries
Coming in Fast

Cartoon

-

March 19th

Saturday

Sound Act

more

vated palate.

Prizes

-

Comedy

-

fields are

in -

-

-

only from finer ingredients. Chester-

kind of tobacco ... one that combines
the best qualities of Turkish and fine
Domestic leaf.

PONG PLAYERS MEET

MARION DAVIES~

News

and drink... and smoke.

In cigarettes this better taste can come

national penitence and humility.
need to think of our national responsiWe need to feel a sense of
bility.
need
shame when things go wron*.
to hear the voice of a Prophet, to remind us that we have forgotten tha
ways of God, and that we are not living up to our boasts."

BILLIARD

March 18th

-

better to eat

In fact Chesterfield's new way of
mingling tobacco flavors and aromas is
really the equivalent of an entirely new

We

- with Charles Farrell - Marion Nixon

Magic Carpet

are constantly looking for something

Taste..

Will.

.

Thursday

what you'd expect. People
the good things of life...

who enjoy

ey

ers in

Jean Harlow

-

also

•

just

way

"In his general attitude, the undergraduate is really superior to his eldsome ways. He has youth's danger of enthusiasm petering out. He is
also, with his frankness, less likely
than his elders to find that all is well
with his country. For the moment, all
of us, young and old, need a sense of

THE BEAST OF THE CITY
Walter Huston

rrS

—

Good

Wednesday

tli e

Comedy

doin's billiards, pool, and ping-pong
champions. Cups, emblematic of the
title won, will be awarded to the winners in each division. Jack Griffin

year's champion in the pool
billiards divisions should repeat,
although William Pack '33, runnerup last year in the pool championships will be out for le oe nge. The
ping-pong title looks like anybody's
right now with thirteen paddle swing,
ers entered already. Entries close
Saturday. March 19.
'34, last

and

THEY'RE MILDER

^aam

I

FOOT
FROSH-SOPH TRACK
RIVALRY PROMISES
CLOSE COMPETITION

TO GIVE EXHIBITION
BEFORE PORTLAND B.C.

Wallberg, Densmore, Sperry Advance Dope Leaves the
Foster Expected to Set
Victor Unpicked; Many

New Marks

Records to Fall

......

What promises to be the most
n
ncentr ted
lt
U
ri
Frcshman-Sophojcloaely
contested
?!,
tv- ~ii
5 ofr the *o
5°o
the
pool.records
Bop „„,„ meet since ite inception fifPortland
Club will be held next Wednesday 1^,,
„,. in
re
evening when the members of the
Dopesten
|the Hyde ^ge Mxt
varsity and junior varsity swimming
who have been figuring out every posteams give exhibitions at Portland. sible an e of the combat have y^ t0
B
meet between the Boys' Club and
, conc i usion as to the ultimate
the Polar Bear junior varsity w '"l
0Htcome
be one of the features of the pro-j
]east
four record, should be
At
«

A

^ ^^^
^ ^,1^

1

>„

^

!

A

*:ram-

shattered, with the Freshmen doing
Swede Wallberg, renowned fresh- the major part of the cracking. Human free style star, will make an at- merous seconds and thirds, as well as
tempton the college "220" record, in a goodly number of points in the hur
an effort to improve on the unoffi- die and dash events may send the
cial marks he has made this season. men of '34 to victory.
The meet
Captain Ted Densmore and Art promises to be a victory for neither
Sperry, newly crowned champion of team with a margin of over ten
will
New England breast strokers,
points.
hold a match race in the 100 yard,
Charlie Allen, Braley Gray, Neal
breast stroke, and will doubtless shat- Skillings, Mai Walker, thurm Larsen
ter the mark by several seconds.
and Gardner Pope, to mention only a
Foster In Lack Stroke Attempt
fcw> are sure point winners for the
1

>

Bob Foster and Norm Easton

The frosh have an
upperclassmen.
compete in
another
match race equal number of stellar men in Capagainst the 100 yard back stroke rec- [tain Niblock, Adams, Boyd, Uniacke,
ord.
Foster's fourth in the recent Kelly and Fox.
Although the firrt
New Englands practically assures the places in most of the events -re well
setting of a new mark. Easton/ who defined, the seconds and thirds, always
has shown exceptional form in the conjecturable and uncertain, may win
sprints, will give Foster mighty hard *or either team,
competition.
in Q uar t er -Mile
35
Swimming with Wallberg in the 220,
combination of Allen, Gray,
attempt will be Jack Trott, Bob Dur- skiIlings and Walkef shou , d
, n ffcj
ham, Bill
P»"nalee and PosmNy -34 boys a majority of the points in
*
others.
It is expected that Wal}berg
da n a i thoug h John
th
will have to swim a lone race if he
ht to
Abdon
Ke „ and Ha
wishes to break two minutes, 26 8-5 L,
h ^fa.
A ,fen in the
»
seconds, his best mark thus far in;
frosh have small chance c f placwill

\

i

j

|

q^

,

(

I

;

^
^^

^ ^^

^

^

w

Th e

the season.
[ng in the dash ^ tne interfraternity
Subs Will Swim P. B. C.
mee t is any criterion. Anything may
Coach Bob Miller will use many happen in the low barriers, with tlw
substitutes in his Jayvee lineups, for sophs again liable to take a sweep,
the first time the two teams met the
Allen and Gray, two varsity relay
Polar Cubs won by the overwhelming men, should finish one-two in the 440,
total of 46 to 16. Benson and Iwan- although Art Fox, if he chooses to
owicz will be used in the dive, leaving run this race, may beat one or both
Carson, Keville and Selig free to give {of them. Kelly is another threat not
exhibitions.
Thus more men will be to be denied. The half mile ought to
given a chance to earn numerals.
be a freshman romp, with Uniacke
Bill Sherman and Sanford Baldwin' and Fox traveling far ahead of the
Fred Burtor. and Nelson Tibwill swim the fifty for the cubs, with field.
Parmalee and possibly McLeod in the betts are the only sophs with a ghost
longer dash. Carey and Abbott will of a show, and the yearling speedsters
work the 200, with the usual team of appear to be yards better than both
Whitmore and Esson in the breast- of these men. Baker or Hatchfield
stroke. Prince and Hickok will prob- may pick up an extra point for the
ably do the back stroking, with a re- frosh in this event. The record, which
composed of Sherman, Fox has already beaten, should fall in
lay team
ithe 880.
Carey, Parmalee and Wallberg.
Uniacke Mile Favorite
A varsity relay team, with Norm!
>r om Uniacke is an overwhelming
Easton, Bob Foster, Jim Esson and;
j

j

|

I

:

|

j

j

'

|

i

j

j

Frank Howard swimming may try
give the Jayvees some competition

to favorite to spread-eagle the field in
in tne
ith little or no effort. Tibji et
the 200 yard relay.
betts of '34, Hutchinson and Nowlis of
Art Sperry, who has been develop- the frosh will be likely contenders for
ing some novel swimming strokes, will the other two places, although Fox
give -r% solo exhibition of them, with should reap another second if he
the verbal aid of Coach Miller.
chooses. The existing standard Of 4

Boding well for the future of Polar
Bear cinder squads, and assuring track
fans that ones Bowdoin supremacy is
established it will last the Frosh quintet of Mageemen romped through their
respective events. Tom Uniacke Masted the former mile record of 4:32 and
hung up an amazing mark of 4:27.1:
Howie Niblock took up the 16-pound
pebble and sped it down the fairway
for a new record of 44 feet 61 inches;
Art Fox smashed the 880 by displacing Larry Usher and the latter's own
mark in fast 2:00.4; Johnny Boyd
scaled the discus for an undisputed
first, while Johnny Adams knotted for
first in

the high jump.

Bowdoin may well watch these
Steve

Lavender,

lads!

unhampered and

free from competition after the first
mile, fought ids way to a brilliant
Not
dash-finish in the two-mile.
pushed, Steve set up a new record in
10:05.4, thus realising a four-year ambition.

Jack Magee's innovation, the novice
relay, provided spills and thrills for
everyone; incidentally, the two-lap relays uncovered some fast material:

j

m

Theme

minutes, 36 seconds, should be shattered by a goodly distance.
The yearling field men ought to pick
up the majority of points in their reNiblock is easily
spective events.
good for a first in the shot put, and
will doubtless improve on the college
record, while John Boyd and Harry
Snow should make things hot for
Thurm Larsen in the battle for sec'ond place. Larsen is favored in the
Freshmen
with
weight,
35-pound
Boyd and Niblock, and Ingalls, of
•34 in a battle for the extra points.

S0ULE & WALKER
More than a

'

Barber Shop

.

A

Bowdoin

Institution

j

Latest College Styles ia

|

Bostonian and Florshcim

Oxfords—$5

Record Due in High Jump

New

to $10

Adams and Boyd

should take the

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Bnhhe rs measure of the best Sophomores in
the high jump, .with Larsen, Porter
and Kahili close behind. Again turning the tables, however, the two-year
men ought to clean up in the pole
vault, with Pope and Robbins. Crowell and Boyd are certain frosh point
The College Jeweler"
winners in this event.
Boyd and Niblock ought to capture
Diamonds and Watches
the discus with ease, the former interfraternity champion, Larsen, far
Fine Repairing and Engraving
behind with mediocre performances

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

I

1

;

"FRANCIS"

i

!

I

!
'

141A

MAINE STREET

Madeira gave Theta Delta Chi a point
with

In the year of the Major Examinations, a weary Senior was approaching
near unto the and of his days in the
(
Little College; and his name was Ell)
mer, son of Jacob, of the tribe of
at 5 feet. 10 inches in the high jump,
the winner.
and raced home third in the high hur- Jacobsen.
And he had thirsted after knowlIn order to enter the meet, open to dles. These points, plus the two garedge, and inclined his ear to wisdom,
scYlooX andcollegeswimmers. anenti^jnered in the broad jump, irave him a' „,
..
..
.,
,
studied well; yet in his youth he
^
»»{.!.
nimm»
D '°™ 7«,». «#
*8
blank with the signature of a school, tntnl nt 8 pom
°< was high
/
of spirit and fond of gam"
Un r,_n* ton ' usu a"V capaDle^J***
in
Of putting
»V.
_5
rer.rPM.ntnt v« plus
n ns n.
tw#ntv.nv» cent
r»nt
-* battleship,
..- »*i„L!_
representative
a twenty-five
ing
*
t
the
and
ame
of
*"
the 12 lb shot over 50 feet, heaved the
J
fee are sole requirements. All entry weight only 49 feet. 4 inches: this.! wa
Proficient thereat,
f
Audit
c me *° P* 88 that h « took
blanks should be forwarded to M. E. however, was only 1-3 of an inch be^
,
Four fast runners "nto hl maelf the championship of
Morrell, Director of Athletics, Bowdoin hind the record.
from St. John's prep turned in the good ?ow 5 ,n . *** f?rum of Constitutional
College, Brunswick, Me. Entries must
time of 2 minutes, 12 seconds, to beat h* « ano, received the challenge of
be in by Tuesday, March 15.
Huntington's time bv 1-5 of a stecond. the Proudest warrior of Row 16, to
Prizes will be gold, silver and bronze This team was second in the final reck- w **om he gave answer, "Yea," even
med a i 8 to the winner of first, second, oning, with 311 points. Following far I*8 the mos t fearless in all the kingbehind the leaders were Newark prepi ao,n
And tne warriors made agreement
with 141, Coburn and M. C. I. with 12
The events: 50 yard dash, Brunswick points each. Hebron with 5, Bridgton to do battle on the third day of Finals,
forme.^ holder8 •*
bo*' 8
* itle are with
(
.
Si, Dummer with 2, and Frvebure even **•* the celebration of Com
excluded); 50 yard dash, Maine high with
mencement.
one lone tally.
and Prep school boys; 100 yard dash.
And the warriors met on that day,
Deerint Surprises
N. E. school and college students; 25
'even while the Orator held forth on
ii
Deenn» High
School showed sur- the rostrum and regaled all with tales
boys; divine, hitrh board championtheir class, and of MiUe
ship, open to N. E. school and college prising strength
and Norwegian bonds.
students; 100 yard back stroke, school Dressed Everett hard for team honors.
And the champion of Ro W 16 8truck
and college students; 100 yard breast With only one event, the pole vault, to his crui8er8 manv ti^g; but E i mer ,
ff
stoo
n ' y 9n son of Jacob, finally knew that the
stroke, school and college students; 100 he
?/*""*
?
?Lv?- i
t
S
yard relay.
Maine Interscholastic
battleship of the enemy lay in E 5. G,
Championship, open only to Maine Everett tied with Good of South Port- 7, and 8. And he placed many shots
land for second place to boost his
hijrh and prep schools.
therein, and was exceeding proud at
team's total to 271, while Deering, the deed
of valour.
without an entrant in that event, had
special

McLaughlin started in on his record breaking score with the first event
of the evening, the forty yard dash.
After an eighteen heat preliminary,
McLaughlin came out of his holes to

way

£1
feet

&J»flHLr

I

to the finish line.
C

pi?
faSha?'
im rsi,
behind. «al Skillings, rM
Milt Hickok, Sigma Nu, and Braley,
rs«„
n«V» followed
f,.ll„„.„^ McLaughlin
M«.T.Qi„,lilin to
tn
Gray, Deke,
the tape in that order The time, 4.3
seconds, was extremely fast.
Quarter Mile Goes to Thistlewaite
Coming home with a rush, Harry
Thistlewaite won the 440 by two
yards in 52.4 seconds, from a select
field that won through the preliminary heats Wednesday. At the gun,
I

Anything y'want Pressed?'

^^
.

!

i

|

•

first lap.
At the end of the'
second lap Gray was still in the lead,
but Thistlewaite and Milt Hickok,
moving up together, had shaved the
advantage down. With the bell lap
half over, Gray held a slim advantage, but on the final turn Thistlewaite and Hickok came off the bank
fast to brush past Gray and race to
Thistlethe tape almost together.
waite scored six points fot Zeta Psi,
Hickok was right behind him in sec-

*W

,

!

,

e**J51»A^T5 &£££

Niblock Wins Shot
Howard Niblock sent the

T. P.

„_..,.,-

y^^ttL^^lTi^ri^'iment

mark

conclusively
of mankind, no less.
And h«.
for Zeta Psi, failed to show strength in some events, gave threats unto them with dire
and finished third with 221 points- words,
and the warriors were afraid;
Kairhaven
(Mass.)
followed
with!
lected four points for the Dekes. Bill
for they knew
whoso flunketh his
Cony High of Augusta,! Final shall be that
Haskell of Sigma Nu was third, Jn- 10 9-28;
destroyed; but that he
Thornton Academy, 9 4-7; 'JCT "7"t C' u U~wZZT'<*3Z ~Z^
galls, Chi Psi, fourth, and Harry 9 25-28;
9
Crosby of Belfast. 8 4-7: New Sharon.!** ,
Snow, non-fraternity, fifth.
££f,Uthe Dl P lorna whlch he alread
>
6 4-7; Portland. 3: Brunswick. 2; and
Another McLaughlin surprise was Stephens of Rumford. 14-7.
*.
..
.
.
„
A
And
on the evening of 4Uol
that day
pulled in the high jump when the Zete
E. Hitchborne of Crosby was a track \,
e
leader went higher than he has ever
aPP€a"d to j^lmer a vision, and
team in himself, scoring all of his
done before by three inches to tie team's points by winning the broad 11 * ^. <ureful - and he trembled with
John Adams, his teammate. Both jump with a record leap, tving for first
.
J;"
.
w a " ver . flood
and °"
barely missed 6 feet, 1-4 inch, for s. with six others in the high jump. and, , For he
:
f
nver a ]o « tos sln * .°.n the
ack
new record. Stanwood was third for placing third in the 12 lb shot put. A the
a tiny chip
Deke, while the last three points were
unique situation arose in the finals of wa^es evcn
,.
„
n
„
A nd upo n t ne ! 08r
Professor '
split six ways by Porter, Theta Delt , the hi h
tied!
5
, umpcrs
,
Gerdsen, D. U., Kahili, Kappa Sig, f fl
1
f t 4 jnche
B rt with dreadful visage, and large ex'
Odde, A. T. 0., and Larsen and John ley
j Webb of Cony g Hitchborne ceedingly, and he knew that the Professor was the orator in American
Boyd, both Deke.
of Crosby, Dubiel of Fairhaven. MarGovernment.
far
The pole vault, which extended
shall of New Sharon. Goodfellow of
And also on the log was a Senior,
into the evening, was won by Arnold, Stephens and Fenderson of Thornton
and
his face was pale unto Death, and
Chi Psi, when he cleared 11 feet, 6 all failed to better this mark.
Elmer knew that the Senior was himinches, on his last jump. Gardner
High School Relay Races
!t
„ ther
f
Pope and Dick Robbins, both Kappa
Good, Gowell, Kershaw and Catlin.
And the Professor thrust many
Sig, tied for second, with John Boyd
running relay for South Portland
and Jim Crowell, Deke and Chi Psi against Portland and Deering. were times at the Senior with a great
sword,
and
the sight was horrible to
points.
respectively, dividing the final
clocked at 2 minutes and 11 seconds, behold
...
..
,.
,,
Marks Tied
Two World Hurdle
The high caliber of all the contest- the best time of the day in either diFor 'the Senior was possessed only
..
,.
McLaughlin started out on world ants, as well as the number of recwas
records in both hurdles, showing
weapon
amazing speed to win them both from
as
a choice field. Topping the high barhis
close behind, with 2 minutes, 11 1-5 equilibrium.
riers in perfect form, he edged out next summer.
the Deke leader, Charlie Stanwood,
<]*.sh
4u
Won by McLauithlin. 7.et» seconds against Fairhaven. to place
And the Senior was struck into the
Behind Stanwood Psi Wailwr. Theta Delta Chi. second Skill- second. Commito. McKenzie. McDon- torrent, sod the waters .covered him.
by a good yard.
hi " ,:
icl
iH- C
,i
N.S; ,our h ,:| ald and McKee ran in that order for
came Charlie Allen, John Kelly, and ^"
S
r \L,r
J
? k slft?L*
And then his hand rose above the
Gray. Delta
..
Kappa
a-pmlon,
fifth.
Time: 4.3 «
—
...
Everett. Deering with a time of waves, but only
Harry Abelon, Non-fraternity. Over .econdn.
for a moment, and
45 yard hinh hurdles- -Won by McLaughlin. 2 15 2-5. Was third; Brunswick (La- then plunged back; and it held th<
the low sticks he outraced Allen by
Zeta
Pai
Epailon.
mc marre, Sprairue,
Stanwood.
Delt*
Kappa
row
Fortin)
1 "' was
U !* Powers,
a foot, with Stanwood third, Braley
7%,
?!!! Diploma therein
oTc
-u"
?nd Allen. Alpha DelU Phi. third Ml,. ZeU r
v. Professor
«„.
fourth in 2:15 4-5; and Fairhaven tied
Gray, fourth and Neal Skillings, Chi Pai. fourth
4 _j tthe
fifth
in his wisdom
Abelon.
non-fraternity,
And
Psi, fifth.
He equalled his own world Time: &.4 seconds (equals world and Bowdoin Cony at 2:17 4-5 for fifth.
danced upon the log, and he clapped
record time in both barriers, be- record of 5.4. held by Lucas '2& Well-. DartDummer Runner Falls
his hands in glee.
mouth and O'Donnell, Holy Cross.)
ing one of the select gioup of runAnd Chief Edwards pulled the SenAfter he had gained a lead of three
45 yard low hurdle*
Won by McLaughlin,
ners to equal two international times Zeta Psi; Allan. Alpha Delta Phi. second; yards over his St. John's rival, Reijrhe, ior from the gutter where he was
Stanwood. Delta Kappa Epsiion. third Gray. running third leg of the relay for Gov- dreaming, with
in a single night.
his nose in a puddle,
Kappa Epailon, fourth Skillinits, Chi
Art Fox, -with his customary rush Delta
and For he had been to Abner's place;
Time:
Psi. fifth.
seconds.
(Equals world ernor Dummer Academy, fell
to the tape, won the half-mile after and Bowdoin record of 5.2. held by Savage '16. dropped the baton just as he was pass- and he had his Diploma in the one
lagging in the rear most of the race. Liuiefieid "2", and Farrinston '29.)
ing it to Donovan, anchor man for the hand; and in the other a Flunk Slip in
440 yard dash Won by Thistlewaite, Zeta South Byfield (Mass.) team.
His D. U. teammate, Usher, was close
Dono- Constitutional Law. From the MinPsi: Hickok. Sigma Nu. second; Gray. Delta
Emerson, A. D., took the Kappa
behind.
Epsiion. third Allen. Alpha Delta Phi. van ran a fast anchor, and at the finish nesota Daily with minor variations,
lead on the fust lap, and set a fast fourth: Kelly. Zeta Psi, fifth. Time: 52.4 aec- he was only a stride behind Connell
pace for the first three circuits, with onds.
time f St John 'jj
S !"
The dean of Nebraska University
£
r7 he
880 yard run— Won by Fox. Delta Upsilon; ?w
and
Fanning
the rest of the field close behind.
(McArdle, McDonough,
....
...
Usher, Delta Upsilon, second: Thistlewaite,
Usher took the lead on the fourth Zeta Psi. third; Burton, Delta Upsilon. fourth; Connell) was 2 minutes and 12 seconds.. stat« s that love ,s one of the maxn
turn, and kept it until Fox passed him Baker. Theta Delta Chi. fifth. Time: I minutes. Hebron and Huntington tied for sec- reasons for freshmen flunking out of
gofhg into the stretch to win by three -•' ot a f VJ; < New interfraternity record onfi j n 2:12 1-5: Dummer was fourth,- college.
old record: 2 minutes,
second, held by Lsner,
— yards.
Harry Thistlewaite, with an Delta Upsilon.)
2:12 3-5; Bridgton, 2:13, fifth; and
amazing kick, came from nowhere on
Mile run -Won by Uniacke. Beta Theta Pi: Newark (New Jersey) Prep in 2:16 3-5,
Most
the last lap to grab third place, with Sewall. Psi Upsilon, second Usher, Delta Up- was sixth.
third Hutchinson. Chi Psi, fourth FreeFred Burton, D. U., in fourth, and silon,
Medals Awarded Winners
man, Thetn Delta Chi, fifth. Time: 4 minutes.
John Baker, outracing Emerson, fifth. 27.1 seconds. (New interfraternity record; old
Appropriate
A shield was awarded to each of the
TIN time was 2.00.4, also ousting' record 4 minutes, 32 seconds, held by Usher, winners, Everett and Huntington, and
Delta Upsilon.)
Usher*! record of last year.
Two mile run- Won by Lavender, Psi Upsi- medals were awarded to the winners
Easter Gift
Lavender Sets New 2-Milv Mark
lon; Uniacke. Beta Theta Pi. second; Tibbetts. of the first four places in each event
- lh,r 'lL. I) -„MT'' K
ltm
p8Uo
member of each winning
Steve Lavender, running without an
T' and to each
Behr. Delta Upsilon. fifth. ^F
fourth : !,
Time 10
competition
to shatter the old

and reap another

Swede

title

Larsetf, three feet behind, col-
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-

Lyman

n

r«i
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B. Chipman, Inc.

interest

town from which so many of his
Records ought to tumble in the half
cestors set forth upon voyages- of
mile, mile, high jump, pole vault, shot
seven seas. His
weight. Others, venture to the
put, and 35-pound
timate knowledge, not only of
resuch as the discus, broad jump and
public records of this commerce,
broken la >'' mav
traditions of
family
of
the
also

Wholesale

will

in

be made All Bowdoin

Men on

Work and

Picture Frames

Retail

•

Webber's Studio
Specialty of Fraternity!

Trade
574 Congress Street

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Rsdio

Portland, Me.

A PLAIN, SIMPLE ANNOUNCEMENT
Feeling utterly convinced our customers
spite of conditions,

DECREASE

SUITS,

we

still

prefer good clothes, in

are happy to announce an INCREASE in value,
throughout our entire line.

—
OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS
in price

$40 — $55

DRESS CLOTHES START AT
We expect

$50

to maintain at all costs our present enviable quality of style,
and to serve you in the best manner possible.

—

workmanship and fabrics

BRISK BROTHERS,
16 East 50th St.
New York City

Inc.
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lips' talk might find it interesting to
borrow Ralph D. Paine's, "The Ships
and Sailors of Old Salem", from the
Brunswick library. If it isn't there,
it ought to be.

>

Will Cuppy, noted humorist, in an
article in The Daily Tar Heel, says
that he has no strong convictions on
modern music other than that it
N.S.F.A.
t-hnuld be stopped.
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the cups for the high point score rs in each division. The cups were
,)„„„*(„*
Rnwdm'n
Deovvao n Trunktlonalea I,,,
lraclt . ue
D > fk„
tne ?
ask,

i

|

,

'

.

.

President Sills was honpartment.
orary referee of the procedure, while
Won by Delta Upsilon (Low. Burton. F..x. William P. Kenney, President of the.
Usher); Psi Lpsilon (Bassett, Lstle. bewail, vr fs a a it
„. aa referee.
-rafvTfX*
Orhpr oni
nffiUTfier
V.dS
W-L.A.A.U.,
Lavender). second: Chi Psi (Skillinns. Packard.
Hutchinson), third:
Delta
Kappa Epsiion cials were: Starter. Hugh C. McGrath
One and

plodded the quarter in 62, the half in
2.17, the mile in 4.48, and then stepped
home with a dazzling burst of speed
Uniacke held off
for a new record.
the persistent efforts of Nelson Tibbetts to come home second by a yard.
Dave Morris was fourth and Ned

seven-eiirhths mile

medley relay—

!

I

I

Gray Bryant. Beasley). fourth;.
Theta Delta Chi (Baker. Mievlin, Walker, rree-,
man), fifth.
Time: 7 minutes. 45 seconds,
New Interfraternity record old record set by
Zeta Psi iDonwnrth. McLauirhlin. Gatchell,
Thistlewaite), 7 minutes. 52 seconds.)
Discus throw
by J. Boyd. Delta Kappa
Kpsiton Haskell. Sigma Nu. second Galbraith. i
Oii Psi. third: Niblock, Zeta Psi, fourth; R. f
„ yd A|phii
phi fiftn
Distance: 117
(Sianwood.

f the B.A.A., and clerk of Course,
i„ ,..l »«..„„„
~_u John
ia, Joseph
Magee.
Coach

Let us Mail a

f*

j

i
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feet. '10}

Broad

for you

Allen's

;

Mim

I

WHITMAN SAMPLER

Philgas for Fraternity

Won

:

1

ing", said the voice, "You
have always thought of those old merchants as men who went about rob-:
bing the poor natives of savage counMr. Phillips' lecture put them
tries.
And so
in quite a different light".
Those who wish to pursue fur-'
it did.
ther the interest aroused by Mr. Phil-

!

|

;

;

Salem merchants was
fifth.
shown in his lecture at Moulton Behr
Running on a time basis, Delta UpUnion on March ninth. The lecture,
silon won the novice 1100 yard relay
given under the auspices of the Pe«u
.„
_„„,! figures
in the good fimiMB
from Psi Lp.Mlon
jepscot Historical Society and through
of 2 minutes, 18.1 seconds. Psi U, less
the courtesy of Bowdoin College,
than two seconds behind, was folshipping
Salem
of
growth
traced the
lowed by Kappa Sigma, Zeta Psi and
and of the old shipping dynasties
Omega, in the scoring
from their pre-Revolutionary begin- Alpha Tau
positions.
The unwonted number of
ning to their decline in the latter
spills made the event more interesting
part of the last century. The lecture
than almost any other on the bill.
was fully illustrated from prints of
In the final of the medley relay the
famous ships and portraits of equally
D. U. team again won from Psi U,
famous ship masters. Especially in- and set a new record doing it. The
upon
the
teresting were his comments
team
of Fred Burton, Stan Low, Art
career of Elias Haskett Derby, the
Fox and Larry Usher beat the four
privateers of 1812, and the romantic
Garnet and Gold wearers, Jim liasdevelopment of the pepper trade with
sett, Ed Estle, George Sewall and
Sumatra. Due tribute was paid as
Steve Lavender, by forty yards. Chi
well to the contribution made by NaPsi was third, Delta Kappa Epsiion
thaniel Bowditch and his "Practical
fourth
and The* a Delta Chi fifth.
Navigator", to the development of our
Stanwood obtained a temporary lead
foreign trade.
for the Dekes dn the 440 leg, an.
That Mr. Phillips' lecture was
Bryant outfought Low to keep them
needed, even here in Brunswick with
ahead on the 220 sprint. Fox forged
its nautical background, was proved
into a lead over Braley Gray in the
by some remarks overheard at its
force wai
"My that was interest- half mile leg, but a new
conclusion.
u„ m Raaasaa
know I injected into the race when George

—

fat**

anad-

the
but
the
graphically

Photograph

^

\
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SPECIAL RATES

PURE FOOD SHOP

»
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keen intellectual and artistic interests outside their immediate businesses and professions, James Duncan Phillips deserves high rank.
this season.
Treasurer and vice president of
after U*is*ta
The 1100 yard relay, on which the
iota of
Houghton Mifflin & Co. he is nationmeei.may hinge, has a decided Sophodropped back on the sixth lap, won ord: old record. 10 minutes. 12 4-5 second* held
ally known as one of the most sucand
Skillings
Allen,
moric look. Gray,
two mile for Psi U, and in doing b* Whitcombe 24.)
in the country. At the
publishers
cessful
No vicc " * y
or b Delta Upsilon: Psi
prime
the interfraternity rec- IT
Walker ought to take over the
so cracked
— ———— -w
J,
.-.. r*'
V
('_:
U
>K,.
psiloii. second:
Kappa
Slunm.
Zeta Psi.
third:
the same time he is also widely known
l. 1:4+1- ««i-n tlEi.il.fi
'35 team of Kelly, Hunt, Beasley and
"id by 7 3-5 seconds, T
1 he little tv*0
f ourtn
Alpha Tau Omcita. fifth. Time: 2 minfor his interest in the history of the
miler, running on a time schedule, utes, 18.1 seconds,
Fox. The race should be close, howthe
Salem,
of
port
commerce of the

•
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.

,
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do the work
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.

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

.

I

archaeology, a dozen or more physicians who are happiest when they are
working with brush and canvas, and a
hydraulic engineer, (the leading man
in his own field in the United States)
who is also regarded as one of the
foremost authorities on butterflies.
Among these successful men with

ever.

^^

._* *» P—

«»"?">»:
T.
to be satisfied with second place. South
itrum waxed wroth at the naming of
.
.
...
Portland, the favorites to win. and the th& vnll .u a „,«,„ *k«,.»u »,»„ £,,ih
the youths, even though they could
in the four cortell unto him all the political develop-

sixteen

pound weight out 44 feet 5 1-8 inches conquerors of Deering
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One of the most encouraging dein, our American life is the
number of successful
increasing
business and professional men who
find time and leisure in the midst of
busy lives to develop a scholarly interest in History, literature, and the
Men of means have long been
arts.
today
but
collectors,
noteworthy
there is an astonishing number of
who
can create and appreciate
them
Within
as well as merely accumulate.
the immediate circle of the writer'?
acquaintance there is to be found a
who constructs beautiful
doctor
violins, a millionaire banker who can
build ship models as well as buy them,
a broker who can enjoy Homer in the
original, the head of a bond house
consuming

•*

g™."'

.

j

!

velopments

who has a

After Graduation

TO HUNTINGTON

25 yard dash for Brunswick
Grammar school stars, some twenty of
whom will doubtless give their all in
an effort to cop the srold medal for

fifth place.

lead all the

or

*•

How To Drown

.

of Fine Lecture

By H.

BATTLESHIP ELMER

RUN HONORS GO

.

Salem Ships and Masters

FABLE OF

SCHOOLBOY

(Continued from pas* 1)

Rosenfeld, running for the Dekes, ran
a splendid, but hopeless, anchor leg;
Travis, D. U., did another fast anchor.
Spectators derived huge satisfaction
from the track efforts of baseball men,
hockey players, footballers, and swimmers.
ond position, Gray managed to last
and trim Charlie Allen, A. D., by
At the crack of the gun in the 440. three yards.
Another Zete, John
Braley Gray started like one of those Kelly, brought up in the rear for the
well-known bafs, and built up a extra point,
lengthy lead over the favorites. ThisThe mile was peihaps the most
tlewaite and Hickok. The last lap told, thrilling race of the evening from
however, and as Gray faltered, both start to finish. George Sewall, Psi U,
men drove by; the finish was one of went out in front on the first lap,
with but both Uniacke and Larry Usher,
neck-and-neck affairs,
those
Thistlewaite in front by inches.
D. U., passed him on the backstretch.
The two ran stride for stride for* sevRav McLaughlin stole Captain Stan- en laps, drawing far away from the
wood's thunder last Saturday night. rest of the field. On the ninth ciraway
The slim hurdler, after romping
cuit Sewall, sprinting suddenly, took
with the dash and both hurdles, pro- the lead, but Uniacke began to chal
ceeded to shut the veteran high jumper lenge before half a lap more had
out in Mb own event! And then Ray passed. The two rushed away from
came back to hang up a new record in Usher, and fought neck and neck for
the broad jump.
a lap. As the bell clanged for the
final sprint, Uniacke forged ahead,
With this meet out of the way, with Sewall clinging tenaciously. The
dopesters are busy tallying counts up long Beta began to open up on tht
for the meet Saturday—Sophs versus back stretch, however, and breasted
Frosh.
Unless things carry very the tape four yards ahead of Sewall.
much "airley", the second-yearmen His time, 4.27.2, created a new recwill clean up in the dash and 440; but ord,
while Sewall, in 4-28.3, also
the yearlings should take away the 880 cracked the old mark which Usher,
and mile crowns with esse. As we fig- the preceding year, had created. Elure it, the relay, coming at the end of mer Hutchinson was fifteen yards bethis heralded fray, may be the deckl- hind Usher in fourth place, with Jim
ing factor. And if it is, the Sophs Freeman, Theta Delt, gaining the last
seem to have the edge.
point-scoring position.
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SCHOOLBOY
RECORDS GO AS
INVADE LOCAL POOL 20th
ZETE TRACKMEN WIN
SATURDAY EVENING
FRATERNITY GAMES

SIX

j

A

!

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

VARSITY SWMMERSGO

*

5

;:

j

inches,
-imp Won by

McLaughlin. Zeta Psi

BritrKS, Delta Kappa Epsiion, second
Stanwood. Delta Kappa Epsiion, third; Adams.
Zeta Psi, fourth Hickok. Siirma Nu. fifth. Distance: 22 feet I inch.
fNew college record;;
record. 21 feet lol inches, set by Soule.
Zeta Psi 30.)
IS i>ound shot put- Won by Niblock. Zeta,
Tsi
Larsen. Delta Kappa Epsiion. second
Haskell. Si K ma Nu. third
Installs. Chi Psi.
fourth: Snow, non-fraternity, fifth. Distance:
44 feet I l-X inches.
(New colleuu record; old
lirord. 43 feet 1 1 *-4 inches, set by Charles.

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

TUFTS C6ILE6E

:

Prompt Service

I

:

.

old

:

:

1

Stationery

jump

Tie

between

Fountain Pens

•

Cards

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
103 Maine Street

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetahill. Kappa SUrma. Odde. Alpha Tau Omega,
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Inland Larsen ..nd Boyd. Delta Kappa Epsiion.
ported Cheeses
and
Biscuits of all
Hciitht:
feet. It inches.
. _,
..
[. .
Pole vault -Won by Arnold. Chi Psi tie for Unas east OI Portland.
:

Epsiion.

:

.

;

Robbins. Kappa
Mama: tie for fourth between J. Boyd. Delta.
Kappa Epsiion and Crowell, Chi Psi. Height:

second

between

u

6 incneii.

Pope

and

Tel.

136—87 Maine

St.

Tel. 137

Candy and

___^_^____^_________^__

74

I

feet

Sewall, twenty yards in arrears it
the start of the 880, ate up the dis„
A Clark University faulty volleytance separating him from the first L
team took a student team ,n two
man, slipped by Gray, outbattled Fox **»
^mes out of three last week, cornand went into the lead with two laps
upsetting the dope and severeleft. The effort cost the Psi U runner
disappoint"* the audience,
too much, however, and he handed the >V
baton to Steve Lavender ten yards behind. Larry Usher, running a superlative race for D. U., kept his ten
yard lead after Lavender's opening Old Furniture. Chins, Pewter. Glass
burst had closed part of the gap, and Miss Stetson gives personal attention
stepped home with a great lift to to orders for antique .roods of any kind
smash the record by seven seconds.
THE BRICK HOUSE
Psi U also got pnder the old figures,
doing 7.51 to D. U.'s 745, and the old 10 Spring St. Brunswick . TeL 1U-M
mark of 7.52.
1
25 years ta basiaess .

^__

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

P^ly

ANWQVITY SHOP

Cream

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

—GROCERS—
who

ester to fraternity trass

pLA Y SAFE
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Ice

MAINE STREET

SHORTS MARKET
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(01 111. 1 men prepare for a profeutar. of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent research has enlarged the sope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School often to its students.
School opens on September 2 8 . I'lf. (tar
catalog may guide you in (boosing your
career. For information add real

Wiiium Rice, D.M.D.. ScD.. Draw
416 Huntingtun Avcnu*
Bnttun. Mass.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Adams and Mr-

Zela Psi
Stanwood. Delta Kappa
third
tie for fourth amonir Porter,
Theta Delta Chi. Gerdsen. Delta Upsilon. KaLauxhlin.

-

for all

1

CM

Pal '25.)
.
35 pound weijtht
Won by Galbraith. Chi Psi
Larvn, Delta Kappa lpsilon. second: Hay,
Z. in Psi, third; J. Boyd. Delta Kappa Epsiion.
fourth; Madeira. Theta Delta Chi. fifth. Distance: 50 feet. 6 inches.
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DENTAL SCHOOL

Varney's Jewelry Store
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Fair Prices
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Drug Store

PRINTING

Send Your Washing to the
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PINAL BASKETBALL

GAME THIS EVENING

ORIENT

PROP. RIDLEY TO

LECTURE APRIL

*
VOL. LXI.

(61ST

SOPH RUNNERS

TEAM
INCLOSEMEET

TRIP

Score

'35

Upset

in

Exciting
Contest, 58} to 45|, as

NIBLOCK CRACKS

TWO MEET MARKS
Out Uniacke
Run; Sophs
Sweep Dash

Tibbetts Noses
in

Divergent Views Of Aims
In Education Expressed
At Meeting Of Educators

SPEEDY RACES

FEATUREANNUAL
BOWDOIN SWIM

According to Mies Mane A.
Brown, director of the Bureau of
Cooperative school health of the
University of Kansas sad s delegate to the recent conference of the
Progressive Education Association

Carruthers of

Mile

Scoring heavily in events considered setups for the lower-classmen,
the Sophomore track men outpointed
the Prosh cinder pounders to the tune
of 58$ to 45i in an exciting; meet at
the Hyde cage last Friday. Howard
Niblock, frosh weight man, was the
outstanding star of the competition,
smashing the college record for the
second time in a week for the sixteen
pound shot, and also tossing the discus for a new meet record.
Nelson Tibbetts, unheralded soph
distance man, provided the outstanding upset of the meet when he outUniacke,' heavily fasprinted Tom
vored yearling, in the mile. Although
Uniacke set a new college record of
4 minutes, 27 seconds the previous
week, Tibbetts managed to outrace
him in 4.40.4 in the dual meet.
Uniacke was obviously off form Friday, and Tibbetts' magnificent rush to
the tape ousted him by a scant foot.
Adams Seta Jump Mark
"John Adams, star of X35, set a new
meet record with a 5 foot, 11 J inch
high jump, while Gardner Pope and
Jim Crowell missed by 3 of an inch in
trying to create a new pole vault record. Both did 11 feet, 3 inches.
The mile created more commotion
than has been heard in the Hyde cage
ill a long time, with Uniacke and Tibbetts battling their way to the tape.
Tibbetts went out in front on the first
lap, with the lanky frosh at his heels.
On the third lap Uniacke stepped into
the lead, and forged ten yards ahead
on the sixth circuit. Vincent Nowli*
dung tenaciously behind Tibbetts, but
dropped back when the second year
man -began to go out after Uniacke
on the eighth lap- Tibbetts crept up
lowly, and then'; ' fhtsMng a Mfnotng
sprint, passed the '35 wearer on the
eleventh backstretch. Both moved into
high on the stretch, and Uniacke went
on the outside in an attempt to pass
Tibbetts swinging around the eleventh
turn. Tibbetts fought him off, and as
the gun barked for the final lap
Uniacke was still at his shoulder,
Tibbetts let out
striving to go by.
another notch, and hung to his lead.
Then, coming into the final stretch,
Uniacke sprinted up almost even, but
Tibbetts lunged for the worsted, and
won by inches. Fred Burton, running
a steady race, stole into third place
and came home in that position.
Braley Gray, in spite of surprising
resistance from Stan Low, '35, took
the quarter mile with four yards to
spare, and Art Fox, with the same
kind of competition from Fred Bur,

(GbatiBMd <m vaa» 4)
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U. Thrills

Crowds and Cops Two
First Places

the country are breaking into two
distinct groups, one advocating an
educational policy that will (select

and
educate
for
leadership
a
gifted minority and as frankly
equip the rest for comfortable, efficient, contented fellowship. This,
they ssy, would guard against s
recurrence of the present economic
situation.
The other group holds
to the democratic theory of education and believes in giving to every
child an opportunity and an educa-

BURNETT BREAKS
ONLY OLD RECORD

WHITE F01LSMEN BY
EIGHT TOFIVE COUNT
Miller,

Anello

Bears

in

Lead Polar
Saturday's

NSFA

—

held in the Curtis pool last Saturday,

was full of surprises and good swimming which kept the half filled bal-

NOTED ORNITHOLOGIST
SPEAKS ON BIRD LIFE
OF NATIONAL PARKS

cony

in

an uproar.

R. Carruthers, s

member of the Boston University
swimming team was the outstanding
swimmer of the evening. Carruthers,
"Norm" Easton *32, and "Swede"
Wallberg *36, respectively in the 100
yard back stroke and 100 yard dash
To David Burnett

Dr. May's Colored Views were thrillers.
went the honor
Fascinate Audience in
record of the

of breaking the only
evening. The young

Brunswick boy splashed through the
yards in 28 3-5 seconds, to break

Union

fifty

the old record of 30 1-5 seconds held
by McKeen of Brunswick High. Hi*
time was only 1 3-5 seconds slower
than the winning time in the 50 yard

Last Wednesday evening, in the
Moulton Union, Dr. John May of Cohasset, Massachusetts, delivered an ilsubject,
lustrated
lecture on
the
"Bird Life in our Western Parks."
The audience was given a very excellent idea of the striking beauty of
our Western Parks, for as he lectured, Dr. May accompanied his remarks with colored lantern slides ofj

j

Maine Schoolboy Championship.
Carruthers Defeats Wallberg
R. Carruthers, B. U. flash, proved
a veritable dark horse in the
100 yard back stroke event by loafing through his heat for first place

to be

and winning over "Norm" Easton *32,
by a yard in the final heat in 1 min-

the particular bird life characteristic
of that part of the country. He
started out by showing a slide of the
chickadee. This has been suggested as
the state bird of Maine, and is to be
legally adopted as such by the State
Legislature. Massachusetts is trying;
to select one, and would have chosen
the chickadee if Maine had not al-

In the trial hosts
ute, 8 1-6 seconds.
of the 100 yard dash Wallberg and
Carruthers took their time, being satisfied to win leisurely. At the start
of the final heat Wallberg showed his
respect of his opponent's ability by
jumping the gun twice. After another
false start the swimmers finally got
done
so.
ready
under way. At the first turn four were
Compares Eastern and Western Birds swimming sbreast but at the 50 yard
Dr. May began by showing slides of mark- Wallberg and Carruthers ha4
forgod
ahead of the field. The
the bird Dfe one might see in leaving
"
the East and <ot»g Wostc In
for example, the red-crested wood- urning beautifully at the last turn,
pecker, which is very rare in the ex- forged ahead of the Bowdoin freshIn man by a full yard. The latter turned
treme East, is quite abundant.
states farther west, such as Minne- on full steam in a supreme effort to
sota and the Dakotas, the upland catch his rival but the leader met his
plover is very common, being found spurt with one its equal and finished
along the highways. In the far Wesf in front by a scant foot in the fast
the bluebird is frequently found, as in time of 57 4-5 seconds, 1 4-5 seconds
the East. However, the Western slower than the pool record, held by
bird differs greatly from its Eastern Wallberg.
neighbor, in that it is blue all over,
Selig Wins the Dim
whereas our bird has a chestnut
An innovation was introduced into
breast.
The Eabtern and Western; the diving contest, the diving being
in
identical
meadow-larks are almost
done from the high board. Michael
appearance, but the latter has a song Selig '34 won first place over the fathat is far more beautiful than that vorite, Bob Carson '34, by amassing
of the former. Characteristic of the 73.9 points to the latter's 72. Ellsdeserts in the West is the so-called worth Benson '35 placed third with'
road-runner, which owes its name to!
69, closely followed by 0. W. Chandits habit of running along the road ler of Bridgton who gave a great exThis bird always hibition although he had had little or
in front of teams.
interested early travellers, because of no experience on a high board before.
this peculiarity, but today it is being
Following the 100 yard dash finals
rapidly killed off, as a result of con- Clinton S. Osborne of Boston English
by running! high school, who is New England A.
practice
tinuing the
along under autos.
A. U. high and low board champion,
Shows Slides of Bears In Yellowstone gave an exhibition of the dives he will
In addition to his slides on bird life, perform in the Olympic tryouts this
of
an- spring.
Dr. May also showed pictures
The crowd was thrilled by the
imal life in our national parks, and
more particularly of the bear. In tricky dives and the superb manner
Yellowstone the bears are very tame, in which they were executed by the
(Goathma on ram 4)
Continued on Fas* 4
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Strong Varsity and Jayvee Material

fencers
Bowdoin
the
Although
scored as many touches at foils as
their adversaries, Boston College out
pointed Miller, Anello & Co. 5-4 in
the foils bouts and annexed the epee
strong varsity and an excellent nucleus for future varsity
bouts 3-1 in the Bowdoin-B. C. fencing match in the Sargent Gym Satteams was the sum total of swimming achievement worked out by
urday afternoon.
Captain Miller and Doug Anello Coach Bob Miller during the past season. From what has been
copped two bouts each with the foils developed this year, both in the way of freshman and upperclass
to register Bowdoin's four victories
in this branch of the fence. Prior to material, it is safe to say that the future looks extremely rosy.
the Boston College engagement Bowdoin had been noticeably weak at
A total of eight meets won out of Springfield; but the team gave a good
foils and formidable at epees, but seventeen swum was the record of the account of itself in every meet it
the reverse was true Saturday, as the past season, but that does not tell half went into."
White fencers won more foils tilts the swimming story.
long distance
Bob Foster was the only varsity
than they had in any other match to swimmer by far the peer of any other record breaker, creating new Bowdate, while taking only one epee bout. in the New England league was de- doin records in the back stroke twice,
comparative
a
Pottle,
Miller,
George
Coach
and
also setting a new Williams mark
veloped in Wallberg by
novice, showed exceptionally well in
A frosh relay team that shattered i n that event. Wallberg now holds
view of the small amount of compe- the college record is another portent every Bowdoin record from the 50
Although
Sperry s yard dash to the quarter mile, and antition that he has seen.
for an auspicious future. Art
Pottle did not win a bout, he held magnificent victory in the New Eng- chored the frosh relay team to a new
Haydn to a single touch win in the land breast stroke championship was mark. An entire new set of jayvee
varsity marks was created, with Wallberg,
final foils duel of the afternoon.
outstanding
the
perhaps
Anello gained the lone White vic- achievement of the season, while the Whitmore and Eaton doing the record
tory at epees when he tucked two team's victories in two out of eight fracturing.
touching thrusts past the epee of meets in the hardest kind of comWith Clinton Osborne, New Engwins in land A. A. U. diving champion and
Shine, B. C. captain.
petition and junior varsity
likewise Olympic prospect, set for Bowdoin
six out of nine set-tos were
next
year, and a group of swimmers
jobs.
excellent
Only one meet out of the eight var- that have already made names for
disappoint- themselves also on the way
sity swims was a distinct
to Brunsment to the coach and the team. w j c k, the Polar Bear can well afford to
Cramped by a five hour bus nde, the look with rose-colored glasses on the
ratators hopped into the water and, future. Barring ineligibilities, which
two events and the meet have always been a thorn in the side
The Bowdoin Debating Team will lost the first
to M.I.T., proven in the of Bowdoin athletes, Coach Bob apargue the representatives of Pens with them
England Intercollegiates to be a pears to have on the way a combinaState College on Monday, March 28 New
ition which will make a good account
weaker team.
in the Moulton Union. The men de"The season ran true to form in of itself in competition of any and
bating for Bowdoin will be Lincoln
according to Coach Mil- every sort.
Smith '32, and Stephen R. Deane "34, most ways," upsets scored in dual
"A« things stand now, however", he
"Of
the
ler.
who will take the affirmative side of
had her share of predicts, "things look better than
the question: Resolved, that capital- meets, Bowdoin
a few on the op-, they ever have before in the swimism as a system of economic legisla- them, but also scored
not
ming
history of Bowdoin, but until
Of course, we could
ponents.
tion is unsound in principle. Both of
over such combinations they take clearer form, we can
these men were awarded their posi- hope to take
Harvard, Brown, Williams or just keep on planning."
as
tions after trials held last week.

Developed During Swimming Season
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to have s certain degree of per-
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mittee st a meeting last Monday.
In dropping the custom of having
favors, the committee feels that

Exhibits
Although only one record fell and
that in the 50 yard dash for Brunswick boys the 2nd annual swimming
meet for college men and school boys,

,

no

favors at the dance in the gymnasia*, 'that the dance subscription will he sis deUers as formerly,
were decisions of the Ivy Bay com-

Carson Loses High Dive to
Selig as Osborne

Match

BOWDOIN DEBATERS
•MEET PEXN STATE
HERE NEXT MON DAY

That the janior assessment for
Ivy will he lowered from twelve

observing a fitting note of
is
economy under the present dsy
conditions. There will be, however,
in the absence of favors, programs
mere elsborste than usual designed

|

B.C. FENCERS DEFEAT

Junior Committee Reduces
Ivy Deuce Assessment and
Eliminates Usual Favors

dollars la tea, that there will be

at Baltimore, educational leaders of

Records Fail

SB

BRUNSWICK, ME. WEDNESDAY, MARCH

YEAR)

hoped that the sssessmene
collection, which begins directly after the Easter vacation, will get the
It

full

«
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PROFESSOR W. W. LAWRENCE
GIVES SCHOLARLY LECTURE ON
CHAUCER'S CANTERBURVTALES

At the dispel service Monday
morning President Kenneth C. M.
Sills announced the appointment of

A

Miraculous Descent from
Cross Would Have Added

Commander Donald

MacMillan as Visiting Professor on the
Tallman Foundation for the first

Nothing to Our Belief
"A miraculous descent from the
cross .would have added nothing to our
belief in God, when we are already

semester
1932-33.

of

the

;

Baxter

h

academic year
MacMillan

HOLDEN COPS THIRD
PLACE
RACES
AT
WASHINGTON
Few

HOYVOLL TELLS OF
NORWEGIAN HISTORY

Professor deTaraowsky Describes

The government now, as Mr. Hoy-

Education and Schools of France

explained, consists of a parliamentary body, divided into two
groups, one of one-fourth and the
other of three-fourths of the entire
M. de Tarnowsky, of the faculty, recently spoke on "Education
number of members. The Christian
religion is directed by the state,
in France", before the education class at Massachusetts Hall. Himwhich controls everything, even to
Lycee at Nice,
paying the ministers' salaries. Suf- self born and schooled in France, a graduate of the
frage is granted to everyone over M. de Tarnowsky is particularly capable of discussing this subject.
twenty-three. Both the Old Norse and
the Danish tongues are used, but the
All Behests in France, said M. de granted.
trend is toward complete return to Tarnowsky, arc under the direction
The lycee is attended by those from
the former, now used almost exclu- of the Minister of Education. Below twelve to eighteen yeais of age. Some
furnished,
are
sively in the interior.
scholarships
the Minister's supervision is a Com- state
mittee of Inspectors, who are highly Grades run from the sixth clas?
specialized in their work, examining (first year) to the first class (last
first the
at
courses
are
and
seventeen
year),
all institutions. Each of the
academies (one for each university) same in either of two types, modern
has at its head a recteur, under whom and classical. After three years the
arc other inspectors and supervisors, student passes the first part cf the
At the freshman debating team who in turn watch the education in all baccalaureate degree. Then he speThe dis- cializes in eithet philosophy or mathetrials held Friday, March 18, in Hub- schools in their districts.
last
bard Hall four men were chosen to tricts are subdivided into communes matics, and chooses for these
and
represent their class. They are Har- presided over by mayors, each com- three years between the modem
include Modold C. Tipping, Edwin A. Smith, Jr., mune having usually two schools of classical studies, which
language,
John Otis Parker and William W. its own, outside of Catholic schools, ern French and another
Feamside. The question upon which Private schools too must be inspected. often Latin or Greek; thus he comthe aspirants debated was: Kesolved,
As far as primary education is con- pletes the second part of his bacto two years'
that the several states should inau- cenied, approximately 107c of the calaureate (parallel
gurate legislative provision for com- total number of children go to the work of our A.B. degree),
Besides the aforementioned schools,
state schools, 207c to private schools,
pulsory unemployment insurance.
The team will be coached as usual and 10''. are taught at home, llliter- there are established junior high
schools; but
by Ralph de Someri Childs of the acy is about as low as in the United schools and polytechnic
these are very recent and haidly
English Department who is also coach States.
Mr.
of the varsity debating team.
Schooling begins at a very early definitely organized,
seven
universities,
the
six
come,
Then
to
two
from
Childs is greatly pleased with his ma- age there, children
about the
looking forward to years of age attending the ecole ma- teen in number scattered
is
terial, and
a..comsome very successful wars of word3. temclle, which conesponds to the whole of the country-, in all
about 60,000 students, 30,.The freshman team will debate with American kindergarten. From six to modating
are at Pans. Each uniseveral of the Maine high schools, and twelve they go to primary schools, 000 of whom
faculties:
into
divided
is
will take as their subject the ques- compul'sory and free since the close versity
At the faculte tie lettres which includes
tion which engaged the varsity in of the nineteenth century.
history, literphilosophy,
primary
languages,
the
of
their recent debate with Tufts: Re- end of the first part
and
sociology,
geography,
studature,
solved, that the several states should schools a certificate of primary
science, which
granted; at the end of the sec- psychology; faculte de
legislation providing for
i

FRESHMAN DEBATERS
CHOSEN FOR MEETS

!

,

'

,

'
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com- ie 8 is
enact
pulsory unemployment insurance.
ond part a secondary

certificate
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OUTLINES ACTION
OF FAMOUS STORY
Lecturer Says Knowledge
of Period Necessary for
Appreciation

Commander

will be in residence throughout that

"WINGS OVER EUROPE"
TO BE PRESENTED AT
MT.HOlYflB APRIL

voll

De-

"Merry"
i

overwhelmed by what we know." This period and will conduct a regular
was the keynote of the Chapel talk course on the History of Arctic Exappropriately given on Palm Sunday,
ploration and on the Geography and
by Dr. Ashby of Brunswick.
Ethnology of the North.
"There is always some wag," began
A graduate of Bowdoin in the
Dr. Ashby, "who is able to liven up
the most solemn occasion; who is able
Class of 1898, Commander MacMilIN
to ssy the most disconcerting things
lan is well known as one of the
and raise a laugh". But imagine the
foremost figures in Arctic and Subof a man who could be so
Presentations
Smith possibilities
at
funny at the crucifixion, and who Arctic exploration, having done
some of his early work on the staff
could rail at a man in his death
and WeUeaky Under
agony.
Crucifixions were numerous
of the Iste Admiral Robert E.
Consideration
in that day; clumsy, stupid ways by
Peary. He has been closely consociety
the
which
could get rid of
nected with Bowdoin and her alumThe second Masque and Gown road problems they could not solve; tacit
ni throughout the yesrs sad His
performance will be given in connec- confessions of failure.
In the crowd surrounding the cross
schooner bears the name of the
tion with the Mt Holyoke Spring
Formal on Saturday, April 30. After were women, present not out of curi- College.
osity, but through sympathy. In that
the show, Bowdoin's famous Polar
crowd which was not good enough to
Bears will play for dancing.
This trip will be a week end effair be shocked there were also soldiers,
beginning on the preceding Thursday. going about their business, acting acThe exact situation for the presenta- cording to orders. A few disciples
ventured to the outskirts of the
IN SKI
tion on that evening has not as yet had
been determined.
At present three crowd, hesitating between faith and
torn between the desire
places sre under consideration. The futility, and
MT.
rush
in and rescue Him, and the
to
play will be given either before the
Alumni in Worcester, or the Boston realization that they were not equal
Alumni Club, or Wellesley College. It to any such heroism.
Freshman Only
Seconds
Jesus Taunted in Own Words
is expected, however, that the decision
Behind Winners in
will fall to one of the Alumni Clubs.
In this crowd there came the wag.
He may have tried his witticism on a
Northampton Probably Friday
Snow Fest
up
The Masque and Gown will prob- few nearby before he shouted it
Ensufferer on the cross.
ably be established in Northampton to the
Representing Bowdoin in ski-races
his
few,
he
elbowed
by
the
couraged
for the Friday night stop. Inasmuch
the crowd up to the for the fourth time this winter, John
as a college ruling st Smith prohibits way through
cross, then wagging bis head, he cried S. Holden '85, added to his string of
the nae of the college theatre for
in s$s toes* eaxtaMt&cAsnmi "So you triumphs last Sunday by winning
shins prise ha Thu stnsnl Waihbsgtim
a^HimaticcTuDsU^Masque kftd nown
His time for the four
days, would you? Snow Fest.
must seek further for a theatre. How- it again in three
If thou miles down the mountain was about
let us see you begin.
ever, the club is considering staging Well
of God, come down from 12 minutes, 10 seconds; this time was
"Wings Over Europe", somewhere in art the Son
the cross and we will believe." The within a few seconds of the winner's
the town on that evening.
in Jesus' own words, went deep- and much better than that made by
Albert P. Madeira '33, stage man- taunt,
er than the spear that pierced his the Olympic team skiers who first
ager, and W. Hunter Perry, It., busitried the course in "A" division.
side.
ness manager are contemplating an
Reaching the course Sunday mornWhat passed through his mind?
advance trip during the coming vaOne may, if he wishes, doubt that he ing, Holden found a fresh fall of
cation.
had the power to respond to that chal- eighteen inches of snow over the two
lenge. But one must concede that he feet already covering the mountain,
believed that he had it. In the gar- a high wind blowing and the mercury
den he had said that he could, if he too low for comfort. The feature race
wished, call twelve legions to his aid. of the program, which was to be an
Suppose that he was right, and sup- eight-mile jaunt down Mount Washpose that in that awful moment he ington, had to be scratched because of
had called upon his God, and implored these weather conditions. The first
Traces Country's Develop- Him to manifest His power. Finally, quarter of the four-mile course, Holsuppose that he had descended from den reports, was covered with windment to Present Day
swept ice and marred bv rocks, but
the cross.
The crowd, with smiles still on their very fast; the rest of the trip was
much slower than had been anticiA complete but brief treatment of faces and taunts still on their lips pated
due to the recent snowfall.
the most important phases of Nor- stood transfixed, for there was the
The Fest was promoted by AJf
way's history constituted an informal empty cross, and beside them stood
American
talk given before the B.C.A. last Fri- the man they had mocked. The echo Halverson, coach of the
Ski Team, under the superOlympic
word
of
their
last
ringing
still
was
'32.
day evening by Johan T. Hoyvoll
Club of
Mr. Hoyvoll's resume included all the "believe". And there he was, having vision of The Nanson Ski
were
competitors
the
Among
major events in the progress of gov- done what they defied him to. He Berlin.
members of the U. S. Olympic team,
ernment, religion and culture in his had come down.
Suppose this had happened, would the Dartmouth Outing Club, the
native land from the ninth century to
the people in the crowd have be- Swedish-American Club of New York,
the present day.
the Harvard
Starting with the uniting of the lieved? He had met their conditions; the Nanson Ski Club,
Club and the
land into one kingdom in 872, and the now could they meet their own. team, the Auburn Ski
Academy Winter Sports
introduction of Christianity during "Come down and we will believe." Bridgton
team.
(Continued on Page 4)
the tenth and eleventh centuries, Mr.
Hoyvoll explained the politics and

management of Norway through all
their many changes and overthrows
since that time.

Professor

scribes Poet's Style as

Conduct Course On Arctic
Exploration Here In 1932

is

cooperation of the students.

Columbia

Commander MacMillan TV>

ASHBY SUNDAY
CHAPEL SPEAKER

(Continued on Page 4)

In "The Canterbury Tales" Chau
cer "calls a spade a spade", said Professor William Wetherle Lawrence
'98, of the Columbia English Department, during his discussion of this
bock in the first Cole lecture of the
year last Monday evening. He added
that Chaucer's style might be described best as "merry".
Professor Lawrence said that although Chaucer's works are little
read today, they have stood one great
test.
They can be taught year after
year, and the instructor will never
tire of them.
The language used
makes a great effort necessary for
comprehension, hut there is a rich
reward for him who masters them.
The majority of translations lack the
original spice. Prof. Lawrence urged,
therefore, that they be read in the
original.

Canterbury Tales Varied

A general outline of the Canterbury
was made. It was pointed out
that they had a wide range of variety, that they told of a religious
pilgrimage, and that they formed one
finished, work from a group of different stories. They point out the aim
of the Cole series: that life is a great
opportunity.
The work wag written
primarily for enjoyment. The word
"merry" could almost be called the
keynote.
Furthermore, the pilgrimages, in Chaucer's day, were undertaken as much for amusement ss for
religious purposes.
Chaucer planned to. have each, of
the characters tell two stories on the
Joarasy to the shrine, end two on the
way back. A supper was to be given to the teller of the best story.
Chaucer, however, was never sWe to

tales

complete this plan.
Chaucer himself was an associate
and comrade of the pilgrims and,
indeed, a chief actor in the tales. In

way his own feeling is well exTo enjoy his works to the
utmost, the reader must assume a
joyous spirit such as the poet as-

this

pressed,

sumed
General Plan
Prof. Lawrence discussed the Canterbury Tales under two headings
the narrative of the pilgrimage and
the Tales themselves.
Under the
first, he stated that the Setting was
mainly Chaucer's own invention. It
Continued on page
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ALFRED BRINKLER IS
CONCERT ORGANIST AT
PALM SUNDAY CHAPEL
St

Luke's
Variety

Artist

of

Plays

Classic

Selections
Mr. Alfred Brinkler, organist of St.
Luke's Cathedral in Portland, gave a
recital on the Bowdoin Chapel organ,
on the afternoon of Palm Sunday. In
his three-quarter-hour program Mr.
Brinkler varied from powerful, stirring music, and quieter, more soothing pieces.
The recital opened with the stirring strains of Handel's "Athalia
Overture." This composition calls for
great volume, and the chapel fairly
shook with the vibrant notes of the
climax.
The second number was an
effective
contrast
to
the
first:
"Berceuse", by Clarence Dickinson, a
restful

and dreamy

selection,

which

ended with a fine effect of distant
bells.
Then Mr. Brinkler played
"Capriccio Fantastique", a composition of his own.
Here was heard a
light, fast, carefree piece, which alintricate,
perfectly
though
was
played.
"The Soul of the Lake", by Sigrid
Karg-Elert followed. This number is
the first of seven pastels cf Lake
Constance, and concerns the mystery
of the Lake, changing volume and
tempo to express its varying moods.
A light, tuneful selection "Souvenir",
by Ralph Kinder, will be recalled by
theme. Next Mr.
its oft-recurring
Brinkler played a graceful number by
Joseph Callaerts called "Adoration".

The program was then brought to a
by
Alexander
Guilmant's
"Marche Funebre et Chante Seraphique"; deep and solemn at firrt,
close

gaining levity as it progressed, yet
not losing its impressiveness.
The

volume increased to a mighty climax,
and then diminished to a solemn
and beautiful close.
Mi. Brinkler, who is taking over the
music classes in the absence of Professor Wass, is well known as an organist and as a teacher of music. He
is a member of the Associated Royal
College of Organists, and a Fellow of
the

American Guild of Organists.
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recall that in

my

chapel

talk I also said that these questions
were not moral questions but political

ff.

Mors*

before disarmament, that this would
net be seceded to and there would be
no disarmament. Now the same people behind th« boycott petitions, sent a
student, James F. Green of Yale, to
Geneva to make a plea for disarmansent and he did so—on a moral basis.
He has returned after his experience.
In the Boston Herald of 2 March he
said, among other things, "disarmament is the least important topic of
discussion at a disarmament conference. Fundamental political questions
instead underlie everv consideration* of
gun calibre." He has bitten into the
hard facts. Either we should send our
120 college heads to Geneva to get the
lesson Green got or we should let
Green have a class of 120 college pres-

—

idents in international relations.
The point is here., most of the signers of the petition were advocates of
the League of Nations and Japan in
'38 Manchuria
and at Shanghai was*

—

tha Oattaia Yaa* by the Stndanta of Bowdoin Ou l laaa. wrecking the League
what most of us
ba sJtwa to tha afaaaains Editor by Sanaa* felt would be the result in a supreme
aaaaaaaaaaaBMal
> l a CVJaf av l ia)i n atil l far tha aaUarial test
iwwllnf tha date of pabUeatloa. Tka
and to save the League machinaabaeripraaardtas
iiialhwa
aad Matj aa ail
ins Cdttor far
ery, they desired to have America and
thonld ba tillriaul to tba Bnstneia Maaaaar of the Bowdott PubtiaMnt- Co. Snbacrip- hagland rush in.
(The League was
•S.M par yaar (laclading Alumnus) la adraaaa
tupnosed to be able to save us; if we
aaooad claaa matter at tka poatoffiea at Brunswick, Maiaa.

All jjxIiBntluii

OmU

Md

Muj

am

CDustard and Cress

—that Francs would demand security

—

a—

must save the League, why the
League ?
These are international questions,
also political and not moral. We can-

i

News

Editor For This Issue
G. Russell Booth "33

Early one morning mat weak, a
weary gentleman, wearing on top of a
broad scholarly brow, a soft gray hat
with the brfrn tamed ap in frost like
Napoleon's, trudged home through the
mud and sleet «l Main* street. Who
knows what his thoughts may -have
been ? Perhaps be pondered on Chaueer or Shakespeare or Ping Peng.
Suddenly opposite the Psi U House, he

|

stopped aghast.
"Benedicite," he cried to his compsnien, "I've got to go back to Chapel
forgot I'd driven over in my car!"

I

j

So this week's Absent Minded Professor Prize goes to Stanley P. Chase,
Dean of the English Department.

The audience at the debate last week
could be identified onlv by the fact
that they outnumbered the debaters by
one. Seven people were present at the
beginning. By the end, five more had
arrived.
Present were President and
Mrs. Sills, the Tufts coach, a young
man and his girl, several members of
the High School debating team, a janHarold
itor, and the Orient Reporter.
Tipping '35, a Bowdoin debater, came
very late. A. 9. Davis '38, another!
Bowdoin debater, left very early.
j

I

i

We are puzzled by the presence at
not by self righteous declarations,
the debate of the young man with the
No. 27 ignoring actual conditions, solve these
Ate Brunswick Romeos
far-reaching questions. We should ap- young girl.
proach thev humbly, study the actual discarding the aerobatics of parked
abroad and try to under- cars for the comfortable lounges of
TTw ORIENT favors and urges serious considerstion of the following: s senior conditions
the
Moulton
Union
? Is sex to rear its
stand and appreciate the actualities
dormitory, s new classmom building, s covered hockey rink, s better road
which the .-igners ignored. Only in ugly head in our Forum ? How about
through the campus; closer faculty bus tin* of the fnsnees of pnbKsome such way can we be competent this, Don?
to express an opinion, to say nothing
estfcms, reparation off the Bowdoin AHmnus from the Bowdoin
A well-known local character, forof prescribing a safe remedy. Again
Publishing Company; student representation on the Blanket
a word of warning, there are manv mer football player, and all time bon
Tan Committee; s> longer reading period, closer contacts
forces, amply financed, that are at- vivant. heavy in build and jovial in
through published dockets and stndent referenda
tempting, as they did in the disarma- nature, recently established a record,
ment poll, to use your "blanket check" second in endurance only to the unbetween Student Council and undergraduates.
for their own purposes. Every time breakable one held by the doughty
reorganization of requirements for degrees.
they do so, as in the above,
which Prince Albert. Ask Moe about it.
they were unsuccessful at Geneva, they
weaken the weight of your views in
Professor Mitchell very kindly asked
Last Testament
any juncture and mislead you ia the his class to set the time for their Hour
approach to serious and criti- Exam. So after much deliberation as
With this issue of the ORIENT, the regime of the present board proper
cal situations. If you have serious and classes do. they decided upon Thursends, and after vacation a new staff takes the place of the old. It worth while convictions founded upon day at three-thirty.
adequate study and mature considera"Fine," says Mitch, rubbing his
will be new only insofar as each member holds a new office, for such
tion of actual facts, express them,
hands, "In that case, as it will be posa thing as the Orient is a continuous, living organism and must but unless you have, sign no petitions sible to let the hour run over, I think
purporting
that
you
have.
It
is
seold
it will be much more interesting to
be considered as such. Each incoming board inherits the
rious business.
have a Two Hour exam!"
board's debits and credits and will pass its own on in due course.
Finally, just to keep the record
The success or failure of the policy of a staff is determined in no straight, I am no defeatist, no pessi- Ho. hum. He's a card, this Profesmist, just because I do not believe in sor Mitchell.
small way by the course its predecessors have taken.
the League of Nations for America.
Wednesday, March

VoLLXL

j

23, 1982.

|

Industry takes a hint
from the kitchen

m

I believe I can see a surer, more pracWe have sought to build strongly. Whether or not we have tical
solution of 'these vexing questions
succeeded can only be determined at some future time. As we have showing itself beneath the foreign
said before in this column, the function of an undergraduate jour- despatches. What is it? Read those
despatches. Search for the facts. You
nal is not merely to reflect campus opinion. Such a treatment will probably arrive where 1 have.
GEORGE E. FOGG *02.
could lead only to stagnation. Nor should it wander so far from
A
realities that it reach the realm of crack-brained theorizing.

college paper, at its best, should strive, above all else, to advance
a liberal spirit in dealing with whatever problems come to hand.

should be constantly seeking for better ways and means of doing
not better necessarily because they may be newer, but
things
better insofar as they serve more completely the real ends in questo define
perhaps impossible
tion. The liberal spirit is hard
or limit completely. But it is a thing to be sought for seriously,
It is an ideal which can never be
constantly, even devoutly.
reached, because today's liberalism by tomorrow will be dropping
astern over the conservative horizon that has been left behind, and
a new situation will unfold a new limit of liberal thinking. Even
as a skyline at sea keeps ever a few miles ahead of a vessel, so
It

—

—

—

should our horizons keep ever beyond our reach. If we do reach
satisfied, woe betide us ! The only hope of
the world today is that enough people will be ready, and have the

them and anchor there,

We

courage, to continue the pursuit indefinitely.

have come this

far ; to stop now is disaster.
In a vastly smaller sense this same principle applies to a college
to Bowdoin College. In our proposals and our criticisms
we have sought to embody it. Some have agreed, some have disagreed. Thank God for the latter! If this College, or the world
for that matter, reaches a point where there is no disagreeing on

—

Communication
March
Editor,

14, 1932.

Bowdoin Orient:

In view of the interest whieh has
been created among both undergraduates and alumni of the college by the
recent communication from Mr. George
B. Chandler of the Class of 1890, it
might be appropriate for you to provide your readers with a brief biographical sketch of Mr. Chandler so
that they may know just what manner
of man he is. I will not attempt to
write it for vou but will confine myself
to just a few points about his activities
in college as an undergraduate.
By reference to the college files and
records I think you will find that while
he was in college he was active both
scholastically and in athletics, as well
as in other extra-curricular affairs. He

won

Because

Gad

it

has seemed right to

that our friend

and brother,

Roger Kimball Taylor should be
taken from ns, and because he was
laved and respec ted by all. we the
brothers of Delta Psi of Sigma Nn
do resolve to drape our badges for
a period of IS days as s token of
our. sorrow sad of the esteem in

The

domestic art of baking is closely partelephone manufacture at Western

Electric,

where

plastic

molding

is

HASKELL,

new and

tic

molding press— and determined precisely

Telephone bell boxes, for instance, are no
longer formed of metal. They are molded
from a phenol plastic compound— containing

art of plastic

formaldehyde and other ingredients—because Western Electric manufac-

of imagination that keeps

molding, Bell System engineers
once more showed that they have the kind

carbolic acid,

turing engineers saw the

way

to

make a

men developed

exceptionally efficient type of plas-

how long to bake the mixture and the exact
temperature to use.
In quickly taking advantage of the new

science.

betttr

American industry

forging ahead.

BELL SYSTEM

For the Chapter,
L.

a

an exact

which we held him.

WILLIAM

product at lower cost. These

alleled in

JR., '33

A.

NATION-WIDE

9Y9TBM

OF

®

INTERCONNECTING TELEPHONES

the class of '68 prize for public

speaking, also a prize for extemporaneous composition. He played on Bowdoin's first football team, and among
other things was distinguished for being the second man to climb the chapel
spire, as recorded in "Tales of Bowdoin." Being a member of the same
class with Prof. Mitchell I feel quite
sure that he would be able to contrib-

anything, it will be a sorry day, for it will indicate that intellectual
ute much interesting information.
aggressiveness and curiosity are dead. It will herald the opening
Reference to "Who's Who in America", a copy of whieh I assume is on
of a meaningless and hopeless abyss of stagnation.
file in the college library, shows how
Such is the creed we have tried to live up to in dealing with active Mr. Chandler has been in his
college affairs. We pass it on to our successors for what it may be business life, and how varied his interests have been in educational, civic
worth, in the hope that in continuing in it they may find something and political affairs. At the present
of real value. Doubtless many of the problems we have discussed time he is Secretary of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce which is one of the
will seem to us in the future small, even picayunish. But many of largest in America. He is also Secre-

them bulk large in the life of an undergraduate. Where we have tary for the State of Ohio of the Hoover Anti-Hoarding campaign, as well
been right and where wrong only the future can decide in some as Secretary of the Ohio Emergency
cases. Where we seemed prejudiced or unkind, that was our weak- Committee, which a few months ago
instrumental in organizing a naness where we seemed to let our ideas overreach themselves, that was
tionwide movement for a moratorium
on partisan politics while relief legiswas our strength.
was pending in Congress. SevThe College goes on. The problems of today will be ironed out lation
eral years ago, while a resident of
in the College of tomorrow. Whatever work we may do, what- Connecticut, he was a member of the
;

ever contribution we may make, we accomplish these things not
only for the" individual or for the present student body. It is the
College we must serve, as units or as members of a group. This is
the light to throw upon all our questions, all our disagreements.

This

is

the ultimate end of

all

our work.

Communication

agreed so heartily with President
Gray. A boycott surely and certainly

I

means war. That was why Japan was
17,

March, 1932.

Editor, Bowdoin Orient:
I note that you printed in vour issue
of yesterday, extracts from my letter
to President Gray.
I do not know
where you obtained it. as it was a
private communication.
But in view
of the fact that you did print it in the
connection you did, may I ask the indulgence of vour printing the follow-

at Shanghai.

May

I

further suggest that few,

if

any, of the 120 college heads fought
»n the World War or would be called
upon to do to in the future event. They
can withdraw into scholastic seclusion
if they "start something" with a boycott and "let George do it"—the regular army, the national guard and some
of you fellows. They can afford to be
can't. Thev are in reality
ing. although you may have a rule wrong.
against printing contributions from "amateur diplomats", without authority but. what is more to the point.
alumni,
v
Your article stated that the Bates without responsibility. It is the latter
students were circulating, as in all that sobers.
colleges, "boycott" petitions; as those
If you will recall my talk anent Diswho would have to fight should have a armament in the chapel, you may rerii-ht to express their views regarding member I urged you at such junctures
international .difficulties. May I sug-'to ask, "What are the facts?" The
seat that if we take the record of just facts in the boycott case were that,
the Maine Colleges in the World War even before this petition was launched,
I

!

|

Ws

'

j

|

i

as a basis, not an of them would fight
and of those who are of the convict ions that would cause them to sign
such petitions, very few. if any of
them, would do so. May I be allowed
to suggest further that, due to my Nationai Guard status, I surely would be
ealled upon to fight, as I was in the
World War. That is the very reason

A

lil_

[

j

the despatches from London and Paris
showed that neither England nor

France would back a boycott. That
made it, practically, a "dead issue",
(Personally,

1

.

,

;

I

believe, rightfully so),

Accordingly that made the gesture of
the presidents a futile one. Any petition of college students will necessarily
be equally so.

House of Representatives of that state,
serving as chairman of several committees on matters pertaining to railroads, labor, etc.
This is bv no means intended as a
complete personal biographv of Mr.
Chandler, but merely gives you a few
high spots of his interesting business
There can be no question of
career.
the sincerity of his views as expressed
in his communication which I am sure
finds echo with many other alumni. The
keen alumni interest in Bowdoin undergraduate affairs and in the student
attitude towards the college and its
traditions has been gradually moving
on Westward from Maine to Massachusetts, to New York, and now the
Middle west has been heard from. It
all reflects a healthy interest in the
college on the part of those who have
gone out from it and have get kept it
with them as a part of their daily

augmented no doubt by
the increasing number of sons of Bowlives.

It

is

doin alumni

now

in

attendance at the

college.

Possibly you may see fit to publish
brief biographical article which will
Chandler's
properly establish Mr.
position and prominence in business

a

life.

Yours very truly,
H. L. PALMER

• 19)3, Lmgstt * Mrus Tobacco Co.

Whether

a tender old love song or

it's

• dashing hit from the latest show, there's
the deep thrill of real musk in whatever he
sings.

Hear his

fine voice in the Chesterfield

Radio Program.
'04.

"Perhaps the greatest fault of our
modern college is its failure to get
each student to work at the maximum
rate whieh his particular ability will
allow," believes Dean Genevieve Fisher at lows State College.—NSFA

And hear Nat

Shilhret, too,

with his beantifalJy-balanced big orchestra.

Chesterfield

THREE
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Just as Mr. Chandler's receat open
letter evoked (or provoked) 'so many
rebuttals, these comments cause me to
"take pen in band" and "let off a little
steam". It is my personal opinion that
a large majority of Bowdoin alumni
share Mr. Chandler's point of view.
There can be no denying that the average undergraduate resents alumni
criticism and usually is pretty positive
that the student body can manage its
own affairs without outside "inter-1
ference". This is perhaps as it should
be, but can't you accept obviously sincere and helpful remarks and sugges- J
ttons hke sportsmen instead of with
half-hearted tolerance ? Admit, as dees
your editor, that "there may be some
need for clarification of opinions on

RE-ORGANIZATION
SALE
Starting Thursday,
$25,000 STOCK

Bowdoin athletics ..."

of

COST

.

disgust) to read of the fencers, or the
gym team, or the swimming team, or
any other group of men representing
the college, losing contest after contest
["against heavy odds" ( ?)] and usually

how the situation can be bettered.
Hasnt Bowdoin the facilities, the
men to work witk?

-
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STAGE LEAGUE PLAYS
Work On

Technicians Will

Dramas

Scholastic

of rules and regulations? Does there
not exist an atmosphere of complacency and a lack of cooperation that is
not conducive to the aeneration of the
winning spirit so necessary for suc-
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Broadway Brevity and
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The Harvard
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SEE
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YOUR LIFE WORK?
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KAYWOODDB PIPES

Were

$1.95

$15.00

Astoria

The staff will have complete charge
of the technical work connected with
to New York (in
Interscholastic Dramatic League
one day) where he arrived just in time the
finals
to be held in Memorial Hall on
In all probability that
to compete.
meant the difference between first and April 9, 1932. They also journeyed to
Bath last week end to perform simthird place!
Last spring a group of enthusiastic ilar duties in the preliminaries being
alumni stood through a pouring rain held there.
The staging of the Classical Club's
to watch a gallant Bowdoin track
squad lose to a powerful Army team. play to'be produced on the steps of
?" He the Walker Art Building at the openSeveral asked "Where is P
was left behind because he was "in- ing of Commencement Week wHl also
His absence undoubtedly be under the direction of the Masque
eligible".
cost Bowdoin at least two major track and Gown. The play will be "Oedipus
victories. He was captain of the team Tyrannus", and will be under the diand was forced (or forced himself, as rection of Professor Means.
you will) out of competition in the last
month or two of his college career. I cess in any walk of life ?
This is a rather disjointed and perhave no quarrel with anybody ruTes
are rules and very necessarv to be haps "fresh" and presuming letter, but
sure. This man, however, graduated at least is sincere and I hope will be
accepted with "tolerance".
with his class!
R. G. WOODBURY «22.
I have heard that there are some
very good football players in college.
Boston University girls are holding
Those who saw the team this fall know
which the most "unemat
dance
a
the
help
needed
all
that it deserved and
available. I wonder how many of those ployed-looking" couple will win first
"ineligibles" would have sacrificed prize.
their degrees by representing the colMost
lege for four or five Saturday afternoons. Would there be any official objections if thev worked out with the
Appropriate
always
is
week?
One
the
team dyrintr
hearing of "complaints". How long
Easter Gift
has it been since the eligibility rules
were reviewed or revised?
No one would want the bars let down
or exceptions made in behalf of any
athlete or team, but are we or are we
not at Bowdoin just a bit inclined to
"bend over backward" in the matter

SWEATERS
Sleeveless Sweaters.
$3.00 to $6.00. '

$4.95

-

$4.95

AU

GLADSTONE BAGS
Were

-

new

Waldorf

Let us Mail a
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Every Cap
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!

Every Robe in Stock. Flannels,
Plain and Striped. Were $10.00

59c and 95c
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!

j

5<r% off

CAPS

SHOES
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j

Gloves,
Lined,
Unlined,
Mocha, Pigskin, Deerskin, etc.

$5.95

Shoes, Regardless of Styles

-

!

!

All

5<r7r off

$4.95

C'ordurov
Leather.

GLOVES

to $25.00.

$10.00 and $8.50.

AH

Regardless of

$2.95

PIPES
Drnihills

i

|

$2.00 to $4.50.

$1.29

95c

j

I

HOSIERY
Price.

i

Two Prices Only — Were $35.00 to $6600
One Price Only

the

way from Brunswick

I

i

NECKWEAR

Fancy. Collar Attached or Neckband.

25.00
29.50

SHIRTS
Every Shirt

25.00

I

fraternity house.
In the last Orient I read an article
headed "Freshman Rfclav Team Places
Third in I C 4A". It tells how the
star anchor-man was required by the
college authorities to travel all the

Here are a few of the bargains
19.50 and

won't admit that such is
not the case. Then we can't be getting
the most out of the equipment and the
material we have. Is there, perhaps,
a lack of spirit or cooperation anywhere along the line ?
I am not entirely familiar with the
inter-mural situation, but ardently
hope that the present undergraduates
are not willing to withhold one iota of
support from the representative teams
of the college, for the sake of a silver
loving cup to adorn the mantel of a

Somehow

i

TOPCOATS
OVERCOATS
TUXEDOS

—

teachers, or the

Merchandise of the highest quality, suitable for Spring, Summer and Winter
wear. Never will your dollar buy so much!

Prices Only

by wide margins. I am not beanyone I am only wondering

littling

suit, every topPrices slashed to the bone in this greatest of all sales.
coat, every piece of furnishing goods to be sold at unbelievable prices!

$19.50 and $29.50

letters

championship meet; and your spirits
will sink (and you may even snort with

Every

SUITS

Your

are usually tempered with "buts" and
apologies. That in itself exemplifies
more than anything else the attitude
that Mr. Chandler decries.
Wait until you men join the ranks
of alumni and "has beens". You will
net mightily tired of picking up your
[taper and looking in the column of
losing teams for Bowdoin scores. Your
Mood will tingle to watch a star halfback run for touchdowns (if you are
so fortunate as to see such a spectacle), or to see a oair of Bowdoin hurdlers in the final heat of a national

March 24

SACRIFICED REGARDLESS

to be

15. 1981.

nowdorn Orient;

Editor,

Thursday • Match 24th

DANCERS IN THE DARK
- with •
Miriam Hopkins • Jack OakiC

• also -

Magic Carpet. Talkartoon, Comedy

Brunswick Publishing Co.

Friday

.

March 25th

STRUGGLE
The

Orient

Hal Shelly
•

HARMON

with -

-

Printers of

News

•

•

Zita Johann

also -

Comedy

-

Cartoon

Adequately eq nipped for
College

9

-

School

and Commercial

Saturday • March

26th)

STRICTLY DISHONORABLE
with •
Paul Lakes - Sidney Fox
•

PRINTING

Comedy

-

Monday-Tuesday

.

Pictorial -

Magic Carpet

Samples and estimates fsrnished

Brunswick

March 28-29

MARLENE DIETRICH
Cot. Maine and Dnnlap Sta,
Tel.

Brunswick S

• i» -

SHANGHAI EXPRESS
• also •

News

-

Comedy

•

Sound Act

-

THE BOWDOIN OBIENT

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

SOPH RUNNERS TRIP
D.U/SCUNCH LEAGUE
FROSHINCLOSEJBEET
HOOP CHAMPIONSHIP

SPEEDY RACES

The Yoke of Thunder

FEATO8EANNUAL
BOWDOIN SWIM

Robert P. Tristram Coffin
$1.50

IM

Olympic contender and showed its apby earnest applause.
Maine Schoolboy Champions
R. Faulkingham of Hebron was
crowned Maine Schoolboy 60 yard
dash champion by winning out over
tain Club and of the Northeastern
and a Neal his teammate and M. HutchinBird-Banding Association;
son of Portland high school in that
scientific
other
member of numerous
event. J. MeKeen of Brunswick was
and conservation organizations.
second to Neal of Hebron in his heat

put 1)
and would never harm a traveller.
However, they have one bad habit.
Being animals they are continuallyhungry and they have no honor.
(Coetinaed from

—

Thus, they break into automobiles
temporarily abandoned, and ransack
food supplies. If the car is a closed
car, they do not allow, this to bother
them; they merely tear off the roof
and help themselves.
The entire lecture gave one an excellent impression of the marvelous
beauty of the scenery in the West.
The colored sKdes, which were over
two hundred in number, were substantial proof of the fact that one
does not need to go to Europe to see
wonderful scenery.
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Time: 27 second*.
100 yard backstroke— First
2nd.

;

:

28 3-6. (New record).
100 yard breaststroke First heat, won by A.
Sperry. Bowdoin ; 2nd. R. Durham. Bowdoin
3rd, W. Esaon, Bowdoin. Second heat, won by
2nd. R. Whitmore.
E. Densmore. Bowdoin
Bowdoin. Finals, won by Sperry: 2nd. Densmore: 3rd. Whitmore. Time: 1 minute 18 3-5
seconds.
won by Wallberg.
First
heat,
100 yard dash—
Bowdoin 2nd, Parmalee. Bowdoin. Second heat.
won by Carruthers. B. U. 2nd. R. Page. Bowdoin: 3rd. J. Stetson. Bowdoin. Finals, won by
Carruthers 2nd, Wallberg 3rd, Page. Time
57 4-5 seconds.
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expect to maintain at

workmanship and fabrics

Selig. 73.9;

3rd. E. Benson. 69.5.
2nd. R. J. Carson. 72
(All of Bowdoin).
100 yard relay. Maine schools First. Hebron
Moore, .Neal. Faulkingham) : 2nd.
(Quint.
Brunswick (Burnett. Staples. Naugler. McKeen) : 3rd, Portland (Wilcox. Lunt. Cox.
Hutchinson). Winner's time: 61 1-5 seconds.
;

!

DRESS CLOTHES START AT
Wc

;

:

High board diving— Won by M.

— $55

costs our present enviable quality of style,
and to scire you in the best manner possible.

all

,

—

BRISK BROTHERS,

To obtain an automobile driving
permission at Amherst one must have
completed the first three years of his
college course with an average of at
(least 75, and must have permissions
from parents, Dean and Student Coun-

'

Inc.

I

16 East 50th St.
New York City

I

I

cil.

9*

Rates $10 to $22 weekly

FRATERNITY CLUBS BUILDING
Madison Avenue st 38th Street

ft.

ALLERTON HOUSES FOR MEN
45 E. 55th St.

M
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might have been convinced that he
was a man of magical power, but that
was not what he wished.
"The thing which grips us as we

;

Time: 2m.
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vault— Tie between Crowelt

Pole

(F)

and

1

Our hearts are
quicken our hope.
quickened and strengthened by the
fact that he went the whole human
journey, and at every point glorified

the relay.

:

ASHBY GIVES SUNDAY
ADDRESS IN CHAPEL

(F). second; Nibkick (F), third. Distance: 46 ft. 2 J in.
Discus throw— Won by Niblock (F) Larson
Distance: 123
(S), second: Boyd (F). third.

Hughes

8's.

is

sort of an ending to suffering would
have been so unreal, so unhuman,
that he would deepen our despair, not

:

:

I

points

There

;

o

28 Pope (S) tie for third between Boyd (F) and
Height: 11 ft. 3 in.
(S).
Time— four Robbins
35 pound weight throw— Won by Larson (S)

Hal Durand.

all

-
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life is that he was in
made like unto his brethren.
human life at its best. This

read of that

:

ll
8

12

Totals
Referee,

Mile run— Won by TibbetU (S) : Uniacke
Time: 4m.
(F), second; Burton (S). third.

41

2

.

.

Allen— predicted high scorer—drop
out of the running after hobbling to a
third in the high timbers. Allen pulled
40.4s.
Adams a tendon a week ago, and his leg was
Broad jump— Won by Larson (S)
Mickey Hunt,
(F). second; Walker (S). third. Distance: 20 in poor shape
Freshman bet in the sprints, was out
Kahili
Adams
F)
High jump— Won by
town Friday, leaving a wide gap
(S), second: Porter <S). third. Height: & ft. of
in the yearling weak spot: with Hunt
lit in. (New meet record).
Shot put— Won by Niblock (F) Larson (S). the Frosh might have figured in the
Distance: 43 ft.
second: Haskell (S). third.
dash, and made a stronger claim for
(New college and meet record).
in.
3s.

34

15
Omega (28)
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Whether he might have evaded

Lawrence Lecture

j

I

j

(Continued from page 1)

Several quarrels
very
is
take place, some concerning the question as to whether in marriage the
husband or wife should rule. Parts
of tales were cited to illustrate each
The summary
side of the question.
was that neither husband nor wife
should be a dominant leader, but
rather there should be a sympathy
between the two.
Structurally regarded, the storiesare merely long speeches. Interest is
sustained by dramatic elements.
Professor Lawrence stressed the
necessity of reading the tales in a
proper sequence. Since Chaucer died
before nr.anging them, there is no
Their or.'er should
fixed sequence.
be determined by references to place
and t.me. Lately the sequence has
been ttken from oid manuscripts, and
this system, the professor insisted,
is far inferior to the other.
Separate Tales
'
Although the plots of the various
tales were not original with Chaucer,
they were told so well that only under his pen did they become popular.
If some of them are stiff and dull
now, Professor Lawrence declared
that it was because of the changes
of customs and ideals which take
place with the passing of time. The
most interesting narratives are told
in a humorous manner by the common
people.
......
that
........ ^
>>-., >< admitted
Lawrence
Professor «...
some of the tales are improper but.
he said, "The vulgarity is the kind
which calls a spade a spade." It is
not of the suggestive type. Furtherssete, the tales are more proper than
much modern fiction. The excuse
which Chaucer gave for bringing improprieties into his stories was that
such incidents were most fitting
Alfor the common folk to relate.
though it was an age of free speech,
not one of inferior moral
it was
realistic.
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and dismayed."

Certificates of higher study are
merely certificates to mark the passing from one class to the next, fol-

;

state officials.

i

i

The

licencie

:

of Brunswick, Maine

Bostonian and Florsheira
Oxfords—$5 to $10

(neces-

Capital, S5«,tM.
Surplus and Profits, lltfi.Mt

sary for teaching), equal to our A.M.,
is received after state examination. Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Batter
The candidate for this degree must
have at least four of the certificates.

STUDENT

s.

SOULE & WALKER

'

J

"FRANCIS"
The

accomplished, so that they may receive credit for it at home colleges or

Barber Shop

College Jeweler"

A

Diamonds and Watches

universities.

his

The Quality you are accustomed
is

large

*50

*35

$25
-

complete

-

and

New

to ... a variety that
.
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only the prices

Among

a complete new set of btudent Athletic Council rulings at B.U.
we find a changed scheme of major

and minor awards. Major

letters will
be given in football, baseball, basketball, track, cross-country and hockey;
minor letters in boxing, fencing, golf,

swimming,
and marksmanship
lacrosse,

141A
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Fair Prices

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

for Gifts
Stationery

•

for

Fountain Pens
all

•

Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio

Cards

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

ANTIQVITY SHOP

expertly done
103 Maine Street
\

Old Furniture. China, Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique sroods of

'

$1-95

Tel.

Tel. 241-11

25 years In bosiaess

.

the services of

men

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

f.u.s.s isao

The Sport Store of

—

('—.lx'.k men prepare lor a profruioa ol
wiorniag interest and opportunity. Rectnt resrarrb has enlarge.] the scupe of svrry phase

Brunswick

of dentistry- Toe field demands, mora thaa
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training. Tails
Collefe Dentil School oners to its students.
School opens 00 September 29. 1MJ. Our
j

Send Your Washing
I

well.

little about many things
but not much about any one of them is
greatly handicapped when he competes with men

who arc highly skilled in the principles and
tcchnic of some one department of business.
college experience have particularly
favorable prospects in the public accounting profession as well as in business, provided their
technical training is adequate.

CMtfl with

CITIZENS

to the,

LAUNDRY

will be sent upon request. Please )
mention your college paper when writing.

& Finance

catalog
career.

may guide you in choosing
For information address

Wit ham Ricr, D.M.D..
416 Huntington Avenva

AGENT

your

Dtm

Botts*. Mass.

LEBEL'S

_i

Lyman B. Chipman.

Set)..

j

CREIGHTON GATCHELL

Candy and

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

74

!

Ice.

Cream

MAINE STREET

SHORT'S MARKET
-GROCERS—

Wholesale

-

Retail
who

€LA catalog

The Bentley School of Accounting

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

in business

1

-

137

PLAY SAFE

accountants, etc.

do some one thing particularly

Sk—Tel.

136—87 Maine

-

CGraduates are employed in sg states and 14 foreign countries as office managers, cost accountants,
resident auditors, travelling auditors, statisticians,
comptrollers, treasurers, branch managers, public

qz

any kind

AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring St. Brunswick

Kinds east of Portland.

United
States which isdevoted exclusively to trainingmen
to become specialists in accounting and finance.
Completion of the course requires two years,

demands

Bowdoin Men on

Webber's Studio

Varney's Jewelry Store

ftThe man who knows a

New Tab Collar Shirts

Authentic Polo Coats
$30

-

All

Picture Frames

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

BENTLEY SCHOOL

business

made

be

Photograph Work and

Philgas for Fraternity

Prompt Service

Wesleyan freshman themes on vocations show an amazing variety of
choices in life works: becoming refreshment stand operators, doctors,
lighthouserum-runners",
ministers,
exterminators,
mosquito
keepers,
tailors, florists, car washers, movie
actors, soda jerkers, Gloucester fish-

Is the largest professional school in the

C Modern

Institution

SPECIAL RATES

MAINE STREET

|

tennis, wrestling:

The

qualified to

are lower.

Bowdoin

Tine Repairing and Engraving

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Benoit Suite

A Spe^ialt^FraUrnit,

cater to fraternity trsde

PR1NT|NG

Bctutok Street, Boston (Kenmore 0755)
H. C. Bintlsy, C.

>

More than a

We

New

aoUCITtO

PATBONACB

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

For doctorate, he must have a licencie
and must publicly defend two theses.
There is also given a "certificate de
assiduity" to foreign students, showing thereby a certain amount of work

There's Spring

In The

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

Latest College Styles la

lowing two written examinations and
one oral examination administered by

;

words. In conclusion
Prof. Lawrence stated that a knowledge of the Middle Ages heightened
Chaucer's ermen, coffee growers and highway
enjoyment of all
the
construction gang bosses.
works.

—

work

do

periments;

The latter part of Chaucer's life
was not happy and his feelings were
reflected in

& GERVAIS

LECLAIR

fibre.

There's a pleasing mildness of Price

it

or net, he died on the cross."
There is a notion that we have
(New meet record).
ft.
within us somewhere a full, well(WalkSophomores
Won
by
1120 yard relay—
Christian faith, which is
rounded
9s.
Time:
2m.
Reid.
Gray).
Bassett,
er,
(Continued from
waiting only for the removal of difThey had said that they would be- ficulties to come forth grown and
Education
This is not true, for no man
powerful.
llieve, but would they?
"Let us test it by our own experi- is ever moved to faith unless he feels
by exence," said Dr. Ashby. "If we read the it in his own heart. It grows
(Continued from pas* l)
and it dethe! story today, what would the effects perience, not by evidence;
plus
mathematics
includes
the story went velops by overcoming obstacles, and
Suppose
on
us?
be
Some
loire.
de
faculte
sciences; and
And lo, while not by evading them.
this:
universities have a faculte de phar- something like
they yet spoke, he descended from
macie and a faculte de medecine.
them,
Regular collegiate courses last the cross and stood among
that we
fiom November to June, but there are What would we do? I think
y'want Pressed?*
at that point and 'Anything
three other kinds of courses, besides would close the book
for at that
Give it to
These are: 1. public courses, open to sigh in disappointment,
clear
stepped
have
would
he
moment
the
for
maintained
the public and
McINTIRE and
of human life and
sake of research and the disclosure of out of the range
A great gulf
experience.
reserved human
discoveries;
2.
scientific
us from him,
courses, open only to students, and would have separated
mankind
covering practical and laboratory ex- and once more, we and all
the
would have turned back, disillusioned
summer courses.
;

,..

There's Correctness

143 E. 39th St.

Would they have believed as he
wished them to? Probably not. They

:

Totals

•

.
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(S), second; Hatchneld (K). third.
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SUITS, OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS
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Feeling utterly convinced our customers still prefer good clothes, in
spite of conditions, we are happy to announce an INCREASE in value,
throughout our entire line.
and a DECREASE in price

'
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Odde, rf ...
Royal, c
won by Car- Carlton, lg
3rd. Dolloff, rg
Second heat, won
Bowdoin

.

.

1

*

heat,

Easton.

B. V.
Lelansky. Portland H. S.
by R. Foster. Bowdoin: 2nd. Conley. Cheverua
H. S. Finals, won by Carruthers 2nd. Easton
Time : 1 min. 8 1-5 see.
3rd. Foster.
60 yard dash. Brunswick boys— First. D. BurTime:
nett: 2nd. K. Naugler; 3rd, Killer.
ruthers.

|

I

;

;

Time: 28

Inspect the Allertons. You will discover that a high standard of living
may be maintained without hi«rh expense . .for you share all these privileges while paying for only one room!

,

1

9

- Live In

.

j

|

•

Room

1

Located within strolling distance of
mid-town business and social actmties, the Allerton Houses offer the fellowship and facilities of the finest club
gymna. . rest and readine rooms,
sium, game rooms, solaria, tea dances
... at rates adiusted to present day,
common-snse standards.

j

Portland H. S. 3rd, J. Moore. Hebron.
2-6. Second heat. Von by Neal. Hebron : 2nd. MeKeen. Brunswick; 3rd. Main.
More* H. S. Time 28 4-5. Final*, won by
Faulking-ham: 2nd, Neal; 3rd. Hutchinson.
son.

Paf for

(

didn't finish within the first three
A collection of incunabula made by but
in the finals.
Haellor was recently purchased and
The relay races for Maine Schools,
Bowdoin
of
Library
the
presented to
a new event this year found the HeCollege. The purchase was made by
bron team (Quint, Moore, Neal and
a committee of the class of 1930 from Faulkingham) first at the finish,
a fund given to the class at gradua- closely followed by the local natators
tion by Henry H. Pierce, LL.D. of the
from Brunswick high school (Burnett,
class of 1896. The collection consists
MeKeen), with
Naugler,
Staples,
of 5 portfolios with genuine leaves
Portland high school (Wilcox, Lunt.,
ilbefore
1500
printed
from books
Cox, Hutchinson) finishing third. The
lustrating the development of printgold
cup and were
a
received
winners
ing and including specimens from
crowned Maine Schoolboy Champions.
Caxton and nearly all famous early
Thaddeos Smith Wins
Descriptive and carefully
printers.
each
accompany
texts
Another new event added this year
prepared
one. From time to time some of the was the 26 yard dash for Brunswick
more interesting leaves will be ex- grammar school boys. Five youthful
Liswimmers toed the mark for ths
hibited in the upper hall of the
juvenile classic everyone a dark horse
brary.
as far as doping the winner was conson of ProThere's a new journal among the cerned. Thaddeus Smith,
Smith splashed
office-- feasor Stanley B.
exchanges over st the Orient
"
*
in 16 2-5
the Simmons University Brand, from down the length of the pool
prize
first
the
Abilene, Texas. An editorial therein seconds to capture
on campus beautification approves of while his proud father looked proudly
the decorative treeajpven the Urn- on. The summary:
SO yard dash. Maine schoolboys— First heat,
yersity, but sees urgent neo4 of « wen
by R. Faulking-ham. Hebron 2nd. Hutchinthe neigh
one
fence

ant offices in ornithological societies,
He is Director of the Division of
side to keep
on
Ornithology of the Massachusetts Decampus grass,
partment of Agriculture; Field Agent bor's cows off the
of
Association
National
of the
A black bat which had strayed into
Audubon Societies; a member of the
American Ornithologists' Union; a|the Wesleyan Chapel was waked up
director of the Massachusetts Au- one morning recently by the organ
dubon Society and of the Federation and completely disrupted the Chapel
of the Bird Clubs of New England; a services. It was finally captured by
councilor of the Appalachian Moun-ia freshman.

ton, stepped

|

-

as Ornithologist

of na-,
na
omiuioiogisi oi
an ornithologist
fame, and holds several importis

T. 0.'s in Final Tilt

34 to 28

Maine Street

NOTED ORNITHOLOGIST
SPEAKS ON BIRD LIFE
OF NATIONAL PARKS

Is

& SON

W. CHANDLER

Last Friday's annual cinder scrap
between the yearlings and the secondaway to win the half in year men brought more than the usual
the good figures of 2 minutes, 3 sec- cargo of thrills. Best of 'em all was
The sophomores, Neise TibbetU* beaatifvd victory dash
onds, eased up.
represented by Mai Walker, Braley sfter Tom Uniacke, the frosh mile
Delta Upsilon clinched the sunberth Gray and George Cabot, made a clean champion. Tom led all the way, with
of Interfrat Hoop League B and the sweep of the 40, but John Kelly pulled Nelae in close second, but the letter
right to face off with Non-Frater- an unexpected surprise to take the wss holding his position seemingly
nity, League A winners, for the cham- 45 yard high hurdles away from the With an effort. Three laps to go, and
pionship, by dumping the A. T. O. favorite, Charlie Allen, who was bad- Freshman Nowlis, running third, was
quintet 34-28 last Friday night. Trail- ly handicapped by a pulled tendon. suddenly left in the lurch ss Tibbetts
The relay, a victory for the sophs, bore down on the unsuspecting
ing 23-20 at half time, the D. U.
Mai Walk Uniacke. A single Isp to go, and
-_.
basketeers outscored A. T. O. 9-1 in was a battle all through.
point
...
« five
*.,„„..., a
lu assume
the third period to
k •—.- ier leading off for the upperclassmen, Uniacke woke up to the fact that his
on
his way into a yard lead over
adversaries
fought
lead, and held their
advantage was challenged: a battle
even terms throughout the final John Kelly, and Jim Bassett, running royal followed, with Tibbetts winning
chukker to draV the winning verdict. a canny race, held his lead against out st the tape by two scant feet
With \Axel Buckman 'paving .the the frosh speedster, Art Fox. Stan
-.*£.
..
u. ...!..»„ D.
r.
i... n <r i^y, whipped by Don Reid on the first
rung
U.
three
baskets,
way with
Swede Larsen surprised spectators
Stan Beasley a three
„.._....
._ r and gave
up a 9-4 advantage for the opening lap
round.
A. T. O. retaliated sharply yard advantage, but Braley Gray .when he rushed over to the broad!
shooting
tucked the race into the bag by step- jumping pit from the hammer throw,
in the second, led by great
over.
the
air
iuiuu K n
-•-•
through
«.•«
<-"
«•
i»j> to
and
i»»v lap
»»u sped
»i>cu
me last
»ias*ie> on the
in--*
ping past Beasley
uunoar. The
of Bill
BUI Dunbar.
on the part of
first over the fastocky A. T.". O. forward monopolized win by five yards, in 2 minutes, 9 sec- twenty feet to cop
•
.
...
i
a.
tv_ *;u
—j
Iminta
inhnnv Adams,
Adims. the Frosh
Frnsli
vorite, Johnny
the limelight throughout the tilt, onds.
Th'urm Larsen scored a decided up- white hope. Swede scored high Fripopping the sphere through the curfirsts and seconds.
tains from all angles. In the closing set when he won the broad jump day, with a brace of
minutes of the fray, Bill sunk three soaring 20 feet 5 inches. John Adams
which
was second, and Mai Walker a close
But Adams had his moment when
arching heaves from mid-floor,
would have clinched the victory for third. Larsen reaped high point hon- he shattered the high jump record
took the with a leap of s fraction under six
A. T. O. were not the shots ruled out, ors for himself when he also
as Dunbar travelled on all three oc- 35-pound weight throw and a second feet. Onlookers sympathized when he
record dipped the bar st six-one.
Art
to. me
the reevruheave io
.
.
in the discus neave
casions.
v
won the Fox, Freshman middle distance ace
who
Boyd,
Niblock.
cracking
The summary:
'*
*
t
S
r*
/liaAii..
hOQV<l
eTklllH
A
_ SI
S_ S a» flUA waaBiwa hlS
interf raternity discus heave,, could ana college champ in the 880, ran his
Delta Upsilon (34)
fsvorite in 2.03 minutes to splstter
G FG Pts gamer no better than a third.
Won by Walker (S) Gray another meet record sll over the cage.
4u yard dash
8
4
Travis, If
.js^
(S). second: Cabot MB, third. Time: 4.8s.
jt h«t in the State
f ,
Sumner, rf
-•• -„.-{„<*
45 yard hitfli hurdles— Won by Kelly 1*7.1 2!
i
_\.» _ this
spring.
3
Meet St* LewiSton
Time:
1
(S).
third.
Allen
Gray (S). second:
1
Uehlein, rf
7 SJts.
1
3
Woodger, c
Won
by Gray (S) Low (F),
run—
440
yard
10 second Kelly (Ft. third. Time: 54.3s.
5
Buckman, Ig . .*
Both teams suffered from losses in
Burton their lineups. The Sophs saw Charlie
2
880 yard rui.— Won by Fox (F)
2
Bates, rg

Top A.

JastOnt

F.

mmwto

Sportsman's *Pen

P. A., TreiiJnt

_

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.
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